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change has taken
in^HoUywood's thinking on the

significant

plRce.

type of goAiologicai and political
^OQt«nt to be included -in f&ms, but
it httsn't resulted from the recent
..Washington probe" of the industry,
Dore Schary, RKO- studio chief, told
York this week.
Varimy in
'.'

New

'

Commenting on the probable
investigation,

the

of

IN

legit pro-

for
ductions, Duo will jbe backed by a
15-piece orchestra, a femme. vocalist
and chorus.
Elwell has also pacted Bela Lugosi
and comedienne Ann Thomas for a

de-

Disk Firms Steam As

"Producers who. .were afraid to
•islidk theii* necks out before are still

;.'

afraid.

•

vjihottfl.
'flftake

'Artists

Those that hate always
courage -ivill continue to
the pictures thfey want. The

Seek to Fatten Up

••

.

On Waxers

Opldwyps and Zamicks and our own
studio .will not be frightened olT."
However, Schary added,, with tl]e

for

AFM Ban

The phonograph - recording com-

,

'

'

:

one disk company
thing,"
said
"If they want to inpresident.
sure themselves earning $100,000
to $200,000 a year in royalties, then
the;^ must play ball with us, if the
V. S. Film Censorship advance-recording technique is to
become a protection type of practice
Hollywood, Nov. 4.
.
Reaction in studio circles to yester- for the disk business."
Considering that a recording sesday's (Mon.) editorial in the Hearst
papers, advocating Federal censor- sion with a pretty full orchestra for
ship of Alms, can be expressed in a a dance version or to back up a
jingle
worii— astonishment.. None' name singer, for example, runs over
of .the industry toppers .questioned. $1,000 per, this entails a stagg(iring
investment for the recorders. "But
Wuld make any further comment,
Off the record, however, they it they are so anxious to make sure
(Continued on page 62)
couldn't "see what W, R. Hearst is

;B'woQd 'Astonished' At

To K,0.

.

.

.
,

.

^.

.
.

,

^one

of the top-rat.ed personalities

—

driving at" and failed to understand
"why people who live in glass holises
should slai t throwing stones. Last
person they would expect to support
'. censorship
is a newspaper publisher,"
j-they. said.
They also indicated that,
especially in the .case .of Hearst, his
papers have always taken a particularly violent stand against GoveVn.ment policy and opinion.

OPERA

By AUVHVJB BRONSON

.

Ther Metropolitan Opera- Assn, h,as
its

.

ShoW

,

Bogey

-How

chairman of North West Territories
Commission, just back from
a
junket through the Arctic, declares
.northwest's Indians prefer cowboy
«ongs to their own tom-tom chants.
Dr. Keenleyside, largely responsible
for extensive distribution of Canadian motion pictures in Latin countries while this country's representative in Mexico, said the western

,'

Legit

Managers

future?

Show was staged ih the Garden
for the benefit of the New York
ITniv.-Bellevue Medical Centre, As
a benefit affair, it had-almost every,

Meet to Curtail

name performer

1st Night List
Proposal to curtail the first-night
press

ticket list

on Broadway will

be considered tomorrow (6)
New York Theatres

League of

fat

to attend

Full Responsibility

For

Vets' Hospital Shows
Show business' pledge that the
wounded of World War II never will

of any reputation"
currently in W. Y, List of stars ran
be forgotten is being realized wjth
(Continued on page 63)
formation of. the Veterans Hospital

INDEE DISKS YEAlt'S. TOPS
Chicago, Nov.

a

mem-

bership

London, Oct.

The Empire, Newark, and Hudson,
Union City, are serviced via the

Izzy Hirst circuit. Latter also has an
interest in these houses, thus getting
ditties hold the Redskins spellbound the take both ways. Both have stock
around campflres.
choru.se.s. with only principals now
He said some Indians have two or rotating the wheel. Latter comprise
three radio receivers, some sets from 10 to 12 people, with an occamounted in thei* canoes, automobile sional vaude act or two augmenting
style. Motion pictorjif! also get SRO the 'layout,
at any showing for nirthwest InOn the three shows perused at
dians who will stay o" return as both
with
"Sensations,"
house.'!,
ioug its the screen is lighted.
(Continued on page £3)
i

'

:

4,

With the Dec.

31 deadline on recording near, it's figured that biggest
boosts industry has received of late
have come from_ independent waxeries working with, comparatively

Camp' Shows, Inc., to replace tTSOCamp Shows which gets its honor*
able discharge Dec. 26. New organ*
ization assumes the task of entertaining between 95,000 and 115.000 soldier wounded, *onVp. 1, 1948.
Veterans Hospital Camp Showa
will be the major pesponsibility of
show business and will be guided by
a committee. to be elejfted from all

—

branches pictures, "J5?l§nt unions,
radio, music ojr^a«^^pSjfs and exhibitors.
Already as$piaTed with the
(Continued on page 62).

.

4.

pr. H. L. JCeenleyside, deputy
nimister of Mines & Resources and

:

000,000 by its co-producers, Pegler's
brother, Jack, and Loil" Goldberg.
Via Johnson's Mutual airer last

>

.

Northwest Indians Hear
Crooner Call of Range

•

NIX;

'

BRAND OF BURLESK
NEEDS PLENH OF

.

.

METSFUGSTiU)

•

meeting.
Members are
because the matter
urged
Limiting
is "of utmost importance."
the
number
of
premiere
tickets apN.J.
pears to be up to managers individ- unknown talent.
FLIT ually, and some have already cur- Among the biggest selling records
press
lists,
tailed their
but, it's hoped of the year have been Francis Craig's
By ED BAKRY
by these to have others enter into "Near You" (Bullet), Jack Owens'
Burlesque may be cleaning up in a "gentlemen's agreement" to do "How Soon"
(Tower") and Art
the hinterlands, as reported, but it likewise.
Lund's "Mam'selle" (M-G-M).
will need plenty of cleaning up beManagers who favor cutting tho
fore ever malcing the grade in New press list contend that a majority of
York. The seven-year enforced sab- those attending by means of such
batical leave of this brand of show tickets constitute a "cold audience"
business from N. Y. stages, via edict although not present for the purpose
of N. Y.'s late Mayor Fiorello H. writing reviews.
It's claimed that
La GuSrdia, hasn't impeded their the percentage is too high in compitch tor vulgarity. Consequently parison to regular firstnighters, espethey'd have to be given plenty of cially
ill:
houses with first-floor
flit and sapolioing before being al(Continued on page 58}
lowed to reenter N. Y., if the stanzas
that have been playing the Newfrk
and Union City, N.- J., houses are Cancels All-Male /Shrew'
facsimilies of what goes on elseAfter Strong Criticism
w|iere on the hurley .-wheels.

,

,

CENTS

^

"

.;,

•.'

25

no plans 40 rehire ^rsteti Flagstad.
prewar' Wagnerian soprano great,
week, originating here from KHJ, according
to general manager Edthe commentator-columnist started a
ward Johnson, despite contrary ru-'
campaign to get 1,000,000 signatures, mors. Mme. Flagstad left the Met
100 to each .petitions .:^e''i]a9intains in 1941 to return to
.Norway^ and
high-cost-of-living that has: drastic-- that nobody wants such a'flUtf "iwrit-'" spent .-the war years with her husally altered family budgets and buy- ten by Westbrook Pegle'r-oi!;?i'rtyon.e band, a noted Quisling who died ,ia
els^."
Picture is being '.grooved for prison^ awaitin^t-'trial as a collaboraing habits.
.
Johpson said he owed that
As, for Allen, his show was imme- tTnited Artists release.
tionist.
diately bought by the Ford Dealers
much 'to his subspribets, to. the antiNazi, anti-fascist and Jewish memAssn, for slotting in the same Sunbers., He iWo'uldn't split his publie,
day night 8:30-9 time, in one of the 'Show of
Pickup
he .said.
most hushed agency maneuvers in
recent agency annals.
Furthermore, Johnson said, Mme.
Raises Censor
Flagstad has made no overtures, to
One of the lop spenders in radio,
the Met since returai^g to the. U.S.
with a multi-million dollar budget
to Cope With It? Jajt season' preferring, to 'pursue- a
for daytime and nighttime programCBS came up with the most tal- concert recitalist career.
ming on the major networik.s, SB, in
Johnson also- took exceptioh to
yanking its top comedy salesman, ent-laden show in television history
has effected a saving of more than last Thursday (30) night, -vlfhen it complaints against rehiring .this fall
$1,500,000 a "year in talent and time picked up the "Show of Shows" from of Max Lorenz, tenor- who was with
cost for the Sunday night period it's Madison Sq. Garden, N. Y. In addi- the' Met in the early '30s, and who
tion to the talent, though, the show spent the war years' in his patiye
(Continued on page 36)
was also laden with probably the
(Continued on page 60)^
bluest material ever seen or heard
on a tele scregn-^all of which brings
up that old bogey, censorship. What's
Amusement
Biz Given
to be done about such shows in the

.

Ottawa, Nov.

Pegle^'s Pic Deal

THEIR BELTS

Hearsfs Campaign For

,

PRICE

1947

.

panies are running out of patience
with a segment of their artists, not
international situation as it is and to mention the music publishers,
t.-fllms, to much of -the world, being
who are besieging them to stock up
'the sole representative of the United on a carload of advance disks, in anStates, renewed thought must be ticipation of the American federaHiveji to 6jlect -of our pictures tion of Musicians ban.
'*
"Such a backlog would take the
Albfoad. Had he beetx, "badgered"
underwrite
Federal
Reserve
to
(Continued o» page 63)
thesB guys must thinlc we're
it:
another
Fort
Knox,
or
some-

•

5,

.

in radio by his food sponsor, Standard Brands, has stirred a feeliiig of
new comedy-mystery show. Miss uneasiness within the trade over the
pro-spects of a wholesale exodus of
the
role
of
Miss
Duffy
Thomas had
radio.
in the screen version of "Duffy's top food bankroUers from
Tavern" and is now appearing in the The sudden Allen shift came in the
Broadway production of "Burlesque." wake of the current food crisis and

effect

Schary

'clared:

"

•

-:

'

Hollywood, Nov. 4.
More
100
organizations
than
throughout the country have asked
syndicated Columnist Erslcine Johnson for petitions h&'s printed 'at his
Own expense to prevent the proBy
BOSEN
posed filming of a biopic on Al Capone. Written by Westbrook Pegler,
Sudden cancellation of Fred Allen the yarn has been budgeted at $1,-

have been paired, as a com>edy team as the first offering of Tom
Elwell, new radio package producer.'
Elwell Is lormer general manageir

greats,

i

-

N. T., by Variety, Inc. Annual (ubacrlptlon, fip. jSliiBl*. ooplea;, it cant*.
thi; Foat Onic* at. How Torltr Nt IF., under tli« act ol ,ltB«cb t, imINC. AM, RIOHTS B¥:SEBTBD.

1 Columnist Clampaigns

.

Jr.,

at

SPONSORS PULt

Foy, Jr., and George M.
sons of two show biz

Jr.,

Hunt Strombejrg,

}>,

STAGE

BX VARIETY;

YORK, WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER

Foy-Cohan, Jr., Team Up
For New Comedy Airer
Eddie
Cohan,

;

18i7,

MUSIC

28.

ED SULLIVAN

Legit producer-ballet dancer RobI

1

ert Helpiiiann has called off his plan
to stage an all-male production of
Shakespeare's
"Taming
of
the

'Recommen'digd: Phil Spitalny's

Shrew"

at Sti'atford-on-Avon, with
himself cast as Katherine,
Criticism of the idea as being Id
bad taste, with Beverley Baxter,

of Parliament and drama
leading the attack with cry
id?a was "desiadent," led to

Member
critic,

that

,

j

Helpmann's changb of ndnd,

,

Christmas Corol

Album"

.

s

.

.

MISCXIXANV

Effect

on

on 'Cal' Song

terpretation last weelc. Appellate Division of -the N. Y, Supreme Court,
reversing the trial judge,, ruled that
copyright holder' must account
to the other for profits derived from
licensing the work. The decision, if
lyjheld when brought before the
N, -Y. Court of Appeals, vitally affects reciprocal rights to songs, plays,
pictures and other forms of amuse-

W»ke

according to members of the

4,*

royl^il

the benefit " of th*
Artists Benevolent Fuhd.
stressed all along the

Comedy was

by Val Parnell, who produced,

»
In awarding a decision to Jerry the show.
Chief honors were shared 'by
Vogel Music Co., and against Miller
Music Corp:r the court bypassed a Gracie Fields, who sang fi^e nimtnecond question-Trwhether one part- bers, and Dolores .Gray and Bill,
ner to a copyright may force the sec- Johnson,, appearing in the London
ond to split profits derived from his edition' of "Annie, Get Your Gun,"
own use of the property. In eifect, the who sang three songs from that
ISoth acts received tre•fjourt told the disputants that if they musical;
Jack Durant,
Bold or leased rights to third persons mendous ovations.
they'd have to share but if trans- U. S. comic, was also a decided hit,
The Borrah Minevitch Harmonica
acting their own' husineisif (such as
.

'

.

Bascals, wiiti Johnny Ptileor were
splendidly received,
Wally Boag
was a pronounced hit despdte the^
fact that his intimate style wag unsuited to this large housfij Laurel

"

and Hardyi with an outmoded motoring skit, were below expectations.
Homebred hits were .Billy Russell,

Tommy Tr^er

.and the Crazy
Gang. The skyrocket Band was flawlesslx conducted by Paul Femoulhet.
Shaw's net was $40,0d0.

Bright held similarly.

suit,' also,

is

now up on

ap-:

.peal. ^
'California' Song the Basis
Dispute, in the state court centers
bout "I Love You California," song
copyrighted in 1913 and renewed in
'40. 'With both parties sharing ownership, Miller Music in" '44 sold a license to the song to Universal for
«Se in a film. Price- was «et at $200.
Vogel demanded a 80% cut An'd sued
when refused.
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Tennessee-Mississippi

Bob Hope's

Expense;

900 Turn Out

By ARTHUR UNGAB

.....Miss.

7

North Carollnii State-NorQi Carolina

.'North- Calrollua

Arkansas-Rlee
Baylor-Texas

Arkansas
.JTtXM

SMU-texas

A£M

6

,

1

'.

12
13
A

'

SMC

Washington-California

.'.......California

...........

3
VCLA-Orcgon State
UCLA
,
'
Hollywood, Nov. 4.
>
Southern Cal
39
Stanford-Southern California
Ptiars Club branch of.L. A. of
Oregon
6
Washington State-Oregonput
honor-guest Bob
California
(Games
'ar« 'played <$at«rdat/ 'a/ternoon>, unless otherwise stotedi)
Hope on the toaster once over
lightly
at
a big formal funcFootball
tion here Sunday
(2)
night before a mixed audience of more than
NATIONAL LEAGUE
900,: most of them from films, stage,POINTS
.'WINNERS
radio and newsdom. Talent tliat sat
Giants.
.....
Philly
Eagles-N.
T.
.w. Eagles ..
on the dais failed td barbecue Hope
.'Steelets .
Steelers...,
..
as thoroughly as they''ve roasted Wash. Rcdskins-Pitt
.Bams
'Tanks-L.'
Bams.
Boston
A.
others in the past, but still did a job
Bears
-T
Green Bay Packers-Chi Bears
of. putting him through the heat-!
10
Cards
.
Chi Cards-Detroit Lions,
.

,

.-

.

.

.

Pro

GAMES

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

-

.

.

.

.

:

,

waves.

.

EVent is generally acknowledged
•
. ALL- AMEBIC A CONFERENCE
'
Washington, Nov. 4.
to have been one of the top shindigs
WINNERS
POINTS
GAMES
Connie Gay, part-owner of Hill- the town has ever had. It looks as
3
billy Enterprises, with .the help of though it will do plenty to enlarge Baltimore Colts-Chi Backets (Frl nite) .... Colts
..... SO
the 22-year-old "Grand Ole Opry" the ranks of the Friars, -whdch have Brooklyn Doitfgers-Cleveland Browns. ......Browns .......
.... .......
.....
8
radio 'performers ftom WSM, Nash- been rather slim lately. <JeorgB L. A, Dons-Baflalo Bills. .. .... ...... i..,.^;Oon8
..Yankees
S
ville, established a new precedent in Jessel served as roastmaster. On the San Fr«i-N. T. Xankees::^
concert-going here last Friday (31). dais with hiip were Jack Benny,-(Games are played- Sunday ''ojtemoon, unless, othenutse stated.)
The Grand Ola Opi^ artists (in George Burns, Eddie Cantor, Gen.
Wins, 16g; Losse;, 86: Ties, 12; Pet., .C61^
two concerts at 7:15 and 9:15 p.m.), Ralph P. Cousins, Al Jol&on, Henry
-(Ties don^t count)
drew caparaty audiences which' Ginsberg, TCay Kyser, Henry Mor^Points represent predicted margin of victory^ not the /OfftcUH odds, r
showed, their lippreciation not only gan,.Walter Winchell and Hope.
by thunderous applause but with
replied
-

.

'

m

.

-

.

benevolent,

*

Mistinguett,

Paris, Nov.
irano.wned

for

4,

her

gams, despite her age, may come
to America. She would be billed

Hollywood, Nov. 4.
McLaglen, former as "the French Fanny Ward." "Miss,"
is popularly called in France,
is said to be near 80. but her nether
They were married in 1943. She
extremetles have long been k French
was his secretary.
theatrical trademark and even today
she looks nearer SO.
'Julia' for Greer
Mistinguett was brought to America by the Shuberts for "Miss InnoHollywood, Nov. 4.
Next Greer Garson film, "Julia cence" in the 1920s. She has been
-Misbehaves," has been moved up to tourmg France in variety, 'workwith
two
male
partners.
a Dec. 5 start. Originally slated ing
Her lougtiine partner. Earl Lesafter Ci'st of the year.
produces, Jack lie, is currently said, to be in
Everett Riskin
the cafe business in California.
Conway directs.
.

Suzanne Brueggemann, announced as she
.

divorce thesp.

.

.

.

.

After -being kidded, Hope
'g^rhistling,' catcalls and' some plain
that "I'm taking a helluva beating
and fancy stamping, of the feet. All
to save your club. However, I'm
all, it was something new in conthrilled to do this benefit for -you
certs in the D. A. R.'s hallowed Confellow's. Incidentally, I understand
Both shows were
stitution I^all,
you've taken in- so much money that;
complete sellouts.
you've had an offer from Jules Stein
Concert established beyond all
(MCA chief) to take over the whole
doubt overwhelming popularity of
thing."
hillbilly music in these parts, a fact
Hope then dug in kiddingly against
already adduced in radio -listening
fellow celebs, concluding: "They
his
surveys which unanimously show
mountain and religous music heading criticize me for having 10 writers,
what other writer has a team
but
folks
the program preferences of the
that
can play Notre Dame?"
from the "Deep South." The D. C;
aud was drawn largely from below
Jolson wound up the evening by
the Mason-Dixon line.
singing a score of songs.
of
the
usual
typical
Concerts were
Jessel, as Roastmaster,. observed
radio show of the same. name. that Friars were giving a dinner for
Programs teed off with- the Okla- a "celebrated" comedian.
''That*
homa Wranglers, a string trio,' who what I was told anyway," he said.
accompanied themselves in minor- "But Hope is really an internationkeyed ditties such as "I'll Go Back: ally prominent actor. As to his
to Monongahela Valley," "Raggin'
being a comedian. He's really in the
the Bow" and the traditional "I'll Be embryo .<>tate.
Hundreds of people
Comin' .'Round the Mountain.''
didn't want to buy tickets," Jessel
The audience whooped it up for kidded, "so they sent telegrams, figthe boys and lost all semblance of
uring it would be a cheap form of
control when Cowboy boy Copaz, a
advertising. But if they want -free
tenor with a pair of lungs geared for
plugs, let 'em -fight it out- at the
hog-calling, took the stage. He reeled
Mocambo."
off several hillbilly dirges, most of
Touching on Hope's war record,
them of his own compo.«ition. Lonzo
& Oscar, comedy duo who special- Jessel said he knew nothing about
ized in mountain corn; the Tennessee the tribulations Hope and General
Mountain boys, husky yodelers from Cousins went through, although he
Dixie; Minnie Pearl coloratura with himself had been through the battle
an ear-splitting range which wowed of .Costa Rica with Zanuck.

he added,

that

if

he;

wanted t8 commit suicide he'd have
Mistinguett (About 80?)
to jump off his bankroll. "They had
Plans Another U.S. Trip to delay the end of the war three

I^IVOSCING McLAGLEN

.

,

Kyser -said he knew why Hope
the concert aud, and balladeer Eddy
Arnold, wound up an evening of traveled all over the world.
"That
strenuous entertainment.
way,'' he said, ""you don't have to
change your Jokes."
Hope is so

4.

,

.

-

divorce

.

.

-

:

:

Victor

r

.

.

;

from Si^ Wills, a writer on her air
•hoWi She charged mental cruelty.
They used to be teamed in vaude
as Wills and Davis before Miss: Davis
cUdced in radio and pix.

Mrs.

.

.

^ i

•

.'

Joan Davis Divorcing

jfhe'll

.

,

.

'

:

,<.'.

^

Siitte'^.'..

'....'.,Notre 'Oame . .
Villanova-Marquette
....
.... ViUanttva ......
Western Mteh-IIHnols ,..;......'.......... .IHInols ........
"BLACKOUTS OF mT'
lBdUna-Mlchi(»n
.Michigan
.......
..
El Capitan Theatr*, Hollywood, Cal. lowa-Wlsconsln
, Wisconsin
^.
.
. . .KansaS'
"Wiatch for KEN- MUBKAY'S new Kansas-Nebraska
..OU»]|iOnia
JUm production Okbhonui-Kansas State
,
feature
length.
"BILL AliTD C<>0."
Santa Clara-Michigan State
Mich.' State
.^'.
.Pnrdne % ... .v. ... ; v.. ...
Relea«ed through Republic Pictures Pardne-Minneao^
Northweatern-^Ohi* State ................. .Northwestern ...... ....v..
puke
Missoarl-Dnke
Miss. State-Aabnrn
Miss, Sia.te
Coast . Friars Frolic
Georgia'. ...................
Georgia-Florida ...
... ..... ^ .
. ,

WSM

profit."

Hollywood, Nov.

•.

7

9

;

the exploitation of

filed suit for

Penn
.PSnh

7

3
'.

'

The court noted that in patent
cases no such accounting xsould be
ordered of one partner' to' another.
..However, it said, no ruling on copyrights as against' patents had been
made wiUi'the 'exertion of one decision (CatJer vs. Bailey> 'to 1874;
This .holding, it said, did not involve
accounfabili^ on 'licensing to third
persons :but only on use'by a coowner himself
Vogel is represented by Milton M.
llosenbloom ind William Roach of
O'Brien, Driscoll, Raftery & Lawler
'while Julian T. Abeles reps MiUer.
Abeles has already announced that
he will push a review with the
Court of Appeals.

Joan Davis

I

i

.......

Oeerxhi Teeh
,

,

.

"

owner

Takes

"POINTS

....Beaton College

i.,.

State-Tiiemiile

.

Music to Bosom as Radio

Cati't Exclude Co-Owner
Discussing the reasons for its ruling the court said;
"It does not seem right that- such
an extended use through strangers
(licensing' a w.ork' to third- persons)
Miajr be made of the copyright at a
'
profit solely to the owner conveying
the license, to the exclusion of an
tqual owner. Such a rule, if adopted,
"would also lead to the unseemly,
result, evidenced in this case, of coowners competing with each other
and fltiesseing against each other in.
licensing the work, Such n^e would:
'.•npourage the very waste of a work
Which is claimed to have taken
place here by licensing the song for
motion picture lise for $200. We do
not pass upon) the claim of waste thus
made because we adopt a rule of
accounta'bility which, should promote
sound and orderly marketing of a
work' and a fair division of profitsoa the basis of '"mutual interest,
rather tftan a 'rule whiclTsets owner

against

.

.

Holy. Cross
CbWmltlit
i. Cornell' ;.
'w .VriiHteUm' .'.

Kentucky : West Virginia
Army-Natre Dame

,

Capital

Ifetwork)

.WINNERS

.

Yale

KEN MtJRRAY'S

'

The particular legal puzder is also
« moot point in the Federal courts
where Vogel is battling Shapiro,
'Bernstein & Co. on rights to "Mel^uiclioly Baby." Current opinion by
Presiding Justice David W. Peck refers to a ruling in that ca$e in which
Federal

Pemi

formance for

publishing the rousift themselves),
the question remains open^

Forest^Beston_ College.

Syracuse-Coitaell
rdncetoit-Harvkrtjl^
Georgia Tee1i«N»irT
VIt4;inia-peniu]rlvsBi»

who witsiessed the special per-'

Variety

"

Colgate-Heir Cress
llartmouth-C«I«mbl»

day (Mon.)
was "the funniest show ever seen,"
-

ABC

College

Brown- Vale

Perform'sntafe yesterat the Palladium here!

fatnily

line

Jolin

VSports Director,

OAMfiS

III

The Command

:

jTudge

•By Harry Winner-

,

Score Hit

.London, Nov.

pm

:

;

WeekV Footyi

This

Sbw Business

All of

Important legal question in wWch4«M show biz is snarled in one fashion
or another—whether on» copyright U.S. Stairs
co-owner can force his other half to
divvy profits— took a significant in-

went.

:

,WcJn»ed«y, N«v«nib«!r S, 11147

Spfit Copyright Verdict

Has

.
.

,

months, because there were three
hadn't played yet,"

camps Hope
Kyser added.

CANTINFLAS27GWOWA$
MATADOR IN CARACAS
Caracas, "Ven

,

of the

Kill

Pix of Anti-Soviet Riot
Mario (Cantinflas) Moreno, Mexico's top stage and screen comedian,
Paris, Oct. 29.
rang up a gross of 00,000 bolivares
In an attempt Tues(jay (27) to sup($27,000) in a single day here when press paper.and .screen- documentary
he appeared as a matador in ^e San evidence of what was the most vioMartin bullring.
lent political demonstration in Paris
'

Cantinflas, who took, up bullfight- since liberation, overzealous. police
ing as a hobby, got terrific salvos badly beat up a dozen photographers
from 'Venezuelan fans by mixing an and cameramenj including several
occasional conga with daring cape- representing American wire and
A protest
work. The audience let him- cut off newsreel organizations.
the animal's ear, one of the highest has been lodged with the authoritie.^.
Gilles Bonneau,; 4>f Metro Journal
Signs of their approval.
newsreel; Andre Fersen; of Fox
Movietone News; Georges and Ray-:
but he couldn't make it either—so mond Megot, brothers^ one working
for Metro and the other for Fox,
they settled for Ginsberg.
Ginsberg- said he has a great af- were clubbed, beaten with rifle butts
"Bob's option and had their cameras smashed.
fection for Hope.
comes up shortly, but I don't waift Richard Dale, Acme photographer,
was dragged from an awning where
to commit myself on behalf of the
company.
Bob will be rewarded he was perched, and severely beaten, white Richard Cheynet, of Asthough when I see him after din:

-

ner;"

Morgan wanted
dinner

wasn't

to

know why

being

the

investigated.

sociated Press, attempting to keep a
picture record of the beating, got
one himself and had his camer.i

smashed.

"What is it against?" he asked.'
Cameraman Charles Meunier, and
Benny told the crowd they'd have Associated Press photographer Jean
had. a much better time if they'd
Jacques Levy, were thrown from
stayed home and listened to his the top of a police truck from
airer.
which they^ were operating and
Winchell told about how showpeo- welted acro.ss the back. Some were
pie have knocked themselves out.(^or taken to the hospital with blood
the Damon Runyon fund, raising al- streaming down their faces.
most $1,500,000 so far— $250,000 more
An anti-rCommunist organization
than any other industry. He praised had called a meeting on behaU of
Hope for raising $30^000 of' that on "Victims of the Soviet" in the Etoile
his own.
district at Salle Wagram.
Hope, as the final speaker, kidded
Theatres in the immediate vicinityj
Benny.
"Benny," said Hope, "put such as Etoile, Lutecia and Empire,
Jack Paar on as a summer replace- did'"p'ractically no biz that night.
ment, and it's broken his heart to
find out the guy is funny.
"Morgan js a fine comedian," he A-C Turn Agents For

Cantor introduced him.self as "a
to do honor
to a man who has honored all of us.
Cantor bowed low to Abbot Jessel, added. "His material is so intelliwho the former described as the gent Berle can't steal it. As for
"self-appointed Abbot, I should say, Ginsberg, he was born in the front
Jessel got famous as a toastmaster olTice at Paramount, the. place they
back east, but he had to come out keep you around as long as your
here and appoint himself Abbot so grosses stay up. If they drop, you
everybody would know who he was drop through a tx'apdoor and land in
—although they still call him Jessel the casting office at Monogram."
at 20th Century-Fox."
Hope said he was glad 'Vishin.sky
Introducing Ginsberg, Paramount's had let Winchell off for the evening,
studio head, Jessel said he tried to and that he had done such
a wonget somebody from Paramount but derful job on Russia.—although Can•couldn't.
They invited the "genius" tor did a better job with the Mad

humble minstrel come

aris

LensHMn, Trying to

'

Oct. 28.

company, Y. Frank ^-ecinan, Russian.

,

.

.,.

,i

'.,
,

Costello Foundation
Hollywood, Nov. .
Abbott and COstello are going into
the talent agency biz, with proceeds
earmarked for the Lou Co.stello
dedicated_ lo
Junior
Foundation,
First clients
undcrprivilged kids.are Cathy Downes and Bobby Bar''
ber. .Comics are eyeing other lair
ents.
M'is^a

Downs'

ust

first .stint is

J'nmffle

lead in forthcoming A-C pic, Noose
Hangs High." Barber will he gagin siame pic'-i
'

man

'

•

'

'

,

Wiedneadjiyt

November

8,

The Taste and Waste

DEflLWlL BE

II

The Washington hearings have lett a bad taste in everybody's
mouth, they're -no good, noi: are they doing anybody any good
and the mMu reason Is that Congress is giving itself the worst of
not that the Vecent hearings involved the picture
business. It could be any business. Oovernment, our Government, and respect for that Government is what is important.
is

The name

And

it

calling and street brawling, as In Philadelphia,
can ^be stopped.

must

A

Federal inquiry, once and for all, should determine whether
the Communist Party is the agent of a foreign country. If it Is
—throw It out. Throw 'em all out, or in jail. If it's not, and if
it is a legal political party—then they should be fought politi-

And

cally.

economically.

Stop the guessing, the floundering, the indecision.

MPA

accept.
(Glenvtl Hall, fiwmcUtl secretary
to the British Treasury, told the

Tbatres Likely

to

Defy

House of Commons, Monday

acdispatches, that

Church Tabu on 'Amber and 'Outlaw'
Nov.

Philadelpliia;

4.

Showdown resistance fight by 20thFox

against

which

may

the GothoUc

'Amber V Top Biz

Church,

Catholic Church fight on "Por-

result in industry pat-

tern against any and all .ecclesias'
tical censorship tactics, looms this
week as a result of the church's
threatened boycott on any theatre in
the Philly archdiocese that plays
20th product in the future. Boycott
Is to go into effect tomorrow night
(Wednesday) unless 20th agrees to

yank "Forever Amber" off the
screen of its 'Fox theatoe here.
In addition to ''Amber," the, church
threatened a year's boycott of the
newly-reopened Erlanger theatre,
unless it pulled "Outlaw" from its

Amber" may be trimming

evfer

grosses somewhat, but its effect
to 'date hasn't really hurt the
very solid b.o.
In St. Louis,

where

the

Archbishop

A

'

less

garnered a huge $54,000.

;

screen.
Sparking the fight is the
Indication that both theatres will
attempt to ride out the boycott, despite the probable loss in grosses
which can conceivably run into hundreds of thousands of dollars. ChUrch
threatened to order the 1,000,000
Catholics in the archSiocese to boy-

'

'

both theatres for a year unless
the ultimatum is complied with.
With the deadline tomorrow night,
unofficial spokesmen for 20th-Fox
noted that no film has yet been
booked to follow "Amber" into the
Fox and no other advertising copy
had been prepared.
They also
noted that the film had been banned
by Catholics in other localities but
hadn't been pulled. William Goldman, Erlanger ^manager, now on the
Coast, issued a'^ statement there that
he jjrouldn't play a picture that contaminated public morals but that the
usually - tough Pennsylvania statQ
censor board had passed "Outlaw,"
along with all ad copy on it.
Ultimatum, Issued simultaneously
to Goldman and to Howard Minsky,
National Theatres' manager here, by
Oentlis Cardinal Dougherty, also
threatened ,a similar boycott in" his

asked

Catholics to abstain, two theatres scored a big $50,000.
pair of houses in Boston, barred
fi»m Sunday shows, nevei^the-

may have

Ministerial protests

held "Amber" to $10,000
Minneapolis
sureseater

in

—

a

'

a second-week

terrific

$150,000,

tapering
from the
opening $180,500*' take may be
partly due to plea for churchgoers to stay away.

.although

The Vodka
The

(11) of
Sir Wilfred Eadie, British Treasury
Sir Wilfred was here several months ago to negotiate the
British loan amendments with U. S.
'

Can't Use Theatre

.

.

ings of the House Un-American
BroadActivities Committee.
casts assert that the Hollywood
Red probe has been against
"progressive" artists and comr
plain that pressures are being
exerted to line up American
writers and producers, etc;, to
"do the bidding" of ttke committee.
This comes with curious and
doubtless unintentional humor
from a country where artists are
all required to toe the Party
'
ideological lines.

Best answer seems to be that a
of factors contributed to itji
(at least) demise, but

number

temporary

that there is a good possibility ihft
hearings will reopen in December
either in D.
L, A,
.

Cor

seems to be the cornplete
why the probe buckled like
Leon ErroU's trick knee, and what let
liable to become' of it.
It .started' out to he a full committee investigation, maneuvered so
that Rep John E. R'ankin would be
This

story of

in

Mississippi

campaigniifg

.

with the other eight members expected to show. But on the first day^
only five put in an appearance:—'
.

UA Not So hg&
Now

to

Acqmre

Those 4 RKO Pix

Chairman J. Parnell Thomas, John
McDowell, Richard M. Nixon, and
John S. 'Wood. .Wood, the ranking
Democrat, stayed arduiid only long:
enough to get into the record a fine
plug for Louis B. Mayer. «phen he
disappeared for the. sunnier dimes of
Georgia, and that left four. By the
end. of the second day of the hear-'

.

FROM U

authority to a^ree to a cqjnpromise

(Continued on page 22)

beeii "postponed indefinitely."

Pressure

-

of

films

production

in

Prex Grad Sears and Kelly have has caused Sir Alexander Korda to
not given up on the whole idea, how- cancel plans which would have
brought him to the United States
ever. They went to the Coast last
with
week
several
strategems Nov. 16 with the print of his first
film for 20th-Fox release, "An Ideal
for overcoming the final nix given
them by New 'Y'ork banks on Husband," Paulette Goddard:

U

Nixes Mason's Reverse

Trailer on His Oldie Pix a 100% loan; In. light Of the new
won't be
perthey
James Mason's bright ideSi on how thinking,
to ridicule oil the American screens turbed, however, If the ideas don't
British oldies which star him has work out.
been nixed by Universal's toppers
First plan, it is understood, was to

U

Prod-Balaban

starrer.

Helprin,
.

.

banner.

HohnanV

initially

XnuU Bt«tk JtetrtaWtit
FOXrt^DED BT BIMB) SII>y|mMAN
PDbUshea We«iay br VAmKTX, Ino.
I

M

WMt

Bid Stlnrman, Ptettdml
«6th

SliTiI.

|10
Ooplei

National Boxoffice Survey

M,

Vorls

N.' 1,

roreirn
$11
ts Centi

—

r

.1.

against any theatre that
"dared" to play either of the films.
In addition to Philly, the atchdiocese declaration that the picture pedincludes nine counties in Pennsyl- dling wing of Paramount must stand Business Better in
Spots
^Song/
vania extending clear up to the coal on its own.
Discussing the company's position
'Unconquered,' *Town',
to Be' Leaders
(Continued on page 24)
during the current uncertain times,
Helped by .Election. Day crowds on (WB), "Upturned Glass" (U) and
Balaban has advised his subordinates
that Par now hat^ a peak pix back- Tuesday (4) and mote favorable "Nightmare Alley" (20th), "Glass,"
log totalling $50*000,000 in value. weather, most key cities are perking which opened yesterday at N, Y.
Launching of "Forever Winter Garden, hints the most promThat, he said, 'cb'mpares with a pre- this week.
Amber" (20th) in additional spots ise though not strong in L. A. preem.
«3ontinued on page 20)
also is rated a healthy factor in '•Hagen Girl" shapes mild to fair
One of the few completely' documany keys. This sexy opus again is in most spots this stanza while
mentary films ever compiled and
easy winner of first place in the b.o. "Alley" is doing nicely only in Cindistributed by a major company
procession, and wi^l hit close to cinnati, top cities over the country
Will be "Operation High Jump,"
colossal $800,000 in key cities cov- not going for latter any more 'than
EXITING ered" by Varibtt which includes N. Y. did.
How being prepared by Metro. It
will consist entirely of footage pro"Xmas Eve" is sturdy in LoaisNumber of resignations- affecting some 27 theatres. This tops even
vided by the U. S, Navy on Admiral Universal's homeoflice and studio last week's gigantic total for "Am- ville, stout to pace Indianapolis and
Richard E. Byrd's expedition to the officialdom are. expected, according ber."
okay on second Philly week. It's
South Pole last year, Narration is to reliable reports. Among those, it's
"Song of Love" (M-G) is solid fairly mild in K. C. "Spirit of West
expected to be done by John said, is Samuel Machnovitoh, U's second place winner. Others in the Point" (FC^ taking advantage of
Hodiak, Spencer Tracy and Robert treasurer, who'll ankle to other fields; Bix Six, but badly scattered behind gridiron season, now in full swing,
Taylor.
Machnovitoh came into the money- these two, are "Unconquered" (Par) is doing nicely in six keys this week.
OrviUe O. Dull, Metro producer, handlin'g spot in 1936 when J. "Magic Town" (RKO), "Had To Be
"Red Stallion" (EL) shapes as fine
who is now east working on the Cheever Cowdin took over as chair- You" (Col) and "Christmas Eve" 'in Louisville, but is mild in Chicago,
film, disclosed the plans for it. He man ot the board.
(UA), Runhers-up are headed by "Bachelor and Bobby-Soxer" (RKO)
is directing Navy camera crews in
With the resignations, V' is expected "Walter Mitty" (RKO), "Foxes of is b'.o. leader in- both Portland,. Ore.,
the shooting of additional footage to tighten its personnel further -as Harrow" (20th), "Mons, Verdoux" and Seattle, being smash in two theto illustrate the departure from and a necessary economy measure. Com- (UA)
"Fun,
Fancy-Free" atres being played in each city,
and
arrival back in the V-. S. of the pany with its close tieup to !f. Ar- (RKO).
"Something In Wind" (U) is lively
expedition's ships. All camera work thur Rank has been markedly afBesldes"Had To Be" and "Eve," in Cleveland.
is in lOm Kodachrome which Is Ije- fected by the British tax blow. U is
^ew entries in first slii; list, oljher
(Complete Boxoj^'ice Rsportt on
Ing blown u]p lnt» 85m T^clmlcolor. production costs.
nfewcomers indude '*Hag«a Girl"
Pttges 12-13^

New

St.,

suBSommoN
iniMl

a

letter circulated, this
week, To forestall that possibility,
Balaban's letter orders a 25% acrossthe-board slash In expenses with the

Morris

Instead,

American rep, planes to
London Sunday (9) for two weeks'
and will bring back the print.
Korda has two films in work at
the mbjtnent, which has caused call*
Korda's

stay

Mason, who's talk to RKO proxy N. Peter RathIhg ofil! his projected trip. Th^ ar«
von on the possibility of his accepi- "Bonnie f'rlnce Charlie," with David
ing less than the entire amount at
Niven, on which he's handling the
once. Deal might be swung .with the
reins himself, and "The Lost IlluIrving Trust Co., N. Y., it's believed,
sion," with Sir JEtalph Richardson
if Rath von would accept around 60 9%
and Michele .Morgan, which Carol
(Continued on page 18)
Reed is maldng under the'lCordA

been harried by the resurgence of
quickies made by him in preprosperity days; broached the plan
to
of warning American audiences against their patronage via a
trailer touting his latest film, "The
Upturned Glass," which-, preems
shortly at the Winter' Garden

ill.;

iifcii

.

.
•

0gi^,

Vol.168

t

— Amber/

Many

No. 9

^'

'Had

METRO'S DOCUMENTARY

ON BYRD'S EXPEDITION

•

munism?"

down

Coast Trip
okayed the idea and
Russell Holmau, Paramount's eastthe British thesp appeared at a stu*
dio and made the clip for insertion ern atudio rep, lieada for the 'Goast
Profits of Paramount's enormous
in the trailer. It had Mason turning in mid-November tor several weekSi'
theatre-owning interests cannot and to the audience and telling
them to stay, his customary semi-annual
will not be used to make up for any forego
the oldies "because they all trek.
deficits incurred by the company's
stink." U then backed away from
He'll huddle with production bigproduction-distribution end of the administering the strong potion.
gies on British and, eastern fllmmak*
business,
Barney Balaban, Par's
Who footed the $1,200 bill for the ing problems and also gab talent
'
proxy, has informed department additional clip is still unknown.
snaring activities,
in

the House Un-American Activities
investigation into Hollywood Com-^

^

(N. Y.).

chiefs:

By HERMAN A. LOWE
Washington, Nov, 4.
Greater mystery than "who kUledi
is the one still going
the rounds of Capitol Hill and the
National Press Club bar, "Who killed
Cock Robin?"

Cooling of United Artists toppers ings, it became obvious that the comon the plan to liuy four films from mittee intended to rough up industry
RKO for release by UA resulted toppers, even though they might be
State and Treasury Depts. and is
(Continued.on page 18) :,
coming again to work pn the loan. from inability to obtain -bank finanLast time here, he talked to John- cing on the basis of the 100% 'cash
ston although it was said he was in RKO wants, plufj ah improvement in PROD. PRESSURE KEEPS
no way empowered to negotiate a their own product- oUtlook. Arthur
change in the tax. While it is not W. Kelly, exec v.p., admitted ori the
ICORDA
S. VISIT
anticipated that he will have actual Coast last week that the deal has

U

Profit to Offset

Pitch

Russians have been bombarding not only their own people, but the entiire. world wltb
radio denunciations of the hear-

ofilcial.

after second thoughts.

;

territory

Washington next Tuesday'

that's

cott

'

(3) ,

cording to London
the Labor government welcomed
suggestions from the U. S. industry
for an alternative to the tax.
He
said, "We are toilling to meet the
American film indmtry more than
halfway.")
Also indicative of an early settlement is the expected arrival in

but

still a big take.
Philadelphia, current hot spot, looks
like a colossal $S0,0Q0 in its second week. Boxy, N. Y., is near

Who Ped That

Red hobe? See Resumption iuDe&

After three months of stalemate, it
suddenly appeared this week that a
compromise on the British 75% tax
was about to be negotiated. Both
the British government and the
American industry apparently
reached the conclusion that the waiting, game they were playing might,
be permanently harmful and took
steps to end the impasse.
The Labor government passed the
word along to the Motion Picture
Assn. that it was ready to negotiate
and proxy Eric Johnston,. Monday
instructed
(3),
Fayette
AUport,
MPA's British rep, to begin preliminary
negotiations.
The
actually has no compromise plan to
oiler, and AUport's job will be to feel
the British out on what they might
...

PMy

Big D.C. Whodunit:

:

The Washington hearings and the way they are being conducted are not the answer. Let the Government give the public
a definite yardstick with which to measure the situation: Give
business. Including the picture business, something concrete by
which the wrong people can be exposed and expelled.

Two

.
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SEE END OF BRITISH
The point
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SEE SAM MACHNOVITCH,
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P5SSiS?ff
Ryan for

Audiwi* Agents UrmjCwc^fflHis
In

M-G Contest; Others Pte-Peeking?
New

'GTory'

Hollywood, Nov.
Iftdbert.

Ganging up ou Metro,

.

York^

agents In; ' week won a
numlter of major c-.. j.-wions in confor 'Daai^er'
purchase of
traits- covering ttie
HoliywQod, Nov» 4.
novel* entered in M-G's semi-anIncreased pace of shooting at
contest. Liberalisation
Jdual f
Metro
is indicated by the cqropletion
«f terass, granted l>y the studio with
46 days of "B. P.'« Daughter,"
« mibimum of flying Jvx, covei: in
starring Barbaric Stanwyck Jtnd ditelevision, radio, dramaUzations and
rected by Robert Z. Leonard.
sequels, as well as some other more
While
45 days does not constitute
minor rights.
a Hollywood record it is fast stepContest, slated to close last Friping on the Metro track,
day. <31), has been extended a week
-ss a result of the rush of entries
the last few days. No change has
been made, however, in date for
announcement of winners. Pec. 20.
Metro spokesman said that more
than '75 entries are expected, which
Would mean this first contest on *i
jiixmonth, rather than a full yeat,
l»asis, is highly successful from the
standpoint of number.
Necessity of extending the closing
date is indicative, however,- -of the
laet that Metro has lost much of the
advantage of exclusivity it had pteRift between the Samuel Goldwyn
viously derived by Offering the office and J. Arthur Rank is keepheavy prize coin. Most agents were ing "Best Years
Our Lives" from
delayed in getting their clients' playing any engagements in Britain
-wor}^ in on time because they were beyond ttie current London flrst-run.
^ving story editors of other com- Goldwyn is refusing to allow exhibipanies a look at then! beforehand. tion of the fllin on Rank's Odeon
-Cooperation of the 10%ers with circuit under the present edict of
other ^ eds results partially from
the British tycoon that no picture
some resentment of both agents and xass play! more than one week no
editors at the semi-annual "M-G
matter how big a gross it rolls up.
roundup' of prospects.
Goldwyn is. determined that
First Reject Biehts
"Years" shall be exhibited in Engliterary

45 Days

'

Byan draws

RanksOdeonHonsesUptoJnneDid

4.

.one of top

roles in RKO's "Honored Glory,''
episodic story built around War De-

partment's bringing back nine unidentified! hero dead for selection of
one as the Unknown Soldier.
Others set for roles are Cary
Gran1> Frank Sinatra; Robert Mitchum and l^im HoR,,

250^

Giddwyn's Raik

A

PeweOvwIfears'

UdtoSokiWe^

Metro, nevertheless, under terms
of the contest, gets flrst crack at
buying any entries it desires. Other
however, that
(eompafiies
feel,
Xasrst<i taken the edge oflf somewhat by seeing in advance so many
Of the novels. This gives them an
Opportunity to register their inter[est In any book with its agent, so
lie may be guided accordingly in
dealing with Metro in the event the
.

,

.

(Continued on page 20)

llis;

Sabsidy for Tobacco

Iwfaisfarjr,

likewise K.O.'d

land on what he considers a "reasonable basis," no matter how long a'
wait it entails. He's standing by the
principle altljough it may cost him
considerable coin, since tbe film is
not subject to the 75% tax and he
might now otherwise be getting full
remittances from England. By waiting he will undoubtedly have the
returns on-the picture caught in the
coining freeze or other action by tbe
British to save doUar exchange.
Rank's stance is particularly unreasonable now, Goldwyn execs feel,
since he is claiming to be spreading
out American product as far as possible to be prepared in the event the
present embargo of U. S. iilms to
England' continues. On this score.
Rank recently relaxed his one-week
ceiling on the Gaumont-British circuit, but continues it on the Odeon,
which has more and better houses.
Goldwyn bas a deal by which hi^:
pictures rotate between the two cir^
cuits, the first film playing one and
the next the other. His last was on
the G-B, so "Years" is slotted in
the Odeon, and Goldwyn wilt accept
nothing less.
Producer has been notorious in the
'U. S. for similar determination to
get the terms he wants. Many of his
jSlmS for this reason didn't play the
Warner Bros, chain and he's still
out of some other circuits because
he doesn't feel they're giving him •
square deal. He usually has resorted
to playing the independent opposition and the same thing may happen
in England if Rank remains ada^
'

in foity. Interests Ptx
Film men were much Interested
an Indication that the U. S. government would possibly underwrite
British tobacco purchases in American markets. Tobacco industry is in
a plight similar to motion pictures

Iff

-

'

as result of Britain''s shortage of
dollars. England cut off all tobacco

imports

week.

last

-

'

'According' to an As^ciated Press
teport froin Jftichmond, Va., Secretary of Agriculture 'Anderson has
•
tinder consideration a plan .calling
for the Commodity Credit Corp. to
jBtep in and "underwrite the British
jbuyhig'in order to- a}d tobacco growerg. Proposal for the niove came
from the Agcieulture department's
tobacco branch director, Charles
•Gage, who isaid there apptrently
•

.'

were no

serious objections to the

plan,

:.

mant.''

i

Reconstruction

1

work out a plan of
The majors have given little
efforts to

aid.

con-

sideration to the proposals.

U.^PixPlenty

BoffmBriLNow
London, Nov. 4.
American pix whose boxofflce
chances were consigned to the
boneyard by certain trade, circles as

Glenvil Hall, financial secretary to
the Treasury, but it must insure dollar savings equivalent to that pro-*
vided by the tax. In winning Commons' approval of the 75% bite. Hall
said the. tax was saving $44,000,000

Hollywood, Nov. 4.
New ferame fashions, widely discussed pro and con,- will form the
basis of "Xhfi New.ltOOki,'' to b* produced by Jde I^astamak at M^tro.
Film Will be a musical tinter
"Wrapped, around a fashion show and
featuring dance 'rQUtines by Bicsrdo
Montalban -and Cyd C3tarjsse.
'

Indies Ogle Brit

result of the concerted attack against
Hollywood are suddenly showing re-

With the resurgence, the theory pushed by a num-,
ber of British crix that all homemade product is good and taking big
money while Yank imports are dead
has exploded;
markable boimce.

Wji as Better

'

Two events are breaking' the way
for the
new comeback.
RKO's
Bachelor Knight,'' ("Bachelor and
the Bobbysoxer" in the IT, S.) is doing terrific business; at the Odeon,
class West End house. Its first week,
end take was plenty healthy with
the Saturday' biz netting over: 1,000
pounds. That's more coin 'taken in
on a Saturday than for many months
,

past.

"Bachelor's" smart
performance is the fact that a flock
of British pix are dying in the West
End currently^ Obviously, the Empire^ label isn't enough per se to- hoist
tile weakies into the higher brackets
Of mone^ earners. And the British
public' hasn't fallen for the myth tliat
all British- films are good because
they're so tagged by oveirenthusiastic

Highlighting

critics.

Than No Income
Under pressure from banks and
secondary investors- io.pay oft- production loans on pictures, some
indie producers have made moves

toward exporting

England despite the 75% ad valorem
tax.
Their need -for money is so
great, the 25% now looks a lot better
their films to

than a dubious higher percentage
in the future.

Only extreme pressure fr:pm their
distributors has kept some of the
indies from sending their pictures
across. Distribs made a pact among
themselves, right after the British
tax was announced, that they'd send
over no product.
Most of the indies who would
consider accepting the 25% release
through United Artists and' prexy

Grad Sears has been forced

«to

use

'47,

actly parallel to '46 when British
pictures hit 741 pounds
(f 2,964)
against 627 pounds ($2,508) by foreign films. But it's a sizeable reversal from the three years before
when the Imports' consistently led
homemade product,
In 1945, for instance, foreign pix
averaged 566 pounds ($2,264) again.;t
British grosses of 553 pounds ($2,212).
Latter lagged even further behind
in '44 when the foreign films did
biz of 580 pounds ($2,320)
and the British, 636 pounds ($2,144).
In '43, Odeon's average for imports
was 571 ''pounds ($2,284) against 50'8
pounds <$2,024) for the home cntrie<».
Odeon's net profit for fiscal '47,
ended June 28, is 676,209 pounds
($2i704,838), a fairish gain over the
528,215 pounds ($2,112,860) netted
in 1946. Nonetheless, Rank's states
ment to stockholders de.clared, level
of attendances have fallen as .compared with the war years. ';lt is,
however, still aj^ove that of 1039
and I do not feel we shall fall to that

we^y

.

.

Reps for the major companies here
want a maximum number of top
American stars to make the trans-

A

Atlantic crossing foi' the event.
truly representative show would
mean an A-1 public relations job

New moves

this

,

week

'

he added.
Gross profit came to 2,362,370
pounds which compared with 3,186,level,"

168 pound's obtained

by the chain

;

19'

BACK TO COAST;

B'WAY

ALERTED

Universal - International has
dropped the option it held to enter
into a pre-production deal for screen
rights to "The Survivors," forthcom-

Broadway legiter, and Paramount may take the deal instead.

ing

'

'

.

Unable to go to England himself
to attend the Command Performance
Novi 25, Samuel Goldwyn has designis
nated
foreign- salesmanager,
Alfred Crown, to represent him.

Crown

left

for

Goldwyn's
Wife,' is the

London Saturday
film,

"The

(1).

Bishop''s

Command Performance

Producer will go to England

stay.

He accepted last week the chairmanship of the motion picture division of the Urban League Service
Fund, it was announced by the campaign chairman, Henry R. Luce, of
Time and Life. Urban League Is a
Negro welfare organization.

Statue of Liberty Faces
Inland, Say Boultings

voted down

when Congress

recon-

venes. What kind of work they'll be
assigned to by the studio^ to whom
they remain under contract remains
to be seen.
New York branch of the recentlyorganized Committee for the First
Amendment, meanwhile, iS' quietly
mapping plans to fight any invasion
of Broadway by the House probers.
Despite indications by House Committee members that any investigation of -Broadway woidd be impossible, progressive show biz reps are
wary after insinuation by cx-£^quire
film critic Jack Moffit that the legit
theatre also is "infested" with Communism. Detailed plans of the First
Amendment Committee will await
initial action by the 'House.
Decision to campaign for revocation of the House contempt citations
was revealed at a meet in the Park
Central hotel, N. Y., Sunday (2)
sponsored by the Civil Rights Con

.

New

'

.

—

:

U DROPS LEGIT OPTION
BUT PAR MAY TAKE IT

LEGIT
Play by Irwki Shaw and Peter
Nineteen film directors, writers Viertel is being prepared for openwhich would ti^ect itself in enhanced prestige and bally for Yank and actors subpoenaed by the ing in January under sponsorship of
House Un-American Activities Com« Bernard Hart and Martin Gabel.
' ,'pix.
mittee returned to their jobs on the
U-I option called for $50,000 down
Coast over, the weekend after re- payment against a ceiling of between
vealing they'll campaign in tbeir $300,000 and $350,000, the final sum
REPS
Guild organizations to have the con- to be determined by length of the
tempt citations against 10 ''of them play's run. Paramount is negotiating

CROWN
GOLDWYN
AT 'C0M1»AND' SHOW

;

toward

reaching "an industrywide coippro-

mise with tbe Britisb on the tax
situation is expected to halt, for
tbe moment^ at least, any independent action by the producers.

THE

'

425 .pounds.

producers.

~
London, Nov. 4.
gress. Chairman George Marshall
Two British film producers, who declared the Congress would attempt
and any alternative must do like- have theinselves been denounced by to secure 500,000 names on petitions
U.
S. House Un-American Cornf seeking abolishment of, the House
the
wise.
mittee, described the fikn probe last committee. Other speakers included
Hall hinted that possibility by in- week as- "an
Patent infringement suit involving
intellectual means Albert Maltz. one of those cited for
a stereoscopic camera device was creasing British film ^showings in test."
contempt, Dorothy Parker and Vin
filed Thur.sday fSO.) in N. Y. federal America. "If a solution can be found
Roy and John Boulting, producers cent Sheean.
eolU't by ClarenccW. Kanalt against by a greater showing of British films of the new political film, "Fame Is
Stereo Pictures Corp, Plaintiff, the in the jtT. S. to compensate us for the Spur," were arrainged by the
patnnt owner of several licenses to the ^flow of revSnue the other way Congressional Committee in 1940 as
30
Pic Pioneers
make sterepscopic pictures in the or whether some form pf barter can "British agents and Communists'
Some 30 men a.sSociatcd with the
U. S., charged Stereo had infringed be introduced whereby an exchange "when their film " "Pastor > Hall" was film
industry are scheduled to be
by making, .selling and using pic- of pictures takes place is not for branded as "designed to drag the inducted into the Picture Pioneers
me to say," he added.
tures based upon his patents.
U. S. into war with Germany."
at the organization's eighth annual
The frequent charge that the best
Joining with Kanalt as plaintiffs
"If the intention of the instigators dinner at the Hotel Plaza, N. Y.,
denied^ a of this inquiry— which has become a
In the action arc certain of his Anglo pix are being
Nov. 19. Presiding at the conclave's
patent licensees including Pi'eser "proper showing" in the U, S. was trial was to prove the superiority ceremonies will be
N. Y. Supreme
Corp., Sterak, Inc., Vitavision Corp. reprised by the Treasury official. of 'The American Way/ it has served Court Justice Ferdinand
Pecora.
of America and the International "We have not squealed, although only to prove the opposite," said the
George Jesscl vyill toastmaster for
Vitavision Coi;p. An injunction and that has happened," he declared.
Boultings, Who also worked on "Vic- the Pioneers which is composed of
accounting of the. profits are sought.
tory in the Desert,'' British war men who have' been identified with
Carey Inks 'Far Fact
Vitavision Arm, incidentally, is a
documentary.
the industry for at lea.^t 25 years.
Hotly wood, Nov. A.
newly-launched nrm which special••O/he Pilgrim Fathers, those early Applications from candidates desir
Paramount reoptioncd MacDonald refugees in search of freedom, have ing to be inducted at the dinner
izes in three dimension photographs.
Among its backers is a fii-oup of Carey, with studio since 1941.
no doubt turned in their gravesi will be accepted until Nov. 17, acNow cosfarring with Paulette The Statue o£ Liberty should now cording to the group's proxy. Jack
Universal Film execs headed by
iGoddard in "Hazasd."
«xec-veepee Matty Fox.
be faced inland."
Gohn, Columbia Pictures v^pce.
,

statement, shows that in fiscM

:

British flbids snared 694 pounds
($2,776) per week per theatre while
Imports garnered 983 pounds ($2,332),
Tlie ratio in which Anglo pix did
19% better on the average is ex-

in the year before.' Value of theapressure at times to
tres and equipment during the year
keep them in line. Sears agreed to
embargo 'on behalf of the UA climbed from 17,884,460 to 19,611,-

,the

-

Matty Fox's Vitavision
In Suit Over Patents

London, Kov. 4.
Dramatizing the gains made by
British pix tai their borne territory
over foreign pix competitors (almost
entirely American), J. Arthur Rank's
Odeon circuit has Issued a breakdown of average weekly takes of
the two in its 303 theatres for year
ending June 28, 1947.
Analysis,
part of the annual Odeon flnancial

considerable

Selection of Samuel Goldwyn^s
'The Bishop's Wife" for the annual
Command /Performance gives U. S.
entries an added hand. The Command JE^erformance is giving people
plenty to talk 'and illustrates again
that American films are still quality
product able to hold its own with
the best*from British" lots.

Dec. 12 for a three to four weeks

to

S
:

pic.

.

The seeking of Government aid

compensate for the loss of the BritFihn Accord
ish market to films" has been one of Anglo-lf.
the principal points advanced by,
Would Be 'Welcomed'
the independent producers , in con-iabs with the majors. .Donald NelLondon, Nov. 4.
son, prexy of the Society of IndeSettlement of the Anglo-American
pendent Motion Picture Producers,
film tangle would be welcome to
Jia.s reportedly held meetings with
the Labor government. Parliament
the Export-Import Bank and the
was told yesterday (Monday) by
Finance Corp. in

Better Per tbeatre With British Pix

a similar deal, although the terms
probably will be different. It will
l&ely put coin into the legiter as an
Investment, hi addition to buying the
screen rights, if nego^atlons ai-e successful. Play is being capitalized at
$75,000.

N. Y. to L. A.
Dan

Fisher

Jack Kapp
Perry Lieber
Arnold Moss
Emeric Pressburger
Dore Schary
Adrian Scott

Ann

Shirley

Henny Youngman

L.

A. to N. Y.

Ben Alexander
Ethel Barrymore
Lee Bowman

Norman

Collins

Al D'Agostino
Irene Dunne

Jimmy Ellison
y. Frank Freeman

Jay

Gomey

Van Heflin
Anne Jeffreys
George Jenkins
A. West Johnson

Norman McLeod
Lew Parker
Louclla O. Parsons
Sam Pierce
Walter Plunkett

Paul Radin
Hal Roach
Wynn Rocamora
Helen Rose

^

Charles P. Skom-as
Oliver Thorndike

Tim Whelan

Dud

William.son

Peter

Van Zerneck

N. Y. to^ Europe
Alfred Crown
Morris Helprin
Sir Louis Sterling

:

Wednesday^ N^viHnlier

1947

OF FIX
HOUSE IN ORDER
The command

of the day is to put the house in order.

Exhih Objections to Upped-Scale Pix
The ob>

Jective is to hurdle the first year of the British 75% embargo,
the big test for the entire U.S. ^llm industry. These figures tell
all sources to all film companies
in 1946 totaled $125,000,000; in 1947' it will be $100,000,000 and in
1948 the take may not hit $30,900>000r

EXHIB SUITS

the story: foreign revenue from

The aylom that the embargo, plus other restrictions around
the globe, may have a salutary effect eventually is weak solace
indeed. But tl^ere'it is.. It must be faced. JBo,, whether a blessing-in^disguise or not. It's an open secret headache within the

.

industry.-

Getting the house in order is bound to leave casualties in its
Wake. The rank-and-filers think they're particular targets, as
witness the letouts in distribution, publicity, white-collar and the
But that isn't so. You don't trim the nut appreciably by
like.
letting out stenographers, and script-girls, Nor even by an overall
"

pay

cut.

•

The realignment in overhead must come in larger measures.
The east points to the west for that because the Coast, with its
prodigious production overhead, perforce must be the fountainliead for major revision and curtailment.

What must be avoided is the industry contributing to an unnecessary national depression;
There is considerable evidence how that's being done. Options
on costly properties have been permitted to lapse. Metro didn't
the costly hookup of "Joan of Lorraine"; even the prospect
of an Ingrid- Bergman grosser didn't deter the company from
lapsing that property. Some of the recent story and play buys,
which run into hundreds of thousands of dollars, just got under
the wire. These deals lyould otherwise never have been-consumlike

mated.
In eastern headquarters the distribution end has taken certain
sharp steps to trim costs. One company axed $2,000 a week
through the expedient of cutting out all overtime. Top sales
executives are going into the field themselves and dispensing
with a corps of aides. Expense accounts are carefully watched
and the idea of a suite when a room will do,, and a drawing room
when a lower will do, is part of the curtailment. Even those
publicl1^:coclctail parties

mount

up.

The executive end of the business is tackling its problems with
It realizes it musf set a proper
gravity but not with fear.
example, and there. are manifestations of self-denial on certain
expenses; voluntary curtailment of directors' fees and the like.
•6ne top executive plans proposhig a 10-15% VQluntary cut for
the,$l,000-and-over executives, just to pave the way.

demands to reduce
Distributor
clearance among theatres, ostensibly
ij>itiated by a few companies immediately after the British ta:^ went
into effect, has mushroomed into
one of the most sweeping -industrywide policies of the last several
years.
Metro, 20th-Fo3t, Columbia,
have
Universali. Warners and
all
either adjusted clearances in
some situations or are in the process
now, leaving Paramount the only
major distrib that has not announced
plans for such a move to date.
;

RKO

Chief reason advanced by distribs
for reducing clearances is a more
rapid liquidation of product. With
the British tax staring them in the
face and with other parts of the
world market in a chaotic condition,
the majors are no longer willing to
visualize their product as a longterm investment. Instead, they want
to get production money out of each
picture as soon as possible. That
theory is also present in the mass
day-andsdate booldngs accorded a
number of top films in recent
months.
Even more important, however, is
the majors' disinclination, in light
of the anti'ttust decree, to give any
exhibitor a chance for complaint.
Decree is currently stayed pending
decision by the U. S. Supreme
Court. Most of the majors are
pretty well convinced, however,
that the Court will uphold Sect. II

(Continued on page 22)

WB

2-Month Layoff of
Studio

Talent

'

Dept.;

•

With advanced admissions now
being sought for five pictures, the
'

14-Min. Film Ballet
''Red Shoes," $2,000,000 Technlproduction now being
color
made by the British unit. The
Archers, wUl have a full-length
ballet in it running 14 minutes,
without the camera once cutting

away. It's undoubtedly one of
the longest such sequences ever

made.
Picture, starring Anton Walbrook, is being produced under
the J; Arthur Rank banner and
will be released in the TX. Si by
Universal.
,

market for them definitely suffered
a break last week. Exhib objection
reached such' a peak that the early
pix in the field, Samuel Goldwyn'a
Best Years of Our Lives" and David
O. Selznick's "Duel In the Sun,"
were severely hit by it.
"Years" and "Duel" had .been get^
,

ting a certain amount of resistance
ever since they went into release,
but the quantity of objection had
stayed on an. even^and relatively
unimportant— keel until last week.

Then, with distribs- of three other
films suddenly also demanding th«
higher prices,
the
whole thing
kicked bade.
While
plenty
of
exhibs
had
squawked at the upped admission
feature of the Goldwyn and Selznick
contracts, it hiadn't been keeping
them from booking the film". As a
matter of fact, one of the phenomena of the situation was that
exhib leaders Who had been responsible
for
resvltttlons against the
policy by various groups were booking the films themselves.
But
no
more*
with salesmen hamHollywood, Nov. 4;
mering at them for^ the same deal
Complete reshuffling of " releasing
Warner Bros.' "Life- With
and t>roduction plans is on as a re- on
Father," 20th-Fox's "Forever Amsult of decision 'of the Academy of
Motion Picture Arts and Sciences to ber" and Paramount's "The UnWhat resolutions by
change its annual Oscar Derby dead- conquered."
exhib organizations faile4 to do was
line from Dec. 31 to March 31, As a
sideline, the three-month delay is apparenlOy accomplished by sheer
weight
of
numbers.
also playing havoc with Los Angeles
Undoubtedly in iihe tbe^tre men's
exhibitors' plans for the holiday season, .In addition, effect on houses
(Continued ron jpttlfe 20)
throughout Van country will be felt
in delayed showing of top product.
Scene of the Derby awards has Pressburger, in Short,

Oscar Switch

HitsLA.&bibs

Below $$ line

'

also been changed to the Hollywood
Bowl, June 20.
Now that producers don't have to
Hollywood, Nov. 4.
come in under the Dec, 31 deadline,
Warner studio talent department they're taking their own sweet time
has folded, along with various other about: getting their pix out'. Tradidepartments, for two months. With tional mad rush to get public showit went plans for start of series of
ings of product in Los Angeles, per
low-budgeters announced Oct. 13 as the; Academy's ruling, has slowed
designed to be "proving ground pro- down to a walk as a result. Pix that
duction program to develop young are affected include such toppers as
players; writers and directors."
William Cagney's "The Time of Your
Layoffs range from department Life," David O. Selzniok's "The
topper Sophie Rosenstein all way Paradine Case," "Portrait of Jennie"
down the line.
and "Mr. Blandings Builds. His
Jack L. Warner issued emphatic Dream House" (latter made at TX&B.
orders to department heads on the for SRO release), Enterprise's Arch
Burbank lot to "get rid of all peQt>le
(Continued on. page 24)
.

,

writing its story to fit the caption that "the wolf Is at Hollywood's door.'' That isn't true, of course. But the wolf can arrive
if the picture business doesn't pace its production investment in
tune with the potential income. That means attuning it strictly
to a domestic market— and a healthy market it still is—with
whatever comes from the outside (i.e, foreign), as so much gravy.

On

"*

the industry is taking stock of itself. Nick Schenck
summoned the top. Culver City echelon to New ITork for a frank
talk on product and quality. RKO has designated a quartet to
act as collective custodians of the exchequer. Universal, Metro
and Paramount are trimming sales staffs, among other things.
AH have their own ideas on controlling the situation.

With living costs what they are the aim is to cut out rather
salaries. On production Investment the intent is to
cut corners without cutting quality. In the latter category tliis
by a producer spending $60,000 for an elaborate
set which wound up merely as a background shot. The president of the company, in no uncertain terms, laid it on the line
for this director.
than reduce

on production matters henceforth—and there are indications that it will—no longer can any
producer or director build himself a replica of the Waldorf
lobby just to show our hero coming down a short flight 'of steps.
The amoui^t of wasted film footage will indict any producer or
director in a showdown. You don't have to build a grand ballroom to show a boy and girl dancing. The' old order is changing.
If the eastern authority obtains

.

4

for Wallis Set

Abel.

WB Pays Off Loan

Warner Bros, will pick up its $1,Hollywaod, Nov. 4,
591.000 installment due Nov. 1, 1947
Hal B. Wallis has set four pictures on its 2% term bank loan. Board has
on his forthcoming production pro- ordered payment in advance, Nov.
gram,
28, because of the company's liquid
Films are "Sorry, Wrong Number" cash position.
and "Be Still, My Love," slated for
Quarterly dividend of 37 '/jc per
Hollywood ahooting; "Hous^ of Mist," share on common stock was directed
to be made in England, and "Rope paid Jan. 5, 1948. Melon will be
of Sand," which may be filmed in dished to stockholders of record Dec.
South Afi'ica,
5, 1947.

NASSOUR BROS. TEAM
FOR STUDIO OPERATION

-

CONNORS KIN SELLS

all sides

is best illustrated

,

studio chief declared: "In many cases
there are three persons doing the
work of two, and this situation must
be corrected."

6,000

A

20TH SHARES

Philadelphia, Nov. 4.
shares of Columbia

gift o£ 1,000

common by Jack Cohn, Co-

Pictures

to the Artists Foundation was revealed Ih the latest report of the Securities and Exchange
Commission made public Saturday
(1). Cohn's present left him holding

lumbia

v.p.,

shares.
His trusts reported
disposing of 200 shares leaving them
48,969

with 26,419.
Transactions in

RKO

mon

$1 par comthe sale of S,000

consisted of
shares, by Ned E. Depinet,

making

Hollywood, Nov. 4.
William Nassour, recently named
board chairman of Hollywood State
Bank,, joined his ]}rother Edward as
active partner in latter's Nassour
Studios, which handles indift production activities.
Tlirough William's banking* coiinectionsi pair will set up company
to finance indie producers. In addition to their other projects,- present
plans call for the Nassours to start
on their Allied Artists, deal around
the first of the year with four- films
scheduled.
New administration builcftng now
under construction will be ready
next month and will house various
indies using studio facilities. Bviilding, with soundproof offices, will
Also building two
cost $275,000.
;

stages

at $750,000

cost.

also reported holding
rants for RKO common.
Members of the family
J. Connors made belated
having disposed of 1,500

liOOO

of

war-

Thomas

Acad Lines Up 9 Scripts
For Industry Project

Hollywood, Nov. 4.
Academy of Motion Picture Arts
and and Sciences has lined up scripts for
their last 4,500 shares of the same the first nine pictures in tbe Indussecurity in'August.
try Film Project, to be produced by
'
Daniel Sheaffer sold 1,000 shares Grant LeenhoutSi
of Universal common since last
Scripters and their works are:
August, making his total holdings Mary C. McCall, Jr., "Film Actors;"
16,407.
Nathan J. Blumberg, re- Paul Gangelin, "Film Writm;"
ported disposing of 200 warrants for Francis Swan, "Film Directors;" Lyie
common stock, He now has 28,500 Robertson, "This Theatre and You;"
warrants,
Ted Gteisel, "A Film Cfoes to MarHarry Brandt reported acquiring ket;" Courtney Anderson, "What
an additional 100 shares of Trans 'Oscar' Really Means:" Wells Ront,'
Lux common. He now has 80,615 "Pictures Are Adventures;" Robert,
shares,
William M, Girden dis- Calloway, "History Brought to Life,"
posed of 1,200 shares of Trans-Lux, and Alan Rlvkin, an untitled overall
holding 1,200.
film about the industry.
20th-Fox

common

last

WUl Be a Very Busy
Kid While in the U.S.
Emeric
Pressburger,
partnered
With Michael Powell in the British
production unit, The Archers, ar-

New York

rived in
last
Iv

week on a

He

from "llngland
threefold missionr

endeavor to; arrange
supply of dollars to make
possible location shooting around
San Francisco of about 15% of The
Archers' next film, "The Promotion
of the Admiral."
2. He .will attempt to. awange lor
a male player to co-star with Sir
Ralph Richardson in the film.
3. He will confer with the Legion
of Decency on getting a relaxation of
the condemned rating handed The
Archers' "Black Narcissus" (U). To
this purpose he has a' different end-*
ing for Hife film and ttt-oUght with
him the Italian version, .which was
approved by. the Vatican for showing in Rome.
"Promotion of the Admiral" will
mark the unit's switch from J. Arthur Rank Distribution to Sir Alexander Korda's British Lion abroad
and 20thrFox in the XT. S. and Canada. Explaining the change. Pressburger said he felt it' advantageous
to help build up Kerda, .who is pro(Contlnued oti page 20)
will

.

sufficient

M-G PRODUCTION MEETS

TO CONTINUE ON COAST
Huddlfes by Metro executives on
of turning
out higher
quality pictures are slated to resume
on the Coast before the end of the
year.
veepee-treasurer
Charles C. Moskowitz will represent
the homeofflce at the Coast discussions, reportedly to make certain a

methods

Metro

his holdings an even 21,000, J. Miller Walker disposed of 400 shares.

He

'

•

Warner Prunes Staffers

The general tempo and temper of the Industry is take-offyour-coat^and-go-to-work. The general buckle-down spirit is
apparent. There is much concern about the crafts' new basic
<!ontracts calling for 25% increases, and there is frank opinion
that if it continues some studios will just shutter, reopenihg
only when they run out of the backlog.
The agents and some of their performing clients already know
the lessening demand for their services, at
the feel of things
The $25,000 per picture.least under the iiuBated standards.
players who got those 75Q and lOOG ideas—some even wanting
a cut of the profits.—are finding out that the market isn't there unnecessarily on the payroll," or
else.
,
anymore. Because the British market isn't there.
Explaining that he had no intenNational periodicals and dailies have sought to give the inside
tion of letting out employees who
on the state of the film industry. One news weekly even was have been on the lot a long time, the

W

AtPeak, Severely Cnrtailiiig Bookings

reports of
shares of

June

.

tight checkrein is held on budgets
while the return to former quality
levels, is

doped

out.

Homeofflce huddles wound up in

New York

last week, with the Coast
contingent returning to Hollywood
over the weekend. Production chief
Louis B. Mayer, exec producer
James K. Mc6uinness and studio
publicity chief Howard Strickling
trained back Friday (31) night after
more- than a week in N. Y. Moskowitz, meanwhile, will go to the
Coast before Christmas^ when the
hii(?d,les are scheduled to resume.
Kenneth MacKenna, Metro story
department chief, also returned to
the Coast over the weekend, after
five weeks in the east.

fhat
starried

20,000^000 readers

in

first

Cosmopolitan Magazine/

for months, has

been high among

the best-sellers of the nation.

created by the combined
talents of:

MOSS HART, who
ELIA

did the screenplay*

KAZAN, who directed.

DARRYL

\.

ZANUCK, who chose this for his personal production.

GREGORY PECK, who

(ilays

DOROTHY McGUIRE, who
JOHN GARFIELD, who

Phil-

ploys Dove.

20th CENTURY-FOX, at whose

t^^^

Kothy-

ploys

studios

^ amtomicemm^

it

was produced*

the worid Premiere

ot the

MAYFftIR IHEAIRE. N.Y.
AND

APOLLO THEAIRE, CHICAGO

,
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BBTUBWS

St«rt
Zavhary Scolt; tratures Tom DVako,
Mnrjr Astor, Albert Dekfcer, Mnntaret land«ay, Diceol'eil by George Sidney. Sorecniilay by I>anald Oi^«i( Stewart, from an
pruduotton.

«i]iil>tation

by Stewart and

b.o. strength.

Brmid Oriley
Jamie Waripac

,

. . •

Di.iHc

Havoclc...,.,..>..... .Albert Deklter

fair business.'

.Marsaret IjlndHivy
.Kose tlobntt

Chris Grau
DlantJia Marl

"Love from a Stramer" (EL>.
Routine version of the Bluebeard story for fair boxof&ce

..loUn Jiljel

. .

Mona

Avis Klderman
Lillian Drover
i:„u.«e Wargate.

Barrle

Jfoaephine Hutchinson

pull.

'i^^^SrVMS™

BsnnWlSJie

"Sons «t
Based on

Rl'^hardOalm.s
John AlexancU-i-

.

Hov DrOTBT.

'

;

i„*.t"

• •

Metro has accomplished a highly
successful translation to the screen
boff.
of Sinclair Lewis' bookstore
Larded heavily wittt the romantic
tliat are never-f ail with the

.

told

hunts

but will

'

.

This is

a love sbny

^all

ilie

way.

nostalgic 'flavor of pre- World War
Venice where
I Europe. It tees off
Young, a struggling young composer,

-

-emaU-town 1ud«i.P«rs tender court
to Miss mamer. who's strictly out of
well as chronhis class sodafl(r>.
She
oIogi<»dl^, imtil he wins her.
adatJts heiaell to local society and
the new life nnUl she thinks she can
stand it no more and-then is off with

m

th« husband's gest-friend, Zachary
Scott. Scott, of- oouiae, doesn't want
the
he'- Wlien he can have her and
remotsefulfemme is eventually back
to roost, on Tracy's understanding

doorst^.

,

.

Tracy's nieeting and. early courting of thegjd is cBlficult to accent,
but once ttaPs passed, the only misgiving is liiat the yam telegraphs its
* punches so tu ahead.
It's got so
much of the old sdmialtz, however,
that an of its shortcomings will be
easily twgiven liid forgotten by the
f emmes. fHim aoxers to septuagenarians, who should oopiprise' its princioal audiencfc
iQ diiectinB, Sidney has done a
good job in keeping tight rein on
his playm, yet giving them sufficient leeway to get in plenty of
emoting. An assortment of lesser
players in the rofe of Tracy's socialite Mends are particularly effective.
Thev incWde Maiy Astor, Albert
Dekker. Marearet Lindsay and
Selena Boylfe
Production itself, while exhibitin<^
no sign of undue opulence, shows

her parents think
Young is living with Miss Lupino,
a widowed waif with an infant son.
and so rush Miss Parker off to a
resort in the Alps. Seems, though,
that it's been Flynn, Young's happygo-lucky brother, who took MisS
Lupino and child in off the streets.
To set things right again, the two
brothers, Miss Lupino and the moppet start off on foot through the
Alps to find Miss Parker and explain the mistake to her.
When they finally catch up with
her. Flynn meets, her before realizing .who she is and makes a pitch
for her, getting inspiration thereby

customary Metro attention to qualHerb.

•

ity.

WtLTder releane ol Henry Blanke prodacFlynn,- Ida I^upino,
St«ft» Errol
tion.
Elenjior Banker. Gig ToanB; features ReK-

Dennr. Isabel Blsoin, Albert BusserIMtectea by Peter Godfrey. Screen,
Tlronuw WIUUioMwn and.Lenore Cofplay by Mar^raret
Kennedy: .camera, ^1 Pollto; editor. Clarciiee Kftlflter; dancea, I*i'oy PHnz: muislc,
TradeshoWn
Erieh WbUiSaiw Komgold.
N. Y. Oei. 31, "47. BunninK time, 101 MINS.
Errol Flynn
S..bnatian..,.
Ha Luplno
Gemma..,....,,—
ln.ild

man.

jilay,

fee,

based «fa norel'
.

FenelUi..-.

.

..Eleanor- Parker

Gig Younif

..V.

C.irj'l

.ReKiriaid
;Isobel

Ivor MiicLean.
Mrs. JIacI.ean.

HeinrMi.
Stelnack^.. ..........

Denny
Elsom

Albert BnsRcrman
..Lurtwlg Stossel
,

Helene Thimig

lynnHladr-.'..
Giiiile....
Juinf-ster.. ...... ...........

Frank I'usUa
.^'r-ink

marry .the wealthy Miss
Through a misunderstand-

however,

ing,

.

-

to

Parker.

Reicher

.

tor

a new

ballet.

When Miss

Parker and

is

George Zonlch

..,

.

is

vigorIsobel Elsom is effective as the dizzy
aunt. Ernest Ccssart, Anita ShatpeBolster, Phillip "Fonge and Frederic^
satisfactory in support-

,.

.:

.

..

.

dissipated- in

meandering

Henry Fonda

is

action.

expressive in the

subdued and somewhat static role of
the priest. Dolores Del Rio is decorative and mutely impassioned as a
devout victim of the law. Pedro
Armendariz almost succeeds in resolving the zealous but slightly
doubting
lieutenant.
J.
Carrol

Lupino

away with

Amalya...
Grand Duke.
Sophia

Love From a Stranger
'Eagle Lion release of Jaiilea J. Geller production.
Stars John Hodi^k, Sylvia Sidney, Ann RieharUs; featui'es .Tohn Ho-ward,
Isobel
Elsom, Srnest Cosfsart,
FhiiUp

Tonge, Anita Stiarp-BoI.<jter, Frederk: Worlock. JHrected by Richard Whurf. Screenplay, Philip Maul>nnald: from
play by
Frank Vo.sper: based oil story by Agatha
Christie.Previewed N. Y., Oct. 30, '47.
Running time, 80 MINB.
Cecily Harrington. ...... .....Sylvia .Sidney
Nigel

,

. .

Hostage..... .... 4..

,

Made

,

,

.

.Fcmnndo Fernandez

Singer.

in

Mexico

is interspersed, with shots of surf
breaking over rocks and pounding
across the shore.
Because of, or perhaps in spite of
all the standard plot and directorial
devices, "Love Prom a Stranger"
never seems plausible or particularly
interesting and, <if course, it never

cause's
any spinal shivers*
The
sinister character of the stranger is
.Henry Ponda indicated at the start, so there's no
Dolores Del Rio mystery.
.Pedro Armendari:i
John Hodiak plays the homicidal
J. Carrol Naish
......Leo Carrillo psychotic wjlth a -glowering sort of
...Ward Bond intensity that would tip off the most
.Robert Armstroivef. credulous wife or servant. That obJolin Qualen
Fortunio Bonanova
firis-Pin Martin
.Miguel Inclan

-with

leads and- native extras,

Hollywood
"The Fugi

, .

Lubenstein.

iCa tc-

XAwaon

.1>ster Sharpe

Mrem

Kolya
Uent. Sanderson

Allen

Scott Elliott

..aordon Clark

lileot. Julian,..
'Ptc. Murphy

Jimmle Uodd

Ulihsky.KorsakolT
.David X^onard
Czar.
;
.John Hamilton
Cesar Cul
WllUAin Riihl
Aide In Gnitorm,:.
Steve Uanell
Honxlin ........... .V. , i .< . • .Robert Barron
Housekeeper. ..««...•.«•••«..., :fi:ivlra Curcl
Ballet Maxtor. ....
.
. .UauHce
Cass
i^octor.
.Grandon' Rhodes
Doorman,
.WlUlaih Kewell
Conductor. ................. ..T.eanard Mudie
Policeman
.Lane Chandler
,
,

.

. ,

.

a

KanaKCr.
HousEOteaky
Cant. Wcalherly
Mess Senjoant

,

.

,

. .

Leonid iJnPKOir
.Lewis Howard
Stan Johnijon
.r>eo

;

Kaye

Jack George
Vernon Cansino

Prie-st

Evans

Sophia's Mother. ..i.t... .... iNina Ilunsen

first

.

The

and Merian

Charles Tro-s^'brldge

«

Nurse

The career of Ru.ssian composer
Peter -By tich Tchaikovsky gets its
scr^n presentation in "Song of
My Heart." It makes good use of his
Fhtllip .TonKe
music
in spinning an interesting,
.Fred Worlock
although fanciful, tale of the com-

•

.Ballet Speci.-ilty

Krbsman

Hodiak
John Howard

Dr. Gribble

Hobday.

.Serge

..Jolin

(^>rtez.

I.£i.\vrence

Infipector,

Gale Sherwood

Ivau.
Jurge^en

Naish, Leo Carrillo, Ward Bond and
Robert Armstrong are believable in
principal supporting roles.
Kobe.

Manuel

.Audrey I^ong
..Sir Cedrlc Hardwieke
.. .Mikliail Ramimny

Sergei-Stephan.. ......

The old bluebeard story, staple of
Although Flynn and Miss Lupino
carry most of the picture, they're literature and drama for generations,
given plenty of as.sist from Miss is given standard treatment in "Love
Parker and Young. Former has sel- From a Stranger." The result is a
dom been seen to better advantage fair thriller, without novelty or any
'and Young makes his role of the particular "viewpoint," with little
dull, plodding brother highly be-^ suspense, surprise or excitement, and
lievable.
Reginald Denny, as Miss only moderate boxoffice prospects.
There have been no vital changes
"•-Jtpr's stuff«d-shirt father; Isobel
Elsom as her understanding mother, in the story for this screen edition.
and Albert Ba.<;serman, as the sym- There are a few additional minor
pathetic old music conductor, top characters, such as the heroine's
gabby aunt, a sleuth from Scotland
the supporting cast.
Chief production assist is lent by Yard and assorted bits like the postErich Wolfgang Korngold'S score, man, cab driver, railroad station
with, both the ballet and thenie attendants; etc,
music standout. Ballet sequences are
Also, instead of being tricked into
tastefully staged by Leroy Prinz and having a paralytic stroke, the murMilada Mladova sparkles in both derer is now run over by a team of
terbing and thespine as the prime rampaging horses, climaxing a rockballerina. Entire film is a notable 'em, sock-em flstfight with the deachievement for producer Henry tective and the heroine's devoted
Blanke, with all production creriite suitor. The final scene, incidentally,
Stal.
a definite asspt.
takes place in one of those synthetic
thunderstorms customary for the
climaxes of film whodunits. For no
Fngitive
RKO release of Ar,i?osy P'ir^tures-John Ford apparent reason, the whole picture

Police Informer
Police Chief....,
Bl GrlOKo
Police .^ergefint.
Refugee DOcior.
Governor's Cousin.,
Organ Grinder.......

:

.

is

reconciled with Miss Lupino while
Young and Miss Parker also get together.

.Police Ijieutenant.

My Heart

Song

.

;

-

,

when Ihe- baby Navis Wilson......
An|i Richards
sick and dies.
He finally Auntie LOO.X.A10
Isobel BIsqId
realizes he's been a heel and, on the Btllingsi ..................... Iilrnest Coisart
.Anita Sharpe-BoUter
night of his ballet ojiening, he^s Ethel .1

Woman.

Are

.

takes

Indian

:

'

her on a rendezvous

Fugitive.

i

,

J

Italian Alps at the turn
the century. Kim has a slightly
longhairish tinfie but that's proven
an asset fieceniJy, not a boxoffice
liability. Marquee-laden cast, with
Ida Lupino, Eleanor Parker and Gig
Young sharing Use star honors with
Flynn, should it malie it a big
grosser in all situations.
Flynn Is given plenty of opportunity to flash the ola charm but
there's hardly a toiich of the usual
swashbuckling or boudair romance

don and the

it

players and smart art direction and
set decoration to advantage.
Richard' Heermance's ediUng, under the
supervision of Otho. Lovering, has
held running time to crisp 83
church, for instance, isn!t fully moBrog, As handled by Agatha Christie in minutes.
tivated. The only explanation of- the
novel, "Love From a Stranger"
fered is a rabid speecn-from-horse- is supposed to
have built compeUing
Rttses
ftetf
back by the fanatical, callous police atmosphere and
a
mounting
terror,20th-l<^ox
Wurt*,eel
release of -Soi M,
prolieutenant, as he tries to coax the and
the Frank 'Vosper dramatization duction. Features I>on Castle, l^^f^y ICuudterrorized ^eons into beteayxng their was fairly
successful in London, sen, Patricia ICnight. Directed by Jiiniea
Subsequently, this witii the
village
priest.
adaptor starred as the vil- TiuUnff. Screenplay, TrvlnK Elmnn; <-;imis
trooper-like
character
Benjurauie ICllne; ed-ltor, Frank Uuldstorm
lain;
The play flopped on Broad- era,
ridge.
Tradeshown N. T. Oct. Z9. '47.
shown as actually beset with qualms way; however^ when Alex
Ydfcel Hunning time, tff .HIMS.
about his actions and torn by doubts presented it in
September, 1936, TJiorne I
of his anti-religious protestations.
with the star in the same l>art; Sub- Carney j
.].>(>n
(.'.iiKl.le
..^
In addition, there is a character sequently,
while 'Vosper was return- Martha.. ..................... PeRKy Ivmitlson
of an American bandit-murderer in ing to England,
....Patn.-ui iCniKlit
he disappeared from Jill..,..
.Joe ljaw.ver
Wall.
the story, whose function isn't satis- the ship, and his
battered
body
..Eldward Keane
was
Locke
factorily established,- but who risks later
washed up on the French coast. Knuckle.
JeK Chandler
his life in helping the fleeing priest
Duke
i. ..... .Cbarl^ SfeCiniw
. 4 'harlea 1.a ne
Llpton
to reach temporary haven, and later
.r«ul uuiitoyie
Oioley
dies trying to prevent his ultimate
Doug Fowley
•
Oliver.......
Also, the picture's fadecapture.
of
Aurness
Jamea
Ray
out, .a miracle-suggestive' scene in
(MUSIC).
which a new priest arrives to serve
Hollywood, Nov. 1.
Turned out on the B corner ot
the devout villagers, is insufficiently
Monogram rolcaw oC Allied Artlata pwsenRed"
is an unAre
20th's
lot,
"Roses
tatlon,
pTOdused bjr Mstluudel Ftastott ana
clarified.
Theodore Kced. Btarj) Frank Sundstrom; pretentious, but neatly paced meller
'The
Fugitive"
is
handsomely J.
features Audrey l.ontr. Sir Cedric Hard- that'll serve as firm support in nabe
photographed,^ with colorful village wlcke, Milchail Rasumny, Gale Sherwood.
There's not much logic
scenes and impressive landscapes, Written and directed by Benjamin Gloxer. situations.
the yarn but this defect is adroitly
Some of the sequences, such as the Added soenei]^ Bernard 0chubert; .camen, in
BoUnd Tottaeroh; mualc director, Natbaniel coyered up by jtnappy dialog, fast acpolice squad's raid on the quiet vU' Finaton;
music. Feter Ilyitch TcliaUiavdty! tion and a series of sharp charac
lage, or the military formations in KonKs, Janice Tone and '^eii. Spielman;;
terizations, esqiiecially in the minor
the constabulary headquarters, are editor, Blchard H«ermancfi-t PrevlewM: Oct.
roles. Production dress and cameraeffectively, done. But at other times 30, 'if KunnlnE tlRie; SS-niStS,
work is standard for modest-budgetthe mounting suspense of the chase Peter TchaikoviSity....*. .'..Frank Sund'strom

Me

of«

such,

Worlock are
The government's drive against the ing parts.

C. Copper production <Kmilio
Perhandez, aesociute producer),!^ directed by
Xi'ord.
Stars Henry Fonda, Dolores Del Rio,
Pedro Artnendaviu; features J. Crirroi Naish.
Never" represents the Leo Carrillo, Ward Bond, Robert Arm"Escape
strong, John' Qunien. :,Screenplay,- Dudley
best Ijieak that the Warner factory Nichols, based on novel, '".rhe Labyrinthine
has given Enrol Xlynn in a couple Ways," by Graham (Ire^ne: camera, Gabriel
of seasons. Cast in a role vastly Figueroa; score and musical directlonv^
diftetent from his usual assignment, Richard Hni?^^^ editor. Jack Murray.
Tradeshown N. Y., Nov. 8, '47. Running
he shows up remarkably well in an time,
DO JIINS.
engrossing tale laid in Venice, Lon-

Wll.iaa snadoval"

As

ous, unlimited and arousing. And as
such it has, as the screen narration
says, topical and timely significance.
Parts of the story aren't clear.

threatens to leave him, though, he
marries her and the two of them
set up shop in a London garret
where Flynn finishes the ballet. Still
a philanderer, Flynn again goes
after Miss

'

be widely regarded as an attack on

Communism.

'

'

and control its priests.
But as the Soviet government

pangs ot cbiWJrirth,and from being
anotheir nian'» woman to remorseful wile, she seldom fails to acqmt activities in his role of a serious
herself creditably. Tracy, as a mat- composer. Under the capable directer of fact, is nude to look wooden tion of Peter Godfrey, he turns in
by comparison.
one of the best jobs "of his career
What fault the picture has is its and "Escape" may well mark his aroverload running time. Director rival at maturity as a serious actor.
Georee Sidney is unable to hold the Miss Lupino, although she's seldom
pane for two hours and the film lags been typed so much as Flynn, has a
£i the niidisection. It's a customary role here that' she can really sink
complaint against Metro pix, so her teeth into and she demonstrates
much sathat even veteran sales chief once more her versatility as a serious
Bill Rodgers took unguarded cogscripted by Thomas.
story,
nizance ol it at a trade press confab two weeks ago. Its difficult to Williamson and Lenore Coffee from
understand the studio's insistence, a novel and play by M^garet Kenespecially .during these days of econ- nedy, is cut snarply in half between
omy on turning out films, that ex- light romance and heavy drama and
hib'itolts, tiie pu^ilic and even M^U s therein lies its only fjiult of note.
own sales force would prefer in more Switch in mood is too keenly drawn,
abbmialed ^onn. If the studio is with no shading to ease the audience
going 'to. jdo. sny more cutting, let gradually from one theme to another.
Tale is imbued with much of the
ft start with Ibe leni^ of pictures.

^for a young ©rU Traty, respected wants

'

'

should have moderate draw,
,get support f o»a religious

similarly tried to wipe out religion
in Russia, and presumably opposes
it today in the countries it dominates, "The Fugitive" will probably

meller; nice boxofflce.
"Ciiiien Saint" (Indie). Based
on life and miracles of Frances
Cabrini; appeal limited but okay
for religious screenings.

EssenfiaUr,- if* flie tenderness of an
older m«n--*l, not too old, of course

"Beyond Our Own," initial production of the recently-formed
Protestant Film Commission, is undoubtedly the best picture of its
kind yet filmed. Commission, producing agency of 19 Protestant denominati9ns, doesn't plan to give it theatrical distribution, holding it
instead for showings in churches, schools and' before civic groups. It's
easHy good enough, though, ,to rate bookings in any theatre in the
country.
,
Produced under the supervision of PFC director Paul F. Heard,
"Beyond'' was turned out- by a' group of HoUywood professionals^
which: probably explains the neat job done on it. It was produced by
Jack Chertok, winner of an Academy Oscar for shorts, and directed
by Sammy Lee, with the original script penned by Doene Roag. Cast
is topped by Charles Russell, DeForrcst Kclley, Trudy Marshall,
Richard' Loo and Douglas Dumbrille.
Story, running 40 minutes, is obviously a church messagp, based on
the, theme that no life is complete until a person learns to live for
others as well as himself. It's not a pedantic- preachment, though,
and there are sufficient dramatic highlights in the picture to hold the
attention of any audience on the basis of sheer entertainment. Entire
production is tastefully handled and it should serve well whatever
purpose it's put to by the Commission. Commission, incidentally, is
evidently hep to modern 3how biz—the Qlm is slated to "day-anddate" in 100 churches throughout the country next Sunday (S).
stal.

According to ihe opening- screen
natration, "The Fugitive" ;is a true
story, -viiXti l^lical overtones and
with "topical, timely and universar
qualities. -It is apparently based" on
the efforts of the Mexican government 20-odd years ago to curtail
the power of the Catholic church

smaUtown

nicture via her top performance
feespicaUjr. In a role Uiat allows
her the gamut tasta tomboy to the

hoteMs' Enrst Pk an OK Prod

remaining

last

groups.

'

and I-ana TUmer

..

ences'. It

Walter
"Drittwoad", (Rep.)
Brennan, Ruth Warrick, Dean
Jagger, Charlotte Greenwood,
Natalie Wood in moppet-medico

for the tnar(mee-""Oiss OTBBtoetlane" is a cmch
cr^s
to Iseefr Metro's checking
worl^iK avttianafi.
; the
of
surprise
the
is
Miss l^wner

Ti-acy

interesting

down

the
him by a cruel ruse
and has him executed by a firing
The picture is rich in atsquad.
mosphere andVis sincerely donCi but
it is slow in spots and uneven in
dramatic power. It lacks romantic
appeal and the subject and locale
are u.nfamiliar to most U. S. audipriest! captures

ture yarn.

Spencer

with

Heait" (Mono).
and music of

less

with appeal to classical lovers.
"Roses Are Bed" (20th). Neat
meller for good support in
dualer situations.
"Betom of Bin, Tin Tin"
(Color)
(S;-L).
Brings back
canine film heto in okay adven-

•*'''5„?'ctarii
Pat- UlarK

I

elements
matinee tradie—and

My
lifqi

Tchailiovsky;

Howard Frwrnun

HcrveylPUnt..*

Herman,
Alice Wargate

(WB).

Never"

edy meller; surefire b.o.
"The Fttjitive" (RKO). Madeanti-Commuthis
m-Mexico,
nistic religious theme should do

.ZdclLuy t'^tt

Tom

Me

•'Escape

Errol Flynn, Ida Lupino, Eleahor
Parker, Gig Young in good com-

.Spem'cr Trogy
.l-ana l"r"«r

, .

(M-G).

Filmization of Sinclair Lewis
novel has all the elements for

.Soiiya Ijevien ol

camera, Wuhert
novel;
iiimlalr Ijewla'
Planek! editor, John Duonlng; Ti'aOeBnown
Kow York, Nov. S, *47, Uunning time,

Cass Timberlane
VlTKtnta. Marshland

TImberlane"

"Cass

5'uTOor,

how the government of
Mexican states, in a ruthdrivo to. stamp out religion,

tlve" tells
one of the

Miniature Reviews

JBornlilow, Jr.,
Siieuccr Ti-ao', I-ana

1947

WiBdiicgday,} WavieinlMer 5,

Cass VtaMlHsrlane
MetTO rcltsm «t Atthuf

viously complicates Sylvia Sidney's
task of playing the wife, but she
gives a direct and spirited perform
ance. Ann Richards is acceptable in
the straight part of the heroine's
friend, while John Howard Is believable as the earnest suitor and

poser's

lite.

Mounting

is

excellent,

the score Speaks for itself; although
marred by poor sound projection at
the preview, and values generally
are geared to hold -audience atten-

ers.

is

.

a formula takeoR on the
strategem w i t h a

cops^and-rofoberjs twist

Don

Castle,

screen newcomer who bears a striking resemblance to Clark Qablej
plays the dual role of an honest district attorney and an underworld
character set to take the former's
place in order to spring one of the
local hoods. After' a kidnapping and
set of complications involving a
crooked detective^ the d.a. makes his
escape and plays as his twin in order to get the goods on the racketeer
mastermind. Director James Tilling
draws the action with straight, broad
strokes and leaves romantic play
hushed in background.
In lead. Castle registers as likeable 'personality but reveals no adequate thesping range to step into
tougher rol& as yet. Castiiig oversight has paired Perry Knudsen
and Patricia Knight as the only two
.

:

femmes

in the film.

These two ac-

look so much alike that,
couDled with deliberate twin part of
Castle, the pic becomes more confusing than necessary. In
in o r
Darts, Joe Sa-wyer, Jeff Chandler,
Charles McGraw and Paul Guilfoyle turn in racy performances
tresses

m

that establish basic
the film,

atmosphere of

Berm,

Retnrn of Rin Tin Tin

tion.

Film was produced by Nathaniel
Finston and J. Theodore Reed tinder
the banner of Symphony Films fo?
presentation by Monogram's upperbracket Allied Artists. "Song" rates

i

•

Story

double-identity

(COLOR)

.

Hollywood, Nov.
ISagle Lion
produ<-tlon.

Donald

release of

1,

William Stepiicns

Bin 'i'iii Tin HI,
Bobby }-.lake, (.'loiidia

Features

Woods,

Gaylord Pendleton, Bnrl HuiIkIms.
classification because of the Directed by
Max Nossc<'k. .Screenplay,
manner of projecting score values Jack De "Wltf;
original, William .Slevens;
.as more than a backsround for story." camera (V.ltacolorl, Carr BerBcr; edllor,
Benjamin Glazer. directing from Eddie Mann. Previnw'ed Oct. 20, '47. Runhis own script, with added .scenes ning time, 60 MINS.
nonn Id Woods
by Bernard Schubert, develops in- Father Matthew
Boliby I31"ke
Paul, the refugee lad..».
terest with sensitive handling ot the Mrs.
.('taudia DnMio
Graham,,,,......
plot and players. Frank Sundstrom, Melrose
Gaylonl I'midli'lort
Swedish actor, garners attention in .Toe
.......Karl Hudgcns
Bin Tin Tin in
the role of the composer. He handles him.self capably, demonstrating
"The Return of Rin Tin Tin"
undeistanding of the characterizashapes up as good fare for the
tion.
His piano work was

the

AA

Di-!vke,

.

dubbed
by the uncreditcd Jose Iturbi.
Major credit for sparking' the story
goes to Mikhail Rasumny. His timing, facile comedy and facial expressions give the plot needed lifts

situations and should be
particularly sturdy in houses catering to moppet and family trade, It
brings back to films the descendant
of the educated canine known to
to bridge dry spots. It is through most adult fans snd indications nre
Ws eyes, as the son of Tchaikovsky's that new crop of kiddies will take
man-servant, that the story is told. to Rin Tin Tin, III.
William Stephens' production
Rasumny plays the father and the
guidance has given picture smart
son, and plays both to the hilt.
Composer's early and brief mar- outdoor values, a sentimental story
riage is shown and Us later spon- and sufficient- demonsstration of casorship by an unknown lady. It is nine intelligence to fill all release
here that story departs from actual- aims. .There Is no credit for the
ity to depict a moving, love story color process used but picture was
between the composer arid his spon- filmed in 'Vitacolor apd processed by,
The hues arc good,
sor, played by lovely Audrey Long. Cinecolor.
Their scenes together during a so- showing to advantage the Santa

smaller

-

journ in Italy and at the finale when
Tchaikovsky is fatally ill with cholera regiister big. Sir Cedric Hardwicke^is in briefly as Miss Long'.s
father,-

and Gale Sherwood shows

wpI! as the composer's young wife.
She also sings "I Looked For Love."
Others in the cast are good,
Roland Totheroh's lensing presents
,

ynez country' and Santa

Barbara

coast line in California.
.
Plot hinges on the morale-saving
value of the love between a dof? and
a refugee lad, mentally-scarred by
the war in Europe. Bobby Blake jS
the boy, spending a summer at the

Ynez mission while Do»aia
(Continued on page 20)

Santa
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TRAVEL BROADENS PIC BUDGETS
Rogers Leads Ksbib'

Rl-Gs

For Shorter

Really Circusing

I

1.

their stories.

4.

circus act.

Distant and extensive location
jaimts are nothing; new for film
colony, but this season they have
taken on new meaning. Metro previously went to Equatorial Africa for
Trader Horn," to Italy for "Ben
Hur" sent another company to the
Arctic Circle for VEskimo," and
others to South Pacific for "White
Shadows of the South Seas" and

iites.

Film now runs

If that 15 or 20

liberia First Country

139. minr-

To Switch to 16m Only—

minutes were

cutf according to Rodgers, it would
be 'Possible for most exhibs to get

one more [Aowing of the
Gross should
feature every day.
thus be boosted by that single extra
show. Metro will make up its mind
on the problem before the. picture
goes into general release Thanksgiving Day.
Tie-in Of a picture's running time
with the house gross was first

For

in at least

:

-to

managing director of
Radio City Music Hall, N. Y. Eyssell
complained to Metro
xeportedly
"
about the 134 minutes of "Yearling
ftivoring a^cut to at least 120 minutes. Metro refused, conceding only
the elimination from the picture of
one short sequence showing a
bloody fight between a bear and
-sbme dogs, which Eyssell thought
was too gruesome.
"Good News" Cited
chief
By the same tokcm, the

Gus

Eysselli

MH

extremely well pleased with the
running time flf Metro's "Good
News," which has been booked into
the Hall for the Christmas and Kew
Year's holidays. Film runs only 90
minutes, despite the fact that Metro
expects it to be one of its top mu
With a big cast
sicals of the year.
topped by June AUyson and Peter
Lawford, Eyssell reportedly, believes
the film has a good chance of outgrossing any - other M-G feature
that's ever played the house; Most
of his optimism is based on the running time; which will permit at
least one more show daily.
\
''One of the longest of tne big features now in release is 20th-Fox's
is

.

.

.

Its Solitary

Theatre

First country to switch its entire
method of film exhibition from 35m

16m

is the small republic of
on the western coast of
Switch will not cause too
great a disruption in the liiwrian
industry, however, since the' cotm*
'iify,
with a 2,500,000 populatiDnt
presently has only one theatre
sharply pointed up last spring by 600-seater in Monrovia, the capital.

.

,

RKO

exploiteer Tei-ry Turner.

Distribs' side of the question is
being primed by Metro sales veepec
William F. Bodgers, who's currently
mulling the possibility of trimming'
15 pr 20 min^tes oil "Green Dolphin

''Forever Amber," 140 minutes. To
get in six shows a day, the Roxy,
fN. Y„ has been forced to run a late
show every night starting at 12:30
a.m. Without the extra show, it's
believed highly improbable that the
house would have been able to hang
up its first week record gross of
more than $180,000. If the film had

been trimmed 15 Or 20 minutes it
would have been possible to run six
shows daily without the overtime to
the house staS and projectionists.
Producers long voiced the greatest
opposition to trimming the
length of features on the argument
that a long novel or stage play cannot be trimmed if full justice is to
be done the story. On "Dolphin
Street," for example.producer Carey
Wilson was averse to trimming for
that reason. Metro exec produced,
Al Lichtman, also objected to the
move on the assiunqption that the
film should have be«i booked as a
two-a-.day roadshow.

Liberia

Africa!.

—

Decision to make the change, according to Liberian Secretary of
State Gabriel Dennis, was planned
by the government for two reasons.
First, it will enable the country to:
establish a chrcuit of 16m theatres
in the hinterlands, thereby giving
many natives their first opportunity
to see motion pictures: Government,
Dennis declared, considers films a
primary means of education, regardless of whether the films are
educational or strictly entertain
ment; Establishment of the 16m
circuit, consequently> will tie in dl
rectly with the government's plans
to expand its educational opportunities for the natives.
;

reason, Dennis pointed
to enable the Liberian popu'

"The Pagan."

'

when

rolling in this, direction

it

dis-

patched a complete troupe to

New

York

92nd

,

for

"The House

on

Street," using a semi-documentary
approach. Result proved so tas^
that other companies immediately
.

swung

into line.

Total of such on-rthe-spot filming
will far exceed $25,000,000- this year,
a hefty figure any way you look at
it. This figure is exclusive of other
types of locationing.
Distances apparently mean nothk
ing. Warners assigoed director Del
ma'r Daves, to take his ; "To the
(CoQtintied on pag6 20)

is'

lace to see

more contemporary pie

tures. Because of the poor transpor
tation system, most film distributors

serviced the country only with
prints of old pictures. Qy using 16m
prints^ however, new pictures can
be flown into the country at low
air express charges and the people
will thus get a chance to See much

newer production.

:

-DenniS) who is chairman of the
Liberian delegation to the United
Nations general assembly, is also
part owner and managing director
of the Liberian Entertainment Co,

which owns

'the

Monrovia

theatre.

CALVERT ADDING TO
EASTERN REP CHORES
Producer Hunt

Stromberg,

who

had been considering shutting down
his eastdnii sales office, has decided
to keep it open under a compromise
arrangement whereby ' his rep,
Lowell 'V. Calvert, is also taking on
representation of other producers,

RKO

no dates until JanFrench-made Maurice

taking
its

Chevalier - starrer;
"Man About
Town," with the pic doing slow biz
in its American preem at the Bijou
on Broadway. Despite good' press
notices and off-screen narration that
makes -subtitles unnecessary, pic has
failed to click as -expected and RKO
is holding up while it probes for
the reason.
It was expected that the trick
method of getting around the need
for titles would widen the audi
ence, bringing in both the people
who normally patronize French films
and the general public. Instead, it
is appearing to make both types
afraid of the film.
Orie of the factors partly involved,
it is thought, is that the pic is in a
former legit house, just off Broadway, which has never before played
-

'

.

films.

last week took over
approval of sales made by RKO on
Robert Riskin's "Magic Town" and
is expecting likewise to rep Sam
Bischoff, whose "Intrigue" will be
handled by United Artists.

Thus Calvert

"

.

. .

of

still

Pauline"

bigger

non-profit buying

of Paramount, also in effect for a
year. It still refuses to buy at the
terms oflei-ed and neither side indicates any willingness to give in.

11.
12.

"Crossfire" (RKO).
"Ufe With Father" (WB).

"Variety Girl" (Par).
"Down To Earth" (Col).
"Welcome Stranger" (Par).

"Unconquered" (Par) landed in
second place mainly because it
racked up big to smash trade
wherever it opened daring the four
Roadshow
Doing
weeks, being in the money each of
them. Showing was made although
'Henry' only launched in a few key spots,
Of 'Electra' a
two new dates being added each
RKO would have liked to follow week
after being preemed in Pittsthe successful pattern laid down by burgh.
United Artists in distributing its
"Forever Amber" (20th) hit third
Shakespearian adaptation, "Henry although only being started out in
V," by roadshowing"Mourning Be- the final week of- October. Climbed
comes E'lectra" on four--wall leases that high mainly via weight of busi-

Dec.

-

k

but the peculiar effect of the antitrust decree makes that impossible.
The company, as a member of the
Big Five, is a target of the decree's
freeze on theatre expansion. Hence,
any leasing of showcases even on a
solo-pic basis is barred to it as one

'

done in some 17 theatres that
opening stanza. These 17 houses irt
keys covered by VABiErr gave the
picture over .$700,000 in that single
nes's

week

alone.

Fourth place goes to "Sqng of
Love" (M-G) which was s'econd and
'

.

opens Nov. 19 at the 'former legit consistently up in the high brackets
He took the house some throughout October.
to play Italian pix.
"Fun and Fancy Free" (RKO)
"Electra" which Is being co-'pre- placed No. 6, and is measuring up
sented by RKO and the Theatre to the best Walt Disney cartoon feaGuild will follow its .Gotham teeoffi tures to date at the wickets. "Walby roadshowing in the 21 cities in ter Mitty" (RKO), which is just now
which the Guild has subscriptions getting around in the keys to any
lists: In each instance, ifU play at real: extent, landed in seventh slot.
a $2.40 top with Guild subscribers It forged ahead in the final week to
given first crack at .the pic in the land fifth position but had been
same manner as if the show was a showing promise previously by soaring to top money in every city in
regular Guild legit presentation.

which it teed Off.
Ordinarily, four-wall deals would
"Crossfire" (RKO) managed to
have been a natural since, the film
will play two-a-day and receive land in' eighth spot, this film- being
specialized treatment. UA employed among the top nine in September.
that method for "Henry"' (Rank) It did best in bigger cities; Ninth
and parlayed returns to the high place went to "Life With Father^'
point for any British pic screened (WB) although not having as many
•

in the U.S. Net take was particularly
high in ratio because there was no
to cut in exhibs on a big slice.

need

No rental policy will be set until
after "Electra" shows what it can do
at its New York initialer, RKOers
say. Robert Hickey, Chicago field
rep, has been brought to the homeoifice to handle the publicity <»mpaign.

new playdates as in the previous
month. Picture was big to record in
most spots on these upped-scale en->
gageraents.
"Variety Girl" (Par)
riianaged to snag lo'th position largely because of additional dates given
it.

Eleventh place was captured by
(Col) and 12th
by "Welcome Stranger" (P&r). Abil-

"Down To Earth"

the Lots

Bal Beach completed
construction on a dubbing stage,
costing $150,000 and available to all
producers on a rental basis ...
Butch Jenkins, recovering: from surgery, draws the male moppet role
opposite Margaret O'Brien in "The
Big City.".
liou Brock will produce

20th-Fox

.

•'Prison

Train"

4

.

.

.

at

Republic

Yakima Canntt drew the

,

,

director

on Republic's "Oklahoina Bad
lands," starting Nov. 11.
Orson Welles Will direct and star
in Sir Alexander Korda's "Cyrano
stint

in Italy when he completes his stint
in Edward Small's "Cagliostro" over

... Martin Mooney bought
"Daughter of Ramona," a novel by
Robert E. Callahan, for indie pro-

it

was August boxoffice champ

and finished third in September.
Showing tipped just how much of a
moneymaker it is proving for Paramount.
Top runners-up for October were
"Unsuspected" (WB), "Desert Fury"
(Par) and ''Singapore" (U).
Besides "Amber,", which apparently is going at such a clip that it
seems sure of being this month's
boxoffice champion, "It Had To Be
You" (Col), "Spirit Of West Point"
(FC), "This Time For Keeps" (M-G)
and -"Ride Pink Horse" (U) look best
among the newcomers. These were
just starting out, for the most part,
as October ended but biz registered
hints future solid potentialities.

there

duction

.

.

.

Boris Ingster will write
Is Now" for

and direct "The Time

Cavalier Prodnctiotts, headed by
'
Heinle Conklin and Hank Mann, Robert Young and Eugene B. Rod
former Keystone Kops, become New ney .
Monty Shaft borrowed WenYork cops in "The Big City" at dell Corey from Hal Wallls for the
Universal-International
s i g n e d Metro ... 'Virginia
Gregs shifted top role in -"Man IBaters of Kumaon.'
Maria Toren, recently imported
Jules Schermer to produce top-budg- from radio to film in "Casbah" at
Esther Swedish actress, will co-star with
et pictures under supervision of 'Wil Universal-International
Howard draws an Apple Annie role Jacques Francois, recently imported
liam Dozier.
Schermer is shifting over from in "The Velvet Touch" «t RKO... French thesp, in "The Tin Flute," to
Columbia, where he produced "The William Tracy signed for a featured be produced by Jerry Dresler at
role in "The Walls of Jericho" at Universal'International.
Mali From Colorado" and "Framed.
.

4,

.

,

.

.

.

among the

month's big coin-getters was all thp
more remarkable in view ofthe fact
that

SEG PREPS

.

.

BAHLE

TO KEEP GUILD SHOPS
Hollywood^ Nov.

1.

.

-

third during the month besides being in the coin other weeks. It was

form of theatre acquisitions.
For this reason, RKO in .setting helped naturally by its big opening
"Electra's" p r e e m at the Golden sessions at the N. Y. Music Hall, but
theatre (N.'Y.), closed with Marcella likewise was excellent in other keys.
Gerosi who holds a sub-lease from "Dark Passage' (WB), which was
the Shuberts. Gerosi will be the ex- starting to forge ahead in Septemhibitor, not RKO, when"Electra" ber, copped No. 5. position, being

U-I Inks Schermer

Hollywood, Nov.

•

RKO

Own

From

Briefs

.

,

A

7.

10.

ity of latter to still place

PARPRaDOCTBOLBeUT

combine, Theatre Associates! including nearly all- of the large inde"pendent theatre chains, however, is
still continuing its virtual boycott

8.

9.

-

is

uary on

.

Girl."

5.

8.

'

months ago

RKO HOLDING BACK ON
DATING CHEVAUER PIC

ENDS

''"Variety

S.

"Poxes of Harrow" (20th) walkiea
national boxofilce laurelisin October, according to, weekly
boxoffice reports from Variett correspondents in some 22 representative key cities over the U. S. Picture finished first for two weeks in
succession last month, with' business in each far ahead of competitors, and. finished, fourth and sixth
the other two 'weeks. Ability of the
film to hold up fairly well in holdover sessions also contributed to its
fine showing. Actual coin it grossed
during October also was considerably ahead of its nearest rivals.

away with

house.

Second
outv

2.

"Foxes of Harrow" (20th).
"Unconquered" (Par).
"Forever Amber" (20th).
"Song Of Love" (M-G).
"Dark Passage" (WB).
"Fun, Fancy Free" (RKO).
"Walter Mitty" (RKO).

Decree Forfends

Plenty of other studios for years
have used faraway sites for filming
their product, but almost always
spots were selected because of their
scenic value or because they, resembled the terrain: demanded for story.
All that has changed, nowy however, and producers eye Iqcations
with one view only—is it the exact
locale of the picture?
.
20(11 Started It
Twentieth-Fox actually got ball

Hollywood, Nov. 4.
Stroml>erg's aim in shuttering his
Metro optioned "Alexandra," novel
office was to reduce his expenses, by Gladys Schmidt, as a possible
This is now being accomplished by
starrer for Elizabeth Taylor
.
Calvert's taking on the other pro
20tb-Fox signed Anstole Litvak to
ducers:
Calvert has personal con
MPLS. (XffllBINE
tracts with them, rather than their direct .another picture after his current
chore,
"The
Snake
Pit."
making deals via Stromberg, as is
the case with some other producers Mmia Bsrrle drew a key role in "My
Minneapolis, Nov. 4»
who have similarly added to the Dog Rusty" at Columbia .Herald
Independent Theatres, non-profit duties of their eastern staffs.
Pictures,, headed by Jack Goldberir,
buying combine comprising most of
its
activities temporarily
Move toward consolidation of sales shifting
Impoi'tant Twin City situations, after
from New York to Hollywood to
representation is seen as a coming
holding out against Paramount for
make an untitled picture for Screen
of the need of indie
nearly a year, finally has made a trend in light
Guild release, starting about Dec. 15producers to economize. Formerly,
deal for the product. Casper Choui...A, H. Fuller, the brusli man,
almost every producer had his own
nard, the combine's manager, in anchecked in at Columbia to gander
man in New York to approve con- production
nouncing the deal, said "botli sides
of "The Fuller Brush
tracts and keep contact on all mat
made concessions." Paramount pic- ters with the homeoftice and sales Man:". Herman Schlom^g next protures immediately will be dated into
duction at RKO will be "Gun
department of the company through
the combine's theatres, -starting with
Wrath," a Tim Holt starrer, starting
which the producer was distributing,
and
"Perils

October's Golden Dozen

the greatest amount of coin in its
expensive location history for filming of pictures in actual locale of

Tieup was arranged by

Street."

.

AnAer' Place

'

1-n in October RiK Swe^take&

No.

TL
Hollywood, Nov. 4.
Hollywood' this year will spend

RKO'.q reissue of "Bring 'Em
Back Alive" will preem in Baltimore with Clyde Beatty making a p.a; with bis lion and tiger

over.

.

'Foxes,' Unconqnordl'

Boost Grosses

Fifans to

Move to cut the running time of 4
pictures—first broached by studio i
production chiefs as one method of
paring production costs— has now
been taken up by distributors, but
for a different reason. Shorter running time means bigger grosses
through more rapid audience tura-

Fight

4.

Screen Extras Guild is lining up
signed membership cards to notify
the National Labor Relations Board
that the extras want to retain the
guiid shop in the flfm studios under
the Taft-Hartley law.

SEG

officers
have
affidavits,

Communist

financial, report

quired by the

filed
nonan annual
and other dat^ re-

new

law.

.

Wednesday, ffovemliCT
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John Ford Believes That "The Fugitive"

Is

The

Finest Picture

He

{Opening Boston Nov. 11

Ever Directed.
. . .

Baltimore Nov. 12.)

WeJneiday^. November .S».lt947

II

JOHN FORD

MERIAN

and

C.

COOPER

presenf

ARGOSY

e

o

•

s f

PICTURES'

o rri n g

HENRY FONDA
DOLORES DEL RIO
PEDRO ARAAENDARIZ
mfh

L CARROL NAISH LEO CARR1LLO WARD BOND
ROBERT ARMSTRONG JOHN QUALEN
•

*

•

Screenplay by
DIricN

^^jQljjl^

DUDLEY NICHOLS^

FORD

^^^^^

^

^^^^

C/nemafograph/ GABRIEL FI6UER0A

AssoffoN Producer EMILiO FERNANDEZ

«

BOXOWCE REMEMBERS these John fotd-Ditectec^ Hits!
THH INFOHMKK IHH III RKICANi: S lAC (:( )A(:
'WW. CiKAPHS OF WRA'm 'WW. I,()N(; \()VA(;}{ HOMH
HOW (}KHFN WAS M\ \ A1J ^A THF^ WFRF: I^XIM^NDAIU.F
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PICTVBB enossBs

'AmW Torrid 18G,

New Entries Lift LA.; 'Amber' Wow

Omaha, Nov.
Bi«

week

12iiGiii6Spots.Tury'$tr(Mig41G,2,
'Verdoux' 33G, 4; 'Qass' Fair 22G, 5

Is

holding

Orpheum

under average

$39,000

at

"Unsuspected"

•pots.

in

is

Hub

4.

good.
Estimates for This

Broadway Grosses
Estimated Total Orosa
$7ie2,S00
This Week
(Based on as theatres)
$754,000
Last
(Based on 18 theatres) ,

Xw

'Amber' 6nnt64G,

Paramount

two

2 Frisco Houses

This

Key

Week

(Tristates)
— "forever
Amb«r"

(2,80Q;

69-

(20th).

Heading for great $18,000 or hear.
Last week, legit show.

City Grosses

CTristates) (2,100; 16-65)—
"Sipgapore'' (U) (m.o.) and "Stepchild" (EL). Fair $9,500. Last week,
"Brute Force" (U) (m.o.) and, "13th
Hour", (Col), $8,000,
^

Iitliuated Total

OroM

ThU Week

$3,41S,S0d

(Based on 23 Oitles 233 the^*
tres, chiefly fifit tuni, mciudina
N. y.)
Total Gross Same Week

'Pipit'

Boston, Nov.
the biigej^t week «t

m

8G
4.

Hub

Harrow" at the Met also Is sock.
"Last Roundup." at the I'ranslux,
looks staunch.
et State

Had

"It

to Be. You,''

and Qrphenum, and "Ride

Pink Horse," at Memorial, teed

$3,247,500
Last Tear
(Based on 23 cities 202 theatr^es)

off

solidly today.

Estimates for This

Week

Boston (RKO) (3,200; 50-$1.10)—
"Each Dawn I Die" (WB) and "Bad

Men

'Xmas Eve Lusty

(WB)

Missouri"

(reissues) plus

Gibbs, Mark Plant, Joey
others, on stage.
Double
unusual here but it's hypoing
the house to great $30,000, like old
times. Last week, "Singapore" (U)
(2d wk) plus Alan Carney, Ray
Dorey, Hal Leroy, others, on Mage,

Georgia

Adams,

.

(RKO)

Brandeis

is

two years, with
fictXife houses
ractically every house selling big
product and making ];eal coin. "Forever Amber,'' plfiylng a six-day
week day-date at Fenway and Farajnount, Is terrlllo but "Foxes o|

Omaha

"Her Husband's

getting

2 Spots, Toxes'WbimaZG,

(Tristates) (3,000; 16-6«)

(M-G) and "Stork Bites
Man'^ (UAXVTeather held biz down
to $10,500. Last week, ''Way With
Women" (WB) and Beatrice KayDel Courtney stage shoAitfr blg.i$20,»
000 at 20-85C, scale.
$1.20)

Soars; 'Ambar' Teirif $SiOOO,

this

-.-"Cynthia"

'

in six theatres, playing at upped
While not a record-breaker,
scale.
this is still terrific biz. "Desert Fury"
is giving the two Paramount houses
« strong $41,000 or near this session.
"MOns. Vetdoux" also looks good
at $33,000' in iour small-seaters. Other
new bills shape as only so-so. rUpturned Glass" shapes as fair $22,000
in five houses, nearly all bandbox
theatres. "Song of Love" is going to.
hit dull $33,500 in three locations,
•while "Had to Be You" will be a bit

wtU

is fairly

Orpheum
Los Angeles, Nov. 4Firstrun grosses here this week
•re dominated by "Forever Amber
whieh is soaring to mighty $126,000

u|) fairly

despite A rainy, disagreeable

session whioh keRt out-of-towners
away In droves.. ForevM- Amber"
looks standout at the Par«movmt,
"Cyjjthia" and "Stork Bites Man" at

(1,500; 16-65).
Affairs'' (Col) and

bill

'.'Bulldog Drummond Strikes (Col).
Good $8,000. Last week,. '"Magi*;

$17,000 in L'viHe

Town" (RKO) and "Seven Keys to
fialdpate" (RKO). solid $8,8(10.
Louisville, Nov. 4.
$19,000.
7
State (Goldberg) (865; 16-65)—
Biz looks on the upbeat this stanSan Francisco, Nov. 4.
Esquire (MrP) (700; 75-$1.25)^Belmont (FWC) (1,532; 60-$l)
"Romance Rosy Ridge" (M-G) (2d za,' with 'competish at a minimum
excellent
reviews
and
Backed
by
"Ad(RKO)
and
Free"
**Fun, Fancy
wk). Fine $4,800. Last week, $6,200. from f o6tbaU games. Still way out "Life With Father" (WB)-(10th wk).
ventures Don Coyote" '(XJA) (2d sock exploitation, "Forever Amber'
in front is "Forever Amber" in sec- Okay $4,000 after aboUt same last,
Exeter (Indie)
40-65)—
(1,000;
ond stanza at the Rialto but off
wk). Near $3,000. Last week, sharp is coasting to smash biz at two theotily light $36,000 in three.

G«(lmatec for This VCeek

'

—

$6,900.

atres here currently. It is overcomSt. Loo,
Beverly Hills Music Hall (G&S- ing upped scale being .tfsed. at both. 'Amber' Big 50G,
"Mons.
Blumenfeld) (826;.65-$l)
Verdoux" (UA). Good $6,500. Last Bis is up generally in the downtown
2 Spots, Despite Cliurch
(UA) (2d wk), sector. "Magic Town" and vaude is
week, "Lured"
#3,000.
glv^(i the Golden Gate a solid sesBlast; 'Valley' Oke 19G
Catthay Circle (FWC) (1,518; 60- sion,
St. Lotlis, Nov. 4.
*1)
"Foxes Harrow" (20th) (4th
Estimates for This UtTeelt
wk). Slight $3;000. Last week, $4,"Forever Amber," day-date at two
Goldeii Gate (RKO) (2,844;
fiOO.
$1.00)—"Magic Town" (RKO) plus houses, unusual in this burg, is
Chinese
(Grauman-WC) (2,048;
headed by Miguelito Valdes galloping to sock biz here despite
"Forevet Amber" (20th). vaude
80-$1.50)
and Renee DeMarco. Solid $29,000.
Big $23,000. Last week, "Foxes Har- Last week, "^oom Town" (M-G) an upped scale, bad weather and a
row" (20th) (3d wk-5 days), lair (reissue) pltis vaude headed by blast from the Archbishop of the
$6,900 at 60c.-$l scale.
Misha AUer, $18,000.
"Deep
St. Louis Catlioltc Diocese.
Culver (FWC) (1,145; 60-$l)
Fox (FWC) (4,651; 80-$1.20)— Valley," dualed with "High Tide,"
*'Fun, Fancy Free" (RKO) and "Don
Coyote" (UA) (2d Wk). Neat $3,500. "Forever Amber" (20th). Sock $52,
is doing okay. "It Had To Be You"
000. Last week, "Metton. at IMoviest
Last week, good $6,600.
looks fine in it's second week.
(M-G),
$16,500.
-^
60-$l)
D'owntOwU (WB) (1,800;
WarJield (FWC) (2,656; 60-85)^
Estimate for This HVeck
"Unsuspected" (WB). Weak $15,000.
Last week, "Dark Passage" (WB) "Song of Love" (M-G) (2d wk).
Ambassador (F&M) (3,-000; 75
Down to $11,000. Last week, hefty $1.20)
(20th),
"Forever Amber"
(3d Wk-5 days) , 6kay $10,900,
Downtown Music Hall (Blumen- $21,000.
Smash
$28,000. Last week, "Riff-RafF
Paramount. (Par) (2,646; 60-85)—
ield (872: 60-$l)— "Verdoux" (UA).
(RKO) and "Wyoming" (Rep)
Average $14,000. Last week, "Lured" "Golden Earrings" (Par) (2d* wk) $16,000 at 50-75C scale.
Last
Week,
Nice
$28^500.
$16,500.
(UA) (2d wk). S7,300.
Art (S'Renco) (115; 85)—"Stair
St. Francis (Par) (1,400; 60.-85)—
Egyptian (FWC) (1,538; 60-$l)—
way To Heaven" (U). Oke. $600.
"Song Of Love" (M-G). Slow $8,500. "Life .With Father" (WB) (5th wk) Last week, "Portrait of Woman
Last week, "Desire Me" (M-G) (2d Husky $16,500. Last Week, $21,000.
Orpheutti (BlJumenfeld) (2,448; 55- (Indie) (2d Wk), big $550;
wk), scant $5,800.
85)--^"Had to Be You" (Col). Modest
Fox (F&M) (5,000; 50-75—"Deep
, El E«y (FWC) (861; •60-$l)— "Fun
(RKO) and "Don $16,000. Last week, "Ride Pink Valley" (WB) and "High -Tide"
Fiincy Free"
Last
Passable
$19,000,
(Mono).
Coyote" (UA) (2d wk). Nice $3,500. HoTse' (U) (2d wk). $9,500.
Ijntted Artists (Blumenfeld) week, "Long Night" (RKO)
and
Last w.eek, brisk $5,800;
55-85)
"Mons.
Verdoux".
(1,207;
Tonto Rim" (RKO), $18,000.
"Under
85)—
Esquire
(Rosener)
(685;
50-75—
Loew's. (Loew)
(3,172;
"Angel and Sinner" (Indie). Only (UA) (4th wk). Oke $6i500 in 6
days, Last week, $10,500.
Had To Be You". (Col) and
$2,000. Last week, "Captive Heart''
Stagcdoor (Ackerman) (350; 60- "Blondie In The Dough" (Col) (2d
(U) (2d wk), same.
Pour Star (UA-WC) (900; .60-$l)— 85)— "Know Where I'm Going" (U). wk). Nice $17,000 after sock $22,000
"The Women" (M-G) (reissue)- (2d Rugged SSiOOO. Last week, "Black initial session.
Missouri (F&M) (3,500; 75-$l,20)
Wk). Down to $2^000. Last week, Narcissus'* (tJ) (4th wk). (m.o.),
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okay

$2 300

$6,300.

'

->-"Forever

Amber"

Big

(20th).

—

.

"Goldwyn
Mild

and

(FC)

(FC) (reissues).
Last week, "Crossfire"
"Pretender"
(Rep)

Follies"

$3,500.

(RKO)

Book"

and

show "Mark of Zorro" (FC) and
"Drums Mohawk" (20th) (reissues)
to

on Sundays.

Despite this six-day
week, 'Amber" is hitting a colossal
house record. Film

$22,000, all-time

(m.o.)i $3,000.

Kentucky (Switow) (1,200; 30-40) set for a run. Last week :"Welcome
—"Down to Earth" (CoU and "Deep Stranger" (Par) (m.o.) (2d wk),
Valley" (WB). Fair $3,500. Last $6,000.
week, "Happened 5th Ave.'V (Mono)
Kenmore (Indie) (700; 40-65)—
and "Song Thin Man" (M-G), about "Magic Bow" (U) and "Seventh
•

same;'.'

Mary Anderson'

— "That

Veil" (U).
(People's)

(1,100;

Nice

''Overlaiiders"

$2,500,

(U)

Last week,

and

"Johnny

Hagen Girt" (WB). Frencliman" (U), .$2,000.
Last week, "Bad
Memierial (RKO) (3,985; 40-80)—
(WB) (reissue), "Ride
Pink Horse" (U) and "Invisi$7,000.
„
ble Wall" (20th).
Opened today.
National (Standard) (2,4Qa; 60-80)
(TueS.). Last week, "Fun, Fancy
—"Too Many Winners" (EL) and Free"
Tex Williams orch. others on stage. Bay" (RKO) and "Drummond at
(Col)
(2d wk), big $19,000
Okay $9,000.
Last week, "Phclo
Vance's Gamble" (EL) and vaude after great $30,000 opener.
Metropolitan (M-P) (4,367; 40-80)
headed by Maxie Rosehbloom and
—"Foxes Harrow"
(20th)
Max Baer, mild $7,000.
and
Blalto
(PA) (3;400; 80-$l.30 )— "Roses Red" (Indte). Sock $32,000,
"Forever Amber" (20th) (2d wk). witth h.o. in view. Last week, "UnPace is much slower than opener .suspected" (WB) and "Stork Bites
40-60)

Moderate

Men

'

$8,000.

Missouri''

'

-

"

Last week, Man" (UA), $22,000.
Old South (Siritsky) (700; 40-85)
theatre)' (700: —"Pagliacci" (Indie) and "Dream"Stone Flower"
(Indie). ing Lips" (Jndie). So-so $2,000. Last
Last week, "Things to week, "Under Red Robe" (Indie)
and "Action for Slander" (Indie)
Come" (FC) (reissue), $2,400.
(reissues), $2,000.
State (Loew's
40-60)
(3,300;
"Christmas Eve" (UA) and, "Blondie
Orphenum (Loew) (3,000; 40-80)
to Dough" (Col).
Snappy $17,000. —"It Had to Be You" (Col) and
Last wedi, "Had to Be You" (Col) "Laddie in Dough" (Indie). Opens
and "Last Round-Up" (Col), $14,000. today (Tues). Last week, "This Time
Strand (FA) (1,400; 40-60>-"Red Keeps" (M-G) and "Key Witness','
Stallion" (EL) and "Saddle PalsS (Col), $28,000. In ahead, "Song of
(Rep). Healthy $7,500. Last.,week, Love" (M-G), $23,000.
"Adventure Island"
Faramonnt (M-P) (1,700; 76-$1.20)
(Par)^)and
'
Blackmail" (Rep), $6,000
—"Forever Amber" (20th). Gigantic $32,000 for 6-day week but censors' forcing house to play different
bill on Sundays, "Mark of Zorro'*

but

'

still fine at $24,000.

wham

'

$35,000.

Scoop

(Louisville

40-60)

Slow

$2,000.

—

.

—

.

.

'

.

:

SOCK

LEADS

'

'WIDOW

.

—

DENVER
'

,
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•

•
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"Forever Amber" (20th). Film got
Estimates for This Week
Brown (Fourth Avenue) (1,200; by local censors, but house forced

40-60)—"Jungle

'united Nations (FWC) (1,149; 80- $22,000. Last week, "The Foxes of
"Forever , Amber"
(20th), Harrow" (20th) and "Slave Girl"
$1.20)
Sock $12,000. Last week, "Black (U), (m.o.) (2d wk), sock $12,000 at
Gold" (Mono); $2;40O in 8 days at 60- 50i-7Sc scale.
85c scale.
Orpheum (Loew) (2,000; 50-75).—
Esquire (Blumenfeld) (952; 55-85) "Congorilla"-- (Indie) and "Borneo"
Hawaii <G&S-Blumenf eld ) (956; —"Wistful Widow" (U) (2d wk). (reissue). Neat $8,000. Last week,
"Song of Love" (M-G)
(Indie)
60-$l)
"Verdoux". (UA). Good Good $8,000. Last weekj $13,500.
'Bachelor' Smash 24G
60-85)— "Frank- (m.o.), $9,500.
(Par)
State
(Indie) and "Drums Mohawk" (20th)
(2,133:
(UA)
$T,000. Last week, "Lured"
'
enstein", (U) and "Diracula" (U) (re(reissues).
Last week, "Welcome
St. Louis (F&M) (4,000; 50-75)—
(2d wk). light $3,4P0.
Stranger" (Par) (2d wk), big $15,Hollywood (v?B). (2,756; 60-$l)— issues). Mild $8,500. Last week. "Nightmare Alley" (20th) and
For 2 Seattle Theatres 000
at 40C-80C .scale.
"Unsuspected" (TB). Dull $10,000. "Driftwood" (Rep) and "Spring- "Adventure Island" (Par) (2d wk).
Seattle,, Nov. 4.
State
(Loew) (3.500; 40-80L)r^
Slow $8,000 after $11,000 first week.
Passage" (WB) time Sierras" (Rep), $6,500.
Last week, "Da:
(Ind) (1,500; 40-60—
Top newcomer this week is "Bach- "Had to Be You" (Col) and "Laddie
Shubert
(3d Wk-S days), $7,800.
"Spirit
West Point" (FC) and elor and Bobby-Soxer'' at Paramount in Dough" (Ihdie). Opens today
Hollywood Music Hall (Blumen(Tues.).
La.st
Fancy
week, "This Time
(FC).
feld) (4,75: 60-85)— "Verdoux" (UA). week. "Variety Girl'!
(Par) andl "Pati^t Vanishes"
and Music Hall, strong in both spots. Keeps" (M-G) and "Key
Last week, subsequent-run.
Witness"
Average $5,500. Last week, "Lured" "Cover Big Town" (Par) (3d wk),
Estimates For This Week
(Col),
fancy $15,000.
In ahead,
(UA) (2d wk), $2,800.
only $12,000.'
Blue Mouse (H-E) (800; 45-80)— "Song of Love" (M-G), $12,000.
(FWC) (828;- 60-85)— "UpIris
Paramount Hollywood (F&M) (1,Translux (Translux) (900; 30-74)
"Down to Earth" (Col) ath wk).
turned Glass" (U) and "Dri£twood"s 451; 60-$l)— "Desert Fury" (Par)
25fi
Down to $4,000 in 9 days. Last week, -^"La.st Roundup" (Col) and "Mur(Rep). Thin $3,000. Last week, "Pink Good $14,000. I^st week, "Variety 'BACHELOR'
der Mob" (Indie). Hypoed by pergood $4,500.
Horse" (U) (2d wk), $3,800.
Girl'.' (Par) (3d wk), nice $9,600.
sonal appearance of Gene Autry,
Laurel (Rosener) (890; 85)— "ShoeBKO Hillstreet (2.890; 60-80)
PORT., 2 SPOTS Fifth Avenue (H-E) (2,349; 45-80)' here
in current rodeo, hitting a wow
Shine" (indie). Strong $8,000. Last "Had to =Be You" (Col) and "Key
—"Song Of Love" (M-G). Good $9,Portland, Ore., Nov. 4,
week, "Things to Come" (FC) and Witness" "(Col). Fair $19,000. Last
500. Last week, "Foxes of Harrow" $7,500, one of biggest at house. Last
"Bachelor and Bobby-Soxer" is (20th) (2 wk), swell $8,800 in 5 dayis. week, "Spirit West Point" (FC)^d
"Man Work Miracles" (FC) (re- week, "Crossfire" (RKO) and "When
outstanding
"Exposfid" '(Rep) (2d wk), .$3,500.
news here this week
Issues) <5thwk), neat $2,100.
Girl's Beautiful". (Col) (3d wk), neat the
Liberty (J & vH) (1,650; 45-80)—
playing
80day-date
Paramount,
and
at
(LOew-WC)
(2,404:
State
Loew
$15,300.
"Welcome Stranger" (Par), .(6th
"Singapore'' and "Cross'
Bitz (FWC) (1,370; 60-$l)— "Up: Oriental.
$1.50) -r- "Forever Amber" (20th).
wk), Good $9^000. Last weekj big
Big $45,000. Last week, "Foxes Har- turned Glass" (U) and "Driftwood" fire" also look solid.
$10,000.
Estimates for This Week
LIVELY 22iG
row" (20th) and "Invisible Wall" (Rep). Slow $5,500. Last week,
Music Box (H-E) (850; 45-80)—
Broadway (Parker) (1,882; 40-80)
(20th) (3d wk-5 days), good $13,000 "Pink Horse" (U) and "Winter Won"Singapore" (U) and "Last Fron "Foxes of Hairrow" (20th) (m.O.).
derland" (Rep) (2d wk), ,$6,900 on
at 60-$l scale.
IN 2
SPOTS
tier Uprising" ( Rep).
Fat $12,000. Nice $5,000. Last week, "Spirit Of
Los Anseles (B»town-WC) (2,097; blowoff.
West
Point"
(FC)
and
"Dragnet"
(M-G).
Denver, Nov. 4.
60-$l)— 'Song of Love"
Studio City (FWC) (880; 60-$l)— Last week, "Slave Girl" (U) and
Biz is being clipped this week by
Dull 815,000. Last week. "Desire Me" "Upturned Glass" (U), Faint $2,500, "Blackmail" (Rep) (2d wk), fancy (FC), $4,500 in 5 days,
Music Hall (HtE) ($2,200; 45-80)— the snow that -fell on Monday f3).
Last week, "Pink Horse" (U) (2d. $9,200.
(M-CJ) (2d wk). slim $12,400.
Guild (Parker) (427; 65-$1.00)
"Bachelor and Bobby-Soxer" (RKO). "Wistful Widow" in two .spots wjU
Loyola (FWC)' (1,248; 80-S1.50)— wk), okay $4,000.
United Artists (UA) (2,100; 60-$l) "Years Between" (U). .Disappointing Day-date with Paramount. Big $10,- be standout.
"Forever Amber" (20th). Bia $14,000.
Estimates for This Week
Last week, "Foxes Harrow" (20th) —"Upturned Gla.s.s" (U) and "Drift- $1,500. Last week, "Pagliacci" (In^ 000. Last week, "Spirit Wesst Point"
(FC) and "Dragnet" (FC), $5,70q in
Aladdin (Fox)
35-74)—
Last die), good $2,400,
(1,400;
(3d wk-5 days), good $4,700 at Wood" (Rep).. Scant $7,^00.
Mayfair (Parker) (1,500; 40-80)- 4 days.
"Foxes of.Harrow". (20th), after two
w.eek, "Pink Horse" (U) and "Wirf60-$l.
(RKO) and "Banjo"
Marcal (G&S)' (900: 50-$l)— "Mr. ter Wonderland" (Rep) (2d wk), "Crossflre"
Orpheum (H-E) (2,600; 45-80)— weeks at 'Paramount, E.sqiiire, Fair
Big
(RKO).
or
$8)000
near.
Last "Un.suspected"
Handel" (Indie) and "Moonlight good $10,000.
(WB) and "When $4,000, Last weelc, "Leave Her to
Uptown (FWd;) (1.719; 80-$1.50)— week, "Spirit West Point" (FC) and Girl's Beautiful" (C.o;). Fine $10,- Heaven" {20th) and "Ar,senic Old
Sonata" (Indie). Di.s-ial. Si. SOO. Last
week, "Seventh Veil" (U) (3d wk-4 "Forever Amber" (20th). Big $18,- "Last of Redmen" (Col), $7,200.
500. Last week, "Singapore" (U) and Lace" <WB) (reissues), $3,500.
Oriental (H-E)
40-80)^- "Web of Danger" (Rep),
(2,000;
Denham (Cockrill) (1.750; 35-70)-^
500.
Last week, "Foxes Harrow"
days), $2,000;
(2d wk),:
"Wild Harvest" (Par) (3d wk). Mild
Orpheum (D'town-WC) (2 210; 60- (20th) and "Invisible Wall" (20th) "Bachelor and Bobby-Soxer" (RKO), okay $8,300.
^
$1)— "Fiiri Fancy Free" (RKO) and (3d wk-5 days), trim $5,1500 at 60-$l. day-date with Paramount. Tall
$5,500 in "4 days. Last week, fine
Palomar (Sterling) (1,350; 45-80)^
$13,000.
Vogue (FWC) (885; 60-$l)— "Pun, .$9,500 or close. La.st Week, "Wel- "Frieda" (U) and "Sweetheart
"Don Coyote" (UA) (2d wk). Neat
Sig35-74)—
Denver (Fox)
Fancy Free" (RKO) and "Don Coy- come Stranger" (Par) (3d wk), ma Chi" (Mono). Billed as
(2.525;
$12,500. Last week, brisk $21,000.
North(2.122:
ote" (UA) (2d wk). Good $4,500. $4,800.
Million Dnllai^ (D'town)
west preem for former. Okay $6,000. "Wistful Widow" (U) and "Key
Orpheutti (H-E) (1,750; 40-80)-^
55-98)—"Racketeers Call It Murder" Last week, fast $7,400.
week,"One. Million B. C:," (FC) Witnes,s" (Col), day-date with WebDestiny"
Wilshire (FWC) (2,296; 60-$l)— "Dusf My
(WB) and Last
(Mono) with Cris-Pin Martin. Mexand "Housekeeper's Daughter" (FC) ber, Big $18,000, Last week, "Nightmare Alley" (20th) and "Sweet
ican acts on stage. Only $15,000. "Song of Love" (M-G). Mild $10,000. "Marked Woman" (WB) (reissues). (reissues), $6,400,
Genevieve" (Col), $17,000,
La§t week, "Gas Hou.se Kids Go Last week, "Desire Me" (M-G) (2d Sturdy $9,500. Last, week, "Kiss of
Paramount (H-E) (3,039; 45-80)—
Death" (20th) and "Too Many WinESqu'i-e (Fox) (742; 35-74)— '•Other
Wekt" -(EL)' with Les Brown ovch. wk). scant $5,400.
Wiltern (WB) (2,300; 60-$l)— "Uli- ners" (Mon) (8 days), about same. "Baclielor and Bobby-Soxer" (RKO) Love" (UA) and"Lone Wolf LonIrene Ryan on stage, dull $14,700.
Paramount (H-E) (3,400; 40-80)— Also Music Hall. Great' $14,000 or don" (Col), day-date with ParaPantagcs (Pan) (2.812; 60-$l)— .suspected" (WB). Light $11,000. Last
over.
Last
week
"Bagdad"
(FC)
(remount, Mild $2,200, Last week,
"Had to Be You" (Col) and "Key week, "Dark Passage" (.WB) (3d wk- "Bachelor and Bobby-Soxer" (RKO), issue),
$7,000.
Big. $15,500.
also Oriental.
"Foxes of Harrow" (20th) (2d wk),
Last
Witness" (Col). Fair $20,000. Last 5 Aays.). fair $7,100.
Roosevelt (Sterling) (800; 45-80)— okay, $2,000.
Beverly (FWC) (1,270; R0-$1.50)~ week, "Welcome. Stranger" (Par)
week, "Crcsslire" (BKO) and "When
"Housekeeper's Daughter" (FC) and
Orpheum (RKO) (2,600: 35-74)Girl's Beautiful" (Col) (Sd wk). good "Forever Amber" (20th). Strong $12,- (3d wk). solid $8,800.
United Artists fP a r k e r) (895; "One Million B. C." (FC) (reissues) "Desire Me" (M-G) and "Under
500. Last week, subsequent-run.
$14,800.
Village (FWC) (1,489; 80-$1..')0)— 40-80)— "Desire Me" (M-G) (8 days). (m.o.).
Good $4,000. La.st week, Tonto Rim" (RKO), Good $15,000 or
Paramount (F&M) (3.398; 60-$l)—
"Dc-stry" lU) and "Daltons Rode'! near. Last week, "Fun Fancy Free
"Desftrt iKiu'y"j <Paij). fiud„ ".Jungle "Forever, A mbpr" (^Otii.),. H^fty $13,- Dull $6,500. Last week,, "Unfinished
'
Dance"
wW) $6,800.
(U), (2d wk), big $4,m
(Continued omiaalge 18)
Flight (Par). Nifty $27,000. Last 000. Last week, subsequent-run.

Guild (FWC) (968; 60-$l)— "Upturned Glass" (U) and "Driftwood"
(Rep). Light $3,500 or near. La.st
week, "Ride Pink Horse" (U) and
"Winter Wonderland" (Rep)
(2d
wk), $3,400.

.

sharply from opener. "Christmas "Tawny Pipit" (U). Class house is
Eve" .at the State is snappy while doing .great $8,000. Last Vfeek, sub"Red Stallion" and "Saddle Pals" at sequent-runs.
Strand look hefty.
Fenway (M-P) (1,373; 76-$1.20—
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PICrVBE GBOSSES
Chi on

SkMs But Tassi^o

Wn

$21000;

Chicago, Nov. 4.
Whn theatt» grosses, after hitting
P«W l»igh« Iftrt week, skidded downward this w««k to sonj« of the low-

w«ek

terrlflo

at

Bright

$60,000.

-Apart from the poor weather, exare at a loss to account ioi
file drastio akld at many spots.

iiit)itors

Running aghast this tren4
VDark Pasaaga" which looks trim

-RusseH Mild 40G

at fh* HooseVelt. "UnderMaisie" at the Chicago with
"Truth or Copseauences" on stage
ooks light $'55,000 in 8 days, "Red
itallipn" at tfee Oriental, with Andy

Grosses Ar« Net
Film gross estimates,

as

tussell and Martha. Tllton on stage,
:ooks only $40;000, Palace's "Long
light" looks medium $20,000,
Outside of "Amber," best holdovers are "Gone -With the Wind,"
at Garrick; ToXgS of Harrow," at
and "Uneoiiquered," at
Apollo

Pittsburgh, Nov. 4,
"Forever Ambesr" in its second
week is still holding tOp <-spot in
town at Harris. Rest of town'iso-so.
•'Song of Love,'' at Penn, looks best
01

re*

ported herewith from the vari*
ous key cities, are net, l.e., with*
out the 20% taXi Distributors
share on net take, when 'playing*
percentage, hence the estimated
figures are net Income,
The iparenthetic
admission
prices, however, as indicated, in*
elude the UJS. amusmwt tax.

newcomers.
Estimates (or Vhis Week
(Shea) (1,700; 40-70)
Mitty" (RKO) (4th wk).

—

Fulton

"Forever AmVr" (20th). Sliding
very strong $20,000 in second
week, after smash $37,000 opener,
new* record,
Penn (Loew's-UA) (3,300; 40-70)—
"Song of Love" (M-Qrh CMte. $14,OpO. Last week, "Desire Me" (M-G),
.

$11,506.

(Loew's) «00: 74-$1.20)
'Unconquered"
(Par)
(5th' wk).
Little house doing nicely at $3,800.
Last Week, $4,500.
Senator (Harris) (1,700; 40-70)—
"Spirit West Point" (FC) and "Lone
Wolf London" (Col). Stout $6,000.
Last week, "Call It Murder" (SG)
and "Racketeers" (SG), fair $3,500.
BIti

Tun

Big

Prov.,

:

RKO

News In

Smash 23G

tee'^p Fid^
lU 55^ 'Amlier

Jane Powell

Still

Wow ISOG, 2d; 'Gangster' Smash 326

"Walter

to

N. Y. iirstrun theatres are concluding the current week in fairly good,
fashion as result of Election Day
(Tues.) upbeat. Even this hypo was
not as big as generally hoped for
because of heavy rains aU day. &ig
rainfall la.^ Friday (31) als6 cut
into what would have be^n an un^
usually big night.
Without the Election Day crowds
yesterday many houses Would have
finished off the session with mild
to dull returns.

Even with

this

lift,

Broadway has few strofig candidates, "with the exception of "Forever Amber" at the Roxy with
stageshoy^ headed by. Veloz
Yolanda
and Sid
Caesar.
Even
"Amber" is oft sharply from record
•

&
40-70)—
That Hagen Girl" (WB). Modest
Providence, Nov. 4.
Albee's "Fun and Fancy $15,000. Last week, "Bad Men Mis- first
week with $150,000, still terrific.
the big news this week. souri" and "Each Dawn I Die" (WB) First
week registered all-time Roxy
(reissues), same,

Free' Is
Majestic's "That

Stanley (WB)

(3,800;

Hagen Girl" is only
high at $180,500. With this much
a r n e r ( WB ) (2,060; 40-70)
"Crossfire" (RKO) (2d wk).
Fine coin going to one house, obviously
Estimates for This. Weeli
many competing theatres are sufLast week, smash $15,500;
Albee
(RKO)
(2,00; 44-65)— "Fun, $10,000.
fering.
Apollo (B&K) (900; 95)— "Foxes Fancy Free" (RKO) and "W^b of
Harrow" (20th) (3d wk). Sturdy banger" (RKO). Working toward
"Unfinished Dance," with Jane
ft15,000, Last week, $lfi,00O.
Powell, Shep Fields band and Buck
bid with big $23,000, Last
95)— holdover
Chicago (6&li:)
(3,900;
and Bubbles on stage, is giving the
week, "Singapore" (U) and "Sarge
Capitol -a mild stanza at around
"Vndercover Maisie" (M-G) with Goes to College^' (Mono) (2d wk),
•'cruth or Copsiequenpes" on stage.
$55,000, which spells one more Tn/eek
$12,000,
only. Park Avenue's "Beware Pity"
Light $55,00Q.in 8 days. Last week,
Carlton (Fay-Loew) (1,400; 44-65)
also is mildi^ at |7,000 on first
"variety Girl" (Par) with Frankie "Each fiawn I Die" and "Bad Men.
week.
^arle. (3d wk), go6d $40,000,
Ji/tissouri" (WB) (reissues) (2d wk).
The Victoria is racking up a Sock
Oarrick (B&K) (900; 95)— "Gone Neat $4,000. First was swell $5,500.
session with "The Gangster." Will
With. Wind" (M-JB) (reissue) (3d
Fay's (Fay) (1,400; 44-65)—"On
4.
Cleveland,
Nov.
hit close to $32,000, unusually strong
Last week,
Fine $15,000.
ffk).
Old Spanish Trail" (Rep) and vatide
Colder weather and Navy-Notre for this small house. "Man About
tS,300.
stage. Nifty $7,500. Last week, Dame grid tussle, which paclced
Town;"
Grand (RKO) (1,500; 95)— "Mons. on
on first full week after its
•'Notorious" (RKO) (reissue) and town with visitors, are shoving up
opening six days, is getting no place
Verdoiix" (tJA) ('2d Wk).
Modest vaude, $6,500.
the current takes.
"Forever Am$16,000. Last week, $22,000,
44-65)— ber" is still galloping away with a at $6,500 at the Bi,iou. Won't stay
Majestic (Fay)
(2,200;
over a
Oriental (Essaness) (3,400; 95)—
"That Hagen Girl" (WB) and "Along terrific second stanza at Palace. former week or two jnore at this
(EL),, with Andy
legit house, now given oves
•'Red Stallion"
Oregon Trail" (WB). Fair $15,000. "Unconquered" also is big on second to foreign-pix
Russell and Martha Tilton on stage.
policy.
Last week, "Un-siispected' (WB) and weelc at Stillway.
Only average
Probably the best showing of
Mild $40,000, last Week, (2d wk), ''Invisible Wall" (20th). $18,000.
earnings are being reaped by Hipp's hDldover,s is being made by
'TSer Husband's Affairs" (Col) and
"Song
Metropolitan (Snider) (3,100; 65) "That Hagen Girl." Allen's "SomeFrankie Laine in person, good
to very good
—"Ramrod" (UA) and Gary Morton thing In Wind" and "This Time For 2l,A^X^''.' *»ol<iing
$39,000,
fourth
w&k at Music
heading stage show. Fairly good Keeps" at State are solid.
Hall. This is being supplanted by
Palace (RKO) (2,500; 98)— "Long
Last week, "Copacabana"
'Cass Timber Ian e'r tomorrow
Estimates for Tills Week
Night" (RKO) afid "When Girl's $12,000.
vaude on stage, same,
(Thurs.). On following day (Fri.),
Alien (RKO) (3,000; 55-70)
Beautiful"
(Co\).
Light $20,000, (UA) and
Slate (Loew) (3,200; 44-65)— "This
"Something In Wind" (U). Lively Strand brings
Last week,
''Fun,
tancy* Free"
Me Never,"
Time for Keeps'" (M-G) and "Key $12,500. Last week, "Fun, Fancy with Frankie iit"Escape
Carle band headine
(Siso) (2d wk), tlejoo.
Witness" (M-G) (2d wk). Hep $14,« Free" (RKO) (2d wk), $13,000.
stagebill.
fiiaHo (Indies) (1,700; .95)— "New
First was nifty $26,000 with
500.
Hipp (Warners) (3.700; 55-70)
J^'tty" okay at around
Oi'lea.ns" ClIA) and "Second Esther Williams p.a. jamming house
*ooS*?^'
$28,000
Girl"
"That Hagen
(WB). Middling
12th week at the Astor,
^,ance" (20th), Weak $11,000. Last
boost biz.
$16,000-.
Last week, "Down To IS staying only about four weeks
mek, "Congorilla" (Indie) and to Strand
(Silverman) (2,200: 44-65) Earth" (Col), $15,ff00.
longer.
-It
will be replaced by
"Borneo"
(Indie)
(reissues)
(2d —"Wild Harvest"
Opened
(Par).
Bishop's Wife," new Sainuel GoldLake (Warners) (800; 55-10)
•Wk), :$9i300.
Monday (3). Last week, "Welcome
Ito,iiseveIt
(B&K) (1,500; 95)— Stranger" (Par) (4th wk), good "Spirit Of Notre Dame" (FC). A wyn production.
"So Well jflemembered" opened
quickie booking that's getting foot'iDark Passage" (WB). trim $22,000.
at
week
after
fancy
third
$8,500
ball trade, stout $5,500. Last week, yesterday (Tues.) at the. Palace after
'
t^ast week, ''DgsfeFt Fury*
(Par)
$10,000,
"Unsuspected" (WB) (m.o.), nice four fairly good weeks '.vith "Magic
(4th Wk),» $16,000.
Town.' Also teeing off yesterday
163,600.
Siftte-Lake (te'&K) (2,700; $1.25)—
Lower Mall (Community) (570; 55- was "Upturned Glass" at the Winter
"Porever Aflaber" (20th) (2d Wk).
70)—
"Shoe Shine" (Indie). Fairjsh Garden, after four strong rounds
fancy $60,000 or near. Last weeli, 'Outlaw' Smash $42,000,
$3,500
on h.o. after $4,1500 last week. witlj "Ride Pink Horse." "Body and
eat
$70,000.
fc
Ohio (Loew's) (1,200; 55-70)—
United .Artists
Saturday (8), at
(B&K)
(1,700;
Fhilly; 'Dance' Robust
"Song of Love" (M-G) (m.o.). Not the Globe foUowmg sis? big weeks
•1.25)— "Unconquered" (Par) (3d
so tuneful at $6,500.
Last week, of "Fun, Fancy Free."
»k).
Solid $35,o8o.
Last week,
Paramount opena ^'Wild Harvest,"
Harvest" (Par) (m.o.), same.
«mash $42,000.
19G, 'Town' Fat 28G "Wild
with King Cole Trio, Randy Brooks
Palace (RKO) (3,000; 75-$1.19)
Woods (Essaness) (1,073; 95)—'
Philadelphia, Nov. 4.
"Forever Amber" (20th). Long lines band and Connie Haines on stage.
'm«m Town" (TOfD) (3d wk). Nice The Eilanger,
cause celebre of of standees for second lap with soqk Nov. 12. Mayfair brings in "GentlefipOO. Last week, 42(^000.
World (Indie) (W; 75)— "Magic nearly $10,000,000 worth of litigation $32,000 likely f o 11 o w i n g record- man's Agreement" on Nov. U.
and ma.ior cracking $49i000 initial folio.
Goldman
William
between
Tlie "Outlaw" bows out after its
(Indie).
aw"
Tidy $4,500. Last
opened last Wednes-

named

Last

tfflited Artists,
Mlii* at $35,00i>.

still

is

Week

Estimates for This

—

W

fair,

'

.

'For Keeps' Stout

,5i

m

Qeve.

—

.

—

m

—

.

'

.

.

.

.

—

•

?ok. ','Ghildren of Paradise" (Indie)
$2,500 in fourth week,.
.

%m* $14,000 in Okay
Balto;

'Amber' 21G, 2d

Baltimore, Nov. 4.
Mainly in. holdover, downtown
sector here is going along at a fairish pace with "Magic' iTowtt," newcomer at Towm, facing only mod-

State

distribs, finally

Amber" are not expected

opener.

yanking of

to

bring

Keith's

(Schanberger)

Opening today

20(U).
third

(2,460;

Wind"
in
(Tues.) after

week of "Tfnconquered" (Par) at
50c,-$1.20 scale held very well to
$15^000 following extra big second
session at $22,000.
Mdyfair (Hicks) (980; 35-55)•'Golden Earrings" (Par) (2d wk).
Molding nicely at $6,000 after a swell
opener at $9,200.

New (Mechanic) (1,800; 50-$1.20)-.
"Forever Amber" (20th) (2d Wk)
Maintaining very strong pace at in^
.

dicated $214000 after a smash preem
session of $35,500
^

Simnley (WB)
Passage"

"Dark

Fairish

round at

Town

(3.280;

(WB)

$13^000 after
$16,600.

.(RappapQrt)

25-75)—
wk).

(2d

oke
(1,600;

—"Magic Town" (RKO). Not

initial

35-65)
ctettinp

reaction looked for at $14,000. Last
wetjk. second of ''Fun,- Fancy Free'

'RWmW'i'

•

Hot

at

$29,000

after

great

$34,000

either.

Estimates for This Week
Aldine (WB) (1,303: 50-94)—"Adventuress" (EL). Mild $11,000. Last
week, "Long Night (RKO), $8,500.
Arcadia- (Sablosky) (700; 50-94)—

'Ninotchka' Hot 1(10,000,

'

.

601— "Something

—

"This Time For Keeps"
(M-G).
Well liked $20,500. Last week, "Song
of Love" (M-G), off at $15,500.
Stillman (Loew's) (2,700; 75-$1.25)
-"Unconquered" (Par) (2d wk).

(29)

doing

well.

mond Strikes" (Col) plus Gene
Ki'upa orch; disappointing $12,800.

(3,450; 55-70)

with "The Outlaw." It is
smash trade. Best bets of
newcomers are "Unfinished Dance"
and "Alagic Town."
Boycott threat? by Catholic church
against both "Outlaw" and "Forever

day

Performance" (EL)
(2d
'Torever Amber" is "Reseat
Fair $4,000 in 5 days after
holding very well with upped scale wk).
at the New and "Unconquered." $5,500 last week.
Boyd (WB) (2,350> 50-94)^-"Song
similarly tilted at Keith's, is windLast
ing up a very solid .three- week run of Love".(MrG). Okay $27,000.
week, "Golden Earrings" (Par) (2d
to maximum returns.
wk), down to $16,000.
EsUnutes tor Tbit Week
Earle (WB) (2,760; 50-94)— "Christ,
Century (Loew's-UA) (3,000; 20- mas Eve" (UA) (2d wk). Modest
60)—"Christmas Eve" (UA). Open- $15,000 after big $23,500 last week.
ing today (Tues.) after week of
Erianeer (Goldman) (1,859; 50-94)
"Lost Moment" (tJ), mild $13,200.
-"The Outlaw" (UA). Great $42,Hippodrome (HaRpaport) (2,240; 000. Last week, house was closed,
26-70)—"Guiiga l>h?' (RKO) (reisFox (20th) (2.250; 60-$1.20)—"For!l«e), plus vaude beaded
by Vic ever Amber" (20th). (2d Wk). Slip^
)amone. Drawing some trade at ping but still big at $30,000 after
15,500. Last week, "Bulldog Drum- huge $58,000 opener.
estly^

(Loew's)

D.C.;

'Amber' Big 29G, 2d

Washington, Nov. 4,
Hot news in current session is reissue of "Ninotchka," to cash in on
the un-American Activities hearings
Film, which got plenty of
here.
plugs as oite of the few anti-Commie
pix, is going great guns at the
Columbia, and getting kudoed by
"Forever Amber," at Palace, is
crix.
doing well in second stanza after
smash opening. Otherwise, biz gen-

gloomy.
Estimates for this week
Capitol (Loew's) (2,434; 44-80)—
"Other Love" (UA) with vaiide.
Slim $18,000. Last week, "This Time
Goldman (Goldman) (1,300; 50-94) for Keeps" (M-G) plus vaude, fine
—"Desire Me" (M-G) '(Sd wk). Fair $27,000, hypoed by crowds 'on opening day for p.a, of Esther Williams.
$14,000 after big $18,000 last week.
.Karlton (Goldman) (1.000; 50-94)
Columbia (Loew's) (1,263; 44-70)—
—"Unfinished Dance" (M-G). Fine "Ninotchka" (M-G) (reissue). Pine
Last week, "Song Thin $10,000, far above average for spot.
$19,000.
Last week, "Desire Me" (M-G) (2d
Wan" (M-G) (4th wk), $6,500.
erally

is

.

IB

9owsN.Y.;

After trailing along most of the
Down to $7,500, Last week, $10,000. week
under the weight of too many
HarrJ* (Harris) (2,200; 40-70)— holdovers
and extended runs, top

.

152,000

^ver

Okay

14G/ Hagen' Fair 15G

-f

est takes sine* last spring, Only film
doing «xeell«nt biz is "Forever
Amtsr" at tht State-Lake, due for

jnother

Pitt Dips; 'Sons'

ninth

week

that

tomorrow
Broaaway. "Heaven
starts

(Thurs) at
Only Knows" replaces.

Estimates for This Week
Astor (City Inv,) (1,300; 80-$1.8O)
—'/Walter Mitty" (RKO) (12th wk).
Still okay at $28,000 after nice $26,500
last week.
Stays on about 4 more
weeks with "Bishop's Wife" (RKO)
then coming in.
Bijou (City Inv.) (650; 85-$1.50)—

"Man About Town" (RKO) (3d wk).
Second week but first full session
covering week ended last Sunday
(2) night hit mild $6,500; first six
days was $9,000. Continues Only one
or two more with another foreign-

after

$5,200 for eighth.
Stays on
several weeks more.
Mayfali- (Brandt) (1,736; 70-$1.50)
Alley" (5oth)
(4tR
wk). In fourth frame ending today
(Wed,)' looks offish at $l6,500 after
$18,000 for third. Stays only Jthrftuga

—"Nightmare

next Sunday (9), with "Gentlemanl
Agreement" (20th) set to opea
Nov. 11.
Palace (RKO) (1,700; 60-$1.20)=?.
Well Remembered"
(RKO),
yesterdpy (Tiies.),
La^f
week, "Magic Town" (fiKO) ('4&
wk), slipped to $14,600 a'fter $17,600

"So

Opened

for third round.

Paramount (Par) (3,664; 55-$1.5p)
—"Variety Girl" (Par) afld (Charlie
Spivak orch, Mel Torme, Al Bernla
heading stagebill (4th.ffinal wk).
Third week ended last (Tues,) night
held up well at $60,000; second was
$70,0,00, "Wild Harvest" (Par) with
King Cole Trio, Connie Haines,
Randy Brooks orch opens Nov. 12.
Park Avenue (U) (585; $1.20-$1.50)
-i"Beware of Pity" (U), in week
ending' tomorrow
(Thurs.) looks
mild $7,000.
Last week, "Hungry:
Hill" (U) (3d wk), closed at tfiin
$4,000.

Radio City Music Hall (Rockefel70-$2.40)— "Song
(5,945;
of
Love" (M-G) and stageshow (4thfinal wk). Winding up at $116,0()p
after moderate $118,000 for thircL
"Cass Timberlane" (M-G) opens td»'
lers)

morrow

(Thurs.).
Bialto (Mayer) (594; 35-85)— "In-'
visible Wall" .(20th). - Doing fairly
well at $6,500. Last week. "Bury 3V»
Dead" (EL), $8,000. "High Tid?'

(Mono) opens next Friday C7).
Bivoli (UAT-Par) (2,092; 60-$1.26)

—"Unconquered" (Par) (4th wkjf,
StiU feeling oompetition from nearby Roxy but continues in chips at
third was $46,000, belovr
hopes.
Stays on with fifth week
starting next Friday.
Eoxy (20th (5,886; 80-$1.80)— "Forever Amber" (20th) with Veloz
Yolanda, Sid Caesar heading stageshow (3d wk). Second frame concluded last (Tues.) night staying up
in sock fashion at $150,000 or near,
albeit off heavily from first which
was colossal $180,500, all-time higjj
here.
Stays on- indefinitely with
present plans now calling for fllmi
to remain here until Christmas.
State (Lorfw's) (3;450; 43-$1.10) -r^
"Welcome Stranger" (Par) (2d run)
with vaude topped by Slate Bros.,
Yvette. Sturdy $26,500 in sight. Lajt
week, "Down to Earth" (Col) (2d
$43,000;

&

run) with vaude headed by Rose
Marie, The Pitchmen. Adam and
Jayne Di Gatano, $27,000.

—

Strand (WB) (2,756; 75-$1.50)
"Hagen Girl" ,CWB) and Ted Weom.<!
orch, Morey Amsterdam, Gordon
MacRae on stage (2d-final wk).
Down' to about $41,000 after mod-

erate $46,000 initial round. "Escape
Me Never" (WB) plus Frankie
Carle heading stageshow opens Fri-

day: (7).
Sutton- (Rugoff -Becker) (561 70$1.25)
"Know Where I'm Going**
(U) (12th wk). Eleventh stanza ended last Monday (3) night hit $9,000
only a bit off from $9,200 in lOttt

—

;.

week.

»

Victoria (City Inv.) (720; 70-$1.20)
In first
getting
Holds.
Last week,
"Spirit West,. Point" (FC) (3d wk),

—"The Gangster" (Mono).

week ending today (Wed.)
sock $32,000.

$7,000.

Warner

(WB)

(1,499;

90-$1.50)—

"Life With Father" (WB) (12th wk).
Looks trim $21,000 after nice. $2

500 in 11th session. Continues.

Winter Garden (UA)
"Upturned

—

(1,312;

"Outlaw" (UA)

(8th wk). Down to
less
after $18,000 for

$15,000 or
seventh.
Holds

only one more
week.
Capitol (Loew's) (4,820; 70-$1.50)
—"Unfinished' Dance" (M-G) with
Jane Powell, Shep Fields orch, Buck
& Bubbles on stage. In first week
ending today (Wed.) looks fauish
$55,000 or under.
Stays one more
stanza.
Last week, "Swordsman"
(Col) and Gertrude Niesen, Betty
Bruce, Jackie Gleason, Hal Mclntyre
orch (2d wk), down to $58,000.
Criterion (Loew's) (1,700; 60-$1.25)
—"Green Dolphin Street" (M-G)
(4th wk).
For third stanza ended

wlt-6 days), dipped to $14,000 after
nice $22,000 for third week.

Mpis.

Still

Big; 'Tights'

Lush 19G, Thin Man'
Tall 1 IG, 'Outpost'
Another

7G

Minneapolis, Nov; 4.
strong line-up Of new

films has turnstiles

still

clicking this

week. "Mother Wore Tights" heads
procession followed by "Song of the
last
(Tues.) night, slid a bit to Thin
Man," "Long Night," and
about $32,000 after $39,000 for .secNorthwest Outpost" for the major
ond,
but
both very profitable. Film attractions, in that order. "Forever
(1.838; 44-80)
Amber" is holding over at Lyric, one
Last week, "Wild Harvest" "Magic Town'' (RKO). Modest $11,- getting plenty of bally.
$7,000.
GIol>e
(Brandt)
of
two
(1,500;
70-$1.20)—
houses where it opened last
run),
$4,000.
(2d
000.
Last
week,
"Oossfire"
(RKO)
(Par)
"Pun, Fancy Free" (RKO) (6th-fi;nal week; and stiH is hefty. Minnesota
Mastlmum (WB) (4,360; 50-94)— <2d wk), $10,000. .
MetropoUtan (WB) (1,153; 44-70)— wk). Down to near $17,000 on blow football team, playing at home for
"Magic Town" (RKO). Good $28,000.
Last week, "Unsuspected" (WB) (3d "Down to Earth" (Col) (2d run). off after trim $19,000 for fifth. "Body first time in three weeks, stimulated
Okay $7,000. Last week, "Spirit and Soul" (UA) opens next Satur- weekend trade.
Wk), $18,000.
day (8).
Estimates tor This Week
Plx (Cummins) (500: 50-$1.25)— West Point" (FC ), good $9,000,
Gotham (Brandt) (900; 70-$1.40)—
Aster (Par; (900: 30-44)— "Saps at
Palace (Loew's) 2.370; 74-$1.20)—
"Gone With Wind" (M-G) (reissue)
(EL) and Sea" (U) and "Jack Londoh" (trA)
(5th wk). -Fine $10,000 after $11,000 "Forever Amber" {20th) (2d wk). "Man in Iron Mask"
last week.
Strong $29,000. Last week, near rec- "Ontleman After Dark" (EL) (re- (reissues). Okay $2,000 in 5 day's.
issues)
Last
50-94)—
(2d
wk).
Hitting
week,
"Bu.sh Pilot" (SG) apd
solid
Stanley
tickets
ord
with
more
(WB) (2,950;
at $44,000,
$7,500
"Walter Mitty" (HKD) (3d wk). sold than re<!or4-holdlng "Duel in or over in initial holdover after ''Phil Vance's Return" (EL) oke
Trim $22,000 after smash $25,500 last Sun" (SRO), but smaller grosses &s strong $10,500 in first, "Children on $1,800 in 5 days.
Trial" and "School for Danger," two
Century (Par)
result of daytime tab.
(1.600;
50-70 )-*•
week.
Stanton
(WB) (1,475; 50-94)—
Warner (WB) (2,154; 44-74)— "Her British-made, come in Saturday (8). "Northwest Outpost" (Rep). WeUj
Uttle Carnegrlc (Indie) (460; 95- liked picture with fairly good $7,000
"Spirit West Ppint" (FC) (2d wk).. Husband's Affairs" (Col), Mild $13,iiean
Last
week,
Still nice at $9,50p after great $17,500 flpO in 5 days.
Last week, "Wild $1.20)—"Tawny Pipit" (U) (9th wk), or
"Forfevlr
Down to around $R.000> thif rss<>e.otf!ii
opener.
(COTjMmted > on '.TwVe 'l"8)'i
^.^
Keith's (Goldman) (1,350; 50-94)—
"Variety Girl" (Par) (2d run). Oke

run), $6,000.
Keith's (RKO)

—

U

'

.

.

'

0,/r.crv.

60-

$1.20)
Glass"
(U).
made set to follow.
Opened yesterday (Tues.). Last
Broadway (UA) (1,895; 70-$1.50)— week, "Ride
Pink Horse" (U) (4th

.

.

,

^

1 1

.

15

Rochester

St. Louis

This

is

the composite

average of all five
first openings
4
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INTBRNATIOBTAL

U.

French Syndicate Loath

Films Suffer as French Left

S.

To Okay Metro's LeCor

Show Kz Hums

Paris, Nov.. 4.

Wages Anti-American Warfare
4

Paris, Nov. 4.

Rising

anti-.American

of

tide

pj-opaganda and feeling in France,
inspired by the Communists and facilitaled by U. S. failure to counter
With appropriate measures, has
permeated up to the cinema admintoppers who arp busy
ist: ation
building roadblocks for American
cjic'iange men.
Only vigorous protests by Motion
Picture Assn, rep' Frank McQartliy
through the tT. S. jemb^ssy succeeded in rescinding the recent order
suspending all dubbing, 'MacCarthy
contended the ban was a clear yipJpiion of the Blum-Byrnes trade accord of June, 1946. But the French
cfi'icials are now trying new gimmicks such as the current threat to
strictly enforce the bpr on aU film
imports over "two years old,, which
..

is

curr&tljr ''fighting.'

Jock Goes

.

'

Single-Print

Tax

By Brit. Much Ado
ballied movfe

','

has riotifled U. S. e'xchange heads that it will no longer

From

weren't
the tax "while

filmites
lit

the British point of view,

Yanks could have evaded the ad
accept their advertising. On: the
valorem bitej at least partially, by
ficial slate radio, the weekly Frenchthe

of *

sending in

U. S. S. R. hour consistently extols
Bussian product while slamming
Hollywood.
French cinema chiefs are also currently cooking up a reapportionment
of raw stock, which though actually
short, has been jnade scarcer by
French distributor practice of importing innumerable indie pictures,
mostly bought in. New York. For
first .six months in 1947, cen.sorship
visas were issued to 81 pictures
from the major companies as against
255 from American indies.
Other
pictures included 24 from Britain. 9
from the Soviets, 31 from Italy, 32

URtJl

'

Regardless, F, W. AUport, European manager of the Motion Picture
Assn., is protesting the
criminatory to U; S.

as dis-

,

There's been some talk in London
that the government has moved only
against En'glish language solo-copies
as( iL sop to the Freiich.
.The latter,
can easily slip a positive across tlje.
channel' for small-theatre operation's
and then another when the first is
worn. The French have been threatening to. bar all British pix because
of the confiscatory tax.

Oct. .25.
film in-

the
sources
as,

Treasury casts about lor new
of income. Censorship fees 'tfn'the
average film of 8,000 feet "have been
boosted from $33 to $60 with the
(exception of newsreels and cultural
pJx Which are unaffected by the increase. It's also understood that the
government may raise the amuse-

now

move

films.
He's
pointing out that other language pix,
particularly French; are still able to
make entry as single copies free
from the 75% chargCi

Dutch

becoming .'lieavier

'ANNA'

man

films dur4ng the occupation is a
particularly thorny problem.
Fine
cons.ist of a high percentage
cf their net earnings made on German, pix. Slich a bite undoubtedly
•would bring in a considerable sum
for the government, but for the
trade- it Would have catastrophic

would

American

I

i

tre last

Wednesday

(29). 'Vl^th first

genuinely appreciative of
the Harry Wagstaff Gribble' production, play was splendidly received
while its stats; HlWsi Simms and
Frederick O'Neal, drfew an erithusJastic welcome. Both players made
nighters

curtain speeches.

Also getting a good press, drama

consequences.

scripted

Ex-Metro Pub. Rep Sets

Christie." Reviewers considered tlie
Negro cast praiseworthy and termed
**** production a refreshing attrac-

by

Philijff

many

pared by

Yordan was comwith "Anna

critics

'

C

1

l\*

'I

Uistrib

f

m

stivers won acclaim
role and Betty Haynes,
playing Anna's sister-'in-law, as well
as Claire Leyba as the .perky prostitute, elicited plaudits. Prospect.? of
play's appeal are also enhanced by
the novelty angle of the all-Negro

T"","^
rirm ^rthe father's

Stockholm, Oct.

28.

New distribution firm known as
Continent Film Co. has been organized here by Remo Ciacelli, former
publicity head for Metro's local
branch and a onetime associate of
the Wive Film Co. Company's release slate, calls for distribution of
pix from five countries.
Heading- Continent's imports is the

,

'

FM

'

I

bilities of upping his planned
transmitter to top of a Rocky Mountain peak just back of the city to
^et distance. ^Privately-owned and
Canada Broailcasting Corp. studios
in' Vawcoiiver are exceptionally busy.
with' current and new originations
to CBC national web. •-

Eastward, Edmonton show biz is
just coasting. "Duel in the Sun,",
-erly general managei;;^
getting roadshowing at upped prices,^
Griesdorf, N. A. Taydor' and asis doing only so-so biz. Edmonton
sociates are the principals- of the
radio circles are puzzled
new company. Taylor entered the decision to build powerfulat: CBC's
station
Canadian distribution field- in 1944
in prairie location deemed off-centre
with the acquisition of PRC stock,
Oslo, Nov. 4..
by the- prairie broadea"sters.
joining
with
original
the
franchise
The blow threatened against
Regin'a ifi likewise slow.. It's playholder,
H. J. Allen, who was presAmerican films for some time .deing "Duel" but stubholders' attenveloped this week when the Nor- ident until his "rdcent withdrawal tion is drawn to local preem of NFB
wegian government called a halt to and who has sinee establishi^d 'his feattlre, "RCMP File 1365." Film
both pix impqrt and remittances own distribution organization, has exceptional local interest with
Griesdorf
was
once
connected
with:
licenses. The action is a stopgap one
its plot centered in the Regina area
until the government can push rigid United Artists in western Canada and
large RCMP training centre
regulations on films through the and Los Angeles and was for a time located there.
Legislature. The ban on licenses has general sales manager for James
Winnipeg is humming almcst on a
Roosevelt's
company.
Globe Films, par With Vancouver.
been considered inevitable here
Filmhouses are
which
released
through
UA.
since Britain put a stop to the condoing boff biz but town lacks the
International
Film Distributors tourist
vertibility of pounds sterling into
biz of the Coast city. Radio,
will offer Canadian exhibitors the
dollars.
is' doing
okay, with local stations
products
of
Lion,
Eagle
PRC,
AngloEight U. S. ma.iors ordinarily ex(British)
and Path^ producing plenty net shows.
tract $1,000,006 annually from the American
Norse market., or a net of $600,000 (British). Managers of the company's branches are Gerry Chernafter payment
operating expenses.
'Wind' Breaks
Belgian
off,
Montreal;
Irving
Cohen, TorThis action now means a complete
damper on- American film trade in onto; Phil Geller, Winnipeg; Willard
Records With $36,000
Vancouver;
'Vemon
Scandinavia since Sweden and Den- Adamson,
Dixon,
Calgary
and
Jack
Bellamy,
mark have already stopped imports
Saint-John.
Gross for First
of celluloid.

Norse Can Halt

nounced by David Griesdorf, form*-

On Pix Licensing

:

fli^

.

-

Week

Brussels, Oct. 25.
Meanwhile, local film interests are
Opening Oct, 17 at the 3,000-seater
attempting to win an adjustment
Metropole, "Gone With the Wind"
which would' permit some 50% of
broke all Belgian records during^^the
the Yank pix to be channeled to
theatres in Norway. The ban' is a.
(CAN.) first week, grossing about 1,500'000
Belgian francs ($36,000).
Theatre
setbadf to these efforts but there's
iMontteal, Oct. 28.
plays two shows a day, and three on
still hope that it can be worked out
After more than .30 years as presiSaturdays and Sundays. Picture is
before the Legislature gives the dent of United Amus. Corp.
Ernest
shown in original version with sub:final word to the lioverninent move.
A. Cousins, one of company's origititles.
It's also opening in Antwerp
nal shareholders, has retired and has
been elected chairman of board'. at the Metro Oct. 31.
Budapest Pix Festival
Reason for the high gross is th'at,
George Ganetakes, managing direcFete Soviet Ann! tor, succeeds him as president while owing to length of picture, the admission price has been tilted from
Budapest, Oct. 28.
retaining the former position.
the normar27 to 50 francs ($1.40).
Week-long film festival to tie in
In association with Cousins, new
This also explains why Metro, curwith the 30th anniversary of the prexy was one of founders of
UAC rently
working on the French dubSoviet Union has been mapped by which
operates
exclusively
in
bing, has chosen Belgium for the
a joint meeting of the Hungarian Quebec
province. Original company
first continental release.
It's about
Soviet Society and the State Na- was formed
by a group of 20' sharethe only country not hampered by
tional Committee.
holders in 1909 when the Canadian
such regulations as ceiling.?, etc.,
Plans call .for all Budapest film Amus. Co., was
organized to operate
which would prevent getting full
theatres to play Russian pictures for the Moulin
Rouge theatre.
value for the release.
a week starting Nov. 7.
In 1912, with the building

COUSINS QUITS AS PREXY

'

OF UNITED AMUS.

To

.

London, Nov. 4,
Jack Hylton's presentation of the
hit, "Anna Lucasta," has
e-very chance of a healthy run following its bow at His Majesty's thea-.

quarters predict that a compromise
>be worked out whereby the

may

•new admi.sh impost will be scaled
around 35% or 40%. Still anotlier
report that the government plan.s to
fine all theatremen who played Ger

Up awede

,

The Cave, Vancouver nitery, is
playing to top biz. Legit houses" are
SRO, too. George Chandler, of
CJOR, Vancouver, is studying possi-

-

BOWS IN LONDON
TO HEARTY WELCOME

varies

Exhibs are waging a sharp fight
.against tl\e proposed raise and some

it

natural for British Columbia explol*
ta.tioni'

AH

London.

54

Regulations

jneijt tax-to a 50% bite. It
between -20 to 25%.

these trans-

American biggies.' At any rate, no
major topper owned up to knowing
about the exemption and no company had attempted to slip pix
through on that basis/ Most said
they were unaware of it until the
story of the cancellation broke from

Sags Under Various

is

all

'

Dutch Film Industry

dustry

And

Maybe the highly complicated
language of the ad valorem bite is
the reason for the ignorance of

•

the

it

would have been, free of
comparatively
anything but the
nominal customs charge.

-

The Hague,

single print; playing

actions

.

New Tax

a'

worn; and then replenishing

with another.

.

Tax burden on

Takes

%%

literature,

.

Intl Film

flf

—

waging a poison* that' American
campaign calling iot aware of the hole
American, films and it was still there.

witii

Fraser."

Over Canada PRC

•whicli is currently

.oast.

'

'

seriesin
color,
"Red Runs the
Film deals with the salmon
run on the Fraspr River and the
Pacific Coast- canning industry, a

example, when Winston Churchill
was recently decorated in Paris,
LeCor refused to grant the.' reel

syndicate' permission to pool cov*.
erage; insisting instead that each
the British reel use its own cameraman.
Contrary to previous reports, ingovernment last week—that oi cancidentally, Baudet was not let out
celling the special tate of a penny of News of the Day for reasons of
per foot import duty on single-copy incompetence but as another step
Montreal, Nov. 4,
English language films is being tn Metro's retrenchrnent policy. He
International
Fjlni
was granted three 'months' severJDistrjbtitprs
viewed by U, S, ^ trade circles as
ance pay Vinder Franch la.'vys, despite has succeeded the present Producers
somethinjg .tikin to the p.oem of the the fact he'd been With the com- Releasing Corp. in Canada' with all
The
years.
of
the
latter
organization's exlittle mStt' wfio. wasn't there.
pany only two
changes
personnel
being part
and
British acted, Lonclon. 'reports, to
the new distribution agency;
of
ad
plug a loophole in" 'the>
Creation of International was anvalorem tax. The strange thing is

Much

:.,

From another corner, the French
Communist newspaper, L'Humanite,

assorted countries
natively produced films.

E8.

'

li!ms once.

from

Oct

.

.

of the prices. In a"three-colstory in the weekly, .'.Opera„
concerning the festival, he succeeded in not mentioning American

S;

c

ItewGtMsmZiridi

-

Mmn

boycott' of

Britisli

.

60%

a

Towns ^ihii% Upb«it

,

.

Another flagrant sampl^ of antiAmerican w^s' instanced by -Gitiorge
iJuysman, prexy of Cannes Film
f'estival where' Hollywood copped

ous anti-U.

%

,

•

.

With

Cpadian West

in

Survey of the (!!anadian West re»
veals show business generally doind
^
okay. Except in prairieg, fllmhousei
member of the syndicate, -which will
London, Nov. 4.
Zurich, .Oct. 28.
are SRO most times, niteries are
Bllotinent
raw,
of
Metro's local branchy beaded by filled and radio showing
Jack Payne, BiBC bandleader for pentiit it to get its
signs ol
many years, has pi(^ed up the U. S.- stock and the usual information and J[ack Guggenheim, recently, has been sudden find ample expansion.
'^•
host to several 'top .execs <ft Loew's
incubated disk joftk^y idea with a notices.
Vaticrbuver, in partlculcir, is humAccording to syndicate secretary International. Visiting here were
program "On the Hecoird." J;t's the
ming. West Coast port city is teem*
Pesruches,
the
Clouet
des
"
Francois
Sam Eckman, Jr., company's manag- ing wjlth tourists. Including hundreds,
first program -of its kinil to 'be air64
board is averse to accepting Metro's ing director in Britain; treasurer
in England.
of convefttions and countless huntPayne, in addition to the jockey remaining bureau member, Guy Henry. F. Krecke and prexy Arthur ing parties heading into the CanaLeCor. Latter is a member of the Loew.
stint, will continue to head the ofaian Rockies from th^ U. S, City's
technicians' syndicate and so is inDuring his stay Loew gandered iilms are cramming in the customers
ficial BBC dance. Orchestra.
until
he
reboard
the
eligible 4.01
production of the Swiss film com-< night after night. National
Film.
signs 'from that union. In' addition, pany,
Praesens .Pictures;
Metro Board office-there is busy with
camthe board has objected in numerous actress Linda Christians also looked
paign for preeming hew NFB reinstances to the way LeCor fought in after installing her sister, Ariadne,
lease, the first Canada Carries On
For
member
of
the
union.
it as a
in a Lausanne finishing school.

^

"

JVrPA

Metro News of the Day, whi^h
lost representation, in the French
Newsreel Syndicated board when
former chief Pierre Baudet was
a^ed tmm the staff, may not regain
Reel remains «
its board position.

Metro's Athens Switch
Athens, Oct.

25.

Damaskinos and Michalitis, local
Evvi.ss "Matto Regifert." It's understood that Italian and Danish pic^ distribs and operators of one of the
tiires will comprise the bulk of the biggest- theatre
chains here, will
henceforth distribute Metro prodconipany's distribution.
They are already handling
Among, new films here, inciden- uct.
'tally
are Korda's "Courtncys of Universal
and Warner product,
Curzon St." at the Rigoletto and while Skouras Co. Is distributing the
Vniversal's "Egg and I" at tlie Saga. 6ttiet American majori.

,

.

of the
Strand, the Independent Amus. Co.,
which absorbed the Canadian Amus.

furrent London Shows
,

London, Nov.

4.

(FiCfure show's weeks of run)
-^'Annfe Get Gun," Gol'sm (22),

"Bless the Bride," Adelphi (28).
"Born Yesterday," Garrick (41).
"Chiltern Hundreds," 'Vaude (10);
"Grime ef Foley," Comedy (17).
"Deep Art Roots," Criter'n (17).
"Dr. Angelus," Phoenix (14). '
"Du Barry," Princess (4).
"Edward; My SoDi" Lyric (2,3).
"FInian'* Rainbow," Palace (.3).

"Fly

Away

r*ter," Fortune (13).
"Gh-l Quite,." St. Martin's (11).
"Herei, There," Palladium (31).
"Life -With Father," Savoy (22).
"Linden -Tree," Duche.ss. (12).
"Man In Street," St. James (4).

"Never Can

Tell,"

Wynd.

(5).

"Noose," Saville,<20),
"Off Beeord," Piccadilly (23).
"Oklahoma!," iJrury Lane (27)^
"One, 'Two, Three," Yorks (8).
"Peace In Our Time." Aldw'h (13).
"Piccadilly Hayridc," Wales (34).
"Present Laughter," Haym'kt (29).
"Separate Rooms," Strand (U).
"Sweetest. Lowest," Ambass. <79).
"Together Again," Vic Palace (29).
"Trespass," Apollo (16).
"tuppence," Globe (4).
"Worms View," Whitehall (21).

Co., was formed.
Then jn 1916, under the leadership of Cousins and
Ganetakes, United Amusi Ltd., was

Quebec Exhibs Endorse
Ontario Tax Cut

organized.

Move

Montreal, NoS'.

Sascha Sells Vienna Pix
To Casino Exchange, N.Y.
Oct. 27.
, Vienna,
The Sascha Film Distributing Co.
sold a series of late Austrian productions to the Casino Film Exchange, New York, whose secretary,
Munio Podhorzer, signed the final
papers here.
Among them are
"Triumph of Love," "The Singing
Angels,"
"The Immortal
Face,"
"Councillor Geiger" and "Rendezvous in the Salzkammergut."
Survey shows that 35 films have
been put into production since the
liberation of Austria, with 21 'of
them finished and 10 released.

Mex

Gives Script Credit

Mexico City, Oct. 28.
Authors will receive full credit in
screen titles and all advertising of
Mexican motion pictures under an
agreement between the Mexican
Producers Assn. and the Scriptwriters Unioo.

The Quebec Allied Theatrical

4.

In-

holding its 15th annual
meeting, adopted a resolution during
its one-day convention last Wednesday (29) favoring the proposal ol
dustries,

the Motion Picture Theatres

A.^-'n.

Gov20%
amusement tax on fihnht>use admissions,
The Quebec exhibitor.s
headed by president J. Arthur
of Ontario asking the fcanadian

ernment

to

eliminate

the

Hirsch,
the
also
pi-opsosed
that
benefits ol this elimination go to the
ticket buying public.

Other resolutions adopted were:
1.
resolution opposing uniform
on
increase of admission
prices

A

special road show attractions; 2. A
resolution requesting exhibitor repre-sentation on the drawing up ol
.standard film contracts, especially
the claU.se regulating tiie distribution of 16m films. During the convention,
a committee
was Jilso
appointed to represent the associutoti: on a national committee to deliberate on federal tax matters.

*

..

IT

A NEW

MEET

M-G-M STAR!

•

Read every word

your lobby for the

in

folics

SOUDHIT!
**Solid hit

.

,

.

.

.

better

.

fast-

.

.

York, audience reaction couldn't have been any
.
excelleot."
-motion PiauRE heraid
.

them up

to see!

POWERHOUSE!
and

a picture that is as clean-cut

moving as an exhibitor anywhere could wish
Mickey
Rooney is at his very best. previewed at Sheridan,

New

.

of these^ reviews. Put

"Solid, for the better money . . . definitely a surprise
entry . . . one powefhouse of entertainment . . . Rooney
turns in a sock performance ... should keep the box-^
offices plenty busy ..."
_the EXHfNTOR

.

5l]eEPER!

GREAT!

"The

**Great entertainment . . . the kind of picture our industry
needs ... 'Killer McCoy' will have the boxoffice gals

astic

vast majority of moviegoers will have an enthusi*
time rooting for Mickey Rooney
. could
be a
—showmen's trade review
,

.

sleeper."

gasping for breath from the arduous ticket-punching .
Mickey Rooney's best performance!"
—film bulletin
.

M*0"M

DOUGH!
"With shrewd timing and smart showmanship on the
part of M7G-M we have here, for the first time, Mickey
Roon'ey playing a mature role and doing splendid straight
dramatic acting in a picture bristling with action ..
dough for any spot
Brian Donlevy turns in superb
acting chore... with Ann Blyth looking her prettiest..."
.

.

.

—MOTION

PICTURE DAILY

presents

MICKEY ROONEY
BRIAN DONLEVY
ANN BLYTH

ACTION!
"Fast action melodrama to introduce Mickey Rooney to
adult roles . . . should give a good account of itself at
the boxoffice."
—variety

KiuEiiM«eor
JAMES DUNN

NEW FANS!
will garner new fans , . . should prove a-strong
dramatic draw ... a well chosen dramatic vehicle . . . a
striking departure foe Rooney
—film daily

"Rooney

TOM

TULLY

•

<!i

Oirected

by RiOY

ROWLAND

SAM

ZIMBALIST

Produced by

11

SAM LEVENE

Screen Play by Frederick HafVm Brennan • Bated
pn
Story and Screen Play by Thomaj lennon,
George Bruce and George Oppenheimer

"

'

.

W«dn«»flay, November !^ 194.7

PICVVRES

1ft

UA

hade

Shaves Costs To

Match Revenue Drop

Stuff-nctores

Hollywood, Nov.

Picture Grosses

4.

Marion Hargrove has just coimpleted- a novel, his first, titled "Something's Got to Give," which WilUam Sloan Associates will publish next
May. Metro has bought an option on the boolc, in an unusual setup with
cplion to run for only 30 days from receipt of an advance copy.- Bidding
was reported spirited between Metro and Milton Sperling, of U. S. Picluips, with former getting the option. Harry Kurnitz, now writer-ptpducor with Warner Bros., also contacted Hargrove for the option. Since

producers .have
Artists
whittled around $2jQO0,0O0 off budgets for forthcoming pictures to
conforin with the loss of profits in
the BritLsih markets. Savings were
efltected in the writing mills where
expensive scenes wera eliminated

Sperling also distributes through Warners, the pnoves indicate Strong in-

and stories simplified.
Aboard the economy wagon are London" (Col), also Esquire. Good
Stanley Kramer with "So This Is SlOJOOOk JUst week, "Foxes of HarNew York;" Edward Gross with row" (aotb) (2d Wk), lair $9,000,
"Mrs. Mike;" William Cagney with
Bialt« (Fox) (878; 35-74)—"Night"Only the Valiant;'' Edward; and mare Alley" (20th) and "Sweet
Robert Golden with "Texas, Heaven Genevieve" (Col), after week at
and. Brooklyn," and several others. Denver, Webber, Fair $3,500. Last
week, "Black Gold" (Mono) (m.o.)
and "Bowery Buokaroos" (Mono),.

terest on

Boole

having

is

WB's

part.

to get
refusal, and!

magazine

serialization,

with Coj^mopftlitan

too,

Woman's Home Companiot^

second.'

Novel

is

story ?«bout two families, particularly the wives of t'wo radio puftducers
and their domestic problems. Helen Strauss, of Will,iam Morris agency,
is ngenting for Hargrove.
';

considered a little surprising, since/Hargrove is known
to ;be still somewhat peeved over treatment film, coiistpany accorded him
in connection with two pix based on liis wartime besfeeller, "See Here,
Private Hargrove." Metro bought film rights to book before publication
When Hargrove
for $12,500. I'ic of that title grossed over $2,000,ODO.
siiiiawked over film, price, company promised to mal?e it up on a second
flfm which they" issued, "What Nest, Corporal Hargrove?" Although
Hargrove asked $100,OqO ior rights to the second pic, he got $50,000 plus
a promised percentage of the gross i{ it exceeded $iS,OOO,O00. Gross, however., didn't reach that figure.

Metro option

is

Score of years have passed since the first sound newsreel wa.s screened
at the Roxy, Ni Y., and the men whov made production .of those dips
possible for Fox Movietone have long scattered to the winds. "'But through
th6 efforts of some still active members of the original sound crews about
lod newsreel pioneers with' Movietone in those nostalgic days were rounded
)'
at the Preview Room of the Monte
up', for a reunion Friday eveniiig (31
C^lo, N.
Former Motion I^icture Artists pr«^ Will Haps was guest
of .honor.
;
'

DENVER

Unconquered' Colossal

(Continued from Rage 12)
(BKO) and <'Heart|iches" (EL) (2d
wk), fine $12,00&.
Paramount (Fox) (2,200; 35-74)—
"Other Love" (UA) and "Lone Wolf

.

.

i

'

'Mitty'17G;SockH.0;s
Detroit, Nov; 4,
Films -with the- big hallyhod 'are
doing the' bulk ol business h^re,

"Unoonquered,"' along with the two
big holdovers, "Forever, Amber" and
"Walter Mitty.'i
All
three 'are
socko.
"The, Dragnet" with JeSrry
Murad's Harmonicats at Dovimtown
is

'

;'

.

tiurn

RKO's excess inventory

cash and

coming

if

in a

into

the cash weren't forth-

mONQUMD'

would be more
the company- to re-

lump,

Downtown (Balaban) (2,683;'. 7095)—/'The Dragnet" and Har-

HUGE

monicats heading stage show. Disappointing $H,000.
Last week,

it

profitable for
lease the films itself.)

Sears and Kelly were also understood trying to get-some of th6 coin
from private sources in order to
bring down the amount ol the bank
loan required; A possibility, it is reported, is that they will attempt to
get
owners Charles Chaplin and
Mary Pickford to advance part of
the money from personal funds.
Bankers' objection to the 100%
loan is due to several factors. t)ne is
that
is insisting on taking out a
distribution fee of 20% to 25%, in
addition to the usual cost of prints
and advertising, before the bank
payoff starts. That's understandable
to the financial men, since UA's purpose in buying the pix is to create
weekly income lor itself to carry the
cost of operating the organization.
However, they feel that the
strength of the four films which
execs have selected lor purchase is
not sufficient to guarantee the domestic rentals that would be required. They refuse to take the foreign market into account under
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(20th)

wait:

(reissue), $5^500.

seats

for
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7owii' Pleasing^I4,000,
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MINNEAPOLIS
;

;

Back

.

night,
smash
$40,000. Last week, "Song of Love"
(M-G) (2d wk), solid $16,000 at 70c.
95c 'scal^.

Nice 15G

Cincy;

1

With

Bobby-Soxer"

.

Kimo (Dickinson) (650: 65)—"Shoe
Shine" (Indie). Oke $1,500. Last
week, "Adventure in Music" (Jndie)
same.
Midland (Loew's) (3,500; 45-65)Christmas Eve" (UA) and "Ad
Continued (com page 3
ventures Don Coyote" (UA)/ On
light side at $12,000. Last week, "It
friendly witnesses, and to muss up McDowell ajid. Vail got pretty well presenVcloudy conditions.
Had to Be You" (Col) and "Blondie
A consideration which has cooled in the Dough" (Col), nice $15,6'Do.
'millions of dollars worth of celluloid fed up with things arid spoke their
UA^S enthlisiasm is that a $5;000,O0O
product, without pro'viding an op- piece to the chairman.
Orpheum (BKO) (1,900; 45-65)—
loan, if it could be obtained, would
portunity for the industry to defend
"Dark Passage" (WB). Solid $14,000
So" it was decided to terminate
be the absolute limit the company and holdover.
Last week, "Fun,
itself?
that afternoon and to finish the hearcould go. It would have no leeway
Free" (RKO) (2d wk), $8,000
Tjiat was enough for Nixon whose ings at some later date.
The ex- whatsoever, therefore, in the event Fancy
Paramount (Par) (1,900; .75-$1.20)
district is in Los Angeles County pected Commy "demonstration was
(Par). Big $22,000,
where the industry can throw^ its permitted to leak out as the reason-^ of an emergency in which other -T-^'Unconquered"
but not what house could do at these
weight around, come election time. actually it was ,only an excuse. A borrowing were required.
UA's own situation is also now prices. Last week. "Desert Fury"
Nixon hightailed back home to kiss noisy
Communist
demon.stration
(Par) (2d wk), $8,000 at 45-65C.
babies and get out of the probe, al- would have been money in the bank such that the RKO product does not
Boxy
(Durwood)
(900; 45-65)
though ho had been active in its for the '{jn- American Activities Com- seem so imperative. It is believed "Frankenstein" (U) and "Dracula"
the company could get through 1948 (U) (reissues). Pine
think mittee,,
don't
stagesr-and
earlier
$6,500.
I.*st
satisfactorily with the .product now week, "Trouble .With Women" (Par)
NixOn's remaining three colleagues
Other Fold BcMon^
completed, editing or promised; Op.
(2d wk), $4,000.
wece not sore. They were— an(H|^r«,
Tower-Vplown-Fairway (Fox Mid'
Thomas' adjournment announce' bating costs, It's understood, have
Thciy felt he ran out on them, and
ment touched upon another reason been brought down $22,000 .week- west) (2,100, 2,043, 700; 75-$1.20)
it did not contribute to any desire to
"Forever Amber" (20lh) (2d wk).
ly, so that they are about $90,000
It was at for the early demise of the curfight till the last breath.
Sturdy
but way off Irom
probe<
As far back as now. That's about $5,000,000 a year, opening $19,000,
this point that Thomas began blandly rent
week pace. Last week,
which would take from $20,000,000 with
calftng it a "sub-Committee" hear- last tfune, th* Committee announced:
650-seat Carver theatre in dayit had a list ot 'films with Commy to $25,000,000 annually in rentals -to
•
date set-up, film hit terrific $42,000,
.ing.
,
One thing the committee took very line^and situations. It promised dis- cover. That should be possible, with all-time flr,st riin irecord for city,
out too much strain, with 14 or IS
ha^'d was the opposition ol the Mo- closure on lever'al occasions.
However several members of the pictures.
tioil Pieture Assn. and the .cornThe RKO product is believed not
The House com- committee objected that they would
pans' presidents.
to look so attractive to some UA
(Continued. Irom paga 13)
mittee counted on complete sup- be made a laughing stock if the
toppers as it once did, either. The
port from that sourpe and its feelings names of some of the films, on the
Amber" (20th), smash $17,000 ii 76films selected are "Out of the Past,'
were hurt, even though it carelessly list were disclosed. These congress$1.20 scale.
Gopher (Par) (1,000 44)— "Swamp
and arrogantly alienated the support, men said there was nothing sub- with Robert Mitchum an4 Jane
From persons close to the versive about these pictures and that Greer; "Indian Summer," with Attn Water" (20th) (reissue). Neat $4,000.
itself.
Sothern and Alexander Knox; "Sta. Last week. "Spirit West Point" (FC)
cpmmittee, it was learned that the millions of Amer^pans had seen and
tions West," with Dick Powell, and blg*5,0OO.
blows gotten in by MPA hurt at least approved them. So it was that the
Lyceum (Murray) (1,700 60-85).
and on the "Return of the Bad Man," with Ranas much- as those from any other list was \iever announced'
"Gone With Wind" (M-G) (reissue,
vei'y
last
day ,of the hearings, dolph Scott.
source,
„
.i
Sears and Kelly are expected back (2d wk)." Solid $12,000 after smash
Although the "19 unfriendly wit- Thomas revealed that his investiga-:
$18,500 initial canto.
films (or in New York Erjday O).
Lyric (Par) (1,000; 76-$1.2$)'—"Forneiises" are claiming mo-st oi the tors were looking over the
ever Amber" (20th) (2d wk). Pack
credit for the fold, they disturbed would lo(* over them) to determine
In ing plenty of- dynamite for hefty
the committee least, since the con- whether they contained any poison. Madeleine Carroll
$10,000 alter huge $12,000 first stanza.
gressmen felt that in attacking them This was in effect a public admission
U.S.
Documentaries PI* (Berger) (300; 50-70)—"Undo;
the committee was on its strongest that "the list" was either a phoney
(20th)
and "Dark
Madeleine Carroll, now as.sociated Two Flags"
However, the very sub- or so weak that no one dared put it
ground.
Corner"
(20th)
(reissues).
Good
with her hu.4hand, Henri Lavorel, in
opposition, out in the light.
newspaper
stantial
$2,200. Last week, "Burning Cross'
the documentary film field, declared (SG), light $900 in 4 days.
stirred up on the issue of personal
last week that they plan four or five
Radio City (Par) (4,400; 50-70)rights, did hurt.
Fabian Heads Amus. Div pictures next" year and hope to pro- "Mother Wore Tights" (20th). Sturdy
Feared Coramy Dpmonstrationi
duce "more and more" in succeed- $19,000 or near. Last week. "Merton
Early in the second week of the
Federation Drive ing years. Both arrived Friday (31) ol Movies" (M-G) (50--85), plus Desi
hearings. Rep. Thomas was telling
Roster ol committees representing aboard the .Queen Elizabeth to at- Arnaz orch, Marion Hutton, others,
newsmen that the' sessions "would
on stage, 'good $25,000.
hardly go three weeks" and that he show biz In the 1947 fund-raising tend the preem of their FrenchBKO-Orpheum (RKO) (2,800; 50did not Wish to conflict with the nev/ drive of the Federation of Jewish made 25-minute short, "The Child- 70)T-"Long Night" (RKO).
(iood
chapter in the Senate investigation Philantropies ol New York will be ren's Republic," at a documentary $10,000. Last week, "Dark Passage'
late announced today (We^.) by Si Fa- film conference- in Chicago About
(WB), good $13,000 in six- day.'?.
of Howard Hughes. However as
was bian, attiusement division chfiirrnan, Nov. 17.
BKO-Pan (RKO) (1.600; '.'50-70)
as last Thursday morning, there
Dealing with the
moppets of "Dark Passage" (WB) (ni.o.l. Go<3d
no indication that the boys would at a luncheon slated at the Hotel
$8,000. Last week, "Down to Earth
tut bait and go home that afternoon. Astor. Fabian, w.k. circuit operator, France, picture has narration by (Col)
(2d wk), ,'86.500.
Then a couple ol things happened at will set up nine committees with a Miss Carroll who also makes a brief
State (Par) (2,300; ,'50-70)— "Song
the lunch recess on Thursday. Word total of 79 .show biz biggies to spark appearance, in the reel. Her last Thin Man" (M-G). Fast $11,000. Last
acting stint in an American film, was week, "Carnegie Hall"
the.cam^patgn.
came that GerhaFdt Eisler was
(UA), $10,500.
Lunohion-nieet will ' mark
the Paramount's "My -Favorite Blonde"
Uptown' '-(Par)
Washington and fead been spotted in
50-55)-^
(1,000:
the audience at the hearing. This kickoff lor the amusement division. five years ago. Last year she starred "Wild Harvest" (Par). First nabe
Sweet $4,000, Last week,
was taken to mean that the Commys Speakers so far include Fabian, in "White Cradle Inn" for Peak showing.
"Who's Kissing Her" (20th), $4,200.
were read.ving a demonstration of Joseph WiUen, exec veepee of the Films lBnti.sh). After their Chicago
World (Mann) (3,50; 50-70)—
some kind for the following day, and Federation, and Edward Schreiber, stopover, the Lavorels go! to the to Earth" (Col) (m,o.). Fair "Down
$2,000.
probably in the hearing 'room Century theatres publicity head. Coast for a short stay, then trek to Last week, "Best Years ol Life"
whf>n I.,arry Parks went on the stiuid. Federation is seeking a total 'of $15,- Mfxico City for anotheii! document- (RKO) (3d. run) (75-$1.20), okay
'
ary film conclave.
$4,000,
The other thing is that Reps, 000,000,
I

and

(RKO) (7th wk) fancy .$(1,000.
,
Kansas Gity, jiov. 4.
_
Fox (Fox-Michigan) (§,100; 90Extra fare films are doubling up $1.20)—"Forever
Amher" -(SOth); (2d
here with "Unconquered'': in at the wk). Powerful
$42,000. Uast week,
Paramount on the heels ol "Forever colossal $63,000.
Aaiber." Former looks smash $22,000,
Madison (UD) (1,866; 50-60)—
but not near the house caipacity at "Welcome Stranger" (Par). Nice
new,- $2,500 in
$1.20 top. "Amber" rang up
3 days. Last week, "Fiesta"
record ol $42,000, playing day and (M-G) and "Corpse Came
C.O.D."
date at lour Fox Midwest houses. (Col), $2,400 in 3 days.
It's showing a' drop in strength for
Michigan (UD)
70-95—
(4,039;
second week. "Dark Passage" at "Golden Earrings" (Par) and "RailOrpheum loolcs solid at regular roaded" (EL) (2d wk). Mode-st
arices. Biz is mild at other houses.
$15,000. Last week, trim $25,000.
First cold rain last Thursday hit
Palms (UD) (2,976; 70-95)—"Deep
Valley" (WB) and "Love of Rusty"
Estimates for This Week
(Col).
Okay $16,000, Last week,
Esquire (Fox Midwest) (820; 45- "Long Night" (RKO) and "Spring65)—'"Hollywood Barn Dance" (SG) time Sierras" (Rep) (2d- wk),
and "Killer Dill" (SG). Average $14,000.
United Artists. (UD) (1,951'; 80Last week, "Along Oregon
$5,000.
Trail" (Rep) and "Western Union" $1.20)— "Unconquered'-' (Par). Long

UA

:

Week

Estimate^ ,for Ihls

•

•Unusual system of cross-plugging is being used by the 120 Brandt thein- the metropolitan New York area this week for 20th-Fox's "Gentleman's Agreement."
With the film scheduled to preem at Brandt's
Mayl'air on Broadway next Tuesday Ul), each of the theiatres is running
a .>ipecial trailer on Uie film.
Boxy theatre, 20th's Broadway showcase, is also in on the eross-pliigging
with a special Screen announcement for "Agreement"' during the current
run of '"Forever Amb^r" there.

That Red Probe?

bit disappointing.

Ad&nw <B41ahBn) 0,740; 70-95)—
35-74)—
Tabor
(Fox)
(1,967;
and "Walter Mlttj^ CHKO) (2d vvk).
(20th)
Grapes of Wrath"
Tobacco Road" (20th) (reissues). Sock $17,000' or Over, tast wi.'tMc,
Continued from pasc 3
Mild $9,000, Last week, "Texas" (Col), $25,000..
Broadway-Capitol
(United
De(reissues).
"Arizona"
(Col)
in cash and let the rest come out of and
troit) (3,309; 70-95)—"Each Dawn I
$11,000.
earnings of the films.
and "Bad Men Missouri"
Webber (Fox) (750; 35-74)—"Wist- Die" reissues).
(RKO production chief Dore
(WB
Surprising $l7i000.
Schary said in New York this 'week ful Widow" (U) and "Key Witness" Last week,' "Red Stallion" (EL)
and
(Col), also Denver. Fancy $4,500,
that the UA deal was still simmer"Nightmare Alley" Adventurer" (EL). $15,000."
week,
Last
ing, but he thought it highly un-»
-Clnenn (Marten)
(250;- 60-80—
(20th) and "Sweet Genevieve" <3Col),
"Shoe Shine" (Indie).- Fine $2,400.
likely that RKO would accept les.s.
$2,700,
Last week,. f'Tfie R&ider" (Indie),
than 100% down. The whole reason
$2,000.
for selling, he explained, was to

atres

Killed

a

$4,000,

UA-RKO

.

Who

42t

40G;Det.; 'Amber'

'

~

Tliose
who attended; the dinner included Louis de Rochemont,
20th-Fox producer; Richard de Rochemont, March ol Time producer;
Harold E. Wondsel, prexy of S'oundmasters,,Inc.; Jack Connolly, former
general manager of Pathe News and now with the State Dept.; Courtland
Smith, managing director Pox Movietone; Charles ^eden,. News of the
Dajy recording engineer; .Edmund Reek* I"ox Movietone veepee-producer;
Michael Clofine, News o| Ihe.Day editor-hi-chief; and Earl I. Sponable,
\
20th -Fox chief lecordinj engineer.
Screening of the original! sound reel was projected at the get together.
Its' clips, incidentally, included shots of Lindbergh's takeoff tot Paris, an
address of the late President Coolidge and closeups of the late King
Qeorge V. Sponsors of the' anniversary reunion are .hopeful the dinner
'Will, become an annual affair and a resolution to .that effect was introduced.
,

United

,

ifltely

first

.

Cincinnati, Nov. 4.
All major stands are registering
winners this s'ession, yet the' total:

•

is off plenty from last week's
smash splurge by "Forever Ambfir."
which continues to lead the field.
"Nightmare Alley" is the topper of
three new bills, with "Magic Town"

score

a close second.
Sstimatec for This

Week

—

Albee (RKO) (3,100; 50-75)
"Magic Town" (RKO).
Plea.sing
$14,000.
Last week, "Desire Me"
(M-G), under hopes at $11;500.
Gapitol

(RKO)

(2,000;

75-$1.19)—

"Forever Amber" (20th) (rft.o.). Hefty $18,000 and topping the town for
second week. Holds. Last week,

"Unconquered" (Par) (3d wk)
same upped scale, good $12,500.

Grand (RKO)

(1,400:

50-75)

at

—

"Song of liove" (M-G) (2d wk).
Moderate $6,500 after all right $10,000 opener,
Keith's (CI) (1,542; 50-75— "Arnelo Affair" (M-G). Favorable $7,000. Last week, "Unfinished Dance"
(M-G), $8,500.
Lyric (RKO) (1,400; 50-75)— "Tobacco Road" (2(ith) and "Grapes ot
Wrath" (20th) (reissues). Sturdy
$6,000. Last, week, "Swamp Water"
(20th) and "Prisoners Shark Island"
(20th) (reissues), ditto.
Palace (RKO) (2.600; 50-75)
"Nightmare Alley"' (20th). Solid
$15,000 or close. Last week, "Forever
Amber" (20th) at 75-$1.19 scale,
smash $38,000 but under theatre's
modern record rung up by, "Bells

—

Mary's" (RKO).
Shnbert (RKO) (2,100; 75-$1.19)—
"Unconquered" (Par). Moveover for
St.

fourth downtown sesh. All right $7..
000. Last week, "Golden Earrings'*
(Par) (m.o.), $5,000.

.

Of

.

.

.

^

m

,

j

Firestone Documentary
May Get Regular Release
Most ambitious and expensive
documentary film ever financed by
the Firestone Rubber Co: has jti-St
been completed and is scheduled for
a

screening

before

the

National

Pre.ss Club in Washington Nov. -24.
Only
Labeled "Liberia
Atrica's

—

the 52-rainute 16m Kodachrome picture will also be exhibited Nov. 25 before government
officials and visiting diplomats at the
ballroom Of the Statler hotel, WashRepublic,"

ington.

:

.

According to the film's producer
and supervi.sox', Charles M. Wilson,
the Liberian documentary may be
channeled into theatrical distribution although, he added, that i-s entirely up to the Firestone people.

•
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AnEMPT TO CURB 16M

29 R(^onal Exhib Ass'ns. Totaling

\m
tRieatro

Owners

N.S.(L IN

.

Theatres, Vote to Join

TOA

passed prohibiting
exhibition of 16m. films in hotels,
churches, schools oy before groups
of more than 10 people in private
Proposal
backfired.
has
homes
«roused a storm of protests and the
city coimcil, which had passed on
the law in -ptelimioary readings is
expected to veto the pfotiosat this
week.
Organized opposition by the Miami
Beach Hotel Owners Assn.,. as well
as from sehool and;' church authorities, put the s|>ons<irs of th« proordinance

get

of

America

thisf'

crossed the one month marker
with 29 regional organizations, rep-

week

Pallos'

2d Rome-Made

Pic

resenting a total of 10,000 theatres
Steven Pallos, British indie provoting aye to the affiliation ques- ducer, is slated to arrive in the.
V- S.
tion. New outfit, incubated in Wash^
next month with the print of "Call
ington late in September as a
of the Blood," second film he has
marger of the Motion Picture The^ made in Rome.
Robert Kitchens'
atre Owners of America and the
story will be distributed in England
American Theatres Assn., now lines by Sir Alexander Korda's British
up along side of Allied Theatres as Lion, with Pallor aiming to set the
one of the two top exhib units in the U. S. release when he gets here.
country!
His initial film, "The 16th Bar,"
What first appeared to be the big story of the attempt on Roosevelt's
hurdle— collection of lOc per seat life at Teheran, is held by George
dues from its members-^is now beJ. Schaefer, Enterprise v.p. in charge
hind the TOA, according to the
for American re*
Though widely of distribution,
org.'s top officials.
Schaefer has' made no move
lease.
predicted by 0. C. conventioneers
to distribute it as yet. Both pix
that small fry exhibs wouldn't go
were made with English dialog.
opposition
for heavy,

has
no
been encouiitered on that score by
any of the regionals joining up.
Hence, it's felt that TOA wiU,have
some $300,000-$400,000 to grease its
bite,

year activities.
With the first board of directors'
meet set for Chicago, Nov. 7"8, flock
of units have now designated their
TOA directors. Those already tapped
aod expected to attend the Windy
City huddles are:
Kermit C. Stengel,. MotiQn Picture
Theatre Owners of Tenri.; Dr. Mack
Jackson, MPTOA of Ala.;- Fred H.
Kent, TOA of Fla.; W. F. Ruffin, Sr.,
MPTO of Ark., Miss and Tenn,; Arthur H. Lockwood, MPTO of Conn.;
E, D. Martin,, MPTO of Ga.-; Ed. M.
F«ky, MPT.0 of R. I.; Clarence H.
Kidttiann, MPTO of St.- Louis, East
Shanklin,
J. C.
IVTo; and So.; 111.;
MPTO of W. Va.; Paul Williams, So.
CeMi TOA; Ben L. Strozier and H.
V'. Kincey, TO of N. and S; .C; Lewin
Pizor; United MPTO of Bast :^a., So.

posal in an; awkward spot.

Authors' Agents

—

-

Continued ti'om pa'Ke * SSS
novel isn't top prize.

particular

wmner.
Contract

Travel Broadens

s

first

Continued from page, II as;

Victor" troupe to Paris and Normandy for best story effect. Daves
spent considerable time on the actual spot of Omaha^ Beach, where
AUied forces landed 'during war.
On other .hand, Warners went a
mere six: or seven miles to a certain

Film Reviews

MIAMI BEACH

Miami Beach, Novi Ae
Attempt by Paramount theatres
and Wometco chain execs here to

concessions

obtained

from Metro were won by a commit-

Continued from 'p«f« •
country medico and the town's druggist in- a qearby community^ she
help manages to creep into the lives of
the lad find himself. It's a hopeless -many sedate figures in the typical
Job until lUn Tin Tin, escaping from village.
kennels in Santa Barbara, takes to
For the most part this tale has
the boy. from then on action cen- beeir told in a straightforward manters on dog's efforts to keep away ner but the near-deathbed scenes
froKi hia. owner and stay with the have been permitted to become
boy. Finally, canine saves his own- slightly hokey. This is too bad beer from a mob of wild dogs and is' cause Allan Dwon's direction and
given to Bobby Blake.
the original screenplay by Mary
There's ~ plenty of tense action in Loos and Richegrd Sale had carried
Bin Tin Tin's fight with a wild dog through the story nicely up to that
and other demonstrations of intelli- point.
Brennan contributes one of bis
gence and training at the hands of
owner-trainer Lee Duncan. Young rare if familiar characterizations as
Blake is- good as the troubled refu- the village's pharmacist and town
He is standout in
gee. Wood-s as the priest mee-sures health officer.
up. Gaylord Pendleton, kennel op- every scene' where allowed to have
erator, Claudia Drake, guardian of much to do. Jagger makes a likethe boy, and Earl Hudgins complete able young town medico anxious to
combat spotted fever while Miss
the okay cast
Max Nosseck's direction does a Warrick furnishes the heart interest
good job with the Jack Se Witt as the schoolteacher with whom he's
Miss Greenwood, visually
script, Lensing by Carl Berger and in love.
strictly comedienne, has more or less
Brog.
Other credits measure up.
a straight character as the homely
aunt who's still waiting for the right
Saint
man ^ter 30 yeanj.
(SONGS)
The 'Wood girl, of course, is the
Hollywood, Nov.
orphan, and excellent although perState-tightii ireleiiso of Clyile ISlliott in-o- mitted to become a bit verbose at
Hay- times. H. B. Warner is In only for
ductlon. ii^atUKs Carl.-i nmmr
don, June Harrison, Okirk vvuilnms, Del
Canaino. I>'irect«d by Harold rouiiK. Screen- a slight bit as the elderly minister
who dies in the first reel. Jerome
\>lay, Harold OrlDlt; ciimeraf I>nn MnlkiuneK!
editor, lieonord Andoiwn: mi<li». Iloi-nld Cowan and.Marg^aret Hamilton head
Orlob, ArtlHir A. Norrls, I'revlewed Oct. 2», a strong supporting' cast.
Shepherd
•4T, Running tirao, 73 M1N8.
Carla Dii™ dog that figures acUyely in plot gets
Mother Osbrlnl. ,
luUc Hayden no billing but is remarkably good.
Sister Belpblna
.iune lliu-rtijoii
Camera work of Johrt Alton is unDorliio
rliirk "Willlams
The I'llMinw
usually -fine while editing job of ArPol x:»nsino
Pon-y :
thur Roberts has resulted in miniItDhin Morsnn
CPWhliia.
mum of lesser -passages.
Wear.
Sl.iurlce CsvoU
Anton
;

llctMra

Rfai

cif

Tin Tin

priest, seeks to

Woods, a kindly

•

-

,

CMIzen
.

tee of the Society of Authors* Repof
consisting
resentatives,
Lefkowitz, of the William Morris^

Nat

agency; Harold Matson and Annie
Laurie Williams. Metro spokesman
emphasized that the new terms applied on contest books

and would

no sense be considered by Metro
a precedent in contracting for
other purchases. Agents' -held their
street in Beverly Hills for "Un- victory important, however, givingfaithful," where portion of story them something to shoot at in all
unfolded, and to downtown- Los buys hereafter,
Here are the major concessions:
Angeles to the exact spot mentioned
in

as

.

,

'

^

.

. ,

,

.

.liUcUle

Antonlii Toi'dlnl
Sister (ivace

Fenton

.....Joy BannlatSv

.......;RulU Moovo
Sister Chlcra....
' .WiMlain HarrlK.in
Television.. Metro to have tele- Father V,iJI
Ralph, Siinonc
For "The Lady from Shanghai,'.' vision rights by film and .living- The Peddler
Wm- Sharon
The-, Friaon Guard.
Columbia permitted Orson Welles to actors for exploitation of the picture Archbishop
«eorK« Kluge
take his troupe to Acapulco, Mexico, only, mother live video rights, re- SolOfia ...,i......,......I.'fiuretta Cainpeau
.Jane Dufriiyuc
for six weeks of on-the-spot camera main with the author, but he is re- Veronica
-Kint Kuirfer
The Bitker.
work. Iiater, Welles bundled his stricted from- 'usuig or selling .them ("otnnimee Chairman
Alma l>u Ban
.Richard GoOil
troupe up to San Francisco for for seven years. Metro has .option Dr. Riley,
Boris .MUo"
Landlord
another two "to three weeks, for to purchase complete video rights
same, purpose.
within the seven years at 25% of
made
to detail
been
has
Attemi>t
N. J. and Del.
This studio really wenj all-out total paid to award winner. In the life '^nd miracles of Mother
Others are Morton G. Thalhimer,
for authenticity in "To the Ends of event Metro doesn't exercise option, Frances Cabrini but the results are
Va. MPTA; Martin J. MuUin, Allied the- Earth," title of picture indicating
has right to meet any oiler by any- sketchy and the appeal limited for
'Theatres of New England; C, C.
Film is to
If no film commer^al screening's.
tO' what lengths studio was willing one else at any time.
Mundo, ITO of Ark.; R. R. Biechele, to go for its Sidney Buchman pro- is made during the seven years, the be sold through state-right distribuKansas-Miss. TA; Guthrie F. Crowe,
tion and was -produced oy Clyde Elduction. Camera units were dis- restriction is extended for another
Pathe studios in
Ky. TO, and Russell Hardwick, New patched to Shanghai, where Nazarro five years and option for five years, Ubtt at the
selling
for film
York,
Best
New
Officers also sit in
Mexico' TA.
remained for several months getting
lUtdto.
Metro to have rights to
reboard meets, They're Ted Gamble, background material, and to Cairo exploit picture via radio with live will come through tieups with
ligious groups for sponsorships, othboard
prexy; Fred Wehi'enberg,
and Beirut, where similar amount actors or transcriptions. If Metro erwise ^'Citizen Saint" has little to
chairman; Leonard H. Goldenson,
of time was spent by Seymour receives a fee, author gets half of attract ticket sales at the regular
first veepee; Herman M. Levy, genr
Friedman in filming similar footage net. All other radio rights remain boxoffice.
eral counsel; Morris Loewenstein, Still another camera crew boarded with the author with restriction upon
Picture opens and closes with clips
of
Mother
the canonization
of
.see'y; Charles P. Skouras, treas., and
a boat in New York, bound for Los use for two years fronl relea.se of
-Sam Pinanski and J. J. O.'Leary, Angeles, through the Panama Canal, picture or' four years from date of Cabrini by the Pope in Rome. In
between the Harold Orlob script, dichairmen of finance committee.
and shot thousands- of feet of film contract, whichever is earlier;
rected by Harold Young, works in
Theatre groups that have joined Ml route. Dick' Powell, star of pic-^
Dramatlxation. If a dramatization a few of the Sister's best miracles
but so far haven't designated ture, went to: Havana with the di- is written by a third party or par^' and manages general impression of
directors are: Albany Ejfcbange of rector for several weeks of action ties, the author shall contract for her devotion to the church and
of N. Y.; against
TOA; TO of Okla.;
Cuban backgrounds.
such dramatization only on basis sense of humor that carried her
of
trying times.
Exhibs' Assn. of Chicago;
Fly Camera Crews Out
whereby the dramatizer agrees to through
Carla Dare plays the title role and
the D. of C; Southeastern TOA; Col.
Studios which don't want to send accept a maximum of $15,000 for
ATOA; Calif. Tlieatres Assn.; Texas whole production units, including new, original and :.uniquei material does well by it. Best sequence is
in which she niiraculously reTO; Wyoffiirig ATA; Utah TO, and cast and director, to locations de- not contained in the- book. Metro that
calls Julie Hayden, as Sister DelNebraska TO.
sired, often fly camera units to these has an option to purchase this ma- fina, from death. Miss Hayden's experience gives a lift to the scene.
sites.
terial at not more than $l&,0(iO.
Universal-International
ordered
Sequels. Metro shall have option June Harri&on as the singer who resuch a unit \fi Algiers for back- on any sequels written by the au- gains; her voice through belief in
Mother Cabrini, sings "Saint Frances
ground material for "Casbah." Unit thor at a price to be mutally agreeid Cabrini,"
tune by Harold Orlob.
Continued from page 3
went on to Norway for scenes to be upon.. Author required to offer the femme group do "Ave Maris, Stella,'
book to Metro on terms and condi- by, Arthur A. Norris. Clark Williams
war inventory of $20,000,000. To used in "Song of Norway."
Along same channels, Metro sent tions offered by any other company' portrays a prisoner saved from exthose who ask what happened to the
big profits made by the company out a crew to Borne and Vienna for Metro on terms and conditions ecution by Mother Cabrini's interunit is film- offered by any other company. vention. Photography by Don Mai
during the lush war years, it should "Vespers in Vienna."
be sufficient to note that $30,000,000 ing stutf in Houston, Washington, There are no restrictions on Metro's kames and other credits g£§._pkay,

in plot.

'
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MPTO

MPTO

Balaban

A

A

already

down some 50%-65% from

MAJORS SUE PENN
THEATRES FOR %
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.

Brlftwood

>

and

production

Bep.ubllc

re1f}a»e,

.Siars

Ruth Warrick, Walter Brennan; l>ean
Charlotte Greenwood;
features' H. B. Warn*r,

Margaret

Owan.

Hamilton.

Running

30,

Ruth

.Hun«h
T)'r. Steve WpliKler
i
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.U'Miiy
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Alan Naplei
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..... ..tiuuM Ken

j-n 111

>

Mliei'fff
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.....Teddy Infuhr

.Sliyrtcr.

Rev. Mat'DouKHl
Perkins.
Blaine
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..lames Kirkwood

*
.

Ray Tei
K»-ke Holland

,
.
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Homespun

yarji

west" town

and

about a small far
its

were

surrealistic,

far

th«f average fllmgoer's approciation. Other two were acceptable
but not too highly-entertaining documentaries.
If the shorts have any value at all
for the commercial industry, it will
in .presenting some new camera
techniques or other production innovations. Majors, forced to produce
strictly for the commercial market,
have been unable to e:9eriment with
the film medium as an art forni and
have thus admittedly never had the
opportunity to do research on different methods of telling' a story, outside of such rare instances as the use
of the subjectivii camera in Metro's
"Lady in the Lake" last year, The

be

Cinema

;

16 shorts, through

with abstractions,
something to offer.

may

dealing
thus have

One

of the five screened, incidentally, has been banned by the New
York State Censor board as immoral
and the ban is now being appealed.
Titled "The Potted Psalm," the short
attempts t6 describe in surreali.stio
terms the "chaotic inner complexities
of our postwar society," Krotic quality of the- picture is obvious to even
the uncultured observer, with the
characters getting downright vulgar
in some cases. Censor board was
probably well justified in its ban. as
far as public showings are concerned.

Shorts preemed yesterday (Tuesday) at the Provincetown Playhouse
in Greenwich 'Village, N. Y. Intellectuals and art critics will probably
Stul.
go for them in a big way.

.TnK-

SS SIINH.

tlhie,

Susan

Irfulev

(3)

above

Jerome Oiimtn,

A rlliur Roberts; ape<*lal f'ffoclH, Mowni-fi yrid
'rlieodoro T.*ydecker. TradwBhinvn N. 5'., Ocl

,

Monday

Pressburger

.st-rf'enplay,
Hale;. cajniM-a. .Tohii

Richard

16,

few of them will have
any value whatsoever for the commercial theatrical market. Three out
of the five screened in New Yoi lt

Directed by Allan
Hiiry Loos
Alion: pditdr.

OriKinal

first

be offered by Cinema

Wood

Kntalle

KCr,

Exhib Objections

its previoifs level, the letter deSince the company netted
clares.
,$20,000,000 from overseas during 1946, Par's execs are. told that
they must appreciate the dent in
on "Green Dolphin Street."
8
proilts which the present decline 8
One factor generally overlooked
means. Balaban, moi'eovev, held out
is that
an exhibitor's business is
CHIZ generally off at least a week before
little hope of an early turning in
foreign events.
after he runs a film at an upped
and
Pittsburgh, Nov. 4.
'With declining domastic boxoflice
This familiar' battleground for scale. Thus, while an exhib tni^t
and increased expenses, percentage chiseling .suits has be- do top biz with the upped b.o.jfilm,
returns
Par's theatre wing execs have their come the site of another skirmish. the dip in his grosses preceding and
own problems to meet, company Eight majors last week filed separate following might negate the hypoed
Company's exhibition percentage fraud actions in the profits.
prexy said.
can't be ex- Federal district court against Maractivities, therefore,
New angle was brought into the
pected to take up the slack in dis- garet Moody, Charles W. and Don argument by an indie exhib who reLetter also G, Dickinson, operators of eight sented the statement of Goldwyn
trib revenue losses.
notes that many of Par's theatres theatres in the Keyfstone State:
last week that exlxibs shouldn't obare 50% held by outside interests
Theatres involved are the Bison, ject to tilted scales when tlie public
and that profits must be divided Plaza and Strand in Brownsville; obviously is willing to pay for such
with the company's partners.
Menlo ill Charleroi; American in picture.s. To strengthen his stand
Letter again stresses Balaban's Vestaburg;
Grand and Frederick the exhib declared he'd played
o£t-declared principle that pix re- in Frederiokstown; and Nemacolin in "Duel" at uppod prices and done
quire a two-year period between Nemacolin.
In all
in.stances,
de- near-capacity biz, couccding that
preparation for production andoom- fendants are charged with malting he'd received few complaints, from
J
plete amortisation. Hence, the let- and submitting false statements on his customers. Despite the fact that
economies
efter notes, production
admission receipts on the ma.iors' he'd run good pictures both the
fective now won't help the company pix. Recoupment of sums allegedly weeks before and atter, though, his
to meet its obli?ptiotts for several lost plus punilive daiTtageS are de- gross WB.s off nearly 40% from ave-rmanded.
age during those times.
years.

some

Brotr.

Detroit and' other cities for "State having a sequel written, but must
of the Union." Paramount also is pay the author $10,000 for each one
sending out a unit on transcontinental trek for "Hazard" and Eagle
Lion for "Corkscrew Alley." Early
in year, David O. Selznick had unit
in England for "The Paradine Case."
Continued from pugc 5
20th-Fox recently did similar camera
minds was the fact that still ahead
work in Italy for "The Dark Wood," are United Artists' "Arch of Tri.
as well as in New York and Chicago,
umph" and 20th's "Castile." Like
and Edward Small has his own unit
wise RKO's "Mourning Becomes
in Italy for "The Life of Rudolph
Eleotrai" although this -super-long
Valentino." Small currently has an
epic is being distributed on a true
entire company of players in Rome
two-a-day roadshow basis. Metro,
for "Cagliostro."
bowing to the exhibs' howls, has already killed its idea of upped prices

to

films, indicates

RKO

TOA

B.O.

Five shorts constituting the

program

recently-formed non-.prQfit .organization designed to present outstanding
16m documentary or experimental

.

of those profits went into the tremendous increase in the value of
pix on inventory.
These costly films, the letter
stated, will be released during the
coming year. It's essential, tlierefore, to Cut operating expenditures
Inasmuch as the company is facing
terrj^c amorfizatiofi schedule on its
expensive product.
Paramount's foreign business is

1947

Navenil>ei>

fight

:against

spotted fever

is backed up by fine
performances of five stars and strong
production. Fact that Walter Brennan, Ruth Warrick, Dean Jagger,

Charlotte Greenwood and Natalie
Wood provide .solid marquee decoration should bring "Driftwood" nice
boxoffice despite lack-histre title.
Diminutive Miss Wood is the young.ster who won attention as the little
refugee in "Tomorrow Is Forever,"
"Ghost and Mrs. Muir" and "Miracle
on 34th Street."
Story centers about Miss Wood as
the orphan girl who's left alone' in
a desert town when her grandfather
dies.
.He was the minister In the
glio.st town, and the precocious mi.ss'
knowledge of the Bible leads her to
constantly quote passages from it.
Adopted Informally by a young

Continued from page S
viding the only threat to a monopoly by Rank.
Because of th.e location advantafics
of San Francisco, Pressburger c.-itim&ted he could save considerable
coin on "Admiral's" $1,500,000 budg'et. If the dollar credits can't be arranged, he said, sets wiU be built in
London. Picture starts shootinE at
the end of April.
Unless he can get tlie Legion to
relent, the Archers will be uniible to
come out on the $1,200,000 production
cost
Pressburger
of
"Narcissus,"
said, despite good business in Efngland.' Ihe changed ending, he explained, has not been reshot^ but was:
footage already available.
Pressburger said that the "N.Trcissus" script and finished picture
had been okayed by the John.slon
;

office

and he was very

surpri,s(:'d

that that wasn't all that was necessary to get dates in the U. S. If. in
the future, Joe Breen, Production
Code Administrator, feels there Is
any possibility of trouble with the
Catholic Church, Pi'essbiu'ger .s;n(l,
he will submit the script to the
.

Legion.
British producer leaves New York
for Holly wood Sunday (9). He'U r*'.

main there a week and leave New
York for London Nov, 26.

Wednesciay, Novcrohei' 5) 1947

CHRISTMAS EVE" HAS
OPENED AT THE EARLE THEATRE,
PHILADELPHIA,TO THE BIGGEST

UA BUSINESS

AND

IS

IN

TWO

YEARS,

HOLDING OYER FOR A

SECOND SENSATIONAL WEEKl
Keep your eye on

this

UA

moneymaker opening immediately

.
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ROCHESTER
INDIANAPOLIS
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PHILADELPHIA

RICHMOND
WILMINGTON
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<

NEW HAVEN
SAN FRANCISCO

CANTON
DAYTON

lOS ANGELES

HARRISBURO
READING
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WASHINGTON

NORFOLK
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PICTURES

Rank s Yen

Wisdneftdayt

2d

for Dollars (dves U. S.

Col. Pic in Montii Into

Loew's B'way Siiowcase
Loew's

First Call

on His Film Projectors

SALES MEET ON IN

chief

Metro's

Capitol,

Saift

.

4.

Final conclave in Columbia Picoutside picture for the second time in
tures' current trio ol sales 'meets
a month. Columbia's "Swordsman"
St.
played two weeks at the Capitol, got under way at the Hotel
winding its run last Wednesday (29) Francis here today XTues.) with
night to let Metro's "Unfinished the company's general sales chief,
Dance" come in the following day. Abe Montague, presiding. Previous"Dance," too, will only play two
ly similar gatherings had been held
weeks, with Columbia, again getting
the nod for "Her Husband's Affairs" in New York and New Orleans.
which opens at the Cap Nov. 13. This Those' attending the present sessions
one Is expected to run longer, how-' include home office execs, top sales
ever, sinci^ Frank Sinatra will head- personnel and staffers from some 10
line the ^Sge show on that bill.
branches of the firm's western and
With the <percentt)ge ol.ociGUimncy midwestern divisions.
in hotels' down lar less than film
homeofflice
Montague,
Besides
grosses, most industry observers bedelegates include Bube Jacktcr, aslieve the boxoffice slump is due to
general sales manager; Mau-

4.

•

Britain's desperate struggle for
dollars is going to sparkplug an in-

vasion of the American market with
British film equipment. In the wake
of the successful entry of the latest
model projector of J» Arthur Bank!s
Gaumont-Kalee Co.; at the annual
convention last week of the Society
of Motion Picture Engineers, the
Treasury has indicated it will cancel
orders lor equipment in the sterling
area to speed exports to the IX.S, and
other dollar sectors.
That means, while <a backlog «rf
orders by British exhibs pile up with
home factories, the equipment wiU
be sent on preference to the U.S. to
compete with American articles.
G-K, moreover, satis&ed with Ameri-.

can interest in its 35m projector, will
open New York offices shortly to
push sales. It will be the first invasion of the American equipment
market in the history of the indus-

British Stymie
= Contiiwed from page 3

{

,

arrangement, it is expected that he
will be fully briefed on the matter
assert the British
^
government's position.

and better able to

'

Prexiftt' London Trip Off
Arrival of Eadie in the U. S., along
with a number ol other factors, has

resulted in cancellation of plans by
a.'group of film company prexies to
accompany Johnston to London lor

a top
it is

fling at

said,

any

Instead,
accord will be set in

a settlement

Washington.

exec committee, consisting of
Rank wants the new projector to company toppers, decided at a meetbe installed in many ol his British ing in Washington last Thursday (30)
theatres as quickly as, government to authorize Allport to begin nego-

okays are obtained.

Whether

he'll

tiations.

MP

cal.

Another

Cal. Indie

Sacramento, Nov. 4.
production-company,

Broadway's high admission prices:
Tourists, with less money to spend
today, are wary of laying out anywhere from $1.20 to $1.80 to see the
same picture that they can see back

Of

indie

American

execs.

Alexander King, another exhib-visscheme was
FuUer-Davis
itor.
.Outfit announced a program of
vaguer, with its major difference
four films, ^statfing with "fiasfalul
from the- ICmtf plan being that U, S.
Bandit" 'aiid:"'AnAnieel°tr<&m.¥6xas."
required to
be
majors would nof
guarantee playing time for British
Keays, director.

pix.
It

was

similar in the aspect,

how-

ever, that income from playing of
British pix in the 0. S. would be
used to offset English purchases ol
American films. In that way, majors
.

FIVC-STAR

tlC-4
fLAGStltFS

TO

MS ANGELPS
SAM PRANaSC#
Mexico CITY
•

CHICAGO
and many

other cities

Phone IMv«m*y«r 6-SOO0
17ell«fOffic«»'Mn«»rir)niR#*4tocMW(«'

AMfRKMI

AIRUm

dollars and the final third would be
frozen in England.
.

Nothing Definite
Fuller and Davis took nothing
more definite back with them than
what they brought over. There was

no agreement by the American industry with them on a plan. It was
felt by many observers that their
real reason for coming "unofficially"
was to find out ,how much the
American industry would go for, so
they -could irush back and brief
Also,
itadie- and other negotiators.
as 'exhibs, they were interested in
stirring up action toward a settle-

ment before product
stiprt in

England.

begin;^

to.

run

,

abouts ol the City's proposed new
theatre code as a puzzle to indus*
tryites.
The comish, presumably,
has been readying a revised book 61
regulations for

flickeries

'

lor

more

than a year and had made frequent

pronouncements

on

its

imminent

debut. His successor; Patrick Mee«
han, however, disclaimed any knowledg'e as to its existance, no less its
stage of preparation.

Fielding had announced previously
that he expected to hold open hear*
ings on the new code before asking
for its adoption by the City, He had
already circularized the Industry
wit> a proposed set of rules cover*
ing fihn- advertising. It would have

banned misleading
casts and contents,

New

*

statements

acting comish said he

on

knew

no such code.

Since he served
under Fielding as deputy lor the
latter's tenure ol office it's likely the
code was quietly shelved by FieldContinued from pace S
ing some time ago. Meehan declared
he would follow In Fielding's foot*
of the decree, dealing with clearsteps to "continue the wholesome
ance, and so are averse to leaving,
relationship between the department
themselves open to any fviture legal
and the exhibitors." He, like Field*
Coin being spent by one of the entanglements. Decree specifically ing, would "bend backwards" in bemajor distribs in local advertising states that whenever any clearance ing fair on disputes.
legal,
in cooperation with theatres has provision is attacked as not
Meehan for 20 years served in the
the disbeen cut' in half as a result of a sur- the "burden shall be upon
Police Dept. working With the Disvey made by the company's sales tributor to sustain the legality
trict Attorney's office on extradichief.
Statistical
study revealed thereof."
influencing tion matters. During the war, he
Still another reason
that slices of up to three-fourths ol
was civilian senior Investigating ofthe money spent locally could be distribs to cut clearances is the fact
that, while key city runs have suf- ficer under Mayor O'Dwyer, then a
eliminated with
'

Clearances

Distrik Cutting

Co-op

-

.

little visible

b.

effect

,0.

Survey was made

with the
reduce the
amount tlrey are spending in cooperative advertising.
Ellort is being made to get the exhib to shoulder a larger share. In the particular company .where the study was"
made, it was discovered that sharp
cuts occasionally forced the theatreman to put more coin into advertise
ing, but whether he did or didn't
there wasn't any evidence that less
local copy hurt business.
Method of making the survey was
to choose a picture on which there
had been sufficient playdates,- with
a normal amount 'of advertising, to
accurately gauge its strength. Then
another picture was selected which
went into rfele^se about 18 months
ago and which was equally strong
at the b. o. and otherwise: compar-

move by

i

50%

in line

all Uistribs to

.

here would.be encouraged 'to giv6
British product all j&ossiWe feme; be^
cause they'd, in effect, be keeping
the money the films made.
KingTs plan was that the U. S. industry should guarantee $16,000,000
a year in playing time for British
films, which would be approximately
one^third of English' expenditures on
Another third
Am€!rican itroduct^
would' be remitted to Uie V. S. in able to the new
'

Theatre Code

Benjamin Fielding Irom the New
York license department by way of
promotion as Welfare Commissioner
leaves the fate and even the where-

of

Compromise Plan
Pair came with a compromise plan
O'PonneQ-Keays Picture?, was into that
ecccpDtated here by Joseph O'Pon-' that was soinewhat similar
recently by Sir on the
nei], producer-writer, and Vernon proposed in the U. S.

New

New

Ankling recently by Commissioner

N. Y.

'

Another factor which influenced
be forced to wait is problemati.'
A's delay was the impending arIn Canada, the 60 new Odeon
houses now under cons&uctton will rival last week ol Walter H. Fuller,
president, and B. W. Davis, secretary
Install the model.
CineBritish
the
of
general,
Unit has a number of new gadgets
They
Kxhibitora Assn.
including an automatic fire-fighting matograph
England, Saturday (1),
•ystem built into the projector itself. returned to.
after a week of huddles in an "ofwith
capacity
unoflicial"
ficially
also

;

sistant
rice Grad, short subject sales manager; Jbouis Astor, circuit sales, exec;

Georie Josephs, Montague's assistant, and H. C, Kaufman, manager
of exchange operations. Field reps
for half.
were headed by Jerry Saf rori; v?estMPA home
Hotels, meanwhile, attribute their
and company pre'xies were occupied near-capacity biz currently to the ern division manager, and B. C.
Marcus, midwestern division manwith the House Un-American Activmass of conventions that have hit ager.
ities probe, which was then pending,
British ofier tO AeSOtiate, it has been
learned, wae «ctually received three
weeks ago, but no immediate steps
were taken inasmuch as the

MPA

try...

1

S, .1947

Fielding's Shift

Means Probable Demise

S.F.

Francisco, Nov.

Broadway showcase, has-booked an

'

London, Nov.

November

3D AND FINAL COLUMBIA Commr.

fered heavy boxoffice declines during the last several months, biz in
subsequent run houses and the
nabeS'has picked up. Majors feel it's
^till too early to determine. whether
that condition will hold. While it
exists, though, they don't want to
take a chance of losing out on any
heavy take in the nabes by withholding a picture from them too
long after it has completed its first
run.

While the. majors are wary of going after clearance reductions as a
body because of anti-trust regulations, they're also aware that they
can't cut clearance in any single
territory Individually, Metro is the
only company yet to attempt to
adjust clearances on its own. M-G

brig.-general.

Fielding

figured

in

protracted

with Howard Hughes and
United Artists on "The Outlaw*
which he sought to bar from Nev/

litigation

York bookings. He

also hit the news
when he shuttered the Miami, small
Sixth avenue theatre, for playing
allegedly "hot" films.

STOLTZ JOINS RANKS

OF INDIE PRODUCERS
Arnold Stoltz, for several months
assistant, to Harold Mirisch, Allied
Artists veepee, resigned this week to

become an indie film producer. As
his first venture he'll make "Man O'
veepee William F, Rodgers War," based on the career of perordered a complete analysis on all haps
the greatest racehorse in, Amer*
clearance
Situations
almost two ican turf history.
Rights to the
pie.
years ago and the company branch
story of the equine champion, who
Tabulation was made ol several and district managers wrapped up
died last week at the age of 30, were
hundred situations played by. the old their adjustment work in most teracquired last year by Stoltz from
film. In one columnrwas placed the ritories about' 18 months ago.
Samuel D. Hiddle, owner of the
distrib's expenditure on co-op adverFollow Zttli In Cleve
famed horse.
tising' in each situation and next to
According to Stoltz, picture will be
For the cither majors, however,
it the gross obtained.
For the new
color film budgeted at $1,300,000^
film, amount allotted each theatre it's usually been lound that as soon a
for advertidng was arbitrarily cut' as one ol them: attempts to reduce Title of "Man O' War," he revealed,
by 80% in some cases aAd 7!t% in clearance in one situation, the was registered with the Motion Picothers from the sum spent for the others will follow suit. Best exam- ture Assn.'s title registration bureau
earlier picture.
The gross return ple is probably Cleveland. Twen- last August by Arnold Stoltz Prowas then tabulated in the fourth tieth-Fox sales chiel Andy W. ductions. Film will be made entirely
Smith, Jr., announced two months in the east, partly on location at
'column.
Besults were completely mixed. ago a plan to cut clearance there to Saratoga and at Media, Pa., where
In some cases, grosses for the new 21 days between first and subse- a track exists that's said to be simipicture were lower than the first quent runs. While the company Is lar to '^racing ovals in use during
onci but in. a considerable number still having trouble convincing first- "Man O' War's" sprinting days.
Meanwhile Stoltz also has an inof cases they were higher. Overall run exhibs ol the wisdom in the
gross for the second picture, was move, it's notable that Columbia, terest in the Poche theatre. New
down about 15%, which the sales- Universal and Warners have subse- Orleans, which he's booking as well.
manager figured was just about the <»iently loUowed Smith's policy in House opened Sunday (2) with
average any picture is off from the the Cleveland area.
"Nicholas Nickleby," a British film.
boom period of 18 months ago. As
a result, he assumed that the budget
cut had virtually 'no effect.
sales

.

.

'

Company

is

now

spending, there-

about half of what it used to
on corop advertising. The 75% cuts
felt to be excessive, although
even in those cases the results were
inconclusive that the engagement
had been hurt. Salesmanager was
quick to point out, however, that
it's possible to carry a good thing
too far and each situation still needs
careful study rather than just a
whopping cut made at random.

fore,

were

Votia
,

on Pa. Sunday Pix

Philadelphia, Nov, 4.
The issue of Sunday pix in 47
Pennsylvania municipalities, including the state capital at Harrisburg,
Will be decided at the polls* today
(4) in special referenda- during the

general election.
Besides Harrisburg, other populous communities to decide the issue
are York, Altoona and Norristown,
a suburb of Philadelphia.. Five other
communities, which now have Sunday movies, will vote on the question of outlawing Sunday showings.
The towns are Ebensburg, Qsceola
Mills,
McDonald, Laceyville and
Blakely.

SCREENPUY
.... with tremendous suspense.

Title

and

story

lend themselves readily to exploitation of a sensationalized nature. Written to be produced on

an extremely modest budget. Small east
85 per-cent of backgrounds are exterior. Script
is ready for shooting.
This literary property can
be examtned-by reputable producers or agents
by addressing Box 18, Vortety, 154 West 46th
St.,

New

York T9; N. Y.

Wdhieaday, November 8, 1947
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tol,

St Loo Ha; l^rttar Yn^hm We^

Roy

Liitowel;

St, Catharines;

neto. Forest;

Roseflled, Westdale,
Summetvillc, B & F

Lou

Wm.

Hamilton;

Theatres, Toronto.

They

To Cut

St. Louis,

Nov.

4.

Louis and adjacent

Exhibs in St.
St Louis County are mulling a suggestion to shutter their 110 houses
during pre-Christmas week. At a

«

.

PhHIy Skowilowii Battle

AusterlaAe Joins Allied of XU.
by Herb Bu.%hman, salesman in the
Chicago,
northeast Missouri area.
Chopui. Lindy, and Star theatres,
Ted Tedesco has resigned from the all owned by E. R. Austerlade, joined
St. Louis .sales staff of Warner Bros, Allied Theatres of Illinoia recently.
to join United Artists in Memphis. Also joining ranks was the Cozy
He succeeds Ct. Hammer, who be-^ theatre. Sooth B<»d, Ind. Charles
comes branch manager for Film Lindau was elected a director of the

a
country
Barre.

of

Continued from pace 3

and Wilkes-

Soranton

Catbolie War Vets Also
Cardinal's condemnation of

the

two films was preceded by a resolution passed by the. Catholic Wat
Veterans

last

Friday

(31),

which

agreed that
considering the poor business they Classics in Memphis.
always do that week it jnight be
Johnny Walsh has been named
economical to close. It also woiuds manager of the St. Louis exchange
enable employees of the theatres TO for' Screen Guild productions,' sucenioy an additional vacation.
ceeding Andy Dietz.
disThe economy wave in the
The Palace is being-erected in Attributing field has hit St. Louis, lanta, 111., /or L. E. Deuterman.
jay Zimmerman, Metro offtce manNew 450-seater is being erected in
ager, has been dropped after 27 Sullivan, Mo., for Caesar Berutt and
years. Hermail Schwartz, Northern H. Wandel, who operate the Mera-!
Illinois -salesman for Ea^e Lion, and mec in the same town.
one of the office staff have been let
August Marchsei, head of Marchsei
Paramount has fired one city Bros., will erect a new house in
out.
Salesman. Metro salesmen have been Lockport,. !!!., where it operates the
lecalled from the road and selling k 320r-seat Roxy.
telephone.
by
being done
Harry and T. H>. Stewart have sold
Andy Dietz, veteran midwest ex- the Lamar, 400-seater itt Hayworth,
hibitor, formed Cooperative, Thea- 111., to Chicago interests.
tres, Inc., to book houses in suburban

similarly condemned them. Organizatk>n baa, been picketing the two
theatres since that time but >busiRose ness in both has been exceptionally
Sy Jacobson rejoins Manta
circuit as short subjects buyer."Amber" has been passed
good.
Hearst's Herald • American has with a clean bill by* the usually
in
nixed all stiUs of Charlie Chaplin
censor

areas and buy theatre equipment,
accessories and supplies.
The recently organized Affton
(Mo.) Theatre Corp. will erect a
l.eoo^seater in Affton, a St. Louis
suburb. It wiU cost $50,000. Fred
•Wchrenberg will also build a 800seater in the vicinity of the new
house.
,
Delbert Wagner has lighted his
new 450-seat Ritz in Crossvillc, 111,
He also operates the Nox in Eldorado, HI.
^

Land

meeting

last

week

it,.was

:

,

'

.

The Warsaw, new '500-seater in
Warsaw, 111:, has 'been opened by

Justus Garard. It replaces his 300seat Royal.
circuit,
Bros,
The o. Kerasotes
fipringeld. 111., will reopen the Sen^
ata, Springfield, which has been increased from 800 to 1 ,200 seats.
•

Harry Lamont Builds Drive-In'
Albany,
Harry Lament, operator^ of drivein* theatres at Middletown, Leeds
and Lake George, N. Y., is building
a fourth at Mayfield, N. Y., in the
triangle
formed by Amsterdam,
It is
Gloversville and Johnstown.
scheduled to open in May.
Lament's associates will be GersAd
Schwartz and attdrney -Lotiis Sumber, of Albany.
SchinS Circuit, Inc., of Glovers.

-

ville, is fighting the-

15%

organization,

&

Pennsylvania .state
Board also gave the nod to
"Outlaw" only three weeks ago, after
holding it back moire th^ Ave years.
Cardinal's ulthnatum wis sent in a

tough
connection with "Monsieur verdoux"
board.
showing at the Grand.

.

Pittsburgh.

Shapiro "Finematt circuit
Indie
here has been dissolved and two
partners, Mike Shapiro and Archie^
Fineman, will continue in business
as individual exhibs, the former in

Hazelwood and the^Iattcr at
cal McKee
partners, however,

theatre.

th*' -lo-

&

Schine theatres. The Public
Commission allov^ed the
Siervice
hew rates, effective May 1.
PSC .auditors are currency check->
figures subing Smith
mitted ta the' Commission to Justii^

.

FWC
Crest

houses in that

circuit.

Manager

is

Al Dumont, who moves over from
the

Roxy

at Pacific

& How^

Beach.

Osear Switch

'RKO's Montreal exchange, succeed-^
W, H. Cook,
Also held up are Metro's "Cass
Clarence Kaimaiin, of the Kaimann ing H. H. McAtthw. Hie was forsalesman in Montreal Timberlane," "If Winter "Gomes,
Bras, circuit and v.p. of MPTOA of merly
"Summer Holiday" and "The High
Eastern Missouri
and Southern territory.
«
Wall"; Paramount's "The Emperor's
Illinois, was elected to represent the
Ontorlo MFTA Elects Directors
St. Louis zone as a national director
Waltz," "Dream Girl" and Hal Wallis'
Toronto.
«1 'the ^Theatre O wners of America.
"So Evil, My Love"; RKO's "Mourn
site lor a new $100,060 drive-in
At the annual meeting of the ing Becomes Electra," "I Remember
near Rockford,' 111., has been pur- Motion Picture Theatres Assn. of Mama," Samuel Goldwyn's "The
chased by interests representing Ontario, with 325 members repreProducMannie Schermeri
senting the chains -and 85% of the Bishop's Wife/' Rainbow
.Bob HoUiday, Warner booker in independent houses in the province, tions' "Good Sam" and Lasky-MacSt. Louisi has been transferred to the following were elected to the Ewen's "The Miracle of the Bells";
1947*48 directorate:
Dallas, Tex.
20th-Fox's "Captain from Castile,"
Morris Stein, Famous Flayers drentleman's
Ellis N. Shafton has replaced. Ames
Agreement,"
"The
Leonard on the St. Louis Film Claa- Canadian;;Clare Appel, Odeon Thea- Snake Pit," "Daisy Kenyon," "Green
eics sales staff. Leonard is now St. tres of Canada; Nat A. Taylor, 20th- Grass
of Wyoming", and "Summer
Louis exchange- manager for 'Selz- Gentury Theatres; Herb Allen, Pre*
nickV
mier Operating Corp.; Ralph Dale, Lighting.''
Mxs, Rose Kearle has tesigned as National Theatres; Sam Fine,,
& F List continues with llniversal-Inoffice manager for Columbia Pic- Theatres; Jack'Hunter, Biata-<.Queens- temational's VMortal Coils," Diana
tores in St, LrOuis bnd tieei) replaced Empire; Ebmilton; Dick'Idaini Capi-^ Productions' "Secret Beyond the
Door," J^Tunnally Johnson's "The
Senator Was Indiscreet," Kanin Profcy

RKO

.

A

-

<

would pass it, got additional nev/a
archdiocese of Philadelphia, breaks w|ien a business house filed
which comprises Philadelphia and an injunction enjoining the Paramount theatre to l)reak up the long
surrounding counties.
"This meati«.fhat unless ^yoti with- queues obstructing his jewelry firm.
draw this picture within 4Ul -tamirs, First time it's happened here.
The s^ore, located on Washington
I shall dfarect all Catholics to boycott your theatre for one year. Iliis street next door to the Paramount,
boycott will be ordered against any seelK damages'. The quadruple lines,
other theatre that dares exhibit this forming before the theatre opened,
picture. Trusting by now that you extended for a block on Washinghave realized the indecencies of this ton, then up. a .block on Avery
picture and its danger: to the morals street, and remained, about the same
of the Americtm people and tliat you size for, two days. Film, despite
will spare me the unpleasant duty by being rilled off Boston screens on
withdrawing this picture within the Sunday, is setting house records at
both the Paramount and the upaforementioned time
Although this is the first time that town Fenway houses Censors
Cardinal Dougherty has threatened passed it after ellmmating two
nii^e

such a boycott, he took similar seri- scenes.
ous action against the film industry
in his archdiocese nine years ago. At
IN
that time, he ordered all Catholics to
"abstain" from going to any picture
for a period of 60 ds^, attributing
his decision then to ^hat he conHollywood, Nov. .4.
sidered the general unpleasant tenor
Group of 45 film studio workers
of pictured then be-:ng released. With filed an action with the National
no comeback possible from the in- Labor Relations Board in the hope
dustry, biz fell oil tremendously of ending the jurisdictional struggle
during that period.
under provisions of the Taft-Hartley
law. This, is- understood to be the
first national test of the new statute.
Cancellations' -

B

New

:

'

Sail Diego.
748-seater, re-

a

theatre,

Sues to Break Up <Iueues
..Boston, Nov. 4.
"Forever Amber," getting a terplay in the press as a result of
Archisishop Cushing's admonition to
Catholics to boycott the film as well
asth e
^re-openii^ uncertainty
whether the local board, of censors
rific

the

Opens Crest

Tony Tedesco has taken over the
for
territory
Missouri
{Southern
succeeding D. J.
Bros.,
Edele, now St. Louis ejcchange man- the increase requested.
Continued from page S ;
ager for Film Classics.
Cohen's. Montreal Berth
of Triumph," and Republic's "MacThe new Rio, the only motion picHarry Cohen upped to tl^e post of beth" and "The Red Pony."
ture theatre in Churdan, la., lighted

Warner

that it is totally objectionable

Both
in the Shafin for both chUdren and adtdts.
the clags and laiety of this archFineman combine- re- diocese, numbering 1,000,000 people,
cently sold .the Paramount in Brad- are so provoked at th« exhibition of
dock to Robert Leiber, who had the pictutifr despite the condemnamanaged the house a long time for tion, that it is my duty to inform
them, and prior, to that had:disposed you in this instance that the prinof Temple theatre and the Regent ciples of the Legion of Decency
*
Square,
will be strictly enforced throughout
-

modeled into the de luxe class,, was
opened here by Fox West Coasts
Howell making a total of 11 San Diego

the

theatre operators^

you no doubt know,

'Forever Amb«* (or 'Outlaw') has
been condemned by the Legion of
Decency under, s 'C rating, which,

Tbey remain means

increase in

rates granted to Smith
Film Service, Inc., which transports
film to and from the exchanges and

letter to the
It said: "As

Schwartzlander agreed not -to show
on the advice of the Auburn
it
mayor.
I.«gion's "C" rating is being felt by
20th in other ways. With the picture doing -tremendous business in
all early dates, the company had
hoped to be able to bring it back fof
a quick re-play within 60 or 90 days
of its original opening in most situations.
Most exhibs, however,
while willing to play the picture
once, reportedly won't dare bring it
back through fear of Catholic reprisals.
For the same reason, exhibs in small situations have been
found, averse to giving the film any
holdover -Playing time^
IfeWspupers'in several small towns
have refused to take advertising
copy on •^Amber" and several radio
stations have turned down any men-tion of the film.

Co., operating real estate.

Shapiro

1947

•

will elect their executive this

week.

Provi^ Vacatk

Losses,

5,

Lincoln,

Miller,

Floyd RumfOrd, Ki-

mm

SEl^ NLRB AID

PIC STRIKE
,

'Some
Admitted on 'Amber*

Workers are represented by Mi^
chael I. Komaroff and Louis N.
Booking troubles for 20th-Fox's Wolf, labor relations counsellors.
Amber" continue to mush- Their action is a result of the failure
room in the wake of the Legion of of Rep. Carroll D^ Kearns and his
Decency's total condemnation of the Congre'ssional subcommittee to set"Forever

ductions' "A Double Life," Mark picture. In addition to police ban- tle the dispute.
HeUinger'S
"The
Naked
City," nings in several New England localFilm studio carpenters, numberGeorge Marshall r Walter Wanger's ities, several exhibito;rs have re- ing more than 1,800, voted to con"Tap Roots" and Rampart's "Letter portedly cancelled "Amber" play- tinue picket lines in their fight with
from an.- TJnknown Woman"; War- dates through fear of ieopardUing the lATSE over set-erection juris-

York Theatres

ners' "Winter Meeting," "Christopher
Blake," "Johnny Belinda,'* .'To the
Victor" and "The Voice of the' Turtle"; Columbia's "To the Ends of the

the goodwill of their Catholic customers.

Andy W. Smith, Jr., 20th sales
chief,
admitted there had been
Lady from Shanghai" "some cancellations" but refused to
and "Sign of the Ram," and such say how many. Smith and his staif
top United Artists product as Bene- had secured more than 3,000 bookdict Bogeaus' '^A Miracle Can Hap*
ings for the film between now and
pen," Triangle's "Sleep, My Love"
the end of the year and were trainand Seymour Nebenzal's. "Atlantis." ing their sights on getting
at least
.

Earth," "The

diction.

week the painters
designers voted to let their
go back to • studio Jobs, if they

Earlier in the

and

'set

men

could get any.

Cinema Lodge 1185, International
Assn. of Machinists, has voted to respect the. carptenters' studio picket
lines.
Refusal to permit members
to return to studio jobs was apEidiibs Suffer
11,000 playdates
before "Amber", proximately two to one.
Academy move, while helping the goes into general release at straight'
Painters and set designers okayed
producer put his best foot forward, admission prices next August,
individual
the baick-to-work for
can't be described as exactly helpful
Boston, paradoxically, is playing members last week, although both
to exhibitors, inasmuch as postpone- "Amber" but only six days a week.
locals will continue to support the
ment ol national release dates will Mayor John B. Hynes last week carpenters in the Jurisdictional batpush showings! of a lot of big pix overruled a protest by the city
tle over set erection.
back from the heavily patronized council, passing the film for all but
winter months to spring and sum- Sunday showings.
•
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3THE MOVIES'

mPBISON

Picture
civic

was banned

officials

in

entirely

Providence

Quebec and Catholic
Columbus, Akron and

by
and

dignitaries in
St.

Louis gave

orders to their parishioners
that they could not see the picture
with a "safe conscience." That admonition was originally laid: down'
by Francis Cardinal Spellman last
week in New Vorki
In Rochester, N. Y., "Amber" resulted in the greatest fight staged
against a film in the city's history.
It had been shown under a court
show-cause order, after a judge
ruled a city nix on the film null and
void because the state law, which
tributors,
There are strong indications that had passed the picture, takes preceParamount city manager
producers prevailed on the Academy dence.
to make the change, although Acad- James H. EsheUnan then announced
emy announced it was doing so her the "Amber" showing would end
cause it wahts to allow its entire yesterday (Tuesday), despite record
RADIO CITY MUSIC HAUL
membership and accredited news-^ biz which merited a holdover week,
Rackefeller CEntor
Political pressure revolving around
paper correspondents, as well as the
Zociiary
'Speneer
LoM
Election Day yesterday also interTRACY • TURNER • SCOTT public, to witness the Awards pres- fered
with
"Amber" showings.
sentation. That meant switching to
the Hollywood Bowl; in turn, it Schine zone manager in Geneva,
meant the time had to be changed, N. Y., agreed to "delay" the film on
SPEaACUUR ffAGE PRESENTATION t inasmuch as it gets awfully cold at a request from the mayor and Auburn, N. Y., zone manager Joseph
night in the Bowl in March.

/.reettmeotoK

\m\m

.

It's a bitter piU especially for local
exhibs, who've been jacking up their
terms this year, anticipating conditions similar to last year's, when
Goldwyn and Selznick, to name only
two, were falling all over themselves
to get showcases for their "The Best
Years of Our Lives" and "Duel in
the Sun." Selznick finally had to
make a deal with Metro for the
Egyptian, and Goldwyn took the outlying Beverly theatre. And RKO's
fraiitic reshuffling of scheilules in
order to get "It's a Wonderful Life"
in under the wire was j<ist one sample of what went on with the dis-

-

strict

.

'
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DAYS OVER
Qiances of Survival

Washington, Nov.

A

Extent to which present high business, levels are' maintained,
"Longrun tendency of overall advertising volume to increase.
8i Prospects for an Increased radio audience .(through doubling in
number of stations; sale of new sets; and development of specialty

programming designed to pick up new radio listeners).
4. Odds favoring' radio in con\petition with other ad^rertising media
(newsprint shortages; large amount of radio time available as result'
of the doubling of stiitions; lack of a local newspaper In many new

sible sales to'pix and television companies.
and if it reaches the

When

negotiations stage, the Radio Writers
Guild will be involved.
Occasionally in the past, of course,
there have been individual sales of
radio scripts to pic companies negotiated either by the authors, stations
or -networks, but this iqarks the first
time that a network has concentrated
on the complete sifting of its properties designed to
Into other media.

time

some method was found to
oh putting the more valu-

capitalize

.

able properties to secondary use
rather .than allow them to languish
in the storerooms.

Mrs. Buchman
i

is

engaged In an

"executive office" assignment.

first

eight out of the

JWT

stable, it's strictly one of those
agency "dream" billings.

WSYR

Wiider's

SljaOOO

channel scripts

It's long been the feeling at CBS
(as for that matter, with the other
networks), :that having
plunked
down so much coin through the
years for original scriptSj it's high

8.

Sale

Syracuse, Nov.

4.

$1,200,000.

Purchase includes

all facilities

New

assets of Central
casting Corp., which
in 1932.

-At
Least in Coppers;' Eyes

tire

WSYR

staff

nals from one or more new stations
in other communities become available to their listeners; or (2) their
service areas may be. narrowed
through interference from the new
stations.
The next luckiest group
are the 403 new stations which are
setting up shop in radio-less towns
where their only competition will be
the local new.spapers or out-of-town
papers and stations. Of this group,
FCC says they are "in 'a rather
favorable
competitive
position."
Their future depends on their ability
to attract new listeners and on the
level of economic activity in their

communities.
The new stations,
however, may run into financial
difficulties if these small communities return to anything like their
status.

also

.Col. Wilder. Latter is
president of Stations WTRY,
;

Troy,
and WELI, New Haven,
neither of which is involved in the
deal.

Philadelphia, Nov. 4.
Purchase will immediately be
Philadelphia radio reporters at submitted to FCC for approval. In
long; last are receiving courteous addition to Syracuse daUies,^ Newrecognition from police authorities house is publisher of the Newark
as legitimate newsmen.
(N. JO Star-Ledger and a string of
This was pointed up Wednesday Staten. Island-Long Islaiid papers.

Hartford, Nov,
last

Sunday

4.

(Oct.

26) raised its voice for the first time

on its nightly signoff, promoting
the programs of Hartford's fom
other stations.
Station, a daytime
affair, tells Jts last minute listeners
of 'one good program on each local
station, designating both time and
Naturally programs prostation.
moted are available only when
is,

WCCC

Adds

iit

period.

lights

one of the most drastic over- "Suspense."

Show

recent annals.

out

is-

'of

WllUam

2.

haulings in agency programming in

S.

Paley,

CBS

hoss

man, is reported unhappy over tha'
Borden musical (Mark Warnow),

the

Blow production nUU and represents the

sixth casualty

in

whlch^. despite its choice middIe-of»
almost the-evening slottins at 9, is low

show on the Hooper

tallies.
Besnli
that CBS is reported serving no«
on Kenyon & Eckhardt, agency
on the account, to^et busy or else.
scheduled demise CBS is pitching up its own "Sweeney'
& Maroh" eomedy show as a possible
cancella-

rapid succession, with four of the

stemming from

cancellations

retrenchment.

"Big

(NBC

Break's"

is

client

tice

hasn't received the

tion yet but is anttcipating

—

replacement,,

It)

is

3.
Xhe 8i30-9 period, currently
occupied by General Foods' "Thin,
definitely be replaced by
Danny "Chomas program. Touuk
& Bubicsm, aeeney on the OF secount, has completed negotiations for
the comedian as "Thin Man" repIaoe«
ment, and new show bows in Jan. 2.
4.
Coming: up the rear at
Frt<^
day nicM Will be the new Pinali
Shore-Harry James show as replace*
ment. for Philip Morris' "It Pays t*
Be Ignorant."
Reshuffle in the let's-get-toughand-down-to-the-business-of -biggerratings setup is one of the most
drastic in months,- with impression
prevailing that with the 'Fannie
'

:

cued to the

two-fold

Adams Hat

Man," will

plight of losing out businesswise on

the

the fall season because of the un-

seasonable weather, plus the heavy
financial load involved in carrying

a

$10,000-a~Week

package,

repre-

vestment over a year's spread.
Blow "casualty" list included
"Screen Guild Players," which Lady
Esther dropped-and which Wm. Esty
agency subsequently picked up on
behalf of

Camel

cigarets; "Suspense,"

.

-

M

-

senting a $1,000,000 time-talent in-

.

which Roma Wine has dropped in a
budget reshuffle, concentrating coin Brice-Danny Thomas-Ozzie and Har->
Shore parlay, plus a
in other media, and "Crime Doctor," riet-Dinah
cancelled out by Philip Morris. In stronger Borden entrant, CBS can't
addition, two other Philip Morris miss in the Friday night sweepshowcases out of the Biow mill are stakes.
scheduled for axing, with "It Pays
to Be Ignorant" being replaced by
the new Dinah Shore-Harry James
Campaigning For
musical, and- Horace Heidt scheduled
to go in as replacement for Milton
NoY.
Election in N.Y.

AFRA

20

Berle.

-

<

WCCC

With the election of New York loboard members of the American
Federation of Radio Artists scheduled for Nov. 20, campaigning in the
union Is reaching fever pitch. Both
Independents and Artists Commltteais being operated by Max and Bill
factions have nanied slates of candi-.
Savitt, heading the Greater Hartford dates and one unaffiliated group is
Both, leaders in backing Minerva Pious, an incumBroadcasting Co.
affairs
of
the
city,
civic and business
bent of the local board, a member of
know about every trick of promo- the national board and, until the retion ever invented.
cent national convention and elec*
They started off 'their promotion tlon, a national vice-president.
campaign with a teaser campaign in
The Independents held a campaign
the local press. Followed this with
meeting last Wednesday night (29)
paid open letter in Courant and The
at the Capitol hotel, N. Y., with
Times asking for listener advice as
about 400 present, including Alan
Response was
to programming, etc.
Buncc and Irene Seasley, Actista
terrific, Next sent out several- thouCommittee leader^; IMiss Beasley
sand letters to listening audiences
spoke in defense of the AC, but
a.sking them to be the judges xA the
Bunco declined several invitations to
station's operation (termed a pretalk, 'explaining he was "not preview) before formal getaway on
pared." Clayton CoUyer, generally
Friday (Oct. 31).
Period between
regarded as AC head, did not attend
actual airing on Sunday and formal
the session, although he had ex.*
ethering on Friday was paralleled
pressed the intention of doing so.
by station execs to an out of town
Speakers representing the Indies
play opening, a chance to get bugs
out of the production and give a included Carl Eastman, Nelson Case^
smoother opening.
This too was Ted Osborn, Mary Jane Higbe, Ralpli
Camargo,
John Larkin and Ben
slick promotion as it included hun^
dreds of potential advertisers and Gcauer. Other speakeri^ not signers
their wives, with thousands of dol- of the Indie statement of policy or
(Continued on page 36)
lars of goodwill 'thus gained.
cal

.

'

is

.

off the air.

Net result is terrific word of
mouth reaction among localities and

corder interview with James Robert
Collins, escaped convict turned respected citizen, in the Buclcs County
prison as nearby Doylestown.
For years previously, radio newsmen l»ad received anyUiing but cordial treatment from police authorities, the usual treatment consisting
of brushoff technique and, in some
instances, even a physical roughing.
up. Now, apparently this is all
changed, jind police recognize the

Ann Giilis Back to NBC being promoted under one of the
Ann Glllis, who was at CBS for most terrific barrages of promotion
many years as newsman Bob Trout's campaigning ever Indulged in by

etherites. as legit.

and regarded

Preem Into Stunt of Year
WCCC, which

when WCAU coroctaentator
Charlie Shaw obtained a wire-re(29)

prized' .jiroperties

the tmde as one of the standout situation comedies on the air, is slated
for a switchover into a Friday o]g|it

work, but the client, It's known, has
long been anxious to bolster the
show's rikting with a stronger time
Scheduled bowout of the Adams seement. It may go into the Friday
Hat "Big Break" Sunday night show 9:30-U period belnp vacated by ^
& G.'s "FBI In IPeace In War." which
on NBC, when the second 13-week
moves into. th« Thursday «t. 9 Mme
cycle winds up in January, spot- beine exited by the. caneelled-ont;

Savitt Boys Parlay

Wilder acquired

changed under

In

Reaclnng Fever Pitch

and

that the enwill continue un-

chimed

Program Is currently nearA fai.the
Sunday evening: at 6 slot on the net-

:

pre-war

-

Here are the major developments
currently in negotiation, involving
multiple agency activity, reshuffles
and cancellations affecting billings
running into several million dollars:
1. International Silver "Ozzie «n4
Harriet" show, one of CBS' most

• Parker

ToKowCasuallies

However, they will still feel the
pinch of competition when (l).sigr

'York Broad-

Newhouse announced

ers

'Break' Exit

port is on the "conservative" side in
assaying competitive :odd.s,
For it
applies only to standard broadcasting and based on the bids on file as
of last Feb. 9, 1947, makes its prognostications on the basis of 2,250
stations on the air by year-end 1948.
Addition of some 1,000
and 100
television stations in the next 18
months will certainly not help the
economic outlook. And since FCC's
report went to press, .new
applicatidns swell the total of standard
broadcast stations expected next
year to some 2,400.
This figure presumes none of the
present bidders will- get cold feet.
To date, only 25 permittees and "one
license^ have turned in their
franchises.
The luckiest fellows
among the present crop of liroadcasters, as FCC sees it, ar« those 285
oper.^tors in 276 towns' in which no
new stations 'have been authorized,

Sale of Station WSYH, pioneer
tRie report points out that even if
Syracuse NBC outlet, to S. I. New- the experience of 1945 is applied to
the new single-station communities^
(Continued on page 38)

house, of Newarlc, N. J., principal
owner of the Syracuse HeraldJournal and Post Standard, was revealed last night (3) by Col. Harry
C. Wilder, owner, for a reported

Sunday

velop.

AM

Thus with every other show in

Kenny Delmaf

.

Allen, however,
with a nix.

AM

Standard Brands) is .No. 4;
Lux Radio Theatre (Lever Bros.)
is No. 5 and Al Jolson (Kraft)

NBC show

the web's Friday night roster of
shows. Come January and, on the
basis of the sweeping realignment
of schedule, the present hit-andmiss sequencing of 'shows will be
replaced by a solid parlay of programs second only to the network's
toprated Monday nigfat showcase;

the

;

utilize

FM

with

Alley on

Fennelly > Iklinerva Pious - Peter
Donald comedy parlay for a. neW
show the web wanted to der-

FCC

-

the

tenant

Fred AUen

more established

five or

Major reshuffle of commercial
programming in the still embryonic
broadcasting season is on tap at
CBS, with the spotlight thrown on

nights, but the idea practically
died a-borning.
CBS programming dept. put in
a bid to Allen for an okay to

stations,
lliere are 724 new licenses in these
communities—^ad"over-saturated"
mittedly in an unenviable spot so far
as competition is concerned.
As a matter of fact, the
re-

(also

the

who

.

by

Bob Hope); Charlie McCarthy

I

Bulwarked by

And P(X3 is particularly gloomy
about the chances of newcomers in
metropolitan districts already served

JWT's Hooper Jackpot

No.

(3)..

—

Fbr Pos^le FilmJele Use

is

here yesterday

AM

Mrs. Beatrice Buchman, the re-4cently divorced wife of Sidney Buchman, Columbia Pictures producer,
has been at work at CBS hdqs. in
J. Walter Thompson agency
l!Jew York engaged in some hushhas hit the Hooper jackpot this
It involves the trehu.sh activity.
month, grabbing a four-way promendous catalog of scripts owned
gramming parlay in the "Top 10
by the network and their po.ssible
category. ^
conversion into film and television
Fred Allen (Standard Brands)

CBS Is keeping the project under
complete wraps because the whole
idea is still in the exploratory stage,
With no exact Inkling as yet as to
just what Mrs. Buchman's reappraisal of the tremendous store of
scripts will yield in the way of" pos-

Friday Spodis^ted

Blinil Alley
CBS last week Came up with
an idea of building a half-hour
show around the four characters

brackets.

Script Backlog Getting O.O.'d

in the No. 1 spot (tied

FiA

Reshuffle,

commissioners

The study stops short of any dire
predictions not knowing what future business conditions may be-—
but leaves the unmistalcable impression that' licensees in some 287 "overexpanded" radio towns may be in
for a tough time.

shop around more for most effective medium).
4. Burden of high stations' sales prices, i.e., the necessity of servicing
capital investment in purchase of a station may "introduce an element
of inflexibility" into station operations.
5." Doubling of radio time for sale may result in rate cutting "with
depressive effects oh revenues: and income."
6. Tendency for station costs to rise as revenues fall off- and vice
versa, particularly where live programming is used on both commercial and sustaining shows.

is

FCC

'

ers, to

properties'.

blessing of five

pounds of statistics, the report makes
it clear that po£'s^ion of a radio
construction permit is no longer a
one-way ticket to the higher income

radio communities; advantages to national advertisers of the radio
rate structure and existence of national and regional networks;' increased availabilities of programs for local advertising sponsorship).
5. Ability of broadcasters to develop more Ihtensi'vely the local and
•
national spot advertisiftg market.
e. 'High profitability of established stations, indicating they can sustain, some diversion of business to new stations.
On the gloomy side, FCC lists tlje fallowing unfavorable factors:
1. Possibility of a recession at a time tvhen bulk of the new stations
are just getting started.
2, ''Fractionating" of the radio audience by dividijjg listeners particularly in communities where there are now several new stations.
(continued high-level
3; Sharper- competition from other media
business>activity will have greater impact on mag and newspaper
advertising fhan on radio; newspapers may develop more effective
sales methods; tendency of advertisers, particularly national advertis-

'

4.

bulky, 112-page report entitled.

"An Economic Study of Standard
Broadcasting," was released with the

'

2.

(ki Q.T.

New CBS Programming

Involved in

T

Industry:
1.

& Harriet, Bwd«^ Gol Foods

4.

K

'

Ozzie

LICENSEES IN

Washington, Nov.

FCC's study of the chances of survival ior Rome 21250 radio stations
expected on the air by year-end 1948 sounds a definite note of "cau^
does not, however, make any Cassatidra-Uke prophecies ol
tion."
bankruptcy for the less efficient broadcasters.
Here are the factors listed as favorable to the expanded broadcast

in radio trade in state.

Station

is

assistant, is set to repeat a tempo- and for a radio station.
Another outstanding stunt was gift
rary stiht She did for NBC in 1944
in handling network arrangements of $1,000 to local Community Chest
for coverage of the political party drive. This was In lieu of a grand
opening program for the etherer.
conventions.
NBC confirms that she will help Naturally, this too rated local acthe web set up its convention shows colade, from both press and citinext year, but hasn't said when shell zenry.
Statioh, Ota 1290kc and 59p watts,
take on the assignment.

VedwcBJayy, Novemher S, 1947

RABIO

History Repeatii^ Itsdf?

Frank Stanton's 'Mhr-Nmie' Stand

On BMB Puts Squeeze on Mutual
The Squeeze on Mutual to join the'*"
other three networks in re-subscribbig to' the Broadcast Measurement
Bureau was notched even tighter

.

to

Suit against the film majors was brought by the Government, which
charged the companies with a conspiracy tp monopolize the industry
#nd, in so doing, to withhold product from Independent theatres; to
-fix admission prices, and to set up a system of franchises among other
complaints. Government asked a change in sales policies and! com«
plete divorcement of all affiliated theatres with the producing-dis*
Iributfng companies that own and operate fhem.

CBS Is shifting news
(S) by CBS prexy Frank
Charles CoUingwood to Hollywood
6tanton with disclosure of the full
for assignment by Don Thornburgb,
,text of a letter he addressed to BMB,
web topper, on the Coast,
Sept. 29 to quiet "loose talk ...
Currently CoUingwoodj a returned
about -where CBS stands so far as
war correspondent for the web, Is
the next round of BMB is conhandling the 11-11:10 p.m. news
cerned." Giist of Stantoiv's position—
Mondays through Fridays.
which has been an open secret lor

staffer'

Monday

,

•

s&me time—is

that

going to be-^our

a

there's

BMB

"divided Industry."

,

either

networks or

TOP NEWS WOMAN

Agendes Squawk

,

LUCILLE HASTINGS

Heferring pointedly to Mutual's
holdout in favor of its own "UstenKLZ's women's news editor is the
ability" engineering measurements,
thvea-times winner of first place in
Stanton said in releasing his letter;
the National Press ''Women's conttest
for the best prepai-ed radio newa"If one of the four major netand
BMB,
works refuses to support
Ad agencies are kicking up an inKLZ, DENVER.
instead promotes a- competing plan
creasing storm, of protest against
for coverage measurement, the whole
contracts
for
musicians
cause of uniform radio measurement signing
which include a clause, recently
Is in serious trouble.
"Because we feel that substantial promulgated- by the American Feddivision within the industry would eration of Musicians and which all
be fatal, CBS has executed its BMB talent agencies have been ordered to
subscription contracts on the con- attach to contracts. This clause, in
dition that each of the other three gist, makes it- clear that the signee
major network shall also sign shall be able to breach the agreeBMB network subscription con- ment without notice in the event

On AFM

Anti-trust action brought against tho four major networks last week
to the anti-trust action now pending
ft Itrikinir r«Sefnblance
Against the maj^V gompanies iil th9 film business. For that reason it's
believed the course ,of the suit will follow along the same lines atr the
Aim suit, which wieans it might eventually wind up In the hands of the
Supreme Court for a final decision.

'bean

Clause

'

Its

Up

to

Coy

-

Whether He Wants

AFM

Suit against the radio nets follows the same general lines. Nets are
charged with a conspiracy to monopolize the broadcasting industry
and, in-so doing/ to withhold network shows from indie stations and
to fix price rates. WSAY, the station bringing suit, asked complete
divorcement of all owned-and-operated stations from the nets andl
similar changes in time sales procedure.
liecision in the film industry's anti-trust action was handed down
federal court, which later put through a decree. Case
was then appealed to the Supreme Court. Same, action may be expected, consequently, in the radio suit. Some radio legalites, moreover, believe that some of the points in the film anti-trust decree
may be duplicated by the radio decree.

by the N. Y.

Film dtecree, for example, attempted to set up a system of auction
bidding sales for each picture, .with the picture to go to the highest
bidder in competitive area. Nets, according to some observers, miglit
be forced to offer their shows to the highest bidding station in each
locality, taking into consideration, of course, the coverage of each
station and other factors of importance to sponsors. And, just as
the film majors ar^ forced to sell each picture individually, the radio
nets may be forced to sell each show individually. That would mean
that different lopal stations might carry different shows from each
net, instead of one station carrying the entire programming of a

orders its members to
the
single- network for its locality.
In his letter, Stanton said he" felt cease work. ...That in doing so a
that if Mutual holds out "BMB will leader or inusici^ns are not open to
go ahead with its plaps because it liability. iWece begins, "nothing in
WasUngton, Nov. 4.
will probably have enough money this agreement shall force a man to
President Truman yesterday (3)
and enough important stations to work. ..."
named Paul A. Walker as acting
float It without Mutual. But Mutual
While some agencies have agreed chairman .of ihe PCC to replace
Will go ahead with its plan too be- to the clause, the majority have not Charles B. Denny, Jr., resigned.
cause ,it has much to recommend and are refusing to sign contracts
Truman said he did not know
it to smaller affiliates, to non-net- into which it has been "asserted. At
when he would get around ^to namwork stations, to new stations re- the moment there is a sharp dispute ing
a permanent chairman to sucgardless of affiliation, and to sales- going on between NBC and the
ceed
Denny. Walker is an Oklahoma
men generally who will seize, upon union over .a package show sold the Democrat
and the.< commissioner
by the William Morris
It as a tool which makes a station network
with
most lenlorlty at FCC.
Exits
or network appear almost as good as agency. It seems that negotiations
for the unit went on and were comFrank Hobbs resigned last week
the. next one."
Stanton, however, apparently is pleted before the clause was ordered
from the radio dept. of General ArtWashington, Nov. 4.
alone in his all-or-none stand. NBC, affixed to all contracts, but that it
Wayne
Coy, manager of the Wash- ists Corp., leaving Danny Hollywood
was inserted, just before the contract ington Post radio stations WINX and ^s sole member of the radio dept.
'
(Continued on page 38)
went to, NSC for'lignature. Net's at- WINX-FM, has been definitely of" Hobb's plans are currently indefinite.
torney refused tq allow the papers
No successor to Hobbs is expected
fered the job of FCC Chairman, it
to be signed and returned them to
was learned here last week. Whether to be named until The mas Rockwell,
Morris.
^
he will accept the post is another GAC head, recovers from a flu atNets and ad agencies feel that the
tack.-."
*
clause leaves them wide open to loss
loss.
^^^^ financial t^^"^''^
of musicians without comeback in
Although Coy has been given
gets into a difthe event the
ficulty for even .the slightest reason right of first refusal on the job, situation
may
well
change by Jan.. .6
with any indie station in the counwhen President Truman expects to
Baltimore, Nov. 4.
try.
send an FCC nomination to Capitol
Hearings in Hearst radio applica'
Hill.
license
renewal
The
White
House killed re.'WBAL
for
tion
ports of any special-session appoint*
started here- yesterday (3)' before
ments, last Friday (31) with the disCommissioner Rosel H. Hyde, with Mutual Opens Shop Early
Washington, Nov. 4.
closure that President Truman would
Dempsey & :Koplowitz and tiittlepage
Strip fill no agency vacancies before the iA half-doZen announcers and disk
& Littlepage representing Hearst For Peter Paul
jockeys at local, daytime station
and legal reps Marcus Cohen and
(Continued On page 36)
Mutual for the first time will open
went on strike here last week
Leonard Marks, with Frank, Skean
protesting the station's "unfair labor
& vOppenheimer, representing Drew its lines at 8 a.m. instead of 9 a.m.,
practices" and refusal to negotiate
Pearson and Robert S.- Allen. John Mondays through Fridays, starting
CBS'
with the American Federation of
E. McCoy, of the FCC law division, next week in order to air a new
Radio Artists.
Owner and
iS' counsel for the Commission.
web news show sponsored by- Peter
Motion by William J. Dempsey,
DIY. commentator Richard Eaton denies
Hearst counsel for postponement in Paul, the Mounds candy maker. Deal
George Crandall, CBS preiss chief, the charge and in a public statement
(.Tues.)
yesterday
by Abe is effecting a major reshuffle within said .he offered to let the AFRA
order to investigate position pf set
formejr Assistant Secretary of -State Schechter, MBS veepee over news, his department aimed at hypoing board of directors prescribe any
Sumner Welles, revealed as stock- calls for the stanza to be carried at the operation's efficiency. Crandall method for cutting down staff. Eaton
holder in Pearson setup, was denied
claims, with reduced hours of operis setting up a Trade and Magazine
in all tiihe zones. Fifty-two
when testimony revealed Welles no 8 a.m.
ation ahead in the fall and winter
week order is 'for full-net coverage, Division, with Mike Foster desig- months,
longer interested. Hearing here was
he must cut staff.
but so far the show has been cleared nated as manager.
set by Corrimission to hear local wit
It is the first strike of the WashBerlyn Reuben, new. to the CBS
Agency is
on only 250 stations.
hesses on both sides but none apington AFRA local in seven years
press dept., Harry Peeney and Tom
Platt-Forbes.
peared at morning session. Indicaand the first walkout at a daytime
Stint will be done from N. Y. for Mahoney will be Foster's aides in
tions point to continuation of hearstation here. AFRA claims it had no
the eastern zone by Carl Caruso and the new setup.
ing in Washington hereafter.
wish to call a strike on a daytime
midwest by Robert
As previously announced, Ethel
Request by Dempsey for new from Chi for the
and has made haste slowly
Newsman to handle the Kirsner is resigning CBS press dept. station
hearing by entire Commission was Hurley.
in negotiating for contracts with the
is still to be to join the Margaret Ettinger pubdenied. Attempts to negate in record Coast airer from L. A.
revenue-poor
newcomers.
The
licity office in New York.
of present hearing the original Blue selected.
situation, however, aocordfng
Book charges against Hearst were
to- AFRA attorney Jessie Mesitte,
made by Dempsey. Commissioner
presented "unique" problems and
Hyde said hearing will examine
"outrageous anti-union conduct" by
Eaton.
(Continued on page 36)
Speeiflcally,
the union charged
that shortly after it filed a request
It's Bob Hope and Fred Allen tied up with a 23.2 rating for the No. 1
to negotiate, Eaton inquired into the
^'eii}€st (Oct. 30) Hooper talliss*
spot IV'
Of the new season's en^
AFRA affiliation of one of its an
trants, only Al Jolson and CBS' "My Friend Irma" have entrenched
(Continued on page 38)
themselves in fhe coveted Top 15 bracket For NBC it's practically a
Coca-Cola Eyes Europe
tracts."'

Top FCC Berth

Web Deny WSAY Price-Fix Charge;

-

•

Say All Prices Mutually Agreed On

.

.

.

Hobbs

GAC

'

;

P^iffson & Alb,

Hearst Duel

'

.

.

™f

Be^

AFM

D.CDiskJodkeys

>

.

'

-

.

',

.

.

In Strike Walkout

News

WOOK

'

FOSTER TO HEAD

WOL

-

TRADE,

MAG PRESS

Allegations of price-fixing brought
against the four major networks in

an

anti-trust suit filed in

federal

court

New York

week

last

were

promptly denied by the web chiefs,
with their argument based on the
claim that all prices are mutually
agreed upon by the network and
;

its

affiliated stations.

Suit was filed Friday (31) against
NBC, CBS, ABC and Mutual by

WSAY, Rochester, N.Y., indie. Station
P. Brown charged the
webs with conspiring to monopolize

owner Gordon

the broadcasting indastry and that,
under this "unlawful power;" they
excluded WSAY frofn access to the

national

advertising market. Suit
asked triple damages in excess of

an injunction against the
alleged boycott of
by the nets
and, what's probably most important, a canoellation of. the licenses
of the Webs' owned-and-opefated
$12,000,000,

WSAY

stations:

Station at present

is

receiving net-

work shows from both ABC and
Mutual but declares both webs had
attempted to close their contracts.
To prevent this, WSAY obtained a
temporary injunction restraining the
two webs from cutting it off any

shows

it's presently carrying until
the first court hearing. Bearings are
tentatively scheduled to tee off today

(Wed.).
Station

bases

its

claims

to

sue

under the federal anti~trust laws on
the allegation that the nets refused
to make shows available "unless the
networks retained the power to dictate the price at which the station
sold its time to advertisers." When
refused to kick through with

WSAY

(Continued on page 36)

WOOK

,

Top

15 and the Opposition

SoriatoD'ArcyAgcy.As

Dario Soria, assistant director at
is leaving net Friday (7)
to
join the D'Arcy agency, as production and administrative assistant to
Paul Lewis, head of agenicy's radio
dept. Agency handles the Coca-Cola
account; and is planning eventually

CBS,

They
to expand through Europe.
asked Soria in because of his radio
experience abroad.
Last February, for instance, Soria
went to Italy with some singing commercials recorded: here for Standard
Brands, which he put on the air
throughout Italy for Royal Baking.
The five one-minute spots weekly
had a tremendous response, in mail
etc. and came to attention of
D'Arcy exec travefing in Europe.
Soria has been with CBS five and
a half years, his last assignment be
ing "Opinion Please" which he's di-

rected the past five weeks.

reprise oflost season, represented
12 of tHe Top 15, with CBS' "Lux
Radio Theatre'! and "Xmut" and ASC^s Walter Winchell rounding out
the hni.

Only six oj the shows slotted in opposition
come through with a 10 or better rating.

to the

Top 15 mmaged

to

Scripters

Turn Thesps On

Tomedx

Writers' Show'

Package producer Prank Cooper

is

new show ideas on both
coasts this weekend.
Friday night
(7) a "Comedy Writers' Show," in
which scripters whip up their lines
before a mike, will get an agency
showcasing in Hollywood.
In the
cast will be writers Don Quinn, Milt
auditioning

TOP
Bob Hope

OPPOSITION

15

.

23.2

Fred Allen
Fibber & Molly
Charlie McCarthy
Lux Radio Theatre. . ...
Walter Winchell
Jack Benny ...... .....
Al Jolson

.

23.2
22.9

11.7

Crime Doctoi

22.1
22.0

11.1

Sam Spade

20.3
20.0
10.6
Amos 'ii' Andy
19.6
Red Skelton .....i...... 19.4
Phil Harris
18.0
Mr. D. A.
17.3
Allen
15,9
Burns

10.7 Dr.

I.

Q.

.

16.7
11.3
16.4
13.8

Josephsberg, Len Stern and Harry
Ruskin.
N. Y. audition is set Saturday (8)
for a comed/-gimmiek stanza called
"Oh, No," scripted by Will Click
man and directed by Herb Moss.
Cooper's also revampnig a comedy
starrer with Jackie Kelk.
ABC is
interested, ^but passed it up on the

18.0

basis of

i

11.1

Blondie ..............

10.0

Johns Manville News

Ms Friend irma
Truth Or Consequences..

}0.0

Famous. Jury .Trials

15.1
.

15.2

.

.

......

,

&

i.....

.....

its

initial tryout.

CHARGES NBC

SUIT

PENSION PLAN INVALID
Los'l^ngeles, Nov. 4.
Validity of NBCis pension plan is
the basis of a suit filed in Superior
Court by H. M. Farrar, discharged
employe of building maintenance
department. Action asks recovery of
$2,203 in accrued wages, $23,760
damages and loss of earnings based
on a life expectancy of 12 years.
Suit charges he' was discharged
when he reached the age of 65, contrary to the terms of his employ-?
ment.

WGN

in

Shubert Deal

For Operetta Airings
Chicago, Nov.

Henry Weber, musical

WGN,

4.

director of

Mutual's Chi outlet, has ne-

gotiated a special contract with J. J.
Shubert for broadcasts of "Katinka,"

"Rose

Marie,"

Prince,"

"Firefly,"

"Blossom

"Student
and

Time"

"Countess Maritza."
Operettas,
which haven't been
aired in several years, are skedded
for "Chicago Theatre of- the Air."

.

:
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THE WRITERS ADVANCE iW PACT iDS TO

H«v Balloting on

It has been fashionable in the past to speak of the radio writer
as a.neglected stepchild of the medium, but after Nov. 15, when
the new National Basic Agreement goes into operation, the
fashion should change. Freelancers now have a considerably

Swvey

Improved status; their contributions are' better protected, and
most of their major grievances of yesteryear are now corrected.'

National Basic Aj^eemeittt between
the Radio Wri^rs GuHd and the
four networks for a standing committee to interpret borderline appli-

ate implicit in the separation of different kinds of
rights and the networks' agreement to make separate payments
^ased on the degree and duration of control they wish to acquire
over scripts. The Radio Writers Guild after some 10 years in
existence now possesses for the first time a freelance scale of

Big

yloto;:ies

cations^ will, establish

This freelance contract seemed far away seven months ago,
at Radio City in the unfriendly atmosphere created by 14 months of abortive talks between the Guild
and the advertising agencies. Nor did it improve good feeling
that the networks, which resented the Guild's opening gambit of
first taking a strike vote, were -made the victims of practices in
the trade of which they were largely, and by Guild admission.
Innocent. The networks and the writers, however, eventually
overcame these emotional difficulties, and serious negotiating
ensued. Both sides came to realize how complicated was the

h Face of Spafi^ (gating Cost

those

adjustment before next

May

On

1,

or

NBC

after that' date, he indicated,
would allow six months' protection
for current advertisers, instead of a
yeari as at present.

CBS

recently announced a revised
discount system, effective with new
contracts starting In 1948, which will
In effect give the network a 10%
rate boost on evening time.

Mutual Swipes Army-Navy

sponsored
cast

Gillette-

of the razor

outfit's

other sports bankrolling, moved in
this week an(J inked a deal to . air
the A-N classic Nov. 29 from Mu.

nicipal Stadium, Philly.

Sportscasters who'll handle
play-toy-play and .color
will

Herman Gray

The NBC exec

also stated that al-

net costs to qualifying advertisers
for 1939-47 have decreased more
than 5%, and that maximum discounts, formerly 25%, are now 30%.
Despite increases of 28% (to 35,900,000) radio families and 46.7% (to
66,000,000) Sets in use during the
1039-47 period, the network's expenses
(excluding television
de;

'

velopment) have risen 33^6%, Tram-

mel

asserted.

AIM lOMAX GETS NIGHT SLOT
Mutual

is so happy with the response to Alan -Lomax's half -hour
Wediiesday noon stint as a foll&song
disk jockey that the stanza is to be

shifted into a night period.
Most likely spot is the 10:30

day

Mon-

segmenti^^

the

.

Charles

Ballots will be confidentally tallied by Arthur -Young & Co., cpa's,
and results ^made known to the
NAB. Letter: accompanying blank

Rabin was

ballots understates the. case' in saying "this p611 should influence tha

FCC Grants

Sqfit

.

5

started off.

NX FM

observers, to arouse

to the past.
staff contracts with

ABC

ABC, CBS. and

NBC

and freelance

casting

deals

four

coast-to-coast

ment

for

all

dom NOW!"
In tailing off Breen recommends
each NAB district to
candidates who'll "represent

a caucus

Sponsors Next
Just how much
may now have in

m

pick

the interests of stations rather than

(Continued on page

for re-

PM

(WJZ);

licenses to:

-SO)

WMCA; Unity

BroadGar-

RD6 Grqies Aired

(International Ladies'

Workers

Board of
and the

Union);

North

Jersey

(WPAT,

Paterson).

Broadcasting

.

As Pact Prehde

Co.

trouble the Guild
Total of 12 applications, including
extending its network basic agreement'to the adver- those of the N. Y. Daily News, N. Y.
tising agencies and sponsors remains Post (WLIB), the Deibs Memorial
to be noted.
Legally the webs are Fund (WBVD) and New Jersey
Chicago, Nov. 4.
committed only for programs pro- Radio, Inc., were denied.. It 'was beMerritt R. Schoenfeld, of Schoen- duced by tliem as sustainers or com- lieved almost certain that the News,
for one, wiU enter strong protest.
mercial packages.
feld, Huber & Green, Chi, is slated
Only unanimous decisions (new
In addition to the new minima,
for V.F. and general manager of
the virtual Guild shop (nine out of Commissioner Robert Jones did not
WJR, Detroit. Schoenfeld would re- 10 writers working for -a network participate in any, having h6ard
place Owen Uridge, who exited Oct. must be Guild members) and recog- none of the preceding arguments)
nition of
as bargaining agent< were for WJZ and WMCA. AU ex8, following disagreement with ownfor all radio writers, agreement also cept
vice-chairman
(now -acting
ership.
Schoenfeld Is a longtime covers question of rights.
chairm' n) Walker favored WPAT.
chum of Harry Wisraer, ABC sports
Deals for "single use right'', carry Jett and Webster dissented on the
director and guiding hand of WJR. with it some "incidental rights" such Unity vote. Hyde and retiring chairMove would leave Schoenfeld, as promotion, publicity, publication man Denny dissented in the MethoHuber & Green a one-man outfit, of .scripts in part restricted to com- dist Church decision. Jett and Hyde
since Mike Huber left recently to pany promotional publications, loan favored the News' application.
manage WGIL, Galesburg, 111. Lew of properly credited scripts to
Commission stated, with reference
Green, founder of the firm, formerly schools and colleges on a restricted to the Post and News turndowns, it
produced ABC's "Breakfast Club," classroom basis, etc. If the writer felt "all other things being equal,
when Schoenfeld was assistant to desires, the company may also pur- the public interest would be better
E. B. Borroff,. V.P, of ABCs central chase "exclusive rights'" in a given served by granting of non-uewspaper
(Continued on page 36)
applications.''
division.

For Top

-

Missions, Methodist Church;

^,

webs.

future of the industry."
Spade-work for the balloting was
done via a fiery 15-page pamphlet
written by Breen and widely circulated among broadcasters.
Breen
describes the recent NAB convention as "a well planned conspiracy"
and points an accudnii filler aj^
NBC and CBS. Be also traces the
network coloration of the cod6 subcommittee and urges indies .to
'strike that blow for radio's free-

The decisions, reached
were to grant New

consideration.
10 days ago,

York City

demands

WJR Job

RWG

.

Directors of major network ^ows
originating from New York got a
load of gripes off their chests in a
prolonged membership session of. the
N. Y. Chapter, Radio Plrectorg
Guild, Monday night (8) prelimin-

ary to RDG's opening of negotiations with the four webs for new
contracts. Present pacts, which the
would like to see continued for
another year, expire Jan. 1.
Ben Myers^ Chi attorney and national coimsel for RDG, is being retained by the N. Y. unit as legal adviser in the impending negotiations.
Plan is to sift thoroughly the sentiments t)f the membership before the
chapter council sits down to formulate policy. When latter has been
tentatively drafted, it wUl be submitted to the 'membership for final
okay, then serious negotiations can
nets

Losing HO time, the council ftxi
pected to tadde tbe.pojicy proposals
in a meeting last night .(Tues.).

Mminiuin Basic Tenns for Freelance Radio Writers as Negotiated by Four Networks
'

•

1

program

2

}.

Of

2.

Of

5 minutes or less. ; ,
10 minutes or less (but

.>

i

...

.

less

(but

more than

(but more than SO
minutes) ........>..
60 minutes or less (but more than 49
minutes ).,>>.....;.. ^ .•.....•».•. v.

Of 45 minutes or

0i

Of

7.

5

programs per

writer or writers.
Sust.
Comtra*

$160.00

$105.1)0

$180.00

Sust.
$120.00

Comm.

$135.00

$105.00

160.00

139.00

215.00

150.00

240.00

170.00

170.00

120.00

135.00

210.00

170.00

270.00

200.00

320.00

825X10

860.00

2B0.06

400.00

150.00

250.00

246.00"

890.00

810.00

490.00

360.00

5?«.00

400.00

640.00

225.00

360.00

360.00

870.00

445.00

710.00

B20.00

830.00

moo

920.00

4180.00

1,015.00

470.00

760.00'

585.00

930.00

675.00

1,080.00

U00.00

825.00

1,320.00

.

,

less

325.00

500i00
525.00
for use

on

serials,

750.00

broadcast as five 15-minute programs per week, for tha &v«

icri]

100.00

the abf>ve rates are subject to

20%

week by same

Comm.

115.00

350.00
Of over ^0 minutes.
For writing scripts acquired from same writer or -writers
All'

6 programs per

week by same

Sust.
$95.00

Comm.

140.00

^

'

$200.00

19

minutes)
I.

week by same
writer or writers.

Sust.
$80,00

90.00

75.00

Of 30 minutes or

4 programs per

week by same
writer or writers.

80.00

minutes)
4,

Comm.

$60.00

SO.OO

Of

3 programs per

writer or writers,

Comm.

Sust.
$65.00

more than 6 minutes)
.....<,...<.?..
15 minutes or less (but more than 10

8.

programs per

week by same

per
week.
Sust.
$35.00

discount where the wrltei* or writers have

a 13-week non-cancellable guaranteed

contract.

•

'

begin.

S'or writing scripts (except as provided below):
^

:

NAB?"

&

Freidin
J.

a candidate in yesterday's elections for ihe N. Y. Supreme
Court bench.

less

now has

postal rates, too— would
voluntarily a c c e p t regulation
and regimentation such as is
suggested for our industry by
cial

Former

Poletti is his partner in Poletti,

compared

conditions

RWG

—

'

Diamond, Rabin,
Mackay. Bernard

the direction of a Code and a
Code authority?"

"Do you think that the newspaper publishers
they enjoy
governmental privileges in spe-

'

on.

be run and accept the responsiV
bility for its operation V'ithout

~

first of

phonograph squabble.
New York Governor

A

tions for yes-or-no answers:
"Do you want to run your
station as you think it shoulidi

'

the year.
Diamond was a member of'
the board of Decca- Records and
attorney for the disk company
when he settled the first AFM-

It's understood that the incoming
the Guild president, Erik Barnouw, feels
be that he begins his tenure under ideal

Schoenfeld Slated

though the net withdrew 2.% of
volume discount In September, 1943,

who paid
who have

Chicago, Nov; 4.
Anti-code rebellion in the indi*
ranks is reaching an explosive point.
secret ballot sent out to broadcasters by Ralph Atlass, proxy of
WIND, Chicago, and Ed Breen, chiet
of KVFD; Ft Dodge, la., is expected
to give indies a loaded pistol, with
NAB delivering— or else.
The baUot, to be. in return mail
by Thursday (6) sets up two ques-

attorney, succeeding the late Joe

News, Post Nixed

Army-Navy gama broadall

this week retained
Diamond as the AFM

Padway, presumably, as prelude
to a public relations job which
is seen as the initial step toward
conciliation aimed at averting
an industry-wide strike after

.

from NBC. Web, which already

has about

of

relations.
Petrillo

Milton

.

In explaining the NBC decision to selected next weak.
modify its discount schedule, Trammel noted that the network had not
had a general station rate rise since
October, .1939, and that- NBC had introduced the full network discount
plan in Augtist, 1942^ granting a 10%
annual discount on top of all other
discounts.

—^lack

block

and not against
thse
paid or are paying
more, in the view of the Guild
Slots;
teader^p.
Latter Seems satisfied that they
have a good seven-year deal to start
with. Peter Lyon, retiring president
of the Guild,, gets a major share of
the kudos with Hoy Langham, the
WasUngton, Nov. 4.
new national secretary having been
FCC today (Tues.) made public a
in on all the negotiations, too. Sidney Fleischer officiated as Guild series of decisions peppered with
lawyer after the initial period when dissents and sure, in the opinion of

.

Mutual has swiped the

stumbling
proper public

chief

his

NBC

NBG

would be no general, network rate

and so

Only criticism of the agreement
at last week's mass meeting in New
York:wasvon the question of minima
(see chart).However,' these are
considered fairly good in the light
of fees paid in the past by such
script opei-ations as Air Features,
Thesaurus, World, Ziv, Himan
Brown, and others.
The minima
have to be considered in relation to

Indicates Rate 'Adjustmeid,'

served notice this week of
its intention of increasing rates for
network time, probably to become
effective next summer. In a letter to
sponsors and agencies; Niles Trammel, president) announced that there

sidered

York, Chicago and Hollywood. The
exceptions allowed under' the contract were important to manage^
ment, which feared any arrangement
that could be interpreted as giving
the Guild an absolute monopoly over
the source of supply for radip writing, ideas

:

-

what the industry has long con-

In addition to the standing committee, the Guild gets "almost" a
closed shop for freelancers in New

Name writers and writers of unusual skill will continue to be
over scale as they've always been. The rank and file of craftsmen meanwhile acquire new security and new prestige. It's all
part of radio's coming to greater artistic maturity.

Mouthpiece

From all indications James C,
Petrlllo has started to move into
the "goodwill" picture to offset

magazine and book officials. It may
well make the Radio Writers Guild
one of the strongest rather than the
weakest affiliated group within the
Authors League of America.

business of buying, leasing and protecting writing values. The
writers' claim that theirs was the basic value in any show and
accepted, but with the reservation that showmanship and showcasing were ccf-equal in the final practical result.

NBC

Petrillo'S

Agreement for an eighth man
standing committee (four from' the
Guild, four from webs), Is boiind
to
attract
much attention from

when bargaining began

NAB

As Rebdfion Spr^& ml^le Ranks

a wholly new

and in some ways revolutionary relationship between freelancers and
buyers, of literary material.

minimum payments*

^ hi^mm for

Fall

$260.00

\

445.00-

T10.00

^

NovemW

WednfftJay/

88

f

^

5,

1947

»»»»»»»»»»»» MM

Cajhand-Gowners Make Qears Ktch;

Fnm lb

»»4 f

tees

Pirodiiction

Danger To Wee-Watters Denied

;

Washington, Nov.

The FCC's "long-drawn-owt,

4.

least 20 of their

mean economic
powered

.

&

'

Church,

"Kiss Your Elbow,"
Writer Art Henley, guesting on WOR's "Barbara Welles" stanza Monday
(8), argued that all comedy is based on mathematics and talked in algebra
traffic manager, boosted
and geometry to prove it. .". "Vincent Pote,
to newly-created post of assistant to g.m. Charles Stark. . .WMGM, WHN's
FMer, returned to the air Thursday (30) using a new lO.OOOw' transmitter
Bill"....
Sylvia Cole, Joshua
....Richard Janaver new to "Just Plain
Shelley, Frank Dane. and_ Kenneth Lynch into the ^"Front Page Farrell"
prexy, interviewed on
cast. .'. .Emnifitt Lavery,"* Screw '"Writm
airer yesterday (Tues.).
Martha Deane's
Howard Smith, CBS orch leader, down for a piano recital in Town
.Mary Hull and Andrew Wiswell, Muzak e^tec,
Hall early next month.
back from honeymoon in Miami and Cuba... .Joseph H. McGillvra, radio
station rep, has opened-a southeastern offices— fl'fth for his setup^in Salisbury, N. G., with Clayton J. Cosse in charge. ... Dud Williamson, emcee
of Mutual's "What's 'the Name of That Song?", arriving today (Wed.)
from the Coast to set up future p.a.'s in theatres. Be here five daj^s.
James Monks into the Judge Beale role in "Young Dr. Malone"
Earle McGill, Radio Directors Guild prexy, postalled from Dublin that
the Abbey Theatre players this week start waxing dramats for world
Gail Borden, panel member of
syndication by Towers of London
Mutual's "Fishing and Hunting Club,'* interrupted a vacation hunting
can't
trip in Orange County, N. Y., to help fight a forest fire.... It
clear Shirer's Mutual show at 1 p.m. Sundays, starting ne^ft January, -he
may do" a live repeat just for the N. ,Y. outlet at 1:15 p.m.. .. .Louella
Parsons to do her next three Sunday ABC chats from Gotham.... John
W. "Vandercook and radio actress Iris Flynn took out a marriage license

•To

^islied for.

THE 4 KNIGHTS

also used the closipg
clays of the FCC hearing to punch
home their position on clear-channel,
CBS counsel Julius
operation.

Columbia
that
feels this is no time to make any
changes in our radio structure and
Brauner

testified

urged the Commission to weigh the
progress of- FM- in reaching a decision here.
•

Raymond

NBC's

Earlier,

Guy

^

(front row) John Wallace
and Oscar Broadway,
The 4 Knights transcribe for
Lang- Worth—-exclusively.

'

AltOrd,

In 30^0 Hike Bid

LANG-WORTH,

INC.,

WOR

INEW YORK

&

CBS unit «f the United Office
Professional Workers of America
(CIO) has come up with wage demands including an overalVpay increase of 30% or $12 a week; whichever is higher. The web, in hearings concluded lasjt Thursday (30)
before Attorney Sidney A. Wolff as
.

the "status quo " pro- arbitrator, countered with an offer
grant of superpower of a "general" 5% increase.' Wolff,
and the regionals' putsch to place whose decision as arbitrator will be
two 50kw outlets on the present binding, is expected to hand down
clear channels. ABC counsel ham- a decision within .the next two
mered at duplication- of present weeks. Both the web and union wil^

plugged

,

Readlnsr from left to right, The 4
Knights, who are enjoying the "fastest climb In show business," are
(back row) Clarence Dixon, ?!ngene:

Ati^Rebniled

The networks

'

for.

4 Webs in Sahite

,

To Ad Coundl Via

:

.

.

.

.

-

WOR

both

testing

WMCA

,

Wbite^ldlarites

broadcasters.
.

&

Memo

membership would by Evans Associstfes
Chicago,
suicide .for lesser- agency ftii the Christian, Reform

speed a decision, FCC has
oral .argument by all parties on Jan. 19. in Washington. The
full FCC bench will weigh a request
by the clear channel counsel Louis
Caldwell to permit arguments from
'the engineers as well as the lawyers
at the January session. Move is
strongly opposed by the regional

CITY ...

Belding; Norman Winter, assistant head ot
Irom Foote, Cone
xadiO) is interested in hearing audition platters ot any availablo 8hows-r->
with "any'' underlined.., .Bob Davis, WNBC'S publicity director, checks
out this weekend to head up the radio and tele departments of Carl Byoiv Associates, kls flagship job goes to Murry Harris, who has been han«
dling the station's "Salutes", to neighboring cities,.. .Mrs. Florence Walton
Dittrlch, mother Of Mrs. Mark Woods, wife of ABC's prexy, died last
Thursday (30) at Short Hills, N. J...,.N. W^Ayer now has two ;»diq
veepees, with appointment ot Jini Hanna to an exec post. , . .Henry Morgan
to wind up his H'wood stint and head for Gotham Dec. 10.;. ,AlIan Handley
has resigned as manager idt Teit and Jinx McCrary to finish his novel,

MBS

stations.

NEW YORK

IN

4'

clear

Church Hour Eack
channel radio hearings wound up
ihere last Friday (31) with a strong
Chicago, Nov. 4.
pitch from the college-owned sta"Back to God Jiour" will return
of
hours
r-ighttime
tion's to get
on 70 stations of Mutual as a half*
operation on the clear channels and hour hymn and sermon series Sunclears
the
by
disclaimer
« vigorous
days at 11 a.m., beginning Deq. 7.
that grant of 750 kw power to at
The 52-week contract was handled

.

y2-Hr. Drama Slow

The four networks are quietly
gave submit briefs on their positions this
prepping a salute to the Advertising
Channel week;
UOPWA, which has a 'two-year Council in the form of a half-hour
proposal.
contract with CBS expiring Dec. 1, transcribed dramatic show which
These were the other develop-- ld48, ^ercised an option to reopen will be distributed by the webs to
'

NBC

and

Wed.

last

CBS programs and

silent approval to the Clear

fJV

Broadcasting Service "superpower"
'

wage clauses

ments:
"1." Jointly represented by counsel
Max'cus Cohn, reps of nine educa-r
.

.

tional
daytime stations renewed
their plea for nighttime operation
on Clear channels. Spearheading
their campaign was Morris Novijc,
e:$ecutive secretary fo"r the National

for revision as of Dec.

Specifically; the union, represent-

ing

asfced;'in addition to

hike:
hiring

'

.

.

-

-

.

from FCC

to broadcast after sunset
loi the past five years. Siegel said
he wanted this service continued
permanent
basis."
"but on a
4. Over heavy opposition of the
regional 'stations'
counsel
Paul
Spearman, FCC accepted in the record rebuttal testimony of Victor
Sholis, CCBS director, claiming to
prove that grant of 750 kw power to
at least 20 stations was th\s one best
way to blanket the country and
would have no bad effect on earnings of the wee-watters and rc-gionals..

RADIO REPS PACT 50G

FOR SPOT PROMOTION

total of 1,000 affiliates. Plat-^

-.

about 750 employees of CBS.
the overall pay
an increase in all minimum
rates of $5 weekly or 10%,
whichever is higher; pay adjustment
at the end of the first six months to
be stepped up correspondingly; a
second step-up in pay after one
year; time and a half for all time in
excess of the regular work day; time
and'a half fox all-work on the sixth
and Seventh days of the week; inclusion in the contract of a "merit
gers asked .for after-sunset, opera-: increase", clause; and a 5% fund for
tlon: Michael Hanna, manager of equalization of "all inequities" in the
Cornell Uiiiv.-owned WHCU sharing unit.:'
Net's counter-offer of- a 5% "gentime on channel occupied by WWt,
New Orleans; John W. Dunn, eral increase" was explained by a
web spokesman as representing ap-^
. WNAD, Univ. of Oldahoma; R. B.
proximately
that' amount overall,
Keith
Tyler,
Hujl, WOI, Iowa State;
WOStr, Ohio State; Burton Paulu, the, proposed raises being more for
KUQM, Univ. of. Minnesota and employees in the lower "wage brackRobert Coleman, WKAR, Michigan ets than for those in the upper ones.
}..^
Web. also countered the 5% "equal-'
'State. ,
ization ifund" demand with offer of a
Sieeel's iVHYC Pitch
Seymour Siegel> manager of. city- small sum, representing about 1%,
outlined^
to be used "iov adjustment of any
«wned WNYC,' N. Y.,
,jughttim'e progrtmming of WNYC inequalities," the net- exec said.
•which has had special authorizations
UOPWA was represented in the
of Education Broadcasters,
which represents 65. college stations
In 24 states.
Novik asked FCC to consider requests of the nine school stations
share£ropping time on clear channels on a "case to case" basis and if»(>
sizable
interference
can be
proven to grant them nighttime.
the NAEB stand,
3. Bulwarking
the foUowitig daytime station mana-

Assn.

their

1 .of .this.,3(eaj5;,. ..Pact.stipM.lates, three,
ters will probably- go.- out -aec«m-.i
.'for: such' negotiation,' but
panied by requests from the net
the.union ..and net mutually agreed prexies to the stations to give the
on one, naming Wolff.
stanza the best possible airing.
-

>

arbitrators

hearings by Silvia Sheridan, fulltime union, rep; attorney Samuel
Sacher, and Chester F. X. Burger,
head of the CBS unit. Web was
.

repped by Howard li. Hausman, director of personnel relations, and

Henry Howard

of the legal

staff.

FCC OKAYS REllIRN OF

Jack Turnerj script editor of ABC,
is supervising the cutting of*, the
show, overall production 9f which
is' being masterminded' by a fourweb committee composed of Turner,
Thomas McCray of NBC, William
Fineshriber of CBS and Herbert
Rice of Mutual.

Show, highlighting

efforts of

the

Ad

Council in: behalf of various national projects, will be directed by
Mitchell Grayson, director of "Superman" and of many documentary
airers, from a script by Arnold Perl,
who has. written, such documentaries
as last week's CBS "Fear Begins at
40" and last month's Mutual "War
I

.

Babies." Music will be arranged
John Gart;

by

.

As of yesterday (Tues.)%ie script
was not yet in final form, but it
was hoped the cutting of the show
could be set for about Nov. 15 in
order to get the platters shipped
out to stations soon after Thanks.

giving.

Idea for the program cam'e out
of a meeting of the four net prexies;
it's said.
The webs are footing the
bill, splitting it evenly, even though,
for instance, Mutual has 438 affiliates
against ^NBC's 162.
Show will be
formatted as a radio document on
the Ad Council.-presented jointly by
the webs, Turner reports, and will
endeavor to present "an exposition
of what the Ad Council does in
terms of its effect upon the people

While the amount to be spent on
the Tinprece^ented pKoject is "flexir
ble" at this point. Turner said that
cost of the show itself, exclusive of
FCC on Friday (31) consented to the platjers, would easily equal that
the sale of station WKBW, Buffalo, of a topnotch commercial half-hour
by the Buffalo Broadcasting Corp. stanza. Airer may have one or more
to the church-owned Broadcasting star names in the cast.
Foundation, Inc., for approximately
Nets are said to have decided on
,$515,000.

,

tlie

platter-to-a£filiate

deal

instead

National Assn.
Representatives •has-'no-yitention- of
marking time until/; the FCC has
passed on its coniplaint against
Radio Sales' (CBS) expansion into
the field. The association last- weelc
agreed to put up .$50,000 as the initial expenditure in promoting .spot
broadcasting. The executive committee was instructed to report at the
next meeting,- Ded; 10, on a plan in
that direction and also come up with
a r6Commendatioh of a researchpromotion man to head up the job.
Reelected for a' year's term were
Paul Raymer,- of Paul W. Raymer,
president; H. Preston Peters, of
Free & Peters, v.p.; Lew Avery, of
Avery & Knodel, treasurer, and Joe

nacle

owned

of

Buffalo,

WKBW,

Commission

Yjhicli fqyxnerfy, ..would .reaohi-niAue <lisd:en£iic
and" the' station.; ing skedded by
stations

earlier proposed to

t-he

deny ous

renewal, licenses to both commonly-

WKBW

hour.s.

by beat vari-

•

•

.

.

^

.

.

.

m

CHICAGO

.

.
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Robert B. White in Washington over the weekend conferring with Norris
E. Dodd, undersecretary of agricurture.
.WGN newcomers are Lorraine
Busse, Charles Rothers, Virginia Sullivan and Mary Trindl.". ."Ladies Be
Seated" originates at Milwaukee, Nov. 11-14, with Connie Rivard doing
advance flackgry. .Lucy Oilman and Lee Bennett are paired on "Breakfast Quiz,'.' which teed off Nov. 3.... Myrtle Goulet is Mutual's new midwest office manager, while Dorothy Reynolds ups to sales service manager
...."University of Chicago Round Table" comes from Mexico City, Nov. 9,
with Julian Huxley as a speaker
WHBF-FM began operating latt week
in Rock Island, 111., with -Leslie Johnson as manager
"Juvenile Jury"
originates at Eighth Street theatre here Nov. 16. Kids will be honored
guests at C. of C. luncheon at Kankakee, 111,, and young disk jock Robin
. .

.

.

.

Morgan will visit "Breakfast Club" on Nov. 13.
Hugh Rowlands, actor and scripter, took over last week as NBC's continuity acceptance editor.
.Turhan Bey guests on "Sachs Amateur Hour,"
.

.

Nov.
|

9, at the Civic Opera House.
It'iS a cig admission broadcast, with
smokes going to disabled war vets,
Jack Smith does his CBS
show from here, Nov. 19-Dec. 3..;. Phyllis Kremer, George Faber and

carton-s of

.

Skee Wolff have been elected

to the Radio Writers Guild council
In
addition to the $2,500 prize Aline -Neal received as the Quiz Kids' "Be.st
Teacher of 1947,"' she's had a dozen proposals
Ralph Atlass navigating
the east coast in his cruiser. With Stops skedded at Wilmington, Del., and
Norfollf, Va
ABC's "#ine Arts Quartet" originates from New York
Nov. 23
Colleen Moore guested on "Strictly Show Bufiness" la,<!t urtk
.George Watson now in his 12th year as a
Switch
announcer.
on giveaways will be staged on the "Breakfast Club" Nov. 7. Studio
audience will award gifts to Don McNeill. m.c., who'll -turn the loot over
to charities.
Eddie Cantor has .sent a food basket to McNeill and the
sponsors are" earning through v?ith heavy .gifts..., Ralph. Edwards vi.sils
Tommy Bartlett's "Meet the Stars" Nov. 7. Edwards is, doing a six-a-day
of "Truth or Con.sequences" at the .Chicago
.theatre. .- .A-- A. Schechter,
MuUial'.s Hack chi^, in town last week for huddle
with Ade Hult

and WOR, Buffalo,
unless tliey voided contracts which
gave the church control over nVi
Trainmen Take to Air
hours of Sunday time through the
Brotherhood of Railway Trainmen,
year 1980.
Buffalo Broadcasting in the first use of network
radio by
Corp. sold WGR first and then asked this indie'
has signed with
FCC to okay transfer of its remain- ABC for 52 union,
weeks to sponsor a 15ing- station back to the church.
minute commentary Saturdays at
5:45 p.m. by Dorothy Fuldheim, lecTEXAS NETWORK EXPANDS turer and world traveler. Coast-tocoast
show will originate from
San Antonio, Nov. 4.
Philadelphl!K-;.GiI Babbitt has been
Texas Quality Network, compris- Cleveland, staz-ting Nov. 15, with moved from
director of si)ecial
ing of WOAI, here; WFAA, Dallas; femme gabber "analyzing the ecoKPRC, Houston and WRAP, Fort nomic, political and industrial sig- events and publicity into the pro-:
duetion
departrnent at WPENv it was
Weed, of Weed & Co., secretary. Worth, have expanded to include an nificance of the day's news.'.'
Comtmercials will be institutional. announced Saturday (1) by Edward
Named to the executive committee additional three outlets. They inalong with the officers were' Eugene clude KGNC, Amarillo; KRGV, Wes- William von ZIfehle & Co. is the C. Obrist, assistant general man,,
'Jagehcy;-Katz, Eel Fetry and Adam J, Young. laco and KRIS, Corpus Christi.
ager.

owned

.

.

-

4.

Sale marks the: end Of long liti- of a live, simultaneous, four
-way
gation between the Churchill Taber- airing
of Radio Station
on the grounds that the stanza

.

Mutual's waiter Lurie probably has a better' index to what's on wax
and what can be bought in Hollywood than any other program sleuthie.
Ask any packager who his "deal" is with and he'll whisper, "Mutual."
An'd-som«-<o£'the.-big-agent8.can..now.Jind..thab: way to Don Lee without
asking for directions. .. .Franklyn Delano (to be sure) of Foote, Cone &
Belding and formerly contact man with Young & Rubicam, flew out from
New York for a day's outdoor shooting of "Miss Reingold" for mag layouts.
Herb Vigran's old character of "Sad Sack"
You. guessed it— it rained.
gets a fresh treatment and many comedy shows are asking for an audi*.
tion». ...CBS is'on the verge of signing a new sponsor for ''Suspense" but
keeping him closely undter wraps. .. .Jimmy Saphier also very secretive
about the format of his packaged "Supernatural," which, gets a waxing by
Mutual. Jack Johnstone is the double threat, both acting and directing
....Larry Smith, wartime commentator for NBC, nbw dabbling in real
estate until one of his radio deals comes to a boll.
.NBC's Alex Rob, long
ill, showing some improvement, and taking occasional walks. .. .Don Bernard turns in his director's chair on Abbott &. Costello at close ot the
current cfycle because, he sez, the comics refused to live up to their agreement to raise his percentage of the co-op coin. ,. .Bert Shefter,' for two
years music director of WINS, New York, bought a home here and readying audition of a new musical idea. .. .Another easterner taken in by our
sunshine (and smog) is Barry Wood, who has sent for his family.
James Saphier east to warm up a television deal he has been nursing for
.Ira Grossell is the fifth "Tex Thorne" on Mutual's
the past few months.
Zane Grey series, now back home in Hollywood. ...Nat Finston has a, new
musical idea under, his wing with Ilona Massey and Alan Jones doing the
chirps.... Procter & Gamble's "Beulah" strip will be scripted by Arthur
Julian, Howard Leeds, Artie Phillips, Hal Kantor and Chuck SteiVart. ..
Bob Brown, NBC's program manager, was too tuU of team spirit in the
Softball game at the net's annual picnic and came out of '-his slide home
Henry Flynn, manager of CBS- Radio Sales
with a broken collarbone
on the Coast, became a papa....Bing Crosby cutting two Philco platters
a week to pile up a backlog before the Petrillo edict becomes operative
and also backlog a few weeks of vacation.:.; .Fanny Brice drew salutes
all over the networks for her 56th birthday and 43 years in show business
....Vox Pop around for three weeks... .Rexall may prevail on Jimmy
Durante to do his broadcast from the companV's world headquarters, hert.

WKBW TO TABERNACLE
Wa.shington, Nov.

(29),

HOLLYWOOD

.

WBBM

.

.

.

.

.

DIANA'S BBAIIAT
Robert Evan* is packaging a dramatic seriesj to star Diana Barryraore, based on -the' lives of famous
women. Robert WileoJt will be the
male

lead.

Show may be
end recorded.

titber live or open"

.

,

TELKVISION

MIDWEST VIDEO PUTIBS ALONG
'Raiding' of

Key Tele Personnel

Points Up Need for Training Schools
With new television stations open-+
Jug up continuously throughout the
country and raiding the established
New York stations for key personiliel> the N. Y, stations wiU have to

Tek

[REST

Brings Dons' National Meet

To

EXCEEOS SETS

Same as GOP

Philly in '48,

Philadedphia, Nov.

'

establish some sort of apprenticeship system to train new staiters.
That's the opinion of John McNeill,
(Dumanager of
station
Mont, N. Y.), who deqlared that
hasi already started mapping
plans to" establish a training school
in several of its departments.
Appalling lack of trained tele
'technicians is not the fault of anyone. It's merely, the result of tele

WABD

WAS^

being such a comparatively new mev
dium that anyone with four or five
years' working exfierience is contiidered a veteran. Same situation occurred in the early days of radio,
with new stations raiding the established stations for engineers and the
tid agencies luring the key programining men from the networks,
NBC has already lost three of its
top tele staffers to other stations.

By BEN BODEC

Show

Kelvinator's St.L.
St. Louis,

Nov.

Kitchen equipment division of the
Kelvinator Corp. has bought a 15-

minute segment on KDS,-TV to
cooking show idea:
starts some time this month,
Geyer, Newell & Ganger
agency.
out

a

'

Burke
tnote

Crotty, former director to reoperations^ is now. program
of WMAL-TV, Washington.
.'

manager

DuMont

Stfll

outlet in HoUy•wood. Charlotte Stern, tele promotion director for NBC, only last week
transferred; over to DuMont to han(ile the same job there. DuMont, in
tui'ji, lost engineer Paul: Bellew to
outlet in I*fiiladel•WPK,-TV,
phia. Agencies haye also had their
part In the raiding, with Balph B.

ABC

BKO

Television
Austrian, former
prexy, now serving as veepee over
television for Foote,- Cone & Belding.
While this raiding may hurt the
established stations, it will offer the
staffers plenty of opportunity for
gromotion, McNeill pointed out.
luMont, he said, is now attempting
^jQ train the second or third-string
man on a remote crew to be able
to step in a minute's notice to handle the top spot. Thus, if the key
man is lured to some other station
by a higher salary offer, DuMont,
will be able to replace him With another experienced director.
DuMont hopes to be able to match
salary bids from other stations, once
Jnore revenue starts rolling in from
more sponsored shows. Until that
time, the web is attempting to keep
its top technicians by making working conditions as good as possible.
To be on the safe side, though, McNeill .said, he has provide^ for the
apprenticeship training pcogram In
the 1948 budget.

GE Picks Up Tab On

vision belt in the fall of 1947 isnt
likely to*give the observer the im-

pression that big things are dawning.
The picture is rather one of delicate but determined puttering.
In
the studio progranuning the collective
efforts haven't gone much beyond
the chrysalis stage. :Remote,s are almost solely the magnet of substantial spectator attention. But there's a
quickening angle to the situation.
Advertisers in these regions are. excited about the medium, and are
buying.
Paradoxically, the expansion of video set ownership has hot
kept pace with this advertiser in-

is

Clinch

On

Argument between

h

An idea of how_ pronounced is this
advertiser interest may be, deduced
from the current billing sheet of
WWJ-TV, Detroit. That operation
went on with a regular schedule June
4 of this year.
WWJrTV has 60%
of its schedule sold,' with a weekly
intake of $2,000, In St. Louis the
Post-Dispatch's
setup,
telecasting
KSD-TV, -is doing $1,500 a week,
which represents the commercial
disposal of around 50% of its sched-

Fights

fight

promoter

Billy Johnston and DuMont television over whetheV tele has actually hurt the gate at

Jamaica Arena,

the arena on Wednesday nights for
the last three: weeks.
Since the ban went into effect,
Johnston declared, his gate has
picked up tremendously. This, he
claims, offers definite proof that
video has been the culprit. Unless
DuMont is willing to pay a fixed
price for each empty seat in the
arena, he declared, the tele cameras
won't be allowed to re-enter the
place
when the five-week trial
period ends, at least on the Wednes*day nights when he stages the

:

,

.

ule.

In the case of

KSD-TV

the

60%

is a top-limit on advertising availability for the time being, with
•

I

•

-

in

the

building

gate

take

at

the

arena in the last several weeks. In
addition,* neighboring fight -palaces
who stage events on the same night
are offering increased competition
to Jamaica.
Other arenas and fight promoters,
unlike Johnston, are so anxious to
have the added plugging afforded
by video that they've offered to revamp their schedules to attract
DuMont, according to the web
officials.
Even if Johnston holds
fast to his non-tele policy, consequently, DuMont won't have to go
a-bcgging for some sports proto

its

fill

studio space, cameras
ing staff.

,

.

«

•

.

,

,

'

.

the Republican national convention
for Philadelphia, repeated his chor»

NBC-lliealreGuiU

•

successfully. As
vision, Clipp, as

spokesman on telehe Jhad done with
the GOP, stressed the Quaker City'*

;

guarantee of television coverage in
13 eastern states as his trump card.
Clipp told the Democratic leaders:
"For the first time in history, mil-'
lions of Americans, not just a few
hundred' delegates to a convention,
can be on-the-scene, so to speak, as
the candidates for the highest offices
in our government are chosen."
Theatre Guild, in staging hourHe pointed out that an east coast
long plays on NBC television, hopes tele network, using
established reeventually to build tele into another lays and coaxial cables,
could reach
strawhatter for the showcasing of 13 states with 168 electoral votes
and
new plays and talent. If present a population of 42;000,000, and added
plans go through, consequfently, the that plans are in the
works to carry
Guild will have a. year-round straw- the convention proceedings
into the
hat circuit, utilizing its Westport middle western states of Ohio,
IndiCounty Playhouse for that purpose ana, Illinois, Michigan and WiscOnduring the summer months and re- sin.'
turning to NBC e£|ph fall and winter.
He said this proposed, augmented
Consummation of those plans de- coverage would mean a population
pends on the success of the first year potential of 68,000*000 and ah elecof cooperation with NBCy which tees toral vote totalling 257. Clipp fur•oft Sunday (9) night with the airing
ther stressed that Philadelphia was
of St. John Ervine's •"John Fergu- the only city bidding for the
con-

Series

Nndens

W

'StrawhatCffcuit'

•

"

aad engineer- performances in past NBC legiters,
is to play James Caesar, role played
by the late Dudley Digges ln the

Neitlier operation seems especially,
concerned with the profit motive for
the moment. Each, however; is confident it will be making money by
the end of next year. As appendages
of newspapers, they figure they have
a hi^ promotional value to their
parent organizations.
There's also
the factor of important advertising
income, trom television set distributors, a sort of ".quid pro quo" that
shows up regularly in the two news-

papers.

Broadway production of the
show. Also cast aye Barry McCullom
as Clutie John, a; role which he had
original

leans to roundtables, participation
demonstrations,
shows,
cooking
"open house" conversational -pieces
and a nightclub idea based on records, but, like its St. Louis counterpart, no dramatic shows. KSD goes
in rattier heavily for fashion shows,
kid shows, man-on-the-street inter-

KSD

views and quizzes.
it

has made

a policy to pa;? a fee of $100 for

(Continued -on page" 32.)

FOR OHIO TELE STATION
Washington, Nov.

4.

Empire Coil Go., Inc., manufacturer of radio coils and transformers,
1,,

Friday (31) won FCC okay to
build a new video station at Parma,
outside Cleveland. Station will operate on the No. 9 tele slot and operate with 21kw picture and 13kw
NBC and
sound transmitters.
Scripps-Howard Radio, Inc. already
hold permits for two of Cleveland's
five tele assignment.^, while Allen
B. Dumont Laboratories,,' Inc. has a
bid pending -for use of the No." 2
channel there.
An FCC proposed
reallocation would pare down Cleveland video' assignments by shifting
the No. 7 channel from Cleveland
to Cantoh.
last

.

First Nat'l

Committee To

Plan Convention Shows

Now that both the Republican and
Democratic National Conventions for
1948 are safely lodged in Philadelphia'.?
Convention Hall, television
broadcasters throughout the east and
midwest are already engaged in intensive huddles to provide' the maxiof coverage. To facilitate arrangements,- the
first
Television
Committee for National Political

Sam

Mawthinney.

Already

named for the leads are Thomas
Mitchell, currently playing the title
role on Broadway in "An Inspector
Calls," and Joyce Redman, member
of the Old Vic Co.' last year, who recently had the lead in the Broadway
production of "Duet" for Two
.

Protestant Outfit's Pic

Assn.

Seen Possible Answer

To Videoing Religion
Answer

how

to

thorny problem of
religious shows for
lie in the first produc-

to the

program

television may
tion of the Protestant Film Commission, a 40-minute featurette titled

Besides

pre-

senting' a religious message, the film
has also been cited as highly entertaining, which' should make it a
natural for video purposes. (See review in film review section).
Tele broadoastel'S have Idhg been
puzzling over what kind of religious
shows they could offer their viewers.
It

would

gramming

to

mum

Conventions has been formed, to be
chairmanned by J. R. Poppele",
veepee of WOR (Mutual, N. Y.) and
prez of the Television Broadcasters

.

obviously be poor profollow the .same pattern
as in radio, of merely training their
cameras on a priest or minister delivering a sermon.
Even such a
show as radio's "Catholic Hour,"
aired on the NBC web "Sunday
evenings, wouldn't make good tele
fare, they contend^ because it doesn't
offer enough entertainment value to
meet tele's needs. Problem looked
so inisolublc, in fact, that several
broadcasters had openly declared
there would be no room on tele for
religious shows.
Those that have seen Vnc first
Empire Coil Co., 100% owned by
Herbert Mayer and his wife, has PFC Offering, however, now believe
other video bids on file for Water- the answer is found. In addition to
jbury. Conn, and Sharon, Boston., ^
(Pentinuscl PP .Eftge j?2>
,
,

Political

for a year in the original Guild production, and Ralph Cullinan as post-

"Beyond Our Own."

EMPIRE CQIL GETS OK

Forms

Video

man

The Programming Side
Hands."
On the programming side WWJ-TV

slot.

Television Review
•General Electric Supply Corp. in
|
Detroit took over sponsorship Saturday (1) of the first of thtee football telecasts over WWJ-TV, cover- DII.WORTH FOB MAYOR
Ing the University of Detroit team. With Bichardsoii Dilworth,' John
Morgan Davis, Michael J. BradIt will sponsor the other remaining
ley, others
U. of D. games Nov. 7 ~and Nov. 15,
using the series to plug sale of Gen- Director: Paul Nickell
Wi'itei': Joseph P. McLaughlin
eial Electric television equipment.
20 Mins.; Fri., 9 p.m.
Besides the full-game telecasts, DEMOCRATIC COMMITTEE
GE is taking on two 15-minute shows WPTZ, Pl»Ila.
on Saturdays, a football forecast beThis show is the first ever bought
fore each University of Michigan on a tele outlet by a political party
game, and a resume of scores im- to plug its candidate and may set a
telecasts.
political
for
mediately afterward.
Oldsmobile pattern
P. McLaughlin,
now sponsors the U. of M. telecasts. Scripted by Joseph
director of the Democratic
Simons - Michelson Agency is han- publicity
committee in Philly, it purports to
dling the tele account for General
show the background and home life
Electric.
of the party's candidate for Mayor,
WWJ-TV, now Detroit's only tele Richardson dilworth.
outlet* has 15" sponsors for its teleShow open.<! with John Morganvision shows, and the city has about Davis, radio director of the Demo3,000 cJperating television receivers, cratic organization, acting as narrator.
He describes the career of
iiisitallations
having
begun
last
Dilworth in college, in the service
March.
Currently two other sta- hi both World Wars, etc., and as he
tions are contemplating video trans- speaks, the camera lades in and out
mitters, WJBK, the Fort Industry with still pictures illustrating the
Co. station which already has its point in the lile which Davis is delicense, and WXY2, the ABC station. scribing.
,i
The next phase of the show is
Which has been talking labout tele
tor nearly a year: but has taken no reenactment of the scene in^which
Michael J. Bradley, Demmie comaction.
mittee chairman, calls on Dilworth
at his home to ask him to run for
Charlotte Stern, director of NBC Mayor. A scone simulating Diltelevision promotion for the la.st worth!.s living room, and Bradley is
three years, has joined
(Du- seen making the pitch, at which
Mont, N. Y.) as chief of advertising both he " and Dilworth, informally.
,
and promotion.
(Continued on page 38) ...^
>

Roger W. Clipp, g.m. of WFIL,
Deal, which covers 29 games be2, was worked out be- who served on Mayor Bernard Samtween oo-spon,sors and WBKB man- uel's Citizens' Committee, which last
May went to Kansas City and snared
agement.

ginning Nov.

WW

Wednesday

4.

WABD

the site for the big conclave.

tors.

WWJ-TV

'

•

This was openly avowed by politic
Telecasts of Blackhawk hockey
hassels via WBKB, Chicago, will be cal bigwigs both here and in Wash-'
co-sponsored by a Philco dealer, ington, where a delegation of prom-'
Emergency Radio Si Appliance, and inent Philadelphians journeyed
the Chi division of Philco distribu- Wednesday (29) to plug this city ai

.•

Harry Bannister, the general man-

.

,

4.

RCA

night

.

4.

ager, figuring to let it stay that way
until the schedule has been appreciably expanded. As a demonstration of that $2,000'$ significance. Bannister recalls that it wasn't until it
had been on the air 10 years that the son." Guild will produce one show a vention that could guarantee such
lights.
Detroit News' audio outlet,
J, month for the next five months fol- coverage, and also
used' as an addiDuMont toppers, on the other took in that amount In facility sales. lowing the preem performance. If tional selling point the fact that
hand, believe Johnston's figuring is
The ledgers of, the two stations it's found, that tele offers a good and Philco, two leader$ in tele reall wet. Monday and Friday -nights give. pointed testimony to the eostli- medium for showcasing new plans search
and production, are situated
at the arena, they claim, are still ness of the picture medium. In the and talent, that number will prob- in
the Philadelphia metropolitan
sellouts
and DuMont broadcasts vei-y brief time
and KSD-. ably be' boosted considerably next area.
events on both those nights. John- TV have been in operation they've year,:
He pointer! out that activities in
ston's chief trouble, according to each sunk over $350,000; Even with
Casting for the tele version of
(Continued on page 36)
them, is the poor fight cards he's their hefty percentages' of sales the Ferguson," meanwhile, has been
been offering the fans. Return of debit side runs to between $2,500 and completed. Vaughn Taylor, who's becooler weather may also be a factor $3,000 a week, and'that's with limited come a tele star on the basis of"

WWJ-TVH^islSBrs
Detroit, Nov.

Chicago, Nov.

.

,

terest.

gramming

U. of Det. Tele Gaines;

tele-

test

Yij is still a standoff. DuMont,
Bud Cole, one of Crotty's assistaiits N.
meanwhile, has. been banned from
at NBC, recently joined the staff of

kXLAc Paramount

swing around the midwest,

Series

Jamaica Arena,

-

Chi H(M;key's Tele Sponsors

^ChiVago,^

A

4.

Television was the deciding factor
in bringing the 1948 Democratic national convention to Philadelphia.

Pointing out- that the 1940 Repubconvention, first ever to be

lican

covered by

tele,

had two cameras

focussed on the activities, Poppele
predicted that next June there will

be "batteries of cameras" situated
throughout the Hall, to, give viewers
''an intimate glimpse of every facet
of convention activity." Tele audience by the time the conventions roll
around will number in the millions
and stretch along the eastern seaboard from Massachusetts to Virginia and west to Chicago and Mil»
waukee.
In addition to the general committeei
five
sub-committees have
been established to handle various
phases of the coverage planning,
rhese include a committee on pooled
;

programs, chairmanned by Burke
Crotty of WMAL-TV (Washington);
committee on television newsreel
coverage,
chairmanned
by Paul
Mowrey. ABC; committee on technical arrangements, working under
Bay Bowley, WPTZ (Philco, Philadelphia); committee on traffic, under Leonard H. Hole, CBS; commit-'
tee on coordination, finance and'
housing, chairmanned by Roger W»
Clipp of the Philadelphia City Committee and veepee of WFIL-TV
(Philly), and jmbiiciiy commiiteoi
chairmanned. b.v Poppele and including Will Baltin, TBA exec sec'

o

,

aABIO

80
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Feeling's

FCC GnuhaHy Im&th^ Censodup

Code
Continued from pace tT

i

Over Pr(^rams, WADC Charges in Plea
Washington, Nov.

the networks," He also advises letters to congressmen urging that the
new radio law provided for appeals
mission's Mayflower no-editorializ- from FCC decisions to local federal
ing ruling of 1941, now due for re- district courts.
examination at a Jan. 12, 1948 hearing; FCC's slap at the National Assn,
D. Ci'u Code Screaninr
of Broadcasters' code in the WHKC*.

4.

Reciting a half-dozen FCC deciand pronouncement which
sions
allegedly show the government's in.
tent to expand its jurisdiction over
radio programs, counsel for Allen United

WADC,

Akron,
T. Simmons' station
last week filed an appeal with the
U. S. District Court of Appeals for
the District of Columbia.

WADC

appealing an FCC decision favoring a grant of 50kw power
to rival WGATR, Cleveland, on^ the
ground that WADC's proposal to
broadcast nothing but CBS network"
shows thrbughout the network day
was not in the public interest. Both
were vying ' lor
and
this power on the l,220kc slot.
Paul Segal, counsel for Simmons,
told the court the FCC decision
violated outright the statutory prohibition against censorship of radio
programs. In addition, he' declared,
FCCJs opinion here sets precedent by
requiring a balanced prpgram structure, not merely in class of program, but as between network and
local shows.
Segal said .FCC had construed the
"no censorship" ban to, mean it
could not bluepencil scripts or prescribe particular types of shows for
broadcast. Howevert as he sees it,
the Commission has hosed its way
progressively inito the. geneiral ceni*
sorsbip field by requiring the broadcast of local shows, sustainers, etc.,
which tie' the licensee's hands in
'l)rogramming as he believes best.
is

,

WADC

WGAR

;

licensed "specialized - programming"
stations ;such as that proposed by
WADC. It pointed out that Cleveland-Akron will have service from
some 17 radio stations and an allCBS network service would be balanced jiy prepondieranily local shows
on the bulk of thC retnajnlng sta-

Md.
Complaints hit at three aspects of
NAB proposed code: Commer-

the

on controver-.
and what is called'

cial limits; provisions

''negative''; rather than affirmative
approach of the present draft.

'

'

tions.

'

s

:

.'Brief also lambasts FCC's recent
stations to a nongrant of six
York
profit farm group in
State. These stations propose identical programming on a network
hookup 100% of the time to give
a specialized program fare.
Segal points out, would merely be'
network 83% of the 'time.

FM

New

:

WADC,

containejr'

"questioned"- and shaken,
comes up with an answer.
"Ask , it a question," Kobak
was told.
"Well, okay." be laughed, "am

Wine Expands
Programming on WINS

the ,'best
^here is?"
I

nelwolrk

on

s

,

Half -hour

version

of

Thornton

the Postmaster General a
power of censorship.-' An added
grievance is the fact
was not
judged on a comparative basis with
WGAR, but was denied "absolutelyt"
simply because of its refusal to air

Guy shook up the receptacle,
it down, Kobak bent over
and up came the answer:
"Very doubtful."

h^ld

WADC

,

'

:

Gets Intl JSpread
American

^

Yankee Net's All-Out
Fire Coverage Hottest

much trade

Boston, Nov.

4.

Dream,"
interest.

has

aroused

The Canadian

Broadcasting Corp. has taken nine
programs in the series for a 30-station hookup on the Dominion Network, beginning Friday (7), with 16
stations in eastern Canada carrying
at 8 p. m. and 14 western sta'tions
at 11:30 p.m.
CBC changed title to'
"The Dream," for more general appeal.

Topic in N. £. Circles

,

HOG

Panama's
is now carrying
the fuU 13-week series, bs are KMVI,

CJCB and CJCX, Nova
Coverage by the Yankee Network Scotia.
Platters
have also been
News Service of the New England delivered in New Zcalaftd to the
National
Commercial
Broadcasting
lives
forest fire that took a score of
Service and in Australia to the
and caused a property loss of more
eight stations of Amalgamated Wirethan $50,000,OQOj^ has been talk of less,' Ltd., for airing soon.
radio circles, here this week.
Series was intended for U. Sj conThe n6V, with AP and INS, plus sumption, making the foreign demand quite unexpected as well as
its own staff men in 23 affiliates,

converged on the stricken areas for
a virtual minute-to-minute airing of
Paradise Wine is increasing its the fires. Linus Travers, exec veeshows on WINS', Jt.
while hypo- pee and' general manager of the net,
ing present programs with stronger personally* supervised all operations
names. Firm is adding a new half- while the fires were at their worst.
hour program Saturdays 8:30 io He got a personal- message of appre9 p.m. featuring comic Joshua Shel- ciation from Gov, Horace Hildretta
ley, 'plus a 'weekly guest, in; back- of Maine.
stage Broadway gossip and gags.
All units of- the net operated as
Shelley, last in the legiter "On the headquarters for emetgency calls
Town," wiU also be on Broadway and the tran.smission of official
this season in "Make Mine Man- messages. WHEB, Portsmouth, N. H.,
hattan."
lor example, sent out a call for—and
Paradise is also newly featuring got 2,000 men.
Similar jobs were
John Laurenz^film actor and singer, done by WMTW, Portland,- which
in its "My Town and Vours"^ 15- turned its facilities over to relief
minut« show, tu^^Aya, Thursdays organizations; WFAU, Augusta;
and Saturdays at 7:10, and Sundays WJOR, Bangor; WCOU, Lewiston,
.

Series

International spread recently of
the New York Institute for Democratic
Education's -series,
"The-

it,

Paradise

Wilder's "Our Town" is reported
under serious consideration by two
sponsors, through different agencies.
Tha program, on which iflalph Bellamy owns the radio rights, would
star hihi, with William' Kendall at 8..--'
local shows when CBS programs Clark, CBS staff writer, scripting,
Impressive FaradisQ lineup on
were available.
Ed iDownes directing and Vladimir WINS aiso. inGiudes its i6:M a.m.
Cases cited by Segal as illegally Silinsky conducting.
newscast Iwith Sidney AValton, and
extending FCC's power of censorWilliam
McCaffery,
Bellamy's Us
r^ord show, both across
hip of programming included: Com* agent, is handlii%. th« package.
the boairdi
'

*

president

.

'Our Town' Package

Democracy

which.

When

Washington, Hov. 4,
An NAB code screening committee
opened a two-day closed? meeting
here yesterday (3) with some 300
gripe letters before them from code-'

slal broadcasts;

'Am^can Dream'

salesmen toying with a fortunetelling gadget in the form of a
liquid-filled

conscious broadcasters in- all parts
calling for airtime for atheist teach- of the country.
ings, spelled out in the .«ase Of CaliCommittee is distilling this mail
fornia atheist Robert Harold Scott; reaction, and will turn over the letand the Commission's recommenda- ters, togelitei with a summary retions on provision of political radio port, to the NAB board of directors
time by newspaper-radio operators, when they meet here on Nov. 13.
aired in the case of Homer K. Screening committee includes:, HarRainey, Texas gubernatorial candi- old Fellows, WEEI, Boston; John
date, last year.
Meagher, KYSM, Mankato^ Minn:;
Brief says FCC, in other cases, has and Willard Egolf, WBCC. Bethesda,

Cites Esquire Cas«
pointed
Segal's
brief
to
the
Supreme Court ruling in the Esquire
case which refused to revoke that
mag's second-class mailing permit
oTi
ihe ground that this would

"grant

<

.

Automobile Workers case,
and former Chairman Charles R.
Denny, Jr.'s recent threat to put
teeth in those parts of the proposed
(1948)
Code with which FCC
implicitly
agrees; FCC's decision

Mutual

Mutual prexy Edgar Kobak
had to admit he asked for it. He
came' upon some of his web's

—

Hawaii, and

unusual. It's considered rare for an
entire U. S. series to be taken
abroad.
Entire series has also been taken
on by the N. Y. State Commission
Against Discrimination, which is
sponsoring it for use by stations
'

throughout the state under local
committees'
supervision.
They've
turned it into a half-hour show,
adding a panel discussion to the 15minute dramat led by "leading
'

•

localites..

Series is now being carried on five
N. Y. stations, on about? 300 stations
throughout the country, as well as
in schools, etc. Series is the 11th in
Forget'.' prothe list of "Lest
grams, and consists: of 13 IS-minut^
dramats based- on real incidents of
prejudice pnd discriminations. Stars
like Helen Hayes, Fredric March,
Sam Levene, Paul Lukas, Victor
Jory and Ralph Bellamy portray

We

and others of the Yankee chain.
Most of them remained on the air
all night during the peak of the
schoolmarms, cabbies, sheriffs, etc.,
fires, broadcasting exact data in an
effort to calm the populations of /unning up against everyday situations and through actual incidents.
areas threatened^
.

sesssssssssasBei^Saesaama

ever see a
(AN

ANATOMY LESSON FOR ADVERTISERS)

iThe Sunclay tfuxUbSA brain, gentlemen,

0r wm aa aiMi.
^tlie idea,

«ay» dial

is

so uncluttered,

yon could plant a gevanlum in
:^

.

it.

•

>

;,

VOUR product or service is THE thing for Hie owner of the In-ain to huy.

Here is pure, undiluted

hf^ diat every

yvhm Ms mind is wide open

advertiser understands! sell

for listening.

your customer when he*s relaxed;

That would he on a Sunday^.

V

Uf OR Aas two worihy Sunday slote for saf

!

Walter Preston's ''THE

SHOW

SHOP'' at 12 noon

Preston interviews "live" musical luminaries, and weaves in recordings

made hy

the guest star.

it.

Nielsen reports^ an average of

220,000 homes tuned in per Sunday, That's only

Over a

2.

Carey Longmire,

Great buy,

ijhis

man

reports that over a

July)

—

^this

^-month pi»i6d (which imludes

this

lime

slot.

Nielsen

7-month period in 1947 (which included hot

The tost,

m average, mind you.

stmimer).

HEWS ANALYST, 12:45 PM

Longmire;

news period was heard regularly in some

300,000 homes.

1

A sponsor wades right in on a hig and discerning

audience and pays practically a pittance for

gentlemen,

is

amazingly

little^

WOR

muiufti

Mat power-luff atatfoii at 4440 Bfpsdwsy, in Ntw Yotk

:

Only network Packacpe Pragrcun

make tlooper

to

MY

is

FRIlfID

I

Fiffteen

RilA

After only three rated broadcasts,

Swan

new

Soap's

scatterbrain

comedy hit, My Friend /rma— CBS-conceived, CBS-produced—moves
into the

Hooper Top

Fifteen, with a 15.7 rating.

Against the toughest competilion in

very

its

first

Radio, with

all

time, long- established shows baclf on the

sponsored season, outpointed

air,

My

all

the big-

Friend hma, in

but a handful of the

all

long-run leaders— outpointed 129 of the 143 network evening shows!

But thafs not all...
Billboard said last week, commenting on the
. .

Hooperatiiigs^',

Talent Scouts

the

fall

first

and

cited as

My

Friend Irma,

and Spike Jones. Billboard goes on

to say,

two are CBS-built-and-sold ^ackages'^.''

performances like these, by

CBS Package Programs,

clear

why

CBS

for answers to the question:

clients

"Where can I

examples

Radio shows

really corking

on Columbia Broadcasting System (CBS) and

*'A11 are

It's

new

some of the new shows are returning

that

make

and agencies today are looking more, and more to

get a better

Radio program?"

For the CBS Program Department— largest in

all

Radio— is keeping

the lead in turning out the big new ones; with the most complete and
successful Package

Program operation in Radio today.

top programs on the top network
If

you want a good new Radio program

ality

. . .

CBS

good new tladio person-

.
.

has 31 top-level Package Programs available right

now

for your hearing, covering the complete range of effective Radio.

And when your program

is

broadcast on CBS,

effective netivork: delivering audiences at

it's

on the most

lower average cost than

any other network.

*'Iitlent

Scouts, Lipton's Arthur GoJlTrry winner, with a 13.9 was only three places off

the pace of the Top Fiitron. This

new CBS Package Program

leading 124 of the 143 evening network programs, in

its

tied for 18th place,

hkst sponsored

For the utmost in Radio Values

season.

• • •

see

—

.

wuam

sa
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KXOK TRIES

FCC SSiarpens AVCO Teeth in Ruling

Protestant
'

KMED Bid for Second

Nixing First
Washington, Nov.
In the

the

fCC

decision

first

last

ot

its

week put an extra

cl teeth into

AVCO

its

4.

kind>
pair

on all

radio stations up for sale. For the
first time, t"CC nixed a sale to the.
©riginal would-be purchaser of a
radio

property

competing

and

bidder,

preferred

who

the

a deal involving a transfer of stock
matched the with no cash changing hands. Radio
,

Indianapolis,- Inc., which FCC faV6rs, :wiir' pay cash equivalent of
original- deal. Oh ,thfe Air, Inc.,
is fighting the FCC proposed finding

«riginal offer.
Specifically,

proved

sale

the

Commission ap-

of Medford,

Ore.,

St. Iiouis,

the

sta-

tion *KMEi) to the Medford Broad-

oil

ground the twi:

bids,

-

are

ntit

available to broadcasters for only a
fraction of what they woiTld pay
for any other picture of similar
length.^;-''

':•

it's

a religious presentation,

it's

be-

'

Co.,

buijinessmen

m
,

.

.

is

Nov,

i

tion would Dtherwi.se be sold to an sent. Jones argued that the two
cut-of-towner. Commission turned offers were not strictly identical
thumbs down on the original sales since Gibson; with over .$580,000 net
contract with Luther Gibson, Cal- worth, had personally endorsed his
Jfornia broadcaster and publisher, corporation's note for the $250,1)00
•who* planned "al:)sentee" operation purchase "price. In the case of the
of KMED. Seller was Mrs. W. J. Medford Broadcasting Co,, the comVirgin, who collected $250,000 plus pany assumed corporate liability to
$2(I,S00 worth of Stock in the station pay off, but no one stockholder was
in both contracts.
willing to sign a personal note to
,'
Only similar case is an FCC this effect.
;

I

CQnttniied from page- 29

KXOK

counties,

lected

30

areas,

whose

59 or better.

BMB
The

all

in

outlying

percentage was
report for
'

BMB

The indie research firm that did
the job for
Used the coincidental phone method and the fact
that the difference between the BMB
figures and the
study is constant may, anticipates the station,
lead* the
eventually^ to adopt a

KXOK

KXOK

each sports

from the

actuated here

by an

inclination to
gratuitious alliances.

The

station's, top remotes, outside
the basebail season, are wrestling
matches, promoted by Tom Packs,
'

who, incidentally, admits that television has done much to bolster the
boxofflce this season.
.Both

WWJ-TV

and KSD-TV

ai-e

at present limited to a single studio,
but th& former expects to ha-N-e
plenty more elbow room when it
moves into its additional 40 x 00 studio layout in the News building some
time this month.
With the space
expansion WWJ-TV will up its
broadcasting time from the presont
30 hours to 36 to 40 hours' weekly.
Its St, Louis,, counterpart is currently telecasting on the basis of 20 hours
a week.

WWJ-TV's client roster includes
Ford, Chevrolet, Oldsmobile, Lucky
Strike, Norge, Bulova, and such loCincinnati Resigning as editor ,6t qombinatiop of its original method
the Cincy Enquirer's Sunday pic- mail returns-^anct the coincidental cal stores as J. L. Hudson and Grinnell, while KjSD-TV's national list
torial magazine, Robert A. Cas^y call.
joined the
staff last week as
explains that it uiidertook takes in Ford, Shell, Kelvinator,
morning news announcer. It's his its own survey for the, purpose of Botany Mills, Cluet-Peabody, Lucky
bow on a mike, although he did- meeting a ttend and need among ad* Strike, Philco and BuloVa. The St.
radio scripting in Chicago before vertisers who are beginning to think Louis outlet practices a policy of
starting on the Enquirer as a re- in terms of rural distribution as well inviting local retailers to take a sampie of telecasting for free and claims
porter.
as urban sales.
it bases its rates on the principle of
"giving as much as it can for as lit-

BMB

—

WKRC

KXOK

can and hoping to mkke

profit."

THE

SOMETHING

pickup,

start

be free of any

tle as it

-BY

:

4.

the first station to come\

Film was produced in HoUywopd the .station had covered 115 daytime,
with all-union technicians. Because counties and 98 nighttime counties.

lieved almost certain that the Amerilocal identical.
of
gro up
Vote on the KMEp swap was 6 to can Federation of Musicfiins would
who became interested
U> with FCC's newe.st Commissioner grant clearance rights -for its. ittse
buying when it appeared the sta- j.Robert F. Jones registering a dison tele..

casting

KXOK

reUgious.:ettt«rtainment
the "film's
standards, it's also produced on 16m

'

,

Midwest Belt

OWN (BMB) SURVEY

Continued from page 29 aES

up with a survey of its own to show
film,^ which is used by most broadproposed iinding which nixes sale of
casters. Commission doesn't plan to the relation between the^ Broadcast
Indianapolis stations WABW and offer it for theatrical distribution, Measurement Bureau's county perWBBW to On the Air, Inc., in favor meaning there would be no trouble centages and the actual listening in
of sale to a local group called Radio- from th^ film industry if it were
those counties. BMB is studying the
since the cost
Indianapolis, Inc. This case is even aired on video. And,
has been mostly defrayed by the survey's^ itindings with th« view of
more complicated since On the Air,
different Protegtapt denominations releasing & digest of the comparison
Inc., which originally contracted to contributing
the Commission's to itS' subscribers.
to
buy the properties, had worked out work, the film would probably be
In ordering the survey
se-

rule which

calls for competitive bidding

•

ITS

WGN OF CHICAGO.

tot nothing? Well, .you decide.

Fiist,

coiididei^

the importance of the Milwaukee market. Best estimates are

that Milwaukee County- will produce over

cm biRion dollars worth

of industrial goods this year. Milwaukee County, "wath a popuk-

a-:

We

a real "plus" value to

WGN accounts.

ROBINSON, TERRY GET

know we cover Milwaukee better than any other Chicago

station

...

istation.

To

in

many

iUusta-ate

cases

we

our point:

ipmukee HooperatingS showed

with Superman at

rate second to Milwaukee's first

7.8,

Desire at 7.3 and Toni

The February

WGN's daytime
W. Crane

Dr. George

Mix

at 6.2

..

.

thru April Mil-

weekly ratings

CROSLEYCORP.VEEPEES
Grosley

Cincinnati, Nov.
Corp.

Broadcasting

4.

has

handed veepees to William P. Robinson and Marshall N. Terry. Elections, which took place at a special
exec committee meeting of the
board in New York, were announced
Here last Thursday (30) by James
.

at 7.7, Heart's

night time shows included

D. Shouse, Grosley prexy.
Robinson, formerl,y sales manager
of Crosley-owned WINS, N. Y.. bein
charge o£ "WLW
v.p.
(Cincy) programs, while Terry, promotion director of WLW. becomes
in charge of the station's promotional activities.
At the same time, Shouse announced appointment Of Walter Cal-

comes

Hollywood Theatre at 11.7
period).
witih,

a

Crime Club at

7.4.

8.9,

.(highest in

Milwaukee

for the time

Boston Blackie at 8.3 and Flamond

'
,

All of this adds up,

we believe,

to the best advertising bonus in

radio today.

v.p.

lahan. as assistant genera'l sales m4inager
WLW. Neil Smith, who has
been acting assistant sales manager,
shortly will a.ssume- a new post, the
nature of which Shouse didn't dis-

M

but which is connected with
company's e.vpansion program
Columbus and Indian-

close,

the

in Dayton)
apolis.

Marker's Fort Industry
Chicago

^ Clear Channel Station

11

Post<as Nat'I Sales Mgr.

Illinois
.

.

Serving the Middle West

~

S0,0«9WatM

post

tmtMtn. SalM Offic«i 229 £ast VsM StfMt. N«w York 17, N. Y.
West CiMwt R«prawntatim: Keehan and Elckcllicrt
SaSMonttoUfry St., Saian«ncl«co4 • 411 W. Fifth St., Lo* Anftclca

of

make room

QttYourDial

MBS

Detroit. Nov. 4.
Industry Co. created a new
national sales manager to
for Tom Harker after he
resigned fiom WJE and moved to
WJBK and the Fort chain. His
appointment was announced by GenI'ort

720

•

U

'

:

m

tion of over 350^0Q0 is the nation's l4lh richest market. Obviously
it constitutes

:

•

George M. Burbach, chief of the
Post Dispatch's radio-television operations, claims that there are 2,000
video sets in his area, while Bannis*
ter states that his latest correlation
shows 3,300 sets. On the personnel
side WWJ-TV's setup has Robert
Hitter as program supervisor, Tom
peilly as production director, Jim
Eberle, special events director. Steve
Marvin, associate director, and Wil»
lard Walbridge, sales manager. The
KSD-TV fexecutive rolls show Harold Grams as- program director;
Frank Escher, special events; Jim
Lawrence, news, and Dave Pa.sternack, promotion.
Qflnnister and Burbach alike hold
to the belief that the televising of
the GOP and Democratic nominating proceedings- out of Philly will
give the medium perhaps its biggest
impetus to sustained listener excitement to date. Bannister also has a
theory that as radio served as a huge
stimulus to music appreciation in
.this country so will television build
popular interest
the stage dramas
for some time has had a
policy against jingles.
Bannister
says that he will adhere to a similar
policy as far as film announcements
are concerned for the tele ad.iunct.
He contends that if a tele broadcaster operates on the transcribed announcement principle he won't be
able to stay in business.

WWJ

"

eral Manager Lee B. Wailes.
Hai'ker, before going to WJRt

w.'is

widely known for his sales recoiiLs,
having been an account executive
at both Mutual and ABC.

,

'„

Simp1e

A

J

A Log
I HE
network owned and controlled division of the
Columbia Broadcasting Systenri. Radio Sales, has made
some extravagant claims about their achievements In
Spot Radio to some CBS affiliated stations.

they've claimed prowess in selling
produced programs to national advertisers
and chose their performance on WEEI, Boston, as the
Specifically,

locally

classic exannple.

We compete with Radio Sales in Boston. We
checked the logs for WEEI and for WNAC for a
tecent random week. The ..FACTS show:
• We sold more Single Sponsored programs (21% more) to more National advertisers (11% more) using more time

(40%

niore).

We sold more Multiple Sponsored pro-

•

grams (126% more) to more National advertisers (113% more) using more tirtie
(119% more)/

We sold,, altogether, 79% more programs to 75% more National advertisers
for a total of 94% more total program
•

time.

We

believe that the sale of local shows is infiporit is only one of many important responsiwe conceive ourselves to have. Representing

tant but
bilities

radio stations
-^all of

means representing

their best interests

them.

in shorty we will continue to follow the policies
which have governed our successful operation for
some 15 years. We will continue to present the many
advantages of Spot Broadcasting to national advertisers and to represent the best interests of our stations, even when they conflict with those of the networks. We will continue to sell advertisers whatever
facilities, the stations have avdiiai>le to move merchandise most effectively.

PEIR! I

[

NEW YORK

*

CHICAGO

ATLANTA
DETROIT

*

ST.

*

LOUIS

*

CI

LOS ANGELES

BOSTON
*

SAN FRANCISCO

—
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CBS

Gets

Down

Wiijili>»»J«yi NovenilNBir S,

THIS IS NORA DRAKE
REQUEST PERFORMANCE
With Raymond Edward Jolinson, With Charlotte Holland, Joseph Con-<
way, Evelyn Varden, Arnold RobJohn Stanley, James 'Van.iDyke,

to Essentials In

Gripping Dramat on Fear After 40
.

With
gins at

its
40,",

production of "Fear BeCBS' Documentary Unit

gave radio a big Job

to

do— ansi

Hewitt, Maurice Franklin,
Gctlin, Joseph De Santo,
Court Benson; Phil Tonken, annanneer; John Gsrt, orranist,

Allen
Jules

It's

¥.
thing to

one

reprise

tadio

airers that have won widespread
it to perXection.. Robert Heller
outstanding examples of
acclaim
& Co. really tackled a man's size
problem in its hour-long docu^' win Brnce, Grace Coppini Joan "real radio" and' another thing to
mentary last .-vi'eek, but in delving Alexander, Martin WoUson, Cameron. dredge up old scripts as handy reInto the lack of provisiops our Andrews,
George TiplAdy, David dos. Show in point looks lilcc a case of
economy has made tor its people Anderson, Raymond Jobnson, Owen the latter. The 'cry is perennially

did

a.-,

social

listener to
40,
•face the unsolved inevitability of
middle age and blatantly highlighted
the score in a gripping, dramatic

over

it

forced

the

Coll.

:

W*^Ucr: Arnold Perl
Producer: Robek't Heller:
Director: John Die^z
Music: Harry Salter

performance.

With

raised over the swift mortality of
show scripts and efEorts to reprise
Grade A stanzas have included .such
projects as the recent, still-undeThere's
cided. "Show of the year,"

'

this broadcast,

CBS

can un-

60 M'os.; Tues.. (28), 9:30 p.m.
Snstalniner

tske credit for courage
and, above all, the knowhow in
Tork
translating its decision to prelect CBS, from
vital ideas through superior profirr.mminp.
reached
the age of 60. Witii
he
cause
Slotted in the 9:30-10;30 Tuesday
inadequate
night segment opposite NBC\s top- little personal savings,
alternarahkins combo of Fibber & Molly security provisions, the only
and Eob Hope, one can only hope tive was to take his parents into his
that it attraCied the listening audi' apartment to live with him.
ence it desErved, for here was a
The, inevitable conflicts and petty
blending of talents— writing, acting, disagreements, in which neither wa-s
direction, production and music
wrong nor right, the search for anthat made for meaningful radio and other solution that led into institudemons;i-ated anew that when proper. tions for the aged, the temporary
techniqr.es aie applied, radio can respite afforded by wartime roai}put "across a message and re'.ain its power shortages' that called his
identity as an entertainment medium. father back to his old job, the slow
In its ultcr simplicity of dramatic but marked morale decline that fplform thiit identified the listener with lows when the lack of a job makes
"Fear's*' protagonist, CES was able people lose tlteir self-respect— these
Perl's
sharply, focused by
to drive its pointThome much more were
effectively than through the newer script. Heller's sweeping production
techniquca with which radio has and John Dietz's vital direction.
been experimentin,-;. No one could
The cast Was almost uniformly
brush Eside the problem propounded, fine, but it was Eddie Albert as the
becsuse it was reduced to the sim- son who. by his natural, controlled
plest elements. It was unavoidable, but deeply understanding portrayal,
and the listener was forced to ac» drove ^homie the full story with its
knowlec^e that "it might be me." broader implications.
Here was a case of utilizing the facts
score,
musical
Salter's
Harry
and figures, that would ordinarily
conducted,, was as well
go into the making of a documentary, which he
integrated as the other facets of the
but translaling them into a dramatic production, unconsciously creating
mood without intruding
CBS rates all the kudos that have the proper
Rose.
story.
been heaped on it for its experiraen- into the
itation in documentary reporting, and
of course should continue jn chart- TORONTO
"POPS"
-ing new programming techniques, With Panl Scherman, Charles Jenbut that facts and flgures, charts and
nings; Elwoofl Glover, announoer
-recordings, are not -as real and movWriter: -H. Ernest Foster
ing, as a finely wrought dramatic'
Producer;. Gordon Forsyth
production was forcefully demon$0 Mins.; F*i., 8 Jhin.
strated in "Fear;."
ROBERT SIMPSON CO".
Last week's show revealed anewCBC, TraJis-CanaSa
•Arnold Perl's capacity for warmth
tHurry Ei Waster)
and understanding, a mature, intelligent approach to a theme, and
^Sponsor and agency rate mutual
that
changes
above all the inspiration
honors for buying the Toronto Syma trained script writer- into an -artist. phony, for 26 weeks on the TransIn '"Fear," Perl took a -man in his Canada network of the Canadian
'30's first confronted with the fact Eroadcsfstins? Corp., this giving the
that his father, a strong, capable 98-man orchestra 34 stations for this
man after 30 year.s'. valuable sei vice, one-hour take of pop-classicsd muwas discarded and out of a job be- sic. This is public service to the. top
degree sponsored by a department
store chain, the Robert Simpson Co.
which announces its sponsorship at
blushinsily

Nw
'

,

•

SYMPHONY

.

>

'

.

—

—

beginning and end without embel-

lishments and lets it go at that, On
prestige and lack of annoying plugging,

this

sponsor will earn good-

According to international critics,
the Toronto Synaphony has one of
the finest string sections in North
.

America.
In' this gay series
whole ensemble proves that the
,

the"

mu-

sic appreciation of its offerings need
not necessarily be confined to long-*
hairs. Conductor Paul Scherman on

preem program chose sprightly
numbers that presumably sent the
'

customers out whistling melodie.s
they had identified without program
notes

—and

that

is

showmanship in
program pres-

this type of popular
entation.'.

HIRES

TO YA"

Charles

Jenning's scholarly

pro-

gram comments; presented without
usual condescension, plus Elwood Glover's forthright announcements, contributed to much of the
program's' informal success.
the

FOR THIRD YEAR
ON CIS

McStay.

no question but what top radio fare,
like film fare, has definite "reissue"

ORCHESTRA

-

AO Mins.; Sun., 8 p.m.

MUSICAL DIGEST MAGAZINE
ABU, from

Detroit
(Keni/on" & Befclicw-dt)

(EST)

TONI HAKR WAVE

NBC,

MBS, from N.

40
With Eddie Albert, Clyde North,
Minerva PiouSi Virginia Payne," Ed-

No program on the networks bears
perhaps as deep an imprint of the
sponsor himself as does tlje Detroit
Symphony orchestra. In terms oC as-

New York

(r«ini

Cone & Belding)
Toni bait wave, which has been
splurging in network radio, has
(Foofe,

sociation, direction

started sponsorship of a new daytime serial; "This Is Nora Drake/'
written by Julian I^unt and directed

Detroit

ing.
The series is "new" only in a
technical sense, since its general
subject matter, techmqtie, pace and
tone are more or less traditional
'

•

The Nora Drake

of -the title is a

The public will go to see ii nurse in a metropolitan hospital.
"Gone With the Wind" two or three She's been jilted by a weak, young
doctor, who's planning.to marry the
times and conceivably would give a

Jiralu^.

radio equivalent at least one repeat
"

listen.

.

not to say, however,
series in question is
without merit. While it appears that
the "radio classics" to be repriscdr
judging by the one aired on the
preem last week (29), are on the
little-known side and of questionable renown, .the series' may very
well be of average pr .better .quality
as sustainer dramats go.

All this

that the

is

Mutual
'

Symphony

and control the
as much Henry

is

H. Reichhold as any other of his
diverse operations or enterprises. His ambitions for it liis
btisiness philosophy and his peisoual
penchants have become as strongly
ingrained in the orchestra's affairs as
these same qualities have motivated
his chemical empire,
.
In returning the symphony program to the air for the 1947-48 season
last Sunday (2) Reichhold got over
his sense of the grand scale with telling impact, It was made the occasion
for announcing the winners of the
Henry H. Reichhold Symphonic
Awards for the Western Hcmisplicre.
The $25,000 that went to the No. 1
prize winner, Leroy Robertson, tovmer Utah cowboy^ established, by a
wide margin, a new high for such
competi live events.
Reichhold's musical tastes was also
manifest in the programming of the
initial hour. He's always been a dev-

many and

on a freelance basis by Charles Irv-

daytime drama.

1947

DSKROIT SYMPHONY
With Karl Kruefer, conductor; lan'
Smith, aUnranoer
Producer: Ian Smith

ertson, JoanI Alexander, Jean Gillespie; Charles Paul, organist; Wil«
liam Cullen^ announcer
Producer: ClMrles- Irving;

Writer: Julian Funt
15 Mins.; Mon.-Fri., It a.m.

P^roateeer-Dlreetor: "Herbert Rice
31 Mins.; Wed., 9:30 p.m.
'.Snstolnlnt:

FEAR BEGINS AT

it

'

daughter of a wealthy trustee of the
The opening week's epi-

institution,

sodes were pretty typically lugubri-

ous soap opera, as the heroine cary
ried ba agonized confabs with herself and witb the motherly head
nurse, played, by Evelyn Varden.
The caddish young doctor -had one
frantic attempt at explanation to

.

;

Nora and a futile confesiiion scene
with the wise, kindly old chief resident physician.
Thus, dealing with this, emotional
The initialer, for instance^ was
oteaiol chamber music, and' no mere
"The. Balzac Murder," by Joseph turmoil of doctors and nurses, in a amsiteur violin player himself
in sucti
hospital
locale, "This Is Nora Drake"*
Cochran, originally produced on the
groups, and the choice of numbers
how-doceased
"Carrington
Play- is conventional daytime Kneller ma- for the event smacked strongly of
it is competently bandied
house," which aired; prize-winning terial,
the chamber influence, with
rescripts.
The repeat was shy of pro- and probably qualified to draw a. sult th^t the repertoire as athe
whole
duction embellishment, but a novel representative, audieiice for its'mid- lacked
much in fire- and excitement.
•stojT (told in a murder trial with momlng (in the eastern zone)" time
Of the many personal kudos that
Hasbbacks) coupled with crisp direc- spot. The writing and production
the
script
accorded
Reichhold the
tion and generally persuasive acting are professional and the performgave the item a par in overall eli'ec- ance is, in general, acceptable by topper was the toast with -which Dr.
daytime atandards.. Charlotte Hol- Alfred Numah, the Musical Digest's
th'enessl
Series (originally titled "Encore land is properly poignant as the editor, closed his announcement of
Theatre" and inexplicably renamed heroine, though she tends to be in- awards. "To you, Henry Reichhold,"
Joseph Conway exclaimed Numan, "a salute from
following the teeofT) has a totigh audible at times.
listener-luring row to hoe: opposite seems suitably hysterical as the the entire world of music!"
young doc, while Evelyn Varden
"Mr. D,A."
The ostensible sponsor of these
Doari.
and Arnold Robertson are plausible broadcasts, the Musical Digest Maga*
as the. head nurse and resident zine, -was almost lost in the shuffle.
physician,, respectively.
It did get a fragmentary blurb, someThe commercials are of two types. thing 'about a special get-together
«ittow-qi
Hie opeiKr is a straight spiel for offer, $1 for four issues. And unlike
the eflectiveness, simplicity and any other program on the. air, 'the
economy of the Toni wave process, fadeout line left no doubt of the perwhile the closing is a testimonial, sonal implications of the program's
"Child's Wortd," ABC's new mcp- apparently
Read the announcer,
delivered by the indi- paycheck.
pet roundtable (which, incidentally, vidual herself,
by a pleased Toni "These broadcasts are presented with
IS perking plenty of trade talk over
user.
The copy sounds more per- the compliments of HeniW H. Reichits novelty pace and freshness) toolt
suasive than most commercial writ- hold; owner, chairman of the board
radio apavt last .Sunday (2) as only »ne.
and
founder
of the Reichhold ChemKobe.
a bunch of fiandid, deat-ihinldng
Odec.
ical Industries."
Idds et>uld. Seven juves, all 12 and'
13, and articuiate to the point of mak- LOUISE BENAT ENTERTAINS
ing run-of-the-mill adults OK audi- 60 Mins,; IKWi-tbru-Fri.
Hartford— Carl Beier, former dience participation shows seem Infan*
rector-writer-producer for the CBS
tile by comparison, agreed that they WROW, Albany
will guest-direct a. series
couldn't get along without radio, but
Director ol women's activities on Workshop,
radio- plays for the
Randall
felt that soap operas were "xnifshy" WKOW,
«nd a tahiiliar voice to local of
School here to be produced over
and "they draw them out so much." listeners for six or seven
.

J
|f

Conent

-

•

l^Jey generally lifeed sports and music, including symphony, programs—
and one kid spoke up for United Nations debates and ta%S' "by men with
different points of view." Programs
like "Town Hall," another thought,
however, "are almost all pessimistic."As for kid shows, one saad"Superman" appeals only to children from
7 to 11, but another felt 7»10 was
the Ibnit. because Il-year-olds didn't
care ior it.
On radio mysteries, though, the
kids almost got together. All judged
them good and harmless except one
girl who thought the rule (NBC's
only) against mysteries before 9;30
was good because kids 8 or so try
to hear them."
A 'boy retorted,
though, that "ii they're bad for children, they ought to take them oft for
adults, because it'.s just as bad for
them, too." Moppets didn't think
generally that radio's shoot-'em-up
stuff would "corrupt our morals."
They thought the 9:30 rule would
just force kids to- "sneak" mysteries
in their bedrooms after the lights
were out. Some believed that listening to mysteries helped them do
their homework— although one adr-:
mittcd
Superman imaccouotably
slipped into one of hfs school com'

years,

WDRC

« heavy assignment in the
hour-long block, five days a week.
It ix too mu'chfor her and probably
for almost any femme on the air.
Under th« ciHSumstanceif, padding is
necessary. This consists chiefly of
filler, material, certain musical selections and overlong interviews.
Most unusual broadca.st eSsayed by
Miss Benay in WROW's first month
was a pickup of iiiterviews and entertainment in Rose. Lounge of Ten
Eyck hotel—with local names on
hand, it could be developed into a
potent regular feature,- if time and
money were expended. Origination
taeklftr

early this winter.

From Hollywood!

,

.

'

began

in

.awkward fashion.
Jutting a spoother stride after Miss
Benay became integrated. Lack of
preparation marred spots. One thine
Miss Benay does on a limited scale;
which could be expanded generally
slow,

in radio, is a discussion of food,
the
paramount question in the minds of

countless housewives'.

Her

voice,

'

wWle clear and pleasant,

tends rather to monotone; deliver*
lacks variety.
Mi.ss Benay is obviously and smartly attempting,
in
selection of music and material, to
learn what the audience -u'islips to

hear^

JTwiro.

positions.

Mystery films are

Jlea/ui by most

.

.

most

'"a

lot

worse"

than radio's counterpart, the moppets
concluded, because "in films you see
them do it and on tbe radio you just
hear it. And movies more or less
idolize the criminal, but in a radio
sliow you see more that ci-ime doesn't
pay." Besides, the kids added, radio
whodimits are "all about the same*'
and mostly "go in one ear and out
the other."
"Strike It
participation

Rich," the audienceSunday nights on CBS,
unchanged in format under Ludens sponsorship. It's still a
shrewdly concocted quiz in which
contestants selected on the basis of
letters explaining why they want to
"Strike it rich" are interviewed and
asked fiv« questions for pyramiding
cash payments. The only apparent
change is that the sponsor now con-

is
7>

in

the

BUYING

Write

Ark-La-Tex

for Av«il«biiitie4

tributes

box

a

candy bars

of

Fifth

fre<iuent

mention.<i

"our Ludens microphone,"

hypo

7^

sponsor

etc.,

identification

of
to

and

needle the listeners.
As b e'f ore,
Todd Russell is still a trifle overebullient, at times almost obscuring
the contestants. But he's generally
excellent.

"StrjJce It Rich'' resttains

a good show,

"i

wKa

they hear on

.

*

Avenue

each contestant, and
tosses in plugs for Ludens menthol
cough drops. 'Fittibably when the
agency boys have had more time to
make their influence felt there'll be
to

much more

5>433,574 People

REMEMBER

WIP

fHIUDELPHIit'S PIONEER VOICE

BASIC MUTUAL
r

EDWARD

PETRY & CO,

.

'*<>^P^
.

for

WNEW~top

That plan

honoirs for Overall

Promotion in

impressions a year—

Another

first

Billl^ard's 1947 industry-wide competition!

This promotion plan

sells

personalities to Greater

WNEW

New

programs and

Yorkers as they ride

trains , taxis , trolleys, fgrry boats

busses ; as they

for

delivers

WNEW

is

2Sd S

tjyfi

if isn't

enough: Afiothier ilrsf

the use of the Douglas Leigh "Flying

Spectacular," which adds the impact of 11,500 light
bulbs; This 340-foot continuous sign flashes

promotion in

letters

WNEW

27 feet high! Adding

still

read their nfews papers and magazines ; as they go to

another dimension to the advanced, award-witioing

the yipyies . open their mail or their laundry!

WNEW promotional approach!

ON YOUR
Jerstty 24. Hours

ci

Day

DIAL

V«clne»flyy, Jji^vwaber S« ,1947
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In the Other
Charles H. Denny,

Food Crisis Sours Radio Gravy
—

FCC

Oddly enough, the anxiety among networks and agency
relinquishing.
execs over the anticipated retrench'
order of cancellation, which becomes
ments by other top food companies.
effective when Allen winds up his
Thonkpsos: Agency's Coup
first 13-week cycle ol the new seaThe manner in which J. Walter
son on Jan. 4, came simultaneously
Thompson, SB's ad agency', engineerwith announcement of the new (Oct. ed a dotible coup adds up to what is
considered by many as the neatest
agency triclc in years. For it was
not only a case of JWT successfnlly
Playing Sufe
negotiating a switch in sponsors, to
retain Allen in the agency's stable of
Standard Brands' relinquishing
star properties, but managing in the
of th« choice 8:30-'9 Sunday'
process to recapture $2,000,000 worth
night period on NBC, so that
Ford could pick up the tab on
of the Ford business, one of the prize'
accounts in radioi
the Fred Allen show in the same
time segment after the first of
For months 'JWT has been Smartthe year, is part of a lend-lease
ing under the blow of losing the
arrangement.
Ford billings last season— about $5,make
wanted
to
000,000 in all—to Kenyon & EckFood sponsor
& E's original program for
hardt.
sure there's no permanent severthe dealers—the Meredith Willson
ing of the franchise for the valconif
musical on CBS—cam© a-eropper a
uable time segment and,
warhence
few months back,' due chiefly tfr laditions several years
rant, wants to be in a position to
bor troubles in Detroit. But the Ford
dealers were planning an early rerecapture the time.
agreed
to
entry into the radio picture, and
Ford dealers have
K & E's radio veep'ee, Bill Lewis,
.the terms.
was keeping the N.Y.-to-Detrolt
wires buzzing in expectation of
up a new programming
80) Hooper .ratings, which projected wrapping
'

K

.

<

with a

23.2 tally

'

28,

In tune with Its recent increase in
power .and change of frequency,
huge promotion campaign was teed
off and engineered by Matty Brescia, promotion manager Mkrid pub-

deal,

affiliate,

Krelstein,

watts

is

operating on 10,000

daytime and

watts

.5,000

at

Promotion spree was- centered on
the magic number 68—the station's
new frequency. The theme of the
station's publicity campaign which
got under way tiiis month was focused on "WMPS Now 68 on the
'

But the. Thompson chiefs, faced
with the sudden SB^ canceUation of

and. its $22iOd0

waeWy

Speakers on the program Included
Senator J. Howard: McGrath, of

upon

Island, national chairman of
the Democratic party; Senator Francis Ji Myers, of Pennsylvania; Mayor
Samuel, Albert M, Greenfield, Frank
Murdoch and Mrs. Emma Guffey
Miller. The leading opposition city,
San Francisco, offered to match
Phllly's pool of $200,000 to guarantee, the convention, but the dough
factor proved ot little weight against
the heavy barrage of the video ar/
guments;"
:

.

clusivity for two yearlt xssaa. ip«sarea.'
ment of at least 10% of the minimum
Highlighting Brescia's jpromotion
fee.
As ttf subsidiary rights/ thein step with the 68 - theme was a writer
at all ^aMa, retains control of
Hirsheimer
neat tieup with H. W.
the disposition of the rights.
and
and Phil Baldwin, manager
Further, air credit must be ac-^
respectively
sales promotion director
corded to all programs which in^in
store
of. the huge Seats-Roebuck
-volve more than B0% script.
Memphia.
"good intentions" clause applies to
all others.
'

•

:

WSAY

.

.

A

Video

Factor, Too, In
Philly Mayoralty Campaign,
ais

Philadelphia, Nov.

The Democratic campaign -commiton WPTZ Fri-

tee bdught a segment

Negotiating tor Guild; Peter Lyon, day night (31) for a dramatization of
Roy Langham. Sidney Fleischer, the life of their candidate for Mayor,
Robert Newman, Leon Meadows> Richardson Dilworth.
Welbourne Kelly, Hbbert .Ceniedella,
The following day the G.O.P. paid
David DriscoU, E. S; Carrington, for a SO'minut^ period on the same
various alternates;
station for presentation of' a docuNegotiating for webs:
mentai-y
"Philadelphia, a Great
Josepb.
McDonald* Helen City"—puffing the accomplishments
Guy, Richard Moore, John^. Turner, of the present Admlnistratlbn which
CBS—L S, Becker" Howard Haus- is seeking reelection.
man, Henry Howard, Robert J.Technique of both programs was
Landry.
watched carefully by bigwigs of both
MBS ^Leo Lauterstein, • Adolph parties as a possible pattern for fuOpfinger.
ture political broadcasts, especially
John McDonnell, Richard for the forthcoming Presidential
McDonagh, Edmund S'ouhami,'' J!rn« tussle next year when video prom-'
*
T
est de la Ossa.
ises to play a major part.

—

ABC—

—

'

NBC—

.

•

,

WPEN

^^^^

Philadelphia—
Sports Director Bill Sears is doing the script^'
for a 13-weeks series of transcribed
half-hours in the interests of' Bahat
world Faith called "The Fo^ lafts.-?

WBAL
I

Continned

solely the first

.'from

page 28

application for

re-

newal by Hearst and the second apIt will exdecade identification with the Sun' and the affiliate each share in the plication by Pearson,
day night 8 to 9 NBC period, al- total amount of tsSf^ according to a amine present plans and past operathou^' the -client's 8-8:30 Chlirlie sliding seale based on the amount' tion by former and projected coopMcCart^ show remains undisturbeC ot network icommerclal traffic'broad-- eration by latter.
Blue Book charges were originally
For yie.ar^ SB had built up a follow- cast by the affiliate' eaph month.

made

.

ing in the present Allen period witi},
it? "One"'.Man Family" show, later
moving it into Sunday afternoon.

as part of regular business of
Commission .and not handled to effect subsequent extension or renewal of 'WBAL license.
Present
case will be decided on record of
SSS Continued fcom puge it(
present hearing. Request by, TyjSAL
for inspection of present plant aifd
regular Congress reconvenes in Janengineering setup by Hyde prior to
uary.
removal of case to Washington was
Meanwhile, the Republicans, an- granted. First Hearst
witness was
ticipating nomination of Coy, are al^
Paul. Peter, Of Frazier and Peter,
ready .attacking the nomination as management

Anderson ptesenff

FRED ROBBINS*

ONENITE STAND

Wayne Coy

WBBM May Unsheath
Delinquency 'Needle'

KIDDIE RECORD ALBUM

NUASERY RHYMES
with a bomMr

'

.

.

\w

APVtNTURE KECOU D CQ.

m

AlrMdy ulniiing
A»t DFw lMK<y
8li«Wiii« (HONEVDJn JUKk

BOXECl

LANNY

ft

1352

.

:eH«»BI «WEY

Radi* PndiHtiM*'

u*

|i»f Iw

MadiMo AVtVM^ NtV
.

ATw*t«^'l)<«2«

'

V«t

-

WRITE FQR BKOGIiOllE

Chicago, Nov. 4,
"Report
Uncensored,"
WBBM
iuve delinquency series that pricked
tender skin of politicians, pedagogs

tin (hi

Testimony' by Peter claimed 39.3%
National Com-mittee Cihair- of WBAL. 1945

GOP

,

tisanship."

He called

"disturbing" re-

tape recorders for startling stories ports that Mr. Truman isxonsidering
astray.
appointment of "a member of the
Indiana- Democratic machine," who
Reece claimed has been "associated
with the left-wing of the Democrat
Administration sinee its- inception."

from youngsters gone

While he mentioned no names,
did. nob take much imagination

TARGET
ii

backed up by

of plannfng.Weed

and Company

ivery touchdown
rs

gMd foof<^

ball, by. Intellijgfent analysis, skillfui

planning,

and a thorough

knovtrledge

of succesiful sales strategy.

RADIO STAtlQN
RiPRESErrTATIVES
NEW yQRK-BOSTOHoCHKfteO'KTSOIT'SAN rMtKiSCO*ATUNTA*HOUYWOO»

fcei

VAUGHAN

consultants.

"political- partisanship."

Tfcirt'i

SARAH

time was public servand some of Chi's best people, may man Carroll Reece last Thursday
ice and 40% of total air time origbe revived shottlyiS'wlth its needle (30). put the bee squarely on Presiw inated
locally, thus refuting Blue
unblunted.
dent Truman to nominate a man Book charges of toeing too commerOriginal series, produced by Ben "whose record
demonstrates his cial and favoring too much'-network.
Parks, was widely credited as most ability and willingness to adminisDempsey tried to make a point bf the.;
valuable community service series ter his responsibilities without
par- way these percentages compared
ever broadcast locally. Shows used

service Is dlitingUiilMKl; like

4.

Philly politicos are recognizing the
value of tele in the hot Mayoralty
fight and for the first time both major.parties bought video time to plug
their -respective candidates.

ABC

.

JUST RELEASED!

and

dinner

Rhode

,

.

OUR
"H(-DfDDL£ DfDIME"

the

televised

given by the Philadelphia delegation in the Mayflower botel, and national committeemen thus were able
to see the program on receivers
placed in the hotel.

payment of minimum percentages
promotion stunts eooked up by Bres of the minimum fee.
cia to stimulate Interest in the liew
Thus a company may -acquire exstation throughout the mid-South

talent

• WARUN «UPE*. » ADAM KATS *

'WFIL-TV

talk,

WMAL-TV

'

Allen, got bus^, too. It was a' case
of moving fast'and working strictly
under wraps, for « leak in the Allen
situation would have sparked a free'
nut, is particularly' evident because
for-all battle among agencies to
the SB product plugged on the pro l>itch for the Allen show. Thus, the
saSB Conttnued from page 2C
gram, Tenderleaf Tea, has spiraled JWT" announcement of the new Ford
The deal came as a complete surprise. this attempt to "dictate the station's
into top selling prominence..
card rate," the nets allegedly defact that the company started &l..tfae
'ipord Theatre' Unaffected
clined to offer a continuous supply
top, rather than the bottonri-. in pull
Deal does not effect K&E's 60- of programs, with only ABC and
Ing in the reins, has contributed minute Sunday afternoon "Ford The- Mutual making a^fcw of their shows
toward the general uneasiness and atre," dramatic show on NBC, but ^tvailable. Contracts, with those two
there's Considerable speculation ai webs ekp^e next Wedn^sdaijr (12).
the moment as to the pro^ram.'s {ate.
fTooda Answers Back
Show's latest Hooiyer- gives it a 4.9^
up 2.1 oyer the -previous rating, but
Four webs' defense was 'summed
in terms of a weekly $14,000 talent up' in a denial of. the charges by
(plus
weekly time ABC'prexy M«trk Woods. According
nut
$16,000
charge); It's the kind of payoff that to Woods,v. individual contracts beengenders agency ulcersi Feeling is t-ween
and its affiliates "conthat, if the Ford family is willing to tain a price, agreed- upon by the
play along with it, its only hope of network and the Independent stasurvival would be a nighttime show tion, at which the station's various
casing.
time periods may be offered to adSale of Allen to the' Ford dealeri vertisers 'for' use In carrying- netfop' slottlng in the same time seg- work,, commercial programs."
nieni -winds up SB's more-than-a-,
V^oods ^Minted' fiUt that the net
...

car-,

25,000

sales

tele

Writera Pact

There were paid advertising sar
Continued hom' page ST
lutes in both Memphis dailies from
practically every leading departscript for specific periods and
ment store here, and several other

could be

persons could be accommodated. As a clincher to the

spring.

radio."

itself

by video to the adjoining Conj,-«
Museum, where an addi-

tional

w

night.

Continued from page 29

mercial

'

SB's relufitance to part with the

how

ried

Broadcasting Report." It was
that report which forced NBC to
give up- the old Plue network.
Krieger will be arguing against
NBC, with Denny, leading the
defense. WSAY's other attorney
William McGovern,
ho
is
handled the antl^trust case for
the Government ag&lnst the alleged railroad monopoly last

WMPS. the local
managed by Harold R.

now

Tele Brings
SB

Convention Hall

Seymour Krieger who, with
Denny, wrote the FCC's "Chain

licity director of

ABC

former

against one of his former associates in defending NBC in the
anti-trust suit filed against the
four major webs by WSATf,
Rochester, N. Y., indie.
One of WSAY's attorneys is

Hoopla and Store Stunts
Memphis, Oct.

Jr.,

now NBC's
may be arguing

chairman and

general counsel,

Continued trom page t sssssssssnaSSissssssa

Allen Into .esUal bilUng with Bob
Hop* lor the' touted sh,ow in radio,

Comer

it

to
link the reference to Coy, a Hoosier,
who Ipft jobs as city editor of two
Indiana dailies to accept a series~o£
jnoreasingly important posts with
the Roosevelt administration. Coy,
V^hile holding down No. 1 assignments as head of various government committees and agencies^ was
for four years an executive assistant
to President Roosevelt.

Recce's statement pointed to the
importance of radio in the upcoming
political campaign and warned that
an FCC "dominated by persons -willing to put partisanship ahead of im^'
partial administration of the law
could interpose serious difficulties in
the way of the (GOP) Committee's
discharge of its responsibilities."
Recce's statement wound up with
the recommendation that Mr. Tru-^
man name a "practical" broadcaster
with actual experience in station operation to head the FCC. The GOP
chairman obviously was not informed that Coy has been affiliated'

with other station operations. Hyde
upheld Pearson attorneys' claim
that Peter's statement was m'erely a
matter of opinion. Dempsey claimed

the percentage comparison high.
Peter claimed that many spots of
public
service bearing
spohsors'
should not have been rated coin
mercial but admitted in reply to a
query that figures included official
statement by city, state ,and federal
agencies of both local aij.d chain
origin. No local witnes? appeared
during the day's session.
Hearing will be Bontinued
Washington with Peter still on the
stand. Plan to have the Commissioner visit the local
plant
was postponed. In an exchange over
reading into the record by Dempsey
of the lengthy historical background
of case, Dempsey said that Hearst
Radio opposed consolidation of its
renewal application with Pearson's
construction permit application and
felt that the Commission members
had been influenced by alleged false
statements of the Bltie Book.
Asked by McCoy if Dempgfey- be
lieved that Hyde was so influehcedf
he said "no," but added that he
didn't know who was the author of
the Blue Book and had never found
out. Hyde denied that any false
statements, appeared in Blue Eiook
and said: "there are no findings on
record that will preclude the FCC
from reaching a fair vetdict in the

with WINX as station manager and
has held representation on the Boird
of Directors oi NAB and the FM
•
Assn.
pending
^.
'
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country
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Washington, Nov.

& Ryan

Slater, of Ruthrauff
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AnENTION:
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Ar« Spaiuoring a New Vocal GroHp

THE

BEAUTY

SHOP
QUARTET
Tall,'-

'Young

fteftdatu

Expert

G!rl$;

Quftliiy.

•eb

K»rr,

RKO

Neophyte
J.

FCC member

Jones took the posi-

tion the

Commission should keep

"hands

off" the subjects treated,

Chairman Charles
R, Denny, Jr.> indicated support
for the project before leaving
FCC, but did not participate in
the final vote.
*
Despite reports to the contrary,
report has not been overhauled
since it was first screened by the
FCC bench, but is, according to
in the report.

Adams, Carl Frank, Lon Claric, Vinton Haywdrth and Margaret Speaks,

Sight

Stnd

'

Bld«.. N. Y. C.
01'

Marty Moom,, Collofo Inn
Holol Sherman, Cahleago

William

Gordon

,

Norman Horn, Len

Genevieve
Rowe, Gene Rayburn and George

Stokes,

Irene

Beasley,

Lehman.

Gold Rush Over

As indicated in CoUyer's presiCoutimuA trom page iSS
dential speech at the last local membership meeting (and reprinted in "losses would be expected' for 64 of
summary in the current issue of tlie
399 ctations going into towns of
Stand By, the union house organ),
Situation gets a
the principal issue of the AC is anti* 25,000 or less."
communism. The main 'issue of the little grimmer for. the new stations
indies, according' to the statements entering 97 other towns where they
at .last week's. yaUy, is the elimina- will be competing with anywhere
tion of iactionaUsm and machine from one to three stations. Availa'
bility of network contracts and inpolitics.
genuity in progranuning and sales
will determine the fate of fh«je
.

W agna

'

.

;

.

.

IWORCESTERl

to spend more in. the future than for one, is willing to be in the BMB
In the -past in order to obtain a fold if CBS and ABC are. And NBC
given amount of revenue." AH of and ABC execs are said to have
which is understood here to m^an argued with Stanton that Mutual's
that even with corner-cutting, the holdout wouldn't altogether cripple
neophyte stations can expect things BMB. It. was pointed out that the
to get worse before they get better.
National Assn. of Broadcasters got
along without an four nets participating, but Stanton is said to have
replied that that was a ^'different
matter." Feeling was also expressed
that if the three other webs refused
to stay In BMB because Mutual held
out, it would, amount to a case of
letting Mutual set Industry stand.

A

.

'

ards,

"THE ADVENTURES
BILL

H«*< up t«

Ms nMk

M

i

LANCE"

Sundays, 5:00
hi.

thrills!

pm

BMB

,

^

Also,,
so YOU WANT TO lEAD A BAND...w»b$aminy Kaye...Monday«,9!30pmEST
CANDID MICROPHONE ... Thuridayi, tiOO pm EST
ROSS DOLAN, Dttotliv*... (tarring William O(irgan...taluRl«y(,li00 pm EST
THE OPIE CATES SHOW . . . Mondays, liW pm EST

-

.

BMBi"

-

-

—

DEPARTMENT
7-5700

operative research shall ^ continue
and grow. The alternative is return
to the chaos which preceded
Failure of BMB would condemn
.
radio in the eyes of the entire ad-vertising fraternity ... I cannot
believe that Mutual would want
to be a party to the dissolution of
-

Reluctant sleuth Bill

CIRCLE

Stanton's come-on-in prod was
the second in a week directed at
the adamant Mutual. In a tallc be-^
fore the annual Pulse luncheon last

Wednesday. (29), BMB prexy Hugh
Feltis put it up to Mutual: "The
fundamental issue is whether co-

EST

Lance would rather dabble in Debussy than deal with the
underworld, Abrand-new, sure-fire hitfqradventurefans.

ABC PROGRAM

.

.

network contracts in most eases
have already been copped oSi elong
-with the best channels, power, and

More important,
concludes, the established sta-

listening audiences^

FCC

tions have ]>r(ibably "skimmed the
cream" of the advertising potential.

<

Houston Raymond F. Herndon,
former promotion manager for
KPRC, here, and for the past three
years producer for the airings. of the
Houston Symphony Orchestra over
the Texas Quality NetWork, has
been named commercial manafcer
:

for

KTRB,

here.

i

discuss the Issues, and^ DHworth
agrees to run. Next the viewer
"meets" Dijworth's family, eight
kids, includmg a couple of goodlooking daughters and an attractive
wife.
Always good vote-getting

propaganda. Show winds up with
Davis making a final pitch and urging ev^body to come out and
vote. All-in-gll, kn okay vote pitch
—a great .improvement over the
usual long-winded ^oUtiCal radio
program.
Shal.
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still of Jiohn Garthe screen, asking the star's
of his next picof the contestants
the answer^ emcee Bill Slater
not only told them the name of the
film (''Body and Soul"), but also the
actual opening date and the name Of
the theatre. And they accuse radio
of being over-commercializedl
Outside of that, though, the show
was tiptop. General Foods' Jell-o,
which has been sponsoring it for 1}ie
last four weeks, turns over the NBC
Thursday night slot this week to
Maxwell House for a tele version of
"Meet the Eress,'^ "Quk" is definitely good enough for NBC to h&na
O^ito
it
fu&tainer -until another
bankrouer can be^ lined up.
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RETAIL ADVER.

FoDow-Up

Yonnc ft BubioMtt television producer Dave l«vy accomplished the
impossible la.^t week by presenting
clips from three contemporary major
feature films in the ."Seven Arts
Quiz" show. Peat was performed,
however, only at the cost of letting
slide into the script one of the most
overt and therefore offeiislve hitchhike plugs yet devised.
Levy obtained the film clips from
United Artists, basing a question on
films on them. Immediately following,

NEW YORK CITY

they

GontlntMA from page

-

TO REACH THE
NOllTH JERSEY.

WAAT *

Tele Reviews

;

FOR SALE
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•

FCC says of these towns, "it is
difficult to see how they can be expected to support two, tiiree or four
stations, tmless their size has ext^
panded gi;,eatty since 1940" or they
depend on several industries tor
revenue. Most crucial test will be
faced by the 734 stations entering
the
200
over:expanded markets
(which alrtady had 624 stations as
of V-J day); Report points out that

-

Stanton

WTAG

<"

newcomers.

D. C. Disk Jockeys

,

-

3. The 126 new stations which were in the blacic were clearing an
average of $1,200 a month over expenses. Losers were incurring
losses a-veraging $1,643 a month. Profitability varies greatly, depending on size of the town. All full-time locals in towns under 50,000
were earning average monthly income of $90; those in the larger
towns were dropping tltt a month. Local part-time stations in the
sc^all towns earned $1,099. wUlo same station in the big cities lost
$1,096 a month.
4. It took an average of 18 months after going on the air for the
"profitable" stations to make the grade. In new radio communities,
the newcomers swung into the black in about IS months, In radiorich towns, it took twice as long for the neophytes to get-out of the red.

:

Weist, Margaret Spea)^,
Perry, Travis Johnsto;n,
Cross,

competition. Average buildifag costs ranged from $40,127 for parttime 250-watters to $133,000 tor fulltbne regional stations.
Monthly operating tabs averaged $4,574 in thie smaller towns; $7,988
in the largeof towns. Itefudtess tft comniunity size, cost of putting a
station on the >air was\ greatest iot tuUtime reij^obals, with other
classes-. In descending order; part-time regionals; part-time locals, and
'

Wever, Bunce Adams,- Frank, Clark,

Dwight

This' is the conclusion reacfa,ed by FCC Chief Economist Dallas
Smytho on the basis ofi reports trom 250 new stations which took to
the ether after V-J Bay, lUs findiiags.are.sun^marized in "An Economic
Study of Standard Broadcasting'* released here today <4) as follows:
1. Roughly halt of 'Hie 250 new post-war stationg are losing money
getting started. Two out of three of the stations going into towns
now without a local transmitter arc proAtatile, Onfjiy one out of JEhree
of those entering old radio communities are. in the black,
'2. Average construction and operating costs are turning out
to be
much higher than the amount of dough the applicants expect to spend
Construction costs depend
at. the time they file their bids with FCC.
prindpally on the class of station, size of community -and other radio

full-time locals.

Hayworth, Walter Greaza, Elizabeth
Morgan, Howard Claney, Adelaide
Hawley, Ron Rawson, Tom Sliirley,

nbuncers and, finding he '^vored
grants as of Y-Jr XHiy, reflect the union representation, served notice
pre-1941 economy raOier than the of discharge on him the following
high-spending war years.
morning.
The 1,350 new stations okayed by
AFRA claims-Eaton made the same
FCC since war-end will need ap- inquiry of Charles Jackson, colored
proximately $131,000,000 in revenue disk jockey on the Station, and, getto see them through, the report ting the same- response, proceeded to
estimates. Figure Is pegged on as- reduce Jackson's time on the air.
sumptldn they will require as nw^ih The jock was paid on a percentage
in revenue as was spent by- ^m- of Spots sold^ so this, in effect, re.parable sized stations during 1945.
duced' Ida .compensation.' The unipn
On this last point, the report also alleged tiiat to combat imion
sounds both an optimistic and a organization. Eaton proceeded -to augloomy note. FCC admits that in dition other artists to release Jabktheir early years stations may cut SOUi
corners, get by with less staff and
At a meeting of Eaton and the
less overhead and therefore may not AFRA board of directors last Friday
need the $131,000,000 spent by older (31) :Eaton refused to sign a blue~
operators in 194S.
print contract with the union so long
On the other side of the coin, as the strike is in effect.
however. Commission economists,
poking into the highly-competitive
future, warned: . . ."the increasing
competition between stations and
between broadcast and other adverContinued from page 26
tising mediae may force new stations

AM

'

finally released to a selected Ust its
slate of candidates for .the local
board. The slate includes Collyer,

Bjss Gontinned fiom-pagt

intact.

.

ruling clique of AC, including Collr
yer, Ned Wever, Bunce, WiUiani

Government

Vokei.

Photo «h(i Record to!

Too

Washington. Nov. 4.

GIRL SINGERS

JACK

in *39,

Despite some grumbling from
industry reps here that FCC has
strayed far afield in making
studies of broadcasters' chances
for survival in the future, fact ls
that this is not the first time the
Commission has dipped into eco»
noinics of radio operation.
In 1939 the agency released an
omnibus, "Repoi* on the Economic and Social Aspects of Radio," which had unanimous support of the FCC bench at the
time.
The 1947 sequel won votes
from five out of. seven Commis-

:

HI, LO,

Happened

It

4.

If you want to retire with a little radio station all your own, your
best chance of success lies in spotting a wee-waiter in a town of 50,000
or under- which has no other radio outlet. In«a few cases, you could
make more money by slotting a new station in a larger town whera
the other radio ^mpetition isn't too tough, but the odda -are definitely
on the side of the small-town operation.

Airers

bas reached the economic "danger
point." So says FCC's repori on
route. It's due
the economics of standard broadcasttion since V-J Day.
ing, released here today (4), The
Gloomy Ovei;-i:xpaii8i«n Ktt«k
Commission wisely keeps mwm OH
FCC's pitch on over-expansion Is
the identity of th6se towns beyond
saying that in almost 300 localities admittedly on the gloomy side, so
radio may have "over-e»panded" long as the present high level of inContinnedl trom pace IS
come and business activity conItself.
The report is based on the num- tinues. The report points this up by members of AC, also «pok« from tim
ber of hew AM stations authorized admitting that prewar grants are floor. The session was open tO' Uie
bs of May, 1947, and contemplates a used as a standard and normal con- public and press.
total of 2,250 standard broadcast struction of new stations was-, arbiThe AC was to hold an "open"
transmitters on the air by year-end trarily halted by the war. It is also meeting last night (Tu«s.), hut the
stressed thai the number of station
.1948....
place and exact time v&s' not pubThe "over-saturated" radio comannounced. Meanwhilo, the
licly
account for
altogether
munities
1,063 staions—or 47% of the total
expected to he in operation^ next
year. These 28T towns have picked,
up 704 new stations since V-J Day.
Exactly 195 of the communities had
stations before 'the war; 92 were
Without local transmitters.
The Gommission included in the

Ae Ul-Town

Odds

Board Friendship Train
Tom

radio dept., who has been on loan
to Charles Luckman's food attmlnistration in Washington, left for the
"over-expanded" list any town which
Coast last night (Tues.) to take over
by the end of 1948 will have mor« supervision of the fri«Pidsbip Train,
stations than any community in thft
which' sett otti it<aa I^-A. on a
same population class had before the coast-to-coast swing storting Friday
war. The same standard was applied
(7).
to new radio communities which
Train will pick up food along the
have picked up more than- one stain N. Y, on Nov. 18.

'Danger Pout' Reached in
cities"

New

fom

Slater to Coast To

1^

SOON FIRST IN
TELEVISION

MKWARK MEW JERSEV
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Costly Stunt

ASCAP Board Meet Up a Tree on Deal
Offered by Radioites
Board meeting

of.

the

Pittsburgh, No.

Father

was

faction

for accepting

and

another was in favor of seeking a
compromise. As a result, nothing
was. achieved in the way of a decfsion; which will stretch the negotiations over a still longer period.-

Meat

of

against,

:

still

network plan

the

•

Bootleg Disks

Longines,

AsCAP

Cases Due Soon

wqnt;. when an affiliate sells a net
originated sustainer to a local spon'

On

•or,-

With Majestic
The situation between Bay MoKin:}ey's o'rcliestra and Majestic Records
Last

week^iMcKinley. took advantage of
a 30-day cancellation clause in his
contract with the label and sent

.

.

notifldbtibn that :he was: getting, out
'

on the basis of a claim that the company had not lived up to contractual
promises. .This week Maj estic at'

:

torneys assert that it does not intend
to let the band go. ,

Attorneys for Majestic assert it
expects McKinley to honor his contract, that it has carried out ail obligations to him in tlie way Of production, that he has no rifiht to cancel.
Company points out that it has
spent considerable time, and money
lostering McKinley's growth on records and doesn't intend to forego
those eflbrts.
11^

;

warns that

if

N.Y. Dockets

Two important court tussles are
due for hearings within the .next two
months in New York. First,, the suit
by Longines-Wittnauer against music
publishers, through the Music Publishers Protective Assn., is the most
important. It's due on either the
December or- January calendar of
Federal court. Second is a hearing
.

HfcKjnley Tif

McKinley formu-

another, recording deal elsewhere prior to the expiration of his
Majestic deal, which runs into next
year, that it will institute action.
lates

Mos. to Click
That there will be plenty of underground cutting of new disks following the Jan. 1 application of the

.

of the appeal in the .E. B. Marks action vs. the American Society of

Breaikior British Decca

On American Releases
iDisk

ban

set

by -the Dreyfus combine, for
which Longines attempted to pay

lished

the basic 2c royalty.

MPPA and its pub membfers contend that since transcriptions are not
cited in the outmoded 1909 Copyright Law, the right is different from
covering regular recordings,
that

and they ask 25c per pop song and
50c per standard tune for use; in
such cases.
Marks case is the one decided several years ago in N. Y. supreme
court bv Justice Ferdinand Pecora,
which gave ASCAP a sharp victory,
ttver the Marks contention that tunes
in its catalog, co-written by

ASCAP

members, could be included in the

by the American Broadcast Music

repertoire.

Marks

.Federation, of Musicians for Jan. 1
>
has a deal with BMI.
could eventually, if it lasts long
enough, give jEngland's Decca company and its artists a stronger toehold in the U. S. disk market, British Decca begins releasing a London
label in the U. S. on Nov. 15, using
its British artists, and it intends to
assign to these artists the plu!g songs
of U. S, publishers. In other words,
Iiondon' will release a new tune by a
Frank Dailey^ who reopened his
U. S. publisher at the same time Meadowbrook, Cedar Grove, N. J.i
and in competition with U; S. last August With a new policy of
diskers.
solb recording names and secondary
Since U. S. publishers feeding the bands alternating with top band
company with new tunes would at names, is mulling a new approach
the same time be doing their best to the b.o. problem. He's installing
to plug these tunes on the air and a rhumba night and is seriously
in any other way possible, it figures mulling the idea of running a barn
that London and its artists would dance one night a week, since that
eventually come up with some piece type of entertainment has been
of material that would project the growing lately and is showing great
label and one or more of its artists b.o. strength in other parts of New
Into the U. S. sales spotlight.
Jersey.

Daiky Goes Latin;

Corn Music Maybe

I

NO COMMENT NEEDED
Billy

Columbus, C, Nov. 4.
Grantham, former Columbus

now of Wilmington, O.,
15 suooessful applicants
passed the fall ex-'.minati6n of

bandleader,
•nss

among

who
U6 OUd' State Board

of Pharmacy.

Dailey opened
Perry Como and
chestra, plus acts.

in

August

with

Sam Donahue's orHe followed with

Mel Torme-Ray McKinley orchestra
and acts, Carmen Cavallaro plus one
and so on. Policy got away big,
but has been tapering off, due as
much td the lack of strong record
(Continued on page 52)
act,

Hollywood, Nov. 4.
Maestro Joe Liggins lost a plagiarism suit to. Roy Gould, in the Lios
Angeles Superior Court.
Litigation for $50,000 against Ligi
gins was over dittar '*! Got a Right to
Cry" which both Liggihs and Gould
claimed to have eleffed. Liggins
stated that he inked tune in 1939 and
that it was published in 1946 by Art
Schwartz' Reoordo Music. Gould said
that he wrote the song in 1940. Liggins will contest the decision.
Ballad has been recorded by
Erskine Hawkins for RCA- Victor and
by Liggins and his Honeydrippers for
Exclusive label.

Bootlegging of disks, however,
won't be very effective, it's felt, for
the first six mflnths or so of the ban,
It's figured
if it exists thai long.
that the major diskers Will easily be
able to continue almost on the same
.plane they are now for at least that
period, since they and major music
publishers wilU be working that, far
ahead with new material. It wouldn't
be until the top diskers are reaching
the bottom of the barrel that bootlegged new material might have a
chance against them. That, however,
is reasoning only along accepted,
.practice lines.- "There's always the
possibility of an obscure company
launching a hit disk at any time, ban
or no ban.

•

EattCaulilBe

• There

AFM

i
the N.Y, appellate court.
Longines action will seek to test,
the long-accepted theory that a
transcription is not a mechanical
right as the latter is known in the
music trade. Watch manufacturer's
attorneys contend that the use of
copyrighted music on radio-circulated transcriptions calls for no
more than the 2c per record royalty
that accrues to publishers as revenue from popular recordings. Suit
is over Longines use of the tune,
"Smoke Gets In Your Eyfis," pub-

Continues

Unabated on Disk Ban Solution

foregone conclusion. Since the
made known its no-disking edict sev
eral weeks ago, various individuals
and, in some cases, indie disk companies have been laying plans for
bootleg disking. Some of the more
executives
outstanding
recording
with major firms have consistently
been getting offers to supervise such
outlaw cutting.

Composer, Authors and Publishers,
which Is to- come up in January^ in

Men s Optimism

Liggins to Appeal Ruling
In 50G Tune Theft Case

American Federation of Musicians'
ban against recording seems to be a

Marks

,;re-

ASCAP

'|)r6mlses to complicate itself.

Would Need 6

Union chieftain denied it all. Attorneys lor both sides then arranged
a truce based on Urban's promise
that he would not threaten or molest
his daughter in any. way;v
to
according
Squabble began,
Crystal's testimony, when her father
threatened her because of her support of Hal Davis, who's oppoising
Urban for the presidency of Local
60 in next month's elections. Suit
was dropped when Urban pledged
that "my daughter will not be
molested or threatened and she can
vote for whom she pleases."

to accept 2»yi% now
paid by .the jiets on a sustaining
Bhow -and the '-iViia cutqutestid

4.

between

of Pitt Local

60 of American Federation of Muand Crystal Urban Garry and
her-.husband, Colin R. Garry, ended
in a truce last week in the offi.ce of
Alderman Thomas G. Davis. Mrs.
Garry, Sl'-year-old singing pianist,
had accused hep father with threatening her life, 'resulting in a surety
of the peace against Urban, brought
by the Garrys.

week's leisular board meeting
a decision. Then the fight be-

One

feud

night, his biggest gross night.
Gill figures the deal cost him
$3,000, but it pays off in good.Willi

sicians,

.

another

daughter

Music

.

the radio negotiation committee offered ASCAP a plan designed to end
the bickering, over responsibility.
This plan in Its' entirety is undisclosed, but it was placed before^

It,

»

Gene Urban, president

Recently the network faction of

gan.

AFM Local Prez And

Daughter Smooth Quarrel

-

for'

on Pact Solution

Pitt

•

last

•

American4

Society of Composers, Authors and
publishers in New York last week
into quite a tussle
(30) was tossed
solution by radio
jjjr the offer of a
people to one phase of the terms
surrounding the renewal of the Socontract with radio. For
ciety's
months the negotiation of an extension of ASCAP's current contract
with radio has been snagged on the
Society's demand that network sustaitiing shows which are sold locally
by affiliates be paid lor at commercial rates and not sustaining xates^
heretofore. Both network: heads
tis^
arid afflliate-station operators agreed
that ASCAP was due the extra coin,
l)Ut couldn't^agjree on who was to
pay: the added levy, the net or the
affiliate.

Boston, Nov. 4.
Following a custom established
three years ago, Roy Gill, proprietor of the Totem Pole ballroom, Norumbega Park, '10 miles
outside the Hub, turned his place
over to school kids of Newtoa
for a free Halloween party and
dance. Even supplied the band
r-Al Donohue-rron a Friday

Put-and-Take

Game for Diskers

is still a vast amoimt Oif
optimism among music publishers,
band agency executives and others

concerning' the disk ban set for Jan.v
1 by the American Federation of
Musicians.
There is all sorts of
whistling in the dark and various
types of ostrich acts being performed
to justify opinions that the ban won't
last many months.
There are those
who say they'd like the odds on a
prediction that it won't occur at
all—that a settlement will be affected before the deadline.
According to those close to the
AFM, the optimists are in for a rude
awakening. It's felt by these tradesmen that the situation will be alleviated sooner or later, that
head James C. Petrillo actually
doesn't want to put the vast record

AFM

manufacturing interests completely
out of business, but their hard-;
headed evaluation of the: situation
makes room only for a drawn-out
clash of the two factions, brought
about, of course, by the Taft-Hartley
law, which makes it impossible for
the companies to pay any sort of
coin to the
in any of the vays
heretofore devised. That they would
like to pay the
is
unchal-

AFM

AFM

lenged..

In

Ban

Situation

With the disk ban staring them
in the face, major recording executives are being inconsistent in their

Some

moves.

are taking on n.ew

talent just as though the Jan. 1 ban
deadline didn't exist, and others are
refusing to renew expiring contracts
on certain artists as well as ducking
new ones.

Last week, for example, Columbia
Records gave Tommy Tucker an
agreement providing that if and
when the recording situation- is
ironed out with t6e American Federation of Musicians, a new contract
him will go into effect. His
current agreement expires Deo. 21,
Meanwhile Tucker's orchestra is
out of existence. He- fluit maestroing

,with

,

Better advised trade observers see
the ban remaining in .effect until
some sort of action is gotten from
Washington in the way of giving the
an equity in the radio and
coinmachine performance of a record.
It goes without saying, of
course, that any secondary copyright allowed by a future change in
the copyrig][it law would first benefit
music publishers, the record companies, and the artist whose name
makes the sale of a disk possible.
Petrillo's equity ivould have to come
some other way. But that it must
come eventually is what he will hold
out for, unless a direct plan is devised with the disk companies.

AFM

.

They see Petrillo expectant thai
the powerfxil Interests behind RCA
and Columbia Broadcasting, owners
of the RCA-Victor and Columbia
temporarily some, weeks ago because disk labels, inaugurating the. fight in
Music Corp. ol America had no lo- Washingtoft to help Petrillo get what
cation work for him and he was he wants.
And they see Petrillo,
tired of road work, which today re
failing all other ways to achieve his
turns small profits due to high costs, end, continuing the disk ban iwtil
Tucker will do a couple of disking the help of auch powerful -lobbies as
sessions for Columbia before the ex- CBS a)id 'ItCA
capable of are
piration of his agreement, however. put to work in his behalf.
RCA- Victor, on the other hand,
took on Buddy Moreno's orchestra.
Band drew a limited deal, calling for
'
Cosmo Records, which went into four, sides, but if 'they turn oiit
bankruptcy months ago in New York satisfactorily he will get a term
and has been preparing for its final agreement.
.Victor has added no
dearth since, completely passed out other
talent,
but is not letting
ol existence last week with the sale
any go.
of property, pressings and machinery
Small
diskers
are adding talent,
at an auction conducted by the
Alan Courtney, former'- WOV,
however.
must,
They
due to the fact New
trustee of the defunct firm. One of
York, disk jock now, perthat most have comparatively small
the top items of interest among the
forming on
rosters
and
they
cannot
make is preparing WGGB, Freep'ort, L.- 1.,
items up for sale was 400,000 unsold
a switch on the idea of
enough
sides
with
what
they
have
pressings of bands, singers, etc., fordisk jocks who own record stores,
to
lay
in
any
stock
of
pre-ban
masmerly connected with the label.
etc. Feeling that he caters to young'*
They were- sold to' a scrap dealer for ters, (further details in adjoining sters due to the style of his broadcolumn.)
$6,000 (l%c apiece).
casts, Courtney is preparing to Open
an icecream parlor—from which he
Had the disks been sold to somewill do his broadcasts. Oasis will be
one who might have, wanted to try
called, appropriately enough, "The
to sell them to the public, the buyer
Fountain of Youth."
would have thffin been obligated to/
Courtney's idea stems from the iobpay royalties to music publishers on
vious fact that in most small to,wns
the music involved, as well as royallocal icecream emporiums aire where
ties to artists who had such deals.
kids who make up a disk'jock's audi>
However, since Vim stores, Woolence hang' out.
worth's and other chains have recently been unable to sell old Ccfsmo
Paralleling the Big 3 (Robbins,
stock at three for $1 there were no Feist, and Miller Music
Corps.),
buyers for the pressings.
when he headed them before sellThe 400,000 disks, incidentally, are ing out for $500,000 net to Metro.—
Launches 'Nother
part of a large inventory piled up Jaclt Robbins now heads up ConMusic Publishers, Inc.
almost two years ago to impress a solidated
investor.
Label's "This comprises J. J. Robbins &
then-interested
Coin Payoff Fitn
operators had them pressed and Sons, Inc., Villa-Lobos Music Corp.,
Hollywood, Nov. 4
packaged for delivery to anyone who Hamilton S. Gordon, Inc., and the
Palladium Ballroom here has inwould accept them in the hopes of John Franklin Co.
Vet music man Robbins has augurated a new policy with the inkshowing big business books.
ing of Woody Herman's orchestra for
Other pieces sold were the real Domenico Savino and Dr. Hugo six weelu starting Feb. 3. Bands
Frey with him as music editors in
estate which the pressing plant occatalog
elaborate
comprising hereafter will get a smaller guarancupied at Massapequa, L. I. This an
tee than heretofore with a larger
was heavily mortgaged ($43,500) and standards such as PD (public do- percentage gamble. Current policy
was disposed of at $600 above the main) works by Victor Herbert, al- of $4,500 to Harry James plus split
bums of classics with special mod.

.

,

Cosmo Property

'

^

Sold at Auction

NowlMiock

•

fith Tutti-Froiti

.

Jack Robbins Sets

Music Combine
—

.

New

Band

.

.

Machinery, fixtures,
latter figure.
office furniture, etc., which also was
mortgaged to the tune of $57,800,
Sales Co., holder
went to the

over $13,500 and $6,000 to Ted
ern, lyrics by Ted Fetter, Joe McB^eke plus split over $15,500 for
Sarthy, Jr., et. al.
Dec. 23 stand, will be Scrapped.
H.' Villa-Lobos, eminent Brazilian
Neither operatoi: Maury Cohen nor
composer, is 80-50 partner with RobHerman wilf reveal exact terms but
bins.
Latte)^ is also setting up a
subsid with maestro De.si Arnaz. understood that guarantee figure at
One remaining asset, the "Tubby Howard J. (Buddy) Robbins, one of which band starts split on gross has
the Tuba" album masters, had pre- the two sons for whom the music been sharply revised downward.
viously been sold to A. Edward Mas- publisher came back into business, Palladium is facing fact that
There is litigation is veepee of the outfit. The other although b.o. has dropped f50m
ters, attorney.
over this sale, however, by the boy, Marshall, is stiU in school. blazing wartime pace, operating exwriters, who claim that since Cosmo
Pete Woolery, ex-Robbins Music, is penses haven't, so terpery must grab
most of first coin in wickets to keep
had not lived up to the terms of its now v.p. with Consolidated^
going. To get Palladium date. Hercontract, it no longer owned the
man got Million Dollar theatre to
rights to the composition. They are
Dave Bernstein contracted last Cancel his Jan. 1 date as terpery Ae^
.seeking to recover the tunesi Mean
professional
manmands no band hookerl play within
while, they had given Decca Records week as general
the right to make a version of ager of American jMusic in New SO miles of ballroom within .60 .'Qayt
'
,

Wek

of the mortgage, for $500
figure.

above that

"

•Tubby."

York.

'
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FREDERICK

fHE

N. Y.

DRAMA

CRITICS' CIRCLE

SPECIAL CITATION
^Because

it is

an altogether

origi'

nal and inventive blending of words,
music and dance; because its taste,
discretion

and thoughtful beauty mark
in any season; and because

a high note
it

finds the lyric theatre at
(signed)

its best,

**

joUn AfadOH Biowh,
President

1947

BROOKS
MARION BELL

OS TOISilMY"

Manogenient, A,

&

S.

LYONS, INC.

as "FIOMA"

Mtinagement. A.

ft S.

LYONS, INC.

PAMELA BRITTON
LEE SULLIVAN
FRANZ ALLERS

as

"Ml^"

Manogenjient, A.

as "CHARLIE"

Mtmasement,

MUACAL DIRECTOR

MwiasAinmt, A.

ft S.

HARRY

LYONS, INC.

A.

ROMM

& SfiYONS,

INC.

OLIVER SMITH
DAVID FFOLKES
TED R O Y A L
SCENERY DESIGNER

COSTUME DESIGNER

ORCHESTRATIONS
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MIlOftEO BAILEY

ALMOST Like being

in

love

iii,%:\M

I

MUZAK

WORLD

"ALMOST

LIKE BEiNe IN LOVE"
Le6 Hulbeit Orehesfni
'

'

STAIjDARP

LIKE BEING IN LOVE'
Cleiifier (Music of Man<
hoSt'SiiK CSterlle Jerdan and
Sweetwood Serenaders

Uomm

•

"AL^^OST LIKE BEING IN LOVr'
Ldghton

"ALMOST

NoM*

Orekestra.

"WAITIN' FOR MY DEARIE"
Norman Cloutler (Music of Man-

"ALMOST

LIKE BEING IN LOVE'°
Geor^A Towne Orchtstra
Ted Dale Orehestva

"THE HEATHER ON THE HILL"
"BSIGAPOOM SELECTION"
"COMi TO I^E, BEND TO ME"
Ted 0ale Orchestra

SQUARE"
Sweetwood ferenaders
ME. BEND TO ME"
Novatlme Trio
"THE HEATHER ON THE HILL"
Chariie Jordan and Sweetwood.

"COME TO

Serenaders

"THERE BUT FOR YOU
Thomas Hayward

LIKE BEING IN LOVE"

Nancy Evans (Wayne King Show)
Barry

Wood

"THE HEATHER

hattan)

"DOWN ON MaeCONNACHY
ASSOCIATED

"ALMOST

GO I"

Wayne

(Barry

ON THE

King Orchestra

"COME TO

ME, BEND

Larry Douglas

Wood Show)
HILL*;)

TO ME"/

Margaret Whiting (Bony

GO

LIKE BEIN6 IN LOVE"

Song Spinners
Merle

Pitt

Wood Show)
I"

Nancy Evans (Wayne King Show),

Orchestra

ON THE HILLV
Nat Brandwynne Orchestra

"THE HEATHER

CAPITOL

"COME TO

',

(Wayne King Show)

"THERE BUT FOR YOU

"ALMOST

ME. BEH»

TO

ME"*

rjan Garner Orehe$tr«i

tANG-WORTH

f'ALMOST LIRE BEING IN LOVE"
Blue Earron Orchestra

"THE HEATHER ON THE HILL"J
Lenny Herman Orchestra

;
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The month of November hos been desiqna+ed for a
nation-wide drive on this hit-studded score. These
songs are worthy of top consideration at oil
Novem
times, but special cooperation durinq».
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ENGUND
Heoifiest congititultitions

on

colossal success of
it

"Brigadoon/V

eagerly, awaiting Lbndi^n production.

dent

will

be great privilege to participote

Everyone here enthusiastic and

show and music

will also

ing success "Brigadobn"

Praiseworthy press review* have created unusual
interest, in thecitrlcdl'

ft

Paris.

Feel confi-

be stupendous

hit her^*

KEITH PROWSE

in' outstand-

when produced

CO., Ltd.

ENflQllS

and musical

circlet herot

MUSICMIS SJM FOX

LONDON
Rcprcscntinfl

SAM FOX PUBLISHING CO. f LONDON)

LTD.

NEW ZEALAND

AUSTRALIA
Most enthusiastic about forthcoming Australian
production of the smash musical success, ''Brigqdoon," Our heartiest congratulations and assurance of best cooperation in. Australio.

$AM FOX

(Australia)

We

offer our congratulations to all concerned. 0h

the brilliant success of "Brigadoon" production and
music. We await with keen anticipation the arrival of

"Brigadoon"

PTY. LTD.

CANADA.
One hundred
Canada

in Pominion of

y.

percent musical promotion
assured.

THOMPSON, LTD.

ft

GO., LTD.

WILLINGTON-^DUNEDINr-AUCKLAND

ARGENTINA
SALUDOS FROM SOUTH AMERICA!

Thrilled

l^aiiqdo.

N^w Zealand.

CHARLES BEGG

MELBOURNE-SYDNEY

with the phenome,rtal success of "Brigo"
doon'V already enjoying wide-spread praise across

in

May the

production of ''Brigadoon" be a stepping
stone in making many new "amigos" In our
hemisphere.

SAM FOX EDITORIAL UTINO AMERICANO

TORONTO*

BUENOS AIRES

DENMARK

ITALY

We

are happy the "Brigadoon" musical hit has
reached Scandinairia and will have eorly presen-

Denmork, Norway and Finland.
Congratulations on this international success.
tations in Sweden,

SAM FOX OF SCANDINAVIA
COPENHAGEN

We

read with great interest the beautiful reviews

of ^Brigadoon"

lind enthuslasticaliy await arrival

of musical score.

CARISCH,$.

MILAN

A.

1^1

Wdineaday* November

5,

1947

PREMIERE

PERFORMANCE
MARCH

1947

13th,

Alan Jay lerncr

Agnes DeMillc

David Brooks

Marion

Pamela Britton

Franz Alters

Bell

JameV Mitchell

NOW

IN ITS

EIGHTH MONTH
."'...>

"
.

AT

Management

S. AMD S. LYONS, Inc.

nr.

NEW YORK

BEVERLY HILLS

ZIEGFELD
TUT? II TBP

RICHARD LAMARR

.

Director of Musical Productions

Fsm:tr»aaiB!:iis
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BRIGADOON - GREETINGS
"FROM THIS DAY ON"
FIRST

Congratulations to Great Success of

"BRIGADOON"
Which

We Hope to

Present in Australia

and New Zealand During 1948

NIGHT

NOVEMBER 5, 1947
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Suggested Program

By George
Buddy Clark's growing appeal is
turned this week to two numbers
whicii strike us as a good deal less
than inspiied
"I'm Waiting for
Ships that Never Come In" and "The
Emperor Waltz," "Ships" simply

—

"The

Frazier

The

rendition
has
considerable
bounce and quite a bit of inventiveness. It siiould do wonderfully well

race locations.
'IWy Old Flame."

The

in

baclcside

of Clark's talent. The
sings as feelingly as

waltz. Clarlc
possible and

provide ^some passages' of swirling
In this instance, schmaltz,
intended as praise. Because ot the
picturp tieup and Clark's salesmanship, the jukes will probably give
this a measui'e of attention.
schmaltz.
is

^

Hum-

''A

ming" and "My Blue Heaven"
(Eddjr Howard); "You Call It
Madness" (John Laurenz): "The
Emperor Waltz" (Buddy Clark);
'A Tune for Humming" (Bob
Houston), and "liOve for Love"
(Claude Thornhill),

Heaven"
Met My

•Dance-^"My
Blue
(Eddy Howard); "I

Baby

(Tommy Dor-

at Macy's"

sey); "Peggy
Carte),' and

O'Neil"

(Ff^nfcie
for Love"

"Love

(Claude fJiornhill),

•

Album—"Let's

.

Dance" (Benny

.'ebodman),

You itvef
Murphy Sis-

JSrovelty--"{}irfs; If
'(jpt'lilairried" CTlie'

ieh\

Hot—"Some Day"

and "FiftyFifty Blues" (Louis Armstrong);
"My Sin" (Julia Lee), and "East
Side, West Side" (Charlie Bar'

net)^
'

,

,'..1

.1

,

),''

?

...

—

^

Dietrieh

JACK THE BELLBOir
110 Alins.; 3;S0 p.m,, Mon,-thru,-'Sat.

_

.

.

,

perhapS;-the Highest' ihfeOme

m

of any, jockey
the midwest, he
story is perhaps the .spends lO-hours a day on the
iob
most fabulous. Two years ago, Mac- auditioning -every new release
KeRzie was twisting dials and jug- laying put his prograBis. His- and.
prodgling plugs in WJBK's control room ucts. Plugged wi^ the s^e
even
at $65 a week. Today he works at casualness ol hw, disli: coihitieniaries.'
jockeying 21% hours a week,' has 40 run 4;i;om shoela^ to prefabricate!
different sponsors, holds by a wide houses.
odec.
margin the highest rating for his
category in Detroit and figures so
importtmt to the station that it builds LISTEN TO CLIFI^
With Cliff Johlnson, Louella 'Sa'ndra.
the rest of its program structurePamela, Linda and Vickie John'
around -him. Starting next week his
•
:

•

'

-

Scurry After Talent

will give him four hours a
To Head Disk Ban schedule
day Monday-through-Friday and an
hour and a halt Saturday, the latter
Chicago, Nov. 4.
stretch bankrolled by Grinnell's, the
American Federation of Musicians town's leading record store.
disking edict caught many of the
"To 'the bobbysoxers in and around
Chi record indies with talent, pacts Detroit MacKenzie has no rival. It's
popularity that in fervor and loydown and they have been scurrying aalty
has rnuch in^ common with
around the 'past two weeks signing Fiank Sinatra's, Detroit radio has
available talent. Universal. Records, been quite puzzled by the exciteowners of the Harmonicats, popped ment that this .jockey with his alup with Murray Arnold, former most flat, humorless -delivery stirs up
following, but all doubts
pianist with Freddy Martin. In addi- among his
about him were put at rest a few
tion,
company snagged Johnny weeks biack when 65,000 yx>ungstersv
"Scat" Davis' small combo; Joe stormed Grinnell's to see him in perSaunders' orchestra; Morton Wells son. It was his last such p.a. Neither
orchestra; -Ralph Tierre (Martire), he nor the store were talcing any
more chances at being caved in.
first trumpet at ABC; who will head
MacKenzie's' tremendous pull with
an orchestra of 33 men for standards
credited to
also signed Flaah Whistler, hillbillies the youngsters may be
to talk on a
from KWTO, Springfield, Mo., and his manner Of appearingnot
down to
level with >them .and
Johnny Hill, singer on ABC net.
them. He addresses them frequently
Vitacoustic company latched onto as "youse boys and gals" and "kids"
Yvette; Riley Shepard, formerly on but the tone imparts a sense of passColumijia; Saxie Dowell, who was ing camraderie and not' one of
his
with Sonora and, from the Vogue phoney enthusiasm. He mixes
comments on a ^ disk with simple
talent
list,
Cornfritters and
the
homilies on tolerance and consideraNancy Lee and the Hilltoppers.
tion for the other guy. In a highly
Other local. diskeries. Mercury race-conscious town, MacKenzie oftpn
and Majestic,, have not signed new reproves on* the air corresponding
faces, but have heavy cutting sched- listeners who seek to draw racial
ules
working. Race and special lines against an arti^jt. MacKenzie
tells them that music is music and
labels are also piling up backlog.
it doesn't matter who makes a good
=

a cinch to become a seller. You
can forget about the other side.

.

'

Facts

Among

the better items this semester are the following: Toinmy
Dorsey's "I Met My Baby at Macy's"

.

Gordon

Polk, and, to a lesser extent, "The
Wliistler Song" on the other side;
Louis Armstrong's great trumpet and
vocal in "Some Day" (Victor) and
his duet with Jack Teagarden in
"Pifty-Fifty Blues," which backs it
up; Julia Lee's "My Sin" (Capitol)
which she,' her piano, Vic Dickenson's trombone, and Red
Nichols'
horn do magical things with the

.

m

-

DeSylva,

Brown, and- Henderson
DJhah Shore's "Fool That I

(Columbia) but not the flip"How Soon"; Frankie Carle'sextremely iistenable "Peggy O'Weil"
(Columbia), which should grow into

-

•son-

•

.

.

Producer-Director: Hooper White
30 MIns,; 7:30 a.m., Mon. thru Sat.
Participating

WBBM, Chicago
"Listen to Cliff" presents'^the disk
as a rider of the kitchen

jockey
range.

Show, which combines platand a family ^afteeklatch, originates in the kitchen of tbe Johnson
manse
Oak Park, 111. Records are
played
the studio with Clife Johnson sotting them up via oblique chitchat. On a recent stanza, for example.
That's How Much I Love You"ters

m

m

was neatly introed by him and his
Louella,' recalling their simple nuptials as compared to the
elaborate build-up for the Phillip
wife,

•

Mountbatten-Princess Elizabeth
sealing.
Point
being .that
Ibve
doesn't

depend on

'

riches.

•

There's a homey background Of
infant coos and^gurgles as Mom and
Pop Johnson discuss domestic matters.
She gives the vl^eather forecast and he supplies the time, temperature and commercials. Daughter
Sandra, or Sandy, pipes up with an
,

utter; frankness

that could prove
embarrassing. Following a Commu-

Fund plug, for instance, she
added brightly, "We gave five dolThe other three youngsters
arent very articulate, which may
nity

lars.

be just as well.

Sliow, which preemed -in Sepa very big hit, and the reverse, "I'll
tember, should do well in almost
Hate Myself in the Morning," which
thing.
any daytime slot. Records are top
utilizes
the dialog idiom popu-,,
MaeKenzie exercises great caution quality pops, with extra empha.sis
Harry Weinstein' left Miller Music
lyric
objectionable
lanzed
seeing
that
no
by Buddy Clark's "Linda," in New York to join Peter Maurice in
new Frank Loesser job, shapes up
on singers,
Baxt.
gets on his program. He refuses to
Houston sings it and Helen Forrest's M-G-M of "I'll branch operated ih
as a big thing.
N. Y. by iKjeds accept cigaret, beer or nightclub
pleasantly and without any strain*, Dance at Your Wedding."
"iMusic.
advertising, holding that it will be KALL FOR MUSIC
Coin machines will undoubting.
With Don Courtney
edly spin it. M-(3-M, has a valuable
60 Mlns.; 12-1 a.m.. Sat., thru

tor

Humming'* and "Serenade of

Bells."
tive to

,

tlie

We and "Serenade"

unattracour ear, but '"Humming," a

.

.

.

Thiirs.

property in Houston. .There should,
incidentally, be a- word of commendation for Hugo Winterhalter's sensitiye

Participating^

KALL,

10 Best SeBers on Cain-Machines

accompaniment.

Eddy Kavirard also does "A Tune
for Humming'' (Majestic) this week.
Of this side- and. its reverse "My
there really isn't
Blue Heaven"

JtEAR.irov

—

much to say. Having reviewed one
Howard lace, you've reviewed them
9LI,

3.

so consistent is the performance.
th^; quality of the- material
iiom disk to di^k. Which is

On\f

changes'

iror

DO

(8)

CIVILIZATION

whispering delivery pleases a slew
of people, "Humming" sounds like
the bigger play here, but "Heaven"
Will do all, right too. It should be
^entjiojied that the Howard enSenSl^lO^'is's: Slwdys, pr&vides a daface-

•

'7.

8.

I

S1VEET 16

(Shapir».B>,

(16)

(Marks)

(8)

|

"utoie

tempi).

Claude Tbarnhill'js baq'd is just
accomplished as they come

aboiit as

His

these days.

is fine.

slo-nr. ballad , is sung
effectiveness by Fran
WaiTen, who is one, of the very few
band songstresses with something on
the ball. "Concerto"' should do better than moderately well; on the

,

.

ii,

great"

nickelodeons.

Kenny Goodman's band of a decade or so ago was certainly one oJ:
the most exciting organizations ever
assembled. The records it made
"SomeUiries I'm Happy," "King Porter," etc.'—are masterpieces.

'Unfof-

tunately, they've been rather difficult to get hold of, a fact that makes
Victor's ''Let's'Dance" album a sheer

Hsie are some maniticent
items; with Berigan and Krupa and
delight.

the other lofty talents at the
height of their form. Ordinarily, we
would he; itate to recommend an clbum to the juke operators, but this
"Sometime.s I'm
is
an exception.
Happy ,""King Porter," "Roll 'Em,"
nickeLs
etc., are certain to entice
all

from everyone who remembers the
splendor that was the Goodman
band's back some 10 years.
Charlie Barnet is a notorious in*
and-outer. It's fortutjate for ..both
him and the Apollo label that he's
"in" on "Ean Side, West- Side," A
'

man

nagiad Bunny Briggs,. sit;com^aoied by tlie ensemble., contributes

i

curiolisly

MY

DESIRE

inguffensive

'''scat

voc^l;

Capitol
.Victor
.Capitol

Mills Bros.

Victor
.Decco

Freddy Martin

Victor

Andrews

.Decca

.

i.. .^. .Victor

.

.

. .

Victor
.iW-G-JW

.

Mercury

Laine

Sammy Kaye
Buddy Clark
Kaye

(Shapiro-B)

(1)

Sisters

Vaughn Monroe
Jimmy Dorsey ...... v
Froralcie

(Mills)

(38)

APPLE ^jLOSSOM WEDDING

Victor

Coming Up
KATE

Tommy

(Berlin)

Dorsey

Victor
Mojestic

Eddy Howard.

KOKOMO, IND. (BVC)
HOW SOON (Supreme)
AND MIMI (Shapiro-B) ....
SAVE THE BONES (Capitol)
FELLOW NEEDS A GIRL (Williamson)

Bing Crosby.

,

.

;

.

.

.

Jack Owens.
,

;

,

.

DicJc

.'.

....

.

., Decca
Coiumbia

....

.....

Shore. .......

Dj?iah

. . . . .

.

.

.

,.i

,

Art Lund. .....
...
Mercer-King Cole
Perry Como
.

(

.

..

.

SERENADE: OF THE BELLS
SUGAR- BLVES (Williams)

LAZY COUNTRYSIDE

l^li.-..,

;^

MISS

YOU SO

An

J

Bing Crosby .............. .Decca
Andrews-Cavallaro
Decca

Lund

(wiiiiamsoit)

i . .

.

Johimy Mercer ............ Capitol
Dinah Shore
Columbio
(Oxford)

.••.•••^'•-••.•v.-.i Margaret Whiting
.

;

.

...

S
.

.

.

.

Freddy Martin.

. . .

Capitol
.

,

iSuddj/

Clarke

If arwionicof s

S

, .

Shapiro-B)

.

.

\

Victor
Copitot
Vitocoiisfic

Kills Cole Trio

(Chappell)

i

Columbia

Julia Lee

.Capitol.

Cats and Fiddle ........... .Victor
Jo Stafford^
....Capitol

Martin

.Victor

Perry Como...

Victor

,

Franfc Sinatra
(

.M-G-M

-.

(Leeds)

TOO-FAT POLKA

.,

.

Eddy Ho ward ........... MojCslic
Sammy Kaye
...Victor

(Santly-Joy)

Columbia
Cplumbia

.,,...} Arthur Godfrey

IFigures in parmfheses indicate nitmber of ioeeks song has been
in the

.

v
Lake City
for Music'' is a request Session, with listeners phoning for the
disks they want to hear.
Courtney
has switched the pattern of the show
during the past few weeks, and

salt

"KALL

seems to have turned up with a
winning combo.
He runs things
on a screwball pattern, with
anything likely to pop up.
Sound effects are tossed in -liberally to help gags, and the effect is
certainly novel for this town. Typstrictly

ical

gag

is

Courtney announcing

he's

and intends to end
.followed by shots and groans.
cut in at any time,
with Courtney screaming to shut
the doors or all his fans will be
blown away; Current gimmick is a
prize offered for the wackiest request received. Winners will get an
auto.i;raphed dollar, and the followup will be a prize for all dollars returned.
Proof that Courtney has given his
show the hypo it heeded, is the jump

tired of babbling,
it all.-,

Wind

-eflects

Top

10.]

in~phone

calls,

now up

about 50%.

Show is light on commercials, but
when they come up, Courtney usually gives them a tricked up intro
that helps. He also does a good job
on- straight work.
As

it

stands Courtney

is buildins;

a solid group of listeners, but the
problem he faces is sustaining his
pace, without running into rcpsat
gags. If he ever gets into a rut, he'll
face apathetic listeners, but his start
nas been bright enough to indicate
lie should be able' to keep things
rolling,
Bert.

Victor

Columbio
Decca

Dick'Haijmes

^

Tony

SO FAB

.Decco
Capitol

'

(Morris)

DON'T YOU LOVE ME ANYMORE
SNATCH AND GRAB IT (Capitol)
PEGGY O'NEILL (Pelist)
I

.

.M-G-JMf

.

.

STANLEY STEAMER

.

.-. .

Fran7t Sinatra

NAUGHTT ANGELINE (Simon)
WHIfFENPOOF SONG (Miller)
ON THE AVENUE (Leeds)

...Totopr

.

,

Haymes.

,

,

^

•

Victor

Columbia

,

Sartimy

"Con-

certo" is largely a matter of the
boss' piano playing. Inasmuch as it
happens to be gifted piano playing,
no one cap .possibly object. "Love
•with

THAT'S

"Warsaw -Concerto"

and "Love for Love"

lor Love,"

9.

10.

Victor

.

.

Perry Como

(Jelferson)

(1)

-

.

.Columbia

.

i-

FROM 29 PALMS (») (lM»rtitt>°.
WONDER WHO'S KISSING HER NOW

BALLERINA

;

Como

Perry

LADir
•

.Capitol

Vaughn Monroe

Dinah Shore
•••"••••I Margaret Whiting .,
Louis Prima
...........
Jack Smith .......

,

(Morris)

(3)

VWEN VOV WEkE

».A.v..^

......

'

.Bullet
.Victor

Larry Green
Betty Hutton

(Paramdiiht)

(3)

(bvc)

(9)

*

Francis Croig

(Supreme)

DIDN'T LOVE. IC^U

I

.

prol^al^ly all to the good, a't le^st as
far as' Majestic and Howard are
concerned.- He is a stylist whose
.

WISH

I

;

SsisebEiJl

;

Earnmg

Ed MacKenzie's

Chi Indie Diskers

it's

(Victor) a novelty sutig by

>

Detroit

in the busini.ss of flipping difeks and
the circumstances attending his rise,

ler (Capitol).

gratiating stuff. It's bouncy, catchy,
and rather in the spirit of vaudeville. Given any kind of exploitation

Wax

,

the. process,

MacKehzie seems to be .the' onlv
jock who can maintain, a

.

,

expedxtmg

his

*

'

ttetroit

For the length of i time he's been high ratinr .against even

(Columbia).

goes in for that humming that used
to wow us back when Alabama was
casting its 24 votes for Oscar W.

soon enough ^that hiS- jUve lisienfe'ra'
Will be reaching lor sueft
.without

With Ed MacKenzle
Commiwioial

WJKB,

"Mountain Lullaby"—Dorothy
Shay (Columbia).
"Muskrat Ramtle"—Eddie Mil-

distinction

Call

Am"

Marlene

King Cole Trio (Capitol).
"La Cumparsita"—E'ddie South

is

over,

'

•

—

Bones for Henry
Jones"—Johnny Mercer and the

efforts are

oldie;

.Sbng"—

'

"Save the

Underwood. ."Madness" has an excellent chance on the jukes.' Earle
Hagen is the accompani.st and he
Bob HoustAn, whose work is new makes discreet use of a line fiddler
to us, comes through quite effectively and a good celeste man.
The Murphy Sisters "Girls, If You
in: an M;-G*M coupling of "A Tune
Ever Get Married" (Apollo) is in-

Bets
—BestTune
for
Ballad

(Victor).

Whiffenpoof

.

Vallee ^Victor),

"Peter"
(Vox).

John Laurenz brings a measure of
to Mercury. His latest
"How Soon?" and "You
It Madness." Laurenz sounds
Mitchell Ayres' band like the late Russ Columbo.
He

'

worthy

isn't

.

Benny Go'odman

Rudy

Happy"—

I'm

"Sometimes

'

Jocks, Jukes arid Disks

THE KINGS' BALLROOM
With

Ntiiil

Edmondson

2 Hours; 10 a.m.,.
Participating
KING, Seattle

Neal

Mon;

Edmondson

'thru FrI.

new to the
Kings' Ballroom, and is doing a fine
job in continuing standards formuis.

lated by former jockey Mel Gaumer.
Format of show is quarter-hour seg*
menls of request bands or vocalists
tied-in with comments on perfbrmers, tunes, and baCJ<ground,
It provides nice listening for the
120-minute stretch, with choice of
tunos mostly on the sweet side, and
with adequate attention given to the
oldies to woe housewives' attention.
Edmondson sets the tempo With his:

^Just go ahead with what you are
doing, and I'll entertain- you." Programs are built from requests and
aimed at keeping .a bit ahead of listeners, so daily stint contains fresh
tliat should
please the dial-

stuff

ers-m.
Commercials are also kept at low
key on a straight selling basis, rieht
in tune with present policy of 'KING
to avoid blatant selling and! dingdong sales pitches,
-

.

'

ORCHESniAS-MIJSIC
jChester Vfell Dated
Bob Chester*! orchestra is dated

kide Orchestra^^

Ksk

20 college dates in the South
during the next two months," ending
with a $4,000 private party in Florida
New Year's Eve. Among the institutions at which Chester will appear
are: Washington and Lee, Virginia

Jock Sidelines and Other

for

h

»aught between disk eompanies by the
Ainsricai) JPedwatlon of Musicians disk ban, much in tha same way
squabble.
C!barjie Bplvafc's orchtsttft was snagged by the last disker-AFM
Morales recently signed ti deal with M-Q-M Records; effective Jan. 1, the
«ay the AfrM ban becomes effective. He quits Majestic Records at the
lama time. Despite his leaving as of Jan, 1, Majestic will record Morales
fight up to the ban deadline.
Spivak'a case during, the last ban was more serious, since at that time
and signed
|iig bend was in the ascendancy. He quit Columbia Records
with HCA-Victor, and during the interval between the expiration of the
©ne deal and the start of the other the disli ban was clamped on. It
seiriousiy arrested the progress of his band since he qouldn't fellow-wp
oji e^then Cdlunibia hit disking of "White Christmas."

Noro Morale*' L«tte ©rchestra

.

,

Military

Institute,

U.

of

Virginia,

Duke, Furman College, Citadel and

'Abuses Frowned On by Station Ops
Isle

On

U. Of Florida.

Chester closed a two - week run
Saturday (1) at the New Kenmore
Albany. -

hotel,

'Never Away' Proves
Anecdote On songwriter Gitz Rice who died in New York Oct. 16 at the
Surprise 'Allegro' Hit,
age of 56 was related last week in Pensacola by the composer's longtime associate, Gene Trader, member of the city council in that Florida
Major Firms Disking It
town. Rice, according to. Trader, wrote the music to "My Buddy" on a
piano set up in a Flanders trench. Instrument, incidentally, was seized
It's still the public that-:' decides
from the' Germans, by Rice and two of his companions who lugged the what songs it wants in a show or
88 through mild, pouring rain and sporadic machine gun bursts. Trader film, despite a publisher's or writer's
also recalled that the songsmith was endowed- with a prodigio»)s mem- evaluation of material.
ory. Upon one occa.?ion he asked a group of 17 to each name a selection,
In the Richard; Rodgers^r O-scar
,then played them all in consecutive order without prompting. Perhaps best
Hammerstein It musical, "Allegro,"
known of Rice's compositions is ''Mademoiselle from Armentieres."
the major plug tunes were labelled
"A Fellow Needs a Girl" and "So
Hunch horse betting didn't mean a thing to Sammy Kaye in the past Far." There's another, however,
"Yor Are Never Away," which Wilcouple of weeks at the Jamaica, N. Y., track, H^e failed to cash- in on
First -might>rhave-been hunch was a nag called Big liamson hadn't intended working on
jB^veral potentials.
immediately, but which is outstripKay*, which paid telephone numbers to place. Few days later, on Kaye's
Opening day <27) at the' Hotel New Yorker, N. Y., a nag called My Dear ping the others in sheet sales in
the lobby of the theatre where "AlBoy, won and paid a big price (line is one of Kaye's favoHte expressions).
Couple days later a thing called Dear Mom won at a good price (that's legro" is playing and, as a result,
On the same day, a horse that has Williamson will now go, to work
title of one of Kaye's best records).
.

Chicago, Oct. 28.
Station managers in various midcities are showing signs of irsome of the practices
carried on by their disk jockeys. For
instance, the broadcasters don't believe that a jockey .should own «
piece of a record distributing firm,
that it doesn't make, much difference
who plays a. new recording first, etc,
.

Glen

Using Names
One-Night Basis

Shep Fieljls is using name oron a one-niglit basis at his
Glen Island Casino, New Rochelle,
N. Y., Saturday evenings, and the
policy will be maintained so long as
business warrants weekend operachestra.?

west

ritation with

Fields
tion -through' the winter.
pulled his own new band out of
Glen Isle last week for the Capitol
theatre, N. Y.,' date he's now on, and
inserted Shorty Sherock's orchestra
for last Saturday (1). Bob Chester

may be used

this

week

C8).

Fields isn't likely to put his own
band back into the spot at least
until next summer.. He's due into
the Click, Philadelphia nitery. Nov.
14 for one week; then does onenighterSi In between he's cutting
records for Musicraft, with which
he recently signed^ and transcriptions for Lang-Worth.

.

"
it.
been winning consistently, called Jo Stafford, came down on top. (Mike on
When ''Allegro" opened in New
Nidorf,: singer, Jo Stafford's manager, also manages Kaye in association
Haven, the response to' the produc.-With-, Jim- -Peppp).
tion number built around "Away"
was good, and the scene was ex"Ca-sting" photographic stills of a subject of an article obtains even -in panded.
Still,
neither Williamson
magazine publication, as witness Collier's stunt with Jack Kapp. Lester nor the writers felt that the tune
Vail has done a "prolile" on the Decca prexy but Collier^s t^ok- only one could stack up against the major
color pic at Kapp's East 64th street town. house- (with £thel Merman two, to the point where no. records
and Guy Lombardo in the background ) but "decided that "better names'' ings were sought oh it before the:
will be available on' th^ Coast and so, when Kapp gets there this show opened in flew York:
All'
week on recording business, the weekly mag is waiting for Crosby and major disk firms are scheduling it
other Hollywood satellites, who record for Decca to get into- the act. at the moment.
Article is due for publication some 'time in December.

MRS. GUS KAHN EAST

ON RENEWAL RIGHTS

.

,

,

'

Newest' Broadway "feud" is between Mel Torme and WINS disk jockey
Jack Eigen because the. singer, during bis current. Broadway Paramount
stint, plugs Freddie Robbins by name, giving that WOV disk jock the
kudos for the "velvet fog" connotation, etc. Eigen takes the position that
he had a lot' to do with plugging Torme last spring when he first debuted
ta New York at the Copacabana, but the singer feels that since both he
""and Eigen were working for the Copa Eigen 's disk jock stint originates
from the Copa Lounge & Bar it w.is an automatic plug. Anyway, Eigen
doesn't plug Torme di.sks on his sliow any more.

—

A
^mash

.

.

fock,
.

—

MPPA Meets Nov.
lilusic

its

'

Sentiment over the

among the

"first airings".,

bosses -seeing
'Some_ think it silly, 'while
others look upon it as aft abuse and
have taken steps to c^rb -it^ :^or
instance, KWK, St. Louis, last week,
put into effect a rule enjoining its
jockeys from broadcasting any rect-.
ord that hasn't beenihdexed, cleared'
and made available for public sale,
thereby
eliminating -the
acetate
station,

mixed.

"

..

-

Hollywood beckoned him and much

he settlied on the Coast following
the 1929 "Gold Rush," when fllmusicals flourished with the advent of
sound.

.'expense to outwit^ the' other.

Jockey

A

has established the pra^*;
bandleadex

tice of meeting a visiting

or crooner at the aivport and

'

.

-

'

-

<0^»t.^igfc,,,,,,,_^

new Kshf rhythm

*

in'^

him

to appear o'n his pro*
Incidentally, Donald Kahn is fol- gram, so now Jockey B of teir flies to
lowing in his dad's career as ~a the preceding tovyn to exact a prom>
songsmith and scripter. Jack Rob- ise from the disk personality tha^
bins planp bringing out a series of he will give him (Jockey B) a first
his stuff.
crack at an air

viting

R«cordeil en all maicr lohelsl

ROBBINS MUSIC CORPORATION

.

midwe.st city only last week a station's chief learned that his No. 1
tune-caller owned a piece of a local
record distributing firm, and gave the'
spinner three hours' to "unload, or
else. The 'jockey unloaded.

Mrs. Gu's (Grace LeBoy) Kahn is
New York for a couple of weeks
talking with publishers on renewal angle.
rights, seeing shows, etc. When she
Some mid^^est station heads think
returns' to her Bevhills home she
that what they term, the "dogfight
will continue cooperating with 20th
for personal appearances" among'
Century-Fox Film on the biopic that
jockeys is. getting ridiculous and the
studio is producing based on the late
platter
spinners
involved
might
songwriter's life, temporarily titled
agree with them if they tried look-'
"Wabash Street." Locale is Chicago, ing at it objectively. In one midwest
Kahn being one of the feiv'who town the competition between the
maintained his home there, in the two leading
-jookeyj} is so intense on
heyday of his Tin Pan Alley career, this .score that 'one -jjUts.^ himself
to
in

laitil

18

Publishers Protective Assn.

annual membership
meeting at the Astor hotel, N. Y.j
Nov. 18. Meet is strictly for the
reading of reports, etc., not to mull
any problems."
There are 55 members of the
MPPA, all majSr publishers.
conducts

These station men also have the
idea that a jockey shouldn't have a
side interest ih' a record shop,. One
broadcaster -found a staff man so involvedj after puzzling over why the
jockey favored that store over others, and issued a no-two-way ban
against the connection.
In another

799 Seventh Avenue. N

Y

19,

•

w.jp.?Ar

BM-«

n...,

....i

m

.

'

0BCii»ismis-iiiii$ic

AH Local 47 Boosts
\%

Scale

Isham Jones Back on Wax,
Undecided About Bookings

CARRIE JACOBS BOND

On

AT 251€

Hollywood', Mov. 14;
Isham Jones is currently conductLos -Angeles, Nov. 4.
ing a 20-piece recording orchestra
Carrie Jacobs Bond, one of Amer- for recordings only. He waxed four
ica's bestTknown ballad composers, of his old hit tunes, "I'll See You In
who died at the ago of 84 of a heart My Dreams," "Wooden Soldier and
attack, Dec. 28, in Hollywood, left the China Doll," "One I Love" and
an estate whose value is estimated Til Never Have to Dream Again"
at $251,380. Estate's worth is based for Coast: Record.s.
upon an appraisal filed with SuThough fronting a crew again,
perior Court last week.
Jones is undecided as to whether or
Bulk of Mrs, Bond's estate was not he will play diince and theatre
bequeathed to two granddaughtersi dates or .iust use the group for. reMrs. Dorothy Jaehne of Austin, cording sessions.
Tex., and Mrs. Elizabeth Walters
of Los Angeles. Among the composer's top songs arc "I Love You
Truly-," "Just A-Wearyin' for You"
and "The End of a Perfect Day."

Jobs To Cover Taxes
Los Angelqs, Nov.

^T

ESTATE

on Casual
4.

Ajrttcrican Federation of Musicians'
Local 47 has tilted its scale by 10%
casual dates to enable leaders to

on

responsibility for payment
of social security and unemployment
taxes, which, with dissolution of

assume

Mayfair, Kansas City, Nov. 18
. .
T. Tex Tyler's western band next
Russ Facchlne in IT-. Y. With other week leaves on six-week jaunt
Mus-Art exe(}utlves,., ,Stan Kenton through Southwest, chiefly on oneto market condfensed-score versions niters, with Nov. 29 .week
a location
of his "Artistry" arrangement' series stand in San Antonio . ,
, Arthur
through his own Leslie Music.... Michaud. back at bis new office here
Criterion Music has taken "Tactis, after
jaunt
upstate
Frances
Enehilladas and Beans," by Mel Wayne has secured release from
Torme and Bob Wells. Burke-Van GAC representatipn and signed with
Heusen, which has both writers via* McConkey agency

<

Form 6 contract, devolve upon
batonc6Hr.«r. now cdnsidercd- employ'

ers by tax-collectors/
laocat has not yet come to complete decision on uppance qf scale
on location jobs' to cover matter, but
has been talking of kicking up rate
6%. It is acknowledged that actu-.
slly the tax -uppance amounts to
3 Vi-OK.

.

m MAL

CLMK

BUDDY

der contract, released the song to
Criterion. ,. .Elliot Lawrence band
played to 7,500 youngsters at U.
Dizzy Gilof Georgia last weelc
lespie takes off Jan. 16 for month's
run of dates in Sweden. .. ;DOctors
say that eye operation performed
on Bob Miller, prez of Music- Pub.

ASPUBmiMISCO.
I

.

lishers Contact Employees, was success; he's still in hospital. ,. ,Tf 1

_

.

.

disks for Mercury Monday (3), then
to Frisco to open today ~(Wed. ) at.
Paramount theatre
Louis Prima
dUiHfflis signed for Larry Finley Transcriptions
Slim Gaillard Trio back into
Hollywood,. Nov. 4.
Starlit
Room
18-^when
nitcry
NoV*
BCA-'Victor will airr^dve'rtise its
kldisks a&d kidalbums over KHJ, reopens, after a refurbishing
Mutual Don Lee' outlet bore Mon- Jack McVea combo into Downbeat
black.-and-tannery Nov. 13
Little
d!»ys, Wednesdays 'anil Fridays from
.

lo log

.

.

.

I

REMEMBER
Tommy

'

(imd

Victor

-

Lomb«fd«-Mai. 73«9

4:45

'tucktr-*Cel.*''

AS SWEET AS YOU

(ii<Q«r>

«

Ifarty JaitMi-Col. 3758t>

•S«te^iKvy«-$VM. 2J-2434

HtLLS

<.•

1

hours in quest of fairy
Narrator will talk to Raggedy
play' RCA kid platters for

Firm purchased package show en"Raggedy Ann" from Paula

'

•

Robirt Scolt-^icary '3M9

,

:

All

.

PittslHirglii
-Lawrence Welk's return run

1«m

•

20-'2371

Green's, beginning Monday
has been cut from two weeks

be foUowed by Tommy Ryan,
coming back for a foj-tnight. .Bob
He'll

.

Aster's orchestra at

Mimi

.......

............

Christmas Dreaming

rc.mpb.n.p.rgi«)
7248
• Foggy U*-<ap. 445

CivUization-

Feudin'

Oay-Col. 37(21

,

,

.

.

.

And

..

, .

.

SOME CHANGES MADE

Shapiro-B
Shapiro-B

..,

............

.

..

.

MURRAY BAKER
SttGGfSTS POR

...... . Leeds
.... .Morris
.

Chappell

The Freedom Train ,
,.;
BerliTl
How Lucky You Are
Maurice
How Soon
Supreme
I Have But One Heart
............. ..Barton
I Still .Get Jealous—*"High Button Shoes"
Morris
I Wish I IMdn't Love You So— fPerils Pauline"
Paramount
1 Wonder Who's Kissing Her Now
...
........ Msurks
Just Around the Corner ....•v....,...;iii.i,..,,. ....Broadway

YOU'RE A

(Mark.)

Art Moonoy-JMGJW*

^

. ,

.

ROIIINS

DON'T YOU
LOVE HE

Williamson

,

Warren

.'

Do— t.'Mother Wore

BVG

Tights"

Feist

i

.,

...Famous

.

Miller

The remaining 19 songs of the xeeek, bused on the copyrighted
Audience Cover(ige Index Survey of Popular Muric Broadcast Over
Rodio Networks. Published by the Office of Research, Inc., Dr. John
G. Peatman, Director
All Of Me
Bourne
Best Thmgs In Life 'Are Free
Crawford
Come to the Mardi Gras.,
Southern

ANYMORE

'

'

•

•

Martin

—

OXFORD MUSIC
1619 B'way, New York

'

You Love Me Anymore..........,.,..,.;. ..Oxford
Echo Said "No"
Lombard©
For Once In Your Life
, .. ,.
Dreyer
Fun And Fancy Free— f'Fun And Fancy Free"..
Santly-Joy
It Happened In Hawaii
... .... Remick
Just Plain Love
Morris
Kokomo, Ind.— f'Mother Wore Tights"
BVC
Peg O' My Heart
Bobbins
Peggy O'Neil
...Feist:
Put Yourself In My Place, Baby.
.....
Biirke-VH
Smoke, Smoke, Smoke
........... American
,

.

'

..

I

"

;

i.

Stars Will

I

DINAH SHORE

iHarms
,.

tFiltn-usical.

.

.......

.

.

.

...Pemora

.,
.

.

.

.

.

^Mai'lts

MiUer

HOW ABOUT YOU?

*LeBtt Musical.

Jj.tAt.» tt t*>..»At-ftt i.MJ>Attt t

,.

.

Remember

Stoiy of Sorrento

;

HOllYWOOD

.

,

The

There'll Be Some Changes Made.
^ Two Loves Have I

BROUDCAST MUSIC WC.
CHICftGO

JIMMY McHVGH

.

;

•

(HarwalLCriMrleii)

;

.

.-

.

.

RHUMBA FANTASY (Pwnero)
THE JUNGLE RHUMBA IDuchtM)

NEW YORK

.

Don't

(CampboH^IPsrgi*)

(EneorW)

.

Cumana

(Mark.)

RIO GRANDE

.

'

1

MY RANCHO
NINA NANA

.

.

SWEETHEARTS AGAIN

MIAMI BEACH RHUMBA

.

You're Not So, Easy To Forget ................
What Are You Doing New Year's Eve..-. i.
Whiffenpoof Song .. .,
1

*Soen To Bo RolaaMii,';

LET'S BE

.

So Far— *"Allegro"
Stanley Steamer

You

^

.

,

lombardpT-Mai. 7263

Coming Up
FOOL THAT AM (Hill » Kongo)

Music hy,,.

.

(ramoMi)

Victor

•

SWEETeRT
;

Berlin

,
.

(Republic)

•

'

Lady From 29 Palms
...
.
i.
Martin
Be Sweethearts Again ... i .v.
...C-P
Love For Love
r
Witmark
Naughty Angeline
Simon
Near You
Supreme
On the Avenue
Leeds
Papa You Dance With Me—"High Button Shoes". ... Morris

Boddy Clark-Xavioi* Cygot-Cot. 37507 • Bobby Ooylo-Sig. 15079

Sammy Kayo-Vic. 20-2420
Tommy Tucker-Col.*

YOUR PROGRAM

.

Fightin'

Let's
'

Shon-Cotf 37263 • Poggy Uo-Capitol IS001
Fan Wallor-yic. 20-2216 • Tod W^toms-Doc. 3S388!

ZU-BI

New Album

.Harms
Pox
Jefferson

........
.

.

i

Kate

Ptralh

THE STORY OF SORRENTO

JVHIStH

Columbig's

'

.

......

. .

(That Cigarette)
lAmerteml

THERE'LL BE

.

•

Tox Wiliomt-Cop. 40001 • Phil Harri>-Vtc. 20-2370
lowronco Wclk— Doc. 24TI3 • Douco Spriggint— Coast 2*3
Johnny lomir-Col. 37831
• 101 Ranch Boyi-Socurily 101
I'

.

A

'.

(^.^i

Xavisr tujfnrt-Bviidy Ciork-Cot. 37»39 • Mdnito Uwis^Sig. tSIOS
Pick. Farney—Mai. 7273
Ehric M«Hirign«ra-^Nal.' 9028
Boti AnMB—Vic. 20^3550

SMOKE! SMOKSI SiMOKE!

Vogue Terrace

.Hugh TuUy's band

into the Belve*
indefinitely. .Charlie. Chancy,
pencilled back into Hollywood Show
Bar Dec. 15, this time for 10week, stay. . .Herman
Middleman,
.

dere

'

Doii*

at Bill
(io>,
to onft.

.

My Love

—And

Dick Farney^Moi.

MADE FOR EACH OTHER
*

.

'

.

Almost Like Being In Love^'?"Brigadoon''
An Apple Blossom Wedding

AN OLD LOVE OF MINE

Tommy Dorwy— Vic.

,

-

Ballerina

Ecktlino-MGM

.

,

—

3Mm

Billy

.

The top '31 songs oS the we.e(c, bated on th< copvritthted itodtenc*
Coverage Index Survfy of Topnlat Mimic Broadcast Over RadioNetworks. Published, by the G^jcce
Research. Itic„ Dr. John G>
Peatmon. Director. I'
Survey Week of October -M'3», 1»47.
Ain'tcha Ever Gomin' Back.,...
»
.................. Sinatr*

(KUdi*)
Comp-Vic 20-2315 • Tad Wmmti*«rfy Como-D«t. 2507B
Roy Nobl«-Cal.^S44 • Dinning Siitois-'Cop'. 433
• IXinny Kay«-«oc. 241 10
.kaM.&Moii^Vic;
I8ck RobortiOn^llac. 1512 • Un Yo»t. SingoN-S«iiot« 10M
four Vagabondt-r-ApoR« 1055 * Jack MtUati'-rCaatt 4002'
Franl(. Fro*ba-DM. 23M2 • Bobby Deyk-Sig. 15057
D'Aftoga-SenOfo 2012 • Foy WilGng-Mai. 4013
Jo* Howord-Ocluxo 1036 • Mar>hall Young-Raiabow. 10002
JoMph littou— Ptiotono 5132 * Jorry Cooper—Diainond 2012

JUST

.

hs^ Wdss[^i Raia Au^ence

\

-

WONDER WHO^S KISSING HER NOW

"

.

.

titled

(L«nd.n)

•

.

.

.

.

;

..

Stone, co-producer of "The RedMill" with her husband Michael
Sloane.

Porry
-

.

Johnny JohMton-M6llll nW7«
Jerry Coo|wr-4>iamand .9B84

OF COLORADO

Suy Ivwbardo^-Dcc. 24179

afternoon.

her..---.

a«1M

F0RGYVIM6 YOlhNeKi.)
'

the

in

Ann and

* Fnddy Martin-Vic. a0-22tt
734%'* Famando AlvaMo^isk I5I45

(*iiy..UnAMraa>-4K.

'

5:80

to life "after
•tales.

(Ptri

Xaviar- Cii«ci|>-Cal. S/9$»
Vhitor lAinlNn4«-i!«ai:
'

to

Format highlights Raggedy Ann who
resides in a recortj store and comes

Art.UnKMMOMMW72

COME TO THE MAROI GRAS
.

.

.

•

20^^7

'BMi«|(a-Wc

week

who has band at Carousel, flew to
Kansas City to do piano accompaniment for lacltie ^Heller's appearance
before big B'ljai B'rith raUy. ..Mercur's Music Bar holding over ExAim Baker, Count Basic's vocalist .,
Willie Jackson, longtime saxman Joe Negri, who dLsbandcd his own
with Joe Liggins, inked to front own trio, playing guitar, with Jack Walcombo for Modern Records ... Mis- ton band as well as with Buddy Murcha Novy string ensemb sigjied by phy's KQV start orch .Marian BerM-G-M Records
Spade Cooley.'s ger, harpist'with radio bands, siigned
oatune- orchestra released from GAC With Pittsburgh Symphony Orch this
pact
. , Charlie Barnet has bought
a plane to facilitate jumps during
current skein of one-niters" eastward
Eddie Hey wood TriOj
to Gotham
coming to Coast after new year.'
Combo inked for tri-week' stand at
.

6VRL THAT

tlie LSftin

cut four sides with
orchestra for Miercury
Disk jocks and press

will

Melis

. . ,

(On Records)
<T<jx

Jose
next

Granite City, drew 3,200 people

Hollywood

:.

A

Chicago
Dick Hyde, currently at
Quartei',

.

.

HIT TVmS- FOR NOVEMBER

.

.

Frankie Masters working skein of
one-nighters across Texas, getting
mtiterial and whiQlt he' may 4-ecord
\t;iliot Law$1,250 guarantees .
for Columbia Records, Firm will rence set for four nights, starting
have no staff of its own.
Edgewater, San Francisco,
New company, lor which jmoot'- Xmas;,at
following five-week location at Pal*
poration papers are being cleared,
ladium here . . Berle Adams back
will be called Arden Publishing.
to Chicago; will return here in five
weeks . Frankie Laine in to etch

'

.

.

busy with parties for Andy Russell,
MiU Herth and Vitacoustic Records
. Berle Adams in from Hollywood
where he is establishing new offices
Only Had a Matob>" over which Al
. Slam Stewart into Club SilhouJolson started- some excitement on ette, Nov. 11 .
. Bill
Black, Henry
a recent radto' ahoWi grtAblied by Busse's manager, in town for <»nMorris music. . .Buddy Morris east fabs with Vitacoustic. -Busse's conabout Dec. 1 for annual N. Y. visit cert-dance- date at Johnson's Rink,

Singer 3uddy Clarke is IsetQng up
music publishing firm of his own
W«bster Ankles
for which the Edwin H; (Buddy)
Morris organization will act as sellHolly
4.
wooa,
Nov.
CapIiistlappyLainare
ing agent. Clark's deal calls for
Hollywood, Nov. 4i
Dick Webster, General Artists a music publishing' firm of his own
Nappy Lamare, vet jaiz guitarist, Corp. veepee and longtime head of for which tlje Edwin H. (Buddy)
Morris organization will act as sellhas assembled five other well-linown
.one-night booking In X^oast office,
ssdemen and, started recording for
ing agent. Clarke's deal calls for
Capitol.
He formerly waxed for resigned as of Saturday (1) to -go Morris to handle anything that_ the
Mercury.
into biz for himself here.
singer himself digs up in the way of
'3

GAC

.

.

<

AFM

die Upbeat

New York

«i

M M ««« MMM
»

» >

4»»»4»

%

Wednc aJay,

WovcinlHer 8,

Bands

ORCnCSTRAS-MVSIC

1947

Hotel

at

B.O.*s
•CoTer*'"

Tfeeka

4
Nat Brandwynne*, Waldorf (400; $2)
Pennsylvania (500; $l-$l-50)........ 2
Johnny Long
I
Sammy Kaye,.'.,, New Yorker (400; $1-$1.50)
51
Lexington
$1-$1,50)
Fineat^ple,
(300;
Jbhnny

Vaughn Monroe.., Commodore
*

(400; $1-$1.50)

Saiton at Wnldor/, Ice Show at

Jem

New

-

S
4

Qlty Loinl>ardo.... Roosevelt (400; $1-$1,S0)

10,250
2,925
1,875
47,150

925

9,000-

Yothxr,

Contract N^otiatkms

4,

Tower Records and Art Steven
Music have linked arms and worked

Stalled

.

a reciprical trade agreement.
Srsdley, Tower label chief, has
agreed to wax the entire Steven
Music line not yet plattered, and
Steven Music will market all unpublished songs on Tower disks.

out

8,460. Plqk.

2,300
2,000

Chicago

•
,

MPPA, SPA

Hollywood, Nov.

On Date

2.275
1,450
1,876

8|

Ink Reciprocal Pact

'Total,

Cover*

FttSt*

CW«a Week

Hotel

Band

Tower, Steven Music

-

Ruth Burkes, Bradley's

wife, has

Bay Heatherton (Marine Room, Ed'gewater Beach,

700; $1.50-$2.50 hiii^.). Jolh^d Steven Music firm and will
cut into take here; moderate 3,600 covers,
represent Bradley and Tower label's
Jose Mells (College Inn, Sherman, 700; $2^$3.50 min.). Dinning Sisters interest, "It's December Again" will
current, hut not hepcats' dish. Very light 2,700.
be thp, first, of the Music firm's tunes
Bay Mortoti (Mayfair Room, Blackstone; 300; $3.50 niin;-$l cover). Jerry to be put.pn Tower label.
Lester in Friday (31) to packed house, Peter Lind Hayes and'Mai'j^ Healy
share territ week., Sock 2,800.
Orrin TBpk«t (Boulevard Room, Stevens, 650; $3,50 mi«.-$l cover). Shot
dealers' convensh kicked count UP here to trim 4,200.
Griff HVllUams (Empire Room, Palmer; BSO; $3.50 min.'}! cover). Shoe

Damp weather

by Writers Fimd Proposal

Negotiations between the Music
Publishers Protective Assn. and the
Songwriters Protective Assn. committees on a new contract between
the two factions took a turn for the
worse after last week's meeting, and
no one is making fresh predictions
that the year-old tussle will be
ironed out quickly.
Writers, who
in their original, new-terms plan offered to the pubs a year ago asked
a 5% slice of pub revenue from lyric
magazine rights to set up a special
Sf^A fund, came up with a counter

proposition to the pubs' rejection o|
the original. And the move turned
the two committees, which have

been conducting more amicable

MPPA

MPPA

(Continued on page 52)

trade helped here also; 3,700.

Los Angeles

,

Freddy Martin (Ambassador; 900; $1.50-$2), Dandy 2,900
Jan <}ar1>ei> (BiItmore; 900; $1-$1.S0); Fine 2,700 covers.

Prepare for the Hits of 1948!

tabs.

Location Jobs, Not in Hotels
."(CWcaflO)-,

'.Marty Gould (Chez Paree; 550; $3:50'niih.). Conventioneers gave Chez
nice boost this week to 5,300. Mitzi Green and Jackie Miles hold over

PDS MUSIC PUBLISHERS

until Nov. 20.

Sherman Hayes (Blackhawk; 500; $2.50 min.). Biz off this week to 2,800.
Eddy Howard (Aragon; $1-$1.25 adm.). Jam-packed all week. Big 20,500.
Lcifhtoq. MToble (Trianon; $1-$1,2S adm.). Noble catching on, fine 17,000.
(Latin Quarter; 700; $2.50 min.). N.s.g. 2,300.

PRESINT

Buddy Sbaw

(Los Anoeles)
Sterling Toung (Aragon, B, Ocean; Park, 1st wk.). BoI> Wills' Tvestern
band joined in: over three-day weekend to swell figure to satisfactory 5,300.
-UoncI Hampton (Meadowbrook, B, Culver City, 1st wk.). For first
,irame since Harry Schooler took' over site, profit realized oa around 6,000
•

.

:

'.admishes.'

iamev (Palladium, B, Hollywood, 4th tyk.). At 12,000 admishes,
Weekends are good, other nites off lately all over town.

tiarry

okay.

Claude Hopkins' new quartet and
Sena Collins open at the Spa Club,
Bayonne^ N. J., Saturday (8).

Brakes NG, 6 Hurt
&ix people were slightly- injured
Thursday (30) evening at the
Meadowbrook, Cedar Grove, N. J',
when they were struck by a ear being moved by an attendant from the
last

AMther"nG"
by
Jgrry

.

:

Mmd's

HARMOHICATS

PEGGY
O'NEIL

parking lot to the door.
Auto, which was found to have deficient brakes, plowed through three
couples who stepped into- its path
from behind other cars in rain and
mist. Three of the six were knocked

down, the others cut badly. Two
had to be extricated from under
the car

itself.

narf)

P"ou',

ond

Muw

i;-..!

Ed.

fii:bef)

0.

by

Neiion

Dcdge

Chicago, Novi 4.
Winefield,
booker with
Central Booking office for the past
two years, quit last week. He will be

replaced by Mildred Rubin, who formerly ran her own personal man*
agement agency.
Winefteld's

will
manage
will be his

Ammons, which
U1I

IrNdwtyi • Niw Ywt, H. Y.

DAMy UNK^eM.nref. Msr.
ej[Ollie«0AtiN,(»i'ef.iM9r.

Inspired

MGM'S "BIG CITY"

RECORDS
CAVANAUGH

Peaturod by

VICTORS PAGE

To ••

TRIO

lUlMMd

COLUMBIA: XAVIER CUGAT
T«'.'B*''

Rcltdttd

SIGNATURE: CONNIE HAINES

"HICKORY DICKORY DOCK"

Winefield Quits Central
Buddy

iVo':i,

"OKI BABY DOK'L"
BETTY GARRETT and
PAGE CAVANAUGH TRIO

"
.

'

RECORDS

Quqrtet^To Be Released
Columbia: Ernie Andrews—To Be Released

Capitol: Ernie Fiiice

Gene
only

connection hereafter. He
regional director for Chi's Superior Hospital Supply Co.
theatrical

is

by 4he Walter Thornton PIn-Up

"I'M GONNA GET LOST

Girls

THE SONG THAT'S REALLY A "SLEEPER"

FROM YOU"

RECORDS
Page CavanaugK Trio—To Be Released

Victor:

'ilL-LOVE-YOU-TIL-YOUR-MONEY'S-GONE BLUES"
RECORDS
Majestic: Butch Stone.

"THEY CLAIMED"
RECORDS
Columbia: Ernie Andrews—To Be Released

PDS MUSIC PUBLISHERS
»4

fiiUiflicd

by MILLS.MUSIC. }t\9 Broq^way.. N..X.

8580 Suniet Boulevard
Hsityweed 46, dAit:

Gcntrol Maaagcr

dis-

cussions lately, into a fresh' turmoil.
Purpose of the
is to pro«
tect
music publishers' interests.
Harry Fox, its general manager, Sees
to it that collection of mechanical
and synchronization royalties ar«
made. Out of^the coin thus collect^
ed, the
takes a 2% bite o*
mechanical and a 10% slice of sync

CfMtvUw S-2009
Cr*«tvlew 1>1502

'

-

QiiiaissmAs-itiJsic

S2

Ho Studios Anding Cor

W

Music Bi7

Up a Few Songs

(WeeJe Bndintr^ Itov. 1)

music sales in
Britain are "sad" with the exception
of Keith-Prowse's terrific hit, "Now
Is the Hour," Jack Mills declared
Mx)nday (3). Head of Mills Music,
he returned to New York Friday
(31) after a month's visit to London

Writern

Picks

sheet

Current'

Tltte

NEAR YOU
YOU DO

(Froticte

Qoe Myrow-Mack

Gordoti)

.

. < . . .

. <

•

.

,

LADY FBOM Z9 PALMS.,
AND MIMI
ON THt AVENUE
WHITE XMAS ..\^

. .

CIVILIZATION

PEG

FEUDIN"

HEART
AND FIGHTIN'
tt

t

t

t

Tonrniy Dorsey

WINS DECCA CONTRACT
prexy

Decca

t « »

»»»

is

* * *

out conclusively.

mulling addition

band

while here recently
for a date at the RKO-6rpheum,
Maestro has two reasons in mind
for considering the movo; firstly,
rangement
he would like to go to Florida- for
withL
Keith - Prowse.
fiong's EngHsih Jyricg «te by Lew
the winter .seasotgi, whero he could
Stern^ While S&tsi Behes di<i the lease, being "I'm Gonna Dance At get sonie iis6;out of the 96-foot yacht
•
music,
Your Wedding" and "Please Don't he bought in Miami last spring and
'
hasn't seen since; secondly, that with
Lawrence Wright purchased Mills' Play No. 6 Tonight."
such a line he could put oh more
"Laughing Samba," whose contientertaining shows on the concert
nental rlgUts are. held by Editions
stage,
playing one-nighters a la
Sidem S.A. of Geneva, .Switzerland.
Spike Jones.
Same firm also Is handling Mills' Russell Sticks It Out In
Florida idea of Dorsey 's is based
•'I Can't Believe That You're in Love
Must Go On' Spirit on the thought that with a package
including a girl line he could offer
Chicago, Nov. 4.
Andy Russell, who opened at the the Florida night Spots an almost
complete package of name band,
Oriental here Thursday (30), was
All America Waiting tOi Hcair
line,
singers, ot*.
He probably
stricken with virus pneumonia and
would use adts as he does now ~on
"tonsillitis the following day, but held
Jack Owens, concert dates.
out for six shows.
said,

,

.

..

•

Union
"derailed"

Lo$ Angeles, .Nov.. 4.
Streamliner was
Pacific
in superior court last
$1,000,0.00 suit filed

week when a

Joan Davis, Abbott and Costello, and
by Bud-Averilli com- Parkyakarkus airshows, which can't
use music because they're sold sepa-

NBC

against

poser and publisher of the Mong of
that name, petitioned for a dismiss
sal.
Restraint of trade and .discrimination had been charged by
Averill, whose dit^ about the iron
horse was tabooed on the network/
NBC ruled it was, nothing more
than a three-minute singing commercial even though it had permitted airing of such songs as
"Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fee" and
"Greyhound Bus."

'Sbw

TILL OLE SANTA

•

ABC's "Breakfast Clulj,".
took over SaturiUiyi.
•Bussell's wife, Delia Novell, -forchirper, went on Sunnightclub
mer
day and will finish out the run.

,

singer on

WILL COME
BMI

.

ED SOWULEWSKI

Hang up your big tietkiafffor me lomght *mom
/
Phase ht me ttoy vj»
Till OlE SANTA WIU COAie.
I'd «ke to say "H«Ho"
and ask him U ht gef iDj^ Itfter
1 forgot to ask him for lome tficitM
and a nic« worm twtafer.
'

'

6m

*mom

•

.

I won't make the ttiohtett noise
can hardly wait to see

the condies, nufs and toys.
by United Artists Pub. Co.

©

-.

Vauder;

:

mum.

Because all the writer's roydlties
port of tlie pult's profits.are as
signed to charity all copies '25c.

UMITED ARTISTS PUB.

Hollywood, Nov.
Louis Jordan combo, which'

CO

It's

MARY LOU
•

YOU'RE IN LOVE WITH EVERrIBut th« One Wha'c In Love

ONE

With Yon)
Jehimy TOamMoii (tCesent»nO)

MILLS MUSIC, lnc.°
1«19 Broadway
New Yorli 19

Physical Conditioner, liceiwed Masseur,
Cfiiropraclor,

Naturopath

ARTHUR O'LEARY
Former Boxing 6luniplon

226 Wait 42n4 Stroet
tnd Sth AVM., Now York IS, N. Y.
1-B and by. ADEwlntiDBiit
Hours
CHUktrliig 4-6S2II
SuKo 303
7tli

expenditure

-

•

Kansas

City.

She became such a

its

A

Dailey, mcidentally; has the King
Trio, Ray Eberly's orchestra

Cole

and variety acts; next show uses
Larry Clinton's orchestra with Clark
Dennis and vaude (Dennis' contract
Russell,
completed). 'Andy
Martha Tilton and Dick Wesson folisn't

low, also working with Clinton. Stan

Kenton's orchestra:
one week.

is

then in for

Rustic Cabin, incidentally,

is

con-

tinuing its weekly series of barn
hops. Above .was its first and returned such a healthy gross that
the dances will be held weekly, on
Friday nights. Past week, Texas Jim
Robertson, 'itCA-Victor disk- name;
Jesse Rogers and Billy 'Willianfls
work with Shorty Warren and Texas Rangers, Williams is the former

Sammy Kaye

orchestra vocalist
turned to corn-singing.

who

MPPA-SPA
Continued from paxe

U be

revenue to under wirite the org. Sj^A
plan asked that these slices of pub'
revenue be expanded- and a perSET
centage of the increase be turned
over to the writers' SPA org to
create a fund of approximately
$60,000 annually. Apparently the
Chicago, Nov. 4,
Herb and Sam Lutz will open a fund Is 4;iot to be benevolent
new music publishing firm, appar
Pubs flatly refused the plan, some
ently in association with Frankie pointing out that they certainly were
Laine and Lawrence Welk. Herb not £oittg to let money go out of
Lutz, long-time music contact man their oWn pockets to build up the
will serve as prez and will operate spa's financial condition, which, in
firm, which will headquarter on the turn, could be directed against the
pubs in a future argument
Coast.
j
Sam Lutz, who also has an inPubs feel that in the issues that
terest with WeUc and Berlo Adams have so far been settled by the two
in Champagne Music, will not be factions,
one including a "Sliding
active in the publishing business. scale of royalties to writers on sheet,
He will continue as personal man- sales, they have been very lenient.
ager lor Laine, Welk and Frances On the other hand, many of the
Wayne,, and as partner in the Gabbe, writer faction do not agree with that
Lutz & Heller talent management feeling.
firm.
Meanwhile, both pvibs and writ"Loaded Pistol" is the new out- ers, particularly the former, are befit's
first song.
It's
been .out by coming impatient with the delay in
Frankie Masters for M-G-M, Phil settling on a new contract. It's been
Harris for Victor.
more than a year since negotiations

UP NEW

LUTZES

True

Art Mouiiey (M.GM. Vm-l)

Bit.

usual:

'

has" been interruptband' policy one night weekly
with a barn dance idea and has been
doing well.
week ago (244 it
played to some 8,00(t people at $1.25
per admission.

iDiteeu iS'iM)
Ueiinion<l-PnK« e«vmiuiifj;U Tdo
(Victor W-iflVi)
X'nntlo ^VilUums (Majestic Itriil)

Grpduate

patronage theatre.

evenings,

ing

Iff

last

because Its
organized, orch. As for the barn
(New- nearby rival, the Last Frontier, has
dance, David Miller,
Ted. Lewis troupe inked concurark) country music- disk jockey,
may head it with a revue called rently.
"Home Town Frolic," Night is as
yet undesignated.

e-very-

Wonder Who's KLssing Her Now?"
Where there was no similarity of
that they

were from BUch-and«

such, a picture.

HEY, FELLAlll
Ask fh»

ftirl

Friend

opjens vaudate today (Tues.) at

4.

Hhumba policy is set for Sunday On same bill will be Desi Arnaz orchestra, at $5,500 per week.
Fla>
beginning Nov. ._9 with
Noro Morales conducting a specially raingo, on the .booking, has exceeded

'

During t^e past few years,

ment

fixture therer she acquired a piece
of the site, iter recordings are made
on flyers here from K.C.'and dur-^
ing current stay she will session -s
half-year's supply for Capitol.

.

stations throughout

time a disk jockey spun the title
song' from some picture, the film got
it.<i due plug.
Some of the big ones
were, "To Each His Own," "Ivy,"'
•"It Had to Be You," "LaUra" and "I

Los Angeles, Nov. 4.
Another disk performer who recently started making a xiiational
name on tlisks and has been getting
consequent bids for vaude work; etc.,
is Julia Lea (Capitol) < Count Basie,
Million Dollar theatre here bought
her for week at $750. It Is Mass
Lee's first booking Into a white-

Now

local

ing.

songs were very often Ihtro*
duced by jockeys with the tmnounce-

Cap Diskings

coln theatre, Negro vaudfilmer, for
week of Dec. 27 at straight 80-50
he's split of gross from first dollar.
Flamingo, Las; Vegas niterjt, alsd
looking toward the rhumba and barn
dance idea, and feels two such eve- has bought- Jordan forvfortnite, starting Jan. 15, at Hat- $4,000 per' stanza,
nings a week will do the trick.
else.

Kustig Cabin, Englewood Cliffs.
N. J., a dozen niUes or so from

mnia linn.

Click

For past 14 years the singerpianist has been appearirig''&t Milton's,
neighborhood nitery In
a

has been signed by

Saginaw, Mich

<h>linn):

On

downtown Lin-

Dailey

rately to

the country-T^thus, according to AFM,
keeping local musicians froin.'^ork-'

titles,

Lee Into Vaude

Julia

who

Nitery

started eight-week stand at
Billy Berg's at flat $3,500 weekly;

Meadowbrook,

'

4G

WAAT

and a

1659 Cornelia

LA

week

its

I'rononneea

on

-

names as anything

"

*

Split

Continued Jiom page 39

I'm not (lt*p/

of aU tonight *lH6m
Phase let me stay up
Tl(.l OLE SANTA Will C0Mf.
I'll be so very ^eddv.
I

still
under the doctor's,
care, Kussell plans to open Nov.- 8
,at the Adams theatre, Newark.

Although

Louis Jordan Gets

50-50

Original ideas are being worked
out by studios. Paramount, which
has "Dream Girl" coming up as its
top plug song for the Betty Hutton
starrer, is now workitfg out a ^ound
effefSts and choral group device to
replace the clelled stin]ls. These substitutes are now being used on the
-

;

'

Dorsey

he

*

Studio

Chicago next week, when the question of banning record making by
memfoeri is expected to foe threshed

****

RAGGED OUT OF COURT

M3itn0apolis, Noy. 4.

Tommy

»

films.

are anxiously awaiting the re*
suits of AFM's exec, council meet in

.

of a line of girls to his current
unit,

*

their

men

'

UP. STREAMLINER' SUIT

Has

Eye on Line of Gals

Jack Bfapp

officiated as judge in "The Big
Breali" radio show he spotted an
also-ran candidate in Jeanie Light.
Kansas City youngster, although she
wasn't adjuiiged the winner, was
signed by Kapp to Wax tour sides
for his company*
First- two are due for early re-

j

4.

(uilell!

music chiefs and their radio liaison
;

'Mi^

(Javk Owens)
t

ALSO-RAN RADIO TYRO
When

^

Bobbins
{Alfred Brynn-Fred Fisher),,./,,
(Bwr*on Lane-Al Dubtn).,v<.... <•••....... «.........CIiappeII
^ ..................... .Supreme

HOW SOON
1 1

air-advertisintf

lo •• • • i • • . Martin
<r>
Kennedy) ..••t.««<Wf>< v< ••••••• >SIMptf*rl)^^

(Harold Ronte'Fred Freed,) , i.va.t.«ii< . . .. . ..««;..««••
.....^Berlfii
{Irving BerUn)
,..••<•»...
,
Morrln
(Cart Si0man-Bob Killtard).,,, ,«.».•>•..

O' M^r

»»

«

(Atlie Wrubel)
,.iN0,t Simon-Jiimny

wlQ

a great loss in songplugt for thelf
musicals after the Petrlllo recording
ban goes into eifect Dec. 31. Studio|
will also have to switch itormats o^
thouiands of musical', conun^als

<<ti«M«Mi«f.BvC

....,.•..«>.•.•.. .paramouni
WISH I DIDN'T LOVE YOU; .{Frank Loesser) ....
APPLE BLOSSOM WEDDING. Wot Simon^Jimmy Kennedy) .......... ..... ........ Shapito-X
WONDER WHO'S KISSING HEB (Will M. Houoh-Franfc Adams'-JosepJi B. Hotoord) .... Marks
(itfeode
MtnTieerod«-CjrCorff«
^PotneroV7Tod
Gallowov) MlHer
WHIFFENPOOF SONG .......
...... <.Sbnplro-B
WHEN YOU WEB]^ SWEET 16. .iJamea" Thornton) .....
.

Ban

Petrillo

Hollywood,' Jfov.

Orjrfo»K«mtt GoeU).,M»it«»n,«Mn.».».«irSuwr*m«

I

Mills also acquired, "Song, of Yes-

terday" and "SWrt Waltz," originally published by the Czech pub-,
lishing firm of S. A. Dvorsky and
handled in Britain by Achenaeum
Music Publishers. In still another
buy, he picked up the U.S., Canadian and South American rights to
"Rosalinda," a foreign Mt, by ar-

Plug Ideas

To Beat
jPuMisher

!Motion ipicture ctudioi

to 0.0. the firm's newly-established
British branch.

Describing his junket as a "very
uccessful trip" insofar as inking
contracts with various publishers
was concerned, Mills said he closed
deals with Lawrence Wright for
"Concerto in Jazz" and "Sleepy San
Benito."
A number- in two parts
by Donald Phillips, former tune lias
been cut on the Parlophone label
by Sidney Torch's orch^ Phil Green
defied "Benito."

New Tune

IS Best Sheet SdDers

But

Why Do You
Make Promises?
LI

JAN MUSIC CO,

Maspctii. L.

1.,

N. Y.

SMOKE!
SMOKE!
SMOKE!
(T-hcif.

Cigarette)

MUSIC PUB OUTHT

started and in individual dealings
-over pew tunes the old agreement,
which expired Jan. 1 last, is being
used.
New terms finally decided
in Cinephonic upon will be retroactive, and pubs
fear the amount of bookkeeping that
London, Nov. 4.
will be necessary to pay revised
Reg Connelly, head of London's writer
royalties, not to mention the
music publishing house of Gamp- lump svuns
some pubs will be forced
bell, Connelly
Co., acquired the to
dole out.
Rank-Gauihont British interest in

AMERICAN MUSIC.

INC.

B109 BoBset iBlTd.,
Oaict Boaieio
Holly wooa 44. Cal. S5 W. *2 St., N.T.C.

Everyone

It

Waiting to Hear

WHAT ME
YOO DOING

NEWYEMTSEVE

Reg Connelly Buys Out
Rank-GB

lU

IN

•

STEWART lARR

-

MOTHER'S ARMS

.

&

Cinephonic Music Co^ Ltd., last
week. Purchase places' Cinephonic
under Connelly's direction but in no
way will aifect the firm's continued
publication of music already included In Rank's pictures. Deal, ac-

I'M

FISCHIR,

Inc.,

N. Y. C.-JobiM>

AN ONION PATCH)

(IN

tAWRENCE
RAKER-Merewv

of friendly negotiations; and "relationships with the Rank film interestsj" Connelly emphasizes, "re-

THE HAPTY eANe—Vletor

main completely cordial."
The music pub plans to visit rJew
York some time in December on one

RYTVOC,

of his periodic business junkets.

CARL

A LONELY LiHlE PEYUNU

cording to Connelly, came as result

'^V^^
TOMMY

THI INDEPENDENT MUSIC CO,
Xew T«Tk City

TUCKER-iiiii«.WMtli

INC.,

T»Mi Woi»i«

e»

WELX^ecM
rOMtiY TUCKER-C«l.i«bi«
HARMONAIRES—EeAany

UWRENCE WELK—StMriwd

'

1S88 B'way, N*w York 19
"CHOOCWOO CWtOOCM"

1^

'

,

Weq»W(fay»

VAVBEVIIXB

1947

Noveiiiiier 5,

Vatican Choir Continues

Shdyey Sets AGVA ConventkHi in Chi

aeflnitely let this welt iot Chicago,
3m. 12-19. It's the talent union's
convention, results of which
flirat
Will return iuU autonomy to union
from Associated Actors and Artistes

of America, which took: over union
in 1942, when eflairs were in totter-

ing shape,
soma opposition from
Despite
minority groups, Matt Shelvey, national administrator of AGVA, was
given the go-signal by the 4A's to
as the convention city.
get. Chi
Dissident group hSd petitioned that
Yorli. Such a plan
Jt be held in New
was deemed unfeasible by Shelvey
and the 4A's on unnecessary expense
angle, since Chi is center point between the 32 branches participating.
Convention will be held at the
Stevens hotel, with reservations set
this week for usp of convention hall,

Stone Set To Follow

in Ely, Nev., Oct. 27,
following a brief interruption at
Phoenix, Ariz., while the management of the group changed hands.
Ray Fabiani, L. A. sportS: promoter,

formerly with Chicago Civic Opera;
over via his International ExHoward at L. Q., N.Y.. took
change, Inc., from American TourHarvey Stone has been signed' to ing Enterprises, rushing travel and
follow Willie Howard into the Latin
expense fund? of $6,000 delayed durQuarter, N. Y., around Dec. 7 for 12
Tour now
ing managerial switch.
weeks.'
Deal was made following gets a booking hypo to fill open
Stone's subbing for Howa'rd last
dates, Fabiani having hired veteran
weelf.
peddler Ed Fishman on a commission
Howard stayed out several days basis to build route through Novembecause of the death of his wife.
ber before starting a tour of Mexico,
Dec. 8, also under Fabiani aegis.
Fabiani, who promoted both the
L. A. and San Francisco dates of
Kitty Davis\ Miami,
the Choir while under ATE, worked
.out the deal with the aid of the
Sold to Rosenberg;
Italian Consul General here, Dr.
Mario Profili. In addition to wiring
Yiddish Legit Star $1,000 for busses and $5,000 for choir,
Miami Beach, Nov. 4, d he posted a bond of $25,000 guaranKitty Davis' Airliner, one of old- teeing members' return fare to Italy.
est operations, in this area, was sold Previously he paid $30,000 to ATE
this week to a group headed by for California appearances of the
Michel Rosenberg, Yiddish legit ac- group in ante-ing additional coin.
.

'Brush Creek Follies Back to Studio

.

Los Angeles, Nov.

Kay

.

.

Want And

:

voluminous paper work and heavy tourist biz

fell off badly.

Owners Kitty and Danny Davis,
Indies Can't Afford 'Em
both veteran nitery operators here
Faced with declining theatre busiand in Chicago say they're out of
the business for good and will prob- ness, talent agencies are scouting
around for substitute to replace the
tire membership this week and are ably buy into a hotel.
band packages' sind to compensate for
to be returned for counting to Union
New group will change name and
"
Audit Bureau, which will make the install a policy similar to the Old scarcity of name attractions.
Agencies, particularly Music Corp.
tally and forward to national office Roumanian, N. Y. with stars of the
of America have been pitching the
of AGVA. Balloting will elect re. Yiddish stage featured, among them
unit idea to the bookers, but so far
C|uired number of delegates. With Molly Picon and Menasha Skulnick,
have found no takers. MCA recently
Jatter deputized to set 'Up olfieers with Rosenberg hosting and working
obtained from the Shuberts and
and board of gcivernors, comprising in shows.
other legit interests rights to titles of
from 40 to 50 members, resting upon
revues no longer in use.
Among
decision of the delegates.
them are "Streets of Paris" and
Latter's choice will be final, with"Artists and Models,"- -It was preout further balloting, and those
pared to invest in production, but
selected will be in office for ensuing
playing time in major
sufficient
year.
Neither Shelvey nor Dave
houses wasn't available, and idea has
Fox; head of N. Y. local of AGVA
Johnny Weismuller, along with been temporarily camphored.
assistant
to Stubby Kreuger, comedy diver, will
and administrative
The circuit houses, thus far, aren't
Shelvey, are candidates for any of. head a water show Which will play
too keen on the idea because of the
fi'ce on slate.
In addition to elec the Earl's Court theatre, London, for calibre of unit that has been playing
tlons, the delegates may accept or five weeks starting Feb. 23. They'll
around for the past few seasons. It's
revise proposed constitution and by head a cast of U. S. swimmers with
claimed that many units have failed
laws, which will be submitted mere, implementation from British tank to pull their weight
at the boxoffice.
talent.
ly as a working pattern.
Without the backing of the circuit
About 42,000 members out of 52
Following run at London house, keys, which carry guarantees and
000 are expected to participate in show will tour the provinces. Harry percentages, the producers feel it's
the balloting, remainder being out Foster, head of Fosters Agency, Lon- not feasible to take out a show.
An withdrawals to other branches don, now in tile U. S., set the deal
However, dates are available in
of showbusiness and therefore
with Harold Dobrow, of the; William the indie houses, but in most of
eligible to vote.
Morris agency,
those^ theatres, they have to take a
Convention will be addressed by
Foster has also set the Merry Macs gamble on every date because of the
Mayor Kennelly of Chicago and to open at the Casino theatre, Lon- straight percentage booking. The
show biz names, yet to be selected don, sometime in February, and the producers are unwilling to take that
in opening session.
Charioteers to open there in April.
,
chance without the buttressing of the
sure coin from the circuit houses.
So far, only Harry Howard is
working on the unit idea. He plans
to send out the "Diamond Horseshoe"
revue after Jan. 1. Earl Carroll may
also do another package show, but
so far has been discouraged by

WEISMULLER PACTED
FOR LONDON TANK SHOW

-

:

to the

.

'

St.

Loo Nitery License

When

Lifted

Jungle

CURRENTLY
LE

RUBAN

BLEU,

New

RADIO: Sundays, 3-3:15
JOSKJPH MAR80I.AI8
Itm BrOBdwny
jlew Xork
•
'Sutt« AOS
•
01. 6-4o:m-^

P.M..

WNEW
Dircciioii:

biP

Lee asked
minimum wage of $12 per performer per show, and a union contract. Lee claimed some of the performers hsd been working for $4.80
for a

Nov.

St. Louis,

4.

may be o.k. in its per show and others .for $9. The
it reaches fortissimo
$12
rate Would bring all workers
Louis that's a nother up to level of union musicians who
week Director of Pub- also work the stu>w, union spokeslic Welfare Henry S. Caulfleld reman said.
voked the license of the Circus
Negotiations on the wage rates
Club when neighbors complained
was reported to have been proceedsuch music not only kept them from
Jungle music

place but

volume

when

in

St.

matter. Last

-

ing satisfactorily until disagreement
over the union shop threw the situaa po- tion into
an impasse. Union argucourt action that resulted in ments took attitude station should
Charles and Watson 'S. <Millers, first adopt the
uni^n shop,, and then
co-owners of the get a ruling from the NLRB on thfe
brothers and
nitery, being fined $75 and costs for
action.
3tation> however, indicated
peace disturbance. The police court it would abide
by the letter' pt .the;
proceedings did not appease the law in the absence Of a
clear-cut
neighbors and the additional com- course. *

sleeping but also jarred their nerves,
Caulfield's action followed

lice

-

|

:

.

plaint to Caulfield is expected to
put the quietus on the music. An
attorney for tlie owners claimed 'the
music emanated through a ventilating fan. The complainants stated it
was so loud it "came right through
the walls."

TAX EXEMPTION HYPOS
VAUDE RETURN IN CUBA

Talent for "Follies"

by

I

KMBC.

iturnishcd
Artists Bureau. Singers,
is

.

and instrumental combinations,
they also double for
broadcasts over the station and for
personal
appearances
throughout
the station's coverage area,. Pay is
generally computed on a base salary
with additional for' ,th« .personals
arid the "Follies" worlt,

guitar players

'

.

'
,

.

'

•

Present negotiations apply neither
to th^ air work nor to the territorial
personals,
The boost asked by the
Washington, Nov. 4i
Vaude is on the rebound in Cuba, union is estimated to- up the cost
U. S. Department of Commerce re- of^tiie "Follies" $35-60. Visual show
ports, with legit also making a come- of two-and-a-half hours has been
back. The revival has been growing selling out in the 1,100-seat Ivanhoe
from a 1946 government decree Temple at Wc, admission, nettijjg
which exempts theatres from the ad- the station around $400-$450° per
missions tax provided a stage show week.
is presented in which at le^st eight
Three quarter hours of the show,
persons participate, half of whom now are sponsored, and a faaU hour
broadcast from 8-8:30 Saturdays iS
are Cubans.
Three theatres in the Havana dis- sustaining. Live show has been one
trict are now showing Spanish lan- of station's chief promotions, for a
guage musicals and comedies, as a decade, and has paid its way only
result of the decree. This has been in the last five years.
Show has
cutting into the town's film \)'a.
been little more than paying its way
from the house -admissions, however,
Joan Edwards last week signed a and cancelled stage appearances are
personal management contract with figured as little Or no loss to the
.

,

,

.

Marty Goodman.

"

station dollar-wise.

2mM

paucity of guarantee dates.

THE INK SPOTS

Miss Maxwell's Repeat

)))

Marilyn Maxwell, Metro filmster,
is slated to play the Capitol theatre,
N. Y., starting Dec. 4 on show with
the Paul Whiteman orch. Miss Maxwell played house several years

York

MU$IC CORP.

studios.

performers on the show.

Chants Annoy Neighbors

MAXi:\E

SULLIVAX

KMBC

AGVA, through Vincent Lee, Rational rep, -last week made demands
,on the station after a count showed
the group to represent 16 of the 20

'

mailing,. Shelvey feels the date set
will provide ample time to set things
properly.
Ballots are being sent out to en-

'

4,

Williams

held over at
Ciro's for an indefinite period, caus»
ing a shift in future bookings.
Appearance of Hildegarde, originally slated for Nov. 11 has been postponed until 'spring.

Wary

..

and

Thompson

,

brothers have .been

.

tailS

Kansas City, Nov. 4(.
Feuding which has been going on
between KMBC and American Guild
of Variety Artists culminated last
Saturday when Arthur B. Church,
president of the station, announced
the live edition of "Brush Creek
Follies," hillbilly and western show,
would not be held at the Ivanhoe
Temple. The air version from J: 45
to 10:30 went on as usual, mo 'ing

Thompson-WUliams Held
Over at Giro's, H'wood

conference rooms and accommodations for delegates and entourage
Fabiani demanded release of the
tor for $65;000.
for the week's duration of the con
group and his assumption of full
Incubator of many of the younger
fab.
responsibility.
Convention date, which had been comics now in the four figure brackmoved /back several times because ets, the spot was a money malcer unof change in modus operandi in set til last year, when stiff competish
of Units;
ting up confab, is now definite ac' from the big spots bit heavily into Producers
Decision to sell
cording to Shelvey, and since new the Davis'' take.
switch in election proceedings £n- came last summer when the usual
Majors Don't
'

Impasse on Pact Chases

Hollywood,. Nov. 4.
National tour of the Vatican Choir

was resumed

Die^ite Dissidents Try for N.Y. Meet
forthcoming convention o( Airier-.^
lean duilcl of Varltty Artists was

KMBC-AGVA

With Fishman Bookings

89

ago.

AMERICA

Others on the layout will be
Beri and Gene Sheldon.

Ben

Mgt.-UNIVERSAL ATTRAaiQNS
565 Hflh A«*nu*.

N«w

BIG HIT AT THE LONDON-CASINO

ROLLY ROLLS
Held Over by Popular

Demand ford Consecutive Shows

hiBningii News Says: At the London-CasinO/ the contribution Wh'ich
does most to satisfy the demand for novelty and artistry conies froni
America . . . not content with displaying considerable virtuosity as a i^^lirtP
ist, Roily Rolls has perfected some fascinating tricks and stops the show*
Tfie

.

BOOKED AT THE STATLER CHAIN FOR THE
STARTIM6 STATLER-BOSTON NOVEMBER 10TH, IM?

.

FIFTH TIME IK $

YIAR$

.

ifr' -^f.ife-..

Yorlc

.

.

Wednesday^. .November 5, 1947

S4

N^t

piano, accomps and Hal JCanner for
his musical cueing, rate kudoea.
Frank Linale and his orch handle
the dance addicts in apt fashion,
keeping the floor filled with their

Glib Reviews

ho walked out on the show, but was sweet-swing rhythms.
Lory.
back the following evening.
jocfcie Gleason, Capella & Patricia,
Marvin, who clicked as a vocal
Larry Marvin, Betty Jane Smith, carbon of Jolson at the Embassy, is
Eddic'^s, N. Y.^
I.«on
Tony Bavaar, Line (18) Walter Nye still continuing in the same vein. He
Sis
Potnell,
Davis,
Shirley
Eddie
Orch, Catatino prcli; $3,80 mwimixm. gives out with "Mandy" and others _ Sonnw ArthUTSi. Peggy McCue,
reminiscent of that era in a punchy Dick Baiiif LaVeme k Jo«< Faye &
The end of the outdoor season, style, but in- this spot, it's apparent Andre; Line (6); Art Waiter's OrcJf;
ifieekOfficial with last week's drop in that he needs a more intimate room $3.T50 minimum weekdays,
tempw«twre, has Bill Miller's Riviera for optimum returns.
a curtailed talent
operating- on
Betty Jane Smith, a youthful tapbudget, as far as principals are con- ster, provides -the best punch of the
Most of 52d Street's swing joints
curtailment
no
not
Leon
there's
but
cerned,
Her lithe terping' punctu- may be on the ropps but
session.
of t\ie production items which result ated with skiUful turns wins several & Eddie's. For his new fall show,
in the customary full-bodied shows. bows.
boniface Eddie Davis has rounded
The budget slice, is readily appreciThe dance department is com- up six new acts that represent one
ated now that the Fort Lee, N. J„ pleted with Capella and Patricia's of the best all-around bills the place
hospice has become a weekend spot turn. This team have picturesque has had since Leon went south to
with the weelt-days bringing only routines lieightcned with lifts and Florida, Davis, himself, per usual,
passable business.
spins, but unfortunately, at show is in thete pitching with his songs
With the end of the season nigh, caught, their timing was off, which and patter to wind up the- proceedMiller hajj permitted himself some caused considerable loss of applause ings aiid send «ie tourist-heavy
While operating the values.
jndulgsnces.
crowds back to their hotels in a
Y., he employed Larry
Embassy,
Walter Nye competently backs happy, mood.
,
^
Marvin and Capella and Patricia for show, while Catalino fills the floor
the cuiTent layout
Only -fault
Jong periods, and he's now trans- with rhumba rhythms.Jose.
is the abundance of terp acts. Peggy
ferred theme here with additional
McCue, Sis and Sonny Arthiurs, Labuttressing by Jackie Gleason. and
Veme and Jon Ar\& /Faye .and
Copacabana,
Afiami
Betty Jane Smith.
Andre are all. dancers of one sort
Miami Beac/i, Nov. 1.'
Gleason, a highly capable comic,
or another and they pile oft and on
Hildegarde, with Salvatore Gioe; the stage in rapid succession. Their
is dissipating his value by the continued: display- of the material he's Hal Kanner's Orch, Frank Xi-nale acts are suflEiciently different, though.
been using since he left the legiter Orch; Barry Gray in Lmnge; no
•'Follow the Girls." The material has minimum or cover.
been heard too frequently, and his
impression.s- and stories have lost
Jumping the season by six Weeks
niuch of their impact. But there's on rival class spots which feature
nothing essentially wrong with his ."big" names only, Copacabana owndelivery that new material wouldn't ers Murray Weinger and Ben Slutcure. At tlie end of the first ni.ght sky preemed .their- winter run with DENIS DKOVIN
a prime attraction in Hildegarde, Sinelnc, Cotttnly
plus a no minimurti for her engage- 16 Mins.
ment, and set out to prove' that in a Quartier L&tin, Montreal
Originally from legit, this young
town where' nitefy custom has been
stride with smging
boofeing two or three headliners to chap finds his
draw the patronage, they can do comedy, revealing himself as 'very
He has four, numbers,
entertaining.
of
her
stature.
name
biz"
with
a
the
quite different. He costumes
each
will
prove
experiment
the
Whether
Y.
of ltOCM£STER. K.
of two topprofitable remains to be seen in the With just hats or one
songs
For eotting but' my
10-day run the chantoosey is set coats and presents his French
That they'll do okay was in- in English in the Chevalier manner,
for.
wit and
Radio friMds to th*
dicated by the opening night(Thurs.) his accent and ..personal
He really
funny.
very
being
turnout, which drew a packed house h«mor
a lot
number
with
each
on
works
and almost capacity for the second
his public
show. And with the usually busy of enthu-siasm and wins
-weekend coming the ops expect to over fast. Drouin's first song is
"C'est Mon Petit Doigt," the story
'eet off the nut on her $8,1)00 plus
of a fakit. Second number is ''Hello,
fee.
That Hildegarde will earn her Baby, Mademoiselle," the origmal
dough .was evidenced in the liour French-English song from which
Mademoiselle"
long stint she turned in for her first "Get Up Those Stairs^
appearance iil these rparts in many was taken. Lyrics are different from
Her- showmanship is always the American version. Then comes
years.
in evidence; in audience know-how a French cowboy song, "Le Gros
Drouin imshe has few peers, and her contribs Bill," which is sock.
are garnished by perfect lighting personates two men, one fast and
and masterful accomps by Salvatore drunk, the other slow but sure, dur2, weeks starfkq
Gioe and Hal Kanner's unit, plus ing this number .and he registers
*
projection which turns an ordinary neatly.
tuosdAy, Nov. lltb.
..,
Lad then closes his turn with a
lyric into meaningful musical word-

|tivi«a*a.

Fort

IV.

&

^

,

-

to, lend

.

.
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-

.

;

For tliis supper club tour following his short-lived dramatic legitimate stage stellar fling, the likable
Bert Wheeler has put together a

erly doesn't deviate

BROOKS

•

•

CodOr 6rovo,
Bob

.

N'.-j.

Korr*»lt.K.O. ildg.

Ncvr York City

des

in- this cla.ss spot.

He

its cocktail' dept.

prop-

from his

inti-

mate, friendly and dry style of
delivery that has propeUed him into:
the front rank of comics and kept
him there" these many years. And
the customers, as usual, immediately
take him to their hearts.

JOAN

"Y'a

Georire Drake joined the Leonard
Green Agency to assume charge of

substantial amount of funny patter
and gags. As a result, he's a "name"
who really delivers- amusing enter-

tainment

Triton Hotel

of

sans payment and pair were placed
On AGVA's unfair list. This was set
aside upon payment of fine, which
goes' to the .w0lfare and death benefit fund pt 'Uhion,- customary with
all fines collected by the union;

Minneapolis, Nov. l,
Bert Wheelet toitli. Art?iur Rice,
Daryl Harpa Band (12) $2.5D-$3 min.

.

version

.

(HOTEL NICOLLET)

.

smash French singing and

-

'During part- of hts act, W.heeler's
using the sandwich munching
business that never loses its laughprovoking power' as utilized in connection witn a recital of woes. He's
victim of
the
self-pitying
still
various unfortunate circumstances.
Arthur Rice,' his straight man, feeds
him expertly and the pair generate
a lot of fun..,
Wheeler appears in a bellman's
uniform apd Rice is introduced as
the nltery's assistaitt manager. The
comedian gives the "lowdown" about
the hotel's management and operations, tells of his sad experiences'on
a train en route to date and also-relates about a furniture dealer and
French girl who -had io converse by
means of the pictures they drew.
Some of the material has bluish tints,
but, as handled by Wheeler, it's

and

still

PATRICIA
oro on

distinctive.

The babe

.

never

-

.

.

offensive.

ness.

Room

'

filled

at

Is

a

looker with
wonderful gams.
LEE MORTIMEK,Daily Mirror

Now

A|l|iiarliii|

at

BILL MILLER'S

RIVIERA

show

late

Saturday.

draw—

cleoneut, talented,

The excellent Harpa band continues to give' out Latin American
the and pop tunes in a way that increases customer dancers' enjoyment.
Margo Pierce and Dacito, who plays
the bongoes, do a lively baseball
dance number to open the show
and Miss Pierce also stooges with
Wheeler for- a funny piece of busi'

blended to earn her steady series of latter word.being the French equivaHer 88-Ing, is interpolated lent for "zoot-suiters," Drouin's fan
salvos.
shouts^
at the .right moments to change the tasy is wild in "this and he
vocalistic pace. Highlights are Anna and jumps to strong returns. He has
Sosenko's new ballad, "Ask Your good looks, is young but stage-wise,
Heart" spotted near the end of the and has smart, delivery. Definitely,
has
also
effective,
he
and
amusing
session and a near show stopper;
the biz with roses and the ringsiders, the quality of being different, and
Marc.
and "-Ask Anyone Who Knows'' should please generally.

outstanding

.

dance

jiftnping

Zazous,"

them some time

-

'

..

neatly

fine assessed against

ago for breaching rules of the union.
Comics had been boolccd into Club
Nicholas, Saratoga, N; Y., and when
are pretty enough and go through
their two routines enthusiastically. AGVA rep in that territory moved
New costuming adds color io the in for posting of bond, found the
stage, usually-reliable Art Waner
comics had collected salary in adand his orch overdid the volume the
night caught (23), too often drowning vance. < AGVA, ruled sum should be
out the lyrics or .patter. Their dance deposited with union and when the
StaU
good.
music is
Maxes failed to "comply, they were
brought up on charges and fine asMImh. Terrace, Mpls. sessed; There was another lapse

.

THANI^

is

Variety Artists after paying off^$500

-

-

Ghantoosey's repertoire

Paying Off $500 Fine

strongly, .He's added seyeral new
tunes to his bluish repertoire, all
good and topped by "Faith, Hope and
Charity," story of three Maine
spinsters that he rolls' out in staccato
fashion.
Six gals in Prank Shepherd's line

.

ing;

WithAGVAAgamAfter

Max Baer and -Slapsi^ Maxie
at playing to this specialized visiting
fireman-type audience, and his birth- Rosenbloom,
ex-pug vaude and
anniversary' greetings,
day and
cracks about the old hometown and nitery comics, have* been restored to.
audience participation gags go over good graces of American Guild of

New Acts

Doiloy's

Baer,RosenblooiiiOkay

bill, all the latter having been,
reviewed recently under New Acts.
Davis is his usual effervescent,
ribald but never offensive self. He's
probably the cleverest guy around

.

Frmk

bill.

Complete

the

,

m

enough variety to the

Harmonica player Dick Bain 'tmd
songstress Shirley Powell.

Rees.

,

.done at the Steinway.

But whether it was a pop, original
or Continental chanson, she held

PHIL FOSTER
Nil*rlifi>'t

N«WMt

tctffkSchsation

HELD OVER
cniCACso

.

LATIN QUARTER
TosMrcd by"
SOI TITOER, RKO SMp-f N*w York 20

JANE FOWELt

them; CUnchec was typical of the 11 Mins.
smart routinin.g -r- a straight piano CapltOl, N.Y.
arrangement of "Hungarian Rhap^
Jane Powell, the Metro starlet
sody" with the ducting of Salvatore who has made a strong impact on
Gioe at the' twin Steinway, a top theatre audiences with her appearassist.
That shell draw plenty biz ance in "Holiday in Mexico," regisis obvious.
ters as a likeable singer in her first
To keep action going in the lounge, Broadway personal appearance
Barry Gray has been installed with stand. She gets across on her ability
his chatter-more-than-platter show to handle her pipes rather than her.
via local MBS outlet
AT. Long background as a filmstar.
lean guy is a solid click with the
Miss Powell has a finely developed
bar loungers and Should keep the voice that's at home with light claslavish adjunct to the main room a sics and tuneful pops. There's good
busy spot with his three hour (12 interpretation and excellent project
to 3' a.m.) session of interviews, tion in her run-through of "Donkey
chatter and plattering,
Serenade," "Kiss in the Dark" and
Both Salvatore Gioe, for his adroit "Filles de Cadiz," with "Summertime" as an encore.
Along visual lines, the youthful
Miss Powell registers extremely
well,
with a bare-shoulder pink
bouflante gown.
So far, Miss Powell needs additional stage presence, but one trip
around the circuits should give her

WK

'

,

-

this additional attribute.

Jose.

PAUL GREY
Comedy
17 Mins.

'

•

Harem, N. Y.
Paul Gre.y, newcomer to New York
has been a familiar figure
around Chicago, where he's developed a pleasant brand of comedy that
should prove its efiieacy in most
cafes, vaude, and even in legit musicals,. His appearance and demeanor
,

cafes,

belie his

comedic

capabilities. He's
a tall, slim citizen with an intellectual loolc that's heightened by his

bald dome. With that kind of appearance, he's able to provide the ele-

Paddoek

Club,

Miami

COMEDY PATTER

Miami Beach, Nov. 1.
IVan BlaTcstone, Jomes & Beverly
Paysee, Kathleen Dennis, Chavez,
Bob Regent Orchj minimum $2'$2.50.

For All BroHcbm of ThMtrlcolt

FUN-MASTER

Newly decored south beach aUnitery is going in for heavier budgets then heretofore, with a bid for
the necktied, jacketed patron, where
in past year spot was on the rowdy
side.

Room

liad

been doing good

biz under the policy.
'New setup, however, doesn't neglect the show- side adhered to previously. In Nan Blackstone, they've
booked a vet performer whose leerics
and the delivery know-how to reg-

.

"Thc .Show Bit Gag Flk"
1 to 22
$1.00 M.

@

Not.

(22 for $18.00)

10 PARODIES for $5.00
"How to Be on Emcee"
$3.00 including 2 Gad FIlM
Send for liNt of mntorlul, parodiefi,
.

conwdy ongN, mlnatrel bits—Idack«|kt8, ijktta, etc.

NO CCD's
PAULA SMITH

.

them, should keep them flowing
Only fault at opening
show was obvious unfamiliarity with
room'iS acoustics, many of her more
biting lines being lost. Once she's
adjusted herself to the setting, she'll

.

W. Mth

8(10

81.,

New

\'<)rk

11)

ister

in steadily.

do

nicely.

Stuff is on the broad side, yet
delivered in manner which takes the
sting from the blue, and Oddly
enough,
adds subtle undertones.
Stand outs are the "Catherine of
Russia" sequence and the climaxer,
her version of "Love for Sale*' with
the dramatic dialogue interweaving
making for a neat change of mood,
In the terp slot, the Paysees, a
pair of trim youngsters, wrap up
with a smartly devised blending of
.

ballroomology

which

embraces

"Clare
highlights

quietly' effective

a

De Lune"

that
smoothly
achieved lifts and spins, a rhythmic
fox-trot for change of pace and for
the topper a jittexbug routine that
finds the femme winding up in ft
ringsiders lap, Had to beg off.
Kathleen Dennis tees oflC' pro,interp

ceedings
in
zingy
fashion
and
Chavez, who identifies himself with
Latin chant, "Baba Lu," emcees and
turns in a solid version of the- number to close the show.
Bob Regent and his small unit
handle the musical backgrounds in
top manner and turn in dance seshes
that crowd the floor between shows,
However,
Lary.

ment of initial surprise in his work.
While much of his material has a
familiar tone, Grey's delivery has all
the neeessai-y elements to reach audience risibilities,. His stories "are told
with a deal of literacy and pseudo*
seriousness and often carry a slight
touch of indigo which provides spice
without being offensive.
he's not a straight story-teller inasmuch a.s he heightens his-yarns with

Golden Fiddle, N. Y.
some mugging and asides;
Gypsy Markofft Mirko, Jack WakeGrey also does a bit of singing,
which similarly comes off well. His field, Shandor Gypsy Orch with Dick
parody of "Girl That I Marry" and Marta; na minimum^
"Indian Love Call" hit the desired
Between Broadway and ofl-Broadeffect and give him A strong walkonp.
(<S>OT-ni«§4 Jsk P9ge

M

Parodies! Special Songs! BiisI
-Ar

Urnir from our iUmDts, vns of the
larcest.
moat oomprdiiinBlve ni
Sbowblzt
1948 CatalOK FJRiiEI
ISxcIntlve material onr ipeclaltyl
~
-

^
it

KLEINMAN

H.

J. ft

25-31-K 30lh Road, I. I. Gly 2, N. V.
Xelepfaoaei Attoria 8-6S05

LAUGHING-STOCK!
N*w

Somalhing

in Comedy Material

for M.C.'s, Acts, and Disc Jocks*
Laughing-stock Serlei i is 5.,
$1 M>
Raplil Firs Routliut (DSUbIn) I ts B,.$2m.
Miutar Monoloiuu I to 4 v .
..ttm-

Km

.

to 3....:....

Slid

Bits

IliSO

Broiaway,

I

?l «a.

SAM PERRY
Now

Yorll

10,

N. Y,

Gowns by

E R

N-1E

Excfusiva

S T O

Theatrical Creations
46lli St.

254 W.

New York N Y*
Assisted by NELLY de FREITAS

Ii"nR

ing

SALE— 1

rlnli, vlhgcL

po-tab!,-,
1

approx.

icc-skalyear: el'/a

17 X 20 ieet; 10 lip. carrier condenaingr Unit, 220 volts, 8-phnsB,
bnti6
C(T cycl6 motor, rink coils,
cooler,
brine pump; alao coatumca.
Available
iinmedtateiy.
George C. Wants, Boom 1610, 2:i3

Broadway,

BBekman

New

S-li22T.

Tork,

Phone

-

Chi Cops Close Cafes For
After-Hrs., Selling Minors

Night Ciub Reviews

Chicago, Nov, 4.
Cops shuttered several qafes last
week, for violations of closing hours,
good advantage. Spot provides a and sale of liquor to minors. SevGolden Fiddle, N. Y.
friendly
atmosphere;
with
strolling
way »pots, there's « opmparatively Addlers, a Gypsy band and an addi- eral of the spots used talent .and
Among those closed were
large representation oi the Lisbon tional batch of entertainers. There's orchs.
The current sufficient amount of
Clipper crash ot 1043.
gemutlichkeit Club Charming and the Band Box.
show at th« State has Yvette and to entice a huge liMmber of refugees
Most of the cafes have been adthe next show at the Capitol the- living in that sector,
hering to new closing hours and
atre Will program Lorraine Rognan.
Others on- the bill include Mirko, liquor laws, since Mayor- Kennelly is
representation
JJl tb? nitery sector,
a gypsy guitarist with a a deal of revoking licenses and poUticos- are
Is^by Gypsy Markoff.
digital dexterity, and a curtsy after
unable to handle "fixes" for the first
jMQgg Markoffrwho after several
every number,, and Jack Wakefleld,
years of incapacitation, eventually who mixes'^lnglish and Hungarian, time in years.
(etuirnlng tp complete her wartime tunes for good effect.
inlssion to entertain troops overseas,
The string ensemble headed by
effects
feeling
the
of
the
is still
Shandor with Dick Marta at the 3 Mos. Playing Time
plane mishap. After seven sessions cymbalom, help give
the spot a lush
of surgery, phe's unable to use two Continental atmosphere.
Jose.
fingers of her left hand and doesn't
For U.S. Acts in Argentina
have full use of her right shoulder.

Gontlnned from pug^

M

.

.

Under these circumstances,

RendcK-Voiis, N.

to con-

tinue as an accordion player Would
ordinarily be unthinkable. But Miss
Harkoif has adapted her limited
physical facilities, so that the musical results belie her handicaps.
Miss MarkotI is able to ride the
full scale with her right arm, and
to compensate for the two-flnger

Performer Ssdaries Remain On Upbeat

;

Looms

(HOTEL PLAZA)
Payson Re Orch (7) and Nycola

in

New

Setup

Due
Performer

Heavy Florida Competish

to
salaries,

which

have at $12,500; Maurice Chevalier, who'll
do a one-man show at a guarantee

taken some tumbles in the middle
brackets, are again on the upbeat
because of the huge talent expenditures of the Florida niteries. Bookers declare that the competition for
names in the Miami Beach area Is
being reflected
in
the niteries
throughout the country.
Acts that have been willing to
take slices because of poor business
conditions, especially in the midwest,
are either jacking up salaries or
keeping them at the same level be^
cause similar acts are getting terriffic coin in the Florida boites.
Cafe owners in other sections- of
the country declare seasonal rise
because of Florida competition will
last much beyond the winter season,
inasmuch as acts playing the resort
'

of $10,000 plus 50% of the take after
the spot's expenses are met.
Al

Beckman

&

-Johnny Pransky

who

are hooking the Copa, are currently
negotiating for Milton Berle to follow run of Chevalier, Booking, contiiigent upon whether Berle con*
tinues with the Philip Morris airshow, will probably be for $15,000
plus 50% of the gross after $50,000.
Last season, Berle was slated to go
in for $12,500 plus percentages but
radio show interefered. Danny Kaye
substituted at $20j000 plus overages.
This year Beckman
Pi-ansky attempted to get Kaye to repeat at
the spot, but Kaye nixed the deal.

&

Argentina is expected to be a
profitable spot for U. S, aqts, with
possibilities of a minimum playing
time of three months. Alberto CalThe Copa's aeross-the-street com*
vera, head of a Buenos Aires talent
petition, similarly has taken the rub*
striotly-formal policy at the St. agency, is currently in New York .spots at the inflated salaries will ber-band off its wad with bookings
loss, she has learned to manipulate Regis' Iridium Room and decided lining up acts for the Argentine. He, consider it as normal salary when such as Sophie Tucker at $7,500 for
her thumb. Despite that, she's able against dittoing. Result is that the has appointed Leon Newman, of the working elsewhere.
eight weeks. While Miss Tucker is
to get a full and discerning bass new Rendez-Vous Room of the Hotel Mark Leddy agenfcy, to represent
Cafes outside the Miami Beach there, theJSitz Bros, will come in
^jackground, and an equally full Plaza is what every good room in
him in U. S. deals.
area are forced tp meet the Florida for two weeks at $12,500 and Peter
complement of melody.
New York should ber-designed for
According to Newman, acts will salaries during the winter, in order Lind Hayes will follow the Ritzes
She makes a picturesque figure on luxury patronage, but not stiffness
the floor, working energetically with through a "must" rule on formal at- be paid a salary comparable to what to get name performers. These in- at $5,000.
pieces such as "Second Hungarian tire. Serge Obolensky is promotion they're getting in the U. S., and will flationary spirals at a time when
The Colonial Inn, at Hallendale,
Rhapsody" and exceripts from "Ca- director for the Hilton hostelries be able to take money out of that the general run of cafe has to cope Fla., where the lid is off on gaming
price Sspagnol" and her occasional and, as Vincent Aster's ex-brothercountry with exception of a 5% tax. with lower income, may ultimately casinos, has signed Ray Bolgeri Carsong contributions hit the mark.
imlaw, he had experience at the St.
force some spots tO: close before the men Miranda, Jane Froman, Danny
The Golden Fiddle is sufficiently Regis (Astor owns the the latter),
winter is over.
Thomas and Joe E. Lewis. George
Intimate to set M;s3 Markoff off to and is known to be in close contact
'
Wood of the' William Morris agency,
Miami Boohings
with his former spot.
New room is a very attractive spot.
The talent bookings at this resort, who books the Colonial Inn, will
take off for Hollywood to line up
J^an Pages ("noted French painter,"
so far, add up to one of the heaviest
N.Y.,
a chorus.
says the announcement card) did the
outlays in nitery 'history. For exMatthey's Tziganes;
after 10 p.m.

$1.50-$2

cover

-

'

-

The Hilfon management apparent^
ly took a fast cue from the fliv of the
.

.

,

PERMIT DELAY DEFERS
EMBASSY,

FIELBS
and hU

RIPPLING RHYTHM
ORCHBSTRA

CAPlTSrfilEATW
HBW YORK

•

.

trance directly off Central Park
South, is to get the no-tax dinner
patronage, pre'-theatr6.
Gigi Molinari, long at the Coq Rouge and
summering at the Montauk (L. I.)
Yacht Club, is the. maitre d'.

,

jlRRYLiV*

HARRY

A.

ROMM

The St. Regis' Iridium Room meantime debuted a ntfw show Monday
(3) night, with Mary Raye & Naldi,
Jeanne Palmer, Paul Sparr's orch
and Johnny Guarnieri Trio featured.
hotel made a double-fault in
cutting off the informal dancing
coincidental while eliminating the

The

Amming

Th« ixelNdv* ami

entertainment, whereas ice revues
were long a standard in this class
Abel

spot.

Hal Kanner Exits Hildy;

Aver Mgr. Interference
Miami Beach, Nov,

:

"DANCUMORISTS"
JACK DAVIES

N*w

PHIL TYRELl
Chicaoo

York

rUBUCITY * PROMOTION
MAKES A STAR
12

WEEKS FOR $100

Golumii.PIo Brtaki * Futures ' Riillo
Ifaim " Plugt^ Intervliws

Sliott

'COMPLETE PRESS COVERAGE
NEW YORK TO HOLtYWOOD
XiXPIiOITAKION ASS00IA'ri3$

m

DEBUT

Reopening of Embassy Club, N. Y.,
under new managerial aegis, set for
last Friday (31) had to be postponed
until Nov. 14 because ot inability to
clear liquor and cabaret licenses in
time.
Acts booked into spot told
the straight dansapation, is equally American Guild of. Variety. Artists
expert. The combination of accor- they were amenable to the delayed
dion, clarinet, trumpet, string bass opening, since postponement was no
with Re doing the rhythmic singing fault of the operators.
at the Ivories makes for a brisk danOpening bill Will have Amory
sapation outfit.
Theory of the new Rendez-Vous Brothers, Edwards & Diane, Paul
(on the site of the famed old Plaza Duke, Ralph Font and Jose Cortez
grillroom), with its separate en- orchs.

decor and it's In the best TrancoRusse manner. Without intending to
simulate the Monseigneur (Paris)
style, there Is a plenitude of tzigane
music via Nycola Matthey, who eslayed it abortively at LaMartinique.
Phe alternate Payson Re band, for

MadI«on AVe.,

Y. 17, IT. T.
Suite 1407 PlAia 8-nS!S

NOT YOUR PAL

4.

Hal Kanner has resigned as bandleader for Hildegarde to take effect
at the conclusion of her current engagement at the Copacabana, Miami
Beach.
Reason for the split was
ascribed to "interference from Anna
Sosenko," chanteuse's personal manager.
There's the possibility that
some musicians in- the Kanner orch
will continue with Hildegarde sans
the leader.
Hildegarde's plans, following the
Copa stand, have been reshuffled because of postponement of her date
at Ciro's, Hollywood. It's likely that
she'll play several niteries en route
to the Coast until a new starting
date at Ciro's is decided upon.

JOEY. BUT

YOUR—

BUDDY LEWIS

<

HIPPODROME THEATRE
6-12)

Own
on HVood 'Strip'

JANE

-

Margo, Abe Burrows Being

Bow

also is building an elaborate office
in Hollywood on the Strip,

Angled for N.Y. Cafe

of

Song

Paul Small sublet his offices on
and Broadway to music pub«

52d

Bobbins & Sons and has
taken quarters in Jhe Playhouse
Theatre Bldg., ' owned by bis pal,
Ben Marden,' former owner .of the
Small
Riviera, Jersey roadhouse.

Negotiations are on for film player Margo, and radio comic Abe Burrows to play their first N. Y. nitery
Barney Josephson, operator
•dates.
of Cafe Society Uptown, N. Y., is
trying to pact either performer to
follow Elsa Lanchester, who bows
at that spot sometime in December.
The Burrows deal is contingent upon
whether a half-hour air show deal

Lovely

Lady
Offices

lisher J. J.

This

means

JOHNSON

wife,
Lillian
Schary (Dore's sister); w.k. Interior
decorator in N. Y.j will also build
a Hollywood branch in order to

his

Bach
to

divide her time between both coasts.

Boogie

MarimhUt
Spitalny's Concert

.

\

GEORGE r

Tour

Phil Spitalny's all-fenimer orch Is
is finalized.
slated to go on a 21 date concert
Lucienne Boyer, current at the tour starting Nov. 24 at Winston
club, will be followed by Larry Ad- Salem, N. C. Towns to be included
ler and Joan MerriU. Nov, 24.
in tour are St. Louis, Chicago and
New Orleans.; All dates are on guar*
antee and percentage, .
Harry Squires is setting the tour.
Saranac

GUEST

.

Lake

By Happy Benway

•

Saranac Lake, N. Y., Nov.

4.

Helen Morris and George Fee deserve kudos lor giving up their rest
periods to put on the Hallowe'en
party at the Will Rogers. It was
the best ever, and enjoyed by all.
Among the patients appearing in the
show were Inez Delores Liverpool,
Helen Pelechowicz, Walter Hoban,
Carl Kessler and G. Albert Smith.
Stage was handled' by three lATSE
patients, Victor Gamba, Tom Curry
and John Binkley.
Birthday greetings are in order
to Sydney Cohen, Inez Groething,
Ben Schaffer and Dolly Gallagher,
all Rogerites, and. doing well.
Ruth Wood, theatre treasurer, of
Richmond, Va., checked in for observation at the Rogers.
Mrs. Dai§y McKenna, formerly of
the Hotel Roosevelt, N. Y., appointed exec housekeeper of the Rogers.
G. Albert Smith, legit actor, who

The Brctoklyn

MANSON

In a Hnrmoidca Hecital
al th*

Brooklyn Academy of Music

is perking up O.K., happy over surprise visit from the James G. Bakrows of Louisville, Ky.

Salurdey Ivtning* Nov.

Frank Hynes, formerly connected

Many thanks to Carl ^ilroy, Bob
Roberts, Francis -Quigley And Hank
Leis,
who. entertained the Will
Rogers patients on Hallowe'en.
Robert Pasquale improving so

Institute of Arts .and Sciences

MR. EDDY

8tli,

8:11 P.M.

Warin •§ Followiiif CmpoMn >•
qcb, leredln, ihottakevfcki Dtbwiy,

rest.

I

'

Paul Small Building

with the Paramount, L. I., warehouse, shot in for observation and

BACK AGAIN

BALTIMORE (NOV.

ample, the Copacabana has already
signed Hildegarde at $8,000 weekly
plus an additional $2,000 for expenses; George Jessel, who goes In

Marjory W«il«$

well,
has been appointed relief
switchboard operator at the Rogers.
(Write ta those who are ill.)

Haord
Milh«ii4

Mgt.: DoH'l S. Tutliili
Bon Lipstt

at the Piano

JOAQUIN GARAY
(PRONOUNCED WAUKEEN GAH-RAY)

NOT JUST A SINGER-BUT A SALESMAN
OPENINO NOV^ 3RD

THE VOGUE ROOM
HOLLENDEN HOTEL
CLEVELAND, OHIO

IT

''Garay has a fine voice—and

showman."

is a very able
DALLAS TRIBUNE

FINISHED 3 WEEKS

MURAL ftdOM
iAKER HOTEL

E

MULAS^TEXAl

,

56

^

Of Musie and tha JSMStmcmtiiii
ciety of Barcelona*
He wrote several books on music
teaching and composed for the vio-

OBITUARIES

]

[
WltUAM

GEOJECGE FAY
WilUam George Fay, 75, Irish actor-producer, died Oit. 27 in London. He was one of the founders
of Dublin's Abbey Theatre and also
appeared in films. His l».st part was
Father Tom in J. Arthur Rank's pro-

lin

and

WEEK OF XQVJEMBim <

piano.

NELSON McDOWELIi

*'The Arrow Maker," "The
Kelson McDowell, 77, former leadBlue Bird," "The Piper" and "Merry
Wives of Windsor" in New York. ing character actor, died Nov. S in
He also appeared in prodvictions of Hollywood of a self-inflicted pistol
the New Theatre, N.^Y., wliich later wound. Police said the gun had been
became the Century theatre. Later used in many cowboy roles. Illhe went to Boston to become assor health forced McDowell's retirement
ciate drama critic ior. the Boston from films several years ago. He was
duction of ''Odd Man Out."
caretaker of the building in which
Starting as advance agent for road Transcript.
he lived since then. Outstanding
Survived by widow.
companies and circuses, Fay became
among his pictures- were "Oliver
a produoer in 1902 and launched the
Twist," "Uncle Tom's Cabin," "Kit
AXBEliT MABSHALIi
£rst entirely Irish company to playCarson," "Girl of the Golden West"
Albert Marshall, 52, fornner night
Irish anfl Cteelio plays. The follow
and "Wheels of Destiny."
Ing year he organized the' Irish "Na- club owner, died Oct. 31 in DeconFor 22
Cincinnati.
hospital,
tional Theatre Co., with the assist- ess
Fair,"

.

:

.

.

months

ago,,

he

ance of Lady Grregory, George Rusand W. B. Yeats. In 1905 he as-

years,

Until

owned

Castle

the Abbey
theatre and played in a large reper-

which ho rebuilt at a cost of nearly
$500,000 and at which the top name

sell

sumed management

oil'

18

Farm

in the_ suburbs,

Monr

JNomei'dls tn eonn«<;<1on with billa

whether

full

•p«ntM «-»
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ot milt wetfc
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Althea
Joey

"

Dean
Fernando Alvarez O Joe LaPorte
DlumoiKl AAlmtlim D'Adulla Ore'Oro
ofiwtoi a> 8
V.OKS Sl
Dorothy Shay
l.ucllo Cu>nmtni;8
Pierre
.Uwiex Hou«e
Sirl
Francis Craig
Urliin Sullivan
Richard HImber O
Hefmnn ttydo
Sol Cruuman
Iton Dovu
SMei
Kmr Xnrkn
Turner TTwIns
Vaul Itegaii:
Miuii .KuvHuau^
-Saiiynijr 'Kaye Ore
KRRebuda
Carl Sands Ore
KocJcottea
Hotel JPnuisylvanIa
Billy Banks
Corp.<i de Ballet
Claude TliomhUl o
Tables Davis
PMInee (R) 6
Hotel I'lerre
Ronald
&
Oro
Rudy
STavler Puerat
Syiu Oro
Walton & QSRourk*
HAR»¥ E. HULLET
.rack Mathers
Artie l>ann
Viirnniiiuiit (P) S
McLerle &- BoUer
(jplvak Ore Baoul 3c I'lva Hayes Noble Slsslo Ore
Chas Biador Ore
Harry K. Hullet, 60, co-owner with Oliarlie
Syd Strange Ore
lIAj(TI'-OIt«
AI Bevnio
Van smith Ore
:K1 Chiro
Fred Wehrenberg of the Savoy thea- Tip Tap &; Toe
iitate (I) 7-l»
Hotel riucaF IHU Monte
Gene Krupa Ore
II & Q Cbnmplon
tre, St. Louis county, died recently Mel Tonne
Victoria, .Barcelo
(two to nii>
IWsy; a) 5
Llberace
Kita & RoKino
at his home in Ferguson, St. Louis VoIoK & Yolnnaa
mmn's-iiiPoiAS
Joel Herron Ore
I<os Fanehos
Cln'le (I) 6
Hotel
county ,of heart disease. He man- Std Caeaivr
Koosevelt
Tommy .Doi-sey Ore 4jr«<>nwlrli VII, Inn Guy Lombardo
Htuto (T.) 0
O
aged the theatre until ill health .Tohnson &,. OwenOTaekio Phillips
Kmenitd' SUi
Hotel St Morito
Z'rof BackwATda
.Terry Cooper
forced his retirement several weeks VU'Kiiiin AUHtln
Eido Lublch Ore
Sc

Jrnift

CtHtO.ACiO

,

.
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-
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R&yiEMBERINe

.

ago.
Wife, son
vive.-

Alan' Carney,
ISdiUi Fellows
M;(ry .Rnye & Naldi
The ynprabonds •
Strand <W) 1
Frankie Carle Ore
Jack S lieonard
Olsen .loy

and two daughters sur-

'.

.

ABRAHAM GLICKSTEIN

HKONX

Abraham Glickstein, 78, retired
symphony orchestra conductor, died
•

:

Nov«nib«r

T,

1945
LILLIAN

Windsor

Oct. 30 in New York. "iBorn in Russia, he came to the U. S. as a youth
of 23 and continued his musical career in Newark, N. J., where he was
a member ot the ^American Federation of Musicians.
7%ree sons, including concert violinist Max Pollicofi, and three daugh-

Harris

plays— He

of

also

wrote an bands of the country appeared. He
also operated the Grand Dansant

autobiography, "The Fays of the
Abbey Theatre."
Fay made. his debut in New York
in 1908 in "A Pot of Broth," after
being broughf to the U. S. by
Charles Frohman to produce a series
ol plays. He founded the Irish Stage
Society and The Play Actors, another production outfit.. He wa^ alsochairman of the Actors Assn. and
secretary of the Actors -.Bay I'fUid
during -the First VfoAA War. -

tlHTinan

M

7-S

Caitltal (I)
4

V->
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Klcc
.The Kuiiazawas
•Sid

:

Florida »
G Drysdale

'

& Kaye

Ducat

Bob OouKlaB

Bajah

Bichards-Adalr Bca

J'UANITA COIXXSS

plane until recently.
Juanita Collins, 33, dancer, died
Sister, Mrs. Early VoUmor, whose recently in St. John, N. B„ after beIn
husband nvanages the Palladium in ing struck by an atitomobile. She
THIS ACT!
Hollywood, and four brothers, sur- was within a month of becoming a
vive.
Per. Mfih: EDDIE SMITH ACENCY
mother. Mrs. Collins was the wife
ISOl BnMmiy
and dancing partner of Jesse Collins,
New Vork
stage
and
night
club
terper
and
opERNEST DAINTY
Ernest. Dainty, 56, radio producer,
Bunin's Pujipets
died Oct. 30 in Toronto after a. brief
Jamaica. <I) s-B
Ken. W.hitmer
3
Poms
Joey^ Bishop
Until admission to hospital
illness:
ISxtremes
Delta 'Rhythm Boya
he was producing the ."Melody Lane"
MXEK BERSCHOKN
Koraalne 4r 'Babbitt
Th* wifa omcl cbtldi'an .of Ihs iMe Bab.
BO€KirOKn
(six to flU)
Myer Kersch<iua, dH, Vice-president variety program and providing the
I^uiuce fl) 7
WiUi wi<h .torimiltt.fb«ir many friandt
.r
AKRON
"Blaukhori'leB on
and co-founder -of the Franklin & music end of the Maurice Bodington
foriMr kmil-axpratsian* of symjiathy,'
Fultute (I) 6-9
Parade"
Tex Deneke Ore
As pianist, composer and
Hersarhorn Theatres chain in the series.
flow*!*- and Mow cards in
Howell & Bowser
itevr'«f
Sddle
Bai-tell
Will Mastln -Trio
maritime provinces, died Oct. 28, at orchestra leader he was music con-^
Tyleri Thorn &
Olivette MUler
Kobcrta
sultant for many years to the Canahiis home in Halifaac, N. S., of pneuFred Gordon
nAr^TiiuoKi':
Gin8er«ttea <$)
monia and~a combination of ail- dian networks. He produced the
erator of a dance school, hi St.' John. BIIIlilHMlrorae <I) 6 Paul Walker Ore
Wells & 4 Fays
ments. With 3. M. Franklin, who wartime radio show, "Carry On,
Besides
SAN XKANCISOO
her
husband,
her
parents
Gordon's
Doga..
bftcain^ Unresideht, HerSchorn formed Canada." Bom in Iipndon, he came
ii*iafin HaAx, (K) 6
Buddy X^ewls
and a sister survive.
'
M Valdezi Ore
tlte F. 4c. H< cbain 35 years ago. The to Canada when he was 11. He was
..li^onehtUants
Koyul (1) t
Renee DeMarco
Peck & Peck^
CltfCord Guest
Golden Gate 4
Ernest C. Kershaw, 73,' secretary- Timmle Rnerers'
srKiNaFiEj.i>
Sugar .C Robinson
C<Hirt 84 (I) 6-S
emeritus of Local 103,' American Dlniih
i

**TOFSY TORVY"
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BOB WILLIS

.

.1

.

:

-

.Washinston

Federation of Musicians, Columbus,
O., disid" Oct.. 25 in that .City,
He
(187^-1942)

MAIIBICB

born

in

Russia,

and had been

tic

tN FOND REMEMBRANCE

3, ViAit

VERA AND MACK GOLDMAN

OAMDKN

Towers

Wn,LIAM

T.

died

Oct.

28

in

New

violinijst,

died last week in Brussels,
a professor at the

where he was
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Panchito Ore
Villuge ICnrn
Hftrter

Te,x
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Tunl Palmer
Tex Gentry
Nancy ft Michael
Bancii Ore
vninge \^tnKunnl
.

Rose

Ellin
Jjynn Allison

Tiny

Clari:

Lou

.Mciiscliol

CShippie Hill
.Tano Dulo

Mardi Bj-yant

Max Kaminsky

Marttii Lino
Franliio I'^visaaura

Don Fryo

Bltmpy Blank Ore
'

Mbrtlnliine

lift

Fxankllifi

Anne .Franclno
Brwln Kent Ore
Maya Ore
Mathey Ore
Ihwh M liddle'*

.Nicola

Eddie Davis
Art Wanor Ore

Nat Brandwynno
Mlsha Borr Ore

O

Wivef
Bob Lee

Kay

Carole

Brynne Lorey

Danny White
SEImmennan'a
Paul Smith

McCue

Janczl Makula

Dick Bain
I-averna

Jean Sablon

Janie Scott

.Shirley Bowell
S. Artnurs-

S

.PfiRgy

S

Woldort. Astoria
-

Twins

zslga Bela
Pnulens

& Jon
Andre
Una

Doris -HaywoOd

Gene Kardos

0

CHICAGO
BInrklian-k

0

(J.)

Klgms.
Sis

Bryant lliirlem

^how
TUelma Carpenter
Cook & Browa
The Kayos

Sherman Hayes
Vera Lovp
Bob Karl
Chex Faree
Mttzi Green

O

Marian Fodele
Song atyllsts (4)
D Hi Id Dlinors (18)
Patti

Jackie Miles

Marty Gould Ore
Bobby Clark
Ja^k Nelson

Don

Cliiesta,

Olisz Adorables (10)r

Wing

Toy
Hotel

Gene Sheldon .
Andre & KolDhlne

Bluekstone
Lester

>

Chapman

Hotel Hliermnn
Carl Marx

Jack Owens
Eiddle Hubbard
Jose'Melis
Jeanne Williams
.litttln Quarter
Phil IPostcr
IjiUin Lovelies (IS)

Buddy ShnW Oro
Day Dawn tc Duak
Hyde
I

iJicit

:VAl]aer House
Grilt Williams Oro

Florence j>esmnnd
& Counsucio
Artino,

Ray Malone
Howard De Ooui'cy
Hotel Stevenfi

Orin Tucker Oro
Joe Hio
Bob Rollins..
Prof Tjambcrtl
Amazing Saxon
Bemands Pigeons
Marcella Gould
20 Questions
The Two of Us
Gaby & Joaetto
B & J, Slack
Stewart MePhersOn SIUiPR'RDB
BrSH Ad.r]an Xiorralne
Sensationalists (3)
J & H Eden
ISmpire (I) 8
H
Kdgewatrr
Beach
Scotee -Marsji
BIray & Dorothy Monte Rey
Mr. and Mrs. John Walsh, son, A
Heath ertoli ore
B
Boulevar-dcari
Pepimo'a Circus
Suaette Tarri
Pittsburgh, Oct. 29. Father manages D & R Montreal
Billy Rusaell
D Philippe & Marta Holt
the Fulton theatre.
Maurice
JClzma &: Karon
Barle & Babette
Mr, and Mrs. William Schmitt, Tony Walsh
Jack Meyand
Doris Davidson to Jacic Fritch, Las
3 'Elliots
daughter,
Pittsburgh,
Oct.
24, Qltera Hobs« (I) S Chlkulas
Vegas, Oct. 25. Bride is secretary
Father's with Bruce Carlton orch. Titter Sweet
WOOD ORKKN to theatre operators Galston
Palace (1) g
& SutKmpire (1) s
Mr., and Mrs. Edward Hirshberg, Town Hoars
ton; groom is studio auditor.
.Ooocl 'liivans
Nat
Mills & Bobby Norman
'.JSvans
son, Pittsburgh, Oct. 23. Father's Tarzan &
Emma Parisette to Charles B.
PonKO
Vie & Joe
head of Station WSDO in McKees- Downey & Day
Fogle, Beverly JHilLs, Cat, Oct. 28.
Orastonlan'
.4 Maple I-eatii
Radcllflte & Ray
port.
He's supervisor of Metro home of•lose Mario
a Shades
fice maintenance.
Mr. and Mrs. Stephen McNally, Harold Childs
4 Pomars
Danny Gray
BWan St Leltrh
Betty Gene Howell to Fred Condaughter, Hollywood, Oct. 27. Father Mavis HUl
Zla Aneets CO
ger, Topeka, Kans., Oct. 17.
is a film actoi-.
He's

IIAOKNBT

Kmptre

8
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,
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MARRIAGES

tt,

.

.

-

program director

Mr. and Mrs. Sherwln Scully, son,
Chicago, Oct. 26. Mother is daughter
of John Balaban of Balaban & Katz

idated Lab.

-

Conservatorlum.

of

WREN,

in that

city.

Cabaret

Ws Sievewright to Eli Oberstein,
Hollywood, Nov, 2: Bride is with
Paramount's music editing department, he's repertory chief at RCA-

Bills

Enterprises.

HEW YORK
Bagatelle

Dorothy Hons
Blue Aogel
'

Alice Pearco
Mai-c Lawrence
Pearl Bailey
Amanda liana
3

Larkln

Itiibaii

Sonla
.lean
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Victor.

Hope Poy«
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Lutcher
Marti h Ore
Cafe fiioeiety Cptii
.Timmy Save

.Da-vo

Abbey Albert

on

Cnrnivnl

Flamea

Mills

8

BUa

George Kroislor
Maxine Sullivan
Cortls

Palmer
Villard

Mr. and Mrs, Eddie Green, son, Bill Dillard
York,. Oct. 30. Father is band Normann Paris 8
Blaclter
World War I he gave recitals personal manager, mother, the for- Wally
Haiti Society
throughout the Continent and at one mer Dorothy Stewart, Music Corp.
(Bowntuu-n)
Stanley Froger
time was director of the Academy of America secretary.

Royal

-

Dwight

Bob Grant Oro

Corday & Triano
SacaHns Ore
Icelnml

Shepard

•Tohnny Moreran
Hftivanl (I) 7
Herbic Fields Oro

W

SlilTy'ii

-

'
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.

writer,

1-0

-3

dtaf t

Splvy.
Shiela. Barrptt
VerHuilleH

O

Noro Moniles Ore
AlvereK Mera

.Terry.

Mr. and Mrs. John Sturges, daughter, Los Angeles, Oct. 28.
Father is
and Grpheum Circuit vaude houses. first as an actor's :agent, and later as
a- Aim director.
Shea originally started with a director. While there he tried his
Mr. and Mrs. Joe D"e Salvo, son,
four houses in New Jersey, eventu- hand at sportscasting for the first
Norfolk, Va,, Oct. 27. Father is
lilly expanding,, to 52 houses, now time, over L. A. stations KNX
and guitarist and singer with Lorette
Operated as the Johnstown Amus. KFI.
Trio at Ten Eyiik Hotelt Albany.
Co., tsurrently operated by Shea.
Wife survives.
Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Solow, daughter, Hollywood, Nov. 1.
Mother is
STBWAB1? BAIBD
MATHIEVE CBIGKBOOM
the former Davida Jackson, violinist;
Stewart Baird, 66, baritone, actor
Mathieve Crickboom, 76, concert father is general manager of CohsolYork. After graduation from Harvard in 1903, he studied voice at the
New England Conservatory of Music,
Boston, He later went on the stage,
having leading parts in "Vanity-

(I)

DeDio^s Circus

McCAOVB

.

Ray Morton Ore
William T. McCague, 81, musician,
BRITAIN
Hat«l Bismark
died Oct. 31 in Columbus, O. He
, oinswioK
N McGlen ft Vera Fred
Harris, Donna
(i) s
Mj«rtJH«!MTHK
played in various local theatres and BleKmplre
& Annette
Broadcast '47
Hlnpodrome (I) g Kudenko
Bros ( 2)
was a charter" member of the Co- iBsy Bonn
Henry Hall Oro
Benro
Rhodes
Delson O
&
liano
Ted JRay
lumbus Federation of Musicianis, No. Si iff & Son
The Stewarts (4)
V
O'Brien
103.
Four eons and two daughters 2 Movers
Ilelsingg
Ii Brooklyn
Vivian Co
I^ionei Prouting O
Tom & .Terry
survive.
.

He and

and

Nelson

Sotel

.

;

iOE ftVINS
Nov.

chores.

Nlj):

Coy

Kayo Ballard
Xarry Green Oro

EMILT MILES HOWARD

&

.

wartime

4

Mayo Bros
De cantro

BOSTOV

.Tdlinny

^

Vtaeent Lopei! Ore
GheirUe Drew

Alomas Huwaiians

Duo

Catilittl

Peinto
'

Stepllon Kisley O
Hotel liexlMKtan

Faye

WASHINGTON
-

Boston (K) «

,

'

Mrs, Emily Miles Howard, 55,
wife of Willie Howard' and former
Wife, son,' Peter, manager of the
musical comedy performer, died
ij,. Vogue, nee, Community, and an exec
Oct. 28 at the Jewish hospital, New
of 1". & H.; two .grandt^dren,, three York, after
a brief illness. She was
brothers and four sisters survive.
a singer and, dancer when she met
Howard in 1926, while both were
BAsanr a. fhker
playing in "The Passing Show," at
Harry H. Feiber, 84, formerly the Winter Garden, N.Y. Mrs. Howpartnered with- Maurice H. Shea in ard left the stage after her marriage
the Feiber
Shea theatre circuit, in 1922.
died Oct. 28 hi New York. He reHusband is only, survivor.
tired about 15 years ago, after selling
Out his interests.
LEO NICHOLSON
In addition to his theatre holdNicholson,
Leo
Canadian
92,
ings, many of which pjayed bigtime- sportscaster and 'former actor^s
vaude, Feiber also represented the agent, died last week in Vancouver!
Old Keith circuit in Europe abflut 42 He was born in Winnipeg, and. was
years ago. Under that assignment he a flier with the Royal Naval Air
toured the continent to sign up for- Service In World War II. In the
eign acts for appearance in Keith early 20's 'he went to Hollywood,

Gonzales
-

(one to nil)

I.

lo-

Berts
•-IS

in the

cated in Montreal for some years
before establis^g his home-in Hali-

a-8

Ward

Bobby Del Hid
manager of Morey & Eaton
and wartiriie .T & C Brick

Sidney's Orchestras,
Boyal Artillery in' World War music head for the Treasury Department War Bond Division, died
Wife, son and daughter, the latter Oct. 25 in Washington, of a stroke.
an actress in London,' survive.
He had been ailing since his hec-

interest was. in operating a
vaudeville circuit in New Brunswick,-and Nova Scotia, with base at
the Strand, Halifax. Herschorn was

first

(I),

&

3

KAFKA
52,

State

Nivelli Co
.rack
Pat
Tjouie Bond

Phyllis Arnold
Ijadd I.yoii
Milt DouBlns
The Dunhllis
Sally Mnrr

&

J QUBtnerl

Oro

Ross
Bat Whitney
Mark David
Sonny Welrton

.

Davis

Maria Moraies
Jeanne Palmer
I'aul Sparr Oro

Hotel nntmora

Darnell

Beryl,.

Baye & Naldi
Milt Shaw
Laszlo

Ittanny

-

.

Maurice Kafka,

Tony Bavnar
-Catalino Ore
- Hotel 8t Besll

HWhliishts
liebnmtt-rinza

Kdfllc Stone

HEIHniarfigRIIID

own

JERRY VOGEL

O

Radio Aces
Taylor 1.1 lis
Dacitgr Ore

,

piloted his

Vincent Travers O
Bivlera
Jackie Gleason
Larry- Marvin
Patricia & Capclla
Betty June Siultli

Bartcl

'

ters survive..

and Toad Stool in Cincinnati. He
was a flyer in World War I and

Miriam Gwynne
Bon VivantB

St.

«-g

<I)

•

Boreo

J'lroska

Hazel Welister
I»own«y Si Fonvllle

lUSADINO.

Phyllis Willis
The Skyridera

-

I'hnlle

Gay Clarldge Oro
Nq 1 mtxin Ave
Louise Howard
Nype
cole

Kv.'iTis

Roy

Gloria Le

Novada Smith
Fauato Curbello
Art -Roman O
natel ICdiM>n

11

Kay^

GeoxKie

'

1.00

Joey Bardon.

& Alien
& Berry

Xlatbiuli

0

(I).

- Iistln <)iMH«)r
Willie Howard

Al Kelly
Maz!!One-Abbott D'»
Stuart 'Morgan Dcra

O

H(nwni

:
'

.Tack Cole Dera
Moore & IjOHsy
iElisa .Tayue
I'aul Gray
.lolm Kiliot
Paul Itenio*

Christopher

Alma Kaye
Jliclfs

Sonny Rotierta

lildna & Leon
The Londona

I,arry I>anlclB
4 Moroccaiitl

-

tory-

'

(I)

Shirley Allen
Mefl Jiarvey Ore

AdnmM <1> H
Andy Bussell
Martha Tilton
.Terry Wald Oro
Dielc Wesson
Mafee & Karr

"

Before New

Dorotlir Jari>a«,

Ray Bolgor

Bealrloe Kraft

Kaye Ballard
Bros

JVipre

Vvoniip Adair
I'anl

(iftvotto

Keid Ore

production with Benedict Bogeaus,
Gloria J. Buzzell to Harold Hecht,
Vegas, Nev,, Nov. 1. Bride,
daughter of theatrical attorney Samuel Jesse BuzzcU, is an exec a.ssistant

Las

ChiUtt Doll
Miner & Ling
I'unrie

Mrs. Maria Teresa Winn to Eddy
Duchin, New Yorlc, Nov. 2. He's the
pianist and bantJleader.
Phyllis (Philo) Holtz to Carl Leserman, Palm Springs, Nov. 1. Bride
is
former wife of .comedian Jjou
Holtz; groom is partnered In Indie

L&ug

Boalricc Fync
n Curbello Oif

in Metro's story deirt,; he's head of
the Hollywood agency bearing his

Jack

name.

;

frjise

Or«

W«dne»d9jr, Noy«inbei'

Edith
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PiarsU.S.DeMEcM By

Shep Fields Orch

with Toni
Arden, Bob Johnston, Three Beaus
ond a Beep; Jane Powell, Bucfc &

males and
hoofery that

girl.

By ABEI. GBEEN

pretentiousness

Vaudeville has been doing a
comeback of sorts in recent months
under the guise of "concerts" and
manifestations,
meaning
khidFCd
fhat it sells iitjtcom $2.40 to $4.80.
Clitford d. iFischer's current try with
C!o., at the Playhouse,
£ditll Piat
N. Y., is in 'the latt«r price range—
and eve» if the "Co." stands for Les

&

Compagnons

'

de

la.

and

Chanson,

Mile. Piaf "is the greatest thing since
'JLa Marseillaise''' (it says here)* the
price ain't nght. Nor is the show;'
ese thing; Georges Andre Mar"La Marseillaise" crack, as
tin's
ab0ve-4<>oMt is alnaost enough toput 'Hte French hex on anything. Inan*
chidiBg- CJhevalier; Lafayette
alM AOIe. Piaf. The showmanshi]k'
that goes y/iOi doing the right tlting
at just the right time works in rer
verse to aq even greater degree, and
after that intra the firstnigfaters figured^ th^ should e^tpecf at least

F^

—

Joan of ^c.
„

Edith "Piaf, as a personality for the

American

trade, let

it

be

said' pronto,

in native costume
and presumably characteristic style
which is strictly out of Giis Sun.

& Tim

George

their' uriicycle

Dormonde with
comedy do OK. At

the Etoile they were billed as British; here they .are announced as
Swedish.
Regardless, their panto
comedy, with a sufilcient usage of
French and English small-talk, is
adequate divertissement, but it's
likewise more
Loew's American
Root than the Palace. Les Cainiava
(Italian; don't forget, the idea is an
international variel? revue) are a
wow' with their hand-to-hand stuff.
Billed- to open, their trey spot gives
<

:

them dmpoitance
to

it

and

and' tiiey live

with their muscular hand

up

lifts

fiilcrums.

Georges Andre Martin next, with
dancing, utilizing small
fibres on his trick fingers for terp
digital

his

he registers

well; in between
the conferendering. He alternates
witit Dorritt MeniU as emcee^ latter

roiitinies;
'

doing some of the announcements.
Les Comp^nons close the first

ot ihe mark. Trailerized halt and wow the customers with
by a inther extraordinary word^of- unique versions of French ditties,
mouttli not to mention the enviable each sufficiently well explained in
:adv«nce^asenting.'done by Life and advance to be understood by all.
f^dls ithy

kindred widely Circulated publica-

Fischer's season at the Playhouse
is for a limited stay and for a few
weeks the Francophiles should turn
out in sufficient numbers. However,
it he re-routines Miss -Piaf, with an
eye to the niteries, -he'll have somefognou* de la Chanson (S),
that
there.
Incidentallyi
thing
Georgtes Andre Martin, George fc
Mm. Dwmande, Let Canotia <2)i should include no songs in English—
at least not that "All Dressed Up"
Lvda Alma tc Vannf- Flenrti, I>or>
content,
lyric
a
attempt.
Despite
the
ritt Kerrill; opened Oct. 30, '47,
prop skimmer and a handbag are not
at Playhouse, If^ Y*., vaude-rfn^ua
a sufficient illusion to offset the fact
poUctr^ 14.80 top^
that, if anything, she is too severely
garbed.
The ;W«if Of the .I^ris
tionst Mlsic Piaf was built up rather streets .should take on a little more
prodigiously.
It's now
axiomatic glamor and less Wistfulness to bal-that, psychologically and practically, ance the effect.
As for the Comit'S' better that a show gumshoes pagnons,
they're a cirtch in ^any
Into Broadway than hit th<> Main saloon.
And how about records?
Drag with too much of a buildup. Here's a combo which doesn't have
Only In recent weeks was this evi^ to worry about Petrillo.
depced With "High Button Shoes"

CIi#OTd C. Fifche-i' presents
Edith Piaf and her Continental
JCtttertainers, includiimi Les Cont<-

,

'

'

'

"Allegro." \ Former was reeatded. rather. tepidly, but it turned
out to be a pleasant surprise; and, of
course, the -public now expects the

and

Diezv

Gillespie

Orch

with

(16)

Kenny Hayoood, Chano

Pozo; .Sarah
Ford. 2 Zephyrs,
"Big Town" (Par)

ished Dance"

Variety July

Rardin, next, is a ringer for Jimmy Cagney and gives with okay
"The Unfin- gagging and comic impre.ssions, clost(M-O); reviewed in ing solidly with a George M< Cohan Stotcsmen;
medley, good for a begoff. Makes (Par).

30, '47.

The situation at the Capitol thethese days is somewhat' of a
nightmare for Loew execs. Because
of the run of films house has been
getting)
stageshow booker.s have
been in the unenviable position of
having to lineup new layouts over^
night, for the last few stanzas.
Current bill fortunately belies the
haste with which the program was
brought into the house.
biU has
a . .group of acts with Jane Powell
(New Acts), Buck and Bubbles and
the Chesterfields of the type that
constitute applause insurance on any
bill.
Show also marks the first
m^or theatre- da^e of Sjaep Fields'
new combo, whicti impresses as hav-,
ing the showAanship necessary for
theatres.
The Fields crew, while consti-.
tuting. a lively outfit wltii a great'
deal of visual value that can work
itself into one of the better stage
outfits, has to buttress itself musically with more .cohesive arrangements that would make better useof the band's' varied components.

spot for Vic Damone to follow with
slick session of vocals made to order for trade here.

atre

.

The

:

:

Combo

has an

instrumentation of
ai;.i>::dicB,
three
reeds
and- three
rhythm, which should be able to produce a wide variety of effects, but
scoring doesn't bring out all the
potentiaUties and mudi of the colpr
inherent in the crew is lost.
Under conditions prevalent on the
current Capitol show. Fields contributes greatly to a surplus, of singing. All of his numbers either fear

stririf»s,
four
trumpet,
five

'

.

Numbers includes smart arrange"It's Almost Like Being
Love," "You Do," "Black MaKic,"
Have But One Heart," and for -a

ments of
in
"I

Miss Arden, who's been aroimd
cafes,
and Johnston show good
voices and hit with "Old Devil
Moon" and "Where or When" respectively, while the Three ;Beujs
and a Beep lend color to Fields' colIcfre medle.v anf' ."Hora Staccato."
Buck ad Bubbles, who played the
nearby State only two weeks ago,
repeat their hard-hitting song, dance
and piano turn, with equally telling

The sepians aren't handicapped by the con4>aratively limited terp-space an the Cap sti^e and
make their comedy sock on all
counts.
The Chesterfields, a trio who
effect.

Biz okay.

Had My Way," "Body and Soul;"
"Last Time I Saw Paris" for nice

Bwrm.

Chleago, Chi

Vaughn,

Flash

Bstreliti^'

'ver->

sion

with

of

sold

"Civilization,"

.

Ralph Edwards, in a stage version
of his: "^n?uth or Consequences" air
show, sets a fast pace that has the
audience chortling all the way. Session recalls the oldtime hypnotist who
gar nered yock by having volunteers

make with

hefty returns.
Slate Brothers, aided by stunning
Fay Carroll, kibDcks 'em for a goal
with their zanjr antics, interspersed
by a brace of vocals by Miss Carroll,
to romp away with top honors of
bill.

Not on

the monkeyshines.

Their Penny Arcade and satire
as main'

"Dem Bums" -continue

stay of their
ter as- usual.

comedy- skits and regis*
'

;

The Appletons^ man and two

at*

Nobody gets- hurt and there tractive girls, close wilii their stand*.
$rd apache acrobatics, which reap
any after taste of ridicule.
EdXnc:
E:'.wards opens at the microphone nice patty cakes.
with wa!fc-on interruptions and sight

cutuns.
isn't

.

gaps that serve as introes for perOrienti^l, Cili
.".onnel of his radio show. It's a good
Chicago, Oct. 30.
device in the main, although marredAndy BmseU. Martha TiUon, Dick
b.v the counle lugging, the backseat We.sson, Miige C Kerr, Cfks A'mheiin
of a car. This cobwebby gag jars Orch (14).; "Red Stalliion" (EL).
radio-conditioned
customers
who
Di-tnre Edwards as the epitome of
Andy Russell and- Martha Tilton
good clean horseplay.
paired off weU on radio's "Hit
Ei$!ht volunteers dre used in flye Parade," but two top singers on the
-

'

slanstick
stunts,
-ranging
from
seltzer squirts to a hula-hula performed by a male in a grass skirt.
grandmother croons a lullaby to a
grandfather and a •blindfolded sirl
Knd boy try to bite an apple that

A

,

.

away from them.
T-SS+ stunt has two males in a race
to firess in women's clothes, with
Kdv/ards

jerks

-

BKO,

'

same

might strike some

stage- bill

seat-holders as too much of a good
thing.
Especially that part of the
audience which can take Its radio
or leave it alone.
Mage and Kerr's terping exceeds
Femme's neat twirls,
the usual.
while partner sings "Donkey Serenade" add up to a more than mild
reception.
The Arnheim orch tol*
lows with the maestro at the key*
board for bis own compositions.
"Sweet and Lovely," "It Must Be
True" and I Cried for You.'' Judging
from applause, these tunes wear
well. -Four in brass sections double
on violin for Miss Tilton and Andy
-

-

Riissell.

Miss Tilton, highly sightworthy in
a strapless gown, scores evenly oh
"That's My Desire" and " I Wonder,"
with the best salvos reserved Has
"Can't Help Lovin' That I^an." Ac*
companied by Indian whoops from
sidemen, she puts lots df bounce into
"Pass the Pe^ce Pipe."
Dick Wesson, bowing as a single
while his brother. Gene, knocks at
.

.

'

the legit door in

New

turns

'ifork,

yock-garnering
snapshots
of
screen toughies and lovers, His pantomime of Valentino is good, along
with a following parOdy of a canary
in a third-rate nitery. His closing
impr^sion of a politician could be
sharpened.
In common with many radio-rproduccd singers, Russe}! is -gestureless
except for- mechanically outthrust
arms at the end of a number. His
songs hark back to his "Hit Parade"
stint
and lapse into "Spanish on
"Amor" and Besame Mucho." Crooner's new side is unveiled when Wesson returns as a suppressed singer
Steve
Arthur
Evans,
-^IfMrroy and Russel demonstrates the styles
Dancers; "Other Lo»e" (UA).
of Tony Martin, Frankie Laine, Dick
Haymcs and Al Jolson; Impressions
Capitol bill current stanza is de^ are more than superficial and get
Bflart.
cidedly lightweight, falling far short rewarding applause.
of usual house standard. Individual
acts are pleasant enough but need
Hfiami
headliner to highlight layout and
Miomi, Nov. i.
give'it sparkle.
Hal Winters, Jay Seiler, uoiinoffs
Johnson & Owen, curtain raising & Raya SisterSi George Guest, Krick
aero team, turn out to be top atten- & Bodoi Les Rhodes House Orch;
in

-

.

the wistful waif of the Paris boule
vards whose melancholy personality
is further accented by a too simple
black dress, too severe for the rostrum. And when embellished by a
like pattern of chansons it's a curious
parlay of sweet - sadness indeed.
'When the sadness is accented by the
contracting click of her supporting
-heS Compagnons (9) that's not good
is

showmanship.

The nine men with

'

their

"Chauve

Souris"-style of songalog, satirizing
Ifank jazz combos, Qon Cossack
Choirs and the like, steal the show.
They mopped up closing the first
halt. In America for the first- time,'
they apparently are shrewd students

of Yank films or tourists because
their idiomatic satire is very effec
tive. In addition, they surprise with
Bufiiciently lucid English explana
tions of their French Ijrrics.
The
Jimmy Cagney-esque character is a
particularly funny gent
The rest of the vaudeville is not
only. n.s.g. $4.80 vaudeville in a
theatre like the Playhouse, but it's
also mild
Jefferson vaude

RKO

Opening Lyda Alma & Vanni Fleury
(latter

was

billed as Yani, at the

Theatre deOL'Etoile, PariA, are tired
terpers for America.
Despite the
fancy "Hellenic dancers" baling
- the

—

.

Markham or Spider Bruce, offer
some trite gags which fall flat for
the most part They're assisted by
George Wiltshire, one of the house
straight men. Some fresh material
would help considerably. £''<'
Band returns for a unique AfraCuban interlude. Introed by Gil
lespie as being a recent recording,

Larry

Flint.

CJeorgia Gibbs, always big here,
turns in the usual smooth warbling
and gets a chance to demonstrate
her comedy flair in chatter with
Adams.
She sings "Feudin"' and
Bnghtin'," "A Fellow Needs a Girl'
and "Stanley Steamer," doing nicely
with all three though a bigger band
her would give her a little
number features congo-drummer behind
However, she looks
more scope.
Chano Pozo. Latter, sporting a red great
and carries it off with plenty
silk jacket, gives his trio of drums a'
of savoir faire.
workout accompanying the orch.
In the ace spot. Plant and Adams
He's then spotted before the mike toss cracks around to get big refor a solo on the skins and throws ception.
Plant sings "Begin the
in an' African chant for good meas- Beguine" and "I Have But One
ure. Weird lyrics and the singer's Heart" in his powerful baritone and
grimaces were received by the is well liked. Later does the "Sonny
house with much amusement. Nov- Boy" routine with Adams, and they
elty, however, scored solidly,
finish big with the comedy quartet,
Also back for an encore date is Adams works hard and m.c.'s
Miss Vaughn. With a slim cha.^is throughout, getting plenty of salvos;
that matches her dulcet tones the
Elie.
sultry singer chirps a quartet of
tunes for thunderous reception.
Hippodrome, Halto*
Confining her numbers to such balBaltimore, Nov. 2.
lads as "Mean To Me," "Don't
Joey Rardin, ..Vic Damone, Burns
Blame Me" and "Everything I Have
Is
Yours," gal makes with the Twins & £velvn, Itfartin Bros. (2), Jo
honeyed tones and dresses 'em up Lombardi Orch (12); '.^Grunffa Din"
with her sexy inflections. Had to (KKO).
.

-

Olympia,

'

tion getters of bill. Newcomers here,
they get steady mitt action for
.smooth and, novel stunts on bars. Do

a bii comedy on side, but click, as
fast, topnotch dancers and twisters.
Steve Evans, who gets top billing,
plays to spotty returns. Dialect routine, paced for intimate nitery, gets
only mild reception. Best of laughing
routine,

which becomes contagious,

with payees getting into spirit of the
act and laughing right along.
Bunin's Puppets offer smart doll
manipulations act along revue lines,
with emcee and all the trim
mings.
Magician number, ribbing
magic routine, is sure fire. Illusion
or real life actors in miniature eus
tained throughout.
Arthur Murray group In an exhibegoff.
In closing niche are the Two
Current layout is. nicely selected bition of 1948 dance styles keep audi
Zephyrs. With oone lad decked out and well routined.
House orch ence interest fairly high, but remain
in plaid suit and the other in a smartly lead by Jo Lombardi Is on on amateur level. Better narration
palm beach outfit, boys start off as stage and Joey Rardin, diminutive and production would pep up whole
a slow motion tap team switch to comic, paces matters nicely in addi- thing. Dancing is technically fine,
pantomine comedy. They simulate tion to holding down a potent spot and idea is good, but effect is stilted.
patjikuiiijiic
a fight done in slow motion^ deftly on his own. Fast opener is provided Swell exploitation for studios, of
Xowe»
executed for nice response.
by Burns Twins & £!vel3r% two course.
'

.

-

.

—

'

change of pace and then a hep

plenty gusto. Encores with "Wish I
Chicago, Oct. 30.
Didn' Love You So'- for solid sendr
Ralph Edwards' "Truth or Conse- off.
Jack Powell, working in black-*
quences," Wally Sands, Lou Breese
face, bangs out rhythm on snare and
Orch; "Undercover Maisie" (M-G)
bass drums, kitchen utensils, etc., for

bras and girdles raising shrill squeals
worked in "This Is the Army" have from femme audience.
Apus *
similarly been regulars on the vaude
Prizes passed out' are modest—
circuits, and are clicko in a set of baps of apples, orchids, cartons of
Dizzy
Back for a repeat date,
strong hand-to-hand, lifting and coke, and a dollar bill to each.' All
Gillespiets band tops an okay show balancing tricks that get apprecia- of which is a come-down for those
His
torrid
Harlem
vauder.
at
this
from
the
crowd.
who
anticipate heavy loot of the
tive
palms
Miss Piaf is in the same league.
The current layout stays omtLt kind Edwards dispenses on his
Widely publicized and highly touted, tunes and individual comic routines
along with the warbling of svelte Nov, 12, with Frank Sinatra heading bro»«7casts. Show needs a smash
that "La Marsellaise" builder'Upper
stunt for a closer so that overall imchirper Sarah 'Vaughn satisfy the the next layout.
Jose,
was the ultimate and not even Ifah payees all the way. Band tees off
pact is concentrated rather than
O'War could live up to that kind of a with a noisy, "Minor Walk," then
scattered.
Possibly Edwards could
Boaiott
suonly this by having himself as the
trailer.
switches to the quieter "Time After
butt of stunt perpetrated by his asBoston, Oct. 31,
Xhen, too, there is the realistic TRme"- which vocalist Kenny. Haysistants.
returns.
good
croons
for
fair
Georflita Gibb!!, Tony Conzoneri,
American attitude towal^ds those
Flash Ford, stocky terper, runs Joey Adams & Morfe Plant, The
Layout is laimched by Lou Bree£>e
things.
We're pushovers for the throug[h some slow tapping climaxed
Juvelys, Larry Flint Souse Orch; orch playing well-received "When
Gallic flavor if it's a romantic par- with a forward somersault which
(WB) OBd You Were Sweet Sixteen" and
•Each Dawn / Die"
Boyer wasn't too well executed. Terping Bad Men
lay
of
Chevalier,
out
"Heart.iches." Maestro's horn with
of Missouri" (WB)
four other trumpets in "Sweet 16" is
(Li^cienne and Charles), Sablon, et has « sameness to it. His form could
an effective bit. Wally Sands, oneal., out of the rue Blondel, Mont
be improved with mixing in a few
band spot time vocalist with Jan Garber's orch.
this
bandless
Hypoing
martre and/or the Montparnas.se. more variation. However, he shows
layout
feature
plus
double
a
nuts
olenty of robustness in "Peg O'
with
a
But if we're going to suffer there's a nice personality, works hard and of variety acts working out well this Mv Heart" and
"Whiffenpoof Song."
always Belle Baker to make us closed to good applause,
Comprising four rhythm, five reed week, biz at opener better than it Vitality of voice and non-reliance on
weep. Thus, when Miss Piaf, a piti- and six brass, Gillespie's outfit goes has been in last months
tri<-k styling should make him
a
ful little figure, comes out for the to town with his now standard, "Oh
Routine is about 10 minutes short natural for musical comedy.
second half of a $4.80 evening and Papa Dow," a takeoff on the rebop er than a fuU five-act layout and
Edwards is doing six-a-day, .with
waxes. Jachrymose it's a bit of a fad. Leader contribs a little comic proves a well-knit session. Juvelys, seven on Saturday exclusive of his
stepping then duets the tune's zany standard aero team, teeoff with a air show, which won't originate in
stage-wait.
This, of course, is be^
fast set of tricks, clicking neatly; the Chicago;
fiaxt.
side the fact that she i.s spotted poor' lyrics with Haygood, mugging the
out neatly
lyric in ludicrous fashion. He winds Tony Canzoneri works
ly, eclipsed by the vaudeville fore'
with a spirited trumpet solo for with Joey Adams, 'does an imitation
Capitol, Wasii.
part which comprises the entire first
of Edward G. Robinson, and appears
strong retxirns.
stan2a,
quartet involving
Washington^ Nov. 1.
Apus & Estrelita, in the comic later in a comedy
Wide-orbedi red^tressed Miss Piaf spot usually held down by Pigmeat Adams, Mark Plant and band leader
Johnson & Owen, Bunin's Puppets,

impossible from Rodgers & Hammerstein, so "Allegro" suffered only by
comparisons of expectancy, if not intrinsic worth;

team of
Younger

nal for a rousing reception. Radio

.

Beep, or all. Besides there's chirping in Buck and Bubbles' turn and
that of Miss Powelli As individual
numbers nil of the vocals are well
taken, but the surplus tends to detract from the entirety.

Stronger"

^'Welcome'

Despite lack of marquee lure potentials, such as have obtained on
recent shows, current layout at the
State, N. Y., is solid variety entertainment that clicks with the payees;
Joe, Lou & Marilyn Caites, family

terpers, pace things neatly.
set give out with current
day slick modes of hooftery, contrasted with the styles of yesteryear
date Sat. (1) caused switch in of by their dad, all adding up for enJohnny Desmond for day, with biz tertaining session. Gautier's Brick*
layers, still one of the foremost
reported holding well.
canine acts around, duplicate prer«
Soqky clincher is provided by the vious popularity with audiences in
Martin Brothers, pair af puppet their construction skit. Pooches are
manipulators who register with so well trained, they do everything
precision dancing by dolls made up but talk.
as Samence swishers, jivesters and
blonde song
Yvette,
attractive
skeiaSons.
Highlighting- bit is a stylist,' repeats previous clicks here
clown attempting to climb a fence. in her song stanza. Teeing off with aEncore bit of piano and trumpet Harlemania version of "Necessity"
pl«f.»ing duo is solid for a series of to neat returns, she segues into a
medley of oldies; comprising "If I
c-- ?cs.
solid encore, "Old Man River." Off
to solid response. Name is helping
at the b.o. and lad's entrance is sig-

of his two vocalists, Toni that the r'adio m.c. hypnotizes them
Arden and Bob Johnstone, or the —his is the let's-have-a-party apvocal group. Three Beaus and a proach as a setting for stunite and
ture one

57

Y.

IS.

Slate Bros. (3), with Fay Carroll;
Yvette, Jack Powell, Goutier's Bricklayers, Joe, Lou & Marilyn CoKeSj
The Appletons (3), Lott Bosil'a

Bubble.<!, 3 ChesterJiGlds;

H«r Omippoiis; BeA OK for Cafes

State,

straightaway

In

clicks.

(16)

.

'

"Fiesto" (M-G).

Current layout; though it won't
pack them in with its lack of marquee names, still adds up to well
paced session.
Hal Winters toplines with his tenorrngs. Personable lad, with an easy
approach to the ballads, reveals a
full range to project "It's A Great
Life," "Almost Hiike Being In Love"

and "Song Of Love" for hefty re*
turns.

Comedy slot is held by Jay Seiler,
with his screwy impreshes and comedy ski dance racking up steady
laughs.

Novelty side of package

by George Guest and

his

is

topped

marimba

music; Mixes pop, semi-classics and
classic ,to good reception: Dolinoffs
and Raya Sisters purveyed a novel
terp turn.

Krick and Bodo's trampoline

stint

gels over, the Sips and turns bring-*
ing the played for gasp.s. Les Rhode

and house orch provided their usual
capable assist to proceedings.
^'
Lary.

,

,

:
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Sympk, Small Vocal Groups

New Development

in Concert Field

A new trend showing up in the
concert field is the call fpr group
attractions. Especially marked this
season has been a country- wide
demand for small-size orchestras,
vocal groups specializing in operatic
repertoire and instrumental combinations of all kinds.

Managers attribute the call to
vai'ious factors. Regular radio pro*
grams of such orchestras as the
N. Y. Philharmonic, Boston Symphony, NBC Symphony, as well as
tours of Such groups as the Philadelphia Orchestra, have created a
market for live orchestra music in
symphony-less towns. Thdrfe aren't
enough major orchestras to fill the
demand. At the same time, many of
the- small towns can't afford the
expense of bringing in a -full 100•

:

concert audiences prefer hearing
units or groups to individuals, and
want variety in their programs. A
group can satisfy this demand with
^
solos;< duets and ensembles.
Txi meet the orchestral appetite,
Columbia 'Concerts this season is
sendin''g out two "little symphonies,"
.

Salt Lake City, Nov- 4.
The local concert .season $eems
headed for tough sledding, if the
turnouts for the first two concerts
are an indication. Eula Beale, con-

appeared to a three-quarter
house when she was here two
weeks ago, presented by the Granite
Arts Assn.
Don, Cossack Choir had the smallest audience in their m.any appearances here last Monday (27)1 The
Cossacks have usually been IT good
draw here, because o( the heavy
participation in choral singing in the
tralto,
filled

state.

"The Winslow Boy," which opened on Broadway ai the Empire last
Check Wednesday (29), has an all-English oast, but with only two of the original
players. Some show people who have seen both versions say that th«
on theatre capacities, however, dis^ present cast is as good as that which played London for
14 months, even
closes that 24 have more than 500 though Emlyn Williams is not in "Boy." He appeared oyer there as Sir
seats on the first floor, while only 10 Robert Carson, the barrister.. Frank Cellier, who originated the part of
have less. Press agents generally do the elder Winslow, was to have sailed with the company but Was taken IIV
not favor radical press list slashing, that part going to Alan Webb. Of the original cast Madge Comptdn,
ipreferring to get as much newspaper who plays the mother, and M'lchael Newell, the boy, are survivors of thtt
circulation and radio coverage as London cast.- Latter is a kid chosen by Terence Rattigan, the author,' and
possible.
Glen Byam Shaw, who staged the pWy, out of SOU y.Qunggters interviewed.
Lee Shubert is reported strong for Play is based on the Archer-Shee case, that of a young naval- cadet discutting the press list to the bone. missed from the servfce* 'with a resultant dispute that covered a two-year
One press agent, acting on his sug- period before the first World War, an argument that interested, if not
gestion took off some columnists and annoyed, all of England.
radio commentators who were asked
I

M

.

new

attend a recent

to

play" at a

performance.

subsequent

Dorbtby

KilgaUen,' columnistTradiO' commentator, for one, rei^ponded with some
heat: "The only night which interests me journalistically is the opening night, ti I decided to go on a
later date I am quite able topay for
my own tickets." She also stated
that it looked like "sinister discrinii<i
nation," as other coluninists di4 re->
ceive first-night courtesies, alihottgU
they didn't have ciight radio "pro-'
grams weekly, as she has.

Third anniversary party for "Harvey" proved a highly amusing event
Fay, starring in the Broadproducer, entertained as a
two-act. Pemberton, who" turned actor last summer' for a week to appear
in the lead of the laugK show at the Barter theatre, Abingdon, ya:, displaced his press "notices" (one), which Fay wryiy read aloud. He thought
the bald-headed showman should wear a toupe,- and Pemberton reached
for an undersized head piece, then a full wig, also some prop- false teeth,
which wouldn't stay in. fay referreii to. Pemberton then as a quickat Sardi's Saturday (1) midnight, when Frank
way company, and Brock Pemberton, show's
.

change

artist.

Special song, "It's One, Two, Three Years for 'Harvey' in Old New York,"
was introduced by a young Irish tenor, and the guests joined in the
chorus. Number was written by Adam Carroll and Mauride Nitke, Two
other anniversary parties were given, one for "Happy Birthday," also at
Sardi's, last Thursday (30), the o&er "Icetime of 1948" at the Center,
Mo^t managements have about
'
Sunday (2).
75-80 pairs of tickets on the firstnight' list and around 70^75 on the
Contrary to report from Pittsburgh, only three of the 30 scenes in
second-night.
On the conservative
the Katharine Cornell revival of "Antony and Cleopatra" were affected
basis of a $5 top (not including tax),
when a few pieces of scenery were shipped to New York' after 'the
that would mean nearly, $400 free
premiere in Buffalo. .According to designer Leo Kerz; the production
admissions for the premiere of a
is not too heavy for touring, but was especially designed to permit a
few
straight play and apprdjsipiately $300
pieces of scenery to be omitted in case the train containing the physical
Interesting, 'Situation, is develop- for second night.
Musicals would
ing in connection with off-season involve around, 25% greater expense, production arrives too late for the whole show to be set up.
rental of the Metropolitan Opera The Shubert and Theatre Guild lists

Rivak

End

to

.

.

HurokWOn
Met

.

for BaDet

Louis Sinfonietta, conducted
by' Paul' Schreiber, and the Saidenberg Sinfonietta, led by Daniel
House, N.Y., for ballet presentations.
Saidenberg.
National Concert &
In the last decade, the Met has come
Artists Corp. is similarly booking
the Farbman Sinfonietta, under to b? regarded as the plum spot for
ballet engagement, because of the
a
Harjy Earbman. Orchestras comglamor attached to the house, possiprise between 20 and 35 playeirs.
bility of higher tariffs, etc.
Sol
BiSth Columbia's' St. Louts SinfonHurok,
ballet impresario, signed a
ietta. and NCAC's^ Farbm&n Sinfonthree-year lease back in 1935 with
ietta' .ijottsist of players from the
he
Metropolitan
Opera
Assn.,
ownSt.- Louis Symphony Orchestra. The
ers of the house' in which it presents
St. L'ouis Sinfonietta has' 81 dates
from Jan.- 1 to June 1. Saidenberg its operas., This was a couple seasons
aitet he impo;:ted the Ballet Russe
Sinfonietta starts its first tour Jan. i:
Columbia also has a Columbia from Europe, when ballet began to
Grand Opei:a Qusrte.t this season, catch on with the general public as
a. mass-medium draw.
with Edna Phillips, Helen Olheim,
In 1938 Hurok' signed another conWilliam Haih and* Arthur Kent,
lined up for 45 dates, in solos, duets tract with the Met, this time for 10
and quartets from grand opera and years, or through the spring of 1948.
Gilbert .& Sullivan. Its new Bel Hurok took the house on a four-'walls
Canto Trio, comprising Frances basis, guaranteeing to use it a certain
V^end, Iijario Lanza and George number ot. days with so much to the
]U>ndon, has SO dates. Columbia Met per performance. For instance,
Operatic Trio, with Agnes Davis, he presented the Markova'Dolin en'-El wood Gary and .Carlos Sherman, semble last month for three days,
ItlsA new this year, begins touring and has to give about six weeks
'Jan. 1. Another vocal group is the of ballet in the spring to make up a
revived Revelers, which includes seven-week guarantee.- He has BalWilfred Glenn Jtrom the original let Theatre booked, in next spring
quartet. Columbia also has the De- for part of that time.
Paur In^antrjr Chorus, Father FlanBut with Hurok's lO-year contract
agan Choir and Don Co$sacfc Chorud. running out, the Met has received,
NCAC has the Jfational Male and is considerinj; rival bids :from
Quartet and a Cossack
group, two. other ballet interests-^the Bal-*
toured the, Ice^landic^ Singers briefly, let Russe de Monte Carlo, managed
and has: several large choral groups by S. J. Denham and Ballet Theatre,
lined up for next season, including directed by Lucia Chase. Hurok, of
th!? Vienna Boys Choir (Sol Hiirok course, has asked for renewal, and
co-managing) and a Swedish chorus. Jules Seebach, Met's business manAmong instrumental groups,' Co- ager, who has taken over the late
lumbia has the Bary Ensemble, asst. general manager Edward Ziecbamber music g^oup of Gertrude gler's duties, 4s considering- all bids.
Bary, Mary Becker, Virginia PeterIt's reliably reported that Hurok,
son, Eugenia Limberg and Phyllis
as an old. cUent and friend of the
Gugino, and two groups nfew this
Met, will' be allowed to match t'he
season, the Columbia Concert Trio,
other two bids. He has other ties,
iKriSt Atiana Bronn, Richard Gregor
*na Ardyth Walker, and the Phil- such as aiding in booking- Met tours
(along with National Concert &
Atirmonic Piano
th6

from pat*

-

Utah's Longhair Sag

piece ensemble.
Interggt in opera and the operatic
r'epertoif^e Is said to be fanned by
Metopera broadcasts, and the sale of
records.
Also,
recently-developed

hmk Stitf-4egit

Legit Mgr8.
Gotttinuea

capacities of less than SOOi

-

.

St,

'

'

'

'

-

.

,

-

.

.

are smaller than those of 'most other
managements.One 'representative p.a. has the
following free list (with the number
of pairs of seats, for each) for open-

ing night: Times
(6),

News

Telegram

Sun

(5), Herald Tribune
Mirror (3), WorldJournal-American (5),,

.

Quartet, consisting

of "Ada Kopetz, Bertha Melnik, John Artists Corp.), as well as managing
certain artists on the Met roster, like
Scales and Max Walmer, in programs ranging from Bach to boogie- Jan Feerce, Patrice Munsell, Blanche'
Thebom, etc.
woogie,
However, for the first- time in .a
NCAC has the Salzedo Ensemble
and several string quartets, includ- decade, Hurok is without a ballet
company of his own. He had none
ing the Griller.
to go into the Met this fall, and is
giving up the spring to Ballet Theatre, which he no longer manages. He
Magico Play for N.Y.
has

Hollywood, Nov.

"Watch

4.

Closely," a play about
will be put into rehearsal

magic,

,

interested in the new
Ballet de Monte Carlo, which

been

Grand

PM

(2),

women's Wear

Daily (3) , Vogue (2) and one each
for the Associated Press, United
,

"

Press, North American Newspaper
Alliance, Wall Street Journal, Morn-

which Hornblow
Adopted from the French of Eduard
"Utie

Captive,"

Bo^det.

January Coast Bow Of
O'Manlin-Roberts Play
Los Angeles, Nov.

4.

New legiter, "How Far Can You
<KOMEO' FOR TEXAS
Go," authored by Edwin O'Manlin
San Antonio, Nov. 4.
The New York Civic Opera Co, and Eleanor Roberts, is slated for an
win present Gounod's "Romeo and opening here in January and will
Juliet" at the Municipal Auditorium move to Broadway if it clicks.
Cast includes Ruth Hussey, Camhere Nov. 23. The opera will be
sponsored by the Junior Chamber of eron Mitchell, Connie Gilchrist, John
Commtitce. Frank Fotl will direct. Colt, Louise Valery, ^iri^ur GouldThe pToduetton will also be. sew Porter, G<eorg« Meactec and Betty
.

In ofhet Texas

'

eltiei.

Jane Hawoirfb.

The Winslow Boy

Honeymoon

Trial

Harry Rosen production ot (ar<» in three
Atlantis Productions-Theatre aulId-H. M.
Xeunent, Ltd.-John C. Wilson production of acts j (Jive scenes) by Conrad S, Smith.
drama in two' acts (one scene) by Terence Staged by Edward liudlum; sotting and oo»Rattigan. Staged by Glen Byam Shaw; set- itumesi Philip Kosslerj lighting, Chester
ting by Mlo'hael Weight, Opened at Em- Manaer. Opened at Royale, N. T„ Nov, 8.
'47; $3.00 top.
pire, N. T., iNov. 2ft, •«.! 14.80 top.
Ronnie Winslow. . . . . .. .... .Michael -NeweU Elsie. .<.
.Mildred Munroe
.Betty Sincloir Linda Melton..,..
Viotet. .
....Ellen Fenwiok
'

ing Telegraph Journal of Commerce,
Brooklyn Eagle, Newark News, New-

ark Star-Ledger,

New

Yorker.

New

Leader, Variett, Hollywood Reporter, Life, Newsweek, Billboard
(usually) ,
Jean
Time,
George

Nathan, -John Mason Brown, Rosamond Gilder (usually), and radio

commentators Mary Margaret
McBride, Martha Deane^ lAtnrgaret
Arlen and Bill Leonard. The Secondnight

list includes smaller'^circulaweeklies, out-of-town correspondents, lesser radio commenta*

tion

tors, «tc.

Since the Christian Science Moni'^
tor now covers shows weekly, instead of daily, John Beaufort recently, asked to be moved from the
opening night to the second-night
list.
He has had trouble arranging
the shift, however, apparently due
to carelessness of some of the agents,
.

.

who have

-

continued to send

first-night seats.

All of the opening-night seats for
the Times go to the sheet's drama
department.
Same is true Of the
Herald Tribune. Of the six pairs for
the News, four pair go to the drama
department and- a i«ir each to columnists Ed Sullivan and Danton

Walker. Women's Wear sets go to
Kelcey Allen, who no longer' writes
reviews,

plus

the

working

Thomas Dash, and the

critic,

.

.

r

i

Catherine Winslow
Diclcie

Winslow.

.Madge Compton
.Alan

Craig Donning

Webb George Wllloughby

White
Owen Holder

Valerie

John Watherstone. . . , . . .Michael Kingsley
.George Benson
Desmand' Curry..
.Dorothy Hamilton
Miss. Barnes.
Leonard Michell
Fred
Sir Robert Morton... ....... .Frft^lt AUenby

This one has the best chance of
the imports from London so far this
season.
It probably won't repeat
the success of-the same author's "O
Mistress Mine," which played the
same theatre, for "The Winslow Boy";
hasn't the comedy element"^ of that
play. It's admirably acted, however,

and should
It's

actual,

side

click, moderately well.

a serious work, based on an
long drawn-out British- in-

cident that

may seem

trivial

on

this

but caused something 'of a
over there just prior to the
This fall has seen

ifurore
first

World War.

succession of dramas, one reason
why some may not fare so well.

However, "The Winslow Boy"

is

ex-

ceptional in writing and, while mostof the original cast has been replaced, a capable acting company
was brought over, and in at least
one or two instances the performances are considered bettea' by those

Despite the ever-swelling

lists

for

opening and second-night, agents say
the total number of free seats has
generally decreased in recent years.
That is because, with shows tending

Most managements

Thomas

Jack Fletcher
Stapleton Kent
..na Moroney

Irene Smith.,,
Fanny WilloughbJ'....

Eileen Heckart

Helen Waters

^There's little point in dwelling at
length on "Trial Honeymoon." It's a
first production for Conrad S. Smith,
the 24-year-old author, so he probably shouldn't be held to strict account. Much the same might be said
for Harry Rosen, making his Broadway how with the production, and
the others. Including director Edward
Ludlum, designer Philip Kessler and
the cast.
The farce is about a young couple
who, because of a legal technicality,
can't be married as scheduled. Rather
than disappoint the assembled relatives and guests, they persuade the
mmister to perform a fake ceremony, with the intention of m«jclng
it the McCoy next day. The standard
complications ensue—every coie of
•

them.

AH this

is

quite innocent, a bit des-

perate and utterly

futile.

It's

not

merely
silly

trivial and immature, but
and embarrassingly inept. The

staging is out of stock, and the acting is no better than the script. Only
who saw the show over there.
Ellen Fenwick, as the understandUnrelieved by laughs lines, "The ably bewildered
heroine, Is difect
Winslow Boy" seems mo'st quiet but and reasonably poised.
there's a tense interlude in the first
This little item should never have
act w}ien an eminent barrister ques- reached
Broadway of course. But
tions a boy; accused of copping a Broadway
is tolerant of these minor
postal money order of -five shillings, mishaps.
Broadway
Ronnie Winslow, the 14iyear-old, And perhaps some will survive.
of the hopegives a couple of wrong answers but fuls
involved
will learn
somethe inquisitor declares his belief in thing—
if
not professional compe-.
the Winslow boy's innocence.
tence, at least a little caution.
Robert Morton accepts
, When -Sir
Mobe.
the case of clearing the lad's name,
Arthur Winslow, the determined
fatBJfc, is encouraged to continue the
Theatre Guild production of drama in two
fight for Ronnie and so is daughter aqts
(three eiwms) by Jan de Hartog. FeaCatherine,
a brilliant
sufflraget,
tures fjam Jaffc, ,Iohu Archer and BulII
Ronnie is a naval cadet, and the fight Ford, staged by Paul Ctabtree; settings,
Herbert Brodkln, Onened a* B^Tryihorisw
is against the Admiralty, which is
N T.i Nov. 8. '47; *4.26 top.
adamant against reconsidering the Wilts
,, ... i
John ArthSr
quastion of the lad's guilt, Ronnie's Kftrola
....TyJep Alexander
mother is fed up with the case over Jo'tt"".
Ruth Ford
a two-year period, the family is Wouterson i .................... gam Jaffa

This Time

are no longer regular free
for subsequent performances.
set aside two or
ridiculed, the father's bank account
three pairs for each performance, to depleted
and his attack of .arthritis
be given away or sold at the' discre- places him in a wheelchair. But
tion of the agenti If th* show is a the Winslow matter is argued out
hit, such a list doesn't nearly take
(off stage) before Parliament (hiscare of the demand, and many bids torically correct) and the boy exonfor Oakleys are turned down, If the erated.
There is a romantic angle made
show is a flop, no one cares to go
attractive though subdued by the
anyway.
comely, blonde Valerie White, as
Under pTesent conditions, there- Catherine, who permits her engagefore, drama desks of the dailies ment to lapse through loyalty to the
rarely ask for passes for editors, family. There are indications that
staff members, printers and the like. Sir Robert, skillfully enacted by
Agents normally use two or three Frank Allenby, is becoming attached
to the girl, who seems to realize the
pairs at their disposal to sell to such
start of a real romance as the curpeople.
Influential writers, includ- tain slowly falls.
ing out-of-town critics, are nearly
Alan Webb as the father gives a
always given free seats whenever sturdy performance. Michael Newell
they can be accommodated, But lec- as the boy pars with, .American
turers and such borderline cases, jumors; Madge Compton as ttie
njother
does well enough; Michael
who used to be adtoltted freer us^
ually have to pay to lee the hits Klngsley, as a fussy lawyer-suitor,
and Owen Holder, as an adolescent
nowadays.
1 Winslow, also count.
ibee.

lists

,JooI

,

Dr. Trumbull.
Bill Daniolsi..........

,

style editor,

Ruth Jacobs. Louis Kronenberger, as
critic for both PM and Time, uses
only a single pair, but the Time seats
are used by Fay Degan, who makes
up the mag's theatre section.

there

.

Grace Winslow . . >
Arthur Win.slow.....

him a

Marquis George de Cuevas Organized more and more to fall into
either
in Europe, and th4 Marquis wants to the sellout
of quick-flop extreme,

about Dec. 1 by James Gleason and bring the troupe to N.Y, but -Vfon't
Jerry Horwin, for opening early in tie up with Hurok unless Hurok has
January in Santa Barbara and then the Met to offer. The Marquis wants
San Francisco, prior to Broadway the Met prestige, while the fact that
presentation. Edmund Lowe is set the Met can charge a $4.80 top
for the leading role.. The author is against a. City Center's $2.40 is also
Bery Le-vy, a resident of Oakland.
important.
Hurok also needs the
Horwin, a writer-agent with the Met if he wants to continue booking
Nat Goldstone office, is also^dicker- ballet companies.
Ing -with Arthur Hornblow, Jr.,
Metro producer, about a revival of

Plays on Broadway

(6),

(4),

(4),

.

'

Sylvia Carlton, singing in "Allegro" ensemble and" understudying
Roberta Jonay and Katrlna Van Oss, is Sybil Kalmenson, of Pittsburgh,
a niece, of Ben Kalmenson, general sales manager for Warners, jniis is
her first legit show although she's done considerable radio work.

,

.

Tomorrow

i

Dramas

of foreign authorship have
rea<!hing Broadway's boards
somewhat plentifully this fall, the
latest being of Dutch origin. It's the
quietest of all, being too sombre for

been

the average playgoer. "Tomorrow" Is
certainly not destined for popularity.
Play was first known as "The
Death of a Rat," and could have been
called "Death Kiss," for there is one
osculatory incident that ends just
that way. The Import, with an admirable American cast of four, is
rather baffling, the theme of cancer
research making a broad jump into
the supernatural. It is played in
ilashback fashion, starting in a research laboratory where rats are experimented upon, switching back and
forth to the. living room of one Professor Vouterson.

He is in charge of the research but
when Yolaui a young woman In Wi
advanced stags of tubefculosls,
(Continued on page 60)

is
.
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Scenic Artists Again Seek Basic

With Legit Producm

Cmfaract

United Scenic Artists union has*
again asked legit producers for a
basic contract whereby minimum BIG
BIZ
would be
fees for designing settings
Early In the fall the
established.
N. Y.
scenic group, fhe only theatrical
Altl^ugh !'Medea" was "booked
union that has no basic agreement
with the League of* New Yorlc The- into the National, N. Y., for a "limatres, asked for such a pact whereby ited date because a revival of "Crime
thd minimum tee lor designing and Punishment'' was previously
would have been increased 100%. listed into that house for a late fallengagement,
the
Greek drama,
The managers nixed the idea.
liBSt week the union sent word to adapted from Euripides, has been
the League that a basic agreement drawing such big grosses that it will
was desired and requested a date for be assigned to another theatre for
a joint meeting. At the same time an indefinite stay. "Medea," which
the scenic artists revised their pro- was revived ..foy Oliver Rea.' and
posed minimum fees downward. In- Robert Whitehead and which stars
stead Ot HfiWt for the first set and Judith Anderson, John Gielgud and
(SOO for each subseq,uent setting, the Florence Reed, will continue in the
union now asks $880 minimum for present spot until Dec, 13, therethe first set, which is an increase after moving to the Royale, where
of approximately 70% over prevail- "Trial Honeymoon" opened Monday
ing rates; $400 each for the next (3)i or the Cort which is tenanted by
four sets and $250 per set. thereafter. "A Young Man's Fancy."
Gielgud Is due to leave "Medea"
Union claim's that minimum fees
tor. Mt designers and ^ostume de- soon to <direct and appear in' "Crime"
signers have remained the same for also tO' be revived by the young
18 years but because of increased' managerial team of Rea and 'Whiter
t>ennis King is expected to
living costs and additional duties re- head,
quired of designers* they have actu- replace Gielg'ud in the Greek tragally received fees as much as 150% edy.
in excess' of the proposed' minimums.
Only reason understood to have impelled the union to seek a pay pact
is that it would heip the lesserknowii designers.
It had been' proposed to set $25 as
the minimum for costume-designing
but the union lowered that figure,
too, asking a $20 minimum and $10
for repeats. Latter covers each costume made for the' chorus.
New designers' contracts expected
to be effective Dec. 1, "in order to
Stabilize our minimum fees someWashington, Nov. 4.
where 'tTiear the current rates paid
The segregation probl«!m in Wash
If the
MOW,'' have been issued.
ington, which a joint committee of
League enters into a basic agree- actors, managers and authors is atment, the 'new contracts may apply tempting to solve, was unexpectedly
generally; otherwise producers' will brought
to further attention last
bargain with designers individually, week when President Truman's comas they have to date,
mittee on civil rights made its re-

Wni

'MEDEA'

EXTEND

US

RUN

Cheek Company, finds his
theatrical background an asset,
The other day while in a New
York restaurant, the boss (front
whom Puck was trying to get
an order, askod, "Are- you -thesame Harry Puck Who used to
be in shqw business?" He said

;

,

'

Tnimaii Gr«Hp

,

MI

Would End

DX. Segregation

'

'

•

xoMMAND

mmm

port:

PAYOFF

IN QfflCK

racial discrimination

of Columbia, where
whites and Negroes

extended

list

of rec-;

and fastest payoff to backers ommendations- was made by the
show this season has been committee. Specifically it asked that
by "Command Decision the, capital prohibit discrimination
which ii^ selling out ttt the Fulton, and segregation in 'public schoolSi
N. Y. Before the end of its fourth hospitals, housing projects and rec..."
week checks were sent the angels reational centers.
Xatter recommendation includes
refunding two-thirds of their investmwts; this week the balance will all theatres, whereas the managers^
and
authors
committee
is
actors
be remitted. That was made possi'
tixst
of any

"

recorded

but the boss,

cal, said,

''WeUi

if

still

skepti-

you want an

order from me you'll have to
play the piano."
P. S.—Puck got the order.

In the Dark on 'Moon';

Snafued on Coast
Trials

of

Proi

a young composer

-iti<

volved in a Broadway show are exiemplifled in case of Walter Hendl,
assistant conductor of the N. Y,
Ph'ilharmonic-Symphony, who wrote
score for the legiter, "Dark of the
•

Moon," produced on. Broadway in
March, 194S. Hendl composed the
music while in the Army, and signed
Dramatists Guild contract on the
production while in service.
The Shuberts produced the show
which ran 11 months in New York
and seven months on tour. Frances
Hidden, Hendl'iS agent, tifed in the
music with script by authors Howard
Richardson and William Berney into
the Shubert contract, so that one
couldn't be done without the" other 'in
the first-class production type of con
Instance was belfeved
unusual, in that authors usually-: ink
arrangements with producers separately from composers. '
Miss Hidden claims that when
show tried out in Boston, and the
musicians union declared it a must
cal requiring a 16-piece .orchestra,
the ShubertS: wanted to junk the
score but were prevented by her be^
cause of the terms of the contract
Hendl got 1% of the gross on his
share.
Shiuberts' rights ran out last
this

May

season Pelican Productions,

a Coast outfit, has revived the play
With Carol Stone recreating hor
Broadway role in the production and
Hurd Hatfield corstarred in the
"witch boy"' role originally taken by
Richard Hart, now in films. PeOican.
production,
however, isn't iising;
Hendt's score but, instead, a new one
written by Eai'l Robinson.
Pete
'

Seeger, ballad singer, acts as sort of
one-man Greek chorus, introducingeach act with verses from the "Barbara Allen" ballad. New score is for
principal^ concerned with lifting folk-instrument combo.
the ban at the National^ only legit
Hendl had volunteered to re>
house in Washington. President's arrange his score for Pelican, 'even to
committee said that on only two of rewriting it for two instruments, If
its conclusions was there any subthe matter of expense was the
stantial division of views, the dis- question.
Score had been highly
puted points being the majority's praised by Broadway reviewers and'
recommendations that federal sanc- was considered an integral part of
tions be used to end racial segregathe production by the majority,.
tion and that discrimination end io
Hendl's concern over fact that his
public and private schools. Legislascore was supplanted in the present
tive bans were suggested to eliminPelican ver£ion;iS tied up with probany kind of discrimination' ability
ate
of sale.)^ the play soon to the
against armed forces personnel by
films.
transportation facilities, hotel, resDramatists Guild has no record of
the
taurant^ Or theatres throughout
contract for Pelican production of
'
country!
"Moon," and it's believed show is being done'on a stock rights basis. Reported that cast, including principals,
.

picture rights

first installment,

of

money, amounting

to

was paid the

$100,OdO,

Bloomgarden

Kermit

producers,

and

Sidney

Who promptly distributed
the management's share of $40,000,
the balance going to the author, Wil
liam 'Wister Haines.
It's his first
iTiSllipS,

play.

"Decision" is a one-setter, budgeted at $60,000; all of which was not
expended.' Some 55 backers put
money into the war .drama in
amounts ranging, from $3,000 down
to $300.
In a pre-production deal
Metro obtained the film rights, tliere
being a down payment of $100,000
and a ceiling of $300,000, according
to the length of the run. It Was fig
ured before the show opened that
the backers could hardly lose unless
"Decision" lasted less than three
weeks.
Drama received, a sti'ong
press and, ailthoiigh there was no
advance sale (nor parties), business
quickly jumped to virtual capacity,
"Decision" being SHO except poS'
sibly at the midweek matinees.
'

.

.

(mm WOOD'S \m

tees off for

Sydney from Holly-

Strong Lineup wood tomorrow (Thurs.), after
spending a week on the Coast with
U.S.-Canada Debut Owen McGivney,"an old friend, now
Dublin, Oct.

Hilton

28.

Edwards and Michael Mac

Liammoir, who are to 'visit the U. S,
and Canada early next year with
their Dublin Gate Theatre Co. will
take along a formidable group.
They're all Irish, with the exccp
tion of Edwards, who was born in
England, and Reginald Jarman,
former London Old Vic player.
'Cast
will
hiclude ex-Abbeyite
Bryan Herbert; Meriel Moore; Nora
O'Mahony formerly of Langford
Productions;
Eddie Golden; Roy
Irving; Helena Hughes (daughter of
composer Herbert Hughes); Pat
Kennedy, and Betsy Bogues.
;

with Ken Murray's "Blackouts" at
El Capitan.
Cast Of British unknowns' is en
route to.Aussie while Wood has been
o.o.ing the American scene;

SEEK 'COIOMY' MGR.
Raleigh, Nov. 4.
"The Lost Colony" production,
symphonic drama staged annually at
Manteo, N. C, still has no general
manager althbugh the name of John
Harden, private secretary to Governor Cherry, has been prominently

projected as the
choice.

Harden

trustees probably

is also

VarieIy cor-

respondent in this sector.

The trustee.s held an executive session here Thursday (30) and aft
theatre nounced' later, through Chairman
will open Its 76th winter season to- J. M. Broughton of Raleigh, that a
night' (Wed.) with the American special committee seeking a general
premiere of Seamus "(Vhites "The manager had been continued with

FordhamV 76th Season
Fordham Univ.

Cardinal and

tlie

(N.

Y.)

Crows,"

minimum

salaries,

with one report that stars are getting
IN AUSSIE only $40 weekly. Robert Mo6ahon,
Georgie Wood, English comedian, Miss Stone's husband', produced
w.k." in America during the heyday "Moon" for Pelican, whi(di is a group
of vaudeville, is en route to Aus- comprised largely of Coast fihn
tralia where he 'Will, put on Alan figures.
Melville's "Sweetest and Lowest,"
first of three plays for Do'wn Under.

Sevastianoff

power

to act.

Vhms For

Loudon PitwL of

Co.'s

Ffer

working on

.

PRODUCTION

He

Gate

is

•

'Eyes'

Jerry Sevastianoff, former ballet
director, will produce the Eugenie
Leontovieh-Elena Miramova comedy,

"Dark Eyes," in London this season.
He'll use Uta Hagen, Paula Lawrence
and Irina Baronova, the three principals who toured the strawhats in
the play for 11 weeks this summer.
Miss

Baronova,

former

leading

ballerina with the Ballet Russe is
Mrs. Sevastianoff. This is her first
straight role, although she was' featured dancer in "Follow the Girls"
three seasons ago.
Sevastianoff will use English actors
for balance of cast. Show will open
Feb. 16 in Manchester, play Glas.gow
the following week and preem March

%ied

+

mis

BORN'
HECHTS
BARRED FROM CANADA

RoadKz#ay,
Biit^Troiiiiles

Chicago, Nov.

i.

Fears that business on the road
would be poor this season have
proven unfounded so- far. However,
because of. transportation conditions,
expenses have been. higher than before.
This situation applies to both

and music,

legit

Money

it's

claimed.

is still plentiful,

managers

.

America, and to qualify for NRLB
mediation sworn statements on. the
"isms" had to be filed with that
body under the Taft-Hartley statute.
Evidently labor disputes are not
anticipated by Equity but the deci'*
sion against filing with

I&L^iMudc

NLRB wiU

.

probably be argued within the legit
actors association. .Opinion has been
expressed that only some Four
A's affiliates come within the TaftHartley law while others do not.
Among talent unions coming within
the law's province are the Amerii
can Federation of Radio Artists; beextend' among
cause
broadcasts
states, and the Screen Actors Guilds
Pictures, of course, circulate nationally but the actors only occasionally cross state borders for the

but the public is more choosey actual making of films,,
than in recent seasons. Road grosses
A recent checkup on .signatured;
of "Annie Get Your Gun," "Song of
Norway," "The Red Mill" and Ballet Equity oaths indicated that six counRusse de Monte Carlo are cited as cilloi-s had not complied but if they
still remiss by Nov. 15 there is
are
proof that' str'ong attractions will
draw hefty business. Also, the no rule on the disposal of such cases,
Ballet Russe points to its '10% in- Probable action agaiast them would
dismissal:
from the council: At
be
crease over last season in Chicago,
20% better in Detroit, 10% boost in least one delinquent who has not
Topeka and various I'is^s in other been attending the weekly council'
said,
to have taken the
sessions
is
stands.
But managers are complaining, order as an affront: He is known ta
violent opponent to sb-calleii
about the higher expenses for such be a
leftists,, and to be- compelled, to sign
items as trucking, handling and,
above all, ia railroading. Increase a statement ta that effect aspeats,
to have made him hot and bothered;
is principally due to tougher regusay,

'

'

lations

on baggage

cars, ticket classiT

For instance, where
Hcations, etc.
the railroads were- cooperative during the war in trying to offset the
shortage of sleepers, Fullmaus, baggage cars and so on, the attitude is

now

diilerent.

Ballet Russe booker David Libidins
points out what his company.^
which is on the road .32 weeks' this
.season—is now up against.
Company travels with three baggageDuring the war these cars
curs..
icpuld
trains.

be

attached

passenger

to

B.O.

PRfCE

wm

While a

slight trend towards' reducing Broadway ticket prices haS'
been noticed, the slicing is hardly
radical. Several straight plays are
using a $4:20 top instead of $4.80, a
price that' was used so generally last
season, even for oue-settierS) tiiat the
scale was considered by mahy -as ail

'

imposition. Only one new comedT
came in^ at $S.60 top. A' onl>-set- sihow
that drew thumbs down out of town.
One new musical, "Allegro," has a
streamlined. As

But, according to Libidins,
railroads now claim to .have

the

modernized their^ equipment,

with

.most of their trains
a result, they maintain, they can't
additional baggagecais to
these trains. Thus, Ballet Russe has
to take a special train.
This involves paying for 125 firgtclass fares (minimum for a special
train) for a 90-man troupe, which
could as easily traicel by daycoach,
sincie ttie jumps are mapped to permit tills type of traveling. Ballet
Russe is penalized for 35 extra
passcmgers, as well as having to pay
a higher (Pullman) rate for 125,
when coach rate would, do just as
'

'atta<ih

$6 top, the others being $4.80 for the
four nights weeldy,' price 'then
going to $6 Friday and S^rday.
plan

.first

'

A

to<!^educe ftte- number of
press tickets. Which are
a pro and con status
showmen. (Further details

first-night
gratis,

among

has

adjoining, column). Some have
pointed out that the practice ot
charging'$6, and more, foe premiere
performances brings more to the
boxoffice tlian any reduction >in takings .through cufib reviewers' tickets.
Tickets scales, aire actually higher
than formerly because of the 30%
well.
In addition, where formerly a federal admission tax but thjfe net to
haggagecar was furnished free with the boxoffice has not been materially
every 20 coach fares, ratio was re- boosted for some time. Any effort
cently raised to 32%c. With its 90 to lower the admission levy would
personnel, BaUet Russe now has to be dependent on the temper of
pay for seven extra fares in order Congress to revise taxes generally^
and possible reductions can hardly
to get the third baggagecar.
Libidins hays his experience is be timed until well after Nev?
being matched by other hookers and year'.s.
Four openings this week but th«
managers, as far as beefs against
balance of November is not schedrailroads are concerned.
uled for more than a few premieres;
-in

No
'Canl' Cast
cast

-

arrivals next week.

Changes

Detroit,

Three

Nov.

4.

were made

changes

week in "All Gaul Is Divided,"
the John McGiver comedy currently trying out at the Lafayette,
Detroit. Because of script revisions
that altered the characters they
were playing, William Terry and

last

.

1 at Wyndham's, London. Sevastianco-producing with Richard
isDavis of New York, in association Joe E. Marl^ have been succeeded
with William Linnett of Xiondon. by Herbert Evers and Lester LonTrio ai^e doing the' complete fi- ergan, Jr. Also, the character played
nancing. Sevastianoff, now in Lon- by Judson Laire was written out.
Show goes to the Civic, Chicago,
don, returns to N. Y. on the America,
rtext week for a run.
sailing Nov. 7 from Southampton!

off

Haven't

Still

Equity, upon legal advice that it
does not come within the scope of
the Taft-Hartley law, did" not file
with the National Labor Relations
Board sworn statements of its ofcouncillors di.savowing
ficers fnd
Toronto, Nov. 4.
they are either communists, or
Copies of the script of Ben HechVs fascists.
Deadline for registering
"A Flag Is Born" have' been barred the oatlis in Washingtou was i»st
from entry into Canada, according Friday (31) but E^ity has retained
to Samuel Dubiner, chairman of the its
which
notorized declarations,
Canadian League for a Free Pales- were made mandatory last summer
Dubiner said the scripts had by the council^s actkm without it
tine.
been returned to the New York having any connection•with the
headquarters
of the American labor act.
League for a Free Palestine mfirked,
Contention is that legit shows are
"Prohibited entry
into
Canada." not interstate activities, that they
(Hecht play is a plea for the estab- should be regarded as intrastate, a
lishment of a Jewish homeland in
stand that some Equity, officials do
Palestine and' is critical of the Britnot accept as correct. How Equity^s
ish Foreign Glfice.)
attorneys arrived at such conclusion
Canadian postal and customs
is not clear, especially since roadauthorities said they knew nothing
shows travel through' many states;
of the incident.
Equity is an affiliate of the American Federation of Labor and the
Associated Actors and Artistes of

tract signed.

.

ble because the

6 CoundDors

,

Composer Walter Hendl

and

Pertaining to
in the: District
segregation of
is practiced, an

Equity Not Filing 'Ism' Affidavits;

ing

-•yes,"

S9

Biz' Like, Etc.

venile who left show biz a lew
years ago to.hecome sales man<;
ager for the Whitney Duplicat-

'

'

No

Harry Puck, musicomedy ju-

'

"

Buffalo, Nov. 4^
RoUin Palmer, for years' drama
the Buffalo Evening News,

critic of

until about 10 years ago, when he
was assigned to general coverage on
that paper> has resigned to beCo«i6
legit critic of the morning Courier-

Express.

Palmer started his new stint with
a byline review of Katharine 'Cornell's premiere of "Antony and" Gle-,
opatra."

'

Wednesday, November

«0

Town

Plays Out of
streetcar Stained Desire
New

HaVen, Oct.

30.

Irens Mi Solznick's presentation ol BHa
Bi'ocliiotion ot di'amii in two acta hy
Jcssii'a
Features
Williams.
T«nnessee
TanilVi Mai'Ian Brnrnlo, Kim Huntei-, Ivarl
Directeil toy Kazaii; sfonprj' ana
lifald<;h.
Lucliula
llKlitliiii, 'Jo MIolziner; cosiunii:s,
Dpenea at Sliubert, New Haveii.
Bsllai'il.

Knmi'a

Oct, 30. '47;

„
^
Gee Gfc •\»mfs
-V^S JHHias
Marlon Bramlo
K Ira Hunter

»8.l>0 top,

.

Negio Woman
KuiUce Hubl>el

dy, Milchel, a naive guy who falls
for Blanclie^ unaware of her gilded
of her old routine,
past.
Blanche thinks she has found a
haven in Mitohel, and the two plan

Weary

it all explodes when
enlightens Mitehel. The
shock is too much for the girl, .and
curtain finds.her leaving for a men-

marry. But

to

Stanley

tal institution.

Story sounds pretty grim and it
is in such- scenes as one in which
Stanley seduces Blanche on the night
when his own wife is in the hospital
Mexican Wum»»..j.. <..».. -'Edna TJiomas having a child. Also, the departure.....Rtc-hard Ciarly.p
Taittale Vendor.,
foj-the-institution scene is a tense
Jpsstoa Tandy
Blanche DuBoLs, v
one. To offset such angles as this,
>f<'li i>enn »
Pablo 6onzales
Vito ChttsH however, there, is a copipensating
A Young CoU«etor
A.nn Dere amount of comedy scattered throughNurse
.. -Richard Garrick
TJbi'lor
out the play.
St.Mley
Si ella,

tvowal.'-kl

Kow alslii

Steve HuDbel
Harold Mltchel

,,,,..Karl

Miss Tannehill makes much of the
essentially unpleasant part, especiLex Richards conally in Act III.
tributes .a nice bit as the younger
Fraser son.
Oiily a few lines and references
have been changed (as lor example,
modern dancing is now exemplified
by the Samba) and with the possible
exception of. the general attitude
t'owards divorce, the play might
have been written yesterday. Only
—and unfortunately for tliis one's
chances— most playwrights are not
writing plays of this category nowadays and playgoers don't seem too
be eager for thein.
Waters,

.

.

i

.

Premiere of "Streetcar" was spotty
as a Checkerboard. Next move is up
to the writer-director duo, a huddle
ol this pair being needed to sift the

portions that touch the absolute
heights from those elements that can
best be classified as excess baggage.
Among the latter is a scene blaclcout
technique which was anything but
satisfactory on the opening performance. Once the deadwood has been
elminated, here is one trolley that
shpuld ring, up plenty of fares on

Broadway.
"Desire" is a mixture of seduction,
sordid revelations and incidental perversion which will be revolting to
certain playgoers," but devoured with
avidity by others. Latter category
will predominate. No doubt, play
will be variously labelled "artistic,"
'

"salacious," "true-to-life," according
to the individual -auditor's viewpoint.
But however it may be labelled, it
does command attention and shapes
up as important theatre.
Dialog and action are extremely
frank; In excavating for the paydirt
of tawdry realism, author doesn't
stop at calling a spade a spade ^he
calls it a steamshovel. His scribbling
range is ejtceptionali his lines touching the clouds one moment, the gut^
If there is such a
ter the next.
classification as 4"practical .poetry,"
Tennessee Williams has -Written it
into this opus. Blended with this
type ot writing Is the dynamic staging, of Blia Kazan, whose sense of
dramatic values is given a free hand
in this production. The sortie of this
combination into thenew season may
be likened to imagination astride jet
'

—

propulsion.
Play's central character is Blanche
BuBoiS', a neurotic Mississippi schoolteacher who has never been able to
rebound from a tragic youthful marriage which culminated in the" hoy's
suicide when his bride learned of his
associations with an older man. Situation is further aggravated by loss of

Jessica .Tandy's creation of Blanche
in
is top-drawer acting, especially
view of the arduous nature of the
role. It's a nerve-wracking part that
calls for skill in holding it down to
Marlon Brando
the proper level.

no punches, and that goes
literally, in his interpretation of the
hardboiled husband, Stanley. Kim
Hunter, as his wife, does a fine
thesping job that requires attractive
appearance as well as -intelligent
handling of lines. Karl IMalden
makes a capital IMitchel, reading
comedy and' dramatic passages with
equal facility. Balance of cast is
well chosen, even to minor paints.
Technical staging is handled

pulls

.

largely via lights in a' single set including two rooms and an outside
spiral staircase. Setting is "effective
and crams a lot pf action within its
confines but desired lighting effects
have not yet been achieved. This
department will require added treatment, Inasmuch as lights are vital
For a Broadway debut producer,
•

Mrs, Irene Mayer Selznick (David
O.'s ex), has made an " auspicious
Bone.
start.

Sain fLg/aH

The

FirMt Mrs. Fraser
Philadelphia, Oct. 28.

Gant Qaither revival of comedy 'by St,
Star,^ .Jane Cowl and Henry
Danlell; features Reginald- Maaon, Frances
Tannehill. Staged by Harolii Toung. Setf
ting,
Charlea Bison; eostntne«, Nathalie
Barth, Opened at Lorust Street, FtailadelpWa, Oct, 28, '47; J3.2B top. ^
Nhilan Fraaer. . . .,
• , .^
. .tex Ricltaras
.

.

Mkb^l.

.

. . . .

.'. . . . . . .

.

4,

. .

.Haaiel

Jones

Jame.q Fraaei\....,i...<i... .Henry Dimlell
PliUlp l^ogan.. ..•.....•«»... Reginald Mason
.Emily Lawrence
Alice.. Fraser.
^ ... .
.Kendall eiark
Murdo J'raser. ..... i
.

Janet

Jane Cowl

Fraae).';.

Blsie Fi'asM*.

,

.

.

.V. .....

.Frances XannehlU
^

one was picked by Burns
Mantle as one of the Ten Best plays
of the N. Y. season of 192d-30, enjoyed a long run there and subsequently on the road.
Gant Gaither's aeiermination to
her homestead, following the death revive it now was undoubtedly inspired by its success last summer on
of ohe after another of her familystrawhat circuit
Only surviving relative is Stella, a the New England
younger sister who has taken a hus- with Jane Gowl. Miss Cowl, who
from the boards
band beneath her station in the per- has been absentwar
when she was
son Of Stanley Kowalski, rough and since before the
in USO work, is
actively
engaged
Polish
ready ex-Aifmy man of
exnow being co-starred with Henry
tracuon,
in that; other re'VKhen sehooj and town authorities BanieU, last seen
catch up with Blanche, following vival, "Lady Windermet-eS Fan."
Whatever are the fortunfes in- store
various smorous ventures in which
sheindulges as relief from her earlier tor ''The First Mrs.Fras'er," itxertain-;
tragic experience, they ask her to ly will not be any fault of players or
leave town, so she goes to New Or- production if the revival doesn't
click.
The cast seems every bit as
leans to live, with her sister. The
tawdry background she, finds there good as the original and the play
is'somewhat offset by Stanley's bud- has been astutely staged and nicely
produced.
Even when originally presented
here nearly two decades ago, the.
Ervine pl&y had to hurdle the barThis

•

House

(OB 'ANGEtS AGHAST')
Hollywood, Oct. 31.
circle Players: production of play in three
acta (aeven scenwi) by William. Saroyan.
Staged by Mabel AHiertsoni aettings, Cyril
Jones: mural by Sidney RusltalcoK; costnmes by Helen Jane, glesicus. Opened at
circle theatre, Hpllywqpa, Oct; 30, '4Tj
'

Germany. Johnson pointed out that
Lorenz had steadfastly refused to divorce his Jewish wife when the
Nazis applied pressure, and as far as
he knew hadn't sung for. Hitler.
As for the old beef that the Met
never hired Negro singers, Johnson_
such

that

out

pointed

artists

as"

Marian "Anderson, Holand Hayes,
Paul Hobeson and Dorothy Maynor
had never had long operatic training
backgrounds and were admittedly

...Ken Hnrvesr

Auctioneer
Administrator
HoiLsemover

.

.iTiarry Salters
....... Julian liUdwle;
.

;George -Bnglund
,lCen Harvfty
Hoiiscmavnr's- Brother, .... .Sydney Chaplin
Man on Siepa. ..
.Sergei Torlc

Utmost

t-Trge.

. .

.

Jcnlcs

....Terry

Gn,*l
Fn'.st

.Ronald -Webb

.Boy,-

.Second Hoy. ................... ..Timmy Ogg
Third Boy, . ... . ......... ..... .Paul Sanchez
FourlTv Roy.
.TToward Jeffrey
Sam' Ego. . .............. .-\Villiiim Schallert
.TOasy Urge,...
.Terry Kilburn

H, George Stern
.Daniel Harvey

Se.'itQn,,.

Woy
Fireman

i^aper

Rnberl:

^

ChenauU

...John Crn-wford

Pastor

Boy Scout, .......... .Byron Raphael
New Boy Scout.
Ronald. Lynn
First

.

Choirlpader
1st

operatic

by

derson, he
once when

try a

Met

,

.ICathleen

,

Man from

Ijunatlc

Freeman

Asylum;. Herb Cahill

—

2d Man'froni., Asylum.
Lawrence .Holden
Daneev Urge....
.Dee Tormey
Mrs. Urge. . ,. r, ......
.Catherine Barber
Houseninver*s Wife..,....*
.Edith iCroll
Brother's Wife., ..v,;.^,,.
.Naomi Stevens
Messenger,
,.,..:» .,«;»^. ,jrV Karle Herdan
Outer Urge, ................. .Bob ChenauU
Ami)le TTrge.......
Krnest Whitman
1 nner Urge
Kell .Nordenshleld
Crowds: Carolyn Bacher. -Winifred Mann,
Betty Harl'ni'd. Dee Tormey, Sergei Tork,
Lftu SchUfihett, Mary it>avenport. Sherry
Hall. Terry .Tenka.
Boy Scouts: Jimmy Ogg, Ronald VTohb,
i

. .

. .

,

. . ,

Miss Anr^
laughed out loud

inclination.
said,

it

.

was suggested that she
As to a young artist

role.

who

scored a

in "Madame Butterfly" at
the N. Y. City Center a year ago,
Johnson pointed out that thus far
she was a one-role artist and the Met
had a fine soprano for its few "Butterfly" performances in Licla Albanese.
Soviet Bias
The recent stir on the Met's delay
in producing ProkofiefE's new opera,
"War and Peace," offered to it in
1945, is simply a matter of translation difficulties, Johnson maintains.
There is no delay on account of bias,
and any anti -Soviet charge is ridiculous. ' The first translation offered
wasn't satisfactory, and since then
the Met has been trying to fit -an
English text into music intended for
Russian words-*no mean feat. Johnson expects to have the epic opera
available for the beginning of the

triumph

48-'49 season,

The Met this season will give the
N.Y. premiere of Benjamin Britten's
"Fetet Grimes/' which caused a senphul Snjiehez, .-Dantel
sation when world-preemed in London in 1945. (Serge Koussevitzky
Ego's House," to no gave it its U. S, premiere in August,
,:

Howard

.

Jeffrey,

.

Schwai-tz.

Inside "Sam
one's great amazement, is a treasure-trove of William Saroyan's pliij-

osophy.

Saroyan

Unfortunately,

lost some of his blueprints in building the "House." The
result is a' weak third act and a
generally wobbly structure.
There is no real pjotline to the
play. The action revolves around a
weather-beaten house in the' California town of Angels Aghast
house untenanted for 16 years dur-

seems to have

—

Mass., and
at Tanglewood,
1946,
Eddie Dowling planned at one time

Broadway presentation of the
work).
Johnson estimates it will cost $40,000 to put the opera on. He wasn't
sure how many perfOTmances would
be given, this depending on the'
critics' reception.
But he pointed
out that a Broadway production,'
even if it costs $150,000, can run for

which time it has become a
hangout for tramps, a target for months and pay back in a season:
young slingshot artists and a clan- Yet at the Met, as much time is
given to a production's preparation,
destine meeting place for lovers.
Sam Ego was the town's most while perhaps only eight performnoted lawyer. He never lost a case, ances can be given, it in a season,
But in his last courtroom battle^ so that it takes four or five Shears to
ing

.

after years of personal,

ill

fortune,

get

its

money

back.

he suddenly began laughing aloud
80% Subscribed
for no obvious reason, except per
The Met starts it 63d season offihaps that hie suddenly got a good
look at people. At any rate; after cially next Monday (10) with Verdi's
"The
Masked
Ball," with Jati Peerce,
winning his case' he was locked tip
Daniza Ilitsch (in her Met debut),
in an asylumi
By his orders, the house cannot Leonard Warren and Margaret Harbe wrecked. The estate Is willitig to shaw in the leads, and 'Giuseppe An-,
pay .to have it moved if only some tonicelli conducting for his Met deone wiU biiy it. As the play opens, but. The Met is S0%
subscribed, for
the sale finally is made for $1.50—
highest atpount in its history.
Of
to the junkman. Utmost Urge.
subscribers, says Johnson, 50% have
In the course of the house's Jour
ney, the playgoer meets the house- had tickets in their families as much
as
from
10
mover and his brother, a .pastor, a
to 40 years, into the
church sextoil and the other assorted fourth generation. That's why the
characters that generally spring full
Met. gives 15 to 18 extra suhscrip-s
blown from Saroyan's typewriter, tion-less performances a season. The
Saroyan's philosophy will be vari- subscription list,
the unfamiliarity of many
says Johnson, in'

.

Nationai.
publicity

rier

.

'

—

of
ously interpreted, of course. Perattitude of the British towards di-^ haps he best suras it up himself in
vorce. On' top of that, in the years' a program footnote whidh ends-^"l
that have elapsed between the two stink, you stink, we all stink, but We
productions, the theme has been re- are getting used to it."

American playgoers with the stern

'

"
O'AVIO

m

UPSKV

W.-4lrt

«,

PHILLIP BLOOM
H.

V.,.!eH>i4-51t5—8r-7

peatedly aired and has become
almost a cliche eorn to the younger
generation even when presented as
shrewdly and as humanly as the
master craftsman, Ervine, has done.
With these as possible strikes
against it,- and an admittedly static
first act, "The First Mrs. Fraser"
will iiave its work cut out for it.
The first night audience here was
very cool in the flrst act, warmed in
the second and became enthusiastic
in rhe third, with plenty of solid
laughter ahd a lot of curtain calls at
the end.
Their final verdict and
that of the crix here was iavorable
but Broadway first-nighters are apt
to cast a "thumbs-down" vote before
the play is half over.
"The First Mrs. Fraser" is essentially a women's play and should
even now be a matinee pushover as
it was
before.
Miss Cowl's part,
especially at the end when she fools
everybody by refusing to take back
her erring but still smug egotistical
ex-husband, is a fat one and the
sta?, after a rather fumbling start
when she seems to be relying on her
popular mannerisms, rises to it su
-

—

—

'THE FIRST
MRS. FRASER''
Opening Tonight at th*

SliHbtrf

BRANb

FOR SALE NEW

lOE RINK
.fOR THEATBX:, NIGHTCl.VB VSR
A-1

IISKU
Ma*.

rOKDlTION

ONLY SIX

-WJllKKS

x 4.1 1't.
Brand Nciv:
IS H.P. COMl'RISSSOR
Size: 3K Ft.

ATeio

iror

•

JHiut Be Sold nt Oiif»
Fni«tloit ot OrlK. Value

perbly.
Daniell, in

LAWRENCE

9. LASRY
e«0 Tremont Utriet

Hull. 4)00

Iloslon 10, Mass.

role,

an even more

with

the next-to-immaking the husband,

by

possible
likable

all

and

unpleasant
his
s.ympathetic.

Reginald Mason,

CLEVER COMPOSER

husband

approciat* talenl<

1

Write Box 440, Variety
54 W«st 46tli Street, New York

1

traits,

who played the

summer,

capital
now as the other suitor, also a nicely
drawn character. Frances Tannehill,
a last-minute replacement, has the
role of Elsie, Fraser's shallow and
unpleasant second wife. She represents Youth in its inevitable battle
with Maturity, Ervine's other theme
is as potent and as live as ever.
last

,

of many •ffectiva" filin and radio
uoret looking for produur who will

difficult

accomplishes

is

cludes over 40 different nationalities.
Prices are same as last year, with
a $7.50 top and seats as low as $1.20.

Met

ing thing to the Met management,
he says, is the fact that the house is
subscribed before opening curaudience ac«
cepts the management, blind, expecting to get value received for its
money. The Met, he says, budgets its
season on its subscription list, rather
than on the boxoffice, which might
be affected by bad weather, etc.

80%

tain, indicating that this

liedef singers, rather than

recitalists,

like Camilla Williams,

top.

$,1,tiO

Announcer

.

.Tohn Ervine.

FlagstaA Nix

Gonttnueii from paftt'lj

•

MaWen

,

. .

'

Mefs

1947

5,

doesn't break even at this scale,

This play needs tightening and but Johnson says he's afraid to put
strengthening throughout. The lines tariff higher, for fear of losing his
attributed to some of the char- public.
But he points out how
acters need pruning to bring them
much cheaper the Met is than el$e<into clearer focus. The characterwhere. Buenos Aires has a $12 top.
izations are not as sharply etched as
Italian
opera
centers have a $10 top.
in Saroyan's previous discourses.
As it stands, it is an interesting It takes radio, recordings, tours and
excursion btit no more. It has little gifts, usually to make ends meet.
to ofl'er as a film possibility, and its
The Met Will air its operas as
Broadway success, will rest heavily usual Saturday afternoons for 18
on the Saroyan following. Where it weeks over the ABC network, startwill get after rawpiting, of course,
•ing Nov. 15, throughout the N.Y. seadepends upon what keys the author
son; with the Texas Co. again aS
hits.
The best part of thi.s world pre sponsor. There was talk of length'miere is the acting. The play gets ening the broadcast season, to include
Saturdays on tcur. But broadadded
an
fillip through the use of
the Circle Players' central staging casting from midwest or southern
technique.
Direction
by
Mabe cities was bad because of the time
Albertson Is topnotoh, and the cast element; choice of operas
might be
offers proof once more that as a unit
unsatisfactory or duplicated because
the Circle is one of the finest acting
it's a matter of local choice, and Texgtoups among the country's littls
aco nixed the plan.
theatres.
No
Television
George Englund, a cinch bet for
As for televizing opera at the Met,
films, does an exceptionally fine job
as the housemover,
one of the Johnson thinks -there's a considerpivotal roles. Ken Harvey brings able distance to go before that event
warmth and sympathetic treatment arrives. There j,re technical diffito the role of Utmost Urge, William culties; problems of
union jurisdic
Schallert does well with the difficult
tion, etc. He didn't think tele
feasijob of recreating the 75-year-old
Sam Ego. Terry Kilburn is fine as ble during a performance because
young Easy Urge. H. George SterM the lights, the heat, would Interrupt
the
opera
and
annoy
draws many laughs with a spirited
the audience.
For, after all, says Johnson, it's
and deft handling of his role as the
sexton although there is a slight the live audience, the subscribers
tendehcy to be too Barry Fit^gerald- who are the mainstay of the
Met]

Plays on Broadway
ss. Continued from page SS

ss

This Tim*) Tomorrow
home by

brought

his

chief

aide,
Wilts, Wouterson becomes a metaphysioist.
Girl has hallucinations,
and the curious part of her visions
is that she foretells events to come.
In one vision she sees Wouterson being hanged by the Nazis, time of the
drama being just prior, to -the in.

vasion pf the Netherlands during the
last war.
The aging doctor' isn't
Strung up but that is supposed to

happen

later.

•

Wouterson- attempts

to

-discover

what causes the visions and, despite
her condition, places the girl in a
hypnotic trance, a dangerous experiment during which she almost expires. That scene is the play's most
interesting interlude.

"Tomorrow"

is

engrossing generally but it's questionable if the de Hartog work is unusual enough.
The professor diagnoses Yolan's
vision in part, and when she comes
out of the trances explains' that, because of the ailment, her senses are
Sharpened and that she has a "sixth''
sense. She and Wilts are\ deeply in
love, and he knows through x-rays
that Yolan should have died jxionths
previously. That she continues to
Jive is explained by her love and a
probably unnatural desire to propagate.
Near the finale the lovers
clinch but it's the girl's flrst ctfid last
caress.

Sam Jaffe gives; one of his top performances as Wouterson, the research
doctor with a sense of humor; Buth
Ford gi-v^ a corking portrayal as the
doomed Yolani John Archer stands'
Ibee

out, too, as .her adored.

Xlowns'

ELT

f or

Equity Library Theatre, concenon fewer but more elaborate
this year, has set its third
production, Philip Barry's "Here
Come the Clo-wns," to be done at
the Madison Square Boys Club,
N. Y., Dec. 8-9-11. Gerald Savory

trating

shows

will direct, with Robert K. Adams
as production manager. Casting call
is set for tomorrow. (Thurs.) at the

Club.
Other" productions set are Eugene
O'Nell's "Anna Christie," at Theatre
of the Guild for the Blind, Friday
•

(7), directed by Joseph Krann, and
James Hagan's "One Sunday Afternoon," directed by Cecil Colevelly,

jGreenwich

at

'

MewS

Playhouse,

Dec. 3-4^5.

Shows

in

Rehearsal

—

"Angels In the Wings"
Marjorie
and Sherman Ewing.
"Gentleman From Athens"^]\Iartin Gosch and Eunice Healey,
"The Legend ot Lofl''--Hall Shelton.

"Tonight at 8:30"— Homer Curran,
Russell'

Lewis and Howard Young.

.

:

,

ish.

J<?hn Crawford. Kathleen Free-

and

their

comfort musn'f be

jeoCatherine
Barber,
Sydney pardized. Hence he'll
go slow on
Chaplin, Larry Salters, Julian Lud
Wig and mofipets Ronald Webb, tele or other mechanical devices to
Jimmy Ogg, Paul Sanchez and How-^ please an audience on the outside.
Johnson says the Met has -7,000
ard Jeffrey are among those who
subscribers.
score in smaller roles;
And tlie most flatter^Kap.

man,

-

THEATRICAL FABRICS
tor COSTUMES
DRAPERIES

STAGE CURTAINS
Moliaram suppliat every Fobrk M«*d
for Uading Broadway prediKtiom and
Majjywood aiUdiot.
.
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SEEK PLAY
Entcliinil

I'rofcXEilnnul

Kendt-i-

with

entree to tlie Itlglit I>eoiiI« tmekH playi*
for: iiroductlon in Singlnnd.
Would
represeni autliora with snitiililis pliu'v
I'erNvnnlly. Thift Is
ffeiiuine offer;
terrriH belupf Ht^eoiidury.
Iiiri-att,

i Normiiii ltd., Hove, KiiKliind

PRODUCTION ASSISTANT
I'lIinsK,

television,

legitimate tlientre.

KxceKent, weIl-rauiido<l lNtt>Iu;ranl>d,
14
aggrtmAve, .i*«gourceiuli

.vounK,
.rears'

experience.
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V^ew^y,
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'km

Gun" (Mary Martin), which opened

last night (3), passed

-week,

last

"O

$12,000 IN PREMIERE

+

4.

tooxofflce lales

Inditates that Chicago will have one
6f its richest legit seasons in several
Seafs. Advance for "Annie .Get Your

Mistress

f&unt^jE^ntanne) hit the
_110,(H)0 figure before openUig last
night at the Sdwyn. Record, howover; for highest advance is still
"Oklahoma!", which rolled up more
than $250,000 several seasons ago.
Although last week's grosses fell
bit short of the previous week,
they held up well compared to the
clump at pic .houses and bistros.
fine"

mEETCAR' HEALTHY

CIn,

230G to Cue Big Season

ChJcaSO,. Nov.

Volume of sdvanca

;23O,0OQ

m

IINI Advawie

IHistress

•t the Shubert
'

Biggest surprise was the sellout of
staging of Spilce Jones'
(i 10:30 p.m.
"Musical Depreciation Revue" at the
Studebakcr' last Friday (Oct. 31).
(Jones has a- radio show earlier on

mMA'

NIFTY $21,000

New Haven, Nov; 4.
Breakin of "Streetcar Nanled Dc*
sire at Shubert last weekend (SO-1)
polled a: healthy $12,000 in four performances at $3.60 top, which included a Saturday night SRO.
Current .attraction is four days of
"liady Windermere's Fan" (5-8), and

2D

ST.

LOO WEEK

My

comes

the

into

In more Imme-

diate openings, "All Gaul Is Divided"
arrives at the Civic theatre Nov. 10
and Maurice Chevalier begins a
week's sola stand at the Erlanger
Not many new at'the same day.
tractions se^m likely with the forth"icoming shortage of houses.

.

'Show Boat' 35G,

Estimates tot Last Week
"Catousel," Shubert (2,100; $4.80)
Show closed Nov. 1
(23rd' week).
with fine $28,000 for final stanza..

money NSG

lOG,

Drama

Kansas City, Nov. 4.
Last week was one of those rare
occasions when town has pair of
shows running concurrently. "Ice
Cycles of 1947" played the Pla-Mor
Arena with 7 performances. Tuesday-Sunday (28-2). At $3.30 top,
Show turned in $32,000, mild for the
run. Following the date here, company heads for the Pacific North:

wests'

;

'

left

a.

few empty

seats

$20,000.

Current Road Shows

Spike Jones' "Mnstcal Depreciation"
Scvue;
Studebaker
(1,246;
Oddity iij Six performances
$3.60).
'

Triar$4mHub

started rather well, getting
around $13,000 in the first six times.
One scheduled closing this week is
"All
Sons," starting on tour.

My

Estimates for Lost
Boston. Nov.

4.

"Show Boat" opened last week,
$8,500 picked up quickly and has been do-

Ina Claire in "The Fatal Weakness" played the Music Hall lour
performances Thursday - Saturday
Soldier,"
Blackstone (30-1) under the A & N Presenta"Chocolate
Trim tions banner. Show is first on the'
(4th week).
$4.80)
(1,358:
schedule for the Kansas City The|22,«00.
atre Guild. Four shows, at top of
"Late Christopher Beaa," Civic
turned in $8,500, light.
(2nd week), $3.66,
ttieatre' (900; $3.60)
Next on the schedule for the
lean $10,000.
Music Hall is "State of the Union,"
"Private Lives," Harris
(1,000; a return engagement with four perRainy first of formances beginning Nov. 20, "
$3.60) (14th week).

But EoUd

The

.

-

ihe week

Gets Good Notices, 13G in 1st 5 Times

combo

ing near-capacities in the 3,000-seat

Week

Keys: C iComedyy, D (.Drama)
CD (Comedy -Drama) R (Revue),
M (Musical), O (Operetto).
All My Sons," Coronet (D-1,095;
,

$4.80).

Final and 41st week for war
that got critics' nod last sea-

Opera House ever since. Here fpr
drama
two more frames. Other four houses son; around $13,000; "Angel in the
ranging from SRO at the Colonial Wings" next attraction.
for "Oklahoma" to poor at the PlymAllegro," Majestic (3d week) (Mouth for "Trial Honeymoon.''
Broadway's gross leader
1,695; $()).
Three new ones in this week. "A getting standees all times, and takStreetcar Named Desire" opened ings are around $46,500; gross will
last night (Mon.) at the Wilbur; probably be higher when subscrip"Calypso" debuted at the Shubert tions are over.
same night, and "Eastward in Eden"
"An Inspector Galls," Booth (2d
opens tonight (Tues.) at the Plym- week) (D-712; $4.80). Fairly good
outh.
Immediately
ahead
are though a difference of opinion over
"Lady Windermere's Fan," "To- English- written meller; $11,500 first
night at 8:30," "Legend of Love," full week,
"The Medium," and - "The Merry
"Annie Get Tour Gun," Imperial
Widow" and "Hose Marie" in reper- (77th
week)
(M-1,472;
$6.60),
toi'yi
Prospe(rts carry into Decem- Standees at performances for longber with no letup.
run musical smash; slightly topped
,
by "Allegro," which is in larger
Estimaieit for Last Week
'Tor Love or Moneyj," Wilbur house;, $45,000.
"Born ITesterday," Lyceum (92d
$3.00)~Second and
final
(1,241;
(C-993; $4.80). Long-Staying
week remained disappointing; esti- week)
click affected slightly, and laugh
mated $9,500.
show approximated $19,000 and
,

"OkUUiOma!", Colonial (1,500; $4.20.) slated through season.
-Fourth week repeated the SRO
(Period cotiering Wou. 3-15)
"Brigadoon," Ziegfeld (34th week)
Odds are that this
"All Gaul Is Dlvidcd-'^Shubert- estimated $3L000 of previous weeks, (M-1,626; $6).
drew neat $18,5001
with final week current.
musical will be playing into warm
Lafayette, Det. (3-8).
"Show Boat," Opera House (3,000; weather again; selling out at over
"All My Sons"—Erlanger, Buff.
$4.20)=--Road company drew sock $43,000.
(10-13); Aud., Roch. (14-15).
notices and biz picked -up to touch
"Command Decision," Fulton (5th
IS DIVIDED
"Angrel
Street"
Geary, Frisco a huge $35y000 on first week. Two week) (D-968; $4.80). Established as
(3-15).
sock drama with agency sales .inmore set.
$8,000 "Anna LucsAta" ^Erlanger, Bufl. "Sweethearts," Shubert (1,713; creasing the gross close to $22,000.
Roch,
"Call Me Mister/' Plymouth (81st
(3-5)!
Aud.,
Royal
Alex.,
(6-8);
Fourth and -final frame
$4.20)
Detroit. Nov, 4.
Toront6(10-15).
Holdover
reached $26,000, ending up a very week) (Rrl,075; $4.80).
Detroit stages arc quieter this
"Annie Get ITeur Gun"— Shubert, good date here.
revue getting fairly good money
week, with Katherine Cornell's Chi. (3-15).
since spanning summer at the MaPlymouth jestic; dipped to
"Triar Honieymoott,"
"Anthony, and Cleopatra" the ohly
"Antony and Cleopatra^;
Cass,
$21,500.
$3)^Pinal
week
weak
$4,500,
(1,461;
ftew offeringi at the Cass. Only Det. (3-15).
"Finian's Bainl>ow," 46th Street
other activity is a sluggish third
Ballet Theatre
(43d week) (M-1,319; $6), Advance
Eastman, Roch.
week of the new "All Gaul Is Di- (3); Green Hall, Northhampton (4);
sale for musical approaching 11th
vided" at the ShuWfert-Lafayette, Mem. HaU, Hartford (6); Piayh ouse,
month never under $150,000; standees
'TURTLE'
9iG;
althoiigh last week it succeeded in Wil. (7-8); Con. Hall, Wash. (9-10);
all times; $42,000.
holding up with a fairly good $8,000, Mosque, Pitt. (11-12).
"Fo,r Love or Money," Miller (Cwhich, however, finished uo the
14iG TOTAL,
"Blackouts of 1947"— El Capitan,
940; $4.80).
Presented by Barnard
bulk of its drawing fowex here, ap- Hollywood (3-15).
Straus; written by F. Hugh Herbert;
Los Angeles, Nov. 4.
parently. Down at the Cass, "O
Blackstone— Shea's, Bradford (3);
one of few new comedies this fall;
onlydowntown
Biltmore,
The
Mistress Mine" (Lunt-Pontanne) Shea's, Jamestown (4); Shea's, Erie
opened Tuesday (4).
did a fat $29,000 for its second week. (5); Park. "Voungstown (6-8); Colo- house lighted last week, suffered a
Birthday,"
"Happy
Broadhurst
Like,
"Gaul," afffer getting a big over- nial, Akron (10-11); Weller, Zanes- bad case of boxofficfe blues. "'Voice (53d week) (C-1,160: $4.80).
hauling in scrip^ likewise has had vSUe (12); Aud., Louisville (14-15). of the Turtle" bowed in for a two- most other shows business dipped
last week but looks set through ansome major casting changes prepar"Bongo" ("Calypso")
Shubert,
week stand and drew critical ac- other winter; $22,000.
atory to moving to Chicago next Bost. (3-15).
"Harvey," 48th St. (158th Week)
week, Herbert Evers, who played
"Gall Me Mister?'-.-Curran, Frisco claim, with most reviewers mentioning that current cast is better than (C-902; $4.20).
Somewhat affected
there in "Dear Ruth," takes over (3-8).
the romantic lead, replacing William
"Carousel"— American, St. Louis trio first seen here 18 months ago. but not as much as others, and takThe cash customers didn't go for it, ings for laugh show that has started
Terry, and the love-intercit has (3-15).
Maurice Chevalier— Nat'l, Wash. however, and "Turtle'' crawled its fourth year topped $17,000.
been strengthened by rewriting.
only
through
bad
first
week,
a
"Hi;h Button Shoes," Century (Sth
(3-8); Erlanger, Chi. (10-15).
_ Lester Lonergan, Jr., replaces Joe
Blackstone $9,500.
week)^ (M-1,670; $4.80). Best rating
'"Chocolate Soldier"
Marks as the general, and Judson
Business perked at the Hollywood for po'pularity among new musicals
Laire has had his part completely Chi. (3-15).
Curran, Frisco houses, however, with both "Dark of and is selling out through the week;
written out of the show.
"Dream Girl"
(10-15).
the Moon," and "Three Men On a nearly $42,0()0'; capacity.
"HOW I Wonder," Hudson (Sth
"Eastward in Eden"—Plymouth; Horse" perking. Latter finaled Sun^
day (2) after registering $14,500 for w6ek) fCD-1,057; $4.80). Looks like
Bost. (3-8).
Las another two weeks; party deals a
'Harvey'-BrowB Big
Arcadia, two weeks and four days.
Weakness"
"Fatal
Wichita (3); Aud., Boulder (5); Aud., Palmas relights tomorrow (5) with lifesaver, one less than previous
The Way Women Are," week dropping gross to around
(6-7) Biltmore, L. A. (10-15). "That's
$25,000 in Cleveland Denver.
Anglicized version of Mozart's "Cosi $14,500.
"II»rvey"^Nixon, Pitt. (3-15).
"Icetime of 1948," Center (M-2,994;
'Cleveland, Nov. 4.
"I Remember Mama"— Cox, Cincy Fan Tutte."
New skating shows at Madi$2.40).
(10-11>;
Daytow
Hall,
Mem.
(3-8);
Estimates for Last week
Excellent reception given "Harson. Square Garden during fall and
vey," with Joe E. Brown, on its hold- Hartman, Col. (12-15),
"Blackouts ot 194'}," EI Captain
"Lady Windermere's Fan"— Aud., (280th wk) (1,142; $2.40); Same winter probably woh't affect steelover at the Hanna. At $3-60 toiJ, the
runner revue in theatre; but oft ^last
comedy laughed its way to $25,000, •Hartford (3-4); Shubert, N. Haven $17,000.
week to $35,500.
nearly as big as the initial week, (5-8); Colonial.. Host. (10-15).
"Dark of the Moon," Coronet (4th
"John Loves May," Music Box
"Leg:end of Lon'f—Playhouse, Wil.
which nabbed about $26,000.
wk) (255; $3.60). Climbed back up (39th week) (C-979; $4.80). Eased
Strong 'showings made by Brown's 114-15).
off with field last week, when gross
"Medium," "Teleplione" -^ Walnut, to near capacity $4,500;
plaj; and Katharine Cornell's "Anof The- Turtle," Bilt- was around $1S,506 but s i a ted
Phillv (3-15).
"The
Voice
thony and Cleopatra" recently are so
Mistress Mine"— Selwyn. Chi. more (1st wk) (1.636; $3.60). Didn't through winter.
"O
ejjcouraging to Milt Krantz, house
"Music in My Heart," Adelphi (5th
appeaL Poor $9,500. ^
manager, that he is angling for more (3-15).
week) (0-l,434; $4.80); Four parties
Bost,
Colonial,
"Oklahoma!"
"Three Men On A Horse," Las last week accounted for an increase
double-week attractions. Although
Hershey (10^15).
Maurice Evans' "Man and Super- (3-8): CommunityOpera Hse., Bost Palraaa (2d wk) (8 day.s) (388; $3) here, and the gross approached $30,"Show Boat"—
Finland with $5,950 for eight days
man" just opened in New York, it is
000 mark.
already slated to do 12 days at the (3-15). of Norway"-*Hanna. Cleve. and a, $14,500 total.
"Oklahoma!", St. James (247th
"Song
Hanna in late spring.
week) (M-l:505; $4,80). Usually not
(3-8); Nat'l, Wash. (10-15).
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not strong notices from most reviewers; takings around 913,000 first
six timet.

.

Ina Claire

week.
Sons"
Erlanger Nov. 17.
last

Ones Being Unaffected; 'Winslow Boy

following

,

"All

B way Sli|^ Some Run Hits Pins New

week gets a' last'half
Broadway .legits slipped last week,
of "Merry Widow" and "Rose only
the some run standouts and
Marie" (13-15).
new clicks being unaffected. StraightSt. Louis, Nov. 4.
House then sandwiches in a' twO'^ play grosses were $1,500 to $3,000
Spell of rainy weather didn't harm week stand
of pix ("The Outlaw," Under the previous week and
some
"I Remember Mama," the John van
Nov. 18-29) and comes back to legit musicals dropped down: more. VaDruten bomedy, during the second of with a full week of "Sweethearts"
a two-week stand that wound up at (Dee, 1-6). Premiere of <'Make Mine garies of weather, with temperatures
ranging from mild, humid levels to
the American theatre Saturday (1). Manhattan" is set for Dec. lO-lZ,
football atmosphere, plus three days
Eight performances^ with the 1,700>
of rain after a long, dry spell, were
seat house scaled to $3.66 grossed aphardly conducive to theatre-going.
proximately $21,000. The take for
There were fewer people in town,
the first stanza was an estimated and
too, because elections were more or
profitable $20,000, making the enless important elsewhere.
best
gagement a profitable one. ,.
business was at the, weekend.
The RDdgers-Kammerstein musi"The Winslow Boy/' imported
cal "Carousel" opened a 13-night
from London, drew a cordial press
engagement at the American last
with a couple of exceptions, one
night
(Monday).
The house is
notice
being markedly
oppo-sed.
scaled to $4.88, tops thus far for the

IN

Friday night.)
current season. The piece is the
"Carousel" folded at the Shubert, first of the Theatre Guild-American
Nov. 1: after 23 weeks, with fine Theatre Society series here, and. a
"Chocolate Soldier" at the hefty advance is reported.
128,000.
had
nice
was
a
bit
oil
but
Blackstone
"Private Lives" continues
22,000.
tD coin top money week after week 'Ice Cycles' $32,000, K.C.;
at the Harris, with $21,100 in the
Mild
:.CoflEers

'

CROAKS

'HORSr

LA.

—

—

—

—

REVIVALS
"The First Mrs. Fraser," Shubert
(CD-1,380;
Presented by
$4.80).
Gant Gaither; written by St. John
Irvine; opens tonight (5).
"Medea," National (2d week) (D1,164: $4.80).
Only at very wet Friday (31) night wi^ attendance somewhat affected, but tragedy scored

*Meny Widow' Boff 18 '/^G,
'Marie'

Got $19,000, Wash,
Washington, Nov.

4,

Shubert revival of "Merry Widow
at the National last week gros-Hed
impressive $18,500 at $3 top, for nine
performances,
two on
including
opening Sunday (26). "Rcse Marie,"

which

preceded it for a. normal
week, turned in a .smart-SlfliOOO.
Interest
in
Maurice Chevalier,
which opened last night (Mon.) is
?POtty, with, high-priced seats

mov-

ing well in advance sale, but balconies still largely unsold, "Song of
follows

orway"

Monday

(10)«

the

of

11): Aud..

Union"— David.son,

Parkway, Madison

La

Cro,sS

(13); Aud.,

ilO-

St

Paul (r4-15).
"Streetcar
Bost.

week) {CD-1,331;

—

Forrest,

PhiUy

— Shubert, Philly
M'll" — Hartman. Co)

Wow

"Annie

Get

make run

over $31,500,

as

others

'

"Burlesque," Belasco (45th week)

Clahned to be maksome money despite lengthy stay
arotmd $14i000.

(C-1,077; $4.80).

ing

for revival;

ADDED ATTRACTION
Playhouse

Edith Piaf,

(865; $4.80).

entertainer, welcomed' by
with imported supporting
French vauders; opened last mid-

Parisian
critics;

week.

'

Tan' Mild 16G
.in Siwtty

PhiDy

Philadelphia, Nov.

4.

Philly's legit biz really

posedived
week. Absence of a major footgame in town at the weekend
and lack of a socko musical show
wjere probably contributing factors.
Slumn was best exemplified by
the revival of "Lady Windermere's
Fan," which dropped to $16,000 in its

last

ball

and final week at the Forrest
following two banner weeks, a\'eraging over 23 grand, on ATS subscription.
Last session wasn't on
subscription. Some shows, notably
"Brigadoon" last season, suffered by
being on subscription, which held
down their grosses when they hit
the SRO stage, but this Oscar Wilde
revival, which received only fair notices here, fell way off wlien on its

third

own.
However, "Fan" was easily the
leader on the week with the Locust
a well-distanced secCnd with the revival of "The First' Mrs. Fraser."
This one, co-starring Jane Cowl and
Henry DanieU, opened Tuesday

.

-

.

:

received quite good notices
$9,000 in seven performances, considered okay but not up to
expectations.
City's only musical, "Calypso," the
all-colored dance. revUe at the Shubert, got $4ji)00 in its second and last
stanza at the .Shubert, which was
the lowest this house has Jiad in
many moons; Show, not liked by
crix, simply never got started.
"Tobacco Road" claimed $6,500 in
its second. and final week at the Walnut, which marked a drop from first
week and was well under last, season's record here for this perennial
revival.
night,

and grossed

'REDMILL"OFFAT24G,
TORONTO; UPSTAIRS SRO
Toronto, Nov.

"

Despite rave
word-of-raouth,
i>rossed

a

notices
•

"The

di.sappointing

4.

and

Red

line

Mill"

$24,000

at

Royal Alexandra, 1,525-seater;
last week. Expected capacity would
have totalled $31,000 but that $4.20
top was too high and despite sellouts
at all performances in the two balconies, the public just would not
the

go for tiiose $4.20 orchestra seats.

'Antony' 16iG, Cincy
Cincinnati, Nov.. 4,

when

"Antony
Katharine

and Cleopatra," with
Cornell
and Godfrey
"The Heiress," Biltmore (Sth week) Tearle, collected an estimated $16;-

business

slips;

run leader slipped

to

$21,000.

in Omaha (D-920; $4.80). Getting about all 500 last week in the 2,100-seat Emery
house will hold; new drama click auditorium at $3.60 tt)p. That's okay
Omaha, Nov. 4.
quoted at $22,500; agency call better. for Shakespeare in Cincy.
Your Gun" tMary
"The Druid Circle,^' Morosco (2d
Town has Charlotte Gretrnwood
week) (D-935; $4.?0).
Status of in "I Remember Mama" at the Cox
British drama not definite but got this
week.
But thereafter road
fairly strong business first full week; .show.s win be few and far between,

Martin) opened the roadshow season
at the Paramount (2.800 .seats) last
(3-15),
week, six .shows at S4.20 top gros.s"The Red
ing estimated $53,000. Opening
(3-8); Engli.sh. Indpls. 110-15).
Balto night showed a few empty seats but
"T««iig!ht at 8:3»"— Ford's
every night the gross improved.
(10-15).
"Voice of the Turtle"— BiltmorG, La.-it three shows were sellouts.
"Annie" came up from Kan.<;a.s
L. A. (3-8); Capitol. Salt Lake City
(10); And., Laramie (12); Chief, Coio. City -and left for CIiica.^o. opening
Nov, 3 at -the Shubert. Miss Martin
Sor. <13); Aud,, Denver (14); Aud
got terrif ovations.
Pueblo (IS).

"The Firefly"

affected

Has been

$5.40).

great business and should
of it; takings estimated at

getting

$53,000

Named Desire"— Wilbur,

(3-15).

"Sweethearts"
(3-15).

much

as

'Annie'-Martin

~

another great gross; nearly $29,000.
"Man and Superman," Alvin (4th

,

(3-8);

Presented by

opened Monday (3) also.
"Youny Man's Fancy," Cort (27th
week) (C-1,064; $3.60).
Getting
modest money but evidently making
some profit; around $7,500 last week;

—

"State

(D-1,064; $4.60).

t^heatre Guild: written by Jan de
Hartog; opened Monday (3).
"Tiial HoneyuiHtn,'' Royale (CPresented by Harry
1,035; $3.60).
Rosen; written by Conrad Smith;

;

Mil.

.

Time Tomorrowi" Barry-

"This

more

$13,000.

"The Voice of the Turtle," Beck
week) (C-1,214; $3.60). "An

(laeth

tony and Cleopatra" due at end of
month when "Turtle" may move;
got $9,500 and made money.
"The Winslow Boy," Empire (1st
week) (D-1,102; $4.80). Friendly if

,

1

(!if

i

!
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.nuiitals being out here this season
due to a breach between" the Shuberts and Local No. 1, American
Federation of Musicians. The Shuborls refused to enga.^e musicians
for dramatic shows and the union
countered with refusal of musicians

for musicals.

:

.

:

Vedn^aday,, Wov»ialier,5, 1947
will hit each.
the 60 Veterans Administration hospitals, and the 16
Armjr and Navy hospitals, every
three weeks, Each unit will play
;
every hospital three or four days,
entertaining the ambulatory patients ^
«
»4» < »Scully
<
4»<
Encyclopaedia in auditoriums at first, then proceedVABiEiy and the
Britannica; . ithe latter selected him ing to the wards where the bedBaton Rouge, Nov. 2,
as its authority on hotels. Varkiy ridden-are confined. Each \mit will
While the' rest, of ni0 world was seeing Hollywood through carmine^
picked him as its authority on night make the swing of the Purple Heart tinted glasses and quaking in their boots at sight of same, some escaped
clubs."
He was a mathematical Circuit in about live months.
Ipose
living
court
of Charles 11 (toned
century's
last week to the 17th
wizard at Cornell, but at 17 quit to
New organization; will continue to down by 20th-FO3C millions)'. Others repaired to the Wilshire Ebell, where
go into the hotel business.
use top and standard acts: This step Burton Holmes took us culture chumps for a ride (in natural colors)
"Ernest was assigned to run the was decided upon So that all types througH Hollywood's past and present, leaving the terrifying, future in the
books of the Sherman barrooms.,
of patients' can see the shows. Be- trembling hands of Rep. J. Parnell Thomas (H., N.J.). _
but the attempt to follow the arith' cause psychoneurotic patients don't
In all the exposures nobody brought out the facts that Thomas' real
metic of the bartenders was too- react well to legit offerings^ the va- hame was J. Parnell Feeney, that he was-a Democrat and a Catholic and
much for him, Cornell's 'mathe- riety type of revue will be the pat- is now a Republican and a Protestant, though I can't swear how he votes
matics had never messed around tern exclusively.
in Englewood, N, J., since the ballot is secret. In any event, I prefer the
with slugs, Confederate bills, drinks
company of Burtbn Holmes to Charles II or J. Parnell Thomas (nee
It's currently planned to continue
on the house, bartenders' cash-regisFeeney). ,.':••:•:
ter magic and other -unknown fac- the Camp Shows plan of asking
Our old lightning conductor left the city of fallen angels this week to
standard acts to. work at cut salaries
tors; "When he failed at adding up
the comrades in the upper brackets while he set out for 180 one-night
the drink money, Ernest was pro- on hospital jaunts, and agencies will stands, booked to carry our culture as far east as Boston, where it doesn't
moted." Byfield wrote any number be asked to continue taking only S% do very Well, and Carnegie Hall, where It does ^admirably. It doesn't do
of columns for Chicago newspaper- commissions. The Morris agency has very well in San Francisco or Indianapolis, either, the House un-American
men and: during the depression he already declared that it will take no Activities Committee might like to Tsxam,. But it opened to patsked houses
oSered to give the hotels to Ashton commissions from acts playing that In L.' A.
Stevens^ drama critic of the Herald- circuit. Top acts can jget between
No Pace Like Holmes
American, but the latter promptly $250 and $650, but the units of 7-8
AS the subpoena set was rousting and being rousted all over Capitol
acts (12-16) people) must be held to
refused.
Hill, I was being transported in the Holmes dreamboat from Hollywood
$l,65O-$2,000 per.
and Vine to the Brown Derby, to Tom Breneman's, Barl Carroll's, Grt^uTop
names,
such
as
film
stars,
will
Varga^Girl Is Esquire's
Chinese, Santa Clause Lane; the Farmers Market, the Hollywood
be asked to volunteer their services mari's
V'arga Calendars and the Globe
night shots). Villa Valentino, Atwater Kent's Capo de
from two to lour weeks, receiving BoWl (day and
Poster Corp. of Chicago, were
Malibu Lake, Laguna, La JoUa, the, Rose Festival of Pasadena,
the regular Army $10 to $16 daily Monti,
ordered last week by Judge William
Palm Springs, Death Valley, Scotty's Castle, Mount Whitney, the Cubs'
expenses. "The time element was deJ. Campbell of Chi federal district
training ground' at Catalina and Topside, the Holmes hacienda on Whitley
cided upon because it's been found
court ti refrain from the use of the
Heights, which girdles Hollywood's first swimming pool.
"Varga Girl" 'on their, products. that many fllmsters and major atI alfsj saw films of Al Jolson taken years ago at Catalina, when he had
Court ruled that rights to "VG" be- tractions went out for a few days hair an his head, of Doug and Mary when they were king and queen of
longed to Esquire magazine, which around Hollywood and New York so Pickfair, Pola Negri, of Taylor and Philip Holmes, of Jean Harlow wearing
that
nearby
hospitals
got
a surplus of slacks (15 years ago) ftnd looking no worse in them than gals do today.
brought the action. Case is being
entertainment,
while
those
in the
settled by permitting this year's VarBut altogether .the Holmes tour was a soothing after-dinner mint and,
ga calendars to go out, but no more, central and southern parts of the for those Who feel they can't read another headline without gagging, a
Mag's case against Alberto Var- country got little. Major stars, with- better way to go through an evening before we're all packed off t^ a: conout song and dance talent, will be centration camp of the new odor.
ga, creator of "VG," is pending.
asked to lake a trip around even if
they only talk to patients and make
AU-Amerlcan Saint

t»«» M

(itrical'^"The Best Plays; of 194647" (Dodd, Mead). Mantle's choice
of the 10 "best" may be critlcizedi-^

(some were flops )'-^but they, and
the book, will certainly be discussed
find referred to. Book> of course, is
b theatrical library must, with its
,

voluminous, yet concise survey of
the past legit.'Season,

Book contains,
summaries and

itt addition to full
dialog: excerpts of
the 10 plays chosen, the full oasts of

every production- and other necessary data. Seasons in N,. Y.^ Chicago,
San Francisco and southern California are discussed by representative experts. Mantle looks over the
general picture in an enlightening
'

intro.

Volume, 30th in the

annual Se-

the following as Mantle's
"All My Sons," ''The
Iceman Cometh," f'Joah of Lorraine," "Another Part of the Forest,"
"Years Ago," "Johh, Loves Mary,"
"The Fatal Weakness," "The Story
Qf
Mary Surratt," "Christopher
Blake" and "Brigadoon."
ries, lists'

"bests":

Lauterbacb Bjeads '4T
Richard E. Lauterbach, for the last
Bix years editor and roving correspondent for Time and Life, has
joined '47 mag as editor-in-chief.
Publication has recently been edited
by a board of editors, including John
Hersey, aifton Fadiman, Gjon Mili,
Annalee Jacoby, 3. D. Radcliff,
George Biddle and Lawrence Lee,

who- will continue a$ associates and

,

'

-

'

-

.

-

>•,•

'

•

Seek Aussie Ban on Imports

Society of Australian Writers and
of the Sydney press club
are seeking to- have the Aussie gov-

-

Lauterbach was a Nieman Fellow .at Harvard last year and is
authot of several books on foreign
affairs, the latest, "Danger from the
East," being slated for release Nov.
*
12 by Harpers, w

ernment ban U. S. cartoon strips,
short stories and radio transcriptions. 1%ey aimf^to save dollars and
open the field for local writers. Also
want tSboo on records bearing the
brand of U. S. networks.
No decision yet by the govern*

.

•47,

'

-

'

:

an appearance.

So -far, show business has come
through with its support for its.- own
project.
Cooperating organizations
now include Actors Equity Assn.,
American Federation of Radio Artists, American Guild of Musical Artists, American Guild of Variety Artists, American Society of Composers,
Authors and Publishers, Artists Managers Guild, ASisociatioii of Motion
:

ment.
Holiday to Profile Bollywttod
Picture Producers, Association of
Holiday magazine. i$ isending staffTheatrical Press Agents & Managers,
CBATTEB
ers Jonathan Kilbourij. and Frank
International Alliance of Theatrical
Jack Alexander's "profile" on Ben- Stage Employees, Hollywood CoordiZachary to the Coast Friday (7) for
six weeks to do a comprehensive nett (Random House) Cerf due in nating' Committee, Screen Actors
.series of five integrated articles for Satevepost shortly.
Ciuild, Screen Directors Guild, SoRichard G. Hubler is writing a ciety of Independent Motloiv Picture
a Hollywood issue due out next
summer. Series v^lll discuss film satire, "Candide in Hollywood," for Producers,'Theatte Owners of Amer.

..

colony's livfhg setup and psychology, spriiig publication by Rinehart.
Inez Robb; INS society scribe,
and win Include stories on producers, directors, writers and actors. sailed Saturday (1) on Queen ElizaErnest Kleinberg will supply the beth to cover the Princess Elizabeth
.

wedding.

.

• Zachary
is co-author of the book,
*Jaizw,ays," published this year, and

-.

.

members

.

'

.

.
advisors.
One of the original stockholders of

'.pictures.!^..

m mm m

By Frank

-

Burns Mantla comes up again with
liis reliable, indispensable compendium of things Broadway and the-

JO

SCULLY'S SCRAPBOOK

I

,

Mantle'* «B(i«te"

Orson Welles is writing the foreword for Fortuniq Moitanova's autobiography, <'i;he Foriunes of Bonanova," to be published by Button.

League of New York Theatres,'
American Broadcasting Co., Colum-

A

'

American Plots, Free
Since the inquisition in Washington would like to see anti'-communist
pictures I'd like: to see more of the milk of human kindness in pix. I'd
like to see The Holmes Story, and' I'd like to have the power to 'subpoena
Congress to sit through the whole 54 years of the supreme American
activities of our ]\|pdern Marco Polo.

ica,

Additionally, I'd like to see pictures like these:
1. As brothers in high school they were a class .'apart and only inches
apart in talent.- Frank was the younger and seemed to grab off the- most
honors. But Joe dida't mind because he was pretty good, to6.
Joe grew bigger and stronger, but Frank had a more delicate touch.
Both won fellowships for further study in France and when they came
The Hollywood Coordinating Com- back to America they both began landing their art work and soon .were
mittee, George Murphy president, on the covers. Either one or the other would be Ibnding every month.
They had' a studio on the east side, but soon that grew too small for
will continue its current setup in order to cooperate with the new them, and they built a $150,000 estate in Westchester, They divided the
work. Frank supervised the house; Joe, the garden.
project.
Then little by little Joc;. forged ahead and Frank began to slip. In time
The VHCS had to obtain a new
charter In order to continue its work everything Joe touched turned to gold and everything Frank tried;'faUed,
Then Frank began to fail in health. He left the $150,000 estate and
in the postwar field. USO-Camp
Shows operated' with public funds returhed to the old east side stable. His heart broken, he died' there.
He offered it
,To Joe alone, the big estate now became a mausoleum.
for enlisted men. Means for financing
to friends to live in. For nothing. He wanted no part of a place that had
the vets sbows must be devised.
ruined his kid brother. Frank's name was Frank Leydendecker. Joe's
was Joseph Christian Leydendecker.
.

bia Broadcasting System, Mutual
Broadcasting- Co,, National Broadcasting Co., and the National Association of Broadcasters.

Kilbourn is former assistant managing editor of Yank, Gl wartime
Petrillo publicity Is stimulating, inVeekly. While on :the Coast; the
two plan to gather material inde- terest in George Frazler's "The One
pendently for a future picture book With the Mustache Is Costello," because of his profile on the AFM
on Hollywood.
"
bossman.
Paul Denis' "Careers in Show
Seaverfs Prolifle Ghosting
busy ghoster is Edwin Seaver, Business" being published by Dutton
(not
Doubleday,.
as erratumed
He was the writing shadow, tor a
yain published last we^ by> Henry last week)» It's, now scheduled for
Schuman describing the search for April rather than February publication^
the German atom bomb.
Tagged
Mike Levin resigned from Down*'Alsos," the book was authored by
Samuel A. Goudsmit, scientific chief beat to become assistant to the late
of the Alsos secret mission. Edi- managing editor Jack Guenther on
SB Coatiimea fiom page 1 bb
Look,
but never started on the job
tions were simultaneously published
in Canada and England coincident because of Guenther^s fatal .-plane that their recordings are still around
next year, in case Petrillo really
.with the U. S. publication. Alsos crash last week.pulls
his strike, then let them- gamble
Robert
MacMillan,
assistant
editor
was digested in last week's Life.
Previously Seavet liad ghost- Of N. Y. Mirror Sunday mag, has re- with us and help defrEft^ part of thewritten Carol Landis* "Foiir Jills signed to do freelancing. 'W'as com- costs out of currently accrued roysays another disk exec.
alties."
correspondent
bat
for
Yank
during
and a Jeep," five-installment serial
in the Saturday Evening Post, Mag the war and editor of the Tokyo "They must reinvest in themselves
instead of hounding us to put a lot
pieces were later published in book edition directly following.
of
standards
or unproved manuform by Random House and rescripts on wax, when none of us
prihted by World,
knows how good will be the tunes or
the
worth
the
of
artistsi" he continBatcUtte Spiels
Biz
'j

The

air of the most maligned town, on earth was further purified by a
"B" presented by Clyde Elliott and
picture called "Citiien Saint.;'
directed by Harold Young, it dealt with the life and miracles of Frances
Cabrini. Carla Dare played the Mother Cabrini role, and beautifully, too,
Julie Hayden, William Harrlgan, Jed Prouty, June Harrison, Del Casino
and 20 others had bits in the picture. June Harrison sang, a song, "St.
Frances CJabrinl," and a trio of nuns sang "Ave Maris Stella" with so much
feeling there wasn't a dry eye in the house.
The script wasn't good, the directing wasn't any better, but there were
scenes of spiritual tenderness and, simplicity that Hollywood has never
reached in all Its A's. In fact If Enterprise hadn't already used up the
title, this one should have.beeu called '%ody and Soul."
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Disk Firms Steam

'

-

Amus.

Tom

Hatcliffe,

assistant play editor for Culurnbia Pictures until the

recent economy wave folded the department, hair turned to lecturing.
He bills himself as "the bush-league
Mason Brown," giving the

John

Given

ued,

Contlnned trout pags 1

venture

are

Camp Shows

Tiie diskers are frankly

Lastfogel, USOpresident; Lawrence

Abe

Phillips, DuMont Television executive and
Shows executive

Camp

annoyed

by the heat the publishers are putting on them to record certain tunes
"because it's .we to break for a
big hit next April."

—

-

The artists are even worse. Tiiey
customers a choice of two routines. veepee; Emil Frledlander, Dazian's
They are "Perils of Playwriting" head; 'Y. Frank Freeman, Paramount want to reoflrd anything and everyand "A Seat on the Aisle." Ullian production execi Walter Hoving, thing in order to build up a backlog.
N. Y. merchant long active witil
Mills is agenting.
Perhaps the best -situated is Decca,
Ratcliile's also teaching drama at USO, and Frank Weil, of= the law which consistently, for the last five
firm of Weil, Gotshal & Manges, and years, has been building up a catathe New School, N. Y.
Jewish Welfare Board head who log of standards, albums and other
served as USO counsel since its in- recordings, so that the company Is
Ernest Byfield' Profiled
Under the title "Chicago's Gaudy ception. His law firm. Incidentally, loaded with stuff. It has 70 Blng
Innkeeper," Alva Johnston tells o£ served USO sans legal tees for the Crosbys, for example, which have
Ernest Byfleld in a three part article past seven years.
never been released.
Major talent bookers. Including
concluded in last week's Saturday
Meantime, talk continues about deEvening t6st. Co-proprietor of the Sidney Piermont, Loew's; Hatry Le- fying Petrillo by recording in MexHotel Sherman, with its College Inn, vine. Paramount; Danny Friendly, ico or London ,(flying bands and artfind the Ambassador East, with' its RKO; Sammy Rauch. Roxy; Milton ists to England). In turn, the LonPump Room, Byfield is well known Berger, Warners; Bert Wishne-w and don label (it's the British Decca
in show business. According to the Gerald Lyons, of Camp Shows, and Company, but can't use Decca in
article, lie was promoted ''every Harry Katchelm, of the William Mor- the western hemisphere), which
time he bungled a job," the secret ris agency, have already started hopes to invade the American marfeeing: "My father owned the hotels.'' working on the new prografn at a ket,' figures It may have an added
Johnston calls Byfield "the most meeting held yesterday (Tuesday) at windfall if and when Petrillo pulls
literary of innkeepers, bis articles Camp Show headquarters^
his strike (further deta^s in Music
have Ke&aidsA i». publlcatlona like
Under present plausn. « new tSbsm sectiobK
-

'

Madsiue Butterfly's Flappen
2. Sidney Carroll was leaving a nightclub with a gal when In the rain
he stepped into an open chute. He and the. girl were knocked out, but
cold. They lay in the manhole for hours, unconscious. When they came
to, neither could move.
Carroll thought his back was broken. He cried
for help. Finally help came.
He and the girl were carried off to a hospital. There it was established that his back was permanently injured. Friends soothed him with
-

the open-and-shut character of his case.
"You can get $50,000.- It's neglect pure and simple!"
Lawyers were; called in. While they were getting the details of the suit,
the radio blasted the news that Pearl Harbor hadl been destroyed by the
Japs.
.

The
The

'Suit

was dropped.
had been with yrhen hurt was

girl Carroll

was- Japanese.

his only witness.

She

:-'''.

American TmtFedy
8. There was a comic from the lower order of burlesque who once
moved' into the million dollar bracket via radio and pictures. He continued to run around with gamblers, touts and the like.
Then one day his little boy was drowned in a pool and after a suitable
interval of grieving he was about to return to his old life when friends
'

suggested he back a boys' club to curb juvenile delinquency.

.

be good publicity," said one.
.
a deductible charity," said another,
He finally agreed to front for the club, not back It. But he got in so
deep and found such pleasure in Sinking wltti his sinking fund' that now
nothing can keep .him» away from the club.
"It will

'

"*

"It's

When he argues with agents and producers today hfe' says, "I have to do
an extra picture this year for the Boys' Club and h6 Chiseling on the
I need a million dollars for the endowment fund."
A privat0 tragedy has completely changed the way of life of Lou

price.

Costello;

:
:

And

the

Company

Is Equitable

Once two brothers found the world too small for them. One got out.
The other paid him to stay out,
One married happily, the other unhappily. The one who married happily retired, but his w.ifa would not-acce{it retirement. She got Into insurance. She became on ace agent. She bfeoame a demon with a phone
book, She became the best "cold Canvasser'"' Itv the biz,, On their 32nd
4.

'

wedding anni she won the honor of topping hgr field.
Her name Is Lillian Jolson, and she's the wife Of Harry, the brother
»

ot AL-:

.:--.

,

'

'

.

have a bilingual presentation here
the week of Nov. 21. French version, "Le Silence est d'Or,'! will play
Audrey Totter expected h-ete
Orpheum, whjle the English counterpart, "Man About Town" will Toe Thursday (6) for personal appearances;
Jn Mexico City on company business.
shown at Capitol,
Adrian Scott and wife, Ann ShirWalter Pidgeon visiting Chi acquaintances before flying back to the
ley, back to the Coast today (Wed.),
James F. Reilly, of the I^eague of
c5oast.
Maywood Players open their fall
N. Y. Theatres, home most of last
of
Tveelc' because of grippe.
season Nov^ 16 with presentation of
••
Yeggs tried to jimmy a safe at the
"Dear Ruth,"
ContbiueA from fia^e t
Cort ("A Young Man's Fancy") SunHazel Brooks arrived this weekthe gamut, from Milton Berle and end for advance publicity work on
day night but .were nabbed.
Mbe Gale: hosted a party at the Morey Amsterdam to Helen Hayes "Body and Soul."
Hiviera' Friday (31 ) to celebrate his
Mike Fish, former Wirner Bros.,
and Frank Sinatrav and included
parents' golden wedding anniversary.
such top name, bands as Charlie publicity head, opened the Monte
Benito Collada, El Chico bonifaoe,
Cristo restafurant,
and his wife, Hosita Rios, songstress, Spivak and Ted Weems, But— and
Mary Martin's daughter joined the
here's
the
rub
the
emceessuch
as
at the Village bistrO;^ to Porto Rico
cast when "Annie Get Your Gun"
Berle and Amsterdam either weren't opened here Monday (3),
on a holiday.
Walter (Lord Tarleton) Jacobs on told there were tele cameras trained
Charles Skouras in town.: to ;adr
a suKprise quickie trip tp Miami on them or didn't care. They went dress the Amusement piviSion'bf the:
Beach to spend his 10th anniversary through the same 'routines they've Jewish Appeal Campaign.
Friday C7).with his wife, the former done countless times
"All Gaul Is Divided'! get to folin
and
vaude
Molly McKibble:
low "Late Christopher Bean" into
Roy del Ruth back from Baltimore nitery dates, which certainly had no the Civic theatre, Nov. 10.
Monday (3) where he scouted for place on tele screens that were. unMrs. Lela E. Rogers, mother of
doubtedly
Alwatched
on
his
forthcoming
by
material
thousands
Of
story
Ginger Rogersy spoke last week at
lied Artists release, "Life of Babe moppets and teen-agers in the city. local Republican committee meetBlith.''
That would have left it up to CBS ings.
Dore Schary, RKO production to fade the bluer
Law Grade, London theatrical
portions of the
boss, back to the Coast with studio
agent, catching the niiery shows
show off the air. But, accoMing to here for talent for BritainV spring
p.a. Perry Lieber, but due east again
i«i December for the ;Nobel Awards CBS national tele direc.tor Tony seasonMiner, the web's remote crew had
•dinner.
Capitol, used Benny and Betty no previous, knowledge of what acts
Fox, aerial artists, to bally "Unfin- were to appear or in what order.
ished Dance" last Friday (31), doing With no forewarning. Miner
pointed
By Larry SolIowAy
sky ballet' atop 50-foot pole above out, there was no time to
anticipate
New daytime station
betheatre.'
Jimmy Vernon, who has dropped anything. And, since it was a char- gan operating this week.
Gracie Barrie and Gene Baylos
out Of the management of La' Mar- ity affair performed before 18,000
tinique although still holding a fman- people in the Garden, CBS stuck to head the new show at the Clover
cial interest, seeking affiliation with its cameras until the end, when Club.
Fiesta club sold to Don Lanning,
a Florida club.
Sinatra signed off the show shortly
former musical comedy tenor and
Wife of Albert Deane, Paramount after X,a.m.

rived in Budapest to give an individual ballet-performance at Music

Academy

Ed Wynn

(Phil

east for a spell.
Heismau, RKO's foreign

poser.

.

*Show

Hollywood

there.

Joan Leslie returned from Paris.;
Beatrice Kay in from Manhattan.

Fereno Molnar's 'The Doctor" will
be revived with Hanna Honthy as
femme lead. Music will be composed
by Bela Zerkovitz, who recently
celebrated bis 60th anni as a com-

chief,

Shows'

Virginia Grey

.:-...'''

Jack

•/

•

.''V'-

:

Peter Brook

I

Pinky Lee trained

-

"..V

Bea

Doc Merman hospitalized for observation.
He's
J.')rome ,Odlums" divorcing.
the writer.
Jerry Wald hospitalized with food
poisoning.

at

Covent

di-

Opera

Garden

.

Lillie sails'for

New York

.

,

,

late in December.
Anne Nagel to San Diego .for per-*
Beverly Baxter, M,P.j and Evening sonal appearance.
Standard dramatic critic, sails ior
Victor Fleming, ill with flu,- delayNew York Dec, 27 for a lecture tour ing work on "Joan."
that 'Oirill take him to'HolIywood.'Aileen Brenon in from Manhattan

York

.

-

.

'

.

A. D. Peters, literary agent who
represents playwrights Terence Rattigan, and J. B. Priestley among others, selling his business and. will re-

;

tire,

•

for Selznick story huddles.

Richard

•

,

Schary

.

:

,

•

^

,

.

'International's eastern story censor,
won'flvSt prize In oil painting at New
"

Rochelle Art Assn. meeting last;
week. She paints under .nariie 'of
IDorothy Stewart,
Leo F. Samuels, assistant to William B..Levy, general sales manager
of Walt Disney Productions, left for
Mexico City last weekend for the
opening of, "Song of. the South" ^t
the Alameda, today (Wed.).
•Anne Brown delaying her return
io U. S. till Deo, 21 due to extra conbookings
in, Norway
and
pert
Sweden and recording sessions in
Will have sung 30
Copenhagen.
'toncerts in Scandinavia this fall.
.

Maxwell Anderson and Metro's
eastern story editor Carol Brandt
among passengers on Queen Elizabeth which .sailed Saturday (1).
Playwright J. B. Priestley and actor
Henry Stephenson arrived on same
.

ship from Britain^
Curtis Mitchell, Paramount's adpub chief,' took over the blackboard
last Thursday (30)' to lecture the
'

Army's

officers class at Carlisle Baruracks, Pa., on the film industry and

Us

relation

Army

CBS, Miner
ties to

Continued from, page

WMBM

,

-

said, offered its facili-

boost the benefit as a public

service gesture and obviously had
no right to dictate what cOuld be
done on the show. He expressed the

opinion that the situation does not
offer a diflicult problem but one that
time will .eventually solve.
Next
time, perhaps, he indicated, the tele
crew will either knpw what to ex-

,Van Heflin called off his trip to
Manhattan because of his daughter's

illness.

.

John LaGjitta' signed to paint two
portraits to plug Warners' "To the
V
Victor."
Salvador Dali's home robbed of
$31,200 in furs and jewels, hut no
pictures..

,

Charles t>. Skouras on a mid'vs.'estern tour, with the first stop in Claremore, Okla.
Spencer Tracy ill with flu at PalmSprings, while work on "State of the
Union" waits.
v
Fred Astaire opening, dance schools
the in Cincinnati and St. Louis, making,

,

^

syndicate for $1,800,000.
Rivo Alton club is the latest addition to nitery scene, with Al Fast

and the vice-presidency and
Supreme Court.
"That was turned down long be-'
pect and jptrepare for those portions and Margie heading up show openfore the -committee started its-probe.
of the show in advance,, or else the ing Nov. 13.
What
the "committee failed to see is,
Tony Chastain, WGBS (CBS) disk
performers will toe warned hot to go
jock, usin.g Vasssisn weekly platter that Hollywood is run not by the:
overboard in their indigo routines.
poll for Saturday liight "hits of the fascists nor by the Communists^, but
Despite the numerous reverbera- week" program.
a great middle-of-the-road group,
by
tions that echoed throughout the tele
Miami Beach Hotel Owners Assn. which is doing a constant and re^r
industry, Miner declared that CBS considering a ban on patio dance
weighing of, right versus
had not received a single complaint setups from December to May-, sponsible
wrong."
after the show. This might be taken which would eliminate ,some 40 of
Schary represents the new, enthe outdoor rumba spots.
to mean that set-o\^er«
realized
Mother
Kelly's preems tomorrow lightened and .socially-minded Holthey were only being let in on the
(Thurs.) under management, of
toppers.
He will make
proceedings by the grace of CBS Bobby, Stan and Gerald Kelly, Show lywood
and so had no right to complain. includes Gloria King, Frank Sorrell something over $400,000 this year..
Guilds and unions which have been
The fact remains,
trio,
Frances Leslie and Evelyn

_^

a total of 10.
Sol- Polito freelancing attEj;
2S'
"years as cameraman at 'Warners.
Joe Reddy ill with flu.
" Director John Farrow
cited by the
Netherlands for his work in the
Dutch cause during World War II.

,

,

:

.

Cleveland

•

By Glenn

'

Jackie

•

suffering dismissal^ of their

Ellis.

'

mem-

'

-

Herman Pirchner, Alpine Village
owner, and wife returning this \veek
three-month
from

replied:

Tommy

"That's a tough question. The
high salaries have grown out of
circumstances and the usual work-

.

,

:

.

more than I was getting. He knew
that I had had'some success in turning out profitatble pictures and what
it would be worth to him.
The
terms of my deal were Shaped accordingly.
"When, in turn, I- was working for
Selznick and
.wanted me, it
naturally had to ottef me more to
make the move attractive. Otherwise I would have stayed with Selznick, or gone into independent production, although the opportunity to
shape a policy for a'majoi: company
was, of course, also attractive.
"In any case, RKO knew I had
earned profits for Selznick and knew
whether it would %e :profit«bIe for
it to employ me, I' feel that salary
should be judged by the conitribiition to the compmiy 'of the iti-i
dividual and no matter how high
it is it may be advantageous for a
of "What Willie Saw Through the
Lake City.
company if it results in the creation
Keyhole" and "Tillie and Mac"
Local drive-fns, thriving in the reThat's what's left of bur- cent summer_^comeback, plan ,,to keep of higher profits and successful opbooks.
eration that keeps more employes
lesq'uc.
going until inanksgiving.
McGraw-Hill holding a series of at work rather than fewer.
Show tees off with nautical, numSehary's deal calls for' $3,800 a
ber employing 12 ponies' and six screenings of new educational films
week salary, plus $250 in expenses'
showgirls, with Unseen male vocalist at National Archives .this week.
Dore Schary, while waiting to be and 2Vi% of the net after taxes.
carrying the theme back.stage via
called to the un-American witness It is known that he refused
a premike. "Baby Maker" skit, by Fur- ,stand last week, hosted
a ,pi-ess party
man, follows, giving way to peel to bally "Mourning Becomes Elec- vious RKO ofTer which would call
for a considerably higher basic sal.session by strippers Muriel Wynn tra."
Violet Heraing, an ex-Broadway ary and no profit participation on
and Sherry Everett, who do a walkaround disrobing bit seemingly held ,star, now Mrs, Bennett Champ the thesis that he didn't care to
down .so a.s not to compete too much Clark, wife of the Federal judge, take such a large sum of money
with ttie .stellar stripper, Miss Soth-^ sponsoring a childrens' theatre pro- from the company unless it came
.jcct
out of earnings resulting partially
everything at
ern. Latter throws
from his contribution.
them with bumps and grinds having
He pointed out that
is not
the boys on the edge of their seats.,
'overloaded" with top executive salHowever, being the last of the major
Gabriella Relle, opera singer, will aries, as are some other companies.
leaguers still rotating the burley
wheel, she ha.s certain finesse that leave soon for Italy to appear in the Only prexy N. Peter Rath von,' exec
Milano Scala.
v.p. Ned Depinet and himself ate
offsets an otherwi.se vulgar display.
Warsaw Yiddish Theatre oti tour
in the top salary cate,t{ory, he said,
Spacing the skits and strip cantatas at Budapest performed
operetta
and each makes a definite contribuare a dozen production numbers, titled "Mazel Tov,"
neatly
costumed
and pleasantly
Hungarian picture theatre owners tion. RKO pictures are not made,
staged. Gals for most part are look- are forming an association tb pro." he said, "by council,"
ers and work hard, but the rest is tcct their interests.
Schary returned to the Coast
Julia Veoreos, pianist, -received her Monday (3) after confabbiftg with
from Dixie. Shorn of the filthy .<!kits,
clearance from the Netherlands govoffensive comedians and the stripernment to settle in Java where her RKO eastern execs since Friday
pers, it's doubtful if what remains
(31), when he arrived in New York
husband lives.
co'uld make the grade on a can^ival
Noomi AleskOwska. prima - bal- following his testimony irt Washlnglot..
lerina of the Tel Aviv Opera, ar:

RKO

,

,

Europe.
Dix, singer, topping new
trip- to

Golden Dragon show.
Diane Holbrook and- Raymond

ings of competition..
When I was
employed by Metro, and David: O.
Selznick wanted me'' to work,, for
him, he naturally .had to offer me

N.J. Burlesk

Monday

opening

.

bers for economy reasons, have been
bitter about high executive salaries.
Asked if he could justify to them
his present $8,000 a week, Schary

finally told

C. Pullen

Green

(10) at Borsellino's Club, following
Jackie Gleason, and getting reputed
$1,750 per week.
Sammy Watkins band back at
Vogue Room, after three-month absence spent primarily at DeshlerWallack hotel, Columbus, O.

,

however, that if
similar material had been presented

public informa'
in radio, the FCC would have had
the offending station on the carpet
Gimbel, It hap- immediately.
Tele so far has been
fened at the Jack (Decca) Kapps' able tq get along
By Maxwell Sweeney
without « censoron voyage party for the Sir Louis
John McDarby to< London for role
If it wants to continue
Stealings, who .return to London thijsf ship body.
week, when pi(blishe¥ George Macy along that line, however, the indus- in "Finian's Rainbow."''
Bandleader Felix Mendelsohn reand merchant Bernard GimSel com' try must beware of presenting sucK
ported mulling Irish tour.
t>ared notes..
shows in the future,
Stal.
20th-Fox Dublin manager Maurice
Emil Friedlander and George
Moss back after appendectomy.
Feinberg, of Daisian's, presented Bill
Sam Bernstein, head of Granada
Robinson a token of appreciation for
circuit in Britain, here on vacation.
his appearances at several hundred
Vauder June Holmshaw to London
benefits during the past few years.
for film work; new name will be
Gift is in the' iona of a large
Continued from pare 1
June Adare.
frame containing valuable original
Swiss conductor Edmond Appia
letters' by Booker T. Washington and Marlane, Jack Lament and. Artie
George Washington Carver, and pho- Lloyd; "Hudson Frolics," with Vir- here for season with Radio Eireann
Symphony Orch.
tographs of both.
,ginia
Kinn, George -Murray and
Neil Kearns and his orch back
Billy Jones, and Georgia Sothern's from English tour and working Red
"Bombshell Belles," latter which Island Holiday Camp.
Warbler Eire O'Reilly back to
played the Hudson last week noses
out the others in the vulgarity Olympia after English tour; leaves
By Hal Cohen
for England again soon for Christ.
Fred Burleigh has picked "June handicap. In. fairness to Miss Soth- mas season.
Moon" for his third show at the ern, featured stripper, who keeps
Former Longford' Prod, leading
within bounds Qn peels, similar to lady Cathleen Delany to' London for
Playhouse:
Senor Wences heads new floor her previous stint .in Mike Todd's first film role in "My Hands Are
show at William Pcnn hotel's Ter- "Star and Garter.'V it's the com- Clay" (Dublin Film Prod.).
race Room.
edians Marty Furman and Mac
Fuzzy Knight in from Hollywood Dennis, who shovel but the dirt
in
to visit his ailing brother in MorganWashington
large heaps.
town, W. Va.
By Florence S. Lowe
Comics throw everything at them,
.Dick Fortune off for Chicago and
Eleanor Powell at the Club Cairo.
Kansas City to work on new press pulling all stops in a parade of otherFred Pressbuf ger and wife in for
feook for "Ice Cycles."
wise anemic skits such as '*The Baby
Jim Lindsay, of Harris chain's Maker," "Fireman'i -Bride" and other several days' visit.
WTOP-CBS sales manager Maurice
publicity staff, will be Savoyards' skits suspiciously like dramatizations
Mitchell planed Monday (3) to Salt
production manager this season.
to'

ing...'
.

mittee in his appearance last week,
he said, he would have told it this!
"Some time ago an agent came
to me with a topnoteh musical comBut I turned it down. I
edy.
vet club operator.
thought it was bad taste to make
Sally Rand opens at. the Paddock, it in these times because it would
club tomorrow (Thurs. ), with Jaclue probably be misinterpreted abroad;
Whalen on the bill.
years' it will be okay,
Club Bali reopens in December Maybe in five
with enlarged stage setup to allow but not now.
"The property was 'Of Thee I
more elaljorate shows.Bill Liebow sold his International Sing,' for which Morrie Hyskind
hotel on the Beach last week to a wrote the book.
It kids Congress

tion.

Macy

1

by the House Un-American Gom-^

'

Whorf recovering from

emergency appendectomy.
Louis B. Mayer and Howard
Strickling in from New York.
Glenn Ford to Washington to
meet the missus, Eleanoii Powell.
N. Peter Rathvon returned to his
RKO desk after a hospital 'checkup.
Allan Lane reported at Republic
after two months of southern tour-

•

.

:.

'

'

;

.

'

'

Dee.
Nancy .Jfdrman sued Dick Brown
4 and is scheduled to start rehearsing for divorce.
for "Inside U.S.A." in January.
Buster Keaton r^dying ^ tour ot
Robert Lantz^ ex-Universal, who South America.
recently return^ from a visit to the
hospitalized
Lillian
Fit?:patirick
States, plans a repeat trip to Nevi with pneumonia.

,

,

named production

New

from

in

York.

,

rector

—

,

Jean

divorced

Bernhard

Gillie.

House.

,

1

with eye infep-

ill

tion.

'

,

,

'
'

,

,

'

.T.

Schley, pro "musicians, blossomed
out with their own thoati-ical school.
George Duffy; Stajlor maestro,
broke his little finger but is still
beating, the piano.
Mrs. Anna Vulakovic,. widow of
Anthony Vulakovic, once owner 'of
Pittsburgh, Duquesne House,, bought
the Old Castle Inn in Miami for
about $250,000. Eatery vvas .formerly
known as The Heidelberg.
-Four 45-foot poplar trees being
transplanted in civic auditorium to

lend outdoor garden atmosphere to
Cleveland .OOO production of "Merry
Widow," in .which Allan. Jones -and
Dorothy Sandlin open Monday (10).

;

.

Australia
By Eric Gorrick

•

.

Charlie Earley,
tor,

showing

KDKA

some

news ediimprdvement

after
being hospitalized for six
snonths.
Lou Passarello, whose New Penn
burned down five years ago, has
opened a new one right near site of
old place.

Montreal
By Maro ThibeauU
Quebec Allied Theatrical Indusannual convention at Mount
Royal hotel last week.
Fox
Canadian
has
Newsreel
switched from Film Lab in Toronto
to. Associated Screen News in Monttries

real;

Virginia

Davis,

niece

of

symph

conductor Pierre Monteux, currently
singing at French cabaret, "I,e Quartier Latin."

Larry Druxerman, formerly with
Evnpire-Universal here, has been
named sales representative for the
Selznick Releasing Organization in
Q'uebec and the Maritimes.
Local nitories and restaurants with
liquor' permits under rigid police
watch about 2 a.m. closing. Some
adj-oining bars and lounges of nightclubs have had to 'impose 25% tax.
IVIaurice Chevalier's latest pic will
,

'

-

.

.

.

,

RKO

'

•

.

"Grand National Night" is holding
up at the Minerva, Sydney.

RKO's "Best Years" is a big click
in Sydney over Hoyts circuit.
"Annie Get Your Gun"

is

still

packing them in at Melbourne, under
the Williamson-Tait banner.
Laurel and Hardy due here Christmas for a tour of the Tivoli loop under Dave Martin's direction.
J. C. Williamson Theatres will revive "White Hor.se Inn" in Sydney
after "No, No, Nanette" bows out.
Fullers will install a new air-conditioning plant at their Mayfair,
Sydney, 6n takeover from Hoyts
next April.
Randolph'Ch urchin, son of
Britain's ex-'Prime Minister,' com•

•

.

pleted successful lecture tour dl
New Zealand.
Ernest Turnbull, head 'of Hoyts,
is not due back here from world
until December. Goes to London after N. Y.-looksee,.
Metro is reported' S5"'^lanning an
upbeat in 16m fare for-'jjr." Axissie'
trip

zone following the recent lo'feee
here by Seymour Me.ver.
Ednri- JpfEries^-Jaat of iem me olr,,-.^.^
managers -for HdSrlsT QuJtS'Ulter Teing with unit 15 years. Girl.<t canie
in as house managers during the
war.
Charles Chauvel is working on
"Sons of Matthew," Aussie pic being
financed ),«» Greater Union Theatre*
and Universal-International. It's
!^

using a local cast.
Sttll not known

for

whom

Sir

Laurence Olivier and Old Vic Co.
will play if, and when, the.y come
here,

Williamson. Whitehall
Productions, and the Fullers all said
i"'
to be in the' -blddihg,
J.

C.

'

'

"My Beouly

Facials bring quick

Mow

Lovelinessl"

Lovely Joan Caulfield tells you hofw she takes!;
her Active^lather facials with Lux Toilet Sbapi.

Just smooth hvx. Soap's fragrant creamy
ivell into your. skin. Rinse with warnj/

lather

As you pat gently tcr:
more appealing.*^!

water, a dash of cold.
dry, skin is smopther,

Don't

let neglect

cheat you; of romance:

You'll find Joan Caulfield

is

right

when

sh<j:

9ays,*'My Lux Soap beauty care wUl make

you

lovelier tonight!"
In rMMit'tatIt of Lux Toilet Soafi; facials by
skin specialists, .actually three out pf four'

complexions itnproved

itt ai

.short timls.

i
I

"Joan CaiiM*ld

.

..

.^m

certainly knowt
about complexion
care! liux Spap's

creamy Active
lather

as gentle
as a caress on
the skin."

9 out

itM with a soft towel
to dry, my skin is softer,
i

use

is

.;|>-4lfA^

smoother— realty

lovelier!

YouH b» thrilled

with th*

quick new loveliness thcs&
Lux Soap beauty facials
give your skin,''

MUSIC

RADIO
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FOR HOT-l-GOLD DKKERS
Now In 4

Theatre GoMsllQ^toiie:

Hi^Lndman Blowqi Seen Doe To

.

Comic s Trip O'Seas; OAer Deals Pend

Projects (Legit, fix, Kadi(^ Tele)
Thesitrs Guild this week became
tbe: flrst organization in show hit
Biz
Racket; It
history to advertise shows simultaneously- iw iour major branches
in
Film
Says
the -entertainment field— films,
Hollywood, Nov. n.
Jleglt, radio atid television.
To' counter seamy side of fight
'
'Alreatdynoted for its legit producr game depicted in "Body and Soul,"
tiorts and "Theatre Guild of the Air"
local boxing fraternity, has formed
radio show, the Guild this.weel)?. en- Ringside Picture Productions for late
tered tele via a dramatic Show on spring filming of "Stiilman's Gy<n."
(NBC, N. Y.) and teedpii the
Abratiam Polonsky, scripter for
advertising campaign on
"Body," will do with the Screenplay.
' '^Mourning
Becomes Electra," i^ Johnny Indrisano, Jack Roper and
co-prodUQtion affiilia- Dan Tobey, wlio experted the
wjiich it h^5
pUg
.iioti., (<»,uild was.qlsp aflEUjated with thesping in the Enterprise pic, are
Artists*
J,. Ai;(ihviP,'.,^ai:tiilt's-'Unit.ed
principals in the new producing outo*!ly as that picture's
. 'filenry V." bHt,
fit,- There'll
be no intimations of
liponsot for U. S. distribution).
fixed fights or crooked managers in
First Guild tele show wiis St, John their fllfti.
(Be-.
"John Ferguson."
Ervine's
"
viewed in television section), .SecApiey,'.'
8
ond, is to. be .'iLate George
'starring I.eo G,. Carroll, wliich .is
tentativel3^ scheduled for Dec. 8 airing over the NBC -web.
Guild decioled to invade the video
jnedium on the premise that tele is
extension 'o£ legit and radio and
because of tele's highly-prom*
ising future, according to co->direc,tot« Lawrence Langner and' Theresa
HeMjurn. In addition, they pointed
'-(Continued on page 55)
Most of Broadway legit theatres
are lighted but there are a few dark
spots, in strong contrast to previous
autumns, when there "was a house
shortage. So few new shows are in
siglit that rigid booking requirements
are reported changing in favor of
producers. For years most producers
had to po-st a guarantee in cash for
at least two weeks in order to obtain
Jules C. Stein, board chairman of a booliinfe contract, but theatre ownMusic Corp. of -America, believes ers are said now to accept one week's
vaudeville has its best chance for a guarantee. Unless; more shows are
(Continued on -page 63)
"comeback" of sorts since its demise
nearly -20 years ago. He has seen
manifestations thereof via increasing
popularity of novelty turns in cafes Noii-Blacketeering, Short
and vaudfllmers, and 'particularly in
the recent "concert" one-nighters,
Bankroll Gamblers
which are glorified vaude dates at
$3.40
and $3.60 top. .The boom
For Casino-^Niteries
grosses of hillbilly acts throughout
Chicago, Nov. 11,
the countfy, Including New York,
G^bling casino operators are.
^here Ernest Tubbs chalked up
around $8,Q0p in two nights of "con- currently having a run of hard luck.
cert" itvaude) at Carnegie Hall, and The baelc-room operators are reth? bigger b.o. reception of per- ported taking it on the chin, hitting
bigger losses than the orthodox run
.(Continiied oh page 63)
of ttitery. Biggest lamentation comes
from the fact tliat many are playing
to $1 and $2 bettors, whereas during
wartime this was a tip to the poor
in the washroom.
The casinos particularly miss the
"Brigadoon" is reaching the 100% former blaelreteers and war conprofit mark on the $200,000 produc- tractors.
Now that they're playing
tion, the backers having received the
with their o'.vn money, they'r'e contotal amount of their investments siderably more cautious.
last season.
Since then eight profit
Bookers lor gambling rooms say
checks have been disbursed, a ninth that once talent agencies Icnow that
..being reportedly due this week. a
performer is wanted for a
Which would mean the musical had gambling spot, the price goes up
eSrnd 90% of its cost, not counting considerably.
But they feel that
the reserve fund, "±Jrigadoon" is in they must get top names in order to
its 36th weelc and is regarded as cerentice trade. Furthermore, the casinos
tain of spanning the season.
invariably run tlie dining rooms in
Ari-angement between Ciieryl the red. as anptfter method of enCrawford, the show's producer, and ticing trade.
the flock of backers calls for a 50-50
Cai inos liave normally Huge runsharing between herself and the ning expenses, such as croupiers at
angels, Disbursed profits amount to $30 daily; laddermen to watch the
$160,000, of Which $80,000 went to the operation of all tables, and of course
th£! sundry pSyofts.
(Continued on page 63)
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Favors Producers
In Legit Deals

Ten years ago the accepted formula for b,o, success for a band,
singer, instrumental or vocal group
was one hit record. Later, the pu'^lic became A. little tougher to convince ^two'<»r thre* hits in succession were needed to concrete the
.

path

Since the end
to. b.o. stardom.
of the war, the public has taken a
"convince''me always" attitude. Cur-

rently, those dislc hits have got to
keep coming or that b.o. power melts
away like scrap wax in a reducing
vat.
.

Seen by J. C Stein

NG

,

WADOON'

REACHING

100^ PROFIT

'

MARK

.

against

line and from, now on all ,"«heesecake" shots are out;
^SiUs with
high neckline will be, 'fe9t\tred on
the pic pages. Papers w^re formerly
noted for their use of leg art.

OAy

.

Holly wood> Nov. 11;
Bob Hope and Charles Luckman
are feudin' and fussin' again and this
time it's said to be serious 'enau|;h,
to explode in their collective faces.
Crux of the whole dispute this time
is that Luckman just doesn't like th«
idea of Hope doing two and possible
'three Pepsodent broadcasts from out
of the country.
That he'll be on«
of the top entertainers at the Command Performance and attend the
royal riuptials didn't seem to impS'esS
the headman'; of Lever Brb^s. one
.

Hearst also has a.'ban on pictures whit. For Wjiat he's paying hixn>
Charles Chaplin, although run- Luckman reasons, he should stajr ^put
ads. of "Monlsiear Verdoux."
and not gamble With the elements
which make overseas broadcasts hazardous at best.
In his efforts' to appease Luckman, the comic even went so far-aS

of.

Recently, this has been painfully
ning
proven to 4nany disk names and oneni^ht, location and ballroom operators who have*continued to pay high

'

prices for a b.o. rep that isn't there.
And the reason for the lag is plain
once their, immediate disk past
IS reviewed.
Not one has"' had what
might be called a solid hit in six
ifaonth's' or more.
Only Frankie Laine and Vic
Damone have followed up with hits
on top of the post-war clicks that
brought them to attention.
Too
.

.

mahy
•
,

others are riding along the
(Continued on page S3 V

Foreign Censors

have NBC accet>t ttanscrlbed
on his program should the
weather go bad or facilities br^^{c
down. Lucitman still shook his he^d'}'
to

spot$

Real Rough

On

Gang$to Films

negatively.

Hope

told

him"

was

it

too late to back down now and that,
regardless of how he (Luckman)
it, he'll be .in London for
the two big events. That didn't moU

feels about

•

The scarfacejd-. thug 'With the Jify Luckmahj who let.gcS.witti, th*
(Continued oi^'page 63)
.
shoulder holste'rl And .his. -minx-eyed
moll are getting_^ rougher reception on film abroad these days than
their real-life counterparts "got from
the FBI a ^ozen years ago. ^Foreign
censors are Hddling the tougli guy
pix faster thfin d G-man with a
tommy gun.
«
Which means that crime films are
soon going to be faced' with getting
Washington, Nov, 11.
their entire incojmie out of the V. S.
New evaluation of the kind of coin,
Not only are fhey Sufleriife the
that can be picked up in niteties can
(Continued' on page 63)
be made with the comparisons of
Maurice Chevalier's new de.al at- the
Copacabana, IJiami Beach, and< his
JergenS Fretting Over
gross irom-'his one-man 'Show at th«
National theatre,' Washington, Che'

•

Vaade Cmneback

»
Chicago, Nov. 1J.1
William R. Hearst; now crusading
decadent "fc^pmmunistio'-'
Hollywopdjihas.^ofie right down'the

—

.

.

'Cheesecake* Decadent;
Hearst Press Nixes It

'

1,700 Songs Submitted

To One Firm,

Indicating

Hectic Disking F're-^n
As the Dec. 31 deadline for the
stoppage -of recording by the Ameri-;
can Federation of Musicians draws
closer, majo^ disk companies are' being increasingly swamped by music
publishers and writers of new tunes.
Task of the recording and tuneassignment executives of the various
companies is cited by the case of
one of them; he has had submitted
almost 700 jiew pop tunes and an
estimated 1,000 standards.
Most of these tunes are being

Clievdiers22j^

.

.

Fla.

WinchellBruslioffOf

Hollywood, NOV;

GREEKS' GRATITUDE MAY

REINSTATE PAYOFF IN $
Bread cast upon the waters by the
film industry may come back cake.
Greelt Relief campaign, in which
picture people played a major part
last year, brought so much grati-.
tude from the government that a
special eifort is being made to insure remittances of U. S. film rentals, despite the dollar shortage.
^ Greece cut off American film paymen-ts last November and made one
additional payment ;last spring. It
now appears likely that the gov(Continued on page 60)

valier's
in

Mid-Program Plugs

(Continued on page 62)

11.

Walter Winchell wants no middle
comniercial to interrupt him. once he
and has so advised his sponsor, Andrew Jergens.
On last Sunday's (9) broadcast, however, the

gets hot,

middle plu.^ was still in there. (And
(Continued on page C.3)
.

Nitoy Qeal

new Copa

February now

deal' for one week
calls for $22,500^

while he grossed around $20,D00 for
his bow at the legit hou.se last week.
The $22,500 he'll get from the
Copa will be virtually tako-h'oma
pay, except for ^gent's commis$ian<
and other comfaratively minpr fw-'
cidental expenses.
On .the other
hand, out of the $20,000 gross at the
National rau.sl come house renfa.1^
(Contmued on page 63)
•

A RECORD ALBUM
by th«

of

^

"

V

HOUR. OF CHARM
Ail Girl Orchestra oikI Chotr

Tops of .the Tops

'

Top Sheet Music Seller
"Near You"
Top "Most Bequested^'" Bisk
"Near You"
Top Seller «n Coin Machines
"Near You"
Top British Sheet Seller
"Now Is the Hour"
(.Details in Music Section)

UQdet the direction of

CHARM
P.

PHUL. fiiPITALNY

RECORDS,

Inc.

O. Bmit 40, Rqdio City Statisn
New York 19. N. Y.

.

,

'

TTednesday, November 12, 1947

9

Tax Inpsse Seen Conv^liiig Many

;By fSkwnj "ffUmit
(Spbrfs Directdn^ABC

New

BA'ST

^

N. Y.

He

a week ox go to work' \ir»11i'-Wh!hard
Murphy on a screenplay hell dire'ct
for Darryl F. Zanttck, Murphy was
east several weeks ago for confabs
with Kazan, who had the original

exclusively.

ment

idea for the story.

next

Kazan's
after

assign-

directorial

new

"Streetcar" is the

Two major British chains have al- Arthur Miller play, "Plenty Good
ready lined up a series of shows to Times," now undergoing final polstart
Christmas day,
J; ^thur ishing.
MiJIer and Kdisan haven't
Bank's Gauraont British circuit and yet decided on the productfon" ausSidney Bernstein's Granada chain, pices. If
the screenplay for Zanuck
Will use shows booked by Foster.
comes o.ut as hoped, Kazan intends
Tlfese shows will use some of doing
"Plenty Good
that ."after
Rank's top film talent as stars. In- Times."
cluded are Evelyn Laye, Jimmy
Hanley, Richard Hearne, jTean Kent,
Clatide Huihert and Adele' Dixon.
Lesser icontract l>layers on Batik's Mek's lAif'X Bargain
lists will be used in supporting roles.
The idea of using film houses for
Proyes Pliisliiest Turnout
live talent is bound to spread, Foster indicated, and many inquiries
Everin63dAnniPreeni
are coming in from-, independents
By ARTHUR BBONSON
who are hard hit because of the
cutting off of .American films; HowThe Metropolitan Opera Assn. of-

Frlnoetoii.Y»i«
Fi>rdue-Fitt

"

not possible to get stagfe- fered its usual ..opening night bar?
all theatres, Foster said, gain at its N. Y. emporium^Monday
Bs many bouses- lack stages, and (10) night—twp^rftiows for the price
dressing rooms.
However, healthy qf one—one on each side of the
(Continued on page ^6)
foots.
The offstage side was the
more unusual-^as usual—but this
time" (the 63d season) it was the biggest show on earth. Wartime hangovers; restrictions or taboos were
forgotten, and out came the audience (chief actors on this night of
nights) in' all its flash and glitter, for
the plushiest turnout ever.
The main show was going on be;
Economy campaigns in Hollywood tween acts in the foyers, in coriur« keeping, bidding ^ow on film ridors, -and the bar, witb people
pushing
to see and be seen, and the
rights to Broadway legiters, but
ever,

'It's

Bhows for

,

5 Legits Getting

TheHoHywoodEye

,

,.,,C«|mmbia

•'•

282nd

.

Purdue

Hollywood «ta*s repfesenting the
film industry

p^. S.

Britain's Sec-

lit

Command Performance are
slated to sail fbr England- today
(Wednesday) aboard, the Queen
Contingent includes Bob
Mary.
Hope, Robert Montgomery, Loretta
Young, Alexis Smith and Craig

here,

I,aurence

Ann

Phyllis Calvert,
Patricia Roc, Margaret

Todd,

LENA HORNE WOWS 'EM
LONDON CASINO BOW

vici.
Show is- also to. include
those coming up, "A Streetcar
monolog by Hope;, a scene from the
^Tamed Desire has attracted greatpicture re-enacted by Miss Young
IN
Bftention and praise from the 'film
and David Niven. and a skit feat^irfiCQuts, although some' poirtidns of
Ijfindon, Nbv. 11
ing Hope, Miss. Smith, and Stevens.
ihe plot will take considerable Dutch
With Lena Home Jieadliring the Hollywood contingent has also recleanser to get' past the Breen office. Casino's
new vaude show, the
Play is being produced by Mrs. Irene American Negro songstress made her ceived an invitation for a special
(David O.) Selwick from Tennessee ,b6w, here this "week warbling four benefit show in Dublin, Nov. 27 and
(Opntinued on |)age .55)
Williams' iScripti.
numbers to garner a strong recep,
Two muiiicals also are ia the run- ^^o"- Chirper encored with two adJiing.
They are "Bonanza Bound" ditional tunes and was forced to
Wildberg Returns
and "Loolc, Ma, I'm Dancing." First oontrib a beg^-off speech.
i

.

1

Others on the supporting bill are
George and Bert Bernard whose
novelty turn clicked as well as Buster Shaver and his midgets, here after ^ight years absence. Latter act

John .Wildberg, producer of "Anna
Lucasta," returned to N. Y. from a
four-month European junket yester•day (Tuesday) aboard the Queen
Mary. While abroad He arranged for
was splendidly received despite aji^, London and Paris productions of
early spot and further handicapped the Philip Yordan hit play. Former
Button by lack of a microphone.
has already prcemed while JPaulett^i

.

.George Abbott.
Current musical, "High
Shoes," is expected to possibly drnw
film coin becau.% of smash proportions it has achieved, although in^

terest in it is passive. It's illustrative of the tight control of coin being
exercised in Hollywood, since companies feel there's not much use
spending money on buying rights to
8 musical which they mighf duplicate
by studio writer.s.

|

Theatre's second show drew a ca
pacity overflow with the above trio

show

ill!

stoppers.

Advance

booliings

the heaviest to date probably
due to the fact that the stars are in
for a fortnight instead of a month.

are

Indiana
Minnesota

IN

COAST DIVORCES

Hollywood, Nov. 11.
D. W. Griffith, the director, wa.s
.yesterday by his second
•wife, Evelyn Baldwin Griffith. Couple, who separated last September,
readied an out-of-court property
'

«livorcX!d

setllcment.

was granted an interlocutory
decree from Oi'son' Welles, who did
not contest the actions Actress won
custody
of
their
three-year-old
child, Rebecca, while each -retain
their own proper^.

wol'lh

slated

is

to -star

in

Also arriving were
Frederick
Lon.sdale
and

celli-st

11.

Recording Rooms, who has coached most of Washington's political
brass in radio speaking technique at one time or another. As Coar
sees it, three GOP candidates cop olf the top honors in radio appeal.
Here is the way he rates the present, lineup of 1948 Presidential
candidates:
.
"First, Sta,s,sen—'extremely easy to listen' to, frieftdlyj direct, slow,
,'

warm.
"Second, Ei.scnhower---needs coaching because he talks too fast, but
has a basically smooth, friendly; non-oratorical <]elivei'y.
"Vandcnbev'g lively but uneven and occasionally oratcric.il. *
"Dewe.y— technically superb but somewhat lackhig in feeling.
"MacArthur—rwhile rich, his voice has a crisp, commanding overtone
that might antagonize potential voters.

"Truman— dry.

^

"Talt—dry Wid

arbitrary.".

..8

Michigan
.Kanaaa
Rloe

7

3

SMU

10

Texas

7

..Tulsa

6

WESV COAST
Oregon State-Waahingion

Oregon State
Oregon

State

Stanford-Orefon
St. Mary's-Santa Clara ..:

3

.......St Macy'a

r.UCtA
UCLA-Wa8hlngton
(Games 'are played Saiurdav afternoon unless otherwise

0
9
stated.)

Pro Footballt

»

J

6

..T,..-

NATIONAL LEAGUE
GAMES

Chi Cards-Green Bay Faclcers
Detroit Llons-Wash. Rediikins
L, A. Rams-Chi Bears

Packers
... ..

.

V.

Fhllly-EaKlOs-Boston Yanks i.:,..
Pitt Steelers-N. V. Giants

.

.

.

S

Beiisklns

6

>.

.i

.Bears .'.....,..,.,,..'...,.
...Eagles
Steelers

,

7

,

•
I

.

ALIi-AMERICA CONFEBBNOE
''GAMES'.'''"'
Colts
....... Dodgers
49'r* .........Browns

Brooklyn DodKers-Baltlmore
Cleveland: Brj»wns-San Fran
Yanks
N. Y. Yankees-L. A. Dons
(Gomes ore played Sunday a/temoon, unless othertoise

.

.

Wins, 199; Losses,

7

14
ttated.)

95; Ties, 13;'.Fct., ,617.

(Ties don't count)

-

t B[ome team mentioned
*

0

,

j.

first.

Points represent predicted margin of victory, not

Toujours Toupee
Parisj Nov. 4.
Tino Rossi, currently filming
a Franz. Schubert story titled
Belle
Meuniere"
("The
Pretty Millerwoman"), directed
by Marcel Fagnol, rebelled

odds.

Carloads of Food Starts

"La

Friendslnp Train East
1

against the latter's suggestion
that be should Wear a wig appriat^ tot the part.
Warbler claimed thi^t the
payees' mohey would nor go to
see Schubert, but to see himself
in the flesh, and that he better
appear "au naturel," as they al*

ready know' him.

Hollywood, Nov. 11.
America's Friendship Train, load,ed with food for hungry, Europe,
'Started its. tour to the Atlantic seaboard with a Hollywood sendoff
that outpreemed most motion pic<
ture preems. The route along Hollywood boulevard was lined with
spectators and searchlights while
,

'

and radio names were
introduced by emcee Eddie Cantor.
Train, niade. up of Southern Pacific railroad; cars, started east with
124 film, stage

Commies Seem

to

Be

'

405' tons

Ont-Ballyhooing U. S.

On Goodwill in France
Nov. 11,"

Paris,

stand in defending

flie official

Klieg Light Sendoff With

'

itself

against un-

while

of Jood fronf this sector,
of money that

donations

poured in after the .departuie wifji
be used.. to bwy more food in New
York.
No reliable estimate was

number of carloads
(Continued on page 20)

possible of the

•

JOHN GASSNER HAS 3

favorable and unfair onslaughts' of

Piatifioi'sky.

Washington. Nov.

—

28
20

SOUTHWEST
Oklahoma A&M-Kansas

the

Harold Stassen ha.s the be.st and'; Senator Robert A. Taft the worst
radio voice among the present -crop of Presidential hopetuls. Thai's
the opinion of Robecj;'"Coar; coordinator' of the joint Senate and House

.

t

14

,

Notre Dalmo

•

Renewed efforts to have the U. S.
Government take a more determined
playwright

uary.

Monitoring The Candidates
'

3

.

!

French version, due to open in Jan-

Gregor

10
6
t

12
.'

and other
European
countries
have
been
launched by representatives of the
U. S. major 4lm companies here.
U. S. officials here resent especially the way the Soviet propaganda
boys have .stolen the ball as far as
plugging of outside governments is

radical elements jn France

.

CRIFFITH, ORSON-RITA

Goddard

-

i

Olivier,

Mills,
Stewart
a garish, nightmare of photogs, Lockwoodjv John
there's
picture interest
in,
hvo
Lilli Palmer
current shows and three that are autograph hounds, broken down Grainger, David Niven,
'coming up. While no deals are im- singers, thistledown dowagers, elite, and Rex Harrison. Show is being
BritUstinov,
co-produced
Peter
by
bourgeois
Society
and
press.
was
mediately imminent on 'any of them,
it is e:fpected that ntfarly all will streaming in from the 39th ^street ish actor-writer-director, .and NorAttract' Hollywood coin before the entrance, and the hoi poUoi (if a man Siegel 0f Pacamount's studio
end of- the season.
$10.20 parquet ducat still classes one publicity sta'Hi, who's serving for the
Of the incumbents, interest centers as hoi poUoi) through the Broadway second time as Hollywood coordinaaround "The Heiress." Fred Finkle- side. Orchids were a dime a dOze% tor for the Command Performance.
Show will stress Anglo-American
hoffe, the producer, has stated lifs and the fi^r .sitiiation was seen well
intention of filming it himseU^ but it in- hand, with ermine coming first', relations, with Montgomery reading
a special mes,sage penned for the ocis Understood he'd be amenable to
(Continued on page 54)
casion
by Robert Sherwood; Sher
an offer from a; major company.
wood collaborated on the 'TBishop's
{Second play is J. B. Priestley's ''An
Wife" script with Leonardo Berco.
In-spector Calls."

by Adolph Green and Betty Comtien, being produced
by Feigay &
Smith in association with Herman
IiCVih. Second is by Jerome Lawtence, Robert E. Led" and Hugh
Smith and is being, produced by

9
.,i

l?enn >'<
Tul'ane.

Illinois

.

appearing in the
stageshow include Vivien Leigh, Sir

,

Wake-rorOai

Stati;-IUin<tis^.

:

Fund
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«
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•Kansas 'State
Missouri

Group

British, stars

M

,-.4

MIDWESX

Indiana-Marquette
Iowa-Minnesota
Iowa State-Kansaa State
Missouri-Oklahoma
Nortbwe«terii«Notve Dame

Stevens.

Picture Relief

8

<,,.,.,%>»'.,.

.'tSU
V»»ct*rWlt

...'",..'..,

Wisconsltt-Mt'ohigan

will appear beiore the Britking an4 4ueen at London's
Odeott theatre, Nov. 25, .at which
time Samuel Goldwyn's "Bishop's
Wife" will be screened. Special 45minute stage show, which will feature both the Hollywood stars and
a group of top British screen stars,
follows the screening. Proceeds of
the show go to the British Cinematojgraph Trade Benevolent , Fund,"
Britain's counterpart of the Motion

Georgia

.

Clewson

halls
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Rice-Texas A&M
Southern Methodist-Arkansas
Texas-Texas Christian
Tulsa-Baylor
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Ohio
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VHIanova
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Tulane-Florida
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Miami- Vanaerbilt (Frt ttite)
North Carolina $tate-Wafce Forest

H'wood Stars
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Rutgers

Alabama^Georgia Ttch
Auburn-Georgia
Duke-South Carolina
Duquesne-Clemson
Pictures
Re^tUbllc
through
Released

KEN MURRAY'S
"BILL AMD COO"
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El Capitan The«tr«, Hollywood, C«l.
new
Watch for
feature length film production
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TeuBlcMioh. State
VUlanova-GeorKetown
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V

,

CaroUlu

Syrsenie-Colrate
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«BLACK0PT$

14

^

.....>,..<.,C«mell

Bniferi-NYU

.

;

•

Penn-Army

•

.

•

Brown

Warj^landh-Nwrtli
Navy-P«Hn State

-

•

Ctwk

Dartmouth'Cornell
Harvard-l^O'Wii

intends retraining there

has already
been made with the booking- of
"'pantomimes" in 10 houses in vari-,
eus suburbs of' London. These theatres, Foster said, have been playing
double features, but since there's no
jnore'U. S, producti they're throwing
out pictures and-will use stage shows
Foster,

said

Start,-

POINtS

WINNERS
c«lambii(*Kel]r

.

foraging expedition.

JNFe|ioorJc)

College

Britain's answet to the cutting oti*
film imports from the United
Arthur Miller
States because of the imposition of
a 75% tax on foreign pictures, will
Play, for Ekazan
be the revival of stage shows. Many
Flia Kazan, stager of the incoming
British houses will hav« no alternative but to turn to Uve talent in Tennessee Williams playv "A Streetorder fo. keep their houses' open, car Named Desire," wilQ p'^bably;
according to 'Harry Foster, head of go to the Coast after th6 "diow's
Foster's Agency, London, who's currently in New York on, a talent opening, Dec. 3, at the Barryraore,

©1

Fwtyi

Week s

llns

PdKcb

Vaude

British CiiKiiias to

PLAYS READY F6R PROD.

John Gassner, former Columbia
Pictures play editor, has optioned
three legit properties for production
but is holding Up all of them until
a suitable star can be found.
Topping 'the three is "The Comedy
of Good and Evil," penned by Richard Hughes, author of the bestselling
concerned.
When the Soviets give "High Wind in Jamaica" and also
one bushel of wheat to the French the "Innocent 'Voyage" Icgiter, propeople, they advertise it as though
duced on Broadway several years
they'd been feeding France for a ago
by the Theatre Guild. Gassner
generation. What America does on has
Pirandfillo's
also
optioned
a tremendously larger scale, though, "Henry, I'V;" which,
was produced on
seems to get little or no credit what- Broadway in
the 1920's. Third propsoever and sometimes' it's felt that
erty is his own* adaptation ol "Peer
hardly a Frenchman knows about it.
Gyni."
This, tied in with the assaults on the
Gassner already has .siifTicicnt
U. S. by the unopposed Communist financing promised for all three
press; reacts on U. S. films adversely,
shows, with the search for suitable
since they're now discussed in an
stars the only hitch in his plans. All
unfavorable light. This factor has
three will be produced under his
.

(Continued on page 55)

newly-formed Playhouse,

Inc.

.
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PK' PUBUC RELAHONS PROBLEM
H»y Pidtfwd Steps Into
$5,()()(),WI)

Par Balb at Any Deo'ee Settlenoit

Raisliig

Producm

to BanbrollUA

Mary Picktor4'i» expected in New+
yorkHoday (Wednesday), reportedly
tot three wfeekg of confabs with
banks, In an eflfort to get all or part
of the $5,OQO,000 revolving credit
'

At Cost of Cuttmg Ikatre Holii^[$
"f-

Pk

London

'Verdoiix' So-So,

With echoes of the recent UpAmerican Activities probe of HolEanungs Up
SepL
lywood reverberating throughout
Hollywood, Nov. 11.
the nation and the world and films
Average September, weekly earntaking a terrific battering from the
ings of workers in film production
censors here and abroad, public rewere Up $3.04 over August to $109.86.
lations has become the industry's:
California labor statistics buUetin
order of business.
Two-day
first
says average, was $28.06 over Sepattack was made on the problem by
tember; ,1946.
in
sessions,
company
toppers
in
film
defiYork
last
week,
with
no
New
nite solution arrived at yet on an

London, Nov. 11.
"Monsieur Verdoux" had dual prewith which United Artists would
miere ativthe New Gallery and Tivoli
aid in financing indie producers.
yesterday (10) .^ith. audiences reMiss Pickford is said to be willing
sponsive but unehthxisiasiic.
to turn over partial voting control
mixed press generally comof her alQck to the bankg in return
mended Charles' Chaplin, but mafor the lo^n, althoifgh her partner
jority said the pic was overlong with
ifx the ownership of the company,
Charles Chaplin, is not completfely ,di:dl patches.
«old on such an arrangement.
approach.
Meantime, Althur W. Kelly, exec
A confused Idea held by the pubwho handles the company's
v.p.
lic that the film industry not only
financing problems, confirmed in
condoned, but detendedv the Comin New York yesterday that UA is
munists working in Hollywood, at
*

•

A

'

WhoU Front

a'ttempting to lineup Ihe $5,000,000, although .there js nothing defHe denied knowlinite yet on it.
edge of Miss Pickford's idea for ob-

F«r

still

Un-American
Committee probe, is- the major con*

Activities

the recent

FlIms^MPA Or

.

cern of company toppers, That-J>eclear last week at Mflptings of
presidents and other high execs to
review the industry's handling of the
investigation and to lay plans in the
eVent the hearings are reopened, as

came

taining the coin.

'

Some hanks have been reticent
about lending~funds to UA or to its
producers during past months /when
struggle between the Motion Picthe internal condition of the coHtpany was upset by its search for a ture Assn. and the Eastern Publicity
president and possiljle sale. By giv- & Advertising' Committee for con>r
ing the banks a rein- oh. manage- trol of industry public relations
ment, tRey'd apparently be more looms vshortly. 'Company toppers,
willing to cooperate.
who comprise the board of the
Joe Rosenberg In the Picture
MPA, will be faced with the prob'
It is known that some months ago ^lem of giving the nod to -one or
vChapwhich
by
discussed
was
plan
the
other of the two groups or
f
lln and Miss Pickford would 'turn allocating duties between them.
their voting stock over to an escrow
Decision must be made' when the
considers the MPA budget
board
20)
(Continued on page
for 1948, which will be late this
month or early in December. Com;
ing up at that time will be the
Col. Bankrolled Its
Pub-Ad Committee's request for
coin .to get "under way the public
relations plan it 'has laid out.
The Eastern committee, made up
5 Times Total of '46 of men vrlno already have fuU duties
running their own companies* pubIncreasing fiscal support now belicity and advertising departments,
ing handed indie producers by the
has no intention of han'dling the
jnajors was spotlighted this week
industry public relations itself. It
in Columbia Pictures' annual statefavo.rs hiring an expert and lettinjg
ment. That company jumped its him conduct
a continuing campaign,
bankrolling of outside filmmakers
with its activity limited to giving
by more than five times in '47, ad- advice and aiding in setting jiplioy.
vancing $5,832,085 to indies on pix
The
public relations man ana, his
qompleted or currently in the works. staff would operate entirely outside
amount, Columbi£i
Against that
of the MPA. It's there that the rufe
doled out only $1,074,109 in '46.
lies, because it is known that MPA
Coin advanced in all instances, prexy Eric Johnston and his aides,
« Columbia Official said, was on who've been laying out a public renegative costs with the' loans to be lations program of their own, are
repaid in rentals thereafter. Among planning to offer heavy resistance
those on the receiving end are Ed- to losing control over this activity.
ward Small, Sam Katzman, Harry
Company proxies may decide to
Joe Brown, Raphael Hakim, Sidney
(Continued on page 4)
f/Bucfiiman and Benedict Bogeaus,
company rep added.
Indicating the extent of Col's tieup with indies, seven of the 17 top
flUns completed, or in production are
(Continued oq page 18)
Further axings in .Metro's studio
payroll are expected in the wake of
M-G veepee Charles C. Moskowitz's
trip to the Coast. Moskowitz's chief
purpose in visiting the studio at this
l^roduction Splits Trio time is ostensibly to effect further
Since production chief
Association of Buddy Sogers and economies.
Mary Pickford with Ralph Cohn is Louis B. Mayer has complete jurissaid to have been ended, following diction overi budgetary matters, it's
completion of. "Sleep My Love," expected that Moskowitz, who is also
Rogers treasurer of Loew's, Inc.^ the parent
trio's initial high-budgeter.
arrives in New York this week with company, will confine his activities
to eliminating whatever excess perthe print.
Cohn, Rogers and Miss Pickford sonnel he spots.
Moskowitz left for the Coast over
joined forces about two years ago
as Comet .Productions to make low- the weekend, arriving there yesbudgeted streamlined pictures for terday (Tuesday) morning. 'While
United Artists release.
Films got at the studies, he'll also huddle with
fairly good critical reaction, but Mayer and other production execs
were difficult for UA to sell because on further plans to up the quality of
of their abbreviated length.
Metro product. Discussions on that
Trio later organized Triangle Pro- subject were held at the home office
ductions and made "Sleep," with two weeks ago before Mayer and
Claudette Colbert, Don Ameche and other studio toppers, who were in
Robert Gummings, On their agenda N. Y., returned to the Coast.
they had "The Bat,'' "The Traitor"
and "The Unloved.'*' Breakup is understooji to have been completely 'Citizen Kane' Claim

Pub-Ad

.

Ciiiefs?

.

promised by Committee Chairman
J. PSrnell Thomas.
Company heads felt definitely that
the industry had been hurt by the
probe.

-

On

the lother hand,, 'in going'

(Continued on page 18)

.

ECONOMIES EXPECTED

,-

.

amicable, resulting solely from the
tmcertainties of indie production at
the xnoihent;

Based on Hearst Biog
Ferdinand

Mady
Mady

My

Hollywood, Nov. 11.
winds up "All

Christians

raphy"

!.!

Lundherg,

Hearst,

a

author of
Biog-

Social

prepping a suit

to

be

filed

this week in N, Y. federal court
against RKO, Orson Welles and HerLundberg' will
J. Mankiewicz.
claim that the pic, "Citizen Kane,"
infringed on his William Randolph
Hearst saga, as detailed in his biog.

Sons" .for Universal-Internaand heads for her farm at
New Canaan, Conn., within two
weeks for rest before going to England in, January. to direct and act in
British production of "I Remember
Mama.**
She starred in "Mama" on Broad-

man

way.

ing of profits will be sought.

tiohal

:

Christians Rests

"Imperial

RKO distributed "Kane" wjfcilch
and Mankiewicz scripted.
Gustave Garfield is attorney for
Lundberg. Injunction and. accountWelles

ment provision

of the decree as

an

Govern*
been re.^

inducement to

settle the
mfent's anti-trust action, it's
s

Negotiations which took
place within the last few Weeks in
Washington fell throughr however^
wBen Paramount kicked over -the
traced by refusing to go for lha
heavy reduction in its holdings.
The trading took place, it's understood, at the, top level. "U. S. At»
torney General Tom Clark sat in for
the Government, while James P.
Byrnes, former Secretary, of State,
and now attoirney in the suit for
'4S,
20th-Fox, *repped for the majors.
Skirmishing for a, new consent d^-t.
cree'was fronted by 20th since' fhtit
company has.' evidenced the greatest;
anxiety to settle among any of the
«
Twentieth-Pox has scheduled 48 theatre-owning .defendants.
Besides agreeing to a" reduction in
fitons for release in" 1948, a stepup ofsome 15 pictures over the current theatre holdings to two-third the
present,
number,
settlement
would
year's roster, ^ales manager Andy
Smith, Jr., announced at the second have also required thq companies to
day of the company's divisional sales live up the bid-selling method an^
manager meet at the homeoffice yes- other provisions of the present de4
terday. (Tuesday).
Although the cree. -They'd be willing to take thats
other majors haven't yet announced hook if it meant saving theit thea-t-a complete release schedule" for next trcs.
Par, with its interests in l,40fll
year it's expected that :20th's lineup
will number far more than the houses, revolted atj the proposed loss
others.
of over 100 wholly-held theatres and
Of the 48 films. Smith Said, 23 will the enforced purchase or salo of
be turned out by the 20th-Fox stu- 1,050 others. Among the Big Five,
dios. List also includes four specials Par has always been the most bit-s,
from Sir Alexander Korda's London terly opposed to the "decree as it''<
Films and three from Edward Alper- stands.
It threatened, early this,,
son's Al-son Pictures. Remaining 18 year, to file an individual appeal t©
are to be .supplied by indie- pro- the U. S. Supreme Court when the
from Sol other four companies dallied on th^'
ducers,
including
six
Wurtzel, six from Reliance, three appeals problem.
from Frank Seltzer and three from
It's doubtful whether appeal will
Samuel Baerwitz, former Metro pro- be argued in January, as scheduled,
ducer.
since majors have yet to receive
Ten of the list are to be lensed in records from the clerk.
•
Technicolor, including seven from
20th and three from Korda. Included
in 20th's lineup of 23 are "Forever 'TIME'
Amber" and "Captain from Castile,"
both being sold at upped admission
ported.

,

20th-Foxs48Pix
For

Increase

Of 15 Over

'47

,

«

.

Tom Connors EL

.

MORE METRO STUDIO

A number of the Big I"ive weira
ready to reduiie their holdings in
wholly-owned theatres' by one-third
and to cElrry out the partial-divorcei-

Deal Set to

Go

Hollywood, Nov. 11.
Robert Benjamin, head of the U. S,
Rank Organization and attorney for
Eagle Lion, is expected to arrive here
shortly to discuss with EL toppers a
proposed employment pact with Tom
Connors, former 20th-JB'ox sales chief;
Deal has been cooking for some time
and it contemplates Connors taking
over the spot as general manager of
worldwide distribution for EL.
.
In the event he joins EL, he'll snag
a large block of stock from the company in addition to his salary. Alfred
W. Schwaliberg would continue as EL prices, and "Gentleman's AgreeLatter preemed simultanesales manager should Connors come ment."
ously yesterday at the Mayfair, N, Y.,
in.
.
Former 20th biggie is hopeful he ai;d the ApoUOf Chicago.
prexy Spyros ,Skouj'as
Twentieth
(Continued on page 20 )
also addressed yesterdays session,
discussing general production and
merchandising policies to bew folIN
lowed by the company during the
(ContinMed on page 22)
'MENAGERIE'
.

•

•

RAPPER

FELDMAN'S

PACKAGE

Irving Rapper who, with fiveyears to go, recently severed his directorial pact with Warner Bros., is
beinf sold by agent Charles K, Feldman as part of a package deal in
"The Glass Menageriei'* Feldman
has bfeen talking deals with Samuel
Goldwyn and DaVid Ot Selznick on
the Tennessee" Williams long-run

Jock Lawrence' Due Back
Jock Lawrence, veepee of

J.

.

:

,

,

RAVES BRING

Hollywood, ITov.

on publicity

ducer. First stint will be an important role, "A Lion ?s In Streets,"
scheduled for spring filming.
Barton played the cigar store Indian fighter, Kit Carson, in filmization of the

Saroyan

"campaigns' in the

V. S. for next year's British imports.
legiter^
While headquartering in England,
Rapper, who returns to the Coast Lawrence made flying trips to both
today (Wednesday) after a week in Rome and Paris on company busi(Continued on page 25)
ness.

Tnds

"Cass Timberlane," smash $145,-f
000 in N. Y. at Music Hall. "Lost
Moment" (U) and "Escape Me
tfever" (WB), also new this week,
is

istice Day naturally helped couni appear to have some possibilities.
terbalance adverse weather condi- "Upturned Glass" (U) and "So WeU
tions. "Forever Amber" (20th) again, Remembered" (RKO), on the other
is
the leading money-getter even hand, do not appear promising on
though it is mainly on holdover or first dates.
"Nightmare Alley" (20th) is shapmoveOvet datesi
Second best' nationwide is "Un- ing up spotty this session; "Red Stalconquered" (Par) although in only lion" (EL) looks stout on additional
seven keys this stanza. Film is hit- playdates this week. "That Hagen
ting a new high in Denver and Girl" (WB) is mostly mila curpacing San Francisco with smash rently. "Spirit of West Point" .(FC)
.
Shapes sturdy on additional engageweek.
Others in the Big Six, in order of ments this stanza.
"Exposed" (Rep) is in for a lancy
money and dates, are "Magic Town"
(RKO), "Has to Be You" (Col), session in San Francisco, "Lured"
"Walter Mitty" (RKO? and "Body (UA), while slow in Louisville, looks
and SoijJ" (UA). Last-named teed- strong in Minneapolis. "New Oroffl in only three cities but is sock
leans" (UA), with a flock of new
It is heading for a playdates, will be- solid in St. Louis
in all three.
and brisk in Cincinnati. "Something
new record in N. Y.
Runners-up are headed, by "Christ- in Wind" (U) is okay in Philadelmas Eve" (UA), "Unfinished Dance" phia and fancy itfPortland.
(Complete Boxoffice Reports on
and "Life jWith Father" (WB).
Leading newcomeri beisidt:d "Body," Pages 12-13.)
•
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Natiomd Boxoffice Survey
—

Biz Holds Stoutly in Most Keys
Amber/ 'Unconquered/ 'Town,' 'Had to Be,' *Mitty' Set Pace
many sections of country, business
continues strong in most key cities
currently. Holiday crowds on Arm-

legiter.

Ar-

smash

Despite heavy rain and snow in

11,

.

thur Rank's U. S. organization, returns from a six-week London visit,
aboard the S.S. Mauretania Nov. 24,
He's been huddling with Rank officials

PACT TO BARTON

5-YR.

.Raves, at sneak preview of Cag»
Productions' "Time of Your
Life" brought James Barton an exclusive five-year pact with the proriey

Y«W—$1}

Vtnlgii

.

.--i

WedAostla]^ Nov«inb«« 12, 1947

Randm HoiBe-Aiitib^ Gold Modd
Contract Gives Pubs a Cut on Pa

'Amber' Pbdy in the MiiUle of Chndi

Who'll Front?
I

'
"
conihmed from page S assB
appropriate coin for the new public
relations office either via the
budget or by it direct jassessqaent
In either
against each company.
case, if it is decided to go ahead
with the plan, it would mark a
material change in the function of
the MPA. lAtter has always served
as the industry's pubUc relations
agency, «s well as a trade associa'

MPA

And Civk Tabns; Roxy Biz Starts to Di|)

.

of,

Publishers

whobest-sellers,
establish their

have long sought to

Brand Gets His 'Z'
Harry Brand, head ot 20thFox studio publicity, saw "Gentleman's Agreement" at some 20

light to a share ol proceeds from
film sales, won"«a important .victory

final agreement between Random House and the Authors Guild
on a tnodel contract. Pact, covering
itcceptance of manuscripts by the

with

publiidier, is
in

te placed

Dramatists
agreement.

press,
screenings for
and other inyited guests,
iJew York, including its
yesterday .(Tues.) premiere at
the Mayfair,.on Broadway. He
claims that entitles him to. his
'%" (for Zanuck).
Brand returned to Hollywood
with his wife, Sibyl, who wisely
took advantage of the fortnight's
eastern visit to shop and: sojourn
with friends on- Long' Island.

special

expected eventually to
use, similar to the
Guild minimum basic

wide

Authors Guild has accepted in the

BH

model contract the principle that
if a publisher can establish that he
contributed to a book's value for picture sale, he's entitled to the following:
spent
1. One-Kalf of the amount
advertising, up
fcy the publisher on
-to 10% Of the author's share of the

,

-

raijio

tion.'

in.

rily

prima*

VAHnwY

few hew playdates.

MPA's

to the

community activities and educational departments' is a question, of
course, that's still somewhat in the
future. It appears dubious that such
functions would be/ moved over at
once to the public relations office,
although their activities naturally
fall into this sphere.

Actually getting it iiito operation,
ha-s been -delayed by
recent
for
the
the preparation

however,

Sdddljf

at 53;

Un-American
probe.

suclt A' clause.

Activities Committee
in thanking the

Johnston,

pub-ad men last week for their help
on the investigation public relations, indicated that he is now ready

^n author

certain sum for each copy of the
boolc sold -over » specifled minimum,
the idea being the film stujlio pays

'

a

Louis SydeU, advertising manager
less, depending- on the
Theory in the of VARDRnr, die4'...>sud(itenly at his
book's popularity.
home, 969 Park avenue, New York,
publisher sharing in -thift is that he's
Sunday night (9) following a heart
partially responsible for' the addiattaclc
He was 53. He was at his
ttoividl sales and it will encourage
in normal health, only two
hte to spend more money on adver- desk,'
days before. He^felt out 'of sorts
the next day, and a doctor' gave him
.
3; "Total from No. 1 and 2 above a, sedative early Sunday morning,
shall not exceed 15% of the author's tiecause.'he had not slept all the
share. Actually, it s said -generadly night preceding, and promised to:
to work out to about 10%.
drop over to see how he "was get'Previously, whether or not the ting along" that evening. When Mrs.
publisher j^got any income 'from a Barbara' Rydell, his wife; failed to
-picture sale and how mueh was open wake him for dinner Sunday she
to negotiation in each contract. summoned the doctor, who arrived
Where he acted as agent in the sale, around. 7:30 p.m., too late for further
lie got his 10%, but otherwise it was medicid
the
attention.
Besides
9 matter of squeezing what he could. widow, four brothers and a sister
writers it was survive. One brother, Sam, is man.established
'<Vith
' (Continued on page 18)
ager of the
Jefferson, N.Y.
Hydell was one of the Variety
veterans.
the paper for over 30
years, he was steeped in show busar
iness, with particular accent on the

more or

the

only.

Pub-Ad Group's Plans
Pub-Ad Committee has had its
campaign on tap for several {nonths.

2. If there's an escalator clause in
the picture compawy's contract with
the author, the publisher gets 10%
of the retuJtn to the author resulting

(Etecakttor clauses give

it

drive
church
against it, "Fprever Amber" continues biggest money-getter in
the country for third ijveek in a
,rov, according to report? from,

Despite

» ttad^ association iqterested
in the economic side of tlie industry

What would happen

film .coin.

from

Change would make

Tempest raging around "Forever

to get together with them on worlting ibut the problem of getting
~
finances.
It appears certain' from known
he ' undoubtedly will
facts
that
attempt to convince the committee
that the operations it is planning

ing

i?

correspondents. Showbeing made despite only a
In many

spots "'Amber" has tapered off
rather sharply in second and
third weeks, but still is a big
Film slipped drascoin-getter,
tically in both N. Y. and Los
Angeles.
L. A. run„ is being
terminated aft^r two extra days
past -the second stanza.
Oddly enough in cities like
Philadelphia, BostoYi and St,
Louis, where church influence

reputedly is strongest, "Amber"
This is particuis doing best.
larly true Qf Boston. Picketing
in Philadelphia failed to keep
the picture from getting top
money in town, although Amber" is in third week. Even in
N. Y., which has thousands of
Catholics, over $100,000 for a
third week at the Roxy is far

from discouraging.

/

.

.

Amber" continued to spread into
territory this week with -openings of the picture in various localities hi face of the Legion of Decency's condemnation, Caught between oppoflition from the Catholic
Church ahd commitmeHts to 20thFox, exhibitors screening tlie pic
are being hit by picket lines, boy-

'Amber' Beaucoup Black new

Caids 'Oudaw

'

cotts and police,
after another.

bans

New

anothec

one

tin

city

;

.

In

York, 20th execs indicated

that they
the Roxy

would keep "Amber"
showcase

.

two

at

at lea.st
despite
a

'for

weejcs

•

marked falling off in business. Reports were current during the week
that the picture would be pulled
after
completing its' third week
-

today (Wednesday) but these wci-e
officially denied.
Although, falling
off fiharply from the
scnsafionnl
$180,000 take the fhrst weejc, the pic
is still turning in solid' grosses despite 'Francis Cardinal Spellman's
ulcase forbidding all Catholics from
seeing the film..
In
Wasfiington,
exhibs
were
warned by the Allied States Exhibitor organization that they may
build up trouble for themselves it
they screen "Amber." In a formiil
statement, AUied charged that the
situation pf indecency in pix had
"again been allowed' to get out of
hand" and that the- Catholic boycott in Philly is not just an' isolated
claims
the
incident.
Statement
Legion of. Decency will be more on
guard than evef and -the Motion
Picture Assn. is falling d-own on job
of keepjng films clean. As a result,
exhibs are being put on the spot,
the letter charged.
-Warner Bros, theatre in Troy, N.Y.,
a
"Amber," ran
into
shp-wing
.'

should be done through an enlarged
MPA public relations staft or, at
least, if « new setup is formed, that
it should be under rhis control.
That some such compromise might
appeal to the compjiny prexies
appears very po'ssible. Fttb-Ad Com-^
inUtee members, however, have not
been loath to sjtate that they lack
Philadelphia, Nov. 11.
confidence that the MPA has fa«
quadruple snag of * Catholic youtli
Clerical censorship won a major
cilities or know-how- for .the job,
picketing, labor trouble, municip.il
battle over the* film business this
they envisage.
government opposition and refusal
week
the yanking of "The
with
Cheyfltz'* Ifermirta
(Continued on page 20)
from
the
Erlanger
theatre
Outlaw"
At the same tiwe the eastern pubof
Monday
night
the
wake
(10)
in
RKO
licity committee was drawingjup its
bitter
opposition
to
that
pic
and
plan, Johnston had EdwardrcheyRepiolds,
Layery Seek
'Torever
Ambet"
from
Catholic
the
On
fitz, one of his aides, Working on
the blueprint of a similar idea. This Church. On the "Amber" front,
Liberals' Co-op to
has' been delayed, however, by time 20th-Fox was. still holding firm in
its
third
week
screening
the
picof
motion picture «nd. Staring as an. consumed though Ch'eyfltz's very
apprentice advertising salesman, he active part in the formulating ture in face of a one-year Catholic
Off Federal Censorship
was advertisii^ manager of this strategy of meeting the recent Isoycott extending to all houses
Sounding a warning that Federal
papet foe more than 20 years. He Washington probe. Cheyfitz is tak- playing 20th product in the Philly
censorship of films is more imme,
was one of a. group to whom Sime ing/a very long-range view in -his archdiocese:
"Decision to pull "Outlaw" from diate- and acute than is generally
saverniian, founder of Varibiy. left planning, claiming that nothing can
Aftei^ Udmlttihg that he adced
prexy
a block of stock when he' died in be done without extensive research, the Erlanger was made upon the realized, Screen Writers Guild
Major C^neral Burnett E. Meyers
Emmet Lavery and commentator
lS33'.-v,
and is known to have some specific return of theatre owner William 'Quentin Reynolds last Friday (7)
(retired) to try to persuade New
funeral service was held yester- ideas' on the subject. Pub- Ad Com- Goldman from California. In a letiXork authorities to lift the ban on
called for liberals throughout > the
noon
it -Riverside- mittee hasn't revealed' jtny details ter to Dennis Cardinal Dougherty,
day
(TUes.)
*TPhe Outlaw," Howard Hughes de'
Goldman explained that he had country to help safeguard the innied today (Tues.) ttxtl he^ accomi- Memorial Cfaapelv N. Y. Intennept of; itS' "plan»
/
dustry from such a fate.
in Mount -Hebron, liong Island.
Sastern publicity groups is taking been out: of town when the Cardiiptftliied Ifae request with « $1(^,000
Speaking at- a luncheon in New
bows for some of the recent editorial nal's original communication "to his York sponsored by the' Americans for
otter ot payment. Hughes nude his
office was received on Nov.. 3. "In
comment
favoring"
the
industry
^tatemtiit'wliite oil the witnej^ stand
deference to your ex;alted position,"; Democratic Action in Jjavery's honduring
Un-Americanthe
Itearings.
befor4» the Senate War Investigating^
or, Reynolds pointed out that "many
Sbte5.Asks
Pub-Ad Committee members are Goldman said, ''we, are today with- top- Hollywood producers read only
Committee. Flaring up under insaid to have talked With editors of drawing the film. Had your views
tensive cross-examination by comHearst, papers." Recent Hear.st edimany of the newspapers wliich been called to our attehtion prior to torjalSi demanding Federal film ccnmittee members, film and plane in^otheinitial
exhibition,
we
would
carried
favorable comment. licttec
./ducer. said the N. Y. run of the
consequently, inight scare
AeiHi'MiCliprchBan from Johnston, thanking them for have at that time given them seri- -sorshipv
Jiicture would not "justify that ;5um."
^
the producers into tossing all conous
consideration."
this
work,
was
read
meeting
of
at a
"The. Outtow" caine into the.
Washington^ Nov. 11,
Goldman lifted the picture despite troversial ideas out of their <Um^.
the
group in New York last
djiys. hearing when. -Hughes said
Lavery secohded this, declaring that
With the Catholic diurch 'and
the fact that, as he explained in the
Thursday
(6),
he believed that General Jkleyers, civie officials heaping criticism on
4
the industry has always "scared
sore point with the MPA, in- letter, he had seen the film' before
after.' his retirement from -the Army, ZOth-fox's "Forever Amber" wherbooking it and- was "satisfied thai it easily.'! To dispel this fe^r, he recVi^it trying to block the picture in ever the 'Olm is being played. Allied cidentally, is that a rep of its public
ommended friendly invitations from
Kew Yojrfe, That made Huglies de- States has publidy requested Mo- relations sta;R is no longer invited contained nothing' that was ofiten-' liberal groups throughout the cpunsive." However, he said, the picture
tOK'the
committee's
conclaves.
Until
Cicte ifi "niake p&ce" m&i Meyers, tu>n Picture Assn. prexy Eric John(Continued.. on page lg>
was. being withdrawn because "it is
ib^' Witness said- Hughes contended ston to "take some definite action the group recently changed its name
he AiA not employ 'the geberal but T-as (Will) Bays did before him— from the Public Information Com- not our wish to exhitHt any picture
Admitted he "discussed" the matter to reassure the .public tlisit the mittee of the Motion Picture In- that, notwithstanding our owh .judg'22)"
CContinued
"
onpage
dustry,
the
MPA'S
N«fw
Yoirk
flack
Vith .lUteyers and that the latter Sid situation is not out of control."
June^Uyson
sea .New York oificials.
Lauren Elacall
"At jthe
Outlining the. job done by Hays aatomatically served asr .secretary.
time," Hughes said. "I felt General in "putting .«ut-. tbe fire" that reGeorge Dembow
Y. to L. A.
Meyers ^ves re.sponstbIe for banning sulted from moral laxity of lilms iu
Miltoh Blow
Harry Brand
the picture in New York City. J no-sv the early .iVSHTs, Allied asked in a
Humphrey Bogart
'Joan Crawford
know he was not responsible for the letter to Johnston why the "situaAileen Brenon
Roy Del* Ruth
ban; At the time I had no evidence tion was again allowed to get out
Ed Cashman
,
John van Druten
he was. I just had a premonflion he, of hand." Despite the Production
.Alf xander H. C^hen
Mrs. Henry Ginsberg
Winston-Salem, N. C. Nov. 11.
hari piit thefiiiger.on.thc picture. He' Code and the years of its uncritiHarry Cohn
Martin Goodman
Recent hearings on Ccmmun ism in
had pov*erful political connections cized administration, the let|er says.
Jules Dassin
Harry Kosiner
Hollywood, conducted by the Hou.sc
in "New York.
Armand Deutsch
•
trouble: has been brewing for the
.-,
Edward Morey
V- ,
.
Hughes said he paid $3,000 in ex- last year. In additioW'to pubUc- d?s- Committee on Un-American ActiviV"
Dick Dickson
Howard Randall
eiwfis for. Meyers to go to Cali- tmbance when Johnston permitted ties, came in for sharp criticism in a
"
Humphrey Doulenii
Irving Rapper
fornia last year to discuss the mat- the narcoUcs provision of the Code resolution passed' here last week fay
William Dozier
John F. Reeder
the House of Bishops of the Prott«r, but added, that he never paid
Dick Fi,shell
to be weakened^ thcre'.s, been "grow- estant
Walter Reilly.
Episcopal Chia-ch in United
anything fbr the actual work in be- ing criticism tut the mo-vies
that
Walter Florell
Norton V. Ritchey
States.
half pf "Tlie Oiitlaw."
they are packed with niorbidity,
Joan Fontaine
Jean Sablon
The resolution, adopted unaniviolence and crime, with a percep- mously,
Sidney Franidin
Henny Youngma'n
called
upon
American
iible trace of immoraflity,"
Betty Garde
Josh White
church people to guard against
Reaction to "Amber," lyhich Allied
Herman Jaffe
IKsDey Admits
Called
Peter Von Zerneck
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(charged
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that
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Wrong Groop Xemmies* S^nLnfthiV "ThV c=on

h^s
apoloCT. been secciung,' according to Allied
Walt Disney has- delivered an ex- and now it has boiled over. It
planation to the League of Women isn't going to 'just "die hut. The
Voters as to why he listed that or- Legion {of Decency) and the public
ganization as "Communist" during will be more alert than ever, no
his testimony before the House un- indulgences will, be granted and
American Activities Committee on whenever a questionable picture
Oct. 24. He meant to say the League emerges they
will
clamp down
nt WoiTiKu Shoppers but became con- hard."
fti.sed by the similarity of names.
Exbibs" will be in a very tough
Disney, has also a::ked committee .situation it other Catholic prelates
chairman Rep. Farncll J. Thomas to- follow the lead of Philadelphia's
amcnd tlie record 'by Grasin.i; his re- Dennis Cardinal Dougherty in clamp3!nark.<; which implicated tlie Women ing down a bciycott on any theatre
(Continued on page S5>
Voters.
After,

making

formal

.

\i:f^^.f,T^L^^.^T±^.
is a threat to freedom of conscience;
"The casting, of public suspicion
on 'fellow-citizens under, the protection of Congres-sional immunity,"

added,, "can readily
fense against God's

it

become an ofcommandment,

;Thou Shalt not bear false witness
against thy neighbor.

•.

,

.

N. Y. to Europe

|

TBUJLING TO N. T.
Hollywood, Nov. 11
Steve Trilling, exec assistant to
Jack Warner at Warners, hies to
W. Y. today for a two-week vacation.
Will guider legit field.

Noel Coward

Lee Ephraim
Morris Helprin
Mr. and Mrs, Bob Hope
Jack Hulburt
Jennifer Jones

Tom

Lewis
Gerald Mayer
Mr. and Mrs, Robert Montgomery
Wesley ,Jluggle.s
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Sherek
.'
*
Alexis Smith
Craig Stevens
.lohn C. Wilson
Googie Withers
-

Lorctta

Young

Murray Kaufman

Arthur Kelly
Dorothy Kirsten
Zoltan Korda
Walter Lurie

Gordon Maynard
Virginia Mayo
Burgess Meredith .
-Louella Of ParsoB,«^
William Perlberg
Abraham 'Poionsky
Bob Roberts

Rodriguez
Gradwell Scars
Ann Sheridan
George Tobias
Max Youngstein
William H. Voeller

Estelita

*

.

,

November

W«!dnenlajr,

HQ
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CUTTIN G IN ON FILM

Upped-Scale Prices Only in 1st Rons

heading for a compromise in pracThe way
if not by agreement.
out has apparently been devised by
Paramount and Warner Bros, with
the- chances better than even that
other majors wiU follow the same
New method, figured to.
patternj
mollify Indie exhib who's spearpoihted the opposition, is to book
the picture at boosted scales in firstrun keys only.
That sort of policy has been set
for both Paramount's "Unconquercd"
and Warners" "Life With Father."
It means scooping the cream from
the big city deluxers via raised admissions, then pulling the pic. Companies then re-route the features in
question through first-runs, again—
time at regular prices— and
this
thereafter at normal tab through the
»ubsequent-run houses.
It's considered a radical revision
of the down-the-line hoisted terms
is

tice

'

.

Samuel Goldwyn's "Best
Years" and David O. Selznick's
"Duel in the Sun." In those two in»tances, no exhib, either first-run
de4uxer or last-run nabe, could buy

'

Probe Reopent Dec.

1

durable goods, both Olivier to Aussie, Then U. S.
by the war's end, are
Sir Laurence Olivier has ditched
the basic economic factors behind
his plans to visit the U, S. late in.
the decline in domestic grosses. That
January, upon completion of "Hamconclusion is reached in a detailed
study of the picture industry and its let'^ for the J. Arthur Rank org.

spending
touched

J.,

,

Rocky

Moutttain Allied

Loves That

Metro—For

on

'.

off

.

:

Olivier, instead, will plane directly
for Australia from London to start
his six-month tour of the Antipodes

dividend prospects as prepared b-y
Lionel D. Edie & Go,, investment advisers,
and currently circulating
among film biggies. It predicts pretax net earnings of $80,000,000 for
the Big Five in 1948 after deducting
$40,000,000 for an expected 40 %' de-

March

,

"

Hollywood investigation, declaring: "Our committee's job is to

let."

'

spotlight the Communists. The
movie industry and the American people will take care of the

graph

In a carefully compiled
(printed herewith), which

rest."

traces

keyifCity first-run taoxoffioe averages

since 1936 against the national personal income, effect of the inflation
is dramatized.
In 1946, for the first
time in 10 years, the graph showsi

NatHoltEx-RKO,

10 in 'Contempt'

ToMakeB'sat20tli

uation could well be attributed to
the diversion of public spending to
Hollywood, Nov. 11.
houses, automobiles, fippliances, etc.,
The road back to full-scale produc- and to the sharp increase in food
tion of B's is still being travelled by prices, tWe report declares.
20th-Fox. With the idea of upping
Over the period of 1936'.45, analyStill further its program
of low* sis notes, b.o. revenues followed,
budgeters, made by indie producers fairly consistently the pattern in
and released by it, 20th is current- which there occurred a 6% rise in
ly close to a deal with Nat Holt, the theatre take for every
10% hoist
heretofore an RKO producer since
personal income. National earnT
1944. Holt is expected to take ovec ing power
is up 163%. from the '39
the chores of an Indie producer with level. Using the ratio, report says,
20th footing much' of the bill."
theatre biz should be 91% ahead of
Negotiations were personally ini- 39. Actually, it's only.
68% to the
tiated by Spyros Skouras, 20th proxy, good.
several week back in New York
when Holt was in Gotham on visit. '48Pre-tax earnings of $80,000>000. f or
compares
with
the
Big Five's
Details were worked out
at that
take of $145,000,000 .for the current
time. Producer will probably make
calendar year and $204,000,000 in '46,
four westerners for 20th, each at a
it's said. On the question of earnings
budget of $700,000 or thereabouti.
for '48, report makes this forecast:
hit
pattern

'Dolphin'

Prices

one of the
most militant of the indie exhib or-

Rocky Mountain

.ganizations

when

Allied,

distributors

do

aomettiing they dislike, lost no time
in showering congratulations on
Metro sales veepee William F.
Rodgers for his decision against up-,
ping admission prices on "Green
Dolphin Street:" Organization's reaction, followed by a glowing review of "Dolphin" in its bulletin to
members, is considered important as
an indicator of typical indie exhib
feeling

Washington, Nov.

Ten Hollywood

Jr., mnouncSd after hearings that he would hold in abeyance
his decision on whether to turn the
contempt citations over to the U. S.
district attorney for prosecution.
Martin's decision to postpone furr
ther action on the citations for the
time.being was due mainly to a brief

W. Martin,

.

Holt

successfully

this

(Continued on page 25)

Washington, Nov. 11.
anti-trust Jackson

old

.

AND

CIRCUIT

N.W.
ated

A
a.s

550-seater, it will be oper
an art house. Construction

starts in Januarv.

Speaker's

function

when

the

is not in session is the same
as the House's function when it is
meeting. Hence, he said, it is "not
mandatory" for Martin to send the
citations on to the d.a. at this time,

on American

pix,

unborrowed onthe British loan.' But
Johnston didn't want to chance- that
and therefore gave the go-ahead
word to Allport.
First meeting between Eady and
Allport, staged yesterday (10), was
•

(Continued on page 27)

U.S.

m

Closed British Theatres

Sought as Warehouses;

DelGiudiceTeHsM.F.Off
London, Nov.

plant to pass Its last year's
record.
The $499,848 represents 38% of the
quota for this year.
fif'st

11.

-

''

.

LLOYD SETTLES COMEDY
BIT SUITS VS.U

AND GOL.

:

NATIONAL INCOME AND

14,001)

FC

Bernhard

Have 12 New

PART COMPANY

B.O.

and Columbia lawyers agreed on
amount of the settlement ^nd will

tl,«00

••

ink agreement within a 'few days,
Deal with Universal, according to

±

II .000

r

\

Fendler, will ii}vblve Wghest amount
ever paid in settlement of copyright
infringement action in this country,
running well into six figures. Suit
agaist U was based on alleged misappropriation of bits and comedy
scenes from "The Freshman," VWelcome Danger" and "Professor Beware" for inclusion in "Her Lucky
Night" and "She Gets Her Man."
Columbia suit involved asserted use
of material from two films for pair
of Three Stooges comedies.

/

\

.i^..,.PERSONAl jNCOAAI

^.^OXOFFICI REVINU ES

k

.

\

\

\

\

\

/'

i

11,000

(I

\

J

I

i

PAR'S. EERTOAH 50c

'v

for Appeal

.

;

House

>•

.

'

limited to exploratory talks,- it's
understood. If they can strike some
common basis and there's more than
a 50-50 prospect of reaching a detailed settlement,. Johnston and the
major company prexies will trek to
London to finish It up. But' Other',
wise, there's little lilt€lihood;,HO* tb^ir
(Continued"
page 22)

The Government is to be asked .to
requisition 250 cinemas which may
when the House is recessed. Speaker, have to close through lack of U.
S.
he added, has discretion now to de- films, and use the theatres as warecide whether the citations are legal
houses for goods awaiting export.
'41
'48
'i1
and If they're to be turned over to
Suggestion is that of Sir Waldron
Company Earningtf Dividends EaJrn- the d,a. for Grand Jury action.
Smithers, Member of Parliament.
ings
Popper asked Martin, consequently,
Sir Waldron is high pressuring the
not to forward the citations to the
Metro
$2.50
$1.50
$1.40
government for a series bf inquiriesParamount $4.40
d.a. now but either to detiy their
$2.00
$2.75
on the film situation. He has ai;ked
legality or to hold them up until the
$2.50
$1.20
$1.40
the Chancellor Of the Exchequer, in""
(Continued on page 18)
20-Fox
$5.00
$3.00
$3.00
view of tlie fact that internal reV"
Warner
enues equal to $332,000,000 annually
Bros.
$2.75
$1.50
$1.65
are received in- Britain from the
Says
Will shpwing of Ahierican films, if he'll
Number of healthy factors are Joe
give an estimate of the effect pn
noted in the analysis. One fundaFilms in '48 revenue if the American film- Indus*
mentally strong point is the fact that
very little expansion has occurred
Film Classics will distribute ap» try sends no" more films to Britain,
Sir Waldron has also addressed
in theatre facilities over the 18 years proximately 12 new films during
although
population
has
risen 1948; toppei: Joseph Bernhard dis- other special Parliamentary requests
steadily. Seating capacity of flick" closed in New York this week. About to the- President of the Board of
In one he asks what step*
eries is currently around 12,000,000, 60%> of the films will be in color, he Trade.
(Continued on page 22)
which compares with 11,500,000 in said. FC was recently absorbed into
'37 and 12,150,000 in '31.
Cinecolor.
Outfit,
which
had
previously
speMeanwhile, theatre properties as
well as other film holdings have been cialized in reissues, recently released
carried by the companies at cost its first new picture, "Spirit of West
"which is very low in relation t^ Boint,':' starring Glenn Davis and
Blanohard.
Bernhard
said
present replacement costs," Para- "Doc"
i
Hollywood, Nov. 11.
mount; for instance, has book value he was not only pleased with b.o. reHarold Lloyd's-'suit' for plagiarism
assets of $150,000,000, which comp,ares sults and terms, "but what's more
against' Universal has been settled
important,
the wide coverage the
(Continued on page 22)
out of court' it "Was disclosed when
picture is getting."
dismissal of his two suits was filed
in Federal district court.
Simultaneously, it was announced that settlement had been reached in Lloyd's
suit
against
Columbia
Pictures.
Lloyd's ^tqrney Harold A. Fendler

"

Hollywood, Nov. 11.
First three weeks of the Third An
'hUal United Appeal drive wound up
with a total of $499,848 pledged by
12,661 workers in the film' industry,
Technicolor, with $24,348, was the

.

MPA

\

500G

now

it's

Stands; U.S. Nixes Review RKO

nied a review of an injunction issued
against the defendant distributors
and affiliated circuits. Injunction,
^picture."
.Review objected to the issued hy the Federal 'district court
in Chicago, provides for a complete
film's 140-mintite running time and
What it termed a "poor title," but change of booking pictures In that
advised exhibs that "if you .can let area.
Under the new system, major
your patrons know about what is in
Loop theatres will not be allowed to
Store for them, they will jam the
play a picture more than two weelcs
place."
unless they release a print to other
Allied States, parent organization
theatres so as not to form a backlog;
(Continued on page 22)
three-week period between the end
of the first run and subsequent release Is discontinued; theatre cirD.C. cuits
can no longer set admission

NEW

the

duties

learned that Sir. Wilfred Eady, Brit'*
ish .Treasury official, isn't coming
over here after all. Moreover, Fayette Allport, Motion Picture Assn.'s'
European manager, has no concrete
plan to present to the Labor government.
Eric Johnston,
prexy, talked
to Eady over the wires some 10 days
ago, it's been learned, and then
ordered Allport to open negotiations
when Eady advised' him that his trip
to America had been postponed.
Eady may make the cro.ssing, in December to thaw the $400,000,000 stilt

^

'

LINKS IN

and argument presented today by
Martin Popper for the National Lawyers Guild. According 'to Popper,

The hot-and-cold prospects for a
settlement of the British 75% tax
a few temperature points
this weelc.
While the top men -of
the island's fllm biz threw their
weight behind the bid to reduce the
dipped

,

Jackson Park Decision

bulletin swung into the review, declaring the film "has everything that
it is possible to cram into a motion

New syndicate which^ recently
acquired a house in Miami Beach
and another in Washington, D. C
hopes to make the pair the first in
«n indie circuit of considerable size.
Group is headed- by Arthur J. Steele,
operator of the St. John theatre,
Jacksonville, Fla.j and was gotten
together by David Stillman (& Still
man ), New York attorney. Stillman
holds a piece of the syndicate.
Miami Beach house Is the Normandy at 74th and Collins avenue.
A 750-seater in opposition to the
Surf, a Wometco theatre, it will
open next month with a Metro pIC'
ture, Washington unit is to be built
by Morris Gafritz at 1012 14th street,

'

.

After listing the various' argu- Park Theatre case, Chicago, came to
ments given -by Kodgers against up- the end of the line yesterday (Monping the prices on "Dolphin," the day) when the Supreme Court de-

STEELE'S MIAMI

11.

cited for

figures

contempt of Congress got a breather
today (Tues.) when Speaker 'Joseph

.

Five-year

on the subject.

S. Respite

Get U.

revenues failed to respond to
climbing income; parted company
with it; and dipped downscale. Sitb.o.

'

.

Low

1.

Cancellation of the U. S. trek fol-

lowed a delay in completing ''HamHowever, he'll hit this country on the way back to England.
cline in 'foreign revenues and $25,thesp. will be accompanied
OOOjOOO for costlier pix released.' next British
by hiff wife (Vivien TLeigh)
year.

Thomas expressed satisfaction
with the outcome to date of the

by

the pic without fixing a minimum
b.o. scale considerably higher than
It's figured
}ts ruri-of-the-mill rate.
that the new technique, will cool pff
the revolt, by small-fry exhibs.
Policy set thii week by Para(Continued on page 20)

Washington, Nov. 11.

Inflation and. a, fast rise in public

Nov. 11.
Probe of Hollywood will reopen Dec. 1 and continue, for two
weeks, Rep: J. Parnell Thomas,
chairman of the House unAmerican Activities Committee,
said at his home here last week.
He added that "two items which
never have been disclosed will
be brought to light."
Allendale, N.

Slows 75% Tax Accord

U.S. Trip;

LEFT FOB

B.O.

Eady Cancels

British Treasury's

[

May Be tiie Sop to Small Town Indies
The upped admission wrangle' cur-n
from exliibs

rently' dividing distribs

set

.

\

r

•*

Regularly

quarterly

DIWY

dividend

50c per share for outstanding
T,000

mon
137

ini

l«4t

itn

IM4

HM

irraph; prepared by investment adviser Iiionel Edie & Co., maps the pattern of national personal
income against the average, weekly rev«nue pei^ theatre ol'all flrst-run houses in the 81 key Cities. It runs
from 1936 to date with the lighter vertical linei^ dividing the years Into quarters. Figures in ttie left column

take during 10 ye^^

has

been

of

com-

declared

Tby

Divvy will be handed

out Dec. 19 to stockholders of rec-

The above

Jure In dollars representing the ithif ting per-'theatte

stocic

Paramount.

l«4?

'

ord Nov. 28.
Paramount's board is expected to
meet tomorrow (Thursday) to authorize issuance of the company^
third-quarter profits report.

,

PICT171IES

$100,000,000 Of Films' Normal O'seas
Take Hit By Foreign Market Snafu
Represents SO^o of Annual Take|. British Tax
Set Off Chain Reaction in Other Countries, But

Hope Seen

in *48

Panama,

-

last July, a chain reaction of quotas,

taxes and coin-freezing measures has
been popping off on all points of the
In practically every country,
glffbe.
the U. S. film industry's dream of a
postwar world has:
free^trading
into
turned
a nightmare induced by
a universal hard money famine,
and potent
uncertainty
political
'

,

nationalism;.

-

Denmark

following the govertjment's
recent proposals for currency re-strictions. Under the new proposal,
less than hall the coin due American companies could be exported
-with a heavy domestic tax on. porLess than $600,000
Philippines
tion withheld.
would be available for films. AgreeFilm industry has been singled Qiit
ment is being sought- ott %vtms
a special source of tax revenue
similar to the AustrfOian deaL
with a result that a total of 40% in
taxes is being levied on gross revEcmd'or
Despite improved fltai business in. enues, giving the government a
Ecuador with returns upped more greater share than, either the ex-^
Moreover,
than 60% in last two years, U. S. hibitor or distributor.
distributors have been hamstrung by government has indicated that it will
a dollar shortage. Since June, 1947, impose .ceiling prices on cinemas in
they've had to buy dollars at the rate near future, pushing scales down to
of 17 sucres to $1 instead Of the prewar levels,
previous 13.6, Government has; also
Portugal
imposed added taxeis tia iucommg
was an unrestricted
Portugal
films.
money area until recently when it
Etypt
took steps to conserve its dwindling
. Eunds -are temporarily frozen, dollar supply and blocked all xeHowever, there's talk that there may mittances. In addition, following an'
be 50% rmittances permitted by the intensive nationalist campaign at the
end of the year. Egyptian govern- beginning of 1947', high barriers went
ment, however, is talkln]^ orOy in tip against foreign imports of films.
terms of 30%.
Spain
'

.

-

Coiffllries

12 war-devastated countries. United
Nations Educational, Scientific &
Cultural Organization reports that a
grant of only $25,000,000 to the dozen
nations could develop production
and exhibition standards to efficient

UNESCO commission report,
completed in Paris two months ago
after a six months investigation,

levels.

covers Belgium, Czechoslovakia,
Denmark, France, Greece, Luxembourg, Netherlands, Norway, Poland,
Yugoslavia, China and the Philip,
pines.

Major recommendation of the
commission report was consideration
of the exemption from'; all import
Language difference has proved taxes of film equipment, fllm materithe principal difficulty in making of als and educational films, including
;

and Values

Facilities

.

Edward

Small's

in

"Cagliostro"

Rom^ but the production has proved

In addition, pointing

newsreels.

oiit

dependency of most European comthat flilmsrof Hollywood quality can panies on Germany for spare parts
be turned out there. That's t>ie opin- and equipment, commission also recion of Harry Kosiner, Small's sales «]mlnends that the Allied Control aulast thorities step up production of such
chief, who returned to the U.
week after a month close to the material, in the Reich.
''Cagliostro'' company in Italy.'
UNESCO report, in general, takes
.

'

'

.

;

"Virtually no dollar exchange is
available and the possibility of remittances from Spain is remote.
Further complications are found in
the import licenses which have to be
bought on the open market, the rawshipments already in the country» stock shortage, and discrimination
against U. S. films.
Internally, govermnent is taking
-'Sweden
of every $1 seat sold in cinemas.
Sweden has imposed a freeze
France
which ))10eks
yearly $2,500,000 to
Due to dollar crisis, remittances; the big U, a distribs. Until rcr
S.
although
since 1939 have been frozen
cenfly, this was' an unrestricted
.Eire

pix funds following Britain's
'ban on converting pounds to dollars.
Step- was supposedly temporary but
film companieis are still awaiting
word on lifting Of, the treeze which

U.

For 12

In a recently concluded study of
conditions in the film industries of

BttlM

'

.

.

just as

belowr

OnFdniPlri^pffls

Usmx

,

.

Ireland is tied Up on U. S. flbns
much as England since that
government pays through the British
Two months ago, the Argentine government. However, Yank disgovernifteftt damped' a treeze' on tribs are gfetting- money out on old

liste'd

•

cree issued last week provides that
"no film must offend the moral sensibilities of the spectator or detract
from the spiritual and ethical values
PalesUne
scenes or suggestions opposed
, ,by
Palestine import permits for U. S. to natural and divine law."
films, cut off on Oct, 15, have been
Edict further establishes that films,
Palestine
week.
reissued in the past
being a form of art of predominantis among the last remaining sources ly social value, must respect the
of dollar remittances in the entire fundamental institutions which form
area despite the fact that the new the basis for public order "and for
being
forr the community of men under law>
import regulations, now
imulftted, are being dictated by Iion- The family, state, church. Army Government' and the laW must not be
don.
Peru
siiown in a derogatory light".
all
pix
comTotal remittances of
panies in Peru is about $l,e00,000,half of which is to Hollywood and
Eddie SmaD's
was
There
rest to other countries.
talk that companies would get half
on Italo Prod.
their remittance money at the official rate but nothing materialized.
for domestic films, plus a -playingtlme quota.

'

As of the present inoment, the
foreign market blackout is pracfi-cally complete. However, one bright
spot in the picture is the expectwcy
that the Motion Picture Assn. Will
reach an .agre^ent with Britain by
the start of 1949 that'll considerably
ease the situation! This fact, plus
the launching of the Marshall plan
for the rehabilitation of Europe, are
regarded by film company execs as
the starting points for easing^the logjam in world trade channels,
Following survey includes all the
Important Xiountries except the 13 in
Which the Motion Picture Eatport
Assn. handles TJ. S. film affairs.
These are either military occupied
or are in the Russian orbit, and
present. even more complex and insurmountable problems than those

UNESCO s Report

Baenos Aires, Nov. 11.
Municipal administration of Buenos
Aires has set up a film code to
regulate the exhibition of pix. De-

.

.

Venezuela and Colombia
among the Latin-American companies, freely remit coin,on business
done by American companies in that
market.
However, -.-jniunber of. tax
proposals have 'recurrently come up
currently jeopardized in one torn or for consideration which wouM prove
detrimental
to U. S. film.cOm^finies,.
unotlie):.
Denmark'
Touched off by Great Bntams
drastic," tax bite on film importations
New U.S. flbi^s no longer show in
Within a rapidly shUting international scene, survey by Variety of
the latest restrictions operative on
tr. S. films in major foreign markets
reveals that 80%, or $100,000,000, of
Hollywood's normal overseas take is

Buenos Aires 3ets Up New
Pix Censorship Code

.S.

.

Picture is now well into production and will be finished by the first
of the year, Kosiner said. Director

Gregory Ratoff had been shooting
around Orson Welles until arrival of
star over the past weekend.
There; was a considerable shake-

down period, Kosiner

declared,

wbUe

the Americans and the Italian techgot accustomed to each

nicians

other's .methods. That was solved—
as was much of the language difficuUj^—by locating an assistant director, V. J. Balboni, an Italian who,
for many yearsTiad been assistant to

Clarence Brown in Hollywood.
'Kosiner brought back 1,500 feet of
edited film with hlni. He took it out
to the Co'aSt "over the weekend to

to Smalt Results were so good,
declaimed, .that it is almost certain'
the producer will make a second
picture' in Romet
French government agreed to remit
"Cagliostro" is costing about $1,*!
monfey area.
$11,400,000 of the blocked, funds in
500,000 in lire equivalent, Kosiner^
Swilaerland
quarterly installments this year.
Switzerland is an unrestricted and represents probably $4,080,000 to
Only $2,285,000 -of the total has been money area. However, there's an $5,000;000 in production values wefei
foreign films.
goes
plan
Marshall
paid thus far. If
import quota for each .company there any attempt to duplicate in
Austr&Us
into effect,' however, it's -espected
based upon the amount of film Hollywood the architectural settings
Agreement has been reached which France will pay up early in 1948.
than can .be "rented for buttons."
brought in in liie 1937-38 years.
freezes 30% of remittances- (estir
Much use is being' made, Kosiner
Great Britain
for
a
annually)
mated at $6,000/100
said, of the Villa d'Este, a place with
BritainAugust,, when
Since,
10-year period. Although represent- slapped a 300% ad valorem tax on
extensive fountains about 20 miles
Pulling
S.
Not
Out
companies
U.
in
fiilm
'75%
ing a' heavy cUt
from Rome.
all film imports, amounting to a
direct take, tj. S: majors; looked upon cutback Tn revenue take, American
Scal^a studios, which are being
favoras
relatively
this- settlement"
used for iiidoor shots, a,re goody but
Of
Despite
film companies hftve embargoed all
also
has
goviSrnment
Aussie
able.
lack recent refurbishing as a result
new product to that cotmtry. Those
of
investing
if/ays
seven,
approved
of the war, Kosiner reported. As &
which were
pictures,
however,
Cut
as
in
including
funds
blocked
the 30%
result^ Small's crew brought in its
shipped to England, before the tax
It appears; uncertain that Amerir own sound equipment and cameras,
film production, capital debt pay- went into effect are exempt from
ments, improvements^ pension funds, the tax and U. S. film earnings are can film companies. will puU out of American makeup artists and ah
real estate, securities and credit to not expected to suffer until next: Norway in reprisal to the 60% cut English. sQund crew were imported,
of
allocations
for
imports
ordAustralia
m^y
filnx
companies^
theatre
but all other technicians are Italian.
spring when the baOklog is ex'..
have set the psttetn lor expected re- hausted. By that timei agreement ered by the Norwegian government.
Gregor Babinovitch: is also workstrictinns in iNTew Zealand, JMalaya, on a modification of the tax into a Sentiment is against anything' as ing in Rome currently, making lo#
Burma, and other parts dfthefiritish 50% coin freeze is expcspted to be drastic because the vacuum created budgeters for Columbia, costing
- empire.
would
only
pix
be
filled
by
from
about $150,000 in' lire equivalent.
reached between the Laibor, governother
nations.
Beleinm
ment and the -MPA:
Jn this regard, it's now thought
Belgitun is one of Europe's last
Greece
that the halt called by American:
remaining outposts, where U. S. films
Deal for remittances expired in compaiues in
DEC.
shipping pix to Ben>
are not subject, as yet,,to any imNovember, 1948, when exchange alJ maEk was a mistake.
portant restrictions; This market,
The ban
locations for all imports except
resulted in foreign producers rushrepresenting approximately $2,000,essential foodstuffs were suspended.
ing their product in to fill the hole
COO for America, is being IJireatened
Metro is currently planning a divl
Everything points to an indefinitely in screen
time. There's great concern
by' irroposals along following lines:
bad climate for U. S. films in this now that U. S-. pix will lose their sion sales meet to be held in Chicago,
(1) quotas; (2) obligations to proin' early December, in advance- of
territory as far as A&ances are conhold on the »X>ani£& public to no the U. S. Supreme Court's teeoff of
duce in Belgium-; (3) all prints recerned,
avail.
leased in Belgium be made there;
hearings in the anti-trust decree,
India
Hence, though the Norwegian gov- M-G sales veepee William F. Rod'g(4)Jt)}-lingual dubbing; <5) eliminaGreat
of
Following footsteps
ernment's action is a replica of "that ers then heads lor his annual four,
tion of American newsreels; (6) disfreeze or tax on U. S.
taken -by Denmark, the counter- to-six weeks? vacation in Florida,
^iminatory taKatiod in favor of Britain, a
films is anticipated shortly to save
moves of the majors may not be a after -which he'll go to the: Coast fordomestic product^ and (7) increase
dollars.
There's also widespread
repeat performance. Instead^ Gerald a onceover of new product.
of import duties.
agitation in India for measures to
M. Mayer, Motion Picture Assn.'s
Braiil
Rodgers is mulling plans for
protect the dom«itic fllm industry.
chief of tlie International Division, general sales meet in the early
Bemittances from Brazil, totalling

will affect annual taike ^of about
distribu$6,000,000 for major XT.
tors.
In addition, income tax law
slaps a 20% bite pn 60% of the exhibitor price .paid ^ia producers of

.

show
he

'

'

,

^.

hands->off

question

mercial

towards

-attitude

of restrictions
films; operative,

the

on

com-

in

each

country. Pointing out that in prance,
for exeoiple, the. 'fllm industry was
affected by "general economic 'problems of a very s^ious character,"
the report declared such problems
fell outside its present scope.
Surveying raw stock situation,
commission estimates that world
production capacity for monochrome
Jilm and for chemicals is sufficient
to meet anticipated world - needs.
However, supply of color films is far
below the demand, particularly in
France. Commission recommends on
this point that increased use of 16m
instead of 35m film for public exhibition would result in savings on
color film stock,
Describing widespread lack of

;
'

,

trained

equipped

personnel

to

handle

latest techniques' in
film
production, UNESCO suggests international exchange of workers, together with scholarship scheme-s, to
encourage experts to work in othet
countries.
In conclusion, report
recommends that UNI^CO act as^an
international clearing, house of information on aU subjects relating to:,
the screen. '
.

,

Norway

60%

Denmark

.

.

-

-

.

'

M-G SALES MEET

.

INCiHPREmREE

••

over $5,000,000 yearly, have become
Increasingly

irregular

government's financial

due

to

straits.

-

the

On

top Of" a threatened blocking of
funds, Itio government has slashed
an admissions by'' one'third and put
ceiling on {tdmissions, resulting in a
one-third dip In returns on Yank

Italy

There's a deep freeze on coin in
although in other respects,
American films have been enjoying
unprecedented business, U. S. film
companies have indicated intention
to produce in Italy to utilize blocked
funds. Studio space, equipment and
personnel are ample.
Italy,

pix.

ChUe
Ceiling on remittances has been
toy the Chile government
limiting' take for the U. S. companies
on basis of their past eaming calculated on an individual basis.
Approximately $4,000.(M)0 is Involved
in the Chile market

Imposed

'

Mexico

same

ing 1948 by- 80% as an economy
measure. In aSdition, U. S. films are

condition for the past 10 years,
represents no new logs for .fllm
companies^

CttbA
Cuba, in addition to Puerto Rico,

films.

Representing net take of $600,000
for U.S. film companies, Norway has
cut allocations for film imports dur-

a

sliding scale of rentals with a 40% ceiling and a 25%
floor as contrasted to the fiat 40%

subject to
-

•

"Forever Amber" day,-and-date with
the firstruns.
Local also sent report to Richard F. Walsh, prez
of the International Alliance of
Tfaeatr'i'cal Stage Employees, on temporary darkening of a dozen FoxWest Coast houses last week for
one day.
Test of the local's claim that
boothmen in smaller houses playing
day-and>-date with, deluxers should
•get class;
pay. comes up before the

A

State Labor

Bureau Nov, 17. Hearing on claim of James Graham, Local 150 operator at ..Fifth Avenue
theatre, fo^ extra- pay is also set for

FWG

.

Medals yesterday

Norway

T PAY

Hollywood, Nov. .11,
Exec board of projectionists Local
morning (Tuesday! to
decide stand to be taken against
other suburban houses screening
150 niet-this

Unions Pledge 188G

To Charges Appeal

Stanwyck, Lancaster

Mexican

T THEATRES'

that date.
In report to Walsh, Local 1150's
business agent George Schaffer said
no strike is being called 'or contem'plated since dispute with
involved only individual- boothmen
will huddle with Norsk officials in spring but will hold off on setting
who did not receive tlte contract
an effort to reach a compromise. a date until the Supreme Court scale.
Meanwhile, number of new
Mayer sailed for the' Continent hands down its decision on the de- theatres
are expected to be added to
Monday (10) aboard the Nieuw cree. Entire field sales staff will walkout list tonight
(Tuesday ) when
Amsterdam for a monith's sojourn. then be convened to huddle on what- first weeks
with "Amber" will have
He'll also seek to clear the air in ever new sales policies are dictated
been completed. In this event, cirDenmark and Sweden where restric- in the decree. Similar meets, inci- cuit
will man booths with indie opertions have ptit the stopper on all dentally, are expected to be called
ators which it has been recruiting
remittances,
France and Holla'nd by other companies throughout the
since trouble started last W'ednesare also on his itinerary.
industry,
day (5),

Mexico is among the group of
Metro assistant general sales man-South - American .countiues which
ager Eddie Aaron may accompany
permits free remittance^ of fi]m coin. Century's Marines jSttlute
Rodgers this year on his trip to the
However, rapid growth of native inCooperating with the U. S. Marine Coast.
dustry has ini^ired consideration of Corps, some 17 houses of the Cena law compelling local cinemas to tury circuit in Brooklyn began diS'
reserve 50% of playing time lor tribution of World War II Victory

China
Civil war and financial chaos have
completely knocked out China from
revenue calculations. However, since
this area has been in practically the
it

DAY-DATE

BOOTHMEN WANT

orably discharged
marines.

to honsoldiers, sailors

(Tues.)

Get 'Wrong Number'

liollywood, Nov. 11.
Emblems will be
Hal Wallis signed Barbara Stanpassed out through Nov. 18.
By arrangement with the Marine wyck and Burt Lancaster to co-star
Corps, a Marine Color Guard par- in "Sorry, Wrong Number," his next
ticipated last night (Tues.) in Armis- production for Paramount release.
tice Day ceremonies honoring the
Filming starts early in 1948 with
war dead at each Of tlie same 17 Anatole Litvak as director and co'
Brooklyn theatres.
produceti

and

.

Hollywood, Nov.

11.

Studio unions, 47 in number, have
pledged a total of $188,047 thus far
in the third annual appeal of the
film industry's Permanent Charities

Committee.

Twenty-two of tlie locals have
surpassed their last year's records
for the first two weeks of the drive,
according to Edward Arnold, chairman of the studio campaign.

'

-
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Mc-

Btara Gregory Peck, Borothy

John 0«rfleia; features Celestr Holm,
Anne Bevcre, JTune Havoc, Albert De1ck«r,
Jane Wya«, Dean Stockwell. tHrocted by
8ci«enplay, Moss Hart, Irom
ISISa. Kuan.
tlio novdl by liSuni Z. Hobwin; tmipic, AN
trod Newman; or«)i«Etrul Hrrani;cm(nt«, Kawanl Powell; cnmerai Althur Miller; edi3
tor, Hantion Jonea. Previewed N, V. Nov.
7, '47. Bunntng time, 118 MINS.
Gregory Peck
Phil Green,.,
.Dorotliy McGuixa
Kiitby
i .......
.Tohn Garfield
Dave.

CiulFci,

,

,

Anne

Jane . »4„ ;
ToKUty. .

.

Holm

Celentc

,

Mrs. Green
Miw 'Walea
.Tohn Minify.
i'.

...

,

. .

..Anne Kevera
,>.... June Havoc
Albert Pekket
•
Jsne Wy^tt
i. .. ..Dean atockwell

Dr. CtA^tl^B. .... ,,.,i,i,,..,,r .Nicholas Joy
...Sam Jalle
Prqf^ ttleberman.,,.
,

Jorctan. . .V. ..

. >

Vermilyea
. . .IliiroM
Itanaom M. Sherman

..r...

fayaoAi, ...i
Mr. calkins

Bill

Roy

Rol.>erts

....Kathleen Tjoclthart
Mrs; Minify..,
Ourt Conway
Port HcAnn;r..,i,,,i...
...... .John Newland
Bill. ...
J.,..
.....Uobert Warwick
Weisinan..
.. ,.
Louise I,orlmcT
Mlaa JIUl«r.,...;..^...
.....Howaril Neslcy
Tingler^..>b......
.Victor Klllan
OlseU.,
Frank "Wilcos
Harry....
,

. .

. . .

Rccei>tionlct...i

Maitte p
BODin Cteilt

, .

^e

, . .

(char-

original :Etory of the writer
acter), who poses as a Jew to write
a magazine series on anti-Semitism
was a milestone in modern fiction,- the picture is one of tbte most

and stirnng and impressive in
Hollywood hi^ry. It should clean
up «t the boxoffice and bring de-

vital

its creators.

anything, an improvement, over the novel. This is
not merely 'because the story has
been better focused and somewhat
condensed, 'tiafhout softening the
treatment. It is' also more graphic
and atmospheric than the book and,
m4re- importantly, because it has
greater dramatic depth and force,
and more personal, emotional im1>act Even the leaist^informed and
eas1>sensitlve filmgoer can hardly
fail to identify, himself with the
characters on the screen; and be profoundly moved. The picture provides

Hie

-

film

is,

if

:

'

,

inated
t

.

by Alfred Werke*.

McLeod

good

b.o.

ard Gt««ne:
Russell

Nov.

T.,

Run-ins- time, TC BflMS.
I . • .M<uia Hontnt

10, '47.

Pio

, . . . . ;^ w . , . . , a

Rod Cameron
Rasumny

Mikhail

,

Philip 'Reed

tt. Carlos Ortega

Roland
Gale SonderKaard

.....Gilliert

Ssnorita. dp Sola

.

-

with the Federal government, and
'
appointed a U.S. marshal.
Carroll meii^nWhile, has forsaken
R«ibiii Hood career to rbb «

bis

bank with his Imd, which makes
him a Federal offender. Disillusioned
populace then forms a hand (rf vlgi»
lantes and, 'in a major gunflght,
Carroll's the only one of Sis gang
that escapes. .Through a ruse, he
.

the state police general is
ambush Elliott. He gets Uiere
first, tiiey shoot it out and both are
lulled. Peace «nd order are restored
and EUtott JAarries Miss McLeod,
with whom both he and Carroll had

learns
oiit to

.Tamara Shayhe l>een in love.
Picture has a flnal sequence, ia>
cidentaUy; wliich will rank among
XoylB Morrow
Manuel.
Victor Varconl the corniest ever seen unless Repub->
Captain Cordova
;Cbariea Wagenhcim lie gets hep and trims it before
Juan...
..George J. lawls
Texan" goes into general release.
Finite..,
Joe Berntird It shows Miss .McCeod as an old
Doctor
Ueutenant No. l..;..;..i..Geart« Navarro grandmother, posing before a statue
Thug No. 1. ............. .victor Komito
Don Driggers ot lier late HUsband and telling by:
Thug No. 2
.".
........... .George Magrill standers smnething -labout the fact
Pirate. .
he wasn't thie only one who did a lot
"Pirates -ot Monterey" is a romait- for Texas. Miss McLeod's gray wig
iip adventure story of the C^iUfornia and the painted batilEdrop are -too
coast in the.lSMs, when the area be- obvious toT'icamfort
Supporting cast, topped by Albert
longed to Mexico. Because of the
scenic t)eauty of its locale, impres- Delckerr .Andy Dcvine, Ruth DonDavenport^ handle
sively reproduced in color, it is a nelly and
hancuqme productidn. But when the their chores competently. Producer
outstanding appeal of an adventure Edmund Grainger and director fidfilm is the "vistul quality of its pho- ward Ludwig missed out on the
tography, it's a iiBgative comment on script supervision ' but otherwise
its entertoinmentvdue. That's a fair handled the- film capably. Anthony
estimate of the picture, however. Irs CoUin^ score- lends nauch'to the pictures heavier: dramatic moments.
merely a decorative dualler.
StaU
^nie story deals with an American
soli&r oX fertunie who tskes a wagon
train of the latest type riOes from
Mexico Ctty 6> a Mencaa army deiachnient at fhi presidio in bid MobCJeM ibniaen im A«crtea'>
teiey. There are, anabushes. wild
::,:.':,;X)l«iie»K-vv.- •:-':^::'
rides, sword and. giin fights, intrigue
(SWEDISH-IKADE)
and fiesta scenes of dancing, smg- Scandlm -mail lUceteaM of Bampa Film
andBUomeiUL. .

.

....

Ooremor

Sergeant Gomara

''

Robert Warwlrk
Michael RaKetIo

i .

in super-western;

Smy

-

'

-

.

'

.

:

Sabu, Bibi JPerteica in' BrlU^made mdl^ about BK&jl;' disappointlDg even for Enj^ancL

.

TradeAown N.

PhlUlp Kent:

gives this Biitish-'made tearjerker a chance in U. S.
-Ea* at the Siver", (GtD).

Van- Heueeni^^ mvsic, Bout. Bnunett Dolan;
Ellsworth Hoaglnnd. Tradcshown
NOV. 10, '^17.. atunniiiE time, ISO "ailSS.
...BInB Crosby
Scat Sweeney
Bob Hope
Hot Lliis Sarton
Lucia Marbt
Andrade. .Dorothy I^ampar
.Gale SODdergaaiil
Catherine VaU
..Fianli Faylen
...... ,
Trlseer. .
Tony ......... i ........ i i .. .Joseph Vltale
JBYank FuKlia
Radrleues........
.1.. ... ...Nestnr Falva
CaitfoBOU
. - .Robert Barrat
JahitsOh. ....'.
Stone-Barton Vuppeteein
Jeixy 'Colonna

Milton Boaen: «dttar,

Mclor Be Roja.,..

comedy; not for America^
-mOc CniearB" (GFD). Uair
garet Lockwood as femme lead,

editor,

:niuslc,

R>;hoenK«rth.

Maisuct^i lA-

this strange British sophisticated

McLeod. Original story and screenplay,
Kilmund Beloin and Jack Bose.: camera,
Brnest lAszIo; sonss, Johnny Surke, James

Directed
Hell-

Sam

ScretDPIW.

man' and Margaret Buell "Wild*!;- oriKinal,
Bdwatd T, JUowe and Bradford Ropes; camera (Itebnlcolor), Hal Mohr and W. How-

>

Hollywood, Nov, U.

love-maUng.
laughter
Although every bit of the story
could idrviously have happened, it all
seems incredible. The lines are stilted, the direction appears labored and
the acting is hsK&neyed and freing,

,

•

Smmg
m^t
(Muarc)

SlaM
SUg OUo, Mim

Blilvud Persaon; features
PersaoB, . Bojan Westln.
Pitected by Bengt Janaon.
Scr«<niplar^
Janzon and Carl- Adam Nyoop; camera,
Bertit Falmgtea aad Mack iHensler; nuMki,
AlvaF Krafts At .9th Arenue Plaxhous&'
prodoctiDn.

'

S. r., Nov.

Rtmnlns

'47.

1,

ttide,

IM

quently arch. The actual outdoor MINCl
photographed,
RKO release of Harriet Paraons proSuc- scenes are effectively
(In Swedish; Enffltsh Titles)
tlon.
SUrs Dana Andrews, Merle Obenn.' particularly in their use of coIorfiiL
This celltdoid junket .along the Blhel IBanymoie; features Hoagy Car- costumes. But some ot the sets and
One ot the better Scandinavian
michael, Jacqueline WhiCe, Donald Curtis, scenic ^ects are palpably synthetic.
"Road to Rio^' should find smooth Walter
imports, this film stars veteran
Reed: Directed by John CromwelL
Hobe.
riding to sturdy boxoffice. Thfe pat-, Screenplay, Frank Fenton. Dick Irving IlrSwedish comedian Edvard Persson
tern established hy other Paramount land; adapted liy DeWitt Bodeen from stoiy
him on a
in' a yarn (bat takes
"Road" pictures is solidly followed by Hyland; camera. X.uelen Ballard;, score,
Cook's tour ot half the II. S. PicFaliaiMUi
Carmichael,
by Danii^ Dare's production to keep Leith Stevens: song, Hoagyjeditor.
ture has a natural appeal for SwedHarry
Fred Spielman, Janice Tone;
Republic teleaae of CMmund Grainger prothe laughs spilling and the paying Marker. Tradeshowu Nov. IQ, '47. Banish-Americans and the word-ofduction. Stars William Elliott^ John Car?
customers satisfied. Background is ning tune, uimira.
It's bound to
Catherine McI,eod; features Albert mouth. should help.
roll,
laid in Latia-America, which fur- Dan
:Pana Andrews Dekker, Andy Devlne, Patricia Knight, l>e a depentlable grosser in. the art
nishes reason for listenable tequilla Cathy. ..
.Merle Oberon Rath Donnelly. Directed by Edward Lud- situations.
.

.

Andrews

-

Sinters

Hol^wood, Nov. U.

.

T«x««

The

.

some of the book's secondary score and pert new tunes by James
Van Heusen aisd Johnny Burke.

characters, such as the writer's bigoted lister, as well as a number of
sequences, like the events, at
the winter resort. Also, obviously
for censor-morality reasons, the intimate relationship between -the
writer and Kalhy, as well as between

There "^are no talking animals inthis to prep uproar ish see-hear gags,
but a capable substitute is a trumpet
that blows musical btibbles. Stunt
pays off as one of a number of top,
NOr-Dave and Anne, is now merely in- hard-punching laugh-getters.
blends the
ferential in the first case and com^ man Z. McLeod's direction
fast action
pletely eliminated in the second. music and comedy into
sock chuckles' that will please
and
The basic elements of the Hobson followers ot the Crosby-Hopeplot

erine

"Whisperins City" (Canadian)
Canadian-made' meUer
(EL).
with Paul Lukas, Helmut DanMary Anderson, looks OK.
"Camiii' Tkra* Ike Kye" (Ad^
vance). British-made docuoien*
tary has no chance in U. .S.;
minor ev^^fitr England.
"GhMts «t Berkeley Svut^
(Pathe). Robert Morlq^ staxs. in

release -of Daniel Dare praducr
Stars Bins Crwby. Bob Hope, Dorothy LAtnouT^ features Oixle SonderKaard,
Prank Favlen, Wlero Bros. (3), Andrews
Norman Z.
.Directed by
Sister*
(3):

highly, topical, but- bruly universal.
Moss Hart's screenplay has elim-

Gilbert Bnland, Gala Sondetmanl.

iiae,

Hobe.-.

FamSnount

-

-

should get criticaa raves

(U), Conventional historical adventure-romance of CaliforiUa in
the ISMs.
""Tabatons Texan" (Rep.). "Wflliam[ Elliott, John CarrpU, Cath-

tlon.

an almost overwhelming emotional
experience and thus is not only

sum

.

(«•«»)

.

irniveriial release of IJ'aul Malvern producMaria Uontex, Hod Cameron:
tion,
teatures .itHkhall Basumny, Philip Ured,

'

Rami «» mo

.

^OenOedUii^ Alt***""!"*"
Film version ot best(20th).

'

.

spectacular critical,' popular
success- of Laura- Z.

(COI.OB.>

and smash. b.o,
"Sand ta Kio" (Songs) (Par).
Another boxoffice winner in
Paramount's "Road" series with
Crosby, Hope and Lamour.
•Niffht SQhg" (Music) (RKO).
OK drama of blind musician;
marquee furnished by Dana .Andrews, Merle Oheron, Artur
Rubinstein and others.
"Pirates of Mantercy^ (Color)

'

•

Kniatore Renews
seller,

man's Agreement" lis more than a
Madyn Monk top-drawer adaptation of a successWlKon Graff ful iMWlc and a worthy treatment of
a vital subjectr-it is a Credit to the

Hobson's "Gentleman's Agreement"
as a novel should be repeated by
Dawyl P. Zanuck's brilliant and
powerful film version. Just as the

.

M

Morgan Farley

financial

served acclaim to

'
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impressive, Garfield is a naturta
in the part ot Dave, giving it admirable streD£th and understated
eloquence.
Except for her fault of diction
noted above, Miss Holm is excellent
in the likable part of Anne, wfa'de
Anne Revere turns in another ot ber
expressively terse, portrayals as the
mother. June Havoc as the antiSemitic Jewish secretary, Albert
Dekfcer as the red-blooded publisher,
Jane Wyatt in the bit
part ot Kathy's sister, Sean Stockwell as the manly urchin, Nicholas
Joy as the hypocritical doctor, 'and'
Sam Jafle as the satirically philosophical sci^tist, are all excellent
Harf s screen adaptation is masterful, and Elia Kazan's direction, added
to his work on such films as "Booinerang," establishes him in the top
ranlt in Hollywood. (He already is
on the Broadway stage.) Arthur
Miller's photography is outstanding,
and the settings and special effects
•are exceptional. In sum, "Gentleis

screen.'

and

.

REVIEWS

Cieiitlem»n'8 Agreement
aoth-Fox wlea» ot Damt V, Zannch productioD,

.

,

-

:

,

.'

Screenplay. Lawrence Haxard- and
Horace McCoy, baaed on original by Hal
camera. Beggle lAnhing; editor,
Richard I>. Van Enger; music, Anthony
Tradeshown N. T., Nov. 5, '*T.
Collins.
.Jane -Jones Running time; t? MINi3.
Mamie.
"
Artur Rubinstein
.WiUlam Elliott
3 Im McWade
Kugeiie Ormandy
John Carroll
John Wesley Baricet
Catfarrtne McUeod
AUea Sharp
Albert Dekktn
Gibson Waxt
v
.Andy Ifevlne
"Night Song" packs some compe- BUhu Mills....
tent performances, both musical and Jo«ie Allen. .....I......... ..Patricia Knight
Donnelly
thespian, to help its boxoffice. It's ai Utopia Mills.. .........'...i.Kmh
........... .Jolmny Ssjnds
Bud Clayton.
drama of a musician saved from blt-{ Bevercnd.
.iHarry Davenport
Barker.
terness oyer sudden blindness by the Doctor Shan>. ............ Robert H. Barrat

SIl!<s Willey. .............. Btbel Barrymore
Hoagy CarmlcBael
Chick.......
Jacqiieline White
Connie..
Donald Curtis
George..................
Jimmy. ........................Walter Heed

wig.

.

Iiong;

.

•

.

Making
last year,

his first visit

Persson

^s

to^ America
accompanied

technicians. Through the
group's collective efforts they shot

by ^several

Some 4Q% of the .Jootage which appears in ."Jens Monson in America."
Scenes of Niagara Falls, Chicago,
parts ot Texas, Hollywood, San
Francisco and Oregon are logically
introduced in the script. Especially
emphasized as samples of Americana
are the many-thued neon, signs, con-.
Crete highways,
drive-in eateries'
carhops ..and'
classy
with
their
"cheap" automobiles.
Prime fault ot the film is its ex-'
treme length. ' Story easily could

work are not only retained, but in Lamour series..
some cases given greater dimension
Luke 'Boland........^. .Douglass.. Pumbrllle
Able song selling is given to /'But love of a girl, and the top names in. Jeexup
.Reed Uadlcy
and plausibility. This is true of the Beautiful"
and "You Don't Have to the cast carry marquee weight. Lat- Standlfer
Roy Barcroft
;.
adaptation, direction and perforroLanguage" by Crosby. ter value will be an aid in puUing wade Clayton
Russell Simpson
ances. Thus, the first meeting be- Know the
indicating
customers,
average
grosses
....James Brown
"Experience"
Sliep Clayton
off
Lamour
tosses
tweai Phii Green and Kathy Is more Miss
......Jim Pavis
Sam Baas
in most situations.
Two
male
pleasure..
listening
for
understandable on the screen than it
.Georj?e Beban have been ended 20 minutes earlier.
Dick Clayton...
"Apalachicola,^^.,"
combine
on
Physical
are
good,
stars
values
the
score
John Mlled Plot is built around Persson, a
Similarly,
I;...
Sim Clayton........
was on the printed page.
the couple's other scenes, especially tot laughs as song-dance team, while registers bu< the ear, particularly ArInstruggling farmer in Sweden.
Republic has apparently taken the .form^ he's inherited a farm in the
the initial love sce^e, dramatize their the Andrews Sisters lend their tur Rubinstein's piano performance
.

.

>

.

of the Piano Concerto :in C Minor,,
written for the film by Leith SteV'
ens. Backing that asast is Eugene
Ormandy conducting the New 'York
Philharmonic Symphony Orchestra.
Dana Andrews as the composer
generally accounts for a topnotch
performance. His bitterness in th<i
early part of the film is much too
stem as directed to register realistically but carries feeling. After he's
cureii, character takes on a frivolous
aspect but actor manages the transbtions called for in plot with considerable skUl.
Merle Oberoa is extremely likeable and attractive as the r&h girl

special touch to "For What?" Score
is further abetted by inclusion of five
rhyOunical Latin standards,
philosophic disagreements.
Crosfby and Hope repeat fheir slapI^e picture is memorable for nu- happy
characters in tiie 'Edmund
merous other vivid, ittQiellingL pas- BaoipsJack Rose plot. Opening e%^

irresistible mutual physical attraction, which overcomes' their violent
-

I

'

m

sages. For instance, Hh; btealE&^
tablishes the boys, as usual,
scene, when Green tries to 'explain
trouble and broke. 'When they set a
anti-Semitism to his innocent uttle
circus on fire, pair escape' by taking
son, stamps the picture's urgent theme
refuge on a. sliip heading tor RiOv It
on the' spectator's mind virtually at
them long to- discover a
'

once, Other unforgettable moments
when the youngster tejls his
father -of being taunted by his playmates, Phil's childlike terror at his
mother's ""heart attack, Kathy's reaction 'Vi^hen Phil reveals the "angle"
tor his magazine series,. Phil's helpless rage at the "restricted" resort
hotel, the scene with Anne and the
unconscious bigot in the cocktail bar,
Dave^s quiet account of the Jewish
soldier's death and Dave's conversation with Kathy about her passive
disapproval of "nice" anti-Semites.
There are many other fine ones, but
the picture isn't perfecf There are
disappointing
or confusing
also
scenes. One is the party given by
lire

Kathy's

sister,

which remains as

uil-

resolved on the screen as in the book,
and as lacking in realistic atmosphere. In the same scene, the stupid
Connecticut" dowagers seem exaggerated>'
Celeste Holm, with some of
the film's most pungent lines, frequently reads them too fast for Intelligibility. And the scene in which
Phil's mother reads from his articles
seems verbose and preachy, although

her

about "your 'father would
been pleased" are acutely

llneis

have

touching."

Another measure of the success of
"Gentleman's - Agreement" as a picture is the distinguished quality of
so many of its individual performances. As Phil Green, the magazine
writer, Gregory Peck gives unques
iionably the finest performance Of his
career to date. .He is quiet, almost
gentle, progressively intense and resolutei with just the right suggestion
of inner vitality and turbulence.
Dorothy McGuire, too, is dramatic
cally and emotionally compelling as
Kathy, adding considerable scope atid
depth to anything She has done heretofore. The range from her somewhat flippant opening scene to the
earing final one with John Garfield

doesnt take

dainsel in distress (Hiss Lamour)
and action centers around their

'

save her from a wicked
aunt and a forced marriage. Beloin
efforts to

all stops in assuring
generous supply broad gags, but
wasted a lot of time Unisbing punch
lines. Audiences start their roaring
finished
so the tag is
is
before a gag

and Rose pulled

advice ot some: of its major stock- U. S., lie sails for America only to
holders to forego attempts at mak- discover that he must find a missing
ing prestige films and sink its brother before the, property Is his.
heavier budgets -into Jhe type of
Cast's acting has a sincere ring to
pictures it knows best how to make. it.
Persson is outstanding as the
"Fabulous Texan" is a western in jovial farmer. He also shines s.wifli
every sense ot the' word and, as an occasional vocal, self-accompanied
such, right down Republic's alley. on the guitar. His man Friday, Stig
It's obviously, too, an expensive job Olin,
handles his bi-lingual role
and, with the cast topped by William well betraying ' only the suggestion
EUiott, John Carroll and Catherine of a Swedish accent, Mim Persson,
M(£Leod, looks good for first runs, the comic's screen and real life wife,
as well as the shootin' galleries.
along with Bojan Westin -register in
Despite its opidence, "Texan" is lesser roles. Direction and camtta
't>eset by several obstacles that pre- are okay.
vent it from being a standout film

of its kind. Screenplay by Lawrence
believes so much in Andrews' Hazard and Horace McCoy elicits
possibilities that she adopts a blind 'plenty <rf interest by dealing with a
pose herself. Actress' role Is entirely phase ot Texas history seldom touchnever heard.
j
Star trio is up to all demands and sympathetic and she skillfully carries ed upon heretofore in films. Cameras
audience with her.
take full advantage of the beauteous
gives extra punch because of Obvious an
Balancing dramatics are lighter terrain In which the film was lensed
.enjoyment of playing roles. Aiding
fun are the Wiere Bros., dopey trio performances by Ethel Barrymore but then negate all the good 'work
Former's by rendering Miss McLeod and Pa-'
of Latins picked up liy .Crosby and and Hoagy Carmichael.
Hope. Gale Sondergaard heads up light touch gives plenty -of zip to tricia Knight^ the second femme
the menace as the wicked aunt who Imes furnished by the £^^mk Fenton- lead, anything but beautiful.
Cartries to marry off Miss Lamour so Dick Irving Hyland script
On the credit side of the ledger is
she can get her money, using hyp- michael, as Andrews' seeing-eye the fine work turned in by Elliott
nosis. Prank Faylen, Joseph Vitale, friend, brings a personality that and Carroll. Former is a western
Nesfor Paiva and others are capable. stands out to the part. Also, he .has star in the best William S. Hart
Jerry Colonna, "the talking' mustachfii opportunity to sing a typical Car- traditiion, even slightly resembling
michael number, "Who Killed 'Er," the old master. He's got plenty of
is cut in for a wacky finale in true
written by himself in collaboration opportunity to demonstrate his thes"the Marines to the rescue" style.
Ernest Laszlo's camera work 1^ an with Fred Spielman and Janice pmg, as well as riding and shooting
asset, as are art direction, settings, Torre.
ability in this one, and emerges on
photographic effect!! and
special
John Cromwell's direction plunges on top in all three departments.
Robert Etomett Dolan's musical di- the players into brittle, staccato Carroll, too, is standout, although
Brog.
rectipn.
situations as story gets underway. he's burdened by many of the trite
Abrupt breakoS of early scenes by phrases lisat were so unwisely inBobt; Green Shifts to Filn Classics script and direction makes establish- jected into the screenplay. As for
ment of feeling difficult and sympa- Miss McLeod, westerns definitely
Pittsburgh, Nov. 11.
Robert Green,' assistant booker at thy for characters thin. Dialog 'puts aren't her forte. Whatever acting
Columbia, has resigned to head a bit too much emphasis on differ- ability she might possess is comHymle ence between wealth and poverty, pletely lost in a welter of overof
booking
department
•Wheeler's new Film Classics ex' but when off the soapbox tells an emoting and posing, much of wliicb
interesting story with -both feeling again is doubtless due to the screenchange.
and lightness.
play.
salesSanford Miller, ttew
man in this territory, assigned to
Harriet Parsons' production guidStory has Elliott and Carroll as
the Erie area.
ance under the executive supervision a couple of Confederate officers who
Stephen Petnar has acquired the of Jack L. Gross has invested picture return to Texas after the war only
Strand theatre in St. Michael, Pa. with good physical background. to find it over-ridden by carpetbagfrom Mike Youneridge, and vtrill re- Locale is San Francisco and New gers and despotic state police. To
open it after remodeUng and reseat- York and special effects blend well avenge the death of his father at the
ing.
with studio lensing by Lucien Bal- hands of the troopers. Carroll shoots
Walter Cettinger, who operated lard. His camera graces players and it it out .with them and has to flee
Casino, burlesk house here, as a settings furnished by art direction into the mountains. EUiott follows
Laff Mo4ie this summer; has acquired and set decorations. Leith Stevens' .and the" two start a crusade agaic^
a half interest iB Howard theatre, musical direction as well as his piano the police. Elliott then decides they'd
Baltimore.
concerto are excellent.
Brog,
get better results by cooperating
.

-

,
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RKO

I

,

WMS|i«rteg City

who

(CANADIAN-MADE)
Eagle Lion release ot Quebec Production
Corp.
Ifary

production,

Star's

Helmut

Datitlne,

Paul liulias; features
John Pratt, Joy LaVlepr,
Dincted by Fedor 0»p.
Screenplay by Hlan James, X<eonerd I.ee
from original story by George ZuckemaDi
lUclmei I>nn«; cateent, tGoy Roe; "Quebec Concerto" by Andiie .Matliieik. lYadeshown in N. T., Nov. 6, '47. Running timet
Anderson,

Uimt

d'Estee,
liUCie Poitras.

»
88 MIN8.
.
.Helmut Dantiue
Michel Tjucoste
Marie Roberts.
.....Mary Anderson
Albert Frederick...... .......^JFaul Lukas
.....Mlml d'EaWe
Edward Durant. ..... ....... .... John Pratt
,

Aenee Brancourt,

l

Nun. ,. .... ..I. i.
...Lucie 'FoltrBs
Blanche I-dtcoste..............3oy La)?lBur
Inspector. ........ .George Alexander
.Henri-Poitras
Assistant Police inspeotor.

I:'olice

. .

i

This first Canadian feature film to
attract attention In the U.S. is a
of considerable suspense

melodrama

unfolded with Quebec and Montreal
as a background. Having Mary Anderson, Paul Lukas and Helmut Dantine in the cast, it will do well in
U. S. theatres and exceedingly so in
Canadian houses.
Besides a fairly intriguing murder
yarn, done skillfully toy Rlan James
and Leonard Lee from the George

Zukerman-Michael Lennox

original,

production introduces an exceUont
c<Hicerto by Andre Matliieu. This
theme figures in two rehearsal scenes
and then the full-dress preem with a
big sympiiony orchestra, latter being
done as the picture moves to its
crashing climax.
Plot has Miss Anderson, as a police
reporter, trying to unravel an old
(Continued on page 24)
.
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DON'T TAG 'EM AS B'S-SCHARY
tody Gets Knockout Dates

Slows Slopping Tour for

So Ent

ilLliy

New Distrib

Smash grosses being scored in -f
openings of "Body and Soul" during
ibe piast >Veek ate understood taking
Rep. Readies Four
the e^e off of Bnterprise's hunt for
"HollywoodjNov.il.
a new. distribution outlet; United
Heaviest production activity since
Artist*' sales force succeeded in pillast spring goes on at Republic in
number
formidable
such
ft
ing up
the next two weeks, with. four picgood
at
for
"Body"
engagements
of
tures slated to. roll.
ternis and b.o. results have been so
Starters are "<Hclahoma Badlands,"
strong, Ent partners David Loew
and Charles £infeld are said now to "Under Colorado Stars," "Thunder
in the Forest*' and an untitled protemporarily,
at
down,
be slowing
duction
by John Auer,
other
with
-negotiations
their
least,
'

'

distributing compBives.

UA

under

its

Majors

Differ

By HERB GOL0EN

On

'.

'

OutH>f-town engagements were very
good, although not fluite so strong
aS'New Tork.
Results apparently justified exbib

interest, the

exhibs'

attention,

films. 20th-Fox is continuing with its standard makeup
with the reception of inserting reproductions of ads on newsprint
stock in their books rather than
printing 'em on coated paper as done
previously. This was done in order
to give the exfaib a better idea of
what the ad will look like In his lo-

order to snare the film. Holdover
doesnt a^plr Until after the
dozen weeks are up.
Unit's first two entries, "Rdmrod"'
and "The Other Love," both did
only fair Wa, maUng "Body's'' sock
returns even more welcome to Ent..
tlie
can now is "Arch of cal sheet.
In
Triumph," while "So This Is New
Rather than cut down on their
York" is being edited. Sixth pic, to iXKiks, Metro is building 'em up.
complete the UA commitment, will Policy of increasing the general tone
be Ginger Rogers' "WHd Calendar." of the books began some six months
"Arch," which was to have been ago when the books were dressed
released the last week in' December up with hard covers in colors. Other
to catch the Acadeiny Awards dead- ''impressive touches" were also made
Ihne, now won't hie sent into disin an eiToit to hike the saleability
tribution untii February or March- of
company product.
Oscar Derby deadline has been ex"Our boohs have been streamlini^
tended until March 31, under new for years," a Paramount' spcdcesman;
rules promulgated two weeks ago. declared,
He felt that in his comcontinue

in.

0gtti»

,

Einfeld and LOeW Will
on distribution deals in New
York this week, ais well as huddle
on plans for "Arch." Loew, slated

talks

return to the Coast over the
weekendi was forced to remain east
for a week or more' for personal
reasons. He and Einfeld may go
back to the Coast at the end of this
week.

to

NX BOOniNffiN RESUME
coNHAcr talks

Resumption of negotiations,

circuit execs of 20th-Fox.

for a

new

contract

will take place within the next few
days. Herman Gelber, 306 prez, has
pres.<;ing for an early start ever
since Richard J. Walsh, prez of the
International Alliance of Theatrical

Employees,

returned

two

v/eeks ago from his trip to the Coast.
Lectter has indicated that he'll set
date for a meeting as soon as he
Cleats his desk.
.

Despite recurrent strike talk from
the boothmen over the circuit's alleged stalling for a six-month period,
outlook currently is for an early
settlement of the drawn-out proceedings.
Before his departure, Walsh
had partially paved way to an agreement which is to cover 800 men in
about 200 theatres around New York.
Xt;s understood that Walsh has con.

Backing up Universal's newly designed press book are the company's
homeoffice ad-publicity staifs which
will be so geared to service key
spots with lalest ad» publicity and
ballyhoo material. Also "where cam;
.IHiigns go over in big cities andseem most successful in selling new
XT production, these along with ads
and other gadgets used will be incorporated into the Showmen's Manual.

other, shouldn't foe expected to hold
the same interest for the patron."

Studios should think in terms of a
program, the RKO topper asserted,
rather than in blocks of pictures

Marquee on the 8th St.
over the weekend

Playhouse
read!
'fRobert

Young

Dore

in
*'

Sch'ary's 'Crossfire.'

lA-BACKED JOE BASSON

AUGURS HOT

M

FIGHT

Hot fight fpr the top spot In local
York Motion Picture Pro306,
jectionists' Union, is now a sure
thing. Joseph Basson, backed by the
International Alliance of Theatrical

New

&

is opening an
campaign to recoup the lopresidency from Herman
incumbent. "Voting takes

Stage Employees,

election
cal 306
Grelber,

place airthe end of the year.
Basson has been a Coast rep for
the lA during the past few years.
Prior to that, he filled the prexy
post in 306 for a considerable stretcli,
until ousted by the Gelber forces.
Reportedly, Basson will be backed
by the lA because of a falling out
between the latter's top-drawer officials and Gelber over maneuvers
for boosed projectionists' scales. Gelber wanted to call out his men on
strike to force the raise through, but
Richard Walsh, lA prexy, insisted
that the call for a walkout be

siderably pared down the local's
original demands for a 34% increase
and 5% welfare fund which have
been the chief stumbling blocks In
shelved.
the inking of the new^ union pact.

Korda s Niven Pic

falling into certain price and quality
categories. This latter leads to "the
most awful thing" he. could imagine,

Schary

said,

which-

was

Not So 'Bcmnie'

studios

London, Nov. 11.
''actually trying tomake B's."
Continued headaches by Sir Alex"Let the public identify the B's,"
ander Korda on production of "Bonthe producer pleaded. "Don't put a
nie Prince Charlie," David Niven
sign on them in advance."
starrer, culminated last week with
His idea 'of the way to beat the
the walkout of producer Edward
cost angle without sacrificing the
Black..
b.o. potential, Schary said, was to
Sir 'Alex's
.

:

.

previous

get "provocative" stories.
He ex^
plained he much preferred such
scripts with small oasts to "vapid"
ones with the biggest possible names.
That isn't to say he overlooks the

toubles included a change in directors with
Robert Stevenson resigning the task

(Continued on page 2S)

'partially accounted for Korda's decision to cancel his trip to the U. S.

RKO EXECS HUDDLE
Wrni STUDIO CHIEFS

new

heights right after the holidays.
Producers of this type of film
levelling their sights for a particUf
larly. active season.
During past year particularly,
commercial and industrial produc-

We

;

tion,

coupled with institutional, has

developed into an important part
of the nation's fourth greatest industry. Last 12 months has seen
the country's biggest industrialists
and advertisers realizing more than
ever that films' are among their best
sales media.

The year 1947 brought forth approximately $4,000,000
worth of
such production. Next year, it is
confidently predicted by producers
that this figure will more than
double.

25 Commercial Firms
There are today in Hollywood
nearly 25 established firms who are,
active in this type of work. Others,
film-makers, may
flash-«in-the-pan
reach as high as^lOO, Each of this
latter category, hpw«veri has turned
out at least one film.
Instance of tbe interest 'aroused
;

in commercials by Hollywood pro*
ducers is seen in Jerry Fairbanks,

who for past few years has been
midstream and Anthony Kimmins making three series of short subgetting, the assignment. These dif- jects for Paramount release.
Up
ficulties are believed to have at least untU about a year ago producer had

in

to deliver the print

devoted

all his

energies to straight

shorts.
entertainment
Then the
"An Meal commercial bug' hit him.
He sent an, entire caftaera unit to.

of

-

Husband," Paulette Goddard starrer,

to 20th-Fox. This is his first pic for
.that company's release.

Hawaii for an extensive series of
films for Hawaiian Pineaple Co.
Korda was to have arrived next These are all two-reelers, filmed in
Hollywood, Nov.- U.
week. Instead, his American rep, both commercial Kodachrome and
RKO biggies, including Floyd B. Morris Helprin, came here over the Ansco, and are to be used by HPG
Odium, chaiiman, and Frederick L. weekend and will remain foil about for, both Institutional advertising
Eiurman and L. La'wrence Green, two weeks.
and for direct selling of their prodboard members, are huddling here
uct..'
with N. Peter Rathvon, prexy, and
Many Sponsors Interested
Dore Schary, studio production chief, Ciirtiz' '49ers' to
For Eastern Airlines, he did/
on studio affairs;GaL Cenfttamial Fihii several shorts on' history of aviation.
Studio announcement that the;
(Continued on page 18)
HoUywopd, liov. 11;
meeting 'was planned a month ago
.

.

•

'

^

Be

'

.

is evidently meant to still reports
Michbel Curtiz' fotltacbmihg prothat the gathering was arranged as duction, "The 49ers,"i was selected as
a result of Schary's recent testimony tlie official motion picture of the
before the House Un-American Ac- California Centennial Celebration,
tivities Committee in Washington. which opens Jan. 1, 1948.
Atmosphere shooting for the gold
At that time Schary , (fedared
would not discharge. Reds tipless it rush fill .will start next month, with
:

'

was proved they aimed at the over- Michael Norths Doris
throw of the U. S. government.
Thomas BUtehell in top

From

Briefs

Hollywood, -Nov. 11.
Stephen Auer will produce "Whispers in the Dark" at Republic . . .
Philip Ford assigned to direct "TimMonte Hale-Adrian
Trail,"
ber
Booth musical western,: at Republic
Hal -Peary is talking a deal to
.
.
.

revive

his

"Gildersleeve"

Day

and

tolas.

the Lots

.

to

make way

for

his

.

Califorhia

a Jerry Bresler production- iit Uhlversal-International . . ^ Addison
Bichards drew a key role in' the
Dorothy Lamonr starrer; "Lulu
.

general sales manager and eastern Belle" . . . Paramount is calling 900
rep for Robert Biskin Productions extras this week for "Connecticut
Marjory Walker, former moppet, Yankee," "The Long Gray Line,"
returns to films after 14 years for a "The Sainted Sisters" and "Hazard."
New trademark tot Independent
role in the Rosalina Russell starrer,
"The 'Velvet Touch", , . . Barton Artists, Inc;, to be used for the first
MacLane bowed out Of "The Noose time on "The Velvet Touch," wUl
Hangs High" at Eagle Lion because be a flaming torch and a slogan,
of a prior commitment with 20th- "Libertas' Artis" . . . Percy Helton,
Broadway thesp, signed for "Hazard"
Fox in "The Walls of Jericho."
Walter Catlett makes his 279th at Paramount . . . Irving Bacon drew
screen appearance in "Mr. Reckless" a comic role in "Adventures of Silat
Columbia . i V Henry
for Pine-Thomas . . . Frank Faylen verado"
checking oflE the Paramount lot on Hull plays a newspaper editor in
completion of his role in "Hazard" "The Walls of Jericho" at 20th-!fox
. Herbert Leeds will direct "Let's
Samuel Goldwyn awarded the
,
,
.
Parents Magazine medal for "The Live Again" for Frank Seltzer ProBishop's Wife" . ^ . "Master of Las- ductions . . . Lester Atten drew a
sie" is the new tag on "The Hills of featured role in "This Is The Mo.

RKO'S EASTERN PROD,

BUDGETED At ¥SQO,^
Shooting on RKO's "The 'Wndow,"
ever to be scheduled for
production entirely in New Yorki
tees off tomorrow (Thursday), at the
RKO-Pathe studios and in lower
Harlem. Prex^roductiofi. budget has
been set at $500,000, with shooting
-scheduled to taice six weeks or
first pictiure

.

md^t

and Frank Anstiit the
politician in the Frank Caprs- production, "The State of the Union" . . .
Midiael Cnrtls announced the postponement of "Forever and Always"

Centennial picture, "The '49ers" ...
pictures, Wilton Graff signed for a featured
role in "Another Part of the Forest,"

formerly released by RKO . . . John
Stone is developing 'his own yarn,
"Heart to Heart,",to be produced by
Sol M. Wiirtzcl for 20th-Fox release
liOweil V. Calvert appointed
.
,

.

Warners,

been

Stage

X>any's exhibitors' guides there Wais
"less tinsel and gingerbread" than
in any other firm's books.

after

a month-long hiatus, between N. "S.
projectionists Local> 306 and theatre

RKO

title.

in

made on a lower budget than an-

for

which so many books in the past
'
have been framed.
RKO trimmed the size of its booiis
about three months ago and* simtd-i
taneoiis' with this move, ^fhe com-r
pany is now using color only ott

Brandfs concession of a 12- Technicolor
at tlie Globe

week guaranteed run

Loew's and

New

York's
Greenwich 'Village. In fact, it has
resulted in the rarity of a film's
producer getting billing over the

RKO
Xew

aids that will help exhibs sell the
fbe assurance «t its ftrst hit. Be
views in the "New York papers picture to the public rather than to

m

Hollywoodites

related, Dore Schary,
production chief, declared la
York last week.
"More money or less money, as
needed, should be spent on a picture, depending on the requirements
of story and casting," Sohary exentirely wrong to
plained;
"It's
think that one pietuce, because it is

sarily

Presshoob'Aims

'

Schary^s Billiiig
Appearance at the recent
Washington probe of leftism in
films is certainly no deterrent to

He'd like to see the terin "B-picture" eliminated to clear from the
Hollywood mind the Idea, that a
film's cost and its ;%uaUty are neces-

.

equalled the record-breaking grosses
at Brandt's Globe on Broadway.

Next Year

Hollywood, NoVi 11.
Commercial 'film production in
Hollywood is expected' to extend to
.

,

present cntract,

Production

Wik

Soarii^

BY COST OF PitOQ.

Enterprise toppers, who have befen
in New York during, the past week,
have been huddling with a number
«t distribs on possibility of a reie^ing deal. Discussions have reportedly been held with 20th-Fox,
.RKO and Eagle lion.
Survey of the majors shows that
It's also understood that Ent may none plans drastic changes in its
try to swing a istock transfer deal pressbook formats sinular to that
for absorption into-, a major com- inaugurated last week by Universal.
pany, such as Liberty recently nego- Recent dissolution of U's field extiated with Paramount. Mentioned ploitation stafil prompted the com)n this connection are Metro, which pany to alter the style of its books
handles foreign distribuU9n for Ent, into more of an exhibitors' manual
and Universal-International, with and, at the same time, making a
which the unit had a releasing deal general reduction in their size.
As worked out by John Joseph,
before it switched to UA*
Loew, Einfeld, sales v.p. George firm's national ad-publicity director,
Schaefer and pul>-ad v.p. Taplinger and M^tirice Bergman, U's eastern
ad-'PUblicity chief, idea behind the
the
with
pleased
highly
all
are
"Body" openings, which give Ent revised book will be to include only

Hsurry

Commorcy Fib

•

With only one more film to make
loaf

SET See

iT

Barbara Bale and Arthur Kennedy
acdved from the Coast over the
weekend' to play the leads in the
Part of the street urchin,
around whom most of the film's action revolves, has not been cast yet
and until a suitable actor is found,
the crew will shoot around him.
Producer Frederic TlUman; Jr„ has
two. standby boys on the Coast
ready to step into the part, but will
continue his search for an unknown
lad from N. Y,
Most of the picture is to be shot
on exterior Iqcations. Since the
script calls for a summer scene, in
which the urchin and his- gang tramp

film.

-

-

.

.

.

Home" at Metro ... A. Howard
Fuller, brush company prexy, will
play himself in "The Fuller Brush
Carl (AlMan" at Columbia .

.

the city streets barefooted, it's pos-.
sible the shooting might take muchlonger than six weeks because of the
weather. Cover, set, consisting, of a
tenement building interior, has been
constructed on the main soundstage
of the Pathe studios and will be used
in case of bad weather.
Film is to be the first production
eSort of Ullinan, who resigned as

RKO-Pathe
the

RKO

pi;exy recently to join
staff. Particular

production

interest is attached to the film, in
that Ullman was personally respon-.
sible for having the Pathe studios
built. He and director Teddy Tetzlaft
arrived in N. Y. a week ago from the
Coast for pre-production work.

ment" at 20th-Fox . . Metro jpicked
Jan. 2 as the starting date for "The
Three Mu.sketeers," to be produced
<WoonrUe"' Goes Dee. IB.
by Pandro Berman and directed by
Hollywood, Nov. 11.
faUa'j Swltzcr, former film moppet, George Sidney . . . Enterprise is
Dec. 15 has been set as the start*
resumed his film career as a bellhop holding up the start of "Wild Calen
in "State of the Union" . . . John H. dar" until Ginger Rogers approves a ing date for Charles K. FeldmanArnold Grant-Frank Borzage picAuer will produce and direct "Mr. revision of the script.
Sam Bischoft will have two pro- ture, "MoonrisOi" at Republic.
Mighty" at Republic . . . Francis
It's third and last of Feldman'a
Sullivan checked in from New York ductions in work with the Dec. 15
for his role in the Ingrid Bergman start of the Dick Powell starrer, group trio for Rep. release this year,
"The Pitfall," the other being the others being "Red Pony" and "Macstarrer, "Joan."
(Continued on page 27)
beth." Borzage will direct
lorn Pedl draws the barber role
.

.

.

.

11

show

s

DETROIT-MITTY

BREAKING ALL HOUSE
RECORDS for opening week at Adams.
Outdistancing box-office of previous
notional champions to play this
house.
.

PHitADILPHiA

-

MITTY

SOCKEROO - A

AT THE STANLEY."

TERRIFIC

SENSATION
(nsamun
~ Vor/efy

,Tu
•

The most successfuliv h.lanous Kaye the sceen
has vet shown

'Kaye's funniest

Goldwyn

CH SC AGO

--

CPcNiNG DAr record

s

to

date

.

.

,

o br.ght

new

T.chnicolo' quili

,n

~Bul!et,n

Somuel

:ap.'

at

WOODS THEATRE SECOND DAY EVEN BETTER.
ELEVENTH WEEK
'

"The

man's

an

uncoubted gePiui

pletely hilanovs.

"Mark UD anotner success

,

com~T,nies

for

,aER

NMTTY' STILL

Donnv Kay
Tribyne

COLOR By
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'Night' Mild 8G, Omaha
Omaha, Novi 11.
First real blast of wlntw witji
hea\^ wind and snow crippled weelfend openings but weather's clearing'

L A. Hit by Holdovers; 'Moment' Tops
New

Rugged

Fix,

$45,000 in 5 Spots,

test Pl'34G,5; 'Amber

57G. 2d in4

picture here
Is

is

good

not too forte, "tost
in five theatres,

second Week, four houses,
and will be held two extra days
,past the second stanza. Looks to hit
$57,000 as agaiAgt more than twice
that much in six Spots opening
"Had to Be You" shapes
week]
steady $38,000 initial holdover session almost same as first ^week.
"Desert Fury" also is neat at $33,000
in second' frame, two locations.
sec"Verdoux"! is landing $24,000
ond stanza in fovr small-seaters.
Estimates lor This Week

Grou

Estimated Totel
Thift

.

Week

oUiers are not so good,
EsUmatcs for This

(m.o.)

(Rep). Fair $11,000. Last
week, "Cynthia" (M-G)-»Bd "Stork
Bites Man" (UA), $10,000.

Belmont (FWC) (1,532; 60-$l).—
West Point" (FC) and "High
OKe $4,000. ^^Last
Tide" (Mono).
week, "Fun, Fancy iPree" (RKO)

"Spirit

Coyote

beverty Hills Music Hall (G&S"Mons.
Blumertiteld) (825; 65-$l)

—

Paramount

A

St. Louis,

Nov.

combo of fresh screen

11.

fodder,

end of rainy spell and cooler weather
not cau$ihg-any great stir at the
big cinemas. Biz still is t trifle
above average. Best of the current
is'

:

.

offerings is "Ramrod''

teamed with

—

Orleans." '"Forever Amber"
was dropped' at one of two houses Pitt Still Slow Albeit
where showing because disappointing. All the crix asserted it was
mild arid no cause for complaint.
'Stallion' Lusty $9,000;
Estimates for This Week

"New

•

—

Oke

Tor

.

—

Trim

:

A

.

•

Cugat Ups 'WaD'

Cleveland, Nov.

.

Boston (RKO) (3,200; 50-$-l,10)—
"Nightmare Alley" (aoth) plus Larry

ereen orch, Kay« Ballard; Johnny
oy, Nip Nelson, others on stage.
Great start plus holiday and stage
debut of Larry Green, pop local

Brisk 33G, Qeve.

band, hypoing this to great J(32,000.

11.

(Indie) (2d Wk). Nice $5,000, after
Estimates (or This Week
$7,500 first.
Fenway (M-B) (1,373; 76-$1.20)—
Allen (RKO) (3,000; 55-70)— "ForForever Amber" (20th) (2d wk).
ever Amber" (20th) (m.o.) (3d wk),
Down to $12,000 in 5 days, and be- With Sundays out, still turning them
ing pulled. Last week, "Something away with huge, $22,000 same as first
week.
"Mark of Zorto" (FC) and
in Wind" (U), pleasing $10,000.
"Drums Mohawk" (20th) (reissues)
Hipp (Warners) (3,700; 55-70)
"Nightmare Alley" (20th).' Middling play .Sundays.
r e (Indie) (700; 40-65)—
$16,000. Last week, "Hagen Girl'
"Cage Nightingales" (Indie). Nice
(WB), same.
Last week, "Magic Bow"
$2,500.
take (Warners) (800; 55-70)
"That Hagen Girl" (WB) (m.o.). (U) and "Seventh Veil" (U). $2,000,
Mernorial (RKO) (2,485; 40-80)—
Oke $3,500. Last week, "Spirit West
''Exile" (U) and "Sweet Genevieve"
Point" (FC), fancy $5,500.
Lower Mall (Community) (570; (Col). Begins today (Tues.). Last
55-70)—"Shoe Shine" (Indie). Light week, "Ride Pink Horse" (U) anci
$2,200 in 6 days after ordinary $3,000 "Invisible Wall" (20th), great $23,000.
Metropolitan (M-P) (4,387; 40-80)
for last week.
—"Golden Earrings" (Par) and "Big
Ohio (Loew's) (1,200; 55-70)
"This Time Keeps" (M-G) (m.a). Town After Dark" (Indie). Begins
Perky $8,000. Last week, "Song of today (Tues.). Last week, "Foxes of
Harrow"
(20th) and "Roses Red"
Lovtf' (M-G) (m.o.), $6,500.
(20th).
In 5. days of second weeft,
Palace (RKO) (8,000; 65-90)— "In
$17,000' after smash $32,000
visible Wall"
(20th) plus Xavier sturdy
Cugat orch on stage. Band's building opener;
Modern (M-P) -(900; 75-$1.25)—
this to. brisk $33,000. Last week,
"Forever Amber" (20th), swell $28,- "Life With Father" (WB) (11th wk).
Still happy at $5,000 af!er about
000 on second lap.

—

.

.

—

.

Estimates for This Week
Astor (Jaycocks) (1,400; 40-80)—
The Fugitive" (RKO). This house.
and modernized, on site of
old Tremont,' enteri downtown com«
petition with this world preem today.

week, "Each Dawn I Die'' (WB)
Of the newcomers currently only Last
and "Bad Men Missouri" (WB) (re"Body and Soul" looks big. "For- issues) plus Georgia Gibbs, Mark
"Northwest Outpost" (Rep) and
Fairly ever Amber," on its mbveover at Plant, Joey Adams: others, on stagey
"That's My Man" (Tep).
good $5,500. Last week, "Romance the Allen, is .being yanked after S $30,000.
Exeter (Indie) (1,000; 40-65)—
Rosy Ridge" (M-G) (2d wk), $4,300. days. Xavier Cugat and "Invisible
"Tawny Pipit" (U) and ''Mail Train"
Wall" are stout at Palace.'

VetdoHx". (tJA) (2d wki. Ne?t $4,- ^ Ambassitdor (F&M) (3,000; 50-75)
Keeps'
$18,000
"Hagen Girl" (WB) and "Violence"
800. Last week, good $6,100.
C»rthay Circle (FWC) (1,518; 60- (Mono). Modest; $20,000. Last week,
Pittsburgh, Nov, It
$1)—"Frieda" (U). Slow $6,500> Last •'Forever Amber" .(20th), disappointNot much improvement here this
weelc, 'iFoxes Harrow!' (20th) (4th ing $22,000 at upped scale.
week, with the general sluggishness
85)—
Art: (S'Benco) (115;
"Stairwk), $2,700.
of the past month continuing. Best
(2,048; way to HeSv*n" (U) (2d wk). Trim
(Grauman>WC)
Chinese
of new pix will be"This Time for
80-$1.50)—"Forever Amber" (20th) $650 after big $750 for first session. Keeps" at Penn although it's not
Fox (F&M) (5,000; 50-75)—"Brute very big. "Magic Town" is a disv
(2d -wk). Light $11,500 in 9 days.
Last week, stout $21,800 but not, Force" (U) and "Bury Me Dead" appointment at Stanley while"Her
(Continued on page 22)
terrific considering advanced prices.
Husband's Affairs" is barely getting
Culver (FWC) (1,145; 60-$l)
by at the Harris. "Red StalUon" is
"Spirit West Point" (FC) and "High
doing well at the Warner,
Last 'Alley'
Tide" (Mono). Near $5,000.
18G, Buff..
Estimates for This Week
(RKO),
week, "Fun, Fancy Free"
40-70)
Fulton
(Shea)
(1,700;
'Mitty*
(2d
wk),
Great
2d
(UA)
15G,
"Don
Coyote*
and
"Walter Mitty" (RKO) (5th wk).
neat $3,800.
Buffalo, Nov. 11.
last-minute h.o. when biz perked up
Downtown (WB) (1,800; 60-$l)—
Biz is okay currently. Top new* somewhat and. will justify managewk). comer is "Nightmare Alley," at the ment's decision -at around $6,500.
(2d
(WB)
"Unsuspected"
Last Buffalo.
Finales at $11,000 or .near.
Laiit week, stput $8,200.
week, slow $15,100.
Estimates for This Week
Harris (Harris) (2,200; 40-70)
Downtowni SIu«te Hall (BlumenBuffalo (Shea) (3,500; 40-70)— "Huiiband's Affairs" (Col). Moderate
feld) (872; 60-*l)— 'Mons. Verdoux*' "Nightmare Alley" (20th) and ."In- $11,000. Last week, second of "ForLast
Oke
$10^000.
wkVi'
(UA) (2d
visible Wall" (2(Uh). Stout $18,000. ever Amber" (20th), fell off to beweek, fair $12,500.
Liast week, "Golden Earrings" (Par) low $20,000.
Eeyptlam' (FWC) (1;538; 60'$1)— and "Killier Dill" (SG), ditto.
Penn (Loew's-UA) (3,300; 40-70)—
"Song of Love" (M-G) ,(2d wk).
Great Lakes (Shea) (3,400; 40-70) 'This Time Keeps" (M-G), Only
Thin $7,000. Last week, slow $8,600. —"That Hagen Girl" (WB) and "The thing, in town that's showing any
El Eey (FWC) (861; 60-$l)
Trespasser" (Rep). Nice $15,500. 1,ast spunk this session, Reaching for
"Spirit West Point" (FC) and "High week, "Song of Love" (M-G), $13,000. $18,000,- which isn't too good but
Tide" (Mono). Near $4,000. Last
Hipp (Shea) (2,100; 40-70)—"Golden better than most spots. Last week,
.week, "Fun, Fancy 'Free" (RKO) Earrings" (Par) and "Killer Dill" "Song of Love" tM-G), only $13,000
and f'Ddn Coyote" <VA) (2d wk), (SG) ,(m.o.)> Tnm $9,500. Last week, in 6 days.
nice $3,500.
"Forever Amber" (20tb) (2d wk),
Rite (Loew's) (800; 40-70)-*"Song
(685;
85)
Esquire (Rosener)
big $16,400 at 74c-$1.20.
of L6ve" (M-G) (m.o.). Nice $4,000.
f'Know Where I'm Going" (U)
Lafayette (Basil) (3.000; 40-70)— Last week,"Unconquered'' (Par) in
Good $3,000. Last week, "Angel and "Spirit West Point" (FC) and "Philo 5th' week downtown at advanced
Sihnet" (Indie), $1,800.
Vance's Secret Mis.sion" (EL) (2d prices did $4,500.
Four Star (UA-WC) (900; 60-$l) wk). Neat $4,000 in 3 days. "It Had
Senator (Harris) (1,750; 74-$1.20)
-.-"Fun, Fancy Free" (RKO) and to Be You" (Col) replaces. Last week, —"Forever Amber" (20th)
(m:o.):
"Don Coyote" (UA) (m.o.). Nice $4, fancy $15,600:
Stout $8,500. Last week, "Spirit West
(M-G)
500. Last week,, "Women"
Teck (Shea) (1,400; 40-70)T-"Song Point" (FC) and "Lone Wolf Lon(reissue) (2d Wk-5 days), light $2,- of Love" (M-G) (m.o.). Good $4,000. don'' (Col), fine $6;000 at regular
300.. .:
Last week, "Foxes of Harrow" (20th)
Guild (FWC) (968; 60-$l)
"Lost (m.o.), same.
Stanley
(WB) (3,800; 40-70)—
Moment" (U) and "Pretender"
80th Century (20th Cent.) (3,000; "Magic Town" (RKO). Jimmy Stew<Rep). Good $6,500. Last week, "Up
40-70)—"Walter Mitty" (RKO) (2d art picture was a last-minute switch
turned Glass" (U) and ."priftwood' wk). Solid $15,000. Last week, great to this house from 'Warner, and isn't
v
(Rep) (9 days), $3,000,
$22,000. ,
panning out, too. well. Disappointing
H»walf (G&S-Blumenfeld) (956
Last week, "Hagen Girl"
$14,000.
'

shape' solid.

(1800; »B-

(Tristates)

In

biz.

most cases, the exhibitors could
have held the top quality films they
brought in last week. New theatre,
the Astor, added to firstrun list teeing off on with "The Fugitive" today
(Tues.).
"Forever Amber,''; second
week day-date at the Paramount and
Fenway looks huge while other spots

re-8eat(£!d

"Forever Amber" (20th).
Price and weather held biz down
after promising opening. Pine $15,000 in: 10 days, way below hopes. In
,
ahead, legit show.
Slate (Goldberg) (885; 16-65)—
$1.20)

Sobd 21(1 St Loo

today to catch the holiday

$9,000.

tender"

'Ramrod'-'Orleans'

m

and "Adventures Don
(UA) (2d.wk>, $3,200.

and "Stepchild" (EL),

Orpheum (Tristates) (3,000; 16-65)
—"Other Love" (UA) and "The Pre-

,

City firosses

Estimated Total Grost
$3,160,000
This Week
(Based on 22 cities, 227 theatres, eMeflv i^rti runs, includinff
N. y.)
Total Grosa Same Wcclr
$3,439,000
LMt Year.
(Based vn, 23 cities, 201 theatres)

Last week, "Singapore" (u)

$8,800.

its

,

Key

Week

(Col), $8,500.

•

53G, 2d

Boston, Nov, 11.
Another sock week for the Hub,
with most spots starting new product
'

Omahii Cft-istates) (2,100; 16-65)—
"Lone Wolf in Mexico" (Col) and
"Stairway to Heaven" (UI). Light

$676,000

(Based on 22 theotrcs)
$78S,00t
Last Year
"
(Based on 18 theotres)

Wtet Point,"

also in Ave spots, looks to hit $34,000.
^'Forevei: Amber" is taking a fast

drop in

Had toBe'Stroi^ 35G, 'Amber

Brandols (RKO) (1,500; 16-65)-;"Long Night" (RKO) and "Blondie
in Dough" (Col). Mild $8,0Q0. Last
week, "Husband's Affairs" (Cpl) «id,
"Bulldog Drumroond Strikes Back"^

doing b6st of newcomers, with
$45,000, "Spirit of

HubStiHBig;'Aliey'-VandeHot32G,-

Saturday helped some^ Theatres had
plenty of opposition with elfictric
show. Skating Vanities, N. Y. Civic
opera and some concerts, "Th» Long
Night" at Brandeis looks okay but
'

Lqi Angeles, Nov. II,
With 5hly two new firstrun bills
current this veek, the overall gross

Moment," playing

•

'

,

.

.

—

—

Ke&mo

'

;

—

.

—

State (Loew's) (3,450: 55-70) ^
lUA-). Stout $28,
opO or over. Last week, "This Time

'

S&lAC' Idst*

'

OrpUelim (Loew) (3,000; 40-80)—
"Body and Soul" .(UA) and "Crime
Doctor's" Gamble" (Col). Opens toFor Keeps" (M-G), $19,000.
Stillman (Loew's) (2,700; 75-$1.26) day (Tues.). Last week, "Had to B«
"Unconquered" (Par) (3d wk), You" (C^l) and "Laddie in Dough"
Retaining strength at $20,000 in 9 (Indie), strong $22,000.
Paramount (M-P) (1,700; 70-$1.20)
days after fancy $23,500 last week,
—"Forever Amber" (20th). Smash
$31,000 on second, nearly same as

"Body and Soul"

—

first

Mplsw

Oke

Despite Blir,

'Lured' Terrif $13,000,

session's

$32,000.

"Mark

of

Zorro" (FC) and "Drums

Mohawk"

plays

Sundayi

(20th)
only.

(reissues)

—

.

State (Loew) (3,200; 40-80)
''Body and. Soul" (UA) and "Crimt
Doctor's Gamble" (Col). Opens today" (Tues,), Last week, "Had to Be
You" '(Col) and "Laddie in Dough"
Minneapolis, Nov. 11
University of Minnesota homecom- (Indie), $13,000.
Traiislux (Translux) (900; 30-74)
ing that pulled 64,000 to the Purdue
—"Black Friday" (U) and "Black
football £ame crowded the loop over Cat"'(U) (reissues).
Standard $4,Last week, "Last Roundup"
the weekend a'fid got grosses off to a 500.
fine start despite bad weather. Even (Col) and "Murder Mob" (Indie),
a blizzard hasn't been able* to hold $6,000.
back such newcomers as "Magic
*

^ Town' Modest at
IIG

Town" and "Lured"
(UA) (2d wk)
Catholic 10-Day Ban On
(WB), $13,000.
Estimates for This Week
Witness" (Col) (2dwk). Steady $19,
$5,000. liast week, good $6,'
Warner (WB) (2,000; 40-70)—
'
000. Last week, fair $19,400.
Aster (Par) (900; 30-44)— "Second
"Red Stallion" (EL). Rush of kids
Cincy Houses Hurts But
HoUywodd (WB) (2,756; 60-$l)' — • Faranioant (F&M) (3,398; 60-$l)- over the week-end, plus good cam- Chance" (20th) and "Trespasser"
"Unsuspected" (WB) (2d wk). Near "Desert Fury" (Par) and "Junfele paign, helping this one to around (Rep). Okay $2,000 in 5 days; Last
$10,000. Last week, better than hoped Flight" (Par) (2d wk). Good $22,(®b. $9,000, not bad considering no-name week, "Saps at Sea" (U) and "Jack
to Be' Sturdy 18G
flO-$l-jr—"Verdoux"

Smooth

800.

,

-

at $12,000 but. still below average.
Hollywood Music Hall (Blumert'
feld) (475; 6Q-85 )— " Verdoux" (UA)
(2d Wk). Good $4,500. Last week,

average

Last week, nifty $27,000.

Paramount Hollywood (F&M)

(1,-

60-$!)- "Desert Fury" (Par) (2d
wk). Brisk $11,000. Last week, good

60-85)—"Lost MoRKO Hillstreet (RKO) (2,890; 60ment" (U) and "Pretender" (Rep). 80)— "Had to Be You" (Col) and
Nice $7,000. Last week, "Upturned "Key Witness" (Col) (2d wk). Sturdy
Glass" (U) and "Driftwood" (Rep
$19,006. Last week, fair $19,400,
Riti CFWC) (1,370; 60-$l)—"Lost
(.9 days), .scant $3,300.
Laiircl (Rosener) (890; 85)— "Shoe Moment" (U) and "Pretender" (Rep).
Shine" (Indie) (2d wk). Steady $7,- Trim $10,000. Last week, "Upturned
000. Last week, sock $8,300.
Glass" (U) and "Driftwood" (Rep)

^Loew's Slate (Loew-WC) (2,404;
80-$1.50)— "Forever Amber" (20th)
(2d wk). Near $28,000 in 9 days. Liist

week, big $45,200.
I4>s Angeles (D'town-WC) (2,097;
60-$l)-^'*Soi»g of Love" (M-G) (2d
wk): Light $11,000. Last week, thin
$15,000.

Near

$7,000

in

(1,248;

80-$1.50)—

wk).

(20th) (2d
final 9 days.

Last

Week, sturdy $13,200.
Marcal (G&S) (900; 50-$l)— "Private Life Henry VIII" CUA) and
"Lydia" (UA) (reissues). Okay $3,000. Last week, "Great Mr. Handel"
(Indie) and "Moonlight Sonata" (Indie) (reissues) (10 days), $1,500.

Crpheum (D'town-WC) (2,210; 00$1)— "Spirit West Point" (FC) and
.

"High Tide" (Mono). Pleasing $16,000. Last week, "Fun, Fancy Free"
(EKO) and "Don Coyote" (UA) !2d
Wk). neat $12,100.
Million Dollar (D'town) 2,122: .551

881— "Philo Vance

%d

Last week, second of "Cross? London" (UA) (reissues) split with
"Sport of Kings" (Col) and "Smokyfine $10,000.
River" (Col), $2,500 in 8 dajfs.
Century (Par) ) .(1,600; 50-70)
Great Expectations" (U).
Raves
from crix and good word-of -mouth.
Good $8,000. Last week, "Northwest Outpost" (Rep), $5,000.

(RKO),

Cincinnati, Nov. 11.
Spotty returns are dropping the
overall take for downtown holises
this round. Which may or may not
stem from the extension of a Catholic ban on "Forever Amber" to a
boycott on all cinemas for 10 days,
Gopher (Par) (1,000; 44) -^"Ar- with no trade help in .this big Cathr
Current top grosser is
fielo AfTair"
(M-G). Light $3,000. olic city.
Last week, "Swamp Water" (20th) "Had to Be You" with a sturdy Albee figure. Of the other firstruns
(reissue), $4,500.
Lyceum (Murray) (1,700; 60^85)-^ "New Orleans" is hot and "Last of
"Gone With Wind" (M-G) (reissue) Redmen," which is okay. "Ride Pink
(3d' wk).
Still profitable at $7,000 Horse" is limp.
Estimates for This Week
after healthy $9,000 last week.
Albee (RKO) (3,100; 60-75)— "Had
Lyric (Par) (1,000; 76-.$1.25)
"Forever Amber" (20th) (3d wk). to Be You" (Cofr. Sturdy $18,000.
Winding up briskly at about $7,500; Last week, "Magic Town" (RKO),
.

—

$14,000.

$5,400.
Iris (FWC) (828;

Loyola (FWC)
"Forever Amber"

cast,
fire"

451;

'ALLEY'-VAUDE STOUT

$28,000 IN DULL D.C.
Standout
session is

Washington, Nov,
a relatively

,

11.

dull

in

"Nightmare Alley," which

being helped by strong vaude at
(9 days), $6,800.
Studio City (FWC) (880; 60-$!)-.. Capitol, Otherwise the pace is slow,
"Lost Moment" (U). Oke $5,000. Last with two holdovers and reissue of
"Anthony
Adverse" at Warner all
'.'Upturned
Glass"
(U
week,
)
(9
hurting.
;days), only $3,ooo.
Estimates^ for This Weeklimited Artists (UA) (2,100; 60-$!).^
Gapitol (Loew's) (2,4.34; 44-80)—
"Lost Moment" (U) ^nd "Pretender"
(Rep). Good .$16,500. Last week, "Nightmare Alley"? (20th) plus vaude.
"Upturned Glass" (U) and "Drift- Strong $28,000,. being hypoed by big
stage show.
Last >'V«eek, "Other
wood" (Rep) (9 days),, dull $9,700.
Uptown (FWC) (1.719: 80-$1.50)r- Love" (UA) with vaude, so.-so
"ForeVer Amber" (20th) (2d Wk). $20,000.
Columbia (Lofiw'S) (1,263; 44-70)—
Neat $11,000 in' last 9 days. Last
"Foxes of Harrow" CZOth) (2d run).
week, big .$18,100.
vogue (FWC) (885; 60-$l)— "Spirit Average $7,600.' I«ast week, "Ni(reissue),
nice
(M-G)
West Point'-' (FC) and ''High Tide" nolchka"
(Mono). Fine $5,000. Last week, ,$9,000.
Keith's
(RKO) (1,838; 44-80)—
"Fun, Fancy Free" (RKO) and "Don
Coyote" (UA) (2d wk), good $4,500. '•Magic Town" (RKO) (2d wk).
Fair
in
days>,
Wil-shii-e
$7,500
6
Last week,
(FWC) (2.296: 60-$l)^
"Song of Love" (M-G) (2d wk). Good above hopes at $15,000, solid.
MeiiopoUtan (WB) (1,153; 44-70)—
,$9,000. Last week, mild $10,200.
Wiltern (WB) (2,300; 6O4I)— "Un- "Unsu.spected" (WB') (2d run). Okay
suspected" (WB) (2d Wk). I'air $11,- $7,500. Last week, "Down to Earth"
(Col) (2d run). $6,500.
000. Last week, light $12,600.
Palace (Loew'.s) (2„370: 74-$1.20)—
Beverly (FWC) (1,270: 80-$1.50)—
"Forever Amber" (20ih) (2d wk). "Forever Amber" (20th) (3d wk).
Down $3,400 in last 6 days. Laiit Slipped to $17,000 after good $26,000
for second week. Moves on.
week, sturdy $11,600.
is

-

-

.

.

.

"

:

good $16,000.
week, $io,ooo.
Capitol (RKO) (2,000; 75-$1.19)—
Radio City (Par) (4,400; !jO-70)—
"Mother Wore Tights" (20th) (2d "Forever Amber" (20th) (m.o.) (2d
wk). Sagging to mild $12,000 aftel wk). All right $12,000 after stout
hefty $18,000 first week.
$16,000 last week.

last

—

,

RKO-Orpheum (RKO)

(2.800; 50-

70)—"Magic Town" (RKO), Looks
good $11,000. Last week, "Long
Night" (RKO), disappointing $9,000,

Grand (RKO) (1,400; 60-75)
"New Orleans" (UA). Sprightly

$9.-

Last week, "Song of Love"
(M-G) (2d wk), moderate $6,500.
Keith's .(CI) (1,542; 50-75)— "Last

500.

BKO-Pan (RKO) ^1,600; 50-70)—
"Each Dawn I Die" (WB) and"Bad of Redmen" (Col). Okay
Men From Mi.ss0uri" (WB) (reis- Same last week for "Arnelo

$7,500.

Affair"

"Lured" lUA).

(M-G).
Lyric (RKO)
50-75)
(1,400;
"Nightmare Alley" (20th)
(m.o.).
Fairish $5,000. Last week, "Tobacco
Road"
of
(20th)
and
'(jrapes

big $13,000.

Wrath"

sues).

Nice

.$9,000.

"Dark Passage" (WB)

^Last week,
(2d wk), good

$7,500,
_

.State

(Par)

Man" (M-G),

(2.300;

,50-70)

—

Nicely bailyboed to
Last week, "Song Thin
$10,000.

—

(20th)

(reissues), $6,000.

(RKO)

Palace

(2,800;

50-75 >

—

Uptown (Par) (1,000; 50-55)— "Ride Pink Horse" (U). Thin $8,500.
"Dear Ruth" (Par). First nabe run. Last
Alley"
week,
"Nightmare
Husky $23,000 or over. La.st week,
Big $6,000, La.st week. "Wild Har- (20th), plump $15,500.
"Backeteevs Call It Murder (Mono)
vest" (Par), $4,000.
Shubert (RKO) (2,100; 50-75)
Warner (WB) (2,154; 44-74)— "AnVillage (FWC) (1.489; 80-$l.ii0)—
with Chris-Pin Martin, Mexican acts
Worlfl (Mann) (350; 50-70)— "Mag- "Magic Town" (RKO) (m.o.). Mod"Forever Amber" (20th) (2ti wk), thony Adverse"
IWB) (reissue). ic Bow" (U).
On stage, $15,100.
Fairly nice $2,000. erate $5,500. 'Last Week, "Uncon-.
Vantages (Pan) (2,812; 60-$l)— Oke $3,200 in final 6 days. Laj;t week. Okay $17,500. Last week, "Hu.<;band's Last week, "Down to Earth" (Col) quered" (Par), fourth downtown
Affairs" (Col), $12,000 in 5 days,
"Had to Be You" (Col) and Key good $11,200.
(3d wk), $1,800.
stanza, eight days, lush $9,000.
With

Count Basic

sRetiun.s"

oreh

on
'

(PRC)

stage.

—

.

'

PICTVBB «ROSI$ES
Chi

lOutlaw' 22G, 2d, 'Amber'

Gmhsi Inas Evt -Dotty Shay

Sock

B'way Sturdy;

.

<n

$65M 'Widow' Rousing

dy Record

25G.

y'

~

Philadelphia, Nov. 11.

"Wistful

485,000.'

Widow

<^

Wagon

Gap" shapes up as 'smart $24,000 at
"Body and Soul," at Woods,

palace,

new

should hit
''Ride

Pink

a

record of $42,000.
Horse," at Grand,
•

.

hurt either "Forever

Grosses Ar« Net

"Outlaw" was" pulled Monday ilO)
night after 6 days- in deference to"
the Phijly Catholics,
Estimates -for 'fShU week'
Arcadia (Sablosky) (700; 50-9*)—
"Golden Earrings"' cPat) '(2d run>.
-'

'

Okay $6,,500.^'Last week, "Repeat
Performance" (EL) (24 wk'-S days),
$4,000.

prices, hovfrever, as indicated, include the U.S. amusement tax.
.

of

frame. "Unconquered" snapped back
at United Artists to fancy $40,000 for
fourth stanza.
Estimates for This Week

(B&K)

Anolio

Harrow"

of

(20th)

(4th wk).

'Unconqner'd'Hot

wk),

San^ Franci.sco,. Nov, 11.
Armistice Day; holiday is helping

$14,000.

Cecil

•

wfc),

last.

Boil $50,000. Last weelc;, $52,000.
united Artists. (B&K) (1,700)—
"Unconquered"
(4th
(Par)
wk).
(Sharp $40,000. Last week, same.
Woods (Essaness) (1,073; 95)—
"Body and Soul" (UA). New record.

(Par).
Smash
'"Unconquered"
$35,000.
Last week, "Life With
Father" (WB) (5th wk), husky $16,-

(RKO)

(3d Wk), fine $14,000.
/
World (Indie) ,(587; 75)—"Magic
Bow" (Indie)- (2d wk). Tidy $8,500.
Last week, $4,100.

Louisville,

Nov.

11.

Biz pace along main stem is
healthy
this'
week.
•"Nightmare
Alley," single-billed at the Rialto
looks nice, while "Song of Love," at
•

_

.

/

.

Orpheum (Blumenfeld)
85)—"Had To Be Vou"
Oft'

.

,

Detroit,.

(Col) (2d
to $11,000. Last week, mod-

'

(Lippert)

—

85-85)
"Gone With Wind" (M-G> (reissue)
(14th- wk). Smooth iiJiOO. Last we(^k,
$3 200
(400;

—

•

500.

Larkin (Bojesner)

(400;

65-85)

—

Brown (Fourth Avenue) (1.200; 40- "Shoe Shine" (Indie) (6th wk).
"Red Stallion' (BL) and "Saddle Snappy $2,000. Last week, $2,500.
fO)—
United Nations (FWC) (1,149;. 80•als"
(Rep) (m.o.). Lively $5,000
after strong week at Strand. Last $1.20)— "Forever Amber" (20th) (2d
week,

"Jungle

"Goldwyn

Book"

Follies"

(FC)

(FC)

and

(reissues),

$3,500.

—

and

(RKO)

and

(M-G).

Lively

30-40)

(1,200;

Bobby

-

Soxer"

"Unfinished
Dance"
$3,500.' Last week.

"Down to Earth'' (Col) and "Deep
Valley V (WB), $3,000.
iWary Anderson (People's) (1.100;
40-60)—."Hagen Ghfl" (WB) (2d wk).
Healthy $7,000 after last week's stout
$9,000.

National (Standard) (2,400; 40-60)
r-"Liued" (UA).' Midnight show
Friday-Saturday (7-8) had Dr. Nefl'
fulling 'em in for his spook doings,
Mt looks only dull $6,000. Last week.

Too Many Winners" (EL) and Ted
William orchi others, on stage, solid
$13,000.

Rialto (FA) (3,400; 40-60)— "Nightmare Alley" (20th). Virile $18,000.
Last week, "Forever Arhber" (20th)
(2d wk), big $24,000.
Scoop (Louisville Theatre) (700;
40-00)

wk). 01»e

$6,000.

Last week, sock

$12,500.

Esquire (Blumenfeld) (952* 55-85)
Glass"
(U). -IStrong
.613,000. Last week, "Wistful WidO*""
(U) (2d wk). $8,000.
Center (Lippert) (300: 35-85)
"Majgnific'ent
Obsession"
and
(U)
"100 Men and Girl"* (U) (reissues).
Fair $3,000. Last week. "The Informer"
(RKO) and "Winterset"
(RKO) (reissues) (2d wlc), same.
State
90-$1.25)
(Par)
(2,133;
"Life Witli Father" (WB). Nice $9,000 for sixth week downtown. Last
'

Kentucky- (Switow)
"Bachelor

— "Beloved

Vagabond"

(FC)

(reis.sue) mild $2,200.
Last week,
"Stone Flowet" "(Indie), $2,000.
Slate
40-60)—
(Loew's)
(3,300;
Song, of Love" (M-G) and "Crime
,

Gamble" (Col). Strong $16,Helped some by
hillbilly
.lamboree midnight show Saturday
(8) played by Clayton McMichen's
Doctor's
000.

—"Upturned

—
—

weekj '''Frankenstein"
(U)
and
"Dracula" (U) (reissues), $8,500.

'Earth' Lofty $22,000

In Denver; *Horse' 14G
Denver, Nov. 11.
"Unconquered," at upped scale, is
standout this week, setting new record at Denham with $26,500. Also
big are "Down to Eai-th" and "Ride
Pink Horse," each in two spots.
Estimateis for This Week
Ataddin (Fox) (1,400; 35-74)
"Grapes of Wrath" (20th) and "Tobacco Road" (20th) (reissues). Good
$4,500. Last week, "Foxes Harrow"
(20th), after two weeks each at
Paramount, Esquire, fair $3,800.

—

Georgia Wildcats, local radio faves.
Denham (Cockrill) (1,750; 74-$1.20)
week, "Christmas' Eve" (UA)
"Blondie in Dough" (Col), sturdy —"Unconquered" (Par). To all-time
high of $26,500. Holds. Last week,
$18,000.
"Wild
Harvest" (Par), fair $5,500 in
Strand
40-60)—
"Spirit
(FA)
(1,400;
,
West Point" (FC) (and "Invisible 4 days of third week at pop scale.
Denver (Fox) (2,525; 35-74)
-Wall" (20th). Timely subject looks
line $7,500, and may hold. Last week, "Down to Earth" (Col) and "Bull"Red Stallion" (HL> and "Saddle dog Drummond Strikes Back" (Col),
(Continued on page 22)
Pals" (Rep), about same.
Last
aiid

•

.

Nov.

11.

Holdovers and reissues are shar^
ing biz- this week. Neither "Unsuspected" or. "Magic Town" are big
of top newcomers. "Walter Mitty,''

AmberV- and "Uncpn"Forever
quered" are outstanding holdovers.
Estimates for This Week
(Balaban)
Adams
(1,740; 70-95)—
(3d wk),
"'Walter Mitty" (RKO)
Solid $17,000. Last. week, $18,000.
Broadway-Capitol (United Detroit)
(.3,309; 70-95)—"Each Dawn I. Die'"
and "Bad Men .of Missouri" (WB)
(reissues) (2d wk). Fine $13,000 in
6 days. Last week, $17,000.
Cinema (Marten) (250; 60-90)
"Shoe Shine" (Indie) (2d wk). Neat
$2,400. Last week, $2,400.
Downtown (Balaban) (2,683; 7095)— "The Gangster" (Mono). Middling $13,000. Last week, "Dragnet"
(SG) plus Harmonicats on stage,
_

united Artists (Blumenfeld) (1,55-85)— "Christmas Eve". (UA).
$oUd $16,000, Last week, "Mons.
Verdoux" (U) (4lh wk), 8 days,
okay $6,500.
Stagedoor (Ackerman)- (350; 60-85 )•
'Know Where I'm Going" (U)
(2d wk). Fat $3,500. Last week, $4,-

207;

Guild

.

.

:

est $16,000.

Week

"

h Saip^ Del

(2,448; 55-

800.

.

-

Town'MiMZeG

.

300.

-

-

week.
50-94)-^
Stanley
(WB)
(2,950:
"Walter Mitty" (RKO) (4th wk);
Fine $16,000 after $18,500 last session.

65-'85)
Clay (Roesner)
(400^
"Cage Nightingales" (Indie) and
^tate, helped by midnight hillbilly" "Un Carnet De
Bal" (Indie) (2d
jamboree Saturday (8) "will wrap up wk). Husky .$2,200. Last week, $2,-

atrong session.Estimates for This

'

(2d wk).Pale $16,500 after nice $24,500 last

(2d wk),

—

J18,000/Soiig' Loud 16G

-..i

$6,500.
(4,360; 50-94)—

,

Ma'stbaum (WB)
"Magic 'Town" (RKO)

'

L'villeUp;my'Brisk

"-i.r-i:::

:

'-

.

'

Town" wk).

Last week, "Magic

$42,000.

.-:

Girl" (Par) (2d run)

fine $16,500 at 60-85c. scale.
St. Francis (Par) (1,400; 74-$1.20)

—

'week,

;-

Keith's (Goldman) (1,300; 50-94)
"Foxes of Harrow" (20th) (2d run).
Good $8,000/ Last week, "Variety

—

(Par)

$12,500.

wk). Oke $10,000 after fine $15,000

—

"Golden' Earrings"

.great

(Goldman) (1,000; 50-94)
—Karltoil
"Unfinfshed Dance"
(M-G) (2d

,

Last week, $26,000.
State-Lake (B&K) (2,700; $1.25)—
"Forever Amber" (20th) (3d wk).

week's

last

Goldman (1,300; 50-94) .— "SomeWind" (.U). Solid $22,000.
Me" (M-G) (3d

thing in

Last week, "Desire

Croldeni Gate (RKO) (2,844; 6S-$1)
"Christriias Eve" (UA) with Porothy
Shay and Francis Craig ip person. —"Magic Town" (RKO) plus vaude
Smash .$65,000. 'Last week, "Red headed by Miquelito Valdes and ReStallion" (EL) with Martha Tilton. nee DeMarco ('2d wk). Nice $21,000.
and- Andy Russell on stage, $34,000. Last week, big $29,000.
Palace (RKO) (2,500; 95)— "WistFox (FWC) (4,651; 74c-$1.20)
ful Widow" (U) and "Dick Tracy "Forever Amber" (20th) (2d wk).
Smart Oke $25,000. Last week, sock $52,000.
Meets Gruesome" (RKO)i
Last week,. "Long Night"
$25,000.
Warlield (FWC) (2,656; 60-85)
(RKO), $18,500.
"Unfinished Dance"
(M-G):.
Fair
Kiaito (Indie) (1,700; 95)— "New $16,500. Last week, "Song of Love"
Qrleans'!- (UA) and "Second Chance" (M-G) (2d wk). okay
$11,000.
Mild
Last
$9,500.
(20th) (2d -wk).
Paramount (Par) (2,646; 95-$1.20)
week, $11,900.
—"Exposed"' (Rep) plus vaUde head95)— ed by Frankle
Roosevelt (B&K)
(l,50O;
Laine and Marion
"bark Passage" (WB) (2d wk). Hutton. Pleasing ,$25,000. Last week,

Staunch $20,000.

after

$35,000.

.

.

-

—

Fox (20th) (2,250; 50-94)— "ForAmber" (20th) (3d wk). Robust

$29,000

.

It's

-

'

fine $15,600.

ever

B. DeMille^ film'is producer.
soaring to a terrific session at
small-seater St. Francis. Typical of
th^'Way business ha6 been here in
With Wind" (*I-G) (reispue) (4th recent months and the way it slips
wk). Ejscellent $12,000. Last week, in second Weeks is the showing of
$14,000.
"Forever Amber," It is off sharply
Grand (BKO> (1,500; 95)— "Ride at both, the Fox and. United Nations.
pink Horse" <Tif). Keen $21,000. Last "Christmas Eve" and "Upturned
week, "Alons. Verdoux" (UA) (2d Glass':' also look solid.
Wk), $16;000.
Estimates for This Week
Oriental (Essaness) (3,400; 95)—
iFirst eight days was
$46,000.
$55,000.
^
GarvlcA: (B&K) (9O0; 9S)—"Gone

Neat
okay

Naldi Fat 32G

.

able."

up biz some this week, with Unconquered" hypoed -by visit here ol

&

Despite torrential rain last Satur- Free"
(RKO) (6th wk), fancy
(8) until late afternoon, Broad- $15,000,
Gotham (Brandt) (900: 70-$1.40)—
way firstruns.are shaphig up strong- "Children on Kial"
(Indie) and
session,
being
aided
materially
ly this
"School For Danger" (Jlndie). Two
by Armistice Day upsurge yesterday British-mades likely will land only
(Tues.). Heavy 'downpour last Sat- $7,000, and stay only dnev Last week,
second of "Man in Ifon JIask" (EL)
urday virtually wiped out the strong and "Gentleman After Dark" (EL)
matinee, business but the weather (reissues), $7,500.
Little Carnegie (Indie) (460; 95cleared and grew much colder that
$1.20) -1- "Tarniy Pipit" (U) (10th
night, enabling theatres to rebound
wk). Down to mild $4,500 after
Saturday night and enj(jy ^trong $5,000 last week. Still able to make
trade Sunday (.9).
money at this figure so continues
Besides the upbeat from, holiday three or four more sessions.
crowds Armistice Day,- the preMayfair (Brandt) (1,736; 70-$1.50)
holiday situation gave houses a
"Gentleman's Agreement" (20th).
healthy Monday CIO) night. The Opened yesterday CTues.). Last week,
strong attendance yesterday helped "Nightmare Alley" (20th) (5th wkseveral spots to hold near or better 4 days),, only $9,000 after $17,500 in"
preceding week's figures.
foui'th week.
Palace (RKO) (1,700; 60-$1.20)—
Field oX new pictures is topped
So Well Remembered" (RKO) (2d
by "Cass Timberlane"- with new
stageshow at Music Hall. It will hit wk). First week ended Monday (10)
socko $145,000 in first stanza ending night with fairish $28,000. In ahead,
today, (Wed.). Film is displaying "Magic Town" (RfeO) (4th Wk),
enough strength to indicate a run $14,000.
Paramount (Par) (3.664; 55-$1.50)
well into December or until the
Hall's -Christmas show opens.
—"Wild Harvest" (Par) with King
Another great moneymaker this Cole Trio, Connie Haines, Randy
round i.s- "Body and Soul," which is Brooks orch on stage, 'opens today
soaring to a new all-time record at (Wed.). Last week, "Variety Girl"
the Globe. In first week ending (Par) and Charlie Spivak orch, Mel
jiext Friday (14)^ it looks to hit Torme, Al Bernie heading stage bill
colossal $70,000 or near. Late night (4th wk). okay $35,000 after $60,000
shows and early starting time make in' third stanza.
Park Avenue (U) (583; $1.20-$1.50)
this money possible, with most crix
—"Beware Pity" (U) (2d wk), Secdoing raves about film.
-"Esoape Me Never," plus Frankie ond round ehding tomorrow (Thjurs.)
Carle, band heading stageshow, is likely will h& down to $5,000. after
giving the Strand a nice $58,000. modest $7,000 for first. Won't liold
"Upturned Glass" is doing fairly much longer;
Radio City Music Hall (Rockewell at $2p,000 or .slightly less 'at the
Winter Garden; "So Well Remem- feUer) (5,945; 70-$2.40)— "Cass Timbered" is getting the same figure berlane" (M-G) and new stageshow.
at the Palace. Neither "Glass" nor Soaring to great $145,000 in first
''Remembered" are expected to. stay week ending today (Wed.), with Armistice Day (Tues.) helping over'
around long.
State, with "Mertoh of Movies," come losses caused by rainfall early
new Red Skelton comedy playing Saturday. Holds. Last week, "Song
firstrun, and- vaude headed by Mary of Love" (M-G) and stageshow (4th
Raye & Naldi, Alan Carney, Vaga- wk), fairly good $116,000.
Rjalto (Mayer) (594; 35-85)— "High
bonds and Edith Fellows, is climbmg
to Btutdy $32,000 or near.. House Tide-" (Mono). Doing niceljt, near
;holds over 'fMerton," bringing in a $6,000 in week ending tomorrow:
(Thurs.) alter $0,804 lor one week 61
new va tide layout for next week.
"Forever Amber." which dipped "Invisible Wall" (20th), "Roses Are
badly at the Roxy the middle of- last Red" (20th) opens next Friday (14).
RivoU (UAT-Par) (2,092; 60-$1.25)
week, continues in big coin at
.$112,000 or near for thftd week —"Unconquered" (Par) (6th wk>.
albeit way off- from $148,000 garn- Sl&l doing strong husin^iss at around
ered in second stanza. Despite the $40,000 this session after, $44,000 last
dip,
continuance
pace near week. Stays on indef.
of
'

week.

last

Ei-iangev (Goldman) (1,859; 50-94)
—"The Outlaw" (UA) (2d wk). Sock
$22,000 in 6 days after big $30,000
opener, but yanked after 6 days due
to Catholic pressure, house now being dark since no picture was avail-

Tops Frisco

35G,

-Pert

Last week, $16,000.
ChicMKo (B&K) (3,900; 95)— "UndcLcover Mai.sie" (M-G) with "Truth
pr Consequences" on stage (2d wk).

good $27,500

Earle (.WB) (2,760; 50-94)—"Arnelo Affair" (M-G) and "Adventure
Island'' .(Indie). Thin $12,500. Last
week, "Christmas Eve" (UA) ^2d
•

95)—"Foxes

(900;

Boyd (WB) (2,350; 50-94)—"Song
Love" (M-G) (2d wkj). Fair

,f21,000 after

70G, 'Escape -(kle

day

"Something in Wind," "Black. Gold"
and reissue of "Anthony Adverse."

Film gross' estimates, as reported herewith from the vari*
ous key cities, are net, I.e., wlth«
out the 20% tax. Bistrtbutors
share on hel; take, when playing
perccintage, hence the eitlmated
figures Bre net income;
The parenthetic admission

seems sure of sma?h $21,000.
Of the holdovers, "Forever Amber"
is first with
fit the State-Lalte still
big. $50,000 ,in,_view for the third

this session although both
holdovers.
New entries are

entries

are

New High

58G/Merton'%e

Amber" or "The
Outlaw"' 4o any great extent, these
two pictures topping the boxoftice

'Horse Big 21G

" GhieagOj Nov. 11, +
rebounded from last
week's slump, with th« Armistice
plenty ot
promising
day .holiday
Four new aims are
solid antries.
bresking through holdover deadlock.
•^Christmas Ev«," set for tSvo weeks
at Oriental with Dorothy Shay and
Francis Craig on stage, looks terrific

W» Hm

$145,000,

'

1

Despite Church Pickets
Picketing by Catholic groups of
Pox and Erlanger theatres hasn't

FUtn

Socko

'Cass'

29G, 3d, Ace Philly Bets

—

—

.

.

$14,000.

Fox (Fox-Michigan) (5,100: 90$1.20)— "Forever Amber" (20th) (3d
(Continued on page 22)

W

Fancy

Port;

'fifth

mark 'spells
for"Amber." Fact

additional weeks
that the pictm-e

up

weekend

$100,000

picked
over the
healthy ftishion sidetracked previous
plans to move up "opening of "Daisy
'
Keiiyon."
Paramount is opening "Wild Harvest," with King Cole Trio. Connie
Haines and Randy Brooks band
heading stageshow, today (Wed.)
after four -nice weeks with "'Variety
Girl" and stagebill topped by Charlie
Spivak band and Mel .Torme. Mayfair teed off "Gefttleman's Agreement" in big fashion yesterday
.

(Tues.).

Capitol launches

a

new

bill

to-

(Thurs.) with stageshow
headed by Frank Sinatra, Skitch
Henderson and Lorraine Rognan,
and "Her Husband's Affairs." Broadway brings in "Heaven Only Knows"
on the same day.
"Mourning Becdmes Eleetra" opens
two-a-day run with world preeni at
the Golden, Nov. 19.
Estimates for This Week.
(1,300; 80-$1.80)

9G;'SadiderM6i^2d

State

"Man About Town"

(RKO)

.

to

mild $47,000 after fairish $58,600

Music Box (H-E) (1,000; 40-80)— opener, which was above hojpes.
"Welcome Stranger" (Par) (m.o.) "Her Husband's Affairs" (Col) with
Oke $3,700. Last week, Frank Sinatra heading anni show
(2d wk).
includes
Skitch
Henderson
$4,500 after 3 weeks at Paramount that

orch, Lorraine Rognan, WiU MaStin
and Oriental Theatres.
Orientol
(H-E) (2,000; 40-80)— trio, opens tomorrow (Thurs.)
Criterion (Loew's) (1,700; 60-$lJS)
"The Bachelor and Bobby-Soxec"
"Green Dolphin Street" (M-G)
(RKO) (2d wk), day-date with
Paramount.
Strong $6,000.
Last (5th wk). Fourth v/eek ended last
(Tues.) night, struck Okay $30,000
week, $9,200.
Orpheum (H-E) (1.750; 40-80)— or close after $33,000 last week.
"Happened On 5th Ave." (Mono) Stays on, with "Exile"' (U) likely
and "Thunderbolt" (Mono).- Lofty to follow.
Globe (Brandt) (1,500; 70-$1.20)—
$9,000. Last week, "Dust Be Destiny"
(WB) and "Marked Women" (WB) "Body and Soul" (UA). For fi.r.«il
stanza concluding next Friday (14)
(reissues), $9,500,
Paramount (H-E) (3,400; 40-80)— night, soaring to terrific $70,000, pew
"Bachelor and Bobby-Soxer"- (RKO) high here. Stayed open until 6 a.m.
(2d wk). Hefty $10,500. Last week, Sunday (9) to take care of crcwds.
Stays indef. La«t Av-rij-. "Fvt, V.-k^
$1S..500.

—

.

.

:

(1st

—

(WB) and Ted Weems

orch,

Morey

Amsterdam heading stagebill (2d'
wk), $43,000.
Sntton (Rugofl-Becker) (56l; 70"Know Where I'm Going"
$1.25)
(U) (13th wk). Twelith stanza ended last Monday (10) night gain^
to land $9,300 atter sturdy $8,500
in 11th week.

—

Victoria

(City

Inv.)

70-

(720;

-

$1,20)—"Gang.ster" (Mono) (2dwk).;
Second session ending today (Wed.)
considerably from opener,
but still big with $23,000. First was
sock $29,000. Stays on.
slipped

drawing. "Bachelor and
Bobby- "The Outlaw" (UA) (Sth-flrial wk).
Soxer" at Paramount and .Oriental Sagging to $10,500 or under on blowoff, which is not good; okay $15,000

,

48r$1.10)—

(M-G)

$26,000.

and "Crossfire" at Mayfair are the
top holdovers.
Estimates for This Week
.Broadway (Parker) (1.832; .40-80)

fat $12,000.

(3,490;

Movies"

Strand (WB) (2,7^6; 75-$1.5a)
"Escape Me Never" (W-B) with
Frankie Carle orch: Jack -E. Leonard,
Olsen & Joy topping stageshow. In
initial,
week
ending
tomorrow
(Thurs.)
doing nicely at $58,000.
Holds.
Last week, "Hagen Girl"

(4th

was registered in eighth. "Heaven
Only Knows" (UA) opens tomorrow (Thurs.).
Capitol (Loew's) (4,820; 70-$1.50)
—"Something in Wind" (U) and
"Time Out of Mind" (U). Fancy -^"Unfinished Dance" (M-G) plus
$9,500. Last week, "Sine'apore"' (U) Shep Fields oji-cu, Jane Powell, Buck
and "Last Frontier Uprising" (Rep) & Bubbles on stage (2d wk) Down

of

Raye

down

.

(Loew's)

plus vaude headed by Mary
& Naldi, Alan Carney, Vaga-*
bonds, Edith Fellows. Red Skelton'*
latest film and strong vaude layout
climbing to sturdy $32,000 or near.
Picture holds over. Last week, "Welcome Stranger" (Par) (2d run) with'
vaude topped by Slate Bros., Yvette,

run)

(13th wk).
Holiday helping this to solid $27,000,
ahead of last week's nice $25,000.
Sta]« on three more with "Bishop's
Wife" (RKO) set to open Dec. 9.
BIjoM (City Inv.) (650; 85-$1.50) -

Portland, Ore., Nov. 11.;
wk). Third week ending last Suna bit this week largely day (9) night dipped to $5,200 after
because 'of the load of holdovers. $6,500 for second. Staying around
'•'Something in Wind"-, at Broadway about two weeks longer, with new
and "It Happened On Fifth Avenue" film due in late thLs mpnth.
at Orpheum are new entries that are
Broadway (UA) (1,895; 70-$1.50)—
Biz, is

',

due in next.

"Merton

—"Walter Mitty" (RKO)

A?e; Nice

last

$112,000; second hit $148,000. Weekday prices dropped back to $1.50 midf
die of last week, being partly responsible for dip. "Daisy Kenyon" (20th)

'

morrow

80-$1.80)-.

(5.886;

Third frame ended

(Tues.) night dipped way under second week's figure but still sock at

.

.

(20th)

bill (4th Wk.).

'

Astor (City Inv.)

k

Hoxy

"Forever Amber" (20th) and Veloz

& 'Yolanda, Sid Caesar heading stage-

in

Warner (WB)

'

(1;499; 90-$1.50)

—

"Life With Father" (WB). (13th wk).
Holding nicely at $20,500 after $21,000 for I2th round. Continues.
Winter Garden (UA) (1,312; 60$1.20)—"Upturned Glass" (U).
In
first session ended Monday -(10) hit
nice, if not big. $28,000^ albeit far
behind "Ride Pink Horse'" (U) pace.
"Horse" wound up fourth week 6f
six days at solid $14,000. "Lost Moment" (U) is next in here.

Aussie Equity

Names

Sharpe as H'wood Rep
Hollywood, Nov.

Don

S.

Sharpe,

11.

Australian-born

actor currently living in Hollywood,
has been appointed local repreiifntafive of the Act(irs and Announcera
Equity Ass'n. of Australia.

Sharpe's job is to report on Wages,
working conditions, contract* and
.other phases of shQw .hiusin0SSt .in-

'
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Motion Picture Herald Boxoffice Champion

COLOR BY TECHNICOLOR
Walked Away With National

Boxoffice Laurels!"

Variety

COLOR BY TECHNICOLOR
World

Preriiiere

Climaxing

The

First

Now! -MAYFAiR, New Yufk

A Year Of

Boxoffico

C*!

(uitnes!,

Great Achievement of 1948!

COLOR BY TECHNICOLOR

'

APOLLO, Chicag<

TABimrrrr

okfios

loistdon

Km; Cuba Active;

Steady Spread on

Argenfina Plans
.

.

Vfeltiington,

Nov.

15

HAS
Brit. Pix Biz Looks
SOCK MEX 52G PREEM

DISNEY'S 'SOUTH'

11.

Own

Mexico

Production

1

spread of tb« 16m theatres
Indicated In film surveys of gev-

St^iicly

U

mad* by

Manitoba Exbibs Marshal

the U.S.
Dept. of Commerce. Growth of the
Forces Vs.
substandards is marked In the backWinnipeg, Nov. It'
wQods and in areas where the boxUndeterred by refusal of- the Dooffitie is so (ttiall the less .e;cpensive
16m .operfttioti is necessary to keep minion government to repeal the
20% war excise tax, the Manitoba
out of
5ome indications of the situation;. Motion Picture' Exhibitors Assn. is
CUBA: About 60 small theatres continuing its campaign against the
tax and has enlisted the support of
equippd to handle Ifim iilms were
other' provincial film associations to
opened In rural areas in 1946. Total
make this a nation-wide drive.
Investment in these houses is estiCommittees have been appointed
principally
about
$100,000,
mated at
in the various provinces to coordiequipment.
Last
value
of
In the
year two independent Cuban dis- nate activities, and support has been
forthcoming
in
pieces by Roly
the
Cuban
offices
of
and
tributors
four major U.S. lirms entered the Young; film editor of the Toronto
Ifim entertainment field there with Globe and Mail, and Frank Morriss,
film
editor
of
the
Winnipeg Free
shorts.
Films
and
174
tSl features
were rented to rural exhibitors for Press.
40% of gross fee for the distributor.
In a recent and highly important
for
the
about
General take was
,$10
development; Famous Players has
distributor per eigfht- to nine-reel pledged its support and active coshow.
operation in the campaign, working
DENMARK: Country has no, spe- with the various provincial federacial Te'gulations covering Iflm and tions.
there is no distribution of 16m enThe Manitoba organizatioiL is
tertainment films. One U.S. distrib- strongly urging its members and
utor 'has a load of aubstand'ard reels nota''<afaiiated- exhibitors publicly to
on hand whfch,h« is interested in pU^e that -if the 20% tax is releasing on the same basi^ as the pealj^ the saving will be passed
85m subjects.' However, .no com- along to patrons.
mei'cial 16m house Is operating in
Denmark at present although there
is one, in the main Copenhagen railroad station, which l^s the equipment to play such films. It has 305
countrie?

ftral

20% War Tax
'

'

,

.

'

Italian Pix

Buys

'

.

seats.

/
few mobile 16m units are in
operation in the country, but none
are showing entertainment pix. Com-

.

WIiHiU.S.Maj«rs

PuUhTopPix
Copenhagen, Nov. 4.
Since all pictures from the big
major U. S. distributors -were withdrawn from the Danish market because the "STanks nixed the new 'film
pact, Denmark exhibitors have been

handled program.

weeks.

Contest, as described by Russian
sports announcer Vadis Sinpavskii,
was said to have been well received
in Moscow and other Soviet cities.
Sven Jerriug did the play-by-play
'i.the Swedish, radio.

Of

MexTootm^t

:'

'

ning mainly in opposition .circuit;
and may play: the Box films in his
theatres for which they, weren't
originally intended. This may "boost
returns to all-high record figure^.

Dip Exaseerxieil
Fall in business here has- been
exaggerated.
Summer
business was about 30% down on
previous year due in main to weather. After next six months the ^Wo
tax will begin to take effect. Hence
sudden increase in number of re-

somewhat

issues

Paramount has

•

,

medium.
Referring to the Philippines as a
field for this product, Mayer stated
he was, surprised at the success of
l«jii development here.
He found
that there are 128- 16m theatres presently operating successfully in the
Islands compared with 300 theatres
operating in 36m.

Pointing to the "unlimited possibility of expansion," Meyer declared
that France, wliich has operated in
16m for the past six years, now has

He

11,000 lOnj theatres in operation.

disclosed that Metro has released 74
pictures in' 16m up to the present
time, and that it is planning to release 52, such pictures In the next
year, or one production a week,
•

WB

Reopens Story-Talent
Department in London

London. Nov. 11.
Warner Bros, has reopened its
story and talent department office
here after it had 'been shuttered for
a three-month stretch. This leaves
Universal as the only U. S. major
without a London talent branch.

U

WB

and
closed their offices as
a mean.s of axeing expenses overOther, majors, while not locktheir dOor.s, have sharply reduced personnel and other expenditures of their talent and story dept-s.

seas.

ing

hem

•

Italy also have to .be adjusted.
Italian authorities are -beliig very
'
cooperative in these discussions.
-

Hungary Plans 300 New
Pix Houses Plus 2,000

First

ported to North and South America
and Hawaii since Pearl Harbor will
be enroute soon. Eugene L. Scberer

Budapesti Nov.

1.

of 300 new picture
tlieatres and 2,000 16m liouses are
included in the three-year plan of
the Hunnia state factory as an-

Construction

nounced by Laszlo Angyal, new
.chairman.
Building of 300 35m
theatres will swell the total, in Hungary to 800, which was the prewar
number. These will supplant those
destroyed by the war.
The 16m
houses are popular, there being
many already iri operation, mostly
in the country.
Also revealed that six Hungarian
screen productions will be made
shortly.
These are "When Smoke
Raises," to be directed by Viktor
Gertler; "Don't Marry Muse," written by Stephan Bekeffy.
whose
"Janika" was the top legit success
of the pa.'.t season; "Song of Cornfields,"
"Prophet of the I'ields,"
"Siege of Bestercc," historical film,
and "Somewhere in Europe," lastnamed now being in production.

.

the Bell Tolls" (1843).
Metro's reissues include "Boys!
"Escape"
(1938),
(1940),
(1939), "Mrs, MuiiVer"
(1942), "Random . Harvest" (1942)

Town"

"Serenade"

and "Gone With
at

the

the'

Wind"

moment packing

(1939),

the West

End Empire^
Warners

is

preparing

"The Sea

(1940), "High Sierra" (1941),
"Jezebel" (1938), "Bad Men of Missouri"
(1941),
"Anthony Adverse
(1936) ,
"Dust BeDestiny"
(1S39) arid "Marked Wt>man" (1937).

Aussie Trade Pact

My

With UJS. Seen Paying

Way for Coin Unfreeze
Canberra, Oct. 30.
Australians will'be pleasantly surprised over the new trade pact just
reached with the U. S., according to
John Dedioan, Aussie • postwar reconstruction 'minister attached to
Ben J. Chifley's labor government
,

,

issue rights last

a few

May

of 110 pictures,

month before the tax was an-

nounced.
But experienced exhibs hcve little
long term faith in re^sues. Nor are
they over-optimistic about most-- of
the present product reaching them.
They claim that patrons are shopping more carefully now and that

•

here.
Agreement starts v operating
next Nov. 18, it being designed to
help trade with the U. S.. It removes
or eases certain trade preferences
now' operating,
Coincidentally, the. outlook is more
hopeful in the Australian film busi-

,

20th-Fox has scheduled only "The
Bl?ck Swan" (1942) and RKO has
"They Got Me Covered" (1943). .
Sitting pretty in the reissue business is Eros Films (Hyams Bros.) to
whom Universal and Rank sold re-

good pictures do really good business while«bad ones empty the house,
ness that dollar restrictions against And this goes for British as well as
U. S. films will not continue In- for the Hollywood product,
definitely, with the hint that it will
not be long before Yank distrib coin
Jap-speaking audiences who have will be flowing freely to the U. S. Lopert Leads Off Season
not seen a new nip film for about again.. Feeling here is thai this Is all
'Shoe-Shine*
six
years.
Scherer said there's tied up wjtfci. the new trade agree- ,
With some five films on its seav'
nearly l.OOfl.O.OO of these Nisei and ment.'
son's release slate, Lopert Films, Inc.,
It seems certain that.no more reIssei Japs. Fihns must be approved
for export by Gen. MatfArthnr's strictions will be imposed on the has marked "Shoe-Shine," current at
Civil
Information, and Edjlcatioil' picture t(iz by the Aussie govern- the Avenue, N. Y., as its initial disSection.
'
ment; It'.iilso a|>pears sure' that U, g. tributional entry. Picture will prob*
ably be followed at the Avenue some
distribs will be'^ble to use that 30%
holdback coinage in other ways than time in January by the firm's second
TBANSHItTEB
"Beauty and the Bedst"
via investment in local picture pro- release,
Washington, Nov. 11.
duction.
Currently there is no talk ("La Belle et la Bete").. A cellushortwave
Npw
transmitter has
loid version of the classic fairy tale,
of production enforcement.
gone into operation at Munich, acOne significant development is "Beauty" was scripted by Jean
cording to .Word just received here.
that the U. S. is buying Aussie wool, Cocteau, who also directed,
Broadcast station will cariyf U. ^.
Other pix on Lopert's schedule are
and that many U. S. industrial comMilitary Government programs on
panies are sending reps here for a "Martin Roumagnac," starring Jean
the American way.
iooksee at the field with an eye for Gabin and Marlene Dietrich; "Mr.
industrial expansioa Down Under. Orchid" ("Le Pere Tranquil") starAlso it's revealed that the Chifley ring Noel-Noel, and "A Friend Will
Other Foreign Rew»
government is helping v.'ith trans- Come Tonight" ("Un Ami Vieridl'a
oiiPa8:cl7
portation costs of U.S. migrants to ce Soir"), starring Michel'Simon and
Aussie.
Madeleine Sologne^
.

For }6ni Within 3 Years

"Hold Back
"The Crusades"

Light. That Failed"
"Sign of the Cross" (1932,

Hawk"

New

'

S.

Tokyo.' Oct; 28.
Japanese fllras to be ex-

at least 20, includ-

(1941),

"The

modernized 1944), "The Lady Eve"
(1941), "If I Were King" (1938),
"This Gun For Hire" 1942) and "For

,

READY
FOR EXPORtTG U.

1ST NIP FILMS

tlie

Whom

season.

Matters relating to production in

Dawn"

(1935) ,
(1939),

-

only skeleton staffs in their offices
here, much of personnel -going to
independent companies which now
are doing a- thriving business.

being tradeshown. In

ing "Beau Geste" (1939)

the

.v

"Nothing Sacred," which was rated
Manila, Oct. 28.
McCarthy is also negotiating with too rough lor Denmark when shown
Seymour R. Mayer, general sales
manager of Loew's International, Gomniendatore Calvino to permit an first in 1838, is now a big hit at the
here during a world tour^ said that extension of tiie use of the blocked Rialto where handled by Asai Origifunds, which at the present time nally it was released by UA.
16ra films are now universally ac*
Major distribs are maintaining
cepted as a commercial success, hav- can only be used to caver office

now

four months since July, 77 have been
screened for reissue. Many more, are
being announced daily.

'

-

expenses. Permission is 'being sought
to use funds to lease or purchase
theatre properties.
Currently it's
okay' to construct them, but not to
lease or buy.

three

now

musiker layoffs from station staffs
brought about by .a sharp reduction
of time sales.
Union has already
filed notice of its strike decision with
the Federal Board of Conciliation
and Arbitration, basing its requests
for moire : money in- order to compensate fdr leafe work.
Originally the Walkout had been
s@t for Nov. 5, but strenuous efforts
of -the Labor Ministry" induced musicians and- station announcers, >who
also are seking more coin, to defer
the work stoppage temporarily. Both
the Ministry and the Conciliation
Board still hold out a faint ray of
hope that a strike may be averted
before Saturday's deadline.
Wage demands tie in with a general slunu? in the local, 'ent^ainment industry. Musicians' Union has
squawked in particular-' thai top
nitertes have cut .costs by' slufling

Constantin Films, biggest independent^ distributor- here, -scored by
Dictator" and "Best
exported to the Italian-speaking zone years" at flat rentals. The former
goes into World Cinema wliile
of Switzerland and other Italian"Years" will play at the Palada. oft sidemen and secondary spots-'are
speaking territories, if they are con-^
Asa obtained "Kid From Brooklyn'- said to have trimmed their bands
sidered Ameriean, all money col-'
also on flat deal. "Years" and "Kid" more than 60%. Question of higher
lected there can be transferred to
are Samuel Goldwyn productions re- wages and improved working conthe parent companies 'without inter-leased in. the U. S. by RKO. These ditions -for musicians, organized raference of the Italian government.
Whereas if the dubbed product is three American productions plus dio labor, white collar workers and
about 20 other Holywood-made films, members of the Mexican Authors,
to be considered Italian, the foreign
largely from. United Artists produc-> Composer's ,and
Publishers were
currency accruing has to be transers, will have to appease Danish film dealt with
in a mass meeting held
ferred to Italy in lire, meaning piling
patrons for U. S. product in the next last week
at the Teatro- Lirico.
up with the fi'ozen funds accumu-

WhenHhese Italian-dubbed pix are obtaining "Great

lating tlVere.

ing passed the experimental stage.
Planes, ships, trains, camps and
small towns throughout the world',
he added, are now using this

—

.

.

'

Mayer Boosts 16m

Rank product only

.

,

.„

the

and "Holiday Camp," running neck*
and-neck, followed ,by "The Up»
turned Glass," .the James Mason picture. Exhibs are eagerly awaiting release of "The Best Years of Our
Lives" and "Bachelor Knight" ("The
Bachelor and Bobby-Soxc:r"J.
Two pictures smashing boxoffice
records beyond the firstruns ara
Herbert Wilcox's "The Courtneys of
Curzon Street" and David O. Selznick's "Duel in the Sun." Both ar»
heading for an exfaib's gross of $1,^

.

.

,

all

'—all from Sydney Box have clicked
at the boxoffice. These are "Jasssy'*

For Radio Strike

'

:

.

scurrying after product to fill the
gap. American companies refused to
go along with the arrangement which
would allow them to export only a
few thousand dollars as percentage
Mexico City, Nov. 11.
500,000. "Courtneys" has beaten Wilon film§ played. Pic theatre attendStrike against all radio stations
ance is considerably Off as a result here may be called by the Musicians' cox's "Piccadilly Incident" in over
but no new film pact will be set un-- Union as of Saturday (15) unless 600 theatres. With present conditions
it's
impossible to estimate final
"
til March..
.
the tooters' demands for a '50% pay
grosses. Rather than book reisssucs
Metropole .took off "Bambi" hilce are met.
Drive for salary
(RKO), after a record run of six boosts' comes: in the wake, of many Bank may, for example, book .the
Wilcox and Selznick films
'run-,

Out

there to' be considered as remaining
American, or having become Italian?

4.

.

.

.

Bfflig Ironed

,

JFAMAICA: Commerce sees little
-opportunity of 16m to catch, on because bH the theatres are owned by
a single company which is in no
hurry to change over from its presr
ent 35m equipment.

London, Novi

'

'

production for 16m.
is to have the government
guarantee enough product to nation'al narrow gauge; theatres. Country
also' has about '20 mobile 16m units
which service communities without
any permanent picture installations.

Reissues

S.

•Despite deep gloom' over industry,
observers see no "reason why busi-*
Swedes, Soviet in First
ness in theatres should not be exand wife, and top governm«it oftcemely good 'for the next six
ficials and socialites.
Preem was a
Joint Football B'cast months, unless furher government
benefit, to help feed Mexico's underintervention, domestic crisis or bad
Stockholm, Oct. 31.
nourished children, and cost $60
unforeseen setbacks.
Both Swedish and Russian radio weather cause
(U.S.) per.
With practically no unemployment
Pic Is doing land office biz at 60c. staiions cooperated last Sunday t26)
and with limited facilities for shopto $1 (U.,s.), childr«nHhatt price.
id' han^lhtgi'a )oint broadcast of « ping,
theatres should have good
footbaU game between players rep- share of the weekly pay checks.
In industrial centers matinee busirenting the two countries at Baness is off owing to staggering of
sunda Stadium here. Sports airer
hours, but theatres are paclted at
reportedly is the first time that the
pictures are popular.
Swedish and Russian radio have night if the
Unfortunately, few films have apever participated in a mutually
peapled to the public in recent

.

considerable

Sharp Increase In IL

—

months and pushed in a IS-year^-old
A
French film, "Don Quixote-"^ The
Dagtiuar, which had. just opened
"Shop Around the Corner" (M-G),
merce' states: "It may be concluded
also put in a French pic, then ran "39
Rome, Noy. 4.
that there is no present market iri
Steps" for a few days and wound
Though, the Italian Tax Commis- up with "Unfinished Symphony," a
Denmark "for 16m theatrical films
but that the potential market war- sion has exempted American film very old Aasttrian production. It's
rants U.S. pi'oducers being on tlie frozen funds from the 4% levy ap- now, running "Mani," a Danish film.
alert
to
take advantage of any plying. to all capital in Italy, Frank Other houses used new DenmarlcMcCarthy, ^Motion " Picture A^sn. made pictures.'
change in the situation."
Many flat Rental Deals..
ARGENTINA: There are only European rep, is still negotiating
Second-runs played old U.- S. picabout a dozen 16m theatres operat- with Italian authorities to adjust
several other matters.
tures,
many being Laurel-Hardy
ing in Argentina, and they have fi'Om
/Apart from the screen quota de- comedies, nearly -fliU bought at flat
150 to 2OO seats. They ara open only
weekends and holidkya Only VS: voting 20 days per quarter ,to Italian rental. J. Arthur Rank is active in
foreign films are available' and they product exclusively, first matter to the current- market with "Matter of
are limited "to areas without SSm be adjusted is that of dubbing. Ques- Life and Death," at the Grand, and
theatres. Argentina is preparing for tion is, are American pix dubbed "Wicked Lady" at the Carlton.

One plan

OK Next 6 Months;

City; Nov. 11.

Top gross honors for any pic's
preem in Mexico
$52,000 (U, S.) —
wera copped by Walt Disney's "Song
of thf! South at the Cine Alameda
here Thursday (6). Preem was at.*
tended by President Miguel Aleman

of World Suppliers, Inc., and representatives of Jap Board of Trade are
expected to ink the Geri, MacArthurapproved contracts soon.
Pictures will be earmarked for

-

i

,
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THE PUBUC ASKS AND M-G-M ANSWERS!
"GREiN DOLPHIN STREEr HIT!
Just whatj:he public wants!

New M-G^M records at
Ctiteridn,
And in a poll of. the audience
reveals 92% excellent or ver\)t
tlijfe

still going strcmg.
N* Y. 5th big week
by MotionPicture Research Bureau, it

Una Turner as bold
'Marianne who

good) the highest rating in

Y* audience history. Your folks will flock

stole

to see the biggest spectacular romance in 10 yearsl

her sisler'sman. Big

Van
Donna Ree^

tost include
Heflin,

tSatlhard

Hart

md

THIS TIME fOR KEEPS' SOCKO!
If

it's

treat

store.

gorgebus
€ffs

And

packing them in nationwide* Not since "Bath*

it's

Beauty" has there been anything

injg
,

Tephnicolor Musical your public knows there's a

an

ixi^

girls,

an appealing love

like

i^,^

the Aqua- revels, the

and top entertainJimmy Durante, new

story, songs galore

including Esther Williams,. Lauritz Melchior,

Esther

William

in spectacular

AfM-revels

romantic singer Johnnie Johnston, Xavier Cugat and his Orchestra and
plenty more.

^NE WITH THE
The
,

that everybody wants to see

who

plus countless folks

0arkOahk holds

WIND' REPEATS!

miracle Technicolor picture of

the rule!

(A

Ditvid

O.

are

it.

all

time. Every

There's a whole

coming

again.

Selznick Production.

engagement proves

new

teen-age public

Extended engagements are

An M-G-M Release).

)^r{M Leigh—and
you holdwer!

'CASS TIMBERLANE' BEGINS!
Another BIG

M-G-M

entertainment

starts its

history-making career.

S.R.O. audiences at the Radio City Music Hall World Premiere engagement are enthrdled at the love story that seventeen million readers
of .Sinclair Lewis' novel are waiting to

see.

Spencer Tracy, Lana Turner,
spencer Tracy,

Zachary Scott i(i#igf:e2ft de luxe production!?

Lana Turner

—an exciting

AND WATCH FOR MORE FROM M-G-M!
**GOOD NEWS"— Celebrate a gay Technicolor New Years!
"KILLER McCOY"— Trade Press in unanimous raves!
'THE BIRDS AND THE BEES"—Technicolor Musical Joyl

«HIGH WALL"— Terrific thriller!

High receipts too!

romance!

—
m

1%

man

67S rdmers

Ontario's

QiilePostwar Show Biz Trend Up Bat

Hobbled by

Dollar Exdiange

bck Balks H'wood

By RAY JOSEPHS

strong Cantinflas pix began piling

Santiago,

Oct. 28.
Compietition, hot, fast find heavy,
inarks>|'the post-war show biz trend

New operators entering
in Chile,
tive film and theatre fields and old
indies expanding into larger situations baV« given a new shot in the
jirnv to a never previously overly

•tfong entertainment-minded 4;ounResult i9 bettered grosses all
try.
around.
Hollywood, majors, while benefiting by Hpped b>o. returns, have been
in more and more of a hole because
of laclc of dollar exchange, however.
What makes the setup here worse
than In Peru, Bolivia, 'Ecuador and
other west c^ast South American
oountdes is the fact that they can't
even swap pesos for greenbaclts at
the free market rate of 52-to-$l, assuming they're .willing to talce the
,

loss.."

of President Gabriel
Cronzale2 Videla-5-himself no mean
pix fan-and a line-waiter frequently
will
seen at downtown -theatres
only allow pix to, be brought in if
paid for on the official exchange.
And when it cotoies to getting that,
the inevitable answer is; "There
ain't none—we need to save our

Government

—

.dwindling • supply

lor

more

vital

necessities.'?

Whole

film industry, including the

Argentines and Mexicans, had been

earmarked for
•47

$li,000,000 (U. S.) for

remittances which would have

amazing

up

Americanos

grosses,

$875,0(IOPhilippinesFibCo.Sagns

New Uw Re

Outdoor Lighting Ban
Toronto, Nov.

Because

of

demands on

increased

.

11.

industrial

?.
.

power sup-

electrical,

Korda Takes 'Shoeshine'

'

.

'

.

Ibarra,

local

Brazil Pix

-

Down

:

Buildup Set

Moreno, local booker who is partner technical man, who will be on camRamon Reachi, ex -ballroom era, lighting and electrical setup;
of
dancer (Ramon & Renita) in his Claude Baldridge, to he in charge
booking'agency. But all performers, of laboratory wbrk; George Ramsey*
Mexican or foreign, continue to who 'w'ill direct all recording and
draw what they can command and dubbing work; and Bert Salmon,
reports that all local theatres have who wiir handle film- editing.
Filipino directors and actors who
forced their talent to. take- a 30%
will be on the staff are Dr. Gerardo
wage cut are erroneous.
de Leion, Bert Avellana, Luis SalSecondary players have had to
vador, Leopolds Salced0( Dr.' Gretake less money, sez Moreno. But
gorld Fernande:!,' Manuel Conde,
-

build up the Brazilian the .performer, native or foreign,
been o.k, despite protests always inArgentine-made are naturally way film industry has been launched by who- can register at the boxoffice,
evitable that it wasn't quite enough. ahead of the Mexicans here since
Howard Randall, studio construction still can get .his or he^ pay demand.
But film distribs who've sought to former is just across the Andes and expert and pioneer of the Mexican There ''is no fixed wage scale for
get' a share in order to remit to has a population makeup and theatpicture business.
Under a setup stellar performers, Mexicans or
homeolTices have found only delays, rical taste very similar. Additionknown as Film Enterprises, a Bra- aliens, Moreno stressed,, as it's- a
putoffs and inquiries about when ally, Mexicans have made only a
case of those who bring in the big
zilian
corporation, his firm will
Wasliington will extend, a new loan weak effort to build up star names
biz copping the top coin,
build
a
four
stage
studio
in Rio de
to Chile to get going on international and to elimmate many of their slowTheatres are feeling the pfneh of
Janeiro and will also Jiroduce four
trade again.
moving items, thus advers.ely affectdepression.
the
However, there is
pictures
on the- newf lot starting
Among the estimated $50,000,000 of ing word-of-mouth on entire product."
still w-ork for U. S. troupers who
next
spring.
U, S. goods piled up on the docks at
Indicative of new competitive efcan deliver the way they want it
Randall,%ho arrived in New York here, and they can still profitably
Valparaiso, Chile's second city and forts in legit field has been increased
top port, are vaults of films, plus importation of continental compa- last-week to discuss his- plans with double in niteries which are; now
hundreds of thousands of dollars in nies. Emma Gramatica anS a full- film company execs here, revealed keen for talent that can bring in
radios sought by a more and more scale Italian company are currently his forthcoming pix will be ''con- trade.
',
.entertainment-minded public. Ad- filling the Teatro Municipal. Series servatively budgeted at about $100,Scare of all theatres shuttering beditionally, as elsewhere in Latin of French companies
first since 000 each.?'
Distributional deal with
cause of high costs and dipi>ed inAmerica', laick of abundant or lower war's end have been here earlier in Columbia has already been negotitake has passed, for a while. Manprice goods in other lines has made the season.
Josephine Baker has ated, he added, whereby Col will
agers have made show biz union
public more and more willing to buy bean bringing in the largest crowds handle release of the quartet ol films
chiefs see their side. Pay. cuts acwhich in years to the Casanova and Vir- throughout Brazil.
films and theatre tickets
cepted affect, as a group, chorines
only accentuates things more.
ginia
Romay's group is "at the
Pictures, of which two will be and smalltimers.
It's agreed that
Competitive Situation Marked
Teatro Lux.
Hardly a^ newcomer musicals and two 'historical yarns, further hikes in
theatre admission
Competitive situation has been es- any longer, Lucho Gorddba, who is
will use Brazilian talent exclusively charges can't be tried in these times,
pecially noted in the major cities Pel'uvian born, continues to occupy
while dialog, of course, will be and while there is Ho government
and in this capital—rwhose popula- the Imperio, where he's been stock
Portuguese. Films' budget, Randall ceiling on these prices, as there is on
tion now tops 1,021,000. In past the company comedy operator for alpointed out, is necessarily limited some foods, clothing, -etc,, -economics
Troni circuit which had five Santi- most 10 years.
due to .the government's policy of dictate no boosts at theatre hOX'
ago release houses, nine second and
Radio is the least active of all in
'
offices.
third runs plus, three release spots the post war setup but there have fixing exhibitors' admission prices.
in Valpo.'and the Betteo chain with been
some major developments, Firstruns in Rio, he noted, are scaled
.
11 nabes, were getting* a majority Pushing into a field already domi- to a 30c top.
While Mexico grants subsidies to
of the cream trade.
nated by three majors, CB-114, oper.
Benito del VlUar's opening of the ated by the Corporaeion Chilena de its own film industry in the form of
Rex, said to be South America's Broadcasting, opened about a year tax exemption and other benefits,
B.O.
IN
newest and finest, helped break the ago in the largest, most complete Brazil as yet has not made similar
Dublin, Nov. 4;
hold here.
House is a one-price RCA-designed studios. Outfit had a concessions to native film-makers.
1,650 orchestra and balcony only. spurt, then went down, and is now However Randall feels that Brazil
Westerns-?^nce a surefire draw at
Del Villar, incidentally, was for- again on the upgrade. Competition may consider such -moves in the fu- boxoffices in, Ireland are losing
merly Paramount manager' here.
Agricultura, ture, but first the industry will have favor, particularly in the large'*
Radio
primarily
is
In Valpo the Cooperatia Vitalicia which ,the Agricultural Society of to prove its worth by turning out cities. Onetime favorites Roy Rogers
took over the Victoria Which Troni Chile runs; -Radio Minera, run by the stable product.
arid. Gene Autry are not the attracformerly operated, the Pacifico is Mining Society and Cooperativa Vi
Randall leaves for the Coast today tion as in the past. Recent studies
being opened by Armando Vela|e talicia, an insurance concern which (Wed.) to arrange for equipment pur- of public opinion also show waning
and a flock of indies are opening .also has theatre interests.
chases as well as line up technical interest in musicals, except for a
Or have started houses.
Primarily it's been that same lack personnel, and expects^ to plane to big attraction like Metro's "Till the
In iiorthern part of the country
of dollar exchange which has lim- Rio within three weeks!^
Clouds Roll By."
Chile is 2,600 miles long and only ited the amount of goods the big
Same audience surveys also show
averages a width of 110 miles—the U. S. advertisers, biggest wartime
a growing approval of British prod-;
value.

•

Move

to

;

.

a

Inc.,

be managed
and

directors'

Biz Showed

But Not

for

distrib

films, 'has brought down
from his counArgentines are also bringing
Chile
in technical and talent aid.
Films has made six pix yearly in the
Its plans are not to increase
past.
the number but the quality and b.o.

to

by some Hollywood

'

.

try,

company

I

Mex

,

directors and actors

film

"Shoeshine," Italian film now in
technicians but with control held by
fourth month at the Avenue the- local capital, is going into the Philip-atre. New York,, has been pacted for pines., film industry in a big wa.y4
distributioni in England by Sir Alex- Corporation is capitalized at $875,000,
ander Kbrda's London Film Produc- with $175,000 already subscribed.
tions.
Deal was made by. Morris
Frank J. Courtney, a company
Helprin, Korda's U, S. rep, with vice-president, claims that UPA will
Lopert Films, which holds the rights. import film experts from the U. S.
Pi)e:;iisi';(ll> open shortly at the Rialto,
to head the company's principal deowns^
which
Korda'
IiOndou,
partments until Filipino technicians
are trained in handling modern film
equipment.
.
Company's -new. studio would b«
Beerected at a cost of $650,000.
sides producing native films, facUi-*
ties will be rented out to others
with the hope that this will swell
the company revenue.
UPA has the following executives
from Hollywood already under conMexico City, Oct. 28.
tract: Sidney Salkow, vet director,
Showbiz in Mexico, is currently who's to handle story, direction and
production;
Clyde de Vinna, Metro
pretty slow/ according to Eduardo

-

Angel
Mexican

new

its

j-

,

—

ilanila, Oct. 28.

United Philippine Artists,

followed and the Argentines then plies, the Ontario" Government has
joined in.
ordered a complete bteckout of all
One d i s t r i b told Variety this forms of outdoor commercial lightchange has accounted for at least a ing, effective 1 a.rn. Sunday (9) and
15%' increase to distribsi others co to continue at least until April next.
months. "There is a stark feeling this Coming under the ban are the apstill higher.
proximately 675 fllmhouses in this
B.o. trends are also up.
Pricesi province which will have to refrain
have risen about 25% since V-E from using .upright tsigns and also
Day but it's still possible to go first- cut marquee and lobby lighting to
run to many Santiago houses for 10, the absolute ;ninimum.
•>
,
19 and 20 pesos~20, 30 and 40c,
After-dusk lighting of interior
U. S. very little considering prices premises of business, particularly
of many things, food for one, are show windows, is now illegal, with
equal to those in the States.
the exception of banks which require lighting for holdup protection.
Native Production
Ban also applies to billboards, servCompetition of non-U. S. pix has
ice
stations
floodlighting of
come not only from the Argentines parking lots. and
Noh-observ^nce wiU
and Mexicans as elsewhere but from mean
a fine of. $100 a day. So far,
Chile's own studios. Chile Films, a
there will be no rationing of elec-:
quasi-governmental agency, went
tricity in homes but commercial eS'*
bankrupt about five months ago but
tablishments and ofifices are forbidis rtow reviving, spurred on by cerr
den ,to turn on electrical heating
tain governmentalt officials who see
accessories, plus lights after closing
local production and outside dishours; But street lights will stay on
tribution one way by Which Chile
all night.
can earn dollars and other currency
for purchases abroad.
.

r

H'wood Teckidansfor Key Spots

.

.

'

Paquito Bo:|ero,' 'Jose Kre|iamuceno
and Rogelio de la Rosa.
Corporation has many prominent
Manila residents as officers and di'

These include J,udge Mamerto Roxas, brother of President
Manuel RoxasL chairman 'of board;
rectors.

'

:

PJarcial P. Licnauco, Vice-ichairman;
Herman Yaras,- president;' SalkoWi,
vice-president in charge of production; Romeo Villp'nco, treasurer, and

Pacita de los Reyes, widely knowa
in Manila' society circles, director.

.

;

.

.

—

—
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Dutch Backlog
Eases Uil.I%f Out
The Hague,

-

•

OATERS LOSING FORMER
LUSTRE

EIRE

-'

—

.

;

-

•

onetime Martinez and Cia monopoly
has indie competish almost
evsrywhsrs, aided in no small measure by 20th and Warners. South is
also the same.
Fox is taking over
the Windsor in Concepcion which

from expending on air time
announcements are still the
rule on Santiago's 16 outlets, though
every visiting artist of note is inked
Top public is
for an appearance.
still regarded as not .radio buying
Juan Akel is constructing and Akel conscious, however, despite some efis also, readying the Explane as a re- forts to develop class following.
peat firstruns. Rest 'of the town is
(Sixth in a series on postvstir show
controlled, by the Brieva circuit but biz tre?ids).

now

:

,

•

they've given their three firstruns a
new push, added refurbishing, more
attention to customers, etc., than«before the goiug got tough.
Chile, incidentally, has 317 houses,
68 in this capital of which seven are
firstruns.
this inValpo has 18
cludes! the famed seaside resort of
Vina del Mar, a 20-minute run— including five firstruns.
Some nine
new houses are under construction
in key s.econdaryt cities and a flock
Of others are in planning stage, again
held up by dollar exchange since
equipment, seats and much of the
construction material must be im-

—

users,

Mex

Scripters
Mexico

Another important factor in the

allocation value determined arbiMexicans
for the books.
were first to introduce value ideas,
particularly after a few of their

trarily

Win

.

"Anna

Up

to Oct. 31.

writers registered

with the Ministry of Pubhc Education, Mexican copyrighting procedure, 2,800 scripts, a

CUBAN

WB

new

high.

HOUSE RUSHED
Havana, Nov.

11.

Radiocentro, delayed in construction because of lack of building material and labor troubles, is now
rushing work on the> film house
leased to Warner ^ros., who want
to have it ready in December lor
the Cliristmas crowds.
However, it's doubtful if whole
building will be ready before next

February.

.

»

felt

.

Luoasta," Majesty's (2).

"Annie Get Gun," Col'sm

(23).

"Bless the Bride," Adelphi (S9).
"Born .Yesterday,^' Garrick (42).
''Chiltern Hundreds," Vaude (11).

•

City, Nov. 11.

script.

p-orted.

increased competitive setup has been
change froni block booking "proinedios" to a picture by picture, percentage of value basis. In the past an
entire season was booked and an

'

Nov; lli
, London,
shows weeks of run)
"All Over Town, Playhouse (3).
(Fifliure

"Crime

Pix producers have bowed to the
unionized writers demand that $1,200
be the minimum fee lor
(U.S.)

uct, with a tendmcy to buy British
rather than Hollywood films. It* is
by some exhibs, however, that
unless British studios can build new
stars
quickly
the
comparatively
small number of star names in Brit-i
ish pix may react on boxoffices in
the future as audiences tire of seeing the same faces frequently.

Current London Shows

Spot

of Foley,"

Comedy

"Here There," Palladium (32).
"Life With Father," Savoy (23).
"Linden Tree," Duchess (13).
"Man In Street," St, Jamjes .<5). "Never Can Teli," Wynd. (6).

over only the top b.o, pix.

Many

films

which ordinarily would stay for a
second week are yanked to bool^in
equally wotthy pictures in the backlog. Notable exceptions are' RKG's
"Notorious," Metro's "A Woman's
Face," 20th's "House on 92ncl St."
and Goldwyn'S "Wujhering Heights,*
all of which have chalked up hold^
overs.

.

"NOose," Saville (21).
"Oft Record," Piccadilly (24).
"QklaKoma!," Drury Lane (28).
"One, Two, Three,': Yorks (9 ).
"Peace In Our Time," Aldw'h (14).
"Piccadilly Hayride," Wales m).
"Present Laughter," Haym'kt (30).
"Siarlight Roof," Hipp.
"Separate Booms*" Strand (12>.
"Sweetlist Lowest," Ambass. (80).
''Together Agaln,""'Vic Palace (30).
"Trespass," Apollo (17),
"Tuppence," Globe (5).
"Worms View," Whitehall (28).

f^evr
Jean

foreign Distrib Set
Goldwurm

and? George

Schwartz, operators of the World,
N. Y., have set up the Time.s Film
Corp., designed to distribute foreign
film imports, Initial release- on the
partner's fall slate is the Italian
entry, "To Live in Peace," produced

by Lux-Pao

in

Rome,

Goldwurm recently returned from
a three-month European junket duralso handling

turing
in

'

•

Balance of the ffiwf U devoted tp
product,"- Aest of the con-

tinental films to date is-,the Frenchmade "Les Enfahts du- Paradis"
("Children of Paradise"),- held over
for the 31st week at the' Alhambra. •
Rank's "Odd Man Out" was a b.o.
click as well as .the Dutch documenttary, "Whale in Sight." based upon
exploits' of ,the fia-st Dutch whaling
expedition ; tp the. Antarctic. Film
:hras pro.dnc6cL
a. local newsr^l»
firm, Poiygd'oh-Prbfilti,

^.

'

MEXCOS.SETUPPROa,
EXHIB DEAL WITH SPAIN
•

Mexico

City.'Oct, 28.

Three Mexican companies will
soon begin producing films in Span-iish studips under an agreement,
reached by Guillermo A. Carter, the

Mexican
Madrid,

firms'
vJlth

in

representative

the Spanish- govern-

ment anS industry,
The agreement also

calls for dis-

tribution in Spain of the companies'

Mexicpn-made films. The firms are
Clasa Films Mundiales, Filmadora
Mexicana and Producciones Gro-trasy
three of Mexico's ttiggest.
Carter, who has been in Spain for
two months, reported to headquarters here that he had received "all.
kinds of cooperation" from the Spangovernment's Motion - Picture
ish
Dept. and tiie National Showmen's

Miguel Mesquiriz will foe
permanent representative of the
three Mexican producers in Spain.
Union.

-

o. o. 'd product. Times
Guy Guilbsult, of Joliette, Que"The Bandit," fea- bec, has been sworn in
new cen-^
Anna Magnani, who scored sor for 16m films in the province of
Quebec"Open City."

ing which he
is

'

European

'

,

.

'

Biz in Dublin firstrun houses has
taken a nosedive recently owing to
a transport strike which has had
buses and tramcars off the streets
for the past eight weeks.
Nabe
houses, however, report an upswing
due to the fact that people who can't
get travel facilities uptown are going more to their local cinemas.

(18).

"Dr. Angelus," Phoentx (15).''
"Du Barry," Princess (5). '
"Edward My Son," Lyric (24).
"Finian's Rainbow," Palace (4).
"Fly Away Peter,? Fortune (14),
"Girl Quite," St. Martin's (12),

Oct. 25.

With playing tirjje lor U, S. films
restricted to 28 weeks in the year,
and an abundance of American product available from the Motion Picture Export Assn., exhibs are holding

M

—

.

'

'
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DA'S TEST
.

over their own activitiea in counteracting the smear accusations of the
conunittee, execs, came to the con-'
elusion that they could have used
Chlcag«, Nov. n. +
no -different -taefies t;lian the; .dM^
Although scheduled two-day board
And if the investigation reopens,
meeting ot the newly formed Theon the same tack.
they'll
atre Owners of America lasted only
Product Issue in N.Y. Next continue
order 6l business so far as
on« day amid cozy atmosphere of
Producer Sam Goldwyn ind'JRarry public rel^tinia -leo'.*^, counteracting
'fiwc«iness and Ught, there were
Brandt,, exhib leader, squa^re 0S to- the impresfrfon -Sfing^.l given, by tha
many members who *cnt away morrow (Tbtu^day> after^oool over current .eathoUc- Chuirch campaign
mumbling that thorny problems ot the poser of
au#enj^ piroadai-FoxiV 'fioitfever Amber"
fllmhowse operators had been gently diiGtion eeoncunie* ct thp itadios
tbal-'ttoOTWodi^' "iO* eetoxned
Specifically, they combypaased.
torcihode a product pincl^r tbey'A'
Theresa A widd^read fe«diagi
plained that nothing bad been done spar ve^bcUy at asn <^p|n ^onun
thai' aeth's present ttoublea have
to combat mounting threat of local whieh Brahdfs Independent l^eatre
started the ,{)ot hoiking^ over and the
and state taxes. (Chicago passed 3% Owners. Assn. i» staging ai a Hotel entire indusfiy is. in for a scolding
amusement tax last week.) Over 60 Astor luncheon in New York. Gold- as church and civic censors go to
delegates from 35 exhibitor groups wyn is disputing an ITOA resolution,
work an films.
attended.
issued last week, that double-feature
Open letter issued last week by
The board confirmed the commit- houses are being threatened by c Abe Myers, boara cnairman of'Natee and officer setup temporarily scarcity of pint.
Erie
J«tbnat9n> got
Allied,
to
tional
made at Washington in September,
Reduction of A's will spell "busi- considerable sympatbetie reading; in
and approved-a resolution that there ness aukHidA" for tlunisanda of dual- the trade, -tt^ets called
tfie
be only one charitable drive for all ibiU theatres, Brandt told Variety, prez to come forth "with a .tfytemg
•film houses- annually, with coin to AnnojnitcemeRts by. the companies public statement that the Pioodttcjian
be divided among all national otr that they meant to cut the costs on Code wotild be complied with, to ftw;
Cross
and
several
curtailRed
films
can
only
result
in
the
ganizations.
hat in the fnture.
other groups have opposed such a ment of the number of heavy^-budget
Although there's always a's large
plan, but exhibs maintain that pub- films, be said. With the public now segment of the industry in protest
lic is tired of forking out coin and indoctrinated to expect two picture at rigid administration of the code
bills
headed
toy
costly;
film,
the
a
•that theatre grosses suffer from freby the Joe Breen office, those in the
studios
can't
turn
bade
to
big-jical^
queftcy of campaigns.
know are farhiliat 'With" the fact
Ted Gamble, TOA proxy, f eyealed fashioning of a's without bitting that only by an occasional roughdEtseussiODS With Harold Knutson patronage of the- dualers; according Ihouse by Bteen can the indtt^ty
(H,, Hfitttt.) chairman of the House to Besndt.
avoid the much tougher and nKuc?
Ways' attd Means, committe^, and
ITOA topper contends t^at sur- costly censorship of the church and
that, while no cut could l>& made in veys 'condw^ted by bis organization local political apiKtintees.
the excise tax at the emergency ses- show that there are less pix now
Great importance attached to the
He concedes,- public reaction ta the Washington
sion, he said Knutson would be fa- than, ever before.
vorable to hearings to reduce the however, there isn't any real scarcity hearings was evidenced by the
20% levy at next regular session of. at present. .That shapes as a future amount of time given by company
Congress.
Charles Skouras, treas- development because "yp,u can't .put execs to the review last week. They
urer, reporting on .'a personal na- two fi- films together to maice' up a discussed it at sesstons on two auctional survey, said- that houses made bilL-'imless they're both Veiy good.": cessive days at Motion Ilctuce Assn.
he.adquarters Jn New York.
seai ipssessn« objections tet JOe

Bypi^ at TOA s OiKrDiay (%i Meet
Goldwyn-Bnindt Debate
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ment
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jpavtial

dues to tOA.
Lett to the discreiion of the exec
coininitte.e was: the choicfe of executive director and headquarters for
•
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D.Cers at Huddles
Up from Washington .for all or part
of the huddles were Paid -V. -ASt^Nnt^
special counsel "j^prejswiing the in-

the film indyistry's bat-

In a motion attacking the

i^uit filed

.

A

dustry at the
Johnston

.

'

'

,

w^

'

li denspirsef Suit
Wilmington, Del., Nov. 11,
Chargntg violation of the Sher>
anti-rtrust and Clayton acts and
seeking treble damages totaling

man

by- United Artists and Hal Roach ^T5ff,0W, a suit was filed in U.' S.
Censor Board Chairman district cotnrt here last week en beagsihst
T. Binford and his associates half of Tivoli Rettlty, Inc., of Dallas,
over the ddeii<»t of a Negro sc^hkH- agisinst 12 picture producers and
tioy ttopt "Cuttey," City Attocnex exBibi|iw& defendants {» the action
iFrank Gianotti marshalled a Dattety are- PAtamstmt, liocw's, RKO, WB,
nC' sj^ciat counse! in defense of the SOth-Fooc; Columbia, trnited Artists,
Interstate Circttit,. Inc., and Ttexas
locsBl Kim cdnpers.
The cfty^c legal action in chancery Consolidated Theatres, Inc.
TivoU Realty Is owner and oper*
cbUft ai%s that the suit to remove
ator ot the New Delman theatre,
the tan on "Curley** be dismissed on
the gromid that Chancellor Lois I>. Dallas. The bill of complaint alleges
Bejach has no jurisdiction, over. Bin- the plaintiff cannot obtain firstran
ford under the law and further con- pictures for tfw Sfew Delman due
by the
and Koach have to "untawfnl eonspijcacy
tends that both
'
qualified to do business ia Ten- defendants,"

Uoyd

.

UA

not

nessee' within the law as foreign
corporations aiid are therefore entitled
to no ' protection because

"operating

itItsgaiCy."'

Continned from page t
The motion claims UA and Roa«^
have never actually tried to exhibit iiy to th* producers to "show us
"Curley" in Memphis and thus wee your courage."*
not actually beihg restrained by the
After lambasting what he termed
board. It upholds the right of the the ''ineptness and studipity" of the
board to censor without interfer- House eommittef personnel and the
ence and challenges the right of ai«t "craven fear" of several of the Holcourt to hear evidence or screen the lywood witnesses, Reynolds express'

picture.

Arguments are expected to be
Inward tusui

Mcmday

lowing Mttnday

or the

—

(24>,

Com'K Flip
ConUnuei

froni |KIS«i

Several shorts were

made

9t

for

fotL^

1
Camd

ly took issue to the stance expressed
at the hearings by Sam Wood and
Leo' McCareyr that the screen should
be used only for entertainment and
not for ideas. In late years, he said,
the screen has "come of age" via
pix with provocative ideas, citing
especially Dore Schary's "Crossfire"
isnd D»rryl P. Zamick for "Genite-

man^s Agreem4»t,"
If this trend is to eoatinuej

how-

ever, then the industry muSt be
safeguarded from alt censors, Reynand a two-reeler was turned out for olds declared. If, however, the screen
Standard Oil of Indiana. Stilt an- becomes only another arm- of the
other went to Sherwin-Williams Flederal government, such as occurred in Russia and in Nazi GerPaint Co.
"will again
These films are typical of wide many, then the industry
assortment of sponsors for whont be' classed with peept shows and
Hollywood commercial prodticer* peniQF arcades," Reynolds also deattitude" taken by
are making pictures. Some produce erie'd the "osteidi
certain top Stm execs at the hearers, like Fairbanks, already >verc
ings, pointine out that such an atestablished in tegular film, prodiic-;
titude always "leaves another part
tion, and are comblnmg commercials
vulnerable."
with their current programs. Qtbers of the anatomy
Analyzing the general tenor of the
jOft zegidar theatrical production to
Still
others Washington hearing:^ Lavery cited
enter
commercials.
"venom that esdsfed between th^
started up fresh companies Vith the
view jolefy to turning out commer- extreme right tat& the extreme left."
cigarets, to

sent to South African

be

hcaringi^MPA chiet
Eric
and Johnston's princi-,
pal aides, Joyce O'H^rs,. Edward
Cheyfitz and Kenneth Clark. ,Company heads, incidentally, expressed
satisfaction with McMutt's activity in
the probe, the feeling being that the
sideline function to which he was
re.strjcted by- the committee's ruiUnif^
prevented hiis. taking any more, im*
portait role than he played,
"Main concern, however, was over
the national reaction that the indusIndustry, he declared,,-'^u3t take its
during -tiiut recenj: MtiTAi convention try was defending
tributor-exhibitor relations, and the
Communist em- cial films.
stand on ,phjeel!ive principles and
aipei^cally bead t» push
wbtdv
ployees. Idea apparently grew out of
tisc of a clearing group for. all
Walter Lantz is one of those com* policy, not on Representative Thomiis
through affiliation with TOA.
the fact that the ','19 unfriendly wit- bining commercially with his regulat
propaganda and<-educat^nal fllnis,
as against Lester Cole." Noting that
was formerly associated "with, the nesse**—
ft. number
Thei.TOA officers and comosKtee^
of .whom the film program. Others in this, dassfi;- committee
"members had defended
Motioyv Picture Theatre Owners of
committee claimed held par^ 6ardi ca^n arift George Pal, James
confiniied axe: Breatdepi^ Ted R,
their stand against cross-examination
America, one nt-' TOA's founding
—were lumped in )ihe public
FitzPatrick and Edward Nassoui:,
Gamble; chainti&a:' ot 6ie bpard, groupS'..
terming themselves a "grand
with the "ofEkiaf" ^^egmeni of this John Sutherland, .who formerl;^
Tte& Webrehberg;' first vice-presicaiUed for a petitioa to
fmr,'^
Nevir group, labelled AUied of
industry, as represented by Jobuston^ made secies ot cartoons for United
dent, Xieonard H> Goldenson; general
Congress to ^grce aSE Congressional
Kansas and Missouri, bas aimed « and
'
McNutt.
Artists, swung over to full progcaiitt
counsel, Keihnaa M; Jdevy? secre
committees to meet kt jttivate like
barrage at Fred Wehrenherg. TOA
Since the MPA reps were attack-, of commercial
and institati«Htatl any grand jury, or else give wittary, Morris X<oewenstein; treasm-er, board chaurman
and fonner beaS' af
CNtrles P. Skotira*; -IBnance CD|n- MPTDA, charging him with "distor. ing Thoma^ administration of the. films.
nesses the right of cross-examination.
beartags 'An. pret^ mHch the same
mittee, Sam Pinatiski and J. J. tion of facts." Thafs in answer
Toppers among companies set np
Lavery declared he'd had more
to ground
19"
as
nhe
and
their
counsel,
O'Leary.
.
exclusively for this medium are fights with Communists insid«' the
Wehrenberg's contention that Allietf
Regional vice - presi^ents^'. Roy was kidding exhibs into the belief it became relatively, ea^ for the California Commercial Film Co,,, SWGthan "Thomas ever will have in
Cooper, W. i*. Crockett, S..H. Fabian, that it could force through cheaper confusion' to grow in the ; public, All-Scope Pictures, Eddie Albext Ccmgress'.'* Since it would be unwise
mind.
But
it was unavoidable under
Lawrence IT, Oordon, Herman -Kuttt, rentals.,'"
Froducticm?, Berb Lamb ,FKOdttth to attempt to dissoXve Commtmists
the circumstances, the company top* tlons
Mack Jacfcs<»t„MeiTltt A. lijrser, M.
and- Rfidcet, PirodiQteti&ns;,
in a series of bulletins which the
tmder' d^mocrath; procedure, he rec"
p^s concluded.
,^
A. Llghtman, Bbb livingston, Ar- insurgenfs^ are circulating among
Comfiig' year doubtless will see ommi»ided that they be held in their
thur XiOckvroQd, Harry Lowenstein, lEMTA members and^ other utdie
Newfleattncs
many more companies sptingjbig oww Channels. "We cant let the
Martin
MuUin; It. J. O'Oonnell, exhibs they've also launched an atHad the hearings continued, they into existence, with additional pto- Commnnists' try to work another
Xewea Pizor, E. V. Richards, Jr., tack agaiirist dietribs for taking sales- feel, the distinction would have be- ducers augmenting their p^grams finesse with the Democratic party,"
Hie said. "That always makes the picHomer Strowig, Ben Strozier, Frank men off the road and forcing exhibs come apparent betwefeii the defense with commercial turnouts.
ture too fuzsiy."
N. Walker, MitcheU Wolfson, Ed- to buy film from a catalog. Bulletins of the alleged leftist witnesses and
urge theatre men to curb the prac- the industry's defense of itself from
Prof. Paul Hayes, head of the New
ward Zom.'
ITorfe chaptet of the Americans for
The Board also apipolnted 'the fol- tice by refusinK to buy pix by mail. an overall- smear attack. The conlowing executive committee: Fred
I Democratic Action and member ot
fusion will be erased,, think the
the Colnmbik Univ, law' school fiicWehrenberg <«9udb;j;two[>, S. B. Fa->
execs,, it the lij»ai<ings are, resumed.
ContiBlMd titom pa(e S
ulty, voted an '';OscaJ:" to Lavery
Most of thent are ot the opinion,;
Mao, Imir^n Pta»r, '"t. V. BicbardSt
reconvenes.
Martin had for the best performance of the year
incidentally, that, Thomas will kee^? House
Robert
C<^ne, I<eonard Colden-'
earlier assiuned it was his duty to during the vifasftmgton hearings.
His premise to reopen the show.
son and" Harry I^owenstein. AU of'uUmUt Contiuacd from pact 4 aB
ficers serve as; ex-oilicio members.
Thought was expressed that hoik forward the citations. He quoted' the Also present were Quincy Howe,
The Board also elected the follow- Usually nothing and with new ones the committee chairman and- ",tHe House laws to newspapermen to the Bella Spewack, Laura Z. Hobson,
19" were ill-advised. Thbmas, it was etfect that "the Speaker .shall cer.tify"' Morris Novick, Hector Chevigny and
ing standing committee on ASCAP: it was sometiines exorbitant.
Bennett Cerf. Random House's opined, could have avoided the in- as meaning that such action is 'Man- several other show biz personalities.
Xd Fabiahi. San Miphalove, Fred
Webrenberg, C. E,. Cook, Sol Hy- topper, along with other pubs, felt dication of strong-arm tactics, and datory." He felf, howeyer, that those
cited should have a chance to be
Ittan, Maury Miller, Paul Williams, ihat they should- have some estab- could have let the witnesses "kill
heard first and so devoted this morn^.
'iob livingston, Sol Schwartz, Ralph lished right to participate in the film themselves' with talk" by showing
ing to hearings. To be certain of his
Branion, with Etmer Rhoden and sale income. They pointed to the patience in allowing .them io read
Dramatists Guild contract which their statements and beat around the decision, he announced he would disHoy Cooper as cb-'ehairmen.
SSm Cmttauea from pace 3 as
bush' in answering questions befofe cuss the matter further with the at- features dSelivered by the outsiders.
Myron Blank ^nd Fred Kent were gives a play's producer 40%^,
,
"How unfairly this system can demanding a final reply from them. torney for the Speaker.
Only two of Ifhe 13: big films under
elected co-chairmen of a standing
Another technicality also arose way last year this time were otT-the16m committee. Other members of work out," Cerf said, "is shnwn in (Criticism of the unfriendly witJohn Steinbeck's, 'The Moon I.s neiises was expressed in that they which may block presentotjcn of the lot projects.
the committee are: Emanuel Frisch,
Down.' In navel form, it- was an stooped to the same undignified level citations to the House. Considerable
Col's gross income for the year,
Gil Nathanson, W. W. Griffin, Sirioutstanding sacces*. When/the play as, Thomas fn shouting and insisting doubt is reported as to whether the ended June 30, was (E*ft,83a*201 from
»cy Last, N,, L. Carter, Mitchell
was produced, con^derabl^ later, it oti making statements;
House committee, on un-American Which the company derived its
Wolfson and Arthur Lockwood.
had a limited run, and was c6ns^Activities can legally recommend f3,70d,S41 profit. It paid
$2,100,000
ered a failure. The picture /rights
contempt citations except in full in I^ederal taxes, and earned
f9.33
fetched $300,000, of which the proReissues
session.
Since the hearings were per share on common and fSLBS, on
U-I
held by a sub-committee,, with ap- preferred. Dividends totalled
Alb«rt Dczel Production.s', Inc., of ducer of the play received 40% and
Production Coordinator proval of the full committee for- 78St in cash at fl per sharef622,>
Detroit, has converted a pair of the publisher nothing."
and
With publishing costs so high it is
warded later by telephone and tele- 1319.748 in stock bonuses.
oldie action serials, released more
Hollywood; Nov. 11.
on
than a decade ago, into a brace of almost impossible to make
NewLr created post of pmduction graph, it's held that the citations are
Working .capital reached $34,123,350
ttjtl-length features. Condensed epi- book jales alone, Cerf has enquha- COordinMor on the Universal-Inter- invalid. If they have to go iback to of which
$21,18»,089 was inventory.
soders are slated for distribution as sized, so the publisher must get his national lot goes to John Hambleton, the full committee for re-appraisal, Cash holdings declined from |7,665,income from subsicttary rights, such who recently functioned in that they may be held up anyway nntil
a dual feature combination.
888 to $5,300,731. Last year's workFilms are "FIghUng With Kit Car- as a film talc.
capacity on 'Xetters From an Un- next week when the House recon- ing capital
total was $32^,77(t,3>74 so
Model contract wa* 'worked out by known Woman" for Rampart Pro venes and so Martin will have lost that actual
son." originally produced by Mascot
assets climbed » shade.
in 1.933, and Mascot's 1932 version of Donald Klopfcr, partner in RH, and ductions,
his jurisdiction.
During the fiscal stretch, Colum"The Last of the Mohicans," Former Robert Linscott, senior editor, with
Hambleton will coordinate ,5et de
Best estimates of opinion on Capi- bia bought in 2,535 shares ot $4.29
has been retitled as "Return of Kit LuUe Sillcox, exec secretary, end sign, set dressing, wardrobe, hair tol Hill, meanwhile, ia that the cumulative preferred
."stock
from
Carson," while the latter's new label ChrisiopJier LsFarge, prez of the dresning and wardrobe on all y
Hottse «?ia evcntUaiiy uphold the hoictccs.
Transaction cost the comAuthors Guild.
is "The Return of the Mohicans."
picture*!
citations by a 8-X vote.
panjr $211449.

Kansas City, Nov. 11.
most
office. " However,
national
head-on organizational clash has
sources indicated that Robert Coyne,
acting director; would be approved cropped up here between the lefor the position and that headquar- centljr fbnhed Theatre Owners of
Ame^iea and National Allied. Group
ters would be in Wsjshingtbn.,
^
Othet subject* discussed jtuid' iset of some 20 indie exhibs has bolted
futtber
stn^ were the Kaayas-Missouri Theatre Assn.',
aside, for
ASCAP. I6hf coiftlpetttion, finance n6w alfiliatcd with TOA; and issued
and budget prablem^^ advanced. ad'- a call, to set up a rival Allied unit.
xni-ssiotts
<a touchy subject sipce They've slate^ an organization conmany board members are also allied vention in KC, Dec. 16-17.
Rump group organized themsdves
v?ith film producing companies), dis-

'
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UAV RKO

Ucker Having lliyvei

\sA

'Amber'
C«ntiim*d from- iiage 4

Up

Distrib Is Loiii^

With complete flzz of the United
Artists deal to buy a quartet of films
from RKO, UA execs have renewed Pegler*s,
their efforts to line up additional^
indie product to be

stxanged.

New

WTRY

is

A

,

Script

of

the

film,

Twoey

'

by

,

Productions, as indie outfit

headed b$- Lou Goldberg and Jack
Hollywood writer. It*5 Peger^ br?»ther of the Hearst writer;
a one-picture arrangement at UA's
A day before the script was subnew standard 27%% distributrou mitted, Breen announced he had. reFilm is budgeted at about cently turned down several yarns
fee.
$1,000,000.
based on Capone's life. Goldberg
At leafjt one ol the other flicks declared the story has a "message"
for which UA has recently con- and asked that judgment be deferred
tracted is still in the dubious stage. until the script has been studied.
That's the Lou Goldberg-Jack Peg- Three films, he said, have already
ler production of an Al Capone biog been made, about the Chicago gangby "WTestbrook Pegler, Jack's brother. fster "Little Caesar," "Public Enemy
Goldberg is the former business Number One" aand "Scarface."
agent fcir the late. Major Bowes.
Production Code Administration has
'

—

Capone

'

refused

stories,

Mary Pickford

Another deal which was okayed
at its last meeting
yet, and there's

.

'

,,

by the UA' board

-

has hot 'i>een* inked

-a

poasibrlity it

may

though, ttkere's been
cation.'. It's yritb

continncil fvom page 3 s

named by

the banks to control the company. Mentioned' at tliat
time as possible escrow agent was

agent

fall through, al-.
no ofilcial indi-

Robert Hakim for a

•

,

.

Joseph Rosenberg, former exec -of

Technicolor prinJuction of "Mayer-

Bank of America in- *Los
now with Lehman Bros.

Fontiaine. Budget
was to
•was to be $2,500,000.
have participated in financing, bat
has.'arranged nothing atonic this line

.ling," staring

.

,

-approve

to

Joan

UA

W

Angeles,'

the

Coast«

Miss Pickfttrd's present scheme is
stumbling apparently a modification of that
idea, since Chaplin wouldn't go for
blodtlii' fhe dea),
such action on that basis. If Miss
_
Gvldbers-Nssier's
_
_
Deals
_
Sieved okay is the contract of Pickford is successful in making
Jack Goldberg, ' former maker of some, sort ol acceptable arrangeNo^i'o pictures, to produce three meilt, 'it|s iirfderstood that Chaplin

may be

as af<^^Kluch

tiie

versy.
clear

Frank's

as a result

'

'
'

.

An

eighth picture is slated- to start
shcHifing' I^c^. 12. It will bc made by

'

Sam BisHwfF «n an

nenko's First National of Boston
would operate the loan for the other
banks.
Any such nlan as is now afoot, it
is known, does not contemplate -a
riiange .in. the -present management
of 6rad Sear$ as pnsxjr' or Kelly as

extension of the
pact under whiclir 'be recently dcliv-'
ered "Intrigue." Picture is "The
Pitfall," starring Dick Powell. It's a
*
psycbological iJhriHer by JayDratler. exec v.p,
Final..bt^k on the tIA-RKO deal
Kelly- said yesterday tiiat the play-'
came ]a«ttVe% with inability of log time UA pix are now getting oit
press Gt:a^ Sc*!?s and exec v.p.
tbe Gaumont-British circuit in EngAi!tbuf^..W» K^lly-to line ui^ the
lancl^after an eight-month refusal
$5,Q0O^ .heeded fo£ .the 160% lump by the' Rank cbam to book the prod-;

<

more or
'

-in

paradoxically,
less

iil

The profligacy of any of thfe Hollywood directors is purportedly as nothing compared to the antics of Marcel Carnet, director of "Les Enfants du
Paradis" and other pix." He's d^rrentiy the" most colorful director, in
France and his demands are legendary. Fta cxamjple, he .ordered the
re-do of a period set of chairs just because they, weren't in authentic
Abusson covering. Then there's the Case ot' the gold Dunhill cigaret

tlie

con-

are

censor.'?

San Antonio, Texas,

.ihf

'.

.

'

sum' paynSent- demanded ' by RKO.

—

uct has c^scd bank financing forproducers. This is making it pos->
sibte 'for a nwnber of the indies to
liquidate outstanding loans to the
of them goes but .in December. Ifs
extent .they how have enough equity
"Out of the Past." co-staifring Robert to borrow' cpin for further pictures.

Latter anho'uncejl the four 'pictures

UA

was to bujr wilt be disti'ibutcd,
as originally planned by 'RKO. First

Buffalo too late for interference
with the first ru|i showing of the
film. However, local Legion stated
a bulletin was being sent to pastors
and schools' asking them to protest
exhibition, of the picture. Opening
at
Shea's
however, was
Hipp,
marked by bldck-long queues the
longest seen here .within memory,
Cincinnati
exhibs protested a
suggestion .last, week by Archbishop
John T. McNichoIas that .Catholics
in his diocese stay away from 'all
motion pictMices for 10 da:^ in-demo
onstratton against films Gbn.<iidered
immoral by the church. Boycott-^
was occasioned by the showing
locally of "Amber,".
.-

Mitchum and Jane Greer.'
'.C»s»e3v

Hawks

While most -pf .JJA's producers
ended the revolt which caused
thcan to refuse to deliver their negatives a few months ago ''until the
company's internal affairs were
straightened out, William Cagney
:

'

HoM«uts'..

iTypical of the sharp Cutbacks in advertising outlays for major films is
20th-Fox only spent $47,000 apiece for "Forever Amber" and
From Castille" in their national mag campaigns. Before the
set in, films ot this stature rated budgets totaling around

"Captain

economy wave
$200,000.
-

—

,

hrj?e

ani", possibly, Howard Hawks, are
holding out.
Cagney announced
opsnly on the Coast iast., xveek that
he wouldn't turn 'oyer the oeg of
.

"Time of Your- Life."
HawkS' brought his ''Red River"
ii;!o New York three, or four weeks
r fa and proctoded to screen it in
the UA projection room for mapy of
h;s friends, but tailed to invite any

Tom

GoRiiiirs

'

Upped Prices

.

ment.

-

Drew

Ms -syndicated column Monday (10), writes: "Harry
retired from picture business, when aijced to be chairman of the Friendship Train committee, agaiuit doctor's orders accepted.
In 48 hours, he 'felt fine.' Someone told Warner, departure ceremonies
would take business toon» the tbeati:es. ' They reminded hun that many
Pearson, in

Warher,

67. ill

and

European governments cracked down on U. S.. movies. 'If there isn't any
peace in th« world/ replied Warner, 'there won't be any theatre business.' "
Motion Picture-. Assn. is issuing a series of foreign aim directories,
starting with ,one covering Alexandria and Cairo in .fifflrpt. Book lists
the theatres, seatin'g capacities, type of eqjaipm^t, operating companies,
sources of product

and general data on

film busiii«!!» In that sectot*.

Philip Tgordan's deal with Columbia lor th» c^easei Ol "Anna Lucasta"
calls for that and nothing more, trndcr^.the. terms of the agreement,
Yordan will produce the film independently and the studio will have no
control or supervision of any kind over the mirking of the picture version.

Argosy reported that 14 out of IS Protestant publications turned down
advertising for its
release, ':Tho Fugitive," which has a heavy
Catholic slant. Most of the'rejections were.ex^l^ined by "paper shortase."

RKO

;.'

Scars was the only- where from 200-400. situations. Wben .holder.„
one who'
- Action was
it.
con- tha't's done, Par will pul| the film for
sidered higjily peculiar' and there's- a reasonable rest before starting it
considerable hard feeling about it!
over again. That stretch probably
UA, fated with a product shortage. won't exceed three months.
Is in ho mood to let the producers
"Unconquered" will replay -in
out of their pact.s-. It is said that some instances in tiie same houses
Chicago, Nov. 11.
legal action- will be taken, immcdi-^ that booked it originally-— at the
" Major
film disUibutors filed suit
atejy '!£ 4,ftrodHeer withholding his lower price.
Elsewhere, when B
tiXR attempts to ne:3otiate with an- houses were' used for thfe. upped in Chi federal .Strict court last
In the meantime, scale, it'll move into, the A house in week against the Alger theatre cirother .^mpany.
cuit,
LaSalle, HI; for alleged false
according to U.^ execs, if he choioscs the particular situation.
returns on percentage picts foe
to pay interest on his production
Warners will do tbe' same thing. period from 1941 until now. Distribs
loans while his picture sits on a
•'Father,"
currently
making the charged that E. fe. Alger.
sbetf. that's his business.
Howard
rounds at the hig^her nick, will only R. Alger, William
R. Als;er and four
play first-nins 'at jthat scale. When
separate corporations reported falsethe pic has played in all big situaRainer for 'Concrete'
figures, and ask award of correct
tions in the Irrst-runs,
will
Hollywood, Nov. 11.
monies plus pimiti-ve damages.
Rod E. Geigor Productions inked shelve the film .for a breather and
Plaintiff majors are Warners, 20th-;
Luise Rainer to star in "Christ in then head it for the: exchanges at Fox.
Paramount,
Loew's,
RKO,
Concrete," first of two 1948 produc- rcgtilwr scale.'?.
United Artists, Columbia and UniPresent indication.s are, however, ver.sal-International.
tions. Other is "Galileo," based on
Eerthhold Brccht's legiter, which that 20th-F6x won't follow the same
Incidentally, Paramount dropped
v^oi'ld prefemod here a lew months pattern for "Forever Amber" and percentage pic suit against the Ana«0 itnd is due for a test date on "Captain from Castile." Andrew W. derson theatre circuit, Morris, 111.,
Smith, Jr., 20th's sales chief, has de
Bi'oatlway Dec. 7
last weelt Suit alleged that AnderGciger wants to borrow Joseph nied' reports ^that th*' company \k, son bad filed false returns pn perlirscy from RK6 to direct ''Con- planning limited upped' admissions centage films from major distribucreto."
Losey directed "Galileo," for the duo. He's proposing a down- tor!;. Of the original plaintiffs all
ciu-rcntly in N. Y. for experimental ihc-'ime campaign with no regular liave settled or dropped charges
price screenings for 1948 i^t least.
thealro bow.
now except Columbia.

•UA; employees..

Exceptionally big coin, $2S5,00», has already been spent on- the national
for "Aich of Triumph," Enterprise production for United
Budget, however, was set before the general, retrench-

mag campaign

''Artists release.

.

Present British ad valorem %a%
CWtijuieit' ft*n pjIkc 3
and' the ipraspect, -eveii when thO
can wati^
okay from his erstlevy is removed, that only part of
while IStnpIdyeK. llQe asked for a set-,
English rentals wilt be^ remitted,
tiement of his ffv^^ye^ advisory caKelly said, will affect loans only to
pacity-contract with SOlh once before
-the extent that pix must be made on
but it was aixied. ,IInd^ the terms
budgets 'th4t will permit -profits in
of that pact, Cotiiiors rSieiyes $1,000
the U. S. market alone.
v.'eekly with payments starting last
September.
,
Joining EL will depend on whether
20th now. grcenlights a settlement.
Benjamin' will eonSttlt "with Artbur
Krira, •Blli prexy, and Bryan Foy, veeContinntod' fr«m pace S
pee in charge of production. Conmounters for. "Unconquered," for in- nors has been -^ekering. in New
stance, aims at booking the De Mille York with both Benjamin
and Robspectacular at upped scales in any*- ert
R. tlToiing, EL'S controlling stock-

and properjy reamed, necessi-

fact that

:

-

wetfin*t sufi'iciently fancy-,

tating dispatching a prop boy from France to London, to fetch them, and
further delaying production. '

'

^

which

lighters,

•

"Dgn Patch" contract 'is expected to understood pbssiMe th'at if an arget the.' board's' nod at its next ses- rangement were made. Serge Semesion.-

Bostoti;

is

far as

a report of several
prominent citizens and m'cmbers of
plans are the First National' Of Bos-, the police vice squad, no action will
ton. Bankers Trust (N. Y.l, Security- be talcen against the film.
First National fLos Angeles) and the
"Word of the banning of "Amber"
Bank of America in California. Ifs by Cardinal Spellman reached

to produce "My Dear Secretary"
starring 'WiUiam Powell. These two
deals wete " also approved by the

meeting.

afi

cerned and

films, tiie first to stait shooting in, will come east 'to cement the deal.
Banlcs involved in Miss Pfdfltord's
April,''and,' James Nasser's agreement

at its last

In'

"Amber"

\

board

'

'

'

designed- Xot

United Artists release, was' filed

Tairrtor Foote,

steadfastly

.'

spot announcements -oil the tbiiri^ l^nocked out a quick letter «t defence Itt |h$ i»smi^^^#^^
Actually Johnston has been down itt ''Ciiejiesisj ITciii
•vsrith one of
day of the six-day run.
Cardinal his fighters: for more than a month.- -irftjch' ifess ,)stt^^
la Chicago; Samuel
iStrich approved the action taken paign" the UA flack was carrying jjn in his b4ha«,"fi¥ blS^n^
last
-week by the -Archdioscsan the. picture. All the wire services and" virtually, all papers throughout
Council of Catholic' Women con- the country gave space to the; ''cdhtroyersy," although aU! the" New Yorfc
demning "Amber" now current at newspapermen and' columnists who were giving it a ride knew full well
the State-Lake. Iti a letter sent to Bftcrthe first few days that it was a phohy.
Aim of the scheme ;was to eliminate the Idea thiat^'Body^^^ is an ordinary
all parishes in Chicago, plus six
nearby counties, the Cardinal a$ked "boy-fmeets-gW* and to make the sports f^ns :Cdh^i!!iQti$ 'otvthe fllijt.
tlwt Catholics follow the lead" of
however, did
Pic,
the ACCW.
Metro's "Green Dolphtai Street;,' aov wihding its^^our^ at the Broad$70,W the first week ahd about way Critc'ioti, looks to be the year's biggest grosser at that house. Film
"
$60,000 the second weekdid a boxoffice take in the first 26 days of $16S;000, which is more than
In Pittsburgh, where "Amber" $10,000 over the gross racked up by "Gone With the Wind," previous hi.^h
opens next week, no official word for this year. Universal's "Brute Force" (Mark Hellinger) ranks lliird;
from the clergy has been received puUing^some $150,000 in a similar period.
on their attitude towards the pic.
"Dolphin" was greeted with only passable reviews when it ftr.st opened
In tieit)^y''town, of Braddock, how- on Broadway. Standout biz, consequently, js attributed Inostly to strong
ever,- the pastors, of nine. Catholic
word-of-xnoutb and the sock ad-publicity campaign given the picture. Film
chiu^ches posted a bau^'oni, the pic. opened yesterday CJJuesday) at Loew's theab^es in six other key cities and
in Fort IHFayne, Indiaha, a united 'goes into spotted pre-release booldngs in other situations Thanksgiving
~
front of wo'hiett's clubs, Parent- Day.
,
Teachers
Assn..
and Catholics
Metro sales veepee William F. Rodgers liasr already' niled against uppi n,i»
petitioned the Palace theatre to ban admission prices for "Dolphin." No bookings are to be accepted- for the
the film but it opened as .scheduled tirst several months, however, unless they guarantee at least one weoK'.'?
Thursday
(p).'
Paramount's playing time. Film is being sold on Metro's usual sliding scale percentage
last
'',:'"'
Great States house, the Madison, in arrangements.'':'".;
"
Peoria,
was a^o faced with -a
Catholic boycott if they open as
Skirting possible legal' entanglements, Universal toppers are currciilly
scheduled today -(Wednesday) with discussing
a change of title for "Mortal Coils," adaptation of an Aldous
the pic.
Huxley yarn, wbi«ih is now nearing completion at the studios. Picture Js a
On the bright side for. 20th-Fox, filmization of a short story, "The Giacbnda Smile,"
which is one of a
Mayor Charles F. Neider, of Geneva, number of briefies included an a Huxley
volume bearing the overall title,
N. Y., wo before election tlweatened "Mortal
Coils."
.to use his authority, tor ban local
Question arose whether U could employ the 'book's label for the pie as
showing of "Amber" was .defeated originally planned.
With Huxley suggesting a new -title, ".Sleep No More,"
at the KoUs by a. Ia;?ge ntargin.
the studio will probably release the fiUn- under that tag, company officials
Castncr E. Rapalce, elc^oA- ^nner,
say.
has taken no stand' qn thie contro-

Ho)iyw0«i^, JSfov, n.
Westbrook Pegler's story of the
liffe of Al Capone, screentriayed by'
John Moffitt, has-been submitted for
the approval of Joseph I. Bccen,
with W. R. Frank, p r~o d u c t i o n code administrator.

,

deal

and $owl" «nd tbe Boxing

WB

Capone Story

,

Minneapolis exhib, for production of
"Ban Patch." Pic concerns the famous trotting horse of that name.
Partnenod with Frank will be John

Sbiff-rPiGtiires

psotJucei'S of •*)&ody

-

,

for thfe
aew psct,
company's release.
which approached the signing stage
this week, will make eight films for
Which the distrib has recently

between

"disiJUte"

itt

Pix

8

Submitted to Blreea

made

that

.

.load of ispace on the
of local 'papers to accept advertis- Managers Guild, which got the Enterprise picture
ing: As a result, attettdanci! hasj*Ports jpages* was the brainstorm of Cass Adam.s formet N.''V^. .Hergld
" •
Tribune and INS sports columnist. Adams, now a p.a. for United Artist.s,
Mayor John
sharply.
fallen
off
Ahern is said' to have requested which Is distributing the picture, is a pal of Ch8r|es ,|ohnstb% pr|!i5 o£ the
Boxing Managers iGuild, and ran the CamBaigh 'Via {t pile of S)^^Gr stacancellation of the pic But the
manager told him there, was a con- tionery in his drawer at UA. When JohttSton: got. "teal tough'' and dealso stopped manded withdrawal of the film, Adams tUi^ned bis -hai ar^^
Station
tract.

MAJOR FIRMS SUE ALGER
CHAIN ON FALSE

'

WB

i

,

'

.

;

Friendshi|i Trail's SeiiAiff
Conti»iic«l~fram page %^

%

of supplies that will
added to
the train on its croso-country tour.
Two governors. Warren of Cali-

its trarocontiiitentaf mercy mission.
More Iftaa t(M luminariies, headlined
by Eddie Cantoi;, Irving Berlin,
fornia and Stainback of
Mickey Rooney, Red Skelton, Mara yo r
e I s h of Grand Rapids; garet 0'£(rien and others, pitched in
Mich.,
Charles Lucknian, national for tbe parade which traversed the
food administrator, and numerous' full length of Hollywood Boulevard.

W

% RAP M

Hawaii,

were on hand to congratulate Harry M. Warner on his
woric.in getting .the train started.

Aboard illuminated floats and 14
flatcars,' the- stars provided enterfor. the pas^rs-by. Cantor
acted as emcee with Berlin leading
« choral ^oUp in "God Bless

civic officials

tainment

Dick Dickson served as executive
coordinator under Warren's supervision, and Charles P. SkDura-S func-

-

America."
In New

tioned as western area coordinator.

'
.

,

York, Grover Whalcn,
Mayor William O'Dwyer,
mobilized the film^ radio, pres.s and
other mdustrie$-«ver last weekend
t9) to prepare the reception ot the
train on its arrival next ^eek. At ^
special meeting, plans were drawn
up by Mort Blumen&tQ«k, 'Warner
acting for

X. Y. Show Biz Ready
Shew business is going all-out irt
support of the Friendship Food
Train, symbol of the U.S. Government's drive to feed the peoples of
Europe, which lett Hollywood lasit
Friday (7), en route to New York

where
train,

on

its

Bro.s.

it will

pull in Nov. 18. The
hit most key cities
eastward journey, will ^ick

pub-ad

chief;. J«>seph

Lill.v,

representing westem'area chainn;in
Charles P. Skouras; exhibitor Hinr.v
Brandt; Chartes Schlaifer, 20tl)-Fox

which will

up donations ot food packages from

pub-ad director; Fred Schwa it-c of
th* local citizenry.
the 'Century
.Sol
circuit,
and
Under national chairmanship of SchwaiNx KMt RKO Theatres. Both
Harry M. Warner, film industry as- pt*"**
AtHi'
,„ Esdio jpledged full c""P.
.
.
.

semWed one of its largest turnouts
OB Friday for the train's-scndoir on

'

..

i-ration ih
the train.

pluggi^for

-donations

"to

!

!
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^eSamOuS'f Noromlwr

21

With these star-powered
current and forthcoming

major productions
0"^^

$0y»

OF THE BIllF"

He

proves

its

Entertainment Leadership
at the

The West's Fighting Gtory

... in

a

box

office!

Filmed on an Unparalleled Scale of Action

Picture of Masnlftcent Thrills

"THE MAN FROM TEXAS"

"NORTHWEST STAMPEDE"
starring

JAMES CRAIG-LYNN BARI-JOHNNIE JOHNSTON
*«)

UNA MEftKCL WALLY FORO

lltNPV SAVENTORI 'SAi?A ALl GOtHJ

JOAN LESLIE

>

JAMES CRAtG

-

JACK OAKtE

inCmmhr
Swggfesteit by Saturday- Evpnin^ Past srticte, "WiltJ Horse Raudd-Ue''

W

—

.

Wednesdayv' November 12, 1947

Del

MW

contiiiMd f rom p»(« 9

$18,000.

RAIN HURTS PROY. BUT
'HAD TO
Heavy rain

W TALL

visiting

21G

Providence, Nov. 11.
killed part of week-

the whole there isn't too
much to kick about this session.
"Down
dog Drummond Striltes Back" (Col), Riding high is Loew's State's "It Had
also Denver. Fat $3,500. last week, to Be You." Also neat is Majcstic's
Strand's "Wild
Wolf
of
"Lone
"Kiss
Death."
and
(UA)
Love"
"Other
Harvest" is not tpo strong but„is
irt London" (Col), fair $2,250.
^
Orpheum (HKO) (2,600; 35-74)— holding.
Estimates f r This Week
"Magic Town" (EIZO) and "They
Albee
(RKO> (2,200; 44^65)—.
Were Sisters" (KKO). Fine $16,000.
Last week, "Desiie Me" (M-G) and "Magic Town" (RKO) and "Dick
"Under Tonto BSffl" (RKO), good Tiacy Meets Gruesome" (RKO).
Opened today (Tues.).' Last week,
$15,500.
. .
Paramount (Fox) (2,200; 35-74)— "Fun, Fancy Free" (RKO) and "Web
"Ride Pink Horse" (U) and "Philo of Danger" (RKO), caught nice
Vance's - Mission" (EL), day-date $14,000 in 6-day holdover. First was
with Webber. Good $11,000. Last snappy $23,000.
Carlton (Fay-Loew) (1,400; 44-65)
week, "Ottier Love" (UA) and
"Hagen -Girl" (WB) and "Along
"Lone Wolf in Loudioa*' (Col), good
Oregon Trail" (WB) (2d run). Fair$10,000.
Kialt* (Fox) (878; 35^74).—"Wist- ish $4,000. Last week, "Each Dawn
35-74)
to Eartli" (Col) and "Bull-

(Fox)

Esquire

Roy del Ruth trained to the Coast
(9) after a fortnight east
Boston and Baltimore to research on his forthcoming film, "Life
of Babe Ruth." Prior to his departui'e
he revealed that Jack Carson is tentatively set for the title role.
While in Ne^w York del Ruth
huddled wifii the biopic's scripter,Bob Considine. With AUied Artists
financing 100%, pic is scheduled to
roll early in January.- Producer's
assistant, Joe Kaufman, who preceded him .east, stays a while longer
to handle ;addi^ipn.al preparations on
the picture of ''the'lkmed home run
Sunday

DENVER

(742;

end but

on.

,

,

—

ful Widow" (XT) and "Key Witness"
(Col), after week at Denver, Webber. Fine $4,500. Last" week, "Nightmare Alley" <20th) and "Sweet

'

king.

Contlnned

(roidi'

page S

1

coming yejir. -Meet winds today
(Wednesday) with talks 'vscheduled
by ad-publicity c hi ef^ Charley,

and "Bad Men Missouri"

Schlaifer; a roundup of -Shorts ^or
the coming year by shorts sales
-44-65)— 'Gas manager Peter Levathes, and more
discussions to be led by Smith. Assistant general sales manager William C. Gehring is assisting Smith
>
«
in leadinj; the~huddles.
Despite an onslaught of church
censorship and trouble from civic
officials -in various cities on "Forever Amber," 20th-Fox. exceeded its
goal of 3,000 bookings on,, the film
between now and Jan, l.by 102 playdates. Another 1,076 boilings have
-already
been secured, for January,
strong at $11,000. East week, "RamSmiflh
announced Monday (10).
rod" (UA) and Gary Morton bead.In a report to his- division .sales
ing st^e show, $12,000.
State (Loew) (3,200; 44-63)—"Had chiefs. Smith declared the 417 bookto Be You" (Col) and "Blondie in ings in the first three weeks of reDough" (M-G). Nifty $21,000. Last lease set a new industry record. He
week, "This Time tgr Keepe" {M-G> attributed this -to the "cooperation of
Bid "Key Witness" (M-G) (2* wk)-, exhibitors" and
the strait^t 50-50
nice $14,500,
Stntnd (Silverman) (2,200; 44-65) terms on wiiich "Amber" is being
"WUd Wttvest" (Ear). Secoijd sold in all situations. Under these
terms,
Said,
Smith.
earnings on "Am^
We«ffe opened Monday (10).
firsi;
ber" top those netted l?y elKhibs on
stanza was -satisfactory $14,000.
any other roadshow pi<^ufe ever released in proportion to the bt««jtBce

Die"

I

(WB)

Fay's

(2d

(reissues)

(Fay)

wk), same.

(1,400;

House Kids in Hollywood" (Rep)
Genevieve" (Col) (m.o.), fair $3,500. and vaude on stage. Hep $7,000.
Tabor (Pox) -(1,967; 35-74)—"Stel- Last- week, "On Old Spanish Trail"
(Rep) and vaude, $7,300,
la Dallas" (UA) and "Palmy Days"
MajesUc (Fay) (2,260; -iJ-aS)—
(UA) , (reissues). Good $10;000. Last
week, "Grapes of Wrath" (20th) and "Kiss of Death" (20th> -and "Dont
"Tobacco Road" (20th) (reissues), Gamble With Strangers" (Mono).
Snappy
$15,000. Last week, "Hagcn
$9,000.
W«bl»er (Fox) (750; 35-74)—'^Ride Girl" (WB) and VAlong, Oregon
pink Horse" (U) and. "Philo Vance's Tiail" (WB), ,iiboat same.
MetropoHtan (Snider) (3,100; 65)
Secret Mission" (EL), also Paramount. Nice $3,000. Last week, —"New' Orleans" (UA) and vaude
"Wistful Widow" (U) and "Key headed liy Bob Douglas. Not too
,

-

.

Witness" (Col), big

$4,500.

'

H.0/S Siough K.C4

Theatres

Rrititii

Picture Grosses
(Continued from page 13)
day-date with Esquire. Big $18,500.
Last weelc, "Wisttul Widow" (U)
and "Key Witness" (Col), big

S0SCRAPER STUDIO
FOR NX BRUSHED OFF

tQ Start

Reports that two major lUm outfits had evidenced intfsrest 'in plans
for A ney;. skyscraper film studio to
be built In New York are denied by
American Aim industry has sus- Judge Edward
Maguire, Mayor
pended shipments to this country.
O'Dwyer's special film coordinator.
And in another inquiry he asks He quoted film officials as pointwhether the Government intends to
ing
out
that
the
six
studios
currently
reorganize the making and distribution of British films in Britain, and avaUable in N, Y. are being used
whetlier- a decision has been made only to 50% of capacity so that
on the appointment of an official there's no need, for a new building.
fiUns controller. Sir Waldron Jjere
At the, same tlfne, Maguire reis hinting at rumors that Pilippo del vealed that the services offered

tive source of supply of films to keep
are being taken to secure an alternaBritish cinemas open now that the

C

^

to

Giudice, chief of Pilgrim Pictures film producers by his office may
and ex-chiet of Two Cities FUms, is soon also be extended to television
to be appointed Britain's filnjj czar. broadcasters.
Broadcasters,
long
To Vabiety Del Giudtce said: "It plagued by the' same administrative
is a compliment to be insulted by
red tape that faced film producers
such people.-" As regards allegations until Maguire's office was formed,
that he disports himself with gov- have requested a central agency be
ernment ministers on "weekend established to handle their requests
fiestas," he replied: "I know all sorts for permits to shoot film and do
reof clever people-rBocialists, Con- mote shows* in different parts of
servatives and liberals. I have no the city.
Tele delegation to see
political opinions. I make pictures
Maguire was headed by Robert F.
pictures that I hope will add to Brit, Jamieson of
(DuMont, N.Y.).
ish national prestige. These stories
Appointment of Maguire recently
about me are utter nonsense,
city
conunrace .commissioner
"I am not an enemy of American means 'the f)Im coordinator's office
If I were the czar they say
films.
will probably he merged with the
I am 1 would let in films like 'The commerce commission.
No decision
Best Years of Our Lives' free of all has yet been reached on that, though,
tax but there are « lof of others on and Maguire meanwhile will con*
-which. I would p6t a 110% tax.'*
tinuc: to hold both jobs.
,

.

WABD

.

U'sSM Westerns Stert
BS Continued from p«(e 5 ss
making the trip. Another EadyAUport huddle is slated for laterHliis

Al Eastani Ikide Ranch
Universal's idea of

maldng

three-

reel, 25 minute westerns, .filmed Jn
week.
toto within commuting- distance of
Meanwhile) a favorable develop- the New York 'bomeoffice, takes
Kansas. Cifjr, Kbv, 11.
ment occurred this- wee^. &iti^ form this week. Company starts
camera work today (Wednesday) at
New ojSteiings t!tt isi the minonty
film industry reps called on Harold
.Cimarron, a dude ranch lo.cated near
tbis -vfH^ ^tntti holdi^yers and TeisWilson/ -president' of the, Britisli -Peiekskill, ff. Y., some 35 miles above
sues gettiiig'.heavy play. "Nightmare
Board of Trade, and put on the pres- tite Bronx line.
Alley*' h, fee thiree' Fox-Midwest
sure for a tax slash. Committee was*
Deal with- Cimarron grants the
h^tded. by J. Arthur Rank and Sir: rmefa'a faciliti^ and ponies |or a
houseC' iooli^ dull. "Unconquered,"
gross.
Alexander Korda.
in second week' at Paramount, still
two»picture operation. First film's
As a TMult of the "Amber' record,
Wilson reportedly was told that
is stDUfejfoUowing first week's smash
been labelled "Cimarron Gunfire,"
Smith has set "Captain from Cas- British production saw n.o possibility
$^S,000< ;"M«rton of the Movies" at
the second, "Blazing City." James
tile" to be sold exactly the same of profitable operations unless'' the
Indianapolis, Nov. 11.
Moore, ass^t. to E. J. McEvoy» U's
the.Midkwd::stays only five days to
Four out of five 'bills are prosper way—on a 50-50 basis at upped ad- American market could be kept shorts subject, sales chief, will hangive wti^' to an Armistice Day open- ing at deluxers here this week-. "Hi^- mission prices, "Captain," filmed in open.
Understood they made a
ing on "Greett Dolphin Street."
Tide" is making biggest splash with' Technicolor and mostly in Mexico, pitch for a settlement which would dle the directing,
U has latched onto Dick Thomas
~
hefty lift from Tommy Dorsey band will day-and-date in 250 theatres in insure wider playing of Anglo pix;
Eitintatnr .tot This Week
Esquire (Fox .Midwest) (820; 45- on stage at .Circle. Both "Walter the U.S. and Canada on Christmas' in the.U. S; Best grossing British" and. his cowboy singers to pepple the
Company's dickering for
65)— 'VCorsiean Brothers" (EL) and TVtitty" at Indiana and "SongofXove" "Day, going into general release al- films can only count on 2(jo,000 cast.
"South Pago Pago" (EL) (reissues). at. Loew's ate «ver average.;
most immediately afterwards. New pounds ($800i0O0) from the home Harry Fleer, who plays in chaps in
Estimates for This weeh
Average ^,000. Last week, "HollyTJork opening -has been scheduled for market, they said, and the profitable ''Annie Get Your Gun," current
wood Barn Dance" (SG) and "Killer
Circle (Gambie-DoUe) (2,800; 48- the Broadway Rivoli.differential must come mahijy from Broadway musical smash.
74)— "High Tide"
Dill" (SG), $5;500.
(Mono)
with;
Series of six to eight three-reelers
Smith "also- announced
definite the Yanks.
^Kimo (Dickinson) (550; 65)— Tommy Dorsey orch., others, on policy for reissues to. a released
U's
Against this 200,000 pound British are .slated as an experiment.
be
"Queen's Necklace" (Indie) French stage. Great $26,000. Last week, during 1948.
In addition to getting return, Wilson was informed, the toppers think the briefles may be
film looks average $1,000. East week, "Forever Amber" (20th) (2d wk),
recoaimendations'
used
as substitutes fgr the second
from
sturdy
exhibs,
average
homemade
$12,000
74c-$1.20
scale.
each
at
film
now
costs
"Shoe Shine" (Indie), $1,500.
reissue will be tested in several an average of 306,000 pounds. Pre- half of the program in dual-bill
Indiana
(Gamble-Dolle)
40(3,300;
Mtflland (Loew's) (3,500; 45'<65)— ,60)—
"Walter Mitty" (RKO), Strong representative theatres in various war average was ^00,000 pounds per houses. It's also planned to drum up
"Merton of Movies". (M-G) and "The
Last .week, "Nightmare parts of the country before prints picture.
sales
with single-feature - theatres
Women" (M-G) (reissue), in 5- days $14,000.
Alley," $10,000.
are ordered. If the test runs prove
light $10,000. Last week, "Christinas
Where the exhib is on the lookout to
Keitb's (Gamble-DoUe) (1,300; 40unsuccessful, the film will be ditched
Eve" (UA) 'Wd "Adventures Don 60)—
pad out his program with SQmetbing
"Rebecca'-' (UA) and "Daniel
Coyotfr" ,(UA;,^ $1Z,000,.
more than shorts.
Boone" (RKO) (reissues). Thin $4,- .and 20th will try again with another
Orplwim (RKO) (1.900; 4^-65)— 000. Last week, "Green Was Valley." oldie. All reissues; <Smith' said, will
"Each Dawn I Die" (WB) and "Bad (2(tth).and "Swamp Water" (20tti) be given special e^cpToltation hanContinued from page
Men of Missouri" (WB) (reissues)., (reissues), $4,500. dling by ad-publicity chief Charley
Teelinicolor Nets 692G
Mode)ritt6 $ll,O0&. Last week, "Dark
lioew's -(Loew's) (2,450; 40-60)— Schlaifer and his' staff;
with current replacement value ot
Passage^' (WB), average $12,000.
3d Quarter Take
"Song of .Love" (M-G) and "Son of
More than 1,000 theatres in key
around $4SO,OOOiOO0.
Fai?imoant (Par) (1,900;, 75-$1.20) Rusty" (Col). Nifty $12,000. Last cities in the U.
Technicolor,. Inc., this week came
S. and Canada, Smith
"Unconquered" (Par) (2d Wk). week, "Christmas Eve" (UA) and announced,
Large gains in working capital and up with a handsome $692,100 net
have scheduled repeat
Contiimes nic& at. $15,000' and likely, "When a Girl's Beautiful" (Col),
bookings on "Miracle on 34th Street" substantial .reductions in outstand- take for its- third quarter, ended
to hold a third. Iiasf "We^, smash- $13,000,
Sept. 30, representing close to a
Lyric (Gamble-Dolle) (1^600; 40- between now and Christmas Day. ing obligations have put the indus$25,000.
150% gain over the $286,000 profits
Bexjri
OSurwood) (900;. 45-'65)— 60)—"Adventure Island" (Par) anS Smith predicted that every avail- try in a sound financial position, re for the
equivalent period last 'year.
"Lost" -Honeymoon"" m.) and "Philo "Yank in London" (20th). Oke $6,t able print on the picture will be in port
points out. Moreover, there's Ninemonth performance was also far
Vance's. Gamble" (EL'),
Back to 500. Last week, "Spirit West Point" use during that tim:6i
already developed "a greater will- ahead of the company's 1946 score,
first-runs
here..
Average $5,000. (FC) ajid "Philo Vance Secret Misingness to cooperate and. do an hon- since it's estimated to be $1,932,000
Last week, "Frankenstein" (U) and sion"^lBL), fancy $a;000.
est day's work on the part of ^abor against $919,700 in the
"Dracula*" (U) (reissues) with entxa
previous
as well as talent employed in the semester.
midnight shows ftnd heavy bally,
'Outlaw'
fine $7,000.
production end."
third - quarter earniags were
(Continued from page 13)
Continued from vaee 4
sharp drop in film commoa equivalent to 7«c per iihare. That
Tower-Upibwn-Fairway (Fox Mid- wk). Still selling well at fine $26,000.
, The
west) (2,100, 2,0«, 700; 45-65)— Last week, sock $39i000.
ment, is considered by any large stock price quotations has gone a compares with 31c per share in '48.
"Nightmare Altey". -(20th).
DuU
Madison (UD) (1,866; 50-60)—"Sea group of the public to be offensive." long way in discounting unfavorable Earnings for the nine months is
$15,000. Last week, ''Forever Amber" Wolf" (WB) and "Sea Hawk" (WB)
Due to lack of available product, developments, it's said in the study. computed at $2fll nar^ghare* against
(20th) at $1:20 top .sBd off to good (reissues). Droopy $2,000 in 3 days«
the Erlanger shuttered after with- Nonetheless, tliere's a belief that a $1.01 last- year.
$15,000 but notiiii^ extca at upped Last
week, "Welcome Stranger"
drawing "Outlaw." During the pic's nrnnber of the majors will be forced
scales'
(Par), $2,500 in 3 days.
13-day run, the house piled up great to sla^ dividends some time in '48.
Mlehican (UD) (4,039; 70-95).
H, William Knodel of Edie Co.
"Magic Town" (RKO). Fair $20,000, business with $30,000 for the first
Last week, "Golden Earrings" (Par) week and $22,000 for the uncom- supervised preparation of: the study.;
ST.
lit.
and "Railroaded" (EL) (2d wk), pleted second. According to the h.O.
(Continued from, page 12)
Sm Continued from page S gs;
passable $15,000.
barometer, the Church opposition
(EL), Average $19,tMJ0. Last week,
70-96)—
Palms (UD) (2,976;
"Un- did not maTce itself felt iu any ma"Deep Valley" (WB) and "High suspected"
of the Rodcy Mountain group, also
Okay
(WB).
$16,000. Last terial way.
Tide^' (Mono), $16,500.
took its cuts against increased scale
week, "Deep Valley" (WB) and
Neither is "Amber" feeling anyLoew's (Loew) (3,172; 50-75)—
pictures this week, citing- the relaof Rusty" (Col)* same.
i^PEG's P|^¥
"Ramrod" (UA) and "New Orleans" "Love
united Artiste (UD) (1,951; »0* depressed business at the Pox, Howtionship of high admissions to in(UA.)
Solid $21,000.
Last week,
Walter Gelhorn, professor of law creased city and state taxation.
"Unconqueied" (Par) (2d ever, company execs are frankly
"Had to be You" (Col) and "Blondie $1.20)
wk). Hangup $30,000. Last week, perturbed by the intensified cam- at Columbia University, has been Allied quoted an editorial recently
in Dough" (Col) (2d wk) (5 days),
socko $40,000.
paign being waged by the Ho^r
printed in the Chicago Sun, describ$14,000.
named
the
impartial
arbitrator
in
Name societies, Catholic students and
Missouri (F&M) (3,900; 7'5-$1.20)
ing the cry raised by Chi exhibs
war veterans. Roving committees the pay rise dispute between United against
—"Forever Amber" (^Oth) (2d wk).
a proposed 3% city amusestarted combing neighborhood the- Artists and Screen Office & ProfesFine $18,000 after .big $20)500 initial
ment tax. "'These same exhibitors
atres over the weekend warning sional Employees
Hollywood, Nov. 11.
Guild. Arbitration, are not saying, anything about the
Orpfcram (Loew) (2,000; 50-75)-~
Ida Lupino won a technical de- managers against playing any 20th which is scheduled to be within extra charges
they have been mak"Arizona"' (Col) and "Texas" (Col) cision over Warners
in her demand pictures. What effect this action is next several days, will be first in a ing on you themselves,"
Allied quoted
(reissues). Trim $9,000. Last week,
having on 20th bookki^ is, however, series of eight involving
the major the Sun as saying.
"Congorilla" (Com) and "Borneo" for heavyweight billing in "Escape
''Hollywood
too early to tell.
Me Never."
film companies and white cOUarite started after your extra amusement
(Cora) (reissues), $8,500.
Errol Flji-nn, as the Warneib ace,
union^
St. Lonis (F&M) (4,000; 56-75)—
pennies long before the Chicago City
N. C. Drive-in Outfit
•Nightmare Alley" (20th) and "Ad- is naturaQy accorded top billing but
Peter K. Hawley, of the Financial Coimcil, and they didn't give you
venture Island" (Pas) (3d wk). Keat after a thteai of legal entaingleRaleigh, Nov. 11.
Employees Guild, is the arbitrator much chance to object,"
$7,000 after strong $9|SD& Second ses- ments, jliss Lupitio stetis vp One
The following certificate of incor- selected by SOPEG while
Jesse Lane
Allied reaction was that "every
sion.
notch in the credits. i%oto finish poration has been filed with the N. C. has been chosen by UA.
Union is distributor, before deciding to deShubert (Ind) (1,500; 40-60)— "Jol- shows' Flynn
,'leadlng, with LupinO Secretary of State here: Asheville demanding 30% or
$10 wage hike mand iftcrABsed admission prices as
son Story" (Col) (2d run). Solid
Last week, "Spirit West a length beVilnd ahu-EleanOr Parker, Di-ive-lii Theatre, inc., Asheviue, to While the company has countered a condition ot licensing any picture,
$6,500.
Author- with intention to keep current
Point'- (m"and"'~Rtient Danishes'' originally slated for place, winding operate drive-in theatres.
pay would read and ponder" the edijup in the show position.
ized capital stock $100,000.
(PC), $7,000.
scales pat.
torial.
'
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24

Whispering City

under ideal 4<onditIohs, thi$ itory of
Bobert Burns' life ht» little to offer
(Continued from page 8)
the comiriercial theatre. It is unmystery and becoming involved in believably amateurish and, with the
« murder plot which seeks to have exception of the singing, it is little
her bumped off. Scripters have clev- better than the old lanternslide
erly worked in a suicide and an lecture.
The first time the screen has done
innocent husband coming Under the
biog of this sort of poet's life and
thumb oj; an unscrupulous attorney,
suspected of the old crime by the loves, it is mainly silent footage
lejmme newspaper scribe. By doing with continuous commentary. Corajletely
devoid of action, the pictures
bajEfled
this
yarn
brings
this, the
male into a series ot meetings with 'illustrate" in an .almost childish
the gal reporter with the auditors way the narrator's words. Jor exled to believe he will take her life ample when the song "My Love Is
at any moment. He's been ordered to Like a lied Red Rose" is sung, picdo this by the lawyer in order to tures of roses are spattered all over
the screen. Trefor Jones is outstand,
save his own neck.
Fedor Ozep rates a bow for the ing among the singers and, is responway in which he has built suspense sible for five of the 19 songs.
It may have some appeal to the
in several sequences. George Marton
does creditably as prwiuction chief, numerous Burns .Societies but averWith the scenic beauties of Canadian age audiences will find it tedious
If Bing Crosby
cities nicely worked into the story and old-fashioned.
without slowing it up. Guy Roe does still plans to do a story of Robert
well enouRh in photographing his Burns, this should in no way deter
Canc<
exteriors but is not so success- him,
Miss
of
those
Jul with his closeups,
Anderson often being far from flatGiiosts of Berkeley Sq.
.

,

flatters neither
Particularly it is unkind to
Miss Lockwood in many seqi^ences.
Nor could Hunter be tdo happy over
closeups made of him, v
Dennis Price is good as the lover,
and Guy Middleton meanders pleasabout as a good-hearted
antly
bour.-^'r. Without being outstandmg,
the Minor characters- are well
Miss Lockwood's own
p 1 R , ad.
daughter, Margaret Julia, appears as
Cane,
her daughter in this.

^

,

tering.

(BBmSH-MADE)

Lukas, as the wealthy attorney
vtho becomes enme^ed in additional

murder plottings in an effort to
cover up hig old crime,- is ;Superb
although in an unflattering rptek lifiss
Anderson plays the Amerioan-born
police reporter with the minimum
of implausible moments,- being especially effective in the episodes where
her life is fn jeopardy. She provides
the sliglit romantic angle with
OanOne as the vis-a-vis.
He's the pianist- composer who
comes under the evil- influence of
liukas until his affair with JAiss Anderson adjusts hiifi menially. His
John Pratt
makes an okay editor but Joy LaXleur ffveeiitoea the neurotic wife.
Wear.
interpretation

is

-

solid.

Directed by Yemon
Hulbert.
Sewell.
Screenplay by James Seymour
from novel by Ca.ryl Brahms. S. J. Simons;
music, Haiu May; camera, Ernest Palmer.
Mdray Grant: At Studio On». Running
time, 86 SUNS.
.Robert' Morley
General Burlap...
....Felix Aylmer
colonel Kelsoe...
-

<

.

(11

....... .... Yvonne

.'.

Arnaud

King's Elquerry.i ....... .Robert Beaumont
Mecryweather;
.Claud» Hulbert
Tex. . .
... ...... . . .Ranald: Frankau
Matron... .... : .... ... ..... .MMttB Brindley
LiOtttft.

.

1.

,.; . :

, . .

.

.Mkrte Iiohr

Lady Mary..,.......'.......Martita Hunt
.....Mary Jeriuld
Sotaer
General Bristow..,.;..
H. juntthewa
Investigator... ...........Bmest Theslger
Captain Dodds.
. James Hayter

iMttte..
Disraeli .

. ... .

,

... Abraham

.

CrDupier; .
Brigadier. ..

Gerald.-

Kemplniky

.;E:dirard

.

Jjaxy

John Longden

Uortimer Dlghjr.

laimtennoor

:

,

,

I.u«ia

30.

Fathe Pictures' release ot BriUsh NaStars Bobert Morley.
tional production;
jElettE Ayimn:
featnres Tmnuw Arnaud,

Millie.

(ITAIilAN-MADE)

Original novel, ."No Nightingales,"
Grandi Film Distributors release of Opera on which' this is based,, was a >}oke
Film Co.. (Mnrio Trambetti) production^
Stars Nelly CoiTadi, Italo Ta}o. Directed- that could be taken in small doses.
chapter or two and one could put
by Piero Bullerinl. Music; Qaetano Donl
setti; libretto, Sulvatore Cammarano. based the book down.
But this elaborate
on Sir Walter Scott novel; adapted by Bal-r screen ioke.lias to be taken in one,
lei'ini and Pier Giuseppe F-rancli camera,
Vario Albertelll-; editor, Vicginid Geneal Cu- and obviously it won't suit CveryNot for America.
faro; Eniriish Utles,- Walter Klee. At CI«C- person.
enia D.'nt(>, N, T., -Dch SI, '47.. Riinniiie*
It's a story about a couple of pals

A

'

time, 108 MINS.
I>uctn.... ,:.,,,....>....,.. ,<.M«Uy Cortadi
Ashton...«.,w;.w.<.,w^^--^,^.Afro Poll
....... ..Varlo- Fllippescbl
Sir Iklsar..
......Aldo Ferracuti
liord -Buoklaw.'f,

.

the days of Queen Aime. They
General 'Burlap, and Colonel
Kelsoe..
They, dislike Marlborough
and the way he's running -the war
.Italo Tajo and plot to trap him in Berkeley
BaymODd Bidebent.
Iioretta di I/6Iio
Alisa
Sqjare.
Testing the' booby trap,
;•
.Adelto- -Zngonara
..
Korman..
they are killed. The Queen, ioc^ised:
OrcbcstTA and chorus oi Home- Opera Co,
at their behavior, has them sti-'
raigried before a celestial 'court-^
(In Italian; Englisifi Titles)
Recent opera film imports have martial whose. verdict is that Burlap
been of several categories.
One and Kelsoe must haunt the house
type dramatkesf the story on which until royalty visits it.
What might have been a short
an' opera had .heen buil^. using the
opera's: music only incidentally (as romp is, extended into a long series
in "Carmen"). .Another tells a story of gags. There is- straining to point
with an opera tLsed as background'in >arallels to -the modem way of life,
)ut wliat must have seemed funny
flashback tas in 'lElixir of Love"

Xord

. .

.

. .

.

.

in

are

.
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»

'

)

'

and some of the opera's chief

arias

- brought in^ A third (as in the case
©f "The Ba'rber of Seville" and the
current "Lucia di Lammermoor
is a literal translation of the opera
to the screen, with characters singing 'their roles as on stage, and the
music continuing throughout as the

main

ingredient,-

"Lucia," being a literal lensing,
all the drawbacks of such
treatment.
It's static and stilted.
There is no spoken dialog or recita
tive, and to make matters worse, the
English titles- are in stiff and un*
natural verse. Actionless story and
old>>fashioned treatment make, film
curiously corny and slow, so that
though the 'beautiful Donizetti music
3s appealing, film can be of only
limited o[raw.
.
Direction is also pretiy stodgy, the
camera trying vainly to prove interesting while a long aria is in prog
ress, and failing i because of its unimaginative lensing of a fountain,
garden, a lake as alternative to the
singer's countenance. Principalis are
singers, rather than actors, and perform woodenly, in the true tradition
of grand opera.
Dubbing, too, _
unsatisfactory, it being apparent that
Voices were recorded at another
time, and not too faithfully dubbed

has

-

in the conference room hardly raises
a smile in the theatre. And the
camera tricks, good as they may -be,
lose by repetition.

Robert Morley and Felix Aylmer,
both first-rate character actorsn had
a tough assignment ati the ghosts,
Story that converts them into humans when they desire is likely to

,

:.

priate.priate.

of the River
(BRmSH-HADE)

Cant.

The White Vnieom
(BBmSH-MADE)
,

Qenwtl

:

London, Oct.

PUm

Dlslrlbttton'

30.
release of

Rank-Iohn Corfteld producUon:
Star* Margaret I^ekwood, Ian Hunter,
Dennis Pjrlce^ JOan Greenwood. Olreeted
by Bernard Knowles. Screenplay, Robert
Westerby, A. R. RaTlinion,' Mole Chaj-les
from hovel by Flora Sanclstrom; camera;
-Reginald H. Wyer; editor, Robert Johnson.
At Odeon. Running time, S7 HIMS.

time, «8

: . . . . . .

Teresa
Dantos.
Cohceicao
jonea.

..

...... . . . . • . .Sabu
.Blbl Ferreira

.

•

i

.

Marcel

L'Herbier's

direction

is

.Joan Mlllw

...

N Igel

Buchanan

. i . .

Wly TCann
.Terry Rrmdal

.Burbai-a.

Shaw

Mis* Clacdln«i!.,k,.. Dorothy Truman Taylor
Martin walker
Judge,
Evcrley Gregg
lady Clay
Alexia. B'rance
Miss Mounce.
.'

Mtr.

Hugh MUler

Walker

Wessex Productions (Ian Dalrymple),'

a

Rank

-Arthur

J.

Esmond Knight makes an

Antoine et Antoinette

.RutU Dunning
.i.

.

iilauspicious

subsidiary,

debut with

..Antoinette -CelUee

A

:

, .

.

(FRENCH-MADE)
Gaumont production and rcloase. Rtnr*
Roger FlHaut,- Cluire MaKcl. Directed by
Jaciiues Becker. Original story und adapFrancoiso Glroux, Becker unci M.
assistant producer, C, F. Tavano:
Camera, P. Momtozel. Frevlewod In Paris.
Running time
MINB.
Antoine.
Roger Fliraut
Antoinette
,,-...> Olaire Maftei
Roland
.i.,k
Roqucvert
, . > .Noel
Juliette. t .. ... . ........... .Annette Poivre
Barhelot . , .< >..,.,.....,.. Jacques Meyran
Father-tn-law. >;..., ...,.;> ...Emlle Drain
Hugaett«„.., ...,<...,.',..., ...Paulotte Jim
tation,
Griffe;

M

.

.

oniHDl. ......... . ,
Customer.
Bridegroom.. .
Rlton

Gaston Modot
a.,
i

.......

.

.

..... .G.

Oury

.Francois Juux
Ti'nbaud

.Pierre

;Hugu«tte Sagel

Bride

.

'

.

Woman

.

^

reira, latter publiciaed as the "First better to give than to receive she
Lady of the Brazilian theatre," won't forges a check and "{days Lady
draw many customers. It will be Bountiful, She is caugnt and beld
very tough to sell in the U. S. for trial.
Meanwhile mother has hooked
Original story- idea becomes hopelessly entangled, with the 60% sbot and married a rich victim, to whom
she has told a string of lies. In the
on location difficult to justU^. "
Sabu plays Mancel, a young Are- inevitable court scene mother trie£
kuna Indian,- on- trial for murder in to. straighten things out for her
BraziL Terrified, be refuses to speak daughter, but the husban(^ now
to his lawyer and only murmurs aware of his wife's real- character,
"Kanainu^* and "Ifiater." Obvious^ insists on her agoing, into the witness
this cries for flashbacks, and the box, and there the- stoi^ ends.
Somewhere in the film are a
film gets them. Sabu's family had
been wronged by "Mister," a local couple of tepid love stories that are
chief.
The boy was declared "Ka- completely uninteresting; Without
naima»" an oiKlaw. He falls .foiil a marquee name and with little
of a trade that sends hini to a slow word-of-mouth to help it, prpspects
but certain death. Ijater he becomes for this one at the boxoffice: appear
involved in a political plot, with the none too rosy. It stands little chance
staying of the mulatto in some way in U. S.
Vr.sula Jeaiis struggles hard, in the
purging his sotiL
"There's UtQe inthe .way this story name part, but the story defeats her,
unfolds to-touch any onotion, and and the only one of the principals
the acting by the stars calls for to register is Cecil Parker as the
.little comment.
On her -showing in husband, a role hardly worthy of his
this, her first picture^ Miss Ferreira talents.
Production is lavish, camera work
looks small addition to screenplayer
is good, as is the music,: and Jack
ranks.
Minor parts are well played, par Lee's direction is competent
Cane.
ticularly since getting little help
from the script. For Derek Twist,
directing his first feature, it was a
BiDheine
tough assignment.
Cane.
('The Love Lite of Ulxnir)
'

,

'

Bagle laloD Telease of lerry Thomas production.. Stars "Lash" tie. Rue, Al "Fuzzy"
St. John; feature* Uaiy Haynard, Brad
Slaven, George Chetebro. (Directed by Ray
Original *creenplay. JoseiAi O'Donnell; camera, EtneM MtUeirt editor, Hugh
Winn. Pnsvlewea N. I., Oct. 81, '4T. Running time, SI SUNSi
Cheyenne...
.'..."Lash" l.a Rue
"Pu2«y"
,..,..;.A1 "Puny" St. John
T&ylor.

,

.Mary Maynard

^.

....Brad Slaven
Kirby . ..................... .George Chesebro
Clark.
^ ......... . Lee Morgan
Dave..
Bradford
, .Lane
Fete....
................. John. Gibson
Hanlc...
a... ..;..<Dee Cooper
^.

new

.

-

?

.

Rocraevert is an okAy villain; Herre
Trabaud shines as a third-rate prizefighter and Huguette Saget is funny

as the bride who is called upon, to
sing at her wedding breakfast.
Story shows Pigaut as a foreman
in. a bookbinding works, and Miss
Maffei, as his wife, a salesgirl in au
easily recognizable Champs Elysees
equivalent of a five-and<-ten. She is
solid elick. l%e youn^ -couple is
involved, in a story about a lost lot-

a

tery ticket, with yarn
ple, happy, ending.

^e

de

'

llbretto,"La Boheme"; cam«a. Pierre
Montazel; music,: Giocomo Puccini; musical
adaptation, .Xioule. Beydt*.
Previewed- in
New iTork. BwnQlliS time, 92 HIM8.
Rudolphe
..,..Lonia Jourden
,,
atic

Mlmi

V ,>...,,.,,.

Musette
Phemle.

.

.Maria Denis
.Glseie Pascal

,

Schaunard

, . . ,

,

.Susy Delair

Adam

.Alfred
.Louis

Coll inc..

Le Vlconte
Barbemdche

Salou

Jean Parades
,'Siuoel

Marpel

.Ronssln

Les Mandlts
('The Aeearaed')

(FRENC9-MADE)
Disclna release of Speva. production. Stars
Henri Vidal, Florence Marly and
Paul Bernard.
Directed by Rene Clement. Scenario, J, Companex, V. Alexandrov
screenplay, Clement and Jacques
Dallo,

;

Remy;

dialog,
Henri Jean*o>t: camera,
Henri Alekan.
At Normandte, Olympla
and Moulin Rouge, Pari*. Running time,

Laign

twist in "Return of

by.

(In French; Enelish Titles)

Based upon the libretto of "La
the westerns as Boheme," "La 'Vie de Boheme" is an
,

,

.

.

Rye

.

,

having a sim-

Nino Frank, based on Henri Murger's oper-

the Lash," latest in the "Lash" La
Roe sagebrush series^mnesia has

been discovered

pictur*

plicity and change from most pix
representing the masses. It is Unquestionably a depcirture from the
usual comedy because the light story
is merely a pretense on which to
hang authentic filming ot workpe<^ie without trimmings. It may
interest some in the U. S. because ot
backgrounds and closeups of French
life, but even 80 its appeal will- be
very limited.
Jacqiies. Becker, one of foremost
FrencttT directors, has done a commendable job, although some scenes
are questionable due to their extreme length.
Acting is good
throughout.
Roger Pigaut carries
lead role welt while Clafare Mattel
as his wife looks to be a nfew find.
Others in cast are unusually good
down to the smaller bits. Noel

108 :MI»S.

there's a

French-made

Itefreshing

turned out under the Gaumont ban-

ner won a grand prize at the Cannes
Festival mostly because of its sim-

Appeal of the picture, lies in the
fact that the French people are
treated realistically. Camera work by
Montazel is good and Jules Gamier
has provided sets which are exactly
What the homes of the French
masses are like. ; In France, even
(FBENCH.MADE
without the Cannes Festiiral buildup,
Superflim 'Distributing' release of Andre
Paulve production. Feature* Maria Denls^ it's a sure top grosser.- It might
Suzy Delair, Gisele Tascal, Louis Jourdan, rate a remake for an American proDirected, by Marcel ti'Herbier. Screenplay, ducer.
Moxi.

La

-

JRetnrn of the lAsh

•

4.

.

;

.

Thro'

..

I

W

the first of G. B. Stern's novels- to
Robert Douglas be screened.
story should have a
;Torln Thatcher
and
.Orlnnda Martin* beginning, middle and an end,
this story certainly has no end. And
the ending is all important in this
.James Hayter picture, as far as audiences are con-^
Chlco..
Defending Counsel. ..... .Maurice Denham
They will certainly come'
Eva- Hudson cerned.
Maria Gonsalves
.....Alan -Wheatley away dissatisfied.
.
Icgoyen
Raphael. ........... ... . . .Charjea HawtWy
in the title,. Lorna Blake,
... .V. . . . .Nino Rosalnt
Fellciano, .
is an unprincipled cadger with a
Shlp'a omcei-j^-^"?'
Arundell
knack of telling a hard-luck story
Judg«; . . ../.,.<;.. >: ..... .I*ennl»
and getting money from soft philJudged by usual standards, this pic-, anthropists. Presumably she does
ture, -with Braail locale,' has little this for her two daughters, but one
to offer at the boxoffice. Nor does of the xirls. Jay, on finishing school,
It does not leaves Home because she Can't stand
it rate for its artistry.
even measure up to preyious efforts her mother's mode of life, and takes
of Michael Powell and Emeric a job. Her notions of honesty are
Sabu and Blbi Fier- definitely warped, and feeling It is
Fressburfier.
.

Harrlgan

,

. ,

.

Po'rplno.... .... ............Raymond liovell
Dona Seraflna. .......... .NIcolette Bernard

. .

.

. .

. . , .

i

.

,

.

Halmar

Molly
Nell. ........ .4 .....
Susiin;. .,

M1N8.

Mahcel

out.

good but a tighter -script and judi*
cious editing might have been the
saving grace ot this Andre Paulve
production. Xiensing is fair. Print
at this screening snowed signs of
wear. Armando Macaluso's English
Cecil I'lUkor subtitles satisfactorily
interpret the
Jill Raymond
Edward tJndci'down story movement,

.

Derek Tvflst. Screenplay by W"Bang Wllhelm from novel by Desmond HnldrWge;
camera; Christopher G. ChaUlsi music by
I.ambett WiUlamson. At Odeon. Running

Suzy Delair's per*

while

formance as Phemie is doipe
similar vein. Louis Salou's charac..
terization of Gollios, iRithful and
loyal to his companions, also stands

•

.

Ferrelra; features Esmond -Itnlght, Robert
Directed hy
Douglas, Raymond Lovell.

charms,

20.
,

.

.Margaj-et

.

London, Oct.

I

GoUCnil trtUu Distributor* release ot 3.
Arthur Bank-'Wesgejt (Ian Dn-Uyniple) pro.
duatlon.
Star* Urwila Jean*, Jeart Sim"
Directed by Jack Lee..
»i1ou», Cecil Parker,
Soreenp1«y by Dalrymple, Lee, O. B. Stern,
from Mover by Stem; camera, G, PcnnlngH. B. Fowle; film editor,
Richards,
tcn
At
John Krlsh; inu«10i Temple Abady,
Odeon; LOnl4on, Oct, S», '4T. Rurinlng tlm*,
93 MIMS,
Lornit Blake,...,.,,. *-...(.... Ursula .Teans
Jean Htmrnons,
Jay,

a story element. It's a 'change of
pace for the usutd. formulas but
nevertheless the Aim's appeal lies in
the nabe dualers and action situaLockwood tions. B.o. prospects should be subXrf)ttie .............. .1: .... .Joan Greenwood
FhlUp.
.................... Ian Hunter stantially the same as those experiRichard. .'.«......
.Dennis Price enced by preceding 'pix in this chain.
Joan.;..
Eileen Feel
La Rue's forte is his unerring abilFabey...
Guy Mldtlleton ity with what resembles a long
,
lUias Cater.........
...Catherine Lacey
Paul
....Paul Dupuls blacksnake whip. It cracks out freJoan Bees quently to foil the schemes of the
All<;e Water*..,.
In.
Mr*. Madden . . .-. ...... .Elizabeth Maude "bad guys" who nefariously conspire
Story is the familiar one Of the Charles Madden
.Stewart Rome to take over property of ranchers
Scotch lady who is loved by a mem- Sir Humphrey Webitrr. ..... .Moel Howlett adjacent to the town
of Sagebrush.
Margaret Julia Lockwood
ber of a rival clan, enemy ot her Norey.
In this most recent episode in the
.. .Valentine Oyall
Storton.
............
brother, and the tragedy that en
.Mabel Constanduro* adventures of La Rue ai}d his sideNurse... ......
sues. Singing is good, both in princikick, Al "Fuzzy" St. John, the pair
pals end clforus, while recording too
Following a ''Love Conquers -All" aid the ranchers 'who are led by
IS quite satisfactory.
Nelly Corradi formula, this romantic melodrama Brad Slaven..'
is a physically attractive Lucia, with
Plot is a variation on the old
will have rough handling by the
an appealing lyric soprano. Afro highbroi^s, but should prove a box- "water rights and railroad right-of
Poll, as Lord Ashton, and Mario
Story is on hokey way" ingredients. George Chesebro
office winner.
Filippescbii as Sir Ed-gar, are quite side but a tearierker, and with Mar- is the heavy who seeks to
rook the
wooden. Italo Tajo is distinctive as garet Lockwood and Joan Green- settlers. But La Rue and St. John
Raymond.
Bron.
wood in the two leads, it might do hit upon raising some necessary cash
for the ranchers by rounding up
well in U, S.
Coinin'
Miss Lockwood is the well-to-do some six of the ouQaws, all of whom
the
woman disappointed in marriage and have a stiff price on their heads.
(BBITISH-MADE)
robbed by death of her real love. En route home with the coin, St.
London, Oct. 30.
Advance Films production 'and release o£ Miss Greenwood is Lottie, an unwed John falls from his hoss in a skirmaocumenfal-y, biographical film ot Robert mother who has learned the hard ish with the baddies and
can't recall
Bums. Dli-ectefl by .Wnitef 0. Mycrott. way about men
and love. Former is his identity nor what happened to
Bersenplay, Gilbert McAllister, T/l.V. Camwarden of a home for delinquent the money. However, he regains his
era, fedric WllUanis; editor, Robert Ilill,
At TIouKe of Cpmmons, Oct. HO. '47, Run- girls to which she has been remand- memory in a free-for-all fisticuff
King llmf, SlUBIKB.
ed pending her trial for attempting climax with Ghesebro's men, which
RohiTt Hums.
Terence A^lexander to kill her own baby.
In trying to results in a complete victory for the
JTcan Armour
Patricia Burleigh
garlnda....
Beryl Bowen bring comfort to the derelict girl, ranchers and recovery of the reward
Highland Mary.....
OlivU Barley the two excbanse life stories via cash.
Handsome NeIl..-.......,..,..Sylvla Abliott flashbacks.
These are fairly well
La Rue turns in his customary
knit together.
forthright portrayal of Cheyenne
Previewed in the improvised cinSubstuff yarn can hardly fail to Davis, the modern
Hood; St.
ema of a committee room in the wind up a potent mixture of ham John is okay as theRobin
comedy relief,
House of Commons (scenarist Gil- and holcum for women, and an ob- while Mary Maynard is cast in the
bert McAllister is a member of vious tearjerker. Both women play lone femme role as, Slaven's'
sister.
T>.3v1i'aW./^»+\ 41.;,.
wl'h all the stops out, and porhap.<! Otner performances are adequate as
to best advantage, particularly in Miss Greenwood has a slight advan- is the lensing and direction in this
the matter of sound. But even seen tage because of the nature of her Jerry Thomas production.
Lucy

in the Hall

(BBIIISH-MADE)

Toby
liondon, Oct. 30.
Shfrley. .. .. ..
.
General Film Distrlb. release of Jj Arthur Baroness
.-,
Powell-Bmerlc Ann.
......
(Miohiicl
Rank-Archers
PrPBoburBcr) production. Star* Sabu, Blbl Mrs. Maddox.

Grant.

'

Arthur

Woman

Hie

Sir

dnd

mystify audiences. Yvonne Arnaud
is given little to do as the French
countess but does it weU. Direction
and camera work- are good and the
music by Hans May is eerily appro- Kay.

.

:

.

T.lsboa

London, Oct.

Claude

But the camera

role.

of them.

.

.Dallo

.

Reporter..
Doctor.

Paul Bernard
Henri Vidal

,

k

Willy
Hilde

...

.

.Ulehel' Auclair

Florence Marly
..Jo Dest
V-Boat Captain.............. ..Jean Didier
,

Forster

overlong, chronological account of
a quartet of 19th century Paris bo- Ingrld
.....,..,..«., Anne Campion
General, w . . . ... . • . i . .Kronefeld
hemians—their love life and their German
His Assistant. .............. ...Karl Munch
foiled financial ambitions. Fucccini's Carosl.
Glachcttl
. . .Foico
music is a good selling point but unfortunately most of it is subordi.<
This picture, directed by Rene
nated as. bsick^ound strains with Clement, Who handled the big
the exception of a few arias. " Pic- grosser, "Battle of the Rail," got one
ture should do moderately weH in of the Cannes Film Festival awards.
the art situations but is unlikely to But it doesn't rate it.
receive acceptance beyond those
Story centers on no one in parhouses.
ticular, moves fre<iuently at a slow
Introductory scenes showing the pace, has a lot of dialog spoken in
transition of Musette from an en- German, and depicts the adventures
vironment of wealth to a penniless, of -a U-boat escaping the Allied
Carefree existence, carry an element blockade at the end of the war,
of Sparkle. Final reel is also charged when anything pertaining- to the
wUh pathos when the dying Mimi war is already practically outdated.
slips away in the arms of her poet, It is technically well made, with
Rudolphe.
However, the inter- some fine direction in several se-<
occasionally
some
and'
vening portion is a welter of noisy, quenccs
pointless dialog which, rambles on praiseworthy lenswork, but it isn't
through a multitude of parties, ro- likely to be one 6f the big. grossers.
The various episodes depicted apmantic disappointments and graphic
illustrations of poverty suffered by pear like so many sketches, permitting at times bits of fine acting. The
the bohemians.
women have comparatively secondIt's
a long, winding route that ary
parts, and the episodes in which
scripter Nino Frank takes in adaptthey appear leave the film an uning the Henri Murger libretto. Film
decided mixture, of adventure or
etches the lives of Rudolphe,- paintpsychology.
er Schaunard, philosopher Collins
Acting is usually good, and the
and painter Marcel; lightly and picture
well cast. ,Dalio, as the
airily.
All four are typical den- South American
who gets murdered,
izens of the Paris garret literary and is
exemplary, but appears only in a
easel set.
small part- of the film.
Michel
Acting is generally good. As Ru- Auclair, as the tool Of the Gestapo
dolphe, Louis Jourdan (now a Selz- chief, and Jo Dest as his boss, are
nick contract player) plays Mimi's excellent. Henri 'Vidal as the doclover with elan. His emotions—from tor has the only symnathetic nart
a gay suitor in spring and summer and acquits himself well, Paul Berto abject sorrow at Mimi's winter nard, stage and screen star, is only
demise—are finely drawn. Equally given a minor part, though appearpungent is the work of Maria Denis irte in many sequence!/ v
as Mimi.
The sets are good and the open
Gisele Pascal's Musette
captures the mood of a gal who sea sequences look authentic. The
knows the value ct her blonde production is good.'
Maxi.
;

'
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picnmes

and French Devaluations

Following Chevalier Pic
Following

WouU Hit U.S. Fihn Credits
repoits

strong

week

this

A

.

Eastern Scribs' Slate
Eastern

Screen

Writers Assn.,
formed six months ago with aim of
organizing freelance isoripterjt working in the east, has elected its first
permanent staff. Offfcers are X>u^ley Hale, staff writer at RKO Pathe,
president; John Davenport and NewMeltsier,
ton
freelancers,
vlceprexies; Richard Koch, writer-director lor National Educational Films,
secretary; and Grace Goodman, of
Films, Inc., treasurer.
Outfit, which is not affiliated with
any other guild or association, will
engage in projects to Improve qual-

of eastern, .Bcriiiters' output beit's said, axe currentiiy work- ity
ing on details of timing and coor> sides tiettering working conditions.

to the French situation,- here's
film toppers fear the change.
distribs have an agreement
{termits. ilfuem to withdraw
the $6,50<i,00» (originally $11,400,000
but later reduced toy one payment)
by cashing in their francs at the
fate of 120 on the dollar. That sum
was to be paid off before the end
of '47 but France's fiscal troubles

Reopen 11

As

which

FWC

Housea

Closed by Operators

As Mgrs. Take Over

why

Yank

Los Angeles, Nov. 11.
Eleven of flie 12 Fox West Coast
houses showing "Forever Amber"
resumed screenings after a walkout
by projectionists. Theatre managers
with previous projectionist experience obt-^ined temporary licenses
and took over the jobs. Only house

have delayed remittance licenses.
still shuttered ii the Cabrillo, San
Xegally, pix execs say, the deal Diego.
stands at the 120TperTdollar rate,
Walkout was called by Motion
even after devaluation. But there's Picture Operators, JLocal 150, lATSE,
no telling whether the Fxeneh gov- taking the stand that no operator
ernment will see it that way. If it could run "Amber" bn a day-date
doesn't-r-and rules that the new rate hookup with Los Angeles first runs
must apply-—it will be equivalent without receiving the Class A wage
two-thirds from the scale, which amounts to' $2.35 per
to, lopping
$8,300,000 fund. Distribs would be hour.
forced to buy their dollars by payGeorge Bowser, general manager
ing- ;4Q0;. francs or whatever ether for FWC, announced that replaceofficial rate is 'flxed instead of 120 ments for the 9triking projectionists
per dollar.
would -be made «s soon as possible.
'

.

-

As

for Britain, devaluation will
meaii lesEi, dollars for the profits in

pounds garnered by Yank distribs.
The same amount in pounds will be
earned but on conversion to dollar
remittances, there'll be fewer of
^ejn to the pound.
In this regard, company execs
.

that devaluation is
nothing more or less than inflation.
Since boxoffice scales rarely keep
pace with rising prices in commodities, distribs profits take a second
blow. Inflation means more consumer cash forced into necessities
and less^ therefore^ available for
fllin shows find other amusements.
Bnti're situation is summed up by
film foreign toppers as follows: Fix
earnings are based on the relationship of the dollar to the particular
foreign
currency involved.
Any
switch which makes the foreign coin
officially less valuable, is equivalent
to a direct slicing of remittances in
the same proportion as the change
Ordered.
«ite

the- fact

.

He

added:

"The walkout of the men is in violation of _our understanding with the
union for the negotiations of a new
contract.
During the whole period
of our negotiations for a new contract with Local 150, it has been
clearly understood by us and -the
union committee tfettti any wage increases

July

1,

would

be

retroactive

to

1947."

.

,

British St^

by

booking

Up Production Talk

To fflock Requiation of Idle Stulos
London, Nov.

Maurice

11.

manager of the Bijou.
Splurge of production programs,
Maurer also manages the Astor
announced this week and last for
where "Best Years" first had a
lengthy stay. Maurer initially was the coming year is a concerted ef-^
planning to turn the 650-seater Bijou fort to bead off the growing demand
into a foreign pix playhouse but for the British government to take
icouldn't find suitable product.
over idle sound stages. The hue and
At the Astor, "The Bishop's Wife," cry for requisition of studios was
Samuel Goldwyn production, Ms whipped up to a high decibel point
scheduled to replace "Walter Mitty". by J. Arthur Rank's recent stateearly in December. At the Victoria,
ment that the "time isn't ripe" for
another house managed by Maurer production expansion. That chance
for City Investing Co., RKO'a "Fugi-.
remark added to the hard fact that
tive" has been booked for the Oirist*
14 sound stages are out of action and
mas holidays.
the disclosure of Alfred Shipman
that his three Alliance studios were
shuttering for three months created

?Aimmmmm

Philadelphia; Nov. 11.
Park-In Theatres, Inc., of Camden,
N. J., filed suit in Federal court here
last week cfaariging Si Fabian, Harry
Hellraanj' Neil Hellman and the Penn
Drive-In Corp. with infringing upon
,

their HoUingshead drive-in theatre
patent. Triple damages are sought.
specifically

Plaintiff

charged the

defendants

rights

Mason^se

Quick

Trial in N.Y. Federal Ct.

Emeric Pressburger production, "The
Promotion of the Admiral."

Rank now has 13 films in production and 20 features making the
rounds in Britain and the U. S.
Ready for release in Britain are
four films. In the cutting and editing stage are 10 more.

'

Nat Holt
SB

Continued from page 5

s

with RKO where he's turned out such
bread-and-butter pix as "Riverboat
Rhythm,'! "Badman's Territory'; and
"Trail Street."
With the average
20th feature now in the neighbor2
the furore.
hood
of $2,000,000, Skouras is acSudden and perhaps Coincidental
tively moving to lower that budget
armouncemenis of Rank and Sir
level. He thinks a resurgence of B's
Campaign at Metro for economy in Alexander Korda now' indicate that is the partial answer
to diminishing
are launching into
production was evidenced during the Britain's studios
overseas- markets and climbing pro-,
unprecedented filmmaking activities
past week by the fruitful rummaging in '48, Rank will make 43 features duction expenditures.
Company has already tied onto
through the shelves for story proper- in the next 12 months at a cost of
contribution three other indies on partial-bankKorda's
ties!
Studio pulled down two of $40,000,000.
rolling and releasing pacts. One
them and assigned them lor pro- will be 13 pix, made by eight indies, was made recently with l^rank deal
Seltwith his estimated cost set at
duction at once.
Combined with smaller zer, who's putting together 'six low$20;000,000.
"A Date With Judy.'^from a radio indie producers, Britain's pix outlay budgetere for 20th. Sol Wurtzel's
deal runs several years- more, and
serial by Aileen, Leslie, purchased will reach $65^000,000 next year.
Edward
Alperson
is
for $75,000 in 1945, has been assigned
making pix
In short,. Britain will have upped
to
Joseph
Pasternak.
"Three its production close to 100% over along the lines of "Black Bfeauty"
and other less costly features for th«
O'clock Dinner," a novel by Jose1947 which was the peak year up to company.
phine Pinckney, for which $175,000
now. Rank will have turned out
was paid, also in 1945, has been some 35 features this year at a nut
handed to Robert Lord.
Korda's pic*
Of about $35,000,000.
Screenplay of "Judy" has been making resolved into a half-dozen
done by Dorotiiy Kingsley and Doro- illms^none of them sizeable enough
thy Cooper; EUzal^eth Taylor, Xavier for the American market.
Continued from paj;e 3
Cugat, Carmen Muranda, Wallace
Labor was infuriated and aroused
Beery and Jane Powell have been by Rank's previous no-expansion New York, directed "Voice of the
Turtle" as his last pic for Warner
cast in it. "Dinner" is being scripted
statement. The rumors were dime-! Bros. He said the dispute
which led
by Lenore Coffee. It was originally a-dozen that he intended
to jauU- out t» his depacture after more than 11
bought for Lana Turner. No new
production
entirely.
of
^'TJojiit 'Jsars on
the lot started over discasting has been ..announced,
O'Brien, M.P., and general secretary agreement with Jack
Warner on
,

METRO TAKES

STORY

PROPERTIES OFF SHELF

.

'

-

Rapper

.

:

.

.

of the .National Assn. of Theatrical

and Kine Employees, expressed gensentiment by remarking: "No
is thinking of going
back to his flour mills. The govern*
ConUmied from page 9]
ment and the' 'Milky Way' in his own
value of "name players when em- organization
are letting liim down
ployed intelligently, producer added. badly."
"Crossfire," he said, could have been
eral

Schary

wonder Rank

.

made

for $425,000 instead Of $600,000.
was felt, however, that the $175,000 spent for Robert Young, Robert
It

Ryan and Robert Mitchum. was "insurance" that was well worthwhile.

RKO next season will have about
a half-dozen of these "provocative"

NlDRIV&WSlffiSON

with pirating patent
in constructing the Lincoln
Drive-in Theatre, located on Lincoln
Bollywood, Novw 11^
Highway at Trevose, Bucks Co., Fa.,
,
Seymour Kettenzal bought screen as well as infringing in other drivePatent is
rights to th6 radio show, "Qiieen for ins operated elsewhere.
a Pay," and will produce it as. a ro- said to cover the construction and
mantic comedy with a Hollywood arrangement of drive-in theatres inbackground, with a number of ether cluding the "car-aiming" ramps and
the driveways.
personalities in the cast.
Currently
Nebenzal
has
two
"Queens" in his stable. The Other
Set for
is "Queen of Hearts."

NEBEKZ&L'S 'aVEEN FQE DAT'

"Man About

of

Maurer,

Fond,

dination. Fund's okay on any shift
of more than 10% in rates is re*
quiredi The British, the same reports say, ^ will follow suit since the
pound has" shown little strength at
its present dollar value.

run

Town," Maurice Chevalier starrer at
the Bijou, N. y., "Best Years of Our
Lives" will be brought Into the converted legit theatre for its second

Broadway

were

getting set to revaluate
iheix currencies threatened further
the U. Si pix companies' stalce in
those two countries. Film biggies
view a French step in that direction
possibily slashing the $8,500,000
due the majors in defaulted payBritish
ments from that country.
Revaluation ukase, now considered
In the cards, would play havoc with
profits from the United Kingrom.
now reliably indicated that
It's
the French will devaluate the franc
from its present official rate of 120
to the dollar to something around
400 francs. Both French officials
and the International Monetary
inients

Hard

that-f

French and Brtish gov^n

iboth the

2$

BVay Encore

*Best Years*

British

films,

Schary

no wise be considered B's, they will be just part of
our program," he declared.
^

'They

will in

The pictures will include "Your
Red Wagon," "The Window" (being
made in New York), "Boy With

,

.

Inasmuch as "Menagerie" won't be
Film Industries' Employees Counready for six months or longer, Rapthereupon asked the Board of
per said in the meantime he may do
Trade to hold a crisis meeting. Its
"House of Mist" for Hal Wallis Or
intention was to ask for requisition
"MayerUng" for Rbbert Hakfan.
of idle studios, establishment of a
film bank for indie -producers, pnd
immediate initiation of production.
But 'the ground has been cut from
under the movement by Rank's and
cil

which will fall
to $600,000 class.
Korda's

said,'

l&to- the $400,000

.

casting "Christophfer Blake," which
was to have been his next.
Director asserted that the studio
habitually refused to discuss objections, if any, and as a result he win
seek one-picture deals otily, in the
future.

latest action.

Studios not working now are
Riverside
(Alliance—two stages);
(Southall Alliance one stage); Teddington (Warner Bros.—two stages);
Wembley (20th-Fox-T-two , stages);
and half of Metro (two stages).

—

Green Hair" (a fantasy which is a Twickenham (Alliance) will close
plea for peace), "Great Man's Whisk- shortly.
Islington.
(Gainsborough-'
ers" ,(^n Abe Lincoln story which Rank) has
two stages idle as well as
dramatizes the rights of citizens), Sound City
and Worton Hall.
"Beyond All Doubt"- (from a short
Korda's
most
active
year includes
story by Billy Rose, pleading for
Americans to do t^eir part in civic such slated productions as "The
Devil's Delight," Gary Grant starrer
affairs
in tliis case serve on a jury
directed
by
Carol
Reed;
"The King's
when called) and a story by columnGeneral," vehicle for James Mason;
ist Sam Grafton on atomic energy.
Orson Welles in "Cyrano de BerE-ven such pictures as the Tim Holt
gei'ac"; a Frederick Lonsdale come•westerns, Schary said, he hopes to
dy directed by Reed. There's, also
make a little better than they've the filmization of the Jules Verne
been made before. "We must elimi- novel, "Around
the World"; Robert
nate a kind of carelessness that slips
Donat in Terrence Rattigan's "The
into 61ms t>ecause they are labeled
Winslow Boy"; "The Eagle Has Two
as B's," he declared.
Heads"; and the Michael Powell
The whole RKO 1948 program,
Schary revealed prior to liiis week's
meeting of top execs on the Coast
to lay out plans, will consist of about
24 films. The studio will provide 16
IS
to 18 and independents the rest.
Indies will tux'n in fewer than durComiilete Ocean Front Hotel
ing 1947, since the studio is now pre-,
Total Gross Income $223,136
pared to make more. There's ;greater
profit in pix made by the studio, so
.

—
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James Mason, whose legal entanglements with David Rose has
stymied "any thesping In American

Now

-
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300 flight
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or an aufhorizod travel agent

Airlines Terminal,

PKK A WHUIER?

EF^CAN YOU

had the way cleared last week
for a fast ruling on his professional
.status.
N. Y. Federal Judge C.
Knox directed a preference- on the
trial of the Mason-Rose suit and set
the case at the top of the February they're preferred, Schary stated.
calendar. Ruling was made followAbsolute maximum he hopes to
ing a hot argument on the moot spend on any picture on the- jjror
point whether both sides could have gram, producer asserted, was $2,000,their array of witnesses ready at 000.
He said he felt the company
that time.
could come out satisfactorily in the
Mason, through his lawyer, Louis domestic market alone on films pro(Schwartz &) Frohlich, contended duced at from $1,400,000 to $1,700,000
that he was losing his fans because and it was his aim to keep costs
of the enforced absence from U. S. down to this level.
screens.
Rose's rep opposed the
Deal by which David O. Selznick
early hearing claiming that Rose and released him from his contract to
a raft of witnesses were still in accept the
production post .at
England and couldn't make the the beginning of this year, Schary
crossing in time for the February said, entailed RKO-Selznick partnerbout.
ship in one more film. First' is "Mr.
Mason and Rose are disputing a Blandings Builds His Dream House,"
joint filmmaking pact which had the which
will make and Selznick
former as the acting lead and the Releasing Organization distribute.
latter as producer.
Mason wants Next one, Schary stated, would be
the deal tossed out because he made- by
for its own rtleaise.
claims Rose attempted to "sell hiih With Selznick providing many of the
down the river'^ to Paramount with- elements and sharing in the profits.
out his kilowledge or consent
It will be for 1948-49 release.
pix,

RKO
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IN TOUR THEATRE

ON-THE-SPOT-SURVET
from Sonjiy TSh-epherdi General Manager of
Wometco's New* DeLuxe, Ultra -Modern Miami

The PRIZE BABY gives you the same TOP

,

Theatre, reveals that

25

showing

MORE

G

TRAILERS

"Something
.

.

.lhan be-

any other advertising medium. Pairans
of Miami and Lincoln Theatres proved The PRIZE
BABY'S box-office puJI by indicating that TRAILERS seW more seafs/

-cause of

are proved

results

by Sonny Shepherd's survey!

patrons attended

of Universal-Internationors

In The Wind", because of

that

LOOK at the advertising media, TOPPED by TRAILERS! Compare the COST! Troilers are BEST!
ers

Trail-

COST LESS! Trailers do the JOB! Number One

advertising

BABY

medium

in Every Theotrel

of the Industryl

The PBIZE

PICV1J1IB9
proi<
rojeot

Ex-RKOer Mes Ovor Five Selected

Justice Dept. Stalls

Maurice A. Baker, manager of the
Palace, Youqgstown, has faouifht con«

Lee

troUlntf interest in the

,

Tom

,

:

^

,

.

Dedam

Beefs Til Final Decree

..Majors are being handed the long
end of the rope to work out their
Interstate Opens Cirele, Dallas
decree problems in pix selling and
Dallas,
exhibitidn without facing the GovInterstate Circuit's
newest su- ernment on legal hassles over borChilds, who reslKffed as HKO salesNathan D. Golden, Commerce Deto operate them. They are in partment motion picture consultant burban house, the Circle, has been derline
Despite the pressure
San
cases.
enver, Salt Lake City, Des Moines, and the outgoing chief barker, was opened here.. Louis Charninslcy is
of a volume of exhib gripes over almanager of the 1,000-seater.
Omaha and Kansas City.
elected national canvasman,^ with
Carl A. Milents has sold his 600- leged "decree violations. Dept. of
Milt Hossfeld, Wm. Agren and Fred S; Kogod as his alternate.
Kobt. Garland, owners- of Film Boudier and A. E. Lichtman were seat Cameo, San Antonio, to the Justice, it's been, learned, has now
Classics franchises here and Salt picked as delegates to the 1948 Va- Bijou Amus. Co., of Nashville, Tenn., fixed a policy. which spells no proseLake City, have sold to the parent riety convention;, with Gene Ford headed by Evans Sprout, It is the cution iA^ anti'-tTust defendants unonly Negro house in San Antonio.'
company.
and A. J. Brylawski as alternates.
The Karl theatre,. JSustace, Texas, less s^'flagi*ant violation of the deHarold E. Wilson, owner of the
opened by Carl LanoMrtz, has shut- cree occurs. This D of J stance will
Chief, La Veta, Colo,, Is opening a
Sally- Perle to Masterpiece
hold until the U. S. Supreme Court
tered.
155-seat Chief in Gardner, Colo.
Masterpiece Productions; headed
hands down its decision some time
W. F. Aydelottft has opened his
by Jules Weill, has named SaUy
next year on the cross-appeals from
Trail Ft. Collins, Colo.
Shaw's SSO.Seater
Distrib
Sam Langwlth sold the Mines, Perle as ad-publicity director;
the present decree.
Turnertown,
Texas.
Idaho Springs, Colo., to Smith & outfit recently acquired 39- United
Justice Dept.- has been under
Marvin
Sliaw
has
his
completed
Heed, who also operate in Wyoming Artists reissues for the Broder Re- 350-seat Star, at Tiurnertown, Texas. pressure from a flock of exliibs
leasing Corp.
and Nebraska.
who've carried complaints to it of
Chas. Barnes is openmg a 300Freeman
Upped
in
Okla.
City
decree
deviations along with a deColo,
Crook,
Eagle Lion's S New Salesmen
leater at
Charles Freeman,. ad manager, be- mand for punitive contempt proQoiotet. of new pix peddlers been
taken 'on by Eagle Lion. Harry W. comes general manager of C & B ceedings; In the main, it's said, the
BwtP* Bjayi Pfac, Mpls.
Theatres, Oklahoma City, succeeding
Tyson
named
Harrisburg,
Pa., salesgripes
refer
to clearances with reMinneapolis.
^
man and Theodore Scheinberg for Ed Tidwell, resigned,
fusals 'to offer product second in
Bennie Berger independent theatre New Jersey. Both will work
out
volume. Exhibs want the Governcircuit has acquire'd a halt-interestRKO Also Cats MplB. Staff
of the Philadelphia exchange. Others
.
in the downtown sure-seater Pix, appointed are Paul A.' Hull, Seattle
ment
to
their fire on, "unreaturn
Minneapolis.
formerly New^ireel, from Sherril branch; Joseph Friedman, Chicago;
Sales - staffs hefe- are stUl being sonable clearances" which the deCorwin, also a theatre cham owner, and 'WilUam T, Grafat, Los Angeles. pared in line with the industry's cree, as it now stands, consigns
to
and it will operate the house.
economy
move. Latest to feel the outer darkness.
Since abandonment of straight
axe is Dick Dynes of RKO, whose
Sack Amus. N. T. .Office
ApparenlJy, Government legalities
newsreel policy, auccessful during
Sack Amus. Enterprises, of Dallas, North Dakota and western Wisconsin,
the war, the 27C-'Seat house has been has set up a New York branch, with territory will be divided up^ among deem the current decree strictly in
subsequent
runs
and
playing .flrst
the';temporary bracket. There's a
Jules J. Nayf ack, formerly of Met- remaining members of Haft staff.
^
and reissues. Ted Bolnick, Berger ro, as manager.
Previously, 20tb-Fox had let out feeling, that the high court is going
Company discircuit general manager, says policy
one salesman and M-G-M had trans- to order changes. Hence, the D of J
tributes Negro features and shorts.
tot the- theatre hasn't been decided
ferred two to other branches with- wants to mark time for the nonce.
yet, but trade circles helieve a' down
their
duties
shifted
stafiE
to
-other
Fred Ford Returns to Memphis BKO
While the bid method of peddling
town second-run- will be bid for.
memibers. Office staff also are being
Memiphis.
has been stayed pending SuBerger at one time had the Plx
RKO Publicist Fred Ford has been trimmed. Business continues close, pix
preme Court, findings, most majors
himself but t r a d e d it to another transferred back
to. Memphis by to the post-war peak, however.
exhibitor who sold it to Gorwin. The
have embarked on a limited and
Terry Turner after several months
years
to
go.
six
lease
has
present
modified technique of decree selling.in the North Central States.. Spot
John
Stahl Adds House
Bereventuates,
policy
flrst-run
a
J£
Voluntary adoption of that method;
was held in his absence by. Carol
Pittsburgh.
er may bid along' with Ted Mann,
f:h0' will operate the World and Weld, who recently underwent a
John E. Stahl building a new notwithstanding, exhibs have been
major operation.
theatre in Homestead, Pa. It'll ad- carrying tales out of school on purAlvin downtown,, and the legitimate
Tony TedescD, of Omaha, is the' join the arcade entrance to Stahl ported discrimination in awarding;
foadshow Lyceun[i, noflir .going in on
new
tJA
salesman
here,
replacing
and Elite, his other- two houses here. pix on bids.
a bigger scale for pictures,, against
Buster Hammond, who resigned to
Helen Garlitz, with Metro f6r last
the Miijnesota Amus. Go. (Paxa'
Government put its policy ^in effect
become branch: manager for Film decade, has resigned to join the
iaount) and BKO theatres.
last week when it stood by while
Classics.
Eagle Lion accounting department
Mrs. Louis Gainsley, the city's
FG has hired Betty Dauser, forWith Harry A. Doman on a leaVe New Salinas Theatre, Inc., operator
only woman theatre manager, who
managed the Fix, has been trans- merly of Flexer Theatres, and Cath- of absence due to illness, Jack Blat- of the Vogue, Salinas, CaUf., made
erine Randall, of lHonagram;
nick has been named ismporary a pitch for a contempt holding
ferred by Corwin to Santa Bar^
manager of the Harris theatre in against 20th-Fox and National The.fcara, Calif., In the same capacity,
Griffith Opens Another in Texas
DUBois, Pa. Also on leave because atres before New York Federal
jler assistant here, Morrison Buell,
Borger, Texas.
of sickness is Bert Allbright, manlias Jseen prom6ted: to fill the va'
Judge John iBright,
Plaintiff atThe
new^Morley
theatre,
a- Griffith
ager Of WB State in Washington,
cancy.
house with J,250 capacity, has opened Pa., with Paul Williams, Etna pilot, tacked 20th and NT as violating the
theatre expansion freeze in opening'
here, with Tom Davidson, manages subbing.
Nik Fre-Xmas IVeek^ Closing
«f the circuit's: four other theatres
Buss Zebra has returned as office its Alisal theatre in Salinas, Judge
St.. Iiouis.
,
here, in charge. It was named for manager-booker for Monogram, suc- Bright reserved decision.
Exhibitors in St< Louis and St, Fred Morley, Griffith partner and ceeding Leo
Wayne. Latter was
Objection was iaised by defendLouis county have shelvedi the idea vice-president of Theatre Enter- upped to salesman
with the resignaof shuttering the week preceding prises, Inc., Dalto.
tion of Hymie Wheeler to open a
Xmas, and although many of the
New 800-seat t&atre is- being built new indie exchange to handle Film
nabes will, douse the lights Xmas at New Boston; Texas, by the WfeK Classics here.
eve- to enable employes to spend that Theatres Co., o-wned and
operated
Betty Miller out as local 20lhnight at home, the larger houses wiU by T. F. Keasler, of Jacksonville,
Fox office manager after 27 years
'continue to operate as usual.
Tex., and L. W. Watts, of-Oil City, La. with the company.
The shuttering plan as originally
S. G. Pry, -who recently purchased
proposed did. not Include the de- the Elk theatre, Saline, Texas, from
luxers. Wh^n tiie matter was dis- Ted- Waggoner, has dismantled the
cussed by execs of Fanchon &. house.
Marco it was decided that firstrun
Lots
nouses would not be included in the
Clare Appel Heads Ontario MPTA
GonUnned from page 9
overall :planv. When the info was
Toronto.
conveyed to Fred Wehrenberg, prez
Directors of Motion Picture O^ea- -George Baft starrer, '^Outpost Mo2f
the Motion Picture- Theatre tres Ass'n. of Ontario, representing
rocco," which rolls in North Africa
(wners of St, Louis, he decided to the chains 'and
85% of independent Nov. 20 , .RKO is borrowing crimabandon the general shutdown plan houses, elected Clare
Appel, eastern
and permit the individual operators Canada manager for Odeon Theatres inological files from the Post Office
Department for its "File" 342," to be
to follow their own ideas. In
WUUM
lUNE
(Rank), -to presidency.
Other apBicliard Goldstone
the St. Louis Amus. Co. houses
pointments were H. C. D. (Dick) produced by
closed Xmas eve, and last year a
POWELL'
Main, Listo-wel, vice-president: Ralph Dorado Films started "The Judge
number of indie houses also remained Dalej National Theatre Services,
Has an Alibi," the first of six 16m
1
ELIZABETH
TAYLOR
dark, on that date.
EOHUND GWENN'ZMU PITTS
secretary; William Summerville, Jr., color features for distribution by
The Roxy, Stonington, 111., was one B. & F. Theatres (Famous Players),
^
Telefilm
ARKO Productions,
of seven places broken into there by
treasurer.
headed fay Merion C. Cooper, gets
burglars.- The loss was $200.
Arch H. JoUey was reelected ex- imder way Dec. 2 with Mr.' Joseph
Theatre owners in Springfield, 111., ecutive secretary.
lAK.MIiMii«Hr.nU| •'COHTINlioUS
Young of Africa," for RKO release
are joining to oppose tlie 4% amusement tax proposed in a bill recently
Ann BIyth draws the mermaid
•Denver. 4'
Bailey has sold his flv*
chief
second assistant
Pearson,
Seiected Pictures exchanges, which barker; Sam Galanty, treasurer; and
he organized last summer, to Frank Art Jacobson, property master.

Actkm on Edub

theatre,

Fort Myers, Fla,, and has moved to
that city, John C, Bispeck, manager
of the State in Youngstown for four
years, has been named manager of
the Palace,

?k hw^i OAff Xdhaise Briefs

17

cost approximately

will

.

ants to the entire proceeding since
exhib is no party to the "New York
equity action. New house was completed before the effectivfe date o<
the decree, Fred Pridei 20th attorney, contended.
On a second claim pushed by the
exhib, that 20th and
-vyeve con.,
structing a new theatre in Watsonville,
Calif.,
Government la-wyers
told the const. Bmt the
of J had
not yet decided' "whether to charge
decree violation. Since the defense
maintained that this .house was replacing another in the same locale,
whether the expansion freeze was

NT

D

thawed illegally might depend upon
whether the new house had better
facilities

and greater

seating.

:

Jaeksan Park
ss

.

-

-

Continued from page s

prices for certain pictures; n»b«
theatres cannot run a film over a
week after the Loop showing.

Case did not involve block hooking and injunction still leaves handling of rental terms in hands of
distributors.
However,
Supreme
Court action' upholds the lower court
rulings enjoininff the fixing of mini-

'

mum prices by distributors; allowing
free competitive bidding; granting
reasonable clearance and stopping of
restricting pictures.

:

Original theatre complaint named
Loew's, 20th-Fox, Paramount,

,

RKO,

Balaban

WB

'

,

.'

•

.

New

:

IQttz,

and extends to
and Milwaukee.

,

,

&

Warner

Bros.,

and

circuit.
Rilling involves all of
the theatres in the Chicago district

'

Springfield, Peoria

Yesterday's ruling was the second
time the high cotnrt ruled adversely
against the majors.
In 1944, the

Supreme Court found

that.gthere was
sufficient evidence poinfing to violation of the Sherman Act with resultant damages, overruling the circuit court findings that no damages
were involved. After the case was
sent back to the lower court, a
Chancellor was named to try the
suit before a jury. Majors appealed
once again to the Supreme Court on

grounds that the Chancellor refused
to hear new evidence^

York Theatres

'

'

3

^ef« From

'

WTIBI

.

.

.

.

.

.

DUHNE

.

.

Charlotte Variety Club Elects
Charlotte, N. C.

introduced in the city's Council.

Allen TJsher to Quit Far, Chi
Chicago, Nov. 11.
Allen Usher, local Paramount district manager, has resigned, effective Jan. 1, after 24 years with tlie
company. No replacement has been
announced and Usher has not yet

role

.

,

opposite

Bill

Powell in "Mr.

PALACE

Roy L, Smart, assistant general Peabody and the Mermaid" at Unimanager of North Carolina Theatres, versal-International. Irene Hervey
an executive of the Wilby-Kincey plays Powell's wife.

organization, operating a long chain
Jack Goldberg is transferring all
of movie houses in tlie two Caro- his production activities fromllnas, last Saturday (8) was elected
York to Chicago, starting with a
chief barker of the Charlotte Varifilm starring Jackie Robinson,
ety Club, succeeding Cy Dillon.
indicated any future- plans.
Other executives chosen' include Brooklyn Dodgers' first baseman
chief Next galloper by Tim Holt at
first
assistant
Scott
Lett,
barker; Barney Ross, escond assist- will be "Guns of Wrath," sta^ting
Sam Einelierg Resigns Mono
ant chief barker; Sam Trincher, Dec. 1.
William Berke will di»>r
Pittsburgh.
Sam Pineberg has resigned as property master, and T, A, Little, rect "Waterfront at Midnight" for
manager of Monogram branch to dough guy.
Pine-Thomas . . King Brothers are
rejoin his old partner, Jim Alexnegotiating to make two pictures,
ander, in operating the^CA theatre
New Youngstown Drive-In
Money"
"Dangerous
equipment franchise here.
Abe
Youngstown, O.
Weraei', one-time head of the
West Side Drive-In Theatre, Inc., Crazy," for Enterprise release , . .
office in tiittsburgh but more re- has been incorporated to operate a Lloyd Bacon signed Donald Hoore
cently with U-I in Boston, will suc- drive-in theatre here, with $50,000 and Elliott H, Garn, legit thesps, for
ceed him.
Norbert his indie film, "GUtterhlg Hill,"
are
Principals
capital.
Jean Porter has been upped from Stern, Ernest Stern and Sam Green- slated for March production. ...
cashier to asst. mgr. of WB's Holly- berg,
Bev. W. H. Alexander, Oklahoma
.
wood theatre in Dormont.
Charles F. Hankey, laundry owner City minister, in town for huddles
Milton Turner has resigned from has purchased the three-story Grand
Screen Guild to return to Cleve- Theatre building, Tiffin, O., from the about "Hand On My Shoulder," the
story
of bis lite, which. Will be proland. Jack Bellman, also of Cleve
The
Lima,
O.
of
Theatre
Co.
Grand
land su'cceeds him as Screen Guild house has been daric more than 10 duced independently by lee Bonnell,

Hew
.

JOHN

SMMUILQOUHllraN

MUSHMRTHA SCOn-PAIMCU

^DANNY KATE'VIReiiA MA¥9|
ROC

M JAMES HinON'S
IN

eotoi tt

wowweto* i# mit imm

MatiiaMinaiif

;

RKO

.

.

.

.

and"Gun

UA

ONSCMSeN

M

Itt N,: V.

IN

SbMIni!

SKELTON
In M-G-M'ft

HHSON

-

salesman.
years.
Jerry- Geinzer, ex-theatre owmsr
Who recently parted company with
New Ohio Drlve-Us
Toledo.
Eagle Lion, has gone with Max
Shulgold's Indle Crown Fihn Ex
Two new drive-ins are being built
ehtuige: as a salesman.
in northern Ohio. George Kaler,
Jerome Kaler, and Ray Watts, all of
a 500-car
building
O.,
are
Delaware,
Beuelier Aeads 1>. C. Variety Club
drive-in near there, featuring In-car
Washington.
Frank M. BouohLe*" last week was speakers. C. A. Workman, Mt, Ver
elected chief parker of Tent 11, non, O., It also building a 500-ear
drive-in. which he will onernt<« in
Variety Club. He manage.^ the
B theatres here. Others chosen at association with Ron Sturgess and
the annual election were Jake Flax, BiU Bachert. Latter two now operate
first assistant ehiel barker; Wade the Star theatre, Coshocton, O. Each

K&

-

GOfiOAKl-

y'NiCQNQUiREDj

Gaudtnith

MERTON OF

Bros.

HI MOVIES'

Red Buttenf
IIAIUO

aTY MUSIC HAIi~

Rockefe)Ier Center

.

'

t-'

COOPf-R

leity Bra ce

Jaae Biclwioad
.

/M 9 V

•

'Speacer

::TBAcr

•

TVRHBR • SeOTTT
la'M-C-iai'a':

Gale Storm and Frank VasUinv.
Fred Sears drew a featured role in
"Adventures of Silverado" at Columbia . . Taylor Holmes, John
Emery and Hillary Brooke signed
for "Let's Live Again," to be produced by Frank Seltzer and HHgli days, because of the recent iUness
Para^ of Victor Fleming.
King for 20th-Fox release

"CfiSS TIMBERLANE"

,

,

-

.

.

mount
number

,

called 900 extras, largest
of the year on that lot, to
appear in four produoUons . Sierra
added seven days to the shooting
schedule of "Joan," mslking It 102
.

.

Universal-International

bought

"The Last Count," an unpublished
novel by Henry Edward Helsetli and
turned it over to Jnles Schermer as
his first production on that lot

SPECTACiHAR STAG! rRESEHTATION
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Monopdbtic Otarges Arcf Thrown

Sharp Upbeat Seen in Network News,

BackatWSAYMmOOOXlainh

Commentary Programming; Postwar

^

Pendulum

'Anti'

i

By DICK PACK

Is

y.&R.O|itiHH'C»lilllik«'

to

-^

IMutual's wrapjip of
$3^000,000 in new billings

Plulbm

GAC RadiQ'Hc^d

news shows during the past few
Jack Phllbin, vMpee ia charge of
weeks; network programming of
talent at General Artlst« Corp., has
news and commentaries is hitting a been named
head of the GAC radio
pronounced upbeat. CBS is kicking
dept. by Thomas Rockwell, GAC
off a new five-a-week domestic
prez. Philbin was named following
roundup next Monday (17) called
resignation of Frank Hobbs from
America." NBC last
oqi

•CBS News

I,ianter»tein

WSAY

laitovm,

"Caridid Microphone," the wirerecorded unaware interview «ustainer Thursday nights on ABC, has
been'optioned by Young & Rubicam
for an undisclosed client. The option extends until Nov. 19 and tht
pric« for the package is $3,000,

Sparked by
close

Mutual sttwney Leon

week thrtvf" th« charge ot monopolistio practioe* back at Gordoa
owner oi
(Rochester,
N. Y., indie), claiming that it if
last

Swinging Back

Brown and not

the networks that's
tha monopolist.
Chargfl was made as preliminary
hMringt opentd in N. Y. federal
court in th« anti-truit suit filed by
Tht series is performed and owned Brown against Mutual, ABC, CBS
by Juliata Funt, writer of the "Big and NBC. Brown seeks $12,000,006
triplt
damages on the claim that th«
«erials,
Drak«"
"Nora'
Sister" and
webSj through their alleged price-.
and U exclusive on ABC.
Axing practices, cut his station off
from access to their shows and thus
to the national 'advertising market
H« also asked that the four nets be
forced to relinquish their owned-:
'

of

the radio sector last week,
Saturday (8) teed oft a Saturday
Danny Hollywood will assist Pbilr
afternoon "Heport On Europe" which
ABC re- bin.
•will air overseas pickups.
Ktrs KILOCYCLE CONTROLLED
ports it is airing more overseas
pickups weekly now than it did durKLiZ's chief engineer haa been
ing the height of the war.
chaperoning KLZ'a ^60 kc. frequency
The upcoming election campaigns,
for a dozen years; now has
the labor-management struggle cenunder his wing, too. KLZ holds one
tering around the Taft-Hartley Act,
of the Industry's be,>it operational
und the generally' explosive state of
records.
KLZ, DENVER*
world affairs, are seen as important
factors in hypoing news listening.
Same factors also are'upping sponHollywood, Nov, U.
Arthur Gaeth last month
_ Borship.
Bob Burns has been contracted by
"started an interviewer-of-the-people Star Transcriptions for a year's outstint on Mutual for. the United Elec- put of weekly half -hour shows simtrical Workas (CIO>, which previ- ilar in format to last season's comcmsly sponsored Leland Stowe and edy^variety pattern. Burns will both
•was the first union regularly to produce and finance, with Star hanbankroll a w^b showi
Last week dling distribution and promotion.
the Brotherhood of Railroad Train- Sample platter for sales crew will be
.

HARVEY WEHRM AN Year of Heritage

Bob Burns Pact

FM
'

Hypos Wax Works

SMomanRiot

bought a weekly commentary
on ABC. Appalachian Coals, Xnc;,
of Cincinnati, a big coal marketing
agency, is reported shopping for a
network spot for a five-a-week news
cdftim^ntary by Alvin Heifer, who
has done ABC and Mutual stanzas.
Developments .'total up to a sharp

'

refutation of the war's 'end cry that
news programs would cease to pay
off in terms of listeners as they had
during the conflict, because- the pub-

cut before Dec. 1,
Star Transcriptions was organized
by Cal Swanson, formerly with
J. Walter Thompson, Roy Wilson and
Stanley Wolf. Second deal for the
new company is being negotiated
w'ith Mark Hellinger for his picture
.

;

.

properties

and

star talent.

Doubling

Up on Program

would seek escape stuff to forget .thenar, etc; If news and com<
Sponsor Proved by Test;
mentaries slipped off slightly in puU
immediately following V-J Day,
Colgate Following Suit
they're in a way to regain fully
Colgate-Palmollve-Peet is the lattheir wartime emphasis in program-,
ming.
est network account to go in for the
Accent on Anaty sis
practice of plugging, three brands on
now* in contrast' to the a single half-hour program. It's fol. Accent
straight, flash-bulletin type of news lowing in the footssteps of isuch adchows of war days, is on interpre- vertisers as Brigtol-Myers and Stertive and behind-the-scenes reporting,' ling Drug. Previously C-P-P had a
astute 'analysis and new techniques policy of allocating a single product
in roundups and. on-the-spot cover- to a program.
Nielsen studies have disclosed that,
age, such as rapidly expanding use
of tape recorders. CBS, for instance, on the basis of cost per 1,000 listenis experimenting with a news strip, ers, it was cheaper to have two products
split the bill for two programs,'
(Continued on page 40)
with each ;^roduct sharing half ol
the two shows, than for eacb of two
products having their own show. By
spreading itself over two programs
under such circumstances a product
also gets tbe benefit of a maximum number of impressions per
:

.

'

',

>

In Drug Coin

One phase

of

radio

advertising

agency hten figure to stage a
sharp upsurge with the new year is
that of bsanded drugs. The ad ex-^
'

perts in that field pfrint wt that drug
inventories _among wholesalers, syndicates and retailers are at a record
low level and that the latter are beginning to buy again in large quantitles.
Since the advertising dollar
is geared by the manufacturer to anticipated factory sales, this trend
toward heavier stocking up will result in substantially ihcreased budg-

coming year.
branded drugs cut huge
chunks out -of their ad outlays last
winter after wholesalers and syndicates got worried about prices and
consumer sales and started to unload
against inventories.
Also to limit
their buys to the smallest stock pos
sible. "Th"e manufacturers" caught ort
(balance by this sudden reversal .of
ets for the

The

ran for cover themselves,
sla.shing their radio budgets accordingly.
case in point was While-

trend,

A

Drug, which clipped off aiound
^1,000,000 from its radio comnvitAnother major backtraclcer
TOcnt
Jiall

•was Alka Seltzer.

.

.

.

'

.

Year-long project,

undertaken

in;

No News in Philly

j

A

;<•,

NLRB

,

•

,

WKHC

m.onth.''

WSAY

.

NBC

,

.

Changes

Continue Youth Accent

On

Net's Middle Leve

NBC's wholesale realignment

of

personnel in recent weeks, cued
Agencies have found it tough^sell- mainly to an accent-onryouth in eX'
ing clients on this practice of spreadecutive capacities and to postwar deing a product over more than on^
velopmeiit,of the web, was reaching
particularly benighttime, show,
into the middle levels this past week
cause of the identification factor, but
resulting in added promotions and
now the value of the theory has appointments.

been

.

::

proved, out by

..the

Nielsen

auditneter checks.

Theodore

Thompson Was upped

from' assistant director to director of
the personnel department, succeed-

NOLL GETS NOD AS

NEW WJR MANAGER
Detroit, Nov. 11.

ing Ashton Dunn, who cheeked out
become personnel director of

to

RCA

Communications.
Jacob A. Evans was advanced from

manager

network sales
promotion to audience promotion
manager, and was succeeded by John
K. Montmeat, who came over from
Remington Rand, where he was an
ad copy writer. Evans replaces Roy
assistant

tried.

Terming the union's quota system
featberbedding, Taft said his station
is unwilling to go along with it.
has been apportioned 11
musicians and two leaders under the
quota system, the dnion limiting
each man's service to
hours |ier
week, most of it in rehearsal time.
According to Taft, seven of the station's musicians have been working
on the air SO .minutes a week; two
have been forking two and one-half
hours, and one man has been on the'
air five and one-fourth hours.

H

.

TOM EVERin

INTO

ABC PROGRAM SPOT

of

into

:

.

^'r^ff^T"''
"^J"of
ent
the Willow Run bomber plant,
he authored a production analysis on
B-24 bombers and co-authored another book on an Air Service Command survey.

S-H-G Still Going Strong,
I'm Staying': Schoenfeld

As it happened, consumer purchases themselves remained on the
Merritt R'. Schoenfeld will remain
same level and the continuance of with Schoenfeld, Huber & Green,
such has encouraged the distributors contrary to widespread
reports last
and I'etailers to resume the broaden- week that
he was slated to manage
ing of their inventories.
WJR. Present prosperity of SH&G
wouldn't warrant such a move, according to Schoenfeld, wlw points
Bob
s Gab Pact
out the film has been gathering a
Robert Shaw, writer ot the "Mr. cabinet of new accounts to dispel
District Attorney" and "Christdpher any idea that SH'&G isn't continuing
Wells" programs, has signed a three- as a going general advertising
year lecture contract with Columbia agency.
Firm's wholly owned subsid. Green
Concerts. Edha Giesen, head of the
»penoy"s lecture bureau, set the deal. Associates, which produces and sells
Shaw will speak on radio writing disk shows including "Leahy of
And pioduction and program trends, Notre Dame," has just signed Joe
under the" title, "Behind ttie Micro- Kelly to a new recorded kid story
scries,
phoned'

Shaw

"

was named

assistant

manager

supervising
It's

a

nigl\t.

newly created

of

news

operations,

programs.

title.

Alton Kastner, as.sistant editor of
press department's magazine
section, has been appointed column
editor, to supply and coordinate info
the

for radio editors

and columnists.

Bveritt

has

written tor Ellery
a former editor of the
March of Time."
all of Y&R's .shows
during seven years with that agency.

Queen" and

is

radio and newsreel

He worked with

On

Muac

SkedSetbyCBS
realignment of
afternoon program-

First-of-the-year

CBS'
ming

is

that,

except for

Sunday

in the offing, with prospects
Howard K. Smith's
intermission news from London in

the N.Y. philharmonic concerts and
Joseph C. Harsch's 5:30 commentary,
the four-hour stretch from 3 to* 7
p.m. will be solidly musical.
"Prudential Family Hour" is shifting Jan. 4 from 5 to 6 p.m. Sponsor
has been pressing for a different spot
for months in belief that the show
would fare better (current rating i#
3,9) in another segment.
Probability is seen that CBS will
pitch the 5 p.m. period to Listerine,;
if the antiseptic outfit ftrill go for
a half-hour Abe Burrows stanza, or
to Borden's for a new musical .show.
A.S an alternative to the 5 o'clock
Sunday slot, LiSterme may be offered
the Wednesday 9 p.m. period. This
would necessitate shilling the Old
Gold. Show, which occupies this slot,
and speculation is that OG would
be offered Borden's 9 o'clock Friday
segment if the milk and cheese outfit
okays a switchover to 5 p mSundays.
Six oiclock time for "Family
Hour" was opened by the decision
to shift Ozzie & Harriet into th*
weft's new Friday night showcase%
sequence.'
,

'

•

Coast

CBS

Offices

To Un4ergo Reshuffle
Mutual Documentary

Sabbath

WKRC

Tom Everitt, formerly of Young &
Rubicam's radio department, moved
ABC this week as eastern program manager, a newly created job,
mer, assistant to prez G. A. Richards. Porteous, who has become assistant under program veepee Charles (Bud)
Barry. Job of national program diNoll is an attorney and communi- director of advertising and
promorector, which Barry vacated when he
cations specialist from Springfield, tion. *
111.,
with wide experience in^ busi
Burroughs H. Prince, member of succeeded Adrian Samish earlier this
year, presumably is still open.
a superintend- the news staff since IMi,

Conrad Noll, Jr., has been appomted operating manager of WJR,
Detroit, and will head all WJR operations directly under Harry Wis-

-

WSAY
em

Upsmgi Seen

iltat

,

Alfred 'Coxe declared the
station is probably not entitled to
the injunction but would study the
briefs further before deciding. Sta*
tion, meanwhile, will continue to
get ABC ttnd^ Mutual shows.

Judge

Taft-HeadedWKRCFdes

lic

.

;

it,
from cutting if off when their
contracts expire today (Wednesday ).

Four major networks yesterday
(Tues.) unveiled a "Year of Rededication" program under which
they'll devote a number of their
regularly scheduled airers, at intervals during the next 12 months,
to special broadcasts stressing the
responsibility of all Americans in
the maintenance of their heritage,

Lauterstein, in answer to Brown'^
charges, claimed the nets had tried
American to "live peacefully" with him but
with
the
cooperation
it impossible. He claimed that
found
sponwhich
is
Heritage- Poundationj
soring the ''Freedom Train," will be Brown had taken advantage of his
launched next -month. Program and being the only indie station in
Rochester
by demanding several
webs
promotion- departments of the,
are bluisprinting the shows, most of. shows from each net and the right
Philadelphia, Nov. 11.
forum,' to discard those he didn't want onV
crowd of more than 8,000 which will be spotted on
notice,
WBET, new statiotv
20
days'
women jammed the roundtable and other public service owned and operated by a group ol
screaming
Penns/s Broad Strtet statioft yester- stanzas.
GIs, is., slated to open in Rochester
day (Mon.) to greet Jack Bailey,
within, a few weeks and it's in anemcee of "Queen for a. Day," trying
ticipation of that that Mutual gave
to get tickets for his show at ConBrown notice the contract wouldn't
vention Hall. Riot calls were sent
Charges Vs. Tooters beInextended.
Bailey: had to be
out by police.
1943, Lauterstein said. Brown
rescued, lest he be torn apart.
in anticipation, of a wattage increase
Fire department details rushed to
Local, Claiming Coercion for WSAY, raised his time charges
the
and general pandestation
from $160 per hour to $'280.
For
Cincinnati, Nov. 11.
monium reigned. But you wouldn't
Countering a threatened strike comparison, Lauterstein pointed out'
have known it by reading the Philly
Nov. 22 by Local No. 1, American that WARC, CBS outlet in Rochespapers. The incident didn't rate a
Federation of Musicians, to enforce ter, today gets only $175 per hour.
line in the local dailies. It pointed
its ctuota system, the only point of New vet station is also asking only
up their policy of virtually ignoring
cohtr«ct, $175, In summary) Lauterstein said
news which touches on any station disagreement for a hew
filed charges Friday (7) with Brown's allegations in the sGit art
which isn't owned by them. "Queen,"
the National Labor Relations Board "vague and indefinite."^
a Mutual show, is broadcast locally
attorney William McGovclaiming that the .union is violating
by WIP, which has no newspaper
declared the station is not aska section of the Taft-Hartley act
affiliation,
ing for a "standard contract." All
bans coercion.
Bailey was vfcedded to give away which
Cincy Times-Star sta- Brown wants, he said, is to prevent
the
WKRC,
1,000 tickets.
Womiin are sore and
from being cut off network
tion and a CBS affiliate, is headed
WIP had no way to ejct^lain^
,!
by Hulbert Taft,. Jr., a cousin ot shows.
Sen. Robert A,. Taft, who cothe
authored
the
under
which
hill
Personnel
alleged unfair labor practice -will be

Over Jack Bailey

-

men

and-operated stations.
WSAY has sought a temporary
injunction to prevent Mutual and
ABC, two stations presently feeding

On 4-Net Agenda

Hollywood, Nov. 11.
CBS here xeshuffles two departments within the next week, moving
Al Bland Upped at
its pres.s department from the main
St. Louis, Nov. 11.
building and .shiiting Ernie, Martin's
Program manager's job at KMOX
"Network Program Department," has-%!en
given to Al Bland, special
fountain of Coast-originated t.c'ers' events announcer for the CBS-owneO
into the four offices and anteroom station arid brother ot Lee Blawi
the drumbeaters vacate. "
CBS director of special events He
Additional properly on the street succeed.^ Jack Sexton, who'.s UmvihK
backing the headquarters building, to join the program department w
.

Black Market Babies
Expose of a black market in baby
adoptions, and the reasons for it,
will toim basis for a Mutual dociimeiitary, "Wanted— A Baby," calendared for airing Wednesday, Dec.
10, 9:30-10 p.m.

Stanza will be the second in a
of three ott "Your Children
Today," planned and supervised by
Elsie Dick, the web's director of
educational and religious programs.
Mitchell Grayson, who directed the

series

on "War Babies," also
do the upcoming sequence.
initialer

•will

KMOX

acquired some time back, is now WBBM, CBS o-and-o outlet in Chioccupied by the visiting cago..'
Program Analysis Division of the
Bland will continue to tmce*
Research Department, and will also KMOX's "Quiz of Two Cities" «n<i
house press boys.
"Bible Quiz" shows.
partially

.

,

.

;

2»,

RADIO KEEPS OLD SCHOOL TIE
GdapoTs

Seen l^parknig

plaint
and.'

Stations

Peblo Slowdown

^lieve4 in the radio trai<}e>f
to) be the prewtaor to a bonVbardFizdale
jTieiit of legal challenges of James O,
Petrillo's various bans was the come

What

AFM

Test Actiim Vs.

Skm Whole Code

67849, in %txxA Poll on Eve

is

Please" filed

Monday UO) with

the

Board,

labor *Re}atjpos

National

charging the Ainericaa federation of
Musicians with irapostog a regulation
thut violates the Taft-Hartley Act.
Impression pervading the music, as
well as the radio, .industry Is that
other quarters aftected by Petrillo
ukases ' will seek redress without
Bwailiiig the outcome of Golcnisaul's

By GEOSCj|;' Itt^SEW
Cabo^tion of l^e Hejury Morgan
show 'on
by Eversharpi plus

Taking Oyer

Of

'Guild's' Tourikig

of the 1947-'48 season^ accent -4new
the plight of radio in general in its
attempt to inject an element^ of newness and freshness into the broadcasting picture.
„
'W'ord of the Morgan-Eveisharp divorce, effective Deo, 3, and the news
thai American Tobacco Was ready
to throw in the sponge on Baar, recalled immediately t<i the trade that,

Latter, long active in public relawith a publicity setup of his

tions,

own

Phstie Setup

Fickett's

Travel

Set

NAB

To

When Show Goes Out

Homer Fickett's plastic b o'o t h,
from which he .directs the "Theatre
Guild on the Air," now part of the
'

In ansM'er to a iivestion:

its operation: without the direction of a Code and a Code
authority?" 678 stations replied
"yes," on!y 49 f'no."

.

-

In answer to a. question: "Do
you think the newspaper pub-

Disk-Laden bidies

enjoy 'governlishers -~ they
in
special
privileges
postal rates, too ^woulS volonlarily accept, regulation »nd
'

mental

>

thus far
the
Costello

and

"Parkji's"

•'Meet

(MBS)

Me

shows.

But

if

the

LS/MFT camp

carries

out the Paar cancellation, as the
trade generally anticipates when the

at

initisil
13-week cycle exi
the score will revert 'back to
exactly zero in radio's bid to inject
into the comedic pattern
agency has been citing to counter the sad-saga-of -sameness

season's

Web
Compton

Y&RlikesAFRAs

pires,

Affiliates

a' facelift

network time salesmen a statis- squawks.
study which it had just comYoung's 'Demotion*
showing that the listening
Young had been missing'from the
is away from the network-affiliated station and is progressively airlanes .since his last season's bowout,
until Texaco recently decided
favoring the independent, or recordplaying, outlet. This' nibbling away to give him a trial run on its Sunof audiences has been particularly day night CBS show. But it's no
longer
the Alan Young Show, with
elTective during the daytime."
Daniel Potter, head of Compton "s Tony Martin retaining star billing
plans board who directed the .study, and ma.ror pronrnnence. Paar, who
won
general kudos lor his summei*
explained last week that he. had not
gone into the programming facets of semester as Jack Benny's Lucky
the situation but that there was Strike fiUin, which resulted in Amerto

:

.

hSaded, for a crisis after Jan. 31. the
expu-ation date of the present
contract,; on the issue of musician
eroployraent by affiliated stations, the
Gplenpaul petition will, it is anticipated, serve as a spark to bring the
multiple tensionai(this including th'e
ban on phono disks) to a premature
head. Golenpaul's move, according to
legalites, -will in any event be followed closely by labor and industry
nationally since it involves the llrst
attempt "to enforce the antl-featherbedding provisions of the T-H Act.

AFM

;

clear evidence of a .swing away
fare."
Potter said
that the study covered local Hooper
reports from the beginning of 1941
through February, '47,. and that from

from network

The complaint stems from Petrillo's the "Hooper standpoint"
refusal to

on

it

demon-

permit bis members to strated that the share of audience
network co-op shows. has 'been "progressively increasing"

(3h>lenpaul charges that .the tabdo not
<inlr strikes at the antl-teatherbed-

in the direction of the indie outlet.

Potter added that his study furdbi$ clause but constitutes an unlaw- ther disclosed that where new staful Secondary boycott of "Informa- tions got going in a coinmtinity such
tion, Please." In his affidavit to the stations
drew their audiences in
NLRB Golenpaul states that when much larger quotients from netPetrillo imposed the ban he sug- work -affiliated 'outlets than from ingested that musicians would be- fur- dependent operations.
It was this
nished for co-op shows upon the pay- angle ^hat struck Potter as particument of a standby fee equivalent to larly significant.'
ttie.New York or Iios Angeles rate
multiplied by the number of stations
Carprioj^ th^ .show. On the basis of
^'Information's" 300-odd stations this
standby bill, Golenpaul estimates,

(Continued on page 40)

H

No Action .Likely
board of
Prospects that the

tical

•

As Gulf Showcase

trend

•'

were asked of 1,040 stations.
Results of the poll have' been
forwarded to NAB, he added.

'Comedy theatre

NAB

pleted,

.<0J:gaTi.

NAB CONVENTION SITE
NARROWING TO U., CHI
Washingon, Nov. II.
Choice of the site fot the next

Getting

hto

National Assn. of Broadcasters annual convention has narrowed down
to Los Angeles .or Chicago in mid-

—

regimentation such as is sngsestcd by NAB?" the stations
voted 14 "yes" and 697 "no."
Atlass said the two questions

•

The

substitute for the commercial
bfiidgcg in eaeh instance has
•besji a choral, group.
Mediation
"A 1 e X a n d c i' s
Board" (MBS) might also be
cited since it formerly used an

'

Steel.

Paar.

ban ate the -Atobott &
(ABC), Joan Da.vis

KtU

(CBS)

by

afiEected

seriottsly

"Do

you want to run your station
as you think It should be run
and accept the responsibilty for

'

'

.,>,:

(Tues.)..

organization's entourage, goes traveling with the show when it originates
from Binninghafn the Sunday after

with offices in Chicago and
Thanksgiving.
"Guild" then has
as well as New York, over the past
four or five years,
slated a perforniance of Eugene
will headquarter at 515 Madison,
test action.
only three comedians of major conO'Neill's .;'The Straw," with Mary
With llie two industries pretty well N. Y, He'll direct his Gotham pub- sequence managed to hit the. comRobert
Anderson
and
Mitchum eolicity operations from there.
convinced that the netwerks are
mercial jackpot. These were Alan
starring.
Young, .the Canadian comic brought
Plastic booth, an innovation in
down by agent Frank Cooper and broadcasting,
was first "preemed out
Young & Rubicam for a BristolChoral Contingent
of town when "Guild" did "Lady In
Myers sponsorship deal; Morgan,
the Dark" from Boston. Booth was
Besides "Information, Please"
who had been circling the Sustain- constructed by show's sponsor, U. S.
the only other network co-ops
ing kilocycles foi-' some years, and

Hollywood

Gbiog'O, Nov. 11.

Overwhelminc, IS-to-l stand
code
against the proposed
was voiced by slations replyinc to a private poll conducted
prexy
Balph
Atlass,
ot
by
WIND, Chi, sni Ed Breeni
cliiet of KVFD, Ft. 0Odge, la.,
today
Atlass announced late

Booth

major casualties

month

as veepee and director
o£ sale5-promo;tion and advertising,
announced Monday (10) that the
activities' and operations of his independent promotion outfit, the Victor M. Ratner Co., will be handled
by Tom Fizdale.
this

NAB Meet to Decide Its Fate
.

Vie Ratner's Operation the reported impending exit of Jack
Paar Bs' a I,ucky Strike standard
Victor Ratner, whp rejoined CBS
bearer, two of the

uhich Dan Golenpaul. (}wnev
of ^ "Infoimalion,.
pryducer

work

Idea,

directors

will

upon even a

settle

compromise version of

the_ proposed

"Comedy Theatre," guest-star pro- new standards of practice at the
gram with an AFRA benefit angle, code .session in "Washington starting
tomorrow (13) dimmed in the light
being recommended by Younf
Hubicani' as' the replacement
or of developments- during the past
"We, the People" for Gulf. Neither week. The developments included
the agency nor the sponsor has an these:
There was definite, though unoffioption on the show, but the talent
union has promised them flr.st- re- cial, indication that the boar4 will
ican Tobacco giving him his own fusal. The current cycle for "'We, "move cautiously" in acting on a
Wednesday night ABC show, has the People" extends' to mid^Janu- revised code. -Any dissenting votes,
it was said, will stay board^ction.
just started to hit his stride, the ary.
Price for "Comedy Theatre" is
At least a half-dozen of the 25
trade concedes. 'And Morgan,-probabl.y more than any otiier comic on; about $15,000 net, including a $2,500 directors of NAB are committed to
weekly
represent
the views of. tbeir atate
fee
AFRA,
to
intends
which
the air, has stirred up more comprotesting immediate
using
the
coin
assodations
for'
welfare
fund
for
a
ment for injecting th%t elusive
element, of freshness into comedy the members'. Balance of the budget adoptioit of new '$tandard8/
"
would
go
for
scriptingi
miisic,
programming.
nomNAB toppers, In huddles in New
inal
fees
to
stars
and
scale
for the York during the past -Week 'With rep-"
It's a case, many argue, where
"the Hoopers speak;'' of sponsors regular AFRA cast, etc. Proj)erty is xesentatives of the American Assn.
who tend to. perpetuate the year-in- being handled by Music Corp. of of Advertising ^Agencies and the
year-oUt cycle of sameness by genu- America.
Assn. of National Advertjaers, reflecting before the Hooper scorecafd,
Show would probably be spotted ceived "suggestions" from both
.and making a hasty retr^t: unless' in the present Gulf spot, 9-9:30
(Continue^ on page 42)
'they wrap up an impressive Hooper Tuesday nights on C3BS, although the
at the outset.
agency and client would like to get

&

is

.

,

.

;

i

'

True, in the case of Morgan, the an .^easier niche, in view of the
cancellation is seen stemnUng txotd tough going "People" has had there
the economic plight of the Ever* this season against "Amos 'n* AxiAyV
sharp outfit and the general tobog- on NBC. However, there's no im;

WQXR;NX Hits

ganing that's hit the pen and razor
(Continued on page 40)
market. But the fact remains that,
if Eversharp and the Blow agency
conceded that Morgan was paying
'Vic
Sade' Reprise
One of the biggest sales spurts fn
off rating-wise (his current rating
CWcagO, Nov. 11.
history
of
Times-ovlmed WQXR,
in £he post-Bing Crosby Slot is 6.8),
Green Associates, Chicago, is tying
it's a cinch that he'd continue to
up a transcribed package that will N. Y., has knocked the indie sponspr-t
fly the Eversharp-Schick banner.
happy.
Station's
salesmen
have
revive "Vic aUd Sade" series.
The Morgan bowout and reported
Bit of whimsy folded several years bagged 11 new^ sponsors, including
Lucky Strike cancellation of Paar ago after long Aetwork run. Later
have significant overtones in terms came back aS'S-faaU-hour show, but the N. Y. Stock Exchange, since the
fii-sl of November—and all of. th«n
went nowhere.
(Continued on page 38)
to bankroll programs, rather than,
spots or participations.

Connnl Jidipot

&

May, according to trade reports here.
Right now there is more supporKfor
the li. A, location, though' the smaller
stations are plugging for a central
appears that' baseball sponsors city to save travel expenses.
throughout the country have sud
Big headache for the NAB'er^ is
d«tgy awakened to the potential!
when and how to schedule the 17
ties of FM, particularly in view of
me fact that by next summer those NAB district meetings due to get*"
ConFM audiences are expected to be under way in the fall of 1948.
flict Is expected in view of the Consome^thihg to be reckoned with.
gressional and Presidential election
Sp~on.sors committed to longterm
campaigns—always a busy time for
contracts have been poring over the
Cliffhanger serials, long regarded ing cliff hkngers and 80% preferring
brioadcasters.
legal
phraseology
to
determine
the staple with juvenile audiences, other types;
whether existing pacts also include
Maxwell sees the greater competihave about worn out their appeal.
FM pickups. Until now there's been
tion presented today by so-called
That is the conclusion of Robert adult adventure and mystery airers
no distinction niade. in contracts for
Draper Lewis Exits
radio bankrolling of baseball beMaxwell, producer of "Superman," as responsible for the shift in kid
tween
listening choices. He pointed out
and FM. By next sumPost in Germany "Hop Harrigan" and other moppet that research
For
mer there wUl be a flock of
indicates that children
stathrillers. Maxwell bases his opinion
tions going into the
remain up an average of one. hour
subsidiary
Draper Lewis, staff writer at CBS,
a
10-year'
survey,
wbuah
ex^
on
he
business.
and
50 minutes later at night than
N.Y. for seven years, is leaving tlie
night
a
plained
Thursday
((()
at
they
did
10
ago. This has enyears
What the baseball bankroller network Nov. 21 and will fly imWants to know at the moment is mediately to Frankfurt, Gerftiany, seminar on children's ^ows, held by abled them to hear adult programs,
Vyul
contracts for next summer where he is to be producer-director the Radio 'Writers' Guild, at Hol- and the majoi'ity now prefer grownwhodunits
like
"Mr. District
land
House,
Y.
up
8ive him a free ride oh the FM with the American Forces Networit
N.
_
wavelength, or must he plunk down station in Frankfurt."
According to Maxwell, his charts Attorney" and "Gangbusters," he
additional coin for the
audience?
While in the Army diwing the war indicate that 10 years ago about 80% believes. He thinks the war was a
And, by the same token, do existing
factor
in the changing trend.
on leave from CBS, Lewis was of the 20,000,600 available kid listenWntracts for next summer embrace writer-producer of the Gl show ers preferred adventure serials of
Besides Maxwell, speakers at the
J!M as well as AM?
"Contact Caravan." Among his CBS the' "Superman" thriller type, while seminar included Grace Johnson,
As result, the station-lawy^i
writing jobs have been "The Rnhort tho rfltjia'Bing 20% liked various ABC supervisor of 'jjjve prcgrauiis,
sponsor huddle rouUne is expected Q. Lewis Show," "Matinee at Mead- other kinds of programs. Now, Max- and Albert Barker, former writer of
to galn
momentum during the win owbrook," "School of the Air"' and well says, the figures are reversed, "Ten-y and the Pirates," Sheldon
ter.
with only 20% of the urchins efaoDS« Stark was chairman of the session.
"Theatre of Romance."
.

n

Maxwell, Who Should Know,
Sez Kids Nixing Cliffhangers

CBS

AM

FM

FM

.

AM

AFN

.

Stock Exchange, getting into radio
ifirst time (although it has
sponsored a CBS television show),
bought a weekly 55-minute "Concert
Hour," Exchange's "commercials"
will plug its role -in the country's
economic life. Deal is in the nature
of a test, according to Emil Schram,
Stobk Exchange prexj'. and if effective it may be expanded.
Longhair indie inked Genfiral
Electric Supply Corp., also using
radio for the fast time (to sell radio
and tele sets), to bankroll two 55minute "Symphony Ball" airers
weekly; Davoga-Ciity Radio Inc.,
advertising Westinghoose radios and
phonographs, to sponsor three quarter-hour "Great Names in Music"
periods per week: Schraffts' restaurants to sponsor thi*e Mondaythrough-Saturday strips, ail musical;
Sachs Quality Stores, Wallace & Co.
(candies), -Botany 'Worsted Mills,
and others to various progratn deals.
Sachs, for instance, will spuuSOr
nine 15-minute periods weekly.
.WQXR says it's just about «
record for quick-sealed new bi«,

for the

•

.

j|AlllO.

It

.

mii^iaided Editws' to Get

Hk

Fr«n Ae Froduction Coitres

Works at NARND 3-Day Conclave
Cleveland, Nov, 11. -f
A verbal spanking by the hand
that helps feed them is promised the
Associated Press Managing Editors
Assn. by Edward B. Wallace, execu-tive secretary of the National Assn."
of Ea^io News Directors, whose
convention- opens Thursday (13), in

Washington.

mW

Havana) Nov; 11*
Recently organized Radio Announcers Guild will bfLV^ its owa
:'

,

donated the receipts of one of the
weekly lott^ty drawings -for that

NAHND
'

news medium.

UJS.AnnymR«di

Asb

.

FRANKIE CARLE

Radio s Aid

Editors' resolution assailing radio as "a parasite on estab'
U, S. Army, intent on utili^ng all
lished news gathering ?igejicies."
Wallace declared this Is "undoubt- existing media of entertainment and.
edly inspired by those few managing communications to help in the reeditors who still live in the days of education job in Germany, is curjsicayune-mindedness." Wallace de- rently making a pitch lo the major
scribed such men as "misguided edi- American
radio
broadcasters
to
tors rnaking a stupid attack on share financially in the job. Accordladlo."
ing to Gen. B. G. McClure, chief of
The three-day convention will also the Army's program, huddles on that
House
havft an oil-the-recon^ WMte
subject have already-started.
news conference, aMd hold clinics on
American' Military Government
new trends in news selection; culti- stations in Berlin are woefully lackvation of news sources; gadgets and ing in money and talent to provide
savers
time
gimmicks as newsroom
the type of shows necessary, "^yith
in
news
devices
and use of recording
little likelihood that any furtW!

Newspaper

•

.

Providence,

-

Rhode

Island's

boy

with the flashing smile and dancing
Angers is bagk In 'New York for a
return engagement 'at the Strand
'

Theatre.

.

^

Between shows and after midnight, Frankie wjlll be knocking out
hit tunes for Ct>lumbia, Recording
Corporation and Ijang-'Wbrtli.

LANQ^WORTH,

INC.,

NEW YORK

•

programs.

be forthcoming from ConArm3^ hopes to have the
major radio outfits in- America sponsor part of the program; They'll be
asked to permit some of their key,
programming men to go to Germany
and to pay the difference, in salary
in 'wliat the men would g^t on their
jobs in this country and the Governfunds

in

Despite

Protests of 3 Mayors

"

But Mozart for Morning,
Suits

Washington, Nov.

'

11.

DX/sWQQW Fans

virill

ment allowance for' such jobs.
Over vigorous opposition' of the
program also calls- for use of the
mayors of three Rliode Island' towns,
'the -It!C last week okayed s Ipng- legit theatre and for films, Gen. Mcdelayeci FM pemUt to *he PreVi- Glure' said. As ,far as films, which
he
termed "very important," are
five
Svsi AM and
denc^e Journal.
other FM stattofts have been au- concerned, theatres in tbct' American::

Washington, Nov.

.

11.

"Harry James is alright for an
evening but we would rath^ wake
up to Mozart music." This is
the overwhelming consensus of 3,000
listeners to "good ihusic station"
W<StQW who sat down to write the
-

"

The 3,000 comstation l§8t week.
resulted from a test
made by WQQW's new manager, M.
Robert Rogers, who substituted an
hour of popylar jukebox tunes for
the usual classical fare aired over
the station between 7-8 a.m.
It was the first time since the station went on the air nine months ago
that its diet of classical disks between' sunrise and 9 a.m. had been
disturbed by jive: and re-bop.>. So
many complaints came pouring in
munications

aone of Germany are provided with
packages. Latter consist of a newsreel, prpduced jointly by ^he.U. S.
an
and Britain, a documentary and a
and
Pawtucket and Woonsocket
the
feature. Features are recommended
resolution
by
"unfriendly"
Representaby ib$ Motion Picture Ejcpori Assnf
Bhodie Isalnd House of
had to hire an afterletters
and then screemed by the- Army au- that
resolution
and
tives.
TSie
operator to man
buy
had
had
to
'thorities
officials
in Germany.
declared city
If ther^ is hours switchboard
Journal
to
in
the
any question about their acceptabili- the board during the evening i>oiirs
space
advertising
reply to itftlcles and editorials "af- ty, they're' screened again by Army when the station itself was off the
air.
charreputation
and
their
fecting
authorities here before being ap-,
Having broadcast the popular
acter."
proved."
City Fathers also argued that the
Army also has an arrangement tunes three mornings out of the
week and solicited listener-reaction
Station was unnecessary, would not with the British and Bussian
occufor six days last week,
manserve their interests and would give pation forces" for an exchange
of
the newsapaper a "virutal rtonop- films on a prlnt-for-print basis.
To ager Rogers concluded that not on^
oly" in" news dissemination.- An forestall
the possibility of having to of those whoi -wrote in favored subr'
stitution of the jive on the morning
FCC majority, hgwever, concluded S6nd them back and forth
across the
show.
that the Journal had promised to air "Atlantic,
Most pointed out if they,
these are either accepted or
all sides of controversial issues on its
wanted popular music and small talk
rejected by Army officials in Berlin.
other stations
FM. outlet and with
before brealdast they could get it
in the area .could not ver^r well
on any one of 12 other local stations.
toionopoli2;e the, news,
Majority said Vn?y had.no.objeqtipns,
In a dissenting' opinion,- Gotftmis- PHILCO'S
to "reasonable'' .commercials slotted
sioners Charles B. Denny, Paul
in the classical offerings, and "a surWalker and Clifford Durr took the
prising number" offered to pay a
NINE
view th6 Commission should hold a
subscription fee if th?t would be the
Philco Corp. reports sales in the only way to keep classical music
second hearing to give the public ofth*ir first nine months of 1947 totalling dming the early morning,'
ficials opportunity to' air
grievances against the newspaper. $157,209,000
compared with $72,Some enclosed checks as concrete
Journal went through hearing with
465,000 in the same period last year evidence of their, willingness to suboth^r FM bidders last spring.
scribe. As a result, Rogers said sta—setting a ne* high in the fiord's
tion has decided to set' up -a "listenhistory. Net income for Hhe nine
ers' fund" for. these unsolicited conmonths was $5,632,000 after all taxes tributions and whenever figure tops
and charges, including an inventory $50 <the card rate for an hour of
reserve of $2,500,000 and a reserve morning time)
.
station will carry an
for
future
research
expenditures;
entire hour of symphony, unbroken
»
.Baltimore, Nov. 11.
"Present indications," said prexy by any commercial plugs. Program
Suit for fSid.ObO damages has been
John Ballantyne, "are that the tola! will be identified as one paid for by
filed against WFBR, local ABC outvolume ior,l»47 should run well listeners and will largely reflect
let, for alleged resale of radio time
over $200,000,000."
their program preferences.
taken from a regular sponsor. The
plaintUf, Hercules Ship Maintenance
Rogers said that according to survey specialists this overwhelming
{Po., i^ims the station cut -30 secmail response "could indicate a
onds of time from its 15-minute Simon Shuffles Off To
listening audience betvi^een 20,006
Weekly prograA and resold it for
spot announcements. The damages
30,000 during the hours which
Buffalo for
Post and
sought are the alleged value of th^
were tested,"
Following transfer of WKBW,
spots, for a 52-week period, the term
Buffalo,^ from Buffalo Broadcasting
of the contract.
John E. LaVeck, Hercules presi- Corp. to the church-owned BroadFCC
dent, staled that, in addition to the
casting Foundation, Inc., last week,
suit, he will appeal the matter. to the
FCCi- He claims that besides the Arthur Simon has checked out as
disptjted 30-second spot each week, general. manager of WLIB, N, Y., to
Washington, Nov. 11.
the station was at fault in refusing assume post of ex&etsviee-pTez for
FCC last week (6) put its seal of
to renew his 52-week contract for
the upstate ABC .Qjjtlet, Appoint- approval on sale of controlling inLaVeck had
the 15-minute series.
ment was mBde'is(''V(hSBW prexy terest in FM outlet WGYN, N. Y.
used the program to promote vari- Dr. Clinton H. Churchill,
with whom from the Muzak Corp. to Charles
«us public projects.
Simon had been associated pre- E. Merrill and the Radio Sales Corp.
viously. Before leaving, Simon de- Buyers paid out $31,000 for the extra
thorized for Providence.
Commission had before^ it protests from the mayors of Providence,
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$157^9,000

NEW
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MONTH HIGH

OKAYS TRANSFER
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clared that

'

WKBW

would undergo

j

.

.

.

.

WOR

.

.

IN

.

HOLLYWOOD ...

,

WKBW

a program overhauling without an;r
drastic personnel changes.
Meantime, Mrs. Ted O. Thackrey,
N. Y. Post-WLIB owner, stepped
into the spot vacated by Simon as
the indie's interim exec. Simon delayed shuffling off to Buffalo for 10
days in order to wind up affairs here
chain.
mid act as consultant to Mrs,
Clements uo; ot Philadelphia, and
>Xl>ackrey.
placed the 52.week contract

,

.

Harry Flannery ends 12 years with CBS as one of its top Coast commentators and moves over to Don Lee for a sponsored news strip. Sis
KN.X periods will be taken over Ijy Charles CoUingwood, who recently,
moved here from New York.... .Vaseline Products and McCann-Erickson
tossed a 10th anni party for Jean' Hersholt and his "Dr. Christian" program that was one of the season's brightest affairs
Charlie Lung, radio's
"man of a hundred voices," will try out most of them in the new NBC
Saturday morning series, "Funny Paper Adventures of the Air"....JohA
Hamm flew back to N. Y. after session here with Jack Runyon and Milton
Blow, the latter detouring back east via Friscoi.i.Ken Dyke and Harry
Kopf heading backjhome with stopovers at Frisco and Denver. ,. .Doris
Day taking four weeks off from Hit Parade to go into- her starring picture
.Bruce EeUs, late of Young ,& Rubicam, is plattering a dramatic leries
with Hedy Lamarr in role of narrator and occasional actress.
.Austin
Peterson east to talk over his Coast problems with Ted Bates and Tom

BALTO STATION SUED ON
ALLEGED TIME RESALE

'Kiddie Hours's' 19th Yr.

NAB

.

—

Philadelphia, Nov. 11.
Horn & Hardart Baking Co. has
signed for another year of sponsorship of the "Kiddie Hour," aired
Sundays over WCAU, making the
19th conseiutive year of 'sponsorship
ef the program by the restaurant

.

ABC

James for Evening Date,

gress, the

FCC FM Okay

—

—

purpose.

Radio stations purchase AP and recently the newsgathering agency voted station personnel assocate membership in AP.
Another remarlt expected to draw
from NABND ia the recent
fire

a candidate of the Independents, ,. .Bernice Judis profiled in current
turned over its plugs on the Douglas Leigh
Musical Courier...,
blimp last night (Tues.) to' the food conservation program. .. .Ed Cashman,
Kudner agency's Coast topper and prpducer-director of the Tony Martin
show, in for hudj^ie^ -(yith Myroa Kiyk and .Teistaeo execs. , .Will H, Voeller, exec veepee of Universal Radio Productions, HoUyweod, and manager
Lyman Cameron,
of Universal Recorders, off to Europe on business
ex-'"renncssee Jed" announcer, being pitched up by packager Frank
James Gordon Bennett, formerly
Cooper as a hillbilly disk jockey
with Alherton Currier agency, into Mutual sales as account exec
Mike
Foster's new CBS press title is head of trade and features.
Dorothy
.Benton & Bowles inking the
Leffler stays as head of the mag section
Bituminous Coal Institute to sponsor Al Warner in a "Congress Today"
stint on WOL, Washington.
Kenneth Fry, chief of the State Dept.'s international broadcasting diviand head of the
committee
sion, and John Hayes, mani^ger of
on international broadcasting, tallied as speakers at the New School of
Social Research Nov. 19..,, Ed ("Charlie Chan") Begley, whose party of
17 will occupy the President's box at the Radio Directors' Guild ball Nov.
21, leaves immediately afterward for the Coast for a featured role in
Jack Barry and "Juvenile Jury" will move
20th-F^x's "Sitting Pretty"
out of N. Y. for the first time for a sequence Nov, 16 via WGN, Chi....,
Harry Herman, script chief at J. Walter Thpmpson, tonight (Wed.) will
tell the Gagwriters Institute "Where-Comedy Shows Are Heading."
Lyndall Wilson «nnexed by Dick Bellamy's flack setup at Benton &
Bowles. She' was fomerly in charge of sales promotion and merchandisco-ops.... Lee Segall, the original Dr. IQ, who now runs
ing for
KXIL, Dallas, in town for a week on biz. .Car> Beler has checked out
of CBS, where he directed such airers as "Once Upon a Tune," to join
his former CBS colleague, Ronald Dawson, in the latter's indie production
outfit. They'll collab on Dawson's "lend-lease script library," which lattey
.Ade Hult, Mutual's midwest
says is already being used by 130 stations.
veepee, here for web huddles. .'.Larry Dobkin and Bill Griffis added to
"Superman" cast. , .'."Ford Theatre" will have it« first live audience next
Sunday (16) when "Carmen. Jones" is aired before the Edgewater, N. J.,
Ford Dealers Assn.
Hutuars Elsie Dick billed on a panel of the New England Committee on
Radio in Education annual fall conference Nov. 19-20 in Boston. . .Herald
Trib's young adults expert, Dorothy Brandon, and her. 17-year-old daughter, Joan, a Barnard frosh, being lined 'up for a mother-daughter stanza
;...Bartlett Robinson, Linda Reid and Klock Ryder new in "Romance of
Helen Trent" cast. .. .John Moore added to "Lora Lawton" players. .! .Mel
Brandt and Helen Dumas on ''Strange Romance of Evelyn Winters."
NBC's General Library, headed by Frances Sprague, is issuing twice
monthly, 'for the info i>i the web's staff, an annotated list of current books
and pamphlets on radio and tele. . .'William G. Pocock, formerly copy
chief, upped to manager of the San Francisco office of Benry von Morpurgo & Co., PR and ad agency. ...D wight Weist has narrated a new
State Dept. film, '"Hurricane Circuit," describing detection of storms in
Florida.
.Igor Gorin back in town next week (17-18) for guest shots on
NBC's "Voice of Firestone" and ABC's "Paul Whiteman Club."
John Gambling is doing his
"Rambling" from a bed' in St. Luke's
hospital. Underwent a- hernia operation' Saturday (8) and isn't missing a
broadcast. He'll do his two stints la day iiota the hospital for ^wo weeks,
then trom home for a week.... Don Pryor, dBS Wsishington newscaster,
and Barbara Jones, special aide to the director 'of "'Voice of America*'
broadcasts, wed Sat. (8Xi» D. C
Louis M. Hey ward, radio sctipter, is
the new head of radio and video in the Emil Mogul ad agency
Johnny
Call, radio and legit thesp just back from a IS-month tour opposite Joan
McCracken in "Bloomer Girl,'' into a "MoUe Mysteries" role. ..WOR'i
Bill Berns Pan-Aming to Europe tomorrow (Thurs.) to wire-record his
"While Berns Roams" ip London and Paris for two weeks. Spools will be
flown back for airing. Among other things, he'U cover Prhjcess Elizabeth's
wedding.
Barbara Becker, due for motherhood in February, continuing radio
acting in the meanwhile. .'.Stephen Chase, of "Allegro," at the Majestic
theatre, joins tlie oast of "Hop Harrigan" next week.
.Joe Moran. v.p.
at Young & Rubioam, talked on radio last week at City College of New
York
That same night (Wednesday) Thelma Ritter (Mrs. Moran) was
getting bumped off again on the "Mr, District Attorney" progratn. This
jtime.she was strangled andjjtufled into a furnace.

WNEW

Grau San Martin lias

•

Wallace, whose headquarters are
can
In Cleveland, declared.
be expected to bandy words on the
AP's recent attack on radio as a

/

YORK CITY

.
; .
fJV
Genevieve Rowe, inadvertently included in last week's issue in the
Artists Committee slate for the coming local AFRA' elections, is actually

Radio.a Lottery?

building.
FresidetLt
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NBC's western network campaign, executed by Helen Murray Hall and
Dalpha Fasken WoOlIey, was adjudged the year's best by Direct Mail
Advertising Assn
Columbia's censor, John Meston, nixed spot records
to exploit the film, "Walter Mitty," because Gloria Blondell
put too much
sex mto her voice..,. Art Linkletter makes a guest call on -Judy Canova
Nov. 22, a rarity because "Link" is not an habitual caller on other programs and Miss Canova is only an occasional receiver. It's the result of a
gag spot last season and Linkletter is paying back the guest shot.
.WOK
IS scoutmg the town for a program
direqtoj? with the flattering offer of
20G per annum. .. .Mort Lewis has 'shut himself off from radio for the
next few weeks so he can whip out some sketches, on commission
by the
Shuberts, for their new Ziegfeld Follies. .. .Death of Alex Bobb, one of
radios finest, was a hard blow to 'those who knew him....C.
E. Hooper
around for a week. .Ruthrauff & Ryan ordered an audition Tecord last
week of "The Comedy Writers Show," in which four top scripters and a
•guest built up spot situations from gags tossed at them
from the audienc?.
rits a Cy Fisher-Frank Cooper package and Sam Pierce,
headman on the
.

.

Coast for

lis

shares.-

men

.

Harrington.

R&

.

.

R, acted as moderator.

CHICAGO ...

Chuck Wiley exited from Mutual last week' to head the flack section of
the Pro Basketball League of America, .. .Ann Estes,
ABC receptionist,
thrilling on "Breakfast Club" this week while
Patsy Lee .vacations in
California. Future plans of receptionist songstress include
a try at musical

the same time. Commission
reported "all quiet" as far as

any word from Muzak Corp. or
owner William Benton on plans to
revive work on a subscription or

comedy in New York. .. .Bruno Beghe, WBBM staff musician, skedded for
commercial-free radio one-man show of bis canvases at Palette and Chisel club. Included will
service. It was believed Benton has be a portrait of Mrs, Milton Korf, John Harrington's secretary. .. .Clifton
abandoned any hope of getting eov- Utley Speechmaking at Illinois College Nov. 22.....racjcie Bobinsnn "uesternmcnt okay on this type of opera- ing on "Democracy, U. S. K.'> in connection" with dramatization of his iife
tion at this late datp.
*
(Continued on page 40)
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AIR TALENT COSTS TAKING DIP
Nk likely Due On IMer s Bu^et

TIP

Nra; tunes V& Hie In NAB Dues
Washington,' Nov.

11,

Sil SIILL

MBS Gets What It Wants and

BoA Rmarc^ Camps, BMB & Hooper

HIGH Blli

-

'I^lent

cost^'Jo¥

-all

comiAcnsial

•ttrhich

-

(12)

Mutual had not reentered the BMB camp, E. P. H,
James; -MBS. veepee ; in charge
of research, promotion and advertising, would have continued
on BMB's board of directors. He

stop short ol ol^ayiflg as'much
the .$800,D60-plus vidd<^ Mill^i'

may
as
is

actually requesting for the

Icitty.

Observers believei the NAB will
to «twi6' out tit the combined finance- committee and board
meetings this "week with, a'n^ budget
over $750,008. I*st y«af*s lake was
over ,$650,000 Ijut is not considered
adequate to handle new NAB activities in program, research and code

Ciacy s

WSAI

be lucky

fieldis.

General feeling seems to be this is
psychologically .a bad time to hike
Several members of the
dues.
finance committee are imported to
share this view- At least iferee big
reasons are reported bdaaS NAR's
"go easy" move on tJie'4»es boost;
CD thr^eat of some ot the Iqw earners to pull out of NAB; <2) general
decline in earnings for industry as
a whole; and <3) iear that smaller,
competing groups may attract those
costs too much.
who feel

NAB

the finance committee,
Kenneth
director
research
Baker has charted dues scales which
would bring 'in anywitei* from
$580,000 to $900,000 a year. Hitch is
picks' up 25% of its
that while

To

aid

NAB

NAB

income from 3% «f its membership
(and 75% of ijs take from no more
than 25% of the stations), the smaller
outlets -account for an ,increasing
proportion of the total NAB membership and can, if ttiey get sufficiently sUrj:gd up, outvote the biggies.

.

.

^^3sk Free
^ech Vs. Taft

According to 'VARiETy's figures, the
average talent cost for all ahows
last season was nearly $6,700 per
week.
The aveijage budget for all
Taft, leader of Cincy's Charter party,
kinds- of
programs is currenfly.
against- Ms alleged "completely one-

and obviously partisan account

of city elecUons" by Joseph Garretson on "VI^AI, Robert M. Sampson,
general manager of the station, said
in a letter "we must lean backwards
to avoid censoring or doing anything to destroy the mechanisms of
free speech."
Taft is from a wing of the family
which owns the CinRy TiipiesrStat
and
and his complaint against
Garretson, who -is a columnist on
the Cincy Knquirer and dofibles as
a newscaster on WSAI for the Shell
Oil Company, created quite a stir
locally in radio and press circles.
Ga'rr'etson's paper was strongly opposed to retaining the proportional
representation form of voting, an
issue in last week's election which
the Charterites favored and w^n.
Complaint by Taft against .Garretson was made direct' to the Shell
Oil Co. in the form of a telegram, a
copy of which -was relayed tt) Samp'son. Here':s Sampson's letter to Taft:
"With considerable respect for
your typical, viewpoints I would,
•

WKBC

'

cation.

However, there are now a number
of cooperatively-siponsored programs
which, while technically estimated
to have relatively modest talent
budgets, probably cost considerably
more on the basis of extensive local
bankrolling. Also, it's believed that
there are fewer shows in the $5,000-the
$10,000 category saA more
$2,500r$5,000 group than last season.

m

on

othftr matters.

bWOKOFadeoot

ZAMT-SINGER

stations usually
eiigineering, research,
promotion' and -advertising -staffs
and don't need
services. However,
men say iiM!)i«KSiEten than
not the wce-wa^mr relies on the
•NAB for info it gets from no other

The

deleted

larger

TO PLUG UN IDEAS

own

NAB

NAB

Hy

Zaret and

wrote "One Meat
hits, are now

pop

working on

series of one-minute
to plug the United
source and for euginMi^iig and
composed the racial
business advice it has fio staff to gle.s,
"Little Songs on

provide.

.

a

musical -spots
Nations. Duo
tolerance jin-

Big

"

now heard on over

Subjects,''

500

stations

throughout the country.
This new public series wiH have
a couple of spots on the general
UN theme whiJe others will plug
specific .-.ideas the UN is trying to
inoii
get across, such as culture, health,
Salt Xi^e City, 'Nov. 11.
education, etc Spots will combine
Heavy use' of' radio by local narration and mu.'.ie in a dignified
politicos took a new twist last week manner,
suited
to
the ^objects.
when candidates for office gave up WNEW, N, Y.. which commissioned
the old practice of delivering 15- the ;series, hopes
to have it distribminute speeches over the air, and uted generally tlirough the UN
adopted a disk jockey approach. radio section, which approved the
Mayor Earl J. Glade and Commis-' whole idea. Spots will be available
sioner- L. C. Romney tooth sponwill air
about Jan. 1, when
sored 15-nniinute record j^ows, with them.
short plugs between disks. Whether
radio turned the trick pr not. Glade
*as the flVsl mayor of Salt Lake
Drys Cite
City ever to succeed in an affoit at
a second term.
Homraey also reEaston, Pa.. Nov. 11.
tained hi.<i job.
Lehigh. 'Valley Methodist MinisScrewball sidelight on the cam- terial Assn. has protested to WCAU,
paign was turned up by Al Collins, Philadelphia, against alleged refusal
disk jockey -who hits the air by station to sell time on air to temunder the name of Jazztw). Collins perance forces of Pennsylvania,
started to pitch a' -writein ca.mpaign
Charge was made that the station
for Charles Pincus, manager of the sells time to the liquor industry but
Utah theatre. Pincus came up with refuses to sell time to temperance
groups.
851 votes for mayor.

DISK JOCK
AfQs

APFRMCH
mrricos

-

WNEW

WCAU

KNAK
,

for

report ac-

to

failiu'e

curate stockholdings over a 12-year^

was, asi

one of the members-^that BMB wijil
vastly Improve its nation-wide listening measurements.
In the case of
Hooper, whose rating service Mutual
dropped last June, it was a knock-

eases

down

role.

monthly fee from

in

$1,200,

which. Hooper demanded at the time
he doubled his rates to the webs,
to $960, representing the same 60%

CBS and NBC agreed

increase which

Mamphis Makes

-

to.

Mutual came through with "unsurrender
to
BMB
come-on-in urging last Wednesday
(5) following a. BMB executive comm^ttee meeting, with Kobak present^
in which, a resolution .was' introduced
and seconded, but never called to a
conditional"

History by Its

Court Airing

BMB.

to dissolve

votes

The

final

piece

of
pressure
on. Mutual
climaxed a series of maneuvers to
egg the recalcitrant network, into
tory here last Wednesday (5) by "marching four abreast", with the
presenting for the first time in the other three webs into the BMB camp
midsouth actual testimony of wit-^ .again,
nesses recorded onrthe-spot in a
Mutual, which had sunk a reported
courtroom hearing.
$180,000 into its "listenaTbility" engiIt happened to be a Congressional neering survey to oifset the web'»
committee investigation—-something coverage sho-wing in BMB's initial
never before broadcast in these' U,S, study, was "not ready" to.«o for
parts-^and that made it a double another round of BMB, Kobak main-achievement when the station was tained. Meantime, ABC, CBS and,
able to move in to the hearing and NEC inked BMB renewals— condi-'
record the testimony as it was given tional upon Mutual doing the same.
for purposes of rebioadcast.
But Kobak wouldn't budge.
WMPS .placed its wii«-recorder What finally moved him was
and microphones at the witness agreement by BMB toppers to a prostand and judge's bench of the fed- posal that various BMB committees
eral district court located, in tlie sit down with a "network commitUnited Post Office Building here tee" to consider ^special network
and picked up on-the-scene testi- problems, in much the same' manner
mony of the highly important Con-' as BMB committees have previously
gressional investigation of the Mem* conferred with representatives of
phis housing situation,
The 24- small market stations, station rqBK
.
minute broadcast was wire-recordgd and other groups,"
,„
in the packed federa) court an(i
'Net work' Committee
The "network," committee is exaired the accounts of local witnesses who paraded before the pre- pected to be composed of Kobak,
siding Congressmen who came here CBS prexy Frank Stanton, who haa
been almost but not quite as voto conduct the hearing.
Special events announcer Hal Ben- cal as the Mutual head in his disson
handled
the
'broadcasting satisfaction with BMB. techniques,
duties
for
WMPS, -wliile Matty: and standards, and Hugh Terry»
Brescia, WMPS' Promotion Manager, manager of KLZ,'CBS affiliate ia
arranged and Sirected the now his- Denver.
Exactly what the committee extorical program.
pects to accomplish with respect to
network problems in BMB is not

Memphis,. Nov,

.

WMPS, Memphis made

11,

radio his-

.

.

-

.

'

Kobak said last
"not prepared" to* get

AFRA-WOOK,D.C, STRIKE

clear.

Sm ALL SNARLED UP
Washington, Nov,

Singer," who period.
Ball" and other
At the

Lou

it

•

Doi^an€o-Abead

,

Hill.

considerably

Jinany James' dual

$5,462. .The list this season includes

176 evening shows and 79 daytimers.
(For classification purposes, all Saturday and Sunday programs are included "With evening shows, as the
Saturday and Sunday network time
costs evening rate.
Despite continued sponsor pres^
sure for decreased program costs,
the talent budgets for top shows
are still in the upper brackets. For
instance, there are two shows (Jack
Benny and Bing Crosby) costing
$25,000 per week each. Three others
(SYed Allen, Edgar Bergen and
Eddie- Cantor) are 4n the $20,000plus bracket. Nine more are- in the
$1S,<XX}-$20,000 Category, ^md there
are 26 in the $10,000-$15,000 classifi-

BMB.

In the case of

;

'however,

'

sided

"I am convinced that there is a
NAB'ers feel- the small stations
have most to -gain from NAB mem misunderstanding about the sponsorThere
bership
although by themselves program relation in radio.
Washington, Nov. .11.
they could -never ^m^ort'tiie organi- was a time when a. violinist was a
WOKO, Albany, was due to have
sation in the maaser to Mbich It has
(Continued on page 38)
become accustomed, lliey point out
signed off the air for good yesterday
the big- fellows are in t<SK "policy"
(10) under final order of the FCC
purposes, to lend their weight to
Station
was
issued
last
week.
SERIES
campaigns at FCC and on Capitol

have their

BMB

Inc.

Cincinnati; Nov, 11.

,

.

MBS' "listenability"
claims, was welcome to stay a
director.
Web's decision to stay in BMB,

salesman for

urement Bureau and.C. %. Hooper,

sumed assurance-^to be implementecl
by a "special network committee"
with Mutual prexy Edgar Kobak as

Answering a protest by Charles P.

.

month .in dues.

-

was- elected to the board as a
representative of the National
Assn. of Broadcastei-s, not as a
web official, and BMB toppers
were quick to point out that
JameSj despite his role as chief

last

cations.

'
For example, one of the hikes
under consideration is boost of the
$5 monthly payment by outlets
eariiing $25,000 or less a year to
$6 or $7.50. 'Tbas would mean no ne^vertfaeless, challenge your attitudfe.
more, than $1S|JD0& ia year to NAB toward the Joseph Garretson breads
at hpst "but "sMnc of the little fellows casts and the relation they have to
Under the the sponsor, the Shell Oil Co. I^t
are already Peking.
present scale< which stops at station me say first that I do not tjelieve
incomes of $3,000,000 or over a year, your attitude in this respect is typithe top earning stations pay NAB cal of your clcai-, liberal thinking

$500 a

if

'

February, the totsl
talent budget for all evening and
daytime network commercials was
almost exactly $1,500,000. That included a total of 225 programs.
Thus, while the total estimated
program cost has dropped a trifle
less than $100,000 a iw-eek, the decrjease is actually considerably more
than that because the previous listing in Feoruaiy didn't include commentators and a: few- othei' minor
progi^ms in miscellaneous classifi-

e.<!timate,

account ticec.

Jame>' Role Biased
Even

.

meets liese tomorrow

Mutual Broadcasting System decided last week to get back into two
research camps—BMB's and Hooper's,
The web's toppers, while
pointing out that there's no connection between the two actions, admit
that both grew out of the network
finally "getting what it wanted" out
of its deals with the. Broadcast Meas:

m% New

'

network show^slia've' decreased' since
Slot
have giv*n up all hope of
last season
According to ViuttE'rv
Ciaiarles H. B. Vaill has been shift"winning board approval of the
talent
NBC promotion to take estimates, the total weekly
$1,000,000 budget piiesident Justin ed out 4rf
daytime proover Charles H, Philips' spot as di- cost of all evening and
have
to
expand
like
to
'would
grams is currently $1,403,650. That
Miller
rector of ajlvertising and promotion
covers 257 shows in all categories.
NAB activities all up and down the for WNBC, the N. Y. flagship.
(See chart on page 32 and 33)
Philips we«t into the web's naline." As a- matter of fact, it was
On the basis of the last Vakh**
believed th<%NAB finance «<mimitlee tional spot .sales department as an
<!Xecs

Enters

.

,

week he wa»
down to pac^

(Continued on page
'

'.''

*

'

•

—

.44}

'.
:

'
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Strike of AFRA at daytime station
same time, the Commission
'here moved into its "l2th day
gave the Governor Dongan Broad- yesterday (10) with no settlement
casting Corp. final go-ahead to take in sight. Four announcers and a
over the WOItG wavelength. This disk jockey ato the station walked
Mayor O'Dwyer's swearing in of
company will use WOKO's facilities out, charging owner Richard Eaton
on a tempoEary basis until it xets with attempts to kill union organi- Seymour N. Siegel as director of
communications of New York City's
.its. owsa Slew transmitter on the air.
zati'on and firing those employees
Municipal
Broadcasting System last
FCG ordered, however, that this who evidenced interest in an AFRA
Thursday (6) .-was a move generally
conditioned on contract.
temporary luse
greeted with hearty approval by the
Dongan Corp. filing satisfactory
False alarm on a settlement was
commercial
broadcasters of the metproof that "the faciUties of
nosed around town last week when
available
through lease or owner Eaton took to the air to ex- ropolitan area. Latter are of lije
are
feeling that Siegel not only has done
purchase,"
plain that
was "jiist a big
an
outstanding
job as TipfYC's proFilmer Si Fabian's 'Van Curler happy family once more," Seems
Broadcasting Corp. and the Joseph. he meant he had hired almost a gram director since 1934! and as actHenry Broadcasting Co.. headed by complete new. staff. It Ls AFRA's ing station director since Morris
Novik's
checkout'
in 1940, but has
vice president Deuel Rich- first-strike here in seven years.
capably jlurstted his unofficial role
ardson. were rejected bidders for
as radio coordinator of public serv-^
slot,
the
ice
events
Y. area.
in
the
N.
On the same day. WORL, Boston
Poll
Cifl€y's
Siegel, in addition to' these duties^,
under FCC orders to vacate the
for the past two years has cotU9E»i»
ether by Nov. 30 for failure to
Riders
Their
Radio
trated
on
building
WNyC-FM's
proreport stock purchases 'tnade in
gramming as apL auxQiary outlet to
Cincinnati, Nov 11.
1937-39—filed notice of appeal with
station.Radio reception on busses is a cer- the
the U. S. Court of Appeals lor the
Radio
circles
also
that
noted
"Sy"
tainty for Cincy,
The first week
District of Columbia.

O'DWYERNODIOiMim
WMUl BLASTERS OK

WOOK

[

"

,

i.^i

!

WOKO

1

;

WOOK

'

I

•

WOKO
WOKO

Shows

Bus

Want

'

AM

John Southmayd, attoraey for the
station,

leaned heavil.y on the dis-

senting opinion of FCC Commissioner E, K. Jett in his appeal.
Southmayd'.*! brief hits hard at concase is of same
tentiou ttiat
type as WOKO. Biflerence, as he
and -Jett see it. is that the Boston
station men had no reason to conceal
their purchases or no "intent to
deceive the govei'nmeni."

WORL

poll of a month's test on one gas and
one trolley bus completed on Mon(10) , shows 98% riders in favor
of continuing programs by
Sftar
tion of

day

FM

WKRC.

Sample

airings are !trom nine to

11 a.hn. of m-uslc

and news. Axsswet-

Siegel's

:

permanent appointment rep-

resented a bypassing of politics by
Mayor O'Dwyer, inasmuch as Siegel,
while definitely liberal in his views,
is from a Republican family. He is
the son- of the late Justice Isaac
Siegel of the N, Y, court of dome^titi
:

"

baUot q'uesUun^ slfi. riders relations.
wanted more music, 13% wanted
Siegel is-a native New Yorker, 39^
more news and 4% wanted other and married to Naney Davids, fret'programs.
laace -writer.
•

ir^

•

'

;

-

"

'

-

'

'

'

"

m
Estimated Weekly Network Program Costs: X947-'48
Mghttime mid Daytime OveraU. Costs Include Pri»duotion

Actors^

ExpienseSf

Writers,

Siusiciftns,

R^ytHUieSp

But ISot Commercial Antummers, Agency Directors, Agency
Commission or Time Charges
N for New York; C for Ghicago, H for Hollywood, W for Washington, D for Detroit, h'for louisville,

Freehtrntt. Directors, TranspottQltion, Prizes, Etc.,
.

(Point of Origination also included, as followsi
the case of shows havimmore than
iriitUOs are Dancer-Fitzgerald'Sample,' Fadite, Com

me writer onlytha heodvaritet is lUted:)

T for frmeling^. In

k

by

PROGEAK
'

CBS
CBS

W

NBC
NBC
ABC
NBC
MBS

N
N
N
N

,

Album

'American

ABC

C

American l^orum
Americaii Melody Hour

./>^

n:

V

H
H
K
N
H

Andy

Archie Andrews
Corliss Archer,
Jack ArmstroDf
Jan August

CBS

'

Backstage Wife

•

Jim Backus
Jack Benny
JaekBerch

,

•

,

-

Beulah
Bre»k

-

.

,

•

CBS

6,000

NBC

2,200

;'.

.

1 750
25 nflo
4 000
20 000
7 500

fftS"
.V*»OtJ"

'

BIk Stpry

'

NBC
*

CBS

JJ
'^'

'

MBS

TI
'

10 000
2 500
4 500

CB&

'

ivr

Big Town
Martin Block
Block FattyBlondie
Boxing' Bouts

"'*

•

'MBS'

'

N

ABC

6,500
3 500
3,506

Breakfast Club

e

KBXS

8,000

Breakfast in Hollywood

H
H
H
H

ABC

B,000

CBS

1^1,500

if

Bank

Breltk the

Ifif

Fanny Brlce
Bride^

Groom

Ic

Burns

*:

An«tt

Can 1^<k Top
WKjP <3*lg!r#

tthls?

'
-

.

.

,

Eddie Cantor
Nick Carter
Club 15
Capt. Midnight
Cavalcade of America

Jl^

,

-

Chan

Charlie

W
XI
M

'

'

.

"

Checker Jamboree
Cbitt.

Time

)Blng Croisby

'

-

Joan Davis
Denni$ Day

..

Dr, Christian
»
^ Dr. 1. Q.
Double nt Nothing;

N
!!'
T

MBS
NBC
MBS
MSS

€

ABO.

,

8c

Wat

"

Fact or Fiction
Percy Faith

'

\

Fibber

McGee
Fidler

&

Fish

&.

Hunt Club

.Ford Theatre
Front Pilge Farrell

'"
,

Arthur Gaeth

'

.

Grand Central Station
Grand ,Ole Opry
Grand Slam
Great Gildersleev*
Greatest Stpry

Green Hornet
David Harum
Harvest of Stars
Hawl|i

)&iek Haynrcs
-«diti«n
Beitrt'B l>csir«

HcadUne

NBC
ABC
NBC

N
N

ABC
CBS
CBS

N
H

ABC
ABC
WBC
NBC
ABC

.

ca/s

MBS
NBC
NBC
MBS
ABC

N

CBS
CBS
CBS

NJTashville

NBC

N
H

CBS

NBC
ABC
ABC

U

U
N
N
H
N
H

CBS

CBS

NBC

.

14BC

Jff

.

1,500.
3,000

J

-

»

>

ABC
MBS

.

Carnation.

3,500
4,500
1,500
12,500

7,000
3,000
2,500

'

Gardner
Swaney, Drake
Hutchins

Hasterson

Sichwimmer

Johio^

Al Kaye

Fttui

AnchorsHoCkiijg:
Gen. MiTls

*
Weintraub
Knox-Reeves
Grant

"

B^t

& CJeary

McCann-Erickson
Grant
Wheelock
D'Arcy

-Vfsrd

•

&: £ic](hardt

& B.
& Rubicam

Fitch

Son

Carter

Campana

Phil

& Bowles

Walker

Kenyon

& Downing
k Eckhardt

».P-S

United Sleetrical Workers Moss

St

Wat«rman Pen
Shampoo

Beach

k

Chesterfield

NewfeU-Bmmett
McCann-Erickson

laont'

P. C.

PiUsbury

Camel
Continental Baking

Kraft

Arnold

General Mills

Gamble

k Brorby

Peg Lynch
Pinke-PeHetier

Freelance
Freelance

Judy

Joseph Ainley
Victor Seydel
George JSachary
Arthur Hanna

Tom

Robert Simoif.
Staff
.

Dick Chevillat

Don Quinn
Jimmy Fidler.
Freelance

Dave Newell
•

Freelance
'
Varied

Arthur Gaeth

John- Carney
Will Roland
Martin Horrell
Al Foster
Irene Beasley
Francis Van Hartesveldt

Stanley Niss

None
'Staff

Freelance'

Ed Btrnbriger
Lillian

Schoen

Andy White

Marx Loeb

Knox Reeves

Henry Denker

Staff

Compton

Staff

Gordon Hughes

Irna Phillips

Duane Jones

Martha Atwell
Glan Heisch
Chas. White

Noel Gerson

Babbitt
International Harvester

JtcCann-Eri'ckson

6K)00
12,000

Camel

Esty
Ruthrauff
Jetton

Auto-Lite
<?rawford Clothey
Philip Morris

/

Charles Powers

Staff

Esty
Bates

Needham, Louis
Kudner

&

,

Vfilliam Sweets

B.

Goodyear
Procter

Stall Davitf
*

Marcin
Jack Simpson
Paul Lewis
Les Harris

Gumbinner
Clark Andrews
Ramsey
Paul PhilUps
Needham, Louis it.Brorby Frank Pittman
SullivSn, Stauffer "
Joseph Thompson

Mail Pouch-

Pharmacal

Galen Drake t
Juliaii Funt
Vincent Bog6rt

Cohan

.

Wallace-Ferry-Hanly

H!velyn Elam"
David Greggory
Staff

Charles Irving

'Seeds

Ford
Whitejpall

/

Max

b'Arcy
Benton
d-f:s

Freelance

/

.

Staff

'Bob Colton

Norwich Pharmacal

Helen Walpole
Aitefan Iieslie

None

,

Nancy Craig
Alonzo Dean Cole
Margaret Busted,"
Freelance

Ed McKean

Dick Mack
Bill Harding
Dorothy McCann
Evelyn Elam
Diana Bourbon
Paul Lewis

JTony Stanford

-

.-.

Samer Davis
Abe Burrows
Frank Galen

F. C.

•

Palmer Thompson

Mitchell

Young
Ayer

Biow

Morrow

Albert G, Miller
RolJert Quigley, Jr.

Staff

Tonl Shampoo

General Mills

Henry Selinger

Helen Mack

Bristol-Myers
Rexall

-

Freelance
Alfred Bestor
Charles & William Brown
Bill

,

.

,Bates.

'

Kitby Rawkes

,

Don Husted
Bill Morrow

Warren Somerville
John Dietz
•/
Homer Heck
Harry Holcombe

-'..'•'"

•

Kenyon

,

Leonard Carleton

CBS

•

Sommers

Freelapce
.Carroll Carroll

Joe Bratfain
William Sweets

None

.

Ho6ple-Fox
«(ay

•

Richard I«onard

Tracy-Locke
Roche, Williams

Mars
Campbell Soup

None
'

Chick Vincent
Charles & William Brown

•

d-e;-s
'

dppenheim
Reddy
Reiming

'

Spott
"Kckhardt

Kenyon &
None -

&

Jesse

Kirby Hawkes
Jack Zoller

&

Borden
Co-op

Johnson

"Vance Colvig

.

Marvin Beck

Knight
Jock MacGregor
Diana Bourbon

,

& Bement

2,500
11,000

2,500

None

Vicfc

.

'

EJrwiji-.Wasey'

Candy

Co-op

500

kshitglet

Blackett
B. B. D. & O,
Ruthrauff & Ryan'

.

Procter & Gamble ^
Bro'wn & Williamson
Coca-Cola
Prudential

5$000
3,750
6,000.

Bowleg

Ward Wheelock

Chesehrough

.

None

.

Allan Dingwell
Joe .Bines

Gtant

Colgate

T

&

"'

Coca-Cola
Kellogg

Staff

•

Peterson

Walter Bunker
'

Watwic^

1,500

750

.

Beiiitoix

6,000
7,500
10.000
3,000
5,000
12,000
17.500
1,750
3,000
1,750
13,000
2,000

J.

D-F-S.

Co-op
Co-op

-

Jack Rubin
Cliff

\
'

J

Drug

Dri Peeper
Turns

1,500
7,000*
8,300
4,500
6,500
3,000
5,000
1,500
2,500
9,500.
15,000

'

.

Gamble I

Phillips

.5,000

Hutchins

t Thompson J
\
J Compton
\ Kenyon & Eckhardt f
Young {& Bubricam

.

&

Mars

2,000
2,060

*

CBS

-''in.:-':'

Guiding Light

Bob

'

&

-j

Perry Lafferty
Johnny Green

Bernard'

Staff

•

D. C.
Si
fF. C. & B.1

.1

\

Schutter

NBC
NBC

Staff

Don

Philco
."

.

CBS
ABC
CBS

CBS

.

«

8,500,

NBC,

N
N
N

GtWgbtisiterB

Give « Take
Arthur Godfrey- (Daytime)

SI5,f)09

.

Staff

Roland Martini

fToni Shampoo

Welbourn,Kelley
Julian Funt
Freelance
Jerry M!eGi!I

'
.

Gardner

Bals^n-Purina
Club Aluminum.
-

4,500
4,500
2.000
2,500

ABC
NBC
NBQ
ABC
ABC

H
H
H
N
N
N

Molly

First Nighter

3,500
3,500
1,000

Ted Huston
Harry Ingram

Esty

'

,

'Jerry McGill'

None

'

'

ZenoKlinker
Nat Hiken
Hal Kantor

Maxon

DuPont
Pharmaco

^,500

Sam Perrin
Faith Fay

Wm.

Colgate
Colgate Pabst
Cudahj^
Francor American
Ovaltine

'

2,200

ItlBS

''

nnA

X.^,UUv-

CBS

Fikmotts Jury Trials

Jimmy

.

General Foods

o,uuU

NBC

d

-

Family Hour

'','.;,"'

Ruth Borden
James & Helen Backus

Gillette,

Sterling

XXiU'UU

•CBS.

M
N
N

Albert

.

.

ABC

'H

DaiDty's Taveir*.

FBI in Peace

•

-,'

C

JTInmiy Durante

'

'

ABC
NBC
ABC

N
N
N

,

Jfora l)rake

&

c

H

Morton -DO'tvney
^Itixx Drake

Ethel

CBS

N
H'
H
W
H
H
H

-

v

'

•

Oft

<?

'

'

'*SX(lt*

'TwrwQ''iyiXTO
'

c

Date With Judy
Elmer Davik

'AVJP^

'

'

'

.

Kr

Stella Dallas
Darts for Dough

.

'

-

-

.

Ryan

k
& Ryan

'

Freelance
Cottonseed Clark

Burch

Lester O'Kepfe

ROthrauff &
y. C,
B,

,

Carroll Carroll

Tom McKnight

Pedlar

I Kellogg
General F-ood^
.

^

Biow

.

,

Robert Ross
Carl Jampel-

James Jewell
Judith Brennan

Earl Bbi
Paul Monroe

•

•

D-F-S.

.

Glenn Middleton
Ken' MacGregor
Bert Prager

National GuardColgate

Swift
(.Phaco
y Procter

ARnii'u,uUU

XI
XX'

'

Curtain Time

'

Bowles

i

Staff

James Jewell.
Judith Brennan

Weihe
Stuart Garner
Hilliard Marks
tterb Leder

'

.

Theodore Granik
i

,

Bill

& Ryan

Thompson
Biow

^

Staff
Staff
•

Robert Steele

B.

&

Benton

I

4,500
16,006

~

JSBC

H
N
NN
N

,

'Contented Hour

Coimtenspy
County Fair
Nancy Craig
Crime Photographer
Betty Crockei<

ABC

&

F. C.

-

None

Hummert

J'red

Ruthrauff
:

'

,

i\
XT
XX'

^-

D-F-S

Bristol-Myerg
.

-

Dr. Lyons-EiiergiA6

Lever Bros.
Pall Mall
Sterling Drug
'Go-OP"

3,000
2 500

Irvin Sulds

Jones Frankel
Ruthraufl & Ryan
Ruthraull & Ryan

Standard Brands
jPhilip Morris
Procter & Gamble
-Adam Hats

4 500

'

CBS

''^

'

•

Leonard Blair
Frank Hummert

Grey

Ward Wheelock
Knox-Reeves

Prudential

Russ Tfoung
Joudry-Dinsdale-Tokar
Fred Allen

:

Staff

Adams

LeTS

Ho\yard Reilly

Weston^Barnett
Ruthraufr
Ryan
J. 'Walter Thompsons~

*•

WIRITEB
Eddie Porman
.

D.ancer-F)tzgerald-Sample

A6Vere Camera
Levef Bros,
Wrigley

Pharmaco
American Tobaeco

•""'

3,000

'''

NBC

N
M

Biir Sisf«r

\

PRODUC£E

Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample' Frank

Swift

Campbell Soup
General Mills

'

TM'Rr*'
''AllXiW

',"'

•a
.'.jra.

'

Bayer
American Bird Products
Lever Bros,

'

I^BG

IM

.

•

CBiS

2*690

NBC
NBC

'

.

Co-op
itaiyer

'

"

Don Bernard
Harry Ridgley
Jack Simpson
Ed Duerr ,~

Beatty

Young & Rubicam
Thompson
None

:

Pilot Kadio

>

'MBS

H
H

t

Edgar Bergen
.'.

ABC
MBS

.

•jsr

Aunii Jenny
Gene Anlry

Milton Berl«

'

,

;

Osborn,* Snaiivan,

'

•

&

Seeds

General Foods
Standard Brands

4i000
4,500
1,250
18,000
3 000
4^000
2,200

:

.

.

None
Schwab

.

•

3,SO0
5,50Q
,

(Co-op Shows are estimated at haserate.) Agencies listed

b ShenftOd^ "BUten, Barton, Durstine k

AGENCY

Omnibook
Sheafl'er Pen

;

22,500^

MBS
NBC
NBC

>v

•

igf

-

'

CBS

.

Anxerican Radio Warblers

Amo$

SOO
2,700
14,500

'

Bayles,

Co-op

|6,50Q

.

k

SPONSOR

COST

H
C

DohertVy .Clifford

Stauff^Tf Colwell

OKICK

Abbott & Costello
Lee Adams

'Adventurers CInb
Aldrich Family
Fred Allen
America's ttntni JUteettnv

JBi&ijltng:

'

*

'

Biow

Bi

Byan

'

Sam

Pierce

Madigan
Dave Grant

J^ohn

Staff

Bob Hawk
Dick Conway
Taylor Grant

None

•

.

.

'

.

'

:

'

'

,

-

RAPIO
;

83

.

•

.
,

MENCT

SFONSOB

MAJhtr VT VJItA.'
:'.

.'
:

N
N
w
N

Gultrlel iH«»ttcr
G*1>rlet ia«»U«i'

BIH NeBCy
Here'* t« Yo«

mshwAya
BfDii

in

•

MeUAy

'

Runt

HMlyWM4 Ster

Freviey-

'Htp »»irri«w«
«f Chfurm
HoHM «f yotwy

liottif

M

HoHM

7itrty

'.

•,

MBS

N
H

NBC

N
N
H

CBS

C

CBS

N
H

NBC
MBS
NBC

.

.

MBS
CBS

.

Johns-MariViUe
Hire?

•

'

N
N
N
N
H
H
H
N
N
N

InforinaUon, Pleaiie
,•

i

Inside Sporta
It Fays to Be Ignorant
Burl Ives

Johnson, FAintty
At Jolson
XiOrenzo Jones
Spike JOn^K
Joyce Jordan

•

,j

"

'

Dorothy' Kilgallen
King Cole Trio

Kay Kyser

the Lost
Larabee

Lassie

Lora Lawton

::

,

Pretend
Fulton Lewis
Lite Can Be Beautiful
Life of Biley
LiKht of the Vrorld
Victor LtndiahrLlatenintr Post
Let's-

:.

Lone Banter

Ted Maloiic

"

'

X,

Called

'

Perry Mason

Mayor of the Town'
Ed McConnell

Mr, District Attorney

'

Mr. Keen"':'
Murder & Mr. Malone
Murrow.
Edward

;

My Friend Irma.
My True Story
Mystery Theatre
Kational

,

.

.

:
,

.

NBC
MBS
NBC
MBS
ABC

•

:-^

*
'

2,000
6,500
5i50O
14,000
2,500
8,000
3,000
2,500
3,500

-

*

CBS

NBC

s

CBS

ABC
CBS

:r

C9BS

.

ABC
HBC

^

CBS

"..

'

^

.

%
N

Prof. Quiz'

rr

Queen

IT

A Tiit^

ABO
NBC
NBC
NBC
ABC

-

.

Texaco

7,500
5,000
6,000
8,000
3,200
3,500
3,000
6,500
2,500
2,250

e

Radio Theatre

H
AN
N
W

Vliitor

Beadc«'s Digest

'

-

Kial Stories
Renfrik Valley Folka
Right to Happinesa

Road of Life
Romance of Helen Trent
Billy

Rose

\

-9,000
...

Eric Sevaveld-

Shadow
Sheriff

Sherlock Holmes
Red Skelton

Sky King
Holly Sloan

Jack Smith
Kate- Smith
Sam Spade
Song of Stranger

Sound Off
Stars Over Hollywood
'

.

'

XrfincllBhr

]L«auck»Goff

,

•

.

MBS

CBS

MBS

2,500
2,500
2,600

CBS
CBS
CBS
CBS

5,000
12,500
2,500
2,500
8,000
5,500
4,000
12;500
3,000
2,500
5,000
10,000
6 000
2,000
3,500
3,000
1,500
3,000
10,000

•
'
'

_
'

Esty

Wendell Adams
Dick Woollen
John Loveton

«

Honig Cooper

William Rousseau

Whe.elock

Young

&
&

Lennen

Standard Brands
Anacin

J.

International Silver

Young

&

Stephen Gross

American Oil

Bowles

rWade

1

International Milling
Philip Morris'

Armour

L

J

Cecil
LP. C.

&

Presbrey)

&B.

Weintraub

Lever Bros.
Radio Corp.
Hallmark Cards
Whtehall Pharmacal

J.

f

&

MB(^
jAlBC

MBS
NBC
AB.C

NBC
.

CBS

'
•

diao.

F. C. «c B.

Marx Loeb

MBS

MBS
OBS
CBS

NBC
CBS

ABC

,

,

.

VoutsaS

Gene Ws,n^
None
•

'

'

.FreeliinC'e

McDonald Al Slaas
Fayette

'

,

None*

Krum

David Lesan
Ernest Ricca

^.

Freelance'

^

Ernest Ricca
St

^

Sandy Barnett
J9pk Wilson

^

John M. Young
Howard Teichmann
Marie Baumer•

.

Erwin Wasey

Joseph Brattain

Billy

Duane Jones

Richard Leonard

Peggy Blake

Benton

Gamble

&

Bowles

Rose

General Foods

Young

Metropolitan Life
Blue Goal
Pacific Coast Borax
Trimount Clothes

& WUUamsoU

'

William Esty "
Young: & Rubicam

Camel

&

Lawrence
Beverly Smith
Bill Thompson
John Cole
Dorothy McCann,

Needham", Louis

Knox-Reeves
D-F-S

&

Brorby Roy Winsor
Ted'Maxwell

Ted Maxwell

Cttrl

Stanton

Robert Smith

Ted

Collins

Staff

None
B. B. D.

&

Pharmace

Ruthrauff

Ayer

Colgate

Sherman

O.

&

Ryan

Sorensen

Ludens

Mathes

Musichl Digest

KenyoD

&

Marquette
~-

tc

littlton

Edith Meiser
Edna Boizage
Robert W. Burl

Keith. McLeod

Derby Foods

Roland Martini
Harry Kronman
Martha Alexander
Eric'Sevareid
William MorwOod
Liebenthal

'

Basil Loiigbrane

Weintraub
Seeds

U. S. Army
Dari-Ricli

;

.

Rubicam

General Mills
Procter & Gamble
Co-op
™-Wildroot"

Roland Martini
Bill

Ruthrauff & Ryan
McCsim-EricJcson
:

Elaine Carrington

Leslie Harris

,^

Gardner

Pet Milk

Brown

None

'Don Victor

;

t

Manhattan Soap
Procter

Drew Pearson
J'ack- Stanley
Etaiue CaTringtOn
JKtona Kent

,

Fitzgerald

Thompson

Compton
Compton

I

Musterole

Xiouella Parsons
'
•

Fred JilacKaye

D-F-S

Seraler

Hal Kantor,

Dick Lewis
John Lewellen

Walter Thompson

Henri, Hurst

Kolynos

darroU

Ozzie Nelson

f

D-F-S
.

Phil Bfil^
Carlton E., Morse
Jean.

;

'

*
.

.

William. Gfreen*

J

Wade

& Ballard
& Gamble
& Gamble

'

'

-

Jim Morgan

(.

Helbros
Miles Lab.

Ballard
Procter
Procter

"
•

1

Crook

1

f
J.'

'

Bob Carmen

Bliss

Edward

Katz,

Miles Lab.

Ted

Richard Diggs
William Neal
John Guedel
Chick Vincent
Hoyt Allen

& Ryan
&

fVeelance

,

Bob Nye

Orr

General Foods

jwiargareb pang9tiv];

^

Holiner
Carlton E: Morse

•

Weintraufe

'Pedlar
Benton

«

..

Mann

Mitchell

Walter Thompson

& Rubicam
Ft C. & B.

Brown & Williamson
& Gamble

j

;

:..'.

•.,

Edward B. MUrrow
Cy Howard

Herb Lateau
William Greene

D-F-S

y

'

.

Swaney

Lorillard

Jergens
L'ee Hats

A^oor^es '.w.ar.ouri'On
rranK iGiioru

'

Rubicam

Gittins

.

Lawrence. Klee
Craig Rice
^•

Staff

Cy Howard

Rubicam'

Tliompson

Young

Molle

Staff
Staff

Gene Wang
Bob Shaw

Richard. Leonard

Campbell^oup

Les Weinrott

Ed Byron

S.

Lever Bros
Libby

None
£insteln'Hacris

Joe Stein

li-F-S

&

Irving Vendig
Tazewell-St. Clair
Hobaj-t Donovan

.

Kolynos
Wine Growers

D. C.

Norman Paul

,

Bowman

Staff

,

Staff

Jack Van Nostra^nd
Hobart Donovan
A. L. Alexander
l>s Vlfeinrott
Maurice Morton

B.

'

.

Les Crutchflel«l

Sherman-Marquette

]

CBS
CBS

&

XlfVXUV

Ted Malpne'

Hummert

Buchanan

Blow

,

'

Procter

2,500
7,500
2,500
2,900
2,400

Fi'ank

Colgate
Bristol-Myers

5,000
7,500
2,500
2,700
4,000

9,00&
9,000

Wylie Adams
Jack Johnstone

MBS

Co-op
Texaco
Camel
Eversharp

American Tobacco

NBC
CBS.

i)

'
.

Victor

Jim CominoS'
Ftan Striker

.Ui'lU.

Patricia

S. S. C.

8,500

•

18,500

NBC
NBC

Sunday Evening ttew

My Dreams

.

Ed Cashman

Burnett

Kaiser-Erazer Corp,

CBS

CBS

TVT
IN

Saturday Night Serenade
Screen Guild Players
Second iwra. Barton"

'

Alflvi '.'Linficiritt

Katharine Seymour

.

oimi

Henry Klein
Charles Livingstone
Forrest Owen

None •
Thompson

-

2,000

2,500
6,500

It

Bill Stern
Stdb« tt

of

Rosemary

Fulton Lewis
Bixby>Becker

Irving' £)recher

Kudner
D-F-S

.

& Gamble

AUis-Chalmers

MBS
N»3

N
N
N

N
N
N
tt
N
W
N
N
N
H
Q
H
m
u
N
H
H
N
N

Ros^

Eliaabeth Todd
Nila Mack

•

Basil tioughrane

Brown-Shoe Co.

]

Quiz Kids

KCA

Bowles

D-F-S
S
McCann-Ericksou
Foote, Cone & Belding
D-F-S

«>,uUv

4,000

N

» Flash

&

'Cq-op
Swift

y

Quick' As

'

Jrai'ion

JComptonl

Noxzema
-

f

« Day

for

..

Barbara Miller
Jack Neuman
Hobart Donovan

.Oliver

Wade

Lyons

Procter

8,500
2,000

CBS

tx

-

Xoung's Family
Portia Faces Lite

JtrilH

'

Cyril Armbrister

D-F-S

Gamble

Westinghouse
I>r.

18,5b0

NBC

NBC
ABC

.y

&

Frigidaire

10,000-

ABC
•

'

'6,000

V

CBS

N

Vipfitie

Staff

Lou Fulton

\

CBS
CBS
ABC

^

ICargona

.

CBS

H
H

Dr«W Fcaraon
People Ate t'unny

Procter

Dorothy Kilgallen

Fred Morrison
Barbour

Durstine
B. B. D. & O.

General Mills
Miles Xiab,

Helen M^alpole

.

Aciee

i.rfiHiLiv

•

General Mills

3,500

H. V. Kaltenborn

IVictllalldCl

Pitts

I

Serutan
Satevepost

4,500

Cy

B.

1,500
2,500

NBC

Harriet:

LoueUW

None

-

Gamble
Gamble

Plroeter .&

UUCicr^II

Walter Tibbals
Frank O'Connor
^

&

^2,000

,11,000

Ted & Mathild Ferro
Hal Fimberg
Margaret Sangste^
Winifred Wolfe
Dan Ehrenreieh

.

Wayne Ho Well

"1,500

MBS

Jack FA«r

*

&

,

Hoyt Allen

B. B. D. & O.
Ted Bates

ABC
ABC

NBC
ABC

•

NN

MWs

Babbitt

Cream of Wheat
Co-opProcter

Bowles

IVIBS

:''CBS,

Farm & Home

Old Oold Show
Family
Our tial Sunday

Owt

.

Manny Manheim

.

CBS'
William Robson
Henri, Hurst & McDonald Henry Stev'art
Duanje Jones
.Martha Atwell
B. B. D. Si O.
Nila Mack

Co-op

<

&

F. C.

D. Friedkin

James Scribner
•

Norman Sweetser

\ LaRoche & FUis /
McCann-Erickson

IBosco

Red Heart

,

-

'

-

Brandt-Commiskey
Ruth Howell

.

Lewis
Ezra Mcintosh
Stephen Gross
Hal Fimberg
Arthur Hanna

Burnett

J

.

,

.

Kewscope

,Ozzie

Toni Shampoo V
I Quaker Oats S

J

Staff

None:
Freelance

•

C.

J.

D-F-S
Benton
D-F-S

CBS

.

Colgate

2,500
4,500
3,000

:

.

Staff

Ffeelance

John Gue'del

Herb Polesie
James Burton

Duane Jones
Young & Rubicam

•Wildioot

2,500^

MBS
NBC
NBC
NBC

•

P
N
N
N
H
K
H

Mr.^'& Mrs. North

„

:CBS
-

i,

N
N

Vnurhn M«qroe
Henrjr Morgan

•

NBC

W.

-il;

.;.

3,0QO
3,000
2,100

•

'

Albert Aiey
Norm' $uUivan

Staff

D-F-S
D'Arcy
D-F-S
D-F-S
Benton

Drackett

Freelance'

Hi Brown*

None
Thompson

Pure Oil
Manhattan Soap

None

St^ff

O.

Henry

Alton Alexander
Richard DAna

Hull, Jr;

Dan Golenpaul

&

Blow

Gen. Foods

Bill

JohnGuedel

^

Hutchins

Anaciri

Gabriel lieatier

.

;

Ryan

& Bowles
& Rubicam

Philip Morris

Coca-Cola
Procter & Gamble

3,000

•CBS

N

McietMi.itif^ky'a

,

ABC.

C

Metropolitan Opera,

.

ABC
ABC

'H

'

Mediation Beard
Meet th«:'Meekf

.

-

;

N
s
K

Manhattan Merry^Go-Bound
'
Tony Martin
i

'

ABC
NBC
NBC

&

None

•

"

James, Haupt
Gcorgene O'Donnell
Joe Thompsonli^
Robert Maxwell
Bob Stephenson
Joe Ripley
Olga Druce

B.

B. B. D.
Ivey

Phillips-Bayer

4,500
2,000
1,000
li350
10,000

CBS

N
H
N
N
N
D
H
N
N

Lum 'n' Abner
M» BerhiMif*
Man

CBS

N
B
H
N
N

.

.

14,500
2,000
7,500
2,200
1,750
2,000

&

Philco

Co-op
Kraft

750

NBC
NBC
MBS
NBC

Be Seated

Ladies

Ivjind o(

Hawk

Ubs
MBS
NBC
NBC

Henry

& Elliftgton
&

"Voung
Seeds

Bayuk

1,500
5,000
1,500

CBS

N
N
N
N
n

H. V. Kaltenborn
Katle'8 Daughter .

.

MBS
'

Gtibriel Heatter

Ayer

Ayer
Benton

Pen

Heatiev

Staff

Rulhrauff

& Power

Co-op
Bromo-SeUzer

10,0005,000

CBS

,N
N'

Just Plain Bill

Juvenile Jury

iuBS

Max

^

F. C.
B.
Sullivan, Stauffer

General Foods
General Electric
Scheaffer

I

Wilfred Roberts

F. C.

I-ever Bros.
Electric Light

•

B.

&B.J

Meyeihoff
Thoqnpson
Ivey

Citifes S«]rv)ce

Armour
American Home Products
Taylor Reed

Eddy Howard
Inner Sanctum

C.
ts. S. C.

'

Mutual Benelit

1,500
i;5oo
6,000
5,500
8;000
4,000
2,500
18,500
7,500
3,000
6,000

&

\ S. S.

\

\..
,

CBS
CBS

.

Serutnn \
(.Noxzema J

(5,000

MBS

WjHlX£ft

JrJUlJJUUJSitt

.fCurstine

'

-

Eckhardt

William Spier
J'ohn Wellington
Charles Herbert
Paul Pierce
Maurice Robinson
'Wwlter FfSwef
Ian S]»it^

(Continued on page 44)

>

«

-

Robert Tallman
Doris

Halman

Staff

Freelance
Stern
• W61t6f FSF9r»«
Ian Smith
Bill

-

.

;

.

S4
Detroit

Hope for Cut

Survey, Sbows Jitde

TV Rates IJiqiedl
Detroit,

Nov,

Theatre GuiM Mdkes

XI,

only television outlet,
WWJ-TV, is upping its. video rates
from $250 to $300 an hour, Harry
Betteridge, general sales manager,
announced.
It takes effect Dec. 1.

Auspkips

Detroit's

In Tek Set Prices for at Least
Those people holding

a Year

purchase*.

off

^

television set in hopes that'
prices will be reduced Immediately
after Christmas are in for a disap^
pointment. Survey by VAim«r of

a

ot

the comparatively high
cost of sets, ranging from -$250 to
$2,495 minus installation charges,
demand is still far outstripping the
supply. Most manufacturers questioned revealed they still have tremendous backlogs of orders to fill
and most were pessimistic about
their chances of filling even these
in time for Christmas. Sales are
subject to usual seasonal fluctuations,
but as with any new appliance, the
fluctuations ar^ not very pronounced.
Slight drop id saities •'was noted after
the start Of the basebiill season last
spring, but announcement that the
World perjes "would be televised

Video Benefits Benefits

Waterbury Area

...

Washington, Nov.

Pmoffl^I Revaiqi

.

In a sweeping realignment of DuMont's top executive personnel de-

.

last week called for consolidated hearing on bids of seven video
applicants for the Hartford-Waterbury area. FCC called for the hearing the day ll,th-hour applications
reached Washington from Harold
Tliomas,"''licensee of WATR, Waterbury, and the NeYi Britain Broadcasting Corp. (WKNB) for Hartford.
With seven contenders for a total of
three tele slots allocated these two
towns, situation shapes up as the
biggest video fight' on the horizon.

Empire

are

Coil

<-

Co.,

WABD
future
'

heretofore

WABD

of-

station

slot;

Travellers Broadcasting Service

to. Ed Sullivan, syndicated colwho forwarded it to the
committee.
This show had been
criticized because of blue comedy
material that was .broadcast.

sent

unuiist,

,

Video ^dsStiD

-

-

.

,

JOHN FEROUSON
With Thomas DUtChell. Jayce Bedman, t^aughn Taylor, JSarryMjusol.
lom, Lawrence Fletcher,, Gnicii
Mills, ',Lo«is Beaohner, «thers
INroducer: Denis Johnston (for the

Theatre Ouild)
Tech. Director: Al Pratsman
Adapted frem play 1iyt|5i.
Ervlne
..

-

Sets;

Jobn

...

.

Bob Wade

70 Mins.; Sun, (9), 8:40 f.w.

Sustaining

Pour bto FCC

WNBT-NBC,

N. y.

script,'
"Ferguson" marked the'
Washington, Nov. 11.
Guild's first Broadway ,click when
Flow of video appAi^ations con- staged on Broadway in May, 1919,
tinued to piclr up speed at FCC this pulling the then-new organization
over
the
financial hump. Extremely
week witli seven more -tele bidders
in the fold. New England Television heavy tjrama hasn't set well with age
and would probably have drawn
Co., headed by bus company operasatiric snickers from any Broadway
tor Alfred Demaris, filed two bids,
audience today.
onj requestingi. channel 13 in Boston
It was saved from that fate on tele
and ti s^nd tor the No. 8 slot in by the excellent performances of a
nearby FSU River, Mass.- The two topnotch cast -headed l>y Thomas
stations would operate as a network. Mitchell and Joyce Redman and by
Down south, WA'VE entered a bid the fine production and direction job
for the- No. 5 channel in Louisville, of the Guild's Denis Johnston. Theresa Helburn and Lawrence Langncr,
Ky., where WHAS already Jjolds a
the^ Guild's co-directors,* probably
video permit. WA'VE plans 'a high- selected "Ferguson" for its sentipowered operation, using 16 kw vis- mental value to them but they
ual and 10 kw aural transmitters.
should have taken a present-day hep
Most interest centered on twin audience more into consideration.
Script resembled more than anybids from WJR, Detroit, and comot "The Drunkmonly-owned
WGAR, ClevelanS, thing else a remake the
stock char-*
including all
both CBS affiliates who formerly ard,"

manager, has been named manager Corp., licensee of WTIC;. Connecticut Broadcasting. Co., TVDKCi Yankee
of commercial operations for the
Network' station WONS; and the
web. 1^ the new post, announced New
Co.
Broadcasting
Britain
Haridd
this week by DuMont tele director WKNB, all for Hartford.
continued
Spurt
sales
zoomed
again.
Lawrence Phillips, McNeil will con- Thomas and the Fairfield Broadcasts,
season
and
football
fall
through the
solidate operations of the Nout- ing Co., headed by the- Iice Bros.,
the coming -Christmas holidays are let with the fhosff of the web.
hat manufacturers from. Danbury,
keeping orders booming.
both after. Waterbury's only vi-.
Boh Emery, until now WABD pro- are
In any city in which tele is introdeo assignment.
grafn. director, has been upped to a
duced, it's usually the bars and tav
New Britain Broadcasting Corp.,,
supervisory post over develo^nnent
sets.'
Promoerns that buy the first
operator of daytimer 'WKNB- in New
and production of youth programs Britain, wants the No.
tion given by these- results in en in8 sissignment
for the network.
He continues as in Hartford, has $44,000 in cash and
flux of orders for liome ^motlels.
special producer of DuMont's juveSmall-screen^ table model is still the
a commitment for ,$150,000 in loaiis
nile- program. "Small Fry."
James
to finance its tele station. Company
biggest seller for homes of any of
h. Caddigan tsikes over production
spend
expects to
$193,361 in. conthe manufacturers. When it comes
and programming of WABD, in adJulian Gross' will double supported Columbia's stand on ramstruction.
to the higher-priced' sets.' however,
dition to iiis present job ^as manager
bow video. WJR now wants to comin brass as managei- of the AM-FMit. was pointed out, those selling for
"otthe program planning' division for
with
Dave Scott as pete with Paramount's, United De-*
TV operation,
$2,500 are just as-much in demand
'
the net.
program manager. Company plans troit theatres and with Fort 'Industry,
as the ones priced .$500 lower. Sales
Co. for use of the No, 5 video slot in
In
a
statement
accompanying
anand
2,5
,kw
sound
picture
a 5 kw
a
chiefs iv^re at a loss for reasons
Detroit. Cleveland's WGAR is ask^
nouncement of the promotions, Phil- transmitter.
for this.
,
lips expressed conviction that tele k
HaB'old Thomas, who has both ing for the No. T channel for a
Other bids were
Will "become economically feasible WATR in Waterbury and WNAB, $264,367 station.
only when it is a network opera- Bridgeport, plans a 20 kw picture filed by Harold Tliomas. for WaterN.Y.-Bos^ lirit
tion and 1 believe most network and a 15.2 kw sound operation, and bury and New Britain Broadcasting
shows will originate from the net- has a commitment from ABC for net Co. fof Hartford, Conn.
shows "within a year" from the netTele^ work's key station.""
Exteads
work's New York -^deo .outlet.
Thomas, a real estate man, shows' a
Networkfromb.€.toN.L
healthy balance sheet of $312;598.t0;
Boston will -be tied on to the eastfinance his video station;
Lotadon, Noy. 11.
coast television network tomorrow
Shakeup in the management of
(Thurs.) via the long-awaited open-,
Paul Belanger, former director for
Detroit
Steve Marvfii, former CBS television and DuMont, has
ing ol the N. Y.-BoSon radi6 relay, Scophony, Ltd., resulted in the apsystem. With a combination of'tliat pointment of J, Diamond as the CBS television staff director, has been 'named program director of
link rfnd the coaxial cable from N. Y, firm's board chairman replacing Sir joined WWJ-TV, currently Detroit's tVATV,
tele ' outlet, of WAAT
only television 'outlet. Marvin be- (Bremer Broadcasting) in Newark;
to 'Wlashington" (both built .and operMaurice -Bonham-Carter, resigned.
longed to- the original CBS staff in N. J.
ated by 'the Bell System), .any show,
Station is tentatively slated
Maj. 'V. D. J. Seely. was named to' 1940 as director of variety, music, to- go on the air with a t^st' pattern
done anywhere along the route will
bo available to broadcasters up and ttie lioard while S. Seeman is man- and dramatic shO'W^, until CBS dpsed Jan. 1 and to tee off regular pro.

Theatre Guild made a promising
but unfortunate entry into television
Sunday (9) night with its- presenta-

A new use for video has been tion of fit John Elrvine's "John
found with the recent telecast, of Ferguson" over WNBT (NBC, N. Y.)
the New York University-Bellevue and the NBC eastern network. ProMedical center benefit broadcast duction, direction and acting was as
perfect as anything yet seen in
from Madison Square Garden, N, Y, near
this still-new- medium, signifying the
With that four-hour show, televi- Guild's legit reputation^ based
on 29
sion's ability, as a fund raiser was years of Broadway experience,
will
established.
easily bridge the gap from the stage
Although no diiW appeal^ ,.for into' the tele studios.
Unfortunate aspect, of the preem
funds was made, nia'ny -listeners sent
show
lay
.in
the choice of the initial
sii^able checks up to $100 because of
Most ol the coin was
that show.

.

Bidders

which wants to locate its transmitter at Avon and is making a pitch
as flagship station of the
either for one of the two Hartford
DuMont network, John channels or for Waterbury's lone

signed lo increase the importance

McNeil,

It.

FCC

DuM^ in Exec

Despite

Brisk

In the Hartfori

James A. Parley being inter*
viewed by A quartet of newspapermen and the Maxwell

around.

k

Biddiiig

'House commercials used on the
show.
Thieves also took $50 in petty
cash that had been left lying

jobs.

VBy BOB STAHIi

Political Plot?

broke
Unidentified
thieves
into
the Benton & Bowles
photography files last Thursday
(6) night and absconded with a
series of stills taken that same
evening of the "Meet the Press"
television' show.
Stills showed

several of the leading manufacturers
reveals that no price reduction is
contemplated, or. possible, for at least
another year.
Chief obstacle in the path of lower
prices is the persistent high cost of
component parts. One representative sales manager poiiited out that
the average tele set now contains
some 22-45 tubes, in addition to the
cathode-ray tube, and the price of
none of these has gone down much
since the war's end. Any cathoderay tube over 10 inches in size,
moreover, must be hand-tooled,
meaning actual m?iss production is
conlined lo only the sniaH-acreen

Sb%t

tele Bow, Despite Decrepit

'

-

-

,

.

,

'

'

,

%Bing

hsi

-

CmV

BELANGER TO DIREa

WATV PROGRAMMING

—

-

-

clown the

aging

line.

Opening of the W. Y;-Boston link is
to be>mai'ked by Special ceremonies
,

emanating mostly from American
Telephohe
Telegraph's IT. Y. headquarters^ which will be a>i:ed by the
three N. Y. stations, one in -Schenectafdy, two in Philadelphia, one in
Baltimore and three in Washington.
A. T. & T. prez Walter S. Gifl'ord is
scheduled to tee off the pro'ceedings
with-a phone call over the radio
relay System to Juieph E, Hacrell,
prez, Of the New England A. T. & T,

&

-

>

'

~

id Boston.

.

Video skit, featuring Tom Shirley
and titled "Istory of the Hilltops,"
will then be staged by an NBC crew
.under the- direction of Bill Garden.
NBC remote crews in Boston and

Washington

will air jcenes from
those cities to prove th^'re actually
on the spot.- Other spealters on the
,

program include Dr, Oliver S. Buckley, Bell Telephone Labs prexy, and
Paul A, Walker, acting

FCC

nian.

chair.

*

Nov 11.'
own -weekly boxing

Cincinnati;*

To

provide

its

for telecasts, Crosley Broadcasting Corp. will apply to the Cincinnati Boxing and 'Wrestling Commission, at its next meeting., for a
promoter's license, J$tmes D. Shouse,

«hows

Crosley president annoUhced Monday.
Proposal pchoes a demand by established local fight promoters that
Crosley be permitted to telSviSe
ilfieir shows by paying for unsold
se^tSi Wliidi Shouse nixed.

Theme was considered trite
even in 1919, as- witness VArasn-Y's
review of the originalv Broadway
production: "Ervine can claim no

stead.

credit for plot or story as the

Itsf

studio last Jfiay.

th^me

Excellent CssUnr

Mitchell was superb in the title
role, as the poor Irish farmer and
head of the family who couldn't tie
in the tragic happenings to his
family with- his supreme faith in
God's wisdom. Miss Bedman. -who
played with the Old Vic Co. on
(Continued on page 42)
-

'

CBS

.

Inside

Coml^ow

Tdemion

'Mi^ Go^ A%[pi^'

.

'

•

,

—

TBA

-

,

-

has been doner td. iin grtkvc, this being hut a temporary resurrection."
As with Sunday night's show,
Varikti at that time found the .show
saved by "wonderful characterizaSpecial nod is due NBC's
tions."
Owen Davis,, Jr^, who cast the show>

gramming Feb. 1.
Teeing Off Its First
Although programming plans £u:e
still indefinite,. Belanger is to have
With
Daytime
charge of selecting the staff. and wiU.
add personnel a^ it's needed. Sta-,
tion -will be the most inddemly-'
CBS. tees off its first daytime
Television was plugged for the first time on the Bing Crosby radio show equipped in existence, according to
Rosenhaus, exec manager commercial television' show next
last Wednesday (5) night but only in New York and Philadelphia. To Irving
Wednesday (19) with John Reed
achieve this on the transcribjpd airer, Philco cut in live commercials in and -Bremer veepee.
King's "Missus Goes A'Shopping."
those two cities, plugging the usual radio and phonograph sets on the reguShow is to be aired from various
lar disks for the rest of the country. Plugs were arranged by the Hutchins
grocery stores in and around Manad agency for Philco.
hattan under CBS' "on location"
'While Ihis represented the first radio mention of Philco tele, RCA has"
technique, adopted wl^en - the web
been plugging its video sets on the Bohert '.Merrill show -for -more than a
Gets Isf Tele Pickup shuttered its studio last March.
year through the j. Walter Thompson agency. Fir^t mention occurred
^shortly after the Louis-Conn- fight in June, 1046, when quotes from some
Washington, Nov. 11.
Show lias, been sold on a. rotating
of the N. Hi", newspaper comment were fed lo Pliilly and-N. Y. audiences.
WMAL-TV. the Washington 15ve- basis to four sponsors, including
RCA has also used institutional plugs for video throughout the country.
n ing Star station, today (Tues.) aired Manhattan Soap -Co. for Sweetheart
the first direct television pickup of Soap; Coburn Farm Products; B. T.
New system of televLsion for hotels, making possible reception in any a Congressional hearing. Station Babbitt and C. F. Mueller Co. Conumber of rooms of any show regardless ol whar shows are being viewed' got special permission from Sen. burn account is handled by the
in other rooms, was unveiled last week by Olympic Radio and Television. Arthur Vandenberg, chairmap of the Modern
Bureau.
Merchandising
Termed "Hotelvision," the system will be installed in the Hotel Roosevelt, Senate foreign affairs committee, to Others are Duane Jones clients.
N.' Y., witliin the next. tw6 -weeks. Besides precluding the installation of telecast testimony of Secretary of Each will rotate sponsorship in the
individual antennas for each separate room), it also makes possible opera- State Marshall and Undersecretary order named, repeating, in the same
tion af a much lower cost
Robert Lovett on. the Marshall Plan. succession after th? initial tqar
i
System involves a master receiver for each channel. All shows are
Burke Crotty, director of WMAL- weeks. Eadi sponsor is to receive
screened for perfection in video and audio reception in a central /nonitor TV, producfid tlie airer.
the major plug /on his individual
control room before being transmitted to the guest rooms. Because of this,
show but the other three, in each,
th6 individual sets contain only two knobs one to turn on the set and
instance, will get casual mention
adjust the volume and the other to select the program. Olympic engineers
through -the advantageous placement
Tele Clinic
claim himdreds of sets can. foe .serviced through the ^single master antenna
of posters in front of the cameras.
system, -which' would make It feasible also for apartment buildings, schools,
Television Broadcasters Assn. has
"Missus," an established radio fea*
hospitals, etc.
scheduled a tele clinic for members 'ture on WCBS for the last 10 years,
at the Hotel Waldorf-Astoria, N. Y., was first presented by CBS on tele
Recent announcement by RCA that it was mainly responsiljle for the Dec. 10, which will replace TBA's three-and-a-half years ago. After a
new television link between Chicago and Notre Ddme drew an' irate annual convention.
year's trial period, it was shelved
denial this week from Paramount veepee Paul Raibourn, Link, according
CBS tele veepee Lawrence Low- for other King packages and was
to Raibourn, was built and is being operated by WBKB, Par's Balaban & man will conduct a panel session for then dusted off and revived Oct. 29,
Katz video outlet in Chicago. In addition, he declared, equipment was active TBA members,
Ernest A. when CBS tested it for the first time
furnished not by RCA but by General Electric.
Marx, manager of DuMont's tele re- on location. It marks the second
Raibourn further took the play aWay from RCA by pointing up the fact ceiver division, is to conduct a panel weekly daytime tele- show, the other
that the link was built by a statibn and not by an equipment manufacturer. for
affiliate
members.
Annual being "Swift's Home Service Club,"
Thus, he said, a station UseU can "successfully build and operate radio award's luncheon will also be held now aired Friday
afternoons on
relay lisks and thus make television available to more ss&d mere people." the same day, with the awards comWNBT, (NBC, N. Y.) and NBC's feagt
Link is used to carry the Notre Dame home football games from Stiuth mittee chairmanned by Paramount coast network. Latter
features Tex
Bend to WBEB's Chi transmitter.
tele chief Paul Raibourn.
MGCrai;y and 3in% Falkeufourg.
directoir:

.

CR0$LEYMAYPR01i)T£
OWN FIGHTS FOR VIDEO

acters from the dastardly villain at-*
tempting
to
diimosscss
poor
a
debtor's family from its home, to the
young daughter wlio lost jher .honor
in an attempt to save the old home-

:

_

.

:
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Wjedneeday, November 12^ 1947

MUTUAL LEADS
British Listeners

Form Group To

Push Reforms for
London, Nov.
Capt, Charles

Henry

tired niival officer, is

Rolleston,

4,

brain behind the newly formed Listeners Ass'n,, a nationwide league
of radio license 'holders who plan to
change BBC policy choice of material and broadcasters, and presentation methods,
During World War I he taught
communications
signals,
wifeless,
and the -technique of fleet nia,

King who
under his
Between

the warsy'Capt. Rolleston built up
an Australian reputation, as a weekly
broadcaster on naval matters from
Since 1939 he
station 2FC, Sidney.
has compiled a diary recording instances pf BBC broadcasts which
he claims needed improvement, and
Instances of "sheer subversive propaganda and disloyalty" subtly put
over in tallcs.
Association wants' material and
performers choseii by open competitions, which would enc9urage new
writers, qoniposers, producers, singers dtid ap'ealcers.
Comedians and
others who cannot be entertaining
without the stimulus of an audience
should be discarded, the association
conterTds. Broadcasting scripts
should be adapted for listeners only,
not for studio audiences, it: claims.
Association advocates, that a high
court judge should conduct an inquiry into all aspects of BBC'stivity and recommends that the
Government should appoint a minis-

ac

ter to answer in Parliament questions on radio matters.
Already
Capt, Rolleston and his suppprters
claim to have achieved one success.
They ^topped the< proposed broadcast
of a Communist plajL
•

/
Cue

On

To Head

Roadshow

Smart Promotion

Part of Jersey Indie

Current roadshowing of "Second

Honeymoon," the L. Bamberger &
Co. sponsored Ave times weekly show
over WAAT, Newark, points up the
strides the indie station has made recently. The first ii)§tance of a major
department store' takin{^ its audienceparticipation, show into a different

Peoria's

WIRL

In the co-op sweepstakes,

still

it's

Top Writers Spin

Swap

Tales,

getaway Oct.
'Trailing,

Ideas on Univ. Of

Raleigh, Nov. 11,
Playwright Paul Green and novelJames Street, Noel Houston and

ists

WDNC, Durham.
come up

with a story ideai usually something
he's been working on, He will spin
his yarn or weave bis play while
the others question him about certain points.
The whole thing is to
be done extemporaneously.
Houston will act as moderator.
Fitz-Simons, incidentally, will pop
up in literary headlines this winter
after publication 6t his novel about
tobacco
"Bright
kings,
The book ;'has been purchased for motion picture production

by Warner Bros.

Harrisburg, Pa., Nov. 11.
Dick McCrone, film columnist for
the Evening- News, has begun a
weekly broadcast entitled, "The
Movies on the Air," over WHBG.
The broadcast, sponsored by the lambasting FCC with telegrams and
L. B. Smith Motor Co,, is heard threatening recourse to Congress.
Thursday evenings at 7:45.
On the other hand, established
Program consists of revie'^s of church groups and bulk of .the.

current attractions, as well as Holly-

wood

practising evangelists are equally
vocal in explaining that these few
"religious racketeers" are giving all
religion a bad name and should
definitely not be given radio station
permits.

gossip.

Rnthrauff

& Ryan

Grabs

1.

numerically at

least,

is

An

On

Early Exclusive

As the bigtime

CBS' new big-money entry, the Joan

Foster Fitz-Simons will appear oii
a new radio show, I'Writers At
Work," originating in the Swain Hall
radio studios of the Univ. of North
Carolina. Program will be aired by
of the authors will

Washington, Nov." 11.
Although the 'FCC has licensed
over 25 new church stations in the
past year, the agency's current investigation of a half-dozen statioii
bids irpm
fiery-ttongued
Fundamentalist preachers is creating a
storm in the religious -world. Disciples of the "suspect" evangelists are

Harrisburg Pix Airer

11/

Davis stanza^ with 25 local sponsors.
Oct. 11, has
snared buyers, howorver, in quite a
number of major markets, including
N.
Washington, Chicago, Detroit,
L. A., Boston, Cincy and Atlanta*
Stanza's tab is 80% of the network
hour rate.
Mutual admits "Parky" hasn't yet
snared many top markets, but claims
the sequence is doing well in medium and smaller localities. "Info,"
however, .is picking up coin in major
cities, thanks mainly to the Chesapeake & Ohio's seven-city buy.

N.C. Air Series Via WDNC Show, which preemed

One

^^^^

Mutual in front by a length, ABC by
three lengths over CBS, and NBC.
'way back and not trying, iFirst big-

time season of the co^opers got fully
under way recently when the last
Robert B. Jones exits as ABG's starter, Mutual's "Meet Me At
central division chief of station re- Parli's," hit the ether. On the basis
lations Nov. 17 to take over as man- of reports this week, "Parky" was
ager of WIRL, Peoria. New station, out front among the newsconiers in
an ABC' affiliate; owned by the numfcer of stations sold, total being
Illinois Valley 'Broadcasting Go,, is "close to 100." Another new Mutual
skedded to begin operations in mid- entry, "Information Please," is doDecember.
ing all right with 93 sponsored outJones joined ABC's eastern divi- lets.
sion in 1942,. following two years
ABC's "Abbott & Costello," carrywith NBC. He was transferred to ing the
heaviest co-op sponsor tab'
the midwest last year.
on the books (80% of the network
hour rate), has picked up 68 local
sponsors.
Comedy co-op aired its
Chicago, Nov.

.

Guests on the "Writers At Work"
will include Betty Smith, author of "A Tree Grows in Brooklyn;,"
Josephine Niggli^ Phillips Russell,;
Frances Gray Patton of Durham,
Daphne Athas, -James Childers 'and
Walter Carroll.
The program is being produced
by Earl Wynn, director of the ComCenter,
munication
and Robert
Schenkkan.

show

theatre each day, Monday Root Beer To Spread Its
through Friday, the WAAT program'
now has played in 20 different theaConga Drumbeat Spots
tres with the showing last f'riday (J)
Chicago, Nov. 11.
atjhe Colony, Livingston, N. J. Show
Now that the lid's off the sugar
had been in houses in Elizabeth,
Newark, Irvington and Clifton earlier bowl, Dad's Old-Fashioried Root
Howard
Beer,
through .Malcolm
last week.
Idea of offering a radio show of Agency, Chicago, will sweeten its
network calibre \lrith a wide array of outlay for spot announcements in a
prizes has clicked with Jersey house' dozen major markets by the first of
wives. Bamberger show has had an the year. Buffalo, Baltimore and
SRO sigh in all Spots played. Pro- Louisville are get for an outburst
gram is announced both over the air of conga'drum spots at an early date,
on each program and via trailers with several hundred other cities in
shown on screen of theatres where line as soon as bottling plants get
'•Second Honeymoon" is due to play, started. Move points to greater use
WAAT staff crew, with Bert Parks as of radio by otlier soft drink manum.c. and Mort Lawrence, staff an- facturers in a period of sharpening
~"
nouncer, travel to different com. competition.
xnunitias each day well in advance of
Televised film spots for Dad's Old'
the theatre's 9:30 a.m. opening.
Fashioned are being tested via
Bob Paskow, account executive of WBKB, Chicago, for widespread use
WAAT formerly with Warner Bros, in other markets. Spots retain the
theatres, is making tieups with thea- conga drum thumping, with such
tres,, in most Instances getting ex
variations as bottles flitting through
hibitors to give their houses rent the air in time to the drumbeats.
free. The exhib cashes in by giving Meanwhile a new radio spot has a
early matinees after the radio broad- fluff variation on the conga routine,
cast at reduced prices, usually 25c.
which literally has been drummed

picture

'

ABC

Leaf."

to

NBC

DF CBS.
'

Jones Vamping Chi

Carolina

'2d Honeymoon'

Bre^

-f

re-,

the organizing

Jieuveriifg to the present
was then: a midshipman
command at Scapa Flow.

Storm

ABC 2D. AHEAD

BBCs Beasts

RACE

IN CftOP

•

MutnaFs
It's

in

1,500

the

Local

overall

Siponsers
pictur'^^

of

course, that Mutual-: shines.
Latest
Mutual,
Ideal-sponsor tally runs:
"well over" 1,500 (as comi>ared with

720 last March); ABC, 714 (no March
figure, but a claimed 40%. gain over
a year ago); CBS, 219 (no comparable previous figure), and NBC, 156
(as against 150 last March).
How this figures up from a revenue standpoint is hard to tell, what
with the wide variation of rates,
even lor the same show, with -local
sponsors., bobbing in and oul^ of the
picture,, with various guarantees to

and

on

Percentage cif the web revenue represented by co-op sales is a wellguarded secret (and not included in
talent

splits

profits, etc.

:

St. Louis, Nov. Hi
Ruthrauff & Ryan agency,
its v.p.' Oscar A. Zahner,
early jump here and has
inked the St. Louis Cardinals for an
exclusive play-by-play of all games
during the 1948 season for its client,
the Griesedieck Bros. Brewery. This
makes the second consecutive year
that th6 suds makers have an exclusive with the ball club.
Last season.2ahner arranged for a
27-station -web in seven Mississippi
Valley states to carry the broadcasts,
night and day and by ticker for onthe-road contests. The only fly in
the ointment for next season are beefs
about the reception in certain quarters. FCC is expected to try to iron
out the troubles before the 1948 tee-

-Ldfcal

own

ligion.)

•

KWK

by Mutual

of last
week, the total talent revenue received from stations from the sale of

closure

that,

as

(Continued on page 38)

,

WHAS, LOUISVILLE,
IN

PERSONNEL REVAMP

program prevented them

from

carrying the baseball stuff.:
left WIL and WTMV, the latt
tcF in East St, Louis. Both are low
powered stations and many b. b. fans
are expected to obtain
sets for
reception.
Zahner was forced to

That

Pitt

-

pass up

WEW

they have no
cast at night.

and

FCC

KXfiW because
permit to broad-

Recorder Combo Sales
Manufacturers

ChicagOi Nov. 11.
of radio-recorder

Stint in

shape of retail sales. Idea
is
that music-hungry public will
snap up recorders to grab off tunes
froha live shows.
Four moderately priced radio-recorders are now available and seveltal other entries are promised in
time for Christmas buying.
The
James C. Petrillo ukase plus Nov.,V
ending of government brakes on installment buying are expected to
make cash registers sing.

fall in the

SpoUsorSmirl
"

expand

his web:

ter's

five -

stint

over

minute

WCAE

show reviewing
-

every

Monday

Barbasol Renews Ford's

night at 11:30 after just three -iyeeks.
Mrs, Parry> veteran Press columnist and onetime draigpia
critic
for
Milkman's
on
Seripps-Howard daily, didn't care for
Barbasol has renewed on WNEW, the idea of coming on right after
N. Y, for another 52 weeks, in' an station's regular backstage. broadcast
even
though
Florence
Sando,
fewme
Interesting, sidelight on late showcommentator, doesn't go into critical
time programming. 4 year ago the
aspects o| the attraction but confines
company started trying out the draw herself to interviews with cast mem"of its products- on late night shows, hers and general comments. Mr».
Parry
also felt she couldn't do jus"utilizing about IS stations around

Mat

WNEW

•

little

more than
two were

three minutes, since nearly

absorbed by intros and commere!al.<!.On the other hand, show's bankroller. Colonial Art Furniture Co.,

burned when
the dailies

all three

reviews"

in-

ol Katharine Cornell's

"Anthony and Cleopatra" werfe pans
after Mrs. Parry had lauded show
to the skies in Her/opedlng broadcast. Sponsor also decided that hour
was too late to get the audience it
wanted to teach with the sales plug.
-

Another member of the sales staff, Logan Doing a D.C.-Pitt
Marshall Krieger, is also out. Had
Trek for Auld
Syne
been with the station about 20 years.
Pittsfburgh, N^v. 11.
Douglas Cornette was named promoWilken's Jewelry Co';
is
still
tion, manager of the Courier-Journal
hanging
Logan
on
to
Jack
to
do the
-Announceand
WHAS.
and Times,,
ment of the changes was made by spiels on its Amateur Hour despite
into listeners' heads.
Barry Bingham, president of the the fact that hjs has to commute
Root beer bottlers feel that conga newspapers and radio station.
every Sunday for the show from
spot is as strong as any in the field,
Washington, where he's now workequal to the Pepsi, jingle or "love
ing. It's a sentimental attachment,
Opens since
Wasser,
that sarsaparilla."
Logan started on the show
when it was first launched a dozen
Agency
Packaging
years
ago and, has managed :to hang
Pittsburgh, Nov. 11.
Equipment Lack Still
the. assignment even during'
on
to
Pete Wasser, former manager of
war, when, he was stationed
Snafuing Eire's 'Voice' KQV who resigned several months the
nearby as a naval petty officer.
ago, has op%ned his own radio proDublin, Nov. 4.
ducing office here and is specializing
Amateur Hour resumed Sunday
Eire's new shortwave radio stain building, packaging and selling (9) over WGAE with a new m.c,
tion, "Voice of Ireland," designed
He's already put a couple of Dave Tyson, who replaces Lang
still shows.
is
for worldwide coveiJage,
dumb. It had been- planned to open ideas on wax and has been peddling Thompson, and an added regular
starter, Paul
(Tiny) Fisher, 390this fall, after being held up by war- them among the agencies.
Wasser, -who had been with KQV pound comic who used to be an
time Shortages, but it is officially
Lately he's
istated here that it will not be on since that station was sold away announcer on WCAE.
from the WJAS-KQV setup, was suc- been playing bass and doing comedy,
the air now until 1948.
Reason given i.s difficulty in get- ceeded at the station by James Mur- with a dance band in his home town
ray, his sales chief.
of East Liverpool, O.
ting equipment and studio space.
,

Lang

a play in

tice to

years.

Ex-RQV,

neviewmg

Pittsburgh, Nov. 11.'
Mutual
dissatisfaction
betwjjen
sponsor and Florence Fisher Parry
has resulted in cancellation of lat-

»

to

Louisville, Nov. 11.'
the country. After several months,
Personnel shakeup at WHAS took sponsor dropped all but WNEW, on
place last week. Neil Dalton, assist- the grniinHs of budget curtailment
prexy
of the Courier- as well as response. WNEW, howant to the
public
relations
was
named
Journal
ever, has held the business, Barbasol
director oj^ WHAS and its. FM affili- pushing its various products on Art
ate, WCJT; J. M. Wynn was made Ford's Milkman's Matinee six nights
director of sales, taking over the. job a iweek in the 12-'to-l slot.
resigned.
Eaton,
who
Joe
held by
Renewal is effective as of Nov. 30.
Eaton had been with the station 18

Own

Bows

Critic

iionigm

STATION, NEWSPAPER

COMBINE IN KANSAS

:

comboS expect the disk bah to provide them with an unexpected wind-

Drama

FM

,

Disk Ban Seen as Aid To

'

(Continued on page 40)

'

Some indication of the extent of
co-op biz can be gained from dis-

•

•

A

Griesedieck, through Zahner, tried
several years to buy KMOX,
and
but their

skedded

.

few of the "suspect^' preacherapplicants are charged with {tiaying
ball with Gerald L. K. Smith and.
with racial and "incendiary" preach*
irigs.
The. others are called on the
mat Jo. explain their financing and

for

KXOK

—

.

-

.

stations,

(NAB directol: of research Ken-neth Baker points out that commercial religion accounts for 9%., of
sponsored time on the local watters
and over 8% on regionals.
The
large
stations
probably because
they don't need the money—-devote
only 0.4% ol their- time .to paid re-

,

KSD,

air,

licenses in their own names. Plenty
of regional and local stations still
sell religious time, but the evangelists who can afford it and who rely
heavily on radio solicitation forfunds generally prefer to get their

an

o.ff

with the

stations,

the gospel men
are increasingly trying to take out

through

got

Zahner is trying
by the nets)
Obviouslyj in the case of Mutual and for next season.
ABC, however, it's getting" above; the
peanuts mark.

billings figures released

continued to
ligion off the

Cards Play-by-PIay

FCC, have
push commercial re-

approval of the

silent

St. L.

Kansas City, Nov. 11.
Daily ne^wspaper and radio station
Garden Ciiy, Kan., have been
combined under one ownership.
Move .unites the only two news, out-

at

lets of

Finney County into one or-

ganization.

Gervais F, Reed, publisher and
one of the owners of the Garden
City Daily Telegram, announced he
had become owner - operator of
KIUL, Garden City, purchasing same
from F. D. Conrad. KIUL Was
started 12 years ago by Conrad, who
had been the sole owner up to the
time of the sale last week. Conrad
is leaving radio to devote himself
to a photographic studio and a fac.

tory to

make

household

plaster souvenirs ttnd

articles.

—
'»iimi*

Cftrmen Mastren orch (5),
chorus (4); J«e Kine, aimouncer

Dire'e(«r''Writer:

Neut

B«views of disk joclcey progiam are ciarried in the Music

Statninei:

M ns.; Tucs., Thur., Sat., 11:16 p.m.

15

Milts.; S«B., Xt:lS p.m.
Snstainist

COCA-COIA
MBS, from New York
WArcy)

WUk

].1

WINX, WasUncten, D.
This is not- a new

and Orchestra section.
They are on page 47.

lN«WftHldfe'. la^>?l!9s|f

HOACr

IS'OON«Be$S DOING ITS SQBt
P.odueer: Bt Ibrt

Disk Jockey R«vicw»

Wilh

'*

WeimtaMft

BEVIKWS

»IOKTON DOWNEY

:

mi

:Fol|ow-ip Gtiniiieiil;

Sblrlee Tnraer, IttiMj; Cetai,
Stevens, B»> Le Mrati, ««.

C.

UC IMtiu.;

loriim show,

C'ASaaCBASt.

Sulv

SiSf p,m.
'

ScstKiiiiii;
having last Sunday
BIcnry StorcaM, who's, fairly noted CBS, te*m Kew Terk
9Srd consecutive week oni the air. hotti for originality and for rubbing
Hoagjf Cafiiiichaei, one of the top
However, Ed Hart, slrai'ing from his
"tvlorton Downey, who'.s been on
fur the wrori-g way, popped ASCAPers in contributing much to
usual practice of airing two sides ot people's
the alv periodicauy for Coca-Cola wiui Wendell NoWe, Henry J. K»i
a Congressional fight, thi* week up on Walter Wincheli's broadcast pop-music via his "Stardust," "Lazy
for several years, is back again unser; Jack Roarke, anM«ncer
broke precedent by bringing to the Sunday (9) to insert ^'4 job wanted Bongs," "SmaU Fry" and others, has
<loi- the same sponsorship, this time
Pradueer; Jack Bawrke
of late beipome 'ft^jCiim figure, as well.
mike two of .the seven Stat« Dept.
on a three-a-week lalc-evenins run Writer: WilUam Green
ad in the classified coluihns of thff
adtled boxofflce value, his
on Mutual.. However, he's not heard 15 Mins.; Tues,, Thurs., Sal., 7:.'50. employees llred last June as "poor Jergens Journai" .Morgan, who is With histry
on his own air show
second
With them was
pccurity risks."
over the network's New York outp.ni. (EST); Su«, $;*S p.m. (EST)
being droppea, toy ..Bveia*arp, said ahould make a stronger indent.
tlieir attorney, former Irust-buster
let. WOH, where the show originates, JCAISEtt-FJCAZER
the ad siioulcl lead that "a youns
explained
who
Arnold,
Thurman
In
the
slot
formerly occupied by
but is picked up by line and cai-ried, MBS. fram New Terfc
comedian" will- be unemployed after
and
dismS^al
of
Oieir
circumstances
Jean
Sablon.'the
tunesmith gives a
locally by WINS. New York. In<SwaTiejy, Dralce & Bement)
Dec. 3 and "prospective sponsors"
highly .creditable. aceount of himself
the current flght to have the Decidentally, there's a eiiriou.s'. wrinkle
should contact him through Jergens
"Newscope." judging by its preem
make specific charges Journal.
about the situation, as WINS doesn't airing last wedt W), looks at the partment
for once, was with- at', song -mS -piano. It'.s an affable
WW,
against the men, confront them with
sounds like it- might
se&sion
switch off the line until after an- ne»vs
Ihe wrong end of evidence, and let Uiern battle it out out comment'.
throat
reasonably- emanaite from a Third
notinder Joe King signs off the show
clouded spyglasses, wilh all sorts in the op,en,
with the Mutual identification'. Then,
The Power aad the Glery," first avenue ,<N. Y,> bar and grill, iniere's
of funny little things skittering in
Technically, the show was better
a nice ait; «{- inedrmalitgr" in its muin the station-break, WINS gives
and out of view. {Te^ff originated than adequate; in content, it broke in tlie series of original scripts to be sical and chatter segments
it.s call letters.
which
in N. Y., but the'fihow -Will regue^^Iained
hour
Hart
radio.
llieatre"
in
"Ford
ground
the
new
aired
on
majb^' if easy-, listening.
There's little new to be said about larly come out of HoUywottd.)
it
was the first time- any of the last Sunday (9), was adequately
Downey. His high, thin, deai- voice,
Format is virtually the same as
Hailed in advance as a tieiv idea
purge" had
easy delivery and frank .sentimental in news shows, giving events of the principals in the "loyalty
his
last- try,
Actually, Carmichael's
diners' taste.
brought their cases to the public tailored to afternoon,
...style have long had a loyal follow8Sing
is
abetted
by
Buddy
human"
Cole
ancl
at
day "undei^tanding
Typically, the twp Drama! moved along at steady pace,
over- the air.
ing', and the background of the male
treatment, ihe program as it caaie
on skimming the surface of several im- a second Steinway, but both keyquartet and Carmen Mastren's small oft can only be described as a new State Dept. men were identified
hut never board styles are so integrated that
orchestra (piaao, £ddle, guitar, bass idea, but a very bad one. It ap- tise program only as Mr. Blank and portant topical problems,
the actiial -result is implementation
an
than
more
deeply
digging
in
and .electric ocgait) are equally pears that the producer's conception Mr. Y,
of Carmichael's style. An additionAlthough the station may oe average soap opera. Buttressed, al beat is provided by
skillful and lileasant. The type of of
Phil Stevens'
''understanding
and human"
numbers played is indicated by treatment consKts of injertmg cute charged with airing only one side of however, by some snappy dialog bass. Dialog is with Shirlee Turner,
Articular fight, fact is «iat flie amd a good production, session man- who handles
Thursday night's (6) sho-w. which little remarks feome in bad taste)
tfce small-talk well:
60offered "Don't You Love Me Any- into otherwise »nous ncira and of st^^t/^jept. has consistently refused aged to 'sustain interest for the
Jose.
or to pub- minute run. But for a full hour, bigmake
any statements
more?'' a medley of "Eose of ICilar- attemptmg simulation of the voices---"."
'....
lish charges against the employees
time network show, much more tiian
ney"- ami "Danny Boy," the quar- of people being quoted.
All the Therefore, "WTNX may have tak«i adequacy is required to re^ly x'tDg,
tet's "Honey lliat Move So Well"
MEET THil MEBKS
voices heard are Wendell Noble's, the attitude that airing of ihe.^e^ tihose rating belte.
and Downey's "thought for tonight." and he's no jenius as a niimic.
With
'V«r<^est I'Cwls, Fran AUistwn,
may
merely
Coefi/'iigny
view's
Heptor
employee^
for
&e
missed
Plot
In line witb Coca-Cola's severe
biitialer offered no evidence of
Beryl Vaashn, CIW Soatorleir,
counterbalance overwhelm- wript was based on a formula mix«
policy OA qomm^rcial^copy, tije talk digging for inside, behind-^fae-scenes serve to
Mary F, Dcssmand, Eliialra Bwsler
been given ture of 'politics and romance, with
on the ,show is limited' to an ex^ facts, no special attempt to interpret ing publicity which has
the State Dept. action- in the local a peppering of violence. ; Dealing Writer-Directar: lies Welnroat
treroely short opening and billboard. events, and'no particiilar' accent on
press,
Vt&gxam, 'vs initiaQip- with a conflict' between- A
terse song cues and the familiar human interest stuff. Rather, the and national
argument craidkea political machine iii some SWIFT CO.
'pause that refreshes" sales slogan material seemed to be largely tele- prc-sented, 'was persuasive
the entire gov- backward .state of the Union' and a CBS, ..ttmc €hk»em '
at the close, latere are no real' type copy, -with quips inserted here for a clarification of
(J, ITaUe^ rhdmptefu.)
commercials. That it is so strikingly and there, and quotes marked for ernmait procedure. on loyalty firings. group of medicos, Story wandere,d
Both, Messrs. BlaiUc and X re- into various arenas- of psychiatry,
pleasant indicates how escessK-e change of voice. Noble is plainly
In -the face of a slump that has
to Hitlerism, suicide and murder trialscQit)9i«x«ials have eeuerally become. capable of reading the news, but aifirmed «8ilier .^^ed affidavit
not. Commu- winding up in a happy clinch, dst recently hit the food busitacss. Swift
were
ihe
effect
they
Hobe.
seemed to tackle the as^nment nists, Jboth admitted as State Dept. handled the thesping- joto in .com- Is apparently taking the aggressive
with a let's-gag-a:-up,"*o3® attitude, employees they had had many "di- petent style.
method of going after business by
or orders to pla$*-jt thai way. When rect associations" with representaenlarging
its
radio
advertising
STUDENTS' FORUM FOR S.AFETT he
mentioned Vishinsky, for in- tives of foreign governments, tooth
Akbett and CostelU, Whose ABC budget. That firm has increased its
With Kay Taylor
'siance, in an accoiuit of .UN affairs
time to one hour on the Saturday
(State had
ofSciaUy and socially.
JDirector: Richard E. Bales
(which, are. no laughing matter); explained the firing by pointing to comedy series 'is among the co-ops a.m. slot over NBC following ijp its
39 Mins.; Sun., 2:30 p.ni.
Noble inserted in deep, voice,. "He's "indirect associations"' with foreign for<;ed by the American Federation established Atchie Andrews series
AMERICAN UUTVAti iAABTUXT that Eoshian delegate, you know." .government r^jresentatives'). Both
with "Meet the Meeks" which preemWQAN, Poritend. Me.
At another point, Noble injected a men said since the. firing they .have of Musicians io tise choral back- ed Saturday (S>
This., is another iuve quiz, but quip about films, asking in one voice, been unable to find other employ- grounds and bridges, are hitting back
JS^ow IS a pleas-ant domestic sitva'With a difference .tijat iifts it above "Can you call these' super-dupers ment. Mr. V, a former college pro- via the air. They had a couple of
tiwi comedy stanza that made a
aiost ot its Sunday afternoon- ilk. coming oiit of llollywood entertain- fessor, explained he liad intended in barbs against the AFM in last Wedgood imniession on the morning
Difference is that.^iiestiibns are mentT'iand replying in still. anoUier any event to return to tcachin.g 'this nesday &ight''s (S) broadcast, and trade. TliereV
a diversity of charvoice
reviewer
missed
the
snapSudden
(Ihe
with
gag
which
from
the
"And.
signed
off
a
in
Cosdrawn
fall, but his college post was" no
acterisations remimscent of key
" type of, info compiled by per in the sJmft'le)*
Death-.
tello, in response to Abbott's queslonger open,
characters in many family stanzas,
To' intro the commercial (which
casualty divisions of insurance outMr. Blank, an economkt, declared tions, said that "when music is played with a -stress upon juv<e amvities to
fits.' Public fascination in macabre' was remarkably brief). Nobis chathad had five years wiQi tiie gov- as loudI.y ag possible it's fortissimo,, impart cute aspects to tli^ sliow.
he
-statistics was indicated for all time tered: "Friends, Bomatis, conptry- ernment in which he had handled when softly as possible it's pianist,
Initial session related the -task of
by terrific uimact of 3. C. Furnas' men, lend your ears .to flie spon- top secret infoxmafion for the War simo and when played not at all it's
the teenage daughter's attempt to
mag piece- wta boolc. ot lew seasons sor." listeners had already done so. Dept. and for State without "a single Petrillo.
Kaiser, who sounds as though he question raised oA- hLs' loyalty."
back.,
Earlier In the stanza, it sounded convince mother to let her keep a
Her^ picked teams from 'local high could jgive Gabe' Heatter some com- Arnold agreed that .Cmsmnies should as if the comic6 had been faded off dog. There's no taking any chances
with
that kind of plot.
petition,
teed
offthe
preejn
air
with
at
the
«f
joke
about
t*5e
payoff
a
schools are quized regarding safety,
he rosfed out 6f government jobs,
world pointed out no such charges had ^iferidges," apiiareittly invol-trinig store
As presently constituted, there's
factors in everyday life,. Their hesi- some remarks about "the
America for great been 'made here, and called on the teeth.
toa considerable j'ob of editing to be
tant answers are insMediately cbm- "looking
done. Writing makes all the cbarmented on in a .-fsitherly' fashion for- thing?," how "all things are possible State Dept. 'to publish its charges
sotik tesults by casual^ expert of ,to him who has faith," and -"pro-' against pll seven 'employees all'ol
Armistice Bay salute of Auto aeters. too gatoby, and consequently
Vtessage duction and fsdth can do the |ob." whom have heen, -unable io" find
there'a a tremendous loss of action.
sponsoring' UftiJerwritfer.
Lite's Dick Haymes show originating
cteftly bionght home to listener" is It was evident that the 'sponsor was other g<rvemment employment.
Once that's «Airr;!eted, the directfon
that hitting- the floor in the morning s!old on., the show idea; he passed
Stanza tamed out to be one of from CBS. Hollywood Thmsday (6)" win bjfe smoQliier and -laster. Jose,
the
mike
along
with:
-"And
nowt most strikiiig. In fhe Hart series.
in peacetime is but. a few degrees
was a good one. IVblle the £nt half
less hazardous than hitting the hold onto your chair*—here's Wen-i^
of the stanza was devoted to the
beach lirith the infantry -in wartime, dell Noble!" (To which Noble reusual jive, crooniugs and iHivepingf,
80 he'd better watch his step from plied, -"Thank you, thank you, Portfinal segment took the form of a Wttk Hiraat H^wby, Tane Chasers
here on in- And tajte ijut some lia- land*.", in his best Fred. Allen voice.) INOVnUNG SEPOBTSfe
moving, dignilUd homatie to Ameri*h WtytluM BMeia <4), Smt
It's .a good thing Xai«er, who is
hiliiy IpsUjcanc^ whAt's-the name of
-With Xtoaiay Stan
icans unicnown soldier.
Btrer Bays (3), Caiarad* Pete,
^pending a pretty penny for it, like& Direetec: ^Beoiye -Wallaeh
that cSnpai^
^
fed Starkey. Dos SaUivan. Millie
the show. Liste^ier reaction is going SnMlaeeK
With a sombre musical background
B^acis btoa0it out included such
'Mi
"CMtt; s
* Sue, Glover Clark, I>Ud» Carto
mijied,
be
'to say the least.
faan4Ied by Crordou Jenkins' orch,
eyeopeners as that a painted ladder
3« mm.', talL, S fJ«. (i;ST|
ter, "Stay Tim, BM-ry 3tmk», EMie
T
script
'D<iatu
touched
on
0ie
coairteviporaiy
is a3wa;|rs an unsafe ladder; that
S, KLEIN
BdwarAi; Paiif Taylar, llavli Aft^American soldier ''knowh otfly to
more kids are killed by firearms
WNEW, W. Tifetnt'.aoMBiicei's','
God," then flashed bsick to Paul
than any other accident factor; that FLAT AT HOME VOtt
(John A. Cairns k Co.}
Revere when "we unfurled the new PraMcer-IMreetar: Fran'Helser
you're just an stecideftt going out to With Jtalph Paul, c»eee
It's tough to snare retdilers as
flag of freedom at Lexington." War Writer: Hicsfey
happen after yonSve passed 65; that Prodaecry pok Eauriek
radio
bankrollers,
and WNEW, of 1812 and Civil War -were referred 45 BHns.: Sal;,. »Ui tm.
the {dace to get killed 14 to cross at Writer: EiS-.BtalBara'
N. Y., didn't spare the program- to. Then came memories -of Teddy Partl^jHitltic
>an intersection—jaywalidng in the rAjfriciPAviNfi
ming lionses in going after the S. Roosevelt in ,'flB as well as World XMBC, JKansas City
middle of a block is niuch safer; 3« Mins.; SanV l«iM pju.
Klein deiiartment store. Bestdt is War I, up to the last war. Haymes'
This year's edition of the Brush'
that most fatal traffic- accidents oc- WOH, N. y.
as
super-gimmicked
a combo of narration throughout was forthright Creek Follies lools and sounds as
disorder
in
cur in the .sticks; that
In "Play at Home Quiz," new
the home .is the greatest accidental; half-hour -q. and a. show which program ideas as has come out of and reverent.
if everybody, at KMBC were tiying
killer of Americans; and that' the preemed Sunday night <») on WOR, the loudspeaker in many a day. In,
to ^t into tlie act. That's been inore
most Tecently assessed bill for U. S. N. y., station may well have the one package, Klein has a disk
or less the ease, however, ever' since
accidents was well over the six-bil- answer to the problem of -jetting jockey, an inquiring reporter, ab
-Uie show was founded 10 seasons
lion mark.
ago as the ace showcase of the stathe quizzers out of the- studio and added store attraction (the "recorder" quizzes Shoppers in Klein's), listion's entire roster of western and
Show's 'integral shortcoming, into the dialers' homes where. they, tener participation (they submithilUiilly talent.
So there's always
which possibly can't i>e helped; is, too, can participate. CieateA by questions lor the reporter to ask),
a stagefull at the Ivanhoe Temple,
specialized nature of' material, with Norman Livingston, program offei^ giveaways fau^or of the best ques- socover qf
WOSIC
whers'-the 'Show goes' live on Saturconsequent tendency to invite kidii the stayi-^i-oOmcB ma opportunity ib tion each week aiid the
shopper'.giv- -With iUrstirhv •rcbttreciea |i>y Wil- day nij^hts during the winter listento guess at answers^, Kay Taylor, inatch their ovm wits with a quartet ing the best
liam Brallemky; GcM-firk^, aa- ,:iRg '«eason.answer get'merchandise
'
femrae Hi.c, seems too often jwtisfled of studio participants. As a final orders), and a name guest' judge,
iwaiieer
with, monosyllabic tejoiiiders, hut fillip listeners are asked to mail anTry as it might, this Uth edition
swers to some six' xaipid-fire ques, <who listens in and picks the "iiest" iDirector.- Tom de Huff
okay otherwise.
could scarcely be any bigger or
•answer).
X!r»4iH!er-" Vi^iseai
G^tt*
better than its predecessors. 'Year
High scorers from each weekly tions for an apprmiriate prize.
In the getaway sequence last Sat- natB MvxafiNs;, inc.
Emcee Ralph Paul deftly tossed urday
in and year out the BC Follies is
panel "are ^to compete at- finale of
(8), recorded interi'iews with 11 ABC StalGbMU
aiMut tig good a ahow aa ;radio can
presimt serial for college gcholar- some 20 queries in-aU to three wom- five femme shop^rs were played
"
Sponsor '« en and a lone male ih th« studio. back. Xionny Starr, as the reporter,
aCettii msoni
shuck out of x^rn, hoedown and the
^liip, wrist -watches, etc.
nasal t-wang, and this year's series
staitd to 1^ mOEe consider- Answers ,jvere sought to problems ehattcred narmlessly
with each,
For a commercially sponsored, all- fairly well
^vhich ranged from the date of Paul
able twe Jttodest l4«««!toent here.
matcUes the standard.
then asked them, "If you could have
.':- Don.
Revere's ride to "squares named after
muKical, 15-minute sequence without There's a raft of new names on the
one wish what would you wish (or?
presidents and generals in TTew York
After they answered, they were vocalists, this is a model, tastefully roster, and » Couple ihorc stanzas
city, Windup founcl a Miss Dooley
asked to name their favorite pop presented, aasy on the ears,' melo- should get them into the shellin.*
on top with 13 right. Ai;i intelligent, recording.
harness with the eKperienced hands.
MEXROFOLTt AN NEWS
airer the record.- dious
In
the
enoufl^ for anybody's network
logical show, "Play at Home Quiz'
ing named was twirled toy disk at any liour. "Jt teed
After an absence of several reaWith 7alin HIeks
sliouid And a fair-sized adult audioff last Saturjockey Starr after each interview. day night
sons, Hiram Bigsby is back to emcee
Writer: Marianne O'ReKsn
(8) on ABC's owned and
ence waiting for it
At the windup, Starr phoned the operated stations and six ABC affili. the show. "Hie general plan calls
15 Mins.; Man. thru Sat.. S'.iO a.m.
in the scripi was a plea
gue;st judge (Benny Goodman in ates in
AIEiXOPO£ITAN UFE INSUR forWoven
for little or no script, and show
major
cities CBoston, Wash
donations
to
tlie station's annual
»
this' case) and asked which answer ington,
ANCS CO.
proceeds mostly from a prepared
Minneajpolis, 5t. Louis, Den
Christmas fund for underprivileged
to the "wish" question he thought ver and Miami).
WVAM, Cleveland
The time period outline with Higsby to pe» what
children as well as a brief spot for
,best.
dialog is written and to tie the show
C'evelatld's 8:30 a.m. spot already Northwest Airlines.
varies on the different stations.
Sudden inserFor future stanzas Starr will tag
together in person at the mike'. It's
In the initial airer, William Brai
has been taken over by Metropolitan tion of the plane commercial came
along
with
winners
of
purchase
or
News with a Hooperating ot one as a bewildering surprise. Copy of
lowsky led the stringed assemblage a chore right up Higsby's corn xow.
-point ahove its closest competitor. that type would have heen more ders to record what they bought, through sweet-tempoed. artfully' ar- and puts tbe show in the hands vf a
*
Now the program introduces a new appropriate for a musical cloclt etc.
ranged renditions ot such aU-tune vet performer,.
Unusual angle of the airer. aside faves as "All the Tilings
feature which seems destined to send show.
Strictly new lak-nt Includes the
'i'ou Ate,"
Giio,
from its cfflinboed gimmicks, is that "Humoresque," "Tales of the
its rating still higher.
Vienna sUiging Lazy River Boys and gal
there are no straight commercials Woods'' and "Brazil."
New switch is a live interview
singers Ginger Clark and Linda
Arrangements
injected, the sponsor apparently be
spotted well in the new show. Perwere high-styled in the manner of Carter. Tune. Chasers continue as.
son interviewed has a message of is the jiattern of other interviews, ing satisfied that constant reference Gould, Kostelanetz, Hose, «t al Gene station's top instrumental group,
to Klein's es the seitting of, the in
community interest and of 4)ublic show will benefit materially.
Kirby's intros were examples of i^ith Rhythm Riders only a pace
Rest of news program is avenued tcrviews Is sufQdient iUititutional briefness.'
service. On the initial stanza (Nov
behind. Colorado. Pete strums and
plugging.
toward
Baldau.
femme
Frank
listeners
with
em'nterviewee
was
1)
Commercials for the sponsor's 4711 i^ngg as the <mly remainee of the
WNEW rates a kudo tor coming and
head of Community Relations pro- phasis on features at against news
Sir toiletries were to keeping original cast. Jed Starkey and his
who discussed President Tru- which is' isttessed on earUef pro- up with a show that «ould aeaisk. with the t«ne ot the show,
gl'a->»!
-being Arkansas toass, Don SuUivaO and liis
the t^iul flsid and at the same time moderate in length,
grams.
niw'-'.s C-tvil Kie^its CJIomrriittee s recowtwy singing, IVIillic & Sve and
claims and de
Hicks does a nice voice job; O'Re- lightly divert listeners with a novel livery.
p'v-i PS it reflects -on Cleveland. Intheir yodeling, and Eddie Ec\;avdH'
t"-\:
was short, factual, well-de- gan's writing has the 'feminine <fmfaelii:flimeiitjaf the platter and gab
Nobody is going to twist the dial blackface clowning arc stand bys of
routine.
Jfsrit.
Horn.
and full of punch. If this touch.
l
ofE a show like this.
Do«n. 'several seasons.
<2ttti(.
'.
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ACE DETECTIVE
One of radio's slickest sleuths. He's wise-cracking, hard-hitting
Rosa Dohn, Detective, played by. William Gatgan, popular
Hollywood tough guy. His advjsntures are packed !with action,
suspense-and

thrills!

\

GOOD ON

THE

DRAW

known as "I
Deal in Crime," Ross Dolan, Detectwe, snagged an 8.6 as a sus^
tainer . . . later brought in a waUoping 10.3 for his client!
roan's got terrific drawing powet! Formerly

The

HAS TIME ON HIS HANDS
: ; .

And not just ordinary time either!

It's outstanding

network

Ross Dolan, Detective, broadcasts on Saturdays at
. . immediately followed on ABC by Famous
Jury Trials, Gangbusters, Murder and Mr. Malone, and Professor
Quii. Someibody smart is going to grab this quick. Why not yout
time.

8:00

.

.

pm EST.

Boss Dolanf Detective
Saturdays, 8:0G pm,

EST

ABC Program Department
circle 7-5700

»
,

star.

.

5,00 pw.^^^*

B OO

P'"''^^^'

—

«

IS

FCC

Finally Resolves Fort

Wayne

Snarl With Grant Made to Localites
Washington, Nov.

One
tested
finally

11.
'

of the most vigorously conradio cases in Indiana was

resolved

by the FGC

Air-Happy Mayor

last

Minneapolis, Nov. 11,

week.
FCC, after a couple of
changes of heart, awarded Radio
Fort Wayne, Inc., use of the l450kc
channel for a fuHtime station In
Fort Wayne. At the same time, the
Commission denied two competing
bids from the Community Broadoast-r
ing Corp. and evangelist Homer

Mayor Hubert H. Humphrey

i.

Eodeheaver for use

of

the

Thursday

(6) resumed his series
of radio reports on municipal,
affairs over WLOL, 7-7: 15 p.m.,

make him a four-times-aweek air performer. Humphrey
also does a Home Auijit show
three tinted; a week from his Of
to*

-

same

over WTCN, interviewing
people seeking homes.
In his
absence,, show is conducted by
other municipal officials.

fice

Channel.

was the

third decision released
the controversial case.
proposed a grant to
the Community Broadcasting. Corp.,
It

by FCC on
Commission

.

Mayor

first

whose principal, Arthur Feldman,
bas had a total of 17 years of broadcast experience with the BBC, NBC
and the War Dept.. His wife Rhoda,
who would have become {lubUc serv*
ice director of the Fti Wayne station,
was former assistant to BBC's program director in New-York.
In final decision, 'a majoriigr of .the
FCC bench decided that local re^i

dence was a more' important' consi^^
eration than, radio savvy,; and. cast
their baljots for Radio Fort Wayne,
whose stockholders ^re loc^l residents—Merlin H. Smithj Charles A;

Sprague arid Glenn R. Thayer. Smith
bas been a radio performer and bis
two partners are employed on the
technical staff of WOWO, Ft. Wayne,
Eodeheaver was ruled out early in
the game on gfound he Intended a
largely "absentee" operation,
Commi.ssioners Cliflord J. Durr
•

•

also is negotiating for
a series of weekly broadcasts
over WCCO, and at intervals
does
transcribed
shows for
KSTP. Frequent guest shots on

'they had decided to
In the Enquirer.

buy

ii

pag« ad

Co-ops

union of advertisers with
newspapers, magazines and fadip
Continued from page 38
Continned from page SI
which has allowed mass media in
country to become a reality. H co-ops hit $30,745 weekly, or better
prodigy because he or she was a this
we knock out tho advertisers wa de? than $1,600,000 on a yearly basis. At
friend of the sponsor family. That
At such a time the same time, ABC reported that it
stroy the media.
time has mostly gone. It still exfreedom of speech will become a is now "billing over $1,000,000 for
ists in soma cases but seldom with
talent on co-ops." Both

WSAI

the

mora resgonsible

tions,

"It is the

station opera-

"Now

quick to emphasize, however, that
this isn't profit, talent's pay comes
out of

Morgan, Parr
SB

Contlntied from page 29

we seek that
content which touches most, vitally
at the concerns of Cincinnatians. For
a man to have any integration of his
character in this field, he must have
political

beliefs.

We

cannot

Morgan Nixes Extension
Hollywood, Nov. U.
Henry Morgan has sold his last
Schick riazor over the air for Martin
Strauss. Pair closed out their' unfriendly Association yesterday after

a man on the matter of
whether his beliefs are in accordance with our own. The _only standard of judgment we have been able Strauss, iSirough his„ "agency emisto rationalize with the First Amend- sary, Milton Blow, sought an addiment is that his beliefs be held in tional wedt past Wednesday night's
and Rosel Ityde di^ented in last common by others in the commu- option date to decide whether or
two FCC decisions on the case, and nity whose views are accepted by not to renew the caustic comic.
Blow and' Strauss were told in no
Votedi to upbpld the proposed find- our democratic processes.
ing cit last April preferring the Com"We can censor against libel, uncertain terms that there would
that
treason, obscenity and incitement' to be no extension of time -aQd
munity Broadcasting Corp.
up
rebellion. We must lean backwards, they had many weeks to make
Buffalo—WBEN and WBEN-FM to avoid censoring or doing anyr their, minds, So after six mor*
have added three; new announcers thing to destroy the mechanisms 'of broadcasts Morgan will elect himin recent weeks.
MarsbaU Dane free speech. Those of us v/iib Ubetal self, from the Evershtirp-Schick
came from WCAU, Philadelphia, to attitudes must do this when it means stable.
'Whether or not Morgan leaves
become evening Esso Reporter. Jim turning the other cheek.
(Pat) Cooney iss.doin-g straight
"The Shell Oil Co. did not : con- the Biow shop la up to the agency
announcing. Ross Weller also is cern themselves with Garretson's Ijoss, who holds an option for anannouncing for both AM and FM political belief's when they agreed other two weeks on both the comeno more tlian if dian and the ABC time.
stations.
to sponsor him'
judge

programs, give him an
average of about six days a
week on the air.
Other

can

of

quencing.

.

'

—

some shows make money

,it,

whereas others lose, etc.
Moot question of how far co-ops
go before they saturate the
local-sponsor market seems yet to be

r

ABC's widely-promoted WednesWe
day night comedy parlay, on which
the network has spent considerable
coin and brainpower. Morgan and
to the means of getting Paar were vital elements in the comand confining the con- position of the web's program se-

as
circulation,
sideration to newscasts,

some

webs wore

classical parlor conversation."

.

.

"I can easily understand why you
woidd: not have had time in the past
to consider such things as a radio
station's problem in securing sponsors whose own messages are valid
are in the
and worth while.
same position as the newspaper
basically, we sell circulation.

:

answered.
Specific programs appear to have a certain level, as sponsor lures, which they reach quickly.
ABC's "Town Meeting," for instance,
has 65 sponsors, about the same

number

it

had shortly

after

it

went

co-op,
ABC's gabber, Baukhage,
has 102, against 100 last March, Kate
Smith, Mutual's brighte,st co-op star,
hit the 300 sold-stations mark shortly
aiter her co-op debut last June, and

now has 301. Runnerup Fulton
Lewis, Jr„ has climbed slowly from
254 last March to 288 now.
Yet additional shows can be tossed
inta the co-op field, as AftC, "Info,"
"Parky" and JOan Davis were in the
past month, and pick oft 25 to 100
sponsors apiece, without apparent
cost to established co-ops.
There are now 46 co-ops, against 39
last March, The additions are mostly
Mutual's. NBC, with seven, is unchanged. They're largely news shows.
CBS has nine, Iiaving added Hawk
Larabee and "W4nner Take All" in
addition to Joan Davis, but "House
Party" will drop from the list this
month when it again gets a national
sponsor,
ABC has 13 offerings, having in
the last «ix months dropped Cliff

Edward and Powers Charm School—
"Tennessee Jed" also has done a
fade
but having, added Nancy
Craig and George Hicks' news in ad-

—

.

A&C.

dition to

fym

Mutual tops the

list

with 18 Co-

March there were 13),
recent months added
"American Forum of the Air," "Meet

opers
having

Year!

(in

in

the Press," "Alexander's Mediation
Board" and others. "The Shadow,"
"Captain Midnight" and "Top Harri-

"THE
«

LIFE OF RILEY"
(NBC

.

Sat. Night; for Prell)

gaii" are co-oped on' stations now
covered by network sponsors.
"Volume" of Mutual co-op sales
has increased 85% over last year,
according to, Bert Hauser, MBS' coop director. And he predicts that
the talent revenue figure will pass
the $40,000 per week mark within
the next three months.
An
exec has said that that
net wiU definitely pitch up another
bigtime «ntry in the co-op 'stakes
if the A&C 4leal prospers.
Feeling genteaUy 'l» that It's too

ABC

with

WILLIAM BENDIX

written

by

ALAN LIPSCOTT

(Assisted

by

a.

"RMr

REUBEN SHIP

and

JACK BRECHER and HENRY POSNER)

JOHN BROWN

PAULA WINSLOWE
as "Mrs. Riley"

as

''D^er O'DeU*'

soon to tell whether high-budgeted
items can be made to pay off on a
co-op basis. It's largely Up to station
salesmen from here in, and much depends on economic conditions tot
small business.
Meantime, Petrillo's arbitrary ban
on live music on co-ops is no help.

Pin CLAIMS A

FIRST

ON DISK JOCK WHIRL
Pittsburgh, Nov. 11.
World's pioneering broadcasting
station, KDKA,, Pittsburgh, recalled
on its 27th birthday last week that
current swing of radio's big-name
talent to disk-jockeying is nothing
new. The first platterspinner was Dr.

Frank Conrad, who founded broadcasUng with the establishment of
KDKA in November, 1920. But the
first spinning was more than
a year
earlier, in October, 1919, at Dr.
Conrad's amateur station, 8XK, the fore-

runner of KDKA.
Bored by the monotony of continuous talking during tests, Dr. Conrad, placed his microphone before a

phonograph and began playing records. When his supply ran out,
he

arranged with a, Wilklnsburg, Pa,,
music shop to provide disks, on the

For 1948 Release

.condition that he announce that
these records could be purchased

there— this giving radio

Universal-International Pictures

its first

ad-

vertiser.

Will Present

"THE LIFE OF RILir

(This adveitisefflent paid for by a friend

Copyrighted.

- 9^4dHf Rfi/eeht^

Mif.l LOU CLAYTON
PNITJSd BBXAI,!. ttHttia CO.
We^tenday, NBC, lOsJO t.M., %M!t.
H-CI-M^"Oai tli« Islaiia With foU"
"Till* TIME FOR KEEPS"

,
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or MINN. SEEKING FRI.

Storm Brewing

MinneapoHs, Nov,

Contiaved trom page 3$

how they propose to operate their
stations "In the public interest/'
Many of the complaints reaching
FCC point out the preachers appear
to be extremely wealthy and no controls appear to be exerted over their
radio fund-raising activities.

Dramatic example is that of J.
Harold Smith, radio preacher from
KnoxvUle, whose bid for a license
to cover his station permit WIBK,
JEnoxville, was -aired in hearing recently. (Hearing has Jjeea recessed
to Knoxville Nov, I'/ where Smith
is expected to summon, witnesses in
his behalf.) The Knoxville preacher
was quizzed by FCC for, his failure
to be "candid" on his financing or
to disclose purchase of '485,000 worth
of radio time and a $15,000 loan to
radio station XESCB" in Villa Cuna,
Mexico.
Roger Peace, WFBC^; Greenville,
S. C; Walter Brown, manager of
:

:

'

Activities.

Coy on Cash
FCC's principal concern, however,
was Smith's failure to report as personal liabilities large sums of cash
he got from members of his family
and
and friends to finance his
His apstations in- Knoxville.
plication also failed to. report disposition of some 50 shares of common stock which later turned up in
three-way split between the
a

AM

FM

Smiths and their program manager

Marvin Thompson.
In Kansas City, FCC is probing a
station bid from the Rev. Wendell
Zimmerman, Over 200 protests have
reached FCC on this request, including letters from most of the
churches in the state, university and
people.

business

Zimmerman

is

charged with arranging meetings for
WSPA, Spartansburg, S. C; R. B. Gerald L, {C. iSftiith .at which riots
Westergaard, WNOX, Knoxville, and occurred. A Kansas City law firm
a half-dozen ministers took the forwarded to FOC a Dun & Bradttand to oppose grant of an FCC street report alleging that finances
license to Smith'
One called him sworn to by Zimmerman and his
outright a '"rellgiQUS racketeer." pals in his application,' and even
'

When WFBC. and' WSPA

cancelled

his programs, the preacher urged
his disciples to boycott the station,
dutobed its principals "devils from
:

hell,"
etc.
stirring, up

Intemperate

sermons

and

political

racial

hatreds also characterized Smith's
radio talks, it. was testified.'

When his contract with 'WNOX
cancelled in 1946, Smith and the
Bev. Harvey Springer staged a torchlight protest pat&de In front of the
ttation,
publicly
accused owners
Scripps-Howard' of leading a "Communist conspiracy" to drive the word
of God off the air, and finally came
was

-

their ages, are false.

He

is a

the

QuV

FHHnsdadftnoclation with timerhoaoced
Neui Otl0»ilt imiilKtlMs
hajf
devetoped s higbqaality of'integritjr.
WDSU dentci fngram limt nptlarfy,
and «dMi«tl)4o thcSt; Louie Guhedral,
the laieniittanal House, Moisam lBtct>
natianul Altpoit, Tulane ITiiivmltj<t

WDSU

damentalist who goes in for antiSemitism, anti-Catholicism, etc., according to letters received at FCC.
Commission also recently wound
hearing in' Oakl^d, Cal., on'
up
bid of Thomas Patton and his evangelist wife.
The Pattons operate a
bona fide Bible school in Oakland,
but FCC had complaints that they
attacked those pf- other faiths vio*,
lently in their gospel teachings.
Hearing, however, developed both
oppositioa and support 'for Patton
in the Oakland area. Pattons« 'who
are said to~ be wealthy, promised'
the FCC not to solicit funds over
their station but propose to run a
regular commercial operation..
In Minneapolis, FCC has tabbed
for bearing bid of the Ifortfawestern
Thecaogical Seminaty and Bible Institute, ajkparentiy in. resppnse to letters alleging anti-SemMc preachings by that institution's 87-year-old
president Dr. W. B. Riley. American Jewish Congress and United
Eiabor Committee of Minnesota have
bath queried FCC about this applica-

lIniaaStMiag;dieMttn!c;^Aiid(toibia^
'yraphoaic* and Opem.

WDSU's dominate Hooiv
crating pioves that hon-

oring local

jiiititiiijonl

cMates

liiteiiM

yjjiih
loyally.

On the other hand, FCC has been
handing out permits to religious
groups whose teachings ttt«! less controversial at the rate of one: or

two

Kentucky Mountain Holiness Assn. in.Lawson, Ky. ^headed
by two lady preachers--?won a permit last week: This station proposes
a month.

to sell
attiig

—

only 12 one-minute spots a

enough
es^nses.

day, or-

-just

to

meet oper-

Baptists are particularly active in
lists

of

i

new

station owners.

.Producer Fred Levings checked out last week to make his home in
Univ. of Minnesota sta^ .
is Chi winner hi
tion, Is campaigning to make broad- San Francisco.. ,.saia Manipoli (Ella JWerien) of
casts of Minneapolis Symphony Or- "Carnegie H9II" muslcial contest.
chestra concerts from Northrop au"Meet the Meeks" commercial bow was gandered by 125 execs of Swift
ditorium, .on university campus,' a & Co...., Friday night curtain of Spike Jones' stajgeshow goes up at 10:30
It's
regular BViday night feature.
p.m., to" give the maestro time to return from his CBS broadcast.,., NBC
seeking permit for after-sunset op- newcomers include Nancy Willis, Joann Frakes and Jean Frakes. .. .New
erations and 'has redoubled efforts "Jack Armstrong" conte.st has 1,112 radio-phono combos as prizes, which
since the FCC permitted a single should get parents listening with the kids. .. .Don 'McNeill housewarming
broadcast of season's opening con- at his new manse in Winnetka, 111
Jean Carson singing for vets at
Listener .response proved Great Lakes Hospital,... "First Nighter" script of Nov. 22, is fronv Bob
pert.
much larger than anticipated.
Hartman's typewriter. ,. .Jim Mahoney handshaking for Mutual last week
WIND holding open bouiie tor trade at its new quarters
is on same' wavelength as in Montana
WJZ, Ni .Y., assured a' dear channel in Wrlgley Bld'g., Nov. 13. .. .Jack" Owens' wife and daughter at rhigside
to for his opening <7) at College Inn....Capt. Bill Eddy talking on "What
by FCC, thus requiring
Happened in Television Yesterday" at Radio Management club.
cease operations at. sunset.
As a side linCj announcer John Weigel of "Curtain Time" and "Meet the
Station manager^ £turton Paulu,
.Kong Liu and Dickie Orlan
however, told, commission in Wash- Meeks,""runs a- cheese shop on Iiake street.
of
"Juvenile Jury" set for guesting on Tommy Bartlett's "Meet the Stars"
ington that few. listeners in the
.Larry Teieh's "Billie the Brownie," a pre-Christmas show, now in its
area are able to receive
15th
year
on
WTMJ....Ivor
Kenway
town
for huddle with ABC brass
in
WJZ.
news chief* started a flve-a-week series this week
.... .Bob Hurleigbj
on Mutual'^ central and western 'Stations. Pierre Andre is announcer. ...
Jack Payne spinning the disks on WENR' platter show while Linn Burton
vacations on the Coast. . .Disk jock Jack L. Cooper leads the field on local
air mentions with 154 each weekday. .. .Bob Elson interviewing Louelta
Parsons tor his "On the Century"
Disk jock Ernie Simon ribbing WJJD
brass on his morning show
Kleve Kirby will handle the chatter on
threc-a-wcek "All Kinds of People" when ft'tees oil on
Nov. 17.

KUOM,

.

Grants

.

WGNB

\

KUOM

KUOM
,

.

KUOM

.

.

.

,

WGN

6-Man

Set

Fun-

tion..

VeSUbroidcitsts 5000 tntt*
'fiSB the. Etcnch Quuur to
miI South Louisiana listcnus.

Continued from page 30
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;

to Washington to lay this charge hefore the House Committee on Un-

American

From The Production Centers

NIGHT AIRING PERMIT

To

(tfoiqi

.

—

Gab P(^y

Washington, Nov.

Y&R

li.

WMAQ

As a

starter for this ex-,
coverage, of the U, S. scene,

cities.

The a4-man industry-wide music
committee named to plan strategy
ConUnned from page 29
upcoming negotiations with
James C. Petrillo. met at National mediate prospect of a better time
Assn. of broadcasters headquarters becoming available.here last week and promptly apLikely sale of "Comedy Theatrs"
pointed six of their membership as
would presumably stymie the other
a special planning subcommittee to'
proposed
AFRA benefit series,
set policy.
;

for

:

The six represent all phases of the "Show of the Year," which-' theSullivan, Stauffer, Colwell & Bayles
broadcasting industry as follows;
agency recently tried to put together
Judge Justin Miller, for the
•for Pall Mall.
However, since the
networks and broadcasters; „Wjlliart
vnion
has indicated its willingness
Fay representing, the FM JSisBn.;
to waive its own Rule 12 to permit
Charles Gaines, for the transcription
name performers to appear at less
companies; Lawrence PhiUips for the
than- their regular lees, it's underTelevision Broadcasters Assn.; and
stood other groups are mulling such
Edward' Wallerstein for the record
inzaSi For instance; the' American
manufacturers. Richard P. Doherty,
Guild of Variety Artists is known
WATB director -of employee-employer
to have had .sueh a series in mind
relations, -will serve as executive
for some mbntiis, and somewhat
secretary to the subcommittee.
similar ideas have been considered
Decision to streamline the comfrom, time fo time by the Lambs,
mittee:. 'Came
after
preliminary
recommendations by NAB viceprexy Frank Mullen that NAB's
Justin Miller be named chairman of
Vpiieat
the entire music committee. Pinal
plan represents entire industry and Bssss Continued from page 28
was voted overwhelming^ by the
which may be Introduced before the
"
committee: membership.
year's end, making use of a battery
of tape recorders in N. Y. to wax
on-the-spot pickups lor editing and

AM

panded

Charles CoUlhgwood has been
shipped to Los Angeles and BUI

Downs
9-9.:15

to Detroit. Strip, in the
a.m. slot, will be co-oped.

(Neither NBC's "Report on Europe" nor CBS' "News of America,"
however, will be aired by the webs*
jfj. Y. flagships.)

;Mutual capped
a

"Week

its

.evening

Kaiser « Frazer

sale of a four'*
to

"Newseope"

William

£lnd

L.

commentary to Piedmont
Shirt Co. by inking Peter Paul last
week, to sponsor an 8 a.m. news strip.
Shirer's

Sharp

Goleniiaiil

SSSm

playback.

Continued from page.iU bsbsJ

Wire-recorded playbacks by all
tout nets o£. testimony in the recent
Hollywood Red probe hearings spotlighted the new emphasis on this
type of news coverage. Consenstis
in radio circles that this was an
example of "radio at its best," served
to accent the trend.
.

would run to approximately

The

scale for jthe pianist

the

show before the ban was

$9,564;'

who played
$31.88.

"Caught In Squeese"
rial Baptist Church, Portland, Ore.;
Declaring that he has always been
Bethesda Free Church, Indianapolis; sympathetic to or.ganized labor'sposiMary Hardin-Baylor Baptist' College tion and abided by union rules,
in Texas. In addition, the Baptists Golenpaul sees his program caught
have filed a total of six FM bids
in a squeeze ovei^' a controversy beTexas alone.
tween Petrillo's union and broadcast-^
prs. He argues that the effect of the
Philadelphia—A tour-page folder ban on co-ops is a restrictive one,
entitled "So You're Going to Con- only at the expense of the performdust A Seminar on the WCAU ers," local stations, and small adverCareer Forum?" Is being distributed tisers, all oLwhom participate, in co
by the station to civic leaders, in op shows. The complaint wants to

have recently gone to Hinson Memo-

m

NBC

let

Leon

Pearson,

••THERE'S PIENTY OF
ftUSINESS IN

Drew

0H\0

Pearson's

brother,
newly hired
(away from International News
Service) lor the web's European
kick off the new ''Report on
Europe" last -weekend from N. Y,
Future editions of the stanza will

G

staff,

be shortwaved from Europe, featuring Henry Cassidy, the web's European news chiet and various

and educators, who will know why the AFM doeisn't carry the members of his staff.
be guests on the- 1947 series. Folder, ban to a logical conclusion and bar
Don Hollenbeck, who conducts the'
in black and white, is written in- musicians from all network
shows,
widely kudosed "CBS Views the
formally as a helpful guide to faGolenpaul surrounds his recital Of press," will handle the new "CBS
miliarize the guests with background how the
ban has tended to damage News of America." picking lyi reand procedure.
the quality of "Information's" pre- ports from s.taff newsmen in key
sentation with a host of lists and sta-;

Your

• I
$ h a r •
li s i n g

By
.

.

*

dustrialists

.

1280 ke

WdHi

JOHN BLAIR 'ft
i,i (i';rj;"i"rr.r.'

'

CO.,

Deiituiiiitiitiva

"
'

I,

.

r,!

.

WEED & CO.

Molfonal fiefireicnMitivet

tistics, such as the type of masical
guests and the percentages of musical
questions. The petition also points
out how the co-op show serves the
public interest, stating that such,
sponsored programs are "not only a
means of benefiting the small advertiser but also of giving the public a
'larger number of programs featuring
good talent than would be possible if
a network were the only means of so
doing."

The complaint even
of the

NLRB to

calls attention

the forthcoming ban

on phono

disks, holding that such a
condition would make it stiU more
difficult for local stations to give
their listeners the opportunity of
hearing good musicians. Appended
to the complaint is a list of the Co-op
shows carried on the various net-

worlts.

—

Atlanta Headley-Reed Co., station
rep outfit, has resigned its representation of
here effective Nov.
1 to become national rep for WCON,
the Atlanta Constitution station now
under construction. WCON, which
will be an ABC affiliate, is expected
to get on the air in December. Station will operate full time on 5,000
watts at 550 kc.

WAGA

j
I

I

"P«9i why doesn't the little tiuy eat Wheatles
so he CMU row, too?"

Wcdneadbyt November

W,
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Coml Setup Looming as Threat To

Spreads Air Facts To

State^trolled Froich Ra£o
:.

:

JParis,-

:

Nov.

4.

Student, Civic Groups
Kansas

One-Day NetwoilK Plugs
Norili Carolina

Nov.

City,

FM Day

AtForuDH-ToEliier'sDisadvantage

11.

Radio as a subject of academic
interest is on the upbeat locally,
judging from the first regular meet-,
ing of the Kansas City Radio Council,- group organized to spread facts
of radio before student and civic
groups. Ann Hayes, KCMO's femme
broadcaster, is president of the

4,

French radio, currently state controlled, and without commercials,
will soon be the center ot a big
Question to be depolitical battle.
cided is whether it is to remain in its
present status in entirety, or whether

41

(Mk Schoolboys Take Radio On

Kaycee Radio CouncO

•Albany, Nov. 11.
during the strong criticism delivered
blistering attack on and a weak at children's programs
notably
Midnight,'^
defense of radio, by youthful speaks
Superman," "Captain
ers from Christian Brothers Acad- "Tom Mix," "Hop Harrlgan" and
emy and the Academy of the Holy "Buster Brown."
Names, highlighted a discussion, of
Commercials Blasted

—

A

"The Advantages and Disadvantages
Raleigh, Nov, 11.
of Radio in Education,'-' at the adult
A statewide network of 13 FM council.
Social Science School in the Acada private enterprise group, spear- stations went on the air for 12 hours
The panel-type meeting held at emy of the Holy Name. It was the
headed by Marcel Bleustein-Blanrun an Oct. 29 to mark North Carolina's the Univ. of Kansas City last week first time a forum on radio had been
chet, is to be permitted to
Independent radio corporation us- observance of FM Day as a part drew well over 100 persons, where 'held at the Social Science School
of National Radio Week. Tlie pro^ attendance iri past years has been and it also was one of the first
ing one of the national stations.
less
25% of tha number. Pat- instances in which the effects of
From a business angle, there's no gram, sponsored by the North Caro- tern than
for the year is to turn, each broadcasting
lina FM Assn., was not the launchhad been publicly
doubt that the current system is
ing ot a network, but "simply a meeting over to a major station lo- debated by Catholic high schools in
disastrous for the state.. French
demonstration to the public of what cally which can voice info about its Albany.
radio has a personnel ot 4,000 and
can be accomplished with that type policies, programs and services. A
Rev. Harold B. Hinds, diocesan
cannot live except through stale
panel then stands by to answer director of the CYO and formfer.
From tiie political angle, of broadcasting," officials said.
subsidy.
Harold Essex,, veepee in charge of queries from the audience.
head of the diocesan radio council,
parmitleftists are dead set^against
Panel this year is made up of presided. An audience of 250, inradio of the- Piedmont Publishing
ting private interests to get on the
though Co., Winston-Salem, and program George Stumpf, KCKN; BiU Bates, cluding many teenagers, appeared
air while they control it,
chairman foe the one-day network, WDAF; Sid Tremble, KCMO; John to side with John Roche and Roggr
the Communists are of the opinion
said the 13 stations broadcast from 0 Wahlstedt, WHB, and Rod Cupp, Ryan, of CBA, as they delivered
that incepting private radio here
a.m. to 9 p.m. He said stations taking KMBC. Cupp had charge «f this broadsides
at commercial radio.;
might eventually give them a chance;
part Were WMIT, Mount Mitchell; meeting to tell the KMBC story and Joan Leach and Betty WeUh, of
to obtain an outlet for their propaWAIR-FM, Winston-Salem; WGNC- its hookup with CBS. Meeting was Holy Names Academy, upheld radio.
ganda.
PM, Gastonia;.WAYS^FM, Charlotte; made a feature of National Radio
No repesentatives of area stations
For the test 18 months, French WSTC-FM, Statesville; WSTP-FM, Week observance in Kansas City. or of the broadcasting industry were
radio has betsa beaded by Wladimir Salisbury WMFR.>FM, High Point;
on hand to answer queries some of
Porche, uniSir fhe supervision of WHPE-FM, High Point; WGBG-FMi
Seattle^Johnny Forrest, continu- which only a person in the business
But it's Greensboro; WBBB-FM, Burlington; ity chief at KOL, local indie, has could handle^or to explain the reaMinister Pierre Bourdan.
known that Premier Paul Banmdier WRAL-FM, Raleigh; WGTM-FM, been made program director for the sons for the present air setup. Their
Is not satisfied with the way news Wilson, and WGBR-FM, Goldsboro. station.
absence was particularly noticeable
is being handled by Radio Journal,
or its departmental head M. Gayman and his aide Francis Cremieux.
trusts
really
The man Ramadier
For
is commentator Jean Quittard.
a time Ramadier had thought of
creating a special Ministry for Radio
would
be
headed by Bourdan. This
the end of *Porche and the return
to the exec post of Claude Bourdet,
whd has already run French radip,
but wta fired li\JL94a following an
"atomic" broadcast by Pierre Nocher
which caused such an alarm that
there were many complaints against
use of such realistic material.
If Bleuetein-Blanhet— who same
to radio via a publicity agency; instigated commercials here in 1929,
and .became owner of Radio Cite
Broadcasting Co.—gets his way and
can run a private radio company
side.by side with state radio, he will
have with him Louis Merlin, currently heading sales and programs
for Radio Luxembourg; Jean Anr
toine, son of the late actor, and radio
producer Jacques Vital.. Also inter
by Edgar Kobak
ested woifld be the Bupuis group,
President, MuttMlBr0adcasting System
headed 1^ Americai)-bom Mrs.
Diipttlf^ owner «f fhe prewar daily

Commercials received a blasting
from Roche and Ryan, at well as
from several audience speakers. The
charge Xmloosed was that they were
too frequent', exaggerated

and

overx.

Kids present laughed
several
commercial messages
were repeated. Mystery shows and

emphasized.

'

as

-

soap operas also took a verbal beating.

.

»

-

.

Roche several times winged at a
"Tuesday night comedian''. he meant

—

Bob
terial.

script,

:

GUSTARD

from

Hope^for alleged blue maHe demanded "censorship" of
to prevent off-color cracka
getting on the air. The audi--

ence apparently agreed with him.

PIES

af Twelve Paces

•

Pc-Ut Fatisiw.

littxemlKturf OppDiltiini

.

\(^e think Custard Pies are for eating.

Biggest opposition to independent
French radio would be Radio
Luxembourg, currently blanlceting
the continent «nd about to treble its
powen It has numerous commercial accounts, using talent which
were once on French radio. Biggest
account currently is Roja beauty

But

products, starring lAaurice Chevalier
in disked show<
is

Radio Monte

Carlo, which ic owned partly by the
It is going to
Frenish government.
increase its wattage so as to be
'dearly heard from Paris. Price of

.

..

and 18

It's

state controlled radio.

MEX GOVT. PURCHASES

let's

go back a little
what

and networks.

It is

FCC

Mexico City, Nov. 4.
The Government has officially announced acquisition by purchase
(amount not disclosed) of station it
closed

radio stations

an engineering method,

accurate, dependable

and conservative.

it is

It is

hear" measutement;

it's

a

"good-enough*to-listen-to" yardstick— from
the listener's and not the broadcaster's viewpoint, which
-

is

important.

— but because, for the

is

new-

components are new

its

first

an engineer-

time,

-jng measurement has effectively balanced all
the factors which affect the strength

and

clar-

a signal. AH these factors have long
been known to radio engineers. Mutual "just
put them together in a measurement method

ity of

1,

1947) we have 468

stations.

which there are no

BMB

figures.

The

BMB

Study was out of iaie for Mutual the

day

was published; and

it

it

gets

more out of

as of today

we had

to develop a

method .which would measure
out stations. Wt could do no'less for advertisers and
advertising agencies.

Reason No. 2

is

that advertisers

and agen-

need (and should be given). dependable,

up-to-date figures

ence

(i.e.

pn

their potential audi-

coverage figures) as much'as "listen-

ing" or "audience" figures.
figures

is

And

coverage

what LISTENABILITY provides.

Three months ago,

we began

showing our

LISTENABILITY maps and figures to leading aHvertisers and agencies; and they got
we had expected.
What statted out to be a measure of Mutual's
uncounted coverage (uncounted by BMB) was

develop a new coverage

applied to other networks for comparison's

face of

measurement?
There are two reasons for

BMB,

d d
i

BMB

even a better reception than

sake;

.

this: as. you'll

Survey was made in

what

might

profitably look into our

to

our selliisg. We

many

health laws.

-

,

started

out as a private Manage-

ment tool became a service to the
That was when we got the idea

We
show

It's

simply

do too

because it'* xcT-

this:

bave

tlSTENABIUTY aupi .which

clearly

where people can hear Mutual

stations

(and competing network stations)

and well: where pfOgeami can
be profitably promoted and merchandised.

consistently

As of October

TENABILITY

1,

1947, our daytime LIS-

is

potential

figure (including dual

29,245>0O0. This

a

affili-

mammoth

be heard witha signal good and cleat ettough
to encourage regular listening.

What's more, to an increasing degree,Mutual, is being listened to. The World Series
is

a

good example: the Crossley Average Rat-

ing for the entire Series was 36.7, the highest

World Series rating on record. The top rating
for a single game in the Series was 57.6 —
the highest rating ever achieved -by a day-

time commercial program.

The moral of out tale is: with a good program an advertiser can convert homes which
can listen into homes which: do listen. And
the better the show, the larger the numbcf
of listening homes.

A

final note:

on Mutual you get more"
on any other
what

radio-homes-per-dollar tiian

industry.

network— which,

that per-

advertisers buy. Shall

in the last analysis^is

we showyou the proof?

WORLD'S LARGEST NETWORK

We have renewed

is

— radio homes to which Mutual can

Mutual Broadcasting System
APPLE-PIE-ORDER NOTE:

thtn tht

our selliag story-^imd^

like

advertisers

simple.

some

time ago at Villa
Acuna, opposite Eagle Pass, Tex.,
that was operated by the late Dr.
John A. Brinkley interests.
Government explained shuttering
was due to certain publicity the station aired that violated Mexico's

W

fiy.

But we want to get back to our kanitting—

ates)

Consequently, to give a true picture of

Mutual

haps

•

date every day.

we

which makes sense.
Now — why, in the

remember, the

;

cies

This Engineering measurement

net because any of

(November
for

method of com-

$tandaids ot higher) and, as such,

more than a "can

BMB figures for only 256 stations. But today

LISTENABILITY?
'of

now operating with increased
we find that today we have usable

stations

That^ means there are 212 Mutual stations

based Upon accepted standards (many of them

feel it necessary to

SHUHERED STATION

is

power,

in time.

the Mutual-developed

puting physical coverage

.

Custard Pies began to

which we originally had BMB figures (285)
and subtracting 11 stations since replaced

First of all,

:

LISTENABILITY method-

later.

enough to "take" it. But in order to clarify
a situation which has become needlessly befogged, we think the time has come to takct
a good long look under the pie and at our

at

BMB

March 1946 and the network figures were
released in June 1947— some fifteen months

Study. Which is all tight with us because we
know IISTEMABILITY is solid and sound

is much cheaper than Radio
Luxembourg, rating about $100 per

Radio Andorra, which was very

prefer

Taking the number of Mutual statiods for

&ce. So

15 minutes as against Lux's $400.

who

some people

our LISTENABJLITY

time

popular at the time of liberation,
due mostly to a smart femme announcer, has gone down a lot since.
Putting up the stiffest fight against
the resumption here of private,
broadcasts is Jean Guignebert, who
before the war Was on private radio
at Radio Cite, and became head of
French radio' before Bourdet and
Parche.
He owns a radio -vi^ekly
Which Is the only one to carry na^
tlonal radio advertising, which, sug'
gests- a long contract inked at the
time he ran: the radio setup.
The battle will be staged in Parliament when it convenes again; and
it looks as if under some shape or
form private radio was to get. a
chance again simultaneously with

seems there ate people

have heaved a few

'

Other opposition

it

to /^roic Custard Pies. In fact,

.

Programs approvingly mentioned
by either or both sides were: newa
commentaries by H. V. Kaltenbom,
Walter Winchell and Fulton Lewis;
the American Forum of the Air,
Town Meeting of the Air, Chicago
Univ. Roundtable and Catholic
Hour. Father Hinds received no reply to his query whether Toscanint
bad any forum followers.

our Subscription to B,M.B.

.

\
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preem show and promises Sen. Robert A. taft and Harold Stassen for

Continuea from

Broadway

year,

last

pskgt

H

Pre-show interviews with
was equally infe.
Her Langner, Frank Mullen and various

hysterical scene with Mitchell after
she'd been despoiled by the villain
highlighted the perjEormanoe but it
was her fine .shading and underp;aying throughout the show that

legit personalities conducted Sunday night by Ben Grauer were supposed to build the thesis of a firstnight audience. All it accomplished,
however, was to hold up the s.tart

shone through.

of the

show a needless

10 minutes.

'

MEET THE PAESS

was standout as the un- With Martha Rountree; James A.
attractive and cowardly grocer who
Farley, Lawrence Spivak, Murray
offered to pay the family's debts ifDavis, Warren MoscoWt Robert
the daughter would' consent to marry
Homphreys, truests
him,
Also standout were Barry Producer: HerbXeder
MacuUom as Clutie John, the town's Director: Soger Muir,
harmonica-playing halfwit; Lawr- 30 Mins.; Thurs., 8 p.m.
tele shows,

.

ence Fletcher as Withrow, the

vil-

shows.
NBC.- inoidentall;^, would do well
to forego its constant practic'e of patting itself on the back every time it
.comes out with something new and
good in tele.
Granted that the
plaudits
are deserved, the web
should still let others do the kudos'

.

'

;

.

'

N. T,
(Benton & :Botole»)

evidently j^repared in advance and
Was cued- into the live part of the
show right on the nose. Use of the
device opens up new fields for eAv
terior shots "in future tele dramatic
.

,

WNBT-NBC,

mother.
Fact that NBC and the Guild exercised meticulous care in. the pioduotion was evidenced by the filmed
intto. Filmed bridges, to mark the
'passage of time between acts, were
not too wisely selected but the scene
showing the actual murder of Withrow by the villain, also done partly
on film, was excellent. Film was

-,

;

GENEBAL POODS

lain; Louis Beachner as Andrew, the
brother,,, and Grace Mills as the

of the latter to tte cut in from Washington. Format is the familiar one
Costlnned tcbm page g9
of having the guest interviewed on
any subject by four newspaper reLawrence groups with regard to xtrovisions of clients kicking up fusses. 'The assocase
porters,
in this
ciation, noting that it had" "given
Spivak, editor-publisher of Mercury a new code.
further consideration" to "opinions
mag; Murray Davis, of the N. Y.
Louis N. Brockway, exec veepee of expressed by many stations that
World-Telegramj Warren Moscow, of
cer<
Of
Hobert
Humchairman
and
Rubicam
and
Young
&
Times,
tain
provisions must be< liberalized,"
Y.
the N,
phreys, of Newsweek. Martha Roun- the~AAAA's radio-tele committee, is sent NAB a five-point set of protree, packager of the radio show,
posed alterations in the code resaid to' have told the NAB'ers that
serves as emcee.
visions.
Farley gave an excellent, account sponsors and agencies were strongly
Drafted by the NARSR's code comof himself in the unrehearsed ques- opposed' to the proposed commercial
tion-and-answer period, giving hon- limitations on daytime quarter-hour mittee,' composed of Franjc Headley,
est impressions on various important shows under single sponsorship. It's Joseph Bloom (of Forjoe), John l4v».
topics of the day and parrying any understood both the AAAA' and ANA ingston (of Homer Griffith) and Edquestions that might have been too
reps indicated no liking for curbs on ward Petry, the suggestions were:—
embarrassing to answer. With tele
1. P»iagi:;iph 1
jimlei- "Tlmo Limit on
now a recognized factor ift the SQ'minute and hour-long shows, Commei'(.-lal<i" (evlsed rs foUovfa!
Farley can be either, but made no bones about their
political' horizon,
The maximum coWWch-cIrI time, excludcounted on to use it to good advan- especially disliking -the proposed InB one etallon breaU, allowable in imy !,!•
minute HeBmont of broadeast time, tcifavdtage if he ever decides to run foi-, rules on 15-minute daytimers,
lEfls of tyiw of Drogrnra, or snonsorshit) or
Four reporters acted like
office.
It's said also that the advertiser
how Huch. 1.5-mlnute segment Is aivlclcd Into
four reporters. As for Miss '^oununits or announcemcnti)^ should
and agency spokesmen put in a pitch program
not exceed three mlnuteti.
Service antree, She lent virtually nothing to
postponement of the code's adop- nouncements (tim^ and weather) .shall be
the show, drawing interest only for
exempt fi'oiii IhlH limitation, providing the
through her obvious nervous glances tion until they had .more time to
;

i

good as the ruined daughter.

Vaughn Taylor; who's acquired
most of his thesping rep in NBC

NAB Code

subsequent performances, with both

Television Reviews

v

After several weeks .of altercations with NBC toppers, who reportedly objected to "Meet the
Press" as being "too controversial,"
Benton & Bowles finally succeeded
in .obtaining an NBC okay to put
their televised version of the show
on the air. It might have been better, though, to have taken NBC's
advice. Show has been lifted bodily
Iron^. the radio script, witli no video
dressing to take advantage of the
fact that tele offers sight as well as
sound. Audience, could have watched
it with their eyes closed and got

,

.

.

at the

study

cameras.

it

entire

over.

words,

announcement^
and further

not

tloes

:i>rovldlng

exceed ]5
that the'

for auch service announeementi
The code as set now is supposed to exemptions
Plugs for General Foods' Maxwell
ahall Ijo limited to two. each hour,:
House Coffee were done live,- emerg- become effective Feb.. I.
2. Paragranh
3 under "Time Limit on
ing as both amusing and unobtrusive.
Commerdula" revised as. follows:
California Squawks
B&B producer Herb Leder, in his
With the exccDtlon ot Shopping Ouldet^.
first crack at actually airing a 'show
One of the board members com7 Home KCDUomlc Programs ami Agricultural
sinee NBC gave agency producers a
Products Programs, all multiple sponsor^

free hand,

made

Phil»aelphia_-^

out okay.

WIP

is

to' enter protests against im^
mediate action,. BiU Ryan, KFI, Los
Angeles, will, hit Washington backed
by two resolutions of the Northern
and Southern 'California Broadcasters'
Assns.
The Northern group

mitted

Stal.

now

dis-

tributing, for the fourth consecutive

.
much from it.
year, a series of educational hand*
It's
only as interesting, consebooks
for
educators
and .radio
quently, as the radio show, meaning
that all its merit lies in the guestars people. The books include "Kxplorinvolved.
was lucky enough ing Music," "A Trip to the Zoo," and
to round up James A. Farley for the "Fun With Rhythm."

three-(iuarte\' hour and Jiour '.duration, to
recommended either rescinding of appropriate multiples of that limitation.
With the same exceptions. .five and 10-mlnthe present code or elimination of utc
multiple sponsorship programs

just as

'

-

are sub-

on commercial copy
and provision for a 90-day waiting

all restrictions

B&B

•

ship programs such as participation programs, announcement programs and ."musical clocus,"
which heretofore thioUgH
general practice have been exempt from any
commercial time limltations^.j^re subject to
the limitation set forth In Paragraph 1 and,
.In the. case of such programs of tialf-hour,.

period before adoption. The Southern
California
broadcasters last
week wanted final code action deferred until the next annual NAB
convention, skedded for mid^May
Same goes for other Board members whose districts have instructed
them to' seek postponement of final
code action.

.

Present at the Board meeting will
be Ted Cott, WNEW, N. Y. program
manager, whese indie cojumittee
last month drafted a brand new code
and requested represfen,tation at
Thursday's meeting; Robert Swezey,
Mutual veepf^, chairman , of the
HAB code cesunitteert who is re
sponsible' for much of ^^e present
code draft; and Merle Jones, WCCO.
Minneapolis, chairman of the Pro^
gram Executive Committee at NAB.

ject to- thQ. limitations Bet forth In Paragraph' 2 -for ^uoh length programs, namely,
one mlnul& and' two .minutes respectively,
4 under ''Time Limit on
3. Paragrai>h
Commercials" revised as follows:
Programs of news, news commentary and
news analysis ol'' C. miniitos<or. less In length
-should contain no middle commercial an-

nouncement.
.

'

.4. '.Paragraph
7 under "Time Limit on
Commeri-lals" revised aa follows: .
The placement of more than one commer-

cial-

announcteinent

botwepn two programs
a

shall not be permitted except Cor

service
(time and weather) .ann^dncement nat exce(2dlng 15 words.
Station call letters^ and
station ownGrsbi]) ide{itilloat|on shall not be
'Construed
a commercial announcement..
&, Paragraph
9 .under
'.'Contests
Offers" revised as follows:

..

antl

-All copy pertaining to any contest associated with th& exploitation or sale of the
sponsor's product, «r, service; and all references to prizes or gi'f ts offered In such connection, in excess of one minute, gKould-be.
considered as part of and included In the
total commercial time* allowances as herein";
provided.

'

;

.

.'

—

Cincinnati
Bill Barlow joins
Appearance of an indie rep be. WSAI this week to direct promofore the directors boar.d is looked tions and publicity, returning to
on as indication of the way the Cincy after a brief affiliation with
Assn.
wind's blowing. There's a growing the
feeling that suggestions the indies
have on the code may be the best
binder for what is considered a
Shaky situation within the NAB.
Cott's appearance is' to explain
Officially the position of the. indies,
presenting formally what the directors already know, and the reasons for indies' objections to" various
proposals. It's believed by some that
out of this meeting will come a 60day period of grace to provide for
an opinion poll of aU stations, net
affiliates as well as indies, on the
code.
.

.

FM

0h

A

Southern gentleman and a Yankee scholar
that's
MEL ALLEN, v/inmt for the second successive year of
the Sporting News Award for his ^'outstanding play-byplay desaiption.of the Yankee Baseball Games on WINS."
Now the versatile Mr; Allen turns to other records as he
assumes the role of a disc personality pni his b\yn 2-5 p.m.
. : .

Feeling is that if the NAB puts
through a code without the proposed
commercial limitations, everybody
will be happy, and willing to go
along with the other restrictions.
Meantime, the- new National Assn.
of Radio Station Representatives;
which went out on a limb recently
by endorsing the proposed code, has
given evidence of having thought
better of

it

as a result of

HIRES

TO YA"

FOR THIRD YEAR
ON CBS

1

members'

daily program.^

The MEL ALLEN SHOW is important not only because
Mel can deliver an audience— witness- the 11,000 letters in
two weeks he averaged on simple request for all star team
nominations— but also because it's the first of the WINS

new

listener

LEN SHOW

S5j

TARGET

bloc programming format.

Both

and advertiser

benefit

from the

MEL

AL-

long range planning and
listening. Thus WINS continues its efforts to serve metropolitan New "Vbrk to the fullest of its ability.
for

it

E'^sry

touchdown

is

of pla.hning: Weed

calls for

service
ball,

is

by

distin^uisHed/

backed up by
and Company
good f oqN

lil(s

intelligent «naiys||^

planning^ tind

i(kllifui^

d ihordugt!' tcn^wledge-,
'

of juctessful sales strato^yj

WEE 1)
CROSLEY

BROADCASTING

CORPORATION

WINS
NEW YORK

PinD^connpflinY
RlC^IO STATION
RBPRiSENTATIVES

NEWY0W*l0SMNI<CHIU60*Dfn0IT*SANFMNCIfC0'ATUIIIA>H0llYW00B

'

;

Weflttesdajr,
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Varners Scorns FM;

.

CfdSt AH Scribs

TEXAS SETS UP FEMME

Hollywood.
•Editor,

VARiEiYi

Once again 'I

KFWB Power

.

:

•

mmt

sticlc

fiXASTDAYFORAWB

my«neck

San Antonio, Nov.

Havana iJkes Sprts and Pditb;

11.

Violet Short, of KTSA, here, chairout.
And thi$ time it's in the diHollywood, Nov. tl,
rection of you Mttgga who review man of the 13th district Ass'n. of
Itandard radio broadcasting and radio, shows, and may Hooper have Women Broadcasters, received' a
mercy on my soul.'
proclamation from Gfv. Beauford
From time to time I have noticed
Texas proclaiming Satin your reviews that although a H. Jester of
according to Col. Nathan Levinson, team of writers may receivo equal urday (15) as Women Broadcasters
•ngineering head for Warners re- billboard credit, still in the text Day in Texas. This is the date when
radio women of Texas meet for
cently returned Jrom the east, and of the review, you arbitrarily piclc
on one writer. So, I argue, that; their second annual iconference at
{(tt the present both will be confined
on those rare occasions, when you the Gunter Hotel here.
to -the Coast,
are heaping -kudos on writers, you
Feature of the opening session' willStudio has dropped all plans for should heap kudos on all those who be the luncheon attended by local
FM radio operation here and will are in there pitching, and I hope, and visiting radio women, and repwhen
I
say
kudo,
I
using
the
civic
and social
resentatives
of
am
on upping KFWB's.
concentrate
The
right word,
organizations of the city.
present 5,000 watts to 50,000 watts
Now, for a f'rinstance. In a recent luncheon is being sponsored by the
when and if the long-delayed clear review of the Joan Pavis show, local chapter, -with Monette Shaw,
channel disputes ace settled. He equal billboard credit
luncheon
chairman.
KABC,
of
as
was given to
tiso denied :that the studio planned Abe Burrows, Artie Stander and
Among the out-of-town radio
operation in San Franisco.
an
Larry Marlts. Still, in the review women participating in the two-day
I^rievision operation, per se, is
proper, you only saluted Abe Bur- conference are Leonore Crane Bradalso out but the studio is, as previrows. Stander- and Marks were left ner, KGCB, Galveston; Helen Fryer,
ously announced in the Warner*Why, it's just like giv- KROD, El Paso; Frances .Helm,
RCA association, vitally interested sustaining.
ing all the credit to the father for WRAP, Port Worth; Joyde. Cole,
In theatretele, and is now awaiting
the children in the family. If you KTBC, Austin; Helen Cald\vell,
cQiiipment here with which -to start
Beaumont; Mrs. Doane
want- statistics, the name of Abe KFDM,
experiments.
Burrows was 'mentioned six times, Chapman, KPAB, Laredo; Anne
while neither Stander or Maries Durram Robinson, KNOW, Austin;
was mentioned once. PetriUo was Aline McKenzie, -KWBU, Corpus
even mentioned, although he didn't Cliristi; Virginia Graham, KRIS,
have a musician in the show. Now, Corpus Christi.
The Executive committee for the
mind you. Burrows deserves all your
bouquets. He's a boil writer. But so 13th district conference AWB inCity,
Nov.
4.
Mexico
are Stander and Marks. And they, cludes Ruth Burleson, KCOH, chairX£X, "The Voice of Mexico," 250^ too, get substantial dough, which man; Mary Jayne Spears, KTSA;
Lily Junclcer, KABC; Elizabeth Fox
dOO'watter, had its inauguration -here they wouldn't get unless they were
contributing their shares of sweat, •Krisch, .KONG; Shirley Minor,
Oct. 30 with a four-hour concert, in
blood and tears. Those 'sponsors are KMAC; Yolande .Teague, WOAI and
installments of two hours each, by
Pearl Brewer, KITE.
smart cookies.
governcontrol
from
the
remote
Now, if Abe Burrows was a beaument-owned- Palace of Fine Arts
Geoi^e Higgim In WISH
Jeanette Mac tiful dame I could forgive you, but
(National Theatre.)
no
matter
how
you
look
at him, Abe
gu6st
star,
Bonald -planed in to be
Des Moines, Nov. 11.
Burrows is still Abe Burrows.
for her. first personal appearance in
George J. Higgins, general manfellers,
So
when
a
team
writers
of
Mexico.
ager of Station KSO,I)es Moines, and
Announcer and m. c. was Alonso. ^et equal billboard credit, and vice-president of the Murphy Hroadyou're
in
the
mood
for
throwing
Sordo Noriega, station's general
casting Co., has resigned, eifective
Station cost $1,000,000 posies, please, if you'll pardon the -Nov. 15', and. will become general
manager.
expression, share and share alike,
(U. S.), highest in Mexico.
manager of station WISH, IndianapPersonally, I got no- beef. You olis, which was recently purchased
Miss MacDonald was accompanied
here by husband Gene Raymond. always give me my equal share of by Frank McKinney, president of
She's Inked Jor stage work at~ the panning, for which I am grateful.
the Fidelity Trust Go. of IndiAlan Lipscott.
anapolis.
Teatfo Iris, starting Thursday (6)

Iktworit Station

Ra^s Muffled
Havana, Nov.

-

theatre television are the sole ether
Interests of the Warners these days,

.
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radio

survey made In September, for Hav«
ana and suburbs, sliowa RHC in
first place with a general average
rating of 8.34.
Dallas, Nov.'-ll.
CitfQ foUows with
The Dallas City Council last week 6.43. These are the two Cuban netapproved a' $75,000 project to equip works.
Among local stations, COCO
municipally-owned WRR with FM
jumped :to first place with 1.96 aided
facilities.
The Council acted favorably on by its baseball broadcasts and pocommentator
Jose
Pardo
a recommendation from the city litical
radio commission. Durward J. Llada, whose two 30-mfnute daily
Tucker, WRR chief engineer, said programs at 1 and 6:30 p.m. have
made
strong
inroads
on
the
Colgate
tower
transmitting
a $30,000 FM
would be erected 'in Fair Park and Palmolive programs in CMQ.
Radio Heloj, started three months
transmitting equipment and lines
installed within the next few months. ago, giving the time every minute
Tucker estimated that WRR with news- and five seconds spots'
filling the rest of the time,. appeared
would possibly begin FM broadcasts
in eighth place with 0;S8, displacing
sometime next summer.
some of the old ones that 'were al-.
•ways included among the first lOi.
-

.

1

Pitt

Brewing Renews 4

OnKDKAforFuHYear

The Communist station MILDIEZ, in
third place until recently, dropped
to sixth with 0.91.

;

Pittsburgh, Nov. 11.

Program with the largest rating it
All four radio shows being spon- a Sunday halt hour of political, talk
sored by Pittsburgh- Brewing Co, on over CMQ by Eddy Chibas, who is

KDKA

have just been renewed, leader o£ the opposition to PresiSmith - Taylor - Jenkins dent Grau's government. He
another full year's reached a high of 38.3.5, while the
for
goverment
spt^e^an,
Primitive
Programs are Mildred Don and the Ramirez, over- RHC, reached 10.19.
The top four programs in the surMen About Town, with .'Aneurta
Bodycomb'e and Paul Shannon, quar- vey belong to Sabates, which is the
subsidiary
of Procter
ter hour three evenings weekly; Cuban
&
tlirough

agency;

Stretdbu

Trio;, a recorded Show
Bill' Sutherland disk^ jockeying,

Landt

with Gamble.- They are: in RHC- They
once obtained 24.81, 20.67, 20.23 and 19.49.
Its
rival
Colgate-Palmolive,
has

weekly;' ditto First Fa-voriteS,' platter

with Carlton Ide ricQng,;,and Memory
Time, half-iiour musieale every Friday evening with Al Mtursico's oirch,
'Buz .Aston, Florence Berg, .Elaine
Beverly and a quartet.

been, steadily- losing rating. Comedians^ Ga'rrtdo and Pinero, over

are in. fifth place -with 14.12
because of the sUft opposition of
Pardo Llada in COCO.
For the first time fince'lt started
of Cleve- on the air about five years -ago; the

Hartlotd—Robert Manby

land, has been named station manager of WONS, here. Replaces Ralph
He was formerly publicity
director of WJW, Cleveland.

Kanna.

Tartan serial doesn't show among
first 25 programs.
Tarzan it
sponsored by. Colgate w Palmoliv«
over CMQ.
the

The college
with the

Washington University has added a new depart-

ment — Radio Broadcasting

. . .

and a new professor

-the 5(^000-watt "Voice of St. Louis."
Now, undergraduate students ate attending &e
most comprehensive course in radio broadcasting
ever offered by any college. Classes are held In the

KMOX

studio's.

Laboratory work

is

done

at

KMOX*s new 50,000-watt transmitter. And all the

KMOX staff members.
appointment of KMOX to Washington

teaching

The

is

done hy

University's staff is of more than academic interest
to astute advertisers ... It is eloquent evidence of

the enterprising

management

that has

made

KMOX the most "listened-to" station in MidAmerica.

It is evidence, too, that

when you want

Mid- Americans to learn something about your,
product,

KMOX can teach them,

ICMpX"rh« Yoke
Hcpraratjid hy Radio
In

;

•

CMQ,

Sdu

. . .

Now Vorlt, CUctgo,

•! SI.

Uwis"

Radio EutioDt RepreMittttha.. . CBS. -with

toa Angdei, Detroit, S*n FKaetM«, AtUkl*

;

'

.
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visions in its continuity deptirtment,

with Betty Dean now
taking the placi* of Manley Bannister, who recently Jeft to set up a
photo, shop 'ot his own.
Bill Brooks is an addition to the
been issued here by the city build- staff, replacing Marjorie Houston.
acting chief,

CIRCLING THE KILOCYCLES
Plttiiburett-^If ena Cowan, of
Staff, has been engaged for
feminirie lead in Pittsburgh Playhouse's Christmas-New Year's show,
"June Moon." It'll be her first appearance at local community theatre
since "Skin of Our Teeth'/ several
Announcer Bay Starr
years ago.

"WJAS

ing inspector,

The permit went

News and Observer
struction
station

of a

to the Haleigh
for the con-

building for

studio

WNAC

and faded.

stretch

Jersey City—Jeff Sparks,- veteran
of 19 years in broadcasting as a producer, announcer, writer and" program director, at various times with
NBC, CBS and Mutual, has joined

WFMO, FM

station- here, as station
in charge. of program.s and

manager

its radio station, KFUO, ClaySt Louis county.
The
station will be placed in
operation as soon as necessary materials for construction can be ob-

for

ton,

FM

tained.

......

.

dii'ector.

Disney came to

WHAS

in 1934 as

vocalist, lafer became a continuity
still later a producer, " and
production. chief. He

a

writer,

finally, in 1946,

produced- many
WHAS to the CBS net-

originated and
shows fed by

Sparks has just completed a book
Chinese and h^s rounds but
a lecture tour, Also, RCA-Victor has

'•

.•

Cincinnati—Top

government

officers will participate in WLW's con"Generation On
series,
Just waxed his tomposition, "Infat-- servation
Janin
the
starts
show
uation," a bcijero'. During the war Trial," when
he 'seryed as program director for uary.
Sec. of the Intefior Julius Krug
The American Bed Cross and as a

on the

'

.

.

will .probably appear in the initial
broadcast, followed by Sec. of Agriculture Clinton Anderson, Chief
U. S. Forester Lyle Watts, Director
San Antonio—"San Antonio Fir.'st of IT, S. Geological Survey Dr. W. E,
Nighters,'' will make it bow here
Rather^ iind Soil Conservation Servover KYFM, in conjunction with the ice cBief Dr, it; H. Bennett,
opening here, of the Little Theatre
production of "Dear Ruths" at the
Bill Veeck, president
CleTeIsi,nd

service officer attached to
General StiUwell's h.q. in Chungking.

special

•

,

—

San Pedro Playhouse. In the months

•...'"',,.'

-

.

.

Louisville—Victor A. Sholis, direcWHAS, has named Peter R.
Disney to succeed Richard E. Fischer,
who recently resigned as program
tor of

work.

operations.

.

•

St. Louis—A permit for a 10,000KQV have parted company and watt FM station to be operated on
Gene Kaufman, son of the veteran a commercial band has been granted
newscaster, Lou Kaufman, have been to the Evangelical Lutheran Synod

and

added to the staff. Colonial Art Furniture Co. has. dropped Florence Fisher Parry's five-minute show-wviewing stint on WCAE Monday /nights.
On same station, quarter-hour chatter-gossip session of Charles IF. Danver, Post Gazette columnist, on Sunday afternoons for Pittsburgh Plastics Go., has wound up 13-weelt

Stuff-Radio

In his speech at the New York local membership, meeting of AFRA last
month, local president Clayton Collyer charged' that certain radio direc
tors, whom he didn't name, blacklist certain actors because of their poAs quoted in the union's publication, Stand By, he assferted:
litical views.
"Members of both sides were guilty, and I use the word advisedly, of
persuading various direotor.s to use or not use various performers acPhiladelphia—Harry J: La Croix,
cordingly. This was being done then, this is being done, now, and I claim
formerly w4th the AP in Trenton,
that it is cowardly intolerance and complete Uji-Americanism, and must
has joined the publicity department
be'Stopped'."..
of the Geare-Marston agency, of
There have Ipng been vague rumors of such director blacklisting, buf
New York and Philly.
has never succeeded in substantiating them. Collyer himself was
He was at one time with the VARitrrrabout
the rumors Mast August, but said at that time that although
asked
Woodbury (N. J.) Daily Times,
he, too', had heard of the allegations, he had been unable to verify them.
VAtuBTr has questioned dozens of actors and directors on the subject
has
Connor
David
Arlington, Va.—
and, while a few acknowledged hearing the rumors, all had been second"joined the 'announcing and news hand or even more remote. There have been numerous instances of
He -was for- politically-conscious directors (of both political extremes) repeatedly
staff of WABL liere,
and
a
Baltimore
is
radio
inin
merly
But VAftim-r has
using actors of strongly opposed' political sympathies.
member of the Washington Radio not found a single case of blacklUt> despite diligent efforts to track down
Correspondents Ass'n,
every such rumor.

of the Cleveland Baseball Club, has
oome, the "First Nighters" will accepted an offer to guestar over
carry many other gala openings into WGAR's sport show each Tuesday
the homes of .San Autonians, the 6:05 p.m. Van Patrick is the emcee.
symphony, opqra, ..stage pla,yg and Listeners are invited to submit
other events..
questions for Veeck interview.
ii)

'

A new

&

Cooper

(N.Y.), one of the partners of
Louis) news editor, next January
will begin "syndicating" a radio column as paid advertising in 33 or mora
large U. S. newspapers. Column, edited by Gary Stevens, producer of
Continued from page 31
Mutual's "Luncheon at Sardi's" and "20 Questions," will be called "Ears
ticulars, beyond the fact -that, Uke
to Radio" and will have an editorial format, but will he paid for on a
everyone else, he'd like to see BMB per-insertion basis by radio advertisers and, networks, pacted on 13, 26 or
findings reported much faster. He 52-week terms. Rate, based on initial circtllation, -tvill be $1,322.16 for a
is not, he said, in favor of advancing one-^ime 'insertion under the Jjase contract.
Papers set to carry the
BMB's No. 2 study from 1949 to 1948, "column" include the IN. Y. Times, N. Y-. Daily "News, Chicago Tribune,
as he believes- the station and cover- Philadelphia Inquirer, Washington Post, Los Angeles Times.
age picture will still be in too great
Trade will watch the experiment with- interest.; Pitch being made by
a state of flux next March, when the the promoters is that it offers"remarkable, controlled publicity'^ and fulHe fills a "need for such a mlathod of controlling at the source radio pro<>
listener count would be made.
thinks the expansion of aural broad-^ gramming public relations." How readers will react to radio "news" carcasting will have levelled off much rying an "advertisement" tag (which it must) is problematical, since they
more by March, 1949.
will know it's puff^oopy carrying not one fleck of criticism, or any slant
Kobak reiterated jiis belief ''all unpleasing to. a sponsor's whim^ Still, as the "column's" publishers point
along" in BMB and said the overall out, radio news has amazingly high readership, and readers may even
objective of the network committee peruse it in a Sponsor-censored "ad" form.
—which he'd rather call a- "media"
Ever since an erroneous report. that Monte Hackett was joining Pall
or "broadcasters" committee—ris to
make BMB "100% .better" in Its next Mall in charge of advertising, the agency head has been besieged not only
by other agencies sniping for his accounts but also applicants to submeasurement go-round.
Mutual's return to Hooper also lease- his New York .offices. He has no intention of giving up JVI. H.
puts the latter again in the four- Hackett & Co,

which

BMB

is

firm called Randall

ex-KMOX

John Randall,

(St.

MBS

walked, out
web category.
when Hooper doubled his r?ites, hiking the ante for NBC and CBS from
and
$750 to $1,500 and for
Mutual from $600 to $1,200. NBC
and CBS balked, too, but stayed in
when Hooper cut the increase to $1,-

ABC

Whitehall Drug has eight unproduced "EUery Queen" scripts that it
would like to dispose of to
before the network' gets its sustaining
series of the whodunit, under way Nov. 27. The drug manufacturer paid >
$1,500 apiece for them for the privilege of taking a hiatus on N%(J. Whitehall meantime decided to replace "Queen" with '!Holly wood Star Preview,"
The
series will occupy the Thursday 7:30-8 p.m. niche,

ABC

'

.

ABC

Hooper, it's said, then wanted
200.
'all four webs to pay that amount.
Kansas City—Kansas City' Phil- ABC, which also takes Hooper's city
harmonic orchestra gets its inning reports, worked out a compromise
on NBC's "Orchestra of the Nations" with the program rater. Mutual,
KXOK
series with a pair of broadcasts. which doesn't Itake the city reports,
Efrem Kurtz;, regular conductor, will asked for' the- same deal CBS and
wave tbie baton for both broadcasts, NBC got, i.e. a 60% increase over the
forum type, presented. in coi Dec. 27 and Jan. 3
old rate,' instead of 100%. Hooper
.

..

liouis,"

.

St. Louis Junior Cham
ber of Commerce and the Bar Assn.
Memphis New faces at WMPS
Award was made by the Missouri Memphis include Ann Howard BaitState Junior C. of C. The first was ley, continuity writer; Cecil Maigrat,
Iiy the'.. American. Bar Assn. last program schedule director; Margaret
Sept. 21.
Lee, traffic director; jane Hull, re-

—

.

ceptionist.

Kalelgh-^Permlt for the construcradi<t. studio building has

Kansas City—KCKN

tion of a

nixed' the offer, but-last

took

:program

Take

It

HETWORK

.

2,500
13,500

CBS

5D0

It

NBC

7,500

CBS

8,000

,TaIcut Scouts

.

Henry 3, Taylor
Telephone Hour
Terry & the Pirate*
Theatre Guild of Air'
Theatre of Todays ,
Thin Mat!
This Is your FBI

N
N
c
N
W

.

.

tiOwelL Thomas
trhose We)>stei's

;

.

.

-

W.

Fred Waring
Fred Waring (Daytime)

Mark Warnow
We, The People'
Welcome Travelers
Christopher Wells

-

Wendy Warren
IVhen a Girl Slarries
Whistler

Faul Whitemait
Willie Piper
Walter Winchell

Winner Take All
^velyn Winters
in

MBS
NBQ
NBC
MBS
ABC
MBS
NBC
MBS
NBC
NBG
ABC
NBC

T

Time

White

Vou Bet Tour

CBS

H
N
H
N

Conseaueneee

Village Store
yolce of Firestolie
[Vox Pop

Woman

N

C

•

Twenty Questions

The

CBS
CBS
ABC!

H
C
N

-

Tom Mix

'Walts

JNT

.H

W

i)i4!k Xraey
True Oeteotlve Mysteries

or.

MBS
NBC
ABG
ABG

H

.

Three-Star Extra
Today's Children^

Tfuth

COST

MBS
NBG

,

N
H

Or Leave

Life

Voang. Dr. Mslsse
'Jfoung Wldder Brown
irour Hit Parade

"

finally
'

,

Tie-in has been effected between CBS anid Eagle-Lion films for reciprocal
plugging of the Lever Bros.' show, "My Friend Irma," and the upcominj
film, "Linda Be Good," both of which star Marie Wilson.
In return for
approximately six plugs on the air show, E-L has produced a trailer for
the pic in which there's a shot of Miss Wilson before a CBS mike cap.tioned: "Marie Wilson, -star of the hilarious radio show, 'My Friend Irma'.*'
Trailer wlU be booked into 7,500 or more film houses ahead Of Ihe

:

-

(Continued

Superman

week

'

it.

Mutual's subscription to the A. C.
Nielson rating service, inked at
about^ the time the web took a
powder from. .Hooper, had "nothing
t» do" with the latter move, Kobak
-said, and the net will continue takinst
has m^ide re- Nielson reports.

•

feature,

•

Weekly Network Program

Estimjated
tinppec. Club
'Warren Sweeney

square cardboards featuring informal snapshots of the authors appearing
on the show together lyith plugs for the books' discussed. 'VPHN is als<^tieing in with an additional 50 library branches in Brooklyn plus several
college and. high school libraries. In exchange, indie has agreed to plug
various libirary projects with spot announcements.

.

op with the

I

WHN, N. Y., has swung an educational-promotion deal with, the New
York Public Library system which will bring large poster displays of the
indie's "Books on Trial" program into 65 local branches. Posters are yard-

—

Louis
Johnny Bambridge,
conductor and composer, has joined
KMOX, local CBS outlet, as musical
maestro.
.
copped its second award within a month for its
weekly' program, "Wake tfp, St,
St.

.500
9,000
2,200
15,000

~^

'.

N
N
H
H

If

H

-

ABC
ABC
ABC
CBS
CBS

NBC
ABC
CSS
NBG
NBC

Young^ & Rubicam

Irving Mansfield

Kudner
Ayer
Sherman

Bill Templeton
Wallace Magill
Fred Kilian

jB.

B. b.

& Marquette
& .O.
& O.

h-B' t>.
Young & Rubicam
Warwick At 'Leglet
Compton
Ruthrauff St Ryan

Homey Fiokett
Ira Avery.^

fiteider

Jack EUinson
Ken Lyons
Henry J. Taylor
Norman Rosten
Bingham-Selingec
Freelance

Mathes

Rogers Br'ackett

p-t-S

Frank 'Hummert

Staff

General Electrie

B. B. D. St O.

Tom
Tom

Bennett

Andy White

Burnett

Bennett

J.

Kenyon & Eckhardt
Young & Rubicam
Compton

Clare Olmstead
Lindsay MaoHarrie
Lou Perkins

ABQ

N.

•

Phillips

C

N

Lawrence

MIcKee

5,000
9,000
2,000
5,000
2,000
2,750
3,000
5,000
5,500
7,500
3;000
2,500
2,750

CBS

Bill

Cecil

10,000

CBS
NBC

Blow

National Dairy
Firestone; Tire
American Express

CBS
CBS

,GBS

Fred
Staff

,

U. S. Steel

Ben Peters Freeman

Bob Packam
Staff

Ronson

NBG

^

Eversharp
Lipton Tea
General Motors
Bell Telephone
Quaker Oats

WRITER

Allen Pucovny

.

lailler

11,500
7,000
6,500

NBCJ

•

PRODUCER

Kenyo.n & Eckhardt
I^weli-Xhnmett

Chesterfield
Curtiss Candy

Armstrong Gork
General Foods

N
N
H
N

N
N
N
H
N

AGENCY

SPONSOR
Kellogg

4,500
7,000
6,000
4,000
3,500
3,500
2,500
2,500
3,000
2,000
10,000
2,500

4,500
10,000

,

1947 -'48

Costs:

&om page 88)

Equitable Life
Procter Sc Gamble

Quaker Oats
Sun Oil

;

-

V

:

Freelance
Milton Lewis

'

Jerry Devintr

Devlne
Prosper Burinelll
F. & D. Hursley
Ray Henle

'Jerry:

Joseph Ainley

Burnett

Ken French

Knox-Reeves
Gardner
'

Axel>

,

Gruenberg

Maty AfiUck

None

.

Oh Henry Candy
Procter

Hi Brown""

•

,

.

General Mills
Ralston-i^UEina
'

Co-op

'

&

Gamble

J American Meat Inst. I
i Minn. Valley Canning f
Borden

Gulf Oil
Procter &

Gamble

DeSoto-Plymouth
General Foods
General Foods
Household Finance
Co-op

Aubrey, Moore, Wallace

Murray Burnett

I»resbrey

&

Pob Redd

Marvin Fishec

Compton

&

Sweeney

Benton

Albright

& James

&

B. B. D.

Young

Arch Farmer
George Lowther

:^urray Burnett
Ed Bailey
fiary Stevens*

O,

& Bowles
& Rubicam

Shaw-Levally

ABC

?d. L.

Ert

Dunham

Byron

Tom McDermott
Tom McDermott
George Allen

Gen. Electric
Jergens*

On-

Co-op
Manhattan Soap

None
Duane Jones

Bill

Herb Futran

B. B, D. Sc O.

-

Gordon Auchincloss
John Hoagland

Todman

Ernest Ricca

Phil fiavis
Carl Geigerieh

Staff

None

Johnston

Paul Phillips

Ted Adams
Bob Cunningham
Robert Shaw '"'
Provo-Picard
Elaine Carringtoa
E, Tumlinson

Sam

Taylor
Walter Winchell
Mark' Goodson
Helga Lund
Herb Futran

General Mills

Knox-Reeves

6,000
2,000
1,800

Elgin American
Procter & Gamble

Corapfori

HarflelA
Fayette

Phillips

D-F-S

Martha Atwell

American Tobacco

Elizabeth

15,000

F: C.

A. A. €oughUn

Paul Dudley

Weiss

St

&

Geller

B.

Wesdia

Krum

David DriscoU

Todd

-

^

.

ORCHESTBAS-MUSIC
Rhumba

Disk PayeffB^ for 1947
'

Sus&y

Tbat the overall picture of the recording business for 1947 is atill
a second-quarter slump which cut lales in some areas
is r^fleGted .in Decca Recotdy, nine.-jutpnth statement,

'

'

,

Cwtpany piled up % net |>rofit p£ $1,116^480^ as. of Sept, 30 after uti-audited .estimated tax aUowanee& of $744^aiML ^Ebat'a, roughly, fUOgQOO
tocldw the company take for the same period af 1948. Decca ih 194((
<»amed $1,346,227 and paid $1.73 a share to holders ot 776,650 capital
shares. Payoff oil this year's figure has so- far come to $L44 jien
And the ilnat quarter of this year promises to be, wttii all cornpanies^
•\'
^v-.\r^'
y
the- y^^mi^
.'.i;;
V-Hi;
;:

;

'

:

at

poli{:y

^anAys; AkroB-Eberk Tds^

his

Cbfcago, Nov.

AfM, Mirks SOtk Anni

taste for the standby system pre-,
Fiorl Wayne, Nov. 4.
f erred by various locals, Is changing
CSQth) of Local 58., its stance,
l^k. here is that the
American. Federation of Musicians, APM heads may in the near future
-Dailey is adding a barn-dance was observed at a dinner-dance here have something to say about the
situation. whi(;h has been in an xipidea^ Be'Il use Monday evenidgs for
last week (4>. Stai« antdt AFM offi- roar since. the Taft-Hartley Act went
Vhat purpose, starting next week
Ct7^ Heretofore, Meadowbroak has | cers attended. Otiily one of the eight into effect, forbidding 'Yeatherbedbeen, dark Middays, Fhst'bill wiB charter members of the local is liv- ding."
Kxperienoed theatre men here
include Texas Jim > Robertson, Tex ing William G. Kaiser, retired, who
and other arms of vaude- hou.se
fletcher, Zeb Carver, Bay Smith
plac^cd elai-inet as a hobby. Local 58 chains feel that there's a' probability
and Jimmy Dale and Pridtes of tfiePrairies
orchestra!.
Dave Mitlm', succeeded the Fort Wayne Musicians the AFM is now endeavoring to aid
WAAT, Newark, cowboy-couintry Protective Union No. 44, organized its various locals get what they want.
music disk jock, will head the unit. in 1898 and which was aClUiated How this would be done aside from
with the National League of Musi- insisting that each vaude hause using
travelling orchestra.^ hire and actucians.
Since the League was oppo.sed to ally use a local band, isnf too clear,
the transfiet of musicians from one but some fully expect such- a napast of the country to another, and tional AFM move.
Incidentally, heads of New York
was reiuctattt, to adnreit new members, a group of members quit and Local 802, who have been in a''lusiile
foirmed Local No. 58. Ten years witti' major vaude houses there-^the

lured 987 patrons the first night of
'\
-

the policy as against

-433 ttie

Sun-

GoWfB Annl

,'

d^;.b«forei''

Pdis Clo Ovor S3*A Fimd Dnnaid

11.

There ar* signs that the national
American Federation of Musicians
heads, from Petrillo on down, who
have for soma time eicpressed a dis-

fort Wayne Local 58,

.

.

;

MHeadsCoDsiiieniigA^

a rbumMeadowbrook, Cedar Grove, Nl'J., Sunday
(9> evening and with it more than
doubled his s^t's pwviout Simday
eveniifg business.
fFsing a band
headed by Noro MKates, Dailey
ba-night

49.

Dailey Biz

Frank. Dailey insugntated

bTiflht, despite

more than 50%,

'1«5ue«-Ia»< week.

Policy Doubles

,

bl^peddlMeetiiHC No Bedam
»f the Music Fublisbersf
Assn. comrAittee, which is

Members
|>rii»lective

'

negotiating with the Songwriters
Protective Assn. on a new contract,
conducted a special meeting ot their
own in New- "Kork Monday (10) to
review one phase "of the SPA's demands. Pub conunittee members
wanted to mull again the request
that a fijnjS t»e. established for the
SPA out of mechanical and synchronisation- revenue collected by
the MPPA for publishers. At the
previous week's meeting of members
of bntb negotiating committeesy at
which the plan was broached by the
a 4bU publish^: quorum
writers,
wasn't present. Hence the special

Seattle ifetd

Ups Musm^

—

•

Seattle,

Nov.

11.

Olympic hotel here is trying some.^
thing new, with Jack Sheedy's Rainy
City Jazz Band, booked into the
Olympic Bowl to work as an act
with Bob Harvey's band and enter-,
tainers,

/

Bowl

is the

-

h WtKA Jock

only hotel night

spot in town..

Bawl Itoom' manager Reue CharWMCA, New York indie, tbis past
ron says the jazz crew is upping week inked Dukfe ERir^tOti and Ted
Steele to disk jockey deals which
the take by luring new customers.
will give the station the most im-

the Protective

later

with Local

Paramount, Strand and Capitol, insisting on ^ continuaticm of the
standby astern which the houses
dropped when th« T-H law became
effective, conferred with national

Union merged

58.

-

.

men over the situation before the
latter came west for the current
posing b.o.,— name platter spimiing
executive board meeting. What the
lineup on record.
Seq>uencc _ prolatter will decide is unknown.
gramming of iLlliiigton and Steele
While all this is up for con^iderawith Tommy Dorsey and "Mr. aad'
timi, the- Patace; Alcroii, is In a stiff
Mrs, Music" (Bea Wain and Andre
argument with .its local A1E^'ers>
Barucfa) will give
a solid
block of disk jocdcey £are across'theAkran Baw Continues
board,from 8: a.m. to 2 p.m. except
Akron, Nov. 11.
for a I5-minute noontime news
Unless
it's
straightened
cut
period. Move is a bid. to lure listenCalifornia State Depai-tment of quickly, a dispute- here between Bay
era away from WNEWs. local platEberle's
Labor last week followed up its reorchestra 'and the Palace
ter-show parade.
theatre
heads with the local AFM
Steele,
novachord
a
virtuoso, cent communique to name bandleadMusic sales are currently domibranch,
may grow into a nati«(nal
nated by two publishers, which,'' be- bandleadei-, arranger and foimcr ers advising them it was not going
tween them, hold seven of the IS "ChesterfleKli Supper Club" ntaestm to fbrgive pasriL pnemployment tax .standby battle. Local is insisting
sums, by serving some of them with that the Palace renew its old standslots in bestseller siteet lists. .Fare- signed a term pa«t with the stamost is Sbaparo-JElemsfein, with four tion v^hicb reportedly c^s Ux a bills: finr estimated monies due for by arrangemeat. which called for
tlw
nine,
second hstlt of 1944. Quick acmen, before Ejaerle's orchestra
bestsellers; and the Bregman-Vooco- guarantee running' into five- ftsonesi
Conn group of firms, with three,, in- yearly, pins a percentage of the tion by the Caiifomia bureau is opens Nov; 20-.-or Eberle may not
the SPA-itcs.
deemed by accountants as an effort P'ay. Action has been, referred to
cluding "Near You," the top seller gross. His take reputedly will run
to $50,000 the tirsi year. Hc7t do a by the stale tax men to avoid having the N. Y. AE^M" national office for
for weeks.
the
adjudication
simis they ask outlawed by the
but -no w<ttd has been
SB's list includes "Apple Blossom two-hour air stint daily, starting
Wedding," "And Mimi," both o*, Mondays tl'i^, combining pMter three-year statute of limitaiioRs on received as ta a definite course.
Pala:ce' insists it has no signed
which Nat Simon and Jimmy Ken- twirling with his own piano and smchmatleisi.
About a month ago California's agreement with .fhe local -on stand'
nedy penned; "Too-lF^t Pidka," thf oigaif^ placsfteg and vtieailizingi
tax
bys.
department
had
warned
It
been paying for them
maestroes
Bling(.oii won't hit the air until
Arthur Godfirey disk hit, and '^When
that refunds being made, to band up until the Taft-Hartley bill be-,
You Were Swieet .16," urged into Dec.' 29. He'It do a live teeotf, mid- buyers,
who were relieved from re- came law, but dropped the arrangeSales prominence by Perry Comb's night to 1 a.m. that, date, after wiurd
sponsibility
ment
of
paying
then,
social
ft
had 'before that diite
security
i%coiding^
BVC, which owns the being transcribed and slotted across'Tommy Valando, pi^ofessional manr Supreme firm with Decca RecordSv the-board at S-9 a.m. Show also will and unemployment taxes by the been workiDg.pn the basis of an old
ager of Santly-Joy, quit last week has the two top slots, with "Near be- syndi$:ated by ,WMCA, with the eUmination of the Form B contract, agreement and the local msists that
would,
it
bontinue,
mean
that
the
refunded sums
Palace ops refuse,week /if You" and *You Do," and follows station producing- and s^ing
tS) lifter more than a
ih
paUiver with George Joy. and.t«ster with '^Hiow So4kn," another tune mud* the saBie- way' the Lou Cowan would have to be made-up by bandleadersi This past week, estimated
dislc
Santty, owner$. of the firm. Valando, which grew into popularity via small agency
packages
Dorsey's
assessments were mailed th^m for
rated one of the music industry's top record label disk.
It was written jockey stanza.
the
last
half
"44,
of
together
with
the
KKington—
deal 'lias been
p. m.'s and one of if$> highest paid,
by Jack Owens and Carroll Lucas.
had been with S-J approximately 10
verbally a^ced on fa3^ senreral advice that if the figures involved
months but was not officially sealed were incorrect that -the leaders
years, starting as. a counterboy. His
immediate future is undisclosed; be.-^
until Friday rt>. Pact is for five should correct them, and in^ikc final
returns
williiii
days.
If
this
90
is
not
lore going into something new he
^ears, wHh the maestro expected to
dwne^ tjve assessment figures orfgjBwilt take a rest.
imll down about $3,000 weekly
ally *nf«d, right or wi-ong, would,
Ha leaving S-J, Valando broke a
:
SI.''.New York's disk row; *vas^ heSvy
become
final
and
would
editor
be
of
demandDan
Burl^,
raanasing
lO-year contract. He originally split
Wbebr the Duke debuts, WMCA'S
with rurhi)r.s last weeli^ thafc Loew's,
.with S-<l two -weeks ago but, after the N. Y. Amsterdam News and also daily (except Sunday) log will read: ed,^ pttiS' interest, etc;
Bwsds which will be dunned, for which owns, the^hcw.'Mi^jS-M-.iabel,
additiotiat talks he went back to a songwriter, has brought a $30,000 S-S a.m.,
EHineton;' S-^IO, Steele;
was; dickei-iftg' wi|te,'CisB^;'iBie6«ftfe
the
back
tax
sums
will
be
tho.se
supreme
court,
contract
suit
in
Y.
.N.
iO-11, Dorsey; 11-11:45, Steele; Vi-Ah~
wot%' out a four-week notice, but
'^o^U,'*'^ purchase of that iffgaaiisain Califor
,^ ^„
Acticii wa« IZ noGD,
ircws;
12-2
the whidh spent craough time
pjro.,
cAaaged' titat plan a second time against Leeds Music.
be merged witli its
sN»w Bia dittrta*r»H"if"i94V"or'tor"^te |«vn new subsidiary. Metro
Latter also do
last tSsnmHstf «bd left immediately. disclosed- last week when the de- BaracbSv
offioals,
fendant made a motion for a jury Sr30.C:2& 'P.m., and -Dmsey's heard part oftiKefsame. year to become aubjeet to pajfrnents. which amount to i^^ever, laughed off ttw talk, statti;ial.
Flaintiirs suit, according to again T-C- ^xn.
^^^'^ ™**
been noof a aideman's salary up to th^
the complaint, is not a' mere bi'«>ch
'first $3v0(l0 paid bim.
After the '4rt-, conversation of any kind between
of contract action but also deals ijrilb
sunns now in demand are satisfied. »">C'a'f Of tlie two companies,
alleged practice of publishers of bay^"'1* made; many maslc people
accountants familiar with thfr*;tU3-'
ing songs to suppress their ptiblicaRaise te^ directors
,tion expect {he state to go after '»*f.''=^'e the taBfe" was- thaA -the -Metro
titm.by ot.h*r firms.
k payments
for the full succeeding s«hsid, Jess thani two years old, has
Under
contnvct,
Feb;
20.
1Q^4.
'
FtF Io»r<i
llaund "the £tto» tomismy pouring
years up to, date.
j
Leetis agreed to publish two of BarLofijs Armstrong may go abi-oad
than $3y»0iO00 irtto it, and it
( moi-e
American Society of Composers, ley's songSi "TTiey Raided the Place"
I
'
would bo in a bad way
the -event
Authors, and Publishers' has put to and "Lainplighter Btoogie Woogie." next sprrng or summer for concert
Joe
dates' with his small combo.
prolonged recording ban. It
ft membership vote the qi'e-tion oU However, Leeds failed to carry out
'PI<lif!CyRC •imUr
IIRftP HHY
f"' ^
h->.sn't much of a backlog to protect
whether to raise the fee paid mem- its contractual obligations to publish Glascr's Associated Boo&tnc Corrj-.. r
has re;? the money already
inve.stcd, and the,
bers; of the director board for reg- the songsv Burley claims, in that It which manages Armstrong,
-aiettujsition 'of .Capitol eoitid: bring
VS.
ular monthly and .two or three gave others acceis to -the times, he ceived almost a dozen diSerent ofAlso says, and they were published under, fcta for the maestro from pronootars
special meeiings per year.
Hei-man Schubert, operator of the .that, abotrt,- to some eactent, .though
whether to break precedent and other names. Burley also charges in iSn^Iandt France, Spain and Sean- Pelham iJeath Inti, New York, 'and 'S&jlmbPs'O'waV: bacldog-.feb'fe.H*^^ as
install $fiQr.stein.of payment to mem- (hat he asked for the returti of the dEiiavia..
hid ispot have been erased from (he exteii^W .a?. Decca, Colttmbia. and.
Armstrong first has dates ht tbis umfair list of the Music Publiahpiv Viefpr-,.
bex-s
the Society's appeals com- Kuraibers but his dcmacids were recountry, including a copncerL sched- Contacts Employees
mittee for each tajeeting attended.
fused.
union. .Urei<m
These amendments were placed
By Leeds stalliag pubtrcation, the- ule and location booldngs. His Car- forgiveness wais given Schubert
before, the Society's director board writer clRims that he .suITei-ed JBO,- negie Hall, New York, concert, inci- after be, union heads assert,
signed
five weeks ago.
Questions were OOO worth of dam.i.ges. Complaint dentally, is set I'orjthts Saturday eve- an agi-eement profni.sing tiol 'to
then, placed oh ballots and dis- fwrt.her alleges that ...the defendant ntjig (1S> at 11:30 p.m.
repeat the infractions that drew his
ilkfl ol
patched to both publisher and writer wrongfully peirsuaded Burtcy. to sell
su^pernsion. which the union said
members of the Society'? rdster. It it his compositions so that he "could
involved requests to mu.s-ie publishB.
will be decided whether the $10 per not obtain the immense profits to be
ttbic Co.
Yorker ers for payments, before he would
CKntin for
meeting to directors can fee in- had from the imrestricted sales" of
allow bands working his spot to
London, Nov, II.Larry Clinton's new orchestra, perform tlieir
creased to $25 and whether the the songs. In addition it describes a
Felix Sldvin, genentl manager for
^ngs on the^ air,
appeals board members, hereafter variety of unfair trade pliractices st- which brought him bock into the
Irving Fields, at- the Crest Roomffeavcr 30 years o^ B. Feldman
Co.,
will gel $25 per man per meet. iegedly performed by Leed^ »s a banci beismejiKi after a' lap^e o.f fjive' N. Y„ followed Schubert
''onto the' *fie ot the oldest mmic publishers in
Latter wiU be eSiective only when "monopoly irtd suppression"' Tons yeaw or so, has been saf, fur the MPCE's "out of bounds" list
for con. Londoui has resigned. Now* 73t, he
a meeting lasts more than live min- employed by the fle{emd.^nt to the New Yorker hotel. New Yoik. by taetmen.
Fields'
attorney sub-sfc- stays on as a director of thie «omClinton goes into
utes, but .since the board iievtrr detriment of plaintiff ami qomssosers. General .\rtists.
ctitently demanded that the MPCE P'.my.
meets unless there are cases to
Leeds made a general denial of ail the- spot with a n^w ice stiow Dec. levcrsc its stand amf apotosi/'.e to
He was appointed managing direcdecide, that's mostly so much word- the alIegation.s. Bernie Miller rcpre- 22, following the run of current bim. But he's stiU out of bound.s to tor la.st year, when thfe cotnpaiiy vn\%
.Kag'e.
age.
turned into a limited liability comseiits LeedLs. while John T. Doles is Sa mmy
members.
Yorker
date-wiSI
Immediately
Kew''
-ipany
aftoyttey for Bwrtey.
.
following the death of the
follow Clinton's six-week booktog
"
founder. Bert Fpid-rnaib
Pa^il Case t« mtlier
ncraiaii [^mt* recently- .ioined
Johnny Firman, v/ho, has been with
imm^ Tajw got into «ew Yorit last at Frank- uaiiey's ntcadoWblmoKr,
I'nUl Case moved uuiu 'WiniamsBn
staff in New York to Miller Music, night (Tuesday) from Hollywood on Cedar Gro^-e. N. J., which opened the Poster Agency, N. Y., cocktail the firm for the last 16 years, lat(Ttresday)
«!ept
night
with
Joan
Hewas
last
formerly
the
for
Columbia
with
terly
replacing Harry Wesnstein,
as exploitation manager, ha»
who the pi-owl for talent
Frederick B'co$. oSix^.
'Brooks-..
been named Slevin's suoces$Qr4
went tft Peter MauricePictures. Stays week to 10 days.

most of the MPPA's
flatly
meml>ers were
.against grantin;* the SPA's idea of
increasing the MPPA's slice ol macit
and sync revenue, and turning s
poirtion of 'it over to the SPA. Xhey
couldn't see why a possible SPA war.
chest should be built with publisher
Dionejr. Apparently, however, the
feeling against the plan is not so
emphatic tluroughout the entire
tIPPA 'eiommittee, since no conclusion ot flat rejection ,was reached at
Monday's 'meet. Another meeting of
'wtly the ^blishers will take placii,
later -this, week or. early, next before'
mofher cbttference is scheduled with

,
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Torme's AFj»f Card Bars
Him From Chi Disk Shpws

finews

Chicago, Nov. 11.
Disk jockey show appearances by
Torme during his College
Inn
run,
beginning
Nov. ^1, have
a minimum with no jive-syllabilizing,
-With friendliness of contact stressed been nixed by the Chicago local of
throughout. Music is the thing, with the American Federation of Musithe jockey only riding herd. Inci- cians. Torme holds a 1947 Musician's
dentally, local spot buyers, of which card, and will have to abide by Clii
lie has six regulars, have asked
Cur- local's rules against jock sessions,
tis to gag up the copy.
He has re- which usually effects only* band'-'
sisted this if the product doesn't appear {Adaptable, whiqh must consti- leaders.
AU- efforts by Torme's advance
tute the acme of restraint for diskman, Milton Karle, to have tabu remen under thirty.
Donn.
moved have failed, and Torme will
THE EASTSIOE SHOW
make a. personal attempt upon arWith Gene Ifornwn
rival here Nov. 19. Torme was set
lis Mins.; Moii;>tl|ru-Sat., U:d5 p.m. lor over l5 platter show interviews
Participatinc
before ban wate imposed.
KFWB, Los Anteles
Musically erudite Gene Norman,one of the. later but more polished
jockeys here, is a champion of jazz.
And, he takes considerable pains to
so express himself.
Result is a

Jocks, Jukes and Disks

singer: Mel

TOT TOWN TVNBS

With N»rman KrMfi
30 Mfni.; 4:3t p,m., Satardaj'
jgv»Uiiiliir

WENB,

Olii«ac*

'N'orman Kiaeft had his eye on the
coming holidays and the boom in
.when he built this one ^'or
small ifty. three years to 10. Show,
Icidisks

..vrhifih'preenied in -September, is still

jingle might
arrive in time for "Jingle Bells."
a former schoolteacher
ICraeft,
now on 'ABC's announcing staff, bypa.%es the Uncle Jolly snuggle-up to
the kicts. His mauner is that of an
intelligent adult who' realizes moppets can enjoy "Little Bo-Peep"
without oodles of personality. His
patter is simple but not patronizing.
Tone of approach is that of kids> are
(j^ple, too. ,
^

5hy k bankroller but

,

Format mcluaes" Mother

Goose

xhyimes, soMg games, stories, an occasional folic tune, and sq-called "educational" platters.' There's a record
album give-away for best drawings
good show.
by youngsters,

'

A

Boact.

.

EARLY MORKING FRpMCS
With Jee OenUIC wftA Batph Bince
3 Hrs.; ItCon. thrH Sat, 6 »M.
participating
CKLW, Detroit
Exclusive: of their high listener
xating, and ^the deynand for them
'

'

.

Sipature^

heavily
conversational
nightsider
directed at and for those who are
With the jive and with him; Like
many other jocks here, culturedvoiced Norman doubles" on other
stations, varying his other' shows,
but this is his most typical.

Norman once had

own

his

band

college

in which he played sax-clarliietTfiddle comho, and would have
taken a degree in music but for

parental dissuaiion. Resulting frus-'
tration obviously finds release in his
present occupation and near preoccupation since Norman lakes him-

among advertisers, Joe Gentile and self and his music very seriously.
Balph Binge, who have been flippmg Program reflects a deep feoUng for
records as 8, team since 1937, hold jazz. Anything tliat's progressive^
the distinction in this town of being advanced or "authentic" is a cinch
show people's entertainers. This ad- for scheduling among two dozen-odd
miration from wjithin their, own platters per show. Another conse^
xanlcs is founded on the fact that (jvtence is a penchant for "firsts-onthey're not only unique but that the-air," especially if it's boogie^
even the most seasoned comedy ex- blues or other American, plus a
perts can't anticipate the payoil of heavy indulgence for vocals and in«ne of their wacky xoutmes. It's strumentals strong on the sepia side
this latter .factor that gives the pair and in a 'variety of tunes that run
the qualijty ofr never soundihg faded the gamut,
or date'd.
Norman projects a near-unctuous
When not spinning records Gentile familiarity with his subject and those
and Binge play around with sound Who make it, stressing the contem^fleets and go in for ad lib sketches porary great sidemen and specialist.<!.
that more often than not are themed Nor is it aimless patter for it comes
.

.

'

,

s
-

Their
'cn the sponsor's product.
crossfire capsuling of the commer-

'•

cial

'

"
'

'

'

moves

tional pace

.'

at a normally conversaand the only tipoff either

partner has to the payoil line is
When it's been delivered. That's
the way the boys work and the
by product of the method is a steady
(1,000 a week or more for them as
their share of the revenue from
I8-hours of disk-playing a week, a
session which can., lay claim to a
consistent waiting line of local and
national clients.
-A large percentage of their early
morning following centers around
those wha drive to wo.rk. ' Detroit
several months .ago got an inlding
of the impact of this segment of the
program's regulars. One of the team
suggested that thos» listening to the
program in their cars press down
On their Horns for a moment. The
din set up was of such proportions
that Detroit police warned the station against' ever letting' thti pair
pull the gag again.
Gentile and Binge have the making

as a reward- for their efforts at his

monthly jazz concerts in Pasadena
(Continued on page 50)
'

MARSALA BACK
Joe

Marsala and Adele Girard
Marsala) came back to the
band business last night (Tuesday)
at the Hickory House, New York.
They lead a sbc-piece combo.,
•

(Mrs.

Marsala, has been devoting his
production of a kiddie disk
game he developed.
tim.e to

IKstrib Deal

Cook

.

^

•

I.

NEAll

t.

iroil

YOV

S.

(Supreme)

(9)

CIVIUZATION

(4)

'

•

'

(Morris).

FOK MUSIC

MIns.;

I

,

ajn.)

tl:lS

Monday thru

Friday
Kealy Mattrcstea Co.
WHK, Cleveiaua

WISH

I

(*)

•••

"

(Jefferson).

DIBNT LOVE TOC

(4)""

'

TOO-FAT POLKA

Here.'s a neatly-tied package that's
at morning dialers who seek
soothing, easy-to-take disks.
too, with
mattress company
as sponsor, soft music Is a tiein

aimed

HOW SOON

quiet,

(1)

(1)

(Shaplrc-B)

J

9.

'

with plugs.
Jones has a gentle, pleasant voice
Jind a fine knowledge
music. OneHme.'band leader,. Ke has .been whirling disks for the past seven years
and has developed a nice sense of

f

X

Jimmy

AND MIMl

(1)

,

i

;

10.

SO FAB

Dorsej/.

. .

M-G-M

..

..

.

. .

.Victor

..•

,Coluwibi<j

'.
.

.

.Victor

Columbio
Oecca

Arthur Godfrey
Bing Croshy.
, .

.-.

Tower

Owens
Dick Haymes

—

1 Jacfc
(

(Shapiro-B).

:

(Art Lund.
( Perry Coma. ......
\Frank Sinatra

(1) (Williamson)

Decca

.M-G-M

.".

•

;

.

Buddy Clark
I Sammy Kaye
{

(Supreme)

Victor

Copitol
Smith
Vaughn Monroe. .......... Victor
Jaclc

i

A

Maybe,

.

.

'

{vmlhTmnrae

(SlUpirO'B). ...........

(2)

,

Louts Prima

...t.., Capitol

(Paramount)

•

APPLE BLOSSOM WEDDING

i

.

.

}
)

SALLKBmA

.Victor

.

,

Columbia

KOKOMO,

'

KATE

(Berlin)

'

\

,

I

FELLOW NEEDS A GIRL

'

llclilv

/

PASS PEACE PIPE

(Cbappeii)

.

.

.

.

»

.

...

.

.

!

!

..

.

,

J3eem

.

.

jiJeccfl

.Victor
.Majestic

,.

.

.

,

.Victor
.ColMnibio

....

1

.

.

Capitol

Decca
^Victor

!

i

!

i

!

!

.

"

,

....

. . ;

kovsky."

Little"

.

"Blues—"Screamin' and Cryin'
Blues" (Sonny Terry).

—

Western "Round Up Time For
Love" (Billy Williams); "Where
tlje Moon Plays Peekaboo" (Jimother side she lapses into a hyper.,
histrionic

"Lover

Com6 Back

to

Me,"

with Bay Bloch unlimbering an exceptional string arrangement. If only
for the arrangement, the "Lover"
side deserves listing by the jockeys.

King Cole must fee having a tough
time flndiiig the riglit material or his
sense of discrimination isn't as sliarp
as it used to be. Certainly ''Those
Things Money Can't Buy" isn't for
him. It's not the sort of ballad projection that lifted Cole to the category of commercial surefires. Far
-

solid, and yet ,not so .overwhelming, is the other side-s "Now
Tells Me." There's, something- of
a tu:ed feeling aboult th.e whole MHdertaking.

He

The. Soft WinO*. Majestic's novelty
group,

could

catch

On and make

their mark as one of the topi trios of
the business it given the benefit of a
radio program. There's something
distinctly different about them. The
whispering s^und le'vel of their
vocals may react, against them in
;

the dih. surrounding a jukebox, but
once the ear latches on to "f Told
You I Love You, Now Get Out" or
to "They're Mine, They're Minp," it's
likely to lean closer for more.
Woody Herman beats it out pleasantly with "Tune for Humm'in' and
WhistUn' ", but it's doubtful whether
his fans will do fliprflops over his
"Baby. Have You ,a LitUe Isgsit to'
Spare." Herman also is begirining to'
tired,

Eddy Dachin continues to ply one
of the most commercial pianos in
the business.
His latest Columbia
album, "Duchin Plays Tchaikovsky,"
falls as snugly within this characterization as anything he's turned
out in some time. It's poterit ihood
masic, and jockeys could do their

...........

Victor

Decca
Afnjcistic

Lee
Harmonicats

.Capttol
.Capitol

Jtilia

,

.

(

Kinr; Cole Trio

,

p^^^,

Vitacoustic

^^^^

iVrar.goret

bedtime listeners, who pi-efer the
and lilting, a service. by wrapping up at least 15 minutes of the
eight sides in the album for an insert.
The pieces, backed up by a
vocal group and a slight rhythm accompaniment, include such adapta-

—

Whiting...

{S^iiiel'.'.'.'.]::::'

tions as "None But
Heart," "Moon Love,"

"Save Me
Two,"

.Columbia

I Eddy Howard
Johnny Mercer

.t

(Famons)

By

"Little

,a

the

Lonely

"Our Love,"
Dream" and "Concerto

for

i

.

.

Rey);

and "When You Wish Upon *
star" (Red Nichols).
Album—"buchin Playa Tdhai-

soft

.

ifAndrews-Cavallaro
-.

.

.M-G-ikf

.t... .,

Woward

! ! !

.

.Columbia
. .

.

.

:

cS".

{

.

...

.

.:

'rlnTt^n.

(Oxford)'.

ON THE AVENUE (Leeds)
SCGAB BLUES (Williams)
SNATCH AND GRAB IT (CapMoI)
PEGGT O'NEILL (Feisi)
1 MISS
nn<!<i TniT
so (Leeds)
(TMd«t
I
TOC SO
TOU
WHAT ABE YOB DOING NEW YEAR'S

,

yPerfy Corno. ... ..
I Frank Sinatra.
Mercer-King Cole
Bing Crosby
Sammy Kaye
[

DON'T Yoi LOVE ME ANVMOBE

.

.

.

(Williamson)

SAVE THE BONES (Capitol)
WHIFFENPOOF SONG (Miller)
SERENADE OF, THE BELLS (Morris)
STANLEY STEAMER (Warren)
]'

'Shotfi.

Art Lund
iToitimy Dofsey

^.

,

Xpinah

....

SDick" Huyrnes

(Simon)

.

#• Mtn*.; 4:3* pjtt., Mon.-thra-F<-l.
WGAN, Portland, Maine
Th^ weren't jockeys then, but
this established Maine disk .fixture
has been monopolizing its air segment since 1938, with founder Sam
Henderson' going on to greater things
as station manager of WGUY, Bangor.
George Curtis has show now,
which isn't just a statement to bring
report up to date; Curtis, here, is
greatest mail-puller Maine radio has
aeen, with 300 directed missives conRecent
stituting -ordinary week.
five-week contest for Signature disks
brought in SOO additional cards and
lettei-s, which isn't considered nor
mal traffic in. these parts.
some
, Plethora of mail might tempt
jockeys to make an attempt to ap'
pease requests.
Not Curtis, however; h^ uses Monday session to spin
new releases, while Friday is devote'd to oldies he considers unjustly
neglected under slightly noisesome
Tipoff
subtitlfi, Mildewed Melodies,
to his ability to strilte common chord
is that bulk of requests are for re
peats of his private selections.
Curtis' style is «esy, gagging is at

—

'

I Bi'fifl' JS^osbiii.

IND. (BVC)

NAVGHTT ANGELINE

.fSI.KEVUG
With Geotce CurtU

vino

.

sound

Coming Up

timing.

Commercials are easy to take and
program is well-rounded stanza.

Tilton).

Novelty
"Pass That Peace
Pipe" (Margaret Whiting); "1
Told You I Lov€ You" ^Soft
Winds); "Howlin'est, Hpotin'est
Gal in Town''' (Monica Le-wis);
Dance—"Baby Boogie" (EUiot
Lawrence); '^Johnson Rag" tA'l'-

more

JFrancis Crois s ............ .Bullet
Vtctor
,
XLarry Green.
jDi«ah Shore ........... .Columbia
.Copitol
I Margaret Whiting .. , . .
. .

'

(BVC)

(i*)

,

Turntable Tips"

Page Cavanaugh

Odec.

with Mendel clones

n

00

'

Ballad— "Let's Be Sweethearts
Again" (Margaret Whiting- "Copa'cabana" (Dick Farney), "A
B'eller Needs a Girl" (Martha

'

I

'

'4.

.mine.

.

10 Best Sellers on Coin-Macliines

tt a solid comsw act for network
radio once a week, and without the
iiecords.

.

:

•

'
'

Listening to a batch of new rec- much folderol such as heavy beatwar whoops,
ords in one sustained sBkSs ion now^' ing of the tomtoms and
with the result that she's yelling
adays is not the critically quickenovfr the din, a la Betty Hutton, ining exercise it used to be. The im- stead of playing the novelty for
pression gathered as the disks are some light humor.-; Her "A Feller
Sipped is that the recording business Needs a Girl," out of the ^'Allegro"
has become pretty much, one big as- score, is something far -more in the
sembly line. The voices may be dif- Tilton milieu. The- highpointing of
ferent, but everything surrounding the no.stalgic flavor of the ditty gives
them Seem to be cut from the same this side a plus acceptance for. the
piece of cloth. Imagination in vocal juke ^addicts who like 'em sad and
trimmings and nuances, striving tear-droppy. The choir adds much
for slightly different background to the background of the lament;
Monica Lewla has- come up with a
ideas and colors and a reaching out
for the creative appears to be fast, probable favorite for the juke elediminishing qualities. The carbon-, ment that likes Novelties on the
copy complex ai^pears to hit the in- Shoutin' side. It's Signature's "I'm
dustry with a resounding whack. the HowU'est, Hootin'est Gal in
And it should be' feasy to imagine in Town." Mile. Lewis has draped herwhich direction the creative quality self in homespun and sprinkled herof the grist will travel as the wax- self with hayseed but the general
ing needles grind day and night to effect should pass muster. On the
pile up huge inventories before the
Petrillo date of studio silence.

Signature Record.?, which estaba disk-distributing alliance
almost two years ago with General
Electric, is breaking up that arrangeIn the hurly and burly of beating
ment in certain sections of the coun- the dateline the industry may outdo
try. Disk company's "executives, ex- itself in productiveness, but it is
plain that the changes are being doubtful whether it will be in the
made because GE is hot s.et up in form of new ideas of presentation or
certain areas to handle disk-dis- performance.
Of equally dubious
pensing.
benefit; to the industry will be the
So far, changes have been made in accompanying letdown in manuscript
New York and Philadelphia, two of discrimination -as publishers .unload
the most important marketing cen- their files and safes to meet the
ters.
Iiy New York, Modern Rec-_ voracious demand for immediate
ords, which distributed Capitol disks material.
It -^ould all have some:
in tile east when that firm was new,
strange, if not lamentable, afterwill take over Signature. Philadelmaths for the record industry.
phia outlet has not been named and
Frank Sinatra has rolled out a
changes in other keys will foUw, one
a Winner all around.
in Raleigh, N. C.
Margaret Whiting can go to the
head of the class with her turnout
in Auto
of "Let's Be Sweethearts Again" and
for Capitol.
Crash, Dates Postponed "Pass the Peace Pipe" takes
for the
Either side has what it
Hollywood, Nov. 11.
buffalo medallions, and the platter
Page Cavanaugh trio's theatre club
can't help but ride herd on
cowboys
date, at Oakland, beginning, today
"Sweethearts"
renditions,
both
(Wednesday) has been postponed as.
generates plenty of lift and warmth
a result of injuries Cavanaugh sufand it's got that royal commercial
fered in. early Sunday (9) 'morning
Likewise artful and whoptouch.
auto accident. His car hit pole on
ping is her treatment Of "Peace
Cahuenga Pass while ti-ying to
Of great aid to this twin
Pipe."
avoid swerving driver enroute home
gratifying buildup are the Crew
from a USC fraternity club date at
Chiefs and Franlc DeVol's batoning.
He^mosa Beach.
Tllton also does "Pass That
Martha
Cavanaugh received eight stitches
to
in his forehead and scalp, and cuts Peace Pipe," but Majestic seems
lhave loaded her down> with too
on hands.
lished

-

.

By Ben Bodec

—-«----—«-----

Cnpitol
^.^j^^

Elliott Lawrence has tapped a
clicker for the jukes and an easy
candidate for any jockey audience's
ears in "Baby Boogie." The blending
.of the brass with the keys is a
darb of orchestration. Rosalind Patton's vocal doesn't get in the way.

The rever.se side's "As Time Goes
By" should just about manage to get
by.

Aivino Bey pours heaps of dance"Johnson Rag" (Capitol),
making it a lively choice for the
boxes. "Patches," with which "Johnson" is yoked, prpjccts j-ast sboUt
enough ingratiating lilt to make it
an acceptable item for a relaxing
ability in

Capitol

•

T... Vic tor

.

.Columcmc

:

IFigtires In parentheses indicote iiuinber o/ tucefcs song has been in the .Top 10.]

mood. Jimmy Joyce and the Blue
Bovs are there for the vocal.

'

n

'

'

'^^ni^sd^y, NdV^ttiBer li^ 1947

Musio for Feai^e

<hi tbe Upbeat
getting a
Basie band
New York
the date, ubirp Lee, $250
unusual re-

tioedsijilUsic"is getting

action to

its

"Summer Moon" from

Bald Reviews

afyiv^n L'evin, iiiusic dii'ector ol
Y.; hss been liaimed ConInc., a
non-profit orgjBniz^tion which plans

WOH,

flat $1,500

is

.

.

TOMMY CABLYN OEOH

lor ductor -for 'U^-N. Symphony,

Tex

.

With Dell Saunders
Trianon, Chicago

the

Igor Stravinsky "Firebird Suite." Pop
Pop
Stravinsky ''Firebird Suite.''
tune; with lyric by Jolm Klenner, is
being Tecorded by both longhair and
pop' artists—Lauritz Melchior for

.

•

.

James^ ''Columbia;
Nelson Eddy," Victor; Jerry Wald,
Commodot'e;' Jennie Tourel, Colum.James Saphier'Dvill handle secuti'vely at Louisville, Eyans'srille
represeritatlon of ne-w Woody Her- and Indianapolis, Dec. 12-13-14 '. ,
man! band for radio. .Savoy Ball- Mel Torme. due here tomorrow
room, N: Y., being completely re- (Wed.) from New York for a

'

'

.

furbished at <!Ost of $100,000,.. Delta slicing spree for Musicraft Records'
Henry Miller now booking bands
Rhythm Boys, Victor disk artists,
signed by GAC. ..Phil Braunstein to and acts iox- GAC oflice here, Hal
for
two weeks.*, .Arthur Jovien' handling small combos.
Coesi;
.

.

Basically,

into Samoa Ballroom,
MichigS)n« Dep. 3 . , .
Lonis Armstrong does 10-day' stiiit
at the Frolics \Show Bar, Detroit,
beginning Nov. 17 . . . Don Robey''
into the Eau Claire hotel, Eau Claire,
Wise, Dec. 20 through the Christm'as
holidays,. . . Red Ingle at Riverside
theatre, Milwaukee; Nov. 20 for a
week, followed by two weeks at th'e
Flinjt,

Hil-

ton, former president of Majestic
Records, opened his own ad agency

4n N. Y.

HoUyWoo^
Dude Martin's oatune orchestra,
"currently vacationing in a Frisco
corral, signed by RCA-Victor last

Stage Door,
.
today Oriental theatre ,
wax eight cactus- Milwaukee, looked solid; Wingy
Manone opens Nov. .24,, followed by.
^Arthur .Michaud trained
ch'ants ,.
lour week runs by John Klrby, Red
to New York over weekend . Roy
Allen and J. C. Higgenbotham, Her.-^
Milton's combo, back from 66 onebie Fields, Charley Ventura and
nilers through south and southwest,
Johnnie
Davis
New
"Scat"
itiked for Jan, 1 week at Million
Woody Herman band due' at Pershtmilar vaudfilmer i . . Ba*ty 'Wood
ing Ballroom night of Dec. 6 ,
due in this week to •pcrvf^vraw with
Coast by
Republic studio on bid to become a Don Genson' shifted to
Leeds Music .
Leighton Noble into
singing celluloid cowboy in a series
Schroeder hotel, Milwaukee, -Nov: 22
'Of sagebrush sagas. Wood never, has
for five-and-a-half weeks, and then
Jeft Lane, local
-be^n in pix
.

here

,

.

.

.

'

.

.

.

.

.

.

,

to Chi's

X.abel
to "Dane," as

name

,

Beat for Jazz
'

Hollywood, Nov. 11.
This v^ill be the last season that
Stan Kenton's orchestra will be
working dance d^tes, according to'
elaborate "plans sketched by the
Maestro, with blessing of both his

.

.

,

On

niters .ee^stward.

his list he, has

hall a dozen concerts booked (lodr
already played) among terp bookings en route to his Nov. 25-Dec. 22
date at the Cohim'odore, N, Y,

No Pops oh Air
Commodofe
following

at

-
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Sitlatra
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'Bourne
'FOX
,
Shapiro-B

Anymore..',............-..,

Chappell

Dreyer

,

,'

.

JFre.e".

»

i

.

Santly-Joy
Morris

,

.

.

tfet's

,

.

Cdflntfyside— f "Sun And Fancy Free'/
Sweethearts* ^snin

.You
Vott

C-P

;

J

39 weeks air time.- Maestro and crew
also cut 20 sides and two albums for
RCA-Victor^ within the last eight

'

,

IFat-^'^Allegro"
Stanley Steaimer
That'^My Desire

,

'
'

..U
Sixteen

; \

If

Should

You

Do—f'Mother

1

Cry Over You

Wore

Peditn.<tn,

Williamson
.'.Leeds

Soon

.......

..

.'..'.,...

—

How Time

.vAdvanced
...^Supreme"

'

I'm Sorry I Didn't Say I'm Sorry
Just Around the Corner

My,

..

.

.

,

,

..

.

<

,

.

there'll Be Some Changes Made
Too Marvelous For Words
I

..

*
.

What Are You Doing New

*

Broadway
Leeds

...Bloom

Harms
Famous

!I?allahassee

TFitmusicai,

.

.Chappell
'

The Stars Will Remember

Two Loves Have

';'

Shapiro-B
.

Goes By

Oii the Avsntt4
Sipping Cider By the Zuyder Zee.w....

Year's

Maries

Harms

,

Miller

.

Famous

Eve

*Legir Musical.

>-»*******

»

*»»»»

»

Hollywood, NOV. 11.
-Harry James got into a- tussle last
Friday (7) -night with Palladium

manager

Maury

Coh-en' ov'er

and

is

royalty-lree.

.

In his decision several years ago in the E. B. Marks vs. American
Society ol Composers, Authors and Publishers case, Justice Ferdinand B.
Pecora,:ruled that songs in the Marks catalog co-written by members ol
ASCAP could not be authorized for performance by Broadcast Music Inc.
However, songs collaborated on by ASCAP and non-ASCAP writers could
be iiuthorized by each performance group on a non-exeluaive basis.
Variety's brief mention ol it in last weelc's story came out that Marks
could not offer songs co-authored by ASCAP members to BMI subscribers,
which obviously is incorrect,
*
'

***»»

.

New

Rendezvous Room, Plaza

hotel.
York, is certainly one of the
of all hotel niches in the city in view of its size and
entertainment outlay. Using two small-'scale bands -which cost less than
$1,400 weekly, the room has been luring consistently heavy business; last
week it grossed close to $15,000, which is unusually high for a 225-capacity
spot, And' with :that low nut the profit surpasses most 'better known and

moneymakers

more expensively operated playrooms.
a six-piecer, and the Nicola

uses the Paysbn

It

Matthey group

Re

orchestra,

of five pieces.

tho

rights

..;..Mellin
Miller

..
..

'

.

James Dancery Snarl

.".Crawford

Forgiving You.:....

Gonna Get a Girl...
.S
Home Is Where the Heart Is

Coin being earned by the revived tune, *'When You Were Sweet Sixteen,"
the first important money it will have garnered lor its writer, James
Thornton, or, rather, hiS' widow.
•When Thornton originally wrote the melody he turned .it over to the
old M. Witmark'& Sons' catalog for a sum variously .believed to have
been anywhere up to. $300, but he did not draw royalties from its sale.
When the copyright renewal came up, Thornton turned the tun^. over to
.Shapiro-Bernstein. Two years ago synchronization rights to it were sold
to Columbia Pictures lor "Jolson Story." Ignored lor recording purposes
by Al Jolson and the film's producers; the tune caught the lancy of Perry
Como, and his RCA-Victor disking turned it into a national record and
sales hit. However, since the tune was written belore the. 1909 copyright
act, and is hence in the public domain insofar as some recordings ol it
are concerned, it was only by- chance that Thornton's, widow will earn
some royalties Irom disk sales. .In 1945 S-B rewrote and modernized the
song's verse and received a copyright on the new version. It Was this
that Victor used with Como, as did some other disk firms,' and they paid
royalties as usual. Decca's Mills Bros, version was based* on the 'original'

New

Director

Fellow Needs a Girl— *" Allegro"
Best Things In Life Are Free.
Christmas Dreaming

How

.

(Continued on page 50)

is

best

Il-Yeai^Old Brings

BVC

Tights"

A

-

'days.

The remaining 18 songs o/ the week, based on tfie copj/rigfited
Audience. Coverage Index Survey of Popular Music Broadcast Over
Badio Nefworks, Published by the Office of Research, Inc., Dr. John
G,

'

•

Mills
Shapiro-fi
Miller
FeLst

'

\

Why

.

Warren

Whifltenpoof Sohg

music

-

•

..

putton Shoes'

So

When You Were Sweet

returns

the assignment lor tlie first month
or so, and biz is holding its own
under the change in policy, well
tested over past seasons.
Devaney qrew is on its first stand
in this area, and pretty well meets
the musical requirements ol this
cozy spot. Music cling; mainly to
two-beat, with' an occasional livelier
tune' loosed' o:x the -.^dancers. Show.

been

to platter ,a .two-arweek .transcription,
series entitled "Music by Martin" lor

'.Supreme
.Morris
Melrose
Williamson

,

Me—*"High

SteEseKadroi the Baig"

.

shows

floor

•

.

Dance With

ol

Drum Room

,

•

.'Southern
.'Simon

Naughty Angeline

P3P«

summer,

:

_

in^, noon-, and night- So.- an effiorf to
get 78 qiiarter hours on wax before
the -recptding- deadline 'Dec: ai.Martin pacled Vith Frederick Ziv

Santly-Joy

Made For Each Oth6r
NiSar,

a-

Art Devaney orchestra draws

WITH FREDERICK

.

-

After

only.

;

'

,

—

-

:.

to its regular season policy of

had
With the 100th -anniversary of the "Marines' Hymn" scheduled to be
pitching to- get Kentott a date at
observed by the U. S. Marine Corps during the week ol Dee, -7-13, the
-Palladium^ here, when band blares,
back to Coast late next spring, That leathefneck fighting organization is mapping an intensive bally, campaign
lor the jnarching song. It will coincide •^ith a nationwide drive to build
^DQjtiM .effort noy^r has ..bee
the Citizen Marine .Corps 'to lull strength. Pop waxihgs ol the anthem
dropped. No dance' music, no' 'd'ate*i
will be distributed to radio stations throughout the country and bandleaders, network shows as well as jukebox ops 'are being urged to plug
the hymn during Centennial Week. Both the identity ol the composer
." are cloaked
and author ol the lamed "From the Halls of Montezuma
in anonymity, Research indicates the lines were first sung in 1647 shortly
ZIV after the Marines had stormed the Palace of Chapultepec in Mexico City.
An unknown marine is- believed to have written the lyrics. Music's
Hollywood, Nov. 11.
Freddy Martin's orchestra is sit-«, origin Has been traced to. an old Spanish folk tune and the melody also
ting on tr£(nscription sessions morn*, occurs in an Offenbach* opera, "Genevieve de Brabant."
.

-

Golden Earrings
Paramount
Have But One Heart
Barton
1 Wish I Didn't Love You So
t"Perils Pauline"
Paramount
I Wonder Who's tossing Her Now ....
....'.^.Mark^
".
.,..».'•
Kate
,•
Berlin
*
Kotomfe, Inii:—f'Mother Wore Tjghta"
....,,.,.„, BVC
Ludy fteal».2?IBalms
Martin
1

J^azjr

I'resident Hotel, Kantia» City

and bands, the

.

4

.'...Oxlord

Fightin'

For ptjce In Your Life
Fun And Fancy Fre^t"Fun And Fancy

•

GAO untiMatfr last week*

Jefferson

Ballerina.

have been booked so far,
and Boston, »1n mid-

area-

Worcester
February;

.,.,Jlarms

.,

,'..,'.";',.'.'.*.

,

Civilization

trek tlirough New ..England. GAC
has been asked to make the trip a
jaunt of concerts, but in event that
is not l^asible, then Kenton will
play daftcehalls. Only two concerts
'

of Oct, 31'<Nov.

—And Muni
Me

(6)

(h^chestras-^Muac

Meadowbrook, Cedar

'

.

— *"Brigadoon"

And

month-long, stands in .the Terralie
Grill ol the Muehlebach Hotel. Although the, outfit' was put together
as a California band a couple of
years ago, it has been treading the
Chicago -territory and has gained, a
considerable rep around the Fea-

.

Am: DEVANPX^ OKCH
With Peggy Keed

stand and the fortnite

of progressive jazz; don't dance, just
listen." Then he will beat out his
highly percussive .stuff to which it
is difficult to agitate and ank'le, any-

»>»'»»»

Almost Like Being In Love

adin'-

ju-st so-so,'

:

.

(Continued on page 50)

Ain'tcha Ever Comin' Back
All My Love .......
All Of Me

Don't YoU'Love

are

.

-Thfe top aZ-sohffs- 0/ t&e^'eefc, based on. fhc (jopt/righted Audience
Cmeiraff^ index Sutvin of POJjutctr Mttsic Broadcast Over Radio
NeUtiorhil - Published by ike Qtftce of Heseorclt, Inc. Dn Jbbn G.

Week

.

'

'

)

ballad man,
Solution in that department .might be supplied by
maestro, who sings well but not
often enough.
. Zab«.

Happy Houston, comic

manager 'Ca-rlos .Gastel andiiooking
agency, General Artists. Thereafter
band will endeavor to fitrum out
sheer jazz concert lare^ on theatre
BAY BOBBINS OBCR (13)
stages, in auditoriums and on wax.
With Milly Coiiry
Kenton has been mulling depar- Muehlebach
Hotel
ture from shuflle dates lor some Kansas Olty^ Mo.
time, but made up his' mind defRay Robbins has another ol the
initely during current skein ol oneyounger crews which are making

'

Survey

eral ol the riien step down to form Robbins book.
Ip the vocal department, Milly
a trio and quartet with lem vocalist.
Band mixes oldies and pops (ar-, Coury classes as a rhythm-novelty
rangemeatg are by Larry Faith,) ,singer. Gal is cute and gets songj
And it uses' many waltz sets, which over with lively bounce. Maestro'
dance
the
Rabbins
works his own pipes in a
surprisingly enough, fill
floor._ Band is composed ol youth- baritone range on ballads, and Ray
ful musicians, although the newest Cox steps down from the stand on
man has been with Carlyn lour some ol the sprightly tunes. Bob
Riggs of the trombone section makes
years, making lor better .perlormi
"
up a trio with Robbins and Cox,
ance.
;
,
Dell Saunders, pert looking bru- and entire band frequently backs
nette; sings well with trio and quar- up vocals with chorusing. Robbins
tet, but as a Soloist hasn't learned thus gets a good deal, ol variety outsinging.
miketechniques
of
all the
pi 13 people.
Qui^
'T
„
Other singers, with the exception of
.

•

>

brass

'

•
way.
Following
date- '&t
Paramount
theatrej W, Y, first ol year, Kenton
will embark on another one-^night

Dircctoi-.

a.

the keynote

is

.

»»»4I

Peatmon,

K.C, Rob-

» crew with

Danceability

of the arrangements; however,- and
lor this intimate rooih it 'means
muting mpst ol the way. Works are
headed by Robbins' own trunipetinu
with a pair ol trumpets and a pair
of trombones behind himi Band is
rounded out with lour saxes; string
bass,
drums and George Arline
piano, who olten adds unusual. efr
leets on celeste.
In addition, band'
gets, unusual notice from a goodly
num.ber of cowboy tunes, pretty'
well likpd in this cowtown. Medleys
also are given a strong whirl in the

'

Grove, N. J., during radio remote
pickups. He will play no pop tunes
Charley Ventura does three weeks
over -tlie ether, and preface each
at the Club Silhouette, beginning
pickup with admonition to custoGeorge Olsen into EdgeNov. 24
mers that he' will put on "a concert
Water Beach Nov. 14-Jan. 8 . . Earl

.

KFWB

-

.

Club' Detour, Nov. 24 . . . Rudy Vallee opens at the Beverly liills Country Club; New Orleans, Nov. 20 .
.

rwai^eny already has Frankie Laine
9nd Frances Wayne
.
its stable
Count' ^Basie crew,, Julia Lee ind a
Benny Carter" 'ie'ombo ar« billed' for
jazz concert hastily rounded up to
bash tonight. (12) at Pasadena civic
disc
Gehe Norman,
«ud«
twtrler, i$- promoting, at $3.60 -top.

m

.

his first trip «nto

bins ii showing
flavor.

Kenton, incidentally, will be a
Aragon .
Eddie.Soutfe orchestra and Una Mae Calrlisle' Into plague to songpluggers during his

.

by Mercury.

singer, signed
will alter his

To Drop Dance

li.

Harry Cool band

Art Mooney band at Frank Palum-

due

Kenton Wants

Chietigo
Chicago, Nov.

his

,flve brass,

.

%

y...Yvett6 will do
in
12 sides for Vitacoustic before Jan,
former
Sommerville,
l,,,Ke;rmit
V<>mtay Tucker sax-comic, joined

patterns

Carlyn
music in the old Dick Jurgens style.
Orchestra is made up of five saxes,
and three rhythm. Sev-

.

Troupe
week.
(Wednesday) to

.

'

M-G-M,- Harry

Ws Click, -Philadelphia... Peter

-On
''-

.

bia,' etc.

Michaud

body Hotel in Memphis.

(13)
'

,

,
to Dec. 23 to present monthly symphony conPrior .to this date Carlyn's band
date at Palladium here, will pause certs to 'promote international under- was a Pittsburgh territorial fixture,
Dee. 5-13 al Jerry Jones' ballroom.- standing 'through music of various but his success at the Trianon should
^nldwest
future
prez
lor
Harry James §et countries. Gro^ory S. Bropks is
make him ripe
Salt Lake City
and eastern bookings. For an' Wl*
for fortnite at Flamingo nitery,- Las and founder of the org.
weeks ago,
Tiny Ruiin'er, emcee "of the "Better known arriving here lour
Vegas, March 5 . . . Mills Brothers
he has solidly established himself.
play week of'' Nov. 17 at Palomar Hall" radio show, will narrate "Peter'
has booked him lor a. reTrianon
theatre, Seattle . . . Nellie Lutcher and the Wolf" at the preem concert, peat in January (maestro* has fome
for
29
at
Nov.
County Center, helty long runs on his record—42
now getting $760 for one-niters; at set
weeks i'n one spot, 142 in another.)
that guarantee she is booked con- White Plains, N. Y.

Beneke band, en route

of an 11-year old boy.
It
seems that tho youngster, on dining
terrace with his family, took up a
position on the -floor in front of the
bandstand. Since- thgre is a California law( forbidding minors in the
.terp territory he was shooed, back
to his seat.
James, unaware of the regulationj
argued with the Palladium ops for
40 minutes about the • kid's rights,
during which his bandsmen retired
•from the stand. Finally, the deal was
compromised by allowing the kid to
sit on the stand itself.
S. Bobert Schnltz has been named
a field representative in American
Society of Cohiposers, Authors and
Publishert:'
Dallas district
offk-e
here. He was formerly a salesman
for KFRO, Longview.

George Frazier exit.s this week as disk reviewer for VAimaTY, a chore
he has held down for about a year but which the jazz expert must now
forego in view of his manifold .assignments for the national magazines.
Frazier requested he be relieved' of the assignment because his soon-due
shirt' to Holforwood to write "profiles" of Jack Benny, Amos 'n' An5y, et
as part ot his new field of endeavors, will take him around the country considerably. Varietst staffer Ben Bodec is now reviewing records
regularly under the. Jocks, Jukes and Disks department.
al.,

Ditty doodlers are flooding Vine street publishers with their tunes,
trying to get publisher.s to print them and artists to wax them.
Joe
Higgins, local Columbia Record rep^ has enough ballads, noveltune-s,
waltzes and polkas on his de.sk lor consideration to keep Columbia going
lor iive years il he decided to put them all on wax.
In the meantime,

Higgms has moved

his desk into the

new

pressing plant.

Pilot of the plane bearing the Turkish Military Mission and the latter
press billing on the recently-completed 10,000-mile U. S. tour.
And at tour's end. General Salih Omurtak, head ol the Turkish Army Navy
Itself split

and Air Force, presented his pilot with a lancy Elgin v»ratoh. Pilot was Lt.
George W. Buck, who all the newshawlcs found tiAie to mention as the
son of the Ziegfeld era tunegmith. Gene Buck.

.

AFM

N. Y.

$m

More

and

ot Musicians

AfM

Angeles

nn

Acting

hes

piek Stern Doubles
Chicago, Nov.

M

11.

(10).

Ban Now More Dee. 31 Deadfine
Chicago, Nov.

Heller, quit
will go into
his own outfit fuU-scale, setting up
a N. Y. 'Oflice to be manned by himself and Sana Lutz, the latter re-

Romm Monday

branches, in

^

Peblo BdieTed Conaderiiiic Start Of

H«

BMI

Signs 14 in

Clii

Chicago, Nov.

'

scales to compensate for the letter's
having to pay social security and un-

how employers take
To obviate the. passlhg of the s.s.
and unemployment tax burden from
the buyers of music tp the bandleaddropers' shoulders, forced by the

see

Mystery label platter which features
two tunes on one side, item will

not signed an agreem'ent with BMI,

Ciro'sNitery.Phi

bring Lynne StevwJS, Leo i'ieper,
Don Roger, Jack Olsen and Rocky
Ford, qg sompaiiy's newest'wax talent, Into the label's; stable with him.

ping of the Form B contract blank,
.Cht local tacked a 10% boost to
niaestro prices and L. A. local added
15%. In both cases the extra levy is
Brings
calculated on a percentage of the Petrillo
overall cost of the ^and involved and
applies only to local dates involving
Three New. Diskeries
New York's 802,
local members.
HoUywOodrNov. 11,
'
when .and if it does make a move in
James 0. PetrlUo's Bee, 81 ban on
the flame direction, will probably go
elongVlth the Chicago idea and tack all recording Is working in strange
on only 10%. Meanwhile, its lead- ways. Ban has brought about two
er members, or those who become
new record companies here recently.
leaders for a niglit on club jobs, are
Earl "Madman" Munfz, used - car
absorbing the employers' portions of
ozar, and Mike Shore, of ShoreS.S. and unemployment tax payments.
In A>me ca'se$ agencies that prbvide Reyes ad agency, are entering disk
-fiiem with jobs are adding up to 5%
biz with hopes of making enough
to the price, in various ways, to
masters in the ensuing seven weeks
jOiake up for the tax bites.
to keep them going. Shore says that

Ban

Philadelphia, Nov. 11.

Frank Palumbo, Owner

C &R

Club,

is

planning

Prez Walter Murdock

'

15.

Angle

of the Ciro policy

names such
Monroe,

et

for the Click.

combos. It now uses two smalUinstrumental groups:
.

Jam^s, incidentally, moves into
he and Muntz had found an unusual the Click for sUghtl;^
less than two
angle in the distribution of records.
Yft Gonna Koep
weeks Nov. 27; Monroe', follows
They would; not reveal its nature,
Dec. 8.
Pittsburgh, Nov. 11.
piskery will use "Muntt Masters" as
Tommy Carlyn, back at Bill label and has set Larry Adler and
Green's, Pittsburgh, with his band brother Jerry Adler, also a harafter dick run at Trianon Ballroom, monioist, Robert Alda and Bruce
Chicago, lost two key men in an "un- Cabot, who will slice
an album based
usual way:^one to college, the other' on *'The Last of the Mohicans," for
to business, Joe Ste.cko quit to stufly first sessions.
music at Carnegie Tech, Alorry A'P'
Azarow, a lumber biggie
Louis
pi^ch to fsoncentra^e on his manu'
from the Northwest territory, has in.Mturing plant, which makes braces
'

^Em—

'

Ankles

.

instead

Stecko

Monroe's ZOG Refund

Bandleader 'Vaughn Monroe picked
tidy windfall of- $20,401 in a
recent decision of the U. S. Treasury
Don Rom'a- Dept. awarding him that sum as. 89nellie, first vice-president; N. L, overpayment of income tax.
Norris, second .vice-president;, ArCai»h largely represents'a refui!icl oil
thur Dowell,' secretary - treasurer; withholding taxes and other im<>
plus other board members
J. D. posts paid by the bafoner for his tt'
wilison, George Delaine, Corson .Mac- ganization in c0nneetiQ)u with tsnHit
Glanathan, Ernie Bridges,
night dates and 'theatre aikpearanee|^

unanimous up the

—

violin solo

Records for his

.

MCA

offi'ce.

Chicago, Nov. 11.
'layloB came to MCA's N. Y. office
from its Detroit branch. Before that
Vitaeoustic records, Chi indie, has
hc.Bgented in Chicago.
signed Joan EdWards. Former Lucky
Strike vocalist will cut four sides

week. Also pacted was Johnny
who will assemble a band,
and press eight numbers;

tjiis

:!§oth«trell,

To:HECHT&BASS
ISO W. 49th Street
t4ew York eity
.

Thanks,

KEN HECHT

and SID BASS« for fhe
grand $bng material
which you.|:reafed' for
our

is

.1.

.

Mi|lSior»ft

was

also

Ditto

Musicraft Records, New "Vork
drm, which recently went through
reorganization and. was preparing to
get back into stride when the disk
ban was set by the AFM, has also
been out gathering artists as fast as
to bolster weak master
Last week the company
signed Buddy Greco and the Three
Shar^Sj country-style singer Esmereldy,
and the Four Mus-ettes,
v
femme vocal group.

possible

.

.

stocks.

Shirley

vocatUt,

Richards

Christine RancUttt, pianist,
giVen a term paper.

and which

getting a terrific re«

Hampton for N.Y. Strand
Lionel Hampton's orchestra is' set
Strand theatre, N. Y., in Jan"
uary, opening either the 16th or 23fd(
topping a string of other theatres.
Band is set at the Orpheum, Q.maha,
week of Dec. 4; Riverside, Milwau*
kee. Dee. U, and Regal, Chicago,
'

for the

ceptioh during our current

engagement at the

New York Strand.

Dec.

*7ed

Weeml

26.

Lone location date in three-month
stretch is the Tune-town, St. Louis,
week of Jan. 6.
Mechanically Ambidexteroui

HEY, FELLA!!!
Ask the Girl Frimd

Why Do You
Make Promises?

U

JAN MUSIC CO.

MmpcHi,

L

1..

N. Y.

Pianist Bert Shefter will wax five
sides of piano duets for United Artist release with the pianist himself
doing both ends of the duet. He will
cut each song twice, making an acetate of one part first and then one
of the other half of the duet. The
two acetates will then be set up on
specially made synchronized tables

and played simultaneously and

er."

Album

will

trumpet—

The rich, qolorful effects of the
French horn, English horn, bassoon,
organ and many other instruments
are also at the fingertips of any
pianist, by the simple adjustment of
tone controls..

EASY WITH A SOLOVOX

The Solovox opens an

entirely:

new

opportunity to the profesa
Whether you perform
or in a combo, your, -entire
repertoire broadens and you add A
refreshingiift toany tune, new Or old.
field o£
sional'.

w

soioy

Incoihe possibilities are greater,
popularity and drawing power increase—with a Solovox.
It

18

portable- -is easily attached

to and detached from any piano->'
plugs into the lighting eircuiik
It does not interfere .with the nor<
mat use of the piano and is ideal for
any.' kind of night club, theater oir

and

ensemble work,
L,earn more about this remarkable
instrument to find out what it ean
for you, Seeyour dealer or mail

do

the cAupon faeloW.

Hkminotid IqitrtfDWBli CamiMiqr
i248 W. blTtnty Ave Ohieafo S», lUiKob
Gcntlemtni Pleue gend Ue tiuthtlr in(([inti.f ti<m about
the Solovox, and the vmam «( $lit«v<«
nan JmL

re-

corded on a master^
Thus ''Piano Duets by Bert Sheftinclude "Fantasy,

impromptu." "Ritual Fii-e Dance,"
"Clare de Lune," '-'Bolero'^ and "My
Reverie.'*

IT'S
Violin, clarinet, Cello, or

the SolovQX* gives you any of these
instrumental effects, played to your
~
own piano accompaniment.

•

of

notice;'

vested

on
trombone and Gus i>olfi, who had a
,
sm^all dance band of his owti around
here for a long time, Is taking over
A]pp)zch's sax chair.1

'

recordings,,

$250,000
in
Constellation
first venture into
the w^ing field. Label has signed
the Lind Brothers and already has
released four sides by 'team, one
1'2-inch platter and the other 10-inch.
Azarow has trekked Kast to line up
distributers ia Chicago and New
York.
Red Doff will handle exTaylor
ploitations here and Ace distributers
Frank Taylor" resigned recently
wiil cover 'Western territory.
'from, the theatre dept. of Music
biftp, of America to open a personal
Vit« in the Swim
roanagiement
for crippled children.. Dick lilack replaced

•

halt

ately

.

The lady requests a

.

wouldn't give them 4'me to lay in
a stock of masters. 'Vhey feared h«
would advise them that the con?
trstct now in force until Dec, 31
would not be renewed and immedir

Murdoch to office. In re-electing
Murdoch as' presidenl^ member's
who are scheduled
resolution /'endorsing
a
fassed
Clubs are only blocks
Iferythirig done by the: officers and

Clro's is mych smaller executive boiird by
a
than the 2,000-capacity Click. Ciro's vote."
would use sweeter, *i9maller-sized
Others elected were:

and

recording musicians, even those

singers, is not clear.
The disk manufacturers, incidentwere greatly bothered weeks
back by the possibility that Petrillo

al.,

''

apart,

'

'

all

of the American Federation
of
would be Musicians, returiied president Walter giving the two-month

spot would not use. tap>
as Harry James, Vaughn

that ,the

aimed at the musicians used by
or whether the -order
would be extended immediately to

name bands

ally,

.

Dec.

<

who back name

Can. Musicians Reel(k;t

to insert somewhat of a name band
policy at his Giro's. He's figuring on
teeing off with Art Mooney, how.
Toronto, Nov. 11.
working his Click Club, which has
us6d a top nanrie band -policy for
Election held by the Musicians"
over a year. Mooney would open Protective Ass'n., Canadian affiliate.

,

How

local oiHce has contracted with about
half the members for use of its
music on individual basist

of several

of this town's boites, including the

after-hours

11.

Name bands which record for thi
various disk manufacturers may nc
be ^bl'e to pile up the backlog. 01
recordings th^ anticipate prior 'tA.
the 'bee. 81 disk ban ordered by;tl!i«
American Federation of Musician*.
James C, Petrillo and his interna<<
tional executive board is said here
to be mulling the possibility of stop"
ping bands from recording before
that date to prevent building up alarge number of disks as insurance
against a drawn-out ban.
Whether such action would bf

I

11.

on bandleader

increase

Sick Stern assumed job here last maining ohly about three months
Chi licensing division of Broadcast Music, Inc., had its best month
we^k
yio»rpr«?id«nt and general and then becoming a roaming rep.
deymour Heller will handle the
since the opening' .of midwest heademployment taxes on musicians they manager of Chord Becords> in addi- firm's Coast office in th« Interim.
802 have been tion to being head of the McConkey
quarters here last February with 14
jjire, -Executives of
eonsidering upjping maestro scales, agency band department. Stern will
new licenses approved during OctoAmong better spots pacted;
ber>.
but have decided to await the out- operate from Chicago, whily Mike
were the Martinique, 606 Club, Steak
come of the Chicago and Los An- (iudahy, prexy of the firm, will head- Palumbo to Insert
geles moves, before deciding on the quarter in Milwaukee;
House, and Ciro's.
course they will take. They want to
Chord is the originator bf the new
Bands in His
Name
While Chi Cafe Owners still have
the increase.
taking

;.

.

Diok Gabbtt working with Harry
Romm'a independent booking office
in New York almost a year though a
partner in the personal n^anagement
firm of 6abbe, I^utz

no move to follow the Chicago

liOs

Oabbe Quits Romm
For Peraoiial Managing

A.

I<0««1 AOS of th6 Am«ri-.4'

YGfk

|*MieHition

jniicle

L

Local Awaits CU.

Upped-Pay OutcMne
jffvK

.

:

AddtMt
f.O.Zotet

(Rate

so

Baiids at Hotel BXK's
:

;

Hotol

»

j^Z)

.

2^

I

J«400
1,825

JohjaHrI«Ot>g.^,.<,F«misylvaiila (500; $1-$1J50).
,

New

Kaye

Sairitny

Yorker

Johnny 3>jneaippi*.|>xlQgton

(400; $I-$1.S05..

(300; $}>$1J!0>

.

.

ru*

WMk

5

'

CMtin«ie4 fran |Nif« 4>

Cavw*
OaVat* Hincs heads holiday show

J2^

2^
1^

Best Briti^ Siieet Selters

;

atre, Louisville, Dec.

4

.

*
»

|;i-Jtl.50)

(Week

.

.

Hour

ff>

*

•

, .

..Vale
',.>.Dash
Connelly

..',.

«.
.'
,

\aw

Dash
Sun

....,,,.,.r..,',

Chi-Ba-Ba

Guaty

F. D.

J Believe

;

...Ri^ordi
, .JSaurice

Make Up For Everything

First Love, Last

7.'

K. Prowse

.i'.... ..<.....<,.

Danger Ahead
Little Old Mill V.
Apple Blossom Wedding

,

.

is the

Sorrento
I'll

.

.

Sndtna'^trpt).

London, Nov,

Now

Claude

.

Thomhill on one-ni^hters throuigh
the midwest until Dec. 0 < . Betty
..•
Vaughn Monroe. . .CominodoFs (400; $1-$1.50)..
McGuire's all-girl orchestra into
SiP'Tide, Nov. 14 . . . Benuce lAii* Je^n StCbiim «t WaMotf, Ice Show ai New Torlcer.
pert back 9<t Harms . . Egbert Van
Alystine, composer of "in the Shades
Chicago
of the Old Apple Tree," at St, Jok
ftajr HeiitliertM (Marin* Boom, EdgewaUr Beach; 700: $l^-$2^ mJn.).
seph Hocpital, Hot Springs, with C
Mort Schaefle^
Final week of Heafherton, cri^ 3,900. Gtmg/t Olaea warn In Friday (14). heart condition
Jmc MelM (College Isin, Shentiaa^ 700; $2-|3JK> miaJi, Jack Owens will begin teaching :a- series flf
opened Friday (7). Strong 3,700,
courses in musical copyright lawa at
OrriB 'Tmker (Boulevard: Room, Stevens; 6S0; $3.50 inin.-fl cover}. Ckutw John Marshall Law School
ventioneers doing .£ieat br this spot with tidy 3,000.
Tower Records jnked :Wayue Van
Gria WilUajoM (Empire Bootn, Bahner; 350; ISOSO imn.-$l cov«r). Boom Dyne and Darwin Dane to recording

Guy liOmbardo. . , .Bmwevelt («0;

'

at Ilivitra

Club, St Louis, opening Dec. 24 . .
Henry Busse set for National tbe->

4,375
3,700
40,029
10,373
11,850

'

«75

.

Upbeat

Total

Covers
Wcefcn
lliiiid

N^VBttandwjrnne*. Waldorf (400;

&

H,

Morris

. ,

Gardoi iik the Rain
Old Spanish' Trail < .

,

,
,

.

.

.

.

Cteijaielly

.'Maurice

.'

.

.

,

.

—

:

a

felij^d

hit last

week

to 3,200.

Lm

contract*.

Pittsburgli
Mildred Don now singing

Angeles^

Fr«d«y MarOa (Ambassador; 900; $130-$2).
Jaa GaurlNer (BUtmore; 900; fl-flJSO). Stout

Good 2,400 tabs.
2,100 covers.

witii

Billy C^tizone band at William Penn
Carl Ceroid band and
hotel
.
.
,Bobby Fyfe, comic, out of Allen'*
Cafe after long run and into' Play*
dium, St: Louis, for a month . > v.
Gregg Phillips, ex-Tommy Doroey
.

Ms,

l4fcatioQ

a Hotels

Not

(Chtecoo)

Sherman Hayes

H«y««

(Blac]dia<wk; 500; piSXi min.).

SO with Phil Levant Teplacink-

U^t

Mds

here Nov,

trombonist, joined Baron 'Elliott'*
band . . . Jbdmy Rice, organist,
doubling tietween "WSSSiO, HfcKees-

WUf H«war<l (Aragw, $M1.2Si mdBi.). Xtrea niin didn't iM^ Ui0te port, and Du<Drop Inn
. <3al
«war. NiHy 20.000.
Name&'s Gypsy Melodian* opened
LershtMB N«bte (IVianon; $141.^ «dm.X Goart maastro brought in flne at Merpur>. ilusic Bar
. Eddie
.
.

.

Beywood

Feudin' and-Fightin'
i
My' Desire
People Will Say .,.'.,.•.
Anniversary Song

.'

.

j»

...........

^

,

Berlin

,

........Feldman

^ckey

Revs.
M

.

Jr.

band opened

at The Cross Roads, Bradenburg, Vt.
(outside W^ington) Sunday night
(9), after playing a two-day stand
in the Rainbow Room, New Ken-

more hotel, Albany: Whiteman, Jr.
has a new sixrpiece sweet orchestra,
with Helen Manning as vocalist.. Her
husband, Irving Manning, is bass
viol ntan and manager. Whiteman,
a drummer,^ led a hot unit for a
time.

Another "PBO"
Jerry Minul's

.

a ionesomo

F.' D. & H.
Leeds
Connelly
Williamson

,

'

1

C^onnelly
,

P*Hl WlUteaian,

Disk

"Trio into

Reviews

.Williamson

._.

,

Tmw

.

Feldman

,

„

;

Carnival Lounge
CMtlaned fraia pace
-^^^j^
Buddy Staw (tatin Quarter; 700; itiSH, niin.>. Bcvifed policy boosted (1^ for a fbrtnight . . . SlimBryant'a
coversi a bit to 2,000.
Wildcats were in 'New York last Civic And, Latter events get conweek cutting eight sides for Majes- siderable- time on the show; he de(ZiOS 'Aii^cte*)
tic Records.
Five of the numbers liberately plugs those who appeared
(iWrajgoo, B, Ocean Bark, 2d wk.). Some 4,200 admishes were hillbilly originals by Bryant on previous concerts and drumbeats
gtarMaf.
others on the up-coming concert.
Tommy C^lyn's orchestra .goes Idve
.
gueslings are also lnc;luded
filand Hawptam (lieadowbrook, B, Culver City, 2d wk.). Proat plucked back mio -Bill' Green's for Deci 29.'
occaaionall;, and « Toundup «f Coast
hen witi> 3,200 admisiies.
cleffing circle news-^whidihe shares
Bany Jawes (FaUadium, B. HoUywood, 5th wk.). Okay 12,000 atubwith Fred Bobbins in .Gotham^is
Kansas City
buyer^i.
another feature. Students, hipsters
Dick WiUde. ixumpet, and John aBicionados and professionals are
Catolana, sax,, joined the Ray Robi bis boys and vice versa.
bins 4>Beliestr« dudng .latter'* stay
On bis Eastside JSeer show for
fiairit
at the Muehlebacfa Hotel. .
. 'Northree and a half years' now, NorCanOiracd fr«>[|.'pag«''48
man Granz ahd'"Jai:z at the Phil- man started on WBNX. Bronx, N. Y.,
harmonic" troupe played a concert in 1940. He inigrated to San Frant'unes furnis'h the biilk of the lito 1,800 devotees in the Music Hall Sisco where he worked on. KLX and
brary.
It's
last week. . .
Art Devaney crew KGO before trekldng sonOi. His
This room demands softer moods,
other chores here include a jockey
^nd Devaney server nicely. Instru- rounding put four weeks in the show of semi-classics and film scores
mentation is violin, sax, trumpet, Drum Room of the President Hotel. on ABC's .ElECA once weekly, and
.
Tommy Juneau band in the a.^weet ballads 'n strings daily afterstring bass, drums^ and le&d«!r on
Penguin Room of the Continental noon session on KMPC.
Hurl.
the piano.
,
Vocals are bandied by Peggy Hotel. < . tUer.^tSitXiale;,' orchestra
Reed, who j^ows a tiamied voUHi set for a one^nigbter at the Pla-Mor TBB DON OXIS SHOW
well suited, to the sitow tunes fea- No/. 16
Murray Arnold bringing WItb Den Otis
tured. Harty Johnson solos on Latin his band into ibcfTenace Grill for S5 Mins.;
P.1D.. daily
songs and Special anangements, and^ a couple ot fortnights.
< . . Judy 'KI<AC,"Ijos Aiqieies'
two work out a .vocal duo on pops.
Vet Don' Otis, who actually preConrad concluded an engagement of
Qinn.
dates ."disk jock granddaddy". Al
many nionUis at the Crown Room of Jarvis,
makes no lK>nes>and wastes
fihe I^Salle Hot^ turning the stand
CATIZONE OBCH (S)
no words, reaching right out for
«ver to Itoy TfyicSt aggregation.
Wilk Marcclyn
dance fans with block-type runs of
WUIfam Peim-Hatel, rittstersb
records instead of great variety.
A long-time Pittsburgh favorite,
Each night' he selects an average of
but aiwsys in the .small combo fieldi
four personalities with which to iill
Dick. IdiSialle^s Isacnd will be xe- his ^lot, giving a set segment to
Billy Catizone is stepping out fbr
irt each,' a system which he claims to
fif^ time .-vntit an over^sized (for p}it£ed by D(A 'Courtney
Jiiml Autfit and oidy wcaider is that the M«ral Rixmi of the Baker hdtei have originated. He dates back to
he.1iasn't done it long before this. An , . ; Bonnie Baker due «tthe Sky Vu 1930 on KFAC, being the first jockey
.aoeomplished -violinist^ wbpse three Chib . , Barry Jehnlng ntehntra is as such, if perhaps not so billed then.
,atKd tom-pifiat, onUits have atwayi at famk ilick's new Nite
Otis temporarily quit jockeying
S^t.
found 'steady 'emplqnnent in Pittstwo years ago after airing over virburgh, Catizone. got. 1])e regolar IBer.
tually all local outlets to be prorace Boom assignment following, his
gram director for Capitol Tranelide there witti tax pieces during tt«
scriptions. And though he obvious^'
sununer innntb^, when tbere was
ly knows his music and music
totUfy dancing, no shows.
.Dale Evans inked to wax 21 sides makers he drools none of the thin
"Terrace Boom doesn't c^ter very for Majestic prior to Petrillo ban.
erudition of his many contempomnch to the younger crowd and 'Ibiy Jane Donnelly resigned as re- raries. Chatter is kept to an absoband. Wisely concentrates on.teq^ ceptionist .in 20tii-Fox legal depart- lute minimum while he squeezes an
danaapatioo. Band's- bieat seems
ment to'smg,with OO-piece ex-serv- average ot 16 platters into each- S5
make -even tbe .iclumsiest feel lilce' ice femme orch. She was a'Pbarmaminutes for Murphy Motors, one of
"Kred Astaire. That's evident by the
myriad used cac dealers here. For
way the dance floor is always filled.. cisfs uBte'3/c during the war.
rthe latter also, his commercials are
"
Clatizone can knock out a first-class 'Bernard Hermann; musical director matter of tact and sans syrup.
riunnbai too, «nd later at night hef for CBS in New York, witi compose
Show is scripted to the hilt aria ad
^ttets bis ijtyle aecordingly. One of original satfe for Charles. K, "Edd.libs left in limbo, production being
,fais biptaaaeti to the room is bis wide man-Orson Welles production "Miacacquaintance with the clientele; since foeth".at Repui>lic... Johnny Mercer tite keynote, nod with music even
coming
tinough terse identifying dnhe'ji.been playing at the hotel, chiefly, cleffed three tunes
for Vera Ellen nouncements of selections that lean
its' Continentid Bar, off and on now
which she wiU do in ''Sally"..
toward the more classic in jazz.
for a.dozen yeats.
Numbers, too, are the less frequently
Catize&e laS a newecuner to. Ihe Waiter Kent and Waltett Farrar
vocal ranks—ehe's billed simply as clesnEied score for Jean SablOn starrer heard and lasting things, -generally
Hwl,
Mareelyn. a local girl—as bis thrush, "Midnight .Waltsi . .Marilyn Maxwell speaking.
a a
and he's using her sparingly until she off on a P3. tour, opeidng in. River
gets a little more experience. Looks, side theatre, Milwaukee, Nov. 13; GIL NEWSOHE
good, however, and has a nice jquality Cttpitol theatre, Washington,
D. C., 95 Mins.-, 9-9:3« a.m., S:lS-6;45 p.ni.,
to her pipes, and ought, to develop
ROMINS
1«:1S-1«:3|I pjK., dally
and to Capitol theatre. New York,
easily.
Cohen.
C!«i9UH«!r«lal'
Dec. 4. Paul Whiteman's orchestra
KWk; St. Leaift
on the same bill. . .Tex Hitter begGil Newsome was brought into a
ging off from p.&. tour early in order good thing two years ago when Rush
to get some wax sessions at Capitol Hughes .dechled to quit KWK- and
before ,Dec. 31.,.Modemaires cut- move to
lor self syndication.
ting .fbur sides toward "Memories in And to Newsome's credit he took
Tempo" album for Columbia. .Desi over the top local program rating of
Arnaz orchestra skedded to 'cut 16 the town and not only held it but
pushed it up several points. Rivalry
sides for -RCA-Vicfor.
Crew goes between Newsome and Hughes,
curinto Palace hotel. San Francisco, rently
holding forth on KXOK, gives
Nov. 13... Herb Levine, Jewel and the .iocltey gallery of the town
its
Encore Mujic head, in town prior to lone bit of color. Both go in for
settmg iip Acweltone Printing com- basing their daily selections on suritaiNiss
ftouNSfo
pany on coast .-s.Coa'st label holding veys of best sellei-8 among local
DANCHf^. SKAI^NS
SPORTS
sessions with Fernando Rpsas backed record shops and the competition
by Bobby Ramos crew, fid Moody, between the two jockeys lor first
CVUlPPED-rOAPACITY 5S00
Deuce Spriggina and an album by crack at air interviews of visiting
disk personaUties occasionally takes
Jsham Jones
-

Cinephonic
Ascherberg

, .

,'.:;,..Chappen

Mamselle
Donegal
Try Little Tenderness
.What a Qieavtifm Morning
They Say It's Wonderful
Mia Canzone d'Amore, i..:
'

,

',.,....,...,..>!.

j.. •*.<,.

.

'.

16,500.

Lovely Inrortd and You
Peg O' My Heart

HARMOmmS

.'

QMlmm

,

.

'

Mi

'

mm

BUXT

DallM

'

onA^a

A

MUST!!

Mmlirtes

'

Columbia't

Naw Album

.

W

'

.
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.
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YOO'M.IN .LOVe WITH
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WILL. 11 SURMiTTlD
UPON. lM9UJRy..ANP SHOWING 01"
flNANCIAL RISPONSIULITY

Writ* Rox

HMi VARilTY.

3*0 No. Mlchffl«« Ave.

this week
Page
Cavanaugh Trio opens at Theatre
.,

.

.

them off on odd tangents,
Newsome's rapid-fire delivery

conClvib today (Wednesday)
.Connie tains a cadence that makes him easy
Jordan and Jotdanaires pacted by listening.
A former Coca-Cola
Paramount label . . . Artie Wayne "Spotli^t Bands" announcer, his
starts at Bed Feather Dec. 2 tai in- background comes into good stead
deflfflite
stand'
.
Vic Mckinson in the merchandising phases of the
combo enters Billy Berg's nitery- as show. He is inclined to punch hard
an /alternate with Louis Jordan, at his commercials, but the habit is
ur*dviiy«diy looked upon as a virtue
starting Nov. 12. Dickinson has just
by bis local string of sponsors.
inked with Supreme disks.
Odec.
.

.

.

.

iovt

lt*»
'

l«H

MILLS MUSIC, lac
IreadWay
Jiaw Yorii 1*
.

CENTER

UTAkisiwD
vnTH we.t
t«O0RAM,
AND
PltOMOTIpN^UUY
LOt^Alib IN DENSELY POFULAUD

EVEltV.
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Johnny ThointiM>n

.
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llSfi)

Art Moeaej' (V.G.M. 1IKW«>

.

FOt

True

It's

linis Bn>». (Denn. 3S881>
jralianyDemnoBa-raKr CutiiiiHiisIt Trio
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mid
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SANTLY-JOY. INC.
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Weems

DetAFN. Scales Go
Week

Into OperatioQ

Detroit, Nov. 11.
15.% increase in pay for' musician* and beginning of a six-day
weelt got front-page attention in Detroit Thursday (30), very much to
the surprise of musicians and club

(Week Ending,

•

•

A

^

owners who had t^ken the change

a routine matter. Ahti-

as mostly

Petrillo feeling probably contributed

the spreads.
The 15% boost keeps Detroit
•scales—based ,on a complicated system of locations and volume of.busipes5-*-even witl- scales in New Yorli,

•to

Chicago and comparable cities.
Switch to a six-day week, instead
«f seven, already is in effect in other
Jjey cities, .was considered in Detroit
fest year but postponed at the reiinesi of cabaret operators who were
suflfiring flhancially then because

.
•

!

;

the grain shortage was forcing them
to shut down -early many nights for
Jack of beer and liquor.
Many of the 200 affected Detroit
places are meeting the change by
using small combos, organist, .or
strolling trio ior the seventh day
of the week, Some have been closed
ilundays anyway, because .of Michigan's law preventing sale of anyThing but beer or wine: on Sundays.

•

'

'

Big Bowery nitery, with 1,000 seats

and Ben Young's large orchestra,
musicians,

rotate

will

giving each

off. Club Casanova, downis hiring a whole new band
week and will have
an "amateur night" to get' around
the difficulty of trying to have .a

oAe night
town,

•

for one night «

stage Ahow with a strange band.
Palm Beach Cafe, where Don Pablo's

band is a fixture, ran into trouble
using a new band with its stage
•show, and will solve it by shifting
Pablo's night olf so it won't coincide
'With opening nights for new shows.

-

'

-

Name

traveling bands will not be

Jersey

Nixesi

15 Best Sheet Sdlers

Up 15^; Put Six-Day

InN.Y.,SoWB$tewi

Nov.. 8)

Writers

•Title:,

NEAR YOV
you DO
WHIFFENFOOF SONG
APPLE BLOSSOM WEDDING.

Strand theatre; New York,
wound up the former's booking ai
the house last 'Thursday (6) on a
sour note. Due to a lack, of busi'*
ness,
the Strand closed Weems,
the

......B'VC

(Meade Minngerode~George Pomeroy»Tod OoUotpojy).MlHer
Shapiro-B
(Wot Simon-Jimmy Kewnedy)
(Carl Sigman-Bob Russell)
JtBtnon
...... ,. .;
ifrMnk Loessery
Paramount
................
i, ,.
(Irving BerUn)
..Berlin
..
....
... ......

BALLERINA
I WISH I DIDN'T LOVE YOU.
WHITE XMAS
.^0 i^AR

Ted Weems and the operators o|

Pttblistaev

Supreme

(Francis Craifr-Kermit Goell)
(Jae Myrow-Mack Gordon)...

,

,

.

,

.

.',

, ;.,

.

,

,

.:.

,

.

.

,

, .

,

.

.

singer
Gordon McRae and tw<)i
yaude turns and the film, "That
Girl',' after two weeks instead

,

.

Hagen

,

(Richard Rodgers-Oscar Hwnrfiefstein H) ; /..i. .
Williamson
j
Sliaplro»B
(Nat Simon-Jtmmy Kennedy) ...
AND- MIMI
^ .>. ....';.
,
(Carl Sigman*Bob HilUord)
.Morris
CIVILIZATION
.v.
WONDER WHO'S KISSING HER (Will M, Hough-Frank Adams-Josepft, E. Hotcord) .... Marks
Clwppell
FEUDIN' AND FIGHTIN'
(Burton Lane-Al Duhin)
,....',.
TOO-FAT POLKA
(Ross MacLean-Arthur Richardson) .. .•i . ,, ,..i.... . Shapiro-B
.
SOON
(Jack Oiuens-CorroH Litcos)......,... ...............Supreme
WHEN YOU WERE SWEET 1«. (James Thornton)
....i .... ... .,'Shapiro-B
......

•

;

.

,

.

,

.

,

.

.

.

.

.

Weems

for the final, unplayed week,
during whi(^ Weems
for
Mercury Records.
Thafs not what started the argument,, however.

.

less one^day*

recorded

.

.

HOW

of going the scheduled three. It paid

.

.

NX NADJ CHAPTER SET
OPENED

UF, OFFICES

New 'York chapter of the National
Assn. of Disk Jockeys incorporated

~

Warnow Sues

WEO' RECORD ALBUM

Ptab

Los AngeleSi Nov. U,

INTO NEGRO MUSICAL

.

Mark Warnow

iiled suit for.$25,000
in L. A. superior court against the

,

When

.•

the Strand decided not to
carry the bill more than two weeks
it went to Weems and broached the >
idea that he play four days at *
Warner theatre in Bayonne, N, J.,
in
return for the third week's
salary. Ho\ise now plays straight
pictures orily. Weems refused, assertedly^ on the ground that to play
the house would hurt his prestige.
In order to gather a bill quickly
to replace Weems and' to open with
"Escape. Me Never," ,Strand .huddled
with General Artists to cancel dates
on Frankie Carle and bring him in.
a: week earlier. Between them,' the
agency and Strand. got Carle out
of four days at the "Palace, Toledo,
and thr^e. days «t the Falace> Co*
lumbus, on a couple of dsiys' notice,

Harry Fromkes recorded a tabloid
Nordyke Publishing Co. and Mort
musical coiftedy, libretto by Herb
itself this 'week, and has taken office Singer, its president.
Hendler and music by Larry Clinton,
Bandleader charges the publisher
space with staff of office-'Workers' to
on
his Rainbow Records and the rehandle local affairs. Initial project used his name to plug a song withfor the NADJ is the ','Big Show of out his consent
sponse to. the "Romeo Loves Juliet"
1^48,'^ which H. Y^ disk spinners
album was such that he plans prowill put on at Metropolitan Opera
ducing a legit stage version thereof.
House, Jan. 25, for the Damon RunIN
Only switch will be that it will be
yon Cancer Fund and other char- DINAH
with an all-Negro bast. Fromkes is
itable enterprises.
BEVERLY MUSIC now dickering with a seasoned book
Fred Robbins, chapter chairman, is
in charge of the event assisted by a
Dinah Shore is on the verge of writer to ^t It. into shape for the
committee of other jocks including completing an arrangentent 'with
stage.
The disk version was re- Martin Preps Already
Morey Amsterdam and Bea Kalmus/
Beclanan '& Pransky, local bookersi Beverly Music whe'reby the latter corded by eomposer-maestro ClinFor Dates Next Summer
will produce the show, which will will publish songs she might come up ton's band and supporting voices,
draw on top recording talent. All with in the future. Beverly will not
Reason Freddy Martin is rated by
local j ocks will plug the shindig on set -iip a separate firm for her; it will
many theatre managers and bookers
their respective sho'ws.
as perhaps the most methodically
simply publish on a royalty arrange., Music Rack Seeks $770
show- wise maestro to play theattik
ment the tunes involved and Miss
dates in years is apparent In his cur»
Return on Advance Coin rent theatre plans for next summer.
Shore will retain some rights to the
Kapp in Middle of Suit
copyrights thus added to iSeverly's
Song Distributors, Inc., which op- Martin is already selecting the acts
he will work into his band unit for
catalog.
erates
string
a
of
music
sales
rackis,
Against Leo Reisihan
dates at that time; and has asked
It's a deal similar to that being is beginning a man>:bites«dog action
these turns to supply hiin weeks in
Jack Kapp, Decca Records prexy
made more often with music pUbs against Stevens Music.
advance .with their accompaniment
and defense witness in the current
lately. , Buddy Morris completed one
He int^ds having hi&, own
rule, when a publisher serv^' music:
As
a
court
trial of a $250,-.
N. Y. supreme
last week with Buddy Clark,
the background
ices.^a rack with music it awaits final arrangers* retool
GOO damage suit brought against
Length of Miss Shore's contract returns before expecting full pay- music the acts have had written for
themselves to fit his band.
Decca and Leo Reisman by Negro with Beverly, which, incidentally, is
ment for merchandise. Stevens drew
As a rule, acts working with name
performers Avon Long and Helen partially owned by Dick Haymes,
$770
more in advances several bands simply hand tne latter their
Dowdy, was warned by Justice Den.- has not been determined. Papers
months back than It had coming background music at rehearsals just
nis Cohalan Monday (10), prior to probably will be. signed next week.
from SDI, and has not returned the before a booking; Many, times this
adjournment of the proceedings.^
coin.
music is written for instrumenia'
that he will be cited for contempt
W. C. Handy, famed blues comStevens is deactivated, at the jno- tion whose size'ls ditfeF^nt than the
if he fails to appear at the resumpposer who represented the American ment. A Broadcast Music affiliate band involved. Hardly ever, if at
tion of the trial on Friday (14).
Kapp, now on the Coast, has been Society of Composers, Authors and formerly operated by Jack Osf eld., in all; does a ma'estro go to the trouble
subpoenaed, and was to have testis: Publishers at the inauguration of partnership with maestro Charlie of paying his own arr&ngers to re*
Charles Spurgeon Davis as si]{th Spivak, it passed into limbo a short construct an act's accompaniment to
fled last week following the* trial
prexy of Fisk U. in Nashville ]a|t while ago- due to .Osfeld's illness and make either the act or the band it>
teepff Wednesday (5);
week, marks, his 74th birthday Nov. his inability to continue in biz alone. self work better, individually and to^'
Action stems from the alleged un- 16 at hisTuckahbe, N, Y., home..
He's no'w on. the Coast.
gether on a theatre stage.
authorized use of an album of
''Porgy and Bess" songs cut by the
.

SHORE

DEAL

WITH

.

affected, on theory that they get 'con^
tract prices big enough to compen

sate for working' seven days. Other
spots can hire a band for six 'Oveeks,
tvoric seven days a week, aiid then
pay seven weeks' salary, but so far
bobody- has,

,

'

,

'

'

'

.

.

:

,

Keep a Good Tune
Down» Gordon Swan l^nds

Can*t

.

Boston, Nov^ 11.

-

WB2

VWnett Cordon Swan,
pro.
-grfim manager, picked out Chopin's
Nocturne in "D flat as the theme for
A late evening record program, it
seemed like just another tune to
vhim. After about six months, hoW'
ev0r, with about 3,000 queries asking

"

.

,

Wh6re the record could be bought,
|i began to dawn on him the' tune

.

batching on. His was a tran'
scription, however,, not a record.
-

•

•

.

Reisnlan for "test
purposes." Long and Miss Dowdy
claim that the disks were made solely for an experiment but Reisman
plaintiffs

-with

took the matter up with RCA
which hived lyric writers to went ahead and sold them to Decca
words to" the melody. Result was in violation of an agreement. On

lie

Victor,
lit

'

"My Promise

liarry Green,
the tune.

You," recorded by
Broadcast Music has

to

•

the other hand, the bandleader teswhen he made the pact in
1942 hfe was under no obligation to
the plaintiffs.

tifi^, that

Thanks to ARTHUR GODFREY for another

•

Rather than cleaning up on the
album, Reisman declared that he
had lost money on the waxings. His
testimony was in more or less of a
rebuttal to the demands of Long end
Miss Dowdy, who also ask an accounting of the profits. Kapp's presence as a witness is sought in order
to conflrm a statement made to the
Decca chief ;by "Porgy'' producer
Cheryl Crawford that the two Negro
performers had made'these tesj; records, Trial before Justice Cohalan
is being held without a jury.

From, Hollywood

Sam Fox Lifts Restriction

On

lv«r)rM*

Is

Waiting lo Hear

W^AT ME
YOU DOING

NEWYEAi'SEVE

'Brigadoon'

Tune

Restrictions have beenjifted from
the tune, "My Mother's Weddin'
Day," from the score of "Brigadoon."
Due to the fact the melody is the
basis of a specialty number, Sam
Fox Music had banned its performance outside the show, which
opened in N. Y. eight months ago,
because it might destroy the value of
the show's number.

None of the other tunes, "Almost
Like Being in Love," "Come to Me,
Bend to Me," "There But For You
1," or "Heather On the Hill," ever

Go

was

restricted.

Bob

Lastfogel Pronvoted

Bob Lastfogel has been upped to
an agent in the William Morris
agency cafe dept Lastfogel was ioimerly assistant to Joe WoUson of the
theatre and cafe dept.
He's a

nephew

of

Abe

WM general manager.

Lastfogel,

SMASH POLKA

HIT"

TOO FAT POLKA
(SHE'S
By

TOO

FAT FOR

ME

ROSS MACLEAN and ARTHUR RICHARDSON
a

worthy successor

to

our famous

"BEER BARREL POLKA"

SHAPIRO, BERNSTEIN
Music Publishers

&

CO., Inc

- DICK VOLTTER,

1270 6th Avenue

New

York, N.

Y.

Vice-Pres.

'

f

'

VAtnDBVnUU!

52

Roorsbws Cavorting

150

in

I

Mpls. Tightens Regulattons
After Happy Hour Fire

A.

.

Burley Strippers Euniping Hot Coinb(^'

'Minneapolis, Nov. 11.

that destroyed the Happy
Hour, local nitery, and resulted in
tlie death of one fireman '-and injury
to six others, has caused the fire decording to AGVA's pulse-taking on partment to conduct a citywide insituation. The many neighbor- vestigation of night club fire hazards.
Kiddie
hood spots which take on acts keep The firemen were pinned and smothCentral Palace,
them. Since last summer six San ered by the collapse »f a i$lse ceiliog
Pedro sites turned into .»iteries which the fire chief has described bet - Frank Luther, who records disks
wherte none existed befqre, and all "flimsy."
for juves, .will head the talent at the
seem to be thriving. Last June's five
Blaze occurred early in the eve- "Meri'y Christmas Land" toy show
iloorshowing spots in Long Beach ning when there were only 80 sponsored by the National Children's
have mushroomed into 16.
patrons in the establishment and all Expoiiition Corp., to be held at the
According to a quick check by Mu- left safely, Starting in the kitchen, Grand Central Palace, N. Y., Dee. 20sicians Local 47, there are 256 more it did $79,000 damage to the club. 28.
large number of magicians,
places around Greater L. A. using "Pappy" Trester's novelty orchestra, clowns and a miniature circus will

Firs

Bistros Betters Wartime Peak by
'

'

Hollywood, Nov. 11.
around
oi nite spots
'

Number

Greater L, A. offering some sort of
floor show has risen more than
50% over last year's figute. Last ye'ar
there were only 72 spots offering entertainment while this year, according td Ploi'ine Bale, western chief of
American Guild ol Variety Artists,
union which licenses operators using
live talent, there are an even 150.
Idea of how work for nitery acts has
Increased here may be gleaned from

wartime figures which listed a top
of 100 spots. The area covered in the
tabulation embraces San Pedro and
Long Beacb, but not actaally outlying areas such ag SaAta Barbara, or
San Oiego.

Sudden rush in most instances
was prompted by desire of operators
to pnlmotor biz in what nominally
and normally were cocktail lounges.
Most sites taking on talent are using
one to three AGVA - scale - priced

j

Maxie's. hew
$10,000 with

management put' up
upon reopening,

AGVA

.

and current lineup is not getting
amount of coin. Giro's, however,
is covered by only ISl $2,000 bond, and
frequently spends more than that on
a layout."
.

that
{

the number, of. floorshow-in, As
stalling spots increase,VveTy,few are
,

sloughing

.live-,

ac-

entertainment,

'

A

more Windjammers, which winding up a iengthy engagement

one or

checks with the AGVA report, as in at the spot, lost $12,000 worth of
each room graced by the presence of instrumeftts and .equipment,
acts, musicians sit in, too. While this
not an all-time high, it is at least
a healthy high-sign that the murals,
AIHJER
the drinks nor even the television'
screens being installed are proving
N. Y.
all a bistro boniface. needs to pull
Paul Draper and Larry Adler who
them in off the pavements.
will give a series of concerts at City

is

SHOW
CnY CENTER

DRAPER,

AT

.

mUAMS
anfl hi"

WESTIEKN CARAVAI*

•

.-.i

To Work

to

and

Pay Off

Puppets to the

American Guild of Vajjety Artists
unfair ban on Dick Buckvaude and nitery cbmedian, perhim to wo'rk so that he can
pay Off $2,108 cl,aim held against him
Mutual
by- K. J. Levin, head
Booking Agency, Chicago, which-

Adler and Draper will

City Center.

start Dec. 21 and will play matinees
only until Christmas day, when they
will give two shows daily.

ha.s lifted

ley,

mitting

will
sessions
have
Matinee
Winchell and the' Salicis, whUe
White will appear in-, the evening

W

formerly agented him,
According to AGVA, Buckley had
made a deal to pay Levin back at
rate of $100 a week when working,
Union then
but had defaulted."
slapped on the unfair tag. Buckley
has since made another deal to pay

sessions only.

In a week's stand last aeasson, concerts grossed $25,000,

#

THEATRE
OklBliomii City,

'

chronic sick, Brooklyn, $500; Children's Welfare League of Los AnAtlantic City, Nov. 11.
of Steel Pier, the re- geles, $250; Little Aid Club, Los Anamusement spot, has geles, $200; Camp Max Straus, Los
been depreciated Ijecause of surf Angeles, $200; Gjiild for the Jewish
erosion which has dug huge chunks Blind, New York, $200; Disabled
of beach from the upper portion oi American Veterans, Cipcinnati, $100;
Jerusalem,
fiarabanim,
Agudath
Absecon Island.
George A. Hamid, operator of $100; Rabbi Baal "Haines-Colel,

The Value

OW«.

pier,

biggest

and Richard Endicott,

man- Ahavath Jerusholayim, Jerusalem,

its

so declared as they appealed
Atlantic County Board «f Assessors last Thursday (6) for a reduction on the current assessment of,
$347,600 on pier Kroptrty.
llndicott claimed the raise in assessment since last year was unjustified, asseirting that erosion had taken
agei:,

to.'the

HAERY

A.

ROMM

$100; Night of Stars, New York, $100;
lighthouse lor the Blind, jSan Antonio, $1Q0; TJnited Machsikc Hadath,
Palestine, $100; The Ziegfeld- Club,
Xnfc.,

,

Hew

Beth

Yo*. $50, and Temple
Israel, X>oraand, Ore., $90.

away a considerable amount of the

A REAL OPPORTlIpr
Girl pancw Wanted' to
Adagia Ooneinji.— Npf Over.
On*- Hundred Peunds »

-

-

'

'

—

KxpMeAes not wttttiiiay
Bnll«t or
acrobatic foandntlon tm uttrllinte
N«ftt and attrafltlT«.^inMttou)f— Free
to tnivrl, V. 8. and wbjHUid |Cxi>rrt
trahilnK
Writo' :itpecUjriny 'ntsti^
height, welcht and exiMrienm. JSnelose phato it (waidble,

—

—

—

.

'

JACk .GOitDON

the- boom" salaries of war'
days, the «wmg havens have been
Cut off from a considerable segment
of their 'trade.

making

ria^/oiax

From

Saranac Lake

.=,

Helen Krupp,

brought up.
Goldstein,-: of

Yiddish

into t^e Qftchelor club,
Pittsburgh; starting NOv. 19 «t $600

former

Atlantic City, Nov. 11.
.but it's still far from being prosVisitors have paid' into the city
perous. Some of the operators figure, ^
treasury of Atlantic City $864,484.47
through the resort's Luxury, -tax, a that the new policy has a better
s% levy on " amusements, liquor, chance of catching on. than anythingFor one thing,
hotel bills, etc. since 'June< it -syas else they can try.
there's- little possibility of theatres
...
announced last week.
In fact the tax is proving so sue* offering competition, as was the case
they
played
bands
and combos.
when
cessful in getting revenue from the
visitor without hurting the average Another 'factor is the price of strips'
year round resident too mach..that behjg lower than instrumental groups
:

•

.

'

state.

singers. Thus they can even
realize a profit with the same amount
of business thavthey did previously.

and

A

total of 1,765 hotels, rooming
In all cases, the operators, point 'to
theatres, beach chair con- Chicago *where several regulivtion
cessions, tap rooms and cigar stores cafes have converted to strip policies.
made returns. The money will be.
In any event, the changeover lii
used to give city a face.-lifting-.
York a livelier
bound to make

houses,

,

New

place for, the visiting firemen,

Ice

Follies'

To Preem.

Cleve's Million

Kitty Kallen will -.be an added
starter at the' Harem, N, Y., along

bow Thursday
on

"Ice"

(18)

,

,

% hxeoA

Toledo, O., Nov. 11.
Toledo's new'mUlion-doUar Sports
Arena, East Toledo, will make its

y^ith
(16).

Myron Cohen,

Sunday

starting

_

,

.

.

when "Holiday

opens a 10-day stay in the

mammoth

PHIL FOSTER

spot.

Virgil A. Gladieux, is president of
the Arena, and Emery F, Gilbert,
secretary-treasurer.
'The pair became partners in the formeip' Ice
House which opened In ^Toledo in
1^40, introducing hockey- and ice
shows here. 'The Ice House closed
in the spring of .1943 when war
forced a shutdown.
Holiday on Ice" revue was organized by Gilbert and now -is in
its third Tyear.
Gilbert's Idea for
portable ice rinks led to the found-'
ing of the attraction.
The Arena was built with seating
capacity ranging from 6,000 to 8,000,
depending on the type of eyent
which is staged. Hockey and basketball will occupy 15 to 30 nights, respectively, in the arena this season.
Special events already planned, In
addition to 'Holiday on Ice', include
a circus, Jan. 10-to 17, and appear-,
ance of ''Roller Skating .Vanities,"

Newut

Nii*«Uf*'(

talf-$«iMafien

,]

CURRENTLY APPEARING

TOWN CASINO

.

'

Edward Warrin -motored

New
fltt,

SHOW

BUSIIICSS
STAGE -RADIO -NIGHT CLIIBS

in

from

Jersey to- visit Arthur ProfIs flashing nice progress

who

reports,.

Omaha, Hov.

Columbia

Pictures' «iaffer, added, to office staff
of tile Rogers after receiving allclear papers.

'

per week.

lUPFALO
"Fertered by"

SOL TEfPn, RKO

BIdg,,

N*w

York

M

PROMOTION
MAKiS A STAR
WHKS POR $100

PURLICITY *

.

112

Braiki
FeMuni * Ri^Jt
ttimi * Plui« • Intwvlwt

C«liimii-PIo

*-

Sbttt

COMPLETE PREtt COVERAGE
NEW VORK TO HOLLVWOOD
KXPIX>IXAa'ION ASSOCIAl'KS
.

4X1 Madison A-t^N. V. 17, N. t.
Suite 1407 PI«z« 8-im

RAY WALKER
k£Y CLUB,

Wash., D. C.

to conduct local charity drives,
Carrol Koons, announcer and conWNBZ, re
couping from appendectomy.
James Klrkwood, Jr., back to
N. Y. C, after a short visit with his
mother, Lila Lee Murphy, who is

lor and Buddy
shoulder. >

i;i5-31-K

Swan 'and

up

inijired

her

ii

mott

comprehcllslTC.

in

IPIS CatAloK FBES.'

Bzdoriva UiMeri*! oar ipcelaltrt
J. •>

Snb

KUINMAN

H.

Rood,

1. 1.

Oly

3, N. Y.

JOHNSOH and OWEN

progressing okay at the Hayes sanatorium.
* Walter ttomanife and Sen! Okun,
author, are ItoW in the first, stage
routine,

(Write to thoie

Inrgeit,
SlionblVi!

#

^

*

Helen Peleohowicz, Helen Mor
ris, Helen Inglee, Louise Barnes and
Margie Regan all 4oing nicely,
Benton C. Ressler back' from
N. Y. C. to resume rest routine and

of the

PorodissI SpMial Sengs! Bit$!
Drnw frinu (raF-Ubniry, ena et the

it

14.

Schroeder, featured
in
"Skating Vanities of 1948" fell while
doing a comedy act with Terry Tay-"
Lillian

COMEDY HORIZONTAL lAR

tinuity writer at station

at Gdtl>

They figure there's enough trade
froi^ former burley fans to fill the
spots. So lar, busin,ess in these three
clubs has improved to some extent,

-

legiters,

Now

Tonrist Trade

land on 'Which the pier Is located not
By Happy Benway
to mention the increased Cost of
'
Saranac Lake, N. Y.,'Nov. 11.
maintenance.
Many thaidfs to Mrs. John and
The current assessment lists the Jeanette
Blnkley, of LancastM, Pa„
building at $168,800, the.- land at
for sending goodies to the Rogers
$128,800 and the personal property gang for their holiday party; ditto
The pier management to Ann Brown for cakes and cookies.
at' $50,000.
March 7«14, An indoor rodeo ma;^
was directed to submit fu^her inAlbert Abrams, Moe Pearlsteln also be booked.
formation -before the Board will gi^>e and Sam ^a£Ee in to visit Moe Gould,
a decision. Real value of .the pier former Pittsburgh film salesman,
Skater Injured in Fall
OK.
in today's real estate market -jvas not who is doing

Jennl*

47 YEAHS IN

Other exhibits will include Coleen business was made necessary by deMoore's Doll House and Elsie, the cline in trade. Now that most of tlie
young
aficionados are no longer

Borden cpw.

and outside the

the ihdetitedness'.

who are

CURRENTLY:

LOEWS

stATE,

NEW YORK

Nov. 18th, Olympia, Miami, Florida
TO>Y

^JKNMBS, 810 Hfiipodi-onie Bid*., rieT«laii4l, Ohio
Mint.:
Kiiftlrrn Bei>.! I,ISOK
MAN, 4R "W. 4SHi St.,
Tork

NKW

»w

ill.)

JOAQUIM GARAY
ROOM
MPUENPEII iS^tJfJl.ANP. /llIO
HELD OVER AT THE VOftUE

(VROKOVNCKO WACKBSBN

<Ull-BiUr)

MOT JUST A SINGER SUT A

,

.

a number of other resort cities are
studying it. They include towns in

Soph's Book Sales Give

Charity Another $3,850
Union also collected a claim of $56
Hollywood, Nbv: ll,
from Iceland, N. Y., for Buckley,
who had auditioned at spot some
Sophie Tucker donated $3;850' to
weelts ago. "When, a booking failed 16 charitable institutions, in addition
eventuate after the audition, to the $14,435 she mailed out two
to
union ruled that comic was entitled weeks ago, Money represents proto clubdate fee of $50 for the audi- ceeds from the sale of her book,
tion "performances.
"Some of These Days," in nine weeks
at Hollywood night. spot..
-Donationff include Beverty Hills
Cinema Trade
Hadassah, $1,000;
Hamid Asks Reduction
Benevolent Fund, London, $500;
Hebrew Home and Hospital for

sort's

-

Within the past month, three
have eliminated oostly com<

cubicles

and have installect strlpe^ooB.
The Nocturne started the parade oj

'bo.s

NBC

bill.

Setup this year, is different that
anything the duo have attempted In
their previous annual stands at the

Agent's $2,108 Claim

off

the Salici

Of Steel Pier, A.C., Taxes

••SMOKe. *MO**'

burlesque.

peel divas with Lois De Fee, the onealso participate, Kxpo is designed time cafe bouncer; the Bayou has
as an education exhibit for young- Tirza, the wine-bath girl who for
sters and will have an exhibit .by many years ran a Coney Island peepwhich will include a tliree-tpn •show, while the' Famous Door folbe lowed with Pat Paree.
replica of a broadcasting studio
used as an origination point for sevInstallation of this form of showeral broadcasts.

Center, N. Y., starting Dec. 21, have
added JOsh White, Paul Wiiichell

Union Permits Buckley

St,

Nejy York'i 52d street
under*
going another change, 'Qnce th» iftf
cubator of name bandai, and later th4
haven of' small Jazz combos aiid heft
singers, bonifaces are now seeking to
convert that lane into the refuge of

-

-

TEX .

N,Y.

Grand

:

That figure does not embrace pa.yments made to musicians. Of course
the amount of bond settled in AGVA
confines is not always 'indicative of
what salaries a spot is paying. Slapsy

Show F6r

Xmas

single acts, but it all aidds up.

As each establishment licensed by
the union, has to post a cash bond
to cover one week's salary for laleut
usually used, it can be estimated that
nilory performers aggregately are
grabbing ^80,000 each iSfjeek. here.

Torch Chirpers Off N. Y. s Swing

50%

SAi^AN

"OaltfornMi^S.Clft to th« \ogu» Room to Joamiin «iirAy, trlia ding"
tlU>' It was for fun Instelid of lUilij- liiri-e.
enUleu«iu
B«'H » lilttuoaiit

t

'Chiveland K«w«.'

vavdbthxb
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W^wmday^

Carnival Closing for 2 Wks
To Set New Jessel Show

AGVA indents Asking 4As to Set

Keep

Paris Niteries Strive to

The Carnival, N. Y., will close for
two weeks after Saturday (15) for a
refurbishing and new production, re(rf
opening Nov. 28 with George Jessel.
Production, staged by John Murray
where the 4A's will be able to assist Anderson, will be built around t6pin formulating policies, and where liner.
complete records and information
J^ssel's deal calls for $7,900 weekwill be readily available. This group ly guarantee plus 50% of gross filter
also asks that locals in several cities,
$44,000.
where less than 200 members are on
the books, be given a vote in proportion to its membership. Since all
locals elect delegates on the basis of
one to each 200 members, this group
asks that 'cities havihg only 100
members, for example, be given only
vote. This is asked so, that: all
voting will be done in direct ratio
to its enrollments.
Arizona, Nov. llv
It's expected that the
will

S3

Alive;

.

Chi

Convention in N. Y. Instead
Annbunceinent by Matt Shelvey;
national administrator of the American OuiW ot Variety Artists, that

AGVA

would hold

its

convention in

Chicago, Jan. 12-19, has resulted in

an explosion among board members
of the Associated Actqrs
of America. Several

&

Aftistes

members

of the

AAAA

tions.

AAAA

Arizona

to consider, all peti-

of the board declared that there has been no
meeting in recent weelcs and, consequently, no permission came from

AAAA AGVA

that quarter.

Lifts Unfair

cracked

down

on

After.

Hilda

Home, whose

AAAA

veepee, deelafed action will be taken on these
petitions as soon as they're delivered
'to the AAAA. It's known that: the
AGVA Program Committee, a group
which has been polling nominees on
their stand on projected union policies; is slated to deliver a petition
tomorrow (Thursday) to the
Asking that the body reverse its
siand on Shelvey's decision to hold
the meeting in Chicago, and to transfer the confab back to New York
,

AAAA

'

American

The ExclMtlv* and Amuiing

again;

Unfair ban was also

La Martinique,

]
i

The exchange problem works the
i

other way for local talent, anxioJS
to obtain foreign bookings to ca.sh
in on the appreciated currencies. An.,
instance is Yolanda, torchsinger, who
is leaving for Argentina.

N.Y.,

•

OF AMBASSADOR H., LA.
Gloversville, N. Y., Nov. 11.
J. Meyer Schine, hotel and theatre operator of Gloversville, has acquired controlling interest in the
$7,000,000 Ambassador Hotel in Los

May

Dario,

La Martinique, N;

Y., boni-

••PANCUMORISTS"
JACK DAVIB

PHIL TYMll
Chicago

M

EDDY

A
N
S
eiUB
0
N

"H*Iftfx of th«
harmonie*."
DoubUiiir

VMPIC THEATRE
•nd

PARK AVE.

Miami Boach

Margery Wcllat at tha Piano
Mgt.: Ian LIpiet

Jubilee" at the

but .gradually switclied to the regulation type floorshow. Dario's been
attempting to get names, but failing
to get. one of sufficient potency, he's
mulling the band-policy.
Spot is in a better financial con-

stock.

now

.since

Bob Hope Show Raises

USAPIK

theatre in

{

FLORENCE

WHITE

Most performances were
given by "Concert Favorites," which
went on 77 times in 72 days before

in 41 days.

37,900 troops.
Helped by Lt. Gen.

USAFIK

John R. Hodge,
commander, shows played

isolated as well as' concentrated
areas, ranging from border patrols
at the explosive 38th' parallel to the;

held to a minimum.

USO windup

an arrangement

31.

in

Japan

is

slated

f 01" Nov. 15 at the Ernie Pyle theatre 'in Tokyo.
Atlantic City, Nov. 11.
poor public addre.ss system
stymied the Bob Hope show here
Coast Date
Friday night (7) and sent many ot
ness.
Hollywood, Nov. 11.
Meanwhile, Jimmy Vernon has the audience scurrying for the exits
Henny Youngman is set to open at
dropped out of the management but long before Hope had completed his SlapsierMaxie's here Thursday (13).
still retains a financial interest. He's
appearance on the huge stage of the
It's his first Coast appearance in
currently in Florida.
Warner theatre.
three years, last engagement having
More than 4,000 paid from $100 to been at the Florentine Garde'ns during
the time he made "A Wave, A
Paul Benson, "The Laugh Auc- $1 to see Hope, Jerry Colonna and
tioneer,"
went into Billy Rose's Vera Vague, who came to give a Wac and a Marine" film for MonoDiamond Horseshoe, N. Y., last week benefit performance for the Atlantic gram.
sub
as
for Ross & LaPierre, out due County Cancer Fund.
As a result
to Miss LaPierre's illness.
of the show, about $20,000 will be
turned over to the fund.
Hope's stuff went over well for
those who could hear it. He took
pot shots at all the county and city

with creditors was affected last
week.
Dario settled for 15 cents
on the dollar and is reported to have
two years to pay off the indebted-

20G for A.C. Cancer Fund

A

and politicians, who had
been instrumental in bringmg him
officials

here, telling of his experiences, at
the Atlantic City race track where
the tips furnished by the resort!s
Mayor Jo.seph Altman compared
with the -usual finish of Bing Crosby's horses, the feed man being the

only winner.

At the show's end Hope was pre*

AHRACTIONS

565; Fifth Avanua,

Naw

DeLAGE ««i
SHIRLEY
Amarica't Faatett Magic Act

OPENIN&

LOEWS STATE
New

York

Thurcdciy, Hav, 13fh

.

"Thanks for the •memory;.
from
the people of Atlantic County in
grateful appreciation of a generous
and sincere act."

Mer

Allen,

.

sportscaster, acted as

emcee.

N. Y.

Copa Not

for Sale

Jack Entratter, who with Monte
Proser holds a hefty slice of the
Copacabana. N. Y., this week denied
any negotiations for the sale ot the
Copa to Frank Palurabo, Philly
nitery operator who runs the Click,
Giro's,

clubs.
Per. HnitBfceineiit
rbtl Fnrri-ll luid Mill C.rax

work

.senled with a citation for his
which read' in part:
.

Yorli

Risqii# Frisky

Waok Mermaid Reom

Palumbp's and 20th Century
.

,

New York

Parle Central Hotels

ilAHE IIOIJGT.AS at

IHlino

tll«

JACK PARKER
-

,

Entratter said the purported deal
Was a press agent's dream.

,

"THi JACK
OF CLOIS"

"Om

Youngman's

!

Mgt.-UNIVERSAL

The
20tii

busy port city of Pusan. Missed
shows because of delayed baggage
and inadequate transportation were

.

dition

Tokyo, Oct.

Lorientais has now nearly superSeoul. AU USO operations throughseded Tabou, with the atmosphere
out the world will cease Dec. 26.
supplied by Claude Luter who plays,
American occupation troops had in
the underground boite built in
been in Korea scarcely a month
the ancient catacombs, music of
when the first USO troupe arrived, the Louisiana plantation
type.
and, since then, the various enterNoted members of the existentialist
tainers have played to an e.stimated
group can frequently be seen there,
1,500,000 milftary and civilian worksuch as Jacques Becker, Paul Eluard,
ers. First celebrity unit to hit Korea
Boris Vian, and the existentialist
was the Danny Kaye-Leo Durocher
head'Jean Paul Sartre with his side-,
show, which arrived Oct. 9, 1945.
kick, Simone de Beauvoir.
Maj. D. S. Anderson, USAFIK
theatre officer, has compiled records
showing that the 105 troupes which
played Korea had an average casf
of 15 and" presented 2,056 performances during the two year period.
Smallest of the 105 units was DolyaGoutman, sketch artist, who gave
80 shows at station and general hospitals. Largest was VGingham Girl,"
with a cast of 31. It played 42 shows

'

of policy.

left bank Rue Dauphine; has resumed activity after a long shuttering. Another and newer boite somethe same lines has recently
opened on the left bank, close to the

Tokyo;

TJSO'Camp Shows personnel took Sorbonne. This is' Le Lorientais,
bows in Korea today (31) where the operator makes sure of
with the showing of "Laughtime a profit by charging an admission.

Angeles.
The Schine corporation took an
interest in the Ambassador several
months ago and has been operating
the hotel; However, it did not liave
control until recently. Now it_owns
70% pf the Ambassador company's

another change
He plans to drop shows
and operate with a pair of rhumba
bands. Spot started this season with
a Tzigane band and show policy,
face, is considering

UUREHEandaYMAS

in

their final

SCHINE BUYS CONTROL

Go Dual Band Policy

de-

in

Talent Head Back to U.S. what on

booking privileges in the state.
If outside agpnts are unable to get
around law it would mean that
they'd have to .split commissions
with Arizona agents on all talent
booked by them into that area.

lifted.

much

are

acts

Tabou, existentialist boite on the

USO-CS Tenure

membership with union, is reputed Arizona.
Arizona law, like the others, is
to have been booking himself and
package shows at various functions primarily set up to protect agents in
despite lacking an agent franchise that state from being crowded out of
to handle such tasks, as well as not business by so-called "alien" outside
agents. Locals have beefed that they
splitting the fee with performers.
According to complaints at AGVA, pay license 'fees and bonds and
Kane had been getting most of his should be protected from inroads of
talent cuffo upon premise 6f charity outside agents, who pay nothing for
angle or to help out a pal. AGVA's
investigation revealed that nobody
other than Kane got paid.
After a conciliatory hearing, Kane
is reported to have agreed to stop
such practices and, as a good faith
measure, agreed to post $250 cash
secUrity lyith the union, which will
be forfeited if he steps out of line

in

mand, the main difficulty being that
of exchange control permit to' remit
part of the salary home- in dollars.

!

'Laughtime Jubilee' Winds

:

George Qeller,

appearance

first

"

ot whiskey.

.

by Lena

Europe. js getting considerable pub'
;
licity.

land,

Bond

return

his

ers are on, to 'be followed

Henderson, who leads the band as
as being the operator of Dixie-

Agents, however, are not too disPosting 'Good Faith'
turbed about new ukase since MichiJohnny Kane, nitery columnist for gan, Massachusetts. Pennsylvania
especially since certain matters are
be cleared up. One item per- N. Y. Enquirer also doing a disk and Florida have similar laws which
^tains to protests on the nominations jockey stint at the Greenwich Vil- N, Y. and other aKents have been
in 19 cities where the number of lage Inn, N. Y., was haled upon the able to circumvent one way or an^^elegates to be elected coincides with carpet by American Guild of Va- other, setting talent deals by phone
the number of jnontinees^ while an- riety ArtistSi after having previously or mail and still getting,business in
other matter sttll to He cleared is the -been declared unfair. According to those areas. It's figured Coast agents
AGVA, Kane, who hol'ds performer will adopt similar methods for
site of the confab.

Laurel and

going.

life

has resumed on

from Barcelona, the Nicholas broth-

wey

still to

-N*W'»Yerit

keep night

Hardy are at the Lido. At the Club
Champs Elysees, where Bernard

territory.

The AAAA board is especially
peeved at Shelvey's' announcement

.

Paris boites are doing their best to

stores.

was released in $500 bail, as
were two members of the band, and
About 100 patrons were
a waiter.
on hand when the raid was pulled,
and R. S, Harris, chief enforcement
officers for the commission stated
he confiscated two pints and a fifth

4.

Despite poor economic conditions,

Lake

Control Commission last week, who
closed the spot, charging violation
of the state liquor law, prohibiting
Sale of liquor by anyone but state

"alien" agents with a new law requiring all -agents booking talent in
that area must be residents of state,
obtain a state license and post a $S0O
bond. New law is figured to affect
several Coast agents, who had been
channelling most of the .acts into that

Ban

On Johnny Kane

has

Salt

•
Salt Lake City, Nov. 11.
Horace Henderson's Dixieland, a
nitery just out of town, was raided
by inspectors of the Utah Liquor

Outside Agents

•

Down on

Nitery for Booze Sales

Arizwa Law Bars

-

AAAA.
Two members

Nov.

Paris,

Crack

:

board have ordered a search
into past minutes of AAAA meetings
%
in order to determine It. any-overall
resolution has been passed giving
She^vey the power to call the meet
meet next week
prior tg complete sanction by the

Have Own Baites

Existentialists

:

tt

'<ll«

twt

iuiilcri

limhtr elubi and Mlb.
hl« llieM inrlt."

me f

MlmnxHi.'

~V«rli:<y,

Oct. 29.

Currently M'lth*

:

TONY PASTOR
md

Orebfttra
'

OCrulto*!
:

FITZPATRICK
mTOM
Wt
Phme:
i42d

at. N. V.

Pfe «-0976

!
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Clover Oab, Aliainl

dob

Night

Village Vanguard, N. Y.
Jdne Pulo, Bertha "Chippie" Htll,
Mardi Bryant, Max Kaminsky Trio,
Frye; $3 'mi»i'mum.

Don

dominate the

Feirime performers
new oflfering at the

Van-

Village

demonstrate they can
carry a show without help from
their male counterparts. Single -acts
comprise comedienne Jane Diuo,
blues singer Bertha "Chippie' HiU
and balladeer Mardi Bryant, with the
male doings confined to the Max
Kaminskv trio and intermission

and

guard

Don Frye.'
Miss Dulo, who debuted at this
cellar boite three years ago, lias
changed hardly a line ol the routine
she's been dishing, out at various
niteries throughout the cotmtiy tor
pianist

Reviews

Philadelphia, Nov. 11.
'fCommtmity Chest" affair at Convention Hall here last week -was
topped by « name show headed by
Bob Hope, on his way to England
for
a "Command Performance."
he
ColOnna and Vera Vague, from
Hope's T*epsodent show, also showed.
Appearing, too, were Beryl Davis,
RCA-Victor and Camel show singer;
Buddy Clark, Columbia Records and
Carnation program topper; the dance
act of Blair & Dean, William Gaxwho m.cd; Charlie Barnet's
ton,
ing;,Tops in her repertoire is "Anatomy orchestra, which was suBPlied by
€ttllffige.Kifn. Chi
Award," in which she delineates the Frank Palumbo from his Click Club,
(HO'EEIj SHERMAN)
career of a starlet who never saw a and a 300-voice choir of local highChicago, Woi>, 7,
Hollywood set. Delivered in sly school youngsters.
Jacit Owens, Jean Williams, Pat manner, the lyrics gets aimed for
Ike Levy, former owner of WCAU.Hunter, jBddie Hiibbard, Carl Mora;, giggles. In the same vein, hfer ver- and a major stockholder in CBS,
Jose Melis Orch (8); $2-$3.50 mini- sions of "Feudin' and Fightin' " and^
,

.

back

eitter

than when she
Opened here in the Isist show, which
is all to the good. Still singing without a mike to give more flavor to
her robust blues, she leans more
heavily now on the Kaminsky trio
to back her. She socks, her stuff
across as neatly as any of the old.

much more subdued

"

mm

PATTER

Far A". Amelias ef .Tiitalrlcali

FUN^MASTER
"The Sbaw lii Coft File"
$1.00 M.
to 22
(22 far $18,001

Not.

@

-ll

10 PARODIES for $5.00
"ttbw4o Be an Emec*"
$3.00 Inelading 2 Aag Filti
,S)iM^' for list ot matwinl. vancUeo,
conudy -sanes, ulnvtMI Ut»—tiiack-

Gi^NWICHVIUAGEINN

Greenwich- ViU«ge Inn, 'N, Y„
which haa been experimenting with
divers policies since reopening some
v^eeka ago, closed this week and will
reopen Nov. 23 with a burlesque
package booked in by Eddie Kaplan, former burlesqiue- comic and

now

Philly agent. Latter is producing but will not appear in cast.
Unit, headed by Sammy Smith and
Sammy Birch, comics, will have an
Al Davis line; two strippers and a
soubret. Latter have not been s6t
aa yet since Kaplan la angling for a
couple, of name peelers.

And Say We Staked the layout. is said to have
Close to $3,000,000
comedy seckeep the chuckles been pledged the "Chest." Meeting of
rising.
Blending in of current bal- local music names at the Click today
lads, handled in nicely shadec^ fash- (Tuesday) will try to devise, new.
ion add b'alance to the session.; Had plans for extra coin.
to beg off.
It's fortunate that ops Jack Goldman and Henry Neyle have Miss
Palmer's U.S. Vauders
Barrie on hand, for the supporting
Gaston Palmer, vet British jugacts don't add- up to palm-rousing
gler who played American theatres
turns.
^rpers Lita and Gabriel Cansiuo many years ago, is slated to malse
purvey Spanish rhythms in good another U. S.- tour next year.
enough fashion, but-in a town where
palmer ia behig Imported by the
there's been a plethora of their typlS
William Morria Agency and ia set
of dance duo, the ringsiders need
for State, N. Y.*. April 1, and Capitol,.
more imagination In Latin
standard

Roy Rogers' Rodeo Winds

Do,

'"liet's

Tour With $1,050,000

Didn't" round out the

tion of her stint to

,

.

f^rought
18 years' retirement,- is

Bob Hope Tops Names
BURLESK UNIT SET FOR
At Phffly Charity Show

.

last

whom Gordon

6.

Grocie Barrie, Gejie Baylo$, Lita &•
Gabriel Catwlno, .Aurora RochcTony Lopez
school performsrs with whom she Carlyle Dangers (8),
started and the number of requests Orch; Tnitii?nuT» $2.50,
called in fwm the ringside indicates
Gracie Barrie is the topper in the
she's drawing most of the returnees
Material is nicely new layout at this year-tpund spot,
to the room.
mixed,
six numbers ranging and a solid draw.
Wiseljj adopting almost all new
from "Ct^^eltsss IiOve" to a special
routines;' and keeping the better
Hesitate Blues.''
Kaminsky trio and Miss Bryant satiric sequences which established
are. reviewed under New * Acts. her as a fave hereabouts in many
Frye, , who's been performing the engagements at the better spots in
same chore at the Vanguard, for the recent seasons, the trim songstress
lasst
six years, serves capably as whammed over a 25-minute canto
that kept the tableholders poundStol.
emcee and pianist.

stuit.

colorecl gal

Miami, Nov.

.

year— and it's still sock muvi.
Only new material is an intro
Thrice weekly on radio's "Break'
ia which she kids Vanguard boniface
Max Gordon (not the legit producer) fast Club" Jack Owens takes a hand
and that's the only part of the apt mike and prowls through the studio
that draws less than yocks. With audience for face-to-face, if not
her growly voice and expressive cheek-to-cheek, serenades of flus"Cruising Crooner"
face, she does an excellent selling tered femmes.
her none-too-subtle sexy bit is a long-thne high spot of the
job on
innuendoes. She also knows it pays air show, with payoff of squeals as
to beg off leaving the audience he buzzes gals. Saine deal at Col•wanting more, confining her act to lege Inn' has" plenty Appeal but
only three numbers.
doesn't score, as solidly because night
Miiss Hill, matronly, bespectacled club patrons are not so dewy-eyed
the

.

as broadcast goers.
Serenade, session won warm rei
ception, however, with Owens kiss
ing his wife at ringside table. Singer
might well consider plants at every
show, especially 4or smooch payoff;
Visibility isn't too good on his table
hopping, but there's no way of improving -that, short of remodeling
the place.
In straight vocals at the microphone Ow«ns gets brisk response in
"You Do," "Wish I Didn't Love You
So" and "How Soon;", current disk
favorite he wrote and recorded. His
manner is easy, informal, and his
years of Breakfast Clubbing, have
him. loaded with ad libs.
'holdover Jose Melis continues his
expert keyboarding, earning a trim
mitt for rapid digiting of "Cumana."*"
Jean Williams, also staying on, puts
the right bounce on lyrics, but her
straggly hair-db doesn't make for
flash.
Walkron by Pat Hunter,
"model of the month,'^ is a vitamin•

routines

to rouse themselves to solid receptivity.

Washington, April

8.

.

.

Gene Baylos, in the comedy slot,
ninesa Cancels Blsctntone
reveals a funny and plastic pan
Si Louis, Nov. 11.
that could be utilized to better advantage by the Jimmy Savoish-lookmagician,
cancelled
filackstone,
ing guy, than he is doing now. Instand
at American tlieatre, here this
steady, he tosses off:, a line of- patter
week
illness.
due
to
that is too famlHar to garner steady
seriously
became
lU oa
Magico
laughs. It is. when he uses that pan
for what it's worth (and from the arrival from Akron, O.i and waa
aud reaction, it's worth plenty of rushed to local hospital.
yocte) that he stands up. Unfortu.
nately, the^e isn't enough.
case
of potent, comic talent eoini! to
^
waste.
Aurora Roche and Carlyle and
their dancers bracket the show with
S GontinDed from page 9 ss
their
imaginative and colorfully
costumed routines to add zing and mink next, and good old chinchilla
pace to proceedings.
well represented too.

Hollywood, Nov.

11.

Roy Rogers! World Ghampiosship
Rodeo; which wound its tour in C!hlcago Oct. ?6, pulled total gross of
$1,050,000. Last year's take was $753,000 cut current tour included 10 days
in Detroit which wasn't on 1046
itinerary.

Other dates included Philadelphia,
nine days; St. liouis, 10 days; Chicagoi 10 days,

Gloria Van and her 'Vanguarda
sighed to Universal records, Chi
di^ery. CBS vocal .^oup is cutting
first four songs thiis "week.

.

ftMHIIirCI

NEW I

A

Met's 2-For-l

^Tony I^pez and

PQRMBiJE
punjc

NeW

his orch handle

John Chapman, N. Y. Daily
the showbacking in top manner and
do nicely by the dance-minded, be- acid drama aisle-sitter, sKowed up
in tophat, white tie and tails, and
Disk jock Eddie Hubbard does a tvireen shows.
"Lary.
neat job as m.c. Carl Marx, a Col-bandleader Meyer Davis in impreS'
lege Inn fixture', continues to make
Oldtime Met
sive ,.diamond studs.
N. Y.
with clever clowhihg.
Baxt.
idols like Frieda Hempel and GiO'
ized bit,

SVSTEM

.

.

'

.

m. W.

PAULA' SMITH
nith

$t..

'

New «ork

19

'

'

;

(FoiXiOwup)

CInb duu-lcs, Balto.

E R

.

Cxdujiva TJnatricoi Cfccilieiit.
-254 W. 46th St.
HttW YoHc^ N. Y«

Assisted by

NELLY de FREITAS

HRE WORKS .MFG. PLANT
0¥«r

with pronerty ; price reasonable.

ATOLE CO., Broktn, CltvBland, O.

IMimAM SEABOLb
Cunanfly
•

fiROWN HOTEL, LOUISVIILE/ KY,

.

Nov. 1740, Merry-Go-Round
Yonngttown, Ohte
'

LAUGHING-STOCK!
Something

Now

Comedy

in

Motarial

and OiM Jocks

for M.C.'s, Atls,

Lilliglllllt-StMk SWiM I t« 5.....
.$1 M.
Rapiil Fitsi'lieulliiw (D«ulile>) I t> 3..$3n.
Mastei' Mnulomea I to 4.
...... .$2 ea.
Hits mil Aits I to 3.;..;.......
$1 ea.

SAM FEMY
ISIW

NatktoC ta.'

vanni Martinelli rubbed elbows with
newcomers luge Manski and Claudia
Pinza. The hallways were a dazzle
of furs and finery,: and a babel of
tongues, foreign and Park avenue.
The Notre Dame line couldn't baye
broken through the crush to make
for the bar, and the parade moved

GWNMNrt

Jut

BtmivKt, Mtw' Vark

l>.

N. V.

I

out,

Burm.

.

Room, Chi.
(BLACKSTONE HOTEL)

IHayfair

'

got

his

-

money's worth.'

color

accent.

*»

4 «

•".

pracHcaliy avaiy iiMd with

thlt jwwarfIII, folly

iMrHiM*. balMry

•Mratc^rnMlf AMms Syitem. IKc«ii«iit aeund annpllf Icatlo'n. Unit
walgh'i only 13 iiouimI*. Can be uied

For the
of them
there was

aiiVwhwra-Hiinilfclng, itfindlnp, riding,

audience of 4,280 (380
standees at $3 per stand),
glittering
pageant onstage in
a'
Verdi's "The Masked Hall," with two
Americans (Jan Peerce and Leonard
Warren) in the leads, and a Yugo
soprano 'With the build of a Ford>
ham Ram running, guard: (Daniza
niisGh) for the sex draWi For those
with opera battle fatigue—if they
could reach it—there
was the
newly-redecorated bar, with red
(Rep. J. Parnell Thomas please note)
the

«'

NO MHRESTf) CONNECT
MMt

by Inchea.
Pateaniry—Fore and Aft
The Met was prepared for any'
thing and everything, and everyone
along'

« . «

Pick

Tillt.«

.

rt»m

4l>
large ellerttele;
wlth'garkii^ inibile BuinlcimUf lef, nseni
'OCflrewoHu IT, S. aba Canada; -very
<!niatab1e; iijl Mdgs. t aercB all tolly
'employ up to XI); liirtre
. iinlpDcil;
ilofk ifn- Iranil; retlrtnic; aell .complete

'Bait.

With a( month's running time under
,
its belt, the Harem show has attamed
a high degree of glibness that makes
It a well-paced and spicy setup."
NoW
ttiat co*onifaces Nat Harris and Lou
(6), Norman Broolcs Orch (9), Bill Walters have made some judicious
Stoos Fo'ur; $1-.50-$2.50 min.
cuts from the show they preemed
with, the revue has increased its
appeal considerably.
Town's lone dinner club has been
Backbone of the show are still the
hitting consistent pace with top figJack Cole dancers and Patti Moore
ures mounting in proportion to and
Lessy. ,Cole, backed by
strength
of
available
marquee three Ben
names. Current layout topped by vised mixed terping couples, has rehis EDutine so that there's a
Peter Lind Hayes and Mary Heal^ predominance
reaching
for
record.
is
a
Youth- dances and one of Sout]> American
out
of Oriental jive. New
ful comic has them bulging at the
routines .strengthen the prevailing
tape and his topflight performance belief
that this group » constitutes
is. the talk of the town, which has,
probably
been famiUar with his stint via pre- business.. the best dance act in the
Cole fronts a superhly disvious appearances and during lo- ciplined
group that's able to get the
calized Army residence.
Utmost out of an imaginative set of
At the peak of his talent, Hayes dances.
has everything; plenty of presence,
Moore and Lessy 's hoking of oldclean-cut appearance, original ma- time com constitutes an entertaining
terial and an inherent sense of tim- bit of sophistication, one that
the
ing that makes every laugh count tourists can enjoy in a straight vein,
to the limit. He's a natural here and while the hepsters will find plenty
could lift any doings out of the hum- satirical moments. They're good for
drum. Miss Hcaly is a good foil several encores.
for many of his bits and punches
The surrounding bill with Paid
out a handy vocal.
Gray (New Acts) has been strengthRest of setup includes The Cer- ened by the addtion of Elisa Jayne, a
neys, nice-working ballroom duo cute contortionist whose control work
featuring good lifts, and a line of six indicates a sense of humor, and
Lee
nice-working femmes who open and Bartel, who does well in the producclose decoratively.
Fine musical tion .vocals; John Elliot and a four.support for show and dance inter- male vocal group further enhance
ludes by Norman Brooks and orch the show, and Paul Remos' act has
and in-between spelling by Bill been cut to the point where he gives
Stoos and his combo is also okay, out only with likely acroMticS.
Ray Girard, piano playing member
Jose.
of latter group is a particular stand-

Baltimore, IVov. 7.
Peter Iiind Hayes, Mury Hcaly, The
Cerneys (2) , Wally Vf anger Girb
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For those few

completely overcome by the opera
war, there was even a special first
aid room in charge of Capt. Rosemary Peduzzi, a nurse who was' with
Gen.. Courtaiey Hodges of the First
Army throughout the invasion of
Europe.
The Met seems headed for another
banner season, as 'judged by the
turnout,

^opla and

color of

Monday

(10) night's premiere. Statement of
general manager Edward Johnson
last week that the Met had the
highest pre-season subscription list

Chicaoo, Nov. 6.
Orch; in its history is made more signifl'
cant by the report on last season's
activities. Issued last weekend. Fiscal
Jerry Lester has sapolioed his year ending last May 31 was the
material for this spot. Miariff yocks best in the Met's history, the opera
are scarcer, but teeth are showing company again operating in the
all the way and there's no need to
black, ending the year with a net
dip into the blue^
Comic has a fast, incisive style income of, $11,808 as against a $4,307
that rides oil in all directions for a net for the previous season.
Met had a record-breaking atnone-the-less concentrated impact.
He establishes himself as a local boy tendance last year, too. Receipts
from Senn High at the outset, then from
New York performances
darts on to his familiar patter' with totaled $1,670,612 and from outthe delayed trombone solo. Follow- of-town
another $773,904.
Total
ing a madcap glimpse of Maurice
receipts,
Including
contributions,
ghevaliert he unfolds his bartenderfees and rentals,
kid routine and offs to solid response. broadcasting
Return has him in a parody of amounted to $2,829,688, or an injuggling,
with throw-away lines crease bi $2(I0|0li0 over the previous
.• ,
that net ready response. His straw- year.
hatted garry Richman warms palms
Expenses for the yeur were $197,all around and he closes with a
000 more than th< saason previous.
straight vocal of "Almost Like fieSingers and conductors received
Ing in liOve."

Jerry Lester, Ray Morton
$1 cover, $3.50 wiinimrtm.
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Act is WeH attuned to genteel tone $597,461 in salaries; orchestra, $509,of the room, v*rtch has Say Mor- 424; chorus, .4837,347; ballet, $63,817,
ton's orch continuing to flU the dance or total $1,407,450.00 ior all perforfloor,

.
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mera.
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I
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New
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BRYANT

VarietiT Bills

Acts
trumpeter

for

ha?

years,

pianist

;

,

Vfiehce Of

her showmanship.

with him.
Mxisic they dish out in their solo
spot isn't for the nervous customers.
Kaminsky blares out on his horn
with no mute whatsoever. It may
be too lou"d for such a small room
but the Vanguard habituees don't
seem to mind. Music is a strange
mixture of modern swing, Dixieland
and oldlschool jazz with each of the
three riding on solo improvi.sations

Kansas

Second edition

opens with the seldom-heard "My
Horses Ain't Hungry" and "Little
Stars of Duna," then goes into a
well-modulated version of "Moonshine Lullaby" '.from "Annie Get

your Gun." "Go Away From My
"Windo-w"' and "My Logger Lover"
are nifty humorous' anecdotes and
she winds -with the familiar "Black
Js the Color of My True Love's
Hair." 'None of her numbers, Inci-

'

'

dentally, deals with the anguished
blood-letting that has been satirized
so much on balladeer takeojfs by the
comics.
Chief fault in her work is the
overabundance of songs she offers.
Instead of doing six or more, she'd
do well to confine her material to
three or four numbers and leave the
audiene^ hungry. Withal, she's okay
lor any of -fhe niteries that usually
Sfol.
feature folk-singers.

Mumerfils In-connevtion with

of International Ice

and Roy
and John B. Harris.

Directors

Mary

Dicfc

Jane

Frances
Lewis;

'

Mershon, Jeanne

Crystall

,&

TtORK CITY

.
Cupitol ih) I'i
Kiiiatva
S lleTulpVROH Ore
Lorra,ine Roghari
Wiu Mastin' 3
Alusle IIiiU <f) l.S

Ouiniwings

I^Ucil^

RwUlVan

-Brtaii

Ben Dovii

.

King Cole
Connie

"Ice Cycles"

an eye-flUing pro-

is

JOHNSON & QIWEN
Acrobatics
9 ntins.

Clroic

Gaudsrnlth

On

obviously,

aren't newcomers in show business,
since their act shows considerable

isn't

performance side

the

much

to

be

desired,

there
the

as

June Richmond
Red Buttons
Bruce

Betty
youthful cast shows about everything
Strand (W) 14
They've been playing that can be asked of skaters. It's Fi ankle Cai-le Ore
midwest cafes and now hav.e moved a littl6 shy on comedy, but it's not Jack B l<eonard
into the big time with one of the too much missed amid the scope and Olaen Joy
B'RONX
most polished aero acts around. The movement of the shovic. An emphasis
WinilSOl- ,(!> 14-16
pair work the high horizontal bars, on rhythm and musical background Sid Rice
executing a series of applause-get- throughout gives it a mood of its The Kanazawas
Pucat ^ Kai-e
ting tricks..
own.
Skyriders
The
Some of their leaps from bar to
Newcomers to the show this year 'PhyUis -WHliB
bar get a considerable amount: of are Ann Robinson and Eldon Adair,
audience gasps. The chaps have an coming -over from "Ice Capades" nutbiiKh (D 14-16
assured air in executing their rou- Otherwise cast is same as last year. Howell & Bowser
MAX KAMINSKV TBIO
Sonny Sparks
tines and add a few comedic flllups
mstrumentalbts
Eight pioduction numbers are PHyliia .Arnold
with onerarmed swings on a vertical
\ MIns.
Wallace .Puppets
bar. In addition, there's some good backbone of the show, beginning (two to flU)
Village ViuiKUard, N. V<
balancing to add variety to fhe ses- with a "Nocturne'? ih ballot style,
'to.M Is profcably one of the few
and
including
"Mississippi
Levee,"
Januilcii (I)
cafe instrumental trios that has sion.
Glenns
Johnson & Owen, are the type of "The Cocktail Hour," "Rehearsal at
'broken' away' from the. standard
the Hippodrome" and "Scandinavian .Tlmmy Burrell
guitar, |>iano and bass combine, com- act that can fit in any vauder as
.Harris
Christmas" through the first half. Catherine &
Wiette
prising instead a trumpet, piano and well as a mass type of cafe which
B Harris
drums.' Three lads are all excellent offers them sufficient height to ex- "Nocturne"' with Miss Field featured (Hve to All)'
gives Show an impressive start, and
BAMmOKE
musicians.' Kaminsky, himself a w.k. ecute their tricks.
Jose.

experience.

,

'

'

,

-

.t

'

:'

'

according to Langner,

closing the
first
act,
with the Misses Field,
Thompson and Robinson featured,
also clicks. "Mississippi Levee,"
spotted half way throughi sparkles
with a lighter touch and is set off
by rhythm skating of :3au6 Zeiser
and Dick Mershon.-.

among

Chief

he declared, is to concentrate
attention on acting,, rather than on
these,

Coifimies

With -the majority of set£
use possessing small screens,
take the
place of complicated stage sets. Just
as radio brought the audience within

ass! now -in
it's

Hipiiodrome

(I)

Andy Russell
Martha Tilton

1%

-Wald

&

Mage

Sh*i

Herman Hyde

faa.said, facial closeups will

&

Coco, Steve

(two to

(iarmiun

Elisa Jayne
Paul Gray
,rohn

brought to

•

.

.

'

.

-

.

of •weight.

Payne

writing talent.
He stressed that
there will be no place in video for
hammy acting or overdone stage
gestures but that emphasis would be
placed entirely on subtlety. Because
of that, he doubted that it would be
feasible ever to air a legit show directly from the stage of a theatre.
"Any television .show," he declared,

of

standout as

is

is

pair skating

Margaret Field and Bud McNulty,

both spotted as specialties. Rhythm
skating by Nadine Thompson, gangling, clum.<!y turn by Arthur Nelles

and tramp
Sullivan

fill

number by Loeb and

MO.STOff

Falave ({> 14
Greenwich Village

(R) IS
Connee Boawell
RoKtoli

&

V\'yKe

Chesterfields
Deval, Merl & Lee
(two to All)

Cool^ie

3

CAMinSN
li

—

i

St.

.

f,

I

Evidencing the organization's interest, in tele
(it's pacted
to coPtoduce five more shows this winter
9\er WNBT in collaboration with
NBC), Langner revealed that several
Of the Guild's, top legit directors are
'ftlready receiving training in video
work. Special video staff is to be
^ headed up
by Warren Caro, TG exec
{ .director and one of the founders of
|.,tll^'- American
Television Society.
Others include Guild producer Paul
Crabfree; directors Martin Manulis
i

i

i

:

jl
Ij

i(

'

-

Hiyllis
shall,

:

Anderson and Armina Marand casting director Shirlee

Winegarten.
Entire st^ff for the
time being will work under Dennis
Johnston, former exec producer for

BBC

television
duction for the

who handled

pro-

relieve the exhibitors of the predica-

he officiment into which the production and
ated at the Will Rogers Memorial
release of 'Amber' has placed them."
Dedication. While abroad, his parSince it's not affiliated, with MPA,
ticipation in the show will be beamed
the exhib organization also can't
in to the U.S.
He'll also guest on
offer advice to that group.
Louella Parsons' show Nov. 23, with
"But Allied can nevertheless exhis stint cut in from London. Mrs.
Hope and Mrs. Montgomery: will ac- press the hope," the letter .said,
company their husbands. Miss Young "that Eric Johnston will spare a
will be accompanied by her husband, little time from his defense of HollyTom Lewis, who served as head of wood and his negotiations with the
survey the
the Armed Forces Radio Service United Kingdom to
during the war and was recently producers' public relations in the
cited by the British government for U. S. It seems t» us the time has
come to take some definite action
his war work.
I

i

N>\v Theatre
Max MlUet*

(I)

10

Kelly

London

Drops

Trip

Pittsburgh, Nov. 11.

Gene
ily last

Kelly, here visiting his famweek, will be among those

missing

when Hollywood

sails for

London

to

contingent
put on a Com-

mand Performance.

had planned to go along,
Guild on Sunday
night's presentation of "John Fer- after a broken ankle had forced him
out of Iva-G's "Easter Parade" bu'
guson" over WNBT.
injury has been acting up lately "and
Accent on Acting
i
dancer's afraid to be that far awoj
Guild has many innovationsj which from his home base and- personal,
it wants to experiment
with on tele, physician.
Kelly

as Hays did before him—to reassure
the public that the situation is not
out of control; that from now on the
Code will be administered so as to
avoid a repetition of the 'Amber'
affair; and that hereafter they may
patronize the theatres with full confidence that immorality and licentiou.sness have been banished from
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Orln Tucker Ore
Prof X*anibertl
ACarcella Gould
K & J Slack
Scotee Marsh

Sensationalista »0
Boulevar-deai's

'Actor' Sequel

Joey Adams, the comedian, who
adrpits it's a Ripley that his ad lib
Gags
to
"From
autobiography,
Riche.s,"
was able to enrich the

Di-mon Bunyon Fqnd by $82,000,
will have a sequel, "Never Marry An
Actor," due from. Frederick Fell
(who published "Gags") next year.
As with Sophie Tucker's 'technique
'

selling her autobiog, "Some of
her
shows
after
These
Days,"
wherever she plays—funds going to
with
charitie.s
ditto
her sundry

—

Cabaret Bi

llngHtelle

•'subversive

Dojothy UosB
Hlue Angel
Pearoo

American

Pearl Bailey

pictures.

T^ntln
.lerry

Latin Lovelies

VaJida Snow
Vi'^ Hyde
Bensoii

To Have
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letter,

prOfaganda will never
be allowed to gain a foothold" in

Ore

iloiel lliNmaEk
I^red Harris, Bonna

Kflftrewiiler

.

in

Hollywood

asking
to promise that

the
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Garl
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H'wood Stars

after airing his show last
Claremore, Okla., where

,

.Tiiex

Sonny -Weldon O
Stephen Kisloy O
Hotel XrxinKton
Alomar Hawallans

'

'

the present high cost of tele receiving sets indicates they're mostly
Owned by cultivated people who like
legit, so that the Guild's place in
tele is already sharply defined.

Panchlto Ore
VilluKe 'Barn
Tex Barter
Tonl Palmer
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Nancy & Michael
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Hotel Flerr«
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Guy Lombardo
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Lanny Ross
Pat Whitney
Mark David
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Radio .Aces
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Eddie Stone Ore
Hotel
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Tony Bavaar:
Catalino Ore

HlKhlights

.Toel

W^omacit

Bowers
Jo Anne Brandon
Wes Usher
'r & ,T Maloney

Towers (1) 14-1
Ruling out the possibility of inQuin.
(ioUIen Gate C'K>
Mei-ideth Old
Pied Pipers
some favorable reaction to
NIvelli Co
Wally Brown
the U, S. in straight entertainment
3 Berts
Peggy T.-iylor 3
.loey Rardin
pictures, most of the film reps be(two to (ill)
WilCred Mac 3
"must be made to fit the screen."
SPRING nHM>
lieve the job should be turned over
Allied
t'HH-AOO
Court Si) (1) 18-16
to radio. What they're plugging for
ciiieneo (!•) IS
The Tjoridons
Continued from page 4
Xavier <'UH::it Oic
M Christopher.
is an
expansion of the "'Voice of
Artie Dann
Edna & Jjcon
Reyes
Raul
lava
America" broadcasts to present the
&
playing 20th product. "Included in
Jlarly Barrett
Orleiital (I> IS
Brookins
Yan
S. side of the picture.
If the
Allied territory are a number of Dorothy Shay
Trumpet Twiixs.
Continued from page Z
U. S. State ' Dept. refuses to kick
cities . with vast
Catholic popula- Prant'is Craig
-WASHINGTCN
.Saul Graunian Co.
Capitol (li) 18
through, then they believe-the comtions," the letter pointed out,
"If Paul Rep:tj n
for other shows in both England and
t.6 Brae & Bernice
mercial U, S. radio outfits, should
Bob IjamnH
Eidith Fellows
on the Continent. In addition, they'll they have to forego Fox films for a carl
Sands Ore
take a more definite stand on the
'Nip Nelson
existing film shortage will
be feted at parties at Cardiff, Liver- year, the
•AVATlSIlfiOO
"
C'T.TSVEf.AJJD
situation,
Parnni't (!•) 13-18
P«lu<^e (K) 18
pool and Glasgow, with proceeds be aggravated."
'Conj Pastor Bd
Noting that Allied couldn't tell Danny Kaye
from all events going to the trade
l^icfc Buckley
GeorKia Gibbs
20th what to do with "this very- ex- 'I'm, Tap
."lack Parker
'foe
benevolent fund.
Martin Bros
pensive piece
property,"
the Kunlns Puppets
Hope broadcast his radio show letter nonethelessof
Guild
called upon 20th
from N-. Y. last (.Tuesday) night
BRITAIN
to "do everything in its power^ to
SS Continued from pag^ 1 ss
jecting
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out the two hours.
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Ctoimunist newspapers here are
known to be biased but the- very fact
-that' their propaganda goes unan«wered is what gives it the majority

Xvlorla
Etnile

-

Art Roman O

THI8 WBtX.
life by Leo Loeb and
FAKAMOUNT, San Francisco
Howard Sullivan, synchro skating
with FRANKIE LAlitE
by Kurt Trostorff and Frank Turskating by Henri Lie, and
EDDIE
SMITH A6ENCY
Per. Mqt.:
Jf^w York
IfiOl Brondwnjr
a quartet made up of Rita Palmer,
Nadine Thompson, Margaret Field
and Lillian Trostorff.
"Modern Nursey Rhymes,!' openRoy Dorey
State (I) 18^16
Stan. &. Art Catron
ing second half, .sete the pace for the Troy & I/ynn
"
(one to All)
the rest of the snowt Other pro- Diane Baron
Danny Shaw
KBADING
ductions include "Aladdin's Lamp" White
Bros
Bajah (I). 18-lli
as a jumping sequence featuring
16- 1»
3 Claire Sis
iappropriations to advertising what
Arnaut 'Bros
other legit officials, Lang- Buddy Lewis, "Dude Ranch" and .Ros.s & Rcss
h done. Even though the food ship- nerEchoing
Henry
Keily
Milton
Douglas
predicted that tele will offer a "Spanish Precision" to close. Adagio Maude Hilton Co
Milt Britton Bd
ments niight consequently be less,
work
by
Billie DePauw and Bob Polly .Tenkina Co
big and lucrative field for acting and
BOCKfORl)
,tllte
credit -would be much bigger.
Aihttrican flim spokesmen here several feet of
an actor's mouth, so
why the, U. S., tele will bring it that close to his
jiBj).*t- .understand
%htch is tJhe birthplace of advertis- face. "Television is a medium of inand publicity, hasn't done more timate expression," Langner said,
jto counteract what's being done to
which can be very delicate and
Most of them be- subtle on a small screen." When
Iter reputation.
lieve that if all the American food
there are more larger screens in cirbeing shipped here has an immediate culation, though, it will
be necespurpose of preventing France from sary to produce
shows in a -manner
going Russky entirely, 'it would be more closely akin
to stage or screen
bettfeir' to devote a larger part of the
production.
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woven around

the productions include Robin Lee's fancy
skating, Walt Disney's "Pluto"
Specialties
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Eddie Davis ..
Art Waner Ore

.

Capitol

Ore

Karr

.
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Lander & Hollaiilii
Brwin Kent Ore
Maya Oro

Turner Twins
Rosebuds
Billy Banlts
Tables Davia
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OMAHA
.Tack Mathers
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^yd Strange Oro
Glenn Miller Ore
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3 Poins
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Loew's State, N. T.
Johnson and Owen,

Loewt

&

Raye

Cortis

Paul Villard
Norntann Paris
Wally Blacker
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duction of niftily costumed skaters in .X.an&. & Claire
jusxy (1) li
two hours of moving spectacle and
& Yplanda
entertainment. Not so much as a Veloz
Sid (^ae.sar
skate strap,!, is left over from last
State (L) 13
year's show, and the new unit spar- DoLage & Shirley
MacK Trtialets
kles from, beginning to end.

Stal.

werb

Sohia

.lack .Pa,rker
AUirtin B.ros.

.

.Stan Kavanaugh
.KocKetl.e:S
:

ii.wroN
Keiths (W) is
Toniiny Dorsey Ore
KnierHld Si.'^
Prof BaoliwarclH
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Dick Bucltley
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NEW
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fCansas City, Oct. 'ZS-Nov.

or

Letter In parenthoBcs Indicate! clrcnit: (I) Independent! (L)
(F) Paramount) (It.) KKO; (W> Warner

Alan Lovell, Trostorff & Turrella, Oorpa dfe Ballet
cnub
Howard Harding, m.c; George Hack- <.>lse
Sym 01-6
ett, conductor. -At', Pla^Mor- Arena,
Pnriiinonut (D

back blues singer Bertha "Chippie"
Hill and the trio aids her act considerably.- They also provide a good
beat for dancing, crowding the postage-stamp sized floor more than, it's
been crowded in recent months.

below

bllli
full

whether

of

Claudet and
performance
director. Marge Lang Kelleu; costumes, Corinne Hogan and Clinton
Stoner.
Features Margaret Field,
Ann Rohinson,, JVodine /Thompson,
Jane Zeiser^ Eleanor Meister, iiobin
Lcc, Buddy Lewis, Henry Lie, Bud
McN.uUy, BilUe DePauw / & Bob
Payne, Arthur JVelles, Leo Loefj,
Production,

IS

1,

produced by Eddie
Shipstad, Oscar Johnson

Numbers are neatly mixed, in- in the solitary single spot, a jazz
eluding unfamiliar songs, show tunes version of "I, Found a New Baby."
Kaminsky succumbs to a mute to
and comedy ballads, Accompanying

herself on the standard guitar, she

Nov.

City,

'Attractions, Inc.,

•

•

tVEEK OF NOVEMBER

Ice Cycles of 1947

„ „

ers to tee off at the Vanguar<} proving grounds, Miss Bryant impresses
6s a fresh personality with plenty of
charffl who' can: sell folk ballads, with
Her extremely
the best of tlxem.
oulet demeanor and sweet, unprepossessing voice are aptly suited to
her material. -Attentive silence she
drew over the boisterous ringsiders
the night caught (8) is ample- evi-

;)

:

55

Ralph Sutton, a former member pf
the Jack Teagarden band and drummer Arthur Trapier, a carryover
Newest ol the school of folk-sing- from the late "Fats" 'Waller crew,
^

1

'

1947

'

folk Sincar
16 MIn»,

c

.

.MIi'B

.Maro

Lawrence

CITY

Amanda: Lane3

Flames

Ellis Larkln 3
Kuban Bleu
George Kreisier
Maxine UulUvan
.

in selling "Gags."

He

got as

high Bs a $1,000 donation for an autographed copy in the Barbizon Room,
San Francisco; which he visited
white playing the Golden Gate theaAdams pays for all the
tre there.
books out Of pocket,

.

HOUSE REVIKWS

5I»

Hall, BT. Y.
Richard Leibert alternating with
Harfy Campbell and Ashley Miller
at organ; Alexander Smttllens con'
ducting Dvorak's "Continental Over-

music

ttere"

(.alternating luith JiUes Silvef,

Anton

Coppola)

Leon

;

Leonidoff

bowoft'.

Straightforward vocSlistics of

Xall
"ContineTital"
score), settings by

presentation

,

Y.

Strand, NT.
larding X>t some fairly fresh stuflC
into the drawly, cracker-barrel rouwith
"Frankie Corle Orch- (16)
tines g«ts giggles that build into Gregg Lowrcnce, bDnne Stevens,
laugha Addition of biz with the, Olsen & Jov. Jack Leonord;."£!scoipe
impresh,
mouth organ helps solidify
Me Never" (WB), reviewed in
to make for healthy response at VARDsnr,^ Nov'. 5.
Bob

Kennedy go nicely, though the muFrans hehar
sical comedy singer sould gather
Brnno Maine, costumes designed by himself more values from his presBilly Livingston, Marco Moiitedoro, entation with a more relaxed manexecuted by H. Rogge; lighting, ner. Purveys the hits from BroadBraun; special lyrics, Albert
,

Etigene

featuring Brian SjiWvan,
Glee Club (Smallens director; Kay
HoUey ossociate) Roclcettes CRuss$n Markert, director), Stan Kavanagh, Lucite Cwnmings,:.Ben uova,
Ballet (Florence Rogge choreographer); "Cass Timherlane" CM-G), reviewed irt Variety, Nov. 5, 1947i
Stillnian;

;

way

Inusicals,

with of course, his

medley from "Oklahoma!" in which
he was featured, a standout. ALso
neat arrangement of "Porgy- and

Current show is a well-rounded,
nicely-paced layout that meets with
customer okay. Frankie Carle's orch
toplines with solid assists from the
band's two vocalists, but it'^ the
comedies of Jack Leonard and acroantics of Olsen and Joy that lift
this 45-minute show out of the so-so

comprising
aggregation,
Carle's
Bess" tunes.
usual assortment of five sax, sue
Re.st of lineup doesn't jell too well. brass and five rhythm, including his
Candy Stevens turns in a jolting own piano, turn out pop music that's
sesh of Betty Hutton stj^led comedy polished, balanced and full, but
songs and funny enough bit with the somehow lacking in inventiveness.
orch. Jackie Bright utilizes the aud Carle's solo pianjstics, of course,
As the showplace of the nation, participash, with the giveaways exthe other sections, but it's
Gus Eyssell's super-cinema has a citing more attention than 'iiis mad dominate
not enough to overcome a general
superi-standaTd to maintain and it's auctioneering basis for gettiiig the
lack of fire. Orch, however, registers
to the credit of all concerned that, participants on stage.
well with the audience, doing a
on an average of 12 times a year,
Pace setters are the Downies, who surefire repertory of oldies and curtheatrical?
is
a bullish calihre of
gather in a fair portion of mitts rent faves.
'
The skill of the and gasps with their aerial stuff.
maintained.
Orch's femme vocalist, Lynne
aTtisahs and artists who combme
Les Rhode' and house orch turn Stevens, clicks with her throaty
into the ultra showmanship mani- in: tlieir< usual: apt backgrounding
style in rendering "I Wish I Didn't
fested consistently is hi^lighted for the layout.
Lary.
Love You So Much" ^ni "All of
with the current Leoniddff-MatkertMe." Baritone Gregg Lawrence
Bogge production, built around
shows lots of promise, doing "Peggy
Capitol,
Franz Lehar's nielodies. And while
Sixteen"
and
O'Neill,"
"Sweet
it might have slowed down literally
WosJiington, Wo«. 8.
"Mimi," which earned him « big
to a pleasant three-quarter tempo,
The Elgins (4), Mayo Bros. (2), sendoff.
the imaginative costumings, lighting, De Castro Sisters (d>, Johnny MorOlsen and Joy have a neat- rouflash presentations of the tiptop terp gan; "Nightmare Alley" (29th).
terping which they
-

-

•

,

Wash.

tine of acrobatic
sell to the hilt.

numbers make the new

stage show
a palatable interlude indeed.
Per usual, of course, considering
the 6,200 capacity, It's the dumb
(sight) acts that impress the most
although the mike, pickup of the
mammoth Hall is such that there's

Wedaendny, JHovmiter

:

.

,-.

I947

:

,

'

The Louis Basil house orch overtures "Caravan" for good effect.
JOSCi

iieir»
niftw

Baltimore, Nov.

&

4 Fays, 3

showman.

American turns

of

Th6

hiiij

18 items, in.

eluding five spectacular full-stage'
production numbers, ran as smooth,
iy as though rehearsed for weeks,

Hilipodrcone, RaltO.
Billy Wells

ihcltision

in England does; credit to

as a

.

9.

Sum. Bud-

this

PariieU's

aide,

Charles

dy Lewis, Al Gordon Dogs. Jo Lom- Henry, can take' a weu-deservedbardi House Orch (12); ''Spirit of bow.
West Pojnt" (Indie).
After the Skyrockets orchestra,
under Paul Fenoulhet, had put the
house in a good mood with selections
Versatile lineup is -iriiiincldrd but
from "Oklahoma!" the pace of the
socky throujshout. Buddy
fairly
show
set by "Show. Time," feaLewis is a pleasing emcee and has turingwas
Hy Hazel, Marilyn Highplenty to offer in own .spot. Opening
Three Shades, Valerie Tandy,
by Billy Wells and Four Fays sets tower,
Bobbie TTanter, Tony Hulley and
pace via flashy tumbling and good
the
Three
Astaires as dancers, and
contortion stuff, Al Gordon and his
the Hortobagyi Troupe of acrobats,
pooches are in the deuce and: make 'Next came Billy
Russell, thc"work<
it count for plenty of appeal and
ing man" comedian, and the audilaughs, too. Contrasting assortment
ence and Royal Party enjoyed his
of -hounds ace smartly cued for witty comments
on politics and
maximum results.
economics. Wilson, Kei>pel and BetLewis wraps good impersonjations ty followed with their burlesque
around a specially written bit, and eastern dance, and Norman Evans*
comes through with. good impres- trumpet-playing ''panda" was well
sions of Groueho Marx, Edw. G. received, and- formed' an excellent
Robinson and other familiars. Clos- prolog for Borrah Minevitch's Haring bit of' Jolson is above average- monica Rascals. This was the first
Sets matters right for Three Suns real belly-laugh of .the show and
next and a real standout from the Johnny Puleo and bis gang must
teeoff.
Instrumental trio gives im- have been delighteii with their re-'
mediate evidence of rep built via ception.
radio and recordings :wHh entrance
Then came a production niimbei,
theme which attracted a knowing
"All at Sea" from- the present Pal*
and enthtisiastic reception when ladium
show, "Here, There and
caught. Combo utilizes electric orEverywhere,"
featuring
Mervyn
gan, accordion and amplified guitar
Saunders, Mona and Olivier and »
for swingy rhythms and tridq- arrangements of "All the Things' You bunch of talented beauties; all ot
which emphasized the cabaret-^like
Are," "Peg O' My Heart," "Hawaiqualities of Wally Boag's- act.
His
ian War Chant" and ."Cecelia." Voballoon turn is too intimate for the
cals and announcements by organist
are well handled, bhildine to a vast Palladium and deserved even
groovy clincher. Paying ofiT at the better recognition than he got. But
the- broad comedy balance was soon
b.o. too.
right with the Crazy Gang (Bud
Burm,
Biz very big.
Flanagan,
Jimmy Nervo, Teddy
Knox, CHiarlie Naughton, Jimmy
Gold) as unruly housewives occuOriental,
pying a trio of prefabricated houses,
Chicago, Nov. 7i
and the laughs wece no less hearty
Dorothy Shay, .Francis Craig & Bob for the next act^ Jack Durant, whose
Lamm, PtiuX Regan, Saul Grawnan subtle humor made a hit. I^en up
(4), Carl jSonds Orch; "XHifiitiMS went the curtain for a full-stage
Eve" OJA),
Scottish spectacle with the Dagen-

FeaOae, dressed in
Capitol stage gets back into the revealing Parisian garb, and the
League ciurent stanza, with a guy, in sailor blues, work through
topdrawer set-up of four slick acts. a tightly organized stint that's
Headlining layout is' radio comic; peppered with laughs. Both have
Johnny Morgan, who pulls his share solid specialties but Olsen registers
of approval with a varied, swift
i^pectacular
nothing obscure about the romantic routine o4 sags, songs and takebtfs, particular^. With his
contortionisms.
Duo al.so does anSullivan,
Brian;
balladeering
of
to the accompaniment of some zany
hoofing
Lucile Cummings and- their support- piping on a- miniature flute for extra amu&ing takeoff on jitterbug
ing 20 stalwarts who comprise the effects. Morgan gets his stuff over with plenty of can-can stuff.
the
comedy
slot With
Leonard
fiUs
Glee Club. But Stan Kavanagh's by a combo of understatement plus
juggling (balls and Indian clubs) and the sure-fire appeal of "milquetoast" his huge bulk and unusual vigor.
Leonard
are
old,
but
his
gags
Most
of
Ben Dovd's standard acro-comedy, manner. Songs are styled strictly
with a disarming
-with the panto stew stuff in front of for laughs. Best bet is a takeoff' on puts them across
his
Attd »tap Pie. resilient }ampt>ost, are the Hollywood Western. Payees go off -handedness. Best parts of
routine, however, are his warbling
Kavanagh all out for this.
the fmajdr jiighlights,
and hoofing. Leonard really can sing
seems to work as easy as, conversely,
Top Hooperating would probably as evidenced by "I'll See You in
Dova labors at his knockabout knee- go to the De Castros, Latin Ameri"dancing," amazing acrovcontortive can version of the Andrews Sisters. My Dreams" and "My Blue Heaven,"
comedy, and the like, but- their mu- Trio keeps the customers at white and his terping scores by the contrast of his agility and avoirdupois,
tual Skill is undeniable.
heat of enthusiasm with a group of
Even the enseinble' dance routines songs highly punctuated by panto- especially his takeoff on Fred
by the Rockettes are dOne with un- mime ranging from the sultry to the Astaire; Begs off to heavy mitting:
Herwi.
usual good humor, as they open with slapstick. Set pace with "llie Girl
a sort of tongue-in-cheek we're-the^ from Argentina,"' then go on to
danclngrgirls. routine; And the finale "Stormy
Weather,"
in
dual
,a
itlRO, Boston
ostrich feathers is a delightful eye- language version that definitely has
Boston, Nov. 1.
ful, brilliantly lighted so that the something new added. "You Never
Larry Green Orch, Don Grady,
optical effect
ever soothing and at Say Yesj' goes over well enough to
Kaye Bollard, Nip Wilson, Johnny
the same time theatrically (h'amatic. brin^ them back for '.'It's a ,Lle.''
"WigJttttiare Alley" (20tJl).
The handTto-hand music interspersed specialty number well designed to Goi/;
Xehar's sufeflre medley periodically show off. each lister's specialized
Larry Green band, having built
in acclaim of a fine SO-minut^ stage talents. Routine, which is definitely
itseU a nice rep at the 'Vaughn
•
Abel:
presentation.
nitery tempo, goes surprisinglj; well Monroe co-owned Meadows roadin this large auditorium without house in Framingham, 20 miles out
Strong of town; makes its first appearance
losing- the intimate touch.
pipes and the flery Latin touch help. here this week' and, augmented for
Mayo brothers, newcomers to the occasion, wows. It's the first
Buddy Johnson Orch (14) with
Arthur Pri/so^k, £lla Johnson; Mon- vaude, register in a sock predion band show, the hpuse has had in five
Jackie
Arrangements
novel, weeks, and biz is: back in the slot
Grant,
Babe
Lattirence;;
terp
act,
are
^&
roe
jdabley, ApJJU, EstrelUta, George 'Wil- style is fine, and technique is conliams & George Wiltshire; "City, of sistently smooth. Lads offer more
The band has a neat, distinctive
variety and novelty than most,- acts style that avoids the typically reedy
Chance" (20th).
of this type, with comedy laid on tenor sound that seems to characterPresent bill is a continuation of
Buddy. Johnson, pianist-composer lightly, incidental to footwork.
ize and lick most Boston bands be- 'platter artists policy that has -been
The Elgins are worthy pace setters fore .they start. Green embellishes in -effect many months. Most of acts
fronting, his own combo on repeat
date, tops the current sepia revue with their .'familiar, but always ac- it at the piano rather than dominate have little to offer vaude, but this
ceptable,
juggling
routine.
Work,
as
layout is an exception. 'Dorothy
Band,
it, and there's a lot of preirfsion and
at this Harlem showcaser.
(with usual, first with hats., then clubs; good clean intonation. Start off with Shay, femme hillbilly in a gold lame
comprising
three
rhythm
Johnson at the ivories), three trom- Group of three men and a' -gal are "Carioca," and other instrumental gown, repeats her top disk pressing,
bones, three trumpets and five saxes, finely coordinated, and keep payees numbers, most of them with Green "Feudin' and Fightin'," for boff regives, out racy and loud^ with some on edge of seats with eye-deceiving, solos, are "Civilization," "Begin the ception. Looker also interrupts her
chawin' ta spin several other tales of
of its former recordings and other deft team work. Get plenty approval. Beguine," etc.
luawe.
sllek arrangements idr -solid recepVocals are nicely handled by Don^ moimtain woe, which are a bit on
does
"Whiffenpoof the sophisticated side. Winds with
tion.
Grady, * who
Teeing off with a reprise of forSong" and "I Wish I Didn't Love "Tennessee," a song about the interdt>ele, Indais.
You." Band, backs up Kaye Ballard, marriage of Jukes' offspring.
mer hits, band seques into a conIndianapolis, Nov. 7.
certo arrangement of "Par Cr>,"
Other diskers on bill are Bbrancis
Tommy Dorsey Orch, with JZtggy the top name in the show, excelgiving 'sidemen |>lenty of. latitude Elmon, Stuart Foster, Charlie Shav- lently, too.
She wows from the Craig and Bob Lamm, best known
for solo stuff which has, the joint ers, Lucy Ann and Gordon Polk; walk on with singing impersonations for platter of "Near You," Lads do
jurapin'. Arthur Prysock, band vo- Pro/. Backwards, Enier<ild 'Sisters; of Hildegarde, Morgan, etc., turning neat job of i^ejKtating fhehr hit and
calist,
takes over for acceptable "HigfcTide" (Mono).
up with some funny lyrics and a other ditties for appreciable returns.
baritoning of "Serves Me Right" to
great comedy style.
Nip Nelson
Paul Regan, Impressionist, has
set things for Monroe ahd Grant,
This is Dorsey brothers week in' likewise big with chatter and im- smart material. Has a sock closer
ofay 'guys in clever trampoline act. Indianapolis. Jimmy played a big personations, deserving special kudos m Will Rogers
bit interpolated with
One lad works it straight, for some one-nighter at the Indiana Roof for avoiding the usual Robinsons, F.D.H. peace speech.
Saul GraumaU
jiifty feate on suspended bedspring, Sunday, while Tommy is piling tip Boyers, etc., to do Louella Parsons,
and three tapstresses, dressed in
while partner, in comedy garb, also one of the season's fatter grosses James Stewart, Spike Jones and feather
and sequined briefs and bras,
clowns his way effectively through on the stage atHhe Circle. In sharp others seldom given a going over. give the bill strong opening,
as they
routine for solid payoff.
contrast with other recent biUs in Johnny Coy maintains the high en- pound out pop tunes on musical
Band' offers an unidentified tune- which music has been subordinated tertainment level of the show with stairs. Carl
Sands orch takes "Sweet
sizzler, followed by Babe Lawrence, to variety acts, Dorsey keeps the intricate taps and iooteries.
Biz Sixteen" for a romp
through various
male tapster, who contribs neat band in foreground most of the hour was great for a change.
Elie.
styles of playing to nifty response.
terp session topped by own creation, and gets away with It nicely. ShoW
House packed at third show. Zabe.
•'Concerto in Taps," for nice sendoff. is a lively jam session in which senStates nr. Y.
House
comics
Apus,
EstrelUta, timental gentleman shows himself
Mary Raye .& Naldi, -Vagabonds
George Williams and George Wilt- master of both sweet and swing (i), Edith Fellows,
Alan Carney
shire take over for mild pickpocket styles. Youngish audience seems to
Virginia Austin, Johnson & Owen;
blackout which, hoWever, has audi
get just about same kick: out of "Merton of the Movies" (M-G), reence howling throughout:
each.
viewed in Vakiety, July 23, '47.
Contimied f lom TfUgt Z
Ella Johnson, other band vocalist,
New arrangement of "Sunny Side
does okay on sultry versions of "I've of the Street," featuring Paul Smith
There's frequently a delicate bal- percentage of theatres are equipped
Got the Blues," "Since I Fell For on piano and reliable standard ance between the hit or
miss aspects to handle variety shows.
You" and ''Baby, I'm Yours." Come- "Boogie WoQgie" are the jive stand of
a vaude bill. The current State
Keviving Pantomimes
dienne Jackie Mabley tickles them outs. Ziggy Elman's version of "And show is a. prime example of how one
Some of the houses scheduled to
plenty but wuld use, some new ma^ the Angels Sing" hasn't cooled off act can knock the entire session
out
tprial.
For getaway she's joined by yet, while Charlie Shavers flashes a of gear. The batch of acts are, with restore pantomimes are the Gaumont
house comics for jSnale afterpiece fancy trumpet in "Fat Man." Audrey one exception, of superior calibre, State, Hammersmith, Troxy, Stepthafis jtist so-so,
Edbfl;
Young, band's new chirp, leaves and until, a midway break, offers ney, Trocadero, Davis and the
pleasing impression in "All of Me," pace, 'variety and good entertain- Granada at Edmunton. Each show
"Try a Little Tenderness" and "Near ment.
will play at each house for one week
Ol^ympia,
You." Stuart Foster and Town
Standout of the session are the and will travel throughout circuit.
Miami, Nov. 7.
Criers are solid in vocals of "Free- Vagabonds, a comedy vocal and inThis interchange of film talent to
Herb Shriner, Jackie Bright, Bob dom Train," "Old Man River," ": strumental quartet that have come stageshows,
may put England on a
Kennedy,
Candy
Stevens,
The Wonder Who's Kissing Her Now,' up considerably since clicking at La
self-sufficiency
Downies, Les
"Peg
and
Big.

jL2»

Carney, who does well, despite
slow start With his impressions.
However, once he swings into hi*
soap-box characterizations the laughs
come freely enough to warranty him
good returns.
Novelty is by Johnson and Owen
(New Acts) and Virginia Austin's
Loindoh, Nov. 4,
puppet act. Latter has wisely elimiV^isdom of Val Parnell in not
nated most of the over-cut» aspects
of her turn and has substituted a bowing to ridiculous chauvlnisia
strong novelty factor of having a now current here was amply just},
smaller
large puppet manipulate a
fled by the reception given to his
It's good for healthy response.
doll.
hill chosen for the King and Qtieen,
Bill falis down in the song-slot.
Edith Fellows, the former film mop- Princess Elizabeth; her future bride«
pet, is not only troubled by a faulty groom, Lieut. Philip Mountbatten,
tune selection, but hits too many princess Margaretj and the
packed
clinkers lor any real effectiveneiss.
Another factor i* her switch from aiiclli'ence at the Palladium, vrlio paid
her natural prima-donna type style over $40,000 to aid Variety's Benevoof singing to a more pop vein, which lent Fund.
doesn't make for good cohesion in
Accent Was on eomedj', and Par*:
her stint.

'

-

'

MH

!
'

.

'

.

.

'

CM

•

ham

Bobbie Kimber, with two dummies
and an improvised head for a third
with her hand, got good applause,
French

panther danct:
duo, and then came an unfortunate
letdown in the pace and gaietywhen Stan Laurel and Oliver Hardy,
"applied for a motor license." The
speed of the show had been too fast

somewhat deliberate and
rather antiquated humor, and their
reception was more kindly than
generous.
for their

But once again America put the
show right on the top line. Dolores
Gray and Bill Johnson, from "Annie
Get Your Gun" were a wow. He:'
sang "The Girl I Marry," she sang,
"You Can't Get a Man With a Gun,"
and as a duet, "Yes I Can." They
were a smash hit, and only a rigid
schedule prevented encores the audience yelled for.
Playing on his home pitch, Tommy
Trinder was his usual confident self
and earned plenty laughs. His applause was carried over to the last
act of the bill, Gracie Fields, whose

Tax Impasse

;

entry

'

basis as far as entertainment is concerned. With increased amount of playing time,
more stars are bound to be developed and there may be a sufficient
of

names

to

keep

all

Chocolate Soldier."

Followed the- finale with Miss
Dolores Gray and Bill Johnson leading the entire company i"
"There's No Business Lilce Show
Business," a fitting climax to l""
minutes of grand variety. Val parFields,

of

England's talent houses supplied
witli healthy draws, so that even if
U. S. pictures again become plentiful in Britain,

dependents,

signal of a demonstraaffection in which

warm

She beis still held over here.
gan with "Serenade of the Belln.
followed it with a topical comic
number; "I Want a Chump Chop
With Chips," included "How Ave
Things in GloCCa Morra" from
"Finian's Rainbow" and ended with
a skit on "My Hero" from "The

she

Miami

number

was the

tion of the

.

Rhode House Orch;
o' My Heart"
other favor
Martinique a little over a year ago.
"Bachelor and the Bobby Soxer" ites. Gordon Polk, "Town Criers' They've' reached the point where
(RKO).
oomedian, gets chuckles with song they're able to bowrover most audiburlesques.
ences with comedy tune interpolaPackage here this week doesn't
Main comedy punch is provided tions, and as closer gives the show
rack up the reception -run of bills by Professor Backwards, who.so spe- a strong curtain.
in past month rated, though there's cialty is spelling and pronouncing
Mary Raye and Naldi again imenough balance and novelty for in reverse English tongue-twisters press with their lithe ballroom terps.
called out from audience. Act is an They hit their stride with their verpatron attraction.
Topliner Herb Shriner garner.s okay novelty. The Enierald Sisters sion of "Moonlight Sonata," thoralso include some funny- bumps in oughljr establish themselves with
heftiest 'palm-pounding via a sure
approach to laugh sides of their slick tumbling routines, 'whole "Beguine"
flre
and assure
applause
Olympia regulars, with his gently show clicks. Biz excei^onal when .-vcilues with the paso doble.
Corb.
delivered corn. Sasy style, and caught.
Comedy of the session is by Alan

the
many, especially in- nell and his assistants earne'd wn*
tribute of the King and Qucoi),
to
keep nrononncod it the finest and fininiest
than fio ihow they'had ever attended,

Will prefer
stageshows going rather
back to double features.

'

also Les Zoris,

,

,

,

(paper tearing), Synthia and Gladys
(Indian Clubs), The. Three Garcias
(acrobatic dancing), Levanda (foot
equilibrist), Marie Louise (trapeze),
Mariora
(juggler),
Olga Varona
(high rope), Eva May Wong (Chinese juggler). Ventriloquism from

.

.

Girl Pipers in full swing; Vic

& Joe Crastonian, a ballad from
Robert Wilson,' and a waterfall al
wide as the stage, a- device by
Jamfis Currie, never before seen m
the West End.
Second half opened with a potpourri of specialty acts, a regular
eight-ringed circus, with Terri Carol

1
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low volume

On

Chicago, Nov. 11.
Chi reviews of the touring
"Annie Get Your Gun." starring

Mps. Out

I

I

,

I

l(e*iwt o* Broadway producers,
with the okay of the League and the
Li-iwn's
nftAr a
A lapse
lanfie of
nf the
board, after
jimSta's VinarH
f»e*-bloOd provision for one year.
required under
is
No-, experience
i

\

the clause.'

veeks

were

In Tussle With Musicians' Union

all raves.

When

the star read some of
of her
Heller
Hnlliday, who is also in the cast,
the kid exclaimed: -"Isn't it
swell, mommy, that we got such
wonderful grades?"
in the presence
six-year-old"'
daughter,

S^ge Managers Assn.
Elects B3I Ross Prexy
The

newly-formed

(10). Others named were John
Esther Snowden,
ESrat, veepee;
recording secretary; William Hammersteln, corresponding secretary;

day

Norman

t-

Ulary' for Touring
Los Angeles, Nov.

Dnetol^jde

Miller, treasurer.

Those named to serve three years
on the council .are Sddie Diamond
and Chet O'Brien; two-year council
members are Hugh Bennie and Moe
Hack, while Frank Colletti and Barbara Adams will serve one year.
Group- was orijginally criticized as
forming a union within a unionj
but charges had been dropj>ed when
organizers stated that it was formed

candidates joined in recent
were Gilbert Miller, J." J.

ally,

ll.

Pulling a switch on the usual- pro-,
cedure. Jack Present and Harry
Vevin, lessees of the Belasco, Los
Angeles legit house, have, also leased
a show to go with it. Play, is "Mary
Had a Little," which they've rented

Mgrs.' Board

intact from producer
of
his backers for

Ai Rosen and

5%

and 10% of the

the gross take

profits.

never hit
New York, had a successful road
toiur of almost a year last season
with Edmund Lowe and Mary Brian
in the leads. Rosen pulled it ou^ of
production, however, when Lowe left
the cast. Present and Vevin have
been granted permission to take it
on-' the road again when it' finishes
Belasco run: tmder the same
its
although

"Mary,'-

to

.

-

teventhal, the Shuberts and TheaInc. There is no new-blood
(CVj
provision in the agreement for press

ATAM

hav*
group inan apprenticesh^ system, em1)170 ageits beinc required to be
employed in a senior agent's office
tor illree years before qualifying for

Igents, latter

.

Jefe F(»td Td

Whether

all

hands will agree on

a rigid premiere list is. uncertain,:
some managers being opposed to
ructions with the press, which takes
in radio commentators to some extent.
Understood one suggestion
in associate's rating.
Belasco Theatre Corp. has'obtained was to cut the first-night list
Stipulations in the Taft-Hartley
approximately 50%, but it's queslaW 'on unions -being required to ac- possession 'Of -the tiieatre from its
tionable whether- a majority of pro^
te^ new members does n«t appjyf former Idsee, tSaix. J.-J^elin, after
three years of squabbling between ducers will agree^ to such a radical
to AtAM, because fh^^ latter entered
slicing.
There is no League rule
into the basic agreement with th«ji the owners and the onetime Stxses:
or bylaw whereby members can be
IieagUe before the labor-curb act picture exhibitor. Latter still has an
forced to adhere to fixed press lists,
went into efteot. It has two more appeal pending from an eviction
but they will be asked to sign'
years before expiration. Ruling by order,' but he failed to post an instipulation to that effect anyway.
the iiTBtional Labor Relations Board demnification bond of $50,000 last
Some legit offices have been
made last week fully supports week as requiredi and the owners
finally took over; The lease expired watchdogs of the press list, espeAli&ICs position.
Sept 30. Tenants who^had offices in cially the Shuberts. They are among
tbe building were evicted and the leaders of present move^-. and some
furniture of one who was obstinate other managers mre ib agreement
ity
was carricd'onto the pavement Mon- with them in this instance. However, the Shuberts have sought to
day (10) by a marshal.
Sphere
It's
Owners will refurbish the theatre bar certain newspapermen for years
inside and put, also correct building from their theatres, but producers
Taft-Hartley
violations which Jelin tailed to do have denied their right to dictate
on that matter, insisting upon^ the
Squity's contention that it is a and which may result in further litigetting reviewers'
Arrangements for the con- "offenders"
tinion not encompassed by the Taft?^ gation.
tickets.
Hartley Jaw is given « novel ex- tinuance of "Burlesque" have been
Some producers have refused to
made,
revival
now
approaching
the
planation by the actors association.
become
involved in arguments with
52-week
mark
at
Belasco.
Leonthe
A. considered theory, not ^agreed to
the press pursued by the Shuberts
by all hands, is that its members en- ard Sang, who was .under salary for
and haven't been backward in tellter into individual contracts for their more thaa.a month, became. tlie maning them so. Under a state law,
cervices, that of acting, which is aging director of the theatre, and
which resulted from a Shubert sitBrofherton
Thomas
took
over
as
totdly different -from manufacturers.
uation in which they barred a newstreasurer.
> with: which federal laws are conman, no- person with a ticket can
lease
is
have
on
Jelin
supposed
to
a
cerned in interstate regulations, fact
be prohibited from a theatre as long
Circla.
International
Columbus
the
at
that actors often go from one state
as he has a -ticket.
to another does not interfere with House had one attraction, "Tlie Magic
Press list abuses have cropped
the actors association contention, it Touch," which flopped ou]t fiist, and
up, either at the iijistance of manthe theatre is now dark.
Is ar.gued, because such movements
agers or press... agents, some of
Kt not -accompanied with the shipwhom
are said 'to be partial for
ment of goods or materials.
personal
reasons
or * otherwise.
Decision to -file non-communist
ing

Hv^

Vacate Belasco

To

Yw&

to

%! Troq^

''{

-

Has

Why

Beyond

Law

Of

,

-

.

is required from officers and
in its own offices rather
with the National Labor fiela
•lions Board, stems from the same
theory.
No disputes are likely with
.oatiiB

coifflcillors

than

nuiiagers in light of

a

basic agree-

ment which spans the current seaand there are possibilities of revisions of the Taft-Hartley statute
during the regular session of Coneress which starts after the first of
the year.
However Equity Calls it•Klf a labor union,
has benefited

ion

item the status

and is an affiliate of
ne American Federation of Labor,
becapse of which some Equityites
Pelieve it is ^amenable
i^bor (uirb law.

to the

new

;

mm ROW

MUU

POSSIBDJUES

from

Brock Pemberton, president

the'

of the

League, resented the remarks, especially the Shubert reference.
The
musicians' squawk reportedly eoa«
cerns an agreement on ivacations for
those in theatre orchestras (which
settled some weeks ago), and

was

another issue on .the absence of a

four-man

pit bunch at the National,,
currently occupied by "Medea," a
tragedy. Only some Broadway the
aires with straight l>lays have house
orchestras.

League says the .union takes the
position that the -Shuberts should b«
forced to put an orchestra into th6
National, which they operate. The*
atre is known as a ''penalty" house,

and when musicians are used there
a higher wage rate applies. That
scale was paid last season when
"Call Me Mister" played the National
after an eight^man managerial committee adjusted a dispute with the:
union in connection -with the- revue.'

:

:

Union classifies theatres which use
need for a ballet com- straight plays and. do not use or-

Hurok

plan- chestras as "penalty!,' houses.
Union claims that Lee Shubert
ing to Paris within a -week. He'll
look over the" new Grand Ballet de verbally agreed to install a house orchestra when "Mister'' moved. None
Moiit^ Carlo, formed last spring by on. the committee apparently- knew
Marquis George de Cuevas, and the Of the^ Verbal promise;
Statement
Ballet des Champs. Elysees, in a&iix- denying the union's contention endtion to visiting London to gander the ed with: "The League cannot interpret its refusal to bring pressure on
Sadler's Wells Ballet Co.
Hurok is believed ready to nego- a member (Lee Shubert) to accede
tiate with the marquis, to book the to an unfair demand on the part of
the union as a failure to secure fullatter's company here next season.
There's a possibility, too, if the two fillment of an agreement by one of
pany, impresario Sol

is

members."

its

tie up, that Hurok will
Union claims that when it agreed
bring the Grand Ballet to New York
in the spring. He hj^s seven weeks to retain the old penalty scale of
of ballet commitments next spring $115 per man it was conditional upon
at the Met Opera House, jvrith the a contract to be signed later that
Ballet Theatre inked in for only four house orchestras be jregularly used
weeks, so that Hurok must present at the NationaL Union states that
something there for the additional when its basic agreement with the
League -expires as of Labor Day,
three weeks.
1948, it will not renew" the pact but
Plis trip abroad is also tied in with
-will negotiate with producers, inthe city of New York's jubilee cele- dividually.
bration next season, which includes
Local 802's agitation is

managers

-

held by

an international dance festival to be
directed by Hurok. Hurok may pact
several companies jor the celebration, witih the Met as the likeliest
theatre for their appearance.

some to. be a reaction of a situation
in Cincinnati, where the musicians
local is at odds with the Shuberts
over their dropping of house orchestras when straight plays appear
Hurok, who booked the Original in that stand. One claimed' result
Ballet Russe, directed by Col. Vas- is the cancellation of '« dozen or
sily de Basil, throughout, the U. S. a: more musicals supposed to have been
year ago, has been fflling his ballet booked into Cincinnati this season.

those to

CARH

.

.

man was named

'spring,

dramas,

union,

came

Charles Ri lucci, secretary of
local, in a letter to the League.

OF DRAMATiSlS

wishes.

the

Comments

exist."

,

wntract

with

believed dic-

.

suddenly doesn't

MO^ HART NEW PR€Z

without

breach

when

move

it

ADVAI^E SALE

Nederlander capitulated when his
Jitorney affirmed the allegation of a

^®eing

burn

his

.

When we want something

thing.

from the League

FOR D'OYLY

'

theatre.

showmen

by

is "strictly a paper organization operated for the benefit of
the Shuberts.'^ Local 802 adds that
the League "consistently, fails to
assume responsibilities for contractual obligations . .
It only acts as
an organization when it wants some-

avers

it

first-night tickets are not used by
whom they are issued, and commitments: this season either with
they contend that those tickets his Mark6va<-Dolin Co. or with BalPossibilities \ ol
^The Iceman should be .returned for distribution let Theatre. He isn't certain to have
Cometh" reaching the boards again at the managers' discretion. Such Ballet Theatre available for book- $75,000
are being mUlledi but a number of diversion of first-night tickets is ings next season, hence his interest
CO.
problems must be solved before that blamed on the issuance of half a in lining up another troupe.
First ad for the D'Oyly , Carte
coidd be accomplished. Chances are dozen or mdre pairs to each of some
Ballet Theatre has been contacting
that the Eugene O'NeiU, drama will dailies.
managers direct for bookings next operetta company, coming to Broadway from England ior a season at
not be revived until next season.
season, thus enabling them to save
It's conceded that "Iceman'^ would
on booker's commissions. Last week the Century, a big capacity house
currently occupied by the musical
be a valuable road property if the
BT wrote to over 600 managers, col- click,
"High Button Shoes," appeared
play were revised to normal length,
leges, clubs, etc., to discuss next seain Sunday's (9) papers, but the adbut the author has been adamant
GUILD
son's, lineups. BT may stiU fill some
vance sale prior to the extra-space
against 'slicing the script. Fact that
of
dates
Hurok's
if
the
latter
hasn't
Moss Hart was elected president
insertions was of record proportions.
the Theatre Guild decided not to
his
own
company.
As
to
the
spring
send the play to the road this fall of the Dramatists Guild at the an-i- engagement at the Met, BT wants to Up to late last week the advance apmay influence O'NeiU to cut "Ice- nual membership meeting Monday see how it makes out at the b.o. dur- proximated $75,000, mostly in mail
He succeeds
orders.
Biggest individual order
man'' as he did his "Moon for the (10) in New York.
uig its four-week stint before agreecame from a G. & S. fan Who bought
^Misbegotten" during tryouts last Richard Rodgers. George S. Kauf-

OF ICEMAN' TOURING

"Iceman" has been translated into
a number of foreign languages, inLatest dillerenceg between David cluding Cliinese, and if done in
China it would be a comparatively
T. Nederlander, owner
'ot the Lafayette, Detroit,
and the ag«its and short performance. It will be presented as is in Sweden next month,
managers union were settled li
the first foreign presentation of
Week when he agreed to engage
Several- showmen
in
Union house manager. Nederlander "Iceman."
South American countries ha-ve orbalked at putting on a man when
son Jimmy -walked out after
dered translations, a fee being reargument and took a job in Toledo. quired for such work, but it's underResult was tiiat the management of stood that no 'guarantees of producAll Gaul Is Di-vided" paid the salary tion have been made other than
Scandinavian showings.
Not un01 a house manager during its threeWeek stay at the 'Lafayette to fore- likely that the performance of "Icewall threatened picketing of th«
man" in other countries will be cut

DETROIT

Sometimes

In a surprise
tated

Broadway producers genermembers of the
New York Theatres, which

especially

League of

it's

Although showmen of the League
New York Theatres were urged
attend a special meeting last
•Riursday (6) to consider a sharp
reduction in the number of firstnight press tickets, not enough members to constitute a quorum were
on hand. Around a score of pro- terms.
ducers discussed, the issue, however,
Show opened at the Belasco Sunand it was decided to put the matday (9) night, with John Hubbard,
ter up to the League's board. Most
and
showmen queried on the siltuation Claire Carleton, Fred Sherman
Oli-ver Smith in the top roles.
Gerald
appeared to be in agreement that
the first-night list has become unwieldy.
of

New York local 802 of the Ameri*
can Federation of Musicians has
blasted

Coast Pair Lease

Man-

Stage

agers Assn. composed of members of
the Actors Ektuiljr Assn., ^elected Bill
Ross as president at a meeting Mon-

company managers are per- purely for educational purposes.
John Golden, the producer, will
mitted to join ATAM. annually, so
the quota for such memberships t>e the first lecturer for the group
leaves only one more appointment when he discourses on the relation
Producing managers of the stage, manager to the producer.
season.
this
mrbose

IMartin,

Managers League Backs Shuberts

them

liive

I

Mary

nt legit-f

AOW production, there are an ungual number of ngents and ntanaList of ahcad-andters without Jota.
^ available
by the
bacK members
Theatrical Agents and
of
Assn.
Managers indicates the union membeapproximately
35%
is
|)et*ip
kiad last season itt employment. Up
week 55 press agents were
to this
jobless
plus
110
jobs
show
without

iompany managers.
Although there are plenty of commore
pany managers to be' had, tour
'have joined the' imion lately, as
iiermitted by the basic agreement's
iigew blood" clause with the League
Theatres. New memof 'New York
\^ets were admitted to ATAM at the

'

57

Teacher's. Pet

id Last Seas(m

Reflecting tli«

,

regard

to

the

author's

two other unusually long
"Strange Interlude" and

O'Neill's

to engage Paul Williams, a "Mourning Becomes Electra," were
Metroiter, as house manager, Htter done in foreign countries with a
"IS son refused
sev&A times to t«- stipulation against cutting, but they
turn to the
I^ifayette job.
Pay is were "abridged," the dramatist hav«33.50 weekly.
ing received considerable royalties.

vicepresident and

Herbert Kubly secretary.
Elected to serve on the Guild
council until 1950 were Edward
Childs
Carpenter,
Augustus
O.
Goetz, Oscar Hammerstein^ 2d, Hart,
George Kelly, Alan Jay Lerner,
Howard Lindsay, Rodgers, Arthur
Schwartz and Victor Wolfson.
Elected Guild representatives on
the Authors League council until
1949

were Maxwell Anderson, Rus-

ing to fill in the three extra weeks
is obligated for there.
(B'T
cqjens a fall engagement at the N. Y.
City Center Nov. 19).

Hurok

Meantime, BT has pacted with the
Republic of Colombia for a month's
engagement in January in Bogota,
Colombia capital, having received its
i$40,000 guarantee demanded. Troupe
will fly south in the biggest mass

Grouse, Dale Eunson, Otto Har-

bach, Lillian Hellman,- Lindsay, Paul
Osborn, Elmer Rice, Rodgers, Kurt
Weillj Wolfson and Stanley Young.

monologs.
Acufess is booked for a four week
season in which she plays four matinees and four nights each week.
i

his tickets toteling.$275.

*

When the British group was last
in New York it played at the Beck, a
more intimate theatre. Century being
a

1,660-seater.

20,

"Shoes" booked a flock of theatre
which will , expire next
when the musical will move
the Shubert, currently tenanted
by a revival of "The First Mrs.
Fraser." Next incoming musical is
"Angel in the Wings," known as

lets.

"Heaven Help the

movement
dancers and

in

ballet

staff,

—65

history

20 regular

mu-

augmented by an additional
and sets and costumes for 28 balTroupe will leave Miami, Jan.
in four chartered planes, with
9,
baggage following in four more
BUTH DSAFER IN LONDON cargo planes. Engagement will open
Jan. 11 at Teatro de Colon.
London, Nov. 11.
Visit will tie in with ninth PanOpening at the Criterion theatre
yesteixlay
(Mon.),
Ruth Draper American conference of 21 nations.
scored in a program of her customary Ballet performances wiU be varied

sel

tickets for himself, wife and five
children for all seven D'Oyly Carte
bills,

sicians

parties

month,
to

Angel.<!" in -sumspots, dated for Dec. 10 at the
Coronet, left temporarily dark when
"All My Sons" left for the road lasi

mer

Saturday

(8).

'Carousel' for Toledo
'

Toledo, Nov. 11.
with symphony concerts, BT's orch
"Carousel" has been booked into
Combining with tiie National Sym- the 3[,400-seat Paramount for three
phony Orchestra of Cblombia for 14 evening performances and a matinee,
such events.
Dec. 15-17.
,

^
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.

•

.
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Nde Stuff
ATAM,

UnioD

Treasurers

Release

Ptobably only a few intimate friends of <JeUtii Burgess (the novelist)
that his wife, who died recently, had been a successjCiA actress'
prior
to her marriage and adoption of literary work. At the turn ol the cen.

knew

Personnel

'47-48

of

List

Season

The Assn. of Theatrical Agents and Managers has released exclusively to Variety its currently active list
sec-treasurer, incluijes permnel
o£ members now employed. The list, compiled by Milton Weintraub,
in air Broadway and out-of-town legit theatres," plus their attraction (if any).
Included in the lists also are the bosoflice stafts of Broadway theatres, iia released by the treeisurers and

ATAM

Jimmy Murphy and Morris Seamon.

ticket-sellers'

NEW yOEK
"Masie

My

in

Smith.,.

Tj.

. ,

JJeL'U

.

"Mon

ahVl-Supel'man"
''Voloe o£ the Turtle"

. . .
.

.

.

.......

BiiijHi

.V

. .

.

"All Jnanector

. .

.

Lpuia' Ijijtlto.
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Upon retiring from the stage she wrote for, the Century, Collier'*
M^cClUre's, Itadies Borne Journal and assisted her husband on many of
his works, $he bad planned' even a more extensive literary program
'
which had been impeded by ill health.
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had toured for several seasons "with the late'
Richard Mansfield, who despite his reputation for harshness, had recog*^
nized her talents and gave her important rolea in "Peer Gyiit" and other
of his productions. Prior to his death, he had planned a production
of
."Borneo' and Juliet" and selected* her for latter role. She had also
played principal roles in productions of Margaret Wycheriy and Viola
tury, as Estelle Loomls,' she

. ,

,

Alleged promotion boner^for Cleveland "Merry Widow" at Civic Audimore boiatb^attention than it would 'had it been done conventionally. Through a mail-packaging error by a clerk, press agent's
ballyhood cards reading "You may not look like-Allan Jones but you may
see him in "Merry Widow" were seht to women, while the same plug for
Dorothy Sandlin was mailed to men. Two ^newspaper columnists who
didn't resemble Miss Sandlin, ran long ribbing articles about the farcical
mishap before realizing it alj might have been a deliberate gag. Mistake
also copped an unusual amount of free newspaper space, for a legit
attraction, by using film exploitation tricks such as star tieups with hotels
talent searches, stores and, personal appearances in various charity campaigns, etc. Saul Richman is the p.a.
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With a Gun?"
Musical is announced to play the Shubert (former HJajestic) for 12
weeks, in compliance with the star's request that "Annie" not be boojked
for extended periods in any stand outside of New York,' Where Ethel Merman continues in the title role of the original company Which is Still sell-
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Operations to ageiitlng. Miss Manolidou, incidentally, recently returned
to Greece after spending more than
-in

New York

studying the

performance of the play's Broadway
star, Ingrid Bergman.
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singers
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booking

Belsman

Agency, which up until a
ago concerned itself
with booking bands and
and then added a legit

weeks

mostly

............ John Little

Louis

Gale Sets 'Joan' Tour
Gale

Pittsburgh

St,

division, has gotten the
rights to, handle date-setting for
"Joan of Lorraine," Jules Leventhal
package which hits the road late' in
December,
Further legit bookings here: "O,
Gale's first date for it is at the
Mistress, Mine," March 3; "Song of Lyric theatre, AUentown, Pa„ Dec.
Norway," April 21; "Harvey," April %6: Bob Bundy heads the new de14.
13,
partment.
:

With Oscar Hammerstein II and'hjs wife on a Norses-Country holiday,
Richard Bodgers may get to do some work on his Autobiography for
Little, Brown book publication, long overdue. Meantime,
the team is
mulling a musical version of "Charley's Aunt"
Vexed with Wdlcott Gibbs' severe pan of their "Allegro" in the New
Yorker, plus foUowups of like nature, the Theatre Guild is taking ad
space in the weekly quoting favorable press notices.

field.

.....'... P.

Three More for

Otttafaa,

Omaha, Nov.

A Touch of Brimstone," produced on Broadwav in 1935 by John
Golden, had the same type of leading character, that of
a tempestuous legit
producer, as in Frederic Wakeman's bestseller, "The Saxon Charrii."
Brimstone," which lasted less than two months, was written by Leonore
Kaghan and Anita Phillips, latter having been wed to the showman.
'Rain* as

ANT Opener

The American Negro Theatre will
its eighth season in Harlem
late this month witb a musical version of "Rain," by John Colton and
open

Clemence Randolph. Alice Childress
and Alvin Childress, who were
Produced by Arts, Inc., play's bow prominent in the original Broadway
production
of "Anna- Lucasta," will
marks the initial step of that firm
into .legit
presenting.
Company, play the leads, Warner Watson will
which maintains offices in New direct.
Richard
Brown,
who staged "Our
York, previously had confined its

a year

Miiineapolia

Lyceum

.

Recent passing of Dudley Digges^ 68, prominent professionally on both
was followed by unu.sual comments of intimates, some expressing
the_opinipn that he no longer had the, will to live. ActOr, who appeared
in "The Iceman Cometh," lasted but two months after the loss of his
wife, to whom he had been wed for 40 years. She was stricken aboard
\
boat late in August on the way to Fire Island, L. I., where they had
purchased a house. He was third vee^ee pf EqjUty. Rayjnond Massey
has succeeded him to the post.

stay there.

,

.

Ro'uert Mt-Cali

Playhouse

';.
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........... ..L.

Greek version of Maxwell Ander"Joan of Lorraine" opens today (Wed.), at the Kotopouli theatre,
Athens, with Vasso Manolidou portraying the title* role.
Playwright
Anderson is attending the drama's
preem in the Greek capital. Accompanied by his- wife, he recently
sailed for Britain and planed "to
Athens Saturday (8), for a 10-day
son's

Manley
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true of the concert

Gt.

Jr.

.

closed

Recently an application for relief was' made to the Actors Fund on
behalf of a former grand opera singer more than 80 years of age, who is
cast, will prevent the indigent
and' living in N.,Y,'s Italian colony. Fund responded that, refrom leaving town for at least gretfully, it could not
aid in that instance, it being stated by an officer of
a month.
"Moon" closed its local the theatrical charity
run at the Corpnet theatre Sunday pated nor contributed that the Metropolitan Opera Co. had never particito the Tund.
Same non-cooperation appears to be
night (9).

Greek Bow;
Anderson Sees Preem
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Civic
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Julius Spet'ler

48th. St.

Imi^^^l'

Erianger
Chicago,
,'
Blackstonfe

„

the Royale) after one week tagged the farce as one of the "worst"
plays ever.' It deliberately, opened in opposition to "This Time TomorrCw"
(which also got 100% adverse notices) but the tactic didn't work, second-stringers being as adamant' as the top critics probably would have
been. Disregarding the bad press, extra-space ads appeared in the dailies
citing the "hundreds" of laughs claimed to imbue "Honeymoon." Equity,
which gives away tickets to unemployed members, even had some ducats
for the flop's first night.
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Reviews on "Trial Honeyiftoon," which opened on Broadway and
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engagement of the legiter,
"Dark of the Moon," in which he was
slated to co-star with Carol Stone
at the Geary, starting in mid-November.
Recent illness ot Victor Fleming
and the resultant delay in the filming of "Joan," in which Hatfield is
cisco
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Medium" and "The Telephone".

Mistress Mine'
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Best performances are given by
performers Leslie Victor, Will
-Rees and Hilda Scurr. Last-named,
although doing some radio now, was
trained in legit. John Sykes' production is somewhat uneven.'
legit
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•'Red Mill".

."Oklahoma!"

"Song

despite criticisms of overacting directed
against
Lyndall Barbour,
radio
actress.
featured
Several
radio players are in this production.

.

*Mn rkova^Doiin

30.

Joan Temple's "No Room at the
which preemed Oct. 27, may
up & reasonable run at the
Minerva for Whitehall Productions,
Inn,"

chalk

...lack Potter. . .
Ca.-^ad
• ..C,
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unidentified author of a; comedy that's very well regarded by the
M(rho'Ve .read the script is being urged' to permit its production, but is loath to see it reach the boards because he is known as
a
serioos dramatist.
Writer has told intimates that a laugh show might
affect his *ep for serious plays, his literary ,age»t agreeing with the aiL.
thor's contention. Friends have ^ different slant, saying that the comedy
would more likely win his recognition for versatility.
Script was written six years ago and revisions are necessary before the
play would be ready for production. Author, while still hesitaiit, said
he'd rewrite the play provided he found the time within the next few

few persons

BOAD
Attriictiwn
"AijtojVy
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79th week.
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its
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Chicago received "Annie Get Your Gun" when it opened there
week, with Mary Martin topping tlie touring cast, may be gauged by

the- spread' headlinfr'wver'' Claudia Cassidy .review in the Chi Tribune:
"What Is This About a Limited Engagement? Do
Have to Keep 'Annie'

'

.

.

11.

Lani" for the Henry Street

ment

Settle>last spring, will assist as tech-

nical

director,

Frank

UA

Fields,

who

wrote music for the
film, "Body
:and Soul," has contributed an origi*
nal score, and Pearl Primus will do
the choreography,

LUCILLE BALL DOING

MEAM GIRL' ON COAST
Los Angeles, Nov. Hi
Lucille

Ball,

who appeared

in

performances of "Dream
Girl" last summer, signed to star
in the piece for two weeks at the
Curran theatre, San Francisco, with
a road tour to follow if her filni
commitments permit.
is
Jules
producer,
Leventhal,
rounding up an eastern supporting
cast for the Coast 'run.
strawhat

Would Bond Aud
San Antonio. Nov. 11.
Users of the Municipal auditorium

Betty Smith Play for Yale
hereafter will be required to post an
indemnity bond of either $500 or
New Haven, Nov. 11.
First major production for Yale .$1,000, according to an annoijnceDrama Department this term will be mcnt by Mayor Alfred Callaghan.
"First in Heart," Nov, 12-15, writ- The -action was taken after extenten by Betty Smith, who penned sive damage to the house and seats
"A Tree Grows in Brooklyn." Play following recent events,
is based on historical events set in
Besides, various types of road
Illinois in the 1840s.
shows, it is home of the San Antonio
This will be the drama depart- symphony orchestra. It is also used
ment's first production under the for boxing and wrestling shows.
setup which in,filudes Marc Connelly According to the Mayor, if he baa
as
successor to Walter Prichard his way the latter type Of show
Eaton.
would not be permitted there.
-

g

)

.

LEGITIMATE

Wednesday, November 12, 1947

$48M Qikago;

a Record

'Annie'

LARAINE-PECK $20,000;
'MISTER' 21G IN FRISCO
San Francisco, Nov. 11.
"Angel Street," with Iiaraine Day
and (Gregory Peck, chalked up a
good third week gross of $20,000 at
the l;550-seat Geary. Previous week

Chicago, Nov. 11. -f
After a delayed start, the local
up with a bang
lefiit season picked
praclast week with top grosses
Advance sales
fiesllly every house.
have fceen the heaviest in- many
years and the matinee biz has been
near capacity.

JOE

m

E.

WEY'

BROWN

STRONG

PIH

$22,500,

Pittsburgh, Nov.\ 11.
,

Joe E. Brown production of "Har'Annie Get Your Gun," which vey" pulled a strong $22,500 in the
opfened Nov; 3, broke house records first of its three weeks at the Nixon.
with staggering $48,500 the first week Advance sale indicates the next two
Mistress Mine,"
at the Shubert. "O
cantos
will be even better.
The
nreeming the same, day at the Sel- comedy .got away to a slow start,
wyn hit sellout figure of $27,000. but when all three critics went overAll the others did well with the ex- board, the line at the boxoffice
Bean"
ception of "Late Christopher
formed immediately. The show has
theatre, with a slim
Civic

the

at

a $3.60 top.

Change in booking's b r i n g in
Bobby Clark's "Sweethearts" here
ni^t (Mon.) at the Civic theatre for Christmas and New Year's,
Chevalier arrived the
*^"^11

Gaul

Divided" opened

Is

last

and Maurice

same night for a, week at the ErOnly other immediate prosianger
pect is "All My Sons," due Monday
?17) at the Erlange*.
Estimates tor Last Week

•

weeks, opening Dec.

Tonr Gun," Shubert Christmas week.
.

week). TeriflE $48,500.
Advance sale repotted topping $200,'

'Weakness' $6,500, Denv.

Denver, Nov. 11.
Blackstone
"The Fatal Wealcrifess," with Ina
week). Sock $23,'
Saturday matinee biz very Claire, did a fair $6;500 at the 3^270000.
seat city auditorium.
heavy and holiday mail orders coiAPlayed two nights and a matinee
to* In already.
„.
'^late Christopher <'Bean," Civic at a $3;6a top.
Theatre (900; $3.60) (3d week).
Show closed Nov. 8 with light $12,"CliAeoIate

'

Soldier,"

(1,358; $4.80) (5th

.

.

Current Road Shows

000.

«0 Mistress Mine," Selwyn (1,000;
Smash $27,000.
$3.60) (1st week).
with advance already past $150,000.
"Private Lives," Harris- (1,000;
Rain hurt
(13th week).
About
ednesday matinee a bit.
t.60)
$21,000.

Spike Jonei^ "Musical DepreciaStudebaker
(1,246;
Revue,"
tion
$3.60). Corking $22,500.

(Period cohering PTow. 10-22)
"All My Sons" --r Erlanger, Buffi
(10-13); Aud., Roch. (14-15)} Err
.

langer, Chi. (17-22).

"Angel In The WInga"—Playhouse,
Wil. (21-22).
Frisco,
"Angel
Street''— Geary,
(10-15); Met, Seattle (17-22).
Anna Lucasta." Roy<>l Alex.,
Toronto (10-15); Hanna, Cleve. (17-

—

22),

Crix Raye, Public Nixes,

"Annie Get Your

Are' 21€;

Chi. (10-22).

'Moon' Winds at 24€,

LA.

Los Angeles, Nov. 11.
Local legit outfits pondered an
age-old question last week. ^'What
'good iii a Critic?" For 'the second
week a new entry
consecutive
bowed in to unanimous acclaim front
the downtown dailies and failed to
(record anything greater than what
rmiSlt be called curiosity crowds.
Two weeks ago it was "The Voice
of the Turtle." Last week it was
"That's
Way Women Are,"
the
'Anglicized version of the Mozart
MUldest
opera, "Cosi Fan Tutte."
adjective in the reviews was "enchanting," but the crowds stayed,
laway, Piece registered a mild $2,500
ifor five performances, worst daily
.average Las Palmas tKeatre has had

':

,

:

—

;

.

some time.
"Dark of the Moon" finaled Sunday (9) after a five- week, three-day
&tand which registered an impressive

Det.

(10-15);
(17-22).

Ballet

—

(10);

Cass,

Royal Alex., Toronto
Hall, Wash.
(11-12); Lyric,

Xheatre—Con.

Mosque,

Pitt.

Balto. (14-15).

Mister,"

Boston, Nov.

Two

openers

both

"Trial

—

"Fatal

Weakness"— Biltmore,

L. A.

ia

"liarvey"— Nixon,
"I

Pitt.

Bemcmber Mama"

House,

all

Monday

(17).

Lou" follows Tuesday

"A
bur

Streetcar

Named

.^Legmd of
(18)

Plymouth,'
Estimates for Last

at the

Week

Desire,"" Wil-

TemJessee Wil'
liams' play caught raves mixed with
enough indication tlie show was on
the rough side to do near-capacity
(1,241;

$3.60).

'

22).

"Blackouts

wk).

of

1947,"

(1,142;

El Capitan

$2.40).

Another

although

some

matinee

variance

gross approached $40,000. Final
is current;

week

CHEVALIER WOWSBRASS;

FOR

$18,500
Maurice

WASfl.

WK.

Chevalier's

Hse., Bost.
(10-15); Shubert, Philly (17-22).
Nat'l, Wash.
"Song «t
(10-22).

—
—

•

,

,

(10-15); Shubert, Bost.

l*eUcan Sets

Femme

Cast

For 'Bernarda Alba'

Bow

"Voice of the Turtle"

by the late Spanish
playwright, Garcia Lorca. has been
played in Buenos Aires, Mexico Cit;^,
Pa|is and Prague, but never In the

—

Capitol,

Lake City (10); Aud., Laramie
(12); Chief, Colo. Spr. (13); Aud.,
(14); AUd., Pueblo (15); Centre, Bartlesville (17); Aud., Ponca
City (18); Home, Okia. City (19);
Aud., Little Rock (20); Con. Hall,
Salt

Denver

Los Angeles, Nov. 11.
All-femme cast hast been rounded
up for the first American showing of
"The House of Bernarda Alba," to Tulsa
be staged here Thursday (13), under
the banner of Pelican Productions.
Legiter, written

(17-22);

(2 2).

Shows

in

Rehearsal

,

Keeps

$3.60).

on

REVIVALS
"The First Mrs. Fraser," Shuhert
week) (CD-1,380; $4.80). Opened
midweek; most critics suggested
chances but Jane C&wl
praised; around i^jBtM, first five

(1st
last

doubtful

times.

'

$4 JO).

Indications

are

far

nearly $45,000.

week estimated

nee; takings last

"Bnrlesaue," Belasco (46th week)
(C-1,077; $4-.80). Nearing the year
mark; which is something fer a reapproached $14;000 last
week.

vival; pace

ADDED AVTBACTI0N

:Pi»yhouse

(865;

$4:80).

Atiother

two weeks for imported (French)
vaude topped by Edith Piaf; opened.
Oct. 30; approached $12,-00Q; tixaat
even breale,.

at

$18,500.

"Brieadoon," Ziegfeld (35th week)
Advance sale quoted
around $200,000, musical is selling
out all times, with gi'oss quoted

mm

(M-1,628; $6).

around

'Meiiiii

$43,000.

"Command

Decision," Fulton (6th

Philadelphia, Nov. 11.
week) (D-968; $4.80). Selling out
"Sweethearts," playing the first of
performances except midweek
matinee, and the quoted gross is a threerweek return engagement, this
time at the Forrest, got a good $22,$21,500.
"Call ate Mister," Plymouth (82d 500 last' week. Bobby Clack got rewe^) (R<-1,075; $4;80). Road ver- newed raves from the crix and by
sion of revue fold on Coast and the end of the week the show was at
original
announcing last weeks; solid capacity. That apparently diss-

all

dipped to $20,500.
"Finian's Rainbow,"

46th Street
(44th week) (M-1,319;- $6). Weekly
takings never vary; gross of $42.00()
means standees.
'For Love or Money," Miller (1st
"Week) (C-840; $4.80). Drew mixed
notices, mostly skeptical, but business
indicated
some
boxoffice
strength; claimed around $10,000 in
first seven times.
"Happy
Birthday,"
Broadhurst

week) (C-1,160; $4.80). Was
'slightly underquoted previous weelc,
and last week had around the same
(54th

count; nearly -$22,500.
"Harvey," 48th St-. (159th week)
(C-902; $4.20). Started on its fourth
year despite road show and seems
destined to span the season; takings
very strong at tliis period: of run;
.

over $17,000.
"High Button

Shoes,"
Century
(6th week) (M-1,670; $4.80). Popular
musical comedy one of the fail's
standout arrivals; getting capacity,
with the gross count over $41,500.

"HbW

week)
play

I

Wonder," Hudson

(CD-1,057; $4.«0).

another

(6th
Slated to

week when

.

parties,

which have supported the

boxoffice,
further; $13,000
approximately; "Voice of the 'Turtle"
will replace.
"Icetime of 1948," Center (24th
week) (M-2,994; $2.40). Close to the
half-year run mark and figures to

down

go through winter at Radio City
around $33,500.
"John Loves Mary," Music Box
(40th week)
(C-979; $4.80). Approaching 10th month, and laugh
show stiU prospering; slightly improved up to Saturday; $15,500.
"Music in My Heart," Adelphi
(Oth week) (0-l,434; $4.80).
Had
one less party; faring fairly well,
with night performances big; eased
oif under $26,000.

theatre;

G«t

on

tops straight plays.

VBorn Yesterday," Lyceum (93d
week) (C-993; $4.80). Sells out nightly and only offish at midweek mati-

'!OkIafaoma!",
St.
James (248th
week) (M-1,505; $4.80). Broadway's
'Rose Marie'-'Widow'
run leader continues to click oif one
Balto
$15,000
profitable
week
after
another;
but dipped to around $20,000.
Baltimore, Nov. 11.
"The Heiress," Biltmore (6th
Shubert revivals of "Rose Marie"
and "The Merry Widow" split lasts week) (D-920; $4.80). One of the
week at Ford's here and managed an season's earliest indicated clicks dedifference of opinion, with
ail right $15,000 total. In currently spite
with a fine advance sale is Gertrude gross quoted at nearly $22,500.
"The Druid Circle," MorOsco (.^d
Lawrence in "Tonight at B;30."
"The Firefly" and "Oklahoma!" are week) (D-935; $4.80). Status not yet
cleais
quoted
at around $12,500.
set to follow in order, the latter for
"The Voice of the Turtle," Beck
a two-week stretch.
(187th week) (C-1,214; $3.60). Another week in this house and wfll

Week

"Angel In the Wings"---Marjorie
and Sherman Ewing.
'Lucasta'M9d8G,6uff.
"Gentleman From Athens"—MarBuffalo, Nov, 11.
tin Gosch and Eunice Healey,
Cast includes Ona Munson, Helen
"Anna Lucasta," playing its first
"The Legend of Lou"— Hall ShelFreeman, Mary Servoss, Gertrude
Buftaln pngagement hit tinder exHoffin&n, .Ruth Sanderson, Margerie tOxi,
pected figures.
Nelson, Frances fley and Koseanne
"The Late George Apley" (road by
In four performances at $.3.60 top
Murray.
show got only around fair .$8,000.
truck)— Walter Davis.
'

(C-1,064;

,

original continued- to standees;

expire; eased

week.
Nbtway"—
Rain Dampens 'Carnnsdl^
"Dark of the Moon," Coronet (5th
wk) (8 days) (255; $3.60). Last eight
"State ot the Union"— Parkway,
days registered okay $4,500 for $24,- Madison (10-11); Aud., La Cross (13);
But Strong 32G in St. L.
100 total. Scheduled tour pos-tponed Aud., St. Paul (14-15); Coliseum,
St. Louis, Nov. 11.
due to the inability of co-star Hurd Sioux Falls (17); Orpheum. Sioux
Almost continuous rain for a week
Hatfield to leave town as a result City (18); KHNT, Des Moines (19);
exacted
its toll at
the American
of film commitments.
Music Hail, K. C. (20-22).
"Streetcar Named Desire"— Wilbur, theatre, where the Rodgers-Hammer"That's the Way Women Are,'
stein musical, "Carousel," wound up
Ias Palmas (4 days) (388; $3) About Bost. (10-15); Walnut, Philly (17-22).
Forrest, Philly the first of two weeks Saturday (8).
"Sweethearts"
half-full with $2,500 for five perWith the 1,700-seat house scaled to
(10-22)V
formances;
Shubert, Philly $4.88, top admish price of the cur"Tlie Firefly"
"The Voice of the Turtle," Bilteight
performances
rent
season,
more (2d wk) (1,636; $3.60). Word- (10-15); Fords, Balto. (17-22).
an estimated $32,000. Crix
"The Red Mill"— English, Indpls. grossed
of-mouth boosted tally to $13,000 for
went heavily for the piece and cast.
(10-15); Davidson, Mil. (17-22).
$22iS00 'on two weeks, mild.
"Tonight at 8:ao"—Fords, Balto.
.

,

thte

at

single stanza;

"Show Boat"— Opera

''Yooue Mants Fancy," Cort (28th

week)

1,164;

(Drama)

Chicago hailed the touring company

around

—

.(281st
$17,000

tional.

going with aid of cutrating; bettering even break; but off to $6,000 last
week.

"Medea," National (3d week) (D-

Week

D
R

Saturday affected by downpour,
which dented most others.
"Annie Get TTonr' Gun," Imperial
(78th week) (M-1,472; $6.60). While

"Eastward in Eden," Plymouth
Play based on life of
(1,461; $3.60).
Emily Dickinson drew cordial notices all around as a distinguished
offering, but it isn't catching on too

—
—

.

:

help at all; severely panned and
yanked Saturday (8); house dark
until "Medea" moves in from Na-

.

Estimates for Last

Keys: C iComedy),
(JD (Comedu-DrotHa)

current.

—

,

first

to $4SiO0O, \as expecteS;
"AaMnspeetor Calls," Booth (3d
week) (D-71Z; $4.80). Better, and
with, the aid of one party takings
approximated $13,500: window sale

(10-22)..

— Mem. Hall,

and

been completely done over); and
"The Merry Widow" at the Opera

in next week, "Tonight at 8:80,"
at the Shubert; "The Medium," reopening the Majestic as a legiter for
the first time in years (house has

Washington, Nov. 11.
one - weelc
Dayton (10-11 ); Hartman, Col. (12- stint at the National proved to be
15); Locust, Philly (17-22).
the theatre event of tlie season,
Windermere's
Fan"—
Colo"Lady
cUcking with equal strength at b.o.
$24,100. "Voice of the Turtle" wound
-Up its two-weeker on a building, note nial, Bost. (10-22).
society
columns.
and in -the
Solo
"Legend of Lou" Playhouse, Wil. act, which turned in a hefty $18,500
with a sUll only fair $22,500 total.
Belasco relit Sunday with "Mary (14-15)-; Plymouth, Bost. (17-22).
to the cash register, brought out the
Belasco, international set in pre-war style.
"Mary Had A Little"
Had A Little," and.Ina Claire and
her, 'The Fatal Weakness" com- L.A. (10-22).
Nightly array of brass, dressed to
Walnut, the hilt and almost hysterical with
"Medium," "Telephone"
pany moved into the Biltmore last
Philly (10-15); Majestic, Bost. (17- enthUxSiasm
for
their
continental
night (10). Pelican Productions, lo
favorite, hypoed the lagging upper
cal outfit, rekindles the
Coronet 22
"6 Mistress Mine"—Selwyn, Chi. tiers of theatre until, by week's end,
Thursday night (13) with the Amerentire house was capacity.
ican premiere of "The House of (116-22).
Community, Her"Oklahoma!'
"Song of Ncrway" opened yesterBernarda Alba," last play of the
tete
Spanish
Garcia shey (10-15); Mosque, Richmond (17- day (Monday) for the u.sual fortnight
playwright
22).
session, with the Shubert revival of
Iwrca.
"Private Lives"— Harris, Chi. (17Firefly" foUowuig Nov. 24 for a
Estimates for Last Week

'

was pounced
end of one

at the

critics

nighters, and stay doubtful after
subscription period of around three
weeks; $9,500 estimated.
"Trial Honeymoon," Royale (C-1,035; $3.60). Moderate scale didn't

bow

(10-22).
(10-22).

Honeymoon"

upon and yanked
week.

Thumbed down by

goodby engagement; last week tak(Revue), ings up over $29(000; moves to Royale.
next month to make way for "Crime
M iMnsical), 0 (.Operetta),
and Punishment.".
"Allegro," Majestic
(4th week)
"Man aiid Superman," Alvin (5th
(M-1,695; $6). Fortified by a record
advance sale and theatre parties week) (00-1,331; $&.40). Drawing
which extend through the winter; standees since debut and looks set
new musical topping^ the field; up for run; quoted at $31,500 and more;

—

"Chocolate Soldier"
Blackstone,
Chi. (10-22).
Curran, Frisco
"Dream Girl"

bet-

11;

week,

last

—

M)aurice Chevalieivr-Eiianger, Chi.

was somewhat

l)iz

verse press but claimed climbing
business 'after the premiere; revival
of "The First Mrs. Fraser" drew
mostly doubtful notices, too, while

catching solid reviews but splitting
on public acceptance.
"Streetcar
Named Desire" did biggest legit biz
so far this seasoh for an .opener,
while "Eastward in, Eden," almost as
cordially received, isn't catching on.
;Only debut tWs week, "Lady Windermere's Fan," bowed last night
(Mon.) at- the Colonial under Guild
auspices for a four-week run. Four

Spotty;

Hvddv Boy' YIG, 'Inspector' 13^/^
Broadway

X^j-^

BostmC^oiers

Tme,'

Faer, Traser,'

ter last week though all four new
week; shows didn't look especially promfollowing a bofit secOndTsemester ising. Two, however, may have a
$25,000. Tour tenninafed here,
In former fall
moderate chance.
seasons New York had "holiday"
when major football
weekends
games were played here, but the top
contest, between Army and Notre
'Streetear'
Dame was staged this year on the
latter's grounds Saturday (8). Weekend was virtually insured goodly
patronage through advance sales.
"This Time Tomorrow" may- not
survive after three-week subscrip.tion (Theatre Guild) period; "For
Love or Money" drew a mostly ad-

Blackouts of 1947"— El Capitan, well; with disappointing $4,000 estimated first seven times. Final week is
Hollywood (10-22).
Blackstone—Colonial, Akron (10 Current.
"Oklahoma!",
Colonial
(1,500;
11); WeUer, .Zanesville (12); Aud.,
$4.20).
Fifth and final week still
St.
Louisville <14>-IS); American,
SRO, With $31,000 estimated. Take
Louis (17-22).
Bon£o;" ("Calypso")
Shubert, on Qve weehis well above $150,000,
and could do it again anytime.
Bost. (10-15).
"Show Boat," Opera House (3,000;
"Carousel"— American, St. Louis
Second week jumped and
$4.20).
(10-15); Cass, Det. (17-22),
(10-15); Shubert-Lafayette. Det. (1722);

leve'

hit a nice $21,000 last

from the outset, with estiGun"—Shubert, business
mated $19,500 resulting. Final week

Antony and Cleopatra"

Women

llfay

Me

three-week run of "Call

which

"Show

'

•'Aniiie Get
(2 100; $6) (1st

'

25,' instead of
"Song of Norway"
Boat."
follows "Harvey" and after that
come three successive Shubert muThe Nixon will be
sical revivals,
closed
the first three days of

Broadway CUs; Hmkpmmhi' Quits,

was a big $23,000.
"The Climax," ,with Guy Bates
Post, opened at the 1,776-seat Curran, last night (Mon.), following the

59

pells fearg
about "Sweethearts'"
ability to hold up for a three weeks*
return. Regular .scale is $3.90 top,
tilted to $4.55 holidays

,

and Saturday

nights. Incidentally, "Show Boat" revival, skedded for the Shubert next
Monday (17), is season's fii'st offering to have a regular nightly scale
$4.55, although quite a few did last

year.

v

The novelty twin-bill, "Medium"
and, "Telephone," which drew the
first-string crix at the Walnut last
Monday (3) and won nice notices, is
one show that undoubtedly is benefiting by being on ATS subscription.
First week's gross was $19,000, satisfactory.

Last week's third musical arrival,'
the revival of Friml's "The Firefly,"
at the Shubert, was the '"felowest. It
got one panning notice and a couple
of tepid ones, managed to get $12,500,
mosdy late in the week and some derived from turn-aways at the For.

rest.

With "Medium" and "Firefiy" both
departing this week and the Locust
,

Monday (IT), there will
again be three openings the same
"A Streetcar Nanned Desire,*'
relighting

night.

the

new drama by Tennessee Wil-

liams, comes to the Walnut for a
fortnight.
The other arrivals are
"Show Boat," at the. Shuhert, and "I

Remember Mama,'^

at

the Locust;

Latter, is set for four weeks. '.'Show
Boat," originally mentioned for fiv0
weeks, seems likeiy to be cut to four.
"Angel in the Wing.s," the revue'

which played the strawhat circuiti
comes to the Fori-est for two weeks
beginning Nov. 24. It will be followed by Gertrude Lawrence in "Tonight at 8:30," also for two, and then
the

new

hattan,

musicalj

"Make Mine Man-

probably opening Dec.

22.

Hie Locust will probably relight the
same night with the comedy tryout,
"Strange Bedfellows-."

'Windermere' Fair $13,000
In 5 Performances, N. H.
New Haven, Nov. 11.
"Lady Windermere's Pan" played
a four-day stand last week (5-8) at
the Shubert, getting a fair gross of
$iS,000 for five performances at $3:6ff
top.

This week brings the "Rose Marie"-

"Merry Widow" bill, followed by two
weeks of the film, "The Outlaw."
and Cleo- Bobby Clark is due Dec. 1 with
patra" dated to debut-here Nov. 26. "Sweethearts" for a full week, and
"The Winslow Boy," Empire (2d the season's next premiere is slated
for
mid-December when "Make Mine
week) (D-1,102; $4.80). First full
wep.k approximated $17,000; very Mp.iihnttan" arrives.
good gross aided by strong press.
Musicals pencilled tor January in'"This' Time Tomorrow," Barry- clude "Song of Notway" and "Stumore (1st week) (D-1,064; $4.80). dent Prince,"
move;

$8,500;

"Antony

'

.

.

,

Plays Out of

Town
\

Twnifllit «i

main honors go to Sarah Burton, as
the lachrymose sister, Lavinia, and
Philip
Tonge,, 'as
Burrows, the
Homt'i- C'livrart (In (issQi'liitlon with l.mvls
ancient, deaf fai-nily retainer.
ti Youns) imnluu't ion ol' soi'iea of oiu'-ix't
liiM'iruilH
Stlir.s
As the playlet develops, sister
plajs liy Noel Cowiiril;
Cirahum I'u.vn. Noi'itli Lavinia, aide4 by several drinks of
Willi
I-awremp,
Hammt, \"alei'ie l'oss:u-t. riillii) Tonsf, and Madeira, spills the beans about "poor
i>iitivi>
DirecleiMiv -CoWHrrt;
S:ii-!ih isui-lon,
produotlnn npyijiiKMl aivd Itghted liy OiJoiKP Papa," which is the highlight of the
Jenkins: i<owns l',v Hut(le (^livnogic; nmsi- Comedy,' telli"ng how the old scoundrel
liimtTun. Frank 'i'oura; Uanres iJy left naost o£ his money to certain
Ciil
McCin'tw,
OpiMveil at
Kh-liani BavsiTOV.
ladies of London, and how she and
Uiii.
^4T;.
Pnnci'i..n. N. J., Xov.
(The performance reviewed con- the faithful Burrows burned this
"seven and a half minutes: after
sisted of the following one^act plays, wjil
breathed his. last."
"Ways and Means," ''Family Album" Papa
-Miss Burton turns in a finished
and "The Red Peppers.")
performance, and Tonge not <)nl,y in
looks his makeup is excellent but
(A Light Comedy in TIkrcc Scenes) in deed, depicts his character in a
manner that snares applause. Miss
G'rahaiT^ I'lEyu
'fully C'artwrighti ^ .......
BoolH Cblnmii Cossart, as (he dutiful wife who gets,
.................

»:»0

Princeton, Nov.

7,

'

(i,

WA¥S AND MEANS

Gallon
Iitinl

OHvo

(

—

> >

'hapwoi'tli (Chaiia)
Ijlo.vrt-Ttansome.
.

Prliu'i>ss

l';lt>nii

.

AVilliaJti
.

KraasUofC

.

a

RbeviVk

Sarah, Bwvtori
Valfrie CossEii't
...Philip Tons'«^
N'orah Hii\v,arcl.

little

comes

*

.

JdUl'tiOL'h

j

Ne\v

England.

'

It

moreover,

is,

with Biblical ref-

liberally scattered

erences and poetic syrtbols, which is
certainly appropriate, but not exactly conducive to a Broadway wow.
Most notable is the debut here of
Beatrice Straight, riot a looker but
an actress of rare spiritual quality
wlio actually like Katharine Cornell
as Elizabeth Browning t- convinces
she could have penned immortal
lyrics. If the play does business the

—

credit will be largely hers.. Onslow
Stevens' plays the minister with a
strength and heaviness necessary to
making it clear he couldn't have
conceivably seduced the infatuated
girl, and Edwin Jerome, as the elder
DickinsoOj is properly gruff and lovhigh on the Madeira, also
from gbod
through with an excellent able, The others range
to

performance.
Graham Payn,

as

.

i

history to be sympathetically vifewsd
—and that awareness is none too
general. It has to be takenJor what
it is, a lyrical period piece genuinely
reflecting the attitudes and manners
of the 1350's during the flowering of

—

well as MisS
.KhwlevieU Walker Lawrence and the other members of
.. .. .... ..
Stevens
the cast, display fine versatility. The
music is tuneful, and in keeping with
Gertrude Lawrence steps nimbly the various- moods
of the play.
into the role o'f Stella Cartwright,
Adults who recall happy childhood
which she played opposite Noel hours
manv brotheirs and
Coward when this piece first saw the sisters among
will come close to shedding
light of Broadway in 1938, and gives
nostalgic tears at certain moments.
it all that it requires in the way of
"Albuni" is a sharp feoritrast to
In this
deftness and airy touch.
"Ways and Means." both in dialog
endeavor, she is ably assisted by
tempo. However, like "Ways and
Graham Payn, as the pajama-clad and
Means," it is excellent theatre, and
playboy husband who longs to go
lingers well in the memory. In this
through ll'e unworried or unsullied piece. Miss Lawrence
is not called
by' such mundance cares as lack of
to display more than a charmupon
funds.
personality—but that's plenty.
foil
Miss ing
.

November

,Wetlnc8<lay,

iLII4SI1f2Mi|LTK

00

NSH,
Nancy

Stern's production is meticuDonald Oenslager's
lously correct.
opulent reproduction of
set "an
the Dickinson mansion in Amherst,
Direction of Ellen Van Volenburg is
sensitive and detailed. The whole, in
short, is a highly literate job and,
like many highly literate things, may
won. find its best spot on the library

me.

table.

Pbys 00 Broadway
For Lovn »r Money
Bflvnurd 'Strnua iiradupllon of comedy, tn
Ihiee acts (sl\ scent's) by V, HurU Herbert,

features

CummliiB.^i,
l.oilei',
A'Ickl
aiaged by
jlitrk O'Danlols.

Jtihn

June .litti'lthart,
HnriT Kllerbei

.getting,
Kayniohd Soveyj
Opened
costumes, Anna Udl Johnstone.
Xov, i, 'IT, at Uciin' Miller theatre, N. Y,;
top ($« opedlng),

itl-.HI)

Mrs. Trximaine
Bill

.

, , ^ t

.

Tiemalne

.Paula.

,

Mfs. KHCly. ......

. .

Truemon

Marie O'Paniels

,.

....'..Kirk Brown,

Mi'l Trenwiine.'. ......

Wilbur

.',

,,.Malda .RC>adi>
BurKess

.,

.,,

NiUt,."HHVeineyer. .
Preston Mitchell..

.'."i'iclti

IIoliooM in ll(>aven

.(^untininieH
.

John Loder
June I.,QCkhart

Janet BlOke

Although It is written by F, Hugh
Herbert," whose "Kiss and Tell" was
a smash of the 1942-43 season, '.'For

Lowe or Money"

ing interpretation as a stuffed-shirt
son of the smug lather, and Lex
Richards is sharply drawn as his
sympathetic brother.
Play's best act is its, third, with an
excellent scene between Mr. and the
first Mrs. F.rasfer as climax.
Haroia
Youfig's direction is smooth, and
Charle.s Elson's set an engaging, apparently authentic counterpart of an
English living room.
Bfon.

..Oniver

.

..',>'.

is

notable chiefly

as the vehicle for a

Broadway new-

Blui'ktrlarB pvoiiut'tlon or eomeUy in llirca
&vi& (two sets) by «. M. Martuns and
Anilre: Obey.
Staged by Donnln Gurnev;
settings,
Dtu'ld
Keppa;
niuslc,
frtiiniiei

Arrlcal llBlrting, Bebecca JcnnittEs, Openei
lit Blacktrlni-s' Playhouse,- fl.
ST.,
Oct. 28.
'47; $2.40 top.

rhe
Mallon,

Oanip(inlon$ ot the
Q'COBhell,

Jim

Road;

Frank

Tim Walsh, Bin

I.yons.

comer, June Lockhart, film actress Boule
T.po Herbert
..".i,..,.. .i...,,.lvute <-Hbbona
daughter of Hollywood actors Gene Plavie ...
........ (I,...-,.. ..tlivlrude Murphy
and Kathleen Lockhart. A pretty GoeleliB
The .Sexton.
.Alfred KclUj'
blonde with animation that captures RUMJe
.v.. ,f,, .,
.Wllliiim Uunn
attention, she picks up the play's Manse ........... v.. i..,..Mai^6:areti Mohan
opening scene and ,I)J«kl!e ....,..,.,)......;. .Charles Melton
.slow-starting
vitalizes the action whenever she is The Ass. ..<......>...,<,..... Tom O't'onnor
t'oustable ........ i,....AVarren Burmeistet
It is definitely
onstage thereafter.
Bnllliop
.Alan MiwZa
her show though that wouldn't be Bar Man...,;
.......Nappy 'WhiUns
,

,

, .

. ,

.-, .

,

.

i

.

enough to in.sure this play's success.
"Love or Money" has an outside
chance, but the greater liklihood

,
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Demons: Charles Metten, Miss Mohan,
with single-dimensional characters,
Phelan.
contrived situations and only inter- Miss
Chorwi of Angels; Miss .PhelAn, Miss
London, Oct. 30.
mittently amusing passages.
It is iMuhan; Messrs. B«ltly, Metten^- 01enaBn«
RED PEPPERS
Knvoy Productip.ns (in .as?o(*iati()n .wlt'h unevenly played, but on the off- Ing, Mazza and Burmel^tet'.
Arts Council) prtuiuction of:Mi^v? play .in chance that it holds on long enough
interlude
With
Music)
(An
,.„
proloK ana thre-j 'Hclg by .Joan .'i'evnjlle, DlVenice from the Riviera without a Lfly Pepiier
It would have been better had the
..
to pay off the nut, the performances
...tJei'trutle Jjawrenee
rectoil \>y AnUicmj HawtiTfry, Pelor Dearinsr.
.(>ra!ham Payn At Embassy theatre.*
sou in your pui'se or a franc in the GeorKe Pt^pper
of Miss: Lockhart, John Loder and Blackfriars left "Hoboes In Heaven"
.BouHi: Colman. •Martha Kinsey
May Hallatt Vicki Cummings will be responsible; reposing rather than reviving it as
piggy bank. Payn complements Miss -Mf ;
.Bciiilwy
Rhoderlok Wallter SHiniuy Kinser... .......... .ilJavlil Greenp
Lawrence admirably, and delivers Boi't
.Philip M'tinke Lydia^ .....
Ml'. ]i:awar<ls
The comedy locale is a Broadway the seasonal teeoffi for their bandbox
.... li'reOa JTack.'ion
his lines with full appreciation of MabPl Gvacp.
.ICorah Howard Mrs.'-WottS
.Nellie Bowman star's hom'e at Port 'Washington, on theatre. Comedy by G. M. Martens
"
Oreheatra Dii-ecleil by Frank Tours
their corhedy values.
Mlgnon O'Doherty the north shore of Long Island. Dur- and Andre .Obey, translated from
Mrs. Pratt.....
The .plot, played against the sin^gle
•Ilni Benner
..... .. .Hector Ross
French by an anonymous
ing a thunderstorm the evening after the
First of all, a bow to Jenkins for D'oreen Benner:. .,...i<,...-.i...Jenny Xaird
ornate setting of a bedroom in a villa
adaptor, is tepid fare for this semi*...C'h«rfes Farrell the funeral of the actor's long-inva'Pa<'ker.!., .i..
oa the Riviera, revolves around .the his backdrop for a son'g-and-dance Charlie
pro group.
T!cv. Arnold AVyUts. ...... William Roderick lid wife, a hysterical girl takes refCaiftwrights' dilemma when they ai-e team in an English musichall. Its Mrs. Fiayle.
.Joan Carol uge in the house, having fled from
The motif had possibilties which
about to be politely asked out of the authenticity brought a round of ap- Miss Glee
Doris Rogers
a drunken party and the passes of fell overboard despite efforts of sevhome' in which they are guests. plause, and took plenty of customers
Even Dennis
her escort. She remains as guest, eral of the cast.
Through gambling misfortune by longingly back to the dear, dead -days
An unhappy, pointless melodrama secretary
and carefully platonic Gurney, who has done slick direcPayn, the Cartwrights are in finan- of smalltown vaudeville.
that seems as if it is going to prove
to the growing suspicion torial jobs of previous Blackfriars
Top honors in this tale of a man a moral or 'a theory, this ends up in companion,
cial straits, and for two scenes simply
and irritation of the actor's house- productions, seems bewildered in its
talk about what to -do in'or4er, to and wife song-and-dance team play- a tangle with nothing solved.
In keepers, neighbors and mistreiss. staging. Were it not for the assured
raise money— but with no solution ing .the Enf;lish. hinterlands 'go to present form it's unlikely to cause
subscription lists, it would unThe ending is obvious.
Miss Lawrence and Payn.
in sight.
much stir.
Besides its transparent situations doubtedly be yanked pronto.
Norah Howard, as .the haughty
The problem is solved in the final
An old woman, owner of a village
Merry-makers are gathered at a
scene—^which is the funniest o: the dramatic "artiste" who shares the general store, knows she is soon to and. manufactured plot develop- cafe in Flanders
on Christmas Eve.
thre'e-^by the arrival of a burglar bill with the Peppers and objects to die and is anxious about the fate of ments, the play lacks real humor Tavern
owner and pal, town ne'erits
characters
are
both
stocky
and
who turns out to be an old friend, a their "vulgar" wrangling, is on stage her half-witted son when left alone
do-wells, are going on a masquerada
inconsistent.
.Ellerbehas
and
Harry
only
briefly
.but
does
an;
outstanding
former chauffeur of friends of the
She coerces a -girl,
in the world.
as St. Nicholas and St. Nicodemus,
Cartwrights, Between the three of -job. She conveys .the 't66llng of an under promise of leaving her. her directed it with professional comto distribute toys 'to the kiddies.
them, they work out a simple so- English ham who believes herselj a money, to marry the boy knowing petence, though .no particular Imag- Aside
from the- altruistic pitch, it
lution, involving a bit of high-class Bernhardt.
her hoped-for husband has married ination. Although her part under- provides an excuse for a bibulous
larceny. But it's all good clean fun.
Philip Tonge scores again as the someone
else.
The jdisillusioned goes a violent change of character.
William Roerick, in a brief appear- blustery manager of the theatre, and young wife finds there is no fortune Miss Lockhart makes it continuously evening. They are run down by a
motorist and carried into the tavern
ance as Lord Ghapworth, briglitens Rhoderick Walker turns in a good and she ibecoTOOs tyrahnigal, develop- interesting.
for
dead,
Subsequent sequences
convincing
pleasant
Loder
is
and
the play with his presence, as do performance as Bert Bentley, the ing power with the coming of warshow their adventures in Hades and
Fuhr.
Sarah Burton as the Cartwrights' orchestra leader.
time provision shortages. She soon as the slightly-»hammy actor, while Heaven,
unfunny and at" times sushostess, Olive Lloyd-Ransome, and
has the community fawning on her Vicki Cumminjgs is properly feline piciously
impious. After details foi?
as his predatory leading lady. Mark
Valerie Cossart as Princess Elena
for under-counter favors.
burial have been made, it eventuKrassiloff.' Miss Cossart has only a
Nancy Stern prprtuc-tlon of ^rama In three
'Abortive attempts at amateur O'Daniels doesn't redeem the unatlew lines to speak in this piece, but aota (7 socnps) by Dorothy .Gardner, Fea- psycho-analyzing her husband into tractive juvenile role, but Grover ates they've been in a coma andputs them over with skill. Rhoderick tures QuhIow Stevens aria Beatrice ytralght. an adult sense of responsibility Burgess is acceptable as a .<;lose- dreamt about their sojourns into
by KUen Van. Vo^l^enb^l^B'^ set ant^
mouthed hired man. Paula 'True- the great beyond. AH ends well
.Walker, as Stevens, the chauffeur pij'ectecT
costumes. Uonaid Oenslager; niuslc, Ait^re drive the girl 'into associating" with
with both throwing the jug away
man,
Kirk
Brown
and
Maida
Reade
turned burglar; gets the most out of Singer; Opened at 'I*]yraouttr,' Boston, Nov. a local sport, and she grows rich oh
and resolving to lead better lives.
his role.
4, '47; $a top.
black market deals and plans to go have routine supporting parts. RayLeo Herbert and William Dunn
mond Sovey's single setting doesn't
.John O'Connor off with him to London.
All in all, "Ways and Means" A.ustin Dickinson
^..Bsatrice Manley
look
as- if it had been lived ,in. turn in good performances as th?
shapes up with plenty of freshness, Lavinia Dk-Hthson
Freda
Jackson,
who
scored
pera
Maggie
.*
.Kate- Tamlinson
no-goods. Ditto for Kate Gibbs Snd
despite its age, .and the audience Lucy Fluni;
Hohe.
.Barbara Ames sonal hit in the authoress' previous
Gertrude Murphy as the taVem
When caught responded enthusiastic- Wolen Fi8t:e
ICmma Knox evacuee play, "No Room at the Inn,"
keeper's wife and daughter, really, George Jenkins' setting is ad- Susan (Tllbert.
.Penelope Saok* has full play
for her emoting. HowFirst,
.Don Peters
mirable and conveys the right feeling Gerry Hoodie
spectively. Others do the best they
Ben Newton,
.v,
.Ernest Gaves ever, it was David Greene that the
Ganl Gultber production ot comedy in
of luxury. The play itself is pure Kmil>7 Dickinson.
audience called for after she had three acta by yt. John Ervine. Stars Jane can in minor roles, Singing quar. ,;iBe^tric?' Stya^ight
escape stuff, and what's wrong with ISdwai'd Dickinsontt
.Edwin Jerome made her speech at end of play. His Cowl, .Henry Daniell. Dlreinod by Hiiroid tet, comprisUig Frank Mallon, Jim
that irf thesS' days of gloomy head- X>v. Charles Wartsworth ... .Onalow Stevens handling
Tim Walsh and Bill
Setting;,
Tounff.;
Charles hilson; oostumes, O'Cpnnell,
of the difficult imbecile
Mias Simpson
.Mary Jackson
<linBS?.,,
Natalie Earth Wallcer. At Shubert; N. Y., Lyons, serve as sort of a musical
role
warranted
this
appreciation of Nov.
Martha Dickiiiaoui ....... .KdbJn .Humphtey
B, '47> 14.80 top.
guide for proceedings, with their
a character that could so easily have Ninian Fraser.
.Tjex Richards .harmony
tamily album
far better than the unin>....,.....,
distinguished, even beautiful been over-acted. Supporting cast of Mabel
•A
.Ha^el Jones
(A Victorian Comedy With Music)
.Tames Fraser.
.Henry Danlell spired tunes of Claude Arrieu, Sets
play', "Eastward in Eden" seems set country types is topped 'by May HalJas'tiet JTealheriSraya,
;
.Graljam. .Payn
Philip I-ogan.
.Beginiild Mason by Pavid Reppa are attractive.
.Tane
^......Gertrude T.iiwrence for favorable notices but plenty of latt, contributing a witch-like canteo' Alice Fraser
Kmily Lawrence
Edba
Lavinia i.... ......
Sarnli Burton
trouble at the boxoflice. As a re- stijdy of .the scheming mother. Clem, Aturdo Fraser.
.Kendall Claric
Ha iTietj
Norah Howard creation of the Spirit and times of
Janet Fraser.
Jane -Cowl
Jimily ........
Valerie Coasai-I-.
Elsie. Fraser.
...Frances TannehlH
Emily Dickinson, great New England
Manilla
Blchard
William Jloerick
Charles Winter
rBhoderIrk Walker poetess, it is a considerable success.
Vienna, Oct. 30.
"The
First
Jidiwtrd Vftlance
Mrs.
Fraser," 1929-30
Booth Colman As the vehicle for the starring debut
Fritz Imhoft produelioh of; oper'etta, in
Burrow.')
Philip Tonge of Beatrice Straight it is an even four oc'la by Hans Adlcr ami Altoiinder hit which Jane Cowl trouped profitContinued from page I ESa
On heatra Dii'ected by Ffank Tour*
greater success. But as a property to I.ix. Music by Nleo Dbstal; settings by ably through the strawhats last sumHans Fuilia; ohnreoKraiihy by Afly ICuehn. mer, holds up fairly
pay its own freight it just doesn't Orchestra
well on its ernment will shortly approve condirected by Dostal. At Raimund
This is a thoroughly delightful and
Broadway return. The subject mat- tinued remittances.
seem to have the basic sock.
theatre, Vienna.
charming piece that brought, a round
The, story of Emily Dickinson and L'ountess Helta Mehtenau
.Stem' Schaftei ter of divorce is still timdy and the
U. S. Minister to Greece has been
Of applause, at rise of curtain, not her unrequited romance with
a Countess Carla. ............ .IslA Koenlg dialog is up-to-date.
'There
are sympathetic on the film payments,
only for Jenkins' masterful setting, Philadelphia
Mario
.Rudolf Reimec many
entertaining
minister, it's based- on (Jrand ZaiUliJ.
moments and as has been the military mission ad'Master. ;,. ............ .VxlXz Imhoft
but for th'e tablpau feffect, lovely to recent resear^rh
into the strangely Ronnie
.Tony NieBsnef som^ smart lines. But the comedy is ministering U. S. aid to the country.
behold and giving the impre.ssion of withdrawn life
Also Hiirla JTahn, Priedl Ijonr, Vmcez a little slow and thin, so though it
of the poetess, who
•looking at a picture in an old family
Holm, Otto shapes up to have a modest run, it They count American films as their
shut herself up in her Amherst, Kaiser, Hans Bumforl/'.
album. The mourning costumes of Mass., home in her mid-20's and
strongest weapon of propaganda in
isn't likely to be a winner agaiil.
was Mrirau.
the ladies,: and the: period costumes virtually never seen in public thereThe play is never exciting, al- their fight to combat the encroacho" the, men are in perfect taste.
Raimond's manager, Fritz Imhoft, though the excellent
Claimed that" hitherto the
after.
cast gives it a ment of Communism.
"Family Album" tells a little tale minister's descendants have guarded has avoided experiment with new deceptive finish
and spairkle. The
Most active In the campaign to
authors in the preem here of this .story centers
Of a family in old England, gathered the
fact he was the object of Miss
around a devoted wife, feed
for a reunion following the death, Dickinson's life-long love
and clothe the Greeks has been
out of operetta, which has already proven who is discarded after 20 years for
four days previously, of Papa, who. deference to the memory
its run capacity by hundreds of per,
a young chippie, but rescues the er- Spyros Skouras, prez of 20th-Fox,
of his wife.
It develops, was not the paragon of
rant ex-husband four years later who is of Greek origin. He has a
In any case, it's handled here with formances in other countries.
domestic virtue his family tries— at extreme discretion, there never being
Dostal's music is well appreciated when the
second wife plans to give number of friends and relatives- in
first-M;o make him out.
here.
This, work contains amoni: him the
a suggestion of an affair in the usual
gate.
While Miss Lawrence looks lovely sense. On the contrary, the minister others a beautiful theme song, "I ventional linesThe play follows con- the film business there and they
as wife No. 1 gets have considerably helped the cause
and sings strictly a la Lawrence, comes out with increased stature.
Search in Every Woman Manina," the goods on
No. 2 to straighten out of the American industry.
Action begins when Emily, the which, once heard, can't soon be for the situation, but has a switch at the
gotten.
Others,
like
"The
Day
close as the taken-for-granted first
high-spirited daughter of a stern
New England aristocrat, visits Rev. Comes," "As Pretty As You," "Caria spouse tells off the smug male.
Charles Wadsworth in his study after Carlina" and "I Only Want You"
Miss Cowl carries off her role of
having heard him deliver a fiery are bound to be on every orchestra all-wise first Wife with authority
SINCE 1830
sermon. She recognizes him immedi- program for months. Dostal's bal- and charm, but occasionally marring
REASONABLE. LIVING ROOM PENTately as her intellectual dreamboat, let music for the second act is a the impression with her characterfflvk^ti VfVohev^ and
HOUSE SET BY FAMOUS DESIGNER.
and their conversation ripens into a standout.
istic mannerisms.
Nevertheless, she
Auihor^^ Representatives
Adlei' and Ljx contribujte ah ac- graces
EXCELLENT CONDITION.
BOX 10,
devoted -correspondence which in
and illumines the stage.
25 Wfiflt Am\ street, N<iw York
turn develops into a deep love. .As a tion-full plot about a Couritess who, Henry Daniell is amusingly con^
VARIETY, ]S4 W. 4«TH ST., NEW
Wi'i. Sniisf't ISIvd., Hollywood 40. Ciil.
family man and a man of God, he, in by convention, marries a King, and trasted as the comiSlaeent. self-conYOltk 19.
torment, finally breaks off the in- the night before marriage ialls
tained hiusband, a dour, humorless
The poet must Scot, and he stays admirably in
.creasingly dangerous affair and goes love with a poet.
to California. Twenty years later he leave the country but when the King character throughout. Reginald Mareturns to visit her to find that her is exiled, the- poet returns for a son, as his rival suitor for the
exlove for him has never died; that it happy ending.
wileJs liand, has an urbane, appealSteffi Schaffel and Rudolf Reimer ing style.
Anywhere, by all year Rcptrtoir
has on the contrai-y found expre.ssion
of many cffectiva film and radio
in the lyrics that after her death show well in acting and singing,
Company wirh gueif itart. ReLesser roles are well handled, esscores looking for producer wKo will
with
Elfie
Koenig
and
Toni
Niessner
were to prove her the greatest of
pecially by Frances Tannehill as
vival*, new plays.
Rent, or peropprociote talent.
handling the dancing. Imhoff plays witc No. 2. Her
American poetesses.
third-act bit at the
centage.
Give full demili. BOX
Write Box 440, Variety
This is clearly a static situation de- the comedian in old Vienna style and phone, instructing her nest-to-be
in
1257, Variety,
W«sir ^ith St..
inandin!; trie audience's omniscient the auuiiinces are immensely pleased the details of their runaway,
is a
New York.
awareness of th^ poetess' position vx about that,
£mit
nifty. Kendall Clark gives an

Payn

Doliver

more than a

for
Lawrence's characterization as his
worried wife, who realizes only too
•well that you can't, go merrily to
is

My Darling
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SAMUEL FRENCH

FOR SALE

m

CLEVER COMPOSER

Theatre Wanted!!!

m

-

amus-

,

...Alan Ciiendening;
Kale GIbDona
, .Michael O'Cnsey'

.Lucifer

Whiting;
wont go.
St. iNlcholttB.
Angy Vitan?,a
....
.Torti O'C'orinbr
"For Love or Money" is a slender St. Peter. ...
Blessed Virgin, ..Rose Mwvy Mechom
version of the ^miliar "Vouth and The
Mentle .^.i .>...........,
.J^osepli Boley
Middle Age romance theme.' It is Wies
.......
AHBy'^riiansia
synthetic, shallow and implausible, YounB Boy..........
....Robert lilUy
it

'

-

UTEBATI
the

coluinnists are giving
buildup, advance orders are

literati

him a

'

AUui

8mHli'«

New

CItek

or "low"
about H.~ Alien jSmUh's high type of
humor oth«r than his titlet, which,
run th« gamut from "Totem Pole"
to hi^f newest, "Lo, the Former
(Doubleday, $2),
Refi^ptian"
counting a treic to the scenes of his
III.,
the now.
Egypt,
childhood,
Squire of Mt. Kisco, N. Y., malces
with over 200 pages of fun and

Th«e'» nothing

frolic

,as

he

"lo"

details. his safari

from

the Bip Van WlnMe^vrjtory to the
southern tip of 'Ml. With suitable

and variations.
As a former Egyptian

asides

about

-

under my nose and cry: 'YOU
Just to keep it a
should' talk!' "
family affair, incidentally, Madame
Squire of Mt. Kisco is co-copyright
owner, Nelle Smith
(the
little
woman) getting dual billing with
Harry (that's the H of it). Abel.

.

M

By Frank

20,000 copies.

(Viking) has

Who

man

every

has. his price.

CHATTER

,

is

Charles (Doc)

a classical reference
concertgoers,
record-

Kuhn

;

,

anybody

,„,.,•

sinpe.

I'm sorry to report, though, that both the bankers have long since died
"

•Of 'fright.'

•
,

.

B«!iMline Trick

Of the Year

One

picture, not involved in the political investigation but put on the
condemned list for. moral reasons by the Legion of Decency, also claims
staggering grosses wherever played; so' far." It "has been plugged on the
air, in ads; on blimps, everywhere, as a picture containing everything

W. Paul Cook, editor and coproprietor of Driftwind Press, N.
Musical IHasterworks Book
The Columbia Book of Musical Montpelier, Vt., not' in good health
Masterworks
(Allen,
Towne & and turning down some orders.

Heath):
library

"

.

,

CM

Chicago Typographical union and
the rcu, parent AFL organization.
Publishers charge that, following
expiration of the CTU contract Oct.
21, the union propiDsed a "form'.' contract" with provisions "repugnant to
the laws of the U.-S." as set forth in

You're right."

smiled, relieved.
.*
"It may be the way you pet
it's not always in money," I added.
kids on the head. Or the praise you heap on my boolcs. Or your
kindness to people you've been cruel to!
."Now, take tiiis dentist. I've checked on him. He's a sweet old man
and highly skilled in his craft. If you think he should not return to the
scene of the shooting you can do two things: you can move to 'another
state, or you can return his money with interest and we will set him up,
say, in Florida—^,000 miles from the scene of his bitterest memories,"
So we released the dentist, 'fhat was eight years ago and he hasn't shot

"But

my

,

NLRB

-~-

;

They both

-

Clayton Lawson, no longer with
Collaborators will include amithe Boston Herald-Traveler and was
whodunit dept. at Ziff-Davis, now
public
relations
assistant
officer cable bi-raeial activities in the theaat work on a play.
with Gen. Mark Clark's Fifth Army tre, films and radio, which have deRobert Blocli, author 'The Scarf,"
veloped greatly in the last few •yearsi
.
in Italy.
is an exec of the Gustav IKarx ad
He's also been a contributor, to in covering the subject nationally.
Saturday Kvening Post and other As' with the "Springfield" book, Al- agency in Milwaukee.
Allen Chase's new novel, "Black
land will take the photographs and
mags.
Wise will write the text. Manuscript Star," has been accepted for spring
is to be finifihed next summer for publication by Boni & Gaer. Author
Dallies Petition NLBB
is a,freelance screenwriter.
The Chicago Newspaper Publish- publication late in 1948.
ers Assn., which represents the six
local dailies, last Wednesday -(5) petitioned the
to intervene fn
their dispute with Local 16 of the

Bribes ^'M-nggs?

1 ask because in .all my years I was olTered a bribe only once. It was
ottered by bankers no less. Seems one of them had clipped a Hollywood
dentist of his life savings and he, driven crazy over the loss, had clipped
one of them in return in the soft tissue below the sacroiliac with two
y
shots from an old Colt .45.
Subsequently the bankers got the orthodontist clinked as criminally insane. Within a few >years it was obvious to examining -psychiatrists, that
the dentist was now sane, but the bankers managed to keep him confined through succeeding administrations for 20 years.
-.Seems they had learned by grapevine that the_ dentist was up for discharge again. They told the whole sorry story and added that they feared
if he were released and allowed to return to Hollywood, his old associations would stir up the lesion in his banltroli and he'd shoot both of them
this time.
Obviously they had been living in continual fear for 20 years,
"Listen," I said.. "You guys are sensibly operating oft the theory that

'

.sold

5.

It's something a committee alarmed about unAmerican activities should
investigate.
Or is bribery, .-what with black markets, vmder-the-table
deals and bonuses, accepted now as part of the American way of life''

Program is "Sermon ,pf tiie Week,"
in which prominent- laymen read
sermons prepared by. leading clergymen.
Cerf 's was penned by Rev. John
R. Bodo, of the Wolif Memorial
Presbyterian Church, Newark.

•

Nov.

;

'

Springfield Plan"

J.,

of the

rich father the question of honor.
"Bah," blasts the ill-tempered coupon-clipper, "you can buy a lot of
honor for $3,000,000!"
Personally; I 'thinic the price is rather high even with inflation balloon*
ing us all to glory.
.
The most infamous .corruption of honor in the Christian era involved
only 30 pieces of silver. From 30 bucks to three, millions is a terrific tilt

•

- .

4!

Scully
Ethics Pells, N.

,

<

,

ii

few proofs emanating from the various attempts to prove
that Hollywood pictures crawl ,^with subve,rsive itctivities can be found in
a Current Ginger Rogers comedy, "It Had To Be You." As Mile. Rogers
right
the
to cross-examine scripts and probably consults her mother
enjoys
in everything she does, this one will take a lot of explaining.
A young man engaged to marry Ginger is discussing with his obviously

One

-

Kace Relations ^Works'

Mi

T.

•

'

"It Works," a picture-documentary
Henry Ehrllch M. E. at took Mar
Henry fihrlich, story-producer and book about successful race relatioits
writer on the Look Magazine staff projects in the U. S., is being comby Alexander Alland and
since Jan,,' 1946, is the new managing piled
editor, succeeding Jack Guenflier; James Waterman Wise, whose "The

killed in the Tecent crash near Bryce
Canyon, Utah. He was foinierly on

»

'.

^

assessment would be on tha basis anthologies of short stories, capturincome, reports submitted by the ing « cpuple of prizes.
members themselves.
Guild's Indie Slate
Pamphlet accompanying the balIndependent slate, nominated by
lots sent .to the membership explains that the Guild has for several the Conunittee for Action', has been
years had an annual income of entered for ttie annual election of
about $21,000 and expenses (include the Authors Guild. Instead of putting up an entire ticket for both the
.ing share of the Authors League
Guild council and as Guild represenbudget) of $30,000. The Dramatists
tatives on the Authors League 'counGuild, which has been paying the
cil, the CA this year is backing only
$9,000 annual deficit, will no longer
three nominees for the former posts
do so. It's figured that besides covand five for the latter.
ering this deficit, the estimated $40,Nominees' for Guild council to
000 annual income would provide
serve until 1950 are Helen JBustis
for various additional services for
Shirley Graham, and Dorothy Parkthe members.
er, and for Guild reps on the League
Both the Dramatists Guild and Council,
to serve until 1949,: Bret
the Radio Writers Guild have had
Hallid4y, Af thur Schisgall, Tliomas.
a setup of dues and assessments for
Bell, Philip van Doren Stern and
several years.
Dorothy Parker.
The regular tickets.^elected by the
Arch Oboler's BH Book
nominating committee) were preArch Oboler, currently working sented several weeks ago. The anon a new novel in Cornell, Calif., nual election and membership meetwill leave for Africa after the first ing, with absentee members-voting
Of the year oh a hunting expedition. by mail, will Be Dec. 9 in New York.
Fo;c past nine months he's been
'
writing a book scheduled for spring
Cerf SermODizine
Bennett Cerf will turn radio pul^
publication
by
Random House.
Tentative title of "Ride on a Cherub" piteer to deliver''a sermon on "Is
has been switched to "Happy .Holi- Tolerance Enough?" next Sunday
(16) at 9:15, a.m. over WOR, N. Y.
day."

*

«!1
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of.

.

(111., that
not Nile), there's, nothing sphinx
his cockeyed travelog with
grain
or
two
of, homely
mote than a
observation as he has compressed it
into this, his latest. He dedicates it
to his children, for whom he apparently has some sort of backhanded
r^pect because,' as' he puts it,
"... whenever I chide them for
misdeameanor, they grab ut> copies
of my various boolis and wave them

is,

'

Capote has been only published in

«

SCULLY'S SCRAPBOOK

"»-°'>'i:

the publishers.

Bt.

.

m

t
<

I

the book presented

has resigned

Its

hucksters -even claim the boolp has been read by

80,000,000 readers.

as editorial cartoonist for the InE^n Walter Winchell's front-runners do not claim he is' read by more
Volume, dianapolis News to devote full time people than there-are readers. "All they claim is that everybody who buys
edited by Goddard Lieberson, is a to his "Grandma" comic strip, dis- a paper carrying Winchell's column reads Winchell.
well- written, non-technical guide to tributed by the Richardson Feature
The general defense for this sort of thing is that 80,000,000 readers can't
be wrong; Producers trail along with this contention^ 'Thus when agents
about 1,000 musical masterpieces in Syndicate, Indianapolis:
Merritt F. Riblett, former assist- begin tO: peddle such a property, they play hard on the pre-sold audience
all forms (opera, concerto, sonata,
(Quartet), discussed fully, simply and ant to.T..J. White, president of the appeal • It seems there are always three other studios willing to hock
.the Taft-Hartley Act.
then,
Since
Chicago Herald.* American, has be- their shirts for the picture rights, but they lack the high quality of pro-say the publishers, union members authoritatively. About 100 composcome general manager of the Manshave resorted to slowdowns in an t'rs jpre bioed in the SOO-page text, fifcld (O.) News-Journal, succeeding duction of ttiis particular producer who is being asked to pay $300,000
and reference is'^made to recordings
instead of $250,000 for the privilege of putting a high class sheen on this
eilort- to coerce employers into "cerand
artists involved in tlie various R. J. Ala,nder, who left last June.
two dollar dame. Thus a panic is manufactured; and the race is to the
tain illegal practices."
The real author of '^Halo In swift. The next step is up to the producer. It's his job to clean up thecompositions.
Woodruff Randolph, prexy of ITU.
Blood," first published"' under nom- story and still convince the public it's all there on the screen, just as. it
% to huddle with the publishers this
de-plume in a. Ziff-Davis mystery was in the book, but in Technicolor. The next job is to herd the peasants
Jones' S«th-Fox Sale
we6k.
Guy and Constance Jones, hus-^ mag, when Howard -Browne was an into mile-long queues.
"
The Code of '^lorior
band-wife team, whose "Peabody's editor there, is Browne in pefson.
^
^Saxott Charm" So-So
Mermaid" has' just been completed Recent reprint of same in a poclcet
Even those who refuse to trade their ethics in for a Cadillac cannot
Frederick Wakem^n's "The Saxon by
Nunnally Johnson for Universal book.
help but be impressed by big figures. Producers, 'however, are pledged
Charm" (Binch^rt; $2.75) is no Pictures, have had their new one,
Hillman will do a reprint of
not
to succumb to this human frailty. In 1924 they signed an agreement
"Hucltsters" for the simple reason
"There Was a lattle *Man," bought by "Rope Neckties," by John Wilstach, to avoid picturization of books and plays' whicti' could be produced otdy
-that the author doesn't know his 20th-FoX.
Tyrone Power will do published originally by Robert M. after such changes as would leave the film producer subject to charges «f
legit as he I;nows his radio.
That's it.
Johnson, incidentally, slightly! McBride^ Writer was co-author of deception. They further agreed to avoid using titles which were indicathe prime difference between the changed- their title to "Peabod.y and "WUd Bill Hiclcok," which CecU B:
kind of picture which could, not be produced.
former bestseller and this, his nfew- the Me.rmaid," which they admit is De Mille bought for the making of tive of a
They fortified this with further resolutions in 1927 and had their- dozing
e.st,
although from galley-proofs AH' improvement.
"The Plainsman-V
ethics prodded anew when the Legion of Decency was formed in 1933. ."By
Universal Pictures bought it for
Negotiations are underway for the 1934 they drew up a production code which would ban forever the buy$200,000 and it's a wide*open secret
merger of the New York Journal of' ing.«f dirty books, no matter bow badly they were written nor how ^well
Laney's 'Facts. HeraW*
just -what legit producer Wakeman's
Al Lauey, N. Y. Herald Trib sports Commerce and the Chicago Journal they sold.
jMatt Saxon is patterned after.
Agreement is exIt scribe," lias chronicled the story of of Conunerce.
Since then they have spent millions presumably policing their own
Was also widely reported in intra- the sheet's European edition in the pected by the first of the year. The. scripts, with an end "result tliat by 1947 tliey are buying- banned books,
trade- circles that said legU impre- French capital.' Tagged "Paris Her- Chicago sheet carries a full draballyhooing them as containing ,everything in the picture versions the
sario was very het up about it; that ald," the book gives a new .slant on matic and nitery staff, which is
books contained, defying condemnation by moral forces and even calling
Other femme characters might be the
Josephine scheduled.^ to remain.
He.mingway
and
down the wrath of these forces, one of which has the spiritual custody
recognisable, etc., but sum and .sub- Baker of yestei-year.
The height of something is a new ef 39,000,^ «euls in its keeping.
'Staace'is.that..i(a) the Inside stuff on
Recently published by Appletoii- book at a cohtury note a tfarbw, limMoral: D«a't Be Amoral
the real-life pei-sonalities, whether Century, the tome delves into the ited to edition of 80O copies, ''Into
In. this fight between good and evil somebody has to give -way*
Proaccidental or coincidental, is (b) bi.9tory of some 50 years of the Paris the Night Life," by Arthur StiUer ducers who ignore their own self-imposed censorship now find their prodrather dull reading.
Herald. Packed with Fourth Estate and Bczalel Sciiatz, with a blend of uct 'being boycotted in a two-day drive to force them bjads; into the fold.
inemoribilia, it also traces the high wierd
and surrealistic drawings. Tliey are being told that milli6ns of young people will not ^tronize anyt
spots of the Herald's newsgathering Said to be a "radical departure from of their pictures for at leasi two months as a result of insisting ©n the
Authors Guild'.« 1% Tax
Regular assessment of 1% on the career as well as touching upon the tra.'Utional book making."
making and the'-' relea.sing of one bad one. In the other direction their,
on the -earnings, in excess o£ .f.S.OOO exploits of the paper's famed Paris
Helen Cblton, former VArtiisTY releasing, distributing and exhibiting outlet^ are being told othat uiite.ss
a year, of members of the Authors gossip tolumnist, Sparrow Bobert- mugg in Newark, has an article on they., yank certain proscribed pictures immediately off the screen, their
Guild, has been approved by the or- .son, who died In 1941 at the age film costumuig in the November houses will be bo.ycotted not for two months but for a year. And, finally,
6.^.nization's officers and council and Of 86.
issue of Mademoiselle, which is de- a publisher with a powerful string of papers across the country has come'
-submitted to the vote of the memvoted to screen 'personalities.
The out for federal censorship of motion picttn-es;
Chi Theatre Yearbook
bership.
This is the ultimate prxMif of industrial impotenqe on the moral level,
Hollywood, and Los Angeles libraries
Measure,
which would
Chicago is getting its own edition have arranged film costume exhibil.s for none of these people believe that bureaucracy is a better way of life
brin.g an estimated $40,000
income
of a theatrical yearbook iicxt month, in connection with Miss Colton's than individual self-improvement. Hadn't producers bettor stop believing
for the Guild, would become
effecissues article,
tive as of last Oct. 1.
that you can buy a lot of honor for $3,000;000 and go into prodftjing picDeadline for whrn the Chicago Slagebill
flimg ballots is Nov. 28.
the first volume on the Chi legit -seaLouis Bromfield has~ informed the lures which may cost even $3,000,000) proving that you can't buy it at
-The asses-sment would bp in addi- son, 1946-4-7. Bill Leonard, di'ama Ohio Scsquicentennial Committee any price, and if you try you'll find you were hooked and can never get
'
tion to the present dues of
critic of Chi Journal of Commerce, that he is planning a new hi,storicaI off the hook this side oC heir?
$1.5 a
year, and would apply against in- has compiled a statistical rociid of novel about Ohio, and will get down i
SliB Buntlns An Aujel
Come (other than salary) from book more than 1,600 shows that have to actual writing by next Juiie. Two
It's a cinch that people who go to a picture Cjcpecting. to get"Visual proof
1932.
pornography
played
the
Loop
since
of
the
they
had
read
print
royalties,, fees
in
are
going
all
burned
up
of
previous,
to
get
his
books,
"The
Farm"
for
magazine or
Book will list dates, Casfs, the- and "Pleasant Valley," have an 'Dhio when they don't get what they paid for. They are going to got even sorer
newspaper publication, radio, television^ dramatic and
jUm SMShta. The atres, authbrs, pi-oduccrs and length locale-.- The novelist lives at Man.s- when prices are tilted from- 50c to $1.'20 and they don't get what tlkey are
promised. They are going to remain .sore for years when Uiey have to
fie!d, O.
of engagements.
George Stewart,' whoso "Storm" fork up 55c instead of 14c to get their kids in a'iieighborhood bouse, oHly
WHS a Book of the Month .selection, to learn that neither thoy nor their kidS are being 'Corrupted to the degree
Capote's Buildup
One of those surprise interests, is having a .sequel. "Fire," brought} they were promised in the ads.
All these 'people may be a lot of sheep. But the time may come, wh.-n
akin .to "smelling out" a hit siiow, is out by the .same publisher, Random
Small, •Hractivcly fariiitiwd New
being experienced by Random House Hou.se. RH phias a book on the en- they scram to tiie hills at the sight of the shears and never return to a
Yerk^pt., hmw R«hH« Chy, for
with Truman Capotfe, new 23-ycar- tire .saga of Army-Notre D.ime I'ela- civilization which is proving itself more lousy than the .sheep it- would
<HMM
«pt., Hsilyweed'leverly
with bcaucoup photos, the shear.
old
author,
whose
first :novel,-"Otljer tious,
Hill* vleiMity: 3
i meallnj Dec
This opinion can't be bought, but it might be lured into a deal byi wider
Voices, Other Iloom»," irii't uUc oft .stoiy *)f Kauti: Hucknc. etc, and
lAWWkea. £ Moyvtew 1m<. Pm«nc.-rtive
football distribution.
tlie [>r(\ss iMitil JamiBry.
But al- forewords by
dcMi. Calif. STccancf* 2-52SS.
•
Anybody got $3,000,000?
ready he has gotten a page in Life, coaches, Lee and Blaik.
.
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fan
inalcortr

tngagem^nt

with a view to production in

London

Italy,

night

(14)

at .Pli

Horge

"Th« ia

it

•^Pley."
Edward Sargoy, attorney rep^ing
Charles Gulliver in the liondon
Signs of the tlm«s: "all itickel for the 111m industry's Copyright
Charlie LaVerne, of the apache
for treatment.
oancQT now 5c."
Protection Assn., took to the podium Clinic
"Born Yesterday" ends its local Ls^Vernes, had to have thrft» stltcheis
Plait made general .under- last week to deliver a two-hour lectour. in'his hand after an -accident during
Week
goes
on
then
here
this
run
Steitess/' Biltmore.
*tMdy tor
ture on the distribution and exhibitheir act.
if• recuperating. from masFy
Will
Paul Gerard Smith hou^e-guesting tion of films to the Practicing Law toid operation at the London Clinic.
Ilsa Cfoscia; ' head of the Playwith Dave Ferguson in Great Neck. Institute of the N. Y. City Bar Assn.
Herbert Wilcox and actor Michael house boxoffice staff for the last
Fanny Holtzmann, the femme at- Wilding
Sam Nixon will Ije company manhave signed a new contract four years, is resigning to marry
weekend trip to
ager of "Gentleman From Athens." torney, hosted a
John DeLuca.
for 20 years,
Princeton for the "Tonight at 8:30"
continLacy Kastner, Columbia's
Walter ReiUy, RKO scripter, back out-of-town break-in of her client
Al Checco, just out of Carnegie
|o Hollywood after researching in Gertrude Lawrence's tour. Incident- ental manager, recently arrived from Tech drama school, is stage-managing
Paris accompanied by his wife.
Thomas Mitchell's Broadway hit,
ally, the theatrical Portia is quite
.Norman Lee said to be considering "An Inspector Calls."
Mrs. Henry (Mildred) Ginsberg
an artist and plans a one- woman remaking W.
W. Jacobs' "The Monback to Coast following month's exhibition shortlyFred Burleigh, Playhouse director,
key's Paw" for Nettlefold Studios.
stay east.
has pidked "Barretts of Wimpole St.','
Peter Powell produced a revival
American Negro Theatre Will preSomerset Maugham's comedy, and "Sound of Hunting" for his
of
sent "Hain" for limited showings late
Cleveland
"Smith," at Arts Theatre Club, Oct. Jan. and Feb.* shows.
this month.
IPullen
Howard Barnes, of the Herald
Glenn
C.
By
30.
Frank Monaco opening new cafe
Tribune, assigned to Hollywood by
;Schramm, the Swiss opera prothe daily for several we^ks.
next month, taking over Allendorf ducer, will direct two o{$eras (probWorld-Telegram (Scripps-Howard) site.
ably 'Wagner) at Covent Garden this
.
Kay. Starr due from Hollywood
coluihnist Robert C.'Husrk has a first:
"Carousel," first set for.cmc au- season.
next week.
play which- Hal JMatson i$ agenting,
ditorium Dec. 8, being shifted to
Bea Lillie has an invitation to the
Fred Bethke at Woodlawn hospiDoug Hudelson, former gen. mgr. Hanna.
Royal wedding at Westminster Abtal
for operation.
William F. McDermott, Plain bey and reception at Buckingham
of Barter theatre, appointed exec
Bror Dahlberg off to California
manager for Hartha Graham Dance Dealer's vet drama critic, spent week Palace.
Co.
inspecting Broadway.
After satisfactorily launching his for permanent residence.
J'ames TrOupe company, manager(Crooner Bob Eberly playing sec- second big., ice revue at the StoU
Jack Melvin back to the Coast
of "Angel in the Wings," Eddie ond date Dec. 2 a1^ Golden Dragon, theatre, Tom Arnold off on two after brief sessions with Chi office.
weeks' fishing vacation. ^
fnill now bade with "The Winslow following Johnny- Desmond.
Holgar
joined
Sorenson
the
acting in her
oy."
Isabelle Cooley
special matinee of "The ChUtem
Larry Itosen,- eight-year old son of- hometown for first time next, week Hundreds" at the Vaudeville theatre, "Chocolate Soldiei-" cast; replacing
Jack
Anderson,
agent Jerry Rosen, signed for a role: in. the titla rdle of "Anna Lucasta." Dec. 8, in aid of the Gert'eral TheatPat O'Brien, Chili Willianu, and
No 10^
in the legitet "Galileo."
Holly Brooks is Arst fenuhe pianist rical Fund, will be attended by Turha'n Bey here
for the Notre
•
involved.
hired by Sammy Watkins tor his Queen Mary.
Dame Club of Chi shindig' at the
Ben Washer, Paramount's publicity band's return to SoUenden Vogue'
Margaret Lockwood, suspended by Hotel Stevens.
manager, accompanied by Rex Tay- Room.
her studio for refusing to take a
Joe Peyney here visiting his wife,
lor,' mag contact, planed west for a
"Junior League 'Fallies,*' directed role in "Red Roses for Her Pillow," Mitzi Green,
currently
week's' stay.
by Fred Evans of New York, -netted plans a stage role under Henry She- Paree, and also for theat the Chez
opening ot
Nat Kalcheim, head of the band about $7;000 for sponsors in two per- rek's management
his new picture, "Body and Soul."
and theatre dept?. at The William formances.
Joel McCrea reportedly m&j come
grandsMorris agency,
a
Lloyd Myers, inking ClaUde Thorn- over to plav.in filmization df Richard ryDanny Kaye, Dorothy Shay, HarJames,
John
Garfield and Celeste
father Saturday (8).
is
hill band into his Aragon Ballroom Llewellyn's play, "Noose," which
Legit p.a. Bernard Simon broke Nov. 30, and Clevelander Ray An- to be first production to open War- Holm skedded for appearances, Nov.
22, at the Harvest Moon Festival
bone in foot yesterday (Tues.) slip-^; thony unit for Dec. 14.
ner's Teddington Studios.
ping ift subway* -but is managing to
Georges' Guetary, popular French at the Chi Stadium.
hobble to his office.
star of C. B. Cochran's musical,
Producer Martin Gosch's three-:
"Bless the Bride," signed by .Lauri
year-old daughter underwent a
Rogers of L. R. Productions to- make
"Clutterbuck," British farce, .play- three films here next year.
Prothroat operation ,last week.
By Les Rees ' -,
ing in its sixth capacity month at
gre.s'-Jng satisfactorily.
»
Actress Pamela Wilde and her
Pat Halloran;, Paran^ount billing
'Bernard' Gimbel, the merchant, AUe Scenen.
husband, Philippe de Conrtinck, oft
likes to reminisce when he appeared , Violinistrsinger Svend Asmussen, to Rome to make a screen test for clerk, wedded to John Costello.
Kenneth Eitrem, transferred from
In one of the earliest silents for I. whose records have been praised in Gregor Rabinovitoh who's producing
Omaha, new Paramount booker.
Etirofiean mags, is waiting for a labor in Italy for Columbia release,
Lubin in Philadelphia.
Betty Dicks of M-G-M office staff
Mrs. Joe Laurie, Jr., journeyed to permit to visit the U. S.
BaUexina Adeline <}enee celeFort Smith, Ark., to drive back one
The restaurant business has been bi'ating 50th anniversary of her Lon- to wed Morton -Schech, Nov. 28.
Jerry Gruenberg, student sales*
of those big Red Cross trucks. She's badly hit by high liquor taxes.^but don debut with a cocktail party at
permission given to boost prices at the Dorchester, Nov. 21. She's now man at RKO, resigned to join P.R.(J,
Jong toeen active in EC.
as salesman.
Spencer Sawyer who, with Lou cafes is seen as a possible help.
president of the Royal Academy of
Virginia Mayo due here Nov. 24
Liss.ner, had a cafe next to the
All bands on the air have orders Dancing.
during "Secret Life of Walter Mitty",
Lambs, now manager of the Russell to play at least; 30% Danish tunes
'JVIae West said- to be rejwritinfe
hotelj of the Sheraton chain,
on each program. Big hits here are "Diamond Lil" following panning it engagement.
Ruth'- Goldie, new secretary at
Slmer Leterman, the insurance "Linda" and "For Sentimental Rea- got in the Manchester press. Show- is
Selznick
Releasing
man-importer tycoon, like Sherman sons."Organization,
set to follow Sid Field's revue, "Pic'succeediiVg
Margaret Phillips, re(Stork »Club) Billingsley is a fast
So many big international concert cadilly Hayride," at Prince of Wales
signed.
man with, novelty gifts and gadgets.- people have visited Copenhagen in January.
Louis
Orlove, transferred from
Jolin F. Reeder, general manager this autumn that many played' vto
Recent" report - that literary agent
ot Walt .Disney studios, and Vernon empty halls; Big successes were A. D. Feters has closed his ofice is Milwaukee, M-G-M exploiteer here,
replacing Norman Pyle, switched to
O. Caldwell, public relations chief, scored by Menuhm and Volpi.erroneous. However, Raymond Savreturned to Coast after a month iti
After the crix had panned Danish age, another literary rep, has dis- Chicago.
,
David Moore, of "Murder in Old
n: Y.
films for years as being low-brow, solved and 'his operations have been
Leon J. Bamberger,
sales the last three, "Take, What You'll taken over by Innps Sgse. of John ted Bafn" at Hotel Dyckman Robin
ood Room, to be screentested by
promotion manager, to Charleston, Have," "My Name Is Petersen'^, and Farquharson, Ltd.,
Warners.
speak
to
before annual convention "The Soldier and Jenny-' all have
Scotch comedian Will Fyflte rer•With "Springtime for Henry", canof West Virginia Theatre Managers been praised for their artistic quality. covering from mastoid operatjgn. He
celled, Lyceum gets '.'Voice of TurAss'n.
collopsed during filming of "Bonnie
for third local engagement,
Cinema Stamp Collectors meeting
Prince Charlie," which necessitated tle'
Dec. 7-9.
*,
today (Wed,) at Hotel Astor, with
drastic re-^ootitfg with Horl'and
..Bernard Harmer, ' of international
Edyth Bush Little Theatre to offer
Graham replacing, with estimated
stamp auction, hoase, principal
by <Suy Bolton and
cost to Alexander Korda of $100,000. "Theatre,"
speaker.
Somerset Maugham,- from the ,Jat^Continued from iMge I.
Artists Foundation is -the fancy
ter's novel.
tag for Jack (Columbia - Pictures- thrown'at-the diskers by minor pubRichard Dynes, formerly with
Australia
veepee) Cohn's. private charity trust. lishers and, in many cases, minor
RKO, an addition to Selznick ReThrough that 'he makes }iis aundry writers whose efforts have been re- •
leasing Organization branch, under
ffy Eric Gorrick
donation;.
Second week of Ballet Rambert a Conrad Knedberg.
jected by major piibyshers. As a
Brock Pemberton win make his
sellout at PHncess, Melbourne.
North Star Drama Guild has
Broadway debut in the lead of rule, the latter are being very careRKO's "Sister Kenny" did a flop James Edwards as guest star for
"Harvey" Nov. 23 when a benefit ful, it's claimed,, in submitting songs in Brisbane, birthplace of Sister 'Deep Are Roots," playing same
toerformance is dated for the Stage for recording. One firm, for example, Kenny.
male lead a?., with Chicago company.
Relief Fund.
which- has a catalog so vast it could
"March of Time" comes back on
Ed Benjamin, former Warner
Ivan Pochna, director of the for- dig up hundreds: of standards and the -Aussie airwaves won via 2 UW, Bros, and United Artists
exploiteer,
eign film division of the Charles A. dozens Of unrecorded pops, asserts Sydney.
resigned as Mayor H. H, Humphrey'J'
Koons Co., back from a two-month it has 'serviced disk companies -with * Jack Dflvey, Aussie radio star,- is secretary to return to film
exploita:*
Burdpean trip ^cotiting the conti»
currently playing a vaude season in tion.only seven new tunes as Insurance
nental product.,
Adelaide for Harry Wreni
"State of Union" confining its reagainst
the
ban.
James Sauter chairmanning the
"First National Night" may be turn Twin City engagement to
St.
Major pubs themselves, incident- given an Aussie tour by Whitehall Paul, the presence
dinner committee for the James J.
of "Gone With
Walker Memorial, Inc., which is ally, listen to more new' songs Productions following Sydney run.
the Wind" at the Lyceum^keWing it
=
«^
holding its affair at the Waldorf- demonstrated 'by writers in one week
R. F, Stephens,, interested with out of Minneapolis.
Astoria Deo.'4.
than they^did in months- before the -Charles Munroe in 'indie Queensland
Philadelphia Symphony orchestra
Le Ruban Bleu's meltre d' Carlo ban announcement. As expected, film circuit, will visit London shortly. concert drew capacitj*
audience to
proudly dispensing artistic cut-outs
George Form-by is winding up a Northrop, Auditorium with Eugene
writers ^re bending their noses
created by his brother. Franco Noya,
fine Sydney run- on Dave Martin's Ormandy,, formerly in same
role
stail artist of the Corriere di Picoli; against the grindstone and making Tivoli loop.
Opens In -Melbourne
with
Mmneapolis Symphony, a
"
thorough checks of trunks for ma- next.
published in Milan.
magnet.
The- James- Waterman .Wises- (aci terial written during/ recent years,
Mrs. Claude Carter, wife of FUmtress-' Helen Brooks)
Ifving year- In many caseSi writers are securing craft Laboratories- managing, direcrouiid, at their place in Ridgefield, the return of songs they wrote which tor, died suddenly in Sydney after a
Conn., having leased their town have been on publishers'' shelves for short illness.
_:on
house to the Jay FassettsMoss Enterprises has taken over
By Florence S. Lowe
some time. Pubs have returned the'
Sonny Dunham orch currently at
new comedy- by Pat Ballard, tunes on the writers- plea that if His Majesty's, Perth, on six years"Darling Donna Grey," making the
lease. It was formerly leased by the Club Kavakos.
they (the pubs) -weren't going to do
Fullers.
rounds, concerns a comic strip artMirtha Raye bows into ciub Cairo
with them before the' ban,
Official two-reeler' of the wedding over weekend.
ist who -falls in love with his prin- anything
they shouldn't prevent- the writers of Princess Elizabeth and Prince
cipal pen-and-ink character.
Virginia Mayo due in Friday (14)
Dorothy and Herb Fields working from placing the tunes elsewhere Philip Mountbatten, due to take to bally "Walter- Mitty."
Lana Turner's local exploitation
on a new librettO' which Irving Ber- and getting them recorded before place, Nov. 20, at Westminster Abbey,
London, has been secured for Aussie stmt last week somewhat cramped
lin will musicalize as a sequel to Dec. 31.
their current smash, '^'Annie Get
Alt disk studios are humming with distribution by Gordon D. Ellis, head by a bad toothache.
Bryson Rash, WMAL-ABC anYotir Gun." Tunesmith now on the activity, with Decca still lagging be- of British Empire Films.
^
nouncer, writing a new radio colCoast,
N
hind. At Columbia, Frank Sinatra
umn for -Sunday Star.
Pamela
of
out large

y David

flufnlal'"'

David Millers divorcing.
Dolores

.

Francisco.

an eastern jaunt,
TJm Holt to Oklahoma to round
up stock for his rodeo.
John Huston to Florida to scoiit
after

.

"Key Largo."
Judy Canova's daughter; Tweenv
recovering from virus pneumonia
Margaret Lintisay back on the job

locations foj

Cameraman

Burke recuperating after a collapse on the
PKOlot..
Jerry Wald out of the hospital and

way

motion' picture
Princeton,

art

direction

at

i

Una Merkel filed- suit for back
alimony against her former husband,
Ronald L. Burla.
Margaret Roach, daughter of Hal
Roach, and actor Robert Rapdell,
'

wed

will

-

Dec.

10.

Milton S. Kussell in town for
huddles with David O. Selznick after

.

became

CopenbageD

after a seven-dav

stage.

George Jenkins will lecture on

•

•

home

resting tat

check-up.

'

!

Charles

Eleanor Counts in town for two
weeks before returning to the Broad-

"

.

'

after injuries sustained in a fall from
a horse.

,

,

™

with

ill

Dona Drake returned to work after
week out with flu.
Gene Kelly reported at Metro-

a

-

A

'

.

bronchitis,

,

.

Moras returned from San

Bess Mer»dyth. tha writer,

•

.

He'a thp
* "

director,

.

-

Loew; returned from New:
^''^''^^

Sem

a sales tour of Ca.nada.
Don Hartman" returned from Hot
Springs where he worked on the
for
production.
script

RKO

his first

Lillie Messinger .returned from
three weeks of story scouting for
Universal-International in the east;

"

.

.

,

Miami Beach

,

'

'

.

•

-'

'i

,

'

,

.

RKO

^

By Larry SoIIoway
Johniiy Howard will m.c.
Harem Room of Latin Quarter
Dorothy

Lamour

Thomas

and

'

Danny

ticketed for engagements
at Colonial Inn.
Alan Gale, Stan Fisher and Wally
Wanger production into the Copa-

cabana Sunday

(9).

Embassy Club, new casino, opened
week in Hallandale. Show to be
installed in two weeks.'

this

Ned Schuyler teaming Sophie
Tucker, Peter Lind Hayes and
Eleanor Powell for a date at his
Beachcomber.
Gus DeCastro

who Owns

a chain

hotel dance; studios, and Raul
and Eva Reyes are partners in a

of

new Havana

-

nitery.

Barry Gray already has four spon"
sors for his Copacabana lounge a.m.
broadcasts, at the highest rotes ever
charged for such time among south

J

Flwida

;

1,700 Songs

the
this

season,-

stations.

•

,

•

,

Palm Springs

'

'

'

^

,

'

•

.

town; ditto

.

'

,

.

-

;

.

.

-

,

•

-

.

•

A

.

,

^

Goldenherg

LilJ'

Pons and Andre

Kostelanetz.

Ray Whitaker

:

,

By Bank

Walter Winchell, first .time here,
guesting with Charlie Farrell.
Robt. Taylor and Barbara Stanwyck planning homie here.
The' Charles Winningers around
orchestra "signed by

Tennis Club for season.

His electric

clarinet iitandout.

Julie Mitchum, warbling at Mr.
Dees, loudly applauded by brother
Bob.
Ditto Russell Wade, Anita
Louise & Ann Rutherford with

husbands.,

Others sunning around town: Brad
Crawford,, Harry Gray, Billy De
Wolfe, Alice Paye and Phil Harris,
Claudette Colbert and Dr. Joel
Pressman, Mitchell Leisen, Harry
Joe Brown.
June AUyson and Dick Powell admiring Lou Winston's new Studebaker at Wonder Palms. Also there,
Rita
Lane,
Hayworth,
Evelyn
Mr. St. Mrs. Gummo Marx, Mrs.
Charles Skouras, Mr. & Mrs. Mike
Rosenberg, the Jim Rumans.
CapaciQr at opening of Charlie
:

-

Morrison's

Stables.

At

up-front

Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Gotten,
David Selznick and Jennifer Jones,

tables;

Georgie Jessel,

,

Ann

Lasky,-

Jimmy

Ritz

Ella
Miller,

Raines,

Jesse

Sonny Tufts,
and Johnny Meyer.

;

Portland, Ore.

.

Gordon, daughter
Ger- is turning
gobs- of .masters,
trude Lawrence, -makes her screen many of which ar^ intended for
debut in a fo^Jhcoming Paramount albums and many of Tvhich are refihort,^ "Babie^i- They're Wonderful,"
makes
of .masters already on the
produced by Justin Herman in the
Columbia shelves. Columbia, too,
east.-

Mrs. Murray Silvepstone, wife of
the 20th-Fox International prez,
the dinner committee for the New York chapter of
Padassah's event >at the Waldorf^
e- Astoria Dec. 9,
Hal Roach,; and wife, arrived in
W. Y. on Sunday (9) aftet the. producer, flying his private plane, was
forced down in Minneapolis by a
heavy blizzard. He's remaining eastlor about 10 days.
Marcello and Cesar Girosi, heads
of Superfilm Distributing, returned

named chairmaa<of

hustling at its Coast' Studios, getting in material- by Dinah Shore,
is

Harry James, Woody Herman and
others.

At

Victor's

New York

studios
sessions are

matinee and evening
scheduled almost daily.
Same applies to the Capitol Pathe studios,
Ni Y„ which are being used by various minor labels as well as by Cap
artists.

.

William

By Hal Cohen
Leo

Strini, violinist; going into the

booking business with George Held.
Bandleader "Piccolo Pete" DeLuca
and- his wife expect a child in the

of

Warner,

show

spring.

Kay

Announcer Paul Shannon's parents four
critically

accident.

leave of absencei

Haines,

By John Quinn
Francis due in Nov. 20 for
performances at the Music

injured in an automobile Hall in '!State of the Union."

Dancer Dolly Deane and her
husband. Bob Davis, have bought a
home in Miami.
Jerry Aekerraan is the new manager of the Carnival Lounge, re-

In a couple of cases pubs which
have writers under contract have placing Tony Verdi.
Dancers Walter and Jean Brown
Saturday (8) from a two-week allowed their contractees to take en route horns from
Tokyo after a
junket to the Coast where they ne- tunes to rivals for consideration be- USO tour of
the Pacific.
gotiated
with
Hollywood film- cause they cannot handle them.
Grant Mitchell opens three-week

orchestra

opens
,»

,

Kansas City

Dave LeS, ITA manager, has his
neck in a big harness because of
neuritis.

King
Club.

Ennis orchestra into Jantto assistant manager
company's mid-town zen Beach Ballroom Nov. 22.
„
Floyd

case, replacing

now on

Saunders

Waggaman upped from a new Savoy
Skinnay

company nabe

Resident Theatre opens its season
Dec. 1-10 with "Hdving Wonderful
Time," directed by Allen Zwerdling.
Jack Armstrong and Al Eldridge
playing a fortnight at El CaSbah,-.Tn
the Bellerive hotel, with Wayne
Muir piano-orch backing.
'^Ice Cycles" company added nine
gajs lo roster while playing 6-day
stand in the Pla-Mor, Eight of Cycletteff came in from Canada.

•

•

Lucille

Ball

In

"Dream

Girl,"

scheduled Dec. 3 for Mayfair.
Lauritz Melchior and concert orAuditorium
chestra
into
Civic
Nov. 24.
choreographer,
iTacques
Ravel,
hired to produce shows at Jack and
Jills Elations.

Mills Brothers booked into Music
Supper Club for two weeks
starting Deo. 3. . ,
El Rancho -Village remodeled and
featuring western style floor shows,
with Earl Mossman as producer.
Laraine' Day and Gregory Peck costarring in "Angel Street," schedule*
for Mayfair theatre stage Nov. 23-25.
Capitol theatre offering live shows
again this week, with Bi-yce Sentrjr,

Hall

'

Patine and Rosa, Mickey Dolan and

Bunnell

Sisters.

v
•

.

W«diM«a«r*

Nwcmber

12, 1»47

C3

died Nov, 3 in Brooklyn, Wife, producers by heading pff before
ion^'Cnd tiircft daughters they're made" thos'fe films which are
bound to run into trouble with censors or put the 'p. S, in a bad light
Mm,
Kagel, wif^ of United
abroad.
Artiirts' New Hkigland field- .repreThis is one of the principal factors
year* as boxoffice treasurer for sentative, died' in her- home in
tJxe Percy WiUtama' vaude theatres, Boston, Nov.' 7.
She had been in; involved in the present difficulty of
stepping infb his initial ^diow to fUl ill health for several years.
-the Lou Goldt>erg-Jack Pegler unit
,a -vacant role in an emergency.
He
lit getting biog of Al C^potte past the
played in "Norway" during its N, Y.
Father of Larry Greib, of the City
Brcen ofltcfc
xjm and on the road and had. been Investing Co., trhich' owns tile Astor, Joe
.hired for this season, but his failing
Biiou,.Morosico and other Broadway
health kept him from Joining the
theatres, died Nov. 4 in ifew ITork,
company.
jtr.

otW

flv*

OBITUAEIES

Hot

same salary express track they were
flagged 'onto by an orirushing hit,"
though they no longer riln' under

'

'

touis RydeU,.«dvertWn« manager

year*, died
of Varietv for over 30
suddenly of » he*rt attack at his
tiome, 969 Park avenue. Mew Yoik,
Suaday night W, H« WM«S. Wife,
lour brotbera and a lister mt«ive.

Diskers

'n' Colli

issas C(wtiane4 from page 1 ssax

rm

'

a

full

head

of steam'.

This situation

is

•

beginning to re-

bookings. It was
not long ago when a click record
made; a solid springboard for launch*
ing the vocalist into: a series of guest
Details oft page *,
dates and perhaps lining up the
disk personality for a permanent spot
Fatlwr, 77, of Bill Liebow. operaon K commercial series, but now the
MABEt.
Cecil Humphreys, 64/. stage and
talent buyers are' inclined to wait
Mabel 'Van Buren, 09, former' stage tor of the Eaiemational hotel,
fllm player who last appeared in
theatres
winter,,
pnidttced
during
the
and see what follows.
forthconaing
"Mortal and screen actress, died Nov. 4 in Panama, and Giro's, Colon, died
Universal's
may be biddinc for attractions rather
good example, of .the previous
^
after a sliort illness. Nov. X in New. York.
-Coils," died Nov, 6 in T^ew York, Hollywood
than the reverse.
mode of branching out ,was Peggy
acting career spanning Following a legit career, sha moved
ijirith, his
Stopgap boeSongs are being made Le^t, laying m< virtual', rctirctment,
Some 47 years, hie scored perhaps to Hollywood in 1914 and splayed
Sam ZabeiiB, 59, father' of Lto
4n:d«r to keep some houses fen-' even 'though she had' cut a -'couple
his greatest stage success In "Tovar- leading roles in early Cecil fi. De- Zabelin, Chi VABunnr staffer, died' in
Mille pictures, notably "The Man Oct.. 29 in Chicago. Wife, daughter anted, one instant being ""the TirSt platterii for Capitol diirutg this peich," produced by Gilbert Miller,
Vbs. Frtser," at the Shwbert, that riod. Miss Lee suddenly found her.A native Of Cheltenham, England, From Home" and "Th« Girl of the and anotho' aoajstlso aurvi'v^
spot being aillocated to "IBgh Button self the center of trade attention via
.Hojnphreys made his London debut Goldett Wesfc" Her retirement fa 1941
Shoes," now at the Century. "The a single new tune, '"*! Don't Know
jn 1910 at the .Palace theatre in followed the death of her hAsband,
Voice of the Turtle," Beck, will re-, Enough About You." The recording
"Madame B.utterfly." Subsequently Jame9 Gordon, Shakespearean actor.
I Wonder" at the Hudson. of this number sulHced to gain her a
daughter, Kay Van Buren, actress,
Martha fitontgomery to Alfred place "How
he joined a traveling repertory cornpany and .while in South Africa we^ and a granddaughter survivei.
Newman, Beveirly Hills, Cal, Nov. G. Nov. 23, no new production being nod from Bing Crosby, make her
Bride is a scrten actress; he's musi- available for that hou%. Playtiouse, worthy of a series on Chesterfield's'
"Gladys Mason, another member of
has .Edith Piaf and a Frendh "Supper Club," a flqckoC other guest
JOHN GOBBILET
cal director at 20th-Fox.
the company!- Later the couple came'
vaude show, may go dark when 'the radio dates and sbf weeks at the Farto the it. S. for an engagement in
John Gormley, 80, manager tor
Sherlee Weingarten to Stephen imported attraction departs Nov. 29.
amount, N. Y. FVom then' on it was
"Fanny's First "Play" at the New nearly 40 years of Music Hall, Mor- Alexander, New York, Nov, 7. Bride
."Turtle" is getting moderate grosses, easy sailing for her, as far as sustheatre.
rishurg, Ont., died Oct. 29 in Ottawa is casting assistant for Theatre Guild;
sufficient to provide a profit both tained radio commercial attachments
.Among other productions in which hospital. Besides, bookfag legit mfo he's director of television fo^ Uni-^ ;bu{
iways, having a three-person cast. It and nitery dates were concerned.
"Romance,"
"Parain
were
he
also
booked
seen
Music
Hall,
"
was
the
versal-Intemational
Pictures.
he
Other instances that might be cited
moved from the Morosco to make
Marian Spies to Clarence Brown, way for "The Druid Circle" and is are Ted Weems* catapulting out of
Port Washmgton, L. I., Nov. 9. He's the: second .longest-rtmning, show on the dimmed spotlight as the result
the Metro director,
Broadway, "Okfaboma" biing num- of a revived recordiiig of "HeartBarbara Jones to Don Fryor; ber one and "Harv«y" in the third aches," the Hawmonicats' emergence
with "Peg ©•
Heart," and Red
Was^gton, D. C, Nov. 9. Bride is slot.
HOVEMIER 1$. If44
bdxolKEe surge' with "Tempassistant to direcilor- of -the Voice
"T^urtle", move this time is to be
America for tbe State Dept.; he's :made because "AnHumy and Cleo- tation."
LILLIAN Kf NDIS
CBS Washington newscaster,
patra" (Katharine Cbmell and GodMarilyn Rothenberg to, Milt: Som- frey Tfearte) arriveai Nov- 26 at the
Mister" is adverNew York, No'v.? 8. He's mem- Beck. "C^U
jmadshow films, preeming berg.
sit*s," "The Pelican," "The Doctor's early
ber of Warner Bros, fa.oi. publicity tising its last weeks but no fresh at"The Patriots"
and, hOHse'fc screen policy with "Birth of staff.
Dilemma,"
traction is known to have been
firotn page } siss
"Angel Street." More recently he a Nation," "Confession," "IntolerBetty Bauer to Jule Stem, in New booked to follow it at the Plymouth.
hitd trouped with Gertrude Law- ance," etc.
formers!—a« aglainst bands are eviYork, Oct 26. Groom is i»rofe$sional
Sister, brother and one son, Paul
His fllm
rence in "Pygmalion."
dence enough to the vet showman.
manager of Broadcast Musie Inc.
Vaiubtt's Ottawa mugg,
•roles, a.-iide from "Mortal Coils," in- Gormley,
The manner in wiiich the Florida
music staff. Bride is non-pro^
cluded "'Wuthering- Heights" and survive.
niteries are going ijerserk 6n sal•

•

flect itself in radio,

<

Booking Doaitb

TAN AVBEN

,

'

.

A

MARRIAGES

A

wh^

'

'

,

'

.

.

Ih^s

!

'

.

Me

Comeback

.

—

'

-

Louise "Pfund to

"Desire Me."

BICHAIID W. CULL

Wife and a son, Peter; also an
actor, survive.

Jergens Fretting

Andy Ryan, BeV'

erly Hilb, CaI.,,Nov> 6. 'Bride is

a

j,,,^ CoBttaocA

"

screen publicist.

63, since 1935
director of WHIO, Dayton,
died of a heart attack Nov. 3, in

ELEANOR PAINTEB

'

BIRTHS

.

,Mrs. Charles H. Strong, the former Eleanor Painter, star of drama,
musical comedy and opera before,
her retirement in 1931, died Npv. 4
.in. Cleveland. Early In her career,
-Victor Herbert wrote "Princess Pat"
for her and she appeared In it in

Dayton.

He was in newspaper work for
many years,- serving on the Cleveland Plain Dealer from 1915 to 1922,
then rejoining the -Cox chain of

newspapers as' editorial director.
This group included the Dayton
Canton News, Springfield
all in Ohio, and the Miami
Between 1917 ^nd 1924,-sb'fe started
(Fla.) News.
in :b series of productions ranging
wife, two sons, and four
His
.from operettas to straight dramas.
ldl5 and 1916.

News,
News,

Including "Art and Opportunity,"
"Glorianna," "The Climax," "Floradora," "The Last Waltz," "The ExUe"

daughters survive.

and "The Chifro|i Girl." She made
her debut in grtind opera in Berlin
Snd for two years toured Germany
in
lead
roles
In
"Carmen,"
"Madame Butterfly," "Faust" and
"La Boheme."
In
1931,
when
she married
Major Charles H.
Strong, head of a Cleveland departinent store, she was prima donna of

'John Baldenspfirger, exhibitor and
the father of Harry H. Baldensperger, owner of the Utopian theatre in- Sheffield, Fa., died last wedc
in that place. He had been a resident of SheiTield for many years and
had operated a hotel there since before the outbreak of World War I.
He opened and operated the Utopia,

JOHN BALDCNSFERGEB

Mr. and Mrs.
ter, Pittsburgh,

Max
Nov.

Arnold, daugh'9.
Father's a

theatre owneif there.

Mr. and Mrs. Ed Rickey, son, Pittsburgh^ Nov. 1. Father's on staff of
Carnival Lounge, Pitt nitery.
Mr. and Mrs. Mark Hendrix, son,
Los Angeles, Nov. 1. Father is a
Fox West Coast theatre manager.
Mr^ and Mrs. Tim Herbert, son,
New York, Nov. 7. father is' the
vaude comic.
Mr. and Mrs. Bud- Braybill,
daughter, Los Angeles, Nov. 6.
Esther is a cameraman.
Mr. and Mrs. Sherman Hayes,
daughter, Chicago, Nov. 2. Father
is bandleader; mother is DeU Welcome,- his former ^vocalist,
Mr. and Ifos, W. J. Cummings, son,
Sumter, S.
Oct.. 25.
Mother is
former Fred Waring vocalist. Donna
'

C,

Dae.
IN

MARIE SAXON

Foreign Censors

Wb(» Died Nov. 12. 1941

Contlnaed'from page 1

PAULINE SAXON

Vive.

CHARLES

.

ALEX
Alex

but later turned the theatre
over to his son.

S.

Robb,

BOBB
58, NBC

bu.sine.ss

MEINKEN

F.

'1

aries for names; the upbeat' of solid
SBSSs! variety performers lor the preseata-

tion theatres, blacking-out the freak
radio and disk draws, and the like,
indicate to Stein that vaude has a
real chance for a comeback.
He was first struck with that re"there's some special occasion to forecently when an old-school trampogo it.)
„
In a recent attack on Russia's An- line act toured with Spike Jones*
"concert"
at $3.60 top. The fact that
drei Vishinsky, WincbeU rode roughthe Jonesites could get that scale in
shod, over what was to have been
Jergens^ plug and pu.shed announcer itself was a revelation to Stein.
He's
struck
with the impact, of the
Jim Bannon aside. .He also warned
those in the control booth to give .most mediocrej turns over television,
him the right-of-way once he had eipparently pieasipg the at-home
'Customers.'
warmed up to his subject. (Effect
Then yen .to .laugh was evidenced
on many listeners of WinchcU's
""don't cut me off" and "Tm going to to him at recent sports events—Al
keep talldbog" ^remarks on the air Scfaaeht's routine at the - World
Series;
the most sophomoric antics
was- that he' wa9 about to spring
at college and pro football games,
something posnbly censprable.>
:

.

Wincfa^Il is reported

to.

Have

fold:

.

ing-

executive

a long illness. He had been inactive
for the past two years following a
stroke.

Rpbb entered show business as
a minstrel blackface and for many
years was end man with Honey Boy
Evans. He later tiuned to radio and
became the first manager of Amos
n' Andy, then Sam 'n' Henry, on a
small Chicago station. In 1929 he
became manager of NBC's Artists
Service Bureau in Chicago and 10
years later moved to Hollywood in
;that capacity. With the dissolution
of the- Artists Service, he was placed

,

Stein feels that if the picture
grosses ever start to dip in. a real

Robert Orr, "When .Pve got something important to say I'm not pull-

manner, vaudeville might

up for whistle-stop commercials."

be

iJcell

the lifesaver at the boxoffice, instead
understood, however, that Jerof the former giveaways, bankOf etc.
gens, who.'s currently on the Coast,
not only isn't .pleased with the idea
of entirely eliminating the middle
commerciaL but' also i* not happy
over
WincheU. Confining entire'
^ontinned frain..i>asc i
broadcasts to such subjects as Vishinsky. Sponsor would rather, it's
which normally TunisKto 35% of the::
said, that the gabtier jstuck to his
gross and includes stagehands, treasdot-and-dash : news, roundup and urers, etc; advertising as well, as the
brief editorializing:
normal expenses such as commisIt's

22^26

tirely.

"Born

'

—

to KiTll,"

RKO's Lawrence

sions.

Hope-Luekniatt
.

Conlinqed 'from pnge,l

.'

However, Chevalier, by necessity,
must .stick mainly to his one-man
shows in legit houses because of tlie

,

pre.stige

,

Tierney-starrer, and "Brute Force," other barrel. If Hope wants to travel
69, violinist
Mark Hellinger's Universal produc- the show it'll be contrary to his
orchestral librarian at WLS, tion, have been suffering particuwishes but in any event the line
Chicago, died Nov. 6 in that city. larly
the
blue-pencillers charges and incidental expenses will
from
Meinken was first violinist in the abroad, as they have, in fact, to a
have to be borne by him. There was
Chicago Symphony orch until 1910, lesser degree in this country. Chief
;isomething said to the effect "we'll
when' he left to join the Chicago objection is that brutality and law- see about
that."
Opera company. In 1922 he began lessness on the screen encourages
James Saphier, radio agent for
working in radio.
same sort Of activity in the native Hope, left hurriedly last week for
Wife and two daughters survive. population.
New York, ostensibly on a television
Embassies' and consulates abroad— deal which was patently a cover-up.
WILLIAM R. LODGE
and even reps of the Motion Picture From the east come reports that he's
William R. Lodge, 72, general
Assn.^have been inalcing no effort talking with other sponsors. Where
managrer and treasurer of the old
to help the crime pix out of their
trade execs gather there is little disSilvi'i- Lake Amusement parlc near
local difficulties.
In their view, the sent. to the general feeling that Hope
Akron, 0.. died Nov. 2 in that city. fewer shown the better for the U. S.,
be .selling Pepsodent next
He retired in 1918, wlien the park so they consider the censor a friend won't
season.
was discontinued.
rather than an antagonist.

and

for 18 years, died Nov, 6 in his sleep
8t his West Los Angeles home after

,

etc.

involved.-

•

,

-

.

/

The Copa deal is the highest
guarantee ever given a i?ingle performer in. a nitery, o^eding that
obtained by Danny Kaye who got a
$20,000 guarantee plus a pqrccntage
at the same spot last year,

Charles F. Meinken,

8.

.

,

,

of
all
American itims
is plenty^
but censor troubles as weH, which is- keeping them out of many countries en-

troubles

abroad—^which

the San Francisco and Philadelphia
Ojpera companies.
Husband and -three brothers sur-

r»tf

Clievaljer's

POND MEMORY OF MY BELOVED DAUGHTER

,

fn»

in New York,' John Hoagland, account exec for tbe show at the Robert W, Orr agency, said the middle
commerdai will stay in except when

Richard W. Cull,

news

,

'

.

.

.

Originally, Chevalier-

was

slated to

go in at $10,000 plus 50% of the
gross after' expenses had been deducted.
However, Arthur Losscr,
Chevalier's producer, found that it
would be difficult to determine the
exact amount of the cafe's expenses
coa^quently the change in deal.
,

j

'Brigadoon'

,

Continued from iM.ee 1
As a matter of ta,ct, MPA's "seMARTIN OI.IAN
Hope Off^Nov, 1«
Martin Olian, Warner Brcs. ward- lectively" unit in New York, which
Hope will be missing from his investors and a like amount to the
charge of program and talent robe department purchaser and a passes on all pix for showing abroad,
producer.
Pepsodent broadcast next Tuesday
starting
to
ka,yo
all
the
roughsales, continuing until his
is
fatal ill- studio employee lor 17 years, died
"Brigadoon" was cited' among
(18) due to delayed sailing of tlie
ness.
of a heart attack Nov. 8 in Holly- stuff pix before they get to the other
Burns Mantle's "Ten Best Plays of
side.
Most of tlie raa,ior companies Queen Mary for London. It was the Season, »4«-'47," the first time a
Wife and daughter, radio actress wood.
are cooperative. Indies, often depend- originally planned to air the show musical has been included in his anMary Lee Robb, survive.
Wife and daughter sui'vive.
ent on foreign income for a profit and from London, as well as the broad- nual listings since "Of Thee I Sing,"
DUDLEY CliEJVtENTS
Mother of Edwin .1. Moriarity, as- with no bacltlog to draw upon it cast of the following week, but tieup
"Allegro," the season's costliest
Dudley Clements, 58, legit actor sistant sale.s mana^r for jtetro in their pic is nixed, have been making in London sailing for N. Y. caused musical, ~is earning approximately
the hurried revision.
tvlio last appeared In
It wa.s budgeted at
the Broadway Pittsburgh, died recently alter a long a tougher fight to get past the
$8,000 weekly.
PVoduction of "Song of Norway," died illness. Another son and two daugh* eagle-eyes.
It's* likely that a substitute sho'W
$250,000 under the corporate nam*
Nov. 4 in New York. He had been ters also survive.
will
broadcast
from
be
Hollywood of Surrey Productions, and on th«
MPA's Coast unit, the Motion Pic'U several months, with
ture Prodiicer-* AsRn., ix ttciivp. on the as there haVe been no "plan.s for fly- basis of its capacity pace will havea heart ailment.
Father of Edward J. Degray, as- Other end to discourage the gangster ing Hope or his writers to London. recaptured its investment in sijt
Clements became an actor after 11 sistant manager of WBT, Charlotte, films. It tries to avoid lo-sses for the Show of Dec. 1 will com^ from N. Y. months.
.-j:..
In

.

_^

MFA

,
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22,
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j^lMDOse Snipes af 'Amber^ 'Outlaw'

Key Titter Enforcement of Pk Code

>

Certainty prevBils In th» film in•iustry that- there will be a consider•We tightening up in enforcement of
the Production Code, despite denials
this

week by Administrator Joseph

Hiighes Gets Back 500G
III

Tax Overpayment^

Washington, Nov, 18,
How,ard Hughes has gotten back
nearly $500,000 in tax overpayments
Treasury,
Bureau of Interfrom ttie
the Catholic Chiiirch of "FOieVer
nal 'Revenue has disclosed.
Aniber" and'"'nie Oiitlaw" has in.-Th©' ;plane-builderv film producer,
variably been. followed by a shfttj)"
1.

of any laxity in applicaof the rules on morals. Criti-

Breen

tion

cism such as

is

now being made by

"

PCA' reins;
"".
While therVs' Ho criticism
Breen by those familiar with
.'

of

hi^
operation, a cratfkdown on- application of the rules is anticipated by

of the administrarfhat's to keep
.tor's assigned duty,
And
the Industry out ' of trouble.
Ifs'ln p'lenty now,- witlt church. gov:
•Knmental censoring and' civic bodthe"

very

riElture

Committee

rougher-upper
overpaid- his personal income taxes
by $234,062 in 1945 and by $221,910
in 1946. Tieup of the money by the
Government does not hurt the taxpayer, since Uncle Sam pays 6% interest on all such overpayments.
Senate

%ug' oii

'

.

•

•

.

ddwn' its neck.
Between the bad publicity resulting from the recent Washington
probe of Communism in Hollywood
«nd the hullabaloo raisp'd over a few

ies breathing

recent pictures, building, public relations is the industry's No. 1 proj^t. Toward that, end, Breen will
i^afutally 1)6 lorc'ed to insist on a

(Continued on page 63)

Billy
•

Rose Back

to

Pop

Public-Opposed

Wartime Chichi
Getting Brushed

18.

Picture Assn, and the
Assn.
of .Broadcasters,
whose relations have been pretty
casual
up until recent months,
are now working together hand-inglove in a «tepped-up campaign, to
protect both pix and radio from
added Government controls, particularly in the censorship fleld.
Eric Johnston, IWPA prexy, haS ^already been apt>r6acked by. network
and NAB toppers to carry the ball
for the broadcasters at the iFCC's
skedded Jan. IZ hearing to decide
whether radio licensees, should 1>8
allowed to editorialize over the air.
He has been- asiced' and apparently
indicated willingness to appear at
the hearing in behalf ot editorial
NAB'ers are takrights for radio,
ing the position that FCG's so-called
Mayflower .ruling is censorship and
.the
First Amendan abridgment of
ment,
On the other side of th« coin, tlie
NAB top brass has offered full supin its' court .fight to
port to

Motion

National

.

Guitry Selling .Corsets;,
Chevalier Hair fonic

CBS has tossed a veritable bombshell into the radio rating picture.
Starting in the spring, the network
will, rate 'em by radar, permitting
for instantaneous checks on minute-

Paris, Nov.' 11.
to-minute trends embracing all audiPlaywright Sacha Guitry is going ence segHiehtS"—in big cities, small,
on the air. Radio LuxeniboUirg is towns and farms, as well as all Ingetting him to broadcast 18 minutes come levels.

By Late Jimmy Monaco

"

'

by

weeklyi^ sponsoted

Scendale

oorset firm. Guitry Is aurrjntly filming the biopic of his father, actor
Lucien Guitry,
Maurice Chevalier is also on Radio
Luxembourg, disked, sponsored by
Roja hair tonic.

Coast Tele Sets
Displace

Talffiit

From Clubs, Bars

MPA

Hollywood, Nov.

18.

SS)' "

Announcement

of

CBS'

applica-

tion of wartime radar, principles -into
the' audience measurement picture,
easily the most revolutionary de-

velopment since radio started to get
rating-consoious, took the industry
oil guard.
Immediate effect was to
cue speculation as to wheire it wOuM
leave the C. BJ, Hooper and A. C.
Nielsen operations, lor the CBS*
radar rating technique shapes up as
the ultimate in measurement devices.
Development of the radar4nspired
technique, to be named "lAMS" (Instantaneous Audience Measurement
Service)- was revealed by Frank
Stanton, CBS Uresty^ befote a gatheting of several hiindted ra'dio aritf
film personttlities on the Coast yesterday (Jues.). It's strictly a CBS "exclusive," said Stanton, conceived In
the web's research laboratory Ijy Dr«
'

Television may ultitpately present
a new horizon for live talent but at
(Continued on page 55)
Farsighted bonifaces are mulling
the moment here and now^ at least,
the idea of cutting out much of that L. A. C. of C. Realizes
it nearer resembles a possible horwartime chichi which the public
ror. In short, the live talent unions Yankees^
J.oQk
grew to expect, and didn't mind,
are; worried over the Increasinij' use
Plug Value of
when money was free.taut which they
of television receivers in small elubs,
to Sponsors
resent to the degree of staying away.
taverns, etc., viewing the event as a
Disk
It focuses around that over'."service"
serious displacer of other entertain'48 Season Baseball
Hollywbod, Nov. 18.
As
from waiters, captains, etc.
ment forms.
and Local 47 of
Tommy Dorsey's RCA-Victor wax- the
money tightens, the lineup of flunkAd agencies that have been inAFM, particularly, are taking a
eys who take your order, the guy ing of "L-L-L-La" with Mae Wil- dim view of video, and Aoi without quiring about the availability' and
been
vocal
has
picked
up
by
liams'
prices of television rights to the
who serves it, then the wine stewcause.
ard, the busboy, and also the head- the Los Angeles Chamber of Comreports "rumbles" .from its New Yolrk baseball teams, for th*
Tune was released recently membership
waiter,; have become a barrage too merce.
about the depletion of 1S48 season seem to agree ' that
prospective buyers
will
much for average Joe Public con- but went unnoticed up until last
be up
(Continued on palW 'SS)
week
when
of
C.
recognized
the
C.
against some tough bargaining with
sumption.
similarity
"Kokomo, Indiana,"
to
the Yankees and Dodger.s manageResult is that business is off and
"Tallahassee" and "Chicago" and
the bonifaces, who certainly know
Anglo-U^. Newsreel Pool ments. The impression gained by
will give it a corresponding builds
the agency is that the Yankee
public tastes, realize many things
(Continued on page 56)
ownership still harbors a strong
must be done-Hand fast. Already,
'

(Continued on page

Dodgers

-

Lyric Writing With Tune

Billy Bose, who hasn't written a
lyric ioc a 'pop song in some time,
recently fitted words to a melody
composed by the late Jimmy Moilaco.
Tune, to be called "Crying
For You," will be published by Breg-

ID/s

Tough

Of

RCA U-L-La'

AGVA

AGVA

man,- Vocco & Conn, who marketed
Jlonaco's material before his death,
iloeco Vocco of that firm had the
tnusic of the new song in his desk
'4tnce before Monaco's death and dug
It out due to the forthcoming recording ban. Rose became Interested in that hidden charge for bread-andbutter is being dropped by some, As
it and subsequently wrote the words.
(Continued on page 63)
•Rose, is so hot about the new tune
that last week he wired various
artists about the tune and is helping
getting it started. He's an AA writer
for Ripley;
Here's
Itt th^ American
Society of Composers. Authors and Publishers and
Cong. Hartley
was one of the writers of "It's Only
a Paper Kooni" revived about two
years ago. Monaco's last tune prior
Card
Solid
to his" death was "I Can't Begin to
Chicago^ Nov. 18.
Tell You," published by BVC, which,
Fred Hartley (R.,

One

'

InCBS'Servke-Wliiie-YQii-Wait
T.
Washington, Nov.

Owns A

All Set for die.

Jolson's

340G Decca Take
Hollywood; Nov,

18.

Al Jolson's Statement from Decca
Ret-ords has hit $340,000 for this
This includes over 1,000,000
year.
of his oldies, from
collects 20c. per album, or
side for eight sides.

albums

which he
2%c. per

Rest of the revenue was derived
from the smash sales of "Anniversary Song," etc..
Congressman
Jolson's second album sold 600,sales
N. J.), who with SoHi Robert Taft is 000.
"Anniversary" singly went
co-author of the Taft-Hattley Law, 800,000 platters which is terfifle
as being an honorary since this was a hotly' contested balIs revealed

Wedding

phobia regarding the medium and
liondon, Nov. 18,
that Branch Rickey, Dodders pre*y,
Besides the .elabo^k coverage of is out to establish as high a figure
the Princess Mimbeth wedding here as he can for such rights.
Thursday (20) by both British and
Rickey is asking $100,000 as his
U. S. newsreels, Gaumont-British is team's end for half the' Dodgers*
making a Technicolor short of the home games, while CBS-TV wants
ceremonies. This color spiBci?! will be .$1,000 a game on the basi.s of 25
(Continued on page 02)
(Continued on pa^e 11)

S9verA€VA

inciqlentally,

didn't

reach

heights Until after his death.

SEE PETRILLO STICKING

TO JAN.
James

1

BAN DATE

C. Petrillo,

American Fed-

eration o£; Musicians prez, doesn't
plan to halt recording activity before the Jan. 1 deadline is reached,
This_ statement is made flatly by
recording company executives in a
position to. know of Petrillo's aims,
de.spite recently made remarks by
the latter to the effect that perhaps
APM ai-tists'and the disking companies would not have all the time
thsy cspset€d to t«ir in a stock o£
masters.

lifetime member of the American
Guild of. Variety Artlst.s, Membership in the union was presented to
the Congressman last March 19 at a
time when talent unions, as well as
labor in general, were campaigning
for defeat of the legislation he
helped to introduce;
Hartley was pr'esented with a
sterling silver card which cost the
ACrVA treasury $28.
Vahiety fiVst learned of the Hartley membership as far back as June,
but Dave Fox, head ot AGVA's N. Y.
oirice, at that time denied the story.
waiU. admliustratoi' Matt Shelvey
also denied it.

the same
and Dinah
was No, 2 with

Gruy Lombardo, on
lad.
label, sold a half million

Shore, on Columbia,

'

600,000 disks.

A RECORD ALBUM

0

by th*

HOUR OP CHARM
All Girl

Tops of the Tops
Top Sheet Music Seller
"Near You"
Top "Most Requested" Disk
"Near You"
Top Seller on Coin Machines
"Near You"
Top Britisli Sheet feller
"Now Is the Hour"
(Details in

Music Section)

of

Cjirtsitmasi Carols;

Orchestra and Ciioir

undet the direction of

PHIt> SnVAMMV

CHARM RECORDS,
r.

Inc.

6. lox 40, RcNlio City Station
New York It. N. Y.

.

'

WednetHlay, November 19, 1947

UNESCO Wogb RecommMdatioRs
Stdy

In

This Week's FootibO
-By Hariy fP^ismer-

Laws

of inti Copyright

<$ports Director, .ABC JXebuarKi

United Nations Educational, Scien- 4
tific

and Cultural Organization, now
weigh-

'.'.'College

'

in srspion in Sffexico City, is

Admish, Nitery Tax
Sought for Nix by CED

20%

ing approval of recommendations
that the body make a study of international copyright Jaw, Proposals
lor such a survey were advanced last
Septeiifiber by a delegation of 10
copyright attorneys who attended a
conference in Paris to talk over
changes in internatioflaX copyright
la ws at XTNBJSCO's invitation.

miamn:
BMtoD

Washington, Nov. 18,

.vr:,w.;>.;-:t-\

.

.'..Holy Cross'
..Ferni Stale'

.Princeton

>

San Frandsda-'^llano-r*' <Sniid»y)
West Vlrginl«<-Temple

.

«

,

<

.

.

,

,

.

;

,

...

,

Of

Fisher,

Riiq^ Circus; Heads

$11

triesV

law-making

mi

NAME LASlFdGEL
OF YEfS CAMP SHOWS

a

Al- Lewis, producers.

profits

Js

.

;

3

35
10
1

,-

3

2

Illinois.

7

,,,

.Harqucttc

6

.

13
12

\

„

Purdue
Kansas

'

3,

,

Michigan
Wisconsin

40
3
13
35
12

^Okfahoma ................
...

Notre' iDame

<

,

.Detroit

SMC

Texas Cbristian-Bice

,

.i

,

,

. . .

\

«;>.

.

• <

.

>

.

.

.

.

.Bice

WBST COAST

j

Oregon-Oregon State

17

-

.

. ,

..^

.•••<•.

1

•

•

Oregon

^

3

••••<.'..•• Southern California
Caiaornia
Washington
.,
of the Wsslitagton-Wsshinffton State
(Games ore plaved Saturday a/tentoon unless othertptse stated.)

12
14

.

:

%

to release as'

one of a string of suj»er-dupers company is now Uning up. He can take

on the

CIemson
North Carolina
Georgia Tech
Kentseky
.

,

Rank) and Southern Cai-UCLA
Jessel would Stanferd-Cslifernis

J, ./Arthur.

pic whiqh Eagle lion

by member coun- have been smoothened
bodies.'

in

songwriter;

be given a cut in the

&

.l

7

27
e

,

SOQXHWfeST
Baylor-SMU

Fred

Vlay

packaged by Fred Packard

(^n-ln-law of

Experts on Copyright sponsored by
O'seas for Talent 0.0.
the Pan- American Union in WashJohn Eingling North is again presington in June, 1946. At that meetident of the Ringling, Bamum
ing, which was attended by reps
from 21 Latin American countries, Bailey Circus, being in control of
^rtain changes in the Buenos Aires 91% of the stocK and ifs indicated
and Berne conventions vviere made. that diBerenfies which punctuated
the affairs of Qie Ringlings for years
However,
these revisioDs are subj«et t^ 'xatiftiiation

the, late

filnuisical

limy

.

Florida
Vanderbilt
yirginia
Wake Forest

.

E Fdmimcal
JeWt

7
,

.Alabama

J^l As

.

George

,

t-Georgla

TredFyier'Iii

North Again in Control

.

.

San 'Francisco
West Virginia

,

KEN MRRAY'S

George

i%
2o
20
9
,,,,
g
3

."

.

'.

SOUTH

- .

the way is [>avcd ultimately, for
convention in the distant future it 'probably -would prove similar
to the copyright convention adopted
at.the Intcc-Am^rican Conference of

POINTS

.Yale-

yale-Har-MH-a
•

KEN
AND

new

;.f

^..^.CeHumiU

CoKumbia-Sj^nMiMe
Holy Cross-Feraiiam
Fift-Penn 'state
rilnceton-DartmouUi

A1»1>aUia-lStr
••"
diattaiiMga-Geariri*
port-are Eric Johnston, ,pre2 of the
iated with the United IJations has its
"BLACKOUTS OF 1947"
Cleasan-Attburn
Assn.; Raymond
own copyriglat laws. The U. S, as Motion Picture
El Capitan .Theatr*, Hollywood. Cal. Dnke-North Carolina
v..
exec, and Gardner
ad
Bnbicani,
MUlUiAY'S new Gecrgia Teoh-Furman
well as most nations, has reciprocal
Watch for
^
newspskper publisher tmd feature length ilhn production
Cowles,
copyright agreements with other
Kentucky-Tennessee
,
exec of the Cowles radio stations.
COO"
*<B\IX.
countries and the survey, if .approved,
BUami-FIorid* (Fri nitc)
Pictures
Itepublic
through
Released
through
with
eojw-.
a
CKD came
will analyze the situation to. see
'Vsmdcrbilt-Maryland
prehensiVe plan for tapering off
where improvements can be made.
Virfinia-North Carolina State
taxes and simplifying the tax strucWake Forest-Da«|nesne (Frl- Bite)
AiTwng the delegates to the Paris
ture which included this: "All exconference was John Schwlman, long
alcoholic
bevexcept
those
on
cises
Arizona-Marqnette (nit«) j ...... ....
attorney for the Songwriters Protecerages, tobacco end gasoline should
Illinois-Northwestern
Uve Assn. .As coordUnated' and ar- be eliminated, reducing the total
Indiana-Purdae
,
range- by Francois Hepp, French at- yield of excise taxes' by nearly Sft^."
Kansas-Missouri
tortiey and the UN's advisory expert
3%ere is no indication that ConMiehiean-Ohio State
for copyright, the meeting contained gress will
.go 'along for some time
Uinnesota-Wisconsln
,^
only one lawyer from a country. with any program which whittles
Nebraska-Oklahoma
Hepp is now in Mexico City doing down excised substaptially.
Notr^ Dane-Xulaiie. .. ............. ... ,
the groundwork on the possible okay
tuIsa-Detrott
of the conclave's recommendationsi

If

\:

Bostos. ,Uii|veTliUy-C«lg»it«

Complete eliminatit>n<of the 20%
admiasSOaa tax and .<a'jfi«r-»% bite
on nitcKy tubs is "one''- of th4..-recommendafioQs of the Committee for
EcononUc Development in its longrange tax plant recorn,TOended to
^
Congress last week.
It's generally agreed that such a
Among those on the Research und
stydy would entail considerable time
Committee who made the resince practically every country affil- Policy

ft

':

.iWt»|«KRS';"

.,

Cone|;e*St. Mary's,

Pro Football
NATIONAl. XEAGVE

stint and. stm stay within the

out.
North bounds of biis present contract with
purchased part of the holdings of 20th Century-Fox which restricts
James A, Haley, who was named Jessel's producing-writing activities
president of BBB last season. Robto that lot but doesn't crimp otherert Ringling, who is also an officer, type breadwinning;
acquired the balance of the. Haley
For instance. Jessel can act, write,
holdings and, with his ,aiothw>- now
have legit or radio activities, do his
controls 49% of flie circus stock.
,

;

N. Y. Giante-Grecn Bay Jfacke'ra.
Chi Bears-Pitt' Steelera
Wasb. Bea«kins-Cid Cards.
Boston Yanks-PIUHy JEairles
It. A> B»ias-Detr«j|( Uons

.Ruiken
. .

2t
14

.

14

Easles .
Liens ..

7
3

Bears
Cards

ALL- AMEBIC A CONFERENCE

after-dinner speaking (which is a'
GAME^
lucrative source of income) and gen- CU Keekets-San Fran (Fri nite)
San Francisco .i ....
eralbr engage in any and all theatri-. Baltimore Colts—BnOale Bills
BHIr
,
1^ appearances excee^ those two. re- N. Y. Tsnkees-Cievchind Browns
Browns
with
contract
sfric^ims tmder bis
Brooklyn Bodgers-L. A, Dons..v...
.......Dons: ... ...a^,
^.
producZanuck
film
'Hie Darryl F^
(Gatnes are played /Sitnda]/ «/temoon, unless ottierwtse stated.)
in
concert
tion -iplant. "He did a
Wins, SiSS; Xosses, 110; Ties^ 13; Feb, ;67S.
,

Haley came into the front office of
14
Abe Lastfogel, general manager of RBB through his marriage to Au17
the WiUlam HHbstSw ajgency, who brey Ringling, former/widow of tiie
.served as. president at USQ-CaOtp late Richard Ringling^
3
shows, last Week "was elected presi..
0
Understood tliat Haley has wanted
dent of the Veterans Hospital Camp oiit on the Big Top sipce the HartShows, Inc., an mganization which ford fire, as a result of wfaich he was
night
Sunday
(16)
Philadelphia
will provide entertainment for hos- mcarcerated. North' also took over
Cnes don't count)
the
emcees
him
which
snared
$3,000,
pitalized vets starting late Decem- the estate- of his tincle, the late John
•Home team mentioned first.
ber!
Walter Hoving, of the Hov- Ringling, from tlie State of Florida; Picture Pioneers dinner tonight
-(Points represent predicted margin ceC victory, not tbe official odds.
ing Corp., was named diairman of those holdings are said to include, .(W(sd.) in JSfew York at a© Hotel
Elected veepees arc tapped oil wells in the west. An as- Plaza, plays a week ai the Hifit>othe "boarda
drome
Baltimore,
at
against
$10,000
£mll Friedlander,
Dazian's; sociate of North in the financial
of
Eagle Lion Set to Cash
George J. Schaefer, Enterprise vice- transactions is Leonard Brisco, an percentage (he'jjays off- the shgw)
and
(liiurs.)
president in 'Charge of sales; James attorney connected with the Manu- starting tomorrow
CO-OP
opens at $7,SO0, plus percentage foron Jane Lockhart
E. Santor, of Air Features; Bert facturers "Drust Co., N. Y.
Y.
Blair
at
the
Carnival,
Nicky
N.
ty tell, former president of Actors
June Lockhart's cllcko performcross-country
£!ig top ends its long season this
Winding up
its
Equity Assn. now head of The weekend. North-is soon due to go nitery, the day after Thanksgiving ance in "For Love or Money,'' me'rcy trip, Friendship Food Train,
Beach
until
for
Mi,ami
(28)
slated
Lambs,
$
and
Lawrence
Phillips, abi-oad for new circus turns as he
Broadway legiter, which copped lugging over -200 carloads of staples
.

'

.

>

.

.

-

'

WARNER OVERJOYED BY

FRIENDSHIP TRAIN

in

'

•

engagement.'did last winter. His brotlier, Henry
Packard was a-sctipter lor .Uni(Buddy), rejoins the outStj in charge
of programs, which constitute a vtd- versal but- has moved out to' take oti
uable concession. .A number of the produciiig chores. He left the
changes have been ' planned by U. S. by air Monday (17) for LonNorth, who has named Art Concello, don. His and Lewis' deal with Wj
former flyer with the show, as gen- adds another indie outfit to that comeral manager, a post he had previ- pany's burgeoning list. EL has alously for one season. Not certain ready closed with Walter Wauger
about other staff posts, although Ro- and has Hunt Stromberg tied with a
land Butler retdms to the outfit, but handshake understanding to turn out
Beverly Kelley is exi>ected to con- three pb:. EL won't announce clostinue as top pre$s man. Kxpected, ing with Stromberg until the latter
too, that George W. Smith, who al^q comes up witii a property satisfactook the prison farm slap after the tory to both sides. Tom Connors is
Hartford disaster, will be retained. .slated for the top sales post
He is g^.m. of BBB. "
Jessel's next two productions for

of network operations at
,]7u^ont Television and executive
vice president of the USO-Camp
'
director

Stows.

•

'

•'

•

Sele<iti(in$ were made by the new
board af directors which Will ajso
.

'

include- A. J, Balaban, head of the
Boxy theatre, N. Y.; producer Brock
Pemberton, Florence Jfarslon, Screen
Actors Guild N. Y. executive secre-

•

tary; ..Noble Slssle, Negro Actors
Guild president; George Murphy,
SAOf president; .V. Franik Freeman,
Paramount veepee:.Or. i4ndsley F.
Kimball, Clarence G. Micbali^^ and
John M. Lewis, who were active
with USO.
<

20th will be "Burlesque" and "Call
Mister."
Spyros Skouras, ZOth
prexy, wanted him to double at the.
Roxy while playing at tlie (jarnival
Nitelry, Air Dates but Jessel conyinced him it -would
be physically impossible. Skouras
Mexico Cityt Nov. 18.
/an&MSi^^'t: has beeb booked into Iwd in mind «oupling Jessel with the
Ciro's; Sieidcd CiitjT, for fisijr Weeks pic, "Daisy Kenyon."

Executive committee will include
Sauter, Friedlander, LyteU, Hoving,
Michalis, Phillips, Lastfbgel, Pemberton, Lee Shubert and Mrs. Marjstqn.
John M. Lewis wUl serve as
secretary,
Clarence
Michalis,
ais
i

Mex

—treasufas-and

C. -J^-XIOiitting-as
Sisfant treasurer.

Pky, Hit In
London, Bought by Korda

Me

Lena Horhe's 8G For

'•'t

i

Tallu's Flop

Openirtg Jari. l9> She's drsi-worig
total of $8,000 Weekly, coin to be
deposited in the U. S. prior to hfer
Of that, $6,^ is from the
and another $2,d00 from
radio broadcasts.
She's guaranteed
,
two of the latter weekly at $1,000

TOP TALENT AIDING

despite an n.s.g. vehi^cle has Eagle Lion brass scurrying
for a fast pic follow-through. Since
the actress is the first player in the
EL camp to score on' outside activcritics' laiurels

ities,

.company wants

to cash in

on

the break-EL Itas turned down several
major company bids to borrow the
star and has fixed a $2,000,000 budget
for her next pic.

Actress signed a long-term pact
with EL just before her trek to

|

At Battery Park ceremonies wel-

EL hasn't had too much coming the train, a message Irom
its efforts so. far to build the Harry M. Warner, national chairpull on its other players. It's man, read: "When Drew Pearson
been forced to tiorrow on the mar- first mentioned the idea ol .showing
ket or sign freelance stars for solo our friendship ^fpr the hard-pressed
ventures hcrtoforc when it people of France and- Italy by sendpic
Broadway.

luck in

mazda

needed names. Which makes 1i>e ing them food,
those of us who beLockhart boom that 'much more im- gan
work on the Friendship Food
portant.
Train had no doubt that the people
Although the budget's been set for of
America would take it to their
Miss Lockhart's first stellar role, EL
hearts. But although we knew that
is still scrambling to find a likely
the heart of America was great and
story. Company this week put in a
generous, the magnificent reapon.se'
bid with all authors' reps for a comedy—romance yarn which would Jias been far beyond expectations."

give the star a chance to play a
screwball role.
Practically all New Yolk crix singled out Miss Lockhart for fave
Washington, Nov. 18.
mention the week before last when
Top radio and film stars are co- "For Love" opened. Beactlon to the
Home is now in England, operating in tfie "Thanksgtvi'ng Food play, itself, was mixed. On the
Bankhead starred in the Jean Coc- at the Casino, London,
Collection'' appeal to be conducted strength of her performance, grosses
teau play in a flop stand on BroadNov. 23-30 in 17,000 U. S. parishes started fiair and are currently climbway Ia.st March. It's a hit in Englanc',
BB]SBiLM'Si-ijUK&
under the auspices of the War Be- ing,'
however, having run more than a
•
.
.n.
,
,
lief
Services— National
Kathenne
Dunhan
and
her
Bal
Catholic
year and was also boff in Paris iU'd
iNcgre"
troupe of 25 dancers head-j Welfare Conference.
jjotne.
next_spring for an engageAmong thoiic who have plattered Minnesota
Eileen Hortie" has scored a tre- Jf"""
Champs Elysees. Ac- spot announcements for local station
mendous personal success as star,"**'**
Battle
are Bob Hope, Bing Crosby,
<6t the London version and was put 'cording to Mme. Dcnise Tual, who use
Minneapolis, NbVi 18.
under contract by Korda last year. ;set the deal in New York last week, Judy Canova, Dennis Day, Kay KyNewly-established Minnesota state
Sbe'U also star in the film version, the nitery is revamping its policy to ser. Jack Benny. Fibber McGee, youth conservation
commis.<iion is
Which goes into production in '/uecome a showcase for all foreign Lionel Biu-rymore, Eddie Cantor, Jaunchmg an attack
oif dramatiza•March with Zoltan Korda producing- talent in Paris. ^
Pat O'Brien, Ralph Edwards, Har- tions of crimes of
violence on the
Terms for Miss Dunham's date are low Wilcox, Knox Manning, Agne.s radio and
directing.
.}
in the films and comics
> Korda also owns "The Winslow sliM up in the air with complications Moorehcad, Truman Bradley, Harry
because survey, has shown "they arc
JBoy," Tere'nce Rattlgah's current [arising from dollar, freeze in France Von &11. Ed Gardner,. Arthur Lake a means, of
stimulus for emulation,

XT.

Xondon. Nov. 18.
Film rights have been purchiisad
by Sir Alexander Korda to "The apiece.
Eagle Has Two Heads." Tallulah }
jrfiss'

for the starving peoples of Europe,
arrived in .''New York yesterday
(Tuesday) with local press, radio
and film industry giving all-out publicity to the project. Indie and local
stations have been contributibg a
large number of spot plugs urging
public donations of i6od and money
while practically every theatre in
city has been screening a long newsreel clip built around the train.

IN

FOOD SPOTS APPEAL

Vallee's 'Show Business'

Airer Set for Mutual

-

,

;

...

;

\

KATH

:

.

DATE

'

•

Youth To
Crime Shows

i

j

and

Per«-3y.£;»f;l$t»B..

,

by ^hildi'i^n,''

,

Rudy

come

Vallee, who aspii-cs to 'bethe. Walter Winchell of Holly-

wood,

is going to have a chance to
hand at it, via the Mutual
network. Web is reported to have
set afdeal with the crooner-actor to
do ft IS-minute weekly aircr called

try his

"Show

Business."
Stanza, Jt's said.
Will be teed off Dec. 12 in the
8; 15 p;m. Friday period.
Vallee, according to trade .sources,
is deadly serious in his desire to
put the venture over,
His plan is
to cue his show chiefly to Holly-

wood doings whiqh arc making news
outside the filpi colwims, bi-inging
the central figures in the event before the. microphone to tell the story
diemseives.
'

,

.

.
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NEED FOR SHOWMANSHIP
As in the case of viaiudeville's decline there is a rude awakening
in the presentation houses. Bands for quite a time have not
been drawing and the trend to name {f^rsonalities has likewise been spotty. Too late have the deluxers awakened to the
fact that even the adolescent customers developed a b.o. contempt through oVer-famlliarity with the same routines of a
name band's ta-ra, then a specialty dancer, followed by the

/ COS.

NOW

Par s

VIE^

featured vocalist, etc.

have turned for the independent producer so far as getting
a release deal, is concerned,
It
wasn't so long ago that indies by the
horde were knocking on distrib
doors seeking to have their product
accepted. Now all they have to have
is
a moderately good story and
tables

of seasons back when
their records ceased selling so strongly; they gave way to the
novelty trios, the vocalists and the like. That;s when the novelty
rhythm combinations and the chirpers really rode into high.

The bands saw the handwriting a couple

Now, as the HCL spiral has compelled the President to demand
almost wartime controls on prices, the effect must be felt right
down the line. That takes in show business.

The picture business is less than 10% off from 1946 which,
considering many other things. Is still amazing. It Indicates
that amusements remain a prerequisite for mass consumption.
If pictures heed any bolstering via stage appurtenances,
particularly in the big keys where a 50c business has
mounted to $1.20, the challenge ts to the showmen to Impart a
.

special flavor to their rostrums.

Mark, Plunkett, Balaban, Grauman, Marco, Katz,
Riesenfeld are show biz Immortals whose identity ends with
their surnames.
The future must produce their counterparts If the de luxe cinema showmanship standards are to be
.Rothafel,

maintained.

Abei.

Amoaot of British Film Coin from U. S.
Detenmne 75% Tax Comiirmn^
London, Nov. 18.
government

Wliila the British
clearly interested In

WsLyy $24,000,000

Gives It No. 2 for 1st Time; 20th-^Fox 3d

is

arriving at a

compromise with American comttanies on the 75% tax, film men here
are increasingly of the opinion that
the deal must largely— U not possibly entirely—hinge on the quantity of coin reaped by British pix in
the U. S. market.

Town

Gown Again

Vs.

Paramount

Mack

Sennett Encore

More than 100

old Mack Sennett
comedies are slated fpr reissue by
player packages to get a sympathetic
International Pictures, new
hearing from at least a haU-'dozen Grand
firm headed by vaudevillian JPaul
studios.

.

^

trioloquist

Coleman Jacoby
ing and William

will do^ the writwill edit.

Van Praag

Confidence Vote

For Sears, Kelly

For

'

second year, Metro looks-

a'

MPA

knew her partner in
ownership of UA, Charles Chaplin,

They can and are taking up some of

felt likewise.

On Red

Question; Probers

Slate Quiz Sequel in Feb.
She's not seeing bankers or taking
any other steps during her stay in
Coincidental with House of Repthe east that would in any way in- resentative's consideration of conterfere with the full control vested tempt citations tagged on 10 scriptoutsiders.
in Sears and Kelly last August, Miss ers, Eric Johnston, Motion
Picture
Only Partial BankroUinir
Pickford said. Trip, which will keep Assn, prez, has called a meeting
of
Using the indie product is a form
her in New York for two weeks, is top film execs in New York next
of hedging.
Instead of putting up
principally on behalf of "Sleep,
Monday (24) to consider problem
the full cost a major can get an
Love," produced forUA by the Tri- raised by alleged subversive eleindie production by offering a reangle unit in which she is partnfered ments within the film industry.
(Continued on page 20)
with her husband. Buddy Rogers,
Production
chiefs,
representing

the slack via their own facilities,- but
beyond a certain point it is eco^
nomic to have the pictures made by

,

Minneapolis, Nov.

18.

Partially complying with the deof North Central Allied, the
University of Minnesota is discontinuing its advertising in downtown
newspapers of foreign films shown,
on the campus and will sell only
season books, not individual tickets,
The ads will be only in the campus

mands

ascendancy

My

,

.

OSCAR AWARDS BACK TO

MARCH INSTEAD OF JUNE

Lam

WB

'

$8',401,778;

FuH confidence in the manage- to wind, up in fourth spot. M-G
ment of United Artists, as represent- will do about $12,500,000 to stay
ed by prexy Grad Sears -and exec where it is. It's already reported
(Continued' on page 18)
v.p. Arthur W. Kelly, was expressed
by Mary Pickford in New York,
Monday (17). Miss Pickford said
that not only was she "personally
Calls Big Huddle
ready to stand, by the management,"

and Ralph Cohn.
(Miss Pickford attended a meeting of the UA board yesterday
newspaper.
(Tues.) at which extensive plans for
North Central Allied, however, is
(Continued on page 24)
worked out -will be largely a barter still dissatisfied. It wants a halt to
That is> American the showing by the university of all
'Proposition.
Hollywood, Nov. 18.
companies will get for their films regular feature releases except in
Academy board of governors has Steve Trilling in N. Y.,
whatever British pix earn 'in U. S. classrooms and without . admission voted to shift the Oscar awards back
in dollars. How much they can hope to students.
Wilk Takes It on
to Ma^ch washing out the projected
,
for in addition to that, via present
June ceremonies in the Hollywood
Warner Bros, studio executive
and future negotiations, is considbowl.
Board said the change to Steve Trilling is east with his wife
ered to be a dubious matter.
June offered too many obstacles for and child for 10 days of Broadway
With the dollar crisis seemingly
an adequate presentation of the af- 0.0. He's first lieutenant to J. L.
getting worse
instead of better,
fair,
(^lonsequently it was shifted Warner,
veepee over production.
there's no disposition toward softback to original date.
Meantime Jake Wilk,
eastern
niess.
And with Cripps stepping into
Will be held in the Shrine Audi^. story and production exec, heads for
the post vacated by Hugh Dalton as
torium, scene of this year's- cere- his annual Hot Springs, Ark., threeChancellor of the Exchequer, the
monies.
week cure this weekend,
British hair slurt is certain to Ipse
Hollywood, Nov. 18.
none of its bristles. Sir Stafford is
Warner Bros, has inked a deal
the original "austerity" boy.
with Transatlantic Films to handle
Among other things that may worldwide distribution for the first
make the situation tough' is a de- two features to be turned out under
cided aversion on Cripps' part to that banner by Alfred Hitchcock Biz Spotty in Keys
'Body,' 'Amber,* 'Unconquered,'
bonding England's future by freezing and British theatre magnate Sidney
'Harvest,' 'For Keeps,' 'Mitty'
Six
American fimds here to be with- L. Bernstein. Both films, made in
drawn at some future time. While Technicolor, are to be delivered iti
Business is on the spotty side this show the best promise, of compara
he.Qbjects to the freezing, it shouldn't
stanza, with some key cities blaming tively new entries.
1948.
be assumed, however, that some
"Fabulous Texan" (Rep), "AgreeContract calls for a straight dis- early arrival of pre-Christmas dip.
such provision won't be in the com^ trib
ment," "Where There's Life" (Par),
setup, with no WB financing-inBut in most spots the calibre of "Exile" (U), "Fugitive" (RKO) sjfiA
promise deal.
volved, thus marking the first time
Should Cripps insist on a straight
hint biggest possibilities
that Warners has signed to release product and failure of extended-runs "For Keeps"
barter arrangement, American comany films in which it has no finan- to hold up are producing a'n offish of other newcomers just being
(Continued on page 62)
cial interest.
Transatlantic has al- tone. In N. Y,, where several first- launched with the exception of the
ready obtained financing for its runs noted a downbeat, both "Body last-named. '!Texan" is fine in St.
product from Bankers Trust Co., and Soul" (UA) and "Gentleman's Louis and doing trim trade in PittsN. Y. Deal also marks the first time Agreement" (20th) have been play- burgh. Although the new Bob Hope
Censors Ask
comedy, "Life," is rated mild in
that any U. S. company has taken ing to virtual capacity.
"Body," which hung up
film
on worldwide distribution of
new rec- offish Pitt, it's standout with a big
It's felt almost certain, especially
Cripps'
light of Sir Stafford
to a virtual economic
dictatorship last week, that any deal

in

is also a certainty.
Warner Bros.,
the first time, will capture
second tnbney barring an almost impossible upset.
looks like $24,..
000,000 with its three-quarter profits
already bitting $19,134,000.
By paying off .on bets ,to show,
Warners is elbowing 20tb-FOx from
that spot which the latter company
held last year. Instead, 20th is now
expected to land in third position
with a take of some $16,000,000.
Company, so far, has only reported
its six-month profits which total

for

WB

Mary Pickford s

but that she

find

'

dummy.

product which the disit
imperative to meet.

tribs

again the sure thing

is

to grab off the winning spot in the
film industry's profits derby. With
now past, Par is far;

the third lap
ahead of the

field.
It should make
it five straight by piling up a net for
1947 of approximately $33,000,000.
Par's nine month take, reported
Winchell
and
These
Joe
''Calaber.
last week, came to ip25,512,000 against
are releasing arrangesilent slapsticks will be dressed with $33,877,000 earned in
the same period
offered, but financing of
narration by Winchell who'll do Of 1946. Scrambling of other finishproduction cost if the
most of his gabbing through his -ven- ing positions in the '47 sweepstakes
pretty good reputation

Not only
ments being
part of the
indie 'has a
for/ bringing;, in 'salable pictures at
the budget set. Open to. indie deals,
if suitable ingredients', are present,
are United Artists, RKO, Eagle Lion,
Warner Bros., Columbia, 20th-Fox,
Universal and Selznick Releasing
Organization.
UA is the only one not' offering
assistance in financing arrangements,
which is what is making its position
doubly tough- in its efforts to line up
further product for next year. UA,
always a haven for the indies, is trying to arrange to give such aid tq the
filmmakers, but hasn^ itiade much
^
progress to date.
Desire of the majors for more
product without tying up so much
of their own coin in a possibly fail-:
ing market is the principal r.eason
behind the easing of the releasing
situation.
With- pictures not getting
the holders they did during the war
boom period, there's a demand for
additional

Wfll

Tops Majors;

Profit for '47

•

dramatized the shock have been some of the recent
grosses where the expected novelties and names just haven't
eaait off. Actually, it's not that these stage appurtenances are
not drawing; more explicitly, they are not doing ttie kind of
business expected of them.

What

'

FOR THEIR FILMS
The

Net

$33,000,000

now

Releasing

WB

majors and indies, will leave front
Hollywood immediately to join in

New

talks with
execs.

.

York homeoffice

Resumes In

Bronte

ti.

A.

Washington, Nov.

House

Un-American.

18.

Activities

Committee, blasting reports that it
was dropping Hollywood phase of
its probe, indicated toda^- ^Tuesday)
that film industry hearings will )re(Continued on page 22)

WB

Transadantic s 2

National Boxoffice Survey

—

Top

'

|

Trade Matk BcelstetM

,

FOUNDED BT gIME SytLVBRMAM
rubllshea Weekly
.

HI

iom

NX

Swim

Scene Coverup for Pic

"Caravan," British-Made pic of J.
Arthur Rank which Eagle-Lion is releasing, is playing throughout the
country, but has. come a cropper in
New York because of frigid reception, by the state board of censors.
Crothaw release has been stymied
now for more than a month because
the board is demanding that healthy
pieces be sliced. So far, EL has already scissored a half-reel and the
okay is still being withheld.
Board wants all scenes eliminated
depicting Jean kent (Rosal in the
Plc) swimming to the raw. She plays
a gypsy Tyith a fondness for uninhibited outdoor bathing. N. Y. guardians are also demanding English
translations of « number of Spanish
songs which Mis& Kent delivers in

a

.

the pic

a

produced in England, since Trans^ ord in its first week at N. Y. Globe,
atlantic's
second feature, "Under is experiencing the same biz in
Capricorn," is to be turned out at nearly every key covered'by Variety,
this session.
Playing in 13 cities
(Continued on page 56)

Hope Starrer

for Carroll

Madeleine Carroll, who recently
arrived in the U. S. with her. husband, Henri Lavorel, left with him

Sunday (16) for Hollywood. While
there, the couple intend to arrange
for the release of four documentary
films Lavorel produced in France.
In adqiiiion, the actress owes Para-f

session

in

San Francisco.

preem week

"Exile"

Boston is landing
best biz of any recent Universal film
there. "Fugitive" is socko in Baltimore,
aided
big
bally; and nice
by
a
GluTently, it is this week's boxoffice
champ by a wide margin. Film is in Boston.
"Driftwood" (Rep) is going great
leader in four or five cities, trade
in Seattle' backed by a stout vaude
ranging from fine to smash.
lineup,

in

"Heaven Only Knows" (UA)

Others in the Big Six, listed in looks mild in three cities opening
order of b.o. strength and number this week.
of playdates, are "Forever Amber"
"Agreement," •which hit a new
(20th), "Unconquered" (Par), "Wild
high in N. Y„ also is huge in ChiHarvest" (Par), ."This Time for cago. This opus appears to be a
Keeps" (M-G) and "Walter Mitty" terrific biz-getter based on the way

(RKO),

it's been doing in these two spots.
Runners-up are "Nightmare Alley"
"For Keeps" will top St. Louis this
old contract with the studio. She's' (20th), doing much better this rbund week, is great in Portland, Ore.;
been offered the assignment as than in previSBus weeks; "Green okay in Cincinnati and solid in Los
femme lead in Bob Hope's next Dolphin Street" (M-G).. "Chri.5t!Di).<: A n o<i1 AC
starrer.
She also has been ap- Eve" (UA) and "Had to Be You"
(Complete Boxoffice Reports on
proached by several other studios,
(Col). Of these "Dolphin" and "Eve"
Pages XW».)

mount one more picture under ber

,mw
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M-Fpx &Hi$ Into U. S. IfimlKstrib;

Kg 5 Reap^ai^iig 1^ JouiKe By
UJS. Supreme

Hopes to ltdem Poten&i 35m RO.

Ct in JacboB Park NcL

the bounce lastthe U. S. Supreme Court
and the quintet is still picking itHijgh
self up' from the sidewalk.
court's refusal to review the JaoTtrBon Park case, since it perpetuates
imthe harshest sales system
posed from the bench, is expected to
cut Wide and deep. So far as the""
concerned,
is
Chicago
situation
xnajors estimate their annual losses
Will run to several millions.
N a t i o n a 1 1 y i-cprecussigns are
gummed up in this wise:
1. Denial of a review ratons that
the Supreme Court approves of a
system which imposes a two-week
limitation on flrst-run playdates;
one-week on subsequent-runs; and
puts the kibosh on double features
When they're interpreted as delaying bookings by houses'that follow.
That's rough enough— but there's
strong fears that the nine judges' may
be signalling & stern approach to the
Governn»ent anti-trust suit that
comes before it in January.
2. Jackson Park system, now the
law in Chi, will be the goal of complaining' esthibs in other tight situations.
It'll be quoted plenty by
those who want other courts to- follow 'its strictures on length *f playdates, clearances jand dual-bills.
.

,

.

BAK Hit Hardest
Hardest hit in Chi, itself^ is the
In the past year, BSK's six
Loop houses played 91 pix.
Which means those six averaged 3%
"weeks for each film shown. Now
they're limited to two weeks—^so

Jessel's

Anyway,

Crack
'

said-,h6~

was glad '-to be

his contribution to the Freedom
Train.
It was a big-hearled error.

"It is a great feeling of satisGommented Jessel, "to

faction,"

brought

foe

Washington to

to'

entertain, not to testify."

NoEntDistrib,

GIL

Church

LAMB

distrib following

Cine Opera Production. .Currently
being filmed In Rome. Released by
Columbia Pictures. .Returning to
U. S. Deo. 25.
Exc)uciy« Management:

current

WILUIAM MORtilS AGENCY,..INC.

I^al Until Jan.
No

on a

decision

Completion
pact

made

with

of

Enterprise's

United Artists

until

after

Jan.

Charles Einfeld stated in

Monday

(IT),

be
prexy

.

.

.

will
1,

New York

AilrHoHywood Show.

In the meantime, he

At Pliologs' Dinner

with .a number of releasing companies, with the
hope of getting the deal set as early
said, talks wiH;i;Qntinue

Infix.;

'

as possible in the

new

year.

iiinfeld returns to the

'

.

.

Ban

On

,

'

Up

Meet

-

.

.

talks

GtMm,

EfittMAN EAST
Hollywood, Nov.

h.

man,

18.

Lawrence Green and Fred Ehr-

on campaign plans.

the contrary/
In Begina, Saskatchewan, Catholics were urged to boycott "Amber"
when it' opened at the Capitol and
register tiieir protests with the man-

Happy Goday
Anita Gordon
Paul Graetz
Joseph H. Hazen
Theresa Helb'urii
Ru.sscll

Europe to

Abe

board membcrls, returned
today (Tuesday) after
on sessions called by
last week.
Qdlum returned to bis^tndio ranch
in

chairman :Floyd Odium

Lou Levy
David Loew
Fred Mohrhardt
Raymond Morgan
Ted O'Shea

fi,Y.

Morris Hclprin.

Andre LeLargo

.N.Y. to
Harry Poster
Fred Packard
Dcnise' TqbI

Lastfogcl

Henri Lavorel

RKO

New York

to
sitting

Holman

Dick jones

Dozier-Joan Fontaine indie U-I unit
one-half the loanout fee for Jourdan.

Europe
1

.

20TH EXTENDING ITS

aASSROOM

CIRCUIT

Hand-in-hand with 20th-Fox's enagement. Inhere were no letters and try into domestic I6m distribution of
few complaints with the picture its regular product, to' l>e announced
playing tp.'brisk business for a three- this week by 20th shorts sales manday booking.. It was pulled after s ager Peter Le'vathes, Is a new move
one-day holdoiver sagged:
by the company- to make its pictures

more

Geison 'Heads

AVC Group

freely'

ayaUable

to

schools

througl^out the country.

Company has laid down two strict
Sam Geison was tapped for chair- rules
educational use of its films
man of the Motion Picturu Cliapter, •^nlyfortwim
fide schools are to be
American, Veterans

Committee, at
held last week.
Geison,
formerly Columbia's Broadway columnist contact, l!^s stepped out to
start his' own publicity agency.
Others elected by AVC were Arnold Karter, vice-chairman; Ralph
Bennett, second vice - chairman;
Richard Meyer, third vice-<d3airman,*
David Weismaoi, treas., and George
elections

•

Fiedler, sec'y.

permitted access to them and they
may be used as part of the regular
course of study only during school
hours; -In. other words, 20th won't
sell to a school system that wants
the pictures for entertainment purposes onljr. Such distribution in the
past has raised a major squawk from
exhibitors in those towns.
Only films to be made available
to schools are those at least 18

months

L.A. to N.Y.
George BagnaU
Barbara Bel Geddcs
.

William Castle

Ralph Cohn

Hume Cronyn
'

Helmut Dantine
Richard Diggs

Dunne

Irene

Fred Ehrman

Dan

Fisher

Mbrdecai Gorelik
L. Lawrence Green
Monroe Greenthal

Van

Charles Einfeld
Y. Frank Freeman

"Paradine,"
in
which
French
actor Louis Jourdan
makes his
American debut, mu.st be released
in 10 key cities prior to UniversalInternational's
"Letters From an
Unknown Woman," in which Jourdan also appears. Otherwise Selznick must return to the William

as

partment to license pictures "nullifies- any .local Uiw or ordinance to

'

•

to

.

RY.

office.

see

.

pictures.

'

.

-

In the meantime, the U. S. turned
over $1,100,000 "to the .government
for Wien Film Co., this being coin
that had been held since May of
1945. Ministers here and the Allied
High Command agi'eed on terms for
the import of German-made -films.
Pi'ovisional plan is tliat for every
Austrian film shown in the U. S.
and British zones of Germany, two
C^niati-niades. can be shown here.

in-,

mates have no opportunity"

'

-

JWPEA

to shut-in institutions, such
hospitals, prisons, etc., where the

System of diistribution for the narScattered, shots were still being row-gauge product will be similar to
fired this, week in 'the "Forever Am- tliat employed by most of the majoi-,s
ber" censorship battle between the overseas and will be based on the
film industry and Catholic Church. same premise— thfit there are muny
With boycotts and picket lines in "marginal areas" posssessing lowns
force against exhibs showing the pic- under 1,000 population that are loo
ture in .several key cities, grosses small to support regular 35m theawere .showing a/marked decline from tres and whose inhabitants, throuRh
anticipated levels. According to one geographical barriers or the like,
20th-Fox exec 'a fall-off in attend'^' have no access to established film
ance' is inevitable since "a large seg- houses. Tweritiefli plans to survey
ment' of the population'' has with- the thihly-populated states to find
the territories that would fall into
drawn its patronage."
In the Chicago area, Msgr. James this category. To make absolutely
R, Reidy, chancellor of the Peoria certain no projected 16m installation
Roman Catholic diocese, called for a will interfere with 35m theaboycott of 10 Publix-Great States tres, 2(H3t will liudidte with local exhouses in retaliation -for circuity hibitors in' adjacent .areas, branch
playing of "Amber."
In facse of managers servicing tb« territory and
similar action, 'th« Madison, theatre, the local public itself to discover its
Peoria,
opened the picture last film-going habits.
Twentieth's purpose in entering
Wednesday (12). Although threat
was made, no actual ban has been 16m distribution now is twofold, according to lieyathes. First, it believes
placed 'on this house so far.
In Rochester, N. Y., thfe Evangelist, that the Steady grovrth of 16m exCatholic Diocesan weekly, called for hibition is too big to stop. If some
revision of the New York state cen- responsible people don't get into the
sorship .law to pernnt' local bans on bxisincss and guide it, then the irobjectionabte pictures. Demand fol- responsible factions, such as the
lowed the state supreme courfs de- wildcatters; will take over and ruiiicision which banned the Rochester the business for all. Second,. and .rust
•Commissioner of Public Safety from as important, Levathes said, is the
enforcing the mayor's order to stop fact that I6m distribution will' be
"Amber" on Uie grounds that the treated as an expansion of the rcgupower of the State Education De<Contiiiaed on 'page 18)

AgnewDael^ck

'

,

not offer it-unfait competition.
Under plans to be announced ihis
week by 20th shorts sales manager
Peter Levathes, the company will
make available an unspecified number of its features for 16m di.slribution through Films, Inc.
Latter
until now has handled narrow-gauge distribution of 20th prod-

Dotting 'Amber'

.

•

at-

tempt to guide It Into the proper
channels i? 2Dth>I'ox; Copipany plans
to do this simply by entering I6m
distribution in the U. S. itself, thereby insuring that this apparently jrre-spressible by-product of the film
business will help the industry and

uct

.

'

the majors to take Die

16m wildcat by the whiskers and

company

Mack

A

Stiirrlng in "Eternal Melody."

first-run

Fkod

a Train

sWc by side in the daily prcsis,
inevitable mistake #as made
here last week when a local citizen brought a sack of flour as

.

'back in

Washington.
•

It'»

Albany, Oct. 1«.
With Freedom Train and
•Friendship Pood Train running

Washington, Nov. 18.
Georgie Jessel, who emce€d
-the show at the annual dinner
of the White Bouse Newjs- Photographers on Satw*day':;iiight,

Washington, Nov. 18.
An all-Hollywood show, provided
by the film companies for the anCoast today
nual dinner of the White House
(Wednesday) after being east sevNews Photographers' Assn., got
eral weeks for the distribution talks
Washington's, winter banquet season
and the Opening of "Body and Soul." off to a running start Saturday (16),
David Loew, his partner in Ent; will
The President of- the U, S„ as usual,
th&f instead ol 91 films, those defollow him west- later this week. Acwas guest of honor and company
Itixers would have to book 156 for
companying .Loew wiH he his wife, toppers were thick as flies af .the
th« year. Paramount ofidcials say
who has recovered from an illness head and other tables.
itiat's- virtually impossible, and^are
that kept her hospitalized during
now discussing .alterhatlv«s.
Georgie Jessel emceed. Othesr perof her stay in New York.
B&K first-run' houses book prod-> part
formers included Jimmy Durante,'
Fairly quick settlement of the disnet from Paramount, Metro, 20thbackstopped by Clayton and JackFojc, Warner Bros, and Columbia. tribution question is necessary, Ein- son; Celeste Holm, Andre Previn,
Since these houses can play only the feld said, since it is hoped to put two Susana Foster, .pat O'Brien, Vivian
stronger films, there's no chance of pictures into production within the Blaine, Eddie' Bttrcken and Virginia
They are O'Brien.
latching onto ^tlie necessary 156., next couple months.
Moreover, they can't- expand with "Wild Calendar" and "Pursuit of
Among picture industry .execs
product, from RKO, Universal or Love." Delivery of "Calendar" will present were Nicholas M, Schenck,
tlnited Artists since those distribs wind up the six-picture comniitment Nate J. Blumberg, Eric Johnston,
to UA,
CGontinued on page 30),
Spyros Skouras, Barney Balaban,
Plans are still indefinite for re- Maj. Albert 'Warner, Mort Blumienlease ol "Arch -of Triumph,',' Einfeld stock; Harry M. Kalmtne, Ben KalOld Anstro-Gennah Fix
disclosed.
There's a possibility, he. menson, Rudolph Berger, Michael
said, that a theatre will be sought Clofine, William F. Rodgers, Lewis
for a limited number of perform- Blumberg, Charles Schlaifer and
Austria as
ances on Broadway in December, George P. Skouras.
would be on a two-a-day, reNewsreel people who handled the
Ex-Nazis Is Lifted This
"
'.:
served-seat basis.
show and dinner included Anthony
ViSma, ISov. 4.
3. MutOy X'ox-Movietone; Charles J.
Because more than four-fifths of
Mack, News of Day; Jaihes' Er Lyons,
l^a2i-a{f iliat'ed' film people have been BiU Gehriiig Setting
Universal; Alfred "CXIttb, Par., presicleared of further charges, a' flood
<3ent of the association; John A. Ton20th's Sales
in Chi dra. Movietone; 'and George M. Dorof old Gierraan and" Austrian films
has'.been crowding into the Austrian
William C. Gehring, 20th-Fox as- sey, Warner-Pathe.
xnarket.
While this does not slow sistant general .sales manager, trained
Place was loaded with top gov. 4own. ithe business of the U. S. Moto Chicago Monday (17) night to set ernment brass and local reps of the
tion Picture Export Ass'n., for the the stage for a 20th midwest regional industry.
*
time heing AtqeticEin and olher for- sales meet at the Hotel Sheraton toBulk of the topical humor was
eign screen product likely 'will ortly morrow, (Thursday) and Friday.
furnished by Jessel. When be Introfee i^unnerup to these -oldies.
Midwest confab is one of a series duced Andre Previn, 18-year-old
ISB was first to turn'over a num- of regional meets to be conducted, by
Metro pianist -contractee, he deber of pictures to the Austrian Film various 20th homeoffice .sales officials
clared: "Fellows who play the piano
Administration
Office,'- with
the as a foUowup to the division sales
go very far," a nifty appreciated by
stipulation that only one print could chiefs meet last week in New York,
the President on the dais. Jessel also
be ishown at a -time. Eater the Brit- Homeoffice execs will explain in
introduced one of Prevln's nuiiibers
ish and French turned over their fuller detail to the field men the
as "by Thomas; I mean Ambrose,
prints with no limit as to showi'sg, various plans and policies
decided on not Pamell."
Russian following suit -sooh after- at the N. Y. meet
Mr, Truman paid tribute to the gal
wards.
Oddly enough there have
singers on the program, mostly from
been instances where prints of the
20th-Pox, when he remai'ked that "I
«ame picture have been in possessee that girls who ,sing can also go
sion of various Allied powers but
Neil Agnew, Selzniolc Releasing far." He said he wished for his
now are showing under differ-ent
Organization prez, is expected back daughter, Margaret, the kind of i-efinancial setups.
MPKA was able to obtain tipped in New York from the Coast later ception which was given to Celeste
percentage deals for outstanding this week. He went out over the Holm and the other songstresses at
.films foi.' a while, with the general weekend to continue talks started the party.
agreement calling lor 35% deals. by salesmanager Milt Kusell with
"Random Harv.est" got 42% with David O. Selznick on budgets and
some opposition from Film Theatre releasing arrangements for "The
to L.A.
Owner,s' Assn.; which claimed that Paradine Case." It was- determined
Barney Balaban
this violated the price-ceiling of ths during Kusell's huddles with the
Edgar Bergen
government.
Matter was dropped producer to release "Paradine" in
Cecil Brown
lator, i.ndicaling .Austrian preference January. Paul MacNamara, v.p. in
Madeleine Carroll
-lor U. S. pictures, according to Wolf- charge of advertising and publicity,
Jerry Colonna
gang Wolf, mana'gei' of Vienna will be east next week for further
Marlenc Dietrich

'ctfcnit.

of

First

The Big Five Rot

WQek from

Heflin

liOuisa

Horton

Walter Kane
•

Fay Kanin
Sam Katzman
Arthur Kennedy
Milton Kussell
Leonard L. Levinson

Fred MacMurray
Marilyn Maxiwcll
Robert Mitchum
Robert Mochrie
iilsa Neuberger

'

Micheline Pr&sle

Paul Raibourn
Charles M. Reagan
Almira Sessions
Jonie Taps
Pat Weaver

Howard Walls
Ben Washer

Steve Trilling

Lqw Wasserman
«• wtriiuid

Wiicun

etc.'-

Large number of 20th

•

oldies

ai'e

almost tailor-made for cla.ssroom use,
Levathes said, citing such film.s a.s
"Hudson's Bay," "Young Mr. Pitt,"
"Lloyd's of London," "Suez,'' etc.
Many of these are still good for reissue
regular 35iti
purposes in
houses. Anytime 20th sales chief
Andy W. Smith, Jr., wants one of
them for rereleasing, it will be
pulled out of school circulation.
Films are to be- sold to schools on a
sliding scale arrangement pro-rated
school's enrollment under »

Pines

Helen Ro.se
George Tobias

be selected by

on each

Mike Nidorf
Bert Oliver

Roman

old. They'll

the educational advisory staff of
In addition to these, 20th
has produced 13 two-rcelers especially for use in schoolrooms. Films
were made at the Pox Movietone
studios, N. Y.; in cooperation with
the educational dept. of FI, thus
bringing together top production
techniques with top educational advisors, Two-reelers bear such titles
as "The Big Harvest," "Free Hori"Draftsmen of Dreams,' "Natural Resources," "Light and Power,"
Film.s, Inc.

'

system worked out by FI prexy
Eric Haight. Thus, a one-day ba.sc
rental for schools with less than ISl
students is $12.50, ranging up to
$22.50 for schO<ds With mote than 750
«nrolIment For "Fechnicolor pictures,
an additional 50% is added to thes«
rates. Rates are in effect only when
the aims are shown during school
hours for the students and faculty-

.

'
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506 RELEASES IN 1948; UP 39
Breakdown of Releases by Cos.
.Brit-

Features* Features* Westerns Westerns

Coimpany

in 1948
42

in 1947
41
64

Columbia
Eagle Lion .... 59
Film Classics ...14
24
Metro

Monogram

.... 25

Republic

BKO
Screen Guild

SRO

..

...........

Twentieth-Fox
United Artists

.

28
44
25
4
44

....

32
25
32
44
1

33

Universal

27
33

Warners

20

20

ilZ

Totals
*

6
'

>...i

IS

in

16

16

....

..v.

20
6

26
6

....
....
...^
6

....
....
....

in '47

8-10

8-10

....

^i...

ij,.
....

Hollywood, Nov.

....
.....

*

....
....

....

10-12

•

10-12.,

18-22

54

68

Shakeup; Marx Takes Story Reins
U. S. film distributors will release
approximately 506 pictures during
the 1948 calendar year. Figure rep*
resents an Increase of some .39 fea^
tures over those released during the
cu-rrent year, with most of the in-

....

'
.

....

....

391,

British

'48

....

6

crease due mainly to new companies
entering the industry, rather than a
release stepup by the majors.

Survey of distrib toppers by
Variety reveals a general reluctance on the part of most to predict
exactly what their year's output will
be. Reluctance is based chiefly on
current uncertain market, conditions

Poes not include westerns; British releases or reissues.

:

.

and peak production

For U.S. Release After His 6 Via 20t]i
With the six' iilms that Sir AleX-+
ander Korda is to deliver to 20thDecree Appeal Jaii. 12
Fox under his 'present Sistribution
Argument before the U. S.
contract now all set, British proSupreme Court of. the all -imducer hiis. begun to shop lor another
an
deal.
Favoring
Government anti-trust
release
portant
American
prominent
with
a
appeal will be heard the
tieup
suit
exchange
^eefc of Jan. 12. High court has
U. S. indie, Korda's reps have had
Samuel
both
reps
of
ordered'
the
case (U. S. vs. Paraconfabs with,
mount, et al) to be placed on the
Goldwyn and Dayid O. Selznick, it
Monday (12) calendar for hearhas be^n learned.'
'&
arreleasing
ing.
Korda is seeking
Major defendants last week
rangement for the pictures he will
finally received copies of the
make after the six are delivered to
record, on appeal from the clerk
20th, plus a group of films— some of
of the court. Film attorneys are
them already completed— which are
now busy propping briefs for
not included in the Fox deal. Negosubmission to the court. In mpst
tiations on the pix now ready will
instances,
will
briefs
follow
start shortly with a number of U. S.
closely those handed up to the
distribs. One, "Shop at Sly Corner,"
statutory court when the case was
has already been set with Republic.
originally tried.
Goldwyn, who is heading for England Bee. 12, is slated to talk with
Korda' while there. It's not com*
pletely clear*what is envisaged by
the two producers, except the rise of
Vcte possibility again ,that Goldwyn
would set up his own releasing organization.;^ He was hot On such a
plan about' 18 months.'
Selznick, of course, already has

producing.

Starr

first

and Irving

Cinecolor

pic

"Swordsman"

since

i.s

last

OK on Long-Range For
Film Biz But NSG Now

,

March. He's refusing to accept pay
because of a- contract squabble.
Two pacts are involved. One is an
Washington, Nov. 18.
old deal made before "The-.- Jolson
Tariff and trade agreement, signed Story."
The other is a seven-year
recently by 23 countries in Geneva contract he alleges in a suit is null
and released by the State Depart- and void because Harry Cohn forced
nient: yesterday (Monday), promises him to sign it in October, 1945, belong-term relief for U. S. film com- fore he got the Jolson role. Latter
panies in their overseas operations pays more than the original pact, but
but offers no balm for their immeT he wants to work out the initialer
diate headaches.
which has only 18 'months to go,
Crucial portion of the agreement whereas the higher paying pact
in Article IV, which bars such counholds him down for five more years.
tries as
Britain, France, Canada,
The pay envelopes are piling up
Norway,' New Zealand, Australia and
Parks deBrazil from protecting domestic films at Columbia unopened.
by (devices other than screen-time cided to return to work rather than
be
idle while awaiting federal court
quotas.' Provisions rule out exhibidecision
early
next
on
the
suit,
due
tor quotas, discriminatory taxes, discriminatory trading with other coun- month.
tries and other one»sided practices.
Film industry execs, however,
were informed that the agreement Truly a 'Vendetta/ Pic
does not apply to tax bites in Eng(Continued on page 17)
2 Years
In Prod.
Hollywood, Nov. 18.

Some

MFF HAS $1,000,000

After
years,

ALREADY

IN

COFFERS

With the first board meet of the
Motion Picture Foundation
still
ahead, the new industry project has
already collected funds in the neighborhood of $l,000iOOO to banlcroU its
aims, it's been learned. Most of that
com, it's- said, has come from Paramount and its partners. Initial goal
of

MPP

is

to

raise

$10,000,000

voluntary contributions
branches of the film biz.
First

been
W.

Y.,

'

from

being

interior

wyn

works

Howard Hughes'

"Vendetta,"
its

in

lot

for

To 40 Pix
HoUywoodi

in '48
tJov.. 18^

Barney Balaban, Paramount prexy
currently on Coast for huddles with

meeting of the board has
for the Hotel Astor,
Dec. 8-9, by Barney Balaban,

their departments must be cut by
40%. Gutting is already underway,
understood,' with 10 droppedit's
from contract department, eight girl
messengers discharged and 20 janitors swept out in the shuffle.
Changes in higher classifications
apparently will be made definite
within the next few days with reshuffling of producers said to be
aimed primarily at thinning the

ranks of exec producers. Idea apparently is that exec supervision is
not exactly in keeping with current

economy wave. Producers who have
studio chief Henry Ginsberg an,d turned out on^. one film in two
other company toppers, has outlined years in the .|>a$t
wiU have to make
an expanded program for the 1947- at least one a year'troRi: now on,
48 .season. Under schedule, Par will
Recurring but unconfirmable remake a, total of about 40 pictures,

doubling the 1946-47 output.
According to Balaban, aXl the pictures will be top-budget productions
except for eight from Pine-Thomas.
Included in the list .are four from.
Hal Wallis and three from Liberty.
Five pix' are currently in production
and ."A Foreign Affair" starts next
week' These six pictures are the
most the stuidib ever had shooting
Universal is giving the gun to both
at one time; Last year, only two
its production and releasing schedule
were in work at this time.
in the next half-year. Company will
Increased production schedule gets
shoot an average of five pix simulunder
way * at once, following
taneously for' the entire period and
streamlining at the studio via a 25%
release
14
high-budget
features
cut in personnel. Company execs
through April, 1948.
In the past
foresee no further cutbacks under
year, the average of sound stages
new program.
kept working was from two to three.
Product
announcement follows
U now has a record backlog of 12 converging
on Coast of Par's- high
completed pix. It's also currently
command. Besides Balaban, other
working on 40 toprbracket story
toppers from east now on the lot are
properties with most of them' slated
sales v.p., Charles M. Reagan; Fred
for filming next year. Included in
Mohrhardt, company treas.; Paul
that batch are "Harvey," ''Are You
Raibourn, yeepee and budget direcIt?",
With
"Mexican Hayride," tor; Russell Holman, eastern studio
'.'Bloomer Girl" and "Portrait in
rep; and Edv^in Xi. Weisl, director
Black."
and fiscal adiirisor, Y. Franlc FreeHitting the screens in December
man, studio topper who was east,
will be "Pirates of Monterey" snd
accompanied the group.
"The Secret Beyond the Door." U's
Presence of Weisl, Raibourn and
January releases are "A Woman's Mohrhardt
keys economy moves
Vengeance" and "The Senator Was
now being put into effect. The trio
Indiscreet."
In February, it's "The are Par's top
financial braintrusters.
Naked City," "A Double Life" and It's known that Balaban is conJ. Arthur Rank's "Captain Boycott."
cerned with the sliding grosses as
March will bring "Letter From An against company's now record bacic-

two

production,

scheduled to wind up
shooting on the GoldWith addi(22).

is

Saturday

tional four days of eScteriors slated
at Monterey before film is edited,
director Mel Ferrer has completed
the 30-day schedule right on the

button.

'

My

Unknown

Woman" and "All
"Gasbah," "Up in Central
of the
Forest" are set for April.
Three
Technicolor features, "Walter Wanger's "Tap Roots," "Black Bart" and
"River Lady," will reach the exchanges early in the summer;
Sons."

Park" and "Another Part

'

in completed pix.

log: of $50,000,000

Eastern contingent is due .to re-for one week' to 10 days beto. New York.

main

fore heading' back

ports are that three and possibly
four producers will exit the Culver
City lot. Studio is understood to be

prepared to buy up contracts which
still have
some time to run and
make a satisfactory adjustment on
the pension plan ih which the producers have an active interest.
It's
understood that one of the
changes will see Sam Marx move
from production to stories, since
Louis S. Mayer .'and Edward J.
Mannix are' both reported anxious
to have Marx resume r^ins he held
for seven years when studio was
producing one hit after .another. At
that timej he was responsible for'
'

(Continued on page 20)

Blame Customers' Men In
Wall

for Helping

St.

To

Depress Amus. Stocks
Wall Street's brofcer-to-customer
cry right now is: -"Get rid of film
stocks and buy something with action."
The Street, itself, hungry'
for a fast dollar on the turnover of
so-called attractive stocks, is taking
advantage of the British situation
and other developments to throw an
artificial sinker into pix stock quotations.
It's that sort of psychology
and not pix prospects, the fiscal
scholars say, that's keeping film
quotes bordering on the all-time low
for the postwar period.

In short, brokers who fill their pay
by needling customers

envelopes

into frequent buying-and-selling
transactions are putting the bee on
film, stockholders to unload pix and
Sales Boss for
buy more active stoclcs.
They're
New eastern' sales manager for pointing to the overseas uncertainMonogram-Allied Artists reportedly ties in films as an argument not because they have anything against pix
is Lloyd L. Lind, prexy of Pictorial
Films,
Pathe
Industries
subsid. companies as such, .but rather to
While Monogram homeoffice offi(Continued on page 22)
cials yesterday (Tues,) were unable
to confirm Lind's appointment, it's
understood that the deal is at the
inking stage.
Lind will replace Arthur Green-

Lloyd Lind

New

Eastern

Mono-AA

Meredith Thinks There's

No Mystery

to Pic Prod.

Amherst, Mass., Nov. 18.
Urging more experimental produc-'
tion of films. Burgess Meredith and
wife Paulette Goddard. presented
two complete units for the. making
of sound films to Amherst and Smith
Colleges. Equipment, valued at $20,-

—

READE POLLS PATRONS,

blatt

who

left

Monogram-AA Nov.

said in his presentation address that

"motion pictures have been coniined
to Hollywood which is quite wrong.
They should be the grass roots cul-

Skelton to the Rescue
Hollywood; Nov,

art Heisler. Pouls' footage, representing 16 weeks of filming, has been
scrapped, but about 757r of Heisler's
footage will be in the production.
Film will be released via United

pictures.
This has frightened people into thinking that the making of

18.

Red Skelton turned pantomimist
for a few hours on the set of "Fuller

Artists.

man who knows how

smoke.

'
.

.

,

NIXES 2 AT UPPED B.O.

3

000, was the first contribution by the to join Screen Guild in a sales caMotion Picture Foundation for Col- pacity. New SG exec has been on
leges
and Universities, recently the Coast for about 10 days huddling
backed by Meredith to encourage with company studio toppers and is
academic study of the film medium. due in his New York headquarters
An Amherst alumnus, Meredith the end of the week.

Hughes spent $500,000 in this ture of towns,, cities, schools, colleges
by period in addition to the $2,000,000 and trade unions. I would like to Brush Man" as result of a fire in the
Ferrer's predecessors, to see the industry break away from NBC studio.
outlay by
He carried out page
Preston Sturges, Max Pouls and Stu- the Willow Run complex of 'making boy Louis 'WiUiefore, overcome by

called

studio

:

Par Dps Output

all

Par's prexy and acting chairman of
the coordinating coitimittee.
All 31
(Continued on page 17)

with

'

distribution setup, and
Hollywood, Nov. 18.
a tie with Korda: would fit in with
Larry Parks won't draw a cent
the needs of both producers. Korda
Owns British Hon, which, with its from Columbia for "The Gallant
(Continued on page 24)
Bladej" which rolls Dec. 1 with

Park's

so de-

is

termined to esipouse the communist cause, let him be courageous enough to leave and stop
taking our money and wasting
our time."

.

huddled
,

'

in 'Blade'

U," S.

Geneva Trade Treaty

Moskowitz

toppers on his arrival last week and
held several sessions with an eye
toward determining how to effect
further payroll economies. On Friday (14) he is reported to have advised various department heads that

:

,

Parks Draws No

directing

will result in the exit of many top
names and a shifting of sorne producers and execs to new positions,

"forget politicalisms" and get
down to business or resign. At
a meeting called to consider a
new economic policy' for the

To Prod. Schedule

:

Henry Levin

of Charles G. Moskowitz, Loew's
veepee and treasurer, apparently

including producers, directors
"and department heads, were
ordered .by Louis B. Mayer to

-

.

own

the screens occupied. Several of the
sales
chiefs questioned, however,
pointed out that it would be impos»
sible to produce more pictures because of the high costs of production.
In case of a boxoffice dip,
consequently, those companies with
the biggest backlog of finished and
unreleased films will be in the most
favorable conditions.
Majors, too, are opposed to setting
a specified number of releases jor
the year under the- decree's proviso

Hollywood, NoVi 18.
Executives on the I^ietro lot,

company, Mayer said:
"If anybody feels he

18.

Expected top-echelon shakeup at
Metro, which has been taking mora
definite form since the arrival here

Mayer's Rjed Warning

U Giving the GiuT

'

his

it's

(Continued on page 18)

:~

Dough

If

costs.

found that the' boxoff ice continues to
slump, thereby "leading to less playing time for each picture, the distribs will be forced to hypo their
release schedules in order to keep

Korda Talking to Goldwyn, Selzmck

.

See Producer Trio Exiting in Top M-G

WESIERi,

16

'.

ishPix

in '47
10

in'48
14

24

18
33

.

.

6

....

32

Paramount

.

Par's "Unconquered" and Warners*
"Life^With Father," both increased
admission filmSj will not be shown
by the Walter Reade circuit as result of a week-long poll of the
chain's patrons in Perth Amboy and
Morristown, N. J. Ballotipg closed

Monday

night

Smoke also affected comic's larynx
for a lew hours but was. okay for,
the midafternoon shooting of Ed- tures in those

you really need

ward Small's production

a

camera and a
to use

it."

bia.

at

at the Majestic

Morristown.
In turning down the upped admission pix, Walter Reade, Jr. said
that 55% of the persons casting ballots indicated tliey would pay the
higher impost.- However, he did not
regard this ma j ority as "high enough
to warrant booicing eltTier of the pic-»;

in

a motion picture is as complicated
as the construction of a DC-6.
All
is

(17)

and Strand in the former town and
at the Community, Park and Jersey

towns or in other comColum- munities where his circuit has tbea*
tres.

'
,

''.}]['

W^iesdaf* November

19,

194r

Walter Winchell cAeers-'THE MOST SENSAT]

it

J'^Pm^t

of tL^

^^^^^^

m
•—7

1
I,

1

5

i4ncf af i^e

boxomce-THE MOST SENSATION

lYLF.ZA!

OSSES IN

20th.

m

HAei

"'•^-'ILIA

KAZAN

long-run HIT HISTORY!

"
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Moarnin^ Becomes

Wednesday, Novemlier 19, 1947

romantic attachment to her father,
confronts her with the fact she knows
of the relationship. That results in
the mother's murder of the father
and the killing by the daughter and
her. brother (Michael Redgrave) of
the mother's lover.
The brother bears more than a
usual maternal love and a struggle
ensues between mother and daughter

Elecira

-.

RKO

release of Dtidley NichoUl produstloa (III association irlQi Xhe' Vheatve
OutW). aima Rosalind Kusscll, Mlohtiel

Hedsravo,

Kuymond Massey,

IjGo

inou,

Nnttey

Pax-

Ivutliia.

Kirk UoukIhs; featuven
ilGnry Hull. IJU'^oloti i)y

»icnn,

tj"olenian,

iDudley'" Nl(!hols from lus own uiluptiition
oC the KUKono O'Xt-iU I'liiy. Camera, UeovKw
l-ttivnes;
film edllovH, Koluiul Gross ond

OhandlfT House; music, Klchara Hngentaii;. for his confidence and affection. The
Frevlpweu ^In daughter wins out With the resulting
eostumef. Triivis Banton,
N. Y., Nov. IS, '47, llunitiug time, I.J3 suicide of both mother and. son. But
ilaimon
ihinnon

the daughter, through it all, has
brought about her own spiritual deRaymond Masney struction and, as the only remaining
Ktttlna Paxlnou
family, turns back
I^o Oeno member of the
there to

.RosiUiml Rusraell
.Mk'lwol Reagravo

I.nviiilii

.

.

I'lKni Mannon
I'lui.ftine Munnon.

Ailam Rmiit

into aie desecrated home,
await in solitude her own

Ivlrk Douglas
.Nanpy Oulenian
Hem'y Hull

NiU'is

Vetex-

Mazol NileK.

Bwkwlth

Si'tli

Liiocllaay
Br. niHltn..
Aiuos .-Vmes
Mrs, Hills.....

,

.

,

.

doom.

.Sar« AllBOOfl

il

Russell for an unattractive old woman is hard to swallow.
Performances are uniformly good,

Marie. Hlake

.Clem Rpvans

Maclcol

,i..Jean Clarendon

Eben Nobel,,......

Eugene
opened at

O'Neill's

classic

Guild

the

is

Genn. That he pas.ses up the more
youthful—and not too much, so— Miss

.

Nora Oi

two-thirds of the film

siderably too old to be acceptable as
the great love of the much younger.

.

.

,

.

first

largely unbelievable by poor
casting. While Miss PaxinOu is a
very able actress, she appears con-

Kisdon

Roiileii

Louisa .VniPs
MinniB Ames

distant
-

The
made

.Thurston Hall
.Walter BaUl-iVln
.......lOllsalicth

....Biskine Snntord
AtoT SmnlL . ...i,, ...... .Jtinmy Conlln
......Ixe linker
llpvtrend Hills.*
..Tito Vuolo
Joe saiiv-a. V ;.,
Emma Donn
Mrs. Boi'de-n.,
Jo.'ijah

Irii

:

FHJH BBVIBWS

8

<)lin

.

although they never rise beyond the
that is inherent in the situaon drama
Too often the
themselves.
tion's

.drSma

thoatre

Oct. 26, 1931. It has taken •emoting consists of Miss Russell, Miss
find a producer with Paxinou and Redgrave popping their
enough economic fortitude to tran- eyes. Outstanding are: Wrassey and
scribe the grim, unmitigating trag- Henry Hull, the latter in the secondedy to the screen. That's perfectly ary 'role of an aged retainer. Good

Broadway
16 years

-to

understandable. For while Dudley
Nichols has made a tolerably good
transposition, only by the most carefully planned and zealous selling can
KKO anticipate favorable grosses,
O'Neill's post-Civil War version of
the ancient Greek classic was af best
"good for those who like that, sort of
thing," The success of the play
proved that there -were plenty who
did—or who were drawn by the
O'Neili name and/or a' sense that
they owed it to themselves aestheti-

are Nancy Coleman and Kirk Doug-;
the would-be normal loves of
Miss Russell and Redgrave'.

.las as

Faced with a hercinlean directorial
problem by his own determination to
stick clo.se to the original play, Nichols hasn't always succeeded. There
are a seties of strotag' emotional,
climaxes, but they fail to rise successively in a pattern or rhythm. Between them there results an inevita-

-

ble slowness. There's no gainsaying,
however, that the overall effect is to
give the spectator a considerable' and
lingering emotional shaking up.
Photography is frequently disturbunless
no doubt tend to shy away
ing in its diallowness of focus. Only
euiiiciently: sold on its importance.
occasional effort apparently was
picture alUnfortunately,
the
made to get a sharp image o£ anyone
though still laden with tense drama but the central character in a scene.
Slacks much of the impact of the
Richard Hageman's music is once or
play. NOr are Hosalind Russell, Katwice obtrusive, but is sparsely used
tina Paxinou and Michael Redgrave
and generally heightens the heavy
able to sustain the emotion with
which Alice Brady, Alia Nazimova drama.
And heavy drama there is aplenty
the
same
Larimore
imbued
Earle
and
in this tale of a warped woman so
roles. The live-hour pjiay (plus an
destiny that mourning is
for
dinner) beset by,
intermission
hour's
her only appropriate g.aib. Hero.
cally to see "Electra." That same
group, of course^ will be drawn by
the picture. Average audiences will

—

—

seemed less long than the 2 hours
and 53, niinutes of tiicture. which is
run without intermission.

NicholSj who produced, directed
and wrote the adaptation for the
screen) will rate a bow from the
O'Neili lovers in that he has made
no compromises. The picture is every
hit a^ unrelenting in its detailing of
family tragedy, hrought on by the
wa'rping effect of Puritan conscience
in conflict with human emotion, as
was the play. Even the distorted
Oedipus relationships are unflaggingly handled. Never is there concession to a smile or other relaxation
from the hammering tragedy of murder; self-destruction and twisted,
tifamatic emotionalism.
has chosen to handle the film
on a true roarfshow—two-a-day, reserved seat—basis. That's actually
the only way it could be exhibited.
As with United Artists' handling of
"Henry V," pitches will have to be
made for schbol and organizational
trade; Outside of the bigger cities,
only a minimum of off-the-street pa.
•

RKO

Heeomoi

"MCourninr

Ele«t(*?*

(RKO). Faithful representation
of the Eugene O'Neill dradia will
take heavy .selling.,
"The Bishop's Wife" (RKO).
appeal;

potent boxof flee prospects.
"Big Town After Dark" (Par).
Able entry in the "Big Town"
film series. Capable supporting
fare..'.

,

Running

tiltte,

MINa.

108

. . ..... .... ^ .......... . Gary Grant
Julia Broughami...,..'.,4;.<Iioretta Young

Dudley

. .

,

Henry Rraugham

Bavid Niven

.

ProfesfiOr WutherldgOj.ii,'... Monty Wooley
Sylvester.:. . . , . . , ... ..h...^., James' Glcason

..Gladys Ooopcf
Elsa I.anchester
,,,.Sara Haden
.....Karolyn Grimes
,. ..Tito Vuolo
....Regis Toomey
.,...,,,Sara Kdwardg

Mrs, Hamilton,
Matilda.',...

,

.

Mildred Cassfuvay....,

Debby Brougham
Maggentt.
Mr. Miller......

,

,

,

rourneur,
Scrooniilay, (SooI'Croy Home,'!.:
baaed on his, novel, "Build My Oallows
Hlgli"; camerii, Nicholas MujiuracQ isliior,
Sanmol H. Beetley, aoorc, Boy WuDb,
Running timi',
Trartf.ahown Nov. Ill, 'J7,
OR MINS.
.Toff

Kathlu.

,

.

Whit
Meta TarKOn
Jim

ish,

Ann,

.HoDCft Mitclram
.Jan« tSrcor

,

,

"Wild Horse Mesa" (RKO).
Another "TJm Holt western,
oke where they like cowboy

.

nouRliiH

,Klrlii

Ktrt'onplay, Norman Houston (nim
Zone Grey atory; camera, Frank Rpdiuan'
eiUlor, Wosmond Marquolte, Triid,>shnwn in'
N, Y,, Nov, 111, '47, Running tlnio, (il MINN,
]>avo -Tordan.
..Tim Jlolt
Grlssell.

Hm

Nun

Melhern

rhltu.
Hod Slack.,.,,....,;.
Pop Molliern, , ,-. . ,.
,

.

,

., .

i

,

,Hlcliura I'oNVerg

.

„l(iRo(V Jtiibarda
. . , ,

Otmstead.
. ,.
MarshnJl Bradford,

.Tony

iiiti'ri'tt

Hnrt-y Wiiodg

. , , ,

...William
,',
.

(iiHild

..Bobcrt. iirny

...fllcbard

,

Footo

Brodie

Huston
VaWntino

Another in the Tim Holi cowboy
l^ftu 1
Dickie Moore series, this is a bit above average,
.Ken NilOB having been adapted from a Zane

iVirfflnla,

00. ,.,
.

f*»llo

.,RlchHnl, Miivtin

,

Jim Horn
Jfiy

Rhonda ti'leraing
,BlcMrd Webl) Rusty,
,,.,,.,St6vo
.i; ...

,

The Kid
EOla.

,

,

rolfaso of Herman Sclvlom producStars Tim Holt; features Nan I.e^dle
Wlctiurd Martin, Uirectod by AVallacp" aI

JIKO

tion.

,

,

,

Grey
Out of the Past" is a hardboiled
melodrama' strong on characterization;

Considerable production poleffective direction and compell-

mood

ing

slot

it

attention

for

of

story.
Sufficiently strong to
play in spots where they go for
cactus epics, as support on twin

bills.

Holt plays Dave
shown helping the

Jordan,
father

here
of

his

ticket buxers who go for violence sweetheart discover the hiding place
and help overcome tendency towards of 2,000 wild horses. Per usual,
choppiness in story unfoldmentt It's there's the rival gang seeking the
"Return, My Beloved" (Songs)
sturdy film fodder, for twin bUl sit- same bosses. Also a wild stallion
(Indie).
Old-fashioned Italianthat comes close to being the best
uations.,
Direction by Jacques Tourneur thespian in the picture,
made musical for limited situpays close attention to mood deA cold-blooded murder and a hoss
ations.
velopment, achieving realistic flavor stampede are included in the action.
that is further emphasized hy real
Holt is okay, while Nan Leslie
discomfort but before it's all over. life settings and topnotth lensmg by makes an unusually, neat-looking
groove
Musuraca.
Players
Nicholas
heart
interest. Richard Martin; as a
heavenly
touch
Grant has laid his
on problems distressing the story's themselves into the assorted charac- Mejucan cowboy, supplies enough
and has straightened ters with an^ easy naturalness that comedy relief to satisfy. He also
characters
abets the melodrama.
strums a banjo and sink's a couple
them outs
Geoffrey Homes scripted from his of western standards. Jason Robards
Miss Young gives a moving per- novel
"Build My Gallows
titled
formance as the wife whose life is High" and film plot depicts Robert is effective as the girl's father, victouched by an anigel without her Mltchum as a former private detec- tim of the gang. Support is headed
knowledge of his heavenly origin. tive who comes to a violent end by Richard Powers, Harry Woods
and William Gouldi.
Niven's cleric character is played despite efforts to lead a quiet, smallWallace A. Grissell chips in with
straight but his anxieties and jealtown life. Good- portion of story is a nice directorial job, while lens
ousy loosen much of the warm hu- told in retrospect
Mitchum when
of Frank Redman, .largely outmor gracing the plot. Featured and his past catches upbywith him. Hired work
door shots, is markedly strong.
supporting players contribute strong
by a gangster to find a girl who had
Wear.
performances to back sock work of decamped with $40,000 after shootprincipals.
Monty Wooley, James ing the crook, Mitchimt <arosses her
Glea'son, Gladys Cooper, Elsa LanMast Beloved
in Acapulco. falls for her himSara- Haden,
Karolyn path
chester,
(IteUaii-SIsiae)
self and they flee the gangster toGrimes, Tito Vaolo, Regis Toomey,
(SONGS)
gether. He wises up to ,the dame
Isabell Jewell are among those who
Qrandl Film release' ot S,A,F.A. produce
when she kills his, former detective lion.
Directed by Guide Brlgnone. Screenimpress.
partner and seeks a simple life as a play, lilttore LHargadonna, Aldti Vcrgano,
Gregg Toland's camera work ^nd gasoline station operator in a small Ulicrnrda Ghentirdtl English titles, Armand
the music score by Hugo Friedhofer, town.
Later he's discovered and Maoaluico. Previewed In N. Y., Nov. V2, '47,
directed by Emil Newman, are ace tries to get himself clear but in the' Running time; 00 MINS.
.Laura Adnnl
credits among the many expert con- end is killed by his former love, Maria Wernowska.,..
Dlonlsta Tesserl.
(Sertnana Paolterl
films.

,

'

'

.

.

Retam,

.

tributions.

*

by Bobert I)athan; camera. Gregg Toland;
music. Huge Fricdhoter; editor, Ifonlcn
Collingwood.
Tradeshown, Nov. IJS, '47.

FlemlnB, Wichnrd Webl), 9tevo Hrodle, VlrPaul 'VnlcnUne, XUckle
Rlnla -Huston,
Dlroclcd by .Tacciues
Moorp, Ktiu Niloh.

,

..'.•

.James Glea.son, Gflady», Cooper, Elsa
Ijancheeter, Mitchell Boy Choir. Directed by
Robert K..
Henry ,Ko»ter.
Screenplay,
Sherwood, Leonardo. BercovtcU from .novel

BKO

irislier

Wife

ley,

15,
relenae of Warren Ifutt (Roberl
BttarkH) produolton, SIuth Robert Mltoliuni,
Jane Qi-eer; (oatures Kirk DouglaH, Rhonda

of the past" (RKO).
Private detective melodrama in
the modern, hard-boiled manner.
Sturdy stuff for action fans.
"Check Tout- Guns" (EL).
Moderately entertaining oatuper
starring Eddie Dean.

"Out

(SONGS)

Bollywood, Nov.

j

human

and

warmth

with

loaded

fantasy

Class

Mitchell
Boy choir
stands out with vocals on a religious
piece.
Score contains a harp solo^.
'Lost April," composed by Newman,
and effect of Grant playing the
string instrument' has been cleverly
inserted by special effects. Art direction by George Jenkins and Perry
Bishap^s
Fergusonj and'^e rset, decorations^ by
Hollywood, Nov. 15.
Heron lend anthenticity_ to
RKO release ot Samuel Goiaw>-n pro- Juha
Lotetta Victorian rectory and other settings.
duction.
Stars
Gary
Grftnt,
Brog.
Young, David Nlven; featHre."* Monty Wool-

The

Wild Horse Mesw

Out At the Past

TewB

Big

Dark

After

•Hollywood, Nov. IS.
Paramount release of PlncThomas pro*
ductlon. Stars Philip Reed, Hillary Brooke;
features Richard' Travis, Anno Gillls, Vince
Barnett, , Directed by William C. Thotna».
Original screenplay. Whitman Chambers
based on radio program, "Big Town'*
camera, Ellis W. Carter; editor, Howard
.

Tradeshown Nov.

Smith.

14, '47.

Running

.
time, 70 MINS.
Wl ison ................. .PliUip Reed
Lorelei Kill>ourne
Hillary Brooke'
Chuck LdRue. .............. Richard' TKavIe
SusKU Peabady..s>...,........;;iAnne' .OiUls
Ijoute iinoed..'i..i««..i....,.Vihce .Bamett
'

:

.

Steve

after she has managed to bump off
the other' heavies. There are six
killings to add to the blood and
-

thunder;

.

Mitchum

gives a very strong account of himself. Jane Greer as the
baby-facedi charming killer is an^
.

'

Kitk

other lending potent interest.
Douglas, the gangster, is believable
and Paul Valentine makes role of
henchman stand out. Rhonda Fleming is in briefly but effectively. Vir!inia Huston, Mitchuni's village love;
Jteve Brodie; Richard Webb, and
Ken Niles are- good. Dlcltsie Moore,
former' ftlm moppet, wraps up part
of deaf-mute friend of, ISQtcbum's,
garnering attention,
Warren Duff produced under executive supervision of Robert Sparks
and gives film the proper backing to

make

its

story

moody' atmosphere

effective;
is

mtisic

^

Aiding
by Roy
Brog.

W;ebb.

dteek Yo«r

Francesco Paolo Tbi3tl....,', ..Claudlo Gora:
Governante ....
. .Mercedes Brignono
A. R,.. ....,.>•..,«•... Carlo Lonil>ardo
Conte Wernowslm...'..«...Ernesto Habatlnl
.

. .

t*^,

,Tobn..
Loi-U Hotham
RiirhellH,,

..Mario Mlna
. Lorls Gljsiaa
liugKPro Paoll
Kruno Persa
Maleronl

,

^

Paolo Mlchetti, ......
Slawlsky
,

,

,

,

A-chllle

(In Italian; English Titles)
"Return, Most Beloved" is an old-

fashioned tearjerker destined exclusively for Italian-language situations.
Pic is cashing- in on the popularity
of Ferruccio ,Tagliavini, whose tenor
voice is dubbed in for the vocal assignments. However, a fuzzy soundtrack negates the, eflorts of .the talented tenor and his wife, Pla TaSsinari, whd iflso handles* several

numbers.
Production, otherwise, is a te.«
diously slow and hammily-stiltcd
raeller in a style dating back to early
film days. Both story and thesping
lack conviction in the over-stuffed
.

.

Ciaiai

s

tragic proceedings.
Framed within
period settings of the 1890's, pic is

(SONGiS)
Monk
,..
:...Joe Sawyer
Jake Sebastian. . .<...• ^ . . . Douglas Blockley
Eagle Lion release of Jerry Thomas pro- marked by a plush mounting and
Amos Peobody s
,ChaMes Arnt duction. Stars Eddie Dean; features RosMrs. Ward...
Ann
some good scenic shots of Italy, but
'....Joe Allen, Jr.
Mr. Periy.i
.Ben Krway TVally Blake
coo Atcs, Mancy Gates, George Chesebro,
. i
, 1 . . , . . i»
, William Haade
Alderson. Marcus
Stevens; . ^. .
. .lUrvllle
Directed by Ray Taylor, Ojriglnal screen- these assets have little bearing on
Fletcher,
.Arthur
.................
Space play, Joseph O'Donnell: mmgU) Poto Gatee, overall effect.
Defensse Captain
.Bobby Anderson
.Teddy Infuhr ,Tlmmy O'Brien. ............. .Dick K-eene- Dean xuid Hill blatr; camera, Krale Miller;
Attack captain.
Musical numbers are introduced
Harvey Gushman....i.,,,, Sumner .Getohel editor, Joseph Gl^ob-f Previewed, N. Y.,
Michel. . ... ... . .,
.* . .'.iCugene Borden
via a fictionalized biog of the Italian
tronage can be expected.
First' Lady in IiHcheI'8...,Almira Sessions
Nor. 0,, '47: Bunnlnif time, S5 MINS.
As" with "Henry," The Theatre Second Xady.;, ..,,.,,.*..,., Claire DuBrey
,,..,..13ddtQ Dean songwriter, Francesco Paola Tosti,
"Big Tbwn After Darlc" is an able lEiddle..
who
wasj according to this version,
...... i. Florence Auer
Roscoe
Ates
Guild is tied in on the' exhibition and Third, Ladyi, .1,
Soapy.
entry for supporting bookings: Its
Nancy Gates a combination Victor Herbert and
Cathy.
V ••• 4 ••«.•
its subsd-iptioa list in 20 cities wiU ,Hat .shop proprietre.HS, . . ; . .Margaret Wells melodrama
moves fastj story, holds Farrell. .v. ••.
Kitty O'Melll
shop customer
.George Oh(isebro Don Juan of ,his time.
...
Story is
give a tremendous head start to the Milt
Hysterical mother.
.tsabell Jewell together and the playing is capable. Brad... ....,....<>:;,.«......... Stan JoUey
film. Word-of-mouth won't be of any Blind man........a........,,I>avld Leonard
Release aims more than fulfilled by Aco, .,....;...^,««,«, «•,•.. .MIkel <7onmd focused on his affair with a Polish
help in attractine the average lay- Delia, .,,,,..,.,....'.... .Dorothy Vaughnn production values^ obtained by Wil- Slim ...........,«,,.«.,"•••«, . Lane< Bradford countess, for whom he deserted anIHrlgar Dcarlng
Sloane; ......... ^
.Terry -Frost other mistress.
man. Guild got 2'%% of the distrib- Policeman
Countess, however,
liam Pine and- William Thomas.
Mitchell Boy .Choir
Rider No. ,1
.Ma.(!on Wynn stricken
utor's gross of "Henry" and is beslow-working
with
fatal,
a
'...Deo Cooper
Based on radio's regular ^"Big Rider No. 1!..
li^v^d getting about the same on
heroically gives up her
Bill Fawcett disease,
This is a picture calculated to Town" program, this latest in the Judge Hammond....
"Electra ' in return for use of its list,
lover in order, to allow him to conits "The Theatre Quild Presents..." make' an audience leave the theatre Paramount series takes a potshot at
tinue with his musical career.
liatest Eddie Dean oatuner is a
poker clubs, legal in some sections
i
It has
sponsorship and some minor consuls with a good feeling.
In central role, Claudio (Jora is a
moderately
entertaining
warmth and charm that makes be of the country, Involved in the plot
tation with Nichols on casting.
handsome figure, but with limited
Wisely, RiKO has held the produc- lievable the fantasy and has been ting is the shakedown of the pub- that will prove acceptable fare for acting range. Laura Adana, as the
Dean, who countess, over-emotes
tion to a minimum, so that 'Qie type put together with complete under- lisher of Big Town's newspaper the action situations.
and is further
Samuel through a phoney kidnlapping and plays himself in the film,- is the handicapped by ludicrous makeup
of specialized patronage anticipated standing by all involved,
self-reliant Eddie, a constant
may well be able to make it profi,t- Gtoldwyn's marshalling of cast, di- the daily's fight against racketeer- usual
and hairdo. Germana Paclieri, as
His
able. Miss Russell is the only "ex- rector, writers and physical values ing poker clubs and the mobs that champion of law and order.
the mistress, registers as a compensive" member of the cast in the stamps it with a class touch, assur' run them. It aU works out to an fans will find his performance quite petent actress.
Herm,„
Hollywood sense and the picture em- ing "The Bishop's Wife" a stronf: action finale wherein the ends of to their taste.
ploys hardly more than the three sets draw in all situations and plenty oi! justice are Upheld and the crooks get
Standard story formula deals with
their come-uppance
Zygmnibit
of the original play, Almost the entire boxoffice take.
a band of outlaws led by Stan Jolare
there
no
While
fantasy,
a
ley
who
have jeopardized the safety
(RtJSSIAN-MADE)
film is photographed on the low
Philip Reed handles character of
fantastic
heavenly manifestations. fighting Steve Wilson, editor, in of law-abiding citizens in Red Gap
AWklno Films release ot Kiev Film Stuflight of steps in front of the Greelr
production. Stare Boris Dmochowskl)
columned New England house and in There's a humanness about the char- easy style and Hillary .Brooke sparks In cahoots with a crooked judge, dios
features Slanlslav Orlik, Waclaw. S'«-»liinj
a large family parlor. The town it- acters, even the angel, that beguiles her irole. as the police reporter William Fawcett, they give Dean and Daniel Goluljlnskl. DIi«<aed by iigymunt
Scrceniilay,
self is depicted via an uncamouflaged full attention. Henry Koster's sym- known as Lorelei Kilbourne. Anne his pardner, Roscoe Ates, a rugged Nawroskl and Dntochowskl.
painted backdrop, which is .slightly pathetic direction deftly gets over Gillis shows up well as the conniv tussle before the last reel unfolds. Igor'I.ukowski. At Stanley theatre, N,
disturbing. The magnificent 1865 coS' the warm humor supplied by the ing femme menace who takes her There's little originality in the yarn Nov, 12, '47. Running time; 80 MINS,
Zgymunt Kolosowskl . .Boris Dmoi liowsltl
tumesj created by Travis Banton. ap- Robert E. Sherwood-Leonardo Ber- publisher uncle for -a shakedown. but plot works in plenty of shootin' Wnolaw S2yszkln,,,...,,,,,StaniKluv
Orillc
from
Robert
Na-,
covici
taken
script,
pear to have taken as large a slice
Capable heavies are headed up by and ridin';
Hidwlg. ,.;
Wnolaw OBWiciniwskl
thah's novel of the same title.
irnniel OolubiiiSl"
Picture's title stems from an or- Fathem Jan.
out of the budget as anything else.
Richard Travis and Vince Barnett
......Piotr SltonKlmd
Cary Grant is the angel of the rates chuckles with role of bailbond dinance established by Dean after Ktcfan Muraszko
O'Neill originally wrote "Electra"
Irena Murowa
MuraS2ko.,
as a trilogy, "The Homecoming," piece and has never appeared to broker, a standard in the film scries. he becomes sheriff replacing the Junta
Mlliulenko
Watilaw Wlencek,
.Dmitri
"The Hunted," and "The Haunted." greater advantage. Role, with the
William Thomas' direction of the murdered Ed Cassidy. Enforcing it, Gauleltci>,.,.,.,,t........,.,GeoiT,'e Kli'i'ing
Andrei T,-irs7,yn
Nichols has eliminated the demarca- exception of a minor miracle or two, Whitman Chambers original script the star displays he's quick on the
Lieut, Rati
tions. The story, based on one of the is potently pointed to indicate char- keeps a steady eye on action and draw much to the chagrin of his S.S. Capt. Hatlch..;. ...... .Nikolas Orodskl
many variations of an ancient Greek acter could have been a flesh*and- melodramatic flavor.
good job, nefarious adversaries. JBut a trifle
.Titles)
EnglisJi
Poli.?Ji;
a
(In
blood
person,
factor
embelthat
myth, is a psychological study of an
;
Ellis W. Garter's lensing is expert in ludicrous even in these hoss operas
"Zygmunt Kolosowski" is touted,
overbred family, and its aborted and lishes sense of reality as the angel dressing up physical values and the is the slow, determined walk affected
confused loves and hatreds of each sets about an.swering the troubled players, particularly the femmes.
by Dean preparatory to engaging in as the first postwar Polish-language
Why il. was
prayers
of
Episcopalian
bishopi
other.
a six shootin' duel. Scene no doubt film to hit the States.
Brog,
rewill elicit, chuckles from hidebound chosen as the pathbreaker ,must
The legend has been set down in David Niven. Script and Koster's
main a mystery. It would have been
almost modern surroundings and direction develop a strong sense of
western habituees.
given the locale and speech, the anticipation as story unfolds, greatOtherwise Dean is a' forthright better if prudent second thoughts
Roz's Delicate Stand-Ins
It is ineptly asmorals and manners of Civil War ly adding to picture's charm.
sheriff in this Jerry Thomas pro- had stayed its trip.
Hollywood, Nov, 18.
Plot,
essentially,
deals
with
New England. The .central figure is
duction.
As the deputj; Roscoe sembled, poorly produced and carTwo Rosalind Rus.scU stand-ins Ates contribs okay comedy relief; ries the burden of a disjointed and
the daughter of the family (Rosalind Grant's assignment to make people
In great have fallen by the wayside on "Vel- Nancy Gates is a cloying
incredible story of derring-do. As
Bussell). Her mother (Katina Paxi- act like human beings.
to
nou) bears a deep hatred for her need of his help is Niven, a young vet Touch "but the star is still going, decoration While JoUey, George such, the pic can brin^ no credit
prom
father (Raymond Massey), and while bishop who has lost the common strong.
Mildred Crawford started Chesebro and Fawcett register as nascent Polish filmmaking nor
he is at war gives herself to the love touch and marital happiness because but came down with flu and so did the heavies. Ray Taylor's direction to Yank exhibs.
The impression is that this version
of a sea captain remotely related to of his dream of erecting a massive
is brisk and Ernie Miller's lensing
Joan
Spangler,
who
replaced
her.
cathedral. The wife, Loretta
the family (Leo Genn).
stands out.
Some three songs, had some mighty careless editmg,
Incumbent Joy Hallward has her sandwiched
The daughter, who hates her Young, seemingly draws much of
In the footage, are so-so plus flickering illumination,
mother, partly because of h^r own the angel's attention to the bishop's fingers crossed.
with Dean crooning the lyrics.
{Continued on page 22)
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EXHIBy AD HONEYMOON KAPUT
^
Unlikely

ASCAP

Will Acquiesce

To TOA s 2-Yr. Moratorium Request
Two

-

year

moratoriuin

which-f

freeze basic theatre rate
schedules at their present level has
to
Assoc.
heen asked of the American Society
Freddie Schwartz; Century Cirof Composers, Authors & Publishers
cuit v.p., is stepping down as head
by the Theatre Owners of America.
the
of
Motion
Picture'
Associates.
That's the inital "proposal put up to
ASCAP via Herman Greenberg, So- Arthur L, Mayer, prop, of the
Rialto theatre on Broadway, will
ciety's ass't general manager, who is
be the new head.
handling the hot seat tax tiff. It's
plans an enlarged program
not Ulidy thait ASCAP will go for
of
aid, for film men from all phases
the. proposition since it means deleof the business.
gating its announced boost to the

Would

Mayer

Head

MP

'

MPA

ashcan.

TOA

is

backing;

its

demand

for a

moratorium by what's happened rethe
Canada.
There,
in
cently
Authors, Composers & Publishers
which is independent of
Assn.,
ASCAP, but officially reps for the
letter's members, has decided to hold
license fees for theatres in '48 at
claims the
their 1947 scale.
levels are lower than
present U. S. rates and sees no rea-

Mail

on Commie

Baflot

.

son why the dift'erential should be
spread even wider.
An informal arbitration proceeding in Canada awarded CAPAC only
a trifling $20,000 increase after the
wanted
declared
Organization
it
scales boosted substantially. GAPAG,
in effect, said "let's forget the whole
thing" since it doesn't want to weaken- lis case for a stiff Tapping in '49.
Unlike the U. S., ultimate decision

(Continued hn page

-18)

hesa^es General

OLD 50-50 SPLIT

Problem, Reissues
Hollywood, Nov. 18.
Screen
Actors
Guild's
annual
meeting went through the motions
.

boost rentals on all its product
henceforth is believed to presage a
Bacher Ankles 20th
similar move on the part of distrib
Hollywood, Nov. 18.'
toppers throughout the industry. Exbudgets shrink smaller and smaller
William A. Bacher's producer hibitor complaints, at the same time,
with willingness of distribs to take
up the slack and then some— dur- ticket at 20th-Fox, with six months are expected to mount just as they
ing the war and postwar heyday, still to go, was dissolved by mutual have over distrib demands for inare in for a shock. They're going consent. Announcement of 'a new creased admission prices on top*
to have to cough up for their local affiliation will be made in two budgeted pictures.
Universal sales chief William J.
ad campaigns, or else, And that in- weeks.
announced his. company
cludes affiliated, as well as indie,
Prominent among Bacher's producr Scully
houses.
tions on the Westwood lot were would go after increased rentals as
As far as distribs are concerned, "Leave Her to Heaven" andl "The far back as last August^ when the
full impact of the British tax was
exhibitors are going to have to get Foxes of Harrow.'!
first felt in the industry. While other
back, in the habit of allotting 6% of
sales managers may have followed
their gross to advertising.
That's
soft totitih on
advertising is over for exhibs. l!heatre operators who let their own ad

to.

—

the traditional figure..
now
It's
slipped to hardly 2% of the gross,
according to major pv^b-ad execs,

strong action on the anti-Red quesWhen it was over, it was discovered that no quorum was present
so adoption of these and other resolutions were void. Instead, the questions posed must be answered by a

tion.

suit since that- timei. none had done
so openly until 2()th sales Chief Andy
W. iSmith, Jr., announced his plans

ZOth to Extend

week. Others had been' content
demands lor more do>
mestic grosses on extended "playing

last

who are being pressed from above

to base their

economy in their' expenditures.
Distribs are going back to demanding "minimum parity deals" in
cooperative advertising. That means
that they will go no further than
matching dollar for dollar whatever

for

Cleveland Plan

time.

Smith's statement, accompanied by
annDuneement that 20th will up

his

On

an exhibitor chooses to spend over
(Continued on page 22)
'

duction of clearances, 20th-Fox sales

manager Andy W. Smith,

RKO ers Reaffirm
^

clared last

week

reducing

clearances

Jr.,

de-

that the system of

inaugurated

several months ago in Cleveland
would be extended to Cincinnati in
the immediate future and to other

Trust in Schary

territories early

Members adopted a resolution
Hollywood, Nov. 18.
barring any actor from serving in
RKO board chairman Floyd
an official capacity without signing
a non-Red affidavit It's expected Odium and president N. Peter Raththat this and other points approve^ ,von went to bat yesterday (Mon.)
sans quota will get membership for producer Dore Schary, under
okay by correspondence. Despite hot attack at the House Committee on
issues up for debate, attendance was un-American Activities' Hollywood
surprisingly low^at the Hollywood probe last month. In a letter to an
Legion Stadium,'^unday night (16), RKO stockholder they reaffirmed
coming under the 1S% Required by their full "confidence" in Schary and
recalled his outspoken opposition to
the constitution.

Favored as Less Costly

Than East by

'

Indie

Eastern production isn't what it's
cracked up to-be—take it from Jack
Goldberg, indie film producer. A
veteran of some 15 years in turning,
.out low-budgeters in and around
New York ,and Florida, he points
out that advantages of California
studio methods add up to lieffy sav-

:

.

SAG also announced at meet that
top officers elected without opposition were" Ronald Reagfin, president;
(Continued on page 22)
.

ings.

"Out on the Coast," says Gold"you have a- six-day week,
while in the east film labor works a
five-day schedule. By more efficient
Hollywood methods I can save up to
two hours a day on my daily shoot-

berg,
.

ILLNESSES

WRECK

PRODUCTION BUDGETS

So-called Cleveland plan, instead
of trimming clearance sharply between first and second run houses,
involves basically the booking of a
film into a greater number of second
This
run houses simultaneously.
brings some third run theatres up to
second run category. As Smith explained, one theatre in Cincy until
now has had a clear second. i-un over
the entire city. Beginning with the
Commumi^ and complete ..dis- release of "Daisy Kenyon," however,
avowal of any Communist affilia- 20tli product will be made available
to eight or more subsequent run
tion before the committee.
"RKO has a policy of not hiring liouses, day-and-date with the house
formerly enjoyed the second
a. 'known Communist,' but 'calling that
a man a Communist does not make run exclusively.
him one,' and unwarranted attacks
Announcement of- the Cleveland
on Mr. Dore Schary are a .clear plan's extension was made at the
example of what is meant by this windup of 20th 's division sales manletter
statement,"
the
declared. agers confab at the homeoffice last
Statement continues that
em^ Wednesday (12). Ai the same time.
ployed Schary because of his "out-, Smith announced plans for the for'

.

Briefs

.

.

From

the Lots

.

.

.

'

must bulwark

.

.

.

,

'

METRO 150G CONTEST

Remember Mama,"
its semi-annual sickness; and "I
$150,000 literary prize to the author Which halted -when Irene Dunne
of one of 158 novels. That number came down with the flu.
is 20 less than the
entries in the last
previous- competition. For the first
time the contest is semi annual instead of once a year. Winners will
Foreign film market and possibili:

AMPA's

Foreign 0.0.

be announced Dec. 16 by a oommit- ties of reviving it will be discussed
toe composed of Kenneth MacKenna, in complete detail at a meeting of
Valdemar Vetlugin and Carol Brandt. the As.<iOciated Motion Picture AdVictor.s in the past were "Green vertisers tomorrow (Thursday),

Town

Dolphin Street." "Before the Sun
Goes Down," "Return to Night" and
Raintree County."
While the initial' prize Is $150,000,
pHks $25,000 to the publisher, various bonuses may rrfisc the' total to

noon, at the

$275,000.

licily chief, will preside.

Scheduled

to

Hall, N. Y.

speak are Nathan D.

Golden, film consultant of the Dept.
of Commerce, and Theodore Smith
DaVe
of the Motion Picture Assn.

Blum, Loew's Inlernationai ad-pub-

a pos-

(Continued on page 22)

Eastern Pub-Ad Heads
In Close Co-op With

MPA-Chas.Schlaifer
Budget of $75,000 will be sought,
is understood, to implement the
industry public relations program
drawn up by the Advertising and
Publicity Directors Committee of
the major companies. Funds> will be
sought in the 1948 budget of the Motion Picture Assn., which will come
,'
up for consideration shortly.
it

Meantime,

Charles Schlaifer,
chairman of tlie Eastern Pub-Ad Directors committee, denied tliat there
were any differences between his

group and the MPA over which
should administer the public relations program.
Schlaifer declared
that "from the very beginning the
whole proposal has been based upon
a burning conviction that unity in
the industry is now cMit paramouni
consideration."

Budget sought would be

to cover
cost of public relations person-

tlie

Whether a high-priced p.a.
would be employed and create a
staff or whether the coin would be
used to expand the MPA's present

nel.

public relations' setup is not deteryet. In any case, however,
according to Schlaifer, the opera*
tion "would be within the framework of the MPA and under the
general direction of Eric Johnston,

mined as

its

president.

"The committee has drafted this
program and put part of it into effect, but at every stage it has worked
with the .complete knowledge and
cooperation of Mr. Johnston and his
aides ... The committee's function
would be that of helping- to prepare
policy and advising on the larger
.

outlines of the program. Certainly it
would not embark on any independent program competing with MPA."

BERGER BITES METRO,

AND THAT'S NEWS

LURES 158 NOVELISTS

Metro will hand

itself against

eign income. If the
S. boxoffice
dips, pictures will not enjoy the extended playing time that distrib
chiefs have hoped for. Consequently,

'

Hollywood, Nov. 18.
RKO
has cut heavily into the
ing Slate." He based his assertions
(Continued on page 18)
(Continued on page 17)
upon his recent 0.0. of the five- production .schedules of several topbudget
films
in
recent
weeks.
sound stage at General Service StuHardest hit is Metro, where "Masdjfo, Hollywood, whete he'll roll his
ter of Lassie" shut down 10 days ago
forthcoming Jackie Bobinson starrer for Eagle Lion teieaSe early in* when Donald Crisp was stricken.
Veteran thesp is still out and studio
January,
doesn't expect lensing to. get underIn the future, Goldberg declared,
way again for another week, with
he'll move his entire film-making
loss
running well over $200,000.
lense "Julia Misbehaves''... Walter
Hollywood, Nov. 18.
program to the Coast. Following the Studio at)sorbs the nick from a perHouse Peters, Sr., returns to films Plunkett brought costume sketches
Bobinson film he's due to deliver a manent fund established some time
after five years of Army and civilian for "The Three Musketeers'.' back
trio of pix,.in association with Al
ago in preference to paying high in- government work for a role in from New York and began working
.Cohn, Coast indie, for United Artists
surance premiums.
"Charlie Chan in New Orleans" at on the designing.
release.
They're "Melody Man,"
Illness of director Victor Fleming
WilHam Wilder is renting space
Georre Covlouris goes
"GaUows Hill" and "The Blue closed down Sierra Pictures' "Joan," Monogram
for several more pictures on the
Flame." First two will roll at Gen- the Ingrid Bergman starrer, for east for a stage role on completion Charles Chaplin lot, where he reof "The Long Gray Line" at Paraeral Service while the latter will
seven days, but the $200,000 loss is mount. .First picture by Robert cently
Burning
produced
"The
be made in Mexico.
covered by insurance.
Hossen Productions for Columbia Bush". .Florence Stevenson,, kin of
Financing of the UA trio is being
Similar shutdowns caused by diBobert Louis Stevenson, drew a feaworked out with the Bank of Amer- rectorial ailments have hit "Lulu release will be "All the King's Men," tureff" role in "Adventures of Sil> . "Baltimore
rolling in February
ica, Goldberg said. Same institution,
Belle," Benedict Bogeaus production
verado^" based on a Stevenson story
he also revealed, put up the first which went into an eclipse Thurs- Escapade" is the new tag on "Pitts- ...Arthur Lubin and Joe Nadel
money on his Robinson picture, day (13), when Leslie Fenton was burgh BSscapade" at RKO... Aaron moved into Motion Picture Centre
whose budget Will be about $150,090- stricken with appendicitis and "Mr. Bosenber|r v^ras appointed associate to prepare "Deadlock" and "Franproducer on "The Velvet Fleece"
$200iO0Q. In addition, the producer is Blandings Builds His Dream House,"
Goldstein will make cis" for shooting next summer
scheduled to make three Negro films construction of which halted at RKO which Leonard
Fred Edward Finney increased the budget
for Screen Guild release and four for four days when director H. C. independently in January , .
by $50,000 on "The Flaming Forest"
Sweeney, former vaude trouper,
more for next reason.
Potter succumbed to the flu.
for five additional days of filming at
will play a medieval clown in "A
Lone Pine. . .Metro signed, Bobby
Other recent shutdowns include
Connecticutt Yankee" at Paramount.
Priest, Dee Turnell and Pat vlackson,
"A Miracle Can Happen," closed
Republic bought "Death Row," «p three girls hitherto unknown to the
down by Dorothy Lamour's larynForte Martin for proT- screen, to dance with Fred Astaire
gitis; "State of the Union," affected original by
by Spencer Tracy's cold; "Berlin Ex- duction by Lou Brook after Martin's in "Easter Parade."
ArUng,
Train"... Joyce
Henry Hull and Moroni Olsen
press," which waited at the RKO "Prison
station while Merle Oberon battled former classmate of Rosalind Bus- signed for key roles -in "Call NorthHollywood, Nov. 18.
Illness

it

sible dip in domestic grosses, as well
as the near-complete shutter on for-

next year.

;

,

releases next. year to 48 features,
as compared "with the 33 turned out
in 1947, indicates 20th's feeling that
its

Clearances

Continuing his campaign for re-

of tabling the question of reissues
for future decision and then taking

mail ballot.

Hollywood Production

Distrib Drive

Announcement thai 20&-Fox plans

The boom period

,

SAG Skeds

TOA

Canadian

to Boost Rentals

Frank

20th's

Minneapolis^ Nov.

18.

It was a case of man bites dog
American Academy, of Dra- side 777" at 20th.-Fox. ..Bdward when Bennie Berger, president of
matic Arts, drew a rolei in the Begley aired in from Broadway for North Central Allied, patted Metro
"Hedda Gabler" .sequence of star's his role in "Sitting Pretty" at 20th- on the back, Berger is usually busy
Georee Lloyd Fox. ."Winter Meeting" is Bette most of the time denouncing dis"The Velvet Touch"
plays a heavy in "Under California Davis' 50th picture for Warners and tributors
because they allegedly
Stars". .Frank, Clark, after 27 years AI Alleborn's 50th job as unit man- grind independent distributors. He
as a technical .advisor and stunt ager on a Davis film. .John Larfcin declared that the company "makes
flyer, turns thesp in "State «£ the is scripting "Gall Me Mister," to be an honest effort to solve exhibitor
Union," playing a test pilot... Metro produced by George Jeasel with an pr blems."
The occasion was a
will release "The. Birds and the all'Star cast on the Westwood lot.
luncheon tendered to North Central
Bees" under the new tag, "Three Bernard Carr will direct "Speck" for Allied members by H. M. Riohey,
Daring Daughters. .Three-year-old Hal Boach, Jr., from a story by Ned head of Metro's exhibitor relations.
piano prodigy, Maries Nole, inked to Seabrook. .Monty Shafl and Frank
At the luncheon, Berger said that
display her talent in Metro's "The P. Bosenberg will sei^d a camera while he doesn't agree with all M-G
Big City". .Ken Murray handed the unit to India late this month to shoot policies, the company, On the whole,
scoring assignment on his "Bill and backgrounds
in
the past 10 years has been "th*
of
for '"Man-Eaters
Coo" to Dave Butiolph and Lionel IKumaon," to be produced for Uni- most considerate" of any major, dls*
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Joseph
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TIME

CITY

Warner Screening Room

Albany

19!;^

Bodton

RKO

122 Arlington

.

.

Room

Walton

St.

N*Wi.

2:30 P*M.

St.

2:30 P.M*

Buffalo

Paramount Sc.

Oiatlottei

20th Century-Fox Sc. Rm.

Chicago

Warner Screening Room

1307 So. Wabash Ave;

1:30 P.M*

Cincinnati

RKO

Palace Th. Bldg. E. 6th^

8:00 P.M,

464 Franklin

Cleveland

Room
Warner Screening Rdom

Dallas

20th Century-Fox Sc. Rm*

Dcs Moines

:

308

Screening

Paramount Sc.

DenvMf.

1803

Wood SV

2100

Stout, St.

/ 1300 High

2:00 P.M.
12:45 P.M.

Paramount Sc.

Kansas City^

20th Century-Fox Sc. Rm*

Los Angeles

Warner Screening Room,

2025

Memphis

20th Century-Fox Sc* Rm.,

151 Vance Ave.

116

Rm*

Milwaukee

Warner Th*

Minneapolis

20th Century-Fox Sc. Rm.

New Haven
New Orleans
New York

Warner Th.

,

Michigan

1720 Wyandotte

212

Rm.

W.
S.

W.

St.

1:00 P.M.

St*

1:30 P.M;

Vermont Ave.

2:00 P.M.

70 College

2:00 P.M.

St*

20th Century-Fox Sc. Rm.

200

S. Liberty St.

1:30 P.M.

Home

321

W.

2:30 P.M.

Office

44th

St.

20th Century-Fox Sc. Rm.

10 North Lee

20th Century-Fox Sc. Rm.

1502 Davenport

Philadelphia

Warner Screening Rt^om

230 No. 13th

Pittsburgh

20th Century-Fox Sc, Rm.

1715 Blvd. of

Portland

Jewel Box Sc.

Room

1:30 P.M.

St.

1:00 P.M.

St*

2:30 P.M.

St.

1:30 P.M.

Allies

1947 N.W. Kearney

216 East

221 Golden Gate Ave*

St.Xottis

Room
Jewel Box Sc. Room
S'renco Sc. Room

Washington

Earle Th. Bldg.

13th 8C

Republic Sc.

Seattle

1st

2:00 P.M.

St.

20th Century-Fox Sc. Rm.

San Francisco

2:00 P.M.

Wisconsin Ave*

Oklahoma

Salt

2:00 P.M.
10:00 A.M.

1015 Currie Ave. N*

Omaha

Lake

2:0OP.M;

2310 Cass Ave., ^

Room

Proj.

2:00 P.M.
10:00 A.M.

St.

Film ExchangeJEfldg*

Sc*

10:00 a:m*

St.

Indianapolis

\

2:00 P*M.

Strett

Church

2300 Payne Ave;

«

Room

20th Century-Fox Sc. Rm.

S*

Detroit

.

Directed by

Screetiing'ltoom

12:30 P.M.

:% 79;W;Pead;St#^

20th Century-Fox Sc. Rm.

Adaiita,

2:00 P.M.

South

1:30 P.M.

2318 Second Ave*
3143 OUve

10:30A.M.
1:00 P.M.

St*

E Sts, N.W.

10:30A.M.

.
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News

'Agreement' Big

Duel' Reeord 30G, Mont'l

With

in Chi

Montreal, Nov. 18.
"Duel in Sun"
beating the
house record at Loew's for upped
scale films this week. "Song of Love"
is enjoying a big second week at

11

N. Y. Spotty Kit 'Agreemoit' Temf

i.<5

Qant 3SG;

Ifalley -Cugat Neat 57G

'
Chicago, Nov. 18. •
Sensational business of "Gentleman's Agreement" at small-seater
AboUo, which should reach $35,000
for the first weels, and continued,
terrifle grosses of "Body and Soul"
for secat bandbox Woods ($39,000
ond Stanza), are highUghts of current weelc. Only other new pic is
"Deep Valley,", at Chicago, in for
one weeJc with Xavier Cugat band

•

on stage, promises tieat $57,000.
Advanced price films are leveling
"Unconquered" at United Artoff
but still okay,
ists fell to $26,000,
while "Forever Amber," at StateLake dropped to $30,000 in fourth
week. "Gone With Wind" at Garrick still is profitable with $11,000

ior fifth week.
Oriental goes Into

,

second week
with "Christmas Eve" and Dorothy
Shay and Francis Craig on stage, at
trim $45,000. Palace looks like fine
of "WistM
bill
double
$20,000 for
Widow of Wag6n Gap" and "Dick
Tracy Meets Gruesome" in. second
,

.round.,."

Estfrnaiea for This

Apollo

(B&K)

(900;

Week

$1.25)—"Gen-

lleman's Agreement" (20th). Colossal

Last week, "Foxes of Har(20th) (4th Wk). big $14,000.
Chlcaco. <B&K) (3,900; 95)— "Deep
Valley" (WB) with Xaxier Cugat
orch on stage. Fine $57,000. Last
Undercover Maisie? (M-G)
week,
with "Truth or Consequences" on
stage, (2d wk), $42,000.
Garrlck (BSdC) (900; 95)— "Gone
$35,000.

.

row"

'

With Wind" (M-G) (reissue) (5th
Okay $11,000. Last week,
wk).
$13,000.

Grand (RKO)

95)—J'Ride

(1,500;

Pink Horse" (U) (2d wk). Neat
Last week, sturdy $20,000.
$17,500.
(Essaness)

Oriental

(3,400;

95)—

"Christmas Eve" (UA) with Dorothy
Shay and Francis Craig (2d wk).
Solid $45,000. Last week, big $62,000.
Palace (RKO) (2,500; 95)—"Wistful Widow*' (U) and "Dick "jTracy
Meets Gruesome" (RKO) (2d.wk).
Tasty $20,000. Last week, $25,000.
(Ii\die)
(1,700; 95)^"'roRialto
baeco Road" and "Grapes Wirath"
(20th) (reissues). Crisp $14,500, Last
week, "New Orleans" (UA) and
"Second Chance" (20th) (2d wk),
'

—

$9,100.

Roosevelt (B&K) (1,500; 95)
(3d wk).
Passage" (WB)
Steady $16,000. Last week, $20,000,
State-Lake (B&K) (2.700; $1.-26)—
"Forever Amber" (20th) (4th wk).
last week, stout
Firm $30,000.

"Dark

:

'

$38i000.

(B&K)

United Artists

(1,700; $1.25)

-^"Unconquered" (Par) (5th wk).
Sharp $26,000. Last week, $33,000.

Wofrds

(Essaness)

(1,073; $5)

(UA)

"Body and Soul"

—

wk).

(2d

new pop^price
week at $42,000.
(587; 75)— "Magic

Great $39,000 after
record Tiers last

World

(Ittdie)

Bow" (Indie) (3d wk). Smart
Last week, $3,300.

$2,900.

;

Harvest'-Cole Trio Nice 75G,

Palace,

-

Estimates for This Week
Capitol (C,T.) (2,610; 30-45-62)—

Broadway fimses

$13,000.

'Mairs'-Sniatra (Out 3 Days) 55G

Last week, "Slave Girl" (U) (2d
'
wk), big $12,000.
Imperial (C.T.) (1,916; 30-40-50)-.

$25,000 after fine $30,000 for fourth
week. Stays.

"Cry Wolf"

(WB).

.

Okay

Broadway firstrun bii:. currently is
on the.'spatliy'side, with several hold"Meet JohnyDoe",.,<WB) and "Wild.
overs sliptilng' off but two of four
Bill Hickek Sides'» ,(Wa) (reisfues).
Olce $5,000. iast week, ."Grew 'FoT important •;;iiewcomers shaping up
Danger" (EL) and,"MaJer,sQn Cage" well.' sunlit rain or threatening

EstinMt^d Total Great
Thin Week ...
$854,001
(Bffsed on 22 theatres)
Last Year
$660,500
(Based on IS theatres)
:

Globe (Brandt). (1,500; 70-$1.20)—
(2d wk).
Second stanza ending' next Friday

"Body and Soul" .(UA)

first
at
gigantic
weather ort -two days did not help $71,000, new all-time high here.
trade/ but crisp fall temperatures Grind from early hours needed to
Last week,' "Gone With Wind" early this -week are tending to bol- care for crowds in first -week. Stays.
(M-G) (reissue) (5th wk), $15,000. ster the boxoffice.
Golden (RKO) (769; $l.Z0-$2'.40)—
Palace (C.T.) (2,578; 30-45-62)
"Mourning Becomes Electra" (RKO),
Easily outstanding this session is
"Song of- Love" (M-G). Smart $15,Opens today (Wed.) after gala pre"Gentleman's Agreement," which hit view last night. Last week, on for000 after wow $20,000 opener.
Princess (C.T.) (2,270; 30-40-53)— a sensational $82,500 in the first eign film policy.
"Woman on Beach" (RKO) and week at the iWayfalr, ended last
Gotham (Brandt) (900; 70-$l,40)—
"Spirit West Point" (FC). Only $6,000.
This is a new "Butch Minds Saby" (Indie) and
Last week, "Gunfighters" (Col) and Monday (17) night.
Washington, Novw 18,
"Tight Shoes" (Indie)
(reissues).
record for .house since launching Fair $7,000. Last Week, "Children
"Body and Soul" at Palace is ring- "Sweet Genevieve" (Col), $8,0Q0.
ing the bell in current stanza, with
firstrun policy this fall, beating the on Trial" (Indie) and "School for
word-of-mouth raves, plus all-out
Danger;' (Indie), about same.
first week of '«fes of Death," preenthusiasm of. crix helping. "Fun
Little Carneeie (Indie) (460; 95Film
drew
$M,000.
high
at
vious
and Fancy Free" at Keith's, runner;$1.20)-r-"Tawn3r Pipit"
(U)
(Uth
up with unusually strong take.
raves from most crix, with holdouts wk).
Barely getting by at $4,000
Estimates for This Week
at many tiight shows. Upped scale of after $4,600 last week. Stays a few
Capitol (Loew's) (2,434; 44-80)—
$1.80 at night is contributing factor more weelcs with "Nicholas Nickle"Nightmare Alley" (20th) (2d wk)
••
by" (U) due in next.
to record total.
plus vaude. Satisfactory $17,500 afUayfair (Brandt) (1,736; 70-$1.80)
ter opening with hot $31,000.
Next strongest is the Paramoifnt
"Pentleman's Agreement" (20th)
Columbia (Loew's) (1,263; 44-70)
Cleveland, Nov. 18.
with "Wild Harvest'' and stageshow (2d.wk). Second frame-started yes—."Time for Keeps" (M-G) (2d run).
By jumping into a six-a-day headed by King Cole Trio,
telday (Tues,). Roared ahead to coConnie
Fair $7,000. Last week, "Foxes of grind, Danny Kaye and his stage
lossal $82,500 in first week, new recHarrow" (20th) (2d run), $8,500.
show, are' pushing "Crime Doctor's Haines- and Randy Brooltj band. ord and way ahead of "Kiss of
Keith's
(RKO) (1.838; 44-80)— Gamble" up to a smash .$50,000 at This combo is reaching nice, if not (20th) previous, high-morie.yDeath"
film.
"Fun, Fancy Free" <RKO)., Fine Palace, after a fairly slow start.
big, $75,000 in first week ended last Long lines most of time, with new
$15,000, with juvenile scale at 44c Sellout sign was waving over weeksort of record hit nearly every day;
instead of usual 30c.
Last week, end -and rival houses profited from (Tues.) night, and holds two or In ahead, "Nightmare Alley" (20th)
"Magic Town" (RKO) (2d wk), $8,- overfllow. They needed it, Since three weeks- longer.
(5th wk-4 days), $9,000:
000
6 days.
most of the other first-runners are
Absence of Frank Sinatra, who
Palace (RKO) (1,700; 60-$l,20)r-*Metropolitan (WB) (1,163; 44-70)— mild.
was heading the stagebill, on Satur- "So Well Remembered" (RKO) (3d
"Heaven Only Knows" (UA). So-so
day, Sunday and Monday, because wk). Second round ended last MonEstimates for This Week
Last week, "Unsuspected"
$7,000.
Allen (RKO) (3,000; 55-70)— of illness, is keeping the Capitol day (1) night sagged to $21,000, lust
(WB) (2d run), $6,600.
"Wistful Widow" (U). Skyrocketing from obtaining even a reasonably okay, after fairly good $28,200 opener.
Palace (Loew's) (2,370; 44-74)— to $17,500, to be week's sleeper. strong week.
Surrounding bill is Stays on.
"Body, and Soul" (UA).
Town's Last week, "Forever Amber" (20th) ,topped by Skitch Henderson band:
Paramount (Par) (3.664; 55-$1.50)
champ with solid $25,000. Last week, (m.o.) on third week at advanced and Lorraine Rognan, with "Hus- —"Wild Harvest" (Pur)
and King
"Forever Amber" (20th) (3d Wk), prices, way off at $12,000 in last 5- band's Affairs" not rated much help. Cole Trio, Connie Haines, Randy
big $17,000 at $1.20 top.
days;
Result is that even with Sinatra's Brooks orch heading stagebill (2d
Warner (WB) (2,154; 44-74)—
Hipp (Warners) (3,700; 55-70)— return yesterday (Tues.) and ex- wk). Initial week ended last (Tues.)
"Christmas Eve" (UA). Okay $17,- "Had To Be You" (Col). Oke
Last
$17,000. pected presence today. Cap will do night went to nice $75,000.
000 or near despite crix pans. Last Last w eek, "Nightmare Alley" only a highly disappointing $55,000 week, f'Variety Girl" (Par) and
week, "Anthony Adverse" (WB) (re- (20th), $16,000.slightly
or
better.
Management Charlie Spivak orch, Mel Torme, Al
issue), good $16,000.
Lake (Warners) (800; / 55-70)— claims that the singer's absence for Bernie, $54,000.
"Nightmare Alley" (20th) (m.o.). three days cost the house as much
Park Avenue (U) (583; $1.20-$1.50)
Average $3,400. Last week, "Hagen as $40,000. However, this combo —"Beware Pity" (U) (3d wk). Third
Tugitive' Great $17,000
Girl" (WB) (m.o:), $3,500.
failed to tee off strongly and ap- round ending tomorrow (Thurs.) is
Ohio (Loew's) (1,200; 75-$l,25— peared to be headed for only a mod- down to thin $4,000 after $5,500 for
Unconquered" (Par) (m.o.). Not erijtely good week up to the time second week. "Bush" Christmas" (U)
In Mild Balto; 'Song'
hitting expectations at $8,500. Last Sinatra was forced out on Saturday. is set to follow but no date set as yet.
week, "This Time For Keeps"
Radio City Music Hall (RoclcefelFoiirth new -entry during the past
Loud 16G,
.week was "Heaven Only Kno-ws," Icrs) (5,945; 70-$2.40)—"Cass Timber13G (M-G) (m.Oi), good $7,500.
Paiaee
(RKO) (3,000; 65-90)— which is going no place wij;h $18,000 lane" (M-G) and stageshow <2d wk).
Baltimore,- Nov. 18.
Second session ending today (Wed.)
Rather mild action here this week "Crime Doctor's Gamble" (Col) with or near at the Broadway.
Danny
is staying up fairly well at $124,000
Kaye
After
and
Georgia
hanging
Gibbs
On
up.
a
new
all-time
with good results garnered by "The
stage.
Special show built around record of $71,000 in the first week after great $145,000 opener. Stays on
Fugitive," given very strong bally
likely into next month. "Good
and going to giant $17,000 at the Kaye has a jet-propelled punch, at the Globe, "Body and Soul" con- indef,
hitting steady sellouts over weekend. tinues in the high brackets with News" (M-G) and annual Christmas
Town.
"Nightmare Alley" looks
Comic doing 39 performances, and •smash $65,000 for the second stanza. pageant on stage comes in then as
solid
at the New.
"Body and looks to go over
"Forever Amber" dipped sharply Hall's Christmas bill.
$50,000. Last week,
Soul," at Loew's Centui-y, shapes
Kialto
(Mayer)
35-85)—
"Invisible Wall" (20th) plus Xavier again in the past (4th) week at the
(.594;
sturdy.
In week
Cugat orch on stage, bright $33,000. Roxy, being $75,000 which Is stron,s; "Roses Are Red" (20th
Estimates for This Week
State
(Loew's)
55-70)— if far below the $108,000 of the ending tomorrow (Thura./ looks only
(3,450;
Centuryi (Loew's-UA) (3,000; 20mild. Last week, "High Tide"
60)— "Song of Love" (M-G). Starts "Body and Soul." (UA). Sluggish third frame. Opposition by Catholic $6,500,
h.o., after big $26,500 in
church groups now is being blamed (Mono), $6,000. "Lone Wolf London^
today (Tues) after "Body and Soul" $17,000 on
first week.
for the way "Amber" has slid ofl: (U) opens next Friday (21 ).
(UA) hit solid $16,000 in previous
Rivoli (UAT-Par) (2.092: 60-$1.25)
Stillman (Loew's) (2,700; 55-70)— since the new recorcj hung up in the
week. In ahead, "Christmas Eve"
"Lost Moment." (U). Light $7,500. opening week. ''Thunder in Valley" —"Unconquered"' (Par) (6th wk).
(UA), $13,500.
week, ''Unconquered" (Par) now is set to replace on Dec. 3. Still doing sturdily at $34,000 after
Hippodrome (Rappaport) (2,240; Last
(m.o.) <(.3d wk), fine $17,500,
"Cass Timberlane" ,and stageshow $38,000 for fifth. Continues,
20-70)—"C!;ime Doctor's Gamble"
Boxy.' (20tli). (5,886; 80-$1.80)—
looks to hit very nice $124,000 in
(Col) plus Jerry Wald orch, Andy
second session at the Music Hall. It "Forever Amber" (2pth) with Vcloz
Rus.sell and Martha Tilton on stage.
& Yolanda; Sid Caesar headmg stagecontinues.
Indpls. Low; 'Body' Nice
Stagebill helping to sturdy $19,000.
show., (5th wk). Fourth frame ended
"Mourning.
Becomes
Electra"
Last week, "Spirit West Point" (FC)
opens today (Wed.) at the Golden last (Tues.) night continued to fall
plus vaude headed by Three. Suns,
$13,000, 'Foxes' Fair
following a swank press preview off abruptly with only $75,000 -likely;Strong $20,500.
Ihird was $108,000, big, albeit below
showing last (Tues.) night.
Indianapolis, Nov. 18.
It is
rfi.
(Col), $6,500,-.
^loew's (GST.) (SU5)., 75^.25)—
"Duel in Sun<;„(SRO>, Smash $30,000:
.

'Body'

,

;

.

.

IWoot

.

(21) continues smash at $65,000 after
record-breaking

.

-

•

—

;

In

D.C Wow 2SG

KayeUps'GamUe'

\mi SOG, C|eve.

.

—
,

-

m

'

.

•

W

'•

,

,

,

-

.

'

^

•

MeOuUBut'BodyV
18G, 'Hanest'

Lusty

.

•

.

Fancy 15€; 'Heaven' 7G

Nov. 18.
Two big main stemmers, State
With "Body and Soul" and Rialto
Keith's (Schanberger) (2,460: 20With "Wild Harvest" are garnering
the bullc of coin this week. General 60)— "Where There's Life" (Par).
pace downtown is slow, accountable Opens today (Tues) after "Ride Pink
m parii by Christmas ^shopping get- Horse" (U) disappointed at mild
(Continued on page 20)
ting an early start, and possible recent letdown in vdlume of amusement, spending. Class of product at
downtown houses also is aft.
'Dolphin' Hot $20,000,
Louisville,

.

.

•

i

•

Estimates for This Week
(Fourth Avenue) 01,200;
40-60)
"Nightmare Alley" (Soth)
(m.o.).
Mild $3,500. Last week,
"Red Stallion" (EL) and "Saddle
Pals" (Rep) (m.o.). lively $5,000.
.

Brown

—

Buff; 'Had to Be'
Buffalo,

Nov.

16G
18.

,

—

Slowlsh

(reissue).

$6,500.

Last week,

$17,000.

Great Lakes (Shea) (3,400; 40-70)
$7,000.
—"Green Dolphin Street" (M-G).
National (Standard) (2,400; 40-60) Big $20,000. Last week, "Hagen Girl"
'Heaven Only Know.s" (UA). Back (WB) and "The Trespasser" (Rep),
to

straight

film

policy.

Medium

Last week, "Lured" (UA)
With Friday-Saturday Dr. NefE spook
show, dull $6,000.
$7,000.

,

Rialto

(FA)

(3,400;

40-60)—"Wild

Harvest" (Par). Nice $15,000, Last
week, "Nightmare AUey^' <20th),
,

-I

$13,000.

Scoop (Louisville Theatre) (700;
40-60)
"Condemned to Devil's
Island" (FC) (reissue). Good $2,500.

—

only $14,500.
Hipp (Shea) (2,100; 40-70)—"Each
Dawn I Die" (WB) and "Bad Men
Missouri" (WB) (reissues). Fancy
$10,000. Last week, "Golden Earrings" (Par) and "Killer Dill" (SO)
(m.o.), $9,500.
Lafayette (Basil) (3,000; 40-70)
"Had to Be You"' (Col) and "Keeper of the Bees" (Col). Solid $16,000
or near. Last week, "Spirit West

—

Last week, "Beloved Vagabond" Point" (FC) and "Philo Vance Se(FC) (rew.sue), $2,200.
cret MisiJion" (EL) (2d Wk) split
State
40-60)— with "Had to Be Vou" (Col), $15,(Loew'a)
(3,000;
•Body and Soul" (UA) and "Lone 500.
40-70)
Wolf London" (Col). Big $18,000.
(Shea) .(1,400:
Tetk
Last week, "Song of Love" (M-G) "Nightmare Alley" (20th) and "Inand "Crime Doctor's Gamble" (Col), visible Wall" (20th) (m.o.). Good
$16,000.
$3,500. Last week, "Song of Love"
$4,000.
Strand
(m.o.),
40-60)—
(M-G)
(FA)
(1,400;
^
Spirit Weiit Point" (FC) and "In20th Ceiitui'y (20th Cent.) (3,000;
visible
Wall"
wk). 40-70)—"Walter Mitty" (RKO) (3d
(2d
(20th)
propped tn mUd $3,500. Last week, Wk). Sock $11,000 or over. Last

—

torrid, $7,500i

week, $15,500.

Firstrun film biz is down here this
week. Only bright spots are "Body
and Soul," doing fine at Loew's, and
xeissue combo, "Each Dawn I Die"
and "Bad Men of Missouri," which
is about 50% above Efverage at Lyric.
"Pretender," with Ray Eberle band
and Marian Hutton on stage at
Circle, is near the season's low.
Estimates for This Week
Circle (Gamble-Dolle) (2,800; 48-

playing two-a-day, with $2.40 top
at nights, under Theatre Guild sponsorship. "Lost Moment" opens next
Friday (21) at the Winter Garden,
after two weeks and three days of

(RKO), good

with "Upturned

Estimates for This Week
Astor (City Inv.) (1,300; 80-$1.80)
-"Walter Mitty" (Rl£0) (14fh wk).
Feeling competition of new films and
Ray generally moderate tone on Street.

nin) (2d wk) with vaude topped by
Betty Bruce, Bed -Buttons, Gaudsmith Bros. Doing nicely -at $25,000.
Last week, first for "Merton" and
vaude, headed by Mary Raye &
Naldi, Alan Carney, Edith Fellows,

$14,000.

Keith's (Gamble-Dolle)

ordinary

business

Glass."

(1,300; 40-

day

(16)

slid

to

thin

$4,000 after

in third. Stays only about a
60)—"Walter Mitty" (RKO) (m.o.), $5,200
week longer with "Revengd" (Indie)
Oke $5,000. Last week, "Rebecca" opening Nov, 26,
(SRO) and "Daniel Boone" (RKO)
Broadway (UA) (1,895; 70-$1,50)—
(reissues), $4,000.
Knows" (UA), Crix
40-60)— "Heaven Only
Loew's

(Loew's) (2,450;
landed heavily on this, and it's get"Body and Soul" (UA) and "Affairs ting no place, with highl.y disapBel Ami" (UA). Fine $13,000. Last pointing $18,000 or near in sight.

week, "Song of Love" (M-G) and Ninth week of "Outlaw" (UA) was
"Son of Rusty" (Col), $12,000.
«
$9,500.
Lyric (Gamble-Dolle) (1,600; 40Capitol (Loew'-s) (4,820: 70-$1.50)—
60)— "Each Dawn I Die" (WB) and "Husband's
Affairs"
With
(Col)
"Bad Men Missouri" (WB) (reis- Frank Sinatra heading stagebill that
sues). .Hot $9,000, Last week, "AdHenderson orch,
includes
Skitch'
venture Island" (Para) and "Yank Lorraine Rognan, Jane Powell^ Jack
in

London"

(20th), fair $6,000.

Grosses Are Net
Film gross estimates, a$ !«•
ported herewith from the various key cities, are net, i.e., without the 20% tax. Distributors
share on net take, when playing
percentage, hence the estimated
figures are net income.
parenthetic
admission
The
'

prices,

however, as

hopes. Still in real coin despite decline f rom.new high ^or initial week
and now planned to- run-;,through

Thanksgiving. "Thunder -iw Valley"
(20th) opens Dec. 3,
State (Loew's) ,(3,450; 43-$1.10)—

"Pretender" (Rep) with
Eberle orch, Marian Hutton, "others, Will be off some at
$23,000; last Week
on stage. Thin $13,000. Last week; was $25,000. Continues until Dec.
"High Tide" (Mono) with Tommy 9 when "Bishop's Wife" (RKO)
is
Dorsey orch on stage, big $25,000.
set to open.
Indiana (Gamble-Dolle) (3,300; 40Bijou (City Inv.) (650; 85-$1.50)—
60)— "Forces of Harrow" (20th). Mild 'Man About Town"
(RKO) (5th
$11,000. Last week, "Walter Mitty" wk). Fourth
stanza ended last Sun-

74)

Biz is strong here this week, with
"Green Dolphin Street" leader. "Had
Kentucky (SwitoW) (1,200; 30-40) to Be You" and "Body and Soul"
—"Black Gold" (Mono) and "My also shape up stoutly.
Reputation" (WB). Oke $2,900. Last
Estimates for- This Week
week. "Bachelor and Bobby-Soxer"
Buffalo (Shea) (3,500; 40-70)
(RKO) and "Unfinished Dahce" "Body and Soul" (UA) and "Winter
(M-G), $3,500.
Wonderland" (Rep). Nice $18,000.
Mary Anderson (People'.?) (1,100; Last weelc,
"Nightmare
Alley"
40-60)—"Each Dawn I Die" (WB) (20th) and "Invisible Wall" (20th),

"Hagen Girl" (WB) (2d wk) healthy

116

indic;>ted, in-

clude the UiS. amusement tax.

Smith,
Last two pinch-hit for
Sinatra when he was out ill SaturSinger was
day, vSunday, Monday.
back yesterday. Though combo was
disappointing from start, absence of
Sinatra spells only $55,000, worst

many weeks.

week

Second
of "Unfinished Dance" (M-G) and
Shep Fields orch, Jane Powell heading stage show wound up last week
here

in

at $46,000.

Criterion (Loew's) (1,700; 60-$1.25)
Street"
(M-G)
(6th wk).
Fifth session ended last
(Tues.) night still stout profit; near

—"Green Dolphin

"Merton

Movies"

of

(M-G)

stout $32,000.

(1st

—

Strand (WB) (2,756; 75-$1.50)
"Escape Me N6ver"
(WB) and
Franiiie Carle orch. Jack E. .Leonard,
Olsen
Joy on stage (2d wk). In

&

frame

ending tomorrow
(Thurs.) looks okay at $49,000; first
week hit good $58,000. Gioes a thirds
stanza,
with "Anthony Adverse"
second

(WB) and "Jezebel" (WB) (reissues) opening, on Nov. 28.,
Sutton (Rugoff-Becker) (561; 70-

— "Know

$1.25)

(U)

.

Virhere I'm 0oing"
wk), Thirte^th- stanza

(14th

last Monday (17) slipped to
$8,000, still real, profit, ^fter $9,000,
last week. Remaina.
Victoria (City Inv.) (720; 70-$1.20)

ended

—

"Gangster"
(Mono)
wk).
(.3d
Thirds week ending today (Wed.)

likely will be

ond was

more

to

down

$23,000.

Nov.

26,

to $12,000; sec-

Stays one week
with new film not

set

Warner (WB)

(1,499: 90-$1.50)

—

(WB) -(14th wlc).
at $18,000 wiiile 13th
$20,000. Remains (in in-

"Life With Father"
Still good
round was

def.

Winter Garden (UA) (1,312; 60"Upturned Glass" (U) (Od
$1.20)
wk). Second session, ended Monday (17), sagged abruptly to $13,000,
mild; opener was $23,000, .good but
below expectancy. Goes only thre«
days in third round with "Lost Moment" (U) opening here Friday.

—

(21).

'

CASS TIMBERLANr MUSIC HALL SMASH!
how

M-G-M

week

Largest ist

gross, with only

Tracy) and the spirited
friend

(Zachary Scott)

M-G-M

Oh

has

made

it

(Lana Turner) from the other side of town. Their best

lass
falls

After setting a
spectacular

new

drama

all-time

rolls

Lewis

for her too in this thrilling Sinclair

movie

into a

NEW

CRITERION HIGH!

4-week record, "Green Dolphin Street,"

merrily

on

at Criterion,

N. Y.

First

openings

campaign launches

Time, Look, Redbook,

Collier's,

its

nationwide

release.

Good Housekeeping,

Home Companion, McCall's Magazine, Sat.

big

Houston

And now

What a list:

Ladies'

M-G-M*s

terrific:

second biggest in history; Atlanta, Kansas City, Buffalo sensational.

national magazine

best-seller.

for the 'millions!

'6REEH DOLPHIN'
is

one exception, in Music Hall history!

those crowds are enjoying the love afFair between rich but lonely Cass (Spencer

a big

Life (2 issues)y

Home Journal, Woman's
New

Eve. Post, Newsweek, Liberty, Esquire,

Yorker, True Confessions (2 issues)^ True Story, American Magazine, Today's Woman,
Parent's Magazine, Household and all the fan magazines plus newspapers and radio.

Lana Turner, Van

*eOOD

Heflin,

Donna

NEWS-^

Reed, Richard Hart and cast of thousands.

FOR THE HOLIDAYS!

Will you be one of the several hundred lucky showmen who will play M-G-M's fast-stepping
Technicolor Musical simultaneously with Radio City Music Hall at holidaytime?
turn-over with this hour
fioftg hits,

starring

and a half joy film, packed with youthful

What a

verve, studded with top

June Allyson, Peter Lawford and a screenful of sparkling new

talents*

PICTURE GROSSES

mr WHAM

HiibOirBnt'Body'ytyMIn
2

Okay

IS^ots; 'Stallion'
Boston,

'

Nov,'

STANDOUT

22G, Ditto

18.

off this week due
weather and holdovers
ji\ moat top spots, "Body and Soul"
Is laader day-data at State and Or^heum' with big sessions. "Forever
Areiber'' moved over to the Modern
nfter' dropping off plenty in second
waeks at Paramount and Fenway.
"Red Sft£(llion" now is fairly good in
these two spots. "Fugitive," at new
Astor, is stout In second week after

Biz SloUffhed

to the 'cold

iinash opener,
EsUmateei for This Week
A<t»r (Jaycocks) (1,400; .iO-aO)'—
•'Fugitive" (RKO) (2d wk). Nice
^19,000 after smash $22,000 opener.
Boston (RKO) (3,200; 50-$1.10)—
"Wistful Widow" (U) plus Conaee
Bos well,' Buck & Bubbles, Cbester•

•

Larry

flelds<

orch

JFlint

on

•Key City Grosses
Estimatccl Total
Tliis
.

Gross

Week

,

.$3,124,066

(.Based -on 22 cities, 218 thea-

mct^Huft

tres, chieflif first ru-RS;

.

N. y.)
Tots! Gross Silnie Vfifik

•

.,

stage, fine $30,000.

-

Toxes' Fair 14G,

^ge,

^

Exeter

(Indie) (1,000: 40-65)
"Tawny Pipit" (U) and "Mail Train"
(Indie) (3d wk). Class nabe'hougs'
slill clicking at $3,000 after -$5,000
last.

'•

.

'•

—

.

.

,

Fenway (M-P)
"Red
wood"

(1,373:

40-80)
"Drift-

and

(EL)

Stallion"

(Rep). Okay $6,000, Last
week, "Forever' Amber" (20th) with
:

"Drums MohfiWk" (20th) and "Mark
?iorro", (FC) J(r6issues) on Sundays
2d. wk), big drop to $18,000.

—

Kfenamore

(Indie) (700; 40-65)
"Captive Heart" (U). Routine $2,000.
Last- week, "Cage Nightingales'' (Inlie), $2,30C>.
.

MKimorlal (RKO) (2,985; 40-80)—
"Exile" (U) and "gweet Genevieve"
(Col). Holds three extra days; 'last
Week, nice $26,000.
lUetiopoUtan (Wt-P) .(4,367; 40r80)
T-"Gplden Earrings:' (Par) and. "Big
Town. After Dark" (Indie), Holds
ihvee extra days; last week, so-so
124,000.

Modera (M-P) (900; 76-$1.20)
"Forever Amber" (20th). Moveover
from Ppramount and Fenway, lively
|lft,(to0

despite

"Mark Zorro" (PC)

ind "Drums Mohawk"

(20th>

(re-

^sues> on Sundays. Last week, "Ufe
Father" (WB) (11th wk), $4,000,
(3,000; 40-80)-^

.ifio,m.

Pmmount (M-P) (1,700; -W-BO)—
"Red Stallion" (EL) and "Driftwood" (Rep). Average $16,000. Last
^

Vaek, "Forever Amber'' (20th) with
Sundays playing "Mark Zorro" (FG)
and "Drums Mobawk" (20th) (reissues), ^arp drop to $26,000.
State (Loew) (3,200; 40-80)— "Body
and Sour (UA) and "Crime Doctor
Gamble" (Ool). Second week begins
(l^ies.).
Last week, fine
iodtcf
19.000.

San l^raneisco, Nov. 18.
Big news here this week is the
new Bob Hope comedy, "Where

$m,
',

;

.

,

RKO

'

<

Minneapolis, Nov. 18.
-Pre-Christmiis slump seems to be
,

setting in here.f^r

85)^"Lost Moment" (U)'. Mild $14,000, Last week, "Had to Be You"
(Col) (2d wk), nice $11,000.

—

Paramount (Par) (2,646; 60-85)
ahead of time and "Where T-here's Life" (Par),. Big
,

is sloughing biz badly this Week.,
Unfavorable weather -and weekend
exodus of 5,000 fans to Iowa City for
the Minnesota football game didn't
help. Only "Body and Soul" looks
,

smash.
Estimates for Tliis -Week
Aster (Par) (000; 80-44)—"Wings'
of Glory" (Indie) and '"Wings Wyoming" (Indie) (reissues). Fair $1,400 in 5 days. Last week, "Second
Chance" (20th) and "Trespasser"
(Rep), mild $1,900 in 9 days.
Century (Par) (l.W, 50-70)
"Mother Wore Tights" (20th) (m.o.).
Here after two Radio City weeks.
Healthy $8,000. .Last" week, "Great
Expectations" (U), $7,500.
Gopher (Par) (1,000) 44—"Wyoming" (Rep). Moderate $3,000. Last
week; "Arnelo Affair" (M-G), $2,700.

—

Lycenm (Murray)

60-85)—

(1,700;

"Gone With Wind'' (M-G), (reissue)
(4th wk).
Okay $6,000 after .$7,000
in preceding canto.

lyric

(Par)

(UA)

"Lured"
hefty

—

50-70)
after

(1,000;

Here

(ra.o.).

stanza

first

at

State.

three here, mild $6,000.
Radio City (Par) (4,400; 50-70)—
"Foxes of Harrow" (20th). Fair «t
$14,000 or over. Last week, "Mother
Wore Tights" (20th) (2d wk). mild
.$10,500 in.6 days.

RKO-Orphenm

(RKO)

$26,000 or near. Last week, "Exposed" i(Rep) -plus vaude. Headed
Fr,ankie Laine and Marion Hutton,
pleasing $25,000 at $1.20 top.
State (.Par) (.2,133; 90-$1.25)
"Life With E;fcther (WB) (7th wk);.
Husky $8,00(L-in 5 days. Last week,

(2,800;

—

-

'

$9,500.
St. Francis (Par)

(1,400; 60-85)

—

"Uneonqttered"
(Par)
(2d' wk).
Strong $28,000. Last week, terrific

(FWC)

60-$l)-i'

(1,532;

"Husband's Affairs" (Col) and. "Pacific Adventure," (Col). Near $4,500,
Last \yeek. 'Spirit West Point" tFC>
and "High Tide" (Mono), oke $4,000.
Beverly Hills Music Hall ((3f&SBlumenfeld)
65-$l)— "Mons.
(826;
Verdoux" (UA) (3d wk). Finales at
$3,500. Last week, sharp $4,600.

$22,0OOLeadsK.C.
Kansas City, Nov. 18,
.JB« is sagging generally except for
"Green Dolphin Street," which is
itreat at the Midland playing solo.
"Ride the Pink Horse" in Toweryptown-Fairway combo and "The
Long Wight" in the Orpheum both
got goQd crix noticesj but not comparable .biz. Both are surprisingly
-

flull considering their competition.
Disagreeably wet" weather i.s hurting.
Estimates tor TJbis Week
Esquire (Fox Midwest) (820; 45-65)
r-"Jolson Story" (Col) (2d run).
Back to this house' after heavy piny
all oyer town.
Getting $5,000; not
t)ad in face of wet weather.
Last
week, "Corsican Brothers" (EL) and

'South

of

Pago Pago" (EL)

sues;, $3,700,

(reis-

—

Sturdy

—

"Nightmare

3tout $14,500. last-'iveek; "Song of

Love" (M-Gt (2d wk).

Alley"
(20th).
Last week, "Forever

$6,000.

Mten

'

—

Missouri"

(WB)

(reissues).

WarHeld (FWC) "(2,656; 60-85)
Stout $20;000. La.st week, "Unsus"Hagen Girl" (WB). Nice $20,000. pected" (WB): (2d wk-fl days), fair
week.
"Unfinished
Dance" $14,000.
Downtown Music Hall (Blumen(M-G). $16^500..
feld) (872; 60-$l)— "Verdoux" (UA)
(3d wk). Mild $6,000. Last week

Last

:

dropped to $8,600.
Egyptian (FWC)

'Body' Sockeroo

"This

$50,0i, Philly
Philadelphia, Nov. 18.
- "Body and Soul" is doing the sock
trade this session at the Mastbaum.
still is

in fourth stanza at

Fox

fairly

Time

(1,538; 60-$l)

(M-G).
Smooth $14,500. Last week. "Song
bl Love" (M-G) (2a wk), $7,400.
"ElRey (FWC) (861; 60-$l)— "Husband's Affairs" (Col) and "Pacific
Adventure" (Col). Nice $5,000, Last
week. "Spirit West Point" (FG) and
"High Tide" (Mono), $4,200.

Esquire

(Rosener)

(685;

Movies"

^M-G)
',,

(M-G) and 'The Women"
(reissue)

In

0»pl>eum (RKO)

5

days,

(1,900;

light

45-05)—

Long Night" (RKO) and "A Likeiy
Story" (RKO).
Slow $9,000. Last
week, "Each Dawn I Die" (WB) and
Bad Men Missouri" (WB) (reissues), same.
Slarsimount ((Par) (1,900; 75-$1.20)
unconquered" (Par) (3d wk).
w^ll at these prices; nice

—

despite pick-

Oke

$2,000.

Last week, $2,600.

—

—

'
.

'

(RKO)
(RKO).

and

"Tracy's

Dilemma"

,$9,200.

45-80)—
"Welcome Stranger" -(Par) (8th wk).
Sock $7,300. Last week, $8,400.
Mu.sic Box (H-E) (800; 45-80)"Magic Town" (RKO) and "Tracy's
Dilemma" (RKO) (2d wk). Okay $4,000. Last week, "Foxes of Harrow"
¥10,000. Last week, fancy $15,000.
(20th) (4th wk), .$4,100.
(Durwood)
45-65)—
Music Hall (H-E) (2,200; 45-80)—
(900;
c„^r*''y.
Texas" (Col) and "Arizona" (Col) "Mel'ton of Movies" (M-G) and "Arfi-eissties). Modest $5,000. Last week.
nelo Affair" (M-G) (2d wk). Good
Lost Honeymoon" (EL) and "Philo $6,000. La.st week, great $11,500.
Vaiice's Gamble" (EL), about same.
Orpheum (H-E) (2,600; 90-$1.25)—
Tower-lIptown-Fiiirwav (Fox Mid- "Life With Father" (WB) (2d wk).
west) (2,100, 2,043, 700; 45-65)~ Big $15,000 after sock $25,400 last
.Rido Pink Horse" fU). Slowest here we.elc.
m some time. Barely $10,000.
Palomar
(Sterling) (1,350; 45-80)—
Last
"'^^Shtmare AHey" (20th >, "Driftwood" (Rep) with Mills Bros,
Libcitv

(J&VH)

(1,650:

~

tWm

85)

on oinae. Sm*i<»h

SI-'l.OOO or-

ovov. T "st

$12,100.

Fdm

—

For "Keeps"

good "Know Where Going" (U) (2d wk)i

will present only world-

Week

'Body Only So(^

.

—

Blue Mouse (H-E> (800; 45-80)—
"Bachelor and Bobby-Soxer" (RKO)
(m.o.)._Pourth downtown week, looks
great $6,000. Last week, "Unsuspected" (WB) and "When Girl's Beautiful" (Col) (2d wk), $3,000 in 5 days.
Fifth Avenue (H-E) (2,349; 45-80)
—"Nightmare Alley" (20th) and
"Key Witness" (Col). Brisk $11,000
or near. Last week, "Magic Town"

$8,500.

Wiltern
(WB) (2.300; 60-$l)—
"Each Dawn Die" (WB) and "Bad
Culver (FWC) (1,145; 60-$l)— Men Missouri"
(WB) (reissues).
"Husband's Affairs"^ (Col) and "Pa- Good $12,500. Last week, "Unsus--,
cific Adventure" (Col). Fair $4,500. pected" (WB) (2d wk-9 days), light
Last week, "Spirit, Wtest Point" (FC) $12,100,.
and "High Tide" (Mono), .$4„600.
Downtown (WB) (1,800; 60-$l)—
"Eaph Dawn Die" (WB) and "Bad

—

lamou.? art flans.'
Estimates for This

Miai»ncl (Loew's) (3,500; 45-65)—
Green
Dolphin Street"
(M-G).
fakes house to single feature policy.
yo^m great at $22,000, and cinch
holdover.
Last week, "Merton of

upped

,

$16,000.

—

„„9«n>o
(Dickinson)
(550:
65)
Waltz Time" (indie). Slow $1,000.
die), .$1,300,

dull .$9,100 at

(20th) (2d wk-9 days), dull
$10,700 at upped prices.

—

Last week, "Queen's Necklace" (in-

wk;9 days),

Vogue (FWC) (885: 60-$l)—"Gone
Wind" (M-G) (reissue), Nice.
Last week,. "Spirit West
$5,000.

Amber"

Guild (FWC) (968; 60-$l)~"LOst
of Catholics here with $18,800, big
Moment"
(U)
and
"Pretender"
but not up to expectancy.
(Rep) (2d wk). Slow $2,500. Last
Estimates for Tliis Week
Aldine (WB) (1,303; 50-94)^"An- W66k* $5 300
Hawaii (G&S-Blumenfeld) (956;
thony Adverse" (WB) (reissue) (2d
wk). Mild $9,500 after neat $13,500 60-$l)—"Verdoux" (UA) (3d Wk).
Near $3,500, Last week, good $4,900.
la.s.t week.
Hollywood (WB) (2,756; 60-$l)
Arcadia (Sablosky) (700; 50-94)—
Uptown (Par) (1,000; 50-55)
"Song Thin Man" (M-Q)' (2d run). "Each Dawn Die" (WB) and "Bad
"Other Love" (UA). First' nabe Pale $2,500 in' 4 days. Last week, Men Mls.souri" (WB)
(reissues).
showing. Fair $3,500 or under. Last "Golden Earrings" (Par) (2d Trun), Okay $13,500. Last week, "Unsusweek, "Dear Ruth" (Par), huge nice $6,600 in a days.
pected" (WB) (2d wk-9 days), $11,$5,800.
Boyd (WB) (2,350;; 50-94)—"Song 600.
World (Manii) (350; 50-70)
Hollywood Music Hall (BlumenThin Man" (M-G) (2d run). Pale $2,"Great Expectations" (U) (m.o.). 500 in 4 days. Last week, "Golden feld) (475; 60-85)— "Verdoux" (UA)
Here after, good first Century week. Earrings" (Par) (2d run), nice $6,-: (3d wk). Near $3,000. Last week,
Fine $3,000.
Last Week, "Magic 60O in » days.
average $3,800.*
Bow" (U), $2,000.
Iris (FWC) (828; 60-85)
Boyd (WB) (2,350; 50-94)— "Song
"Lost
Of Love" (M-G) (3d wk). So-so $14,- Moment" (U) and "Pretender" (Rep)
000 after trim $19,000 last week.
(2d wk). Slight $3,000. Last week,
'Driftwood'-MUls Bros.
Earie (WB) (2,760; 50-94)— "Roose- $6,300.
Laurel (Rosener), (890; 85)— ''Shoe
velt Story" (Indie) and "Wyoming"
(Rep). Modest $17,000. Last week, Shine" (Indie) (3d wk). Hefty $6,000.
Smash $13,000, Seattle "Arnelo
Last week, $7,700.
Afl^air;' (M-G) and "AdvenLoew's State (Loew-WC) (2,404;
ture Island" (Par), $15,500.
Seattle, Nov. 18.
Fox (20th') (2,250; 50-94)— "For- 60-$l)
Mills Bros, on the stage with no
"Nightmare Alley" (20th)
upped prices- will help "Driftvyood" ever Amber" (20th) X4th wkJ. Okay and "Roses Are Red", (20th). Smart
to a smash .session this week at the $19,000 after great $28,000 last week. $25,000. Last week, "Forever Amber"
Goldman (Goldman) (1,300;; 50-94) (20th) (2d wk-9 days), disappointing
Palomar. "Wild Harvest" also looks
—"Something in Wind" (U) (2d wk). $24,800 at upped scale.
.solid.
The Uptown has been reopened Fine $15,000 after $20,000 opener.'
Los Angeles (D'town-WC) (2,097;
Karlton (Goldman) (1,000; 50-94) 60-,$l)
"This Time For Keeps"
by Sterling chain as special attraction house, now playing 'Torment" —"Unfinished Dance"
(M-G) (3d (M-G). Good ,$25,000. Last week,
( Swedish ) to nice returns. This ho use
wk). Good $8,000 following $9,000 "Song, of Love" (M-G) (2d wk),

"We

{2d

prices.

With'

CJarUiay Circle (FWC) (1,518; €0- Point" (FC) and "High Tide" (Mono),,
$1)— "Frieda" (U). (2d wk-4 days). smart $5,500.
Wilshire (FWC) (2,296; 60-$l)—
Slight $2,500. Last week, $5,700;
Chinese (Grauman-WC) (2,048; 60- "This Time For Keeps" (M-G).
.$1)

SO-70)—"Ride Pink Horse"
Four Star (UA-WC) (900; 90(U). eting of Catholic organizations albeit
Highly praised picture. Light $8,500 off sharply from third week. "Roose- $1.25)— "Life With Father" (WB).
or better. Last week, "Magic Town" velt Story" and "Wyoming" shape Fair $7,500i Last week, "Fun, Fancy
(RKO), $11,000.
moderate, at Earle. "Outlaw" round- Free" (RKO) and "Don Coydte"
»KO-Pan (RKO) (1,600; 50-70)— ed out final six days of second week (UA) (m.o.). excellent $5i300 at
"Magic Town" (RKO) (m.o.). Neat at Erlanger before pulled at request •regular scale.

hei;alds

•.Uptown (FWC) (1,719: 60-$l)—
and
"Nightmare
Alley"
(20th)
"Roses Ars Red" (20th). Oke $11,500.
Last week, "Forcvei- Amber" (20th)

United Artists. (Blumenfeld) (1,207; 55-85)— "Christmas Eve" (UA)
(2d wk). Dropped to $12,000 after
big $16,000 last week.
United Nations (FWC) (1,14&; 80$1.20)—"Forever "Amber" (20th) (3d
wk). Fair $4,500. Last week, okay

$35;000.

"Forever Amber"

-

'Dolphin-Bright

W/f in 4

Slow

'Affairs'

Bright

Los-Angeles, Nov. 18.
Good $9,000. Last week, smart
Top.tifew bills in Hrstruns currently $12,600.
Alley" and "This
HillFtrcct (RKO) (2,890; 00—"Had to Be You'^', <Col). (rri.o.). Tim«,"JNlghtmi^fe
tov Keeps,'* both registerin,^ 80)— "Had Be You" (Col) and "Key
•Mild' $7,300 in third wtSek 4ownto,wn.
good .-ti-iide. -"Keeps" is sighting "a Witness" (Col) (3d wk). Trim $13;500.
Lsst -week, "Upturned Glass" (U),
uiM $54,000 or" .better in three the- Last weelf:, $19,400, same as first
'
strong $13,000, =
»
Kox (FWC) {4,e5Ir 60-95 )^"Thls- .*tres, while '-AJloy" looks brisk frame.
Bitz (FWC) (1.370; 60-$l)— "Lost
Time For Keeps" (M-G). Thin, ,$1«,--! $61,500 in four situations.
Reissue bill, of "Each Dawn I Die" Moment" (UV and "Pretender" (Rep)
000.- Last week, "Forever Amber"
(20th) (2d wk>, oke $25,000 at $1.20 and ''Bad Men Missouri" is* heading (2d wk). Fair $5,000. Last week,
for nice $46;00O in three spots. But $10,000.
top.
Studio City (FWC) (880; 60-$l)—
GOIden Gate (RKO) (2,844; 65- "Her Husband's Affairs" appears
1.00)— "Gangster" (Mono) plus Pied only slow $25,500. Third and final "Lost Moment" (U) (2cl wk) and
Pipers and Barry Sullivan on stage. stanza for "Had to Be You" will land "Pretender" (Reo). Only $2,500. Last
Oltay $24,000. Last week, "Magic nice $26,000 in two houses. "Dessert week, neat $4,700.
Town" (RKO) (2d v^) plus vaude Fury" finales in thii-d frame at $22,-? ' United Artists (UA) (2,100;. 60-$l)
—"Lost Moment" (U) and "Preheaded by Miguelito Valdes and 000 or close, two spots.
tender" (Rep! (2d wk). Light $8,000,
Renee DeMarco, nice $21,000.
Estimates for This Week
Last week, trim $17,000.
Orpheum (Blumenfeld)^ (2,448; 55Belmont
arfe,-

Tmnslux (Txanslux) (900; 30-74)— $7,000 after fancy fltst week at
"Burning Cross" (SG) and "Hat Orpheum. Last week, "Each Dawn
Nice $6,000. Die" (WB) and "Bad Men Missouri"
Last week, "Black Friday" (U) and (WB) (reissues), $8,500.
State (Par) (2,300; 50-70)— "Body
"Black Cat" (U) (reissues),. $4,000.
and Soul" (UA).
Highly lauded
film. Soaring to socko $16,000. Last
week,-- "Lured" (UA), ^11,500.

Box Mystery" (SG).

W

Albeit 'For Keeps' Sturdy

$54,000 for 3 Houses,

.

There's Life," .'It's doing big business at the Paramount.
"Unconquered," in initial holdover session
at the §t_ Francis is one of the few
recent films, to hold up- in its second
week, being unusually Strong,
Estimates for Titi« ,Week
Esqurre (Blumenfeld) ($52;, 55-85)

19

•

M|i|s.;'Body'l(iG

Okay
"Body ftftd Soiir. (UAl anrf "Crime $5,000. Last week, "Forever Amber"
Doctor's Gamble". (Col). Sec«nd (20th) (3d wk) (76;$1.20;," also had
Iveek begins today. Last week, big one week at Century in addition to'

Orpheum (LoewX

IN FRISCO

LA. Mild

'

'

'

Last Year i.,,...,,.. $2,938,009.
(Based on 21 cifie's, 188 theatre's)

Only

so-so
$23,000.
Last -week,
''Nigiitmare Alley" (20th) plus Larty
Green orch, Nip Nelson, others, OB

$26,000

23G

in Pitt,

Pittsburgh, Nov. 18.

Only dent jtl a generally sluggish
setup here seems to be "Body and
Soul" at Penn. Picture got away to
flying start. Elsewhere, pickings are
slim.

Bob Hope's, "Where There's

is only so-so at Stanley, and
"Carnegie Hali" is a bust at Warner,
Estimates tor This Week
Fulton (Shea)
(1,700; '40-70)-^
"Fabulous Texan" (Rep). About par
at $7,500 or over. Last week, fifth Of
"Walter Mitty"- (RKO), $6,800.
Harris (Harris) (2,200;' 40-70)—
"INfightmare Alley" (20th). Fairish
$12,000 Last week, "Husband's Af-

Life"

fair" (Col), $9,500.

Penn (Loew's-UA)

(3,300;

40-70)—

"Body and Soul" (UA). Winner of
week. Socko $23,000, and maybe another stanza. Last week, "This Time
,

Keeps" (M-G),

$16,000.

mlz (Loew's) (800} 40-70)—"Time
Keeps" (M-G) (VM,). Mild $2,500.
Last week, "Song of Love" (M-G)
(m.o.), $4.00Q.

Senator (Harris) (1,750; 40-70)—
"Keeper of Bees" (Col) and "Last of
(Col) (reissues). Slim $2,500. Last week, "Forever Amber"
(20th) (m.o.), nice $9,000 at advanced

Redmen"
prices.

Stanley

(WB)

"Where There's

(3,800;

Life"

40-70)-

(Par).

They

had hoped Bob Hope comedy would
hold through until Thanksgiving but
bi7. isn't rating it; comes out after
single session at mUd $14,000. Last
week, "Magic Town" (RKO), $13,000.
Warner (WBJ (2,000; 40-70)—"Car.
negie Hall" (UA). Very ordinary $7,000. Last week, "Red Stallion" (HSIj),
neat $10,000.

Texan' Fine $22,000
St.

Louis; litty'

In

Ditto,

—

Loyola (FWC) (1,248; 60-$l)
"Nightmare Alley" (20th). Brisk.
Tor Keeps' Big $25,000
Last week, "Forever Amber"
St. Loiiis, Nov. 18.
(20th) (2d wk-9 days), dull $6,100.
Drop in temperature and many
Marcal (G&S) (900; 60-$l)— "Pri"Body and Soul" (UA). Great $50,- vate Life Henry 'VIII-" (FC) and new tilms will boost grosses at the
000.
Last week,
"Magic. Town" "Lydia" (FC) (reissues) (2d wk). big firstruns this week. "This Time
(RKO)
wk), $15,500.
Under $2,000 in S days. Last week, for Keeps," plus "The MiUerson
Case" is current standout at Loew's.
Pix (Cummins) (500; 60-$1.25)— nice $2,300.
"Gofte With Wind" (M-G) (reissue)
Orpheum (D'town-WC) (2,210: 60- Runnerup is another dualcr, "Walter
(7th wk). Okay $7,000 after $7,500 $1)—"Husband's Aifairii" (Col) and Mitty" and "Key Witness" at Am"Fabulous Texan" and
last week.
"Pacific Adventure" (Col).
Slow bassador.
Stanley
(WB) (2,950; 50-94)— $11,500. Last week, "Spirit West "Repeat Perforhiance" looks fine at
"ttagen Girl" (WB). Mild $22,000. Point"
(FC)
and "High Tide" the Post. "Forever Amber" is out
of the Missouri after two weeks.
Lagt week, "Walter Mitty" (RKO) (Mono), neat $16,500.
Estimates for This Week
(4th wk), fancy $17,500.
Million Dollar (D'town) (2,122; 55-.
A.mbsi«ua'lov (F&M) (3.000; 50-75)
Stanton
(WB) (1,475; 50-94)— 98)— "Spirit West Point"
(FC)
"Merton of Movies" (M-G).''" Average (m.o.) with Bill Anson, 'Herb Jeffries, —"Walter Mitty" (RKO) and "Key
$12,000 or near. Last week, "Black Kay Starr on stage. Fair $15,000. Witness" (Col). Great $22,000. Last
qold" (Mono), $8,500.
Last week, "Philo Vance Returns" week, "Hagen Girl" (WB) and "Vio(EL) with Count Basie orch on lence" (Mono), $18,000.
Art (S'Renco) (115; 85)— "Stairweek, "Black Gold" (Mono) and "Mr, stage, husky $22,500.
Pantagcs (Pan) (2,812; 60-$l)— way to Heaven" (U) (3d wk). Okay
Hex" (Mono), $8,500 in 11 days.
Paramount (H-E) (3,039; 45-80)— "Had Be You" (Col) and "Key Wit- $650 after neat $750 second session.
Fox (F&M) (5.000; 50-75)— "Fabu"Wild Harvest" (Par) and "Big Fix" ness" (Col) (3d wk). Near S12,500.
(Rep) and "Repeat
lous Texan"
(EL). Big $13,000. Laiit week, "Bach- Last week, goo(,l $18,400.
elor Bobb.v-Soxer" (RKO) (3d wk),
Paramount (P&M) (3.398; 60-$l)— Performance" (EL). Eine $22,000.
bii? $10,200.
"Desert Fury" (Par) and "Jungle Last week, "Brute Force" (U) and
Roo-sevelt (Sterling) (800; 45-80)— Flight" (Par) (3d- wk), Down to "Bury Me Dead" (EL), $20,000.
Loew's (Loew1 (3.172: 50-75)—
"Black Gold" (Mono) (m.o.). Solid $13,000, Last week, good $22,500.
Paramount
.$5,000.
Last week, "Hell's Angels"
Hollvwond
(F&M) "This Time for Kcep-s"' (M-G) and
Big
"Thcr MiUerson Case" (Col),
(Indie) and "Scarfaqe" (Indie) (re(1,451; 60-$l)—"Desert Fur.v" (Par)
Keitlt's '(Goldman) (1,300; 50-94)—
"Unsuspected" (WB) (2d run). Nice
Lasf week, "Foxes of Har-

$6,500.

row"

(20th J (2d run),

Mastbaum (WB)

$9,000.

-

smash $9,000.
50-94)—

(4,360;

m

"

'
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\¥e don't

Bke to cast
on some of the very nkest $hows in

Pennsylvania will

show

close

business today. That's the Only

reason

name

we

jSL<mX

iiaihes

come

right out

and point the

and

finger at

"GOLDEN EARRINGS" is outgrossing right

and

tell

•

EARRINGS"

left in its latest dates!

at the Rialto

Theatre in

you the title of that certain

Technicolor \special that

EARRINGS"

'

"GOLDEN

opening topped by 30%.

a certain

all-

•

*

Yes, the latest reports on

everyone

boys

Butte can

how

top-budget Technicolor musical

star

who

that

gave

"GOLDEN

are literally

amazing

hadn't read the 3,000

sensational preview
But; the

just

"GOLDEN EARRINGS" came

to the first-day figures of

some of the most famous and acknowledged money-hits of the year, which

you

tell

comment-cards

"GOLDEN EARRINGS"

an incredible 99-to-1 audience rating
of "great ei^ertainment.**

Get your share

of

amazement and

prof-

•
its.

The management
Milwaukee and

of the Palace in

Get "GOLDEN EARRINGS^sand

make

sure

it

gets that

of theatres in Greens-

"treatment" that

boro and Winston- Salem

will identify

the world-famous star-team
that

21% on

help you provide.

comedy

"GOLDEN EARRINGS'*

grossed by 12 to

amazing special

PARAMOUNT will

cut-

opening day.

And how that

"Golden Earring" song

"Billkoard's"

official

15

lists

And

And a startled showman in Bethlehem,

top

is

helping! Already

among

30 radio tunes and high on their Noveml&t

of the top 10 record

and juke box Hits oj Tomorrow.

Capitol Records headlines their Piggy Lee recording as

I4'kt. hit

. . .

gifting higger «t)ery

"A

day I"

RAY MILLAND • MARLENE DIETRICH in "GOLDEN EARRINGS:* with MURVYN XYE • BRUCE LESTER
REINHOLD SCHUNZEL . DENNIS HOEY • QUENTIN REYNOLDS • A MITCHELL LEISEN PRODUCTION
PRODUCED BY HARRY TUGEND • DIRECTED BY MITCHELL LEISEN • SCREEN PLAY BY ABRAHAM
POLONSKY, FRANK BUTLER AND HELEN DEUTSCH • FROM THE NOVEL BY YOLANDA FOLDES

• • • •
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Josie Baiter Oh Air

French Banks Curb Financing For
Native Pix-Making; Prod, at
Paris, Nov, 11.
CracTtdown by banks on advancing money to native film producers
is given as the main reason for

French production currently reaching an all-time low at local studios.
Th^re tir« only 14 films rolling at

Mexico

New Low

program.
Radio stint

Uncover lifeUesnoneer
Pix on F'arai Ne^M* Paris
,

.:-I»aris,'Nov,.Ht;yv

Nov,

City,

18.

bid pictnjres filmed by
Melies, pioneer pi» ^ro4ucferi

.liave^ ';bef!n'.-'«ricovweA,V*>^ '«'-isicm;

prt^nt in iFranpe ok under 'French

lifiiHc-' :)jero by! 'Mauric^-.'-BessjR ./editof
aegis in Nortlj, Africa, Frehcb pro- btM'^sviiib fan" ma'gl' i^b<«rn::?to hi
iii: ,(|sK|stence, they;--' have: 'i^ea.', '.ndssduces have virtually given up plans
'
ihg.-)jntil-iiiDw,
production.
new
extensiveior ftny
Three pictures in color by Zecca
'ohe of tbe minor current headalso
were found there. He was also
aches they now faCe is a stricter
a
producer
in
early
pix
days. An-^
pj-oductiop code, While still unanother Zecca picture In black and
nounced, French- censors are work- White, "The Bath of the Cburt
ing on Q tighter code that would try Jiiadie.s," will require censoring beto eliminate scripts likely to cause fore pubjyw! exhibttioni ilt'S IjeUevtd.
:

'

Arg. Stulos

'

is

ednicdj at

pix.

Of 14 films now in wofk, "Belle
produced by Marcel PagTino Rossi, and "Black
made by UGC in cowith SDAG, on location

Meuniere,"
nol, with
Pea^Bts,"
production

In Noi-th Africa, arc outstanding. In
the 'former: Par studios at St. Maurice, only "White As Snow " CPC
production, and 'Unknown Cruise,"
SNEO picture, are being made.
Pathe Joinville studios has Sacha
Gordin making "Clochepnerle," from
the novel deriding small-town life.
'

:q[^t

into

v

;

Moslefti

and Hindtt fa^'av JT- Scompanies: have ii^ 25-3b% of

Pakistan
fibtt

their total business there, according
to

Frank

.V.' ;3Ee]reielfeia&"'---^^^^^

PAC
and SECA

.

.

ter .that date.
He also warned that
a strong possibility exists whereby
Indian film producers may? push<
across a playing time quota for na*
tive pictures iii certain houses whose
product noW: consists chiefly of
American and British pix. Cjuota
'

to produce a modernized version of
''Mation Lescaut," to be directed by
,

George Clouzot. Film is tentatively
budgeted at about $480,000, and it
Will have to come via private bankrolling since the banks won't adVance the coin. Unless a French

probably^ vrould be around 5%' or
picture obtains a lot ot money from
10%, he said.
the foreign market currently, trying
Current cebsorsbip is strict, he
to amortize a $300,000 negative cost
Bombay.
in ttie local market Is virtually im- pointed out, ^st>eCiaUy
This generally means a Hunt Stromberg's "Strange IVoman"
possible.
-

,

m

.

.

was banned

loss' on such more-expensive films.
Becent increase of about 20% in
the price of admissions won't help
French producers enough, it's re-

ported.

-

Aid;.tnal

French film industry requires
fi;om tlie U. S. in order to
ride out the current financia*! and

more aid

production crisis, according to Mme.
Denise Tual. film producer, who left
De Grasse
for
Paris
on
the
yesterday (TuesJ after a rnonth's
stay in New York.
average
the
Pointing out that'
„
.
„,
i
major French film can t expect to
break even from domestic returns,
experiwere
she said that producers
menting will) a switch from the "soFrench" style tq a more international
flavor in order" -to break into addi'

,

tional foreign situations.

During her 1^. 'V. stay, Mme. Tual,
head: of Synops films in Paris, conferred with Duke-International company on its releasing deal in the
U. S. for her recently completed

,

censorial wrath Were Warner's "Two
Mrs, Carrolls" and Universal's "Ivy."
Censor objected to tbc themes of all
three pictures whose stories dealt
with women interfering with the
Drinking
sanctity,
of
marriage.
scenes Am also tabu.

.

is. S.

but was shown

'there

elsewhere, however, Also incurring

_

'French Need

Busy; Raise

For Extras

based on the traditional fairy tale least for two years.
Some radio insiders are puzzled by
by Mme. Leprince de. Beaumont.
the turn in events and disbelieve the
Buenos Aires, -Nov. 11,
French Emba.ssy's cultural division
ArgentinaV Labor Secretarial sponsored a special preview of the possibility of the Mundo wd» changsponsored inldng last week- of a con- Cocteau film last night (Tties.) at ing hands. They point to the fact
that the government has maintained
tract betweeijt; the Argentine Producthe Barbizon Plaza tiu^tce, N. Y.
its
shuttering of LU7 in Bahia
ers' Assn. and the Film and Theatre
Blanca, a Mundo web Etfifiltate, and
Extra's Union, which gives Argen'they argue that if a deal had-.been
tine extras a minimum wage of $3 a
made with the Peron regime. Mlmdo
day when using their own wardrobes
would have been able, to gei; its affifor picture-making, and $2.50 a day
liate in such an importanjb district
when costumes are supplied by the
.

CauExhibsM^

India

is filming "Big 3^-40% froiii the wa^s peak but
Birds Cage" there. In Eclair, at
Whiife Ucifen^g wid^^
j^egU'
Epinay, Jean >Cobt^u is produ<dng
"Doubletbeaded Eagle"- and lations are schedule #' r^an conhis
Arlane FOm te making "l^es Con- stant in both Pakistan, an^. Ihidia un'48,
til
March
standing
under
a
1,
damnes."
...
agreement, Kenriebeck predicted that
Recent example of how tough it
a change in tariffs and other la-ws
Is to get financing is Andre Hakim's
affecting film imports is likely afexperience. He is currently trying

'

ment groum believed, to be headed
and the Beast" (La Belle et by Miguel Miranda, chaxrm^ ot the
Andre government's Economic Council.
Bete"). Produced by
la
Although MundO: execs have dO'
Paulve last ysar, film is scheduled
for a January preem in New York. nied the rumors, stock exchang*
groups substantiate talk of the maPicture, directed and scripted by
Jean Cocteaii, will follow the Ital- jority sale, but state that a private
ian-made, "Shoe-Shine" on Lopert's agreement under the deal allows forwinter distributional slate. Yarn is no change in management or staff, at

reopened.

'istudlo.".'.

With

Artists general maWag'^: iii Iftdik/ In
New York for a month's huddles
There are three iilms rolling at with hoineoffice execs, he declared
last week that all of northern India
Buttes Chaumont studios because
has been written off due to the curspace- has been sold to George
Maurer, who has a deal with UGC. rent religious war. Film market is
Sacha Guitry is mailing "Lucien now centered in east, south and cendoing "I Have tral India where business is off
is
GUitry,"

Killed"

the Haynes publishmg group, which
controls the tabloid newspaper El
Muiido, a "number ot mags and the
Mundo radio network, to a govern-

!

;

rule

Latter

On Iiopert's Winter Slate
Irving Drutman, publicist for Lo-

"JBeauly

'

'

quency.

Montevideo, jtov, 11.
Press and radio circles in Argentina are still buzzing over the reported sale of malprity control in

Next

pert Films, is writing the English
for his firm's French import,

'

political controversies or those that
might contribute to Juvenile delin-

Cocteau's 'Beauty^

titles

•

many crime

Taking Over Mundo Radio and Press

'

"

is a definite click, despite criticism that the artist is better in flesh appearances on stage.
Miss Baker, is .;ei»rt^Iy eantingt'
$3,0*0 (V. S,.y daily here.

Several
juiicsi-

B.A. Buzzes With Story Peron Group

Josephine 'Baker, current at El
Patio nitery, debuted on radio here
Nov. 12 with Jo Bouillen, at station
XEX in a half-hour, two-a-week

Keniiebeck viewed the departiure
of British .troops from Indian cana special blow to b.o.
prospects. Previously thiey had been
gbod customers. Also; bound to have
an effect is the migration of some
60 to 70,000 British families back to
England and Australia. In addition,
large number of Anglo-Indians
are leaving as well. In all, the
Indian exec estimated, the b.o. potential for American films is only

tonments as

,

^

•

UA

about 6,000,000. Last year the market absorbed some 300 U. S. films
while Indian producers released
about 250.

Maximum working

day has been

On 20% Tax Nix

set at eight hours.

There is some suspicion locally
that the Labor Secretariat's award
to the Extra's Union would have
been more generous, were it not for
the fact that government tycoons
have been investing heavily in film
production.

Toronto, Nov. 18.

'

Intimation of D.G, Abbott,.Minister
of Finance, that the Federal^ govern-

ment's

20% wartime amusement

might be

lifted

in

Canada

"if

tax

the

-.i

i

.

The LU7 staff petitioned the. authorities for reopening, pleading that
folding of the outlet deprived them
of their livelihood. Staffers were
bluntly told that they could' find em-

ployment 'on

other

Bahiq

Blanca

outlets until such time as Congressional legislation reorganized the
cbuntry's broadcasting system and
LU7's position was reviewed. The
B'ahia Blanca station had been trans-

is passed on to the public"
and present admission prices pegged ferred to new ownership without the
for at least a year, will see exhibitor official okay of .the Radio Coritrol
Board, hence its shuttering!
association heads from coast-to-coa.st
Belsruis BnlgiriK,
converging on Toronto for a twoBy confr^t With the position of
exliibitors to show the local product day confab at .the King Edwsur|i the Mundo.aSiliate in Bahia Blanca,
at least one week out oX every seven. hotel, scheduled for Dec. 1-2.
Radio Belgcand is -shortly .to inau- At ttie Don Torcuato studios AAA
When top Canadian theatre oper- gurate a new and powerful outlet,
has started rolling its first picture of
I<U9 at Mar del Plata, on the Atlanthe year, with Enrique Muino in the ators, headed by spokesmen -of the tic coast, -with coverage, very similar
lead and Carlos Schlieper directing. Mofion Picture Theatres Assm. o£ to tliat of the Bahia Blanca station.
Story, is by Carlos Olivari and Sixto
Ontario and the Quebec Allied Jaime Yankelevich, founder and
Pondal Rios. Alfar Films, a new
group, sought the nix on operator of the Belgrano web, is reproduction outfit, is propping work Theatres
ported to be down for $2,500 aon its first' picture, with Elisa Galve the 20% amusement tax on the month salary as director of the reand Roberto Escalada teamed. Story premise that this was a discrimi- organized Radio Belgrano Limited
is toy Ulises Petit de' Murat, based
natory tax particularly affecting citi- Liability Co., which has. Senora
on an adaptation of George Eliot's
zens in the small income brackets, ?eron as its new partner, with a
"The Mill on the Floss."
holding of $1,500,000.
Another newcomer to the produc- they promised that no inflated adr;
Tiiere is still no change in th»
tion fields Movyart, has inked Orestes mission prices.lor film houses -nrould -position of many radio actors' and
Caviglia to direct "My Five Sons," be a result.
commentators
who have been
which is to b.e rolled at the Rio da
wants
a banned from the air since the Peron
Finance
now
Minister
of
La Plata Studios with- Domingo
guarantee from Canadian exhibitors regime came into power. For some
Sapelli and- 'Ilde Pirovano in the
in- time ther6 have been I'umors of an
admission
prices
will
be
that
not
leads. This will be Caviglia's first
creased "for a period of not less than amnesty which would permit them
directing chore.
the pro- to return to their old jobs,, but this
Once Luis Cesar Amadorl winds 12 months from the date of
of the tax."_ "I has never materialized.
up work on "History of a Wicked posed remission
U. S. sponsors who spend- heavily
however, that it would be
think,
Woman," which stars Dolores del
on the Argentine networks are curdifficult to secure agreement of
very
Rio, at Argentina Sono Film, he Will
rently having some trouble with talthis suggested course by all the theadirect. Luis Sandrini's next spicture,
ent, especially in the dramatic field,
Canada,"
he
throughout
tre
owners
as the comedian is due back in Mexas radio actors have been granted
.said.
ico before the year's end to make
their "statutes" by the Labor SecreQuick to accept this challenge, tariat. Under this they are unable
another series of pix there.
Morris Stein (Famous Players Ca- to double in parts or take on enTheanadian); Clare Appel, Odeon
gagements for more than four hours
and
(Arthur
Rank),
tres of Canada
broadcasting or rehearsals a day.
Chaplin Coin to Go Into
N. A. Taylqr,^ 20th Century Theatres, Advertisers are mapping big spendhave sounded the tocsin. With no ing in Argentine radio, especially as
exhibitors
in
national association of
Argentine Picture With
newsprint shortages have cut the
three
this country, tlie heads of the
number of advertising pages in the
press, forcing many merchandisers
McCrea, Aherne Starring largest chains in Canada must nego*
tiate with the separate exhibitor as- on to the air.
Buenos Aires, Nov. 11.
provsociations -of each of 'Canada's
Reports are current here that inces, but these have pledged that
the
suggested
Emelco 'Studios has inked a deal they win support

Producers are still agitating for
protection of national pix and one
of their latest mo-ves is to urge that
imports «f foreign pix be restricted
by 50%, apart from application of
the protectionist decree which forces

saving

'

.

;

'

•

'

'

'-

,

-

.

with

Tim

Durant,

representing

Chaplin, to invest Yank
capital in production in Argentine
studios, with Joel MeCrca and Brian

Charles

of

SWEDE SCION TO WAKE

made

to the Minister
Finance by the Ontario-Quebec

course of action

TRAVE SHORTS

groups.

IN ARG.

However, for greater unanimity,
and because face-to-face discussions
are deemed by spokesmen as more

Buenos Aires, Nov. 11.
Prince Lennart Bernadotte, grandAherne in lead roles.
Although these reports have not satisfactory than, letter- writing or son of King Gustav^ of Sweden, is in
Argentina to roll travel shorts . in
confirmed
Eroelco's
officially
by
been
pictm'e, "'Voyage Surprise." Due to
means oX communication, color for the Skandinavia Airlines
IMPRESS IN ZURICH prcxy Kurt Lowe, insiders state that other
lack of quality raw stock in France
executives of the several exhibitor
plans are already well ahead to associations across the Dominion Co., which are to take in special seZurich, Nov-; 8.
tor 'printei^ Dukc-Intemational sent
quences on the Swedish colony at
.studios
over its own film with which to
have agi-eed.to gather iti Toronto for Obera in. Misiones, far norttiern
Jean Cocteau's "The Eagle Has make a picture at Emelco's
basis
of
the
a
sceMartinez,
on
in
make duplicate negatives.
the two-day meeting which is exTwo Heads" has preemed succes.snario prepped yby Anna Wurnsar, pected to result in a concerted reso- province of the Republic;
She also huddled With Loew's on fully at the Schauspielhaus here,
Scion of the Swedish royal house,
British
story
of
will
tell'the
which
lution to the federal government on who
its releasing deal for her "Angel of and will open in Basle next week.
renounced all rights to the
(rancher,s) who
Press went strong for the local pioneer 'estancieros"
pegged prices.
the
Streets"
and with Jacques
crown some years ago, on making a
built up Argentina's famous cattle
Chabrier, head of French Pathe in production, which the young Swissmorganatic marriage, was met at the
Tilda
Carces
and
Delia
industry.
the U. S„ with whom she's collabo- French director, Claude Maritz,
airport by his mother, the Orand
in
English,
-are
both
fluent
Thamar,
rating on production plans. Her next staged,, with sets and costumes by
Duchess Marie Pavlovna of Russia,
Maria Becker, as the slated to have, fommc leads, Kristine Riaho'sTihi^DayTanic who operates a cosmetic business in.
pic will be "La Marie Du Hiquen- Teo Otto.
Miller, of Anglo-Swedish descent,
Conversion of the Rialto, N. Y.', Buenos Aires.
tbut," to be done in color with a now Queen, was lauded for an outstand\
Robert Freitag, has been booked for a secondary to a foreign film policy next week
ing performance.
French process, Thompson Color.
Argentine studios are to b4 given
be
which
wolild
in
the
picture,
part
her husband in real life, was rated
will be marked by a Thanksgiving an opportunity of viewing the Scanby Jim Foster.
okay playing opposite. Supporting directed
dinavian color process and there is
Julien
preview
screening
of
Eve
Durant is currently in the U. S.
roles are played by Agnes Fink, Ana ehauc« of their placing orders for
Burma's 80| Bite
dreas WoU and WoU von Benecken- and is s'kedded to return at thp end Duvivier's "Panic." Screening will Swedish equipmtot and raw stock.
of November, bringing cameras and be held under auspices of the French
dorflV
Rangoon, Nov, IS.
other much-needed technical equip-^ Consulate and the French, delegaFollowing in wake of restrictive
ment. Kristine Miller (Cristina Eske- tion to the United Nations,
Grinliefs IfA Deal
measures' in other British empire DANISH MUSICAI 'UNCLE TOM'
scn) has worked in Hollywood for
Some 200 members of the Con*
Paris, Nov. 18.
areas, Burma government is imposCopenhagen, Nov. 4.
Paramount, and Hal 'VVallis is being
and other
Jacques Grinlief, prez of the U. S.
ing an 80% bite on the gross boxDanish musical version of "Uncle asked to release her for the Argen- sulate, the UN delegation
celebs will be hosted. Wednesday Film Export Corp., is currently tryoffice receipts of American films efTom's Cabin" is scoring a hit at the tine film chore.
(26) by Tricolore Films, distributors [ing to negotiate a deal for release Of
fective Dec, 31. Travel and educa- Norrebro. Stephen Foster songs are
of the film which stars 'ViviaRe some United Artists pictures
tional films are exeiupt.
being used-in this show for Denmark
Romance and Michel Simon. Pic- France.
Tax will reduce U. S. film take patrons.
Othei' Fonigik News
Besides selling American films,.
ture was based on the novel, "Lcs
from
Limited stage facilities eliminate
coin
•

TAGLE' MAKES STRONG

,
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:
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'
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!

this

since

area

to

negligible

Burma formerly

represented -any spectacular scenes,
less than $500,000 in £ros& returns.
fleeing .over the ice.

notabljl' Eliza

on Page 17

Fiancialles

Simenon.

De

Hire/'

%

,

by -Georges

Grinlief is also planning to TfiUHtft'
production activity in Franct.

BODYand SOUL

the

fiist ioiii

week

days oi the s^ond great

at the Gloke theatre,

New Toik,

contiiiiiiiig

proof that everybody has been sold -by
Enleiprise's

''BODY and SOUL"! Yes,

it's

the

UA-on

same big

boff

in Providence, Rochester, Syraciise, Washington, Chicago
J

AND EVERYWHERE

IT

PLATS AND PLATS!

mmem

..v t,oimo»

INTBRNATIONAI,

.

EIRE EXHIBS SNUBBED

Native-Play Ride Saps Buenos Aires

ON TAX HIKE PROTESTS
Dublin, Nov.

Legit; 5

Out of 24 Are Homemades

Buenos Aires, Nov, 4.
Buenos Aires, -with over 3,000,000
population has only 28 theatres in

4'

Hoyts Turns

in

by

ABC

Season

Irish

Minister Frank Aiken to meet representatives for discu.ssion on. new

Record

tax hike have met with a

flat

re-

fusal,
Exhib representatives had
$11,823^08 Pix Take already met revenue commissioners
Sydney, Nov. 18.
have legit shows. Five are taken
and submitted proposals fo.r variaHoyts, ace cinema loop, headed by
up by Spanish companies (Odeon Ernest TurnbuU, .turned in a gross tions of new taxes, but with Aiken's
Argentine, .Comico and income of
Lioeo,
$11,823,208, an increase of letter of refusal -canie the added Reand
Pui^ROfr Aires). The Marconi
$136,972 over previous year. Year buff that the exlilfc-$ugg,estions "were
are held by ended June 30.
thlsatres
oliteiima
rejected and taSftis Vowld go Up as
Italian compaWiea and the Soleil by
Overhead expenses, including tax- planned.
\ iTewish Theatrical Society.
ation, increased by $130,704 to $10jA number of smaller exhibs in the
Of the balance of 14 theatres, only S13,88a. Nei profit jumped by $24,516 provinces
have already announced
Argenplays
on
by
putting
Ave are
to a record net of $806,116.
that they will close their doors in
tine authors. The Maipo and Casino
Preference dividends of 6% and mid- January, when new tax becomes
musicals,
to
dedicated
are
theatres
will be paid to stockholders operative, and Have applied to have
Apolo, Naqional and Varier, 7%
'

and the

amounting

dades are taken up with "sainetes,"
a peculiarly local type of Spanish
farce. The Mascara has a local prpduction of Ibsen's "Peer

to $220,000.

.

contracts on bookings after that
date cancelled. It is generally ber
lieved here that many other exhibs
will be forced into the red by the

Balance will

go into reserve.

Gynt" and

admissions which
follow upping of px-ices.
fall in

the Teatro del Pueblo, under; government control puts 'on either Argentine or foreign classics. This
theatre currently has a production
of a 30-year-old success, "Las dfe
Barrahco," by 'Argentina playwright
Gregorio de Laferrere.

-

•

Mex Pix Combine

is

bound

to

In the financial year ended March
31 last the Eire government received
$2,565,392 in entertainment tax,, plus

another $268il52 in impoct 4utles on

Upsets Labor

films.

company
Spanish
a
Although
Mexico City, Nov. 11.
headed by Margarita Xirgu is at the
Attempted streamlining of MexiBuenos Aires theatre, it ijs currentlycan pic production and idistribation
playing to packed houses with a
translation- of "The Glass Menag- with the organiz.atibn of Distribuidora Naclonales, niergelr of the top

At the Ateneo theatre, a comedy,
Manuel Barbera,
supposedly by
titled "There Are Few Husbands
Like These" ("Un Marido como
Hay Pocos"), has run into its 205th
performance, -with much added publicity being given to the productiDn,
^s the result of a probe by the
Authors' Society into a charge pf

companies—Clasa Films Mundiales,

Aussie B.O. Dip Baffles

Exhibs Since Other Biz

Okay; Blame Product
Sydney, Nov;

11.

Current .slump at the -Aussie film
Rosas Priego-7-under the management of Oscar J. Brooks, ex-W»rners theatre boxoffice has local exhibimanager here who is a Filniex pro- tors, both majors and^minors, gaspducer, has stirred film labor cirdlfes.
ing and wondering what is the exact
As this merger obviously entails a cause of the drastic dip. The grosses
plagiarism. Charge was made of an heavy, pruning of personnel, the
have been oil not only in key- cities
extraordinary likeness between this National Cinematographic Industry
but in suburban and country spots.
play, and an American film, "The Wockers Union (STIC) is up. in Showmen are inclined to blam6. both
"Showbff." Manuel Barbera has been verbal arms, as many of- its .mem- Weakness of product and the fact
responsible for at. least 50% of the bers face the ax. Hoping to straightthat It's summertime down h'efe.
translations of British or U. S. plays en out the row, the €iabor Ministry
Despite both factors, exhibs
produced in Argentine legit during
a view
-

.

holding

talks,

with

to can-

the last decade.

ciliation, between Brooks and STIC's
The ultra-nationalist press is try- chiefs, Pedro Tellez Vargas and Salstifle protests by critics that
vador Carrillo.
something must be radically wrong
with Argentine legit when native
authors contribute such a small proportion of current ,shows. Critics
have refused to be muzzled and are
Continued from page S
squawking for cancellation of the
rule established by the Authors' exchanges with the possible excepSociety that all companies must tion of one or two have' been now
open with at least' one Argentine- organized, Balaban said, and it's exr
authored play before they can pected 'that the 31 will be reprelaunch into production of translated sented at the meet.
plays. They- argue' that this rule has
Besides the reps from t|ie 31 extended to decrease the number of change areas, 10 trustees fronting
stage productions, as producers pre- for
the distribs will be named with.fer putting on plays already tried
in the next few days.
The confab
out and rated successes ip their will choose permanent
officers, fix

ing to

.

MPF

.

:

;

countries of origin.

•Distinguished Films,

Inc.,

headed

by Martin Levine and Oliver Unger,
has acquired

foiur

French and one

of which are slated
for early release. Italo import, tagr
ged "Revenge;" stars Anna Magnani,
Who had the-.femme lead in "Open
City."
Italian

fihn,

all

.

French product is topped by "Torstarring George Marshall,
and based on a novel by Serge De-

tents,"

pologin. This .entry will be released

with the customary English titles (in
one version while another version
will be dubbed into English, Remaining acquisitions are "One Night
With You" ("Pour Une Nuit D'Amour"), "Mr. Alibi" ("Copie Con-

and "The Wrath
With Viviane Romance.
forme'^)

Deanna's

Mex

of

Yanks, Dodgers

here soon for stage and radio work,
the latter at station XEX, according
Continued from page 1
to El Nacional, local daily and government organ, Sheet adds that her games. CBS ..figures, according to
daily earnings for her work here statements to agencies, that Rickey
Will be $3,000 (U. iS.).
might be induced to accept $80,000.
Miss Durbin is a big draw here
The Yankee management has offbecause of her pix.
handedly talked in terms of $150,000 and $200,000, indicating that it
wasn't for the present even thinking
AirsSIE EQUITY COAST EEf
enteftaining
proposition.
of
a
Hollj?wood, Nov, 18,
WABD, the Dumont outlet, which
Don S. Sharpe, Australian-born carried the Yankee games without
season,
last
has quoted
actor, has been named local rep lor sponsor
the Actors and Announcers Equity $1,000 a game also on the basis of
A.ssn, of Australia.
50 games.

WNBT

has the Giants' assent to
lens that team's local contests next
year, and the commercial a.slting
price for the Giants' rights is $100,

He's been authorized to investigate and report on all phases of

wage scales, contracts, etc.,
existing in films and radio as well
as other branches of show Wz.
*
work,

~
Not only have U." S. films been
sloughfed by this decline but it also
has hit British pictures, popular recently with; Aussie picture theatre
patrons. Fadeaway at the boxoif ice
for Engllsji-mades include "Whil^
Sun Shines". (BpF),. "Men of Two
-

'

'

j

1

000 for all games.

18.

.Edward Small's
has secured French gov-

Koslner,

eastern rep^

ernment okay iOT release of "Man in
the Iron Mask." When released in
1940, the French nixed the pic on
grounds that it had .certain
political leanings they didn't like.
Kosiner is just back from abroad
where he -closed the deal!
the

ABC 'has not revealed how these
artists will get their inoh6y out of
the country under the present ^dollar stoppage, which is expected to
stay in force at least two years.
Edict by J. B. Chifley's Labor government only permits an overseas
artist to take out $3,230 from this
country, which is not much for top
Manila, Nov. 4.
artists.
It's possible 'that these conPresident Manuel- Roxas is in favor cert people will
agre^ to l«,ave their
of avgraduated cinema tax based on earnings here. until the
dollar probgross receipts, he told members of lem is ironed out;.
the Philippine Bxhibitors Assn. in a
Regular concert talent importers
conference recently." The President's
like Tait do not view with favor
remark was in answer to the associaany radio organization like ABC
tion's request for a reduction of the
coming actively into this field.
present taxes imposed on the film
There's no government redlighting
industry.
on talent importation via ABC but
Roxas' pointed out that "though always there is that limit on amount
films are" fast becoming a necessity, of coin that can be taken,
out.
and a good means of propagating the
Consequently, the coming concert
national language," he was not only season via ABC will be watched
against a cinema' tax reduction but closely by all other concert people
was also without power to make to see what happens to artists'
such reduction. Nevertheless he' as- money since that
£1,000 mark
sured exhibs of s plan to be studied
C$3,230) hag kept overseas artists
by his office. -b&sefd on the paying from; accepting contracts here.
capacity of each house. Roxas stated
ABC is non-conun^rcial 'in radioj,
that the theatres with big grosses obtaining its revenue from- licenses:
should pay higher taxes than those held by set owners.,; This gives it
of lower category, sucji as theatres freedom from sponsorship headaches
in the provinces.
although considered a .S6mi-g0vera-'

&aduated Tax

.

For Philippine Pix

-

.

-

.

mental organization with considei>
able overhead.

^

European Pix Gaining
With Swiss Audiences;

Trade Treaty

'Best Y(»rs' SHIl Best

Continued from page 5

.'
Zurich, Nov. 8.
•European-made pix are finding increasing favor with Swiss audiences!.
Exceptions are RKO's "Best Years
of Our Lives" and Metro's "Sea' of
Grass," w^th the former a particular b.o. smash. But otherwise, best
draws of the moment are "Vivere in,
In bilateral agreement with Can- Pace" ("Life in Peace") and "Sciusada, U.. S. industry gained reduction cia" ("Shoe Shine"), both .Italian;
of. tariff rates on positive films from Julian Duvivier's "Panique,"
"Mathe current 2%c per foot to iy2C, cadam" and Marcel Carne's "Les
the same as for, British pictures. Fortes de la Nuif
("Doors of
Duty on negative films are being re'^ Night"), French; and "A Matter of
duced from 25% to 10%. Terms of Life and Deatli," British.
the agreement are scheduled to go
Such U. S. films as "Anna and the
into effecjj Jan. 1.
King of Siam," -"The Yearlipg,".
According to the State Dept., "Night and Day," "Leave Her Ta
Article IV "recognizes that the eco- Heaven," "A Stolen Life," "Till the
nomic peculiarities of the film indus- Clouds Roll By" and "The Secret
try make import duties an unsuit- Heart," have been flops or mild
able device for affording legitimate draws. The Swiss, apparently, are
-

•;

.

land and other countries since im-;
Worlds" (CFD), "This Man Is Mine" port duties are permissible as long
as they are not discriminatory,
In
(Col) and .J'Hungry Hill" (GBD).
American pictures that have been addition, several existing preferen-i
tial quotas are being allowed to contaking it on the chin lately include
tinue, but no new q,uotas of this type
"Late George Apley" (20th), "Janet
Ames" (Col), "Buck Privates" (U), may be introduced.
•

"It's

Wonderful Life" (BKO), "Gar-

"Crime

Stint

Mexico City, Nov. 18.
Deanna Durbin is skedded to come

Mask'

in

Sojljrwpbd, Nov.

Harry

11.

Australian Broadcasting Commissupposed to' be "strictly in the
radio field, but actually active in the
concert field in opposition to regular
concert firms like J. & N. Tait (Williamson), plans giving the Down
tTnder concert «etup a-builduip with
one of the greatest talent arrays In
a long time. 'Already booked for an
Aussie tour are Eileen .Joyce, top
Aussie
pianist;
Jacob'- Latelner,
American pianist; Erna Berger, European singer; Richard Tauber, singer, who also will conduct the symphony here; Ginette Neveu, French
violinist, and Paul Kletzki, Polish
conductor.
Their tours will extend from April to August next year.
sion,

frankly are baffled: at the way paAccording to the association, the
have been staying away from
film industry is the most heavily
tlie theatre.
It's too early for the
taxed business venture in the Philipusual pre-Xmas business decline,
pines, and gross receipts lately have
and it can't, be rated a seasonal dip,
dropped considerably.
according to vet .theatremen.

Shows

God"

OK

trons
I

rules as, to eligibility to come into nival
in Costa Rica" {20th), "Sinbad
the Foundation as a beneficiary, and the 'Sailor" -(RKO), "Song of Schedecide how the funds are to be herazade" (U), "Paula" (C6I) and
.
raised.
"Ivy" (U).
Invited to meet as trustees are
Going against the downward trend
the following: Si Fabian, Albany; and proving that a strong picture
M. J. Mullin, Boston; Max M. Yellen, will do business almost any time is
Buffalo; H. F, Kincey, Charlotte; A. "Best Years of Our -Lives" (RKO),
$choenstadt,
Chicago;
Allen
S. which is doing sock trade. It's likely
Moritz, Cincinnati; William Elson, to play until Christmas.
Minneapolis; Dr. Jacob Fishman,
Odd feature of the b.o. slump is
New Haven; E. V. Richards, New that there appears to be plenty of
Orleans; Samuel Rinzler, New York; coin around, few people are out of
R. R. Livingston, Omaha; J. Eman- work, stores are doing nicd trade
uel,
Philadelphia; M. A.
Silver, and outdoor attractions are collectPittsburgh;- John
Rowley, Dallas; ing strong money.
Charles R. Gilmour," Denver; A. H.
Blank, Des Moines; Earl J. Hudson,
Detroit; _J, A. Becker, -Kansas -Gltyr
^tuffeiilLdiidon
M. A. Lightman, Memphis; Ray A.
Grombacheri Portland; Sam Gillette,
London, Nov. 18.
Salt Lake City; Jerry Zigmond, San
{Figure shows weeks "of runt)
Francisco; B. F. Shearer, Seattle;
"All Over Town,"' Playhouse (4).
Fred Wehrenberg, St. Louis; and
Lucasta," Majesty's (3).
"Anna
Carter Ban-on, Washington.
"Annie Get 6nn," Col'sm (24),
Foundation is being formed to care
"Bless tthc Elide,' Adelphi (30).
for needy people who've been con"Chiltffrn Hundreds," Vaude (12).
nected with the film biz.
of Foley," Comedy

Four French, One Italo
Fix Lined Up for Release

It

:

Is

Producciones Raul de Anda, Producciones Mexico
and Producciones

is

I

Coin Takeout Hazy

I

.

erie."

Find

To Show 'Man

_

'

in '48;

Sydney, Nov.

Now

French

operation, .1$ against 198 flltnhouses.
Excluding th« Colon Opera, 22 theatres

(Aussie) Sets Strong Concert

18.

Theatre and
Cinema Exhibitors Assn. to Finance

Appeals

17

.

Tell,"

Wynd.

(7).

"Off Record," Piccadilly (25).
"Oklahoma,!" Drury Lane (29).
"One, Two, Th^ee,'^ Yorks (10).
"0^ltrageous,'^

W. Garden

(1).

"Peace In Our Time," Aldw'h (15).
"Piccadilly Mayride," Wales (36).
"Present Laughter," Haym'kt (31).
"Starlight Koof," Hipp. (2).
"Separate Rooms," Strand (13).
"Sweetest Lowest." Annbass. (81).
"Together Again," Vic Palace (31).
"Trespass," Apollo (18).
"Tuppence," Globe (6),
"Woritts View," Whitehall (29).

.

.

protection

to

national

film

indus-

tries.'-'
In its place, the article approves .the protective device in .the
form of playing time quotas. In,anoth^er" 'Portion ""of the
agreement,
blocking of remittances is recognized
as a legitimate measure to conserve
currency, but is condemned when
used for discriminatory jturposes.

tired

of

it's said,

Hollywood glamor. >• This,
explains the success of the

Mexican,^made

pie,

"Maria Gandel-

Over Waxed Air Shows
Sydney, Nov.

.11,

of tondon radio transcriptalten from top British pix
as "Wiclted Lady," "Rake's
Progress," and "Odd Man Out,"
using the same stars as in the films,
is hurting the Aussie show biz on
Monday nights when the waxers are
played.
Boxoffice is hurt in the
urban areas particularly.
According to picture men, the
transcriptions
have no publicity
value to them because the films have
already played in the keys and most

Towers

tions

'Cleveland Plan'
Continued from page 9

;

(19).

"Dr. Angelas," Phoenix (16).
"»tt B»rry," Princess (6).
"Edwarit My Son," Lyric (25).
"Fihtan'8 Salnbow," Palace (5).
"Fly Away Peter," Fortune (15).
"Girl Quite," St. Martin's (13).
"Here There," Palladium (33).
"Life With Father," Savoy (24).
"Linden Tree," Duchess (14).

"Never Can

'

'

.

mation of a print pool, designed to
insure that prints won't pile up unused in one exchange while they're
needed in others. Under the pool,
the divisiojOi salea chiefs will allocate
prints to fill day-and-date bookings
in their territories under the new
mass playoff system. Pool is slated
to go into effect with the release of
'
"Kenyon."

such

There's been
of the urban areas.
no arrangement or agreement with
Smith also told his field managers Towers, or their Aussie rep to make
during the meet that a record 13,000 the waxers useful to pix, but it's a
bookings had been obtained for 20th sweet handout for the radio biz.
Aussie. showmen can't see the wisproduct during' Thanksgiving week,
meaning that two-thirds of all the- dom of British pic producers peratres in the country will be playing mitting their top stars to be used in
some 20th product. Week is the con- waxed versions, running from 15 to
eluding frame of the Andy Smith 30 minutes, solely for radio,
They'd like to see this idea nixed
sale.';
drive. Ad-publicity chief
Charles Schlaifer also briefed the or operated so as to help in the pre•

'

managers on cam- selling of pix. As it now exists, it's
paigns mapped out for forthcoming a big boxoffice slap, "With many ur20th product, some of which won't banites slaying home to hear the
be released ior ^not^er six mauihs. bruadcast Of a condeosettBritijiH pig,'

division

sales

—

A

:

W«dne»IIayi j^vcinber 19, 1947
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Technical Out

RKO'«

Films Are Like Goods of Varying

Prices-^ Goldwyn

Quality and

^muel Goldwyn ana New Yoiio
indje exbibs slugged it out in a toeto-<D9 battle over basic industry

proWems
duder
of

"the

week when the

last

Goidwyn

was

.

as

invited

guest

speaker before the Independent Theatre Owners Assn. monthly business
meeting at Hotel Astor last Thursdaj( (13), little decorum was shown
on both, sides In the verbal free-for-

Hollywood, Nov.

mm

year."

Goldwyn's »d-libbed
"Knock"
opening remarks.
lensing,
ftjany of the ITOA members, ignoring Goldwyn's speech on the preall

:

following

carious state of the film industry,
were sitting on the edge of their
Chairs anxious to take a swipe
against him for his distribution terms
"Best Years of Our Lives."
.on
Countering the complaints, Goldwyn
asked: "Who in this audience did not
majce a profit on the picture?" Much
to Jiis surprise, a couple of hands

went Up but Goldwyn refused to
back water and offered to make personal refunds for any losses on "Best
Years."-

Attacking
exhibs, led

18.

Hellinger's Brst, under his
deal with Selznick releasing, "Knock.
On Any Door," probably will be the
next
to roll at the Sel?nick
studios. Selznick outfit has 15 scripts
ready but doesn't expect to start any
production until after ,^he flrgt. of the

Mark

the Jackson Park decree through
a legal fluke. Complaint in the
suit against the Big Five and
circuit names RKO
the B &
Radio Pictures,, Inc., as a defend",
ant. It signiOcantly oroits-BadiO',Keith.Orpb(^m Corp.
RKO ila^io PicUires is the
product'ion.sjnd distribution, com-'

.-

scheduled for February

defendants

;

is

"

a simple illustration that
silenced the objections. "You can't
walk into Gimbels," he said, "and
expect to. find goods of varying
Then
quality at the same price.
why should filmgoers pay the same
price for diirereiat''pictutes7"

20-30% Wage

Tilt

Drive for Backroomers
Wage hike

negotiations lor' film

exchange 'employees throughout
country have been -Initiated by the
International Alliance of Theatrical

Stage Employees vsrith 10 distribuNegotiating committee for. I

tors."

During .the -discussion, Harry is headed by Thomas J. Shea, Louise
rap -the
Brandt, ITOA ewz. had
Wright and Joseph Basson with Pat
gavel on -several of tHe exhibs who
ScoUard, Paramount labor consultletting

steam

oft

in

.excess.

ant, spokesman foe 1h« company
Brandt, in introducing GoWwyii, dereps.
clared that although the exhibs reis reported to
In initial bjjks, I
'spectcd him for his. contributions to
20the industry, they, were in funda- have asked for a wage rise of
mental disagreement with some of 30% for workers In different cate-

directed

against^

theatres

or' controlled by them, it
houses. Conout the
sequently, they're in the- same

RKO

by Edward

indie-operated

verman, and can

still

Sil-

play a pic

as long a? it holds.

,

•

,

In his charges against picture industry leaders for nixing his script,
Pegler declares that the Department of Justice would have sent them tq
j&II on the Browhe-Bioflf tieup^ had it '.'not been sold out for a few tainted
campaign checks and the loot" from the March .of Dimes and the Birthday
Balls."
'.'My next documentary," Hearst writer promised, "will be an expos*
the like of which Hollywood never has produced In all its dirty slurs on
Congress and the integrity of the American character and our Govern,
raent. It -will show th6, power pt the blacklist long exercised against fact?,
ideas and perilous by men who nevertheless hav« the gall to testify that
they don't dare fire a Communist because he might be an Innocent liberal.''
Breen has repeatedly refusedl approval' of Capone stories. This one was
to have been produced for United Artists' release by Pegler's brother,
Jack, and Lou Goldberg, late Major Bowes' manager. W. Eegler diJiclosed
that the script' "saluted Herbert Hoover and' the Bepublican Administration
'

that

.

he led."

The ad-publicity technique with the 18 special homeoffice screenings in
advance of the regular opening of "Gentleman's Agreement" was such
that a selected group of ^ome 2,400 Invited newspaper. peopj<*, commenta»
tors, literati, Social s^^yice workers, leaders In the popular arts, et al,
saw the film at their Icisure.^ Thi9 penetration campaign is being followed
after the picturte's test openftigs in New York, Chicago and Los Angeles.
-

Canada's SCiffbs

Affair," starting Pec. 1, will make
six starters within seven weeks.
Four eiirreni^y lensing are "Con-

down with

is

named and

owned

Hollywood, Nov. 18.
With the Ray Milland starrer,
"The Sealed Verdict,"- starting at
Paramount, the lot now has iivc
pix„ its peak for the year. "Foreign

lA's

,

Since

boat as the Woods and Oriental,

*

'•

an extension of RKO.'s "Crossfire" technique, excepting that 20th.
Fox's picture hits the anti-'Semitic theme more directly on the bead than
did the
pic whidi did it obliquely, selling the film to some extent
as a whodunit.
On the subject, of campaigns, Charles Schlaifer, acfth-Fox's ad-publicity
chief, had a real toughie in "Forevfit Amber," but got no criticism, pur-;
poseiy underselling it, Th^ Cafholic ChiircK tabu, of cotfrse, is predicted
on the best seller's context, '•

It's

RKO

On

"

Goldwyn, who dfdn't seem to understand such technical terms as clearance and run, won the point hands

decree'

lets

PAR HITS YEAR'S PEAK
WITHMILLAND'VERDICr

on anotber front, the necticut Yankee," "Sainted Sistei-s,"
by Max A. Cohen, o£ the "Hazard" and "Long' Gray Line."

Circuit, rallied against, the
fre<juent distributor practice of uppi ng admissions for special ^pictures.

compsAy's theatres.

Westbrook Pegler declared In his Satwday (15) column that he couldn't
figure the reasoning by which the Joe Breen ofllc« had nixed his script for
an Al Gapone biog while not objecting to a biographical documentary on
Franklin D. Roosevelt. He blamed the turndown on the fact that th«
Hollywood "boss corruptioneers" were qut-.to get him because "I was the
one who caught them in a flagrant and notorious association with Willie
Browne
Biofl
, «nd George

,

pany but. -'jowns no theatres^
Radio-KelfeOrph^tim Corp.,
the -holdjug company, controls
the
the

Cinema

wefe

esca'pe4 being subject to the twoweek limit on runs provided in

.

hside Stiiff--Pichires

18,

K

pro-

denounced continuation
double bill policy. Although

flatly

Chicago, Nov.

.

BKO'« two first-run Loop
houses—the Palace and Grand—

he-Rfsntals
Montreal, Nov. 18.

-

In a move to keep tight check on
Canada's future doUal: position, foreign exchange control boaitd has
stopped practice of Dominion exhibs
of paying V. S. film' distributors in
advance of picture exhibition. Formerly, advance down payments were
made to obtain film rights for several years of playing time in Canada.
Undit new regulation, which applies to all prepaid royalties and
rerentals, film owners .will
ceive their payment tor Canaclian
rights when earned.

now

Canada Had Record Pk

.

,

.

Studios are cracking

,

down on employe attendance

at

.

sneak previews

for fear poor reaction will get widespread word of mouth before iilm can
be re-edited or have added scenes made. At one sneak recently several
hundred employes turned out for a picture that was due for extensive
remaking. Instructions are', now going .out to eliminate written notice[f
on ;snealcB with oral invitation^ limited strictly to those directly connected
with film who will, attend for business reasons only.
.

Dept. of Justice's anti-ttusters would hardly think there was collusion
or conspiracy among the film companies could they be in on the cat-anid«
dog fights now going on for Christmas week playing time. With business'
off from last year, -every dlstrib is trying to compensate by getting preferred time for its prodtict. * As a result, sales forces are out scratching
like mad tO' beat out other companies' reps for theatre screens during the
most profitable week of the year.

•

Y^rinl946WithB.a

A

Take

,

work-

his opinions. "We will be polite, of gorie.*!. Meanwhile, exchange
area and affiliated with
course, but we Won't pull any ers in N. Y.
Professional Empunches in expressing our differ- Screen Office
are awaiting
ences," he said,' and the ITOA mem- ployees Guild,. ClOi
outcome of these negotiations.- They
bers apparently, took -the cue.
agreed fast spring to take any wage
Altacldng
the
double
feature
a<il}W¥tfti?n1l set. fty the national lA
policy, Goldwyn said' the exhibs' demand for more pictures would in- union.'":
evitably result in inferior product.
Warning- that exbibs were faced
with the grim possibility of turning
their theatres into garages unless
more quality pictured were forthgs. Continued from page 4
coming, he said, "Youll learri, as we
lar 35m -business, thereby offering
did at the end of the silent films era,
one
method of increasing grosses in
Ahat people will rather sleep at home
than in the theatre," Business of the U. S. at a.tlm» when the domesbad pictures are already off by tic mtttket is, all-important to the industry.
Twentieth's chief interest in
30-40% and these are dragging down
the move, he said, is to peddle its
grosses on better product.
Goldwyn declared that since there pictures in an expanded market.

&

.

•

^

•

,

20th's 16in

sB

»

of

$59,793^15

Montreal, Nov, 18.
Last year, 1946, was a record one
for the Canadian motion picture industry in receipts/ paid admissions
and the number of theatres operated.
Total gross received at Canada's
1,477 theatre boxoffiices was $59,793,215, while the number of paid
admissions amounted to 2&7;425,905
Amusement taxes from all sources
'came to $15,024,547.
During the year, there were 154
more theatres in operation than in
•

-

•

1945, while receipts -increased by
$4,362,504r and admissions by 11,852,.
538. The gain in amusement taxes
amounted to $969,526.
Number of licensed places where
films were exhibited, according to
province's, were: Quebec, 250; On-

S06 Releases

1948

in

Continued from page S
that each film must be sold via a separate contract. It's Aot neCe^ary,
consequently, to: announce an entire
year's output for availability to exbibs. lii addition, several of the ma'<'
jors have switched their release
'schedules' from the fiscal year to a

i

addition will have 16 others, including six- westerns.
has. some 56 films to
including io westerns and four

Columbia
offer,

Gene

Autiy

';i5»eeials."

Bepubliq

will duplicate last year's production
of some .48 filing, including a num.
ber of westerns. United Artists has
24 films ready to go, including two

calendar year basis. Any attempt
on the part of these to set releases
from January, 1946, to January,,. 1049,
might thus overlap those pictures already scheduled for release fro/n last
Auguistto the end of th^ year,'.
Breakdown of the tentativi^'-elease
schedules reveals the -list will Include some 78 westerns and some'
30-35 .British-made pictigres, Latter
include those to be released by J.
Arthur Rank's U. 'S. associates
Universal and Eagle Lion—plus four
Sir Alexander Korda pix scheduled
for U. S. distribution by 20th-Fox..
Also included are some JO-15 Rank
films to he turned out under the
Prestige banner.

Roach -twin-comedy streamand six Hopalong Cassidy
Several other UA indie pro"
ducers have films in various stages
of preparation but these may be de«
layed because of their financing dif*
Acuities or they may be turned over
to other companies for release.
Universal plans approximately 38
feature releases, including the
Hal

liners
caters.

.

tario, 420; Manitoba, 137; SaskatIn addition! Levathes tiointed out chewan, 240; Prince Edward Island,
above-mentioned Rank product.
that introduction of films in 16m size 10; Nova Scotia, 71; New Brunswick,
Eagle Lion, with its Rank product
to those segments of the population 44; Alberta, 156, and British Columand those films turned out by PRC,
that are not regular theatre-goers bia,
149
(including
Yukon and
will offer some 65 films. Monogram
exhibs claimed Goldwyn was, mak- will instill the; film-going» habit in Northwest Territories). The gain in
has some. 46 to offer, including IS
ing, his speech at the wrong address them. By showing 16m pictures in the number of houses, according to
westerns.
since the small indie exhibs ,were these small villages the exhibitor can provinces, was: Quebec", Z*^- Ontario,
Leading
the
list of companies who
forced to folio/' the policy of major draw from neighlwring farms and six; P.E.I,, three; Nova SeoTia, seven;
entered
first run distribution during
theatre circuits ovcned, for most localities and thus build a situation New Brunswick, three; Manitoba, 21;
the
last
year
or
will
-do
so
during
p.art, by the producers.
Goldwyn that will eventually be able to sup- Saskatchewan, 64; Alberta, seven, the coming
season are Film Classics
replied -that sraaE exhibs would port a 3Sm theatre. This proved to be and British Columbia, 21.
and Screen Guild Productions. FC
have to.,n-"oheer in this field against the case in Canada, where 60 situaBeport, issued by the Dominion
ssm Continued from page
will tee off this year with 14 new
the opposition. He pointed out that tions that began as ;16m locations Bureau of Statistics, is a preliminary
pictures
under
a production slate $10,904,821 for Its first 40 weeks
have
converted
to
35m
distribunow
producers have to take risks also.
one.
announced last week by prexy ended June 6, 1947.
will also
tion through having built up a large''46—''
,J<)Seph,BecahajsLJISitl:
•xchanges-Uiold-to
'its .flntshltsg-pbsition in
audience,
enough
operating in that, iflany key cities,
that of fifth. Company has all the
Twentieth doesn't plan to estabFC now considers itself' to have a earmarks of earning $9,000^000 for
lish any 16m theatres on its own. It
major distrib setup. SOP, which the year. So far* it's reported1J5;107iwill service any exhibition set up to
Continued from page 9
Contbiued from page «
entered the industry last year, will 347 for the first six months of the
what it considers to be the correct
•offer some 15 new films for release calendar year*
Etahding abilities' and, after care- situations" through Pitms, Inc., which on rate hikes rests with a govern^ in
1948.
Columbia,
which finished last
ful investigation, at that time '.we has inine exchanges in key cities ment agency, the CopJ^right Appeals
Only one of the majors to sub- among the seven companies reportjgave him our confidence and he throughout the country. Twentieth Board, which must okay a xaise.
AtTll -has our confidence."
hopes 35m exhibs in areas adjacent
TOA-ASCAP starring has been stantially boost its 1948 release ros- ing (all but United Artists), should
ter
is 20th-Fox.
Company will dis- climb to sixth. Col. is the first major
to the theatreless localities will halted for the time 'being -since
tribute
48
new
films
in
the coming to report for the entire fiscal stanza
move in and talce over the 16m end Greenberg pushed off this week on
Schary East
Schary is due in New York next of the business for their own good, a 14-day tour of outlying offices. year, as compared to 33 during 1947. with a record take for it of $3,707,000
Monday (24) from the Coast, having Levathes said. Kxhibs ,WiU be fur- He's promised to poll the society'.? Also on the upgrade is the Selznicfc against $3,450,000 in ,.'46. Its fiscal
moved up his scheduled arrival from nished with product tiiat's at least board on the minimum that ASCAP Releasing Organization, with four year ended Jupe 30; Col is swapping
films
scheduled
'48,
for
as
against the places'with Universal partly because
the following week. He will be east 12 months old. Method of selling will take. There have been a few
to attend the Nobel awards dinner hasn't yet been set, but 20th -also preliminary talks between Green- solitary "Duel in the Sun" during of the different fiscal periods covthe last year. Others of the majors ered.
and to make a series of five addres- plans to service such installations berg and
should garner $3,200,000,
ofRcials.
ses; to organizations which have ox- with features and shorts in a packwhich is just about what it did
Meanwhile, National Allied has will hew to their current line.
Par's $40,000,000 Backlog
tenided invitations to him at various age form.
la.st year for its first 39 \weelts of
definitely plunked for going it alone.
times.
In a further move to preveiit It won't join TOA in negotiations beParamount pc-wesses the largest operations. Its 39-week liet thlS
abuses, Levathes said his plans call cause no settlement involving a backlog,
with some $40,000,000- year was $2,470,167.
PWJIy Org Honors Producer
lor no mobile units. Instead, he ex- boost would be acceptable to Allied's $50,000,000 tied up in unreleased
Variations in fiscal periods of difPhiladelphia, Nov. 18^
pc.cts exhibs to sot up shop in a top brass.
Allied officials are deny- films.
Even so. Par will release ferent majors partly account for the
The Golden Slipper Square club town hall, a barn Or any place offetr ing that there's a split in its ranks only 25 pictures in '48, 'seven of scrambling of positions. Warners,
has! named Dore Schary for its an- iing suitable facilities. Behind the on the question. Its board decision wWch are Pine-Thomas productions. for instance, wound up it.s year on
nual Award of Merit for Accom- whole move, Levathes said,' is 20th's on the issue was unanimous. It's Revelation that Par will step up its Aug. 31 and therefore profited by
plishment in Humanitarianism and feeling that 16m films have _spebial- claimed.
'48 production to 40 pix may pre^
the lucrative second half of last
Americanism. He will receive it ai ized assets, such as non-iuflammabilInstead, theatre group will con- sage a release hypo.
year's lush' grosses. Nonetheless, its
the annual dinner, December 4. ity, t;gse of transporation, etc., which tinue tackling the poser on the
Metro plans to release 24 and War- net for the first six months of '47
I'roducer won the award for hi.s make them particularly adaptable political level.
Allied is currently ners will have about 20.
will were phenomenal and it's likely
"contribution to motion pictures": lor certain situations. As long as buttonholeing legislators with the have 24 top pictures, including those that
the
company would have
with "Crossfire,"
"The Farmer's they're used in that way, established idea of pushing through a bill which to be released on .small budgets un
.squeezed into second even if its
Daughter" and "Till the End of exhibs will have no grounds for wo.uld make it mandatory for music der production chief Dore Schary's year was identical to the calendar
complaint.
Time" specifically mentioned.
to be cleared in Hollywood.
new production setup. Company in year.

was not enough

ialent in Hollywood
iproduce even 150. annually, exhibs would- have to display courage
in instituting single features. Some

to'
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Par's $33,000,000
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ANOTHER

JAMES MASONS

FROM
Top grosses

.ill

m

Yorii,

U-l!
in its

New

Los Angeles and San

Francisco engagements
"The Up-

definitely prove

turned Glass" best of the

James Mason successes!
story of vengeance fliat ends
with dramatic impact. ..an undercurrent of sustained suspense."

"A

X

-THE NEW YORK TIMES
. provides the murder drama
addicts with some of the uneasiest suspense they have had

**, .

all

year."-N.Y. WORLD-TELEGRAM

^'Another example of excellent
movie making."

-SAN FRANCISCO EXAMINER
**A suspenseful film

drama."

-LOS ANGELES EXPRESS

A ONtVERSAl.
CotttittttOUB

Btottdvfay
at 50tVi

WINTER

y.^v.„y,^.VA'.v.v.vv..vAv.j.v.-.^YiaaSiTiv.>1u^

>t

,

Wwlncsday^ November 19, 1947
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Mpls.' 884 Theatres

AVC Formulating

Picture Grosses

'W

LOUIS

ST,

Anti-Censor Rally

Magic $18,500 In

(Continued from page 13)
$25,000. loist weelt, '-Kamrod" (UA)
Prov.; 'Body' Brisk 26G,
and "New Orleans" lUA), $21,000.
Missouri (F&M) (3,500; 50-75)—
"Hagen Girl" i.WB) and -Nightmare
Alley" (20th) im.o.). Oke $12,000.
Providence, Nov, 18.
Cast week, "Forever Amber" (.20th.)
Packing them in here currently
(2d wk), big $14,000.
Orpheuin (Loew) (2,000; 50-75)^ with particularly heavy weekend
biz
boosting
grosses
all around^ Big«
Orleans"
"Ramrod" (UA) and "New
Trim $7,500. Last gest coin goes to "Body and Soul'.''
(UA) (m.o.).
week, "Arizona" (Col) and "Texas" at Loew's State, but "Magic Town"
looks comparatively as big at the
(Col) (reissue.s), $10,000.
St. Louis (F&M) (4,000; 50-75)— Albee.
Estimates for Ibis Week
"Magic Town" (BKO) and "Dick
Albee
(RKO) (2,200; 44-65)
Tracy Meets Gruesome" (RKO).
Good $10,500. Last week, "Night- "Walter Mitty" (RKO). Opened tomare Alley" (20th) and "Adventure day (Tues.), Last week, .."Magic
Town" (RKO) and "Under Tonto
Island" (Par) (3d wk). $8,500.

my'14G,'WeslPt/5G

•

,

•

•

:

—

,

(Ind)

Shttb«rt

—

40-60)

(1,500;

"Mother Wore Tights" (20th) and
"Perils of Pauline" (Par) (2d run).

Neat

week,

Lajst

$5,500.

"Jolson

Rim" (RKO).

Story" (Col) (2d run), $5,000.

Nice

'Bod/ Torrid $23,000,

to

Dcmver; 'Amber'

24iG

Denver, Nov, 18/

Solid $18,500.

Carlton (Fay-Loew) (1,400; 45-65)
—"Spirit West Point"- (FC) and

"Wings of Morning" (Indie)
or

$5,000

near.

•;

.

Drummond

week,

$7,000.

(Pay)

Majestic

(2,200;

(20th)

44-65)

—

and "When

(Col.)
Healthy
Last week, "Kiss .of Death"
(20th) and "Don't Gamble Strangers'*

$14,000.

(Monx>), $15,000.

.1

MettoiioUtan (Snider.) (3,100; 65)—
"Hit Parade 1947" (Rep) and Ray
Dorey heading stage show. So-so
Last week, "New Orieans"
$9,500.

and vaude headed by Bob

(UA)

Douglas, fairly good $11,000.
State (Loew) (3,200; 44-65)—"Body
and Soul" (M-G) and "Private 'Afr

Strikes
Back" (Col), fairs Bel Ami" (M-G). Nifty $26,000.
after week at Denver, Esquire, Fair Last week, "Had to. Be You" (Col)
$4,000. Last week, "Grapes of Wrath" and
"Blondie in Dough" (M-G),
(20th) and "Tobacco Road" (20th) $21,000.
(m,oJ, $4,500.
Strand (Silverman) (2,200; 44-65)
Deidnm (Cockrill) (1,750; 74-$1.20) •-^"Golden Earrings" (Par). Opened
*^'*Unconquered" (Par) (2d wk). Monday (17).
Last week, "Wild
preat $18,500. Holds again. Last Harvest" (Par) (2d wk), fairly
week, all-time record $26,000.
good $9,000 after nice $14,000 opener.
•

Denver

(Fox)

35-74)—

(2,525;

<€gI>; $5,500.

Orpheuat (BKO) i2,525; ,15-74)—
"Song of Love" (M-G) and "Apology
for Murdei-" (SG).' Mild $14,000. Last
•week, "Magic Town" (RKO) and
"They Were Sisters" (RKO). $16,000.
Paramount (Fox) (2,200; 74-$1.20)

—^"Forever Amber"

Smash

$17,000,
Port.; 'Harvest' 12 '/zG
Portland, Ore., Nov.

18.

is on the upgrade this week
even though the weather not favorable. "Life With Father" at the Mayis
fair
packing them in despite
upped scale. "Merton of Movies" at
Broadway,* and. "Wild Har^'est" at
Paramount look standout among

Biz

.

,

new

other

pix.

.

.Estimates for Ttiig Weelt

with Esftuire. Bie $20,000. Holds. fancy $9,500.
Last week, "Bide Pink Horse" (U)
Guild (Parker) (427; «5-$1.00)—
and "Phito Vancie's- Mission"*''(EL), "Children Paradfse" (Indie)
(10
good $11,000.
days).
Great $3,700. Last week,
Blajto (Fox) (878; 38-74)—"King of
"Lady Surrenders" (tJ), thin $500 in
Bandits" (Mono) and "Silver Stal- four days,
lion"
(Mono). Pine $4,500.
Last
Mayfair (Parker) (1,500; ,65-$^l.25)
week, "Wistful Widow"- (U) and "Key —"Life With Father" (WB). Smash
Witn'ess" (Col) (m.o.). fine $4,500.
or near at upped scale. Last
.Tabor (Fox) (1,967; 35-74)—"Call $17,000
week, "Crossfire?" (RKO) and "BanIt Murder" (SG) and "Racketeers"
jo" (RKO) (2d wk) (five days), fine
(SG). Fair $9,000^ Last week, "Stella
$5,700 at 40-80C scale.
Dallas" (UA) and."Ea.liny Days"
Music Box (H-E) (1,000; 40-80)—.
(UA) (reisisues). $10,000,
and Bobby-Soxer" (RKO)
Webber (Fox) (750; 35-74*)—"Body "Bachelor
and "The Web" (U) (m.o). Big
and Soul" fUA) and "Two Blonds,
Redhead" (Col), also Denver. Big $5,OO0 after two -sock weeks at Paramount and Oriental. Last week,
$4,000. Last week. "Ride Pink Horse"
(U) and "Philo Vance's Secret Mis- "Welcome Stranger" (Par) (2d wk),
holding $3,700 after three hefty
sion"

same

(KL),

good

Paramount,

as

$2,750.

weeks at Par and Oriental.

(H-E)
40-80)—
(2,000;
"Nightmare^'AUey" (20th) and "When
Beneke
'Honeymoon^ Girl's Beautiful" (Col), day date
with Orpheum. Okay $4,200. La.st
$23,500 in
Storm week. ^'Bachelor and Bobby-Soxer"
(RKO) (2d wk>, strong $5,700.
Omaha, Nov. 18.
Orpheum (H-E) (1.7.50; 40-80)—
Slush, cold, and wind.storm of la.st
..^weekend was duplicated over the "Nightmare Alley" (20th) and "When
Oriental

.

Ups

Omaha

_

past "weekend." Sturdiest of new entries to outride the storm is "Lost
Honeymoon" plus the Tex Beneke
band at the Orpheum. "That Hagen
Girl" and "Last Roundup" at Brandeis will be good. Others are only
S0-S6 On account or storm;
Estimates for This Week
Orpheum (TrLstates) (3,000; 20-85)
"Lost Honeymoon" (EL) plus Tex

—

Beneke orch on
500 or

close.

Love" (UA)

Socko

stage.

$23,

Last week, ."Other
and "The Pretender"

(Rep), nice $12,000.

(RKO)

BranOeiS

(1,500;

"Hagen Girl" (WB)
Roundup" (Col). Trim
spite

weather,.

Night"

(RICO)

Dough'.'

Last
and

16-65)—

aiid
"Last
$7,500 'de-

week, "Long
"Blondie In

(Col), .$7,800.

Paramount

(Tri.state,s)

(2,800;

65)—"Gone With Wind" (M-G)
Only

16(re-

showing.s daily, but
loolcs
stout .$12,000.
Last
week,
"Forever Amber" (20th) at $1.20 top,
nice $14,800 in 10 days.
Weather
hurt.
isiiUe).

Omaha

16-65)—
Wind" (U) and "No-

"Something

ih

(2,100;

torious Gentleman" (U). Fair $10,000.
La.st week, "Lone Wolf Mexico" (Col) and "Stairway To Heaven"
-

.theatres apiece.

Activities Committee to protest that inquiry as an encroachment of civil
rights.
6n the radio end, action
would air the Charge that the nets
.

all liberal

commentators

off the kilocycles.

.

1. Establishment of a day-and-date
system similar to that praoUced in
Los Angeles and a number of other

tffwns.
If introduced (it's considOred the most likely change), several of the B&K. houses would team
up to play big pix simultaneously

two-week stretch.
Dropping of two 6r throe

the

tor2.
'

More Operators Walk

theatres

to

a"

B&K

subsequent-run posi-

tion.

In *Amber'

Pay Row

Creation of a new regional reThis would mean
leasing system.
promotion of some of B&K's outlying
spots
houses
to
first-run
while
knocking off the Loop as the sole
fui^nel through which pix reach the
3.

With 24 FWC Houses

&

hos Angeles, NOV.. 18.

walked, out of 14
nabes.
/
Confabs on 'what cotirse of action
scale of $2,35 an will be iXltimately 'taken by Chi's
Class
receive the
hour for running "Forever Amber." top circuit continue this week. Sevwere
operators
lATSE
While the
eral homeofflce legalites are paroperators ticipating in an effort to put a change ^
non-IA
walking
out,
moved in, keeping the theatres open. through which will conform to the
With 10 houses alffected last week, decree.
projecthe total now is 24, with 44
8-Week Oe'Uings on 1st Runs
tionists involved.
New theatres on
The big wallop; it's agreed, is the
the hot list are the 'Uptown, PasaProjectionists

mqre theatres in their dispute with
Fox West Coast over their failure to

,:

'

.

A

,

•

,.:

,

dena and Park in Pasadena; Rialto, two-week ceiling on first-runs. Tlie
South Pasadena; Capital, Glendale; one-week stopper on pix in subseUnited Artists, Whittier and Ingle- quent-runs doesn't mean a thing beMonica; cause those houses never did stretch
wood;
Criterion,
Santa
lA'S STALLING Granada, Wilmington; LaMarr, Man- a fihn past the single-week .marker.
hatten Beach; Hermosa, Hermosa Indicating how much the limit on
Relations between projectionists
Beach; Valley, North Hollywood; first-runs hurt, the Apollo, for inLocal 306 and top office of the parent
Rivoli, Van Nuys, and Florence, Los stance, played "The Jolson Story"
International Alliance of Theatrical
26. weeks;, "Welcome Stranger" 13-14
Angeles.
Stage
Employees, became
more
Moving Picture Operators, Local weeks; and "Lcfst Weekend" 13-14
strained, than ever this week over
150, voted full approval of the walk- weeks.
the. contract negotiations with the
T^Jere's no telling at this time,
at the same time electing all its
New York circuits of Loew's, 20th- out,
oiHcers for another term.- They are lawyers say, whether B&K must
Fox.^RKO and Warner Bros. With Wallace Crowley, president; Harold drop double-features. Decree says
talks between union and circuits .susCharles
Vencill, duals must not be used to delay deAngel,
veepee;
pended until lA prexy Bichard^F.
secretary-treasurer; George Schaffer, livery ot 'Pix to Subsequent houses.
WaUsh gives .the green light. Local
business agen^ And Paul Maboney, Whether continuation of the present
306 leaders are- burnt over Walsh's
assistant business agent.
dual diet, in bouses which have aldelay in setting up a new date: At
ways played them in the past vioa local exei; board meeting Monday,
lates the decree is an unsolved ques(17), 306 prez- Herman Gelber distion.
cussed the situation but no action Graetz and His French
Clearance provisions also remain
was decided upon.
enjoins "dead or
Star on Hollywood Visit fuzzy. Decree
Negotiations, covering 800 boothwaiting time" between runs, but
men in 200 metropolitan theatres, beMicheline Presle, Star ttt Paul then specifically okays reasonable
gan last May and have coiitmued Graetz's "Le Diable Au Corps" who
is
that
from that, time on regularly punc- recently arrived 'in New York, left clearances. Reaction now
distribs won't be permitted to fix a
tuated with strike threats. Union's for the Coast Monday (17) accomset clearance between runs which
original demands included 34% wage panied by the producer.
Under would blanket all pix. They can,
increase and 5%. welfare fund. But personal contract to Graetz, actress
clearupon Walsh's intervention in the will be making her Initial Visit to however, schedule Individual
ances on each film in accordance
dispute,, it's understood' union Js Holly woo,d.
with the requirements of. that parready t* make settlement on slashed
''Le Diable Au Corps," which will ticular feature.
At least, that patterms;
:be distributed in the U.S. as "The tern will be follo,wed until and unDevil Within," y/is made In Paris less the court says otherwis'e.
this year by Graetz with partial

306

(N.Y.)

BV

IRKED

PARENT

.

-

.

.

RKO^Pathe's Lewis West;

financing from Universal, Picture
won a prize at the Brussels Film

Babe Ruth Prod,

in N.Y. Festival and has done well
Harold Lewis, general manager of French b.o.
the RKO-Pathe studios, N. Y., is
slated to return to thte Coast after
Jan, 1 to resume work with the
proiduction management department:
He'll bfe succeeded as N. Y. studio

tal.

Nice

$8,000.

also

Orien»l

Last week, "HapAve." (Mono) and

continued from page

3

and perhaps 20% to 30% of
the budgeted figure. With that guarantee, banks are wide open to put
up tot xRoney.
The distrib thus has product with
a minimum amount of his own coin
tied up atid with minimum chance
lease

RKO

Metro Shakeup
Continued from page S

manager by Douglas Travers, now
production manager and assistant to many story, buys which resulted
Pathe production veepee Jay Bona-' high grossing pictures.
His

field.

switchover,

however,

in

won't of loss

if

theatre grosses should sag

It's been revealed, meanwhile, that
change present status of Voldemar precipitously.
,
Roy del Ruth's blofilm of Babe Ruth Vetluguin, story head, or Kenneth
Actually, of course, the rea.soning
will be lensed entirely in N. Y, MacKenna, since Marx will be doing
is not as simple as that in all casus
Film, to 'be released by Allied Art- special work for Mayer. ' "
and a variety of reasons may be inists, will go on the floor March 1
volved in the desire for indie piod.

and will be shot at the Pathe

stu-

dios and' in

Ruth

week

.

to-

star to play.

.

(U),. $2,800 in five days.

BALTIMORE

Open Door

at the

'

Yankee Stadium. Del
returned to 'the Coast last
continue "his search -fdrT
Ruth and to complete
pened On 5th
production plans. Another major
"Thunderbolt" (Mono), lofty $9,000. producer
has al^o begun negotiations
Paramount (H-E) (3,400- 40-80)— to use
the
Pathe
studios before Del
"Wild Harvest" (Par) and "Betty
Coed" (Col). Nifty $12,500 or close. Ruth moves in. His identity, howXiast week. "Bachelor and Bobby- ever, is being- kept under wraps unSoxer"
(RKO) (2d wk), hefty til the contract is signed.
$10,500.
RKO's "Willdow," first of that
Playhouse CH-E) (1,200: 40-80)— company's films to be shot entirely"
^'Happened On 5th Ave." (Mono) in N, Y., moved into the studio for
nnd "Thunderbolt" (Mono) (m.o.). the fir.st time
Monday (17), after
Fair $1,700. Last week, "Dust Be
having been forced to shutter its
Destinv" (WB) and' "Marked Woman" (WB) (reissues) (m.o.), okay exterior lensing temporarily by bacj
weather.
Cover
set of a Harlem ten,$3,700.
United Artists (Parker) (895; 40- ement interior had been constructed
fiO)—"Thi.s Time for Keeps" (M-G). in the studio for just such an evenGreat $9,000. La.st week, "Frieda" tuality.
Girl's Beautiful'" (Gol);

3

(Tristates)

;

under.
Of the total number of thea-.
shuttered
47
including
tres,
houses, 188 are circuit-operated,
with remaining 743 belonging to
indies having less than four

•

Broadway (Parker) (1,832; 40-80)
—"Merton of Movies" (M-G) and
"Amelft Affair" m-G). Sock $13,000.
Last week, "Somethihy" in Wind"
day-date (U) and "Time Out of Mind" (U),

(20th).

the censorship onslaught
which is claimed to be threatening
pix, radio and legit activities.
First
action was taken last week when
the Motion Picture Chapter, Ameri^
can Veterans Committee, following
up on the request of several show
biz Unions, voted to ask other amusement chapters "of AVC to .loin in
sponsoring the moVel
AVC (Wfith the approval of the national board), is approaching.amusement unions and guilds, fraternal
organizations (such as the Cinema
Chapter, B'nai B'rith), management
and theatre owners to back tllfe
drive. Both the Theatre and- Radio,
Press
Aflvertising Chapters are
currently studying advisability of

.

"Body and Soul" (UA) and "Two
Blondes and Redhead" (Col), day- *Pather'
date with Webber. Sock $19,000. Laisf
week, "Down to Earth" (Col) and
"Bylldog' Drummond Strikes" (Col),
hig $18,500.
Bsquire (fox). (742; 74-$1.20)—
"Forever Amber" (20th), day-date
with Paramount. Big $4,500. Last
week,. "Down toEarth" (Col) and
"Bulldog Drummond Strikes Back"

against

have edged

Jackson Park
; Continued (rem page i
deal with RKO's Palace and Grand
find the indie-operated .Woods and
Oriental.
Hence, B&K top theatres now face
these alternatives which are currently being discussed by Paramount
execs in Chi.

ing capacity of 369,427 operating
in that area. Statistics revealed
that approximately 64% of all
theatres in the Minneapolis exchange area are located in towns
With a population of 2,500 or

The ball Is roUing-.for an all-show
biz meet (either forum or convention), to rally amusement interests

"Hagen Girl". (WB) and "Along
Oregon Trail" (WB) (2d run), $4,000. joining.
Event is planned within the month.
Fay's (Fay) (1,400; 45-65)— "Born
Speed" iEL) and vaude on stage. Ave wants to time it before or durLast week, "Gas ing continuation of the Hollywood
Snappy $7,800.
House Kids" (Rep) and vaude; probe, by the Un-American

"Boity and Soul," day-dating at "Nightmare Alley"
Denver and Webber at lUSual scale, Girl's. Beautiful"

4s outstanding here this week' with
smash trade. in both spots; It's showing is comparatively as strong as
"Forever Amber," day-date in two
spots at tilted admission. "Unconquered" also is great in second •week
at the Denham, and stays until
Thanksgiving.
festlmates for This Week
Aladdin (Fox) (1,400; 35-74)—
"Down to STarth" (C!ol) and "Bulldog

(reissue).

Last

Theatre survey of the Minterritory, eighth in a
.series of 31 directories by the
Motion Picture Assn., reveals a
total of 884 theatres with a seatneapolis

BENAY'S REP DEAL

Hollywood, Nov. 18.
(Continued from page 11)
Benay Venuta inked to a one-fllmdespite good crix opinion.'!. a^year deal with Republic, reported
week. "Something in Wind" for her initialer, "I, Jane Doe."
She gets top billing with Ruth
Mavfair (Hicks) (980: 3.5-5.'))— Hussey, John
Carroll, John Howard
"Golden Earrings" (Piir) (4th wk).
Holding nicely at S.5,000 after good and Vera Ralston.
$7,000

Last

(U). $11,000.

Metro's '48 Sales Plans

uct.

Some

studios, for instance,

]iist

haven't the physical space or facilities .^n their^ ownJots to produce the
numbeWf pfx they'^'llKe; "TSxT'oTi"
the other hand, doesnt want to get
into B production directly, prefermanagers and their assistants, slated ring to get the low-budgeters fi'imi
to tee off Dec. 2 at the Hotel AStor, the outside.
Selznick is just not set
N. Y. Confab is the flret held by up to make any quantity of pictures
Metro since the field managers met on his own. Eagle Lion is seeking
with .sales yeepee 'William F. indie.s to augment its production
Rodgers late last summer on the qualit.v.
Coast..
In some cases a number of these
Rodgers will preside at the De- reasons is involved. And,_ contraricember huddles, which will be at- wise, so far as financing is contended by west coast manager cerned, Columbia, for instance, will
George A. Hickey and his. as.sijitant, make deals only if it can put up 50}.
Sam Gardner, who headquarters* in or more of the production co.st. It
San Francisco; Rudy Berger from thus gets a bigger share of the profit.
Metro's releasing plans for 1948
will be discussed- at a four^day
meeting of the company's field sales

.

,

Washington and his assistant, John
S, ~ Allen,
from Dallas; John J.
Maloney, Pittsburgh, and Frank C.
Hensler, Detroit; Burtus Bishop, Jr.,
Chicago,
and Ralph W, Maw,
Minneapolis; John P. Byrne, N. Y.,
and Herman Ritts, Albany.
In addition to hu'ddling on 1948
release plans, the field managers
will also be briefed on ad-publicity
.

A mere

distribution,

percentage

isn't

figured sufficient attraction.
This doesn't mean that all is beer
and skittles for the indies now. far

from

it.
With the foreign situation
bleak, they have no small ta.sk
getting, together
a production
at a budget that will stanti
the scrutiny of distribs and banks
on getting out satisfactorily In the

"So

in

package

plans for forthcoming product by domestic market alone.
veepee Howard Dictz, ad chief Si
It is this uncertainty which ha.s
Seadler and exploitation chief held up .the closing of many inclio
William
R. Ferguson. Also attending deals recently.
As the situation
iM-G)
and
"Song Thin Man"
Town (Rappaport) (1.500; 35.^65)— will
be
assistant
sales
managers
clarifies,
however, so that sati.sfac"Chumps at Oxford" (Indie). Sock of "AmW>v" (20th) at upped scale, "The Fugitive" (RKO). Given unH.
Saunders and Eddie tory budgeting can be laid out. an
Last week, "North- nice $16,000,
usual and potent bally to land sma.sh Edwin
$6,500 or near.
S(an»ex- (WR^ (2.580: 2.=)-7.'5)-- '•Un- $17,000.
Last
west Outpost" (Rep) and "That's My
week,
second of Aaron, plus other homeofflce ex- acceleration in the number of deals
ecutives.
suspected" (WB) (2d wk). KairLsh "Magic Town" (RKOf), $9,«00.
Map" (Rep), $4,800.
may be expected.
(U), light

State

thii-d

round of

Hew

.$8,600.

(Goldberg)

(86.5;

16-65)—

.$6,400.

(Mech.inic) (l.fiOfl: 20-60)—
Alloy"
(20th).
Solid
$13,000 or near. Ln.sl week, fourth

"Nvehtmare

$10,000

after

okay

Initial

sesh

at

S15.400.

'

;

IK'^diiesday*

November

19,

1947
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Reprint of Advetfisement Which

Appeared Monday, Nov. Uth,

Washington Post

in the

m
TO THE MEMBERS OF THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES OF
THE CONGRESS OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

The undersigned

witnesses,

subpoenaed by the House Committed on Un-American

dubbed "unfriendly" by the Committee
cited for

EARNESTLY REQUEST THAT YOU CONSIDER THESE FEW FACTS:

The indignation of the press and the people

of'

of the Committee to censor

the thinking

and control the

demands,

and

bias

writing'

their industry, all industries,
is

determined to put

and the

i^erfornilng in

that no view can possibly be expressed except those

This was indicated by the Commit-

dictatorial

and

Hollywood in stich narrow, intellectual shackles

popular and patriotic American motion- pietiire

tee's

DES MOINES REGISTER:
"The Un-American Committee

the world was called forth by the clear intention

industry.

which accord with the deadening dogmas and timid
anti-Constitutional

Bill,

all

employeesi, th«

of Rights, the American people

and the Con-

gress Itself?

We
will

are certain the Congress will not be stampeded,

inform

itself fully

concerning the hearings and

will act, in the highest tradition of a great delibera-

mentalities of the most reactionary fringe."

fearful proscription of discussion.

its

ActiDities,

of whom have been

contempt of the Congress by the Committee^ most respectfully address themselves to you*

WE

'

in advance of their appearancef ten

tive body, only

when

it is

the facts.

in complete possession of
N

We believe it is not too Ii»te for j^e Congress to undo

MEW YORK HERALD TRIBUNE:
"

.

.

ducing, a

good

of nonsense and very

djeal

members
With what moral authority can a

"To what depths

little else."

"...

sunk!"

of intolerance have Its

democracy rebuke other nations for the invasion

human

dignity

stands for

Is itself

of

PITTSBURGH POST GAZETTE:
-"

.

.

.

flop."

the variety
.

showJn Washington thus

.

,

far

.
.

is

and

liberty

harm which has been done It and the American
down the citations, thus placing
on record in support of a way of life based
upon law, tradition and human freedom tmd
the

LONDON EVENING STANDARD (ENGLAND)

the Hollywood investigation has been pro-

.

when the cause

it

people by voting
itself

dignity.

scarred by such an institution,.,"

a

/

ALVAH

.

"But

WASHINGTON POST:

to

hard to understand why the Congress of

an infringement

of the freedom of the

What

EDWARD DMYTRYK

occasioned these comments so injurious to

country?

Was

it

can Activities should be abolished at the earliest
moment by the United States Congress and

possible

so deeply buried that

no other group of

publicity-

zealots could ever be allowed to tarnish with

greatest institution of our de-

mocracy—our Halls

of Legislation."

it

the unparalleled terroflzation of

management and employees,

May any
submit

self respecting

l^y

an

of censorial reprisals?

industry, its

the Committee?

American industry supinely

to public whipping, intimidation

and threats

HOWARD KOCH

*
signed

RING LARDNER,

JR.

JOHN HOWARD

UWSON

f
ALBERT MALTZ

Did not the employees of

the motion picture industry

who were

LEWIS MILESTONI
cited, in re-

sisting invasion of their minds, opinions
ciations, take

ftORDON KAHN

the invocation of Constitutional

safeguards against tyranny by the witnesses, or was

DETROIT FREE PRESS:
"The hypocritically named Committee on Un-Ameri-

their stench the

eOU

RICHA>tP COLUWa;

of thing."

the prestige and dignity of the Congress of our

ficreen."

mad

LESTER

the United States prqyides a platform for this sort

"What the Committee had tried to do thruout these
-hearings -is to- set up * blacklist; - Aiid this -we -thinkamounts

it is

BESSIE

HERBERT BIBERMAN

LONDON TIMES (ENGLAND):

and

asso-

SAMUEL ORNI1Z

a principled stand in protection of

LARRY PARKS
IRVING PICHUL

ROBERT ROSSEN

WALDO

Wire Your Congressman Asking That He Take the Floor and Speak
Canfribarioitt for PHblie Relaiionil

Campaign of the Nin«t«m, 6513 H«llywoody

SALT

Against Citations
ADRIAN SCOTT

OALTON TRUMBO

v

"

,

Cincy Lone Key Sans Forogn Pix

As Denver HoiKe Takes On Britbh
Cincinnati is now the only Amerr-flean city with a population over SOO,OOO, without an art house featuring

and

toreign-tenguage

pix.

of conversions by nabes and
hand-to-mouth flrst-runs to- sure-

Sweep

Off the Soap Box
Hollywood, Nov.

Growing

number

of

.

18.

HoUy-

luminaries are cut^rently
taking a silent pledge to go on
the no-politics wagon and stick
to their film industry Jobs.
Flight from politics, already

^ytrood

eeater policy has blanketed the 30 top
towns in. population' since the end,
of the war. In all, it's estimated that
400 houses are handing out a straight
Jare of imported celluloid.
Gincyj with its 450,000 inhabitants*
becomes the last holdout following
the switch of the Broadway theatre,
Denver, last week to Anglo pix. The
Bembusch & Wolfberg house,, located
downtown Denver, fornaerly
in

Frank

booked flrst-run product when available and moveovers when top-run
couldn't be snared.

BRIT.

made by John Garfield, Lauren
Humphrey B o g a r t

Bacall,

Sinatra', Iiarry_

Parks and

•

follows
adveree
b.o.
impact of revelations in HoUyrprobe by ' House UnAmerican Activities Committee.

othersi

,

wood

SCREEN WRIIERS'

OFFER OF SANCTUARY

Broadway's deal was made with
the Prestige unit of Universal which
Hollywood, Nov. 18.
handles^pecialized product of J. ArBritish Screen Writers' Assn., apthur Rank. The 1,200-seater bought parently confusing the American
the complete lineup of' 13 pix cur- lingo about ."getting rid of the Comrently being handled for Kank.'by munists" to mean literal exile or dePrestige.
portation, has ofiCered political sancBesides the 400 straight art houses, tuary to Hollywood scripters under
number of chains are also screening attack by the House im-American
British and foreign-lingo films on a Activities Commiitee. D^loring the
-

part-ljme basis. It's now figured that
a top -iirty opus can bnare. for. Itself
api>roxiniatel)^ 1,000 bookings in the
V. S> market.

probe's proceedings, the British association 'in its resolution "extends
an oflieial welcome to all the eminent and liberal-minded writers who
attacked by the commitStitndard terms. f<?r first-run book- have been
tee."
Ingsf'of the sAxonget imports are 25%
Meanwhile, Screen Writers Guild
•to a figure and a split on anything
sent a strong protest to speaker of
over'thart amount. It's a higher fate
the House Rep. Joseph Martin deti^ai iMai .paid for\Am^irain B'S'but
nouncing move of Rep. J.',ParneU

tonsiderably loim tban the terins on
•-.

.

PlanRnrerfront

Wall Street
Continued 'from page S

British

"

•

Thomas, committee chairman, to

se-

coin

speculative

loosen

for

other

llieatre in St.

deals.

Here's how it's working. The average customer now has lesis cash
available for bargaining at the Exchange than he's had since the end
of the war. Hence, when the customer's man calls to signal a good
speculative buy, tlje comeback's been
more often than not that the till is
empty. It's at this point that inves-<
tors are being advised to sell their
film holdings and use the coin to buy
the n^wly <?e<!oa«nepded stock.
"this sort- of „^^tmerit is' being
handed not onI$: T^ix but department
store and liqiaor stocks also. In each
instance, the argvunent runs that
film company earnings can't climb
next year ^(with trade stories, quoted
fulsomely to this effect), so why hold
onto the stocks.
."

All of which explains, it's said,
film stoclts are at their nadir
although this year's earnings, so far,

why

aren't

more

than'

20% under peak

1946 returns and plenty strong
enough to pay oft regular dividend
requirements. At their present levels,
they'll be returning a solid percentage on investment in divvies.

General market
noted.

it's

Oil

is

Ad Honepoon
BSi Continued from

i

far f rom weak^
stocks, for

company

L

Nov. 18,
and restaurant

St. Louis,

An open

air theatre

be included in the local riverfront improvement plans and the
contest for the $40,000 grand prize
for the best design has narrowed
down to five competitors. Several
years ago all of the buildings, many
dating back from the pioneer days
of the city, were razed in the area
between the Fads and MacArthur
bridges.
The city paid 29% of the
cost and the Government the remaindpr for the site. The city still
has $2,250,000 of the $7,500,000 bond
iissue voted for the memorial.
will

.

a

And

tlsing.

the wit-

cure indictments ^against

Fihn Reyiews

contempt during the
Washington hearings. Wire urged< the
speaker to put the contempt citations
before the House which .ppened its

continned from

special session yesterday

Pub-ad chieftainB now figure that
they're spending $4 to every $1 by
the exhibs. They claim tliat's not
"cooperative" advertising.
Among
the worst offenders, they say, are
some of the affiliated circuits, which
have reduced their own house budgets to practically nothing.
Effect of the economy being practiced is seen in Chicago and other
big keys.
Where $10,000 was formerly allotted for an opening cam*
palgn, it's now being held down to

.

elfectis,

.

'

'

tmtype

'.general
,'

.

Action centers on a preposterous
latter-day version of the Scarlet
Pimpernel myth. The place is Poland
rather than France this time, and
the ftokus'pokus occurs during, the
Nazi occupation of its eastern neighbor. There ar* ilo other, differences.
Kolosowski is .the lag assumed By
an escaped Polish.poet, -who gpreads

MPA

Huddle

Contimieil

from page

be

for
legit, pictures or combination will
not be- determined for some time.'
.

will

$2,000-$3,000.

Another method of cutting expenditures has been to slash the
-of "advertising situations."
were generally 120 such
towns. This 'has been reduced now
to 60—the 31 exchange centers and
about 20 others. ."
The main reason for this trim,

New

number
There

HrlvC'Ins in Upstate N; T.Albany, Nov. 18.
A drive-in is being constructed b;^ ming, it is said, was inability to
F. Chase Hathaway, Hoosiok Falls .^Check expenditures in smaller situabusiness man, between that commu- tions. An exhib was given perhaps
nity and Bennington, Vt,
It will $25 or $50 for advertising and there
was no substantiation of whether he
have a capacity of 500 cars.
Aleo; and Jim Papayanakos, of spent it or pocketed it or was dePapayanakos Theatres, will build a pending, on it entirely, rather than
250-car drive-in .betwefen Massena making an expenditure himself. In
and Potsdam, N. Y. They operate some eases, too, there, has been a
houses in Potsdam, Canton and feeling .that salesmen were "buying"
.

.

by

offering

advertising

...

,

Determination of the majors to
door theatre In Canton, while Jim
Papayanakos is set to build a new force exhibs into an equitable divvy
30%—
one in Potsdam to replace the on advertising was evidenced in a
discussion of the subject at a meetOne close observer of Wall Street burned Star. He also runs 'the ing last week of the Eastern Adverfoibles had this to say:: "The sharp Rialto in that village.
tising and Publicity Directory Comdrop in film stocks, along with aU
New Hovsc in Mechanlcsburc, Pa. mittee of the Motion Picture Assn.
others, anticipated the bad news
While there was. lio concerted action,
which developed this year. Picture
Harrisburg, Nov. I8i
tenor Of the talk made it cleai- that
stocks,
therefore are now being
Plans for erecting a 700-seat the> all companies
are thinking along the
quoted at a very sound level regard- atre to cost $70,000 in nearby Hesame linens they attempt to adjust
less of wil§t' happens overseas. Un- ctianicsburg have been announced
to the new foreign situation and the
less a weakness crops up in meet- by Walteic-Yost, owner of three local
decreased domestic market.
ing dividends, the worst is over. V
city neighborhood houses.
"But what's preventing film comKANSAS DBIVE-IN PLANNED
pany stocks from' rising along with
Kansas City, Nov. 18.
the rest of^the market if the sell-maDickinson circuit, operating about
jor-company-stock p s y c h p 1 o g y.
30
theatres in Kansas and Missouri,
which is purely a phenomenon
ss 'Gontibmed front page 9 jb
will build a drive-in with a capacity
built up by brokers. It's got no reof
750
cars southwest of Kansas City,
lation to film prospects but it's ef- (Grene Kelly, first vicepresident; William Hold^n, .second' vicepresident; Durwood Theatres, Inc., with 12 thefective, nonetheless."
Walter Pidgeon, third vicepresident, atres in Kansas and Missouri, l^is
announced' plans for a drive-in at
and Olivia da Havillandr tv^ifret.
Office of recording secretary, only J'eflerson. City; Mo, The Durwood
contested post among officers, was project wiU be built on a 25-acre
20tli
won by Leon Ames, who defeated site , already acquired, and will be
Continued from page 9
MCarsha Hunt.
Officer selections set up directly by Deluxe Drive-In
Theatres, Inc., an affiliated: firm. It
20th is preparing to fill the breach stand since they were elected bywill accommodate 600 cars,
mail vote.
with more releases if necessary,
The announcement of these two
Reissue question was tabled on
In announcing his plans for boostfollows
a flurry of building of driveing rentals. Smith cited both the loss recommendation of the board of
ins
in this area through the summer.
directors, which made it plain that
of virtually two^thirds of the income
from foreign markets and the rise something must be done bnt decided
in production costs, declaring that' that with Guild negotiations with
continuance of delivery of quality l/roducers reopening Jan. 15, action

practically alt other durables. They're
40% from the lows, while
UP'
pix linger in those doldrums.

SAG

3

i

.

surae in Los Angeles in the middle of

Subcommittee,
to
be
by Repi John MacDowell
(R„ Pa,), will take up cases of nine
remaining "unfriendly" witnesses,

February,

headed

and :detail how Communist angles
are allegedly worked into pictures

Wext Monday

(24)

Rep.

Mac-

terror in. Teuton ranks' by incredible Dowell is scheduled to present quesrescues, assassinations, sabotage and tion of the 10 contempt citations to
like devices. In the end, the Soviet the., full "House for approval of the
armies .apnear on the 'scene .atid the committee's action,. Committee chairnew 3*olish nalion is *orn.
man J.-" Pamell Thomas wiU give
,

,

'

the whole works. House the 5.tofy- Qf the probe, with
and out' of disguise MacDbweU talcing charge of the
in almost every scene, His perform- tarliaihentafy debate.
Current plan
ance is uneven, much of it having
the exaggerated quality of the old- is to havp. lull .debate on only two
time sijents. Yet, when it comes to of the citations with roUcall vote.
comedy, Dmoch'owslci shows a real Following, 'MacDowell will ask for
flair ..which shouki be put to use in standing vote on- remaining cases on
something more digestible. As for grounds "that all afe identical.
the supporting cast' all they're called
Rep.
John Rankin, committee
to do are bits. To that extent, sub- member, is reported to have held out
ordinate portrayals are adequate.
for a full dre$s discussion on each:
Pic was filmed in Poland and Rus- case in turn but was persuaded
bysia but has none of the feel of movement which a wandering camera other committee members' that such
might capture. Photography lacks procedure would be a waste of time.
clarity or sharpness of detail. There's For other reasons, all the screen
a fiickery milkiness of finish which writers under contempt citations are
has the audience reaching for its also asking for House examination of
best pair of bi-focals.
Wit.
each case individually.
Dmochow!gki

He

*

appears,

is

lij

,

.<

=

Bentall

'

,

,

"demands an increase in now would mean that the SAG was
revenue from domestic distrihution." carrying the load for- other guilds
With the time at hand when 20th and unions. Members adopted a
must make its profit out of -domestic resolution introduced by Larry
distribution only, -he said, exhibitors Parks, and others, calling for action
"must be satisfied with less profit On to alleviate unemployment among
our pictures if we are to continue actors,
A unanimous vote was taken
serving them with quality boxoitice
against a resolution offered by Edproduct."
ward Keane limiting the board and
Smithes Flguriug
committee members to American"There is no law that I know of,
Smith continued, "that says a theatre born or naturalized citizens. The
shall have 50% of our film rental board said the resolution was unas profit before we share on a 35% democratic, and against Guild prinGroup passed a resolution
picture. Developments within our in- ciples.
dustry here and abroad, with which to fight for the repeal of the Tafttheatre operators are acquainted, Hartley Act. A resolution asking
pictures

'

,

«y

.

make

definitely fair the expectation
that 35% split figures be cut to a

point where the exKiBitoi- h"as~not
more than one-third Of our film
rental sTs profit. In the matter of
scale deals, they should not allow
more than our percentage of film
rental as profit at the different
levels."

Whether exhibitors will go for the
boost in rentals, however, is another
question. Most of the 20th customers
booking ''Forever Amber" On the
straight 50-50 basis set up by Smith
were reportedly well-satisfied with
the deal on the assumption that the
picture is probably the most presold attraction ever offered. But despite the apparent truth in Smith's
note on current boxoffice conditions,
it's expected that exhibs will beef
Plenty before going for upped rentals on all 2Qth product offered them.

United's

DC-6 Mainliner 300

Luxury Flight

New

-Loava
Arrive

elimination, of dual membership in
SAG and SEG, as a step towards
harmony in sister gaildS" "Was 'I'e-'
ferred to a committee to be named

York 12 noon

tof Angeles 9i00

p.m.

AIR LINES

by the board

for study and recommendations. All these are subject
new vote by mail,
Out of 31 candidates for the 11,
three-year board of directors terms,
winners were Dana Andrews, Edward Arnold, Charles Bickford, Lee
Bowman, Hume Cronyn, Dan Duryea. Van Heflin, William Lundigan,
to a

Larry

Parks,

Tyrone

Airlinas Tarinitial,80

E 42nd

St.

or

Pannsylwania HoMi Of 1 Wall St.
Call Murray Uni 2-7300
or an aulhorited trovel ogent

Power and

Anne

Revere. Named to three-year
terms as board representatives of AJunior members were Dick Fordon
and Jeffrey Sayre.

Winners among the 10 actors com-

PROMOTER
national

IN

for fund raising campaign,

organiialion.

FRANK TRACY

HAVE NEW YORK CITY APARTMENT
CALIF<^IINIA
*^<"]'»»l*''.

experi-

916 Walnut St., BIdg,
Kansas City, Mo.

EXCHANGE FOR

?2!JJS.?S^»'',?5?.

One

ancad in, handling big promotions.
Must furnish Class "A" rcifarence.

peting for the five one-year terms
on the board were Richard Carlson.
Paul Harvey, Cliff Lyons, Lloyd
Nolan and Regis Toomeyi

MAURER'S FRENCH YEN
"Best Years of Our Lives," scheduled to reoi)en within a couple o"
weelcs at the Bijou,. on Broadway; recently converted legit house, has
been cancelled by Maurice Maurcr,
who operates house for City Investing Corp.
Availability of a new picture,
"Revenge," resulted in change of
plans to retain Maurer's original
foreign picture policy for the Bijou.

'

'

Whether .the theatre

:

(17).

*

to foe reasonable,'

have recovered to the point
where they're now at an absolute
Al?c Papayanakos is contracts
peak. Both automobile and building Souverneur.
stocks have tidied sharpl;^ as well as prepariiut- to const«nct a secoQd inp money.
one,

mr«

house budget for adverthe budgets will have

his regular

.

.

ness'es fited for

camera work and

•'
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New
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Wh^n
HE'S

"the

at his

dawn comes up

console

—

^the

like

To

re-record-

ing mixer^weaving skeins of sound
into the picture's pattern ... skill-

thunder"...
this essential contribu*^

fulfill

tion to the picture, the re-recordings,

are expertly proportioned, delicately

mixer requires creative understand?;
I . a
sense of the dramatic ... a feeling
and the high order o£
for mood
faithful sound reproduction and re«
recording he gets from the large and

balanced to round out the realism
and drama of the scene.

picture films..

fully

matching sound to sight, mood

ing of the director's "desires

for mood.

Under

his sensitive control, dia-

logue and music and special

.

effects

.

.

versatile family of
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•
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Par Not

Ukdy

to Fdl 3

Met

Sales Spots; Oth«r Exehange Briefs
Eule lately laid down in Para- +mount's homeoliice of no outside re- cussed. Violations of the new restricvolwntarily tions on outdoor lighting in Ontario
plaqements for jobs
vacated is jiow carrying ov«r to the call for a $100 daily penalty.
Elected as president of the Oncompany's distribution wing. Resigeastnation of Allen Usher last weelt a» tario MCPTA was Clare Appel,
Odeon Theatres of
Paramount district manager- for Chi- .em manager ofofficers
are
C. D.
Canada. Other
cago leaves three such posts, unfilled Main, owner of the Capitol theatre;
in Par's sales organization. There's Listowel,
William
vice-president;
of
supervisor
a good possibility that the Chi job, Summerville,
Jr.,
treasurer; Ralph
Theatres,
like the others, won't be filled—at B&F
Dale, of National Theatre Service,
least for some time, to come.
Svich a stance would be in line secretary, and Arch H. JoU?y, exWith the new policy of keeping per- ecutive-secretary.
sonnel to a minimum to ^out costs;
Heiber Kow EIi C|it Mgr
Besides the Chi hole, both Atlanta
Edward Heiber has heeh, named

a

and Philadelphia now have unplugged district manager spots. Latter two posts have been unfilled for
a number of months and no search
for successors has been instituted.
Usher, incidentally, quit under his
own power because of-poor health
after being with the company for
24 years. He's bought into a partnership in the Sprague theatre, Klk^
horn. Wis., and will take over active
,

management of the house.
Century Shifts Maiuvers
Personnel shifts Invotvinig six fhe>
Centiury circuit ih
Long' Island have

the

of

atres

Brooklyn and
been announced by John Springer,^
general manager. Richard Tretler,
manitger ojt th«t ^ponyside, moved
to the Huntington, .being succeeded
by Bernard Seiden, who switched
from- the Town, Mushing. Sidney
Baker, manager of the Albemarle,
.

BrooMyn, has taken- o-Ver Seiden's
spot, and Saul -Reni'ck, manager of
the Rialto, Brooklyn, hasttransfexred
to the, Albemarle. .Benjamin Tauritz,
formerly in. the homeof&ce's ac>
cowtUne 4^t» ha* been upned to
matttge fh^ Kostrand, Brookqrn.

to the jpost of Chicago district

man-

ager for Eagle Lion. Heiber steps
into the spot vacated by Max Roth,
New EL, exec formerly
resigned.
was district chief ior Universal in
the Kansas City, Omaha, and Des

Moines

sector,

Peter

Myers,

Warner

of

p. Wilson and. Douglas Mille*.
Secretary-treasurer is Roy Cbown,
of Calgary.
,
Directors are K. M. Leach and
P. D. Egan, Calgary; W. Ramsay,
Canmore; H. G. Stevenson, Lacombe;
D. A. Boyle. Macleod; D. C. Fox,
Pincher Creek; M. R, Beatty, High
River; L; A. Maher, Medicine Hat;
Earl Lewis, High River; W, PilWe,
Vermilion; J. J. Lieber.man and
Arnold Entwistle, Edmonton.

w.

Bros.

,

Cincinatti

Marathon

Film
*Set* ifor
When a fllni distrib surrenders its
Continued front page g
homeoffice to one of its producers as
a set for a film in the making maybe foreign affiliates, offers complete dts.'
that's something in the way of a new tritaution in every part of the world
trend in cutting scene costs. Eagle except tlie American continent. SelzLion is turning itself into a lot for nick's own facilities are limited to

Korda

;

Marathon Pictures which is lensing this continent. Thus an exchange of
"Closeup" entirely in JNew York. services would be in order.
Frank Satenstein, who heads MaraMorrts Helprin, Korda's U. "s.
thon, hit' on the idea after bucking chief, who returned from England
difficulties in finding the right \S0it Mpnday (17), has had exploratory
of office with the right sort of view talks with feps of both Selznick and
-Goldwyn and is'slalcfd to hold fur.
of New Yorki
Satenstein and his crew moves into ther confabs with Selznick Releasing
the office of Jerry Pickmap, ass't ad- Organization prexy Neil Agnew
pub chief of EL, tomorrow (2t)) and shortly, it has been learned;
First For 20tl| In Jan.
the day or two following to focus on
a fight which the script Says take's
First of the 20th pix is finished
place in a newsreel company's h.q.s, and to be, released here in January.
'

E. A, KInlry Is Vt. Mgr.
Bellows-Falls, Vt,
Raymond A. Kiniry, house manager of the Interstate here smce
1930, has become Vermont disti^t
manager for the- Interstate Theatre
Corp., succeeding AUard Graves, re"
signed.
_ ,
.
BelHe will supervise theatres
lows FaUs, St. JiSmsbury and Vergennes.

m

•

Far SAIes meet

tii

K. 0.

Kansas City.
Paramount sales department held
regional conference hejre last Friday
Charles
(14-1S>.
and Saturday
Reagan, vice»president. New York,
and George Smith, western division
salesmanager, Los Angeles, headed
Included were 10'
the session.
branch managers and three district
managers.Qf Smith's division. Ralph

Canadian Sales staff," has resigned
district chief, hosted
to become Toronto branch manager LiBeau, K. C.
the peddlers.
of Eagle Lion Films of Canada.
Columbia exchange sales force returned from, the cotavention. in Log
Glanbinger to BKO, Pitt
with several changes of
Angeles
-Pittsburgh.
John Flynn is the new
portfolios.

Al Glaubinger, from the

city salesman, taking over accounts

office, has been transferred to RKO
handled by Ernie Block, who reexchange here and will cover the signed to operate his theatre in
He succeeds Sabetha, Kans. Pat Pinnell has taken
Erie sales territory.
Sanford Miller, resigned.
over for Sol Frank, who quit to manJoe Stack, veteran, in the Metro age his theatres in Coldwater an*
He succeeds Sedan, Kans. Ben Marcus, district
Erie sales territory.
iihipping department, resigned to bechief, and Tom Baldwin, exchange
come head shipper for Screen Guild. manager, headed the.. contingent at
Iifoutlee A. Baker, former man-~ the convention,ager.of the Barry theatre, is leaving
Youngstown, O., for Fort Myers, Three Salesmen Dropped in Albany
Fla., where he will operate the Lee,
Albany.
in which he recently bought a conThree more men have been lopped
trolling interest. John C. Bispect is
oS Albany exchange payrolls. John
replacing him in Youngstown.
Rubacb, RKO salesman; Louis AlleW. H. Trunick has resigned as mann, 2d, RICO field representative,
salesman for the National Theatre and
Al Myers; Universal salesman,
Supply Co. and returned to his home
were dropped.
in Indianapolis,
Paramount, RKO and Universal
one salesmen each
Schuyler Beatty Joins SBO, Albany now have only
Schuyler Beatty has resigned as here. Metro, which employed three,
Paramount branch manager in Al- now has two.
-

•

Jack. Ohinelt Upped in Buff
Jack Chinell tapped for manager
of RKGPs^ BUSalo bjran^h office, succeeding! XSmer Lux, resigned to en-,
ter activities outside the film biz. bany,- to join the Selznick ReleasOpen EI Pam Brlverb'
Chinell took over Monday (17). He's ing Organization as sales rep in the
'El 'Paso,
been with RKQ-in Buftalo tor the Albany area. JQouglas Mcleod has
The Del Norte Drive-in theatre
A past; IS yeaxB;
been named SRO. sales, head in the
Boston territoiy. He switched from h^s been opeiled here bjr Lone Star
~
theatres of Corpus Christi, headed
Eagle Lion.^
Ontario MFTA Elects
by C. A., Richter. House was built
.Toronto.
imder th» supervision of E. L. Pack,
Pack Prezy in Alberta
Becent board meeting of the Mosecretary-treasurer. Rama Cakes IS:
Calgary, Alta.
tion Picture OCb^teg Assn. of OnMatt Park, Wetaskiwin, has been general manager and J. ",P» .Ward
ta£ia.cesuU^ed4a-lbct elecUtBi td Ave
assistant
manager.
(Oaeeci.
JAethOds Ot powet cma.'- elected president of the Alberta
Howard Me^er has' completed his
disare
Theatres
Assn.
Vice-presidents
,«emtiOtt tiy fheafres were also
,new Star Drive-in theatre at
Brownsville, Texas.
Jack A. Farr has resigned from
the Jl G. Lon Theatre Circuit. He
has been .in charge of thje two theatres at Navasota^ Texas.
C. C. Hamm has purchased the
Royal theatre, Henrietta, Texas,
from- Jessie O. Young. Hamm also
owns and operates the Majestic, at

In the course of the fracas, one of the It is "An Ideal Husband," Paulette
knuclde-sUngers is tossed through' Goddard starrer. Second, to be rethe I2th floor window.
leased in' February, will be "Anna
Pickman, incidentally, won't be Karenina," starring Vivien Leigh and
around. He's leaving today (19) for Ralph Richardson and directed by
Birmingham, Ala., to help stage the Julieh Duvivier, That will be folworld preem of ^'W}iiiS;|jering City," lowed in the spring by Carol Reed's
'-'l/ost .Illusion" and in the fall by
EX< release,

w

"Bonnie

"Closeup!' will jlot only be lensed
in toto in New York but also edited
here. It.centers on the activities -of

"

9^

.

York Theatres

-

'

WRHl

MffiHIMIlt

WnUAM

mfiiriiiiiBtAin. 1 4»ii St

MINI

POWELL-

DUNNE

'ELIZABETH TAYLOR^
'

eOMURO 6WENN<ZASU

U/ApWCD

THEATRE

-

PITTS

BWAT

,

MaryPicMord

the

Moore. Also "Courtneys of Curzon

company's

future were disfor which producer Herbert
cussed. No decisions were reached Street,"
and the meeting was adjourned until Wilcox is arranging his own release
deal. He had a tentative one set
later in the week.
with Metro a few months bade, but
of

(Resignation of Franklin Cole, one'
Miss Pickford's representatives
boat-d, was accepted. No suc-

it fizzed.

volving

.

RKO R«N» ridur**^

JOHN
•

mn4

:tfic.

*.

ArthOt Hank

was named.)

cessor

Rogers arrived in New York Monday (17), two days after Miss Pick-'

MUSMARTHA SCOn<PATRiCIA
In

ROC

JAMES HIITON'S

the

Savoy

m coio« Mr TECwiieoto*

'

COOPER

•

GODDARD

«IVOLI

A rAMMOUHT PICTkH

Cohtt also arrived east over
the weekend. Rogers piloted his own

Motion Picture Assn.'s board of
governors arbitrated two title dis*
accompanied by Barry Bu- putes last week. Claim of Sol Lessey
chanan, p.a. for "Love." They will to '"t^rzan and the Mermaids" was
leave at the end of this week for upheld against squawks of Universal
Massachusetts on start of a tour on that it had ]registered"Mr: Peabody's
behalf of the film, whik^h icoes into Mermaids": first. MPA title commitrelease in January.
tee found that Lesser was not inTriangle's next picture, Mia^ Pick- fringing on U, stating that there was
ford stated, wiU be "Stardust Road." no likelihood of confusion arising
a biog .of Hoagy Carmichael. To be from similarity of monickers.
made In Technicolor, it will go beHerald Pictures was also upheld in
fore the cameras early in 1948, she
i^ right to the title of "Mnacle in
plane,:

,

said.

Htolent."- scheduled for release via
Twen.
Screen.. Guild Productions.
tieth-Fox alleged title infringed on
"Miracle on 34th
their picture,

,

Regardmg UA, Miss Pickford de-

We

b

Street."
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KOckefcller Center
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TRACY
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•

TURNER
in

Zgchary
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StartB
:

i

SCOTT ^

Thum.

Think-a-Drink

and

HOFFMAN

/Wistful Widow
of Wagon Gap'
j

;

:

IN PERSON
Goorgio PRICE

AHOTT
COSTELLO

M-G-Srs

:"CASS TIMBERLANE"

ALMIRA SESSIONS
"MONSIEUR VERDOUr*
"CASS TIMIERUNE"
"MERTON OF THE MOVIES"
Addr«t: H'wood

Hotal,

H'wood,

Kedzie
district

for Eagle Lion, succeeding
Roth, resigned. He was formerly d.m. for Universal-lnternBtional in

Kansas

City.
St.

Prohii'mal Photographs by

c^^^

Loafs Hospital

Robert H. Wilson,- owner-' of the
Palace, Jackson, Mo., is in St. Luke's
hospital, St. Louis, with a fractured
skuU received in a fall on a defective sidewalk in his hometown.
The Harlem, East St. Louis, and the
Kinlock, Kinlock, Mo., both catering
to Negro trade, being readied for
lighting. They are units of the Goldman-Levinson-Tobin Circuit.
J. B. Fairchild has relighted the

SPEGTACULAR STAGE PRESENTATION T

UDO«lAMOUR
PRESrON*NOUN

Kxtra!

MAXINE
SULUVAN
Plus OTHHiKS

JOHN E.REED
IN

HOLLYWOOD

State, a 180-seater in Allison^ la.

William Lemke, own^ of the
Lemke, Antioch, 111., planning a new
750-seater to cost $800,000 in

'\M.UillMKll-HlliaillK'

7—

Pic Titl^ ArMtrated

ford.

St. Louis,

m IWIS m»UFr

— U MOAD
I MM n»4Jlki

and

,

and 'Mermaids'

Max

B. H. Wilson in

[DANNY KAYE;%GINIA MAYOI
U•.»MK«^«»«y _ *
.MMIkWMMnSw/n 9

^Miracle*

manager
^iml'

Tom Baird'sNewU.S. Post
With
Tom

are considered

Round

Lake, 111., now without a film house.
Stanley Leay, owner of the New
Stanley, Galena, 111., planning another new bouse for the same town.

British Information

Baird, former director of the
film division of the British Information Services In New York, has rejoined the B.I.S. to set up a new post
as midwest regional director for the
organization.
He'll headc[uarter In
Chicago.
As the founder of the distribution
plan for British documentaries in
the U, S., Baird was widely known
to American industry execSi After
leaving his New York spot several
months ago he returned to England
for Foreign office huddles.

.

on the

.

Annex houses.
Ed Heiber is the new Chi

PALACE

51s!

tATEMIDNIGHT FILM • CONTINUOUS

I]^vid

'

clared:
"Charlie (Chaplin) and I
hiave agreed that management wiU
have fuU control.'
decided that
Vernon.
August and it still stands. It will
also stand tomorrow and the day
"BaUroaded''
in Cbl
after that and for a long time."
Chicago.
Being two of the founders of UA,
"Railroaded," EL release, has been Miss
Pickford declared that she and
given a general showing permit
here after being banned for one Chaplin had the "same ideals" and
month. Pic had been held up due are sticking together 100%. "Neither
to theme of police persecution, but of us will make any move without
the full knowledge and consent of
cuts have been made.
Motion picture tribunal cleaned the Other," she added.
up its docket with .the dismissal of
the Alex theatre clearance case, in.

Charlie,"

.

Now OK

FATHER

Prince

Niven starrer.'
An Orson Welles production comes
a newsreel company, Satenstein had next, either. "Around the World" or
Pathe's okay to use its name as a "Cyrano de Berge'rac," and the 20th
with Reed's productag for the fictional reel but later deal winds up
switched to Globe because he feared tion of "Devil's Delight," starring
Grant,
circuits, particularly affiliates other Cary
Set to go into production for rethan Warner Bros,, would object on
the lEFound it advertised a coBipeU- lease after that are "The Eagle Has
Two -Heads" and "Winslo^sr Boy,"
toft
both from stage plays seen in New
York and London. ^Completed, but
with no release in the U. S. yet set
are "Mine Own Executioner," starring Burgess Meredith, and "Man
S Conttamed from pace S ;
About the House," starring Keiron

.
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ABC TO BPY
Soap Muddes

SHnatHMt^

TIlis

IVhat a Whale

EFFECTS TIE-IN

Ever since Lever Bros.* Charles Luckman stepped Into his- food
Washington there's teen a lot of uneasiness
around the networks over the possibility of Luckman-inspired food
conservation programs slotted' opposite shows sponsored by rlyal com*

»di)ainistrative post in

panies.'

.

.

.,

^

webs that Luckroan wanted a four-network daytime hookup for
Thanksgiving Day. Practically everywhere that NBC and CBS looked,
one or the other of the networlts found they'd have to lop off a serial
out of the Procter Sc Gamble stable. As far as the networks were
concerned, ifwas tantamount to Levto Bros, asking a rival soap company to get oflt the air. ABC and Mutual didnt mind too much; in
the case of those two networks it would affect drug clients rather than"

Mwihs Make -As Trade Eyes

A LA NBC, CBS

Beat

The American Broadcasting Co.

,

cancellation route.
Some of the boys around the webs are, hoping Luckman will buy a
one-way ticket to Cambridge, Mass., and save them further anxieties.

An^WhenKelloggNixes'SiipermaD'
Tempest in a teapot blew up this
week in the wake of Kellogg's cancellation of the "Superman" kid
on Mutual. Package-owner
Robert Maxwell, who raised industry eyebrows last week, just before
the Kellogg axe fell, with a statement that kids are turning away
from' clilfhanger serials like "Superman," announced an audacious plan
to buck alleged sponsor and American Heritage Foundation disapproval
by injecting a "story line" involving
the Freedom Train into the final
Pep-stfonsored sequences of "Superman."
Kenyon & Eckhardt, agency for
the sponsor,' was plenty burned up.
Agency spbkesmen said the sponsor
didn-'t even know of the projected
Freedom Train story line, but that
the agency had "flatly opposed it on,
the ground that it was explosive and
inappropriate.
Proposed story line, built around
the rule that the Fteedom Traiii will
stop in no town requiring segregation of visitors to the train because
of race, creed or color, has its setting
In a mythical town of Meadville and
Involves a race riot, a threatened
lynching, a trial reminiscent of the
Greensboro case, and a, town holocaust reminiscent of the Texas City

commercial properties since the
agencies took over the function
from the networks back in the
'30's.

Within- the space of a few
CBS negotiated deals. for
sponsorship of its own^devel-

months

oped "Arthur Godfrey Talent
Scouts" show: "My Friend Irma"
and the Burrows stanza. All of

means a two-way

which'

intake' for both time

Web's No.
rently

is

Sweeney
show.

and

cointalent.

concentration curthe
long-sustained
1

and

March

comedy

^

ABC cut the disk with Davis
warbling to the accompaniment
of a hillbilly band. Half hour
program is called "The Sunshine Hour," a takeoff on "Yoa
Are My Sunshine," the time on
which Gov. Davis rode into the

Sylva, Johnny Mercer and Glenn
Wallichs, prexy of the company, will
netbe given a large chunk of
worlt stock in return for the Capitol
"
takeover.
It will m.ark emergence of
into the recording bigtime with its
own subsidiary operation, similar 4o
the Columbia Broadcasting System's

ABC

Pick

To

:

But Too Fast
whom

J.

the

new

i^'ord programming setup revolves, are not unmindful of to awkward situation that's' arisen and bne
that may eventually affect the Sun-

day afternoon "Ford Theatre" show.
It's a case now where, with the
Ford dealers latching on to the Sunday night Fred Allen show, the client
its programming eggs
one Sunday basket. Aijd that's
something .tlie Ford family doesn't
relish, preferring rather to scatter
its commercial shots throughout the
week. (Previously Ford had a twoway program spread, with a Wednesday CBS slot in addition to Sunday)
If "Ford Theatre" sticks, it would
prefer an evening time period and
expectations are that it will land
ai
midweek evening segment, with
Allen, of course, staying put Sunday
is

putting all

into

.

'

nights.

At

the
moment there's one
stimjbl'ns block.
NBC happens to
be sold out.
^

huddles with Lambert
Feesley, agency on the Listerine

CBS,

&

after

account, recently auditioned & halfhour version of a Burrows show,
with Margaret Whiting also featured, in hopes of wrapping up the
Listerine business. However, the
outfit last week decided on the capsule vei'sion, priced at about $4,000
a week, in contrast to the $8,000
talent nut for the half -hour format.

produced the

.

his.

own comsustain

will

it

Larry Robertson
platter.

Harry Ackerman

Re^Y&RFiNr

prexy of the company, which last
year rolled up a gross business of
$16,000,000 and landed in the No. 4

among the recording companies.

ABC's

,

'

Papers' have not yet' been signed,
it's been learned that negptianow in their final form.
Wallichs is scheduled to continue as

spot

-

several million dollars in billings,
but possession of choice network
time slots and opportunities for provocative programming.
Borden's, which' walked out of
& R after a succession of Friday
night program debacles which was
climaxed by last year'$ Ginny
Simms show, invited
E's Bill
Lewis to take over, ''while Ford, similarly unhappy over last ^ season's
Dinah Shore-Peter Lind Hayes dealers' show, also took the trek to
E, throwing in as well an additional full hour of Sunday, afternoon
NBC programming as a, Ford' family

Y

(

acquisition of
Capitol points up anew the plight of
the broadcasters, particularly the
networks, and their gradual takeover^ of subsidiary companies to
help offset declining profit sheets
from basic network operation due to

scheduled

CBS Program Spot

'

K^

K&

institutional show.

the

Here's

scorecard

to

date:

Harry Ackerman, vice president K & E's initial, Borden venture, "Archarge of program operations of thur'a Place," missed, fire completely
and the sponsor invited both Y & R
Young & Rubicam, shifts to CBS as and K & E to come up •with a mu:

in

sical sliow.
K & E won out with
the Mark Warnow show, but CBS,
work's programs originating in the in the -midst of reshuffling its whole
Friday night 'schedule, has been so
east, reporting to Hubbell Robinson,
(Continued on page 43)
vice-presid^t in charge of
Jr.,

executive producer, effective Jan. 1.
will have charge of all the net-

increased operating costs. This was
particularly demonstrated during Jhe
past year, when .-CBS quarterly "financial statements, for example,
showed profits stemming mainljr
from Columbia Records (as well as

He

broadcasts.

owned-and-operated stations), rather
Ackerman has been with Y, & R
than from the network operation.
Similar situation has prevailed at since 1936 and has at various -times
worked in the agency's New 'York,
NBC.
The ABC-Capitol merger will Hollywood, and Detroit offices.
leave Dacca alone among the major Among the shows he taa& directed
recording companies as a completely are "Screen Guild," f'Kate Smith
independent operation. In addition Hour" and "Aldrich Family." He and
to RCA- Victor's NBC affiliation and Robinson worked together for sev-

Y&R Dovetaibig

HIRES

Prod.

Persomd

Young & Rubicam production
dept personnel, under hew decree
established by radio head "Pat'*
Weaver, will henceforth, be actively
integrated into agency .programming.
Fineshriber, for tlie past five years
Everxone from here on will have
asst. CBS Director of Broadca'sts,
supervision over a Y & R shayr.
being upped to a newly-designated
As a teeoff gesture, Lester Gottpost, general manager of public aflieb will double from his functions
fairs programming, working in coopas head of talent' into taking over as
eration with Davidson Taylor, Jr.
producer of the Gulf "We the People" show. Lindsay MacHarrie, who

Surprising aspect is that the ABC
negotiations come at a time, when
James C. Petrillo has served notice
he's clamping down on the recording
biz, creating an era of uncertainty
and confusion for the disk makers.

'How Friendly Can You Get?'
WNEW's Industry Soundoff
Bernice Judis, who has parlayed months for cuffo duplication of sta(N.Y.) management into tion's programming.
her
Deep .in the Heart Of
one of the most lucrative indie opFor example, there was the southerations in the country, finally resolved last week that running a sta- ern station that recently asked for

WNEW

nothing- -short- -of -a^complete-outliiie'"
of
"formula for success" to
counter the stroifg local competition.
Or the equally frank request from a
Texas operator who wanted to establish a music-news pattern similar
to WNEWs, "so will you please send
us your complete schedule."
Other samples: a 50,000-watter in
the south asked for an air-check of
the "Hollywood Newsreel" ahow, "so
we can analyze it here" la prepara-<
tion for a similar program; the
Pennsylvania station wanting to revise its schedule and asking for a
swap deal on schedules "and we'd
appreciate yoiir suggestions"; midwest outlet that wanted outright

MAY GO BACK

.

origi-

tolerance spots or organizational
public sbows Were one thing (station
wants to be helpful on that
score), but the thumbs-down decision was reached when the management did a fast take of the
mutiple requests received |a recent

still

ple;"

NBC Grabs

lOOG

Fast

Time

In

Biliii^s

Via

Allen Switch to Ford

NBC

is
grabbing itself- a fast
$100,000 in time bUlings through the
expedient of Fred Allen

simple

-

switching
over from Standard
Brands to the Ford Dealers' Assn.
That's because both FOrd end SB
will, after the first of the year, be
paying between them 12Q% of the

we^

.

paying the
thought "The Spoken Word" would which is 60%
go down there, "so do you mind if
we copy it," although acknowledging

,

TO HALF-HOUR STINT

previously produced- the. ^how, is being shifted as a radio supervisor and
he'll move into daytinie radio:
Ted Adams, who was 'MacHarrie'a'
assistant, becomes director of -"Peo-

$26,000 hourly rate, which means
each of the sponsors will be contributing an extra $1,000 a
into the web's coffers.
Because of its 60-minute back-toback bracketing of Edgar Bergen
and Allen, SB. has long benefited
permission to use a WNEW-devel- by the discount rate applying to
oped commercial "because its cute bracketed- shows. But now that Ford
and SB are in the half-hour proangle would fit our n^eds."
gramming '-business, they're each
.Also the TTew Orleans station that

,

.

Although the requests date back
years, when Martin Block first inaugurated his "Make Believe Ballroom," it was only in the last year
or two that the station found itself
expending a considerable portion of
its time and labor dishing- out— for
free— carbon copies on program-opRequests for
erational techniques.

"

'

WNEWs

WNEW

The Hires musical program,

VP.

parenting of Columbia Records and
NBC's ^uUsid identity, with the parent EGA company and its affiliated

tion i&j)ne.thiug;.japeratingva--cuffoconsulting service is another.
Requests from station operators,
around the country— and outside
the country—for gratis permission to
duplicate the New York indie's programming and administrative formula have reached a point where
In addition to Burrows, who also stations
were overstepping the
writes the show, there will be the bounds of good neighborliness.
It
weekly Milton De Lugg musical was a case where
was congroup insert, same as during the fronted with the necessity of setting
sustaining run of the show.
up a post of Vice-President in
Burrows deal marks the return Charge of Station Relations, or going
of Listerine to CBS programming on record with a blanket nix to staafter lapse of a few years. It last tions seelvinfi to duplicate the indie's
sponsored the Saturday morning pattern.
Miss Judis, in a "howBillie Burke show.
friendly-can-you-get" stance, threw
in the sponge last week, and publicly
went on record in favor of the latter
course.

nally a half-hour Sunday afternoon
CBS show but whicli was cut down
a Rexall
Thomss H. Lane, director of sales to 15 minutes a few months back,
promotion and advertising ot the may revert back to a 30-minute
There
Rexall Drug Co., has been elected stanza in the near futiare.
a vice-president by the Board of Di- were sponsor-agency (N. W. Ayer)
huddles last week, which considrectors.
Lane .{oined Kexall In the fall of ered the advisability of spotting a
1945.
He is in charge of national name band in the show, but it was
and retail advertising, sales promo- decided to sit tight for the present.
tion, display, package design, pubPhil Davis currently heads Up the
licity and public relations.
capsule edition.

Tom Lan6

ABC

ter Thompson and the Borden billings out of the Young & Rubicam
camp, was being emblazoned as the
"Wonder Agency ot the. Year:" It
was not only a case of capturing
two prize radio accounts totalling

.

By-

Walter' Thompson, around

statehouse and of
position.
until it's sold.

.

K

Columbia Records-CBS tie-in, there's eral years at Y & R.M-G-M's link with Metro (Loew's,
Ackerman's moveover to CBS will
Inc.); and Majestic's affiliation with be attended by a revamp within the
Majestic Radio & Television Co.
programming dept., with William

Up Tab

On Burrows

,

NBC, Kenyon & Eckhardt and

ABC

the agency's Borden-Mark Warnow
show out of the Friday night 9-9:30
period, is the climax to a Succession
of K Sc E casualties that have not
gone tmnoticed by the trade.
.General comment along Madison
avenue is: "What a whale of a difference just a few months can
make;" Back in the spring
& E,
riding high and wide, on 'its newlyacquired Ford business from J. Wal-

-

listerine

Maxwell said he planned to launch
fhe sequence on "Superman" ThanksListerine has finally settled for
giving Day, Nov, 27, and indicated
sponsorship of the IS-minute version
it would run throu^ the remainder
of the Abe3urrows Show—the same
(Continued on: page 44>
that's been heard sustaining for the
past few months in the 10:.30 Saturday night period. Listerine will start
picking up the tab after the first
ot the year. Whether show will remain in the late Saturday segment
or moved into another nighttime or
Sunday afternoon niche is still to
be determined.
.

commercial.

tipns are

Sale of the Abe Burrows show
to Listerine marks another step
in CBS' mast successful year in
converting web-built shows into

early

.

.

tially

-

strip

Guy

little

but

Net-Built Parade

Out,

Hollywood but last week Louisiana's Jimmy Davis put himself
on record as a fortright entertainer and on wax as .poteq*

-

RCA Victor.

It

Hollywood, Nov. 18.
Auditioning jfoyernors is a
off the beaten track for

completing negotiations for the purchase of Capitol; Records. In one of
the biggest recording-network deals
in recent years, involving an exchange of stock running into million's
of dollars, ABC is scheduled to take
over the recording company within
Capitol's
the- next month or two.
three principal owners. Buddy De

.

Fords Go

CBS' ultimatum to Kenyon
Sckhardt, with the impending yanking of

is

'

Switch Pulled With Treedom Train'

KM
&

By GEOBGE BOSEN

jood^^oap sponsors.
Luckman & Co. finally decided on 12:30 to 1 p.m., which only dents
CBS commercial programming, with Whitehall and An^cin taking the

disaster.

IMarence a Few

,

And sure enough NBC and CBS found themselves in the middle of
ah awkward situation last week, when' word went out to the four

.

irf

WNEW

will give
a credit tag- the
station in Rome, Ente Italiano Per
Gli Sambi Teatralia, that wants to
it

30-minute rate^
the hourly r^te.

full
of-

Tiper' Piea

Philco last week nixed Genera!
exchange programs with WNEW; or Electric's bid for the period followthe nimble-witted gent in Copen- ing Bing Crosby on ABC for "Willis
hagen, who, pointing out there is no Piper" on the ground GE also sells
commercial broadcasting in his radios. Philco's attention was cidled
country, would be interested in mak- to the fact that "Piper" is used exing a deal with the New; York indie clusively to sell light bulbs, but
to set up a transmitter, on a boat Crosby's sponsor stood pat.
"Piper" is now on Thurdsday at
and beam stuff in to Denmark com'merciaiiy.
p. m.
'

.

:

"

RADIO
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May Bypass

Petrillo

Pact Agency
If

James

Networks,

Deak

By NOBBIAN CORWIN

m Musiduis

today (Wednesday) with network officials hands them a new, set of terms
ions
which are even halfway -acceptaWe
Parliament cigarets (Benson &
nobody will, "be more surprised than
the broadcasters themselves. Though Hedges) has the Thursday 7:30-8
deeply curious a$ to what the Amer- p.mi slot on WNBC under option for
Jcan Federation of Musicians' chief a prpgram,
Arthur Kudner is the agency.
had tip his sleeves, the networks on
the eve of the gathering were inclined to harbor gloomy forebodings.
Propping their pessimism was a report that had reached them that

& Costeflo

Abbott

Petrillo

musician employment.
According to the report, PetrUlo

making
any headway in obtaining employment agreements from local stations

lias

abandoned

all

hope

of

through the good offices of the networks. The new tact, as the webs
hear it, is to offer Ihe agencies a
plan wherein they will have sole access to the services of AFM musicians
lor radio. With 4he exclusivity would
come a stiff proviso, one through
Which Petrillo would be \able to
exercise the curh that he has been
fighting for the past 10 years. That
is, to bar the availabality of network
music to affiliated stations vrhich -'do
not regularly employ ihusicians.
Under the teported plan the
agency would _l>e free to air its
client's program over any network
it elected lJut the hookup would have
to be eliminated to those stations
which have entered into agreements
With AFM locals. The plan also includes a solution for problem of
servicing those markets on a given
.iie'twork that are eliminated because
the local affiliate has not signed up
With the union. In siich cases the
agency could sign up eligible substitute stations in the same markets
and have them bi^oadcast the show
•

irom

records.

COMMERCIAL MANAGER

KLZ'S

HpUywoodi,
A blasphemous friend of mine, a radio director and Cuild member given
to hallucinations of grandeur, returned recently frotri a trip to a nearby
mountain range, carrying with him two tablets pf plastic stone on which
were inscribed certain bemely maxims regarding the cenduct pf directors.
He told the Bizarre story that he was driving along Highway 39 in the
San Gabriel Range, when suddenly his spirit was moved in a direction
opposed to that of his Buick, and he found himself drawn irresistibly to
Cucamonga Peak (elev, 89U), where he encountered a column of smoke
by day and a pillar of flame by night. There, amid showers of static
and ash, deafened hy the roaring pf thunder, shaken by the vibrations of
transmission tone.v he was ini^Ucted' by the voice of a god whom he
declined to name, tp carve 10 Cpmmandmenfs fpr directers.
-This he did with the pnly sharp instrument in his ppssessipn—a nail
file—and for two days and nights he took dictation. He showed me the
results, and! reproduce them here, without any comment of my own,

become involved in theosophic discussions.
COIHtltfANDMENTS FROM CUCAMONGA

for I prefer not to

MAIN MORRIS

juve Show To

November

(Diuision o/ Badio Directors)

Main Morris
I.
Thou shalt close thine eyes when auditioning and casting. Neither
becomes commercial manager of be thou iniluenced by face nor form, unless thou art televising, in which
KLZ. He has a background of 25 case waive thou this commandment.
years in advertising and In recent
shalt not fall into the ways of temptation by casting pnly thy
IL
Thou
years has handled some of the largest radio accounts ^n the Rooky friends, or honoring only those who applaud' or Admire thee; for then thy
company reduceth itself, and its- sameness of veice and character tireth
Mountain region.
Hollywood, Nov. 18.
listener;
the
yea, unto ennui.
KLZ, DENVER.
Abbott & Costello are prepping a
UI. Thou shalt not permit thine actors to play at cards nor caper during
rehearsal, nor to distract those who labor at the microphone with extraSaturday morning kid show for the
neous
speech
nor sound nor laughter, nor any of these in combination.
ABC network, plattering the' staiiza
W. Keep not thine actors waiting whilst thou workest With sound, nor
at the Lou Costello, Jr., Foundation
suffer sound men tp loiter whilst thou rehearseth music. Nor shalt thou
herev. Show wUl be teed: off some,
commit qny of these in cdhtbinatipn, but shalt stagger thy schedule tp
accpmmpdate each in its proper seaspn.
time next month in the 11-11:30 a.m.'
'V. Thou shalt not suffer an author in thy control room.
Saturday segment. The comic team
Its
'VI. Thou shalt regard each of thy cpmpany as a cpllabpratpr' in thy
will do the'stint for scale pay.
prpduction, and shalt not assume the mantle npr air pf Jehevah,
Three-way "payoff" is seen in the
'VII. Thou shalt not impose thine own readings upon an actor.
deal.
A&C came up; with the idea
VIII. Thou shalt not hesitate to discharge an nncooperative or incomas a new outlet for their interest in
EfCective

1,

:

Aid Foundation

AM!9iowii^[

.

Form To

helping fight juvenile delinquency.
For the web's part, the airer will
give ABC the biggest boxoffice
names on the Saturday ayem ether,
bracketed back-to-back with the recently
revived moppet favorite,
"Land of the Lost." Additionally,
it's figured, the sh6w will constitute
promotional exploitation for A&C's
Wednesday night co-op airer.

The Agencies

,

Plans for the kid

sho'iv

for

call

A&C

to emcee a program of kid acts
and to offer on the air each week a
"Lou Costello Award of the Week,"

Making the rounds

of the agencies
batch of charts, put
by ABC's sales research
staff, showing the relative share-ofaudience standings for the 1947 September-October period of .NBC, CBS,
and its own network. According to
the charts, .y^hich are based on:
Hooper figures^ NBC rates five No. 1
nights and two No. 2 nights, while
CBS figures first once and second
twice and ABC comes out Nd.^ on
one ni|ht and No. 2 on three nights.
The charts disclose that NBC has
the largest share of the listening audience every night but Monday and
Friday, with CBS taking Monday and
ABC, Friday. As for the networks
with the second largest evening au-

currently
together

is

a

Dodsing Seovndary Boycott
By clealing direct with the parties probably carrying with it a governcontrolling the program Petrillo, ac- ment savings hond, to some child in
cording tO' the report, believes that the nation judged to have performed
he will avoid any untoward en- the best "good deed;" Group of
Counter with the secondary boycott prominent individuals will be asked
provision of the Taft-Hartley Act. to serve as a board of judges,
diences, the split-up is as follows:
TJnder the current mode of operation
Lou Costello Jr. Foundation for
NBC: Friday and Monday.
all agreements for commercial and underprivileged children
was set up
CBS: Tuesday and Thursday.
sustaining 'service are between the in memory of Costello's young
son,
ABC; Sunday, Wednesday and
(Continued on page 44)
who died several years ago. On Saturday.

petent actor or technician in rehearsal, neither out of pity, nor out of
mutual embarrassment, nor for fear of the admissipn pf thine own. mistake in casting; inasmuch as the good of the whPle show is worth more
than the sensitivities of its parts,
IX. Thou Shalt discpunt by 20 per centum bPth the praises pf thy friends
and the disparagements ol thine enemies,
X. Thpu shalt never undersell thy' hrpther directpr.
:

"Metropolitan Auditions of the
Air," off the air for several slsasons,
Js coming back' Jan. 4, under spon-

For

the company's Capehart machine.
"Auditions," ''which in the past has
spiraled a.,ilock of promising talent
into the operatic Bigtime, will go
into the iSunday, 4:30-5 period on
ABC. network.' Show will be proliuced by' Metropolitan Opera Assn.
Warwick & Legler agency, which
acquired the Farnsworth account
last weeki negotiated the deal.

'46;

lOOG SALE

OF 'MYSTERIES AT

8'

report that,
broadcasting

slumped

In what is regarded as pne pf the
breakdown that ABC
and is exhibiting to biggest local sales in mystery shows,
agencies concerns ihe published WNEW, N. Y., hasf-sold^its "Mysaverage Hooper network ratings for teries at 8" series across the board,
all the networks covering the 6 p.m. Mondays through Fridays 8-.io 8:30
Price is
fo 10:30 p4n. span and comparing p.m., to Bruno-N. Y., Inc.
-

LEVER PLANNING LABEL

'

.

September-October

same period Of

SWITCHES ON PROGRAM
Bros, is reported giving
, Lever
serious consideration to withdrawing the Pepsodent label from the
.Bob Hope show and attaching two
other of its products to the program.
Also getting a reappraisal from
the Lever board of advertising strategy is the back-to-back plugging of
two of its toilet soap brands as happens in the case of "My Friend
Iritia (Swan) and the Lux Theatre

with

1947

the

The breakdown

'46.

follows:

about $100,000 a year.
Sponsor is distributor in N. Y. for

RGA-Victor

.

radios,

records,

18,

The FCC shed a little more gloom
on broadcasters last week with the

tele

record

despite

sales,

profits in
1946 had
disturbing 8.5% ,over
in 1945, record revenues
.

a

As

1945.

.

the Foundation.

Revenue

Washihgton, Nov.

r

WNETS

8.5%

$322,552,(100

their last personal appearance tour
Still another
donated their entire take to has composed

&

sorship of Farnsworth Radio
Television Corp. Commercials will plug

(1

Broadcasters' Profits

.

A&C

—

:

("CoinmandnienU from Cucamonga" wan written by iUr. Oorwin for 4he Radio
Directors Guild Yeni'book In connection wib the OuUd'a annual ball, to be held'
tomorrow (Tliura.) nisht in ^ew Tork.)

•

MET AUDITIONS BACK
FOR FARNSWORTH CORP.

CocaDioiiga

jConmniMliiieiite

C. Petrillo at his meeting k

was thinking of bypassing
the networks and going direct tp advertising agencies with a plan for

1947

were overshadowed by a 14% jump
in expenses. An 8% rise in total
revenues, the FCC admitted, was
largely due to the mui^hropming of

new

stations.

As a result, eight networks and
1,025 stations chalked up total revenues of $322,552,000 in 1046 but reported only $76,466,000 In income,
before Federal .taxes. Increase in
time sales, FCC pointed out, derived almost entirely from sale of
non-network time which moved up

sets, Bendix, and attendant appliances. Deal was set by Gerald O.
Kaye, Bruno- gen.' mgr., and Ira M.
Herbert,
'WNEW sales manager.
..
4.3
Shews are all package e.t's, with
3.9
As a companion piece to the fore- spme quarter-hpurs and pther half- 13% in 1946. Most of this increase
going chart ABC is also showing a hours, to give sponsor seven shows a came from sales to local advertisers.
breakdown of the average ratings for week in the five half-hours bought.
As in 1945, the networks and their
the January to Qctober period, in- Shows include "Haunting Hour," 29 owned and operated stations acclusive.
The comparison is as fol- Man Hunt," "Diary of Fate." counted for approximately one-third
lows:
of
the industry's total revenues and
Shows have been on 'WNEW suson CBS Monday nights.
1946
1947
taining for about four months. Sale one-fourth of its income.
StiU another topic on the Lever
NBC ........ 11.6;...... 11.0
Average Station Income off
is corroboration of the continued
radio agenda is. a show for Lifebuoy
CBS ....... 8.9....... 8.6
Average
in
per station incpme aisp
J)oom
mysteries as. well as proof
which

1946

NBC
CBS

ABC
MBS

,..

,i*

.

1947

10.2...... T. 9.3

8,4.j;i..... 7^05.8. ....... 6.7

.

•

Show Biz

$0-Min.

Airer

recently

CBS Enthusiasm

Stirs

60-minute show business program inspired by CBS producer
frving Hansfield^ .which .mas auditioned by the net'work last week,
has stifred up a lot of net enthusiasm.^ Record was cut last Wednesday (12) night, with Clifton Fadiman emceeing and with a panel of
guests includine Jed Harris, Gypsy

assigned

>«« »
ABC

to

SSC&B.

i «t>

'

New

was

MBS........

Mf «f MM >«!

How

........

may
.

..

programming of my^tMes dropped a discouraging -5.9% in 1946.
The same 831 stations which earned
an average of $77,633 in 1945 were
reporting only $73,404 in 1946. To

Top 20 Nighttnne

die

avoid

Sbws

of industry-wide
did not include here

distortion

FCC

the

reports
largely,
unprofitable
from new stations, but used the same
station in both 1945 and '46 for pur-

poses of comparison.

For

(Oct. 5-11)

all classes of stations, average
(Continued on page 44)
:

;

;

Program

Network

&

Fibber

Molly

.. ...

........ ......

Bob Hope

Amos

'n*

Andy

^

Mr. District Attorney
My Friend Irma
Aldrich Family
Screen Guild

.

Cliarlie

Drink Outfit May Buy

..
-

; ;

,

,

^

,

.

...

.

,

,

..............

.

.

i

. , . . . .

.......;.,.:..,..•..,

Jack Benny
Big Town
Truth or Consequences
Burns & AllenGodfrey Talent Scouts
Lone Ranger
s
Fred Allen
Inner Sanctum
Kraft Music Hall

is

.

McCarthy

Life of Riley ......

'Hospitality Club'

—Averaee AudienceRattnj;

Lux Radio Theatre

tee off on a sustaining

Joe Louis Punch, soft drink outfit,
negotiating for sponsorship of
Mutual's "Harlem Hospitality Club"
show in selected markets.
Negro show, emceed by Willie
Bryant, just completed a week's run
at the Howard theatre, Washington,
where it grossed $23,000, according
to Sam Levine
co-producer; Plans
now are to travel the* show- at frequent intervals, next booking being
for the week of Jan. 9 at the Regal
theatre, Chicago.

off.

figures,

Down

IGelsen Breaks

Red Skelton

MBS'

pays

(BASED ON AVERAGE AUDIENCE)

Final decision on slotting of program is still awaited from the web's
hossman and program factotum, William S. Paley. Despite show's length
(it's the first 60-minute try at this
type programming) it's considered
a natural for sponsor bait. However, it
whirl.

that block

7.0
4.2

tt»t» M

Hose Lee and Jonn Chapman. Mansfield is producer.

5.6.......
4.3.......

.

23.1

NBC
NBC
NBC
NBC

1

19,7
18.1
17.9

2

8

3

15

4

13

CBS

17.7
17.5

NBC

6
6

3

16.5

cBS

16.0

NBC
NBC
NBC
NBC

15.9
15.2
15.0

7
8
9
10

NBC
NBC
CBS

, ,

;

Bank

CBS

CBS
,

Bank

—Bomes Per

aBC
nbC
cBS
NBC

15.0
14.9
14.6
14.5

14.4
14.4
14.1

13.9
13.9

11
12
13

Dollar—;

NBIHomest..

11

301
322
236
285
428
459

6

ND
ND

ND
ND

12
17
7

301
208
353
214
497
317
262
443
878

16
2

14
15
16
17
18

10

ND

ND

19

4

20

9

44a
319

14.

9
1

tHomes Per Dollar are computed using Total Audience ratings
determines the 20 programs that appear in this table, it i
ratings may outrank these programs in Homes Per Dollar.

M MM
t

I.

I

tii iii it

n n u!
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APPLAUD AL JOLSON'S
NIX ON RADIO CLAQUES
The bpys in the triade—and their
number in recent years has been on
the increase—^have long deplored
the practice on nighttime shows to
brin^on guest stars with those deafening rounds of applause. They're
now crossing their finger.? in the
hopes that the Al Jolson "silent
treatment" will take hold.
Jolson's "Kraft Music Hall" is the
only bigtime kilocycle operation that
skips the ceremony.
The guest is

brought

on

without

fanfare— and

that's that. Feeling in the trade has
long been that the prevailing preperformance cheering-applause routine not only stirs resentment among
home listeners, but frequently boomerangs. If the performance is anything less than clicko, it only accents the dialer's letdwwn. He wartts
to know what all the shooting was

about

.

1

'

Wednesday*} November 19, 1947

Adantic City Just Bahny Breezes

EO

Washington, Nov. 18.
Opposition to. immediate action on a new broadcasting code, as reflected in the views of some 400 radio stations, 12 state associations of
bfoadciisters and all major and regional networks, is industry-wide
and comes not only from the wee-watters but from some of the biggest
operators in the business—Including some networks. This was the
conclusion reached by the NAB's 27-man Board of Directors at a twor
diay-lOttg meeting' here Friday and Saturday (14-15).
AS a result* it was believed that if and when the networlcs line up
behitid a^code of their own— as threatened by NBG prexy Niles Traminell-^it will be no stifler than the considerably softened commercial
standai'ds-which the NAB threw out for membership approval here

Code Shelving Won't Stem Tide
f
taking odds
that the broadcasters will be ready
to support the amended standards of
practice which a beleaguered NAB
Board of Directors shipped out to
NAB members here last Saturday

.

A few network, reps, according to reports here, had already assured
adi men4n: New York the rigid three minutes of plug in qiiartecvhour
Segments would never be put into effect. And both. ABC and Mutual
are on ¥«cord in correspondence to NAB as opposed to the overall

many

commercial limitations.
The many protests from affiliated stations and the fact that the new
commercial standards proposed on Saturday were largely the work of
Harold Fellows, CBS-WEEI, Boston, and other affiliated station men
are looked on as conclusive that, although the webs may move more
quickly than the NAB membership, they will definitely not approve as
stiif a code as w,as passed in Atlantic City.
Code reaction^ as screened by the NAB Board last week, shows an
overwhelming- majority of the industry favoring some code, but not
the Atlantic City version. Only 11 stations expressed a desire for no
code, while 22 letters reaching the NAB approved the standards as

stations.
Playing, an ultracautious role this time, the Board
tabfed moves to put any Code on
the books by Feb. 1 and said frankly
that whether thex-e is a Code at all
is now up to the NAB membership.
Plenty of the opposition to the
Atlantic City Code, it was believed,
stemmed from the manner in which
it .was pushed
through the Board
without time for member^ip study.
This time, NAB is making plenty
sure the members know what they

originally written.

are getting.

.

way

.

The new commercial standards are

the opposition lines up:

Time limits on commercials: two major and two regional webs, 96
and 13 state broadcasting associations or groups of stations
»
wanted revisions.
2.-Proposed ban on double-spotting: two major webs, 41 stations and
1.

stations

NBC To

'

"

Push

Own

Code

Immediate reaction of two of
the networks NBC and Mutual

seveii state associations' wanted revisions to permit "service" announcements of time and weather.
3. Section on unacceptable advertising: 23 stations and seven broadcasters' associations took exception to various provisions;
4. Proposed ban on mid-commercials in newscasts of 10 minutes or
less: one network, 22 stations and five state associations objected.
5. Proposeil ban on' dramatizing political issues: three major networks, seven stations «nd 12 state associations opposed it.
6. Ban Ion dramatizing controversial issues or soliciting funds on
religious prbgrams: one major and one regional network, 24 stations
and nine state associations disagreed.
(Slightly tnore than 100 stations were represented by the various
stete .(|SSO0iatipns who forwarded code suggestions to NAB.)

—

—to NAB's

failure to adopt its
code was one of deep disappointment, with NBC prexy Niles
indicating the network
will proceed at once to set its
own house in order.
Similarly, Ed Kobak, Mutual
prexy, in some oif-the-cuffi' remarks, said
will be glad to
sit in on a four-network code
powwow and that Mutual will
move soon to revise its own
standards of practice.
Trammell said
had been
holding- off on establishing its
own code in the hopes that the
industry would vote adoption,
but in view of the D.C. "no
action," would recommend to
the Station Planning -and Advisory Committee at its meeting in
N. Y. tomorrow (20) that the
whole matter of an
code

Trammell

-

MBS

.

NBC

Sol

'Nev«r Say Die' White Plamyng

New

Radio KIl for

Washington, Wov> 18,
.gen. Wallace White plans to introduce an amended radio bill during
the special session of Congress which
opened here yesterday (17), it was
learned last week. White, whose

Shutter N.Y.-L.A. Office^

drew heavy
from the broadcasters and, to a
from the FCC in pub-

controversial radio bill
fire

hearings last July, is known to
have been -pruning the original

measure

summer.

all

He

hopes to

lay the amended bill before the Senate Interstate Commerce Committee

some time

within

the

next

lew

weeks.'

There is no reason to believe that
White has altered his belief that
radio musit be subjected to more
controls than the press or that tlie
government has the authority to review a radio station's past program
performance, according to reports
here.
His amendments have hit at '"less
of the biTt, it

-ltm-daiheiKal''"secti6ns

was

believed.

Some

of the sections

Assn. of Broadcasters will save
a neat_ $30,000 a year by puUing
its horns and folding its offices in Los Angeles, and New
York, effective Jan. 1, 1948.
Moye was decided on at the
Board of Directors meeting here

.

last

,

week.

Shift primarily effects Robert
prexy
Coleson, assistant to
Justin Miller, headquartered in

NAB

L.A. and Dorothy Lewis, NAB
director of Women's Activities,
who operates out of Nfew York.
It is not known whether Coleson or Miss Lewis will come to
Washington or elect to shop
around for other jobs.

NABV48 Budget

able''

than the earlier draft.

FORD DEALERS BUY

COWAN'S

TO AMERICA'

On^

$735,1

Washington, Nov. 18.
The National Assn. of Broadcasters, junking all hope of a fancy
'budget in 1948, wrung a mere $735,000 from its board of directors, meeting here last week. The 1948 figure
is a bare 10% jump over the 1947

The

INfAB said the additional
will be raised principally by
"increased membership" and redistribution of present dues brackets
which will become effective Jati. 1,
kitty.

money

Ford, with two big-money entries
already in the field—"Ford Theatre"
and Fred Allen, latter starting in
January— pulled still farther out '48..
front as an auto bankroUer in radio
New allocation calls for 2€ catethis week with the inking of a deal gories of dues-payers.
to sponsor a Lou Cowan-produced
Some slight boosts in dues have
quiz show, "RFD America," over been made "in addition. Analysis of
Mutual Wednesday nights at 9:30. the new budget is being made by the
Transcribed airer, plattered in Chi- board of directors for distribution
cago with Joe Kelly, "Quiz Kids" to members following the next board
ringmaster, as emeee, will tee off meeting in February.
Jan. 28.
Some increase in dues was neces-

.Show was bought for the Ford sary to maintain NAB activities onL
via J; Walter Thonjpson present basis, much less expand
Show has not yet hit the them, to make up for the $50,000
and aparently won't until the loss the association suffered when
sponsorship date; it was set for a the networks took associate membersustainer ride on the Mutual ether ships last year. Some NAB activities
in October, but plans were changed. are being pruned to expand others,.

Dealers
agency.
air

It didn't

surprise to

Official
particularly come as

^y

the agency, but Foote,

Shelving of the proposed NAB
code will not serve, it is predicted

in some agency quarters, to stem tha
downtrend that crime shows lia^y«

:

been undergoing ther past sevetial
months. These quarters are of the

.

ficial

night 9:30-10

Men

ABC

time.

be the hugh-adventure story where;
adversaries can play rough without
makings a chum of the coroner. la
other words, it can be red-blooded
in: theme .but not in the payoff.
As the result of this line of anticipation the owners of gore-less

Switching

Guest Technique

On Programming
Fred Allen, who changes sponsor's
after the first of the year when he
starts selling Fords instead of Tenderleaf Tea, is also changing some
of his concepts about programming
techniques.
It's
particularly
reflected in the type of guests Allen
has booked for some of his airers.
It further reveals the comedian's
conviction that "it's the script that

name values and
that it's more important to integrate
the guest into 4hft Script Instead of
writing the show around 'the percounts" rather than

sonality.

names
Goodman,

Pacting of such
Carter,

Benny

as

Jack

Buddy

Clark and H. Allen Smith for guest
shots accents Allen's belief that big
radio names can, throw, .a good script
out of Jocus. Clark will do the' lead

vocal assignment on a "Football
Pinafore"
sequence this Sunday
(23).
Smith goes on the following
week for a satirical kickaround of
the "Author Meets the Critic" format.
(Allen, incidentally, will be
the critic on the "Author"
show when Smith's newest book,
"Lo the Poor Egyptian!" gets taken
over the coals.

WNBC

•

which met here last
,month. The Board has skedded another meeting in February to consider membership reaction to the
City,

amended

code, but

may

defer adoption until the May convention in Los
Angeles. Majority of the Board
members appears to feel the industry will go for this draft and point
out a referendum vote is unnecessary under the NAB bylaws. Western directors led the drive for a
membership Vote, it was understood.
The amended Co&e eases up drastically on commercial curbs for daytime shows, excludes, statign break
announcements 'from specified ceilings on commercial copy, and provides that all plug limits may be
bypassed for a total of one hour a
day, for shopping guide, market info,
musical clock, rural news etc. pro-

(Continued on page 43)

MORGAN, STRAUSS KISS

AND (MAYBE) MAKE UP
Hollywood, Nov.
Martin Strauss

Mfrhodunit-less' action

programs

crewmen on tramp car»
ve.'sspls. Also omnibus fltoows of
description, 'such as Michael
Shane's "Action Theatre."
Quite a number of western shows
have also recently been making the
rounds of the agencies but there
seems to be marked difference of
opinion on the possibilities of 'the
horse opera as a steady diet', In radio, notwithstanding the rec,ord ()t.
"The Lone Ranger."
drivers and

go

that

The anti argitiment- £|[d^vahced here
that while film westerns have been
consistently successful in smaller
communities they still lack what it"
takes for broad family appeal; Two
omnibus programs of this <ype carried at the moinent on agency availis

"The Hitching Post
Theatre" and "The Theatre of the
ability lists are

Golden

West.''

Crime

Allergy'

The allergy wlijch suddenly set In
this p^s^ summer -against crime bas
left in its wake a, loss in .recorded
program investment that

is

perhaps

without precedent

in the business.
recently going over
covering listed availabilities for the past three years, counted

Hot Election Due
In N. Y.

AFRA

Membership meeting of the New
York local of the American Federation
of
Radio Artists tomorrow

files,

132 crime and mystery auditions,
actually recorded, of which only 11,
to his knowledge, got on the air.
Some of the agency men who' were
the most ardent recommenders ot

(Continued on page 44)

'

(Thurs. ) night in the City Center
Casino, N. Y„ is expected to draw
the heaviest attendanpe and hottest
election in years. Chief interest will
center on the" annual election of
local board members, for which the
conservative Artists Committee and

Berle'sNew Whirl

Fw Philip Morris

Milton Berle has been renewed by
Independents factions have
been campaigning. Results probably Philip Morris and stays put in the
Tuesday NBC 'slot.
won't be tabulated for a week.
Original plan -waS' tff ftifiKr iffiar
Agenda of the session includes the
time available for Horace Heidt for
following items: reading of the
Philip Morris, but decision of Adam
agenda, report of the president, exHats to pull out of sponsorship o£
ecutive-secretary, treasurer,
ways
"Big Break" makes the Sunday night
and means committee,
liberal

speeches for

local board nominees (each limited
to four minutes) and balloting for
local board.
Also, consideration of resolution
concerning the mailing by the local
of material in behalf of candidates,
consideration of the Seymour-CoUyer
resolution regarding pblitical activity
in the union, reports on the "Ford

18.

time available for Heidt.
Another eastern show, "Big Story,"
has been renewed by American Tobacco after being on the ragged
edge for some monttis,.

CAL KUHL RETURNS

TO JWT AS VEEPEE

Theatre"
waiver,
xmemployment
committee, committee to investigate
Hollywood, Nov. 18.
Henry Morgan have reportedly improvement of attendance at memCal Kuhl, who left. J. Waltef
patched up their quarrel, and there's bership
meetings,
constitutional Thompson four years ago after being
a strong possibility that the comic- change committee report, and new with tlie agency for 13 years, rewill stay where he is on ABC for business.
turned last weekend and as a vica
same Schick sponsor. Last week,
president. He'll also produce the Al
Morgan refused to give Milton Blow
Jolson Show for Kraft, relieving Ezra
an extension of time on a contractMcintosh for an executive radio post
renewal but is said to have yielded
with the company in New York.
to the entreaties of his agent, MCA.
Tagging Kuhl with a veepee gives
ELECTRIC
Biow holds an option on Morgan,
the Hollywood office three, the
and om ABC Wednesday night time,
General Foods has under consid- others being Cornwall Jackson and
but so far hasn't wooed the sponsor. eration a tf.ejt spot campaign for an Norman Blackburn.
Now that Morgan has softened in his electric coolter that it just started
Kuhl has been producing "Club
attitude toward Schick, other ini-. to manufacture.
Young & Rubioam 15" for Ward Weelock and previoustiatejj deals will be deferred until submitted the recommendation.
ly with JWT handled production on
•Strauss decides whether to renew
GF is not the first food processor Kraft, Rudy Vallee and Chase
Morgan or cut him adrift. Trade to go into the electric appliance busi- Sanborn when they were all hour
hears that Eversharp, along with ness. General Mills put an electric shows. After leaving Thompson h»
other pen and pencil outfits, have iron on the market about eight did a bitch its radio director ot the
"
been hard hit by a sales drop.
Biow agency.
months ago.
\
Eversharp's

;

cies are cataloging for presentation
to clients run the character gamut
of soldiers of fortune, telephons
linesmen, oil drillers, 'highway truck

his

pretty much in line with those advanced by the indies' committee,
•headed by Ted Cott, of WNEW, New

York

and

are for^the first-time in years get-?
ting more than cursory attention
from the agencies.. The submitted
shows of such calibre that the agen>

One agency exec

sideration.

which have gone through considerable overhauling are the provisions
on news identification and radio
commentaries. One spokesman for
the Senator said he believed the
amended bill will be "more accept-

NBC

be taken under immediate con-

Washington, Nov. 18.
purse-minded National

in

lesser extent,
lic

l^ial Sesara

The

Paar Exit

iire

Cone & Beiding Monday (17) got of- opinion that outside sentiment and
word from American Tobacco pressure has so definitely turned the
Co. that th*6 Jack Paar show cancels advertiser against the corpse-and(15).
Commercial standards in the new out upon termination of the first 13- gore stuil that the agencies have no
week
cycle at the end of December. clioice but to scan the field for
a subCode have been watered down to
Indications are- that American To- stitute type of
dramatic fare. As they
point where they are actually much
bacco will give tip the Wednesday crystal-ball it, the alternative will
looser than those now in effect: at

It would be impossible, it was believed, to get
last Saturday (15).
611 four webs to sign up now for the code which the directors passed
in a white-heat at the Atlantic City, convention in September.

Here's the

'

Wa,^iijgton, Nov. .18.

Radio men "he^.

'

.

Crime Shows Recendy on %ids;

OSK

and

:

GF MULLING SPOTS FOR

COOKER DEAL

&

.

Wednenillay,

RADIO

28

M >» MM
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StafeamU NAB

Convention Set

Washington, Nov.

mW

lis

18.

NAB

For one thing, NAB hopes for attendance of only top-level 'manageinent people, with lesser lights taking over the reins at NAB District
meetings. This i!(ieans that the parley will be geared for some 1,000 to
1,500 radio men rather than the 2,500
plus spouses who jampacked this
year's ill-starred meet at Atlantic

Daly,

John Daly patched up his difwith CBS yesterday (Tues.)
and inked a new three-year conficulties

.

.

'

The newsman, who resigned recently following a 10-year hitch with
CBS, was in the midst of negotiations
with ABC when Davidson Taylor,
CBS news veepee, called him in and.
talked him into staying.

MuUSforFCC
Giairman

City,

Another innovation is contemplated in having: only one series of toplevel policy sessions skedded at 'any
one time. There will be no conflicting panels or clinics to "fractionate"
the audience
wants. to reach.
The Associatien's aim this year is
full
attendance at all sessions.
Speeches will be kept to an absolute
minimum, with most sessions de-

"•.'•''

18.

men

>

»»»«.

the Production Centres

YORK CITY

,

i

,

AFRA

;

There are three such board members, representing the memberships of
smaller locals, who cannot afford to send them to the board, meetings.
Therefore, the members must pay their own expenses for such trips, or
not attend meetings. It's also possible a .'Sharing arrangement may be set
up to cover the cost. .Mercedes McCambrid'ge now pronounces her first
name with the .second, syllable accented and given the sound of "ay."
She's back in 'radio, having returned from an extended trip to Eur.Qpe,
Joel Hammil, formerly radio writer agent for Music Corp. of America,
Jias opened a script consultation service
Carl (Jswald, who handled
publicity and promotion on the Bing Crosby and "Burl Ives shows for
Hutchins agency, has checked out to do ^product publicity for Philco in
Philly.
Jack Mosman now directing the Milton Berle show. .. .Arnold
Perl is scripting Mutual's Dec, 10 documentary on the baby adoption
racket'. .. .Dr. Benjamin Cohen, Peter Aylen and Gem Frank E. Stoher,
all of UN, on the bill next Wed. (26) at the New School for Social Research course on internat') broadcasting. ,., Alexander Marshack- has resigned! as director of dramatics at
to do freelance production and
.

CHUCK FOSTER

Pod

Washington, Nov.

Names

19, 1947

The American Federation of Radio Artists has hired Edward Schlesinger
as a field representative. Lester Coggeshell already has a similar job with
the union....AFRA national board meetings arp now held on the second
and fourth Monday nights of each month, instead of Thursday nights.,..
The union's New York local board still meets on Thursday nights, however
national board Is mulling a proposal that the union pay
,The
.
the expenses of board members-at-large to^attend the group's meetings.

CBS Make Up

tract:'',','

November

MnM *»» MMtMMM ttt MMO MM

From

Fori A. in May; Top-Level' Powwow
It will be a new streamlined Na?
tional Assn. of Broadcasters Convention that gets under way. next May
17, in the Hotel Biltmore, Los AnBoard o£ Directors meetgeles.
ing here last week went all out for
the Coast site of the next annual
get-together and, at the same time,
promised the membership something
tiew in the way of conventions.

»

Chuck is doing right pretty in the
deep South—-sho nuft!
Making his first bid for Southern
acclaim; he wowed them at the Ansley in Atlanta, captivated them at
the Roosevelt (New Orleans), and
is right now playing to SRO at the
Peabody (Memphis).
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are up
WNYC
White House consideration to LANG-WORTH, INC., NtW.YORK
-writing..'
head the FCC, veteran GOP Sen.
Sidney Gaynor, general sales njanager of Mutual-Don Lee, in for MBS
NAB
Wallace White reported here last
huddles until Sat.. (22), then he hops to Chicago. .WOR's phone number
week. Candidates are; Wayne Coy,
afteif this month will b^ LOngacre 4-8000-'-not so confusing with Mutual's
manager of WINX, Washington and Ex-GI Owned Rochester's
dialer, .. .Roy Battersby, ex-AP man, into NBC press as assistant news
a longtime government bureaucrat
editor... .Gabriel Heatter's going to Florida for a couple of weeks before
during the war years; former Demputting his new "amateur hour" show m final shape for preeming about
voted to panel discussions.
ocratic Sen. D. Worth Clark, of
.Life mag next week will "carry a 10-page spread on television. ...
1.
How Agenda: Shapes Up
Idaho, now practicing law with
Show Biz Kudoed Program Jan.
Standard Oil's looking for a -half-hour nighttime show.
Here's the agenda as it looks now: erstwhile New Dealer Tommy CorRochester, N.'V., Nov. 18.
Some red faces around ABC. Imttiediately following a Nancy Craig
Monday and Tuesday, May 17-18, coran; and former Judge Frank kobStation WVET, 5kw local outlet of session on which Harold Stassen guested, telling about his book, "Where
Will be given over to an engineering erson, Washington attorney. RoberMB.S, goes on the air Saturday (22) I Stand,*' web aired a Satevepost commercial plugging the mag's current
clonference to prepare for Western son's name was brought before Pres-;
Trio of femme publicists at EagleHemisphere sessions on a new North ident Truman by bis friend Les and. broadcasts a two-hour dedi- piece, "Fisenhower Can Be Drafted"
catory program Sunday (23) . The Lion films, Patrece Snyder; Rhoda Rich and Ann Weingarten, have scripted
American Regional Broadcasting Biffle, it .was reported.
special show will include recorded a "success story" radio show called "Step By Step," and cut three platters
Agreement to go into effect" March,
Sen. WhitOi chairman of the Sengreetings from several dozen top for showcasing, one with cartoonist AI Kapp guesting. .. .Gill Warren,
Interstate
Committee,
1949.
ate
Commerce
-NAB engineering director
director of promotion on the Chesterfield account for the Newell Emmett
5oyfil Howard will chairman the which passes on FCC appointments, show business names.
Station, owned by a group of 38 agency, goes to the altar Dec^ 28. 'Groom is Dr. Sidney Greenberg of.
parley. ..,:•
said he personally was boosting no
ex-GIs under the: corporate title of 'Mt. "Sinai hospital.'.'.''''..
Wednesday, May 19, will be ear- candidates. President Truman has Veterans Broadcasting Co., will
Jack Lloyd into the VLora Lawton" cast. .Writer Morton Levin rehave
not
yet
signed,
sealed
delivered
or
marked for registration. The annual
William Maillefort, formerly titne places Perry Laflerty on "County Fair," working with Bob Quigley....
banquet will take place that evening the appointment. Sen. White indi- buyer
of the Compton- agency, as Syd Zlinka, former writer for the Joan Davis, Sealtest and other shows,
*ith one "name" speaker on the cated. It is believed a nomination
Allan Marsh,
president
and general manager; set as new head scripter for the Robert Q. Lewis show
will
be.
sent
theHiU
after
to
the
tfXaixvax. Entertainment will be held
of CBS program sales, who has been on top of the deal since its inception,
over until Friday evening, the final regular session opens in January: \ John House, Harry^ Bennett and
Sen. White paid a call on Pres- Hal James; all with* agency back- wrapped up the Listerine-Abe Burrows buy from a N. Y. hospital bed.
Ass Of the Convention.
ident Truman to "talk radio" and grounds, as New York representa- He's recovering nicely from a back operation. ., .Although Edgar Bergen
Friday. May 20-21,
, Tiiursday' and
discuss his proposed radio legislation. tives; Coleman Scott, formerly of shoves back to the Coast, he's returning to N. Y. for the preem of the "I
are. the "convention proper" days
WAKR, Akron, as program director, Remember Mama" pic, in which he plays a straight role... Eva Condon
and will empliasize panels and clin- He hopes to get some new bill on and John W. LaRue, former editor and Louis Hector new to "Our Gal Sunday".... Sandy Bickert into the
the books before he quits the Senate
ics on top-industry problems. Genof the Cincinnati hi'quirer, as news "Stella Dallas" cast and Jane Huszagh and William Lipton added to "Front
next year.
eral sessions wiU be held in the
Page Farrell" roster.
director.
Meanwhile,
former
Chairman
FCC
Biltmore Theatre.
Mutual prexy Edgar Kobak to Chicago yesterday (Tues.) and "business"
Besides the regular Mutual shows,
Charles R. Denny, Jr. raided the^
District meetings will be expanded
Mutual is trying to clear a
Commission last .week .and- hired' WVKT will begin operation with ap- will place him at Notre Dame this weekend
to include<many activities previously away David Adams, present assistant proximately $100,000 worth ot' local five-minute cross-the-board segment for a, news show to be sponsored by
coveted &t the annual convention
AUapachian Coal, Cincy. ...J. Donald Wilson, ABC's Coast program and
to the, general counsel, as his No. 1 time sold.
production chief,, in for huddles with web program veepee "Bud" Barry.
aide at NBC. Adams resigned last
And probably will stay around to sit in for Barry while latter grabs a
week to accept the $18,000-a-year
couple of weeks' rest .. .MBS gabber Cecil Brown planes to the Coast
post.
A graduate of the Buffalo
Friday (21) to stay 'til Dec. 15
On the Radio Writers Guild calendar
Univ. Law School, Adams has been
last Saturday. (15) wis a red-letter day— effective date of the guild-^greb
at FCC for six years—barring a twor
PRESIDENT
freelance pact. .. .Jeanne Harrison planed to the Coast last Thursday
year hitch in the ,J6I?ivy— and was;
Erik Barnouw came off with na- where she will
direct a series of air shows.
Denny's .assistant at. the interna'
tional presidency
of the
Radio
tional radio conferences in Atlantic
Art Hannes to narrate CBS' "School of the Air" series. . Charlotte GorWriters' Guild last week in a memCity this summer,
of ABC's personnel staff betrothed to a steamship official, Phj' lp
bership session in N. V. celebrating don
Gilbert.
.Paul R. Milton and Bob Sloane want it known that they've
the guild's achievements of the past
Hollywood, Nov. 18.
scripted "Mr. and Mrs. North" for some time now. .. .Rosalie Allen packs
year, which had been capped a few
California
Stafe
Broadcasters
'em in at the Rustic Cabin, out in Englewood (N.J.), for her WO'V "Prairie
days earlier by signing of the first
Assn,, first statewide group,
is
a
Stars" airer
Maxine Keith doing a special radio performance for Sam
network freelance minimum basic
reality,' its interim officers
having
Goldwy'n on "The Bishop's Wife," first big film to use special radio- exP.M.
agreement.
Welbourn Kelly was
been elected here Friday (14), and
ploitation,.. .Mutual's "American Forum" has moved back to D. C. with
Its
Reshuffle of ABC's Sunday after- elected eastern region vice president.
board members named.
Cal
the reconvening of Congress, taking along Nick Kee'sely, now the show's
Peter
Lyon,
Smith, g.m. of KFAC and one time noon programming is in the making,
retiring
regional
business manager, and Dick Marvin and Larry Holcomb of the Grey;
as a move to hypo the period partic- veepee, who drew a minutes-long
director of Iflth district o£ NAB
here
agency (repping the new sponsor, Pilot Radio), who^U spend some time
is first prexy,, holding office
ularly from 2:30 p.m. on. Major in- standing ovation following delivery
until
down there lining up forthcoming sequences.
February. C. C. McCarthy, of KQW, jection probably Will 'tsenhe slotting of his biennial report citing RWG's
San Francisco, was named secretary- of "Mr. President,'!' Edward Arnold recent growth and advances, won
teeasurer for the same term, and starrer, in the Sabbath sequence; the top vote among five members /JV
-Don Tatum, ABC attorney here, re- with, the dramat airer at the same elected to the national council (who
Radio rights to ".Junior Miss" have been acquired by George Rosenberg
time being added to the web's roster also sit on the eastern regional and Baron Polan
tained as counsel.
and it soon goes on wax for Mutual's inspection. It was
council). Lyon headed the negoti- one of the
Principial alms are to work closely of co-ops.
many deals lined up by Walter Lurie while he wa.-; in Hollywood
Move would mark another pion- ating committee wliich won the freewith the NAB on industry-wide mat.Nat Wolff, who has done everything in radio but act, is going back into
ters and. regionally .to concern it- eering excursion into the co-op field lance pact from the webs.
the agency business as partner -of Danny Winkler with Lester Linsk as
Others named to the national associate. Wolff will handle radio clients
self will all matters of general in- by ABC which teed off the current
and Winkler looks after the
terest.
Ken Dolan lining up lalerit and production crew for Bob
Not mentioned but certain bigtime comedy co-oping experiment council were Robert Newman, chair- picture list
by signing Abbott & COSteJlo as a man of RWG's national strategy Burns' transcription series,
is CSBA's, watchdogging of things
with Shirley- Ross returning with Robin as
local-sponsor offering. "Mr. Presi- committee; Max Wylie, David Dris- featured singer.
political that affect radio as origi.. .Hal Gerard and Ge Ge Pearson lined up sponsorship
dent," one of the survivors of ABC's coU, special events and news direc- for their kid
nated in the state capitol.
quizzer, "Let's Have a Swell Time," on KMPC Saturday
.summer acquisitions and currently tor Of
(N. Y.); and Leon ayems
Don Lee's S.yd Gaynor hopped east on a biz hegira for Don Lee.
On th^bo&rd Smith and Bill Ryan, in the 10 p.m. Thursday period, Meadow, WOR
head of the guild's grievChet Lauck carried the whole load of '.'Lum and Abner" most of last
the latter g.m. of KFI and current would
be the first major dramat ance committee.
week
while
Norris
Goff was in Mena, Ark., handling funeral arrangements
director of NAB's 16th district, will
stanza of its type to go co-op. Only
Five alternates also were named: for his brother-in-law
Joseph Gotten nipped by the disk bug and Will
rep district four.
Others include such airer now in the field is CBS' Ira Marion, ABC
staffer; Philo Hig- do a series of dramatic progranas.
William Smullin, Eureka, one; Art Hawk Larabee.".
ley, freelance; PrisCilla Kent, freeLeo
Guild ("Wizard of Odds") and Jeron'Criswell, the poor man's Drew
Westlund, Oakland and McCarthy,
While the revamped Sunday p.m. lance and present council member;
Pearson,
combined their talents for a sponsored series on KFWB .... Lots of
two; Bill' Bates, Modesto, and Paul lineup is still not complete,
prospects Elaine Carrington, also a present
beefing around town on the type of play callers for the Coast Conference
Bartlett, Fresno, three, and Harry
are that, in addition to "Mr. Presi-'^ council member, and Elizabeth Hart;
games, .Top pay is $100 a game and' gave it the go-by... .Ga.ss Daley
Butcher, Santa Barbara, and Tom dent," the Sammy Kaye stanza now
freelaficer.
readying the audition of a story line show with a newspaper -background.
Sharp, San Diego, five. Latter also slotted at 1:30 also will be
shifted
DTlscoll. Higley, Julian Funt and
Adolphe
Menjou and "Verree Teasdale Will be in support and Frank Gill
serve only until some time in Febru- into the post-2;30 sequence. ReRobert
Ceiiedella
were
elected is writer-director.
ary when permanents will be elected shuffle, will be effected early
.. .C. E. Hooper around
to expound his theories on
in De- ea.stern regional reps on the council
projectable ratings. .. .Giselle de Bechevet, Who \vas script girl on the
at first full membership meeting.
cember.
of the Authors' League of America, Rexall
summer show but unemployed since, dropped in on Walter O'Keefe's
•'Soundoff," Army recruiting show parent body of RWG.
"Double
or
Nothing" and carried off the $9.W jackpot loot.
.NBC again
wliich has been aired about every
sewed
Santa
up
Claus Lane for its stal-s, which lines Hollywood boulevard
day of tlie week in various CBS
DR.
with thousands of gawkers every night.. Nan Wynn looks like the sing-shifts, also is slated for a Sunday
'Voice of the Jerkel'
ing choice on the new Danny Thomas show for Sanka.
Jim McFailden
afternoon spot in a moveover to
Chicago,
around
Nov.
18.
to
talk over a new Sealtest format with Jack Carson and Bob Rcid.
'DARTS' ABG.
As a trial run for any future air Village Store may be junked for a straight variety pattern
Edgar Bergen
Dr. Pepper is dropping "Darts for
ventures. Concord Radio will bank- is cutlmg short his New York visit and returns here" fiSr Nov. 23 airing.
Dough," but the account has yet to
roll Studs Terkel in his disk show He had planned to pass the full month back
east
Amos 'n' Andy are in
Sugar Spots
decide whether it will replace
"Wax Museum" on WCFL, Chi. Pro- favor of shorter seasons and wouldn't'mind a 26-Weefc layoff.
"Darts" with another show in the
Quaker Sugar, acquired a little gram, to be heard Sundays 3-4 p.m.,
Thursday 9:30-10 p.m. period on while ago by the Jack Frost brand, will tee off Nov. 30.
ABC. It's a split network.
is taking a fiier in spot broadcasting
If the "'Voice >oI the Terkel'? moves
Vedder Stevens, one-time Chi Varibtt staffer, has signed on iis assistant
Reason is dissatisfaction with the the first we^k in December via sets. Concord plans to air him or a
xating. versus the overall cost.
Ac- chainbreaks. List for the start will .similar show on regional nets. Ter- to Bill Stern.... Tony Koelker gets the nod as central division chief of
count wasn't concerned about the take in IS markets in the midwest, kel, who mixes operatic arias with station relations for ABC.... Chuck Wiley, rebounding from the fast foldrating while "Darts" was on Sunday excepting two in 'Virginia and' two in jive and barefoot Dixieland, is a ing Pro Basketball League, joins WBBM's publicity department this week
veteran of the waxen whirlaways. ....Flu prevented Don McNeill's youngest son, Bobbys from bowing with
afternoon since it was at two-thirds New York slate.
E. H. Brown is the agency.
Young & Rubieein is the agency.
ih« eveninc jratfc
(Continued on page 44)
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El'ers Vs. Tele Vs. Cops

Tele Industry to Double U. S. Pix

In FCC Showdown for 44-50 mg. Band
VM
vrei

ti

FCC
(17).

WasMngton,' Nov, 18,
and television broadcasters
at each Other's throats as the
here yesterday
hearings
opened
on a proposal: to cut television

back to

prewar

its

GE SPONSORS 1ST

D.C.

NEWS ANALYSIS SHOW

total of only 12

channels.
The FM'ers, headed

•

.

Washington, Nov.

18.-

by FM pioneer
General Electric yesterday (17)
Edwin Armstrong, were on hand to began sponsorship of the first daily
plead for a return of the 44-50 meg. news analysis television program in
for
channel
No,
1)
tele
Washington, "Walter Compton and
band (now

PM

programs. Fight- the News," aired Monday through
use in relaying
ing both tele and FM'ers were some Friday 6:45^7 p.m. over DuMont staS3 companies and spokesmen for the tion WTTdr. 'As of yesterday, show
services—police, became a corop feature of the Duradio
non-broadcast
buses, cabs, etc.—who stand th6 best Mont network and is available for
chance of getting the No, 1 tele chan-. sponsorship on WABD, N. Y,
vacated,
is
nel if and As^hen it
The Compton stanza features wire
There appeared to -be some senti- service news,. Harris & E wing pix
ment within the Commission and and interviews with VIP's around
certainly among -the non-broadcast town.
Belmont M. Ver Standig
radio men that tel« shp^M expand handled the account locally.
from >here on only In the roomier,
ttpstairs radio channels between 400eOO megacycles. Tele men. take the
opposite view that the cabs, buses
and cops can do their expanding on
the attic firefjuencies and tele should
stand pat in its present sjaectrum lo•
cation.
Hearing got under way. with a
strong ikresentation by the American
Cincinnati, Nov. 18;
Telephone & Telegraph Co. and a
Operations on a regular, comhalf-dozen reps of the non-broad- mercial basis for the Crosley Broadcast services. The FC3C proposal casting Corp. television
station
would give them the Noi 1. video WLWT, will begin in February when
channel. In return, television would Its new building, also equipped for
be relieved of sharing any of its FM airing, is scheduled for complC'
other channels with- these roving tion.
Location
Is
in
FairView
transmitters. Only sharing tele would Heights.
overlooking
downtown
have to do would be sharecropping Cincy, on a site occupied by the
its •No'. 7 and No. 8 channels with transmitter
of WSAI before that
government radio stations.
station's sale by Crosley to Marshall
Six outfits were standing by yes- Field.
terday (17) ready to put up a strong
Since July the Crosley video has
light to consolidate television's hold been
conducting programs from
(m- the radio spectrum. They were: temporary
quarters
atop Carew
Television Broadcasters Assn., RCA; Tower. :On Dec; 1 the
schedule of
Allen B. Dumont Labs, Inc.; Philco telecasts will be increased to 20.
Coi-p.;
WTTM, Trenton (which hours a week.
»tands to lose its video bid in Trenis to be the most powerful
ton it FC<2 follows through on the television station in the world, ac.

Gosley'syOOGTek

Preem Set

••,

•

for Feb.

.

•

;

.

WLWT

(Continued on page 42)

Same

Diff

cording to J. R. Duncan, acting director of video operations for Crosley.
The transmitter, ft standard
5i000-watt unit, will.be used in conjunction with a special antenna built
by RCA. The extra high-gain antenna, plus its high elevation above
average terrain, will give the outlet
an equivalent of 49,000-watts. The
tower and antenna total 571 feet in

On

Co-Ax, Relay
Boston,. No\j^

height,
Crosley's investmfent to date in
television is reported to be $700,000,
plus operating costs averaging: up: to
$8,000 monthly.

18.

Opening of the micro- wave radio
relax link between New York and
Boston last Thursday (13), which
•xtended the east coast television

hookup

to a 700'mile distance, demon.strated that there's no difference
In quality between pictures trans.

]M-f
;

mitted via radio relay and by coaxial cable. Only difference, consequently, is: one of cost and on that,
American Telephone
Telegraph,
Which operates both carriers, is

&

T.'s

f

»

-

««*«*«

« «

With Win
90 Mins.;

{.J.

vance of sotting line charges for the
tele networks that will use the carOriginal charges quoted for
the co-ax between N. Y. and Washington were withdrawn on complaint
of the webs that they were prohibitive.
As a result, the cable is

Jr.

(16), 8:35 p.m.

N. Y.

Walter Thompson)

With the start of the fall and winter sports program at Madison Sq.
(Jarden, N. Y., CBS television is back
at its usual camera post under the
Garden's first balcony. Ford Motors,
too, is back as sponsor of the majority of the hockey, basketball and
other events to be broadcast by
CBS.
With more than a complete season
of experience tucked under Its belt,
CBS' coverage this year teed off in

(Continued on page 42)

.

good shape. Unlike the start of the
football season, which found all the
faltering in their camera.work,

Marlowe's Sports Spots

webs

Harvey

For Balto Brewery CBS has turned in a top job at the
fOr the last
Marlowe Television Asso- Garden consistently
couple of
especially

ciates
has been pacted by the
Guntiier Brewing Co. of Baltimore
dp a series of experipiental spot

weeks. Good coverage was

evident

Rangers-Canadiens

to

evidenced
week, when both

during

the last
Baltimore

Sunday

in

the N. Y.

hockey game

(16) night.

,

WMAR,

tele station, and WMAL-TV,
Evening Star outlet in Washington,
were claimed, either overtly or by
implication, by various of the tele
webs. Sun has no radio outlet and
thus its video station is wide open
for aifiliation. Evening Star's radio
station is affiliated with ABC, leav-

Sun

WMAL-TV

ing that web to claim
for its tele operation, but that is
contested by CBS. Joker in the
whole deal is, the possibility that
both stations may. align- themselves
with stations owned and operated by

Phillips'

tele director

choice

df

Lawrencs
the' word

tries;

That optimistic prediction was
last week by NBC executiva
veepee Frank E. Mullen. Speaking
at a televi.sion forum of the Radio
Executives Club in New York, Mullen declared that by 1953 tele willv
be a $6,000,000,000 business. Esti*
mated capital investment in the film'
industry today is $2,604,476,400, in-'
eluding all phases of pi-oduction, distribution and exhibition. Radio industry, by comparison, has an esti-'
mated capital investment today of'

"paramount" in the first paragraph of his speech at the Radio
Executives Club lunch in N. Y.
last
week brought plenty of
raised eyebrows.
^

made

Citing the competition existing
for the viewer's time and money,
Phillips termed the solution to
that problem one of "paramount" importance to the industry. He could .lust as easilyv il's
pointed out, have said "primary,"
"chief," "main" or any other
synonym for "paramount."

$1,500,000,000.

Mullen didn't break do-wn his estfmate, except to base the figure
on broadcasting and manufacturing
alone. Even more important, he said,
tele will Vby its very nature provide,
impetus to our whole industrial machinci for it has the capacity as the
advertising medium for stimulating^
in a fashion never before realized*,
the merchandising and hence the
manufacturing of products." If his
prediction proves true, it's pointed,
out, tele may one day become the
most far-reaching industry that 6ver
formed a part of show business.
Mullen pointed out to his listener's
that they were witnessing and participating In "one of the greatest In-]
dttstrial expansions that this nation]
has known." Within a few short
years, he said, tele Should- be able
to furnish employment to; more than

Snowbaliing

KdstoFCC
Washington, Nov.

18.

New

tele station bids are continuing to reach the FCCf at a fast clip.

Applications

Pittsburgh

far

and

.

^

•

:

250,000 men and women. Film industry* at last I'cport, employs soma
206,000 people. Again Mullen based

estimate on the manufacturing
and broadcasting ends of the busihis-

:

.

ness alone, not taking intO'. accQuht
the impetus that tele will have on
th^ rest of the nation's economy
through hypoing sales of other prod*
ucts as an advertising medium.
Following through, in his peering
into the future, Mullen predicted.

:

WHK,
made an
of

Mutual

(Continued on page 44)

outlet in Cleveland,

llth-hour

move

to

cop

off

one of the city's remaining tele slots.
Company dismissed one video bid in
April, 1946.
applied for the
No. 7 channel, and expects to spend
$270,470 for a 5kw visual and 2.5kw
sound operation. 'Vice-president H.
K. Carpentsr will manage the tele

Ik Poor tike

Detroit's

WHK

Their Tele

930G

For ExpansMHi

station.

Detroit, Nov. 18.
At the same time, the commission
Two local stations have approtabbed for hearing bids of WHP,
Inc.,
and radio engineer Harold priated $930,000 'for new FM equipBishop for ;tele operation in Harris- ment, television and remodeling of
.

18.

Survey of tele set ownership conducted by, WBKB, Chicago, bears
out what ever,ybody knew all along
that most sets are owned by people
of above-average income. Surprisingly large, however, but subject to
immediate qualification, is the percentage ^rgditeA-^0a.=-.owner&....^
than average income. Of the total
3.127 sets covered by the survey,
14.7% are listed in the belowaverage income bracket;
Survey was based on rental areas
and though this ordinarily is a
roughly accurate index of income,
researchers point out that tavern
owners, shopkeepers and others with
good bank accounts sometimes live
in low rental areas to be near their
biz. This fact makes the 14,7 figure
questionable, but doesn't affect the
other groups. Survey coverage of
3,127 sets included 1,647 in Chi and
1,480 In suburbs.
The Chi percentages are: top inabove average, 23%;
come, 30 Of
average, 26.5%; below average, 12%;
poor, 8.5%. The, suburb percentages
are: top income, 42%; above ^Verage,
16%; average, 33%; below average,
7%:, and poor, 2%. Combined percentages are: top income,
36%;
above
average,
average'
19.5%;
29.8%; below average,: 9.5%, and
poor, 3.2%.
;

•

,

DuMont

,

I

.

—

what with the current DuMontParamount, fracas with the FCG,

Cleveland hit FCC last Friday (14)
on the eve of the commis.?ion.'s longawaited hearing on tele's present
spectrum assignments.
Empire Coil Co.,. a newcomer, to
newspapers throughout the country
to form the first all-newspaper net- radio, put in its fourth video bid for
a station in Allison Park, Pa., outwork.
Company wants
Idea for a newspaper net was first side Pittsburgh.
broached several months ago in the No. 10 channel for a 5kw picChicago and was kicked' around ture transmitter. Herbert and Wife
around again by officials of the Frances Mayer own 100% of the
newspaper-owned stations two stock, and expect to float sale of
weeks ago in Philadelphia, Huddles some $250,000 worth of bonds and
were led by Roger Clipp, veepee of issue $95,000 in new stock to underthe Philly Inquirer's WFiL-TV, fol- write the video operation. Mayer,
lowing a meet to lay plans for video president of "Empire Coil Co., has a
coverage of the political conventions permit for Cleveland, and holds
next June. Although plans are still other applications for Boston and
very much in the talking stage, such Waterbury-Hartford.
United Broadca.sting Co.,- licensee
(Continued oh page '42)

commercials for Gunther's current
Producer Herb Swope handled his
video program, now aited Friday cameras wisely, using a medium
nights over
(NBC, Wash- shot most of the time to present the
full sweep of the fast-action ^ame.
ington^,
around the
Show features Al Buffington as Cioseups of scrimmages
in neatly and, for
emcee and producer. Broadcast di- goalies were cutlensers followed the
best results, the
rocliy siller the pickup of the boxing
elusive puck as much as possible inmatches from NBC in N. Y., it stead of attempting to keep a parstresses a sports format so that Mar- ticular player in their sights. Win
Another sLirvey will be made by
lowe will attempt to integrate tiie Elliott, who once played hocney ai. wBKB next spring. Purpose is to
the Univ, of Michigan, demonstrated learn the impact cheaper sets will
pliifi.s witli a sports theme. He'll also
knowledge of the game. have on the mass market. Two
serve as consultant producer on the an ample
His commentary, though fulsome, models selling at less, than
show itself.
$200 are
was not overly done and his frequent
Deal was handled for Gunther by bursts of ..excitement lent .added in- skedded 'for d'ellverjy around the
first of the year.
Othet tnanufacad manager' Mrs. Audrey Slrouse terest.
ttnd the BodthV Vickely dhd Schwlnn
Ford commercials were okay. furers are expected "to meet this
*
..
competition.
«id agency.
(Continued on page 42)

WNBW

Television industry within five,
years will comprise two-and-a-half
times the capital investment of the
U. S. film industry and the picture
business today is by far .the biggest'
in the entertainment world, ranking
fifth among the nation's top indus-

Phillips Paramount
There was nothing to it but,

,

Chicago, Nov.
'

amiouncer

Elliott,

Sun

WCBS-TV-^CBS,

Jiers.

were

Sets Also

FORD MOTORS

to discuss costs apparently is its
aver.sion to tipping its hand in ad-

webs now operating video

outlets, there's no guarantee that
their radio: affiliate^ who've entered
the tele business will sign on to
their video nets.
Also in the pic*.,
ture are tele web&, such as DuMont;
which have no radio business but
are just as much on the prowl for
affiliates as the npa^or radio webs,,
Samples of the forthcoming fight

Television Reviews

Producer: Herbert Bayard Swope,

reluctance

radio

<

PROFESSIONAL HOCKfilT

mum.

Reason for A.T.

--»-»

First faint rurabUstigg, of -the fight
that's almost -certain to flare up
among television networks over the
signing of affiliate stations are
already,' being heard within the industry.
Fight is based on several factors,
chief among which Is the fact that
many tele stations now on the air or
in various stages of construction
have no radio affiliation to serve as
a pattern for their video alignments.
Moreover,' despite the claims of

;

7»

&

keeping

Capital Setup in 5 Yr$.-Mullen

-

c'is

,

ON

•.

•

present studios. George B. Storer,
president of Fort Industry Co., said
Harrisburg would be eligible his company had placed an order
one eottimunity-sired tele with General Electric for more than
$280,000 worth of television equipstation.
burg.
Under the FCC proposal to
nip off the No. 1 channel from television,

only

ffflr

,

Guild's

W

ment for WT-VG, video station of
WJBK and WJBK-FM here.
WJR's board of directors, accord-

Will Give

Viewers First Chance To

:

ing to Tiafry Wisnier, assistant to
president G, A. Richards, has put up
,1>650,0G0 for expansion
of present

facilities.
The breakdown of appropriations shows the following expenditures: $300,000 for television
equipment and installation, $250,000
for expansion of present offices and
with contemporary films and legit studios, $100,000 for
equipment
when the Theatre Guild presents and installation.
"Late George Apley," Dec. 7, over
When both stations are operating,
the NBC web.
is expected to have a 45Although many Broadway legiters mile radius and WJR's station 50 to
have been adapted separately to 60' miles.
either tele or the screen, "Apley"
marks the first one that will have
been done on both. Film version
Min.
to Sponsor
of the J. P. Marqiiand book, released
last year by 20th-Fox, is .still playRoyal
ing in some small towns and. na'be
theatres.
Many viewers, conseChevrolet has signed with ABC
quently, can be expected to have television to sponsor a half-^hour
seen the previous two adaptations of show tomorrow (Thurs.) on the
the book, giving them a chance to British royal wedding. Show will
discover first-hand how tele stacks comprise film packaged in advance
up as a drama medium against films of the wedding by ABC tele direotojr
and legit.
Paul B. Mowrey, as well as actual
Guild, incidentally, has decided to telephotos of the ceremony.
give the NBC video staff more Of a
Pi*Qtfi*nfn will be aired over V/FIJ-.=
hand in staging "Apley" than it did TV '('Phii ad e 1 p h i a), WMAL-lV
for "John Ferguson,'' its teeoff.tele (Washington) and WMAR-TV (Balshow two weeks ago. Several of the timore). Narration will be read
reviews on "Ferguson" panned it separately by anhouncers at thi»
heavily, citing as its chief fault the three different 'stations, with coihfact that the Guild apparently lacked mercials to be supplied by lojCaV
the necessary know-how of tele pro- Chewy dealers in the thi-ee cities.
'
(Cohtinued on page- 42.)
Agency is Campbcll-Ewdld.'

Compare With

Legit, Pix

Television viewers will get their
first chance to compare a video show

FM

WTVO

-

Chewy

30

Wedding Program

.

'

'

>

Sinatra— Your Hit Parade

1. Fjaiik

2.

Quiz Kids

Moore—Take

3.

Garry

4.

Mr. District Attorney

5.

Bob Hawk

6. Paul

Or Leave

Wallc-IBghways

Perry
•B.

It

Como

&.

It

in Melody

Jo Sfafford— Supper

dut

Eddie Cantor

9.RedSkeIton
10; Fibber

McGee and Molly
:'''v"

JLI .

".

-i''

WiJliam Bendix-*-Life of Rifey

r

O'.;,'

12,

Sunoco Three Star Extra
.

14. Eddie

Dowlmg— The

Big Break

15.

American Album of Familiar Music

16.

Jimmy Durante

17. Wallz
18.

Time

Bob Hope

.

19. Jack Carson
2(j.

and Eve Arden

Ed Gardnw-DulFy'a Tavern''

21. Charlie McCarthy
22. Fred Allen

m. Can You Top His?
24. Al JolsoTi

25.

Kay Kyser

26>

The Great

27.

Burns and Allen

GilderBleev©

•

'

1

raoia^ire Jbfack

others as Al Jolson,

on NBC. They've been joined by such

Jimmy durante, Garry Moore, Jack

Bob Hawk, Eddy Howard— Hollywood

and the great Ford Theater.: The new season on

—beaming

Carson, Frank Sinatra,

Star Preview, Sunoco Three Star Extra,

NBC

shines brighter than ever

to listeinefs ihe greatest concentration of talent,

to

advertisers

the greatest concentration of listeners ever to be found on a single network.

91.

America's No. 1 Network

A

Service

of Radio Corporation of America

A

40

jitttf

89
31*

28.

Red Foley-Grand Ofe Opty

29. Cavalcade of Aweriqa;"
30. Bill Stern

31. Dr.
32.

Q.

I.

EMa Stone—The Aldrich Family
Canova

33. Judy
I

'

34,

The Big Story

35. Art Linkletter— People are

,

36.

.

,

With

}U|^'

Dennis Day

41."Eddy
42.

;

Donald Voorhees—The Telephone HotW

89. Louiee Erickspid— A'pate
40.

'

Waring

87. Fred

38.

FnnnjW

One Man's Family

Howard—Sheaffer Parade

.

Mystery Theatre

44. Alice
45. Jaclc

Faye

& Phil Harris—Bandwagott

Benny

46. Milton Eerie

V. Kallenborn

47.

II.

48.

Manhattan Merry-Go-Round

49. Robert
60.

Merrill— RCA Victor Show

Morgan Beatty—News of the World

61. Curtain
62.

.

Time

Buddy Clark— Contented Hour

63. Ralph

Edwards— Truth or Consequence*

54.

Howard Lindsay— Ford Theater

55.

Hollywood Star Preview

86, Eleanor Steber

& Christopher Lyttdi

Voice of Firestone

Drawings byJSam

Bemm

-

.

—

f

r

,

W«Sne»9*yt Jfymwbtr
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BEHIND THE SILKEN CtJBtAIN

PRIMER FOR PARENTS
OHh Downes, With Lanny Harper, Elinor Oreen;

METBOPOLITAN OPERA
With Milton

Cross,

Pant Brentson, announcer
Sig'inund Spactlii Robert Bagar,
Robert Lawrence, Boris G«W»v- FrAancer-DUector: Ted Cott
Dorothy Kirstcn, James Mason, Writer: Miss Harper
39 Mins.; Wed., 10 p.m.
Pamela KclUno

H tlours;

WNEW,

si's arias,

known

most

to

WNEW

iTork

t Buchanan)
For the purposes ot

ot

them

as

nile reactions.

radio listeners

by

football, or disk jockeys.
As for the statistical report, it

•

Fifth grade sttidqnts were quizzed
on their opinio*' -ar to the album
and the school's principal also made

this

time as the score ot "Oldahoma,"
the event couldn't help but be an
exhilaratmg one musically. Also the
tuner-inner of the afternoon didn't
have much choice if he didn't like

brief comments on kidisdcis: in
general. For the benefit of the ai^
audience the entire album was
played in the first half of the program while the moppets' remarks on
the disks followed via th? wire recorder.
Using "man-in-the-street" technique. Miss Harper elicited such
comments from the girls as "I

some

.

was

Texaco's eighth consecutive year as
the broadcasts' backer and this year
The opera
there'll be 18 of them.
association is Texaco's top pride.
Strange a.s it may seem, the association lias long goi beyong that point thought it was very exciting, very
where the refiner pauses to consider cute," etc., .while the boys found a
commercial usei Sometimes a moiaL in tlie saga of the mighty
its
business, like an individual, just woodchopper.
They thought the
can't pull out of something that has point was that if you work lor somebecome a sort of iostitHtion or habit, thing you'll always find it, The
without considering the manifold re- principal felt that records helped- to
actions. Especially when what start- supplement the regular classroom
ed out as a t^st'and innovation ei^t curriculum.
years ago has developed, in one <tt
Miss Harper proved a facile inthe outstanding goodwill clinchers in terviewer in quizzing the kids. She
the mercantile world.
kept the continuity moving and it
The Met alwse^S. had the rep of was refreshing to hear what a 10moving slowly- when, it came to year-old xjersonally likes in contrast
changing methods and techniques
to what ait adult thinks he should
that is before Edward Johnson moved like. Evidently there's quite a difin as gen. .mgtr, and the same goes fereeM».'.
for the pattern of the Saturday afHounding out the final five minternoon broadcas^f.
The entr'acts utes of the program was Elinor
are 'still split between a plodding Green, juvenile book authority for
quiz about things opera and a fren- Simon & Schuster. She recommends
on
opera
in
proc»
zied discourse
the
ed a pair of tomes (not published
ess of broadcasts, with Boris Goldov- by S&S) for kiddie consumption,
sky holding forth pontiflcally as and also deplored the rising co«6t
m.Ci
The latter interlude is still which have hit the moppet book;
billed as "Opera News on the Air," field. Unfortunately, Miss Green was
even though it has the connotation: a trifle nervous but no doubt liiat
Goldovsky's guests Saturday (15) will wear off later.
were JameS' Mason; Panlela Kellino
On' tbe whole, the pxfl%»nt,«ffeFs
and Dorothy Kirsteni" Their scripts a parent helpful advice in analyztaig
were read speedily, enough but the the worth of disks and juvenile
text wasn't particularly exciting. books.
Gilb.
Also for the record, Olin Downes,
N. Y. Times critic, Sigmund Spaeth,
Robert Bagar and Robert Lawrence Giuseppe AntonicelU on the podium. Muss Do.sia's sweetness of tone
are the quiz quartet of experts.
Of firsts there were two: it was- and fine sense of dramatic expresthe debut of Elen Dosia, Greek lyric sion registered impressively through
Odec.
soprano, in the title folel and of the Ifludpeaker,
,

—

,

•

.

Simmons

on Hartley

J.

Drum's European mis-

sion as U, S.i-ep on the Anglo-American Commission of Inquiry on
Palestine, is the second book selected
for presentation via draby
matic reading. Indie station originally experimented with this form last
spring with Victor Bernstein's book
on the Nuremberg Trfals. "Final

.

commonly

15 MIns.; M9<Mlw«>i'ri,, fas p.m.
Sustaining
CBS, h orn New V*tfc.

.

N. TT.
In "Primer for Parents.,"
enterprisingly steps out to guide
parents in introdutiing their offspring
thi-s depart-^
In this instance the uparts.
the
to
be
ol)ment not much more could
records and books.
tained from listetting to the initial lifting media are
and an
Met broadcast (15) of the 1947-48 Armed with a wire recorder cut
by
season thaii some statistical data and album of "Pavil Bunyan."
"La Victor Jory on the Signature label,
observations, for the records.
proTosca" was the choice of the ocba- Lanny Harper of the station's
gram department, hied herself down
It's among the surefire Operas
sion.
'fork's
lower
1 on New
of the realm and with Jan Pqercc to P. S. f
west side for some iirst-hand juvein there to cut loose with Cavarodos-

ABC, from New

15 Mins.; Tttes., Wed., 9:16 p.m.
Sustaining <
N. Y.
The non-flctiou bestseller, "Behind
the Silken Curtain," which is based

WMCA;

Sustaining

p.m., Sat.

TEXACO

1947

With Lyman Bryafin, Ernest

.

sky,

1%

YOV AND THE RUSSIANS

With Norman Kose
Prodiicer; Leon tioldstein

WMCA

Judgment," with moderate success.

.

'.v..

J.

.

.

.

Lyman

Brysori,

whose "Problems

of the peace" vaciea tfffcred intelli-

gent comioent on the dilemma facing
the world after V-Day, is trying to
bring sanity to th« inres^nt public
opinion on the question of Russia.
CEb,viously, this is one of the most
awesome situations of history, so re.
gardless ot bow far "You and the
Russians" succeeds, the program is
an admirable project,, for which both
Brysott and CSPS deserve credit and
a respectful hearing.
The stanza, continuing only this

Through expert narration job' executed by Norman Rose and tight
editing which extracts the meaning
while retaining the flavor of the week; consists of discussions between
book, these readings perform, good BrySon and five authorities on the
service in bringing impprtant books subject of what the Russians are
really like, and how they relate to
to the attention of dialers.
However, this type of program has us. The guests for the live broadanother aspect which may be ot casts are, in cljronological order,
more general significance. -It's a Ernest J, Simmons,"professor ot Rus.
form of unlabeled editorialization by sian language and literature at CoSINGING STAR the station. Through the selection lumbia Univ.; Cyril E. Black, assistMARK
of books with special points of view, ant professor of history at Princeton;
Called "the mo.st beautiful givl In
the station is enabled to convey any Percy E. Corbett, professor of poUl•radJo,"
I.,«>rrr made her- debut on
partisan opinion it may hold towards tcal science at Yale; Philip E. Mosely,
"Sound Oft,"
problems. It may be only professor of international relations at
On Warnow'a first single "disk'' acurrent
coincidence that both "Final fuAgr Columbia, and Walter Millis, edir
Ltin-v has the featured siiiglng spot
ment"
and "Behind the Silken. Cur- toiial iwiter of thie N, Y. Herald Trion both sides, "Who Put That
tain," while dealing with difterent butke.
Dream In Your lEyea'il" and ''Seno- though related subjects, are slanted
On the basis of the initial broadrlta Maracas From Caracas." Recalon^ a similar bias.
cast Monday (17) the discussions are
ord Is Coaatt laitel.
Editorialization is probably neces- carefully outlined in advance, but deMGT> sary for ioiecting Isomer vigor jbifo livered from notes rather than script.
TIM QAYtE,
the broadcast media and 'WBICA is The series is not and cannot hope to
already doing it in its tt9ta1>)e "New be "popular," but it may provoke

LORRY RAINE
WARNOWS

PERSONAL

PEOPLE OJtUliaTED

World A-Coming" series. But tf it>
With Paul MeCrath. Myrm He- parades under the guise oft a regu^Cormack, Al Kilcy, Phil Steeley lar program, preSttmably without a
Writer: Davi« IKarp
point of view, the** are ttto many
Froducer'^ireetoi:: Kayni0B4 I>ebrcr dangers and pitfalls la make It

IS Mins.; Sbb.^ tSSB pjn.
Sustaininir
WNYC, N. Y.
Presented under the auspices of
the Salvation Amy. this series of
draniats is doing an effective job in
plugging the various activities of.
that welfare organization. Although
limited in theme, these quarter-hour
shows are tightly knitted productions
framed around good scripts and
sparked by such capable thespeibs
:

worthwhile,

THE STORYTELLER
With Godfrey Schmidt, Bill Mcder
Producer: Milton Krpnts
'

.

DIre6tor: CIay Daniels
15 Mins.; Thurs., 6:30 p.m.
Sustaining
WNBC, N. Y.
Apparently the criticism directed
at radio regarding the large num,

McCormack and Paul Mc- ber of blood-and-thunder stories
Program has been plattered aimed at the kid trade is having
some' effect. Of late there's been a

aa BSyroo
Gcatfa.
fi>r

thought among "a select, influential
audience and thus have an indirect,
continuing effect:
The opening confab with Simmons
was, in general, reasonably Itstenabie, although the Columbia prof
used a few mass-Kstener-chasing
words, such as "definttrve" and "recalcitrant." Otheirwise, his obvious
understanding of Russia and the Russians, and sympathy with the average Russian's molality and aspirations, should have 'ptBvei enlightening to the ill-informed public and
suspect to Rep. Pamell liiomas. As
usual in such circumstances. Brysnp's questions and, comments: were
evocative a»d cogent,
Jtobe,
<

'

national distribution,

Preem' Shov^, "People Unlimited,"
was fouitt around the' case history of
a New York Bowery bum who, after
being put undei' the wing of the
Salvation Anny^ was transformed
into a u^fnl citizen. Despite pat
comrentmnality in the Story treatment, some sharp insights and accurate characterizations gave it a
Religious exhortawas entirely bypassed, Herm.

genuine flavor.
tion

trend to the classic stories that par*
ents used to read to the kiddies before radio relieved the family head
of that function.
Newest, in this field is the story
telling sessum of GodJEtey Schmidt,
who tells clasKe yarns with an organ background. Schmidt imparts a
great deal: of characterization and
smoothness in thEi;: chore, assuming
many cbanjtasi «t voices to suit the
.

:

.

various characters^, and creating a
mood that's bound to hold the
youngsters who still haven't been
spoiled by the bang-bang yarns
available in the late afternoon hours:
Session caught had Schmidt telling the "Happy Prince" by Oscar
Wilde, subsequent stanzas will have
other yams with the same high
Standards.
Jose,

name 'em and maybe you can have 'em
SPORT
quiek advertiser can

hH

the jack-pot by buying

tiie

A

,

LINE UP:

AL SCHACKT SHOW on WOR.
For lione

I

iwflli

Al^

THE AL SCHACHT SHOW, with the fanciest
lineup 61 sports bigwigs on the map,

yov MO|l

Fast.

The show (on

fnti of

una

WOR)

is for sale.

new, news, and

is

nuggets for a sponsor,

-

r

CLaWN:

headliners as a

Al Schacht. the clown prince

of baseball, buf-

former big-league pitcher^
—invites sports luminaries to cUne with him in

-i0on.xrf4fac^Iileache»;

.

People

like:

PMSTUME

his fattioiis restattrant. Bnigraiii i» pitched from
1:

left to

ri^t: Barney Ross, Helen Jacobs, Al

Schacht, Babe Didrikson.-

there, Saturdays at 8: SOBhf-

COiWE-ON:
The ad lib show is packed with horseplay, sports
gab and a quiz. The pull: prizes for the listenejr

who sends in the best sports question of the week;

PAYOFFi
SHOW

AL SCHACHT
is a natural for
commercials. Itcas f(^ right into the conversaf

The

tion; the

prodiKt can fake oA the aura o£ th«

famous eatery.

More

I»ICTURE 2i Clown

Prince

M and Bahe Ruth.

PICTURE

3: left to rigte- Arthur Matatt Freddie FitzSimmons, Al Schacht, Jofm Rierait, Chuck Dressen, Joi.
DiMaggio, Bobo Newsom,
..

WILL SPONSORS PLEASE MOSEY OVEBi TO THE NEXT COLUMN? fl^

facta?

Pheoe PE &8600.,

WOR

Mutual

:

:

'

Wednesday, November 19, 1947

FOOtnOxe to the ruftVKB
Director: Elliot Selden
30 Mins.; Sat., 8;30

Sustaininr '
N. Y.
Long Island

V

WWBL,

.

indie

lined

up

an

"advisory board" of the deans of
N. Y. colleges to select outstandt
Ing students to appear each week on
this forum airer. Stanza teed off
Nov. 8 with a lively, intelligent debate on the question of universal
military training. Prof. Alvin Bahsen
of L. I. Univ.'s history departn^pnt
capably moderated; the participants

H

60 ¥EABS-«CITY OF ALL NATIONS
Froduoer^Dircator; Jo Banson
IS Mins.; Wed., 8:16 p.ni.
Sustaininr
WHN, N. Y.
This series, which teed off Wednes-

day

an interesting peek into
the past and present of the teeming
boroughs that make up New York
(12), is

8$
DOROTHY FULDUEIM
OPEN HEARING
15 Mihs.; Sat., 5:45 p.m.
With Winston Burdette, moderator;
BBOTHEBHOOO OF BAILROAO giie$t ietrislatort, government

Traiiscriptioii,Re?iews

"'mAINlMEN

With Don Bodpey,' Kenny Gardner,
Lombardo Trio; David Boss, anCity. WHN, in scheduling these pronouncer
grams in conjunction with the pro- Writer; Larry Menkin
posed celebration of Greater New Direotori Jeanne Harrison
York's Gblden Jubilee, decided to Producer: Cbarles Gaines
stress the stories of the various bor-

;'

spokesmen

'

ABC^ from Cleveland
'(William von Ifihle)

GVY LOMBABDO SHOW

Marking
union's
radio,

.

the

initial

30 Mins.; Tues., 10:30 p.m.
Sustainin^r

workers
network
Fuldheim's weekly

railroad
entry into

Dorothy

news

CBS,, from Washington
Reconvening of Congress in spe-

Monday

session

cial

(17)

was the

roundup is an inci-sive, informative commentary on current cue for CBS to revive this weeltly
events that's a welcome change public service sttanza last week (11),
from the stale rehashes of the press with Winston Burdette again in the
30 Mins.
wire services currently being aired. moderator's seat. Burdette, Washing(Frederic Zi«)
With her colorful, hardhitting liter- ton newsman for the web, each week
Guy Lombardo orch'a birand of ary .stj^e and firm, low voice. Miss will invite in several' Congressmen
music may tie sneered at by the Fuldlieim has the equipment to and government spokesmen to disbuild up a good following, especially cuss key issues before, the federal
jazzique. cognescenti for being square,
if she's slotted into a more favorable
lawmakers.

oughs by emphasizing the role
were Joan Scileppi, Queens College; played by the community newspaper
Edward Goldberg, N.YiUi; Lawrence in each borough.
Leder and Stephen Pollan of L.I.U.
It's a good local public service
Session got under way in formal idea, with tl\e editors of local papers
Feeling corny ,''schmaltz3i', etc.; hut this is one time.''
debate fashion, two students deliver- as best representatives.
For the teeoff, Burdette could have
ing affirmative arguments; the other Wednesday was that there was too of the few bands: that has sustained
^itii the Brotherhood bankrolling picked
bigger n'ames than Kep.
two the negative side. These presen- much plugging of the paper in- a steady appeal over the past 20 this
series as a public service, she's Christian A. Herter (R., Mass.) and
tations were brief, however, ,and the volved, but perhaps this couldn't be
years while -.others, *mOre.- highly- bdng-'gjven '.fiWun^in in expressing Rep. A. S. "Mike" Monroney (D.,
better part of the sequence 'was de- helpe'd." Initial program featured
touted in their time,, have. fallen by her point of view.
On the initial Okla.), and might have chosen legisvoted to otf T'the - cufC, informal Edwin B., Wilson, exec editor of the the wayside.
stanza (15), she gave a penetrating lators with more divergent views
roundtable' hashing over of the Brooklyn Eagle, in a questions-andThrough thei changing fads in pop analysis of the split between Rus- on the subject at handmaid to Euquestion, with the moderator kick- answers format, with WHN publicity
sia and the U. S: over the European rope but it's doubtful he could have
ing in just enough questions to keep director Jo Ranson on the firing end. music, Lombardo has clung to his
r'ehabilitation program.
While not found two more articulate or seemthe arguments flowing. Before they Program wa^ a bald paeon to Brook- own style which- has paid oflE nicely
giving vent to any pronounced anti- ingly well-informed men to discuss
air
the
the
in
supper
rooms
and
on
were through, the students had lyn, but it was an interesting survey
although shunned by the jive set. Kussian bias, her sympathies were the question. Herter headed a Congiven the whole topic of world nevertheless.
Marshall plan. Her gressional group which recently repeace a pretty good going-over from
Speaking in plain language and a In this open-ended package turned clearly with the
their viewpoint -— and it was the good delivery, quite to the point, out by Ziv, the indelible Lombardo final item was a sharp crack at turned from an inspection tour to
The British royalty in a comment on the determine Europe's needs; Monrdney
viewpoint of well-informed* articu- Wilson discussed Brooklyn's status trademark is predominant.^
,_late youths who knew they'd be the before and since consolidation, its rhythms are sweet, the melodies are upcoming Princess Elizabeth wed- was a member of the group. They
:

.

•

'

•

^

.

—

.

,

'

'

.

"^nes
.

to fight

it

if

there's another

war*.

Program is diiitincliy good radio
and a credit to this indi« outlet.
:

Doom.

the strong crystal clear, the musicianship is exrivalry between it and Manhattan; pert and the whole atmosphere-"is
the melting pot of peoples who go cozy. Customers for this series will
to make up Brooklyn, the Princeton get exactly what they're buying.
Univ. survey of Brooklyn's setup,
Neat production touches have built
etc
He proved plainly thai Brook- 'these haUi-hOttr platters' into firsthistorical

lyn's

TOCB 8TOBY7

backgroundi

personality hadn't been

svO'al-

rate

musical, sessions.

Pairing

of

THIS

Doirothy

Writer: Verne Jay
queries,, excusably (being a Brook15 Mins.; SuL, 12:45
lynite himself )' getting in a few
Sustaining
plugs himself.
Bron.
WLW, Cincinnati
Aimed at solving problems for veterans and their dependents, "Is This
Your Story?" is being produced by
WLW.'s special services division in
cooperation with Veteran's Administration, Red Cross and other inter-i
ested agencies; Solid public service
feature, this series of dramats, built
around psychological barriers vets
'have to hurdle before adjusting to
civilian life, are authentically documented and neatly produce<).
Recent stanza dramatized .problem of overcoming hostility in the

spoke with authority born of
the

Plugs, for

handled

On

the

on an
preem,

union

being

are

institutional

union

prez

basis.
F.

A.

tions.

.

eloque'nt defense of trade union
Herm.
principles and practices.

is

hand
tices

standard

—

'

the

n«w look

in

TELEVISION

mind

of one ex-serviceman who
found it impossible to find a permanent job. Through careful handling
of the vet employment service, however; he was finally placed in a spot
where he could utilize his service-

acquired treininj?. Program also includes one-minute spot of late news
-on veteran ques-

from Washington
tiond.

:

;

y

follow-up Comment::
»

:

4«««»

4 « 't-»>4-«

"Studio One" started its name'
guest policy Tuesday night (11) on
CBS with John Garfield as the Rambunctious agent Gabriel of Richard
Mealand's story, "Let. Me 1)0 the
Talking." It was a moderately successful show. The Meeland yarn is
not an ideal radio piece, particularly
for 60-minute adaptation, since It's
primarily a character sketchi dependent on bright dialog, but with
•

Also, in this
plot strength.
radio version, the ending was neither
entirely clear nor completelj; satisfying. Garfield's vigor and drive were
suitable for the leading part, but his
lagged performance suggested insufficient rehearjsal.
Mercedes Mc'
little

Cambridge gave genuine dimension
and definition to the part o£ the girl,
while Raymond Edward Johnson was
convincing as the novelist, Hester
Sdndergaard was properly brisk as
the secretary, Robert Dryden was
plausible' hs
the
old
Grace^OEjainsounffed convincingly
"^qiTS:e"'asthe would-be auth'or'and
Hedley Rainnie was acceptable as

— —

the young mag writer-lecturer! The
adaptation by Vincent McConnor, of
the CBS program writing division
retained the conversational sparkle
of the original book, and Alexander
Sefaler's music lent additional depth
to the work.
Fletcher Markle's direction was fluid and nicely paced
but his impresario appearance to
make the opening and dosing spiels
suggested the David Belasco sort of
flowirijg. tie

Honey blond,

vivacious Sylvie St. Clair puts iieW life

into song arid story, y^ni^ gets action.

showmanship;

To
"Ford Theatre" presented Sunday
(16) a 60-minute version of the Bizet-

Hammerstein "Carmen Jones."
had both good and bad qualities

It

in
relation to Billy Rose's original stage
production. An asset was the fact
that the singers, including three leads
.frtfm the original stage troupe, were
able to use Itie microphone to avoid
the necessity to shouting over the
large orchestra— radio technicalities
took care of that. Also, the conden
sation eliminated some of the weaker
parts of the operatic plot and score
On the other hand, as the story was
carried primarily by the lyrics .rather
than by spoken dialog, it made the
action more difl'icult tor the listener
to follow. In general, however, it was
an impressive show, though possibly
not one likely to draw a mass audience. The script vivts edited by Howard Teichmann, the continuity written by George Faulkner, and as
usual, Howard Lindsay narrated and

George Zachary produced.

first-

hand observation and seemed thoroughly prepared to answer all ques-

Whitney introduced the series with
Session was informal, pertinent
a history of the Brotherhood and an throughout af»d well paced. Burdette

a highly capable, efficient, old
at such a stint, albeit he prae-*
w^at seems to be a studied,
delivery required of all
OMabonui City
Frank Allan) CBS newsmen and "analysts."
cult, if not impossible, for a disk veteran announcer and disk jockey
"Open Hearing" is an item for
jockey to present a Lombardo pro- has joined the announcing staff of every conscientipus voter's must-lis(Continued on page 40)
KOMA.
JDotfiii
tening log.

lowed up by consolidation with David Ross' buttery tones with LomIa Verne, Tom Kane, other boroughs, but was— oh— still bardo is a natural while Larry Menkin supplies a script soaked in
Allan Xurie, Bob Bentley, Dave very much individualistic.
Upson; George Skinner, annoimcer
Ranson fed some provocative mazola to match. It would ;be diffi-

IS

With

ding.

wit, this unsolicited letter

"Last night we saw you on-televlsion. This made me decide to buy
a television set. Yoii have been excellent— full of pep—and' I diaiik you
very much for the pleasure you gave me. I hope to see you often
as soon as I get my television set."*

WABD
NEW YORK
mm

KIY STATION OF THE

Miss St. Glair makes ber "personal
appearance" on WABD every Wednesdaj
nigbt at 8:15. If sbe can sell television
sets BO persuasively, think what her
ealea-nppeal can do fn>v yonr producit
For

details

call^

.

WABD, Time Sales Department,
Sis Madison Avenue, New York 22, N.T.
Phone:

PL 3-9800

*Iiame supplied on

Tejjfifeit

TELEVISION NETWORK

.

CBS programs leail the top-rated shows
in WRI homes delivered per dollar ^ *
';

according to the latest Nielsen report

Among the 25 leading programs* in all network
the

first

first

Radio, 5 out of

5 biggest sponsor values in the daytime— and 4 of the

5 in the evening— are oh CBS. They've

won by

the exact-

ing test of "most homes reached per dollar".

EViNIN0

DAVTIiyii

Big

Big Sister

Town

Our Gal Sunday

My Friend

irma
inner Sanctum

Mci Perkins

Aunt Jenny

Talent Scouts

Helen Trent

CBS

leads all other networks in the very clearest "pay-off

highest audiences:

"Lux Radio Theatre"

Sunday" in the daytime, CBS achieves
of audience arid value because

balanced facilities with

program

that pay

off.

its

and "Our Gal

at night

effective interlocking

CBS matches

its

superbly

ability to provide advertisers with
^Sased on

NBI

avetage aucUence.

For a belter Radio program « • . for the

NIGHT!
CBS Package Shows pay
"MY FRIEND

off

IRMA'J a CBS-ponceived, CBS-produced package

show (Swan Soap), in itsfirst sponsored season is ranked by NRI
• .
•

,

• •

third in

number of homes

delivered per advertising dollar

sixtj^

in size of audience reached

of all

the big shows in evening

Radio

ARTHUR GODFREY'S "TALENT SCOUTSTalso

CBS-conceived, CBS-

produced (for Lipton's), and also in

sponsored season,

ranked by
• •

•

•

fift^

its first

is

NRI
number of homes delivered per advertising dollar

seventeenth in size of audience reached

of all the big shows

in evening

Radio

fhat's wliy they pich CBS

These are only two among the noteworthy successes from the
largest, most productive package-program operation in all Radio.

Right now there are 31

CBS

"packages" available for sponsor-

Shows

drama, variety, quiz, news,

aiid

music— all

comedy,

CBS-built,

CBS-

Radio

CBS

results

not just

by "how big an

audi-

ence?"
. .

.

not just by "how

cost?"

produced, and CBS- Air-Tested. For further particulars, see

who today judges

advertiser

...

ship, ranging over the entire entertainment spectrum:

like tkese provide the

answer for the tbugh-mincled

much does it

,

...but in terms of the "pay-off"

relationship between audience
"andcofet,"

These' advertisers know, too,
isn't the

A scienfifically-pi'oporlioned

sample, representing a coast-to-coasl area containing

63%

of U.S. radio homes, underlies every Mielsen Radio Index report, and is the basis Jor all
jNRI ratings and analyses. Computation of homes reached per dollar employs best avail-

it

program a/one— or, the

choice of network alone— hut
the interlocking combination of

program and network which

able data for time and talent Costs,

makes for maximum Radio
effectiveness.

Such advertisers, the biggest

ulmosf

in

Radio Values. #• see

CBS

advertisers in Radio, choose

CBS. In fact, more of them choose

CBS... and more choose

THE COMPLETE NETWORK

network.
the past

CBS

ANY

other

And have done

so for

exclusively...

10

years.

When

BMB Board Bows to Kobak s Demand

that

if

Youngstown,

must make with coughs it
be in the monjing
are having breakFor that reason the stafast.
tion last week informed the
Olian agency in N. Y. that it
Buckley
couldn't
accept the
Cough Syrup recordings. Campaign was booked to start Monday (17),
cial

For Committee to V(Hce Webs' Views
Broadcast Measurement Bureau
board acceded in principle Monday
(17) to Mutual prexy Edgar Kobak's insistence upon formation of

"network commfttoe"
gestions

to

BMB

PHILCO

mi

a

submit sug'

representing

BOWS TO FTC ON
WIN' CAMPAIGN

'N'

Washington, Nov.

the
Philco and

In doing so, however,

webs' views^

BMB

to

t»hilco

sidiary,

directors decided that the

its

18.

wholly-owned subDistributors,

Inc.,

bureau would select the membership have capitulated to a Federal Trade
Commission warning and agreed
of soch a committee. Harold Ryan,,
BMB board chairman, was delegated over the weekend to shelve their
'n'
Win" campaign. FTC
"Sell
to make the selections.
charged the campaign was tailored
Although Ryan did not immedito induce dealers to push the sale
ately name committee members, it
of Philco equipment, mostly radio
was believed almost certain that he receivets, at the expense of com-

There was a striking analogy in two statements of ClaytQn Colly<sr, Jr„
week. In one,, taken from the AFRA publicstlorij Stand By, Variett

would ask prexies of

all

four net-

petitive products.

Plan provided prizes to salesmen
was no statement to this ef- on the basis of their sales of the
Philco merchandise. Points were acthe implication was that BMB
cumulated on the basis of Philco
did not see eye-to-eye with Kobak's
units sold and in addition there were
idea of having a "network" commitprize drawings to hypo the sales.
tee composed of himself, CBS prexy
FTC stepped in because the trade
Frank Stanton, and KLZ (Denver) practice rules tor the radio receiver
manager Hugh Terry. Without any Industry bar such campaigns, even
reflection on Terry, who is a mem:without, the lattery angle.
ber of the boards of both BMB and
the National Assn. of Broadcasters,
works, or their reps, to serve. While
there

fect,

,

was felt a "network" committee
should be composed entirely Of web
it

reps.

the BMB- board accepted, its research committee's re]port ,oa Mutual's "llstenability"' coverag0 technique and „findings, but
'^oted to make no decision "in the
near future" on "listenability" owing
tp "lengthy examination required."
lAteanwhile,

.

Board
the

Mutual

also voted to grant

10%

subscription

discount

al-.

s\jch blacklisting,

WGN

HcCormick's

Decide on

NAB

,

•

'

.

-

Membership, Or El^e
Washingtoni Nov.

Whether

Col.

McGormick

18,

political capital of it."

will

climb under the National Assn, of;
Broadcasters tent 100% or pull out
is a question WON, Chicago, must
and three other
soon face.
large standard stations (whose identity has been harder to penetrate)
have up to this timc held NAB mem-,
berships only through their, pennypoor FM affiliates.
As a result, for $5 a month, they
i

WGN

AM

theory that the average the -benefit of NAB
with defective hearing is for a bare $60 a year.

the

'.

:

NBC

Nov. 9 has
Theatre Guild's preem television production on
raised the issue once more of having such video dramatic shows reviewed
by legit, instead of radio, critics from the daily consumer press. Feeling is
that such shows are much more akin to the stage than they are to radio. As
such, it's -the legit critics who can offer thff'jnost ooAsttuctive' criticism
,

on them.
Despite this,' however, the .show paid off in reams of newspaper space
for Allan Kalmus, NBC tele publicity chief and his staff. For the first
time in its history, the N. Y. Herald Tribune's- Sunday amusement section
devoted its lead story to the show, spotlighting a three-column picture. It
also d^ev Be three-coluron cut in the. N. V> Times' Sunday radio section and
considerable space in radio sections of all the other papers^

Blowout called an Open Mike Ball will be staged by Local' 50, United
Office and Professional Workers of America' (GIO), which has units at
CBS, indie station WMCA, N. Y., and elsewhere in the radio industry, on
Friday night, Nov. 26, at the Penthouse, 13 Astor PI., N", Y. It'll be the
local's first annual shindig, open to members and guests,, and gratis invites
are being forwarded to network execs.
Talent thus far lined up for the entertainment bill includes singer Vic
Damone, balladeer Alan Lomax, and non-pro vocalist Peggy Taylor, who
is secretary to Don Pelz at CBS. lice Norman's orch will play for dancing.
membership Chairman of tho ball committee is Michael Blanda of CBS purchasing dcpt
He's being assistied by Ruth Froma Of the' web's technical operations staff.
-

'

.

human

hardships.

the biz.

When

the news' that Standard Brands "was lend-leasing Fred Allen to
Ford Motors got out Lever Bros, thought it saw a chance to catch the
competition napping and it ordered Ruthrauif &. Ryan to snatch up all the
station identification spots following the Edgar Bergen, show that were
available for chainbreaks. 'R&R's fast scouting came to naught. It found
that all such spots were filled by local advertisers.'. Lever had apparently
been under the impression that since Standard Brands controlled the two
continuous half hours NBC affiliates had refrained from cutting in with
chainbreaks.
'

NOW

/
REVIEWS

For The

.

Nevertheless, in the new issue of Stand By, published the same day
(NOV, 12) as the edition of VAuiETr containing the above item, Collyer
wrote; in his "President's Box," in part as follows: "The spreftding pf
tunior cari be a vicious thing. Its only known antidote la truth, far too
often, truth arrives after the damage is done. It is my earnest plea that
everyone of us will run to earth all rumors. Trace every story back to its
source and be sure of the underlying facts before attempting to make
.

about five weeks, from Oct. 1 to ashamed of the affliction and for that
Nov. 4,, fof 'the networks, voted also reason does nothing about it, the comto fixtpnd the discount deadline for mercials will urge those close to
Quaker Oats' Brazil Show
BtatibnES and regional webs to Jan. 1. them to send .in their names. InforSao, Paulo, Brazil, Nov. Hi
To date, BMB has. 501 AM stations mation about the hearing device 'will
Quaker Oats 'is sponsoring a soap
and 'seven IM subscribers, plus the then be mailed without any dis- opera three times a week on Radio
four major nets and several region- closure of the source.
Sao Pauloj one of the Emissoras
als, but is still somewhere between
It will be a half-hour dramatic Unidas group Of stations.
$50,000 and $75,000 shy of the $500,- series on the theme of scientific dC''
National Export Advertising Serv000 needed to carry out projected velopments that have eased various ice, Inc., Quaker's ad agency, placed
.

•

*

cough.

'

On
person

,

it is cowardly intolerance and complete un-Americanism, and
must be stopped."
In reporting the statement, Vinxn: noted that this publication had made
intensive efforts to verify such rumors, taut had been unable to do so.
Variettt al$o recalled that among those it had querliBd Oft the subject was
CoUyer himself, and that he declared he knew of no specitlc instdnces of

claim that

Station offered to accept written comraercial.s, but without
anybody being Called On to

—
—

thus in effect extended the deadline

plans.

quoted the president of the union's New York local as saying last September, "Members of both sides were guilty^ and I use the word .advisedly,
of persuading various directors to use or not to use various performers
accordingly, ThLs was being done then, this is being done now, and I

have been getting all- the privileges
of membership for both theit
and FM properties^ In the case of
Hearing Aid Show's
WGN, had the membership been
out on .its earnings rather
'
Novel Sales Approach taken
than on the FM property station
Hirshon-Garfield agency will in- would have paid NAB several huncorporate a novel sales approach, it) dred dollars a month in 'dues.
the network: prpgram it's currently
The NAB board of directors has
prepping for Acousticon Electrical now ruled that effective JTan'. 1, '48,
Hearing Aid. The blurb, as well as dues must be paid for "the most
the show, will be directed not at the profitable station."
In this way,
hard of hearing but rather at their AM-FM operators or owners oi'sevfamilies and friends. -.
eral broadcast stations will not have

lowed the other webs and, having

.

last

when people

Col.

1947

Inside StDlf-Radio

holds

commer-

dramatized

a

1%

Coughing Time

It's

WKBM,
shouldn't

the

November

Vedhaegaay,

3ft

First

Time

•

.

.

PREVIiWS

of AtlvorlisacI Radio Sfto«M

CONTROLLED PROGRAM PUBLICITY!
EARS TO RADIO! h the first syndicated column to bear an editorial format
and) at the same time, to be devoted solely
to the positive support of radio programs^
Its function is to win new listeners and
to build greater continued interest within
present listening audiences.
It guaran*
tees that you, the advertiser, exercise complete control o\er what is written about

your program*
(1) ..

(2) ;
..

(3) .

how

it

EARS TO RADIO! then presents
news and comment about your
in.

scheduled

initially

week-day columns.

the style of the

Now, available

is

The rate is low. You can reach this vast
audience at less than 10c per thousand.

EARS TO RADIO!

affords the opportunity to advertisers to take personal advantage of the extremely high readership
of radio news
among women,

among men.

—51%

40%

''v

Responsive Audience in Excess
of 14,000,000 in These

Leading Newspapers:
& TribdiM
Orleont TimesPicayune States

IWinneopolis Star

New

Ntws

Birmingham News AgeHerald
Boston Globe

New
New

Dispatch, Virginian-Pilof

.

Chottanooga News-Free
Press Times
Chicago Tribune

Portland (Me.) Sunday

Telegram
Philadelphia Bulletin
Philadelphia Inquirer
San Antonio Express News
Scranton (Pa.) Scranfonian
Tribune

Cincinnati Enquirer

Corpus

Christi

(TcxJ

Caller-Times

Dayton News
Das Moines Register

Wayne

(Ind.)

Journal

Gazette'

•"The lOO-Siuay Summary o( the Continuing Study of

50

East

42nd

Street

New

St.

Louis Post-Dispatch

St.

Paul Pioneer Pross

Tacoma News

Houston Pott
.

Indioriapolii Sittr

•

York News

Yoric Times
Norfolk (Vo.) ledger.

Boston Herald Traveler
Bridgeport (Conn.) Herald

Fort

Mcwapapor Reading."

•

A

Atlanta Journal

a grand total circular
tion in excess of 14,00()j000 readers of 39
of the nation's top market newspapers.

column, with your approva/.

RANDALL & COOPER

We shall welcome the opportunity of
applying complete details.

Amarillo (Tex.) 6lob«,

needs.

shows

is

works:

You or your advertising agency
buy space in the EARS TO'
RADIO! column.
You buy the number of inches
on a schedule to best fit your

radio
•

Here's

EARS TO RADIO!

for Sunday publication only, beginning
(This restriction is nec•January, 1948.
essary because of the current newsprint
situation.)
As soon as possible publication will be Extended to week-days. Adver*
tisers in the Sunday column ^ill be ac»
corded priority as' space is released in tfae

York City 17 • MUrray

Tribunis

Washington StAr

Wavtau liecor4 Herald

Hill

(Set.)

2-4504

Wedneddajr, Novemlier 19, 1947
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BEATS ALL COMPEHTON

lit

The PROOF

is in

"Wtibmi^i
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NARND TaUes OJC en Iditariafiznig'

kh More Fimds for O'seas 70106'

Bnt

deon, woe, Davenport, and Bob
18.
news di- Eastman, KOMA, Oklahoma City.
2. Following the lead of the Radio
rectors assembled here last week
Correspondents Assn. to the same
for the secoiyd annual convention of effect, the news editors resolved that
the National* Assn., of Radio News "radio
ne^s reporters are entitled to
Directors, tabled a resolution which"
equal access "to news sources . and
would have given modified support the same privileges, legal and otherto "editorializing" by radio managewise, as .representatives of other
ment but went all out in support of news media." Equipment necessary
more funds for the "Voice of Amer- to broadcasting should also be given
ica'' or a "similar shortwave operaequal privilege with that used by
tion abroad.
other news media. The resolution
The newsmen wound up a three- referred, among other thin^St to the
day meeting jSaturday (15.) with a refusal ^of some judges -to permit

radio station

.

.

.

'

-

strongly-worded resolution favoring radio men equal ncjvileges with the
"Congressional action which would press in on-the-spot reporting of
^crease dissemination of informa- court proceedings.
tion abroad" about America and
Eiirbt-Folnt' Credo
asked for more funds' for dx broad3.
In an eight-point' credo, the
casts.
association reaffirmed its stand that
The news directors were unmis- commercial copy should be separate
takably sympathetic to letting man- from the news and
always delivered
agement take editorial stands on the by a voice other than of the newsair but only if the "editorial opinion caster. One
trained newsman, the
com- group agreed,, is "a minimum essenis prepared and delivered 'by
petent personnel." The association tial" for every station. NARND also
finally tebled action on "editorializ- went on. record that
"a newscaster's
ing"' on the ground this is something
direct responsibility is to the public"
for station management and the FCC and he should have to.
answer only
to decide. If FCC amends the May- to -the station manager In his presenflower ruling, the editors indicated tation and
selection of the news.
support for editorializing_wherever Selection and presentation
should be
there is capable and responsible' per-_ "accurate, unbiased,
factual and in
sonnel to undertake it.
good taste."
.

.

These were other NARND
1. President' John Hogan,
Portland,

New
Ben

was

actions;

WCSH,

tor

re-elected

19481'.

The

association picked a tentative list of big names in radio' news
to serve as an advisory board to
NARND, Men will be approached
4.

board members elected were
WMAZ, Macon; Dave and wh6n they accept wiU be
WHAN, Rochester; Bob Re- cially designated as advisors.

Chatfleld,

offi-

Kessler,

tagline.

'

Don Rodney, doubling on

,:

weeWy

•
,

.

spots, distribu-

mell

ted at the seven, 15 and 25-minute
marks, are left open for local sponsors,

-

Series

TALE OF VWO %OWNS

W NX

producer.

approval.,

WARC

•

k

A

-

WARC

CONTE^

WARC

'

'

&

-

'

Y-,

HELP WANTED

Shows

and Nprwalk, weeks.

Drew

Lee

tions

ABC and
WSAY off,

wind"— that of Miss Hayes representing Notwalk and Lindsay for,

ter dual affiliate filed its anti-trust
suit Oct. 31. After a court hearing,

they
Alternately
described how Dunkirk had wholeheartedly aided its. namesake French
city with $100,000 worth of donations while most of Norwalk's 40,000
citizens petitioned the U. S. to "take
leadership to enforce a world law
as provided by the United Nation's

however, the court denied a permanent injunction. Latter decision was
cue- last
give

'

Mutual -from

Wednesday

WARC

WSAY^s
ing

cutting'

at the time the Roches-

for.

ABC

to

the go-ahead.

suit against the nets, ask-

triple
$12,000>OOO

damages in excess of
on grounds the webs are

constitution."
It was especially fitting that such

conspiring to monopolize the broadcasting industry and fix prices, is
a public service feature was pve' still to ]>e*heard.
scnted on Armistice Day. Community
drives of Norwalk arid Dunkirk tied
i« with the somber spirit of the
anniversary of one global conflict. Fort
Station Sets
And the. work of those toims for
.world cooperation symbolized -what
First Announcer Pact
can be done to prevent future wars,
if
all
communities follow their
Fort Wayne, Nov. 18.
example.
This dramatization was
Contract negotiations ha-ve- been
radio at: its best ^from a fine script
between WGL, Port
and ace ii^terpretations of Miss completed
Hayes and Xiindsay down to appro- Wayne, and its .ftfRA staff anpriate background music of the New nouncers, according' to Capt. Pierre
York Interracial Singers.
Such Boucher.on, general manager of the
transcriptions deserve a "wide circu- station,
Contract, effective Dec. 1,
lation.
Gttb.
provides for an increase in base
salaries for the .announcers, extends
the system of fee payments to announcers for special services, allows
Harmott's T.C.
six annual' holidays, and covers
is for
Formation as Disk Jock working'' conditions._ Contract
oneryearr
xms is the first contract signed
From pigskin to wax is the saga of with announcers here.
Station
Tommy Harmon. The ex-halfback
is
negotiating with the
has. turned; disk jockey, airing -over union,:'but'has not reached,
an agreea Tocal indie, KIE"V, Glendale, with ment.
a
program appropriately titled,
"Harmony Huddle."
Placed by Zeder, Vaughn and
Coverage
Farnam agency, the show airs daily
Via Increase to 3
for a used car dealer, combining
platter spins with sports world patBoston, Nov. 18.
Increase of its, present coverage
ter. On Mondays and Fridays its up
from a quarter to half hour, starting by about 50% becomes efiective in
'

Wayne

'

WW

"Operation,

^

.

pre-openmg cam-

.

WWJ-TV,

station in Detroit, has

fection,

the

rfirst"

more than

WWJ-TV has taken

—

arid

only

fulfilled

televisioii

that promise.'

television out of its

swad-

aM made it an established Detroit
medium. Already, thousands of television sets have
been sold in Detroit ... and intcresfis soaring to new

dling clothes

peaks with the current telcvizing of the University of

Michigan and University of Detroit home football
games. In the golden

televisiori

has trailblazed in Detroit,
leadership just as

me a great deal of
pleasure, but I can't fully enjoy it when I realize that there
brought

many people in hospiwho need this wonderful
entertainment more than I do
you- television
manufacturers please cooperate with me?
I will raise
the funds to pay for the sets
if you ynU meet me half-way.
I want to install a set a week
in a veteran; hospital. .
, I
know you are 'Variety addicts,

are so
tals

— SO — will

.

hence -this means of contacting
you. It might takes months
otherwise. I need 52 sets for

How about it?
Georgie Price,

1948 at cost.

Answer

to

Hospital I'elevision Fund, c/o
Variety, 154 W. 46th St., New
York 19, N. Y.

'

Tommy

it

era which

WWJ-TV

will rctaiii its present

W WJ has done for 27 years.

V

WBZ-PM Ups

upping of 'WBZ-FM's from 1 kw to
kw as of this week.
are inThe Westinghouse station figures
Quarter hour shows start at

at 7:30 a.m,;

terviews

"THIS TIWE FOR KEEPS"
Mil.: LOU CLAYTON

MARK
WARNOW'S

and on longer shows in-

of -sports

3

celebs

to

up

when

its

its

AUston,

AM MaNMi WWj

VmTKV

RKXATJi DRITG 00.
WcilnvMlny, NBC), 10:80 P.M.. K.S.T.
M-Ci.-M— "On the IhIuikI Willi \'ou"

Kw

50%

cluded.
7:45 a.m.

^nocioK*

•$m

WOWO

I

-

My

.

J-TV'.'!

promi^ng great things in televi^
sionfoF thf future. After 8 months of regularlyrscheduled
.

an indictment

tion of
as it is
of so-called "social
sentatives,"

new^per repre-

Injunction

WARC

Dunkirk;

over a year ago,

unanimous

of his letter has

NARSR

ABC

Switching to

As WSAY

scowled and dug in -battle."
But a "voice' filtered through the

paign 'was begun

virtually,

Main point

.

Conn., which not" only mulled the Pearson and Seeman Bros.' "Monday'
problems of these troubled times but Morning Headlines," both handled
strove to do something about them. by the William H. Weintraub agency.
Narrator' I^eynolds opened the docu-,
Federal court in N. Y. issued a
mentary with searing references to
temporary* injunction, 'restraining
the world's atom scars "while na-i

A little

18.

"Social or newspaper representatives,'' he -said, '%ave held back spot
Denied 'sales to the point that 28 ad agencies
Petition
in Chicago alone have quit buying
Rochester; Nov. iB.
FREEDOM HOUSE
spot radio time for any of their
WMCA, N. T.
became ABC's outlet hene clients." In three purportedcase his"Tale of Two yowns," 15-minutc la^ Wednesday (12)) in just about
dramatization of an appeal for world the time it takes to say WSAY. Lat- tories he contrasted the sales records
peace, was first broadcast Oct."19 via ter station, -which has filed a triple'* of "social reps" and "working reps"
MBS in connection with the presen- damage, anti-trust suit against the to the detriment of the farmer.
House
tation of the 1947 Freedom
He asserted that $200,000,000 a year
Award to Secretary of State Mar- four major networks, aired ABC's of spot time is going begging, because
shall. Later" -with the cooperation of "Breakfast Club" Wednesday morn- of reps' indifference and
neglect.
few minutes after 10 a.m^, a
the net, Freedom House cut a flock ing.
of platters Of the airer which have web exec, in N. Y. phoned
been offered at cost to some 1,105 that the circuit, court had just deSPOTS
stations. Among the ilrst to use the nied WSAY's petition for an in j uncConte's' Shampoo is buying daytranscription was "WMCA, N, Y.
tion to keep ABC and Mutual from time
spot 'announcements in a
As broadcast Tuesday (11). .program was a compelling, forceful plea lopping the station oil their affiliate selected list of markets for a test.
At 10:45 a.m.,
put
Bermingham, Castleman
Pierce
for world unity made particularly so lists.
is the agency.
by the vivid acting contributions of ABC's "Listening Post" on the air.
Aside :from the unceremonious,
Helen Hayes and Howard Lindsay as
well" as by Qttentiu Reynolds' stint now-it's-here-now-it's-there aspect of
Show's theme is built the switchover, the transfer in afas narrator.
around the concept that one way tO: filiation has an iiinusual twist in that
have peace is to "forge a bond of two 'ABQ stanzas will continue,
common law among all nations.''
Scripter Don Hirst ably recounted owing to contractual Obligations, to
the dramatic efforts of two American be aired by WSAY, for another four
new, television set has
are
Hats'
towns,

N. y. Interracial Singersv
Director-Writer: Don Hirst
IS Minjt.

;

I

Slaiid

Manager

Chicago, Nov.

.

WWJ-TV IS
10 TELEVISION

Office

been misinterpreted in some quar»
ters, since it is not so much a rejec-

With Helen Hayes, Aowaxdi Lindsay;
fluentln Beynolds, -nsrrator, and

Dunkirk, N.

In Detroit,..

De^e

NARSR

Cmdr. Walt Kim- has met with

guests. Lt.

,

is

Herm.

'

1% 1947

WilUtim- Q, Iftambeau, Chi station
scribed in Chicago, New series Of rep, said last week that his company
26 quarter-hour programs has a will continue io spurn the National
talent budget of some $60,000 and Assn. of Radio Station Reps, con<
uses singing commercials for re- trary to any comifiitments made by
cruiting. Previous bluejacket shows William M. Wilson, who manages tha
have relied largely on free talent firm's New York office.
and the recruiting message has been
Wilson's previous signaturing ot
soft-pedaled.
an NARSR letter of protest to the
New sliow is skedded as a public FCC burned Rambeati, who had sent
service offering On 470 stations, with a letter to managers of stations in
130 more in prospect. Cast includes his fold, informing them he had no
Jim Am^che as m.c, the Honey- intention of joining the new rep 'Out>
dreamers, George Barnes Octet and fit. According to Rambeau, his stand

the jjuitar, delivers nicely with his
vocal assignment on "They Say ItjS
Wonderful" with the trio following
with "Papa, Won't "STou Dance With
Kenny Gardner then melts
Mel'
through "How Lovely You Are" in
standard crooner fashion. Breaking
up the straight routine, show also
includes a musical guessing game
and a melodic word .picture built
around a central theme' such as the

home.
/Three one-minute

New Disk

With

^9>rmli0t'

Chi^s ftamhean to Spnnt

Chicago, Nov. 18.
Change in tha Navy's policy
toward radio is evidenced in. "Naval
Air Reserve Show" now being tran*

fully integrated pattern of these platters.
On a typical waxing, orch opens
with the "Auld Lang Syne" signature with Ross picking UP "the
sweetest music this side of heaven"

gram with the

Washington, Nov.

VM

Ove*

Mf

Transcriptioiis
= Continned from page IS i

Weighs Andior

Fmley's T.C Biz to Coast
Hollywood* Nov.

18.

All activities of Larry Finley
Transcriptions, Inc., will be handled
on the Coast from now on. Announced is the firm's plan to transfer all processing and distribution
here that was done back east to fa-

PM

to

20kw

in the spring

is moved to
WBZ's new radio

transmitter
site

of

and. television center

due for debut

March

1. Transmitter is currently
located in Hull, on -the ocean south
of Boston. New location in town

is

near the Hftlrvard. stadium. WBZis currently on air seven hours

FM

a day.

.

.

REALLY
STARTING TO GO!
*PmMtl
IS37

.

Dallas—DaUas got a new daytime
shipping
and guarantee outlet Sunday (16) when KLIP
took
homeoffice supervision of all phases to the air here.
Studios are located

N,

Mit.i .TIM

AAVLE.

Vim, H«lbiH4« »,

Calif.

cililatc

of its operations.
Ma.sters of the company's

two top
"Uytt and Marge" and
With Music" have been
shipped from World in New York
to Century here to be handled along
iihows,

"I'light

nilST IN'OETItOIT:..Owmifiiii<fO»»«KMi&y THE DETROIT NEWS
mkmal *et>r«m(<ilim: IHE 6KM6E t, HOUINeiBir COWAHT

with otherSi

in Oak Glifl and station will operate
with 1000 watts on 1190 kilocycles.
Prez of the KLIF Corp. is Barton R.
McLendon of the Tri States Theatres.

Gordon

executive director
is

McLenddn is
and Aubrey JEScoe

B.

station manager.

SYD

STRANGE
mm
Hit

MUSIC

TAe American Rhumba
(Sm rage

52)

King'

mm
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AN AMEBI

E THAN 35 YEARS!

ViuideuiiU!

RADIO!

and Mow
Stai breaking boxi-dflSce

rjec-

ords in persoiial afipearaiices
froifi

coast -to-caasjl^

LEWIS
of

new

is

TJED

with

radio's

greatest musical variety pro-

gram,

"THE TED LEWIS SHOW"

scribed).

in radio.

The

critics

star

grow

in

on every program. Watch

New

York, Boston, Phila-

delphia, Pittsburgh, Cleveland, Chicago,

Los

(Tran-

new

America.

And watch

his

audiences

grow

wherever he appears in person. After 35 years,
it's

a greater

star

starring "the high-hatted tragedian

TED LEWIS

new 18-piece orches-

than ever before!

IT'S

RECORD,

are acclaimmg a

and a guest

his ratings

Angeles, San Francisco, and cities throughout

acqumngr

fans

tra,

THE BIGGEST SHOW ON

of song," and featuring his

Direction—MUSIC CORP.

COLUMBLA BECQRDS
DECCA RECORDS

OF AMERICA

THE TED LEWIS

SHOW

(Radio Transcriptioas)

Chdrtac-Colemon Productions
360 N. Michigan Am.. Cfaieago^IO.
PexsoBud Managfement-^ADAH

LEWIS

RADIO

42

,

Continued from.paife Z»

AT NEWSRfiEL
Producer:

Hugh Wagmon

15 Mins.; Sun, (16), S p,m.
Sustaining

WMAB,

Baltimore

Associated Press teed off its new
television newsreel service Sunday
(16) night in a show originating over
(Baltimore) and carried
over- WFIL-TV (Philadelphia) and
WCBS-TV(CBS, N. Y.). Despite the
probable ne'ed of broadcasters for
such a service, from the looks of
things AP should stick to newspaper

Staf.

.

CHICAGO SHOWCASE
With Don Meier, Joe Byrnes,

i^nd

work.-

varying roster of m^.'B,•
Producer: Don Meier
Director: Lorraine Larsen

WBKB,

'

role.
.

Session caught (6) was emceed by
Don Ward, an ABC staff announcer,

$nd no newcomer to tele. His intro
was followed by a sequence of news
topics

femme

Washington, Baltimorevand Philly,
Such news of local interest as the
end of a dockworkers' strike in Balto
was brushed oil with a few innocuous shots. For its sports event, the
AP selected the windup of the Pimlico racing season. Only one camera
was used,, however, and this had no
,

closeup lens, rendering pictures of
the geegees practically worthless.
Worst feature of the reel was the
soundtrack. Commentary lent nothing to the film being .shown, there
was not enough- music to meet the
requirements and, worst of all, there:
was no recording made Of speeches,
Reel, consequently, was practically a
throwback to the old newsreels ,of
silent film days.
Cutting and edit'

'
with Joe Byrnes on. general ing, too, were spotty.
AP may be the biggest news disand Don Meier supplying the
seminating service in the world, but
angle. Newscasters weren't
;t will have to do much better than

visible and the seg sagged from lack
of action. Next stanza had gals from
modeling school in a posture lesson.
Ward came in Tvith neat ad libs
while model showed proper way to
put on a coat.
While Ward shifted for man-onthe-street stint, film short was unreeled, followed by stills of sharpies
wanted by the FBI. Latter, done
daily as a public service and stage
:

this to meet tele's requirements.
Most of the metropolitan stations
have done well with their <»Wn film^
crews. It would be too bad if the
smaller stations springing Up around
the country were forced: to use a
.

service such as thi$ becia!use of the
lack of anything b'etter.
Stal.

*»»»

the strip. Ward
picked it up again in outdoor interviews fhat passed oft nicely, with
lots of cute kid stuff.
wait, slows

down

—

.

MIDWEST LINK TO

SPREAD EY NEXT FALL
Chicago, Nov:

.

stills,

'

.

CHI

,

Reel, running 15 minutes, was one
of the most amateurish, ever turned
out Footage was confined for the
most part to such uninteresting topics as ArmiUice Day celebrations in

.

;

60 Mihs.; Mon.-thru-Fri., 3 p.m.

Chicago
"Chicago Showcase" preemed in
October as an answer, to dealers
who wanted an afternoon program
It's a
for demonstration of sets.
three-way deal, with everybody
sadrificing in the old college try to
put tele over the top. Station provides time at less than card rates
to four manufacturers— GE, Philco,
Crosley and RCA- Victor—who gets
credits but no commercials. Talent,
through the courtesy of AFRA, gets
paid Off in publicity and experience,
with new faces daily in the m.c.

.

»*«

'

18.

by other ne-wspapers such as
Chicago Tribune and the Los
Angeles Times, could' establish a net
of formidable projportions. Both the
Detroit and St. Lpuis stations have
working agreements with NBC but
there's reportedly, nothing permanent about the arfangement.
-Both
and WMAL-TV,
meanwhile, are accepting shows
from and feeding them to various of
built

the

By next fall Chicago will be coaxcable -linked to' Champaign, 111,,
Terre Haute and .St.' Louis, accord;
ing to" American Telephone and Telegraph engineers now at work in the
midwest. The Chi-New York link by
way of Toledo will not be completed
until late in 1949, say the same engi- the established nets.

A-A-»-».

Television Follow-Up

Jack Eigen does a neat reenaetment of his Copacabana Lounge disk
jockey show over DuMont's N. Y.
station every Wednesdayi using a
glam gal as foil for the guest. He
tainment. Roster of m.c's has in- had Buddy Clark on recently, with
cluded Jack Brickhouse, Jack Fuller, one 6£ the crooner's own disks as
Frank Sweeney, 'JiiSt. Callahan and musical background.
DuMont is
able to do this,- unlike the NBC and
Guy Savage.
Baxt.

FM'ers

Exit reportedly was brought about
upped its. price for
contract renewal. Package originally
was sold at bargain rates to prime
the tele pump. Brewer wanted to
continue at the old terms, but
felt it was entitled to more cash.

when

WBKB

WBKB

•

.

.

,

of the 44-50
services."-

mc band

"to broadcast

liminary rehearsalsl Once it comes
into the studios, however, Sobol will
take over and it'll be his problem
up to and including the actual air-

•

FM

Reps for the

Same

broadcasters

skedded to take the stand include:
Major Armstrong; Everett Dillard;
Assn.; Zenuh
president of the
Radio Corp.; and Leonard* Asch' of
JiVBCA, Schenectady.

Ira A, Hirchmann, owner of FM
outlet WABF, N.y., ^nd of. tele in-

Djff

Contlnned from page 29

ing.

{

used gratis. In addition, both
the covax and the radio relay systems were installed primarily by

still

A.T.

&

terests in both'

as telephone carriers,
meaning theyfre under no obligation
to reveal their personal operating

.ton,

costs

to.

.New rSTork and B^iswas skedded- to file 'a btief, The
Yankee Network, FM' pioneer and
active in television' in Boston, and
Hartford, was also slated to plug for
FM's use of the contested band.
FCC chief engineer Georg9 Sterling planed back to Washington to
open the hearing, before 'ihe full
bench .of FCC Commissioners. He is
due to return today- (18) to the
Havana conference on a ne,w North
American Jiegigiial Broadcasting
Agreement.'
.
Scrappy Zenith ftadio Cbtp. hasn't
given up' trying to get television
shoved ."upstairs above the 400 meg
range and FM^ returned to its prewar' low»bancl .position. The com;

T.

Leo G. Carroll, who 'played the
title role in the Broadway producwiU play the same role in tba
video presentation.
tion,

the trade.

Chance ; to .compatre the picture
quality of tbe two types of carriers
was furnished at ceremonies mark-^:
ing the opening of the N. Y,-Boston
Three-way demonstration was
staged by NBC, with pictures originating in Boston, N. 'Y., and Washingt6n.. Program originating in the
Hub and transmitted to N. Y, over
the niicro-wave relay was just as
clear and, sharply-defined as that
link.

originating in Washington and transmitted to N. Y. over the co-ax.

'•

Radio

comprising

relay,

seven

towers spotted On hilltops between
Ni Y. and Boston, can carry any
quantity of video waves simultanepany's J. -E. Brown came to the FCC ously, plus thousands of simultanehearing today (18) prepared to ilght ous phone conversations and telethe CBS-color battle all .over again, type messages. Relays are spaced
if necessary to have the -44-SOmc
an average 27 miles apart, each
band reassigned to'F'M broadcasting.' equipped with emergency generators
Stromberg-Carlson is expected to in case of a power failure. Extremiback up this position, while FM in- ties are the A;T. &; T. headquarters
ventor Edwin Armstrong also shares in N. Y. and the New England T. &T.
the view that FCC erred in' pushing headquarters in Boston.
upstairs. ' If enough storm is
Link awaits only the opening of a
kicked up at the hearing, it was be- Boston tele outlet before being put
lieved Sep. William Lemke, sponsor into use.
expects to hit the
of a bill to return
to its old hunt-i air first, training its sights on a
ing grounds, would make another March 1 teeofl.
is expected
push for legislation on Capitol Hill. to follow before the end of 1948
Here were the other developments; and several other radio outlets have
Both A.T.&T. and F,' J. Bingley, tele applications pending.
chairman of the tele panel of the
Radio Technical Planning Board,
opposed sharing of video channels
as "leading to chaotic interference
Gus Margraf for RCA-NBC opposed sharing but wanted tele to retain its No.. 1 channel. He pointed
out that Bridgeport and Trenton
would lose their only video assign^
ments, while Chicago, Cleveland,
Columbus and Springfield-Holyoke,
'Mass., would each lose one tele
channel under the FCC's proposal.
On the other side of the fence, the
radio amateurs assure'd FCC there

"HIRES

-

FM

WBZ

REACH

1,000,000

HOMES

HERE'S
The Baby

Baldheaded Twin

CUED

MArket 3-2700
9.1

-93

HALSEY-

NEWARK

2

,

N

ST,
.

J

W2XJT

Jamaicai

L

i.,

EXPLORING

THE

1430 Kilocycles

Writ*:

Blair Yurdin Television

FOR SALE

would be "intolerable interference''
to both tele and other radio services

that can tell your story!

1

WANTED
1

WNAC

fbctf

TO YA'"

FOR THIRD YEAR
ON CRS

'"

FM

With 5000
iUSTt WATiS

Beer

Tel|

,

JERSEY

television's failure to deliver.

firm, one of the first to sample video
in Chi, was satisfied with results obtained and may pin its label on an<other program.

s

,

,

18.

WBKB

WMAR

FM

patches, which
can be expected in a touch and go,
across-therboard sked. Fundamental
purpose is well served, however,
•with no pretension to sock enter-

Chicago, Nov.

Keeley Beer's exit last week as
bankrollcr of the thrice weekly boxing and. wrestling card on
can't be set down as an example of

Package meanwhile
has
been
snapped up by a radio-tele dealer
and another brSwer, Monday night
wrestling will be sponsored by the
Harry Alter Co., through fhil GorAP-: newsreel,
don agency, while Atlas Prager,
neers, contradicting predictions in originating at WMAR, Sunday (16)
through Olian Advertising, pays the
some quarters that the link would be night, was fed to -the CBS outlet in tab for Wednesday and Friday bouts.
made next spring.
N, Y.. The following night, however,
The Chi-St. Louis cable will be the the station accepted the full evefirst leg Of a Circuit, joining Kansas ning's programming of WABD and
City, Des Moines, Omaha.; .arid St,: WTTG, DuMont stations in N. Y. and
Guild
Paul -Minneapolis. A. Sojitttern- leg Washington. Thus, both CBS and
Continued from page 29 sss
from St, Louis will ^plipe Atlanta, DuMont are considered to have first
Jacksonville, Dallas and niajor points lien on the station.
gramming. NBC's Eddie Sobol was
between..
Since ABC has no stations yet in to have served as consultant direcoperation; WMAL-TV has had a tor on "Ferguson" but was reportworking agreement with the CBS edly shunted aside by the Guild,
web.,. Several of the Georgetown which left the entire production and
Univ^ football gam.es it's aired have direction chores in the hands of
vs.
been fed to CBS. lb addition, part Denis Johnston, imported by the
ss Continued .frotn- page Z9'sa
of the weekly Gulf News show aired Guild from BBC in London.
reaiiocation): pnd WDEL, Wilming- by CBS in N. Y. has been piped in
As a result, Sobol will handle
from the Washington station. Same
ton, a recent tv bidder.
most of "Apley"' once it's brought
station, however^ has also carried
briefly
for
appeared
Don Petty
into the NBC studios for camera refilms produced by the ABC video
the NAB, which is straddling the
hearsal. Under present plans, NBC
staff', again leaving its entire affiliafight between FM and tele. Petty said
and the Guild will cooperate in castmerely that the NAB opposed loss tion setup in a muddle.
ing the show and in conducting pre.

»»'

Show had rough

.

now operated by the Detroit News and the St. Louis Post-'
Dispatch, as well as those now being
as those

WMAR-TV

November 19, 1947

BREWER EXITS TELE AS
| RENEWAL TAG IS UPPED

Tele Affiliates

Television Reviews
Flash slides were used at short
breathers. For the longer .timeouts,
as between periods, the usual short
films were thrown on the screen. It
would be better if some method .were
found of integrating the plugs with
the event being televised, but what
a Ford car has to ddPwith a hockey
game is a tough one to angle.

Wedn«stlajr«

CBS video stations which are musically hidebound by Petrillo in view
The
of their radio afliliations.)
"surprise" caller-upper liras Sinatra,
just as Fred Allen did it the week
SB Continued front pRKelss ssssssa
before. The video viewer thus has
a novelty insight on Eigen's guests a network is by no means considreacting to a name showing in' and ered impossible.
doing an off-telescreen interview. It
In addition to the Baltimore and
go.es the radio phone stunts a half"
step further, in that the television Philly stations, the N. Y. Daily News
looker can at least see the facial re- has been granted a construction peractions of th& phone- recipents if not mit, as has the Philly Bulletin.
of the caller-inners:.
These, affiliated with such stations

unless the Commission took the No.
1 and 2 channels away ff om video.

UNKNOWN

Sundays at 7:30

pm EST

* |»»lwi**rtnnlng show witha large, loyal, ready-made
a^dieoce! Authentic dramas of the miracles of modem
science. Acted by top guest stars of stage and screen.

Chicago-'Studios of WNBY, NBC'S
projected tele station in Chi, will
be located at the Merchandise Mart,
with antenna and transmitter at the

Also.,t

nearby Civic Opera BIdg. New studios may be atop the Mart, since its
interior already is crowded.

SOYOUWANTTOlEADABAMD...wtlbSainrtty(Uy»»..Mowlay»9:M|wiesr
THE OPIE GATES SHOW^i iMftrnkty* »:30
pm EST

New

'i'orK— ired Gamble, American Assn. of Adverti-sing Agencies
prexy, is slated as guest speaker for
the second monthly lunch meeting of
the American Television Society.
Meet' is scheduled for the Hotel

Commodore, N.

Y.,

Nov.

24.

CANDID MICROPHONE . . ; 1liurlday» •.-00 pm EST
THE ADVENTURES of Bill lANCE . . . Sunday*
SM pm EST

ABC PROGRAM

DEPARTMENT

CIRCLE

7-5700

BADIQ
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Wedit«9i3af»

So Proudly

Claim on Code Nixes
Minneapolis, Nov. 18,
Claim by Halph Atlass, owner of
WLOL, that 13 out ot 14 commercial
stations are opposed to an industry
code of standard practice was countered by other radio sfation opera-

nonraif iliated stations received
at the hands ot the Board here
last week, Cott ^at In with the
NAB Board as spokesman for
the indies.
After the meeting broke up
late Saturday, Cott declared: "I
would like to express our thanks
at this democratic process
.
all the problems of the independents received honest and
careful consideration."
.

'

tors here.

Atlass claimed to have polled staand his resuUs' showed 678
against and only 40 favoring the
Other stations here, meancode.

tions

,

While,

L

Stanley Hubbard, owner of KSTP,
said his station and NBC, of which
the code,
it is a member, favored
as did Merle Jones, general manager of WCCO, in behalf of that staWTCN,
of
Officers
CBS.
tion and
and WMIN also generally
approved the code.

WDGV

'

KUOM,

Only other station here,

by

Operated

non-commeVcial,
Univ; of Minnesota.

Is

First Interfaith

Washington, Npv. 18.
Ted Cott, chairman of the
indie committee which raised
most smoke over the Atlantic
City Code, had nothing but liind
-words for the treatment the

Exceptions to Atlass

were polled by Minneapolis
Times, and some managers said Atrelass' quesHons did not accurately
were
flect meaning of the code and
only
go worded that "no" was the
logical answer.

We Hail—

.

Ws WHAS, WCJT

Institute

being arranged by

Allyn Robinson, state NCCJ direcannouncing the Institute, said
that this is the first time in which
the tliree major faiths in North
Carolina have cooperated in such a

WHAS

Code

from page
Cornette is- now promotion manager
the original code
of the radio stations and the papers. Durham,
mid-commercials on news
shows of less than 15 minutes, the
amended draft permits them on all
news shots of 10 minutes or more
Cottttained

—

Murphy's band on KQV, has been
disk jockey at that station;
she spins several hours of platters
every Saturday afternoon. Jimmy
Shannon, brother of Paul Shannon,
veteran KDKA announcer, has been:
added to the announcing; staff at

Oes Moines Hearst Corp., news
syndicate,, has Sled suit foi' $12,154
in Polk county district court, Des
Moines, against the Capital City
operators
Broadcasting
Co.,
of
KCBS, Des Moines. Petition alleges
the broadcasting firm failed to pay
KQV. He replaces Ray Starr. Ed for its INS news reports from May
King's comedy sustainer on KDKA,
25 to August 17, 1947, and states the
"King for Minute," which got a
news service was withdrawn after
regular wintertime slot after .being
23.
on as a; summer replacement, has Aug.

made a

•

been dropped.

Eleanor Inman, who for a number
years has headed all religious
broadcasting for CBS, will be a
leader of the conference. Everett
Parker, executive secretary of the
Joint Religious Radio Committee of
New York, is assisting in the planning of this project and will participate prominently in the program.
North Carolina leaders who are
also lending their assistance include
Charles H. Crut(ihfield and Larry
of

c

P. Davis award
for radio announcers, for tiie third
time in seven years, adding more
laurels to WOW's accumulating pile
of trophies.

•

project.

of sales for
M. Wynn. Neil D^lton has been named to xiewly-cre- Walker of WBT, Charlotte; Richard
ated post of public relations director, Mason
and Graham Poyner of
to supervise all public relations and WPTF, Raleigh; Fred Fletcher and
promotion programs of the radio Howard Mashmeier of WRAL, Ralstations and the papers. Douglas eigh; Harold Essex, of WSJS, Winston-Salem;

grams. -While

nixe'd

is

tor, in

-

'

which

the National Conference of Christians and Jews, will offer assistance,
to those actively engaged in religious
radio in ah effort to liaise the standards of religious broadcastings

Louisville, Nov. 18.
Promotion of three executives of
and its FM affiUate WCJT
has been amiounced by Barry Bingham, president of the two stations
and of the Courier-Journal
and
"
.

KDKA

Protestant,-

stitute,

WHAS

New director
and WCJT is J.

Supper won the coveted H.

Fittsbnrgh^Bob Carter's

Time musicale every Sunday evening

Raleigh, Nov. 18.

has just been renewed for
Catholic and Jewish- on
organizations in the state will spon- the third straight year. This season,
sor a three-day Religious Radio In- however, he'll add guest stars. Dorostitute "here Nov. 24 to 26. The In- thy Matthews, who smgs with Buddy
,

Fran Jarman of

WDNC,

of

Cincintiati'wWCPO was :the winner
a promotional contest for the
;

Albany-^Fulton Lewis, Jr., is now American Safety Razor's "Advenbeing sponsored over WROW, Al- tures of the Falcon" series among
bany, and the Mutual network by 450 Mutual stations, the blue
ribbon
The Na- plaque reaching John Patrick Smith,
the Albany Garage. Co.
tional Commercial Bank and Trust
station director last week.
Stunt
Co. has presented the commentator
that cinched the win was a "Find
for sometime.
the Falcon" hunt at Coney Island^
Aug. 27, which: was designated as
Kansas City
New man on- the Post Day. WCPO and its Scripps-

^

announcing
outlet,

is

staff

at

KCMO, ABC Howard

Hugh LaRue.

He's a na-

tive Kansas Cityan and 9 graduate
of the Univ. of Oklahoma, where he
majored in speech and radio.

affiliates,

the

Ctncy Post,

cooperated on the -promotion..,'

Lake

City-r-Gordon Burke,
formerly with KGMB, Honolulu, and
Salt

of KORE, Eugene,
joined- tlie announcing
local
outlet.

Don Shanahan

Omaha—Ray
tion

|
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CmCLlHG THE KILOCYCLES

Being Set For

North Carolina Airing

Promote Three Execs

Louisville Times,:

Radio

Olson,

WOW

produc

Ore.,

manager and announcer, has

stafl:

have
of

NBC

KDYL.

'

duration.
'

DoubU-SpottInf Victory

{lidies'

Double-spotting is permitted "with
respect to sponsored time signals,
weather reports, program or station
promotion, identification and location announcements not to- exceed
10 seconds in length." This last move
was vigorously urged by the indies

committee and by the FM executive
committee. However, the Cott Committee had

recommended

COLUMBIA-PACIFIC BRINGS

identical

commercial limits for both day and
Bight shows—and its reccommendations were- much tighter than the
daytime
ceilings now proposed for
airers.

CHARLES COLLINGWOOO TO THE COAST...

Nev/ standards "allowable to any
tingle' advertiser do not affect the
estitblished practice of allowance for
station breSks between programs."
For shows between 6-11 p.m., the

amended Code then applies the same
limits that were used in the old

Some bylines aire worth moT6 than headlines.'
Charles CoUin'gwood's .is one of these. Radio, listeners
have good reason to remember it.
CoUingwood was first to report the assassination '
of Admiral Darlatt.

Code, with the difference that station
This
-rbteak time was included.
means, in each -instance, an addv
tional 20''30 seconds is added to the

whenever a' station break announcement is sold.
For all other hours, an additional
ceiling

First to describe the

10 seconds is allowed for 10-minute
stanzas (excluding station breaks);
another 15 seconds is added for fiveminute, 30-minute, and 45tminute
stanzas under single sponsorship;
and on daytime airers of 15-minutes
the limit jumps from 2:40 to three
minutes.
In providing for an hour a day
of unlimited commercial usage, the
amended Code points out "that
broadcasters can render a definite
public service to the listening public
in conveying information on the
availability of goods and services by
program designed specifically for
such purpose," but adds that "care
should be exercised to preserve

fall

First to wire-record the

of Tunis.

D-Day landing

off

Normandy.

His coverage of the German Surrender at Rheims«
his reports from war-time Paris,
his recent broadcasts covering' the .tJ,N.

Security Council, have

made

his

name a hallmark

of brilliant news reporting.

i

Now, Charles Collingwood is on the Coast.
Each Monday through Saturday at 5:15 to 5:30 PM,
the Columbia Pacific Network- presents

,

proper program balance in their

News Analysis by

diS'

Charles Collingwood.

tribution.'*

Once again Columbia
insistence

What a Whale
;

ContinueA from page

2<>

the

Ford

side,

K&

Pacific has underlined

talent for

a

its

top marhet.

News Analysis by Charles Collingwood
sponsored by Bekins Van & Storage Company and
Household Finance Company. But other Columbia
Pacific programs of equally impressive-

{

is

unhappy with the results that it
served notice on Borden to scram
out of the spot.

On

on top

E came up

with
Meredith Willson's chiflon
music for the dealers' show. It
faded out in the wake of Detroit
labor troubles and only two weeks
ago the account moved back to the
Thompson agency when the Ford'
Dealers Assn. grabbed Fred Allen
when the latter got his Standard

caliber are

still

available.

'

Brands cancellation notice. On top
of that Ford dealers have hiked their
billings by buying a farm show,
"RFD America" for Mutual.
E built "Ford Theatre" for
the 60-minute NBC Sunday night
period. It's been running into rat
ing trouble since launching and at
the moment there appears to he con^
siderable speculation as to whether
it
sticks after the first 26-week

and more complete
services of CPN, your sales story can cover the Coe
"
with assured effectiveness.
Backed by the

For

details, call

finer facilities

Columbia

Pacific or

Radio Sales.

JWT

K &

^

COLUMBIA PACIFIC NETWORK
d'

cycle.

ftaleigh—Phil Bllos of WPTF, a
member of Clarotina Local of AFBA
has been selected president of the
I
Aaleigh Central Labor Union.

Represented by ItAfilO SALES, Radio Stations fiepresentative

. . .

A Division of the Columbia Broadcasting System

CBS: New York, diicago, Los Angeles,

Detroit,

San Frarl^eo,

Attant-

,
.

Wtedaeflday,

44
INS

May Bypass Nets

Petrillo

Continued from page 26

affiliate constitutes, it

has long before the

NRLB

in Chicago, alleg-

been contended by web legalites, a ing unfair labor practices. The NRLB
secondary boycott. As Petrillo is re- has not as yet set a date for a hearported to, see it, his plan would im- ing.
Makes the first instance of a
pair no existing contracts, but merely" open the way for the clients via broadcaster resorting to the NLRB

week

in such' a dispute, although the

their agencies to 'do business direct
"With the stations.

before Dan Golenpaul, producer of
While the networks regard the re- "Information, Please," had filed
ported plan as highly impractical, charges with the labor board in New
they are not unaware of what they York over the f^eration's ban oh
term its political shrewdness. Petrillo the use of musicians on network cowould thus be in a position-to point op shows.
out that he is not depriving network
radio of music, but rather advancing
a system that will assure greater
TRIAL
employment of musicians in the in"

.

,

WAAF PEHMLLO

,

dustry.

'

,

DATE IS SET FOR DEC. 15

The fact that Petrillo has summoned for the meeting in his New
York office today (Wed.) negotiating

Chicago, Nov.

18.

James C. Petrillo pleaded innocent
committees from his New York, Los
(1?)' in the U. S. district
Angeles and Chicago locals is inter- last week
preted in some broadcaster quarters court, Chicago, in answer to govas probably the prop tor a dramatic ernment charges that he violated the
stratagem. .These quarters, anticipate Lea Act by calling a strike against
that these:' Relegates will advise the WAAF here in May, 1946. Judge
broad(!asters that even though they, Walter J. -La^uy set the trial date

musical
throughout
the
culture
quarters, to be world. Without Mr. Petrillo and his
faced with the circumstances that battle, the nation^ i^oviA become
these delegations are actually on platter happy." Carmell later said
hand for scale iiegotiations.
that his client would waive a jury
In the meantime the labor radio
in the December trial.
committee, which has consisted hereOriginal case in which the govtofore of r,epresentatives frotn the
networks, the
and ernment contended, that Petrillo had
and the
the TBA, has been expanded to in- violated the Lea Act by allegedly
elude a spokesman for the phono- using the walkout to fotce employment of three additional musicians
graph recording industry^

NAB

FMA

at WAAF, was heard before 'Judge
LaBuy, who dismissed it on grounds

.WliMO fires House B»nd

of
unconstitutionality.
Supreme;
]VUlw;aukee, Nov. 18.
Court subsequently upheld the act
'WLMO and the Milwaukee local and the government filed an amendof the Atneri'can Federation of ed
criminal' information
against
Musicians are in a legal tangle over Petrillo.

the statioh!s discharge of its house
band; The thing has not only gone
info the courts—with the union filing
suit—but it's become a. case with the
National Labor Relations Board.
Acting on the featherbedding provision of the Taft-Hartley Act,
'WLMO dismissed the house unit. The
HilVaukee local retaliated by 41ing

.

.

Continnea from page 27

.

WGN

.

.

&

:

,

.

i

.

.

.

.

Club".
.Commentator Jim Hurlbut spent a day hacking last week to
get material for a broadcast on '"A Day in the Life of a Cabbie." On pre.!
vious assignments he's turned cop and' fireman. ... Julian Bentley hosting
Sir Alec King, of the British ministry of information;
.

fore the end of 1948, we expect our
network to bring television programs
to a population in excess of 22,000,OOO people. Within another year or
18 months, another 20,000,000 people
living east of the Mississippi will
have network television programs
available to them.

.

,

.

Mullen

,

.

.

R

.

.

.

lation

is

persijstent,

the cereal outfit
shortage, hence

Switch Pulled
Continued from page 2S sss

BSi.

its belt, a'd-wise,

of Keilogg's bankrolling, which ends
Dec. 26.V Arnold Perl, documentaries
scripter, has been engaged to write
the series. Maxwell said, and Allan
Ducovny of the Maxwell staff will
direct. Latter info came as a surprise to Mitchell Grayson, who has

however, that
the wheat

is feeling

may be

pulling In

or shifting

its

push

to non-wheat products. Firm hasn't
raised any axe yet, though, over its

"Galen Drake" and "Breakfast in
Hollywood" segments on ABC.
Fact that "Superman's" cancellation
.closely
followed
Standard
Brands' unhooking of Fred Allen
and Ward Baking's dropping of
been directing "Superman" since
"Tennessee Jed" didn't spread happisponsorship this
Kellogg
resumed
"The network serving the eastern
ness in industry circles already
fall.
seaboard cities pnly will, by the end
Agency admitted - that Maxwell edgy over the possibility of a wholeof 1949, according to our best s&\X*
sale exodus of radio by major food
the right to dictate "Superman"
mate, have at least 1,500,000 televi- has
bankrbllers owing
" to current food
directors,
script
lines;
can
switch
sion receivers. On Dec. 31, '49, there
situation.
etc., as he pleases. William B. Lewis,
least 2,000,000 sets in the
should be
Both Maxwell and Mutual claim
bones,
radio
topper,
made
no
entire ared above a line drawn on K&E's
immediate prospects of lining up
opposihowever,
about
his
complete
your map from ..Washington to St.
he felt new bankrolling for -"Superman"
Louis. When these totals have been tion- to the project, saying
No decision yet on whether it'll stay
realized, television will haye becpme the Freedom Train is a "living thing"' on sustaining if no sponsor is turned
one of the most potent influences in and he fears the airers could give up in time.
the nation. Adding sight to sound listeners the impression the events
.

.

,

will provide a service to the home depicted were actually taking place.
Dallas-^Louis Breault, -author of
and an advertising medium of great Recalling that he was CBS program
the WFAA's Homer K. Saphead trafpotentialities. Television will truly chief when Orson Welles aired his
become one of, the greatest com- ill-fated Mars sensiition, . Lewis fic series in 1946, has returned to the
munications forces in American life." cracked, "I want no part of another outlet as publiic service program di*
rector after a brief leave of abRepresentatives of the other ma- 'War of Worlds'!"
:
interest in the Freedom Train sence.
jors 'networks'; echoed Mullen ' in
'

,

whodunits to their clients have suddenly come up With an offstreak of
rationalization for their change of
viewpoint. These, now say that while
a crime show has the twin virtue of
low cost and a quick audience getter, it's not so forte for 'the selling
of merchandise. Too much mental
resistance is met when the action is

.

K&E

mapping plans for the extension of
video webbing. CBS associate tele
director Leonard Hole- cited the informal worldng agreements now existing betwi^eh the web's N, Y. tele
outlet and' othet> 'eastern stations,
adding that "In time we expect
stopped abruptly to insert the plug,
other stations to join us with plans
and, again, that type of program,
calling for expansion north toVard
according to the same source, suffers
from a lowet sponsor identification. Boston and south of Washington."

The

list

able crime

of recently

ABC,

made

avail-

and whodunit shows,

of previous"* sponsor
.cludes the following,
'

all

servitude, inwith their ask-

tele director

DuMont

Paul Mowrey and

tele director

Lawrence

Phil-

announced plans for an expansion of their current networks..

lips also

ing'prices noted:

/in

.

.

,

Crime Shows

.

'

From The Production Centers

Con'tlmied from pace 28
International News Service tossed
hat into the television newreel ring
the panel Of moppets on "JuVenile Jury".,.. Bob Ropt and Jerjy Colonna
week, thereby completing the were
surprise guests on Marty Hogan's disk show the other night. Hogan
entry of major wire serv,ices into the
and Hope were vaude chums years {igo. ,. .Charles Limberg, of CBS netvideo, picture. United Press has been,
work sales, checks out this week to make his home in St. Louis,
James
servicing several tele stations for the
Cominos, radio director of LeVally, off to Hollywood for six weeks on
last few months and Associated Press
.Jimmie Costello leaves "Let's Have Fun" Nov. 21
agency promotion.
kicked off its tele newsreel service
for an eastern vaud tour. Hank Grant replaces on the
show
Jack
in Washington last week.
Angell, former news and special events chief of WNMP, has joined NBC
INS plans to offer a news and as continuity acceptance ed.
photo packagje 'service for broadPerrjr Como checks In Nov. 22 for the Chi Times' Harvest Moon Festival
casters, and wil\ soon add a special
.If you're wondering about Quiz JCid Mark Mullin's diction, it's suffernewsreel to the service. Wire service
ing from the loss of seven milk teeth, ,. .George Solas, lately of Dancerfor the last year has been feeding
Fitzgerald-Sample,
now with Foote, Cone
Belding as asst; account
,WABD (DuMont, N. Y.) with a spe- exec , Herb Lyon isand
Leonard Nathanson are scripters of "Horse of a
cial news tape, which moves across
Different Color," which is set for "First Nighter" on Nov. 29. Script was
the station's test pattern during
adapted from an unprpduced play they wrote several years ago...i'Vlr*
afternoon hours. INS also -has a speginia Sale, sister of the late Chic Sale, did a recent guest shot on WJJD.
cially-produced page 'printer, comJack Ryan, NBC flack chief, hobbling around with an injured foot.
prising a roll of paper three inches
"Chicago Theatre of the Air" production of "Hansel and Gretel" has been
wide which moves upwards before
recorded by Silvertone,,.."Here Cbipes Tomorrow," all-Negro soap opera,
the camera. Both of these can be.
originated before an audience in the Parkway .Ballroom Nov.. 14..,.
spotted against a background of
Elizabeth Hart in Dayton for speechmaking at .the Safety Council
sponsor;?' products.
Bob DiUer's crystal ball is working overtime . . The WIND sportscaster
Teeoft date for the filmed newshas predicted the winner in every one of the 36 National League grid
reel service hasn't yet beeii set. Seygames this year. .Jack
Krueger, news editor of WTMJ, saluted by
mour Be'rkson, general manager of
Sigma Delta Chi for the high quality of his news scripting. .Jack Smith
International News PbotOs, has been
will do 11 of his CBS shows from Chicago starting Nov. 19. Guest lineup
put in charge of the video operation.
includes Tito Guizar,, Dorothy Shay and the Clark Sisters:
.Ruthie 'buskifi
plugging her new book, "Chemi the Magician," as guest oh "Breakfast
its

locals,

them more, add these

'

1947

19,

this

have the largest for Dec, 15.
as Continued from pace 29
<iUOtits of members employed in raDaniel D: Carmell, attorney for
coast-to-coast tele by 1950. "That
dio, they are not prepared to remain the American Fedetation of Muhe said, "becontent while stations throughout the sicians' prexy, said "Mr. Petrillo has date looks pretty good,"
anticipate that by two
country' are discharging; by the saved the music industry and pre- cause we
will have pictures
thousands musicians belonging to served the live musician, which is years from now
posbther locals, as a result of the Taft- important to the preservation of from N. Y. to Hollywood and
sibly from Hollywood to N. Y. BeHartley Act. Nothing will astound
the three"

November

;

;

networks and their' affiliated sta- suit, charging the station with viotionSf and any impairment of service lating an ennplojrment agreement.
WLMO's nex'traove was to cite the
to an affiliate by a network because
of a dispute between the union and local, the AFM and James G. Petrillo
the

NEWS RING ENTRY
FILLS MAJORS SETUP

W.
.

"Ellery Queen," $4,000.
"Suspense," $7,000.
"Crime Doctor," $5,000.
"I Deal In Crime,*; $3.500i.'

B'cast Profits Off
Continued from fiage 26

"The Thin Man," $7,000.
"Gregory Hood," $3,000.
"Philip Marlowe," $4,000.
"Rogues Gallery," $2,500.

Foundation, sponsor

of network affiliates sloughed
off slightly under
in 1946. Their
average pei? station income dropped
from $86,000 to $81,000 last year. On
the other 9ide of the coin, however,

6%

the

of

train.

Agency

said,: however, it had no
knowledge of any Foundation op-

position to the story line.
At last reports, word was around
that Maxwell was, giving the whole
idea a second thought and might

yank it.
Mutual
'

outline

is "questioning'! the story
as submitted by Maxwell.

Web prexy Edgar Kobak

said last

night (Tuea)': "'I'm taking the story
line with me on the train to Chicago
tonight and will study it en route.
From what little I know about it at
this point, -I don't like the idea very

much."

;

income

,

more than average, the agency's
Thomas D. Brophy, being
head of the American Heritage
is

prexy,

IN

WORCESTER

WTAG

^

,'

Wheat Shortage Hurts?
Kellogg's checkout is attributed to
a decision to divert this part of its
ad budget into other media. Specu-

:

npn-aflilUtted stations increased their

average income ;by 2%. This only
them from an average take-

r&ised

home

of $30,483 in. 1945 to $31,125 in

however.
Other conclusions

1946,

in

financial report were:

the

FCC

—

1. Local
fuUtime stations
accounting for more than half of all
stations— registered a healthy 16.5%
boost in average income. ..The indies
made bigger gains than did the net

affiliates.

TARGET
Every fpuchdowii is backtd up by
hobnol planning. WaedandiCornpany
service
bail/

is

by

distinguished, like

good

fpolN

intelligent qhdiysis, skillful

p!annitig,,and

a thorough kripwledge

of successful sales strategy.

lUf
ED
anD^compAnY

O STAT ok
REPRESENTATIVES

R A'DI

I

NEW YORK'IOSTON'CHKAGO* DETROIT'SAN FMNCISCO'ATUNTA'HOUVWOOO

2.

Average per

fulltime
slightly

station

income for

regionals
decreased
by
more than 5%. However, a

small group of indie regionals registered a 25% increase. (This still
the indies with a $57,631 average
income as opposed to the average of

left

for all fuUtime regionals).
3. Average take of part-time regional dropped 12% in 1946. Both
web and indie regionals registered a
decrease, though the indies suffered
the greater drop.
4. In the clear-chanel class, average income of 40 50kw fulltime st"tions slumped 13.6%. This meant a
drop of average income from $469,174 in 1945 to $405,587 in 1946—
which means although times are not
as easy as they used to be? the bigtime stations are still walking off
with most of the mazoola.
$103,176

WANTED!
Standard Acts for cryises
Ho w'd you

like to sail

away and

get a slick

And be one of the pampered
we sit here shivering?

your city skin?
a cruise while

burn on
on

guests

Better start dialing your phone now, because the

fil

st

on the SS Nieuw Amsterdam, for
Then the SS Veendam, Dec. 17th for 13 days.
Memhert Only: Equity, AFRA, ACMA, AGVA
sailing is Dec. 5th
12l4.-day8.

phone

NAT ABRAMSON
PE

6-8600

WOR
ENTERTAINMENT BUREAU
1440 Broadway,

New York

,..

I

ORCHESTRAS-MUSIC

Wodneedaf, November 19, 1947

Songwriters Want to Reduce Foreign
Copyright to 28-Year U.
Mitslc Publishers Protective' Assn.

N.Y.Par,StrandLaunchCampaign

UNIQUE SUIT ON

Term

To Reduce Costs

new contract, have reached a
new problem among the major ones
in the nearlystill to be considered
complete negotiations that have been
going on between the two groups for
more than- a year. While the 'situation at establishing an SPA fund out
of mechanical collections has not yet
been solved, the factions are now
working on the length of copyright
a

deals publishers can make lor the
publication of U.S. songs abroad.
In their original terms to publishthe
ers, SPA-ites sought to restrict
Iea.sing of U. S. tunes., to foreign
(mostly English) publishers for a
conmaximum of 28 years. This in
trast to the current "method, which
gives a U. S, tune to publishers
abroad for 50 years beyond the death
Writers want this
of the writers.
clause inserted since foreign rights

would then expire approximately at
the same time as the U. S. copyright
and, in the event they wanted to
place the renewed U. .S. copyright
with asother publisher, they would

Dave Franklin's

Capitol

Disks Reincarnate Vaude
Dave Franklin,

songsmith and
yaudevillian, has canned a series of
comedy disks for Capitol with all the
oldtime vaudeville flavor reincar-

As a

nated.

vet.

special material writer

he .was struck with the current nostalgic cycle, plus the sundry disk
jockey sho.ws resurrecting yesteryear platters under the caption,
"Vaudeville Isn't Dead."
Franklin went one better by embodying all 8'f that in those new
disks, even unto using the .same pit
orchestrations that he used when he
played the Riverside and Palace,
New York.

Decca, CoL, Cap.

New York Supreme
asked

to

solve

Court will be

the

So

of

question

leader when the maestro's share in
the profits was part of a deal to plug
the tune, Legal poser's been dropped
in judicial laps by filing of an action
against Ben Bernie's executors .'nvolving some $21,000 in royalties
which have piled up since the tune
"Heartaches" was successfully re^
vived.
Plaintiffs are John Klenner and Al
Hoffman, composers of "Heartaches,"
who are asking that a contract which
gave Bernie one-third ol the coin be
voided. They made a deal in 1930
when the piece was first written and
it made the bandleader a composer
in name along with the duo.'
Klenner and Hoffman claim that
Bernie was declared in because be
was to plug the song. Since Bernie
died in 1943 and the song was only
recently resuscitated, it's the tunesmiths' contention that the later
popularity had no relation to the

Frances

leader's

Quarter

lay Oif

Decca, Columbia and Capitol reneither.
cording companies and M-G-M; the
Writers also introduced a request Metro subsid, each filed third quajrthat when an SPA writer collabo- ter royalty statements with music
rates on a tune with a non-SPA publishers last week and each were
writer, that the former get at least between 25% and 30%, some more,
equal terms with the latter on all some less, lower than second quarter
matters exclusive of coin arrange- returns.
Majestic
and Mercury
ments. It means, that the SPA-ites statements also are due, but neither
want all rights to the tunes to co- as yet have come in to Hany Fox,
incide, so that when renewals come agent and trustee for publishers in
up they are. not in the position of mechanical collections.
being able to make a deal for only
That the major firms named above
half a song, while the other half is were 25% and more off previous
hung up on a different arrangement quarter figures was expected. As a
a pub might have given a non-SPA matter of fact, publishers anticipated
writer, to whom the former is not they would.be off to a greater extent
obligated to live up to SPA contract since Victor's third quarter was off
term's.
close to 50%. However, Victor woi-ks
On the question of whether the on a different fiscal year than its
publisher^ will give the SPA-a slice rivals and its third quarter, encomof .tnechanical and synchronization passing July, August and September,
royalties for the establishment of an reflected more of the deep, summer
SPA surplus fund, there is no de- slump that hit the record business
cision. Writers wanted the pubs to than do the third quarters of the
jump the MPPA slice of such in- other firms, which run their fi.scal
come for collecting it fi'om 2%% to years from .Jan. 1 to .Ian. 1.
(deducted half from writers,
Majestic and Mercury, while their
Mlf 'from pubs) and give them the statements have not yet been redifference to set up a fund. Mean- ceived, will have them in by the
while; the -writers have come up end of this week at the latest. Merwith, an altem.ative proposition.
If cury is not behind in payments. Mathe pubs do not wish to follow their jestiCi however, is in arrears and has
Initial propositi, they want to fore:;o been for a year or so since it first
, their payment of half of the MPPA's
made a deal with Fox to pay off in
a%%and use this to establish a fund. installments.
In other words, the publishers to
pay all of the 2%%. Neither attack
"has found much favor with the pubs
Eberle Nudged

—

efforts.

He was

downward

.

Leeds Music
.

1948.

'

!i'

ASCAP

i

paid musicians' salaries for other
purposes and pay when they want
lo.
Local has imposed a bonding
system on smaller companies,

.^^
its

which

at

agreement.^
other publisher-

expire.

repertoire

possible negotiations
With tele broadcasters for ASCAP
in.

music was decided by Loew's, Inc.,
owner of the publishing combine,
due to the film angle (Metro) of the
parent company's interests,

Revision
18,

incidentally, is not charging television broadcasters a. nickel
Ifor the use of its eopyrighted material at the moment. It hesitates: to
set a rate at this early a Stage in
video's history until various problems are ironed out.
feels it
may establish a rate that- eventually
will be found to be too low which it
may then have difficulty inc«!ai5ii>g.
I

]
'

and

Lee Eastman,

New York

ASCAP

Snaring Bolfo

SG

In

Carnegie Midniter

at-

.

^.

,

act.

.limmy Van Heu.sen and Johnny
Burke, and in which Bing Crosby
supposedly h»s an interest, may be
reduced from an affiliated firm wHh

'l^''

j

'

^^''^

1?™
"^^.s-^a"

,

is

I

'

i

;

i

j
'

1

back, the national
generally tliought

in

reducing talent

prices in the Broadway Par and 'WB
flagiihips is that the figilres paid by
these houses have great effect on the
prices asked of vaudef timers in other
key cities.. Reducing N. Y. rates will
tend toward cutting those demanded
of afi'iliated houses in other cities,
'While the booking agencies are not
expressing an opinion, many of their
representatives agree with the th*atre bookers that prices are too high.
They cannot.say so openly 8in.ce they
are comimitted to aShieving the high-

.
'

.

est salaries poasible for artists under
contract to them, but they find it increasingly difi'icult to convince bookers that certain bands and singers, et

.

are worth their quotations at the
and they'd welcome a forced
reduction of demands since the inevitablie result would be a more
al,

b.o.

healthy sales situation.

Of late the b.o. totals being turned
in by talent rated as top .b.pi names
has been far below, expectations.
There have been, cases where the
week's gross didn't exceed' by ihuch
the guarantee to the band and -acts

.

SbepFiei

;

Glen

Ms

Lease

Shcp Fields \s divesting himself of
Glen Island Casino,
Rochelle, N. Y„ operation, which he
ran this past summer. He's, sellinff
the lease on the spot bacsk to Michael'
DeZutter, who held it for years' Until last fall, wBon he turned it over

New

the

.

to Fields. Permrsision for the switch
back to DeZutter has been granted

by the Westchester County Park
Commission, which owns the property and papers are expected to be
signed in the deal tomorrow (Thurs-

'

2.700-seater.^

Armstrong and his troupe staged
of the most interesting and
showmanly jazz concerts ever put on
at
Carnegie. That it was jiust that
$2,500 Reickold Award
is also proven by the fa(;t that it
Hollywood, Nov. 18,
'went oh for three hours* at that time
Metro songwriter Al Sendrey
of night and the finale was; heard
the flr-st film industry member to
by only a couple dozoQ fewer people
win the $2.,'500 western hemisphere
than were on hand for Fred HohHenry Reichold aw,ard. Sendrey
won the award for his' second sym- bins' introduction of the combination. Ailing a bit with a sore throat,
phony. He is the only American
Armstrong nevertheless delivered
represented for grand awards.
be brilliantly— musically and vocally—
will
composiition
Sendrey's
and gave each of his group ample
played Ijy the Detroit Symphony

Metro's Al Sendrey Wins

Lou Levy West

one

i,s

"Lou Levy; head of Leeds Music
and manager of the Andrews Sisters,
returned to the Coast from N, Y.
Monday 07) with Decca's Dave
Kapp for extended recording ses.sions
with the Andrew.s Sister^. Trio is
on the Coast, where the girls work
the Campbell Soup radio show with
Bob Crosby; they'll do all their pre- over NBC Dec. 1 at which time he
will get the awaid. Reichhold is the
ban disking there.
Symph's principal backer.
Levy will staj' west indefinitely.
'

I

:

theati'e market open to them if
prices areii'txut enough lo allow for
reduced- b.d/'lQtiome.
\,

"^/^^^^^^^

i*s own staff to a deal calling for the
^''PPc<^
writers to participate in the profits
-l"'^'hen there
s ""V*^
a lot of lop^^^-"^
of thrir son^s, and to have some hold
^f°'
trumpete.;s who still must
on the copyrights they contribute.
"P "musically,
In other words there would be no
And that he's b.o, is proven by
.separate operation, as now" prevails,
Deal with Loes,ser. Rose and Arlcn the tact that at an 11;30 p.m. curtain he filled every seat in the huge
is asserted to be similar to the one
Morris made recently in N. Y. with longhair hall, grossing nearly .$8,000
Buddy Clarke, that is no Separate <'ncluding tax) and earning over
firms would be set up. They would $6,600 for himself and such names as
operate along the lines of the le- ti-ombonist Jack Teagarden, clarinetduced B-VH arrangement. Loesser 'st Barney Bigard, and Sid Catlett,
last y.ear had a similar arrangement drums, plus Arvill Shaw, bass; Dave
going with Paramount, but it was Kerry, piano; Velma Middlctoii, vocals.-, .11
was a $4.80 top for the
dropped alter a few months.

.

which

'

Another factor

^.s first Cm'.^^^^^

"'"'"^ big b.o. on various
'"cations around the country Louis
Armstrong proved that U he s

;

,

.

Some weeks
office,

awaited postwar boom isn't going to
materialize. And they want to cut
immediately, not wait until after
current deals are Worked off.

.

'

Row

:

'

,

I

In 'Standby'

Indianapolis, Nov. 18.
National office of the American
Federation of Musicians is taking a
decisive liand in the standby orchestra dispute between the Palace
theatre. Akron, and that city's
local,
It has advised Ray Eberle,
who's due to open at tlie theatre
Thursday (20) that he cannot go
through with the booking due to
the fact. that the theatre ha.s refused
to renew a .standby orchestra arrangement it originally had with
the local, but dropped subsequent
to the effect of the Tait-Hartley

.

involved, let alone', allovc for. picture
and other operating costs: Bookers
feel that a continuance of the inability of high-priced names to draw will
inevitably dose a portion of the

or Satchmo Socko,

torney for Morris, who was on the
Anyone who's Inclined to feel that
Coast recently..
the or Satchmo isn't what he used
Most important angle of the items ^
,,
behind the mouthpiece
ot his
in work is the Burke-VH deal. As i,"
^^ve been at Carnegie
its set UD now, the firm established
^ork SaUn diiy night
five years or so ago by Morris for

Out of Palace, Akron,

for considera-

I

his

attorneys are preparing to soon conelude
new publishing affiliation
arrangements with Dave Rose, Harold Arlen .and Frank Loesser and in
all probability will arrange its current agreement with Burke- Van
Heusen. Talks with Loesser, Rose
and Arlen have been going on for
weeks. Rose deal has been di.scusaed
directly with Buddy Morris himself
and the others have been with Morris

to be again.st the entire standby
theory as practiced by its individual
local's' executives was taken due to branches,
backed up the Newark
its contention that it Wan been very local
in a fight with the Adams
difficult to collect monies due its theatre. Eberle is here, incidentally,
men for recording se.s.sions.
playing the Circle theatre.

Local 47's move is part of an overall attack on the problem of indie
disfcers in this territory who use un-

however,

Signing of Leeds leaves only the
Big 3 (Robbins, Feist, Miller) as the
only major publishers who have
elected to retain video rights to
their catalogs. This refusal to give
ASCAP the right, to represent its

,

Hollywood, Nov.

AFM

Hereafter, Majestic will not record
in this area unless it advances at
least scale coin for the men being
used, according to Phil Fischer,
radio and tecording rep of the local.
Overtime will be collected later.

has with

m embers

,

18.

assigned

•ASCAFi

so far.

Hollywood, Nov.

wei^ik

out almost t^or years against such a
move.. Leeds, signed, an agreement
with the Society extending only un-

Many Pub Deals;

Ray

47M(NreDbinng

last

television rights to its catalog to the
American Society of Composers, Authors and Publishers, after holding

Morris Setting

B-VH

up

'

done well at the b.o. in recent
weeks with costly band and act
shows and the pictures to which
they were coupled, And the dwindling b.o. returns apparently have
Gonvinoed them that the long-

Rights^

attorney

Edwin H. (Buddy) Morris and

..

Neither the Par nor the Strand,
or the Capitol for that matter, has

ner's interest.

Hai'old .M. Goldbjiatt is
for the Bernie estate.

that

.

deals coming

tion.

i^ds OK's Tele

since it holds the $21,000, in dispute,
Leeds, however, has no real interest
in the ultimate dourt ruling but will

pVourro''whomover'crurtXect^^

.

revisions acid most certainly will apply their thoughts to

new

LoiigaHoli^

j

share so long as he plugged the
number, the complaint declares.
Leeds Mu,sic, publisher of "Heartaches," has been named a defendant

S%%

Effective today iTuesday) Majestic Becords will do no more recording witljin the jurisdiction "of Local
47 of the American Federation of
ISusicians unless it posts musicians'
salaries in advance.
Action by the

:

j

Jerry Vogel Ls also made party to the
*
action as assignee Of one-half Klen

ift

ing to renegotiate the

j

to

only,

made

concrete ones

direction.

'

.

first

Both houses are endeavorterms of tal-'
ent deals they have already signed
or committed themselves to. They
are pr^uring theatre bookers for

Soloists, she told the audience,

would be "the Bach Chorus, led
by. M, Ifor Jones; Mr. Artur
Kubinstein and Mr. Benjamin
Goodman."

.

Majestic Must Pay

the

certs.

,

Royalties for 3d

HQt tte in the .position of being able
rights. Freiff psaAi only the U.. S.
quently, pDkbHsheris want both or

Incidentally, the angl« that the
Taft-Hartley act would bar the pubr
Ushers from. .contributing to an SPA
fund by giving the latter coin from
royalty incomes is inaccurate.
The
SPA is not a union and, as such, does
.not come within the T-H province,

Lonsr> B. G,

Philadelphia. Nov. 18.
Wister, stately patroness of the Philadelphia Orchestra, addressed the Saturday
(15.)
night tioncert audience in
a plea for support of three special pension fund benefit con-

Whether the right to a cut in a song
passes to the estate of an orchestra

Shows

of Stage

Both the Paramount and Strand,
theatres. New York, are launching
campaigns to reduce the cost "of stage
shows and, while all theatres playing vaudfilm have been in recent,
months up in, arms' over the high
prices asked by talent, the moves
of the Par and Strand are probably

-f

and Songwriters Protective Assn.
(immittees, working out the details

'

S.

opportunity to shine,
Teagarden'stromboning,

(Continued on pa^e 56)

fluid,

day).

One

,

of Fields' reasons for letting

Glen Island go back to DeZutter is
that he is back in the band bu-shiess
himself. Toward the end of the past
summer, he organized a new crew
of his own, based partially on his
old "Rippling Rhythm" idea and it
has found succe.ss enou.yh to make
him decide to continue work with
the group, which is now at the
.

Click Club. Philadelphia.
Fields' disposal of the daneei-y
involves an undiscussed amount of
cash; based on the value of the lease,
equipment which he originally pur<
chased from DeZutter, plus current
inventory.
When he bought it approximately $70,000 was said to hav*
*
been involved,

'
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4lll€IIESVltAS-MI7SlC
Jessel Sonssmitfaiiig
Georga Jessel, an ASCAP^r from

JocH Jukes and Disks
By Ben Bodec

i

i

—

Cosmo

'way back, has wliipped up a title
song, "Ballad of Furnace Creek,"

Phony ^od Deal Investws Charge

film of that name
(Fred Kohlmar production; starring
Vistor Mature), in collaboration with
Joe Cooper. From his own 20th-Fox
film,
"Nightnjare
Alley,"
Jessel

.

Although Cosmo Records was in-

As a jpass production industry ot tidbit of romantic fare. The vocal
entertaintnent phonograph records of "Remember" is by Harry Prine.
one adnahe EUin^ton, always one for fashioned "So That You May Know,"
can perhaps Jay claim to
if it's a keeping
his jazz idioms ahead of -the utilizing th^ background music by
vantage over picturra, evendubious one, and that is, it has a times, has carved two highly darice^ Edmund Goulding,' Both being pubBeyond
quotient
able confections out of "Put Your lished by Bobbins.
creater casualty
lies
awaitthere
With Cooper, Jessel also did
Self in My Place" arid the "Wildest
the recording studio
have some- Gal in Town" (Columbia). Instru- Julie'' for Simon Musicing factories that must
who must mentally, the former, what with its
thing to press, distributors
distribute, sales- catchy trumpet lllghts,
jiave something- to
is, the' suto
something
perior candidate by several notches.men who must have
promotion people who must VocaUst Dolores Parker's breathless,
sell,
have something to promote— and so mel lo w style sets well with either
down the Une.
number. Her lack of strain is reit goes all the
For the jukes and the
All this pressure has actually but. freshing.
one focal poiat and that is. the re^ jockeys if s a nifty double flip.
Billy Eckstine lives up to his
cording manager. It's up to laim to
ieed ttie.maw that leads all the way tremolo^boy rep with "Fool That 1
down to the counter. The whole as- Am" and "Two Loves Have I"
sembly line beyond him is operating (MGM). He knows his trade and he
pulsa- feeds it to 'em with the stops all
on the mass principle and the
from out. E'ckstinc'S platters have theirtion is one strictly stemming
Apparently the Jan. 1 disking ban
production charts; the quota of pe- spqds and this one won't be the ex- imposed
by the American Federaif ception.
riodic i-eleases, must be as great,
tion of Musicians' James C. Petriilo
nearest comJphnny
him-

Many

Musicians

:

Hendler was originally with RCAVictor, then with Cosmo Records.
Later he established Rainbow with
Harry Fromkes.

.

i'

ant plirasing to the lyrics.
.

long ctt^tches 'witbout snagging the
brass ring. The top-ruing labels are
geared to absorb all that, but where
«ie painful rub does come in is the
row of talent casualties it leaves
behind. It's a graveyard for which
the talent itself, to a large degree,
can't be held responsible.

NEAE YOU

Time and pressure and the gamut
of that assembly line won't gear itself to the special nurturing of a
promising talent, and it's a case
generally of delivering immediately
or falling by the wayside. .And, if
that promising talent should deliver
0veil a semblance of a hit there's

:

Trumpet"

mon

Miss Hutton was with Capitol
butr due to a dispute
over assignments, Shifted to Victor
more than a year ago. A short while,
later she was back at Clapitol, and
now has returned to Vjclor.
originally,

-

.

Wineci^fsNew Pubbery
Hollywood, Nov. 18.
Nat Wuiecoff has entered the muwith his own com-

valueless.

CIVILIZA'nON

(11)

cancelled. In addition the plaintiffs
charged that the sale of the stock
was supposed to have been. a.^lied
lo taxes but only eight or ajne
thousand dollars were disbue^ for
tho^ Obligations,

"

1-

5

Louis

<2)'

}

Jack Smith

(Shapiro-B)

(2)

WISH

AND
10.

^
I

t JocJc
(5)'
^

(ParawouMt)
.

'

(Shapln»-B)

(3)

Interplay of the brass section is the
Standout note in the arrangement.
Eeverse Side's "Serenade of the
Bells" is grooved deep with sweetness and light and Harry Babbitt
plies its simple lyric and straui in
a mood that's almost reverential.
The jukes can't go wrong with eitiier
side.
.Tuck Fina,

Haymes.

T

Too. in Columbia's case
its disking is done at CBS
which are heavily used.dur-ing the day. Columbia, as a result,
docs a great deal of disking in ttie
late evening and early morniag.
Victor, Capitol and Decca are in
better position since they each have

^

their

Decca

.

M-G-M

Lmd

Buddy Clark

Columbia

Sammy Kaye

Victor

a near, going over in M-G-M's "A
Love Story."
This adaptation of

Schumann's "Piano Concerto in A
Minor" should find a welcome slot
on jockey innings pegged to gentler
moods.
Fina's velvet digits aren't
as dominant on the opposite surface,
"Stars Will Remember," nor does
•

comj!

up

to "Story's" level as

a

Perry

;;

DON'T YOU LOVE ME ANTMOKE

I
(

(Oxford).

1

ON THE AVENUE (Leeds)
SERENADE OF THE BELLS (Morris)
SAVE THE BONES (Capitol)
WHIFFENPOOF SONG (Miller)

J

,

,

,

(Miller)

STABS WILL BEMEMBEE
I»0*N«

'

(Harms)

NEW

.

.

(IJHorris)

• POPPA

(Chappell).

fraiiJc

WONT TOO DANCE

I

...

(

(Morris)

(Parawottnt)

SiiUitra.

•

}

•

I

t

l

ltlttt

.

•

.

.

.Victor

•

Howard's Commodore

........ Colutnbio

.

Guiy Lowbordo
Doris Day

•

18.

Capitol Records' Americana labels
he s signed Arthur Smith, a fiddler,
who was with Ihe Grand Ole Opry
20 years a.go, who will wax on red
label with his own group, the DixieLiners. The "original" to be used on
firm's labels is insurance against confusion with Arthur Smith, guitarist.
Americana label which was started
in Juno. 1947, now has 25 artists on
regular release.

.Victor

,

.

Capitol

Whiting..,..

Date

Co/u7ubia
Victor

James
Tdree Suns
Divah Shore

;

.

.

.

,

.Columbio
Decca
-

,

.

-

Coturiibia

Capitol
Colitmbio

*

**

*

NX Put Back
date at

orchestra'.s

hotel. New york>
has been deferred from Jan. 2 to 13.
Extra 11 days wjU be allocated xo
the run of Mel Torme and Sonny
Dunham's orchestra, who open Dec.
23. Stan Kenton preceding.
Shift is probably due to the success currently being achieved by Vic
Damone, which, the management
feels, will also apply to !Eerme.

Commodore

,

10.]
'

in

Eddy Howard
the

Victor

;

Peggy Lee
tHnah Shore

*****
I

•

.

.

Hai-Ti;

weeks song has been in the Top
[Ffpures in parentheses indicate Jiitmber o]

Ill

-

.

.

^

.... Capitol
Decco
•
... .Mercury

iKay Kyser.

i

t GOLDEN EAftRlNGS

.Majesttc
....... .Victor

.

.

Margaret

•

... ,v

.Decca

i.

on Red Label

Hollywood, Nov,

.

Columbia

(

(

PASS PEACE PIPE

.

Now Has 25

Artists

Victor

\

,

(

STILL GET JEALOUS

Capitol

Majestic

Frankie Laine.
.:
Perry Como.
Vo-ughn Monroe.

}

.

XEAR'S (Famous)

.

Eddy Howard
Freddy Mciriin
Buddy Clarke

Mercer-King Cole.
...
Bins Crosby

,

•

.'.

.

effect.

.

\Eddy Howard
Sammy Kaye ...

.

;

.

Andrews-Cavallaro

\

WHAT ABE XOO

Dccc«
Victor

-

Columbia

-

;••

But" the musician
Ijatter

Colitmbia

.

Hayvies ..i ....... ...Decca
.....M-G-M
Art Lund
. Victor
Tommy Dorsey

^

(Berlin)

studios.

is relieved only in the case of organized bands. Columbia, however, wiU
after the first, of the year have Its
own studios available, but. by that
time the disking ban -will be in

..Capitol
.. .Victor

.

.

Como

Dicfc

)

'I

KATE

I

...

,

iFrank Sitwtra

(Simoii)

;;

TWO LOVES HAVE

.

Dinah Shore

(

own

problem; remaiill the sanie-

I

CitKL (Williamson)

I

mo.st of

Capitol
Victor

JBi?i0 Crosby

NAUCHTT ANOELINE

I

growing fave with the
swankier hotel spots, gives the keys

it

FELLOW NEEDS' A

Holly wood,' Nov. 18.
Piling up a stock of .masters on. the
Coast in preparation for the forth,coming recording ban is not always
a simple matter of lining up artists
and rcpci toiro, especially in The case
of Columbia Records. So many major network 'radio shows emanate
from here that to secuve jthe iseirvices of certain musicians 'SO- form

availability.

I

1

.

MASTERS
POSES COL. PROBLEM

Decca

i

(Jo Stafford
Tony Martin.

(Warren),

-Cliiil^

-

Tower

his

STANLEY STEAMEE

bankruptcy.

accompaniment for singing, disk
names is a matter of awaiting their

ColttTObto

Coming Up

t XOKOMO, IND. (BVC)

firm's trustee in

asset were 400,000 records ivhidi
a scrap dealer bought for $6,000.

.studios,

DicJc

(

\Art

APPLE BLOSSOia WEDDING

James blows

schmalzy roundelay against as
sweet a combo as could be recruited.
"White Christinas" is also so cloyIngly sweet that even church sociables could play It without flicking
a cautious eye for the deacon.
Marion Morgan's treatment of the
vocal aUowB her to add another
xung on the ladder of her upward
swing. She sings 'em as they're writ
aiid adds a subtly intense style that's
all her .own. It should be a big side.
Kay Kyser has a good candidate
for the "Pass That Peace' Pipe"
sweepstakes in his Columbia vei-sion
of this bouncer from Metro's "Good
News."
With Gloria Ward In the
lead, the Campus Kids ride the tune
for all the zip it calls for, while the

«.\\\\\\\\\\coSi:

Oi4?etts.

Hutton ..
IVOfighn Monroe

'

^

Victor
Capitol

Bcftj/

j
'

\

(Sba»iro-B)

IdlAfl ^2)

..Capitol

,

VOV

DIDN'T LOVE

M-G-M

'

Arthur God^rej;
Bing Crmby,

\

.

Columbia

.

Pri-iJio

S

•

(Snpreme)

in a
I

,

.

"

Victor

,

\Margaret Whiting

(WUHamson)

rO]l,KA

HOW SOON

.

.

.

j DtTtoh Sli-orc

(Morris)

Several weeks ago Cosmo's' last
holdings of property, machinery an^;
pressings were auctioned off by .tbfe

*

•'

.Bullet
Victor

\

.

(5)

-

under contract, among them
Hal Mclntyre's band. Actually he'had

-artists

PILE OF

{harry Green
i Vaitghn Monroe
J Jiihmy Dorsey

gyp,
(BVC)

YOU DO

,.)

Francis Craia

,

According to tlie prospectus distributed in connection wjth sale of
the stock, Cosmo said it had certain

pany, Commodore Music, publishing
Latin-American, hillbilly and western tunes.
Winecoff quit as Coast chief of
Peer Music firms a month ago.

.

;

•

&

sic publishing biz

{

big way those who like their mu.sic
chuckful of cinnamon and raisins
with his versions of "All the World
Is Mine" and "White Christmas."
Jocks and jukes have a solidly commercial iten^ here and Columbia a
seller.
tnost
promising
counter
"World" could be subtitled "Confor

(Jefferson)

4.

TOO-FAT
;:

iCerto

(3)

8.

SO FAR

background.
satisfy

(Supreme)

BALLERINA

t.

an •immediate rush to turn out an
..additional batch, without pause for
the selection of fitting material and
Harry James should

states,,

BACK TO RCA-VICTOR

i

(10)

and Hemp-

hiU-Noyes.

10 Best Sellers on Coin-Machines -

.

'

AFM

.

directors with Gillespie

BETTY HITTTON SKIPS

One guy wrote a major and pointed out that he was the owner of a
couple of electric organs and w«uld
be available at any time following
the ban—^along with his instruments:
These tooters, major compapy executives feel, will be the backbone
of a widespread bootleg disk business when and if the ban continues
long enough for the major diskors
to run' out of fresh pop songs; Virtually every top disking executive
has had one or more offers to head
up a bootleg- business and, gauging
what will happen based on the frequency of these offers, they fully
expect the underground cutting to
reach large proportions within six
to eight months of the start of the
disk ban.

My

,^

In all, the wmplaint
some 68,700 shares of comstock were marketed at $4 per
share, some of which were sold as
late as January, 1947. Since the total
flotation was vmder $300,000, the deal
was not subject to registration with
Exchange Commisthe Securities
sion according to the act of 1933.
In a variety of allegations tbe 70
Betty Hulton has skipped Capitol
Records again and has gone back to stockholders charged the defendants
BCA- Victor, the third time she has with knowing the stock had no real
made a switch between the two value at the tune it was sold, they
Cosmo ^vas operating at
flompariies. Victor signed her Mon- knew that
or
day (17) to a one-year pact with a loss, Cosmo had. no personnel
one^year optipa deal, and she'll be- management to operate such a firm
gin recording for the label immedi- and its officers were incompetent and
ately to beat the Jan. 1 band dead- inexperienced. Plaintiffs also <^laimed
that the company's book worth. *as
•ilihe. „

finding favor with all
musicians, namely those who do not
record consistently. Couple of the
major disk companies have received
letters recently from union members who violently disagree with the
ban—and offer their services ior
recording purposes- after Jan. I.
They all state that on that date they
y-ill cease, to be union musicians.

isn't

;

•

Piaintiffs claim that the stock t.hey
bought was floated by an allesed
conspiracy of Cosmo's officers and

road.

'

.

the firms.

of Columbia's New York office, hut
will spend considerable tiine on the

h Recordii^ Ban

MGM

&

Rainbow

quit

Records six weeks ago after helping
to get that company going as one of
y>e many postwar indie diskers, went
to work last week for Dinah Shore
and Columbia Records. He will do a
Job of special record promotion for
the singer, separate and apart from
the exploitation performed for her
by George Evans. He will work out

Oir(v Bootleg Aid

Johnstone doesn't do
self or
much- good with "I
petitor.
Yoked to the mass principle is the Love to Dream," but he acquits himself
heaps
via "Un Poquita, De
if
the
cutpercentages;
o|
principle
Amor."
the first he engagegoSonny
In
away
grinding
kept
are
machines
ting
battle of fortiswithout respite and the presser is Burke's combo iii a
simo, while "Porquito" comes out
tse^i fUpi^ing but platters a hit is
botmd to coma" ut* some time; And with as ingratiating a lilt as make
side a worthy item for both the
the
for
relativejy
goes
along
so a label
jukes and the record-patter lads.
Buddy Oreeo, a Majestic prospect,
is so close on the imitation that he
Favotite Five
might be billed as "the poor girl's
.<F«iIOwitt0 it the frst of a
Frankie Laine." Thafs the impres•ieeelely feature listing the fwe
sion left by "Don't You Think t
recorded immben to/itch a disk
Ought To Know?" When linked to
joekey regards as his oU-timc
the Three Sharps for' a rhythmic go
at "Ain't She Pretty" Greco's pentop iavimtes,)
TED BUSING
chant is not so pronounced and the
iWHN, New York)
general effect is quite rowdy-dowdy.
"Wabash Blues" (Isham
Hal Mclntyre's instrumental romp
with "Donkey Serenade" (MGM) is
Jones).
"Tiger Rag" (Duke Ellington).
not only different but it*s deserving
(Glen
Shuffle"
"Riverboat
of cataloging by ]o(^eys 'as a solid
standby when the program calls for
Gray).
"Moonlight in Vermont" (Mara lofty lift. -Mclntyre "weds his sax
garet Whiting-Billy Butterfield)
to the brasses for a session of scintillating bounce. For contrast there's
"To Each His .Own" -(Eddy
"It
Happened io Hawaii," with
Howard}^
Frankie Lester lending some pleas-

Herb Hendler, who

*

'

ww

solvent in June, 1946, Its offii^^ and
directors at that time promoted a
$235,000 allegedly phony stock deal
Co. and
through E, V. Gillespie
Hemphill, Noyes & Co., Wall St. underwriters and stock consultants,
some 70 Cosmo sto.ckholders charged
in N. Y. federal court last week.
Named as defendants la the action,
which seeks the return of $73,000,
are Cosmo, thrjee of its subsidiary
corporations, the ,two Investment
houses, and officers-directors of all

Hendler to Promote
Dinah for .Columbia

'

,

%nkm, Wdied

2

<

from the 20th-Fox

'

not greater, than the

Officors,

47
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,
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ASCAP
A

Songs With Lai^est Radio Audi(9ice

Members

Biogs

complete biography, oi author

Bands

Hotel

at

\%

1,90

B*0.'s

Onv«ra
Total
e'omgosep members .Of the
JPnat
Ameficai), Society of Composer?,
^llotol
riuyed Week Ou Dnti
n«n<I
6
2,350
Authors' and Publishers: will be, put NatBrandwynne*»Waldor(.(400; $2)
14,900
Thomas
4year
by
$1-$1.S0)
Pennsylvania (500;
,
1,350
on sale early next
Johnny Long
5,723
New'Yorker (400; $1 -$1.50),,,.,..,, 31,775
5,475'
Y. . Crowell publishing' company. Sammy Kaye
63
9i5
Book, containing a brief history and Johnny Pineapple. Lexington (300; $1-$1,50)
49,950
5
.,
2,775
a list of the top songs written by 'Guy Lombardo.",.. Roosevelt (400; $1-$1.50)
13,100
the
pf
6
George Paxtbn*,..t:ommodore (400; $1-$1.50).,
each of the writer members
tl,250
13,100
Society,' will sell for $5,50 and tun
i
* J«aw Sablon" at "Vraldor/, Vic Domone orCommodore,
550 pages.
ASCAP, of course, is compiling
fS days,.
Dan McNamara
the information,
has been working on the info for
two months or more and has it close
ChicagO) Nov. 18.
to the point where it will soon; be
Jose Mells (College Inn, Sherman; 700; $2-$3.50 min.),
Jack- Owens,
ready for printing and binding,
There are close to 2,000 authors and local radio name, holding good 3,500, Mel Torme in for a month starting
Friday
(21).
composers involved.
Ray JMortott (Mayfair Room, Blackstpne; 300; $3.50 'min.-$l cover)-,
Monica Lewis and Jan August opened Fri. (14) to full house. Boflf 2,500.
George Olsen (Marine Room, Edgewater Beach; $l.S0-$2.50 min,). New
Of
Files
band and show in Fri. (14) with Paul Haakon headlining. Nippy 4,300.
Orrin Tucker (Boulevard Room, Stevens; 650; $3.50 min.-$l cover). Biz

and

'

.

.

The top 3? s6ngs af thg.week, bflsect on th^ copyrighted Audience
Popular' Music Bvoadca$t Over,R9dia
Index Survey

; ;

'Coj>efas(e
'

Jfetworhs.

Publislhd by the Office of Reseureh,'

Peatrttflw, Director,

•

.

,

of

.

•

,

WWltamson
.BSit

—

I

I

.

:

,

.

.

.

;

.

.

.

.

.

,

..

.

.

.

.

.

Simon
Supreme

fringement,

and

Miller

BVC
Miller

All

',

My

Love

>

.

.

.

i

....Bourne

I' Gronna G'?t n Girl
HjIIs of Colorado

.»Santly-Joy
Miller

Fi-ee"

,,..,.:>;

-

London
Advanced

Home^Is Where the Hoart Is, ,". »
I Have But One Heart
KoRomo, Ind.— rMother -Wore Tights"
,

•

i

.

i

Up Where We Left
Lpve For 'Love f,...-.
Inside For Each Other
Peggy O'Neil
Let's Pick

Witmark
Soilthetn

My

Serenade Of
By the Zuyder Zee.
Stanley Steamer ...
.. .....
..
.VToo Marvelous For Words
What Are You Doing New Year's Eve,
.

.

.

.i ...

..

y'

;

Hollywoodi Nov. 18.
Horace Heidt made his first recordings here today (Tuesday) since
reorganizing his orchestra. -He did
a -group of 'sides for dolumbia Rec-

'

Feist

+: .Sipping Cider
;

Barton
Bel-Air

,

» .

'

.

.

. i

Burke- VH
Melrose

iiPilnmsical.

•

4

:' .

Bloom
Warren
Harms
Famous

and is e^cpected to stock in
more before the application of the
disking ban Jan. 1.
ords

:

\
'

(Los Anoeles)

Skinnay Ennls (Aragon, B, Ocean Park, wkend.). Paul Martin (same
spot, mid^wk.). Mild 3,500 admishes.
Lionel Hampton (Meadowbrook, B, Culver City, 3rd wk.). 'Waning
•

-

3,800 takers.

.
,

Harry James
stub-buyers.
Elliot

(Palladium,

B,

Hollywood,

6th

.'

last

night

Drooping

wk.).

9,500
;

.

.

Lawrenee opened

(IS).'

RUSS MORGAN'S

Dash Due

N.Y.

in U. S.

.'
London, .Nov. 18.
irwin Dash, 'who heads the music
Russ Morgan, who hasn't played, firm bearing his name,- sails for New
York Dec. 10 on the Queen Etix&f
a New York location in a few years,
beth. .Trip will be one of Ifis periodic
comes back into the Biltmore hotel, business junkets to the States.
Dash's company is faring better
Dec. .24.
Stay will be indefinite.'
Morgan has'spent the majority of his than most of the pubs here. Although sheet sales are generally low,
time during the past three .years
firm has "Little Old Mill" and "Firsj
or so on the Coast, first at the Clare- Love, Last Love" up among the top
monti. Berkeley, and more than a 10.
year at the Biltmore Bowl, Los Angeles.
He made a quick run east
last year to play the Strand theatre,
N. Y., and went /right back west.
..

:

DATE AT BILTMORE

'

Heidt was with Columbia "before
he broke up "his band and tempo-

» »-<

rariiy retired

from the business sev-

.

eral years ago due to scrap over
Frankie Laine has signed Sam contract .with Music Corp. .of Arner*
He recently signed a new.
Donahue's orchestra to accompany ica.
agreement with MCA'. Meanjvhile,
'--'^
ihoJ:anXost^*^e^*^i^t™^Sirj-^; "-^L'^^^his Columbia pact had lapsed. CurAdams theatre,
Newark, week rent disk, work is being done on a
with the sales department of Shell
"
'
of Jan. 1.
OH.
new agreement.
|
i

'

i

,

•

.

.

•

.

Legit Musical.

1)ave Wfaelan has joined the band
dept. of the.WIvisic Corp. of America

Solid $18,500.

Leighton Noble (Trianon; $1 -$1,25 adm.). The 25th anniversary splurge
big grosses with one-nighter of Tex Beneke; Eddy Howard coming
the Aragon, and special acts. .Approximately 27,000, Noble
exits Thursday (20th).
Buddy Shaw (liatip Quarter; 700; $2.50 min,). New s^ow improved
Covers; lietter than '3,000, Lenny Kent headlines.
hit

down from

'

I

.

this spot at all.

.

HORACE HEIDT CUTS
ANEW FOR COLUMBIA

BVC

,,.,.-,.,,...>

Place, Baby....,
the Bells
.
i,.-. »..,,......

"Put Yourself In

.

Off

;

•

Suits, asking for $250 per infringement, have been filed against the
China Pheasant, Trianon Ballroom,
Roll Inn, Lyons Music Hall, the
Caballero and Encore Ballroom; all
of Seattle; Crescent Ballroom, Roller
Bowl,, Top .of the Ocean and Cen-tury Ballroom; Tacoma.

Harms

'

\,.
AU 01 Me,,-.;.,,
'fan Afld-Fatfcy Fre6-^*'Fun. And Fancy
."

;

Freddy Martin (Ambassador; 900; $1.50-$2). Fair 2,200 tabs.
Jan Garber (Biltmore; 900; $1-$1.50), Satisfactory 2;200 covers.

a

Washington ballrooms
of
niteries; 10 already are filed and

erator

•

'

;

against

i

Los Angeles

Location Jobs, Not in Hotels
to come.
judgment in
declaratory
Since
(Chicogo)
favor of ASCAP jit September, 1946,
Marty Gould (Chez Faree; 550; $3.50 min.). Miisil Green and Jackie
most hotels, theatres,- niteries, etc., Miles hefty 5,200 aided by oil conventioneers. Paul Draper opens next
have signed up. However, opposi" week (26).
tion has come from. the Washington
Sherman Hayes (Blackhawk; 500; $2.50 min). Final week of Hayes
State Restaurant Assn. and the In- light 2,500.' Phil Levant in Thursday (20).
dependent Theatre Owners and OpEddy Howard (Aragon; $l-$l-.25 adm.). Sister ballroom anni didn^t hurt

;

'i

here

suits

Up
.

18.

more are

:

Bobbins

•

;

Nov.

number

\The. remaining 19 songs of the- week, based on the copyrighted
• Audience Coverage Index Survey of Popular MitSic Broadcast Over
tHadio Networks. Published by the Office of Research, Inc., Dr. John
ll '.G. Peatman^ Director
Sinatra
Aiij'toha Ever Comin' Back
'

Seattle,

•

several hundred to 3,400*

American Society of Composers,
Authors and Publishers is filing in-

Harms
Famous

Tallahassee— ""Variety Girl"Those Things Money Can't Buy
Two Loves Have 1
You Do— f'Mother Wore Tights"
Whiff enpoof Song

:

week. Okay 3,400.
(Empire Boom, Palmer; 550; $3.50 min.-$l cover).

Griff Williams

......Leeds
Button Shoes". ... Morris
Williamson

,

.

oft a bit this

Vs. Northwest Users

Martin
Chappell

, .•

0»'the Avenue
... ..
.Papa You Dance With Me— *"High
So Far— *"Allegro"
The Stars Will Remember

Infringement Suits

Siinon
*ReBj5ek
Berlin

i

Lady From 29 Palms
My, How Time Goes By
.Naughty Angeline
•Near You^
......

..Paramount
..Marks

.

,

Wave

ASCAP

Morris

Wish I Didn't Love You So— f'Perils Pauline"
Wonder Who's Kissing Her Now.
Dance At Your Wedding
Happened In 'Hawaii
,

•

-

Paramount
Supreme

;

,:

Kate.

Chicago

Berlin

—

Get Jealous— '"High Button Shoes"

I'll

'

,

'

Crawford

.How Soon

It

..
>,

,

Leeds
Morris
...Oxford
Chappell

... ii

i

,

Don't You Love Me Anymore.......
Feudin' And Fightin'
Tbe Fneedom Train
(golden Earrings ('•Gojden Earrings"
I Still

./
'

-

Shapiro-B
Shapiro-B

Are Free
..

'

Fbx
,

—And Mimi
Ghristmas Dreaming

.

1947

,

Civilization

CSi'

.

Novtmber MS,

Fellow Needs a Girl—'"AUfSgro"
Girl That -I Remember. ..
,
*"Brigadoon".
Alrriost Like Being In Love
An Apple Blossom Wedding
•Best Things in Life

Df.'Jtohn

hie.,

.

Week

Surv.ey

A
A

ORIGINAL XMAS CARDS

tHE PETER MAURICE MUSIC CO, LTD.

m

HARRY WEINSTEIN
first

two songs Harry

HOW

.

will

handle are the great English

MPA

hits:

LUCKY YOU ARE

XkoM

by THE ANDREWS SISTERS (Decc»), HAC DERWIN (Capitol), JOHNNIE
JOHNSTON (MGM), CURT MASSE V (Coast), CHARLIE SPIVAK (Victor), ELLIOT

2.

I'll

(dolwttbl*).

ANITA

ELLIS (Mercury) and PHIL BRITO <Mitttcnft>.

Make Up

For Everything

(NEXT No.

XmM

l>r

(Cipitol),

FR^ANK SINATRA (Columbl»),

DINAH WASHINGTON

PETER MAURICE,

Lomm
jlMMV PHILUPS

NORMAN

FINK

(Mercury)

)>nsiilnit •

Anni; Meets in N. Y.
Music Publishers Assn.' of the U. S.
marks its 40th anni tomorrow
(Thursday) when the org's director
board meets at the Roosevelt hotel,
Nelson, M. Jansky, Boston,
president of the outfit:^

(CURRENT PLUG)

iAVJtENCE

Publisher Group's 40th

N. Y.

•A
The

Other hotel changes in New York
bring Tominy Reed, midwestern
maestro, into the Edison hotel Nov,
26, succeeding Gay Claridge, Erwin
Kent replaces Richard Himber at
the Essex House, tomorrow (Thurs.).

1

SONG)

THE INK SPOTS (Decca),- ANDY RUSSELL
and THE RAVENS (National). More to come.

HAPPY CODA Y,

Tr'K Pr«iil«nl

WARREN BROWN
BOB SADOFF

.

ACT

or
design,^

and

.

.

wliat liAve you worked Into the
Send n rouQh iketeh or deicrltition

leftve

It

to:

ma.

CARDS
CARDS
CARDS
CARDS

FOR
FOR
FOR
FOR

$28.00
32.00
45.00
65.00

• Prieii Include Artwork, printing,
• TERMS: $9.00 with order, tal.

Envolopn.
C.

0. 0.

ART STUDIO
FRANK J. RiNCIARI
FOREST ROAD
GLEN ROCK, NEW JERSEY
160

Samples On Requrtst

is

not to be confusecl with
the
Music Publishers Protective
Assn.,
whichi
incidentally,
condu'cted its annual membership meet
at the Astor hotel, N. Y., yesterday
(Tuesday). MPA is composed of
standard publishers while th6 MPPA
is made up of pop pubs.
is

QTRANGE
SYD
UAVE Society

MUSIC
"A BIG TIME LITTLE BAND"

fSn

Ptag* 521

FOR RENT
BALLROOM and
ENTERTAINMENT CENTER
ESTABLISHED BUSINESS WITH WELL ROUNDED

PROGRAM, DANCING, SKATING AND SPORTS
PROMOTION— FULLY E9UIPPED—CAPACITY 5500
LOCATED IN DENSELY POPULATED

AREA
ALAN ROSS

Designed Sspoeially for You
PHOTO OF YOU. WIFE, CHILD, PET

100
300
500
1000

!N

CH!£AGO

FULL INFORMATION WILL BE SUBMITTED
UPON INQUIRY AND SHOWING OF
FINANCIAL RESPONSIBILITY
Writ. Box HME VARIETY, 360 No. Miehig«ii Avo.
Chicago (1), ilL

The New Look"

I

I
.BROWI*

PERRY COWOIV**"!

ston^"'***
J these great

r.Ml SAY GOOt»''E'
•>>^«tAr

(Setting

Every D<*y

Bigg«'»^

,

lorry

WRia
«,u (30 A

V»ro«««f

OXPSY IN
i
DREYER MUSIC CORPORATION, 1650 Broadway,
MIKE SUKIN, Gen.

HOLLYWOOD,

Tod Grouya

MORRIS

i,

Prof.

DIAMOND, New

N. Y. 19, N. Y.

Mgr.
York

CHICAGO. Armand

Bourn

..
,

.

.

.

ORCHESTRAS-MUSIC

On

W<!diM»<3ayy

November' 19, 1947

Inade (hrdNras-rMndc

die Upbeat

'Music' iand' i3i$k trades Mavft lon$ been Aware that Capitol Records was
the throes of som.e sort of. a deal for the sale of the company outright
interest, which is what has occurred with the proposed
on "Sovnen,^' Norwegian luUaby,, ber or a controlling
network (sea
buyout of the major stock in the company by the
first screen song in six. years, for
Section, Page 25). ABC's deal with Qlenn Wallichs, Johnny Mercer
RKCi's "I Bemeinber JMtai»a" , , . Radio
and puddy DeSylva, heads and owners of thg' company, calls for the net
Lionel Hampton «reW waxed, for
purchase their controlling interest in Capitol, in. return for which each
Decca Friday (14)' . . : I. B. Kprn- to
will gejt some
shares.
blum, veepee.,and attorney lor Sol
Capitol for months has been going through -a financial upheaval. That
.
M, Wurtzel productions, is tempowas indicated eight weeks or so ago when Mercer and DeSylva withdrew
rarily returnmg to .an old lovC'-^;
as directors, of the company, at $100,000 each annually: This represented
Wolfe
with
Teaming
songwriting.
Pardon," written witii Beasley Smith. braska, Iowa and Missouri. . .Mlgue-:
saving to the company. Jn more recent weeks there have
Kornblum defied a majbr coin
His "Near You" was'done with Ker- lito Valdes orchestra set for two» Gilbert, lyricist,
been many rumors in the music biz concerning, the possible sale of the
mit Goell... Lenny Rogers band into weeks at Flamingo starting Nov, 26 two modern western songs for the comptmy. which culminated In )ast week's report «ind denial of a deal with
Grossman hotel, Lakewood, N, J., for followed by Del Cortney for two forthcoming Wurtzel iilm, '^Tucson;' M-O7M Records, Metro's yeaT;<old disk ^bsid.
label
finished
White
Black and
.
winter. .London Records, new XJ. S. weeks . Henry Bi-andet^'s 14-pieee
20 sides with T-Bone Walker and is.
release label by British- Deoca, has orchestra
The.Meadowbrook, Cedar Grove, N. J., which, like nearby New York
set. for
Last' Frontier;
readying, for 20 more after the 19th. spots, hasn't exactly beon bursting at the seams lately,
set up distributor deals covering
with patronage, got
starting Dec. 5.
Smiley Burnette cleffed two dit- hit at the b.o. from a totally unexpected quarter last Satlirday
.
60% of thft- country... John Ham(15) eventies for "Durango Kid" to roll at ing:
rtm& bS<Sfc from Czechoslovakia trip
car carrying three women and two men, passing the building on
Pittsburgh
Oatunes are "Popcorn" Route 23, blew a tire, hit a pole, turned over
Columbia.
xdatiye to his recent deal for U. S.
and exploded, burning all
Trio opened Monday (17)
Gordon
and "Home Cookin'" . . . Merry five passengers to death. Car flamed a few feet from the building
release through his Keynote disk
at 8:45
at Bill Green's along witii Tommy
Macs in from Detroit for cutting and hundreds of "patrons arriving at the spot during the next two
firm of Gramophone Industries of Ryan band, back
for four weeks.
hours
sessions at Majestic , . . Gus
Czech, classical blasters. . .RCA-Vicbecame so upset by. the crash scene that they turned around artd wenjt
Jack Walton's orchestra into Vogue
heim and Andy Russell have formed home. Spot jilayed' to J.MOi'people,: however.
-tor to cut a "Music America Loves
Terrace. . .Hugh TuUy into Belve-

Dollar theatre, Feb. 8 and
Golden Gate, San Franijisco, Feb.
Joe Glaser havinR his Associated 11. Jordan took $4,4QQ out oi OakBooking quarters broken up and re- land on a one-nit6r Nov. ll>..Gllibt
arranged to provide space for re- Lawrence into Edgewatet ballroom/
cently added Jimmy Tyson. .Allen S. F., Dec. 25 for tour days... Hal
Courtney, WGBB, Frepport, N. Y., Pruden opens at Flamingo, LaS Vfedisit jock, transcribed;,hls will ingas Dec. 18 ,^and plays through Dec.
stead' of writing it. . .Francis Craig's SH and then into El RancTio Jan. 7.
newest tune, to be.publisjie'd by Rob- Woody Herman currently playing
bins Music, is called "Beg Your one niters through Colorado, Ne-

New York

lion

.

Dunne completed recording

lk>n«3

,in

ABC

,

,

ABC

.

.

,

.

.

,

.

A

'

Am-

.

,

-

Best" album, witb Buss Case, condere with
4uctor of its radio show of same
•

drummer with LorHtlo at Ten Eyck hotel, Albany,
'Abey Albert's new orchestra
Society, New York,
irail S^bin replaced him in the trio.
"

'Oeorge psk,

Sitti

j'ointed

Uptown Cafe

tit:

iv

Monterey

Music

Publishing

a- small dan(!e outfit.
pany. Al Salomon will hold
Clayton's band at the Club
Gabana, which reopened after a 60- west coast rep job <
.

Red

Hollywood

~

day shutdown imposed by the State:
Liquor Control '-Boai;d, ..Booze
licensees have accepted: compromise
offer of $750, at rate of $10 a day for
each day of suspense, from Holly.*
wood Show Bar and spot' won't have

then- proceeds east to ^ick up the
others.
AH of .fames* one-nlghters. Monicker "Nicolo Piu: Noodnick"" carries on Red-Ingle's comic' use of
Only names Qn his Capitol disk .labels. Gag tag. tabbed on Victor Arno, concert
are through the iftidwesti
eastern date he'll play this trip is a fiddler who agreed 'to wax "Pagan Ifinny's Keep 'er Going Stomp" with
week at Frank Palumbo's Click Ingle, only i£ hi.s name wasn't used.
Club, Philadelphia, where he opens
Nov. 27 and closes Dec. 6. He immediately starts west, playing onenighters in Ohio, Illinois, Iowa and
Nebraska, concluding; at Randevu
Ballroom, Salt trfdce City.

H'WOODPALLADIUMMAY
B£ FORCE0 TO 3 DAYS
Hollywood, Nov.

.-

!,

Witmarks' Frank Kelton heai-d Cliff Hughes rehearsing at the music
Hollywood, Nov: 18.
Harry James' orchestra begins a publishers' offices and was so impressed with the newcomer that the pro^
new string of 19 one-nighters and fessional music man phoned Meyer Hprowitz at the Village Bami N: Yi
location dates tonight (Tuesday) at to give him an. a udition. Kelton thought young Hughes had a voice oomiWhite (!:ity Ballroom, Ogden, Utah, parable with Robert Merrill. PS—The yourigster opens at the Barn Dec- 4.

.

act for Lincoln
theatrej L. A., opening Dec. 27; Mil-

This year he used "Yiddij^e Mama" and "Raisins and Almonds," with
heads Ot the company- being rt^iheb dubious as to their success. To ^ate,
record has .sold over, 3D,O0D;;'^itb'.lRales stiU mounting, Disk ha's Already
topped sales of all- Bonn's .previoii^ recordings.

JAMES BAND TAKES
TO HIGH ROAD AGAIN

^^jiimirly

^uis Jordan group

Issy Bonn, England's ace vaude single, who' disks for British Dejcca. has
a> clause fa his contract calliitg for one record per year carrying iunes af
his own selection and in addition to "pops."

-

to dose down for infraction, .Three
Zito with ll men and :^at Loose Nuts, with Eddie Cole, re.Kelley opened at the Morocco Thurs- newed for two more weeks at Oasis,
day' .night (13) for four weeks... with another option for an additional
JjMi Arnaz orchestra into Flamingo, fortnight.
Pate
Jii's Vegas Jan. 22 at $5,50fl!;
iVas moved back from Jan. 15...
i

com-

down

'

18.

Talk- here is that Maury Cohen,
operator of the ,palladium, and his
Ijoard of strategy are considering
cutting the ballroom's operation to
three days following the run of Tex
Beneke, which ends- Feb. 2. Palladium business has not b^en up to
snuff, not even during the entire run
of Harry James, who was replaced
last,, night
(Tuesday)
by Elliott

'RUM&C0KriN2D

is

,

Band

Is supposed to go east
incidentally, sometime after
Lawrence.
Woody Herman follows "Lawrence, the first of the year. With recordroyalties
falling off, James and
booked on a new type of deal. Her- ing
man is drawing a $3,000 guarantee other maestroes, who»have practiced
plus 50% of the gross over $7,500. his habit of hibernating at home instead of hitting the ro^di nonist work
to bolster annual incomes. ' That's
tory,
again,

:

easit,

4 Shows
a result

in

3 Hours

new

oLhis

singing name; as
Mercury recordings,

was on

a merry-go-round Saturday
(15); night..
He- did four performances in three hours—two radio
broadcasts and two floor shows at
the Commodore hotel, N. Y.
'

Damone

ABE OLMAN
SUGGESTS FOR YOUR PROGRAM

SWEETHEART
Music hy,

.

h

musi'

all-girl

eal organization designed to

as defendants in the action

top any similar group yet as*

arc teo Feist, Inc., publisher of
"Hum," and its writers, Morey Amsterdam, Jerl Sullivan and Paul

sembled. Limited to ex-serv-

Trial of the suit

is

now

$50 toward

iee girls.

Baron.

'

to the

who nominates a

one

in its sec-

who

ond week before Judge Simon H.
Rifkind. These testifying up to yesterday (Tues.) were publisher Baron
Jones to Coast for Col.
and writers of "Passee," Lionel
Dick .Jones, who went to work for Belasco and Massie Peterson. They
Columbia Records three weeks ago were cross-examined by defense atJulian T. Abeles, who is attorney
director
in
as a musicalthe company's Hollywood branch, but who tempting to prove the music is pubLouis. Nizer reps the
has been in New 'York ever since lic domain.
helping cut disks on Frank Sinatra, plaintiff.
Meanwhile Peist and writers Am*
Xavier Cugat, Buddy Clark, etc.,
finally left for the Coast Monday sterdam. Baron and Miss Sullivan,
He'll take up where Mitch all of whom lost a lyric infringe(17).
Ayres left olf Friday (14) under Joe ment suit on the same song last
Higgins, now head oi Columbia's spring to West Indian publisher
Mohammed Khan and calypso songCoast office.

qualifies for

iitis

girl,
ouf>r

standing organiztition. Writo

1640 N. W. Bank

Depf. H,
fildg.,

Minneapolis

Feature for

Minn.

2,

THANKSGIVING

HOME
IWhMi Shadows

Fall)

.

writer Lord Invader (Rupert Grant),
have the ruling under review by the
Circuit Court of Appeals. Tribunal
recently reserved decision.

Ayres, ordinarily stationed in N.Y.,
'Goldie" Goldmark, west coast rep
for Leeds Music^ has shifted to
Duchess Music, also owti'ed by Le6da.

had been supervising Hollywood cutting dates for the past four weeks.
,

Be

returned east>

If

It's

True

Mills Bra*. (Oec<M
Jolinnx UcBmonil-Ptiice CavHDiiuvU Tlio
(Victor
Cootic WlUlaoM (Maimtie 1]<»>
Art Mootter (Bf.«.M[. tWNKi)

MART LOU

.

McHUGH
JIMMYROBIINS

(Week

DON'T YOU

LOVE ME
ftNYMORE
OXFORD MUSIC
New

York

MIUS MUSIC,

15 Best Sheet Sellers
JBndiwe,

Wtle

1619 B'way,

larg» national advertiser

assembling an

'

his Commodore
did' his own Pet

dinner show,
Milk commercial at 10 p.m/ (CBS), followed by
the supper show at the Commodore."

then

YOU'RE A

substituted for the ailing

Frank Sinatra on the Liicky Strike
"Hit Parade" (NBC, 9 p.m.) following

Named

,

•

A

in"N. Y. federal court that "Rum's"
upon his song.
infringed

music

behind James' more frequent trips

DaniQne's Merry Whirl,

Vic 'Damone,

MUSICIANS
ATTENTION

TRIAL OVER MELODY

Song hit "Rum and Coca-Cola" is
moving ..his band ip ft
private pullman car, which wl|1 >be lAg&in involved in a hot legal battle.
sidetracked wherever possible to Maurio*
Baron,
publisher
of
that^his men can use it. as a dormi*
L'Annee Pas-see," recently charged

James

Nou. 15)
Writers

NEAR YOU
YOU DO

RECORDING STUDIOS

Pnblisher

(Francis Craig-Kermit Goell)

,

,

AVAILABLE

!

.......i., (Gorl Sifiirnan-Bob Russell)

SO FAR
WHITE XMAS
AND MIMI

< .

,,

. ..

SiTnon-Jimrny Kennedy)
(Oscar Hammerstein II-Ricliard Rodgers)

....

...i.drDinfii Berlin)...,.

(CorlSi£/man-Bob Htlliord)...,..
16 ..(James Thornton)....

WPEN YOU WERE SWEET
WONDER WHO'S KISSING HER (Will M. Hough-Frar^ Adams-Joseph
TOO-FAT FOLKA
,
. (Boss MacLean-Arthur Richordson)
SERENADE OF THE BELLS.. (Katy Twomey-Al Goodhtart)
. . . . . .

. .

.

Morris

IN

.

.

.

M*rk«

Finest Italian Accordion

Xew

Imperial

F.T,A,S.—18

-

17 tolio AvoMW.^atersoa. N.
VhOMi Antary 4-tMU

Yew

PUBLISHED BY

ADAMS, VEE & ABBOTT, 216 South Wabash Avenue, Chicago

Wiu

CHALMERS

MY HEART"

The Surprise $otig 4tf

«'»i»M«

pint S ba8H cIiaiiKOH; $050.00.
vongider exchancc for cur.

Shaplro-B
Morris

.

"ITL HOLD YOU

Howard)

I

.Sh»pirb-B
Williamson

.'.°Sh»plr*-B
E.

. .

NOW

Mannon

...Berlin
SIutpiro-B

(Nat Simon^Jimmy Kennedy)

CIVILIZATION

I

Productions, inf.
TR«f»Ifrar S-J8»H)
Jirw V'ork, TJ, T.
11« WVfit S»th S(,

Jelterson

APPLE BLOSSOM WEDDING.. (Wat

I

Modern Equipmonl ixpcrlly Mdnmd,
and

Supreme
,
(Mack Gordon-Joe Myrow)
BVC
WIIIFFENPOOF SOXa .... .'.^ .(.Meade Minngerode-George Pomeroy-Tod Gollotcou) Miller
I WISH I BIDNT liOVE yoU.. (Frank Loesser)
Farauonnt
HOW SOON ,:......».,.,...;... (Jacfc Owcns-Carroll Xucos)...
Supreme

BAIiLEKINA

lac.

Now YMfcH

Ulf roadway

4,

III.

J.

WtAm^jf

T!iwem!bft,-I9t 194/7

FRANK PALUMBO
CALLS

ART MOONEY
and

bis orchestra

AMERICA'S MUSICAL SHOWPLACE

PHILADELPHIA
Art Moeney Just concluded a limited engagement at Fronk falumbo's tLICK.
latest Art
It's

Meeney MGJ^ Records -"Papa Won't You Dance With Me,"

true," "Pass the Peace Pipe/' "Waiting for Ships That Never

Come

"\i
lr»"

.

VAUBKVIIXK

Jockeys

Who Doubk

AFRA

Says

A

torjj

&

Yeloz

ON AGVA PETHiON To N.O.,N.Y. and Chi Dates
.

AGVA Too,

Must Join

HiUegarde Snnning hlor

u^toholdheetdh;

Into Niteries

Yolanda Cancel

Roxy, N.Y., Date To

Miami Beach, Nov. 18.
meeting ot th« Associated AcPlane to Ailbg Son
Htld«gard« and her manager, Anntt
and Artistes of America has been
Veloz and Yolanda dropped out Qjt
Sosenko, are vacationing here ,at th«
tomorrow (Thurs.) to, conftoney-Plaza until Dep. fl when they the Roxy theatre, N. Y., show
day (14) to fly back to Californiji
where their ,seven-year-old son
ailing.
The lad- had been sufierinif
with Internal blee;ding, and parents
were notified to be present in thft
event the child had to be operated
,

called for

wanted to know what cooked. The sider petitions from members of the
open at the Beverly Club, New OrQuestion ot wHen is a disk jocltg'y Miramar, Santa Monica, and Dave's
American Guild of Variety Artists leans,
rot a disk jockey is plaguing both Bluft Room, offshoot of the New
ChanteusB then goes into her Hotel
AFRA and AGVA here—and to York counterpart, were copyevs. to change the procedure for the Plaza
Persian Room (N.Y.), bailiavert a jurisdictional dispute With Customer jollying was an act, said forthcoming AGVA convention, anweeks commencing Dec.
the vaude unions AFRA is telling AGVA, and as such liable.. AFRA nounced for Chicago, Jan. 12-19 by wick for 16
26, and thereafter to the Palmer
its members who double a la Jack is now Instructing its members 'to
Matt Shelvey,'^ AGVA national ad- House, Chicago, May 13 for 12 week*.
Ei'gen in New York that they must that effect, though not organizing
hold dual m^embersliips in both for the AGVA. Latter roust itself ministrator.
Meet will take up petitions oircu'r
guilds. In other words, \t you double policy the situation, according to
from more than air-gabbing you're AFRA,
lated by the AGVA Program Com- Barrett Resigns
an. entertainer and as Such subject
mittee which asks that thft' confab
Hollywood, Nov#

18.

'

.

AGVA

AGVA,

to

too.

Representations

AGVA

were,

made

by

AFRA

here, following the
growth of the notion which started
•with Bill Anson at Sardl's on Hollywood Boulevard.. Incursion ol jock-

eys

to

AGVA PuUs Iceland, N.Y.,
-

Show

On

Until Payoff

Date

'Off Premises'

and otherwise

as quizmasters

be switched to New York instead of
Chi in order to get AAAA guidance
supervision. Committee is also
seeking td Change the voting procedure so that delegates representing

and

than 200 members be given one
vote in ratio to 200 members.
less

getting to the floor as life-of-theAmerican Guild of Variety Artists
party boys, constituted entertaining pulled out the show at Iceland, N. Y.,
on a floorshow- basis— and AGVa Sunday (16), night due to differences with management on extra
compensation for the performers for
having played an "off the premises"
show at the Capitol hotel, -N. Y.

SONIACORTIS
THE GOLDEN GREEK

.

with H«r
rIiiterhational Songs

On a NotSo Gay Paree
Gay ParSg

as a descriptive

term

.

AGVA

took summary action:
Matter, however, was adjusted Monday (17) with payoff of $191 and
show was permitted to resume that
••

night.

spots that are doftig aiiy ftttpreclable
business.

Average Frenchman has had no

money

for luxuries since, thft war's

:

While Brit-

end, Fisher pointed out.

of candidates

Lists

/

;

KENT REELECTED PREXY
OF

AGENTS ASSN.

n:

William Kent was re-elected president of Artists Representatives Assn.,
N. Y. agent group, for the eighth
consecutive year, at «. n^eeting of
the ARA "board of governors last
week.' Others named at the confab
.were Nat Lefkowitz, WUUam Morris
agency treasurer and Art Weems, of
the General Artists Corp. both vice»
.

If niMifiii suiu
ANGIE BOKD-^WA.

3^5242

M

EDDY
Heifatz of th«
iiarmonica."

A
N
S

ItAJAH

THEATRE
Reading.' Pd.

Margery ,Welfat at fhe Piano
Mgf.-: Bm Upset

0
M

presidents; John F, Dugatt, Music
Corp. of America, lecretary; Nat
Kalcheim, Morris agency, treasurer.
.

New board of governors comHerman Fialkoif, Joe Flaum,
Harry Moss, Leon Newman, Sidney
J. Page, Al Rickard, Harry Romm,
and Charles V. Yates, along with the
newly elected officers,

prises

.

Slater Hitting

Road

After B'way Fiasco
Hypnotist Ralph Slater's appearance in a Broadway house- (ShuBert) wa? a disappointment but he
is, playing one night stand dates in
tlie east, with Ned Alvord doing the
ballyhooing. Slater, wlio attracted
attention at Carnegie Hall last season; is offering a bill of hynotif demonstrations with several vaudeville
.

FLORENCE

WHITE

but cancelled because of weak talcings on similar dates the previous
week. Gross for the' three showings
were under $2^000, .while ads in the
dailies alone cost .aTound $1,300.

Charter

New

Agent

Albany, Nov.

The Risque

Frislcy

2l st Vreek Mermatd

Parle Cetitrcrl Hotel,

Room

New York

JANE DOUGLASS at the Piano

a time,

.gap for

filled

18.

Fellowsl^p Concerts Service, Inc,
has been chartered as an agent for
performers; offices In NeW Vork
'

city,

'

.

,

Howard

Ross, a former Indie agent,

has joined the Abner J. Greshler' ofas.head of the theatre dept..
fice

Holly woodi Nov.

ruled oS'

UJA

Oix

that score,

STRANGE
and His

'
.

MHT OF STARS'
GROSSES $125,000

The annual
Monday (17),

'Night
of Stars"
at Madison Square
Garden, N. Y., for the benefit of the
United Jewish Appeal, produced an
overall gross ot $126,000, Including
proceeds from the souvenir program.- Aifair'8 gross Was the larg,f
est in its 18-year history.'

man

of the program committee, and
Nathan Strauss, head of WMCA,
N. Y., was chalrman .of the affair.
Those who appeared at the affair
included Lana "Turner, Humphrey
that some spots manage to keep Bogart, Lauren -Bacall, George Jesahead of the sherifl!.
sel, Paul Muni, Jan Peerce, Perr^
Money situation fox acts is a tough Como, alonct with 'performwi from
one. While the .American Guild of vaude, legit ,Bnd nitery shows. EmVariety Artists is workini; out a cd- cees were Itfilton Berle, Ed Sullivan,
operative plan with the French gov- Bert Lytell (ind Harry Rersbfletd.ernment for the exchange ot dollars
and francs affecting the earnings of
French and American- performers, Drive Against Niteries
scheme hasn't become effective as
Hollywood Boulevalrd
yet. Fisher said that they were able
Hollywood, Nov. 18.
to bdng back part of their salary in
dollars 6nly through "soma' Ave
Holly woofi Chamber of Commerce
months' negotiations via the Frencli disclosed at « Police Commission
exchange control office and the. hearing Wednesday (12) that it will
American Embassy.''
make an aU-out drive to Close all
As far as the dancers know, only Hollywood Boulevard niteries.
other American acts to have been
Leading opposition to dance and
paid in, dollars in France were Laushow license for Sardi's at Hollyrel & Hardy and Buster Keaton.
wood and Vine, John B. Kingsley,
What's more, your :French salary is
prexy of Hollywood C. of C. re-*
subject ito a 12% income tax and. in
portedly ,declared;"We intend to
addition you must 'spend at least
close every
50% of it In France on living ex- Boulevard night club on Hollywood
when they come up for
penses. While abroad the terp duo

are no more since the British government's ban on all pleasure traveling as of Oct. 1. Therp is still a fair
amount of Americans in circulation
and it's largely due to their presence
.,

On

MUSIC

renewals

«tf

their licenses in

Rhumba

'The American

PERSONALITY
AUTHENTIC

•

RHUMBAS

'

SYD
UAVe

Saranac Lake
By Happy Benway
Saranac Lake, Nov. 18.
Moss LaFduntain, owner of Durgan's nitery, celebrated 18th anniversary at his nite-spot, with many
of the colony invited to the affair.
Eddie Groething, who beat the rap
here, shot in to visit his Sister, Inez
Groething, recently upped after a
siege of ber routine.
Frank (RKO) Scheedel back to
the lodge after a 10-day furlough in
N. Y. C.

-

CtTRANGI

MUSIC
"A IG-TIME-UnU-IANO";
«H

olamoBii
ilH -Yrl. Vnela

nora'efihoe,

Sam

i Tr. Nk-fcr Blair's

Cloitlnir

November ItSth
November )t9tli

JEAN ROSE

MdRcifeniciiti

4* West 48lh

iu New

,

Molly Mason in from
to bedside sister, Mary
upped for all privileges.

Los Angeies
Mason, now

Alice; Dudley and Inez Dolores
Liverpool flashing good reports and

upped for meals and mild exercise.
Charles Dowe, former theatre
manager^ stopped off to visit the
Rogers gang. He is now reouping
at the Raybrook (N. Y.) sanatorium
and flashing o,k. clinic reports.
Dr. Hp'mer McCleary back to the
Rogei's after a month's vacash in

Guild

"THI JACK>

OP CLUBS"
Weak of Nov.
ORfHEUM
with

TONY PASTOR
•nd

TOM
1,10

W.

FITZPATRICK
42cl

Phoin:

Variety
with bitter

Cnrreirtly:

New Xork

LAUGHINO-STOCK!
New

Something

Comedy

in

for M.C.'i, Acts,

and

SULLIVAIX
CURRENTLY
LE RUBAjN BLEU, New York

SAM PERRY
liiSO

Broadway, kitw

Ywk

19,

RADIO: Sundays. Ti:15
JOSKVH 3K1B80I.AIS
'XifeToo"".

8i,..*rsa*£*

P.M..

>

OUBKKN'fI.y insATl'HKU

lit

VAL PARNELL'S 'mRLIGHT ROOP
LONDON HIPPODROME

.

Tommy
away

Hoyt,

at the

torium,

WNEW

on the

was

who

recently passed

Broome County sanaat

one time connected

staff of the old

NVA

annex

here.

BlrtCtlOHL

music coup, on

MARILYN
HIGHTOWER
„.

Luis Lindau and Detta Oltun in
from Mexico City to spend a week
with Seni Okun.

AMaicA

James V, Cole

in to ogle

Jim Wot-

took time out to repair the
RSfSes .moving picture .^^aius,.
wrWe to those who ate Mi,
ton,

THE KING AND QUEEN
ROYAL COMMAND PERFORMANCE

THEIIR MAJESTIES.

I.OMl>ON PAIiTiAWUfM,

Material

Dite Jocks

Liiuoltiiio-Stock Stries I 1o 5...
.$1 en.
RoDiil Fire Rmitiiin (Doiililci) I to 3 . $2 en.
Master Monolofities 1 to 4....
.$2 on.
Hits anil Bit! I to 3. ........ ...... ,..$1 en.

"

X. Y. C.

N. Y.
0-0870

81.,

PE

riERRE HOTEL

Commerce

hotel, Jf.Y,

Orth«>tr«

Dlreoflon:

of

Carlos Bamirez and Estelle Sloane
WilL comprise the Dec. 20 bill at the
Sert room of the Waldorf-Astoria

SI

THEATRE
Omaha

prexy

action.

York

JACK PARKER

Jan..*

John Kingsley. American
Federation of Musicians says it will
formulate plans at board meeting
Thursday. Culinary workers, Tavern
Owners Assn. are also readying

Torlt

New York

Dtamonil HoruHlioe,
Avnllnble

YMCA

American

New

Carnival,
t Tr. AKaln Billy Bone's

uary."

ing.

New J
xork

Billy Koii«'#

Tfrs.

Although a 50 man degelation representing the Rotary, Lions, Kiwanis,
Optimist Clubs,
and Hollywood Ministerial Association, opposed application, the commission
took matter under consideration.
Talent unions and other labor
groups affected are prepping organized opposition to nitery shutterArtists kicked off drive
letter
to Chamber of

UNUSUAL
TANGOS

WOCIETY

in

,

King'

A DYNAMIC

-

also appeared at the Sporting Club
Monte Carlo and visited Fisher's
relatives in Prague.
They are due
to return to London next spring.

18.

SYD

the business

acts in support.

Slater was advertised for the Shubert last Friday and ^Saturday (1415) at midnight, plus Sunday evening

from the va-

Bob Weitman, N. Y. Paramount
the English customers theatre managing director, was chair-

ish vacationists

filled in at latter spot.

Carroll Shoiy to Hawaii

the ballot.

"

week,

and Dean

the. forth-

delegate to

for

<

the night of New York last week from a seventhe aflair and claimed that Aba Goldmonth European stay, The terp duo,
stein, operator of Iceland, had assured him the acts would be paid who appeared at the Club Lido in
regular clubdate 'fees lor the pei"- the French capital from AprM SO tp
forraance, so show wtfs petmitted to Aug. 3, piqturecl> Pari^ night life as
'
go on.
sole exception of
When performers wer«. not paid "dead" with the
the additional compensation last the Lido and the Bal Tabarln, lone

Mario and Floria were called in
Dance duo were work-»

to substitute.

ing, at the Copacabana and were released to go into the Roxy. Blait

coming .AGVA
convention,
announced for Chicago, Jan, 12. Barrett was said to be one month behind in his dues, and .waft ruled ofl

belongs to another era according, to rious locals are being scrutinized,
ballroomologists Ruth Harrison and and those delinquent in dues will be
Alexander Fisher, who returned to dropped. Thelma Nevins has been

AGVA-rep was on Jtiand

.

on.'

,

Marty Barrett, chairman of the
Earl Carroll's revue flies to HonoAmerican Guild of Variety Artists' lulu early in December for a 10-day
board of arbitration, resigned that stand at the Royal Hawaiian hotel.
post last week. Resignation came as
Meanwhile the Carroll theatre'
an aftermath to the discovery that here will be redecorated for his new
Barrett was ineligible tp be' a can- show, opening Christmas night.
didate

Nov.. 8..

According to AGVA, the afiTair
sponsored by the American Eegion
did not come within purview of a
benefit and had not been cleared as
An
such with Theatre Authority.

Stymies^as Delegate

,

NOVUMBUH

Srd,

IJ)I1

N. Y.

Wedneflday,

VAVBBTIIXE

November 19* 1947

WASSERMAN JOINING

Chevafier Sued

J.C.

On Pact Breach

STEIN (MCA) IN N.Y.

Havana Casino Angling
Deal There's Plenty
Yanqui Op on

%

Havana, Nov.

Cocoanuts Too in Brazil

18.

The Gran Casino Nacional, HavAmerica president, is heading to ana, is anticipating a heavy influx of
New York via Dallas and Chicago Yanqui dollars to hypo casino take
this
year. In fact the casino manoffice stopoifs, and' will catch up

Lew Wasseman, Music

S9

Corp. of

For U.

S.

Acts When Gaming Ban Eases

:

Maurice Chevalier is being sued in
a $250,000 breach of contract action
brought by impresario Clififord G.
Fischer in N. Y. supreme court.
Plaintiff claims that the French comedian broke a Dec. 12, 1945, pact

with board chairman Jules C. Stein
the end of this week. Latter will remain in New York another three
weeks, probably moving out of the
Waldorf into Eddie Lasker's town
ap&rtment for the duration, because
calling for him to star in a variety of the current hotel congestion.
show to be presented by him in New
Annually the MCA toppers set
York during March, 1046.
bonuses, formulate future plans, etc.
to
the
According
agreement,
Fischer states, Chevalier was to have
•

xecelved 30%

.

of the' gross. However,
instead of appearing under his auspices the iStar went to work in a onefor
Arthur Lesser, his
show
jtnan
personal rep. Chevalier's attorneys
entered a general denial to all the

Sherman Plans Nitery
Circuit of

allegations.

Wnnsle

Cancels Chevalier
Chicago, Nov. 18.
Maurice Chevalier has been forced
out of the Lafayette theatre, Detroit,
because of the "unfair" listing of the
house by the American Federation
Chevalier was slated
of Musicians.
to start there Monday (17) but w.is
notified atr'a^ate hour that he would
be'iniable to appear there.

Noel Sherman, recently returned
from the Coast, is setting up deal to
channel a half dozen modestly budgeted floorshows into niteries in that
area. Packages will cost from $1(500
to $2,000 weekly, consisting of three

and

acts

line of girls, with

supplying

costumes,

Sherman

arrangements,

etc.

Sherman claims that Hollywood
and adjacent area, -especially -.vthe
smaller

are

operations,

sorely

in

Arthur Lesser, Chevalier's man- need of fresh talent and new faces,
talked to James C. Petrillo, which he proposes to give them via
AFM head, who. Lesser said, as- his units. If initial units work out
sured him that he would recommend to his satisfaction he plans to proto Detroit Local 5 that the unfair duce, additional .packa£es«. with^ view

ager,

-

listing be lifted for one week in order to permit Chevalier to play.

to setting

up

a.

nitery circuit of 30

to 40 weeks.
However, Lesser claims Detroit
Producer has set a deal with Joe
union execs left "on a hunting trip"
Sullivan, Coast agent, to rep him and
a few days previously and couldn't
handle- booking details. He'll jump
reached.
be
packages direct to thie Coast and
'

.

currently dickering for plans spotting them into spots for a
a house in St. Louis, and may fill minimum' of four '•Weeks;" witlt' tTlpout the rest ot the -week there.
tions.

Lesser

TOG

is

.

'

'

:

.

Sinatra Stills

Rumors

in His

'

Return to Cap

Frank Sinatra returned to the
theatre, New York; stage
yesterday (Tues.)
morning
after being out following the first
show Saturday (15) until that time.
He's said to have been aglain the
victim of laryngitis. He did not do
his Lucky Strike Hit Parade show
Capitol

WALTERS BOWS OUT

show

Lovely

OF HAREM,

Lady
of

SoHg

Lou Walters yesterday (Tuesday)

New York

Quarter.

JOHNSON
America's

Foremost

MatimhUl

DEAL

withdrew from the operation of The
Harem and will currently confine
hi.s

JANE

N. v.,

activities to the Latin

Reason

the
bow-out in his inability to take care
of both operations. Selling price of
Walters*, interest wasn't disclosed.
ascribed

to

Saturday, Vic

Damone

while

Ailing,

at the Capitol Jack Smith did
ell

did the remainder.

w

Jean Parker Tops Show

At Greenwich Village Inn

GUEST
'New York

SMITH AOBNCl
VHU, TYBKEiI.1,

ttep.: EHOIS!
ttep.:

Ohiraco

The Exclusive and Amusing

Jean Parker, fSlmster and more
recently featured with Bert Lahr in
"Burlesq'Ue," tops the new package
that will relight the Greenwich Village Inn, N. Y., tomorrow (Thurs.).
night. She's in for two weeks, with
options at $2,000 per week.
Support show will compi-ise a tab
burlesque package, produced by Eddie Kaplan, including Sammy Birch
and Sammy Smith In comedy slots,
Tanglefoot, dancer; Senorita Herrera, femme impersonator, and line
of seven gi^s, with productions
staged by Al Davis.

Dunedin With F.B.
Jimmy Dunedin. vet vauce agent,
week .ioiiied the Frederick
Bros, .staff in New York. He'll handle theatres and niteries.
this

lAUREnE and CLYMAS
"bANCUMORISTS"
JACK DAVIES

New

PHIL TYRELl
Chicago

York

''CALYPSO

JOE*'

Another addition will be made
next Week when Henry Scott, who
operates an agency in Providence,
will join the cocktail dept.

AND ''COCO TE"

(WITH CHK'O)

Original Authentic "Calypso
Buck

—.10*

Dances"

IMK V»*aii, SMtilc I'OrllniKl. Tli«iih«, ,Iof l)HnleK— M.-.Ie Ii.<.>t.»
Sun.v— Hill Matnnft—liiSS H. DronK« «roW, Mollywouil .H,., < iillf.

lifter

However, since there's an economy wave current on the Coast be*
cause of the precarious picture situation brought on by Britain's imposition of the 75% tax on film imports,

not

as

much

talent

From, Hollywood i'

will be

needed.

However, the bulk of slicings are
expected to fall in the theatre and
cafe departments, where business

one has been

performance and Metro's Jane Pow-

Sinatra's absence from the theatre gave rise to rumor.s that he <i)
got sick when biz wasn't too good;
jithin a
Operation of both spots
block of each other and with similar (2) that his illness was to be used
type shows, is said to have put as an excuse to close him out and
Walters iji the middle between let him go back to California; and
K. M. Loew, New England theatre (3) that the Capitol would dose out
operator
who's
corowner with its stage shows policy, 'because if
Walters of the Latin Quarter and Sinatra couldn't draw, then no one
Nat Hariss who's now fuU owner of could, and stage shows were a waste
of money."
the Harem.
While, it's admitted that the^ singer's opening day at the house didn't
bring the frenzied mobs that usually
attended his appearances at tl:j rival
Paramount (a cigar store at the Cap

GEORGE

Loo

'

30-40 Wks.

For Low Bracket Units

:

A

glimmer of hope that U. S. talseeking an American
is
ent agencies may recapture the lunitery operator to take over for the 'Skating Vanities' Boif
crative Brazilian casino performer
season on a percentage ))asis, in
market came recently, with the inin
at
6
St.
greater
of
flow
ordej:. to insure a
troduction of a bill In the Brazilian
St. Louis, Nov. 18.
U. S. trade.
assembly that would permit resump"Skating .Vanities of 1948," roller tion of: gamhiing activities at QuitaLou Walters, operator of the Latin
Quarter and the Harem, N. Y., was show staged by Russell Markert dinha, Petropolis,. probably the most
six
looking
closed
its
night
stan4
the
here for a few days
over
at
ornate casino in the world. Bill
the layout, He was accompanied: by Arena, Sunday CIO) with a heat b.o. would permit gaming at casinos outEddie Elkort, of Music Corp. of record of $70,000.
side of Rio de Janeiro. But once this
.
America. However, Walters nixed
Crix dished out plenty of praise wedge is established, talent agencies
the proposition.
for the piece and particularly for feel that the bars may be let down
Casino Nacional operators feel that Tony Mirelli, a native son, and one to permit gambling in the Rio spots.
this year may be the biggest since of the headliners of the cast.
Until two years ago, when Presithe war because of the resumption of
dent Eurico Dutra closed down the
transportation
gambling centers, the casinos^ parto
Cuba.
Airlines
have regular trips to the island, and
ticularly Copacabana, Urea, Icai^ahy
Talent
Agencies
Seen
and Quitadinha, used top U. S, names
there's
a
chance that sufficient
cruises may open up. However, the
at fancy salaries.
influx from cruises is felt to be
In fact, the last show that played
Slicing Staffs Jan. 1;
negligible as greater part of the take
the
Copacabana, was sufficiently
is
expected to come from Uliami
to have the William Morris,
Mainly Theatre, Cafe lucrative
agency, which books the layout,
Beach vacationers. With planes flyTalent
agencies
are
slated
to
start
charter two pianes to fly this ta)ent
ing twice daily to Havana, many are
down.
expected to take quick trips for an economy .wave around the flrst
casino activities.'
There has been talk for. more thati
of the year. Current business doesn't
However, unless an American op- warrant the maintenance of present a year about running casinos away
from the capital; but church auerator is foiind, it'.s doubtful that the
staffs which are based upon peak
thorities banned such resumption.
Casino, will username>.shOii»s. Casino
wartime business, it's held, but axes
However, bill has a terrific chance of
is slated to^ open" Nbv. 27 with low
aren't slated to start falling until
passage this year.
budgeted, acts.
after Christmas.
Proponents of the bill hope to
Some start has been made with prove that the country is getting a
minor clerical help, but the more smaller slice bf the American touristi
reshuffling
will
important
come trade because the casinos aren't oplater.
erating. Although the tourists, genBeginnings will probably be made erally do not drop huge sums at th#
in the "luxury and prestige" depart- green felt tables, glitter of the ca'^
ments. Legit sectors, in the major sfnos has always been a potent lure;
agencies, is considered to be in that No,w that the casinos are unable to
category. It's declared that none of provide, huge shows because they
the legit departments in major agen- cannot me^t talent costs .withotMt;
cies pay off, but they're needed as a casino activities, the (iotintry Is loa|«
feeder for the Coast flim branches.
ing considerably revenue.
agement

hit the hardest. The rush
Florida i activity is important
enough to keep present staffs at
present levels, taut once that's over,
it agencies will trim personnel in
those departments.

of

There have been a few resignaof late, in various agencies.
Among them are Frank Taylor, of
the theatre dept^ ot Music Corp. of
America; Sid Morse and Alma Marks
of the radio and literary departments
of the: William Morris agency. No
replacements are being contemplated
for any of them. If business was at
tions,

last

year'.s

level,

new

would have been brought

personnel
in.

corner prepared by putting up its
New Year's Eve window boarding),
and Friday wasn't much better, it's
claimed.
Saturday and Sunday
business would have, been comfortably close to the house's top past
grosses, perhaps surpassing them, if
he had been available. Thousands of
dollars were refunded, due to his
absence.
To bolster the week's biz, the
Capitol took to radio spot announce-

ments on local

stations.

hammered

at

the

constantly.
else since

Cap

They were

radio audience
couldn't do much
the singer
$SSO,000 guarantee, plus a .split 6ver
an undisclosed figure, the first time,
it's

.

paying

any performer has
incidentally,
achieved such a deal from either
the Cap, Paramount or Strand.
Boxoffice activity on Sinatra's return picked up considerably with
capacity business reported for opening shows yesterday.

O&J Working Way

East

Olsen and Johnson will play a
three ray
concert
date
at
the
Music Hall Auditorium, Kansas City,
starting Jan. 23. Deal is on a guarantee and percentage ba.sis.
Comics are working their way east
from the Coast and are set to play
theatre dates in England in February.

,.

JOAQUIN 6ARAY
(PRONOUNCED WAUKEEN GAH-RAY)

NOT JUST A SINGER-BUT A SALESMAN
OPENING NOV.

21

HAVANA MADRID
NEW YORK
DIR.:

M.C.A.

"The currcHl HoltemlM r«vM l< MllflitMMd ImT >l«a<|iilii Ottray. This |am|i« ttroM tcmr. « |rfMs«Rt way af lMiHlliii9 lMl|a<lt aM
lack, linger
MiM." «UNN PtIUEN. CLRVilAND PLAIN DEALER
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THE VOeUK ROOM
HOUENDEN HOTEL
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De Marcos WaUorf Clkk dnax^

H

Renewed Vogue for Ballroomol(^sts
By ABEL GREEN

Show
els

For, now comes
teryear terpers,
the
Tony D^Marco once again
anew same DeMarco who was partnered with Ben6e DeMarco and he's
,

business traditionally travcycles.

in

manifested

It's

with the renaissance of the ballroomologists. This comes alter a quarter-

of-a-century interval, more or less,
but ever- since the hejrday of Moss &
Fontana, Joan Sawyer & Maurice,
Maurice & Florence Walton, Irene &
Vernon 'Castle, Mae Murray, Evelyn

&

Nesbitt

Jack

Dolly

ClifiCord,

Sisters and Rudolf Valefttlno (who
also danted.With Miss Murray), the
so-Called society dance team has
Been on the downbeat; Particularly
has this been manifest in the
last
few seasons, although, in
between, di/Ing the Prohibition era
there was, a flair for terpers of the

Fowler

iSc

&

&

Tamara, Dario

Diane,

'

better than ever as vis-a-vis to Sally
DeMarco. Opening as they did at the
Waldorf-Astoria's Sert Boom, N. Y.,
thejr climax what has been a succession of worthwhile ballroomolQgists in recent weel^s, manifesting
anew the. comeback of that type
of cafe and/or stage attraction.
First Came the signal click of
Gower Champion and his new partner, Marjorie, who are doing surprisingly good business at the Hotel
Plaza's Persian Room. Coincidentally, Mario fe Floria not only have
been registering around the country
in
presentation and vaudfllmers,
,

Kosita school.
namon
And, of but even with Joe E. Lewis at the
course, the DeMarcos,
Cdpacabana, N. Y., they made an
Which Is the whyfore, in the first impact, to the degree of succeeding
place, of this hark-back to the yes- Veloz & Yolanda in the current Roxy
lineup with "Forever Amber."
clicked at that mammoth presentation theatre until leaving for the
Coast this week, Mario &' Floria
succeeding.
At the Hotel St, Regis' Iridium
Room were spotlighted Mary Haye
Naldi who, like the DeMarcos,
'

,

V&Y

'

JACK

1%

WedtM!iM3^v Nov«in1)«r
the same group that Paxton used.at
the Capitol theatre and Arcadia Ballroom, N. Y., recently, composed of
three trumpets, one trombone. Jour
sax, accordion, and four rhythm. He
uses an electric guitar as a lead infect and Youngman knows how to strument similar to the way Glennturn even a bad gag into a point in MUler once used a clarinet; and the
his favor.
He sings one parody, color daubed into the band's work
fiddles a trifle and bows off while by the powered strings, and other
tricks of writing make the combo
he's still on top.
Singing chores fall to The Jubi- outstanding. It's pleasant to listen
laires and the group clicks readily to and excellent to dance to; nothing
with smart arrangements to needle more can' be a.sked.
It's -composed of two trumpets,
Their
"Joshua"
their
offerings.
spiritual wins them a last encore. French horn, one trombone, accor^Four voices backed by piano, blend dion, clarinet, 2 sax, oboe, guitar,
vibes, bass piano, drums; Pick Mereasily for sock appeal.
Carol Adams sells two fast tap rick, vocalist, .sings aU' -excellent
Wood.
routines for good returns. Gal gets song,
in^some effective stepping, with and
without V the orch backing, and
Latin- Ituavter, Chi
creates a favorable impression.
Itm,
I*.
ChicofiQ,
Production numbers are well
Lenny Kent, Vateida Snow, Vilmo
staged, emphasis being on routining
not costuming and the results are Sherry, Dick aVde, Line ((}, Buddy
Shaw Orch; no cover, $2.90 mvnimum.
gratifying,
But all these things pale when
Although the- minimum's been lowFields strides out on the floor. The
hat, the stick, the posy are all there. ered and the cover charge junked,
So is the glint in the eye—and the biz continues on the wane at this
easy manner that spell sock show- spot. Economies in the current laymanship. The old cliche "class will out include a line shortet by two
tell" was never more apt. Whether and retention of chorus numbers
it's "The Freedom Train" or "April
from the previous show. lacnny-Kent
Showers," he -knows how to put- it may be the answer to the maBageacross.
Every movement, every ment's prayer, but there's a lot of
gesture is sure-fire. And his "Lullaby empty- tables to be filled.
of Broadway" would make any exKent wins a robust response all
New Yorker homesick.
the way.
Top yock-fetcher Is his
Fields alone would be worth the magician parody in which he crams
his flip, topical voutinfi that ranges
fropa the weather (standby of every
comedian to play
A.) to the antics
of the new Slapsy Maxie management, lust getting its teeth into the
niterybiii Timing Js just about per-

&

.

'

gave Impetus to the room, which minimum.' With a smart show in burning cigs and matches into his
mistimed .its policy for the new fall back of him, this layout, represents mouth, with grimaces of pain and
season by (1) cutting out any type a terrific entertainment return oti occasional yelps. No less of a palmof floor show, save for the two dance the investment dollar. And kudoes gettet is his Latin American roubands, and (2) deciding upon a belong to Dick Stabile for a highly tine,, caricaturing a rhumba singer,
strictly formal -policy for the dance effective job of showbacking and the Flamenco dancer. Carmen Amaya
His impresfloor. Result was (1) no ctistomers, smooth, danceable arrangements' that and Carmen Miranda.
sion of Baliense dancers is pantoKap.
and (2) ditto. With the return of the keep the floor crowded.

1947

stand up. Unfortunately, the high
ranging production songs show ud
her vocal lack too sharply. In contrast, Carl Conway exhibs a strong
pair of pipes to leave impresh that
he could handle a Solo spot when
necessary; Line is okay, and colorfully costumed.
Bright spot of the first half of the
proceedings is Stan Fisher. Though
on too early, he overcomes the spotting with his harmonica virtuosity.
Teclinique and showmanship Is evident throughout his sequence with
,

Ravel's "Bolero," "Hungarian Rhapsody" and "Malaguena" revealing
the full range of his artistry with
the instrument.
Frank Linale and orchestra handle the musical backgroundings in
top fashion and for the between
show dances, keep the floor crowded
Lounge biz is heavy, thanks to the
Barry Gray midnight to 3 a.m. broadcast. Caustic guy's chatter and comments on records and artists is pulling them in, in steadily increasing
numbers.
Lary.

Bernie Cummins Cut
Minneapolis, Nov. 18.
Bernie Cummins, orch leader, came
.

to St, Paul to have a- major op^oration performed at St. Joseph's
hospitaL He wished to have it per'

formed by a

Paul surgeon with

St.

whom

he's acquainted.
His condition is reported good.-

-

.

StfltH

J
W

ORieNTAl THEATRE
CMICAGO,

•

Nov. 17
Ni,. 20 Pnd

J

,

P

•

•

acts policy in Ray« & Naldi, business perked fairly well albeit not
sensationally, because the switchtalent and informality seeitiingl^ hasn't yet been too well publicized. However, the Dresden dollesque Miss Raye, and Naldi with
his precision trained ballrooraology,
gave the room more warmth; and
color as they unreeled their Ian-!

back to

mime

of the

first

order.

'

Valaida Snow, in her first appearance at a Loop night club, scores vo(COMMtoOBE HOTEL)
cally in "Great Day," "You Do" and
Vic Damane, George Paxton "Yiddisha Mama."
Her "Chloe"
Orch (15)- with DicJc Merrick; cover with melodramatic gestures is over-

Century Room, N. Y.
•

$1-$1.50.

done, especially since the number
has had farcial treatment in recent
Vic Damone is one of two singers years. -Singer offed to heavy ap(Frankie Laine is the other) who plause and returned with a
trumpet
guorous waltzes; beguine,- tango, have been able since the end of the for a blast at "St. Louis Blues,"
war
to
make
a dent in the wall sur- topped off by a hand-clap chorus in
paso doble and the like. In Paul
rounding the charmed circle' occu- which all joined in. Songstress might
Sparr's. accomp they have tiptop mupied
the
Perry
by
Comos,
Frank
well vary her, volume, which is
sical assist, which is no small conSinatras, Bing Crosby, Dick Haymes. turned
tribution ;with specialists of tbis
up ful} almost throughout.
9t al. He did it by stealing Sinatra's
Vilma Sherry, in' better than avcaliber. What would^have helped a
thunder with a recording of "I Have erage tap terping, draws
bit more- would have been a more
brisk salvos
subdued lighting system. (Past tense But One Heart" on Mereury, in op- with precision twirls. Dick Hyde
position to the former's Columbia
is used because tenor Frank Parker
supplies smooth vocals with the
and the dancing: A9dre, Andree & disking. And Damone has been com- line, while Buddy Shaw's fronting
ing
on
with
rush
a
ever since.
Bonnie now comprise the new talent
Baxt.
On his first major nitery p.a. in remains expert.
array as of this week). With Raye
Naldi,, was Joanne Palmer (New New York, facing a full house of
Acts), tlass vocahst. Sparr's expert hard-boiled "show me" tradespeople,
Miami Beach, Nov. 15.
dansapation continue and the Johnny Damone proved at his Commodore
Alon Golc, Stan Fisher, Julie WilCrUarnieri ITrio is a good relief opening that he's got a lot of talcombination, a nice change, of paee ent-:;r-^^alent that vnU shine still son, Chris Kerrigan, Buster Brunetl,
from the usual organ ensemble clearer when he takes on the polish Carl Conway,. Wally Wanger Line
which has be^n a St, Regis trade- of experience. Measiured by the fact (8). Frank Linate Orch. ^Production
that
this
was
his
Initial
appearance by Watty Vfanger; ^irUmum PiSO.
mark ever since Ethel Smith's eonsole specialty Work came to' at.ten- on a New York nitery floor, Damone Barry Grau in 'the Ldiinge.
showed more aplomb than might
tion there.
have been expected of him, but by
DeMareos'^ 'Ntw IjboV
Alan Gale has played this town
At the Waldorf the I)eMarcos are the yardstick that must be applied many times through the past.decadey
very much in the "new look" mod- to his performance at the moment but never in a better showcase lor
ernity league. Sally (Craven) De- he can only be labelled a diamond his sometimes firenetic style than the
Marco has a new coiff; Tony. De- in the rough.
Copacabana.
Damone was scared. It was too
Marco has a new ease and new patThe. slim, little guy, packs plentyter as he chitchats, in between their evident in his approach to his reper- of laugh power in his 10-minute
He has .a voice with good package of varied routines, and this
novelty repertoire of dance ideas toire.
which compel extra recalls. Wisely power,, gqod range and as a rule he's time out, proves his comedic talents
he has no qualms about a little very accurate. Opening night, he in the manner in which -he picks up
nostalgia in his salute to the late was forced to turn on the power to an in and out production, to bring
Jack Donahue, who danced with avoid letting his shakiness ruin at- it into payees-satisfaction class,
That all this
(also the late) Marilyn Miller, cred- tempts at shading,
If there was any weakness eviiting him for his soft-shoe creations. didn't hinder bis impact is a tribute denced in his stint, it was a tendency
As a team they open brightly with to his ability; He bad everyone In to pack too much into the canto,
"Holiday for Strings," do a beguine the room cheering for him and pre- thus nullifying at times, the howl
And that potency of some of his stuff. Overto "Got You Under My Skin," click dicting brighter things.
with their samba, wow 'em with he'll achieve far greater success than all, however, his one liners, ad libs,
the old-vs.-the-new type of waltz, he has heretofore is a odds-on bet. character impreshes (such as his
encore with the tango, the afore- In addition to a voice, he's a nice- standard little guy making his first
looking youngster who makes a fine
mentioned
soft-shoe
stuff,
plus
plane trip), miming of Boyer, anyappearance.
All he Heeds Is the
others.
language song requests in double
Nat
Brandwynne
accompanies showmanship that .experience and talk, golf and dialect yarns and
them like he's their special maestro success teaches and he'll be hard to chinning with the ringsiders added
stop.
instead of the holdover dance band,
to a sustained comedy session.
Now for the debit side. Damone up
giving out brisk dansapation in alTopper was his version of "April
ternation with Mischa Borr.
The or his handlers apparently feel that Showers" ala Gale and Jolson, to
DeMarcos only do their stuff for the since he beat Sinatra at his own wind into a begoff.
midnight show and they're worth game with "I Have But One Heart"
Weaknesses
in the supporting show
(Sinatra's disking outsold Damone's,
every bit of the $2 convert.
but the latter's was more popular in should be ironed out by now via recertain sections in coin machines, cruiting and additional rehearsals.
Slapsy inaacle^s,
with disk jockeys) he should con- There's some potent talent' in the
tinue to follow in the Voice's musi- group, presently hidden in the stagLos Angeles, Hov. 13.
Benny Fields, Henny Youngman, cal footsteps. Every one of the tunes ings, Terpers Chris Kerrigan and
The Jubitaires, Carol Adams, Slapsy he delivered here were those Si- Buster Brunell rate with the comWaxie Siajrlets (7) and boj/s (4); natra performs. It's much too Ob- petent young production dancers
Dicfc Stabile's Orch (12); minimum vious and very unnecessary. No one spotted in this room in previous seaever made his own reputation last- sons. However, the manner in which
$3 weehdays, $4 weekends.
ing by being another's shadow. And their solo work was projected, miliComes now the minstrel man to that's exactly what Damone will be- tated against full audience rebrighten the local nit ery scene but, come if he continues too long fol- ceptivity.
In Julie Wilson, Wally Wanger's
unfortunately, for only two weeks, lowing Sinatra's lead.
show in himself, Benny Fields _ Damone opened here with "Almost gotten himself an orb exciter who
cavorts here twice nightly now. and Like Being in Love." There's noth- commands immediate attention. It
mg wrong with doing pops that is when she essays the vocals handed
will pack 'em in during stay.
He's the big draw, but the sur- others perform, but when it comes her that she slips. In only one numrounding bill is okay, tpo, Henny down to his doing "Ol' Man River," ber, obviously tailored to her looks,
Youngman draws easy laMjis with "Old Black Magic," and other items with a smart set of leerics, does she
With which Sinatra has been recently associated Damone is making
a mistake. He's then asking for top
much comparison on a nitery floor
with a guy who has become a master
'
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ERNESTO
traoiml for' our
riiwra ^utgtigmtM at tfw' Hotel
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PHIL FOSTER
-

Nita-Ufe's

NtwatI laff^Stiuafion

CUKRENTLY APPEARING

TaWN CASINO
BUFFALO
«

"Fostend by"

SOL TEPPER, RKO

1

BIdg.,

New

York 20

FOR SALE
PORTABLE ICE-SKATING RINK

Used

tijprox. 1 yeiir: Biiic 17 i 20 feet; 10 Hp.
caVriei: conUensliig unit. 220 volt.?, S-pliase, 00
cycle motor, rink coliA, Itriuo cooler,
liraie

pamii^

ftifio

cortluuittH.

AvailBblc Immedintciy.

0E0R6E e. WANT!
Itm. 10tO,.g3S B'waj', New tTork City
:

,

iPimnet'

BEokman &-itm

Parodies! Spedol Songs! Bits!
4- Draw from our Illnnry, one at tlie
Inrsest,

most

comprelieinilTe

*

1018 ratntosT

it

Eixolosive iniitfirlal

'i^isii:!

a

Xeleiilioiie:

In

A

om

BpeeSaltT^I

KLEINMAN

J. ft
t73S-K N«. BTMHii Ave., Hollywood 20,

CilaOMtoun 1S56

Csil.

COMEDY PAHER
For All

IraMim

«f Thecrtrieali

FUN-MASTER
"Tlio

Not.

SlMw

Gog Hie"
1 to 22
$1.00 M.
122 for $18.00)
III

@

10 PARODIES for $5.00
"How to fi« an fincM*'
Gog

$3.00 including 2

S»d

toT

Ibst

ot

inntorliil,

comedy tmtgH, minstrel

m W. MOi

Stv

M«w Xork

Or^nal Comedy

Phont: BRyani 9-1664 or writ*
(fating raquiranranft.

ESTELLE SLATER
inOl B'wiiy,

New York

IB

usually fine combination.

Opining D*e.

1

TOWN CASINO

.

BVFFAUlV N<

It

bases

a colorful approach to pops and
standards on a good dancing beat
Mgt.-UNIVERSAL ATTRAaiONS and, more importantly,
never beStS fiftk tvnuim, Nmv V«tb
comes objectionably loud. This Is

ERNESTO
Lucill*

and Eddie Roberts

Lovt Those Gowns

2S4 W.

Mtk

St.

Nt«V York, N. Y.

.

"LOADBD FOR LAUGHS"
3

Hnltd SOS

Gowns by

to.

STRAND,

Skits

Written an amlKiunMit for li'auileClub/ Rudlo and 'Jtur-

at showmanly delivery^a guy to
not even aces such as Al Jolson and people like that Can teach

much

IS

vlUe. Nlsht
IvMlue.

whom

Damone has talent enough to make
himself a name, He should concentrate on being individual,
George Paxton's orchestra works
with Damone.. at the Commodore.
And Paxton, one of the game's better arrangers, is heading an un-

—bluch-

MO C.O.D'f
PAULA SMITH

'

.

THE INK SPOTS

Files
purmlies,

bits

«nt», »kits, elc.

NEW YORK

Weeks Ending Mov.

27lfi

Direelioii— MATTY IIOSEN

-

'

'

WeJiHaJity, N«wr«mlier

1%

New

1»47

Bfins.

7

'

.

DE liAOE * SHnUbET
Matie
8 Mins.

„

is the very obese
gal who scored on the
Broadway stage last season in "Are

June Biehmond

colored

It?" This is her first vaude
turn as a single and she makes the
most of it, spelling her tunes and
comedy across In true showmanly
She wisely refrains from kidlityle.
ding too much about her weighti let-

You With

ting her appearance speak for itself.
Instead, she sells on her voice

and zany

antics,

89

Acts

JUNG BICI{MOND .

thereby earning the

Loew's Siat«, N. T.
This pair of bright-looking youngsters offer the standard prestidigitations wrapped up in a "new look"
package that impresses as good
showmanship. They're continually
on- the move, whipping their props
on and off the stage as rapidly as
they use them, all the while confining

their

Result

is

minimum.
pacing which still

patter to a

fast

gives the patrons time to marv«il at
the sleight-of-hand/

Boy handles

the action, with
the attractive gal dishing up the
She's got « heavy voice with props, taking part in the disappearplenty of volume, too strong for her ing acts and lending a nice- touch to
opening "Near You." She hits her the turn via her simulated wonder.
stride, though, with "Poor Little Neatest trick is her disappearance
Me" from "With It" and then goes into a doll's house, into which he
into a swing version of "Old Man plunges a raft of swords before
River," high-lighted by some nice bringing her back again. Variation
She even does a couple on Houdini's locked trunk routine is
.-•scat work.
of dance steps, amazing becau.se of also excellently done.
her weight, and then begs ofE with a
All. in all, it's a good act for any
.funny takeoff on a glamor gal singvaudery.
Stal.
ing "Where or When." She is surefire for any vaude or nitery dates.
S'urther legit work, of course, would ALAN MELVIN
tie dependent on certain typea' of

maximum

appreciation.

:

all

'

-

transmitter out to representative
radio families and back again."
(It
will utilize a single channel in the
ultra-high frequencies.)
The high frequency signal goes out
in all directions from the transmitter
as far as the, station itself can be
heard. Throughout this area, a complete cross-section of different types
of radio homes will be equipped with
a special, device that will automatically and continuously report back
to the transmitter while their radio
sets are turned on.
'

Four Kinds

of

'Wo

'

.«'

Stal.

.'

RED BUTTONS

although some of the gags are
slightly over age. He presents it in
easygoing, style, heavily-laden with

studied Yiddish accent. Impression
is of a purely racial stereotype, however, and the fact that "Gentleman's
Agreement" is playing only a block
up. the street gives pause.for thought.
Buttons also socks, across a good
GI routine and his nostalgic takeoff
on his highschool autograph book is
very neatly done. He's definitely a
kid who will be heard from more,
Stal

GAEI. O'DAY
Sonrs

CIXX

'
Kegal (P) 21
Illinois Jacquet

Capitol (I.) SO
Fi-nnlt Sinatra
S Hender.son Grc
Lorraine Rognan

Bd

Fitzgerald

ISIIa

Eddie Rector
Conway & Parks
J Lunceford Ore

'

.

Koxjr

Mario &
Sid Caesar
State

Gory & Roberta
Cardena

iiO

:

AdaniH

Price
RodrlK'z & PiiylUs
Strand <W) 81
Frankie Carle Ore
Geoi'ifle

&

Joy
(1)

Orpheuiu (F) 21

Dick Buckley
Parker
Martin Bros

Lew Nelson

JRBOOKTi\X
.T

Martin

vini did too

much

other talk before

"

Boston gal, brought along by
Dolphe Martin who discovered her
on "Youth Parade" network show,
at
the swank Balinese
of the Somerset, and making
plenty good impression.
Slim, black-haired Irish girl, has
a ligjitly lyrical voice with a fresh,
cweet texture. She's hep but unsophisticated; sexy but not forward.
Makes a nice contrast in nitery singers, but requires fairly intimate cir-

debuting

Boom

cumstances to go over best. Did nine
weeks in Providence before opening
here, plus plenty of radio, so she has
an accomplished mike style and a
lot of presence on the floor.
Bepertoire comprises "Cumana,"
medley of "Last Time 1 Saw Paris"
and "Mam'selle," former seguing into
the latter with original material supfijied by Martin; a comedy Jewishrish tune and "Dear Old Donegal."
Could have done more and might
well include a couple more hit
paraders in every show, but she
caught nice attention from the dinner patrons of thig essentially so-

FHILADEI^PHIA
Carman'

l»-22

(I)

20

(I)

Catron Bros

,

Florida

Parjts

S

B

K

STAGG McMANN TRIO
N. V.
Any disk outfit looking for har
monica players to take over when
the Petrillo recording ban goes into
effect should snap up the Stagg McMann trjo. Young, cieancut laiJis, are

"to«w!8.' State,

Tables Davis
Renald & Rudy
Jack. Mathers
Noble Sissle Oro
Syd Strange Ore
EI Chieo

Elliot

Paul

Remos

Kitty

.

room.

No

boffo,

entr'acte with her "Sun In the Morning" opener, thence a so-so folk
song, and stronger with "Got You

My Skin," "So Far" (from
"Allegro") and a Gershwin oldie,
"By Strauss".
She wears clothes well and looks
even better. Coupled with a more Geary Steffen and John Jolliffe in
fine instrumentalists, possess exceldynamic delivery she'd be even a smart precision ballet and a small
lent tone and rhythm and can han. more impressive than the quite satis- ensemble o^ eight performers who
die any kind of tuWe, fi"om the factory Opener that she is now.
click in a slick -specialty "Gypsy
classics to swing, in good style.
Abel.
Mood."
As with the better-known HarThe 'big production numbers are
mpnicists, it's the boy in the middle
the first and second act finales, the
who carries the melody, with the
former a vividly poetic "Invitation
two side-men filling in on harmony
to the Dance" climaxed by Miss
and rhythm to gjve an overall orHenid and Kirby in a "grande valse"
Continued from page 1
chestral effect. They tee off with a
and the latteY a lavish jazz routine,
medley highlighted by a few bars
"Blues Were Born,, in which Miss
from "Flight of the Bumblebee,' IPeter C. Goldmark, CBS Director of Henie is the "St. Louis Woman."
sequeing
into "One O'clock Engineering Research and Develop- Other spectacular highlights include
Jump." Their best nijmber .is a ment. It's scheduled for a preem in a tropical number, "Trinidad Castraight,
longhair
rendition
of the spring in connection with, the lypso," a "Moonlight Ballet,'* the
'Dance of the Hours," highly-in- first annual CBS Listener Research western-flavored "Bar Q Ranch" and
tricate tune on which they do a fine
the curtain raiser, ."Top of the
Forum.
]ob.
Here's how Stanton broke down World." This edition of Hollywood
Revue has advantage of an excepTrio is billed with Betty Bruce the whole procedure:
tionally smart musical score con-^
and back her in her finale terping
"The measurement data will be
The arducted by Jack Pfeiffer.
number. As it is, she doesn't need
them for support and they don't recorded permanently on a special rangement of "St. Louis Blues" used
need her. They'd do best to break tape "as fast as it takes a radar sig- in the finale is a dandy. Show will
from her and strike out on their nal— traveling at the speed of 186,000 remain at Coliseum here through
Corb,
own*
miles per scco»d--'to go from the Nov. 29.
stal
Under

Radar Rates 'Em
;

'

.

Blvlera

ICallen

Larry Marvin

Demar & Denise

Jane Smith
Tony Bavaar
Catalino Ore
Betty

-

Bnban

BRITAIN

LONDON

CABDIFF
(I)

Stoll

17

Stars on

Fletcher
S WeiiJng <t J
Etherlngton
Cyril

.

G

Jerry

Raoul
Douglas Maynard

'

CHISWICK

Silver

hacknek
17

Mills & Bobbin
Larzan & Pongo
4 Maple Leafs
.Tose Mario
Harold Chllds

Nat

.

.

Bam

Vlllniire

Piute pete
Toni Palmer

O

Moore

Sis

MaoArtlturs

Ranch Ore
Village Vangaard

Ghas Splvalc Oro
Hotel Pierre

Chippie Hill

'.

Jane Dulo
Mardl Bryant
Max Kamlnsfcy I
Don Frye
WaIdorf-Ait«M»
.De Marcos
Nat Brnndwynn* O
Mlaha Borui. Ore
WiTel
Bob Lee

Roberts

-

Chas Reader Ore
Fay & Gordon
Van Smith Oro

Plan

-

.

Phil Regan
Joel Herron Ore

Boosevelt

Guy Lombardo O

Kay

Moritt

Carole

Edo Lubtoh Ore

Brynne Lorey

Hotel St Resi*
.Frank Parker

Janie Scott

Nype & Cote

Danny White
Zimmerman'*

Evalyn Tyner
Andre Andree &
. Bonnie

Janczi Makula
Zeiga Belq,

Paul Smith

Milt Shaw .
Laazlo St FepltO
J Guarnert 3

'

Faulens
Doris XCaytrood

Gene Kardos

-

Q

CHICAGO
Bluckhawh
Pliil-

Marian Fedele
Song Stylists (4V
D Hild Doners (18)

Levant

Ray Olsen
.Tudy Kelly

Hotel Sherman
Me|.

Eddie Hubbard
Jose Hells Oro
Jeanne William*
Latin Clnarter

Don Chiosta

Ciiez Adorables (10)

ean Darling
Hotel Bluchstone
'

Lenny ICent

.1

Latin Lovelies (12)

Buddy Shaw Ore

Monica Tjcwis

Ray Morton Oro

Snow
Hyde

Vallda

August
Hotel Bismnrk

Div-h

.Tan

Vllma Sherry.

Fred Harris, Donna
& Annette

Griff

Rudenko Bros

Florence

Helsingi
George Gobel
Bill

Fnlnier

(2)

Renno Deison O
The Stewarts (4)
,

Chandler Ore

Mary Kincald
Randy Crane

'

Marx
Torme

Carl

Chez Puree
Marty Gould Ore
Paul Draper
Martin & Lewis

:

Hohse

Williams Oro

Artino.

'

&

Desmond

Counsuelo

Ray Malone
Howard De Courcy

•

Hotel Stevens
Orin Tucker Ore
I*rof

Lambert!

Marcella Gould
J Slack

H Edgewater Beach E &
Cardini

Paul Baakoq

Scotee Marsh
Sensationalists (3)
Booilevar-dears
'

SHEF'ERDS BUSK
Empire

(I)

17

Kuider Zee

Coast Tele

David Poole
Dorciieater

Lovlies

Ted Bay
F O'Brien
L Brooklyn
Mai*y Priestman
4

Town Roars

iSplTy'a

Dwlght Fiske
Bob Grant Oro
Fanchito Oro

George Olsen Oro

& Day
& Barbara

't

Shleia Barrett
Versallle*

Hotel Pennsylvania

Macavi
Dutch Serenaders

Leslies

Peter Brongh
Slim Rhyder

Jack Maynard Go
Freddie Harrison
Adele
Les Freres *
(I)

Uillott

Cliarles & Co
Harry Shields

Allen

Empire <I) IT
E & D Waters

Empire

H

Beryl Orde
Morris <& Cowley

Jan Tors
Astalrs

2

Ice

Hippodrome (I) 17
Jimmy O'Day

Chas Hague

Tom &

17

(I)

MANCHESTER

'

i

Spivy

Alomas Hawaiians

Bt

•

<

,

Wally Ulacker

Stephen Klsley O
Hotel Iicxlnxton

Hotel

Sonia Cortls
Connie SaWye^
Jean Palmer

Nermann P&rls

>

Hotel

BI«I|

Msxine Sullivan

Fonvllle.

Lanny Rosa
Pat Whitney
Mark David
Sonny Weldon

'

Billy Vine

O

Taylor Lin*
Dacita Ore
Eddie Stone Ore
Hotel Biltmor*

Hotel

O

Vincent Trave'rs

Roman O

& E

'

-

Miriam Owyhn*

Radio Aces

,

St. Regis' Iridium
she is a pleasant

Emile- Boreo
PIroska

Nevada Smith
Fausto Curbello

1/

Le Boy

Gloria

Bon Vivants

John

.

MaKzone-Abbott D'a
Stuart Morgan Deri

O

Dcr*

Elisa .Tayne

Bebnont-rian

DANNY KAYE

Theatre

S 'Artnur*

'

Myron Cohen

•

spot like the Hotel

&

Shepard Line
Old
Ronmi
Sadie Bantta
Althea
Joey Dea:n
Joe LaPorte Ore
D'Aquila Ore
Essex Honge

'.

Highlights

'

•

S

Peggy McCua
Dick Bain
Laverne & Jon
& Andre

Faye

Hazel Webster

fALACE, CLEVELAND

New

FoweU

Shirley

Banks

Billy

with

precision in the complicated routines
devised by Catherine Littlefield to
utilize the space and scope of the
Their maneuvers
Coliseum's rink.
in "Etude for Ensemble," a straight
chorus drill witliout featured per
formers, is a show-stopper. Freddie
Trenkler handles the comedy end in
his usual hangup style, introducing
some new ideas tliat go over great
with the kids and grown-ups alike
Trenkler has stronger support this
year from Gretle and Bobert Uksila.
who are developing into a first-rate
comedy team, Their "Vintage of the
Nineties" number is a good piece of
fun.
Others who stand out are

Pierre

tit,

Herman Hyde

Downey &

.

Sonirs.

&

Sin

Turner Twins
Rosebuds

"

Hollywood lee Revue

Ore

Jayne Manners
Roberto & Alicia

Xeon & Eddie'*
Eddie Davis
Diamond Horseshoe Art Waner Ore

Claridge Oro
1 l^ttli Ave
Phyllis Gray.
Gordon Gifford

.

JEANNE PALMER

Lecuona Oro
Ralpli Font

Gay
No

.

Backed up nicely by 12 Mins.
Sammy Eisen's orchestra with Mar- Iridium Boom, N. Y.
tin conducting.
Miss Palmer is an attractive redKid has a future.
head of class caliber, on personality
Elie:
and songs, who is ideal for a class

.Haruonicists
a Mlm,

Jet MacDonald
Mary Healy
& Dean

Hotel Edison

Piokert

TAP and TOE

TIP.

Blartlnliiae

l^a

Blair

Art

Jimipy Burrell

Blackburn Twin*
Calvert Sis

working in voices. He does most of
Per. Mgf.: EDDIE SMITH AGENCY
Indianapolis, Nov. 13.
New York
15Q1 Broadnray.
the standards, with Cary Grant,
Produced by Arthur M. Wirtz and
Gary Cooper, Clark Gable and Sonja Henie. Williom H. Burke, exWalter Brennan the standouts^
ecutive director.
Features Sonja
Her}).
FBOVIDENCE
Henie, Freddie Trenkker, Michael Joe Morrison
Cnpitol (I) 21-23
Rooney
Jr
Fat
Kirbi;, Geary Steff en, John Jolliffe,
Milt Douglas
(3 to mi)
Gretle & Robert UJcsila, Harrison
Sd^vard Bros
AKBON
DANIELE Se DANICE
Thompson. Musical director, Jack Palace (1) 20-23 The Harpers
Dances
Edward Sis
choreography, Catherine Marion Hutton
Pfeiffer;
10 Mlns.
(one to All)
Ray Eberly Ore
Little field; Costumes, Billy Living
BEADING
Carousel, titt.
Pat Uenning
ston and Kathryn Kuhn; opened at .Hob'its Sis & White
Bajah (I) 20-22,
Couple of good-looking youngsters Coliseum, Indionopolis, Wov. ,J.2i
4 Evans
BAI.TIMOKK
have the class and the talent to go
Hippodrome (I) ]l> Ross & Stone
Alzlra Camargo
Jessel
George
places, and far, in the ballroom terp
Eddie Manson Co
Sonja Henie's 1947 "Hollywood Ice f^tagg-McCann
field.
They've- got everything with
Carroll
3 Stooges
Slegei
which to crack the top-rung; their Revue," preemed at Coliseum Nov.
BOCKFOBD
State (I) 20-22
FeUace <t) 21
routines have originality and inven- 12, before 9,500 first-nighters, is an^ V<inti & Ward
Cranes MldgctB
tiveness, they're s];iowy from tip to Other eye-filling spectacle. But. the Rosemarie Kin
Burns & White
Dannv Hurwyn
toe and wear some knockout glad opening performance this time was O'DonnolI
Blair
Pinky & Mabel
&
more than a costumer's triumph. The
rags.
Barnes & Horse
23-20
Paul Walker Ore
All of the standards are included skaters, and particularly the large B & M Gates
^AN FBANCISCO
in their repertoire, but Daniele & ensemble of 48, were far ahead of William Neilaon
& Handnian Oolden Gate (R) 18
Danice add a zing to them which their usual tryout schedule, putting Levere.
(one to nil)
Larry Storoh
represents that little difference ber on^their fastest, smoothest show
BOSTON
Cece Blake
Boston (B) 20
tween just another dance team and sirfrejire-war days. It's rich in color
The Barretts
Jack Dame
a superlative one. They dig back and fentasy, staged with lavish but Hi Lo Meryl
SPBINOMEIiD
& Lee Court
Deval
into the catalog, too, for a couple of unfailing good taste.
8<i (I) 20-23
(two. to fill)
Buddy Walker
sockos, their impressions of the canCAMDEN
The wardrobe, both Miss Henie's
& L Bernard
Towers (I) 21-2.* L
can and the old Louisiana shim^ and the ensemble's, is breathtalting,
Sid Stone
Ross
Ross
&
sham, a hot-and-lowdown thing they the settings and props, used mostly Shy Sis
Tondaleyo &
Calypso
Boys
heat up considerably. She's a strik- on the revolving stage, are in keep Bobby Van
The Sheldons
ing blonde with a pair of eye-open- ing with the production's all-around Fa-ed Lightner
J & B Paysee
ing gams and he's young, attractive class. Miss Henie, as usual, is hard- Polly Jenkins
WASHINGTON
CHICAGO
and with a lot of spirit.
est-working member of company,
Capitol (L) 20
CIlIcaBO (P) 20
.Tack Bennett
Carousel has had a lot of firstrate appearing six times in the two-hour Acromaniacs
Meredith Old
dance teams in last year, but Daniele extravaganza.
She flashed a new Rose Harie
Tony Donaldo
Mic'hael Douglas
& Danice have been the class of the partner, Michael Kirby, who shows Cy
.Angle Bond 3
Reeves
lot.
When caught here, crowd plenty of stuff. She does one solo,
Tim Herbert
Oriental (I) 2ft
Howard (I) 21
wouldn't let them off and they to her classic "hula hands," for sock Tile Appiet.ona
0ha.rli6 Barnet Ore
Jack Smith
come back for an endless string of results and plenty of encores.
R Ingie & Natural 7 Timmie Rogers
CoJien.
encores.
The big group of 24 girls and 24 C Worth & Marcia The Zephyrs
boys moves with grace, speed and

spot.

Mensohel
Martin Line
Bllmpy Blank Or*

Harem

Tlie Fontaines

QBKBNS

,

,Tr.r,ialca

'

Tiny Clark
Tjou

Ray Arnet
Michael Durso Oro
Fernando' Alvarez O

.Tack Cole

Tucker & Gloria
Roger Gray

(one to flU)

3

iTriaAO

Lynn Allison

Hayes

Sonny Roberts

Ross

Vincent Mont!

.

Buddy Lewis

'

Sacosas Ore
Iceland

f

Abbey Albert Oro
Copacabnna ^

24-26

M&L

.Tohnston

E Lambert Co
'J'ed

&

Corday

'

Jimmy Savo

Ned Harvey Oro

Abdellah Qirls

21 -S3

(I)

Mei^a

Alveress

F Del Monte
Victoria Barcelo
Erwin Kent Ore
Rita & Bosino
PATKRSON
Hotel New Yorkc*
Majestic (I> 20-23 Los Panchos
Greenwich VIL Ian Sammy Kaye Ore
V & a Haydock
Xatin Quartex
Tei^ri LaFranconi
Kay Marshall
Willie Howard
Harris & Lillete
Shavo fiherman
Al ICeily

.21-28

Poma

3

A &

.

.

Ilavnna-Madrltl

Noro Morales Oro.

Hope Foyo
Dave Martin Ore
Cafe Society Vptn

Peter Lind

:

Vincent. Lopez Or*
Charlie Drew

Jaclc

BRONX

Howell & Bowser
Sonny Sparks
BhylUs Arnold
JTolinpy Iiadder Co
Wallace Puppets
riatbuBh

.OMAHA

.V

>

Tony Paster Bd

B Leonard

Wiiulsor

Olsen

20

(1)

Louis Prima Ore
Peggy Ann. Garnei
Ruby Ring

Maxine Sullivan
Th'k Dr'k Hoffman

Jaolt

,

NBWABK

'^

Tlie DeboniLirg

Hotel Taft

II Curbello Oro
Jack Prase Oro,
Cafe Society
.(Downtown)Rose Murphy
Alan Melvin
Dorotiiy Jarnao

Rosa-

Edwards

Clift

'

(T.)

Kanazawa

Van

Biiiy

19
Ploria

(I)

il

IS'Mfns.
Ballnese Room, Boston

-

NEW TOKK

;

a Brooklyn accent. Number that
draws the most audience yocks is routine that's rather more sophistic•'Sam; You Made the Pants Too' wouldn't'let them off and they had to
IiOng," in which he demonstrates a coming at the opener was that Mel-

(D Loewi

:

.

and cumulatively minute»byminute for each program on each
station tuned-in by each set-^so that
there is a record of the program
audience size and that of competing
programs, the kind of people that
comprise each, audience as well as
Mimic
competing programs' audiences.
14 Mins."
Cafe Society Downtown, N. T.
While from a quantitative standLad is breaking his act in pro- point, CBS' radar rating shapes up
fessionally here after years of play- as the be-all-and-end-all, Statiton
ing around with "voices" as an actor pointed out that the lAMS still
on soap operas and other radio leaves open the
important question
shows. He proves highly adept at
of measuring the intensity Of radio
the carboning and has a smart and
different routine that, after a thor- "applause," which is still the func-'
ough shakedown, should make him tion of the Stanton-Lazarsfeld Proa fair bet among the mimics avail- igram Analyzer, As such CBS and
able for vaude and nitery dates.
its proxy were pioneers in qualitaMaterial has been provided by tive research—getting the answers to
Bichard and Bob Condon, with the the question of just how much the
former also managing Melvin. Rich- audience likes a program and the
ard was onetime chief flack for Dis- individual talent in it, and
why it
ney and 20th-Fox and is now func- likes or
doesn't like the component
tioning similarly for the Freedom
Train committee.
Bob is a press parts of a. program.
agent for Eagle Lion.
Melvin does dozens of voices,
many of them throwaways, in a fast
Unit Review

»ho«

week

wiMtlier full or iplit

tetter In parentheiee Indicate* oircntt: (I) iBdeMndeoti
(F> raramoant; <B> RKO: (W> Wamer

Each family report will contain MuDiC IlnU (1) 20
COIiUMBUS
ralace (B)' 24-2()
four different kinds of information: Ijucile Cummlngs
Tommy Dorpey. Ore
Brian Sullivan
(1) when the set. is in use; <2) what Ben Dova
Prof Backwards
Bmerald SiS'
program is being listened to, minute* Stan KavanaUKh
IIAKT]<X)BD
by-minute; (3) the income level of Corps <le Ballet
State <I) 21-23
Andy Husseil
the listening family; (4) the location Oleo Club
Martha Tliton
of the listening family in terms of Syan Ore
Paramount (F) IS Dick Wesson
city, town or farm.
.ferry Wald Oro
Randy Brooks Bd
Mage & ICarr
Kine Cole .3
As the reports come in. continu- Connie
MIAMI
Haines
Olympla (F) 10
ously from the different homes, the Bob Evans
Owen & Johnson
information is recorded electronic- Lane & Claire
ally

m

weeb: of noyeribeb

Ifiinienls Ib connccttoB with bill* b«Iaw indicate openinc <I«t of

<

Comedy
10 Mins.
I^oew's State, N. Y.
One of the newest in the current
crop of fledgling comics to try his
wings as a' single,' Red Buttons impresses as possessing plenty of potentialities that will be realized with
more experience. He has the requisite stage presence now based on his
legit work in "Winged Victory" and
more recently in "Barefoot Boy with
Cheek." More polished delivery in
his solo turn will come with time.
His material is mostly good,

cialite

Variety Bills

Will Martin 3

.

Toles.'

:

Atlas

WOOD

B

Empire

GBEEN
(I)

Minevltoh

17

Continued from page
worlcing

ranks,

1

;

and Florine Bal6,

union is frank*
ly worried, despite this being a banner year -for AQVA due to there belocal rep, states the

Harmonica Rascals ing some ISO show-'using bistros in
Marie Wilson
Greater hoi Angeles. Figure is a
.Shane Sis
Eddy Bayes
new high.
Danny Gray
Harry Tato .Tr
AFM is more specific, admitting
Mo.vis Hill
Reginald Radcliffe
McGlcn & Vera
Leonard Barr
that "lots of, places have dropped or
Newman Twins
Skating Avalons
are threatening to drop live music."
Statements of undisclosable though
informed reps of local are that in
several instances video has given the
boot to music. Others st-iil using •
combination of both video and music are regarded as just biding time,
YORK CrCY
wailing to see how .-tele i? rec'eivecl
3 Flariies
Baeaielle
3
Bills
Larldn
Dorotiiy Boss
by patrons before shelving talent
China Doll
Blue Anget
At 'best, according to the union, some
Mlns & Une
.\lico Pearco
Wong Sis
Marc Ijawrence
spots are ssing video as a club to
Laurie Long
Pearl Ilalley
BSittrlce fUiig Oye effect more favorable dealsAi'iianila I^ane
.
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Capitol^ Pr* Y,
Fronfc Sinatra, SIcitcb henderson

Hart, who garners
chucklei with his Donald

heavy
Duck vo»

London, Nov. 11.
Lena Home, Getyrge and- Bert
Bernard, Ted Heath and his Music,
with Jack Parnell, Paul Cdrpenier;
Buster Shaver, with Olive, George
Richard, Al Burnett, Bobbie Kimber. Alec Pleon, Les Silvas, Mariora,
4 .Kenwoys, Freddie Cai'Ven.ter's
Casino Girls, Harold Collins Orch*

ferrcd to leaye tiiem happy and applauding.
,^
Other acts Include Peck & Peck,
male duo, in comedies and hooflnff,
highlighted by slow-motion comedy
bit; Joey Gilbeft, ofay lad, in a brace
of slick tap routines, and house

i^ovember 19, 1947

PicoihCol«n Concert

cftUzing.
.
,
(25) with Nancy Reed; Lor^
Artie Dann, hard-working comic,
Click Augurs Big
roine Rognan with Pat McCaffrte,
constantly laments his proboscis and
Will Mastin Trio; "Her Husband's
works his whole routine around It.
Affairs" (Col) reviewed lit Vameitt,
B.O.forYiddishVattde
specialty, "Lord, You Made
After
his
July 23, '47.
comics Spider Bruce, John Vigal and
My Nose Too Long," he Investigates
By jrOU COHEN
Vivian Harris in customary comedy
the tax situation; chides confiics who
bit, better than usual and jetting
Moving slightly uptown from his Use old material, and reviews the
The boom grosses of the concert
Saba.
plenty laughs.
former regular annual date at the headliners of the old Palace days in
field have now extended to the YidParamount, Frank Sinatra's initial, New York, ending with his protodish theatre, and may provide that
policy
Metro
vaude
Capitol
Delfont's
p.a. at the
turned- the
Bernard
Sflaml
type, Jinuny Durante.
language group with a medium for
showcase into a bedlam of screaming
ilftaTni, Nov. 13.
Finale brings Nico Lopez and his here is at last beginning to yield
a comeback.
Since the Yiddish
kids as of yore opening night hand' drums down front to set beat dividends, with intakes now averagTerry Lawlor, Enricff & .No«bIIo, theatre is now at its. lowest
ebb, with
(Thurs.). Sinatra working on a $25,- for orch. In "Panama."
ing around $25,000 weekly.
Zobe.
JVeil Stanley, PWI Waune, Skating
playing time dwindled to ar compara000 guarantee plus percentage, is
Fortnightly changes also proving Earts, Les Rhode House Orfh; "Wild
undoubtedly earning his salt at this
tively few stands around the counhelpful, With present bill already Horjjcst" (Par).
Balto.
nUpiiDdronie,
big-seater. Since the boxoSice take
try, concerts may be the salvation of
sold out for run.
16.
Bitltimore,
Nov.
is obviously the result ot his name
Well balanced and paced, current the attractions In that field.
Theatre closes early December for
Jerri/ Wold Orch (14), Andy Rusand not Qt the weak-sister film achits
bill
a Steady aud-reception
The midnight concert Saturday
companiment, ^'Her Husband's Af- sell, Martha Tilton, Dick Wesson, Emile Littler: pantomime season of groove.
Mage & Corr; "Crime Doctor's Gam- "Cinderella," with vaude policy refairs,"
Pace setters are Enrica and No- (15) at Town Hall, N. Y., indicated
suming Feb. 23, Opening bill, which
Unfortunately,
the Voice
was ble" (Col).
Velio,
who rate better than the open- that there's a profitable market for
is headed by Olsen and Johnson, is
etricken with a bad attack of larynYiddish talent, who alternate betop
lifts
and
ing
they're
in;
the
slot
This is one of the strongest lay- set for six weeks.
gitis which forced him out of the
spins which highlight their adagio- tween nutive and English numbers,
Current bill, which has three ballroomology clicking for soUd
show after the first display on Sat- outs to play .this spot In some time.
if they're presented in concert style.
urday (15). He didn't make the "Hit Apparently top-heavy with vocaliz- American acts, two making their' palming from first whirl. AuthoriWith three acts on the bill, Molly
Parade" airer that night either. Jack ing and orchestral spepialty there first London appearance, is opened
to their carefully Picon, Myron Cohen and the Barton
Smith and Jane Powell pinchhitted are, nevertheless, other elements by the Freddie Carpenter Casino tative approach,
devised terps in the Latin vein set Bros.
lor Sinatra until fais return yester- smartly interlarded and all mount- gals, in usual precision numbers,
(3), Ernie Anderson, who proJerry giving way to Les Silvas, French a fast tempo for the following cantos. motes Town H&U "Concerts at Miding up to a versatile total.
day (Tuesday).
In en^cee spot, Neil Stanley hanThis show h a bobbysoxer bar- Wald and his orch backs up the acrobats, in some juggling, and balintroes smoothly and garners a night," grossed $S,600 in a single
gain.
Sinatra is all over this 45- works with clarinet playing and ancing with typical continental, com- dles'
night
a $3.60 top.
at
good
portion
of
giggles
and
mitts
a
minute layout, doubling as emcee pitching in for potent soloing and
edy to fair returns. Alec Pleon,
With that kind of take possible,
and crooner with a nifty display of smooth job of emceeing a& well. In- following, is crude #nd ultra-sugges'k with his miming of stage, screen and
he's booked the Brooklyn Academy
showmanship. Opens with his "Night strumentation is unique^four fid-, tive. Fimshes with yodelling. Bus- radio greats,
Topliner' Terry Lawlor mixes pops
and Day" themS cold in a dark dies, cello, sax and a quartet of brass ter Shaver and midgets, Olive,
of Music tor X>ec. 4 and 7, for repeat
house' and as the lights go on, he plus the usual rhythm, setup gives George and Richard,: lift bill from with specials, to hold vocal assign- stands, and is slated to take this
jumps off the top of Skitch Hender- unusual tonal quality and a rather lethargy with their song and dance ment nicely. Presentation is show- show (with a substitution of Myron
and adds to values of
son's piano to the ecstatic squeals refreshing novelty of interpretation. offering, proving near showstoppers, manly
Following smart working out of despite early position. Bobbie Kim- arrangements. Standout is her ver- Cohen, who's at the Harem, N. Y.
of his devotees.
Sinatra^ wearing
nitery), for a tour of Boston, New
ultra sporty garb without the bow- "Stardust," by Wald and orch, Mage ber, making simultaneous use of two sion of "New York's My Home."
Novelty side of layout are Phil Haven, Bridgeport, Montreal^. Buttie trademark, knoci;;s off his stint and Carri mixed duo. of hoofers, beat dummies, scores with clever ventre
Wayne
and
Skating Earls. Wayne falo, Cleveland, Detroit, toad Philamixed
'brace
of
routines,
one
out
a
.
with the' polish and ingratiating,
stint.
and his ventrogimmicks go well. delphia. In April, he'U do a Molly
with some vocalizing of ''Donkey
ease of a natural trouper.
Closing first half, Ted Heath and
His voice on opening night (13) Serenade" by male. Make nifty ap- band of 18, featuring Jack Parnell Takes the familiar edge off with Picon-Menashe Skulnik series.
was rough, being affected by a cold, pearance, shake out highly legit taps and Paul Carpenter, unload 20 min- intro of a puppet and adds drinking
Ssiturday's concert constituted solid
bit to heighten effect.
hut' Sinatra, nonetheless, pleased the for good response.
utes of "pops," proving a blessing to - The
Earls round out diow with dialect stuff that filled the 1,498 seats
SJartha Tilton offers an assured
fans.
Among his numbers are
local music publishers. For effective
"Wrap Your Troubles, in Dreams," sesh of groovey vocalizing including closure, he uses an English drummer, their carefully staged whirlwind at the Hall, and had 50 standees as
"A Fellow Needs a Girl," "I Got a "Almost Like-; Being In Love," "My Parnell, nephew of Moss Empires' ball-bearing stunts to gasps and well as 75 on the stage. The solidity
Crush On You," "1 Have But One Desire," "I Wonder" and "Pass the managing director, Val Parnell, in healthy reaction."
of the show was by Miss Picon and
Had them hollering "Pagan
Les Rhode and house orch handles
Heart," which he delivers in Eng- Peace Pipe."
Love Song," utilizing speci- V^f musical backgrounding to good Cohen. Miss Picon is one of the
lish and Italian; «nd.. the long, pow- for more. Orch follows with "Super- ally
more revered stars in the Yiddish
buUt console drums to best re- effect;
Lary,
erfully dramatic "Soliloquy"- from sonic" after which Dick Wesson
sults. •:
stage, who haii acquired a xmiversal
the musical, "Carousel." He encores takes hold, for a bell-ringing comedy
appeal with vaudt; stands around the
Second half was youthful gal
with a cute tribute to Bing Crosby niche in which he mugs, gags nnd
WtWM,
country and .pre-^war dates at the
In a parody on "Ole Man River," unleashes some. 'very funny impres- juggler Mariora tossing and spinning
Soston,
JVov. 14.
Somesegues into' "Nancy" and brings sions and eccentric legomania. Came balls,, tennis racquets, to good reBostoell, Buc^ &' Bttbbles, Grosvenor House, London.
Connee
down the curtain with "All of Me," on at the right time to make the sponse. George and Bert Bernard, Bob HopJcins,' Virginia ^lusttn, Che,?- 'timc ttgo, she made a sixmonth tow
follow,
who
are
novelty
of
-bill,
proved
himself
Boys
most of his slot and
to a bolf hand;
terfields, Larry Flint House Orch; to entertain in the displaced persons
were
highlight
of
show
with'
series
comic
with
something
different'
to
a
Henderson's SS-man- aggregation
Widow Wagon Gap" (Uf). camps in Europe.
of comedy takeoffs of Andrews Sis- "Wistful
of sijc brass, six reeds, nine strings offer.
In her Town Hall session. Miss
Andy Russell makes his entrance ters, Carmen. Miranda and Betty
and four rhythm does ,a neat job of
This one should have stacked up Picon reveals herself to be one of
cutting the show. Band only does after an orchestral version of "Temp- Hutton, stopping show cold.- Act's' better than it did. Talent is there
two' numbers, "Dancing With the tation" and it's aU his from the tee- run has been extended a further two but at opener at least it didn't click the most accomplished comediennes
Devil," and "Warsaw Concerto," buf off. Of good presence- and equippec|/ weeks, after which they must re- too well as a whole, though the in- of the Yiddish stage. There's charm,
crew displays solid musicianship, su- with above-average vocal equipment, turn to Lido, Paris, where they re- dividual acts are standard and plenty fresh and funny material in her
perb arrangements and expert, pi- his versions of ",Wonder Who's Kiss-. cently scored big hit. Al Burnett, competent.
delineations of jingles heard on the
anistics by Henderson. Orch's vo- ing Her Now," "For Sentimental local Milton Berle, had toughest asGets off with the Chesterfields in language radio stations, and her disReasons," ?'Linda," "Peg o* My signment of evening following the balancing stunts and tricks of fairly
calist, Nancy Reed, handles one novcourse on comparisons of the same
Heart," "Anioar" and "Embraceahlc Bernards and just ahead of Lena
elty number in okay style.
usual nature, hut highly skilled and
Other items in the bill include You," all solid and a begoff. Comes Home, with majority of audience accomplished. Bob Hopldns' provides phrases in Yiddish and English. It's
Lorraine Bognan and her stooge, back- for showmanly impressions of obviously there primarily to see and impers.onations imd characterizations boff stuff for whoever knows the
Pat McCaffrie in some comedy hoof- other top timesters. including Sinatra, hear the sepia film' star. But the of Crosby, Hope and others, finding lingo. However, Miss Picon showed
comic managed to hold them with
some serious sonps with her coling-singing that fails to register due Haymes and: others.
original gab, departing to .solid re- the audience plenty receptive.- Vir- lection of
Biz very goad.
Burro.
to lack of material. Miss Rognan has
tunes she learned from
ginia Austin, a puppeteer .with some
turns.stuff on the ball, as evidenced by
unusual and exceptionally dextrous DP's.
The concert stage provides
her contortionisms and standout set
Lena Home, obviously nervous, tricks (she. has a {luppet that works her with a medium to show her allState,
unloaded
of. pipes. But zfit in its present form
four numbers, including
D&Lage te Shirley, Mack Triplets, the latest "I Fed So Smoochie," another puppet that worKs a third around versatility that can be apis thin and repetitious without any
puppet), draws acclaim.
preciated, by many from other lan(2), June Ri'ch-^. proving revelation in diction and
payoff', stunts. Irt number one spot, Gaudsmith Bros.
Headliners are Buck and Bubbles,
Will Mastin Trio flash some fancy mond. Red Buttons, Betty Bruce &' poise and stopping show despite two long-time favorites here, who clown, guage groups.
tap-terping in a series of solo work- Stagg McMann Trio; "Merton oj the encores and getaway speech.
Cohen, a top Yiddish dialectician,
Star fool around on the piano, dance, kid
outs by each member of the group. Movies" (M-G).
would have delighted Delfont if she each other, and behave in their does nearly an hour of stories that
Pivot itmi of trio is particularly
could have stayed another two weeks famed easy-goin^, relaxed manner get yaks.' He's told most of these
standout and' earns strong mitting.
State is holding over' its feature but is committed to two weeks at the to get their usual beg-off reception. yarns at various cafes, vauders and
Herm.
pic, "Merton of the Movies," for a Champs Elysees, Paris, as soon as
Do a long stint and a good one. club dates, but this -is a brand new
second week this round but has through here, after which she, is Connee Boswell in the ace spot, waraudience for faimv which magnified
brought in an all new stage layout bound for Giro's Club, Mexico.
bles "Near You," "Peg O' My Heart,"
Cllieago, Chi
to buttress., the boxofflcet
The Three Kenways, trapeze act, 'I Wonder Who's Kissing Her Now" his returns.
Current
Chicago, Nov. 14.
However, the high level of this
lineup, although making for a too- skedded to close show, were delerted and other best sellers.
Biz not so
Xauier Cwgot Orch (23) toifh long show, offers sock, well-paced due to long running time of show.
concert was lowered by more than
good at opener,
E{ie.
Norma Caldron, Alladin. Pallanle, entertainment throughout.
Even
Rege.
a few pegs with the indigo material
Jose 'JWowero; Eva & Raul Reyes, some of the New Acts, although takof the Barton Bros. ~ This trio came
Artie Dann; "Deep Valley" (WB>.
ing, their -first turns in a single, have
into prominence with their Banner
been aroimd show biz long enough
recordings of specifil material that's
Though this town has put the to know what ma'kes an audience
Herbie Fields Band (13) with Pat
unfit for family consumption. Their
nix on rhumba groups for years, tick.
Flahertv; Nellie Lutcher, Peck &
sa Continued from page 3 SS
It's the newcomers, in fact, who
Peck, Joew Gilbert, SptiJer Bruce,
in-person reprise of these tunes,
Cuban maestro, cannot be be classed
the Associated British studios in
in the usual maracca-shaking cate- impress most. Red Buttons' and June John V»8ial * VijJian Harris: "Berwith gestures yet; make them the
Elstree.
gory and the aud here went for Cu- Richmond, both former legiters, are muda Mvsterv" (2Ath).
Second avenue Ptilly and Gump enHitchcock and Bernstein plan to
gat's show in a. big way. Although standout, as is the Stagg McMann
larged to trio proportions. Quality
all his numbers are in the L-A idiom, trio; harmonicists, who share billing
First N. Y. theatre dates of Herbie roll their first feature, "Rope," in of their
performance is immature
none are of the lazy siesta style and with tapster Betty Bruce. Also up Fields Orch and Nellie Lutcher, mid-December,
at
the
Warners borsch t-belt.
In contrast to the
all have a definite upbeat. He breaks in the running are DeLage and sepia songstress, whose bestseller studio.
James Stewart has signed
up the Spanish one-two with lots Shirley, new magico-comedy team. Capitol disks of "He's a Real Good for the starring role. Playwright clean and polished performances of
Of these, only Miss Bi'uce has done Guy" and "Hurry on
of vocals, straight and comedy. •
Down" Arthur Laurents, Who wrote "Home Miss Picon and Cohen, the Bartons
Show oi>ens with band up front iolo vaude work before. Others are catapulted her into the bigtime, gives
are completely off-base.
play.ing theme,"My Shawl" for a reviewed in the New Acts section.
the Apollo a potent brace of head- on the Brave" for Broadway two
Mack Triplets head up the vet per- liners that should pay off niftily at years ago, has completed the "Rope"
chorus and then shifting into "Oye
Negra" with solid tenoring by Jose formers with their fine vocalizing in the b.o.
script. Victor Peers, former produc-"
Monero, who repeats with "Linda a comedy vein. Three comely lasses,
Fields'
combo,
featuring
the tion chief of Gaumont-Britiish, is
''Satciiino
demonstrate
Mujer." Orch, acting as a dioi^al
plenty of showmanship maestro on tenor and alto saxes, slated to arrive oh the Coast
this
background, backs Alladin Pallante, know-^how in socking across their comprises a mixed group of white week
Continued from page
le 45
if
to serve as production assistVoices and harmony are and colored tootlers that are plenty
for his rhythm chanting of "Jack, tunes.
Jack, Jack." Aggregation is made good, although there's a slight tend- hep in dealing out the loud and ant to Hitchcock.
big-toned,
and
performed with
"Capricorn," with Ingrid Bergman
up of five brass, five sax, seven ency for the soprano to overshadow brassy tunes which have become a
amazing technique, was a highlight.
rhythm, two marimbas, three violins the others, thus interfering with the necessity for Apollo audiences. In starring, is scheduled to tee off at So, too,
gagging
was
his
unexpected
and a French horn. -Doubling, is melody. They tee off with a clever addition to. Fields; who fronts out- the Elstree studios early next spring.
heavy in. the gourd and guitar de- satire on radio jingles, follow through fit energetically and goes to town on Transatlantic also has two proper- and dueting with Armstrong. Bigard's clarinet was in the same class.
with a neatly-styled "Bathing Suit several solos, instrumentation con- ties in
partments.
preparation, for which no
Another highlight was the bass abilEva and Raul Reyes make an eye- Never Got Wet" and wind with a sists of four rhythms, five saxes, distrib
deal has yet been set. These ity
catching entrance to "Begin the Be- slightly - bluish but very funny three trumpets and two trombones.
shown by Shaw and the few
guine."
Gal, striking brunet, is calypso, "Everybody Like It."
Lads tee off with sizzling opener are "I Confess," to be adapted by chances Catlett got to shine at the
"Two Gaudsmith brothers draw a with plenty of bounce, and by way Louis VerneuU from the book, and skins rated
garbed in low. white evening gown
him right up with the
bordered with green sequui.s. Part- maximum of yocks in their standard of proving they're equally adept at Dark Duty," a Margaret Wilson
others.
Still,
Armstrong himself
ner also wears white, with an em- turn with the two dogs. Pups are sweet stuff segue into a .symphonic novel.
surpassed these performandes. His
erald-green kerchief around the excellent, certainly among the best- arrangement of Gershwin's "Rhap
horn work was superb. Miss Midwaist.
Team ends "Beguine" with trained on the stage today, and don't sody in Blue" for sock returns.
dleton's
terrif body lever spin. After an in- miss a trick with the freres'' zany "Stardust;" "Dardanella" and "Flying
vocals brought the perterlude in samba fashion, pair get acrobatics. Windup balancing act is Home" are among their other conformance down to vaude levels temof
hefty applause for their original, neatly done as ever, earning them a tribs, done equally effective and givporarily, -but provided good pacing
"Blow the Horn'' which, while util- nice getaway.
ing the sidemen plenty opportunity
IS Continued from pajfe
for the straight musical numbers.
Miss Bruce handles the terping for spotlighted specialties.
izing hip-shaking, portrays the probOutfit Up with an eye toward having
What's even more unusual about
it
end of the bill in her usual topnotch is solid all the way and cleaned up
lem of the stalled' motorist.
as city theme.
such a group of artists as Armstrong
Norma Caldron contribs sexy ver- style; Lithe, long-legged blonde, here. Pat Flaherty, femme band adopted
Drive got its tceoff last week when has rounded up in place of his big
sions of "Chiu Chin" and "Tico .she' makes full use of the entire stage vocalist, does okay on "All Alone on
Miss
Williams
sang
the Song at C. of band is that While each is a star
Tico," with sidemen Tattling all the with her fancy spins and solid tap- the Shelf."
C.'s
luncheon
ping.
honoring
Soft shoe number, done with
Miss Lutcher, in closing spot,
gourd equipment to step up the
Robert May- performer the group works exceltaps, is fine and the fake intro of her duplicates her previous success on nard Hutchins, U. of Chicago prexy. lently together.
tempo.
That's something
Old favorite, "Chiquita Banana," is booKie number, while not new, is the saloon circuit with her self-ac- Other .stunts being scheduled include many similar outfits have tried but
revived in fine comedy fashion with still good. She brings on the Mc« comped (piano) song styling.s. Walk
guest shots for Miss Williams and C. few have achieved.
Much of the fare
Alladin Pallante leaduig off with a Mann trio for its solo spot and then ing on to terrif reception, she sets of C. reps on airshows,
plu.s tieups was the tried and true "Royal Garneatly
with "Hurry On with
straight version followed by Jimmy returns for a college medley routine things
special events and civic and den Blues," "Dear
Old Southland,"
Down." FoUows with "My Mother']
Curry, who gives it a swish inter- on which the trio backs her.
"'.Then the Saints Go Marching In,"
Louis Basil and house orch repeat Eyes,?' "Lady's in Love With You' business groups.
pretation.
Candy Dimanling chants
Miss
Williams
is not a T.D. regular
"Rockin' Chair," etc., but under this
a Calypso warning about the fruit in With their excellent arrangement on and "Better Watch Your Step" to
the refrigerator.
Pallante returns "Caravan" and back the show i" ''ne Show-stopping applause. She could She was used lor the one shot. Victor group's treatment the material took
plattering
on
fashion.
have
Remained
indef
is
In pape mache costume to paiir with
StaU
but pre
sole dijik to date,
j on added lustre.
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Marjorie Reynolds Will Do
'Burlesque' in London

League s A^ptioir of Press-List Cut

Broadway

doom

S7

Lightening a Bit

London, Nov. 18.
Marjorie Reynolds has
to play the lead in the
London edition of "Burlesque." Miss
Reynolds, is slated to sail for EngBroadway's premiere press list>land late this month and wUI open
*iU be radically slashed by a numin the provinces some time in Deber of producers, nearly all cutting
cember.
Deal was set by Harry
Singer
Sets
'Chronicle'
lonse Buys
down possibly if the board of the
l^oster, head of Foster agency, LonLouis J. Singer is slated to produce
Neighborhood' Playhouse School
League of New Vork Theatres has
don, now in the U. S. on a talent
of the Theatre has just bought the
'.'Chronicle," a drama by Harry Seits ducat schedule accepted. Instead
hunt.
old Kips
Boys Club building on
of some 60 to 80 pairs opening nights, gall, whiJ came to N. Y. from the
Show will open in London some East 54thBay
street, N. Y., for its home,
scheduled a maximum of 34 Coast last week to talk over
thete
produc- time ill February,
with purchase partially financed by
pairs. Excluded or shifted to the sec- tion plans.
Author's "The Stars
$50,000 bequest from Alice and Irene
ond night would be columnists, radio Weep" was tried dut this fall and is
Lewisohn,. as well as gifts from
'commentators and various others being rewritten.
school's grads* These include Gregwho have been accorded debut couirSinger debuted on Broadway with
ory Peck, Betty Garrett, Joan Mctesies, .
Eddie Cowling, when they produced
Cracken,'. B a
h i L y n. n Richard
Lee" Shubert, with the support of "The Glass Menagerie," and the
Conte, Roberta ,Jonay and Efrem
some other wellknown managers, same duo offered "Our Lan'," which
Zimbalist, Jri
thus got a •victory" over certain recently closed after a short stay on
School is non-profit, with Donald
segments of the press. Reaction Broadway.
Oenslager as prez. It will celebrate
among drama newspapeymen on cutBernard Sobel, Metro publicist, its 20th birthday next February.
ting many press and radio tfrst nightstarted a course in theatrical pub.Filmster

Wmdd

Slash Setup to 34

Tk

Pair

been signed

As Production
Home

:

Sobel's Novel

;

m

,

Intro to Course

distinctly

is

ers

unfavorable,

and

some showmen regard the League's
"edict" as high-handed, if not dictaThey have in mind, of course,
the volume of free publicity accorded legit theatres on the air and
in varied publications,
Leaguers who steered the wholegale paf ing of the first-night list contend that tho^e occupying press
seats constitute a considerable ele^
ment of the first-floor audience, a
group that is regarded as "cold'V towards the reception of new shows.
Some producers, possibly a majority,
ha^i'e a different slant on debut audiences, and* it's pointed out that even
with 80 press couples present who
sit on their hands, general audience
reaction is not influenced, except
possibly in theatres of .small orches-

Cleveland in

torial.

capacity.
tra-floor
constitute less than
legit theatre list.

Such

theatres

one third of the

OK Operetta Bid
Cleveland, Nov, 18.
Cleveland's bid to vie with other

hcity at The New School, N.Y., recently in a highly novel manner.
Fifty-five students assembled, all
equipped with pencils and notebooks. But when the hour for the
class to begin arrived, there were
no signs of Sobel. Had he missed
the train? Wasn't he going to show

up?

The group was

ET s

Six

Pbys

to dis-

reader

Second season of the Experimental
band when the gong sound^,- Simulcities in major operetta presentation taneously, an electric recorder placed^ Theatre, which starts at the Maxine
ends what is regarded as an expei-i- on the instructor's desk began to Elliott theatre Dec. 7 with "Galileo,"
speak in the following" manner;
mental season this Saturday (22) as
is budgeted at $65,000 for the .six
"History is being made today in
.scheduled.
One week's showing the science of teaching, This pomr plays to be presented. Last year ET
"The
Merry Widow," pous sentence
each
of
embodies th^ fheoiryi ended with a deficit of $16,000 which
"Roberta" and "Desert Song" were of this
course in theatrical publicity. was absorbed by the American Nagiven, a local group splurging in
First capture attention with your tional Theatre and Academy, but
production for all three musicals at opening sentence.
Then hold it until this season it is hoped that the projthe 7,000-seat Auditorium, Indica- you
have put over your idea and ect will operate out of the' red. ET
tions are for a total of $200,000 for
leaders are engaged in means: of parsold your attraction.
the three weeks, a gross that is fig"Why, then; is history being made ing the operating nut, so that
,

(14), after having failed to get
a quorum at a membership huddle to
proposed 'press list
discuss the
"slaughter," a new schedule had al-

ready been prepared and without
much palaver it was "adopted." No
manager in the League; however, can
be bound by directives favored by
the board. Almost every producer
and press agent has a varying firstnight list, and the matter of coverage

.

ducats

'

ANTA

to he an even break or better.
at this moment? Because; your would not be required again
Lawrence Higgins, who operates teacher is not a human being, but sume financial responsibility.

ured

is

for their discretion.

Manager

members

have

been

group, with Gerald Rado.
Original plans called for raising
$250,000 by having 500 localites subscribe $SO0 each and while that goal
was not attained the project was
accorded considerable attention and
a review of the first attraction by
civic

to make the curtailed list stick must
assent to clauses of the pledge being
Inserted" in all booking contracts.

'

That involves the United Booking
OfEice, "in which the Shuberts ore
partners. It's one stipulation that
may cartail the number of signers.
At the non-quorum session the
clipping 4f the press list was even
more drastic, and last week there
Was a revision which "permits" two
pairs of ducats going to the nine
dailies, instead of a single pair, as
plamied at the first huddle. Slashing
of the 'first-night list appears to
haVe stemmed from the issuance of
half a dozen pairs to leading dailies.
Some showmen think that only the
critic and the drama editor should
be given premiere courtesies,

Breakdown

electric recorder, .and yours is
first class to receive instruction
in this manner. Whenever you send
'

out a story that you are doing something for the first time, you are
using an excellent press agent procedure, because people, for some
reason or other, love sitting in on
a new experience. They like innoon
William P. McDcrmott started
vations ...
Plain
page one in the Cleveland
"And now," thi recorder concludDealer.
One production stunt was ed, "I'll climax this lesson by appeartransplanting live trees, one 75 feet ing in person. Hold your breath,
high, to the interior of the Audi- sharpen your eyes* sit taut with
:
torium.
attention, and in a moment you'll
.

asked to sign pledges to abide by the

reduced first-night list. Those showmen who' agree not to enlarge the
"approved" schedule of ducats and

to as-

ZIEGFED CLUB HOLDS
12TH ANNUAL DINNER

see your teacher,"
Having thus introduced himself,
Sobel walked down the platform
and continued his lecture in person.
His guest speaker was Oliver M.

Sayler, big agent of the Assn. of
The Ziegfeld Club, composed of Theatrical Agents and Managers,
beauts of Ziegfeld shOWSi celebrated who discussed the requisites necessary for entrance into the press
with
dinneranniversary
a
12th
its

agents' union.
The!
five-lecture
and entertainment at the course also includes such guest
Roof of the Waldorf- speakers as Nat Dorfman, Paula
Starlight
Astoria, Saturday night (15). The Laurence, IVUcba^l Myerberg, pscar
affair drew a record audience at $15. Scrlin, George Fr^edley and;Sdward

dance

a plate.

L. Bernays.

Heading the group is Gladys Feldman Braham, president for eight
consecutive years, who was aided on Layery Completing Play
arrangements by a staff that inGertrude Vanderbilt, Vi
cluded
For floj^ldns Production
Bowers Simmons, Helen Gates,
Emmet Lavery, whose "A GentleDorothy Brown Fox and Grace
man from Athens" is now in rehearsLangdoQ.
The club never solicits funds, it al for. Broadway, has nearly com*
maintains itself through the annual
ball, gives help to the sick, looks

plet^id

_

which

read:

"If

this

is

tardily stepping up, after lagging

through recent weeks to such an extent that actors became very worried. That still goes for many players,

because musicals appear

,

to.

be

taking
precedence: over
straight,
plays. Early this week only 10 shows
had definitely listed opening dates
on Broadway up to mid-January but

within the
production
sal form.
Musicals
''Look Ma,

'

few days, tentative
emerged into pre-rehearlast

listed

in

rehearsal are

I'm Dancing'? and "Make
Mine Manhattan." "Bonzana Boxmd"
is slated to start next week and first
calls were Issued for "Break It Up"
and "Sally" (revival). Musicals slated
.

to follow soon include ''The Richest
Girl in The World" and "Inside
U.S.A." None of the latter are due on
Broadway until after New Year's
but the next musicals definitely
dated are "Angel in The Wings,"
Dec. 10 at the Coronet, to be
followed by the British D'Oyly
Carte opera troupe in Gilbert and
Sullivan operettas, "Mikado" l>cing
the first bill, due Dec. 23 at- the Cen-

tury.

Oaeomlnc' Straights

pledge is broken, the undersigned Hershfield. Alan Corelli, head of
agre?s to submit to any ruling made the Theatre Authority, raffled off
by the board of governors or the dresses and champagne.
league, deemed reasonable and apThe club was founded by Bernard
propriate by them for a violation of Sobel, ex-Ziggy press agent, as: a
the pledge, including expulsion from tribute to the gloriflcr and as a con-,
the League."
tinuous charity.

Oncoming

straight

shows

are

headed by "Antony and Cleopatra,"
at the. Beck next week, "Legend of
Lou," due Dee. 2 (house to be
named),
Streetcar Named Desire," Barrymore, Dec. 3 (house currently has "This Time. Tomorrow"),
"Gentleman From Athens," Dec. 11,
Mansfield, "Crime and Punishment,"
National, Dec. 24 ("Medea" moving

"A

'

PARTY AGENTS FLOOD
OTETCAR' FOR

A

.

.

.

.

..

conclusion

of shows in

is

Stagehands have been asked to
make, a- concession, crew pay last to
the-Royale). Slated into rehearsal
season having constituted the major ne:!ct
'week in addition to "Bonzana"
outlay, because the deckhands reare "Topaae," **Harvest of Years"
mained on the payroll continuously, and probably "Strange Anniversary"
whereas most actors received par- and ''Strange Bedfellows."
tial minimum pay for the actual perThe announced flock of Ehglish
formances given. Stagehands union
contended that its ET crews only imports appears to have become
stymied but "Power Without Glory"
get wages, whereas actors may obseems definite, John G. Wilson havtain regular engagements on the
ing gone to. London to cast the
strength of their performances.
drama. Among the midseason crop
Actors are paid- $8, $10 or $12 per of fresh attractions, of which thete
appearance, there being five per- are dozens'* listed, are a revival of
formances weekly. The half dozen "The Master Builder" and "iRie SurET plays will be spread over as vivors" are with the definite groups
many months, each show going on stars having been named for them,
during the first week of each month.
Shuberts. planned a fall edition of
Performances will be given Sunday
"Ziegfeld Follies" but that revue has.
afternoon and night and on three
been set back until late winter or
off -matinee days in tl.e week.
spring. That appears to be the status
The Elliott has more seats than the too of several announced English
tiny Princess across 39th street, and musicals and 'whether the latter iviU
if all subscriptions are sold the total
come overseas is. uncertain.
would be $70,000, leaving a narrow
margin
between- that
possible
"gross" and the budget total. Subscription money will be allocated
on a pro-rata basis between the ET
presenters, with a portion used for
TlX
theatre operating expense.^ There are
As soon as "A Streetcar Named
three classes of subscriptions, ^ince
Desire" drew strong grosses during
the house has three floors, class
the Boston tryout, there was a rush
rate for the lower floor being $18,
of theatre-party -agents to Irene M.
or $3 more than last year. Critics
Selznick, producer of the latest Tenwill be required to subscribe as benessee Williams drama. Understood
fore, there being no press list.
that most perfoimanGes for the first
three weeks on Broadway have been
contracted for by the agents. All
the deals call for full boxofiice
Big Enrollment For
prices, the party people collecting

another play for production
next season. As yet untitled, it is
after hospital cases, rehabilitates, to star Louis Calhern and will be
and also provides courses at trade produced and directed by Arthur
Wing's Service Course
schools where former Ziegfeld girls Hopkins. It is an historical drama
With general registration under
can learn to earn their living as about Fenclon, the Archbishop of
Cambrai, whose attempts at liberal way this week ibr the second year
trained workers.
of the American Theatre Wing's
prevented
the
French
reform
almost
volunbiz
names
Every year show
professional service program, the
teer their services for a varied pro* Revolution.
Lavery "s la.st previous play, ^'The enrollment is running well ahead'of
gram, .ind this year the list included
1946. Registration is already 1,300,
Thelma Carpenter, Tom Scott, Hope Magnificent Yankee,'! based on the compared to last season's peak of
Oliver
Norma
life,
Justice
Wendell
ofEmerson, Conrad Thibault.
1,100, and more are expected. EnTerris, a member of the club who Holmes, starred Calhern and was
rollment started yesterday (Tues.)
staged
Hopkins.
that
she
presented
and
by
gave a group of songs
Variety of Hollywood, which re- popularized in "Show Boat," accom- "Gentlemen" is being directed by and 'continues through tomorrow
ceives first-night notices telegraphed panying herself in one number on Sam Wanamaker and produced by Ihur.).
Interesting sidelight of last year's
immediately after each opening) the guitar; Ruth and Nel Bankin, Martin Gosch, in association with
sessions, just disclosed, is the union
is the only tradepaper on the proDwight Fiske and Eric Victor. Eunice Healey, with Anthony Quinn participation. Actors Equity
had 350
posed list but it would be optional Meyer Davis provided the music.
and Edith Atwater in the leading
vets enrolled; Chorus Equity was
with producers. Understood that the
Audience notables included Gene parts.
represented by 100; American FedShuberts refused to include Vahiety
As soon as "Gentlemen" opens eration of Radio Artists, 209; AmerBuck, who apeared for the first time
but others on the board firmly disat the club function and, oppor- on Broadway, Lavery will return to ican Guild of 'Variety Artists, 158;
puted the point. Three special writtunely, the club provided a reprint the Coast to conclude a deal with American Guild of Musical Artists,
ers, CJeorge Jean Nathan, John IVIaof ah old "Follies" for which Buck director Richard Wallace for an in- 71; American Federation of Musison Brown (who contribute weekly
provided the lyrics. Others dependent film production of his cians, 101; Screen Actors Guild, 100,
drama columns to the N. Y. Journal- had
were James Montgmery legit play of about 10 years, ago, and other unions, 113.
present
American and Saturday Review of
Flagg, Dr. Jerome Wagner, James "The First Legion," with a deal in
Last season, members of 10 legit
Literature, respectively) and Burns
Mason, Lorraine Manville Dressel- line for release through a major shows continued training during the
Mantle were rated special writers
George Hamlin Shaw, company.
run of their plays. This season,
who rightly belonged among first- huys and Mi's.
of the executive committee,
players in 21 Broadway .shows will
nighters, and each would get a pair
There were telegrams from Billic
be going to tlie Wing's school in off'
o^ ducats, as now.
'SAItVEY' FOR DALLAS
hours. Wing's seventh term will be"Warding of the pledge seemed to Burke Ziegfeld, honorary president,
Dallas, Nov, 18.
and Gypsy Rose Lee. Toastraasters
gin Dec. 1 and run to Feb. 14.
rile some showmen, especially the
"Harvey," with Joe E. Brown, has
were Horace Braham and Harry

proposed, curtailed list becomes a general practice, two pairs
would be given each of the nine New
ybrk dailies, one pair each to four
other newspapers in the metropolitan area, one pair each to four weeklies, one pair to each of the three
press services, and "any other newspaper or radio people who have
heretofore received first-night seats
.
may he taken care of at the second or .subsequent performances."
'Vaiuett
(which - includes Daily
If the

number

small there are definite
indications that production activity

.

.

day

Althoiugh the

.

Prepped in Advance
Dramaturgy, an enterprise which an
the League's board met Fri- includes a scenic studio, heads the the

When

Up

Tardily Steps
rehearsal

5% from
benefited.'

the charity organizations
Ordinarily party deals

stipulated a 10% commission, paid
by the Show and house.
It will be the first attraction on
Broadway for Miss Selznick, Who
tried out a drama last season hut de«cided to shelve it for revision. "Desire" will be Williams" second play

on the main stem, he having scored
with his initial work, '!The Glass
Menagerie." He also wrote a drama
called "Summer and Smoke," tried
out in Dallas last summer. It attracted attention and is a Broadway
possibility later this season or next.
"Desire" -is currently in Phila*
delphia, being dated into the Barry*
.

more, N. Y., Dec.

3.

Basil Rathbone suffered a broken
wrist last week. Actor was walking

his dog in Central Park, N. Y„
the hound bolted a wall;
the
actor,
who is appearing in "The Heiress" (Biltmore),
tried to grab the pup's leash, he fell;
Show wa.s cancelled that evening
but Rathbone went on Friday (14)
tentatively been booked into the
Omaha Orip Dearth
with his arm in a cast.
Melba next March.
Omaha, Nov. 18.
Mrs. Brock Pemberton, wife of
Death of half-dozen veteran stage- the producer, active in the American
"Joan of Lorraine," with Diana
Barrymore, is due for January; hands in Omaha during past two Theatre Wing, also fell last weeki
"State, of the Union," with Kay years, plus fact that few youngsters fracturing a legbone. Although it Is'
Francis, opens the local Season Dec. arc coming in, haS created & serious in a cast, a traction device may per3-4.
shortage here^
mit her to walk with crutches soon;
:

when
when

"

-

,

SEEK PKON, COHEN
REVUE
FOR

Top aFrece^

Baflet Iheatre s $3

rsa

Ernest Anderson aftd Sam dut-!
worth, producers of the'TOWn Hall
;
"Concerts at Midnight" series,- are
currently lining up a revue with
BE^Uet Theatre is setting a prece-*
sketches by Henry Tobias for presdent with its $3 top for its engageentation at the Republic theatre, now
ment at the City Center, N. Y„
LEGIT
being used as a filmer. Revue,
opening tonight (Wed.). House has
mamly in English, would include
previously had a $2,40 top for. all
Yiddish language material.
events, including opera, symph orNegotiations are currently on with
Miami Beach, Nov. 16,
chestra, ballet and legit. It's been
Molly Picon, Myron Cohen, Barlist'e^l in. a special categjory as a sort
Proposed building of a legitimate ton Bros., Lee Tully and the Barry
of non-profit people's theatre since theatre here, announced early last Sisters to head the show. No date
its inception under the late Mayor summer and dormant awaiting lift- for the y.enture has been set yet. ,^
Florella LaGuardia's regime. .Vari- ing of amusement building rpstricous unions and organizations have tioHs, has been revived. Corporate
made concessions and given aid on setup has been set again, with Abe
Setde
that basis.
AUenberg, prominent hotel operator Shuberts,
manager
"VVllether the theatre will boost its and civic leadw, as general
Atlantic City Snarl,
heretofore rigid, $2,40 top' on subse- of the project. Herb Elisburg, former
quent bookings 'is undecided^ Any veteran theatre exec in the midwest,

For Gty Center Would Lose at $2.40
MIAMI BL\CH

BUILDING AGAIN UP
•

;

;

.

AFM

„

be watched •now living here. Will remain as
managing director,
Vritfa. interest, as there is a certain
First house of its kind to he built
segment in legit, jealous of any
"commercial encroachmient" by City in riorida, the new theatre- will be

change Of policy

.will

Globe

•

May Go

•

Atlantic, City, Ndv> 18.

-

„

.

.

A

deal

whereby

the

Shuberts

after the late Carl Graham would acquire the boardwalk Globe
pioneer builder of Miami, theatre is on again, this time with
Beach, with his wife,, authoress Jane an agreement already reached with

named

.

Center management states that
Ballet Theatre demonstrated that it
couldn't Operate profitably at a $2.40
'

upon

Produce

Theatre goes into the Met
Opera Housi^ next spring it will be
ktt 9 $4.8Q top, howeve»«
Ballet

managing

Centfer's

director,'

Paul

Moss, has.;been stressing the ri$ing
of operatiqns at' his house,
while prices have remained, the
same ks' originally set. Concerts are
offered as low as 60c.' House has
cost

,

4 SHOWS SET SHUL
EAS'URN STANDS
Comparatively few attractions are
the eastern seaboard, but
at least four shows are booking the

touring

Minneapolis, Nov. 18,
Minneapolis Symphony Orchestra
last season played 88 concerts on
tour, more than any other symphony
of rank in the country, and grossed
from them, a figure exceeded only by that of the Philadelaccording to a report
$160,519'

:jhi8 Orchestra,

ust issued. From recordings it resmaller stands and traveling by bus ceived $52,438 last year, it's also reor station wagon. Stanley Wolfe has vealed.
'*bream Girl'" and "Made in HeavThe report states that thfe tour's
en," James W. Kling is trouping net profit was $41,803, expenses hav"The Hasty Heart," and Walter and ing eaten up the 'balance of the $160Virginia Davis handle "The Late 519.

George Apley" similarly.

Hwok

;

«

In

casting trouble as
are under normal."!
Necessary settings and production
are carried in trucks or trailers.
Understood there are some 30 play-;
able- dates in the New England area.

Repacts

the local musicians' union,
The Shuberts were reported all
set to mov€r hito Atlantic City last
spring but« could not see eye-to-eye
with the musicians after nearly- all
other details had been ironed out. As
a result they dropped the idea of
On the strength of two sellout
acquiring a house here, lor tryouts performances Nov. 8 and 15 at the
and summer Stdck; -Charles Hart, Ziegfeld, N, Y., and a very favorable
who represented the Shuberts dur- press, dancer Harald Kreutzberg
ing last summer's negotiations, came was inked for two special perforui'back into the picture last week. His
ducer in Stockholm, is starting a new first job was to iron out the differ- ances Nov. 23 and Dec> 7, and will
career ;in the U. S. Recently arrived ences between the producers and be booked for a full national tour
next season by Sol Hurok. Dancer,
ih N. Y., he's taken out his first citi- the musicians,
who, was last in the U. S. nine years
zeiiship papers.
The resort union atcepted an offer ago, was only pacted for six dates
Meanwhile; Wally's associates are which will give employment to 15 this fall, -because the Hurok office
managing his two houses in Stock- men for a 20-week period, a 10-week wasn't -sure how the 43-year-old artholih, the Oscars and 'the Soedra as winter, season and a lO-'w^ek sum-'
ist would do after the long absence.
well as the Circus summer theatre mer Season.
Dates include Philadelpia, Bostotii
plus a restaurant. These., properties,
-The theatre property is greatly Chicago, Madison and Milwaukee.
the producer reveals, will be dis- delapidated, having been, \ised only
Kreutzberg, who sails for Europe
posed of soon so he can center all for summer burlesque the past 15
next month, does a Scandtiiavian
his attention upon his plans in the or ttiore- years.
tour neict, and has other continental
U. S. His Gotham entry will prob^
dates before his return.. In prewar
ably be "Serenad,'' a musical with,
days he coupled with -Yvonne Geoxgi
lyrics by Staffan ^ettield and music
in a U. S. visit but is now going it
by Louis Lajtai. -"Serenad" is sched-

H. Kreutdiei^

Swede's WaUy To
U.

-

.

-

'

'

:

UTAH LONGHAIR ON

,

number

—

of concert.? played

—

Symphony was

-

.

total

year
125
the
Minneapolis
exceeded by only
three othersj the busiest having appeared publicly 171 times. Although
Minneapolis is the nation's 16th city,
its orch ranked fourth in total at'tendance with 325,300 admissions, as
compared to a top 'figure of 437,862,
that of Philadelphia.
Survey published by the Minneapolis Symph with 87 members is
surpassed in size by only seven
others, but in its minimum; salary
scale of $75 a week only six eastern
orchestras exceed it.
Four' other orchestras showed a
larger gross income than Minneap-a
oils $384,178 (which included its tour
profits) and operations of five other
orchestras were heavier. However^
even -with tours, recordings and
broadcasts- to pick up extra revenue,
the local orchestra, like that of
every other one throughout the
country, wound up the year with a
last

been aided .this year by the opening
of 333 seats previously unused in a
«at balcony, bringing 'the eapacity
to 3,020, But opera .and symphbny
wpe given at a loss. Moss says, with
'i)iftftide 'backings helping .to over'-come that. He says the financial
situation i$ getting tougher daily, in uled to open In Britain' ne3?t January^
alone.During the war, Kreutzberg left
litofr .with .ihfr' rising general price where Wally is
producing it in. colDEFINITE
his native Germany and went to
Ifvel.
laboration with Tom 'Arnold and
Sai't Lake City, Nov. 18.
Austria, where he danCed. When the
'Ballet ^eatre expected to ,br.eak Prince Littler.
even,, or. better, on the; Centgi; enThe concert season here last week U. S. Army entered Austria, KreutzHe|s no stranger to America, In^ageida^ht a.nd will make a profit on
showed- definite signs of recovering berg was interned for two weeks bu^
cidentally, about a' decade ago he
then released.. Reports are that he
itif Soutk Aipjeficaii trip in January;
in Hollywood as' a Paraitaouat from, a. weak start, when the Pagaon which it 'has a guarantee. HoW' was
and the 'Utah Sym- engaged in' no political activity.
-niid. Quartet
contract player.,
ever, ,the company has lost $30,000
phoity had solid attendances at their
in the Seven weeks touring this fall,
concerts.
Helen Traubel ni, Cuts
Incidentally, the troupe, wiU pas^ up
I'he Paganlni Quartet, despite the
bookings in the w^st for the five Wolfit to Tour Western
fact, that chamber music isn't vtop
weelcs it will, be in South America,
San Antonio Booking
dra'wer in this town, had 1,300 on
and l<>cal managers are reported to
Canada for First Time hand for th6 evening performance
San Antonio, Nov. 18.
be^'^colnplaining. But the engageNov. 12, and the afternoon school at'
Appearance of Helen Traubel as
Vancouver, Nov. 18.
jiie&tc w6ire made by .jS. Hurok of
tendance was a capacity 2,300. The soloist with the San Antonio SymColombia Concerts, an^.Ballet TheaDonald VToUit ahd his London; quattet W£ts' presented by the Grah'
phony
Saturday (15) was
Orchestra
tre merely took over some of these ShakesD,earean company, who visited;
ite Arts Assn,' at Granite High School cancelled because of the singers ilU
bookings toihelp- out the itnanage-j the .U. S. and Eastern Canada last auditQfium.
ness. Miss Traubel caught cold djirT
ments.
year, are to tour Canada again from'
ing an auto drive from Dallas to
'Openingconcert
of
season
the
by
Christmas until the middle of March,
th^ Utah Symphony, conducted hy Sherman.
1948,- this time including Western
Bel Canto trio replaced Miss
Maurice Abravanel, who,came from
Canada.
H<$lbuni
on Coitst
Broadway legit to take Werner Jans/ Traubel.
Western Canada tour will be Wol* sen's place this year, was a complete
fit's first:
His will also be the first sellout. Press reviews were full of
Guild

•

Rack Up Record

88 Ontsiiie Concerts

Fisher,

Fisher, skedded to play an activeand would lose money on the part in the organization.
engagement at that scale. Where-f
the. $3 top wras agreed pn for
the entite orchestra 'an(jl part of the
^alcony. Other prices, remain the
saitiie, '4own to $1.20. Ballet Theatre
did' an engagement at the 'Center
last spring at the $2,40 top, and the
Ballet Eusse de Monte Carlo has
in
S.
been playing fall and spring seasons
Bt this figure for several years. When
Gustav Wally, veteran legit pro-

top;

liinySyniphZdinToiinsWidiliG;

None has had
Legit new productions

.

Center.

November 19, 1947

Wisftnesday*

UBGITIMATE—CONCERT

88

-

-.

deficit.

Even Boston and New York,- with
heavy receipts from broadcasting
and recordings, and Philadelphia,
with $260,000 picked up on tour,
had, to rely on well-wishers for financial security, according to the
survey. The Minneapolis deficit was
$135,000 as compared to $250,000 in

'

one' city and more than $200,000 in
three- others^ Civic leaders foot the

y

bill.

UPBEAT
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Bloomfield, Santley Prep
'Jones'; Ruggles as Star?

-

'

'

Hollywood, Nov,

18.

.

.

.

'

;

,

.

.

'

.

.

.

-

.

;

Due

To Prep

Production

Hollywood, Nov. 18.
Theresa Belburn, co-head of tfie
Theatre Guild, is expected here
Nov. .22 to launch the Guild's
planned effort at Coast production
according to C!ue$ijie Smith, local
Guild rep. Miss Helburtt will .remain
here a week initially, supervising
the attempt to Coast-trast the Guild's
next
planned
production,'
"You
Never Can Tell," G. B. Shaw's play,
,

'

which requires
accented crew.
Miss Smith

is

an

all- British

British

_

company

'

side

this

the

of

Great Lakes since 1939.
Eastern tour will open in MoU'
'

Tentative dates for the west
em tour, which is being handled by
Leslie Allen and Gordon Hilker.
Vancouver impresarios, are: Winnitreal.

Feb.

peg,

Calgary, .Feb. 9-11
Feb. .13'21; Victoria,

3-7;

Vancouver,

Feb. 23-28; Seattle,

March

1-6; Vic-

Vancouver, March
10-13; Calgary, March 15-17; Winni-

toria,

peg,

March

March

8-9;

18-20.

now working on

preliminaries to Miss Helbum's visit
and Will have some talent lined up
lor viewing on her arrival. If the

move proves economically and

Revamped 'Bean' to Det;
Kibbee Out^ ZaSu Stays

ar-

"Late Christopher Bean," which
shut down last week in Chicago after
done here first
an unsuccessful tryout, is still slated
for a crack at Broadway under plans
of Robert Fryer and James Merrill
Staging 'Girl'
Herd, who bought the revival pro
John Meehan is getting leave from duction from Michael Meyerberg,
Metro shortly to come 'to N. Y. to
New producers signed Billy Gil
stage the musical, "The Richest Girl* bert to take over direction and will
in the World," for Stanley Gilkey. open the show Monday (24) at the
Production is skedded for late Jan- Shubert-Lafayette, Detroit, for an
uary or early February.
other two-week test, with the Broad
Earl Brent contributed the music. way engagement tentatively slated
Book is by Meehan's son, John, Jr., next. Gilbert, in Chicago for the last
who wrote the books for "Rosa- couple of weeks as a member of the
linda" and "Helen Goes to Troy,"
"Chocolate Soldier" cast, has been

play will be
and then circuited.

tistically successful the

Meehan

doubling

XQNDOK MTS 'FOBTUNE'

as

the

Guy Kibbee

pulled

London, Nov. 18.
show after it closed
"Outrageous Fortune," new farce cago, but ZaSu Pitts

Play contains old ingredients of
author's previous successes with the
team. It will appeal to
the stars' fans.

'SONS'

out

down
is still

MUD

,

of the
in Chi-

with

it.

BOTP.
Buffalo,

starring.

saitte acting

''Christopher"

stager.

by Ben Travers, opened at the Winter Garden last Thursday (13) with
Ralph Lynn and Robertson, Hare -co-

and the season seems assured
of capacity turnouts.

raves,

Nov.

18.

"All My Sons," in five performances last'Week at the Erlanger, at a
$3.60 top, drew a mild $7,500,
Local public seemed unexcited by
th^ play's Broadway reputation.

'Fancy Free' Slated

To Be

Arbitrate!

Dispute between Henry Adrian,
producer of "Young Man's Fancy,'

Book Due

Sign Pair for Aussie

"A

Certain Miss Jones," with Charles
Ruggles tentatively set for the lead;
They'll go into rehearsals here and
plan opening in San Francisco in
-January, playing Coast stands before
taking the show to New York,
Property was originally owned by
Jed Harris. Play is by Peter Berneis,
'

Universal-International contract
writer whose last stint was "Portrait of Jennie" for David O. .Sel2»
nick, and Alden-Nash, freelancer
whose last was "The Sainted Sisters" for

Paramount.

for 'Bongo*
Meanwhile, Bloomfield, whose last
still has a
In N. Y. Booking show was "Polonaise,"
Monte Proser and Al-

deal on with
AU-colored show, known originalberto Varga to produce the pointer's
ly as "Calypso," "Cruise" and more
Esquire
although
"Varga Girl,"
recently as "Bongo," is scheduled to
magazine's litigation to prevent use
emerge at the International .(Columof that title by anyone but itself may
bus Circle), N. Y./ but there are
stymie the deal. Proser left here
number of tangles that must be un
over the weelcend for Chicago to
raveled first. Under the proposed
confer with Earl Ewins, Varga's attitle of "Honeymoon Cruise," a-book
torney, on consummating, the deal,

and the play's ac
by Donald Heywood, is supposed to
credited authors, Harry Thurschwell be in,serted. The union jurisdiction
and Alfred Golden, is being readied would switch from AGVA to Equity.
for arbitration before a panel of the "Bongo" closed Saturday- in Boston
American Arbitration Assn,
after two weeks there and two in
The issues involve alleged unpaid Philly.
royalties and a charge by Adrian
Latter requires money to guaranthat he is the actual author of the tee salaries be deposited but none
play.,.
had been posted up to yesterday
(18). Another hurdle is the fact that
some players in the group are not
at the Cort, N. Y.,

Harry Bloomfield and Joseph Santley- have joined forces to produce

members

of Equity.

Claude Horton and his wife, Jean
Cameron, have been signed by Dorothy Stewart, N. Y. rep for the J. C
lucasta' 14G, Toronto
Williamson Theatres, to appear in
Toronto, Nov, 18,
support of Cicely Courtneidge in
Despite rave notices, "Anna Luthe forthcoming Australian produc
casta" pulled a good $14,000 at the
tion of "Under the Counter."
1,525-seat Royal Alexandra last week
British musical, which had a brief at $3 top. Two-thirds of the gross
run on Broadway this fall but which was snared in the second half of
the week on word-of-mouth.
ran for two years in London, will
"Antony and Cleopatra" is the
open Dec. 26 at the Theatre Royal, current offering at the house.
Sydney. It will then play Melbourne
and tour New Zealand.
'CRIME' INTO EEHEARSAI
Physical production of "Counter"
Dostoievslcy's "Crime and Pun
has now been completely disposed
of, and the customs bond required ishment," in the Rodney Ackland
adaptation
produced by Oliver Rea.
to bring the show from London sans
duty' has been cancelled. Costumes and Robert Whitehead, goes into rewere sold to the Williamson legit hearsal, next Monday (24).
interests and shipped to Anstralia,
Supporting John Gielgud, who is
where it's to be done, while the being replaced in "Medea" by Densettings were sold to,a South African nis King, are Dolly Haas, as Sonya,
showmaik
and Alexia Minotis, as the Inspector.

Hasso Eyeing Play
With three unreleased pictures as
her backlog,

Signe

Hasso

now

is

freelancing with a view toward doing a play 'on Broadway. Actress,
who already has read, some 20
with the
negotiating
scripts,
is

Theatre Guild at the moment.
Miss Hasso last appeared on
Broadway in, "Golden Wings," at the
Cort, in 1941, Opening the day after
Pearl Harbor, the play which dealt
with the RAF, was mildly received,
and ran briefly.

Actor Kayoes Thug
Boston, Nov.

Nick Dennis, 130-pound actor
ing a character role in

"A

18.

-play-

Streetcar

Called Desire," current at the Wilbur, was attacked by a thug last

week

as

he was on his way home

following a performance. Actor told
the holdup man, who outweighed
him by about 50 pounds, to scram,
and when he didn't he gave him a
fsst

'rl§h.t*

P61ice found Dennis
world-be robber.

sitting

on the

.

V<an(Mday,

Wwemhcr

19,

EAiGITOIATE

1947

V(imK'Wow$Sl^.Ijmtsm%
Chicago, Nov. 18. 4
Boxoffice last week had the best
take iri years. Also, advance mail
orders are pouring in. "Annie Get
house records for
broke
Your GWO."
the Sfecond consecutive week at the
chubert. *'0 Mistress Mine," at the
Setwyn, seemed touched by the

JOE BROWN'S 'HARVEY'
$26,500 IN PITT 2D WK.
Pittsburgh, Nov. 18i

Second week of Joe E. Brown's
same magic charm, although limited
"Harvey" was about $4,000 better
by Guild subscription.
Soikfe Jones' "MOsical Deprecia- than the first, doing a smash $26,500^
outside, of light Saturis doirig top biz with
Sons"
$23,Oqo, "All
OTened last night (Mon.) at the
jErianger,

day matinees,

My

Mvory

Estimates for Last

Week

Blvided"—Civic

"All Gaul Is

(900;

week). Light $10,500 for

$3.60) (1st
six days.

"Annie Get Tour Gun"— Shubert
(2d week). Thunderous
above the record of the pre-

(2100: $8)
$51,500,

vious week.

Soldier"^ Blackstone
(6th week). Even with

•^Chocolate
(1.358: $4.80)

the absence of Billy Gilbert for
three days, biz jumped to noble
Jack Hartold did fine sub$24,000.
.

bing.

Sburtce Chevalier—Erlanger

334- $3.60). One week
bro'ught-fftncy $19,000.

(1,-

engagement

Mistress Mine'*— Selwyn (1,000;
$4 80) (2d week). Take is limited by
Guild subscription, but still great

"O

V

S24.000.

~»PHv»te Wyes'*
$3,«0) (14th

Harris

$21,100.

Depreciation

^'Musical

(1,000;
all hold-

Bevue"—

Studebaker (1,240; $3.60) (3rd week),
With sell-outs except for week Sat
tnatlnce. Spike Jones show got boff
$23,000

mOUSE'

now

looks as

the three-week en-

if

gagement won't be even half enough.

Kay Francis and "State of the
Union'' at the Davidson did a mild
$14,500 in seven nights, and Rise
Stevens, opening the Arion club's
annual concert course, drew a disappointing 2,000 customers, who were
almost lost in the^ big Auditorium
arena. "Henry V" flhn, designed for
teacher patronage, did badly, and
other picture shows saw no pickup.

'Wm^rmere

SRO $40,000;

There's a constant line at the boxoffice and the advance sale for the
closing session indicates a sock finisli.
Tlicre's even a possibility that
the comedy may break the house's
straight play record, at $3 top, currently held by Paul Robeson-Jose
Ferrer '^Othello."
Nixon has just announced that
"Show Boat," which had originally
Boston, Nov. 18.
been booked for Christmas and New
"Lady Windermere's Fan" at the
Year's weeks but was supplanted by
Bobby Clark's "Sweathearts," will Colonial, the only, opener last week,
come in Jan. 5 for a couple of proved a boxofflce sock. "A Streetweeks. Preceding "Sweethearts" are car Named Desire" continued as a
"Merry staunch draw on second and final
three
revivals,
musical
Widow," "Rose Marie" and "Firefly." week, going clean throughout the
ruUi "Eastward in Edenl' gained
slightly on its second stanza and
"Calypso" (also called "Bongo") got
Albany Playhouse
mild money. "Showboat" finished
potently
at
the
Opera House.
$3,600;
Sleeper
was Boris Goldovsky's
Albany, Nov. 18.
New England Opera Theatre
The Playhouse, extensively re- production of "Marriage of .Figaro"
modeled by Malcolm Atterbury for at the Opera House, grossing a wow
an 18-wcek stock season—Albany's $6,500 one performance Sunday (9).
The current week is big, with
first in 12 years—:did a little better
than $3,600 on the first six ^perform- VTonight at 8:30" returning to the
ances, of "My Only Love," new Shubert after more than 10 years,
comedbr. House is an 850-seater, and "The Medium" reopening the Majestic as a legit house and "The Merry
scale is at $2.20 top;
Atterbury and his wife, Ellen Widow" returning to the Opera
Hardiesj played two of the principal Houses all opening last night (Mon.).
Tonight (Tues.) "The Legend of
roles in^ the Tex Ritter-Margaret
Lou" debuts at the Plymouth. ProsHill opus,
pects ahead continue into December
First-night audience was plenty without sign of slackening.
swank, orchestra patrons being in
Estimates for Last Week
dress clothes. Lieut. Governor Joe
"A Streetcar Named Desire," WilR. Hanley headed those attending.

St, liOuis,

ST. L.

Nov.

18.

With the end of the rainy spell
and thp advent of cool weather,
plus word of mouth comment, the
"Carousel"
KodBers* Hammerstein

swelled to all SRO gross of $40,000
on the second week of a two-week
stand at the American theatre. The

Big

Has Swank Bow

'

(1,241; $3.60)—The biggest legit
grosser to hit this town in years,
snagging an estimated $20,000 on

bur

Current Road Shows
(Period covering Um. 17-29)
Divided"—Civic,

"All Gaul Is

second and filial week, SRO. Could
have stayed indefinitely.
"Calypso," Shubert (1,700; $4.20)
Colored revue played two weeks to
small grosses; $8,500; closed Sat. (15).
"Eastward in Eden," Plymouth
(1,461; $3.00)— Second week failed to

Chi.

(24-29).

Wil. (21-22); Forrest, Philly (24-29).
Seattle
Street"
Met.,
"Ansel

$3.66 top.

Youngstown

"All

'

My

Chi.

Sons"-4^Erlanger,

(17-29).

"Angel In the Wings"—Playhouse,

build despite ;its good press;
mated $6,000 disappointing.

—
— Hanna,

(17-22).

"Anna Lucasta"

"Lady Windermere's Fan,"
nial

Cleve.
(24); Park,

Shea's, Erie
(25-26); Hartman, Col,

Guild discount.
"Showboati" Opera House (3,000:
4.20)—Third and final week pulled

"Antony and Cleopatra"— Royal
Alex., Toronto (17-22); Selwyn, Chi.

With Gertrude
overcame bad

weather to garner a fine $22,000 at
Ford's last week.
"Firefly' is current, with "Oklahoma' set to follow.

Hollywood

*Weakness'18G;*Alba'0K
Los Angeles, Nov. 18.
Local legit scene brightened last

week

as

two newcomers bowed

in

and settled dpwn for what looks like
healthy runs.
local

outfit,

professional

Pelican Productions,
oiTered the American

preem

of

"The House

of

Bernarda Alba" as its fifth presentation and drew general acclaim from
the

critics.

opened to
it

"Mary Had a Little"
same type of reviews

the"

has ireceived all over the coun-

try—with resultant good busi- \ s.
Current tind upcoming stanzas
have no openings sltedded.
Estimates (or Last Week
"Blackouts of 1947," El Capitan

,

1947"—El Capitan,

'NORWAY'

(17-29).

— American,

Blackstone

St.

Louis

"Carousel"— Cass., Det. (17-29).
Shubert-LaMauriee Chevalier

—

fayette, Det. (17-22).

Soldier"

"Chocolate
(17-29).

"Dream

Girr"

—

Washington, Nov. 18.
Theatre season seems to hiive hit
its
stride here, with fancy first

— Blackstone,

Curran,

nights and strong b.o. becoming the
pattern. Hypoed by a dressy preem,

Frisco

(17-22); Geary, Frisco (24-29).
"Fatal Weakness"—Biltknore, L. A.
(17-29).
Nixon, Pitt. (17-22);
"Harvev"
Cox, Cincy (24-29).
.

—

Mama"

"I Remember
Philly (17-29).

— Locust,

"Mary

Had

a * Little"

"Medium," "Telephone"—Majestic,

"O

Mistress

Mine"—Selwyn,

San
'The

Chi.

— Mosque, Richmona
(17-22); Ford's, Balto (24-29).
Chi.
Lives" — Harris,
"Private
"Oklahoma!"

'Rose' IIG, N.H.

New Haven. Nov. 18.
"Merry Widow" and "Roise Marie"
the Thursday-Saturday (13-15)
weekend at the Shubert with two
performances of each musical. Final
gross of approximately $11,000, at

split

^i.m top, was satisfactory.
Current is a two-week screen
stretch
of "The
Outlaw," with
Sweethearts" opening Dec. 1 for a
full week.
"Make Mine Manhattan arrives Dec. 10 for a week of
tmal rehearsals prior to Its Dec. 17

'RedMr24G,Indpk
Indianaposis, Nov. 18.
"Red Mill" grossed a good $24,000

preem here.

in six days last week at the English,
at a $4.20 top, despite stiff competition from Sonja Henie's "Hollywood
Ice Revue," which opened Wednes-

—

^

Philly
Forrest,
"Sweethearts"
(17-22); Aud., Hartford (24-29).

day (12) at Coliseum. English is
dark for rest of month, with "Harvey'' the, ne'Xt booking the week of

Balto.

"The Gentleman from Athens"—

Dec. 1.
Henie played to an estimated 52,000 spectators in first five performances of her 17-night stand here.

Playhouse. Wil. (28-29).
"The Late Christopher Bean"—
Shubert-Lafayette, Det. (24-29).
^'The Bed Bnil"- Davidson, Mil.
(17-22); American, St. Louis (24-29).
"Tonight at 8:30"-^Shubert, Bost.

Day-Peck

(27-29).

SRO in

Ore.

Portland, Ore., Nov. 18.
Mayfair theatre gets touring "An-

(17-29).

"Voice of the Turtle"— Centre,
Bartlesville (17); Aud., Ponca City
(18); Home, Okla. City (19); Aud,
Little Rock (20); Con. Hall, Tulsa
(22); Aud., Pitt. (24-25); Mem. Hall,
Music Hall, K. C.
(26);
Salina

18.

Bates

"Angel Street," with Laraine Day
a fine
and Gregory Peck,

nut, Philly (17-29).

Fords,
Firefly"
"The
(17-22); Nafl. Wash (24-29).

Nov.

Guy

with

hit
$19,000
for its final and fourth week at tho
"Magic On Ice,"
1,550-seat Geary.
billed as "a play on ice," opens Friday (21) at the Geary at a $3 top.

;

Sellout opening with all seats at
$4.80 and two capacity nights adds
up to sweU $2,600.

Fr.'incisco,

Climax,"

last night (Mon.).

$17,000.

,

(24).

Post, concluded a week's run at the
1.77e-seat Curran, Saturday (15) with
a pale $5,000. "Dream Girl," with
Lucille Ball, opened at the house

(17-29).

wk)
(1,142;
$2.40). Same,
(17-29).
"Show Boat"'^ Shubertj Philly
"Mary Ilaid a Little," Bclasco (1st
Wk) (1,061; $2.40). Opened Sunday (17-29).
"Song of Norway^Nat'l, Wash.
(9). Extra mats helping it toward
(10-17); Nixon. Pitt. (24-29).
oltay $13,000, about 75% capacity.
"State of the Union"—^loliseum,
"That's the Way Women Arc," Las
Sinux Falls (17); Orpheum, Sioux
Palmas (1st wk) (388; $3). Mild
City (18); KHNT, Des Moines (19);
$3i500.
Hall, K. C. (20-22); Aud., St.
"The Fatal Weakness." Biltmore Music
Joseph (24); Aud., Topeka (25); Ma(1st wk) (1,636; S3.60). First of three
jestic, Wichita Falls (26) Conv. Hall,
frames, okay $18,000.
Tulsa
(27); Home, Okla. City (28-29).
_"The House of Bernarda Alba."
Aud., Hartford (24-29).
Coronet (three days) (255; $3.60). (17-22);
Wal"Streetcar Named Desire"
<282d

due Monday

'Climax' Mild $5,000, S.F.;
Laraine-Peck $19,000

— Belasco

.

gel
'

or less mUdly were among thb shows
that drew better attendance and are
given fairly good chances of success.
during this week and
only one listed currently but more
shows will go into rehearsal than in

No new shows

Street,"

Nov.

23,

with Laraine

Day and Gregory Peck.
Scheduled for four performances
at $3.60 top, and is a $15,DD8 sellout
already.

$14,000;

couple

ot sellout

theatre

parties helped.

"The Voice of the Turtle," Beck
(188th week) (C-1,214; $3.60). Did
not improve but moves to Hudson
next Sunday (23)i booked until Jan,
1;

about

$7,500,

"The WInsiow Boy," Empire (3d
week)
(D-1,102;
$4.80).
Climbed
and takings approximated

further

$18,500; strong except in gallery;
rated as new hit.
previous listings.
"This Time Tomorrow," Barry"Allegro" is topping all, takings
more (2d week) (D-1,064; $4.20).
having gone higher as subscriptions
Questionable- of staying after this
were taken care of. "Annie Get weelt but improved to
$10,50Q; "A
Your Gun" continues to play to Streetcar
Named Desire" will folstanding room, and its road counterlow in Deo. 3.
part in ChicE^o is getting more
"Younu Man's Fancy," Govt (29th
money in a larger theatrOi "Man
and Superman" revival is playing to weelc) (C-1,064; $3.60). Getting little
standees, with "Medea," the straight money but getting by; estimated at
play runnerup, drawing amazing around $7,000, which was an im''
business, "For Love or Money," "An provement.
BBVrVALS
Inspector Calls" and "The Druid
Circle" all improved. "How. I Won"The First Mrs. Fraser,", Shubert
der" closes this week.
(2d week) XCDrl,380; $3.60). Doing
mildly with mostly teminine draw:
Estimates for Last Week
first full week estimated at aronnd
Ke.ys: C (.Comedy),- D (Drama),
CD (Comedy-Drama) R (Revue), $10,500.
"Medea,'.r National (4th week) (DM (Musical) O (Operetta)
1,164; $4.80). Commands great busi"Allegro," Majestic (5th week) ness, and ancient Greek tragedy ex*
(M-1,695; $6). New season's costliest pected to span the season;: up last
production commands capacity, with week and approached $%,000 mark.
indications that the musical play will
"Man and Supenmn," Alvln (6th
extend into warm weather; ap- week) (CD-1,331; $4.80), Shavian re*
proached $49,000 level.
vival one of the strongest dr^aws on
"An Inspector Calls," Booth (4th Broadway; standees right along;
week) (D-712; $4.80).
Improved $31,500 quoted.
"Burlesque," Belasco (47th week)
somewhat, takings approaching .$14;Operating profit
$4.80).
000; goodly operation profit at that (C-1,077;
right along with estimated talungs
level.
"Annie Get Tour Gun," Imperial quoted nearly $16,000, should- ispalif
~
:

,

,

'

-

(79th week) (M-1,472; $6.60). Click- winter.
ATTRACTION
ing along to gro-sses close to $45,000,
which means around $500 from
Flaybonse (865; $4.80). Edith Piaf
standees alone.
'and several acts of imported French
"Born Testerday," Lyceum (94th troupe going out soon; figured to be
week) (C-993; $4.80). Top Shelf has a natural in Canada; quoted over
empties and Wednesday matinee a $13,000.
bit offish but excellent gross of
$18,500 again.

ADDED

"Brigaddon," Ziegfeld (36th week)
Like some other
$4.80).
first four

(M-1,628;

musicals with the same top
nights; this

one

Saturday,

selling

is

$6

Qark27G,Pya.;

on Friday^ and

out

all '.times;

$43,000.

'Mediiim' $20,500

"Command Deoisioa," Fulton (7th
week) (D-968; $4.80). Hardly any
deviation in pace and is established
as

drama

click; $21,500.

Me

Philadelphia; Noy. 18,,.
"Sweethearts," with Bobby. Clark,

-

Plymouth (83d went into high in the second week of
week) ,(B-1,075; $4.80). Has made a Its return engagement at the Forrest
great run of it for a type revne; to chalk up a rousing $27,500 last
slated luitil New Year's; up to around week, its last here. .Show gave an
"Call

Mister,"

-

'

Armistice Day matine'e-Iast we'ek in*
Royale (D- stead of the usual midweek afternoon
Presented by Nancy perforinance and did quite well.
1,035; $4.80).
Stern; written by Dorothy Gardner; Wednesday night and the end of the
$22,000 last weelc.
"Eastward in Eden,"

added
weeks

Broadway

to
in

Boston;

list

after

two weelt went

opened Tuesday

(18).

"Finian's Rainbow," 46th Street
(45th week) (M-1,319; $6). Strength
of draw such that this run musical
looks set for continuance into next
summer; $42,000; capacity plus.

"For Love or Money," Miller (2d
Climbed to
$4.80).
sells out on lower
regularly; upper floors somewhat light.
Birthday,"
"Happy
Broadhurst
(Sm week) (C-1,160; $4.80). With,

floor

National.
Second week looks even
stronger.
The Sliubert revival of "Firefly"

Bost. (17-29).

love,' Inspector,' 'Druid' Climb
Nearly all Broadway gro.sses furadvanced last week, which
started with an exceptional Monday
night (10), the eve of Armistice Day.
Recent entries which opened more
ther

week) (C-940;
around $14,000;

"Legend of Lo*"—Plymouth, Bost.
(17-29).

L. A. (17-22).

|

Tops An/Man^31i/2G, ledea 306,

yen for big musicals, "Song of Norway" rang up a hefty $30,000, at

is

(17-29).

89

B way Cmtinues Spurt; 'Allegro' 49G

with top reps from Norwegian em*
bassy present, plus town's natural
$4.80 'top, in its initial' stanza at the

"Lady Windermere's Fan"— Colonial, Bost.

Nim $30,000

FOR HRST WASH. WEEK

(17-22).

Chi.

•Mary Had' Big 13G, L.A.;

great gross; $44,000.

(25-29).

"Blackouts of

Baltimore,- Nov, 18.
at 8:30"
starting,

colo-

Guild-

$3.60)—Theatre

"Annie Get Your, Gun"-^hubert,

(17-22);

Chi. (17-29).

In 'Tonight' in Balto

(1,500;

esti-

American Theatre Society offering
was well liked and caught an estimated $23,000,' great considering

(27-29).

Grabs $23,000

Lawrence

Hub

Does

seat house had a $4.88 top,
highest lor the current season.
Hospitalization of Blackstone, in
Akron, O.," caused the cancellation
of his skedded one- week stand at
the American starting Sunday (16).
"The Red Mill" opens Monday (24)
for a two week engagement at a
1,700

"Tonight

m

'Showboat' Gets

'

HJ^CKSTONE OUT,

Gertie

236,

;

—

week)» Meeting

and getting top grosses, hefty

ers

It

Fnmcis-*State' U'/zG
In M'w'kee Despite Conv.
Milwaukee, Nov. 18.
Although 15,000 state teachers
convened.here last week, they didn't
spend their money on shows.

S|HkeJoiies$23,(KI0,aieva]ier$19<

tion Kevue,"

.

an excellent start last week talcings

went back

to

the $24,500 level, and

should play into the spring.
"Harvey," 48th St (160th week)
(C-902; $4.20). Piling up one of the
best runs in Broadway annals; laugh
play also getting great grosses out
of town; $17,000.

"High

Button

Shoes,"

Century

(7th week)
(M-1,670; $4.80). ThLs
musical one of the best grossers on
list and can't miss making real

the

profit; $42,000.
I Wonder," Hudson (GD-1,057; $4.80). Final and eighth week;

"How

stayed by the grace of theatre par-

around $12,000; "The Voice Of
moves here from Beck.
of 1948," Center (2.5th
$2.40). Skating revue among the best moneymEdcers;
varies in pace sometimes, then always skies around holidays; up to

ties;

the Turtle"

"loetime

week) (M-2,994;

/

solid capacity,

.

-

•

-

,

Big, also, was the musicil doubles
bill, "The Medium" and "The Telephone," clearing $20,500 in its second
and final week at the Walnut This
was a case where being on ATS sub-

.

scription helped.
i.
Not so good at the boxoffice was
the town's third active legit-^also a
musical, the Shubert revival ot

"The Firefly," which got
mostly disparaging notices and poor
word-of-mouth. ITianks to football
crowds at end of week and some
holiday boost Tuesday, "Firefly" man-

Friml's

aged

to hit close to $12,500.

This week finds three openings
with "Sweethearts" holding at .the
Pon'est. lAcust, dark for two weeks,.
has "I Remember Mama" in for four'
weeks. Star, Charlotte Greenwood^
is
a local favorite.
Shubert has
"Show Boat" revival, which has'
again elected to play out its originally-intended strin,^ of five weeks,
instead of cutting to four. Tliere. was
big advance except for last night's

a,

(Mon.) opening and tonight (Tues.),
The Walnut has "Streetcar Named
which got an advance buildup and had a strong advance sale.
Desire,"

It's on subscription but looks to be
one of those offerings which would
be a smash on itg own.
Walnut, by the way, has nothing
mentioned to follow "Streetcar,"
which is limited to a two weeks' stay.
Locust will be dark for a week after

"Mama," then gets a comedy tryout,
"Strange Bedfellows," opening Dec.
"John Loves Mary," Music Box 25. Same date is now also set for
week) (C-979; $4,80). Up with musical comedy tryout, "Bonanza
the field last week when takings Bound," at the Shubert. Another
well over $16,500; looks set through musical try-out is "Make Mine Manwinter.
hattan," Skedded for Dec. 23 at the"Music tn My Heart.r Adelphi Forrest.
(7th week) (0-l,434; $4.80). Operetta
Forrest has ''Angel in the Wings*
has been making operating profits, with the Hartmans, opening Monday
indications being .stay through the (24) for two weeks and then Ger-

$37 000.
(41st

winter; jumped materially to $32,000.
"O1<lahoma!', St. James
(249th

trude Lawrence in "Tonight at 8:30,"
also for two. Mask and Wig Club of
the Univ. of Penna,, -not being able
to get their annual musical show in
offering it at
at a midcity house,
Ervine Auditorium, big»capacity hall
on the college campus. It's called
"Juleo and Romiet^"- with a gag subtitle for radio-minded "1 Have a
Man in the Balcony, Doctor." Show
Basil Rathbpne, which meant $3,000 opens to public Friday (21) and runs
through Nov. 29, with three matinees.
l6SS<
"The Drnidl Circle," Morosco (4th Three tours, are skedded, longest to
week) (D-435; $4.8&). Better last take Wiggcrs out to Cincittnatt;
weekj when gross approximated Cleveland and Detroit.

week) (M-1,505;

$4.8Q).

Had dipped

recently but better last wiek, when
the run leader went around $22,000;
prontabie at the figure.
Heiress,"
Biltmore
(7th
"The
wk.) (D-920; $4.80), Pace is capacity,
around $22,500, but one performance!
missed through wrist fracture of

).<!

,

.

.
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Town

Plays Out of
The Honse of
Bernarda Albs
Hollywood, Nov.

13.

Pelldan 'Prbductlon of drama In three acts
Federico GareUt Jjorca. Ti'imsIatUiii Xvy

\ty

Bichard O'Connell and Jamefi Graham IjUjati:
DitoctEd by Vliidiinlr SoltoIofC; sottings, Eugene Tjourio;; coHluine.'j, Kate Drain
Xawson; music composed (>y Darius Mllliaiid.
Opened at Coronet, Hollywood, Nov.
.

a», '47;
t'riarta

$3.00 top.

Bertha CarlKsle
.Mary Servoss
.Marian Beeler
Helen Freeman
Kutit Sanderson
....MarJorie Nelson
...Vrances Key
..,.Ona Munson

Ponola.
JBeggaf

Woman

Beroarda Alba
AngnstiaB.
Magdalena,
Amelia

.....if
.'

Mattit'iO
AiJeIa...<>

.

...

. . . . .

,

Anne Muir
Gertrade W. Hoffmann
Maria Josefa
Pradencia ............. Mary Kedtern Brown
"Women in M-ourning.:
Carol 8atl)o)m
Bhea Ooodnian
Anne Pearce
Sonia Rlfltln
•Beulah Hubbard... ......Phyllis Barsman
Joyca Bomney
Rose Pwlmatt
Vlda Aldana
JuUa Kent
,

with her position, screaming to the
world and to herself that her
daughter "died a virgin."
The Lorca script is a potent piece
of stagecraft and an extremely absorbing drama.
Opening night of the current production was marked by extreme
i;a.ses of nervousness and somewhat
spotty direction. \n>ere is no reason
to believe however, that the kinks
cannot be ironed out.
Ona Munson's vividly bitter performance is the standout of the evening. Close on her heels are Anne
Muir, with a finely shaded interpretation of the daughter driven to
Sanderson, with a
suicide; Ruth
portrayal of the eldest
realistic
daughter; and Helen Freeman, whose
domineering Bernarda suffered from
unevenness at the opener. Gertrude
W. Hoffmann, making her professional legit bow at 76, scored strongly
as the crazed ^ grandmother.

for the guy--an unmitigated, egotist
who tells the gal she's the one for
him solely because she's the only
person he's met who can inspire
him to do things that will make him

The charges against critics are many.... they know nothing and will
not learn. ...but.,., that they have power, all sides will agree..,, the
quality- is main- effect of their dissent? is something like a left jab by Joe Louis, ...yet. ...
by writing that at- an increasing percentage of the audience buys ticjcets at' the advice of

Static

offstage.

tained through

tempts to develop character by
lengthy explanations, instead of lettins the people grow as the plot
builds, and by direction that nails
protagonists to one. spot for interminable sermonizings.
Further militating against clarity
are liberal quotations from Ibsen,
Keats and Santayana. tossed in to
give the hash a literary flavor. Visually disconcerting are the elevator
heels that several of the male peasJWifce,
ants wear.

:

. . . .

,

. . .

.

.

translation r^ecreates in
pbtent picture of
neurotic' women in a house exploding
with repression and frustration;
Bemarda is the matriarch, stern,
Unbending,' a stickler for the tradiV
tions and amenities which she re.

,

The Village

acta (10 Bcenes), ivritten
the producers.
Stars
.Tames A. Parker and Malla Powers., Settings and costnmes, Kills Harbour, Ann
Hyde, Adole Poulos; Musical direction,
Stevn @. Michaels,
Opened at WilshireBbell, LiOS Angeles, Nov, -13, '4T; f3.<iO top.
Vaslllhl
Marie Rolierts
DJmltlra, ..,.............> : .Helen Vallalne
Oeorjfia ...
. Marguerite
Merle
Byron Barouttl
.James A. Faricer
David. Xjovewfong;
.Neville Brand

^

.

^

.".

,

:

five

daughters care

little

Mama
Sophia

. ;

Malla Powers

..i.,.,,... :.Billy Gray
Baroutti. .............. .Nancy Jolley'
.>,.......... PesBy Tyler

Johnny.

But the

'.

tor tradition. Neither does Bernar- Papa. Baroutti
da'^ crazed mother, who spends most Michael
of her time locked in an upstairs Bartender

Don Ripps
David Stollery IH
John Tfiimis
Johnny Walker
Harbour
liilila
.Johnny Walker
i

.

room. Each craves love and affec- Harvas, the killer
Mannoulil Baroutti
tion, two qualities that have been Priest'.
shut out of the' house by the physical
barriers of .thick walls and barred;
"The Village in My Heart" is dewindows and the mental; block im- scribed
by its authors, as a play with
posed by the icy, overbearing Ber- a message.
"reaching out to all
;'
narda.
people, embracing the codes of the
Within a few days^ the submerged universe,,
reducing wisdom to the
hatreds and cravings burst out into
grace of Nature."
Only lesson it
the open as the family finds" living
teaches, however, Is that nobody can
with itself becoming increasingly start a play at 8:30, wind it at 12:30
liCnbearable, One of the townsmen,
a.m. and expect it to be a success.
ne'ver seen' on stage in this allToo many customers have to catch
woman drama, pays court to' the the
last
bus: Overlength is
oldest
ugliest
and richest not justWilshire
(39),
opening-night quirk, it
daughter.
Bernarda agrees to the should be an
added. No amount of docmarriage but two of the other toring could save this juvenile ofclaughters have their «yes. on the
fering, which strives to be JSaroysame manl Despite the puritannical anesque and succeeds only in being
restrictions of the household, one of
grotesque.
the girls manages to give herself to
Exhibit, 25th put on in Los Anher sister's prospective bridegroom. geles
by N. P; Demos and John
Another sister, mildly crippled and Tsimis,
is
notable for incredibly
violently bitter, wishes she could.
play writing that leans
j e j e u n e
The iifevitable tragedy is not long heavily
on such .mots as "What am I
In coming. Yearning and wild fear
saying?"
and "What's going on
'.^f^ned by Bei:narda's wild encourhere?"; direction that stresses the
agement of the monstrous torture of lighting
of cigarets and pouring of
an over-amorous townsgirl drive drinks as though they were brand
the" "sinning" daughter to the rope.
new dramatic devices; amateurish
And the smashing denouement finds acting;
offstage phonograph backBemarda shaken but still obsessed grounding
of the "big" scenes with
such warhorses as "Moonlight Sonata" and "Clair de Lune," and the
,

•

.'

'

'

—
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THEATRICAL FABRICS
for

(COSTUMES
PRAPERIES

STAGE CURTAINS
Miihcirdn) tuppliet every Fabfic

for leading

ttMd
Broadway produetiont and

Hallywood

tludiof.
••Tin

liSit

WmT 4<th

CHICAGO
6

E.

Lake

St.

Htuw

N«w York
lOS ANGELES

Slr«tt.

L.

A.

provide

the

immediate,

morning-after'

effect

on

destiny, •..*':

Nichols' composite of "the 'Nirie Cold Men' is that he is in his middle
40's, has one wife and a fraction of a child. Some critics have been married more than once, for thfe first choice cannot take evening after evening
of the theatre; and perhaps luckily not all critics reproduce themselves
his background is newspaper work rather than academic scholarship and
since he works for a newspaper, that is sound. .. He would rather praise
,

a play than denounce

it.

i

...

'

:

U...-...:-,:

...

.....Kllen-Cobb

Nome Kennedy. ........... .'Virginia Smith
..BiUie Lou Watt
ILiOUtie. her daughter
Frank Farr. ........... .Gordon McfDonald
Klondike Kennedy. .... .Edward H. Hoblns
.Bruce Adams
The Ragtime Kid...
Don Kennedy
An Attendant.
Sheriff Andy Wade...
Leland Harris
.

.

,

It's

thumbs down on"Legend of

woman

affair.

When Miss Amos

is

offstage the proceedings are on the
dull side. She plays Lou, former
Alaskan dance hall girl, now a rich
and respected S^n Francisco society

queen.

She has built up the legend of a
dead husband whose picture has the
place of honor over the mantel. Her
is running for mayor but skeletons start rattung in thc^amily closet
son

when Lou's daughter, a strip tease
dancer, returns with, teen-age daughter but

no wedding

certificate.

"Eastward in Eden," which opened at the '>Royale this week (18), is 'the
second stopgap booking into that house, which will get "Medea," highgrossing drama at the National, Dec. 15. After the withdrawal of "Our
Lan'" from the Royale, "Trial Honeymoon" followed and flopped out
fast.'-

"Eden" drew a strong press in Boston but business was disappointing,
with the result that John Hay CJock) Whitney, one of the backers, is reported to have .lent more money to the "Hub to meet the payroUi He is
a kin of Beatrice Straight, play's femme lead, who is of Theatre, Inc, as
is Nancy Stern, :who makes her Broadway bow as product of "Eden."
"Medea" is drawing virtual capacity grosses of $29,000 and better but
when it moves to the ROyale, possible takings will be approximately
$5,000 less" because of the difference in hous.e capacities. Howeverj the
management figured the 4Sth street berth more advantageous for a ruti
engagement.

New Opera Co.'s revival of "Topaze" is due into rehearsals next week,
illness of Oscar Karlweis. Contracts
given the cast included the usual provision for the play's start, which
actually will be considerably 'after the stipulated date. Ordinarily salaries would have been payable for a number of weeks, but the players
relinquished such claims, with no objection from Equity. Karlweis Will
play the schoolmaster part, originated by Frank Morgan. Other leads are
Helen Bonfils and Clarence Derwent, latter appearing in the same part
he played when the show was originally presented on Broadway. Benn
Levy's adaptation of Marcel Pagnol's French original has been rewritten
by Leo IVUttler, who will stage the revival.
show having been delayed by the

Then

Klondike, 'thes dead husband, appearJohn Golden and Sam Jaffe, co-chairmen of the N. Y. Equity Library
ing after years in Jail, reveals they
were never married, and it looks like Theatre program, are urging critics this year to attend final instead of
curtains for the son's candidacy. opening performances of its shows, Claim that 500 jobs were found for
Loii's efforts to get married and \sr talent in .past four years, and that ELT performances are peculiarly a
galize the children comprise the rest marketplace for directors and actors to be seen by agents and managers.
of the slim plot. They play never Hence desire to show off talent to best advantage.
seems to get started, and the plot,
Season opened Monday (17) with "Anna Christie" at the Guild for th«
situations and dialog are all stilted.
Jewish piind with show running through tomorrow (Thurs.).
Except for Miss Amos, the cast has
.

worlt with and

thereby
handicapped, fidward H. Robins garners some laughs for his rough-andready interpretation of Klondike.
Lyle Talbot has a conventional role
as the son, but he has one good scene
in the second act when he learns he's
illegitimate. The rest of the time it's
merely a case of prancing around the
stage. Virginia Smith plays the" strip
tease dancer but she keeps fully
clothed while demonstrating ker
^'art."
Emory S. Richardson, Wallis
little to

is

Understood .that Equity will again waive Its membership requirement
_
for Brock Pemberton, the producer, Who will play the lead in '-Harvejr"
Sunday (2S), when a benefit performance for the Stage Relief Fund will
be played: He was exempt last summer when appearing in the comedy
for one week at the Barter theatre, Abingdon, Va. However, if
Pemberton makes any further appearances in "Harvey," it's a cinch he'll have to
join the actors Union.

Two radio publicity specialists for legit Shows are listed by the agents
and managers union, Russell Pierce, who represents Theatre Guild BroadGordon McDonald, Bruce way attractions, and Maxine Keith, who has "Command Decision" and
and EUen-Cobb Hill are "Music in My Heart."
others In the cast who do the best
eye-shocking „clash of hideous cos- they can under the circumstances.
Melville Burke has succeeded in
tumes against even more hideous
that she is childless, having lost her
creating a fairly fast pace considersettings.
only oAspring at birth, places' her
Physieal Conditioner, licensed
Plot concerns a young man who ing static quality of the plajr. Tony somewhat in disfavor with
certain
returns to his native land, a small Reveles' living room setting is okay. church heads, including Brigham
Masseur, Graduate ChiropraePlay
only
has'
acts-^one
two
too
Mediterranean island, to. try to find
Young, whose ambitions are toward
many.
Klep.
the happiness he has sought unsuceventual church leadership,
ior, Naturopaili
cessfully
in
Amerioa."
He gets
"Heart" is' based on the Eleanor
tangled up with a shepherdess who's
Pryor novel, "And Never Yfeld." In
disliked by the villagers, giving
adapting the theme to -dramatic
them her loyalty although they conusuage. Miss Smith has contributed
demn her; Things work out all
smooth-flowing dialog. which offers
former Boxinir CliamiUon
right for them after a plot maze into
interesting sidelights on Mormon
which the writers have tried futilely
tenets. This is especially true of a
226 W*st 42ndl Street
Firsi. in Heart
to weave an adventure story, love
second act, in which the distaff mem(Yale Drama Department)
story, comedy, mystery and some of
Btt 7th and 8l1i Avn., N. Y. 18, N. Y.
bers voice opinions on plural marthe season's most sodden philosophiNew Haven, Nov. 12.
riage. Plot includes romantic and
Hours; 1-6 and by Appointment
cal maunderings.
Yale Department ot Drama production of comedy, as well
as dramatic, sein three nets by Betty Smith, based
Special Appolnt'iiients at Your Home
No sympathy whatsoever is stirred drama
on the novel, 'And Never S ield, " by Elea- quences.
Suite 308
CHIcIterlng 4-C629
nor Pryor. Directed by Friiiilc McMulian. ^ Frank McMuUan, who gained disSetting, William Bckart; costuraes^ Joan tinction as director of "Measure for
Fcldman! liKhOng, Harvey Smith. Opened Measure" at the
Stratford-On-Avon
at Yale Univ. theatre. New Haven, Nov. 12.
drama festival in the summer of 1946,
•47,
Clark,

Adams,

•

Arthur Oleary

tr Strvict"

1113 So.

Grace, his daughter.

Lou," for there's, nothing more painful than a humorless comedy, liaughs
are few and far between in this one,
although puth Amos does yeoman
Robert Kendall woisk in. holding audience interest.'
James Hicitman In factj the play develops into a one^

.

tradition.

My Heart

drama in two
and directed by

gards as more important than life.
Widowed as the play opens, she returns from funeral, services to announce to her five grown daughters Nlok. .
that they-, face iia et(^t-yeai; period Achllleii..
of mourning iit jceeping 'vsrith. the old Maria

.

in

Los Angeles, Nov.l4.
N. P. Demos and John Tsimis production
of

,

newspapers' which

. .

i

.

English Lorca's

friends.
"Critics never can be wrong, of course, but they can be overruled by
the tradepaper Variety keeps
that other judge, which is the public
what it calls a boxscore on the reviewers. The critics dislike this intensely,
as it puts a commercial appraisal on criticism, but it does prove that as
an individual no critic is 100% in line with the final decision of the public. Even the winner of this boxscore usually is about 10% off. Or, to
put it more delicately, the public is 10% off. . .it is the nine Manhattan,

'.•.

'

.

consciousness; And the crisp prose of
the Eiohard O'Connell-James Gra-

Stiiff-^Legit

identifiable peasants who've come
to fill their water jugs giving long
explanations about what's transpiring

Eugene Lourie's basic single set,
Last in the late Federico Garcia converted easily into two others, is
The Legend of Lou
Lorca's rjrilogy on unhappy women highly effective. Kate Drain LawWilmington, Nov. 14.
is a powerful, though sombre piece son's costuming is a bit :too authenHall Shelton production of comedy in two
In
"Alba,"
character
delineation.
for the unfamiliar wardrobe is
tic,
of
by Stephen Gross. Directed by Melville,
The original acts
the Spanish poet and playwright has a trifle contusing.
Burke. Settingr, Tony Koveles. Opened at
penned a sharp indictment of upper score by Darius Milhaud is eerily Playhouse, Wtimingtop, Nov. 14; '4T, at *a
class mores in his native land. It's a appropriate.
top.
.Emory S. RiohardBOii
.....
i
likely bet for Broadway.
"Alba" is by no means light the-, SJzra,
Ldu.^.
,,«..^,.;r. ..Rutli Amos
In a country of hard.- working peas- atre. But it is exciting, vigorous and ReVv
Tom Piowerton
Maurice Manson
Kap.
ants' and laborers, "The 'House of memorable.
.Tim Parr.,......i....;.......'WaIliS Clark
Dawson Kennedy.
.Lyie Talbot
'.Bemarda Alba" stands as a citadel
Natalie Benisch
Clara,
his
wite
self-righteousness
classof smug'
and
Hill

ham Lujan

hside

In the N. Y. Times magazine Sunday (16) Lewis Nichols, vet staffer
James A. Parker and
immortal.
crltiQS entitled "The Nine Cold
Malla Powers, playing the lead roles, of the daily, contributed an article on
display a remarkable proficiency at Men of Btoadway." The subtitle stated: VThere are some who hold them
in contempt for dissenting opinions." An accompanying sketch by Al
remembering their tangled lines.
Irritating opening scene is the tip- Hirscbfeld caricatured the reviewers as Broadway's "supreme court."
off.
Set in a forest clearing, it's The critics "always will be on Broadway, make no mistake about that.
played entirely in darkness, with un- They never will go away,' like bad dreams drifting elsewhere in the dawn.

S».

.'

BACK IN AMERICA
AFTER 10 YEARS

Cast; Otlve Atldnson, Addison Powell,
Ellene Crawley, John Sydow, BIdon Elder,
Malissa Chllds, Robert Corcoran, Tflcott
Glapp, D'ean K. Craig, .lames W. Andrews,
Paul Alter, Doris Jones, Wpary Forrest,
Rtjth Schell, Elaine Bullis, Claire Sheridin,
Catherine
iMai-tln,
Martha Richardson,
Marlllyn Barlter, Margaret GoodwiUie, Gertrude Km£(,
Margaret lodwards, Anna
Syarse.

LEICHNER

oak, has

AVAILABLE ONLY AT
MAKE-UP #2DAV'C FOR STAGE
SPECIALISTS VlllMT
9 AND SCREEN

NEW YORK

FOR SALE
Summer

Theatre in Maine tor
Sale to Settle Estate

hoeatvH la vacation resort an4 boyo'
and glrlH' suntmer camp area.
Fully ciinlpped, 60 circuit kwUcIi
board,
workshop, 'tcenerr, planoni
propR, «tc.
Also ndjoliiing property wH li residence
nnil coitageg Ideal for roloiiy.

.

MAKE-UP
•

numerous other parts giving opportiinity to many Eli thesps to do
Betty Smith, whose "Tree Grows creditably.
An old-fashioned kitchen
Brooklyn" was a literary and film setting
and an array of colorful cosnow planted a sapling in the tumes are
of professional standard.
legit field. It's doubtful if this can
Bone.
be developed to towering proportions, but It does promote enough interest to warrant consideration beyond, its present experimental stage.
in Rehearsal
Script could make an acceptable film
'*"I>ook Ma, I'm Dancing"—George
as a dramatic saga of the early career
of Mormonism. It is the author's first Abbott.
play, incidentally, since she hit the
'"Make
Mine
Manhattan"
"
Joliterary bullseve with "Tree
Dated about '1840, at the time of the seph Hyman.
Mormon exodus from Illinois, the
"Gentleman From Athens"— Marplay concerns the adoption of polyg- tin Gosch and Eupice
Healey.
amy by the Latter Day Saints, and
"Galileo"
Charles Laughton (for
the rebellion of one of the women
against the practice. Plot revolves Experimental Theatre).
around Linsey Wills, wife of Nathan
WillSi Mormon merchant. The iact
Musicol.
in

WORLD FAMOUS THEATRICAL

1695 BROADWAY AT 53rd STREET

has staged the production interestingly. The three leading roles are
competently played by Olive Atkinson, as the heroine, Linsey; Addison
Powell, as her husband, Nathan, and
Ellene Crawley, as his additional
wife, Ruth.' John Sydow does well in
the Brigham Young role. There are

Shows
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61
which is; now publishing. Philadelphia Record has never resumed,
The Sterns previously published
papers in Rhode Island and Ohio,
and for a time' owned and published
tTie U. Y. Post during their Philly
per,

AG-RH s FiTj^ Hiiimiim Cwtract
To Be Gwde

for Otho' PuUishers

minimum basic contract for
publishinfi will be signed this

FirvSt

took

or next week by the Authors- Guild
find Random House. Meanwhile, the
,

a
negotiating
already
Bomewhat similar pact with Houghton Mifflin and will next work
with
Reynal
&
agreements
out
Hitchcock, DoubJeday and Harpers.

Puild

is

.

House

Random

which

contract,

the book, etc.) and the dontract
reverts to him. If the publisher, or
his receiver, sells the physical properties, the contract reverts to the
author, .
All disputes between parties to
this contract must be arbitrated. The
Contract is for a minimum' ot one
year, and may be reopened lor renegotiation by either party there.

has been in negotiation about a year,
contains the iollowing points:
The publisher has exclusive book
publication rights ift the English
and Canada.
language in the U,
He has similar rights in the British
Empire, if he makes a lease within
has
non-exclu18 months, He also
sive rights' in other countries, but
these may be withdrawn for any
specific country if he does -not set a
lease Within three years.
Copyright is to be in the author's
name, unless be requests that it be in
the putJlisher's ,(in case the author
This is a
is using a pseudonym).
reverse of previous practice. In case
of libel suit, author and publisher
share the cost of defense, except if
the suit is lost the author must pay
In case of copyright -suit,
all costs.
they may share the cost and judgment or one may elect to do so.
The publisher gets an option of the
author's next book, at mutu^illy
agreesttle terms, to be reachfid with-

after.

•

.

By Frank

Young Stern Ssi currently in Hollywood working on script of his re-

a

Ghi Dailies-Printers Stymie
Negotiations between the Chicago

Newspaper Publi.'shers Assn. and Local 16 of the Chicago Typographical
Union broke down last week, following rejection of the publishers' pro-

i

I

,

ever the showman gets time to complete them. The surrealist -artist has
tentatively okayed the illustrations
job,

•

S&S

Set for. May publication by
is
"Adventures of Herbie Bookbinder," by Herman Wouk, who
wrote the radio ad novel, "Aurora
Dawn." The new work deals with a
boy growing up in the Bronx. Due
next March is "The Perfect Pitch,"
by radio orch conductor David
Broekman and deals with musicians

a.^edfied time.
The pubHsher agrees to continue
i-oyalties, which are
figured on -retail price. .(There is no
set royalty scale, but in general,

in,

paying present

'

.

fonts to misspaces,

is

now doing

the

of Local

•

day workers to get $102.60
hour week as against the

16 call for
for a 32J/4

current $85,50 for 36% hours; $112.86
for night workers as against $91; and
$117.86 for lobster shift workers instead of $91 for a 30-hoUr week.
Pl-izc to

'

Walter MacDonald

Walter MacDonald, N. Y. WorldTelegram reporter, was awarded a

'-

Omttalked Levant?
to a point unknown elsewhere In show business, others showed
admiration of Godowsky in beautiful ways. 'One of. these was
Vladimir de, Pachraartn, who gabbed as well and played better than Oscar
Levant De Pachmann would come on stage at a concert and if Godov(rsky.
were anywhere in the audience de Pachmann would! ignore everybody
from royalty to the geeks in the gallery. He would walk over instead to
a point nearest Godowsky, bow before the master and. then return to the

Modest

their

includes newspaper

men

or former

who

worked on Gotham
25 or more years ago.

scribes
dailies

piano to play.
One time Godowsky came backstage to exchange amenities, and as the
still applauding de Pachmann, ho tried to pull 'Godowsky oiut
for a bow.' A: sm^U man, Godowsky fought like a wildcat and even managed to get out of his coat. De Pachmann walked on the .stage carrying
the rent garment.
^'I couldh't.. bring you the ma.ster," he explained, "so I bring yiiu: hjs

MacDonald's prize .stemmed from

revisions.

his series of

Carroll-Bach's

some

World-Telegram

New Mag

maladministration

crowd was

articles in the

,^0

revealing

New

in

alleged

York

Sidney Carroll, longtime staffer
City's Welfare Dept.
for Esquire-Coronet, and manager of
their Hollywood office,'is ea.sing off
on his sort of freelance assignment "Year in American Music" a Must
As a chronicle of our musical
in order to concentrate (Jn founding
a ne-w monthly magazine of jthe slick times, as well as a reference book
type in association with Julian Bach, for mu.sicians and musical organizapreviously been beyond reach betions, "The Year in American Music"
Jr. Latter was an assistant editor of
cause they dealt with the regular
Life for eight years and authored (Allen, Towne & Heath) is a^'mast."
book publishers.)
Control of such
The book is edited by Julius Bloom,
"America's Germany" recently.
rights as microfilm, braille, etc., is
When Carroll came back from the director of Brooklyn Institute of
left with the publisher, with income
South Pacific and Bach from the Arts & Sciences. In diary-like form,
to be split 50-Sa
^
ETO, both were hit with the thought it lists music events of the 1946-47
Control of such rights as foreign that there was a field for a new seasoh). bringing' in background malaufiuage, first serial
tmagazins^, slick, combining the best featuros'of terial^ bios, anecdotes^ significant
second serial (newspaper), dramatic, the old Vanity Fair and Smart Set. data. It is the first such volume to
radio and television, is at the option They are now engaged in getting co.ver the music world fully and
of the author, with the latter get- "Project 1,'' as it is called, ready for readably.
In addition to the season survey,
ting S0% of the income.
a first dummy) Which should be at
the book. has indexed data on symph
Clause covering film right was lea:^t six months hence.
orchs, opera companiesj recordings,
outlined in last week's Vawety. In
awards, etc.
general, it recognizes the publisher's
Major Defers to a Gen.
right to share in the proceeds, but
Maj. Barney Oldfield, former WarExpands
limits the amount to 15%.
ner Bros, flack and ex-VARiUTV niugg
Effective Monday U7), the New
In case of bankruptcy or terftiina- now -with the Army's Public InforYork newspaper PM, increased its
tion of contract,' the author may pay
mation Service, finds the service is
a "reasonable" sum for the physical still good for an occasional surpi-i.so. page size to 1,000 lines, With five 200property (that is, plates, copies of Returning to the Pentagon Bldg., line columns, instead of its previous
875-line page. The new size is the
Washington, after 45 days' and 10,000
same as the usual tabloid.
miles touring with the Turkish MiliNew advertising rates have also
tary Mission, he discovered workers
been set.
-removing his office furnishings.
On the verge of beefing, Oldfield
f

I

Souvenirs"

.

,

"Tucker's People,"

"Among My

fore her time.
Jack Benny gets a lot ot laughs out of being only 38. Dagmar played
in pictures with Valentino. They are now celebrating the 21st anniversary
of V's death. But if Dagmar meets anybody from that period she has to
be told all about them. Jack Paar, "America's now, young humorist,"
wouldn't really know about Valentino firsthand because at that time his
clothes were made that way, but Dagmar is sld epough to know better.
Most of the things that happened between Dagmar and Pa were before
my time, but the. ones I remember were for his book, not hers. Here was
a genius without showmanship, a guy who in a day when concert pianists
played either like blacksmiths or acrobats, could sit down in his quiet"
way and play as a mother might croon °Iull<ibies to a beautiful baby.
One arrangement of his alone, "Alt Wicn," has always, seemed to me
to give the whole thousand years of a beautiful city's history in a few
bars. It lias all the laughter and tears of a dead Vienna,
I frequently have to have my lip decurled at Max Facto'r's whenever
producers express themselves at a lo.ss for goodf stories. Not only is
Leopold Godowsky a great story in himself but his '^Old Vienna^' is, -too,
as the musical theme of a great picture; and it hasn't been stolen yet.

.

215,000 wotds,' or 750 manuscript
pages. Au-lhor, who previously wrote

,

Cue:'

name and many, semi-name working in Hollywood.
scroll and a $100 bond by the Society
writers get a straight 15% and other-s
S&S also has a new novtfl by Ira of Silurians, a newsmen's organizaget 10% on the first 2,500 copies, and Wolfert,
tentatively
titled
"The tion which held its 48th siemi-annual
15% on all ov^r SvOOO copies.)
Cave," the story 'of a Navy v>ilot dinner Saturday (15) at the 'N. Y.
Roy allies Split
wrecked on a Pacific isle. It will run Athletic Club. Society's membership

Royalties from book club sales
(Book-of-the-Month Clubi etc.) to be
split 50-50 between author and publisher.
Other quantity sales at discount (such as to news iobbers> readying circles, remainder sales, etc.) pay
royalties on thfe wholesale price.

.

She would appreciate it if I could refresh her memory. What memory?
Every time you mention anything- further back than- 10 years ago that
doesn't remember. Ten years ago was ber

most

.

i

«*«»

>

dame looks vacant-eyed. She

•

Wage and hour demands

Scully,

Riviera, Cal., Nov. 15,
While paging through Life's lu.sciou.s layout of liie French Riviera as
body of, international blackmarketcers surrounded by practically nude
bathers and commimist mayors, I wa.s Interrupted by a special delivery
airmail letter. It was from Dagmar Godowsky. The first pages iftdi<iated
nothing of special deliverance but along toward the end I read:
"And now for a big favor. I am working on my bookj 'Two Husbands
Ago,' and would appreciate it if you would refresh my memory about incidents and things which happened to Pa, me, etc. I really would be ever
so grateful if you would scribble a few lines as soon as possible. As I
may' fly to Paris and the Riviera next week on one of those new
.sleeper clippers, will you please address your letter 'Attention Secretary'
so ttiat she can have the material on file"?'*
Let's take this thing apart, line by line. She is working on her book,
"Two Husbands Ago.'! Fifteen years ago she was working on that book
and it was called "Between Husbands." She's talking that book more,
and writing it less, than Van Vechten's "Life and Works Of Peter Whiffle."

cent book, "Francis," for the next
eight weeks.
Stern Sr,i worked in
the biz office of the Seattle Star
about 40 years ago.

It is emphasized that the above
terms are wiinimitm and do not limit posal that central issues be decided
any author's light to/ insist upon by the exec board of the Chicago
more favorable terms or- cpnditions. iPederation of Labor.. Union demands
In fact, it is well known that many include posted conditions of emtop writers regularly get better ployment, a contract cancellable by
terms, according to their bargaining either party upon 60 days' notice,
wage boosts and shorter hours.
power.
Meanwhile, the six Chicago dailies
have been badgered by slowdowns
Dali-ing With the Rose
and other composing room troubles.
Salvador Dali is to do the illusThe Sunday (16) edition of the Suntrations for the Billy Rose book,
Times hit the stands two and one"Pitching Horseshoes," which Simon
half hours late, while the Chicago
& S.chuster has skedded for its late Tribune was forced to omit 3,025
spring list. Volume will be a collecclassified ads.
"Kup's Column" in
tion^ of Rose's best columns, some
the Sun-Times contained no less
enlarged and others rewritten, whenthan 15 typo's, ranging from wrong

,

SCULLY!S SCRAPBOOK

I

Record days.

Income from reprint deals con-

tinues to be split 90-50, but the publisher may not make a deal without
the -authors consent.
(This gives
the Guild -a lever in future dealings
With the reprint houses, -which have

coat;':;'-

'

•

pianos."

'

.

,

a warm and wonderful father to a diversely talented family.
he hadn't done .so much work for Dagmar and even- shilled for her
husband till he got Carl Laemmlc f;o Rive the guy $1,500 a week, it

He was
It

fir.st

is

possible Dagmar would liave become a greater actress herself.
But when things went wrong for her. Pa was always available, and in
Dagmar and Ms became a pair of -Riviera playgirls, while Pa
all over the world and cabled dough to them to play

later years

pounced those keys
around with.

-

"Cagnes" Means Female Dog

How devoted he was to that Godowsky clan I retnember to even
ridiculous lengths. One time Dagmar, Ma and Pa had bought tickets for
the Train Bleu from Nice for Paris. At luncheon he heard me telliBg
about Cagnes Sur Mer, a medieval hilltown where Renoir lived, about
half way between Nice and Cannes. Young Americaild's like George
Antheil, Theodore Pratt, Hilarc Hiler, Bob Brownj' Kay. Boyle, Abe: <Linc)
'
Gillespie and Harold Titus lived there.Couldn't Dagmar and
talce the irain at Nice and he catch up with
them at Cannes? he wanted to know.
Mme. Scully thought it was possible if we hurried.
Then he suddenly made a staggering discovery.
"We must hurry!" he cried. "Dagmar, and
are on the train
.

A

,

.

©ne for Duffy's Tavern
Yascha Paii once reminded me of the time Godowsky was listening
piano-mover tell how hai'd his job was.
After bellyaching for some time the heaver asked. Godowsky, "What
do you do for a living?"
"I move audiences'' said Godowsky, "and' that's harder than moving

to a

PM

Ma

,

:

.

:

,

.

Momma

ancj I have their tickets!"
So we cut to the chase. We tore down the mountainside and galloped
CHATTER
madly toward' Cannes to reach there before the Train Bleu could overcalmed when he saw the name-plate
Joe Laurie, Jr., "sold a piece on take us.
going up over his old daoi\ It read:
Just after we passed Antibes, of course, the inevitable happened. We
"Genci^al of the Armies John J. Per- "Stage Mothers" to Esquire.
Arch Oboler says "Bennett Cerf blew out a tire. Godowsky became frantic, I assured him that" trains
shing,"
can use 'Happy Holiday' for a Bae- were never on time and even after we had changed the lire we'd got
Webster's Boir B.O.
deker tof bordellos but the absolutely him there on time.
But he hopped around as if he had been stung by a hornet. So I flagged
final
title of my first novel is 'Ply
Representing a .iiSOe.OOO investment,
a passing coniiori and asked the driver if he would "take the greatest livRandom House's "The American with a Cherub'."'
ing pianist to the Cannes station. It was a high truck, ;>o Alice and I had
Elinor Green, Simon & Schuster
College Dictionary" is due to hit tlie
to hoi.st him to the seat. Then we returned to change the tire.
promotion
manager,
is appearing on
stalls about the end of the month.
In a minute Godow.sky came running back to the car.
Reportedly three years in the mak- "Piinier for Parents" Wednesday
"I forgot Dagmar's copy. of the Sunday Times," he explained
nights on WNEW, New York, to reing, the tome has been prepared wif h
W-e reached into the backseat and bundled him .off with the bundle of
view cl-iildren'.s books.
the assistance of a large Kloup of
old news. He turned and trotted back to the ti'uck. We hoisted him- up
Henry
Morgan,
radio
curcomic
Aniel-ican educators whose names fill
rently starring in"So This Is New again and off they went.
'

say$:

,

enjoyed Hccht's gath-

'I

much as I could
etijoy someone else's
erings as

,

comedy .Youluckypeoplel"

.some 12 pages of the
matter.

books

front

Sterns Acquire Seattle Daily

By

ANDREW HECHT

Introduction by

David ("Tommy") Stern. 3d. is the
main stockholder of a syndicate that
has just bought the plant and equip-

BOB HOPB

A

riotoua tour of the dizzy film
capital; 1001 racy, hilarious anec.

ment
Group

dotea about what makes Hollywood't (tars, starlets, directors

li.shing

HERSHflELD.

1

mil

hookaton;

the defunct Seattle Star.
incoi-porated in the state of

$3.00

OROSSET » DONLAF,

N. Y.

Pub-

Co.

will figure in
I

I

At

is

Deal brings back into the newspaper field the aggressive Stern family,
as it's likely Stern's father.'J. David,

wonderfully funny drawings by
IiBO

of

Washington as the Northern

and directbrlets tick'-click-^and
Brimming with names,
stories, sly observations, and
packed with laughs. Dozens of
sick.

the setup.

The

elder

Stern was publisher of the Philadelphia Record until its shutdown a few
mo»th9 ago following a Newspaper
Guild strike. His son was publisher
of the Record-owned Camden (N. J.)
Courier-Post, which shut down at
the same .time. The Philadelphia
Bulletin bought the two properties,
and has since sold the Camdcb pa-

York" at .Enterprise Pictures is mulling an offer to write a daily column
for unnamed syndicate,

Ju'.st

we

as

finished the

tire-changing the

train

whizzed, by.

Twenty

minutes later we pulled into the .station and tliere was Godowsky walking up <md down, waiting for the controller to let him aboard.- We
laughed and said goodbye again.
"That man Mencken'balls the Mayo
Before (be A-Bomb
Clip ic docs chiropractors, in notes to
Not long: after this Alice, Godowsky and 1 were sitting in a Russian
me, but I wonder if that isn't his restaurant in Paris and discussing the terrific
tempo of life in our time
subtle way of plugging for Johns and how hard it was for the. most civilized of men to keep up with the
Hopkins." indites A.shton Stcven.s.
'
::.'
c-han,ges.
At a Hear.st foreign executive ediGodowsky was particularly concerned with the way inventions were
tors' confab in N. Y.. Louella O. cascading down on mankind, making him feel
as if he were perpetually
Parsons "agented" Bob Hope into going over Niagara in a barrel.
doing a daily cable report on the
A few weeks after this, while I was in the American ho.spital on a reCommand Performance, the Big pair .iob I got a call from Dagmar. She was heartbroken, and was telling
Wedding in London, etc.
mc in strictest confidence the -tragedy which had befallen Pa.
The mechanization of life had clipped him- in London, just as he fore-*
Rosamond Gilder, editor and drama
critic of Theatre Arts mag^ elected told it would doom all of us. While making some records for Columbia
an honorary member of London be keeled over with a .stroke which paralyzed his right arm and leg,
"It means," said Dagmar, "that Pa can never play again."
Drama Critics Circle. Only workTo a man who loved a piano the way Godowsky did', it was like deny*
ing critics in London can be regular memtjers.
Miss Gilder is secre- ing a mother the right to hold a baby in her arms and sing it a bedtime
|

:

.

,

;

:

|

!

tary of N. Y. Drama Critics Circle
and also secretary of the American
National Theatre and Academy,

lullaby.
I often thought
mis.<ied that, train.

-

how much

better off he

would have been

if

he had

.

CHATTER
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eral

Pulitier prize winners.

first

Aba

owner, and Ted Bolnick, his gen-

dramatistw and one of the

prolifla

The John Beaufort* hav« built
doMt house
at Palls Village, Conn., for a
booking managor total cost of only $5,000. They'll

By

LastfogAl l>aok to th«

Ann Miner now

summor and weekend

lor Oarnagis Hall.

Leonard

L.

Levinson

itl

there.

Chriiitlan Science Monitor
critic; she's a legit actress.

town on a the

Sir

iTork Jon business;

Eric Gorrlek

be married

this Bjnonth,

M

.

,

.

i

.

•

^

,

•

'

.

-

.
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Weddiiig Reel Pool

-
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New

:

^region Sturge*- divorced.
Pat O'Briert to Washington, D.
Tom Drake tore a ligament in hl^

,

By Sven 6. Wtoqulst
Producer Lorenz Marmstedt on
visit to North Africa.
Universal's "Egg and I" an outstanding hit at the Saga here.
The British Sadler's Wells ballet
was successful at the Principal thea-

iloyd Nolan and his wife both ill
with the flu.
Walter Sande on crutches with a
dislocated knee.
Smiley Burnette In town after a
.

10,000-mile tour.

Hecht

Harold

recovering

from

virus pneumonia,
tre, Malmo, recently.
Bill Thomas out of action with
"All My Sons" out on tour with
Ingrid Backlin and Bjorn Berglund sacroiliac trouble.
Producer Michael Sloane trained
scoring a great success in the leads.
*
Actor-producer Nils Poppe Is plan- in from Broadway.
Tim Holt bought an Interest in an
ning a tour with, the British operetta
"Me and My, Gal," now a succes? at Oklahoma rodeo trOupe.
MacDonald Carey back on the job
the Southern theatre here.
after
a
week
out
with
flu,
Opera singer Conny. Soderstrom
Clara Bow hospitalized for ob.J
offered a chance to appear, at the
La Scala in Milan. He is expected to servation In Henderson, Cal,
Ann Myers and Sheila Erskine
sing "Lohengrin,*" "Aida" and ''Samadded^to the ArgOsy flackery.
son."

Ava Gardner granted her final
actress Zarah' Leander,
in Switzerland, plans divorce decree from' Artie Shaw,
Jacqueline Dalya to San Francisco
in Austrian films'. She
refused permission to play to start a personal appearance tour.
Martin
Broones to Cleveland to
here since she worked in German
join his wife, Charlotte Greenwood.
films during the Nazi occupation.
Kay Mulvey and Bernle Williams
opened an indie praisery office in
the valley.
Audrey Totter returned from Joliet,
III,,
for one added scene in
By Miisliiie de Beix
Lucien Rozenberg, legit actor and "The High Wall."
Gene Kelly had the cast removed
theatre manager, married to actress
from
his broken leg but will not
Madeleine Soria.
dance
for
six ijionths.
Eight-year-old Italian conductor,
Edward G. Robinson sprained his
Ferrucio Burgd, directed the Colonne
back in a fight scene with Burt LanOrchestra at the Chatelet Nov. 3.
"Bolivar," a new opera by Darius caster in the "All My Sons" set.
Fortunio BonanoVa slated for nine
Milhaud, will be produced at the
Opera soon, staged by Jean lK>uis California concert dates before
starting his tour, of South America.
Barrault.
Henry Hathaway was knocked out
Fire caused by a short circuit para sound boom while directing
by
destroyed the Yeu Island
tially
"Call Northside 777" On the 20thCasino, on the Atlantic .coast. Dam-^
Fox lot, requiring several stitches in
age is estimated at $80,000.
\
A bomb exploded near the study his scalp.
of American detective story writer
Tom Bobbins at his villa, in Saint
London
Jean Cap Ferrat, on the Riviera.
Robbins was unhurt.
The Great Dante will again play
RCA'prexy David Sarnoff, here as Christmas season
in the West End,
a delegate of the International
Alfred -Zeitlin getting over 8tom<^
Chamber of Commerce, was guest ach
trouble which kept him out of
of honor at a dinner given by Emile
work six weeks.
Girardeau, prexy of Radio France,
Mrs. Bud (Curley) Flanagan, who
and Robert Tabo.uis, prexy of Com- underwent
three operations, is now
|>agnie Generale de Telegraphic sans
well, on way to recovery,
Leslie Abbott, son of John Abbott,
general manager and director ot
Francis, Day & Hunter, joined company's board of directors.
<
Rank Organization and Josef
By Maxwell Sweeney
Playwright Paul Vlriceht Carroll Somlo deny stories that latter is
quitting Two Cities, maintaining he
on vacation: here.
Novelist Philip Rooney appointed Is still joint managing director with
Earl St. John.
to writing staff of Radio Eireann.
State; Kllburn, is first picture theFrench pianist Jacqueline Blancard here for concert i^ith Radio atre in England ever to run a circus
as a Christmas attraction. Theatre
Eireann Symphony orch.'
Eire President Sean T. O'Kelly was part of Hyams Bros, circuit.
attended first night of revival of Which they sold some years ago to
Rank interests.
"The New Moon" at Gaiety theatre.
J. Arthur Rank Organization diSw«dish

now appearing
a

is

comeback
still

'

JPam

,

.

.

"

rector of advertising John C,
nett here for talks with local

Den-

Rank

Chicago

officials.

Actor Noel Purcell to London for
Individual Pictures Technicolor production of H, -de Vere
Stacpoole's "The Blue Lagoon."'
For erecting a cinema without
having a building license, Joseph K,
,

tests for

,

ICeelaghan was fined $2,000 end sentenced to three months in jail at
Ballybay, County Monaghan,

otto Peminger conferring with
20-Fox local office.
The Ballet theatre opens Dec, 25
at the Civic Opera House.
Irv Benjamin, former Colosimo
owner, opened a new cafe on far
•

North

Side.

Jack Harrold played the comic
lead in "Chocolate Soldier" during
Billy, Gilbert's illness.

Ivor Novello, British film actor,
and playwright Terrance Battigan
catching the local legit shows during
'

British Coin
Continued from page 3
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'

.

.
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He's other biz site in Perth.
Ralph Doyle, RKO Aussie head, to

drama

i

.

associfite, to

Ben FulUer looking over an-

picture series deal.
Dave Martin has a deal with J. C.
Edna Ferber and George S, Kauf'
Fred Packard, J, Arthur Rank's man start actual writing in a couple Williamson for His Majesty's, for«on-{n-law, clippered to London.
of weeks on a new play, of unknown merly legit house, presently playing
The Paul Smalls dinner-partied title and subject. They previously pi'c revivals.
Will Mahoney has been doing
8,"
"Dinner
at
"Stage
collaborated on
Georgie Jessel last night (Tues.).
some air shows for the Australian
Door" and "The Land Is Bright."
David O. Alber opens Mexico City
Joan Blondell, now living at Irv- Broadcasting Commission.
Harry Wren's vaude troupe, play-,
branch Dec. 15, directed by Sylvia ington-on-Hudson, heads the Dobbs
Queensland with radio ace Jack
Diamond.
Ferry hospital's $250,000 fund drive ing
Davey featured, doing okay.
Lee (Mrs. Louis) Sobol, wife of; as Irvington's honorary chairman.
Hoyt's Regent, Melbourne, der
th« Hearst columnist, voty low; been Messmore Kendall, Capitol Theatre stroyed by fire a few years back, will
Corp. prexy, is honorary chairman.
tilling tor a long time.
reopen Dec. 19 with "Homestretch"
Bob Grant, - Versailles maestro, (20th).
Alexander Kirkland and Maurice
Theatre now a member of the landed gentry
McRae joihed faculty
Leon Black, ex-GI,. currently runand motors to and from his new ning a little theatre in Queensland,
School of Dramatic Arts..
Mrs. is hopeful of breaking into pic pronear Teaneck, N. J.
Cyril Maude's daughter Margery home
brought her mother over re- 'duction.
understudy for Doris Lloyd in "An Grant
now
lives
cently from Budapest who
First Allied Artists pic to go out
Inspector. Calls" (Booth).
with them.
on release here via British Empire
Theresa Helbum to Coast to audiJonie Taps, eix-music man and now Films will be "It- Happened On
'tion actors for Theatre Guild revival
a production executive at' Columbia Fifth Avenue."
of "You Never Can Tell."
Get Your Gun," at His
Pictures, hosted his Tin Pan Alley
"Annie
-Harry Schrader, around 50, ticket pals with an informal dinner Monday Majesty's, Melbourne, one of the
olerk in McBride's agency died after night (17) at the Gotham, topped by biggest hits, yet handled by J. C.
an operation for ulcers Nov, 9.
a free-for-all ginfest at Manie (Co- Williamson Theatres.
Gloria Mills of «'Allegro" lumbia Records) Sachs' apartment.
George* Formby will" play Mel(Majestic) erig^aged to marry Jack S.
Joe Laurie, Jr.'s boy prefers bourne oh two-a-night for Dave
Lander, former Air Force major.
Bryan as his first name (it's one of Martin's Tivoli loop.- He's also doing
Rutgers Neilson recovering from his two middle tags), in order to get a few air shows for Shell Oil.
Sydney Gresham, formerly in
leg,
same
Strained ligartient in eight
away from trading on the old man's
gam that he ihjifred about a year <rep although, formally he's Joe charge of Ealing's Aussie office, is
Laurie, III.. Both, incidentally, are now operating his own commercial
iigo.
agency here, and out of Pix.
bubble-bath
partnered
in
new
a
Cohn
Harry
prez
Picts
Columbia
Fullers are said to be bidding for
ejctending his stay- east another 10 gadget.
Lou Holtz, « nervous air traveler, the lease of the Royal, Adelaide,
days.
*+,
especially in ^ view of the recent presently on lease to J. G; WilliamFinal accounting of Max-fne El- crashes, was succored
en route east son, but due for renewal shortly,
estate to b^ held Dee. 23, Henry
Wee Georgie Wood is back in
Sptt
by Georgie Jessel. Holtz took someWolff and £>ouis Or. Blssell bemg thing to sleep it through but was Aussie to 'produce shows at the
executors.
shocked into wakefulness when Jes- Minerva, Sydney, for Whitehall ProAnnual dance of the Catholic sel ribbed him, "For the last four ductions. First will be a big revue.
Continental pix being given anActors 'Guild in benefit of needy hours we hoTibled in on one motor."
ectors at Hotel" Plaza ballroom last
Louella O. Parsons returns to the other try in Melbourne, with pix
Friday (14).
Coast next Monday (24), in time for presently including "Three Waltzes,"
Marcella Cisney, associate director Thanksgiving with her husband, Dr. "The Cheat" and "Children in UniAt Pasadena Playhouse, due in N. Y. Harry Martin. She told him an* form."
Ballet Rambert is & strong click
next week for National Theatre Joe Schenck that after the gala
party thrown for her by Sherman. on fourth week at Princess, MelConference.
for Carrols,' Fullers andMartha Hodge (Mrs. Myron Mc- Billingsley at the Stork, they'll "have bourne, Council.
Due in Sydney in
British
go
some"
to. emulate a welcometo
went
actress-producer,
Cormick), the
home shindig.
February.
to the.hospital a few days last week
Joe Joel, Columbia's advertising
Arthur Schwartz and Howard
lor checkup.
Dietz dividing their time between the director, goes to Perth next month
Harry Kosiner, sales rep for Ed- 'latter's Sands Point home and to handle personally the introducwiard Small, extended Coast huddles Schwartz's Volney hotel apartment tion of Col. product at the Capitol
with the producer and returns east where they are finishing the score by the Fullers.
next weekend.
Ballet Rambert still hot b.o, at
to "Inside USA," which former is
"Annie" reMr. and Mrs. David Weinstock producing. Beatrice Lillie sails Dec. Princes, Melbourne.
(he's plresident of Raybond Thea- 4 on' the Queen. Iklary to start re- mains solid click for J. C, Williamtres) celebrated silver weddmg an- hearsals.' She remained over for the. son.
"No, No, Nanette" revival is
still strong for. J. C. Williamson in
niversary Nov. U.
big wedding tomorrow (Thurs.).
Ruth Gordon has been holding her Sydney.
Armand Deutsch due east around
Some -.unceirtainty here as to
Dec. 1 but his wife, Benay Venuta, new script, "The Leading Lady," unstarts the first of her Republic Pic- der lock and key for many months, whether Hoyts will Move out of the
meanwhile; confabbing with Max Mayf air, Sydney, when lease expires
tures contract series,
Gordon
about his production of her next April. House, running pic polJoe Hazen planed out for the Coast other upcoming
.play, "Kitchen Ca- icy, is owned by the Fullers, who
huddles
Monday (17) for a week of
naries."
She'll probably, star in want it for legiter.
with Hal Wallis, his partner in Par- "Leading Lady," which her
Harry Watt starts his cameras
husband,
amount production unit.
Garson .ICanin, will stage and which moving Nov. 19 on "Eureka Stotk*
Virginia Davis, daughter of band- they'll produce, in association with ade" for Ealing. Leslie Norman is
leader Meyer Davis, a holdover at William Fields and ..Victor Samrock. ^associate producer.
Cast includes
the Latin Quarter, Montreal. It's
Chips Rafferty, Jane Barrett, Sydney
iher firSt major ^nitery date.
Loder. Jack Lambert, Peter Illing
and Gordon Jackson.
Lewis Cotlow, explorer-cameraman, took color films of wild life,
native tribes, etc,, which RKO is incorporating in one of its nlms,
SSi Continued from page 1 iis
Pittsburgh
invited
Alfredo 'isalmaggl has
Richard Strauss to conduct a, cycle shown at the Royal Command film
By Hal Cohen
of Strauss operas at the Brooklyn performance at the Odeon next
Walter and Jean Brown, dancers,
Tuesday (25). Newsreel reps have
Academy of Music this winter.'
at home after a five-month USO
Jan .Adrian, featured dancer in agreed via the Newsreel Assn. here tour of the Pacific.
.RKO's "Tycoon," in from Coast and not to take credit for. their reels at
Riilnh. Petti, the WjAS announcer,
may land role in forthcoming Broad- the Command Performance in case is a naif back on Sundays for the
way musical "Arabian Nighties;"
this color short fails to eventuate.
Rox Rangers football team.
Jeanette Leffer, of the Casino
.Annabella arrived in N. y. last
Newsreel companies will have 11
Thursday (13) from Paris on the choice vantage points from which hurley chorus, making her debut
there as a featured stripper.
S.S. de Gras^e to wind up her diMrs. Maurice Spitalny rushed to
vorce action against Tyrone Power. to shoot the marriage and events
leading up to it and following the West Penn hospital last week with
"September Planting," new play
by Karlton and William Kelm, to be ceremony. There will be four posi- what doctors believe was a heart
tried out By Abbe Theatre School at tionS'in the Palace and two in the attack.
Grace White has left for HollyMalin theatre to day (Wed,)' through Abbey, with the reels agreeing not
to start their' cameras in the latter wood to -work for Johnny Harris in
Sat.
the "Ice-Capades" costumes
and
Louis Samu'elson, ^tage door cus- until the Royjal Couple is leaving the props shop.
todian at .Loew's State, celebrating altar on the way out. The rota J>osiBud Meyers, .who resigned sales
his 27th anniversary in show busi- tion alignment means that all the post at'°KQV to make his home in
ness of which 19 wero at the State newsreels are entitled to footage col- Florida, was married two
weeks
post,;
lected by. designated cameramen in after his arrival there.
(Mrs.
Kdith
Lew) Wasserman rota setup.
•Paul Block, Jr., co-publisher of
hosted for Jules and Doris Stein
In the draws for assignments, Gau- Pittsburgh Post-Gazette, and Cy
Sunday' (16) at the Hamp^ire House
Hungerford, cartoonist, sailed on
on the .'occasion of the latter's 19th mont-British won the right to pro- Queen Mary for Europe.
vide both the two cameramen in the
anniversary.
Dorothy Guzani "Miss Pittsburgh
Mrs, Cleon Throckmorton, whose Abbey as well as the rota lensraan of 1945;" and Steve Bench,- Brad
husband was a onetime w.k. theatri- at the Palace. G-B also tried to get Hunt trumpet player, have an^
cal stage designer, made the news studio lighting and studio camera- nounced their engagement.
services with her cigar-smoking at men to cover the wedding group at
the Met opera preem,
Buckingham Palace, but at the inWilliam Ard appointed assistant to sistence of American newsreel reps
Gil Cfolden, Warner Bros, adveriising at a prelim meeting it was agreed
By Les Bees
manager; by Mort- Blumenstock,. not to use studio photographers or
yice-prexy over ad-publicity. Ard its lighting on the grounds
Murray's nitery has Bill Stofft's
of exwill be active in the press^radio
pense, its offensive character to news orchestra.
fields.
Curly's
night
club has Dell O'Dell
Hume Cronyn, winding up his lensmen and because, as pointed and Charles Carreer.
commitments With Metro, arrives in out, studio lighting and camera opFritz Kreisler concert drew 4,000
N. Y. today (Wednesday) to nego- erators are not accustomed to oper attendance at Auditorium.
tiate production deals in films and ating at newsreel tempo. Also that
Columbia sales staff back from
legit. Joins his wife* Jessica Tandy, they were not used to shooting ac- California sales convention.
in the east.
Frank Libuse, with Margot Brantors without makeup.
der, into Hotel Nicollet iftittnesota
Marlene Dietrich awarded Medal
Should there be fog on the day of -Terrace.
of Freedom, highest civilian decora- •the wedding, an additional position
Lyceum gets Blackstone week of
tion of War Dept., at West Point
for six cameramen is to be provided Nov, 30 and "Voice of Turtle" for
yesterday (18). Ceremony delayed
•her trip to the Coast until the end inside the forecourt of Buckingham third engagement Dec, 7-9.
"State of Union'! into St. Paul
Palace to replace the .Victoria Mem^
of the week.
Auditorium for a two-nighter, its
Herman M. Levy, general counsel orial positions of all companies,
only Twin City engagement,
of the Theatre Owners of America,
Influx of tourists into London,
Myron AdcQck,
Brothers
mounted the bench Monday (17) owing to the royal wedding, is salesman, resumingWarner
duties after renight as one of the judges of Colum- crowding all hotels, restaurants, the
covery from major operation.
bia University Xiaw School moot atre& and cinemas to capacity.
Ernie Lund, Paramount salesman,
course trial,
slightly
Injured
when
his
auto
Night clubs and saloons will' probOwen Davis has written a new
skidded off icy road iind went into
play, his first in several years, titled ably be granted an extension of li- ditch.
''Women Are Dangexfous." Author, censing hours on Thursday (20),
Bennie Berget, Nortti Q«ntr(d Alin his 70s, is one Of America's most when the event comes qfL
lied president tuid theatre drcuit
,

manager and

theit
;

panles would get less than onetwelfth of their earnings in Britain,
based on current year's figures. Estimates ai!'e that English remittances
from the U, S. will be around
$4,000,000 as against about $50,000,000
to the U. S. from here.
Next year's proportion should be
considerably better, but still nowhere near parity. Most optimistic
hopes are for $16,000,000 from the
U. S, If this should be- all that the
U. S. can expect, it is not certain
whether Britain would import pictures only to this amount or whether
some other method of allotting coin

wouId .be worked out.
According tti American

film men,
there's a considerable legal point to
be gotten over before a straight barter
deal could be worked out. Inasmuch
as it would take mu6h agreement by
S. companies on allotment of the
money, there'd be danger of violating
anti-trust laws. In addition, the in-

U.

dependents would seriously object
stir up action by the Dept.
of Justice.
In any case, the pro rata divvying

visit,

"Snow White and the Seven
Dwarfs" will be presented Nov. 29
at the Civic Opera House with a
Broadway

cast.

George Smith, stage' manager of
"All Gaul Is Divided," In Presbyterian hospital following sudden atf
tack of coronary thrombosis.

Washington
By Florence S. Iiowe
Lyle Selby, ex radio announcer,
has joined the press staff of the local
Warner office,'
Richard Harkness, NBC news commentator, preemed a video news interview series over .WNEW-NBC
Martha Raye, currently at Club
Cai/o, will head the show at the Variety Club dinner-dance - Saturday
:

(22).

Judith Evelyn in briefly with the
Neil Hanflltons, who had driven
south to pick up Wilbur Evans alter
the latters singing'tour..
Cody Pfanstiehl, WTOP-CBS, has
been given job of station promotion
manager in addition to duties as chief
flack,

with Carol Graf uppiEd from

scripter to his assistant,

and might

would be a tremendous problem on
both sides of the Atlantic,
Scheduled
interview
between
Fayette W. Allport, English rep of
the Motion Picture Assn., and Sir
Wilfred Eady, of the British Treasury, on working out a solution, has
been delayed by the cabinet change
involving Ci'ipps and Dalton,
Gerald Mayer, director 'of thu international division of the MPA,

passed through here on his way to
the Scandinavian countries and Holland. He talked with Allport, but is
taking Dio part in discussions on the
British 8{<uiitioo.

Miami Beach
By Larry Solloway
Jane Froman at the Roney Plaza
for a rest,

,

,

Anatole Idtvak at Martinique hotel
for vacation.
Jack Carter, comedian, opening
Nov. 23 at the Copa.
Tommy Nunez orch Into Sands
hotel Burgundy Room.
Arthur Murray in town to complete plans for building a new dance
studio,

,

Bob Ellis added to Mother Kelly s
show, with Gloria King and Frank
Sorrell trio held over.
Giro's reopens Dec. 23 with the
Lecuona Cuban Boys orch, and Desi
Arnaz set to follow in February.

-

Wednotday, Noveniber

%%

'

.

194/J

63
State cabaret, Sydney. He was under "Condemned", category by the Ixcontract to the Macquajfie commer- 'gion. There were, none during the
cial network.
•previous three-year, .period, 19^3»46.
Wife and two children- Survive,
Made In Enetond

OBITUARIES

Fix, Radio team

s

.

The twoipix tiixed-by the L.-of-D.
sa Continued' fr«m pnge i
"Amber"
(ZOth-Fox)' and overturn local
censorship boards. A'
Ray Murray, 6,7; who established "BWck Narcissus," made ih England case in poirit involves the bti'n' 'im»
the Hollywood office of Martin Quig- by J. Arthur Rank and released in
posed on the film

[

RAY MURRAY

"

were

Vras associated at various times as
Mrs, Annie AsWejr »ar^», 8?, for- exchange mdnag^r and film sales.ley's Motion, Picture Herald in 1924,
jAcr actress and -Widow of John man with Tiffany, Vltaphone, Golddied Nov. 15 in Hollywood, after a
Barton, who had starred for several jvyn. Universal,. United Artists and
two-year .illness. He ran the Quigseasons in "TobScco Road," died Columbia! For several years before
;ley off ice four years, then quit to
Nov. 15 in New York. Barton died his retirement he operated a theatre
freeltoce.
had
cele- in Cleveland.
Couple
December.
Iqst
Daughter and brotti^er survive,
Widow and son survive.
brated their golden, wedding anniversary, the previous June.
MRS. RELLOC LOWNDES
Mrs. Barton made her stage debut
A. Desmond O'Riordan; 34,- attorMrs.
Maria'
Adelaide
Belloc
iix.vaude as Annie Ashley, a singing
novelist and play- ney and secretary of the Irish Kiqe79,
act. She later married Barton "and Lowndes,
teamed with hini in a' bomedy act, wright, died 'Nov. 14 in Hampshire, matograph Renters' Society and sed"Canal Boat Sal," in whicli they England. She wa? a pi'olific writer, retary of the Cinema. Trade Benevoyears.
They
sub'several
for
turning out '.dne!' novel a year from lent Fund of Ireland, died Oct.. 29 in
toured
sequently went to London 'on a six- 1904 to 1946., One of them, "The Dublin.
week contract, but remained 25 Lodger," was recently turned Into a
'.

'

.

.

•

'

';

the U.

S. by Universal.
In regard
to "Narcissus," Breen points out
that the ban vvas for religious rea«
sons, not- moral;
In
the
"Unobjectionable
for
Adults''
category of the Legion,
Breen's. figures show, there were
.42% in the two-year pre»Johnston
period and 46% in the post-Johnston
.

<

,

.

playing theatres of London
and the continent. In that period
they gave two' command performances before King George V.
Shortly -after their return to this
country. Barton watched his nephew,
James Barton, play the role of
Jeeter Lester in the Broadway production of "Road," memorized the
lines snd played the part in the
road company. Five years later he
succeeded bis nephew in the Broadway production.. During the years
years,

•

'film.

JOHNNY BROWN

.:

era.'
;

the

In

"Objectionable

were 12%

class

in

•

cluding

'

'

'

.

'

nixed the film because

MPA

'

the 24 months broadcasting,,'

for

showed tww

it

colored children 'playiiig on equal
terms with white youngsters,
charges this decision violates Constitutional rights and the broadca.sters
want to get in the fight to outlaw all
Government censorship.
They say,
too, the pix nien's case is a strong
Part" one, with plenty of implication for,,

before Johnstoh and 13% for the
period since. In connection with
this category, Breen' declares: "It is
interesting to note the large percentage of pictures- so classified by
reason of their 'unacceptable treatment of marriage and divorce'."
"Except for the two pictures
which were classified as 'Condemned' -during 1947," Breen concludes his letter to Myers, "the over.all: record would appear to indicate
that there has been no 'letdown' in
the enforcement of the Production

Johnny Brown, 47, projectionist at
She also wrote several plays in"With All John's Love," the Amuzu theatre, Des Moines, for
"The Second Key," "What Really more than 30 years, died of a heart
Happened" and ."The Empress Eu- attack Nov. 10 while driving his car
near Ankeny,. Iowa.
genie."
Wife and mother sui'vive.
LEWIS M, .GARMAN
JESS C. LANE
Lewis M, "Joe" Garman, 75, formerly of show business and more
Jess C, Lane, 64, circus advance
'recently a liotel clerk in Cedar man, died Nov. 12 in Decatur, 111., Code and no increase in 'indecency'
on the screen."
Rapids, la., died there recently. For of a heart attack.
a time he was advance agent and
Barton toured wijth "Head,'! Mrs. company manager of road companBreen Cruisinc:
Son, year-old, of Roger Kelly,Barton traveled with hina.
Hollywood, Nov. 18:
ies and later managed theatres in WJAS announcer, died last week at
Joseph I, Breen is oft on a vacaInKansas City and Cedar Rapids.
Children's hospital, Pittsburgh.
tion cruise of the Caribbean. His
ARTHUR S. FRIEND
Wife and siifer survive.
fant's twin brother died shortly after
.

"Cui'ley""by'Meln-*
phis censot'-LIbyd Bihford. Bii;ford

'

•

.

assistant, Stephen S. Jackson, will
birth.
.Arthur ^uraner Friend, 68, theathandle the Production Code AdminFRANK, W. -WEAD
rical lawyer^ idied Nov. 17 in New
istration while Breen, is away,
Associated with the early
Vork.
Commander Frank Wi Wead, B3,
Mother, 60, of Johnny Greenr
days of the 'film industry, he was stage and screen .writer, died Nov. songwriter and orchestra leader, fell
among the first to urge the building IS in' Santa Monica. His Annapolis or jumped to her death Nov. l6
Breen Agrees to Review
from her hotel room in New York.

..

Another example of. the rapport
between the -two: Johaston has,
agreed .to devote one- -of the short
propaganda' films MPA-. is turning
out, to the subject of, "Freedom of
Speech in Radio." Tliis is expected
.

dramatize

to

radio's

long

-fight

to

win parity with the press in freeing
itself from Government control. The
recent shellacking ,the pix industry
as a whole took fro'm the House
Committee on Un-Axneripan Activities }n the! hearing? on alleged Red
influences in Hollywood has definitely strengthened the bond between the meidia.
On another count,
and the'
four webs are underwriting the costs
of a volume on the "free speech'-'
fight,
due for distribution to the'
public around the -first of the yeiar.
•

NAB

Chichi Brushed

.

.

IN

MEMORY OF MY BELOVED BROTHER

H. E. (Hi) Heimuller, 55, NBC
piano tuner for the. last 10 years,
died Nov, 16 in Hollywood; after a
six»month' illness.

LORENZ HART

.

Kovemb9r

22, 1943

Mother,. 66, of Arch Oboler, film
and radio producer-writer, died Nov.

14 in Miami,
studio.*;

in the east to rival those

aviajtion career cut short In 1926

by

Hollywood.
a broken neck, Wead turned to
Friend .entered show business in writing.
His first play,- "Ceiling
1906, when he organized Milwau- Zero," was done on Broadway and
company,
which
English
stock
kee's
later made as a film. Other screenin 1909 was renamed the Friend plays included -'The Citadel," "Test
who
played
Players, Among those
Pilot," "They Were Expendable" and
in the group were Lenore- Ulric and "Hoodlum Saint."
During the war W^ad helped plan
Ruth " Chatterton. In 1910, after
starting, a law practice, he and Jesse Pacific air operations and won the
L. Lasky and Cecil B. DeMille were Legion otMierit.
instrumental in forming the Jesse
HORACE NEWMAN
L. Lasky Feature Play Co. He also
helped merge the Lasky outfit and
Horace Newman, 84, character acFamous Players into Paramount, for tor, died Nov. 13 in a New York
which he served as treasurer and hospital. He specialized in "rube"
counsel for years.
parts on the' stage and played with
During the early 1920's, Friend Ezra Ken'daU in "Swell Elegant
was president of Distinctive Pictures Jones" before joining the late Sol
Corp. Later, he turned to legit Smith Russell in "A Poor Relation"
again. In 1945, he was supervising and "The Tale of a Coat." Later he
producer for Jose Ferrer in "Strange acted in "Mary Jane's Pa," VThe
Fruit" and the Ferrer revival of Old Homestead," and "Shore AcreS;"
"Cyrano de Bergerac" in 1946. He
Wife survives.
.

•

GILBERT LUCAS

Gilbert Lucas, 57, prexy of Playpublishing outfit that provided Broadway legit theatres with
programs, died of a heart attack Nov.
J. THURJL AND
J. Thurland Chattaway, 75, writer 10 in his home at Bethlehem, Pa. He
of severar song hits, died Nov, 12 in joined' the firm 25 years ago as a
Milford, Conn. Early in his career he salesman and was appointed a vee^as associated with Theodore Dreiser pee five years later. Before joining
In editing a musical magazine in Playbill, he operated the GreenLupas ad agency in Baltimore..
New York.
Wife and sister survive.
His first hit, "Mandy Lee," appeared in 1897 and is curre'ntly being
MARION GREENE'
revived through records and jukeMarion Greene, 42, former actress,
boxes. Among' his other songs are
"When the Blue Sky Turns to Gold," died at Saranae Lalte, N. Y., Nov. 10.
"I Have Grown So Used to CYou,"
Before her illness she appeared in
"Pals, Good Old Pals, and "Can't musical comedy and.vaude. She had
You Take It Back and Change It For been a patient in the old
sanaa Boy." In 1907 he alsd wrote "Red toriiun, and attei- partly regaining
Wing," which is also midciiig a come- her health, continued to reside in the
back through records.
downtown colony.
Two sisters and a brother survive
Wife, son and daughter survive.
,

Daughter and

.sister survive.

bill, Inc.,

CHATXAWAy

NVA

.

,

her.

THEODORE

A.

•

LORCH

Bluenose Snipes
Continued 'from page,!

HOWARD

.

I

Dramatizi)>g the situation as of
is the fact that the hotels are

jampacked— even worse than dui-uig
the war period—but gross revenues'
at the bars are

rants

(with

ment)

off

off-

31% and

and without

restauentertain•

43%.

,

:

PCA

-

.

-

BIRTHS

'

,

pressure on the men who must make
the daily interpretations as during
a war and postwar period ^thjay naturally tend to become more lenient.
When they feel the heat .of official
and unofficial bluenose&r-as they do
now they naturally become more
rigid in interpretation, consciously or
otherwise.
A pattern similar to the current
Upset over "Amber" and "Outlaw"
has prevailed a number of times before, so there's little doubt in the
minds of vet observers of what may
be expected from the Breen office—
with the cooperation of industry

——

—

start.
ager at Universal-International.
The growth of th,- gambling clubs
Mr. and Mrs. -VUidimir Dokoudovsky, daughter, N, Y., Nov, 9. Father is another sign of the times and,,
and mother (Nina Stroganova) are paradoxically, ascribed to the conservation
trend.
When spots find
lead dancers with Original Ballet
they can't flourish with normal busiRusse.'
Mr. and Mrs, WooUie Reitherman, ness they veer to the casino or club"
.

.

'

idea, relying on fewer numbers butFatlier.
,
catering to the larger .spenders.

Burbank, Cal., Nov. 9.
is a Walt Disney cartoonist.
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Goldman,
,
daughter, Miami Beach, Nov. 12.
Father is owner of Clover Club and
Hickory House, Miami, and partner
in Hidcory House, New York.
Mr. ''and Mrs. Charles Oelreich,
son,

,

MARRIAGES

.

Midge Cox to Bill Parker, last
in Flint, Mich.
They're singers with "Holiday on Ice."

week

Carol Morris to Buddy Worth,,
daughter, Yonkers, N, Y,, Nov, 11.
knowing that much Worse Mother is the former Elsie Wolf of Hollywood, Nov. 10. Bride is Bob'
governmental censorship is threat- RKO Keith's, White Plains, N, Y,, Mitchum's sister; he's a musician,
Marijane Maltby to Fred A. Gosened if they don't cooperate. When managerial -staff; father is division
nell, Jr.,
Arlington, Va., Nov. 8.
the heat has subsided,, there's a nat- manager for RKO Theatres in the
He's an account exec with WEAM,
ural and at least partially uninten- Bronx,. N, Y.
Arlington, ^Va.
tendency to gradually relax
tional
Mr. and Mrs. David Lord, daughRose Inghram to Dctavio de Rosa,
on the rigidity of enforcement.
ter, Los Angelesj Nov. 15.
Father is New
York, Oct. 22. Bride is musical
Breen's Statistics
toppers,

*

—

—

a writer.

lengthy letter to
in
a
Myers this week, refuted
quantity of statistics recent
charges by the Allied States exhib
as.sQciation board' chairman that there
had been a considerable increase in
the past two years in morally unacceptable pictures, Myers had suggested that the relaxation in enforcement began with accession of
Eric Johnston to the Motion Picture
Assn, presidency in September. 1945,
Taking full responsibility himself
for the day-to-day operation of the
Breen,

Abram

F.

vvith_a

tronage."
He adds; "This is the
highest percentage of Class A-1 pictures in any similar period in many
years."
During the same montl-ls. the figures shbw, two pictures— six -tenths
of those viewed .alter okay"
of
by the PCA^ w^rei placeti \vt Xhcj.
-

1%—

;

Mr. and Mrs. William Scott, Inglewood, Cal., Nov. 13, Father is a
.

screen writer.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Oelreich,
daughter, Nov, 11, Yonkers, N. Y;

Father is division manager for RKO
Theatres in the Bronx; mother is tire
former Elsie Wolf, of the RKO
Keith's
White Plains managerial
staff.

comedy

singer,

Florence Silver to Bernard Miller,
York, Nov. 16,' Bride is Republic Picture's still dept. head.
Haila Stoddiird to Hlirald Bromley, Los An^es, Nov, 7,
Bride

New

is a legit actress; he's a stage pro-«
ducor.

Kathleen Kelly to Bill Hardwick,
Santa Barbara, Cal., Nov, 8. Bride
a makeup artift; he's a publicity

is

'

and Mrs. John Lyons, son, director,

Mr.

,

directed various' entertainments for
air force personnel in Calgary durSAMUEL A. OERSON
Saniuel A. Ger.son, 63, showman ing the Second World War.
for 35 years, died Nov. 12 at his
TERRY
homo in'Los An gelesj, where he had
lived in retirement since 1944. StartTerry Howard, popular Australian
in}', with
the purchase of a' film ex- radio singer, dropped dead -Nov. 6
chaii|o in^CleypJIang ip, l|912j,,,P9r^p^} .While giving a perf^nnance,, ifl .the

visitor to the gauntliet.

now

It means but one thing to the
hoteliers and restaurateurs: their
more rigid enforcement of the moguests are going elsewhere to eat.
rality rules to prevent any further payment basis.
flareup in the near future.
Screenplay submitted to Breenltes Fact is, they recognize that the
Aside from this conscious effort was done. by. Goldberg himself, not average couple can barely get out
at being "tougher," however, an un- by, Jack Moffit, as origipally reported. for $20. This is a far cry when a ,$5
conscious move in that direction can Thumbs-down by
wasthefourth bill bought a couple- plenty of. groalso be expected from the men who on a Capone script in the past five ceries.
Elimination of the 20% entertainfrom day to day administer the years.
.
ment tax is -not enough to ofi'set the
The code by its. vesry nature
rules.
mounting resistance among eateries
is essentially a flexible- instrument
and niteries although many of them
dependent upon human interpretation, ^s must be any such set of
Mr. and Mrs, Howard Christie, have _gone in for a policy of enregulations.
daughter, Burbank, CaL,- Nov. 10. semble music until 10 p.m., with the
Result is that when public morals Mother is the former Alic6 Nielson 20% additional going on only when
and mores relax and there is less of the films; father is a unit man- the dance music and entertainment
i

HENRY S.\XE
Theodore A. Lorch, 74, stage and
Henry Saxe, 52, stage and radio
screen actor and member of the
Screen Extras Guild board of di- actor, died Nov. 6 in Chicago. He
rectors, died NOV. 12 in HoUywood, had been in vaude and legit for
after a long illness. In 20 years with some years before switching to radio
legit road and stock companies he worlc in Chicago.
Wife, mother, five sistei-s and three
played in "The Crowded Hour,"
"Sherlock Holmes," "Dr. Jekyll and brothers, one of whom is Alfred Saxe
Mr. Hyde" and other dramas, and (Alan Wray ), producer-aimouncer PCA, Breen cites Legion of Decency
cla.ssifications
to
show there has
NBC,. N.Y., survive.
at
once appeared with Julia Marlowe.
been no practicable change in the
A native of Springfield, 111., he
period from Nov. 1, 1943, to Oct. 31,
FLORENCE ETHEL MCCAMON
played in travelling stock companies
from
Nov.
1, 1945 to Oct,
1945,
and
Mrs. Edgar R. McCamon, S4, died
and was in vaudeville with Frank
31, 1947.
Tinney before moving to Hollywood, Nov. 4 at her home in Calgary, Alta,
Breen state.? that during the past
McCamon she
vifhcrc he enacted featured roles foy As. Florence Elhol
year .50% of the ,363 pictures examWarners, Universal Metro and other was one of the fii'st radio artists to
ined by the Legion were classified as
major studios, widow survives.
perform over CJCJ, Calgary, and ."Unobjectionable for General
Pa.

gested by the, PCA havtf 'heen 'made.
Cfoldberg arrived east this week to
virith Westbrook Pegler, who
scripted the yarn, on the revisions.
Goldberg's indie unit, Twoey Productions, has a pact with United
Artists for release of the film. Jack
Pegler, Westbrook's brother; owns a
small piece of the outfit, but the deal
with the columnist was on a straight

huddle

of

represented other personalities, including
William
Saroyan, Eddie
Dowling and Eva' Le Gallienne.

1'

p.iee

as

'

TEDDY HART
of

Continued from

although labor of
Cappne Biopic's Story this sortpossible,
is still a problem, the own-,,
Production Code Administrator Joe ers are telling ithe waiters to cut
Breen has agreed to review his nix down oh their take, and just let one
on the Al Capone biog projected by tip (pooled with everybody else)
Lou Goldberg when changes pug- suffice, instead of su-fimitting the
far

Dublin, Ireland, Nov.. 11. Father is
Eire manager for Metro-Goldwyn-

Mayer.

Mr and Mrs. Frank Woodruff,
daughter, Hollywood, Nov, 17, Fa-ther
is a radio producer-.
Mr. and Mrs, Irving Morris, daugh-

-

Mary Samuel

to Sam Steinman,
York, Nov, 16. Bride: is Maxine,
singer with Phil Spltalny's "Hour of

New

Charm"

Mr, and Mrs. Burt Lancaster, son,
Santa Monica, Nov. 17. Father is an

orchestra.
Kathleen R, Maltsberger to George
A, Kazemar, San Antonio, recently.
He's assistant manager of Empire
theatre there.
Paula Croset to Harold Nebenzal,
Sept. 19. She's a U-I contract player.
He's son of producer Seymour Neb-'

actor.

enzal.

'

ter,

Hollywood, Nov,

flack for the

Father

15.

Ben Bard

is

Players,

.'.
-

,,

Mr, and Mrs. Ben Grlefer, daugh•Valerie May RowfiU to Donald M.
ter. New York, Nov, 17. Father is Nelson, -New York, Nov. 14,
Bride
managing director of the i'aramount is British actres? and former wife
and Adams theatres, Newark.
of Arthur Tracy, "The Street SingMr. and Mrs, Leo Brody, daugh- er;" he's former head of War Pro»
ter. New York, Nov. 16,
.Father's duction Board and. now pi-exy of
is publicity manager -of Eagle Lion Society! of Independent -Motion Pio.„ ™ ,,
Films.
twe.producersi. v,
..
.

,

.

;

.

:

i

•

.

'

With
•iicouroiiifi#
words from BOB WEITHAAN,

Manogina Direclon "A
^ploitdid performonce*
Pour most pleosoitt weeks.

Hopo

to

hove hfm bock

toon."

CHICAGO,

Nd

^MUSICRAFT RECORDING ARTIST
^EXCLUSIVE CONTRACT

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER PICTURES

Personal DIrectiont

CARLOS GASTEL

RABIO

mr VABIETX.

COl'YKIGIiX, 1M7,

!VOL. 168

:
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JSfo,

NEW

_

MUSIC

IKC,

Ath lUOHTS BEBERVKD.
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26,
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||n Profite Seen Rising in

1949

y Titm'

p^ottte

distfibution .

-maj'J
Issue:

u

Signals

exec opinion revealed tfurIt Was agreed
"iMF the past week,
economies brought on toy the
British tax situation "and the (ear- of
t ijinking domestic market had come
,t()0 late to afiEect earnings during
most o£ next year, but, the results
!;w(tUl4 be.clear .during the following

•

"

.

.

,

.

,"

Sia.TOpnths,

' .

'

-

^.BcttvUies,

.

'the-'ttduntry's overall

economic

fstate'

CO fl ee.
"Guild's"

great optimism concerning general conditions in 1949. "li
the depression we exppcted hasn't
come by how," ,one company treasurer declared, "it's not coming until
1932 or 193S, at least."

•fexin-essed

distribution

current

sponsor

is

Camels,

WincbeD Fdnis

no fear of theatre

Wtiile there's

xece'ipls '(ailing oil
'-year,'

,

:

—

industryites familiar with

'

Liv.es," capsulized from its three
Jhours film running time to the
30 -minute "^creen, Guild" air
format,^ also' underwent some
script revisionsTo'r Monday's (24)
broadcast.

Loy's
crack
Myi;na
about
"never touching the stuft" when
proffered a eigaret by Fredric
March, is still intact ^but the
subject matter suddenly became

.

Coupted'wlth this proifftostication
MSuUltig' from the producers' own
.

As the

Mixed

Hollywood, Nov. '25.
Goldwyn's "Best Years Of Our

•

JSJ^Ixipany

appreciably next

Jergens Exit In

'

among Recording

artists to play along
with the firms on i-oyalty- payments
due them. It's a sort of gamble ,to

Ad Agency Tiif

MClALLY-SnLEDYMO

Despite an ABC pre-ss release anof
another
signaturing
year's pact, Walter WinchelV may*.
Philadelphia, Nov. 25.
come to a parting of the ways with
Television via taproom moved into Andrew Jergens at season's end afthe deluxe category here today ter an association ol! 16 years. Last
;.(Tues.') with formal opening of a week he
announced that he had
.video room at the Tabu nitery ip turned in his notice after a tiff with
the* downtown Hotel Lincoln—said the Robert Orr agency, but later was
- to be first room in the country esappeased by an apology from Orr,
pecially designed lot tele by tele When asked if he would go on the
engineers.'
.
air the following Sunday he replied,
Harry Boyle, head of .maintenance "yes. but reluctantly."
the Dumont organization, dcHis peeve worked up to a feverish
. for
-,• signed and
(Continued on page 61)
set up the room,- a 50..s^ate^' with small tables and a small
bar, Hoom adjoins the nitery proper.
-.Jrving- PerpeT) one of the nitery
.•OpevatOFS, says he believes innovation- wUl start trend toward, tele in
Boff; Biilish
agots- otfier than taverns and tap-

m PHILLY

the' offing It

may be

.taking jchances

against being^ able to maintain its'
turnstile d'raw during the run»'of the
recording freeze.
This tendency
among names to waive immediate
.payment of royalties is reported to
have been of great aid to the dickers in their efforts to finance^ theit^
huge stockpiles of masters.
In any event, some of the recording companie.s>a];e wpdsiag/ityertime

keep themselves ^rom goin» bro.ke
shutdown tak;es
by the tingle

Mme

'^Iterjyard^.

stocks of masters ^n ntany cases as
fast as top artists can have new

.(Continued on p^ge 49)

'

nouncing

Chiirch Said

To

'AmKer

Insist

5*

jtootns.

Britain's

formance

'

V

Its Title

of the chief obstacles in 2Qth^
Fox'^ petition to the Legion of Decency for a reclassification on "For-

ever Amber"

is

reportedly the Le-

gion's insistence that the 'film's title

be 'changed. Legion is reported to
have demanded the title switch on

the assumption that too much imMore Active Role morality
is associated with the KathLondon, Nov. 25.
leen Winsor novel from which the
Second* Command Per- film was adapted. The title, of course,
before King George VI is the film's chief selling point.

and Qtfeen Elizabeth was a rousing
success at the Odeon theatre this
evening. House grossed in excess of
;
$100,000 despite its capacity being
•
nearly
1,000 seats less than that of
"'Kiftgsblood Royjil," for which sevthe Empire where the Royal Show
eral .Broadway
managements are
last year with an inunderstood angling, It's figured the was presented
play will be produced this season. take of $120,000.
The story deals with a prominent, In last year's performance Britisb
exception of Ciana
business man who discovers he's' talent, with the
Wynyai-d. lYiorely paraded- However,
'part Negro.
in the current show they are actively
'This dramatisation is the Nobel
\
participating in material organized,
"Prize. author's first work for the stage
by Peter U.stiriov, British actor, Since, his play,
"Angela Is 22," in writer-director, who is joint pro«
whicij he played the leading role on
(Continued op page fl3)
. joi^r for several months some years
• ago.
JCraft is a Hollywood scenarist
and jformer playwright.
Flivs in
•

Change
One

Stars^

Lewis Dramatizes
\.'
'Kingsblood Royal'
<

St. Paul, Nov. 25.
Sinclair Lewis, in collaboration
Wtth Hy S. Kraft, has completed a
dramatization of his best seller,
,

b.o.

•

,

,

first fipoff pf

Force

lOofiP.AM

Tink?/

Bains Recites at GettyBburg;

,'

Gettyi^burg, Pa., Nov. 25.
Actor Claude Rains recited the
Gettysburg Address during simple
.

curenionies marking the 84th anniversary df the national cemetery's
medication on Wednesday (19).

]

I

London

London, No.v.. 25^
"Finian's Rainbow," a smash hit
on Broadway, closes a seven-Week
stand at the Palace here Dec. 6.
Show's fold muucs "Finian" engagement the shoi'tc.'st run -for any
American musical here in years.
"Charley's Aunt" replaces.

Xn an announcem'fent almost .gintultaneous with the industry's own
statefneht of policy yesterday, the
SWG let it be known that it wduW
put up a battlfe before- it let any of
its members be fired -or suspended
for their political opinipns. (Details'

on page

OntletsOutofBiz

"

3).

SWG was reacting to,-of
was the policy set forth by

What the

course,

the industry's top btains and top

.Television, If if continues to step
brass, conclav-ing in New York,, that
Out at the fast pace itis established
it
would hencefortlt- 'no --longer
during the last few months, may
"knowingly" employ Communists
eventually force out of pxistence
and it would fire or suspend at
about 10 of the 30
stations noyr
once- the 10 writers and directors!
feeding signals, info N*w York City.
cited for contempt by the House ott'
'

(NBC

is

already, filling

its'

top" tele
'radio

AM

with eiiperienced
Further d^tail^ in

jobs

.

'

Televi-^.
..

Monday

(24),

(Details

on page

3).

The House, in one of the most lopsided actions of this kind in its his-

took the recommendation -of
That such a situation is definitely
in the cards is the hard-boiled opin- Rep. J. Parnell Thomas, chairman,
ion ot
station managers them- of the Un-American Comntlttee, that
10
the
by their actions at his group's
selves. They predict their downfall
not as a result of the lack of adver- hearings in 'Washingtoh recently had
treated it With contempt,. The, "untisin.g dollars available once teW hits
10" face fines and jail senfriendly
its peak, but because tele 'will drain
(Details on page 18.)
off standard radio's listening audi- tences.
This action and that of the inence.
One of the major networlcS,
in fact, which operates both
and dustry yesterday suited Rep. Thomas
video outlets in ,Nv Y„ is already fine, but hasn't ended his probing, he
mulling the possibility of combining stated. (Details on page 3). In the
the two operations into one station, meantime, Metro, apparently to show
which would broadcast either radio by action as Well as by' words, that
or tele, depending an the time ot its heart ia in the right place, was
hurrying two anti-Commie pix into
day.
They .are "Ninoichka" and
AIM: broadcasters, most of them in- reissue.
(Continued on page 63) '
"Comrade X." (Detaila' on page 3<>
tory,

AM

Revelation that 20th prexy Spyros
Skouras had asked the Legion to
reconsider the "condemned" rating
originally slapped 'on "Amber" indicates the Catlvolic bans on the
picture have hurt considerably at the
boxoffice.
With a negative cost of
some $6,300,000, coupled With advertising'

and print

CLEVELAND PLAIN DEALER
Sunday; Novembei:

costs of $1,000,-

Hy
''

Tops of the Tops
Top

Betall Sheet Music Seller

"Near You"

Top

Betail Disk. Seller

"Near You"
Top Seller on Coin- Machines
"Near You"
Tot> British Sheet Seller
.

"Now
(Details

Is

in-

the Hour"

Muaie Section)

-

fkobttrt S.

Stephan

''lladio"Edit<ir,''IHain"Deal«r

-

.

not a poll by "experts and professional CrlHcs." The
j>oH i-epr-esent.'i a "People's choice" in Cleveland, 80 other cities and
towns in Ohio with a few returns from Florida, Pennsylvania,
Indiana and New York. He,re Is the way l^lain Dealer readers voted
.'.

by

,

This

is

'

classifications:

"Near Ypu"

Top

"Atost BequesteA" Disk

16, 194T

Plain Dealer's Poll

(Continued on page 21)

^

c,

Screen Writers Guild provided the
the battling,still ahead,

,

May

Tele

•

.,

Monday.
>

.

•

:

studios took a crushing blbW
^24); from, the House of
Representatives and another yesterday *Tues.) from the industry if.,
self, but not even the most naive of
observers saw this as a peac^fitl
conclusion to HpUywood's |d0i9<igiocal warfare.

.the

'Committee to-be formed' will
over problems currently

take

.

.

lOOG B.a

pKobers' arrived on ttae
Coast last^ sprlng-^came' tb a head!
week.
Soviet sympathizers in

AM

]

.

C(imi9Aittee

this

^bedevilling the industry, ruiming
the gamut .^from the Coiinim'i&,
probe, censorship, the, international market, ete, '
t

sion- section.)

'

1

witH
since

the HoU9evtln>Ajnericaii,-.Actfyjti0ir

picture industry,

iiott

-

staffers,

'

r-^:

in

around
irettoni

unbeiievable

.

,

,

Communism

almost

AM

,

,

•

,

of ^alleged

Hollywood—battered

'

or sgme.

•

•

.

Inner '.group atjaong the film
•execs meeting in .NeW York on
the Commie problehj will hold
another session today (WedneS'-;
day) to set up an overall public
relations committee for th^ ma-

insure their, future tioxofflce value.Name talent reasons that unless it

has a substantial recorded catalog in

With each -c^tnp any laying in

'

fietter P^ublic kelatibns

tinue their' rush to pile up masters
^before the American Federation of
Musicians' ban tajces effect Jan. 1,
there seems to be a disposition

effect,

•

BAR DEBUIS

.r«cording companies con-,

these days juggling fig^^gs. pt ^fWk*
precedented pace in ,it(- attempt, to

company earnings

Wilt be low because the films being
•"r'nortiied -during that time were
~H[»di6 the period of top costs. Pres*•
(Continued on pa^fe 63)

\

To

Finale

Probe As D.C €ttes lOior Gmleiiiiit

i

.

Red Purff No

histry's

.,

Semicfassical

The

first 5 In

order o£ votjesr

.

..

1—THiL SPITALNY ALL-GIRL ENSEMBLE
3—ALRUM OF rAMIUAR MUSIC

4^0N ViMtHEES CONCERT

5—HOWARD. BAHLOW CONCERT

,

:

'

.

Laveipr Plans

Pr^sii^ Screen

Writers'

Ikemig

the disputed American Authors*'
Authority plan for licensing instead
of outright sale of written material,
is apparently stalemated, currently
over a question of conference procedure.

"

tas Week s

While East

understood to favor thrashing the
entire matter out in an open meeting between committee representing
the SWG and theX#ague.
Lavery, with the tiqtport of the
'coun)>il, feels that tiie question
«f the AAA, or some ikgettcy like it,
(Continued on page' 63)

:.

Dome

Brown-Rutyerji {morning)

the Hard Way:

More NX's

4o Rome

little Italy'

for a Fihn Set

June Gale was one
act..:.'

.

.

KEN MURRAY'S
"BLACKOUTS OF

flock of ylsiting Hollywood
'Sfork or due
stars currently in
soon, talent agents are doing plenty
of hoofing: these days, to -line up

With a

1947"

El Capitan Thaatre, Hollywood, Cal.
MUKIIAY'S new
Watch for

east-

3
g
14

Fordham-NYU

.....

,

-.

<

Freedom Tnm

"

Fordham

'

'

..I

Arlsona-Kanns

(nit«)

>,".«..'...*...,..

.

Roshester from 'their films without
reason other than race 'prejudice, is
is to be the only ; city in the south
raising the segregation issue about
'
(Continued on page 68):*

a junket throughs Missouri and iHinois^ addressing over a score of hig'b
school assemblies on the. issue of
racial discrimination. Following his
current Cste Society, N.- Y. -date,

:

_

"

Barbara

To Get Tde Sets for Skk

isn?* «iet

Comedian GeOrgie Prifee, to furHe ri^ums ^'the Coiat 'qver.the
ther his project of furnishing telC'coming weekend.
vision iseta to 'veterans' hospitals and
crippled children's home.s wiU do a
Joan Fontaine lingers
series of one-man 'concerts to help

Hubby Dozier West

raise funds. Concerts will probably
William Dozier left yesterday tee off in Pittsburgh! immediately
(Tues.) for the Coast, having re- after New Year's, when Price goes
turned over the weekend from a. into the Bachelor's Club there, .and
Bermuda vacation with his wife, will 'Continue during j^e comedian's
Joan Fontaine. Universal-Interna- booking into a Florida nitery.
Price hopes to raise enough money
tional produd^on executive has four
to provide sets for institutions in
piiitures bi$or«~the cameras, "AH
"28 tele cities, but won't put
Sons," "Up in Central fark," "An- some
other Part of the Forest" and "Are more than two in any one town.
You With It?" Another, "Letters He's mulling the possibility of workfrom an Unknown Woman," starring ing with either the' Shriners or the
Variety. Clubs on the project. SevMiss Fontaine, is being cut.
Miss Fontaine is due in Hollywood eral tele set manufacturers' have al-

.

My

In January (or the Hakim Bros, pro- ready indicated theyni furnish sets
duction of "Mayerling,'* in color, at at coist for the cause.
Metro. Her -only, other commitment
is "Thunder on the Hill," to go beA&C's London Bookings
fore the cameras at V-X next July
Actress is currently visiting friend.s
Hollywood, Nov. 25.
in Connecticut and will remain there
Bud Abbott and Lou Costello
until January. Dozier will return to are set to play four weeks at the
spend the Xmas holidays there with Casino theatre, London, following
completion of their curren't film
her.
chore in "The Noose Hangs High" at
Eagle Lion. Actors' pay will be de'
for Lee
posited here before they leave for
Bngland.
Hollywood. Nov; 25,
While in London the comics may
Currently touring for "Body and
do
a picture, "Tail, of the Fox," for
Soul,'! in which he's featured, Can
ada Lee heads for England when J. Arthur Rank.
stint is completed to star .in logit
"Othello"
in
Iiondon
and the
Preminger's Legiter
Provinces.
Hollywood, Nov. 25.
Producer Thornton Criswell is
Tweiitieth-Fox gave Otto Premalso prepping "The Tempest" with tnger a leave of absence -to go east
the Negro actor as Caliban, which after first of the year to producehe played
New York a couple of direct "The' Scenic Route," play by
seasons ago.
Robert and Mignon McLaughlin.
"'
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FAB WEST
San Franci^ca-St. Mary's (Sunday)

San Franclsca

2«

Pro Football
NATIONAL' LEAGU&
(THANKSGIVING)
Detroit Ltons-dht Bear*

Bear*

(ittorHlttg)

£.'!*i

N. Y» QiMito»'Chi

'CMrTds.

T.

:

StcetcM.

,

t

>

, ;

r^paoite»i.'--i

... .

Phijiiy Kaglea-Pttt

»

Bedaklns

fl!a!d«i";l5Hfi!<^
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New York

Dorothy Polka"

4Sid

»

returning

'tende,d'

last weekeild,

but

to-

Hollywood over

is

remaining

work out his Various plans.
The comedian has read the
script, submitted
by Harris

to

to try

'

legit'

an<Ic

would like to do the play if- details
can. be settled.
He doesn't know
either the title or the author of the
play, as Harris had it mimeographed
without either identification, presumably* so he- could cii'culate the
script among actors and potential
backers without tipping his mitt to
other managements. In most case.*;,
prbducers take options on scripts in
which they're interested, to prevent
other', managers from finding out
about the play and going to the aun
thor to tie up the property.
,No longer under contract to Paramount, Bracken would like to produce A picture in New York, from
"150
an original
called
script
,

Smith,"

by

Edward

Vincent.

He

bought the yarn, dealing with an
eccentric Brooklyn baseball player,
from Harold Lloyd some months agot
His plans now depend on' bis ability
to obtain financing and a releasing
deal.

He

Is

dickering with Selznick

for: another

week.
Because of the hot time element,
Techni prints are being shipped
That Step will avoid
prolonged delay in filling print or-

Bojangles Says Singer's

all

"Tfce Courtship of
•

krifiitiHr

York, would like to return to the
stage in a Jed Harris production, but
is also trying: to arrange to produce
a picttire-lh the east and is dickering for a radio series. He had' in-

circuit,

from England.

*

Eastern Pic and Radio
New

Eddie Bracken, currently in

and .Samuel Goldwyn.
For the radio show, a .situation
comedy written by Arthur Phillij?s,
leading off today (Wed.) in the Cri- he is negotiating with ABC, which
terion, State and Brooklyn Metrb- would peddle- it to a sponsor or put
I)olitan, and in flock of other situa- it on as a local co-op.
tions despite.,£act pic won't be her,e
booked

OB* of Hi«

Amon^ Jed Harris Play,

Pads, No*. Mi

Vm,

official odds.

Eddie Bfadken Running

BQTlilASSSEErailNGOFF

Parisians are not only patronizing
the .niteriea as usual^ hut new ones
ar« -opening. ' Irene, Bernard Hilda's
sister, is opening the new Elysee
Palace Club on Rue Marignan with
4he Roger Lucchesi band. The Lido
is packing them in with Laurel and
Hardy. Hilda is getting the cream
ot the trade at his Champs Klysees,
statiiffn WXYZ, and Adeline Werner, and the Bal Tabariu gets the MontWho soiaed prominence as ,a pro- martre patronage.
ducer «f 'juvenile revues.
Mass, spending, however^ Is feelFox 'Theatre publicity and adver- ing the increased cost of living. Pictising is handled by Hette Sepanik, ture grosses In the nabes are not as
graduateflpf an advertising agency.' good as they used io be, and the
Her associate is Charlene Harmer, Armiisiice Day holiday did not bring
who acted in local theatre produc- the expected returns in many places.
tions
before turning
pressagent. In' Marseilles, the holiday brought
Doris Mass, who looks after the in- a political riot which resulted, in
terests of the Downtoivn and Adams clubs and bars in the vicinity of
theatres, counts the niteries as her the Opera being ransacked by mobs,
alma m^ter.
and the tills rifled.
In the music field Jennie Campbell
has for several seasons -promoted
the interests of the Detroit Symphor
Fancy
for Rank's
ony orchestra and Its director, Karl
Kreuger,
Bciiides doing -publicity
.work for several women's organizaRoyal Wedding 3-Reeler
tions, Mary Humphrey, onetime loRiding the terrific Mh' snaror) in
cal Sunday editor,, promotes the La
this country by the Elisabeth-Philip
Scala Grand Opera Co-, and helps
wedlock ceremonies. Universal is
with the Ballet Russe and Ballet
cashing in on- unprecented rental
theatre locally in their annual visits.
terms for J. Arthur Rank's TechniFemmes make a more impressive color three-reeler of
the eyent. U,
showing than in Philadelphia, where as U.S.
distrib of the pic, is collectfilm critics on all three newspapers
ing high flats equivalent to those
are women, and music i-eviewer on
paid for a second feature in first-riih
one sheet is also a femme.
situations.
Film has already been

Alice Gorham
who directs advertising and v publicity for United Detroit Theatres.
oiiejrated -by Pa^^ount Pictures,' numbers 20 theatres in Detr6it and suburbs, including five major downtown houses. A? her assistants Mrs. Gorham' lies Marie
Meyers, longtime script writer for
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Memphis, Nov. 25,
The Freedom Train is passing up
Memphis, rather than bow to .the
demand for .com-
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in the various cities' he pass's
Storyj" with Katharine Hepburn,
through.
tntendt dtiing ABroadvtiay'play next
Efficacy' of Adler's talks in one of
ceaaon. H£s Metro coniract, now in
Chicago's high schools, formerly a
its fourth year, givfis him time oft
hotbed of racialism, was recently refor a legit during 1948-49. He has no
vealed, in a school. ''examination iii
-vehicle set, but" has talked about
whi^h 450 stu^enjte. signified agreeit to the Theatre Guild, which pre
ment with hii^ viewpoint four months^
sevted "Story."^
after Adler had delivered his taHt;
Actor, whor^came twt last week
In his ta'lks, Adler's chief pitch is
gttfest'
AppMratacev on the that in the
jtot
world of show business
"Reader's t>tiMst'*'«n4'"Cavigi1cade of there's- only one
index for success-^
''America" radio programs, recently talents— and
that no barriers 'because
completed ."B:Fi'< Daughter." with of race,* color or creed
exist.

W

*r:',v::

;,:

Mtsslislppi State-lMlssissilppI

In Between M-G Chores Adler -^pens r concert tour ^an. .11,
claims "it's
Van Heflin, whose last itage. ap- during which period 'he'll' trndectafce unique among m^ajor American
similar lecture chores, coincident^Uy, cities. 'Woitien rule the iroost in the
pearance was in /The Philadelphia'

East,

^-r

'.

.

the country. To date, NCCJ's most
the Rome
active recruit has 'been harmonicist
'studio, which Mussolini, built for his
Larry Adler, who reeently wound up
"

Stanwyck, at Metro and
with
Dreviously did "Taproots,"
' Susan tiay ward, oh loanout to Wal
t*r Wauger, neither 'picture yei released. His next screen assignment
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present.

made at

Vail Heflin Flans
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FltfridarKansas -state.
feature length (am production
Georgia Teeh-Georgia
•'BILL AND COO"
Released through' Republic Pictures Mlamt-AIabama (JFrl nlte)

New

"Reader's
Digest"
^Hallmark),'
"Theatre Guild of the Air" (V.'S.
Steel), "We, the People" (Gulf) and
"Studio One'-' (ClBS sustainer^, are
among tiie mostvfavortid dates' at

.:

,

Arkansas
,

SATURDAY'S GAMES

(Phtladelphia)
Boston -College-Holy Cress

WEEK!
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York's Little *Italy i« going to
Current screeners east or due in-,
be copied and set up in Rome for elude liOretta Young, Burgess MerKod Geiger's production of "Christ edith, Jarie Wyman, Van Hcflin,
in Concrete," cet for production. Mi Fred iMac Murray, Charles LaUghton,
February. Geiger, while in Holly- Lew Ayres, Keenan Wynn, Barbara
wood, signed Max GoriSlik.Jto make B*l !Q«ddes,vKathryn Grayson,the sets arid Gorelik arrived,""east this George Sanders, Franchot Tone,
'
«re^k.
Robert 'Mitchum and Joei McCrea,
Picture will be> made for about a
million <n American dollars from
He
lira which Geiger has in ItalywiU star Luise Rainer and is dickering with JOse Ferrer to play the
male lead and direct. Albert DekIn its work for. brotherhood, the
kec has been signed for « top supNational Conference of Christians
porting role.
and Jews Is enlisting show business
Geiger plans tQ foilow '-Poncrcte"
personalities to car^'its tolerance
with -"Galileo," starring Charles
message into critical areas around
Picture will be

tl'OINTS

Rutgers

Georg etowii.>Ge«rre Washington
;;'..,'..'
Fenn-Corinell.
irulsa-Arkansas
Wake Forest-SoHth Carolina.'.

of a four-siiSfer'

New

liaughtoii.

,,

-

^uest shots on various radio shows.
It

^

WINNERS

*GAMES'

Iitollywop^,"Nov, 25.

June Levant sued pianist ttscar
Levant for a divorce,;, a^ing $p,50D

•
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Levants Divorcing

Emmet Lavery, ex-Screen, Writers monthly separate '^aif^nance, ,>aft
GuUd prbsident, now ih 'thfe -^ast for .comtpunity property J e?s3 excliltltvc
the production of his new play, "A custody of their three daughtersiji*!
Gentleman From Athens," would
like to work out the problem in informal talks with Oscar Hammerpresident,
and other
2d,
stein
Authors League of America' heads.
However, the League ^ficials are

ABC

ISpofis Director,

^

Football

ders in the U.S. No number of prints
has yet been set, but there woti't be
any arbitrary limit on the figure, it's

.0

said.

feotarcs In

Annivermry Number
Out Soon

Spotting a good thing, U.S. newsreels have also pounced on the
evpnt's selling valuer
Paramount,
for instance, has released a full reel,
10 minutes long.
It hit irst-run

Broadway houses yesterday'
Other reels are

also,

ed dips of the

fete.

(Tues.),

running extend-

300 Lbs. Menace to

Stage

Legal teaser of whether a temporary stage erected in the Armory.
Baltimore, for a Bill Robinson show
would have stood up under the combined pressure of two piano.s and
300-H3. Ada Brown's stompm' around
for
is going to decide an action
$11,855 damages currently pending
Robin the N. Y. supreme court.
inson, who's being sued by BaltiHdprin,
more entrepsheur Joseph A.
says it wouldn^t have and gives that
(C6htinued on page 03)
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D0N1 HET
FOiii bidustiy s Policy Defined

"On the

liroader issue of alleged subversive and' disloyal elements
in Hollywood,' our members are likewise prepared to take positive

SIL
The

,

-

somethini^ of

ail

.

,

,

-

otherwise pretty much blacked-out
to Ani£rican views.

The threats against U. S. fltons
official agencies in the Iron
Curtain countries are manifold, but
the same agencies continue making
deals with the Americans. Not only
that,
but aside from occasional
troubles, which are thoroughly expected, the communist governments
are
generally
cooperative.
quite
In.' fact, U, S. films even get regular
.

.

Semenenkos Prowl

UA Control

for

•

from

.

Presages a Possible Tie With EL

-

V

exploitation

Washington, Nov.

25.

Query of Justice Dept. on
gality

of

industry's

firing

le-

of

-

'

see their lawyers."
In top .legal circles,

it

lusion

and

on employment policies,
laws which bar dis-

Communist.

.

laljor

crimination because of politicaladherence.

this compleslsant ststite of: affairs
expected to continue, but film

Ism'

HoHy woOd,

Committee.

,

Nojr. 25.

.

-

:

ed Artists and Eagle liion is seen behind continued efforts of Serge
Semenenko, Boston banker, to ob-

'

'

•

tain all

J.

UA.

or partial control of

Washington; Nov. '25.
Parnell Thomas, chairman:

of the House un-American Activities Committee, congratulated
film producers today (Tues.) for
their action in suspending or firing the 10 screen writers and
directors who were- cited 'foir
contempt.
"The action of the producers,"
Thomas said, "is a constructive
step and a body'' blow to the
Communists. If Hollywood will
clean its house, the abuse which
it heaped upon our committee
was worth the price."
Thomas warned, howevei-, that
the producers' action would not
put an end to the investigation.
"I want to make 'it emphatically

I^emenenko is a close associate of
Robert R. Young, principal stockholdef in Pathe Industries* which
owns EL, and recently made a very
large loan to that company,

.

the First National Bank o'f Boston, was active in
the group, headed by Si Pahian,

Semenenko, a

v.i*."of

which attempted to purchase UA
last summer. Since that time he has

made continued efforts to gain a
foothold in UA, so much so that considerable suspicion has grown up in
the trade that a tieup—perhaps an
actual merger--with
Young's mind.

EL is

in his arid

With UA greatly in need of a large
loan to get its producers back to
work by helping them with financing, Semenenko is believed making
'capital of that situation in order to
achieve some sort of control. He's
undei-.stood willing to make the necessary loan, but only under condition that he bfi permitted to name
directors to a revised boai'd. Thus,
in the legitimate action of protecting
his loatt/'he -might get tiie start to<Contihued on page 6)

however," he said. "that
our hearings and exposures will
clear,

Petrillo's

rights

in other states—prohibiting the
questioning of a man's political beliefs—unless they be subversive, and
Comntunlstn has never been legally
(Contittuei^

on page

.

.

London, Nov.

25.;

slated to move to Metro ;on a one-picture deal after Flynn' -winds up
"Adventures
Don Juan" at
of

Command Warners.

Performance at the Gdeon theatre
tonight (Tues.) worked wonders for
Bob 1-Iope, who's been ailing with
a cold. Not on^ was his appearance
at the show assured but "the comedian is planing to Germany tomorrow (Wed.) for a three-day p.a.
tour.
Local talent and a troupe of
British girls will accompany him.
Hope and his unit is scheduled to
appear in Wiesbaden Wednesday
night. He's set for three shows, in
Frankfurt Thurs. (27) followed by
.three shows in Berlin. Fri. (28).
:Same evening he planc^. to I<ondon
(Continued on page 16)

Deal

is

being ironed out

now.

Baumi

Flynn's manager, Al

says

arrangements will be set in two
weeks. Film will be a western with
directing, and it's expected
to coll in April.
.

,

Walsh

jective, ot

Mary

for

five

years on the picture, but then went
•back to England and forgot about
the contract. First word of its abrogation came last April when Pascal's
(Continued on page 20)

:

James

C. Petrillo.

There

2

'Ninotchka/tomradeX'
In a "move apparently designed tofurther combat illwill against the
film industry 'engendered by the

House Committee's red

Metro

probe,,

has dfioided to mij into re-release
"Nihdtchka" and "Comrade X," both
of which satiri7.e the Soviet bureaucratic

form

of

Communism.

'

"Ninotchka," Grfeta Garbo starrer
originally released in 1939, has been
scheduled for reissue pronto. As a
result of the House probe; Meti'o will
send it out in Decethber and is
alrpady seeking njajor key city bookings for it. Several witnessesJn the
recent probe hearings cited t&e
treatment
given
Cionfmuhists
in
"Ninotchka" as proof that the Industry isn't overridden with' subversive elements and Metro report.edly feels the time is now ripe ia
send it back, into release.
Film vias produced and directed
'

;

-liUbitsch.

reissue will

Its

(Continued on page 20)

at Col.

Buchman

is

to produce

'

25.
set again with

a number of

pix tor the company.
Producer had a bid to move over
to the Metro lot but that's nixed
'

now.

.Trn<Ie Mttrh .Reefftcrml

.
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'Body,* 'Life,* 'Mitty,'

Vol.168

'

N o.

tg^SaS""'

'Unconquered' Best Bets

With numerous holdovers, clutter- loom promisingly on basis of
ing firstruns in

many kef

cities this

'

union

Since the royalty idea for
organizations is struck at

(Continued on page

!(>>

(U), "Hagen Girl" (WB)j
"Heaven Only Knows" (UA) and
"Escape Me Never" (WB) do not

Moment"

appointing biz this

dis-

weefe.«ei

moved up from nowhere

Chatter
Concert

to

61

56

Film Reviews.'

conditions in several cities. "Mitty".
aLso pushed up from sixth to third
slot, only the
limited number of

House Reviews.

new

Inside -Music

:

openiiig.s

apparently keeping

crix .opinions, js doing near capacity
in first week in N. Y. on
a-day, upped scale run. "Love

two-

From

Stranger" ,^(EL), which opens -in
N. Y. this week, did not tee off
promising in L. A. "Out of Blue,"
from same distributor, on other hand
shapes as good in Buffalo.

"The Fugitive" (RKO) continues
big in second Baltimore week and
third stanza in Boston. It moves into
another- house in Balto soon for an
extended run.
"Upturned Glass"
(U), which did not fare so well in
N. "ST., looks okay currently in Cleveland.
.'.

iCtmpiete Boxoffick Reports on
Pages 8, 9)

...ll

'

Foreign"

13

Inside Legit.

it

.

12

\:.

53

second spot this week although
encountering mild general business

from iclimbing to a higher position.
."Mourning Becomes Electra"
(BKO), "whUe not helped by many

;'

Bills

*

"For Keeps" and "Where There's
Life"

-

'

Hollywood, Novi
Sidney

Columbia

'.

'
•

-

"'

Many Keys

week and weather and product no
are strong indications in American help, biz nationwide backed away
Federation of Musicians circles that sharply from recent favorable sesthe union chief will Issue some sort sions. Week was featured by the
number of big .pictures playing in
of announcement affecting picture
deluxers of the principal keys covstudio recording shortly after the ered by 'VAiiiETy. Quite a few of
first of the year.
these bigger films are not doing -too
Wiiile the present agreement be- well but the quantity of them has
tween the AFM and the film indus- resulted in business being widely
try doesn't expire until Aug. 31, split up.
Again pacing the field is "Body
1948, Petrillo, it is understood, feels
that he might as well reveal the and Soul" (UA), which hit a new
federation's new policy on mattecs record in Cincinnati and a mighty
recording at the same time the pho- figure in Los Angeles. Film is playnograph record ban takes effect. That ing holdover in numerous spots but
policy, as the film producers are still continuing big. Others in the
slated to learn, is that AFM mem- Big Six, in order of showing and
bers will not be permitted to "make playdates, are "Tl^here There's Life"
anytiiing in which they cannot par- (Par), "Walter Mitty" <RKO), "For(20th), "Exile" (U)
ticipate later on." Latter nine words .ever Amber"
represents the crux of the philos- and "Unconquered" (Par).
Topping the runners-up are "This
ophy behind Petrillo's past, present
and future action on anytliing tliat Tim'e for Keeps" (M-G), "Pirates of
Monterey" (U), "Fabulous Texan"
is recorded.
Petrillo hasn't the least idea on (Rep) and "Green Dolphin St." (Mhow musicians can participate from G). Among the new entries, "Lost
films,

'

Anti- Commie Pictiires

by Ernst

Buchman Stays

National Boxoffice Survey

film studios are the next ob-

.

18)

Metro's Reissues of

.c-lMftgK;,

Because of GBS Pact

distribution

Next

Target: Films

Claiming that Gabriel Pascal
walked out on a contract to produce
George Bernard Shaw's "Devil's
Alliance,

Personals in Germany
Day's rest prior to his

WB

Deal

Hollywood, Nov. 25/
Errol Flynn and Raoul Walsh are

Loretta Young, Hope's

Business Slips in

-

Pickford-Lester Cowan indie unit,
has filed suit against the British
producer for $561,800. Complaint,
signed by Miss Pickford,^ was filed
in the N. Y. supreme court.
AA, in the meantime, has obtained
a writ of attachment on $50,000
which will be due to Pascal by
Metro next April. It's part payment
to him for turning over to the studio
the contract he held on services of
Deborah Kerr.
Prinzmetal & Grant, counsel for
AA, claim that Pascal fulfilled the
, part of bis agreement to obtain from

Activities

With the U. S. Constitution andlaw existing in California—and

state
'also

1S4

50G From Metro

Artists

For 1 Pic in

.

Pickford's Co. Attaches

Disciple,"

.

continue."

The

Pascal's

M-G

Walsh

Thomas' Congicats

House Un-American

:

'

Possible eventual meshing of Unit--

;

the bad reaction

offset

toward Hollywood which set in with
the recent Washington hearings of

New exec board, <)f thft SipFeeij
are keeping the ix fingers
Writers Guild, meeting at its' fli'st
crossed and hoping
for the best as
^
session after sweeping into. ofiHce
.
.. .
,
week; empowered itself as a
-:'."!"_=A'?.P'fl'^^*:°Jll'""-^.t?..??'"-^
inate most of the screens of Europe.
committee to work in conjunction
Increase in output- of Soviet -stuwith .studio; chairmen to resist ahy
dios and those in Soviet-cotttrolled
blacklisting or- discrimination against
territory, it is ahtieipated, may well
writers for political beliefs, provided
mark the end of some of the- friend^ such beliefs are.
not violation of the
liness now shown American- pix,
law. Simultaneously 50 signatories
Aside from the present peed of of the .resolution passed last WednesHollywood product now to keep day' that any Guild office, or comtheatres alight, no small factor, of mittee-liolders must sign non-commy
course, is the popularity of the films affidavit before taking seat, withdrew
with the masses', despite the iiasty the resolution in 4he "interest of
things, said by the press.
Greatest Guild unity.." Tlie board also passed
diflficulty the Americans run into is a motion to draft a letter toi be sent
still censorship exercisgd^ in some of
to each congressman urging passage
the countries.
;
(Continued on page 22)
No Vueo, Soviet Deal
U. S. films are now playing in
Poland,
Czechoslovakia, Rumania,
Flynn,
to
Bulgaria and Hungary. No deal has
(Continued on page IS)
men
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Fights

plished to
'

No one knows how long
paratively

.

meetings eve); called.
Setting a policy was admittedly a
tough problem—"both morally «rid
legally—but a chore that Ihe execs
were determined must.^be ateom-

nificant such

M

SWG

»

That was the .decision yesterday
(Tuesday) of 48 top industry leaders
following a day-and-a-half of wrangling in New York, on terms of the
policy to be adopted toward aUeged
subversives workiiig. in the studios'.
Conclave, called at the invitati<(n
of Motion Picture Assn. prexy Eric
Johnston, was considered by mimy
in the industry one of the most sig-

was-

conjectured individual companies might be running counter to
anti-trust laws, which bar col-

governttient-oper-

via

the Cited 10

film industry will immediately
or suspend "without eompensation" the 10 film employees cited for
contempt .by the^-Hpuse of Repre.^
sentatives Monday (24) and will not
in the future knowingly employ a
fire

Communists spurred reply that
the film companies had "better

ated' radio stations.

can be

Su^nd

Fire or

Justice Dept.** Stance

'

playing-—and rather successfully— in
Ave of the Russian-orbit countries
.

'•We will not knowingly employ a Communist or a member of any.
party or group which advocates the overthrow of the Government of
the United States by tor-ce or }fy any illegal or unconstitutional
methods.
'.'In pursuing this policy, we are not going to be swayed by hysteria
or intimidation from' any source. We are frank-to recognize that such
a policy involves dangers of hurting innocent people. There is the
risk of creating .,an atmosphere of fear.. Creative work at its best
cannot be carried on in an atmosphere of fear. We will guard against
this danger, this risk, this fear.
"To this end we will call in the Hollywood talent guilds to work
with us to eliminate any subversive; to protect the innocent; and to
safeguard free speech and a free screen wherever threatened.
"I^e absence of a national policy^ established by Congress, with
respect to employment of Communists in private industry, makes our
Ours is a nation of law.s. We request Congress to
;task difficult.
enact legislation to assist American industry to rid itself of subversive, disloyal elements.
"Nothing subversive or un-American has appeared on the screen.
Nor can any number of Hollywood investigations obscure the patriotic services of the 30,000 loyal Americans employed in Hollywood who
have given our- government invaluable aid in var and peace,"'
Donald M. Nelson, president of the Society of Independent Motion
*
Picture Producers, joined in the statement, it was added^

Shaw

Jobs for Reds;

The

become
enigmk to'- American
''ht^

v

.

Win

LIKE 'EM

Cii^'itaitt

film men. For while Moscow rants
at U. S. pictures, and the Continent's
entire communist press regularly
bdots the films from Minsk to Pinsk
and back again, they go right on

'

action.

.

%

.

.

,

Fdm Industry Rules

I

Jlollowitig statement was issued by Motion Picture Assn. presl«
dent Eric Johnston at dose of the t^o-ds^y meeting of industry execu"
tives in New York yesterday (Tuesday):
"Members of the Association of Motion Picture Producers (Coast
affiliate, of the Motion Picture Assn.) deplores the action of the 10
Holly wood men who have been- cited, for contempt by the House of
Bepresentatives. We -do not desire to prejudge, their legal rights, -biit
their actiotis have been a disservice to their employers and has impaired their usefulness- to the industry.
"We.will forthwith discharge or suspend without. compensation those
in our employ^ and will not reemploy any of the 10 until such time
as he is acquitted or has purged himself of contempt and declared
*
under oath "that he is not a Communist.'
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Frifcp's 418>450

Ph RnksUiiped Scale Fibns lOegal
After

Dec

1

85.

series of 31 directories to be' issued by the Motion 'Picture
Assn., shows a total of 5Sl8 theatres with 418,450 seats operating
in that area. In addition, there
are 10 drive-in theatres with a

-f

Rep Wins 250G

the provisions of the Jackson P<irk
Qecree, Tom McConnell, luecessful

Ruling that the plaii^tilt had
terms," Jiidge
attorney lor the theatre in that anti- stalled to exact better
federal
Ritkind in N.
trust action, told members ot Allied Simon £(.
breach
theatres of UlinoU today. Any at- ^urt tossed out a..,$2S0^.
of contract suit brought 'by General
distribt) to continue that
tempt
Corp. against- Republic.
policy beyond the December dead- Overseas
Action was on a deal in which GOC
line would be met by injunction prowas to get exclusive rights to 32 Reee^dincs, legalite said.
Paramount's "tlnconquered," iOthr public, pix in a group of European

with

-

11,170

total ^numtoer of the350 are" circuit operated

Of the

%

atres,

,witb reroaijhing 189 towned
iiidies

i»vN^,)ess tha«(

by

ifour the-

<

Fox's 'Torever Amber" and Samuel
Goldwyn'fi "Best Years," all playing
now at upped prices in Chi, arc affected by the ruling, according to
David O. Selasnick's
}itcG(»nAell.
"Dud in the Sun" escaped the eurse,
legalite opined, because it's distrib.

uted by an

indie.
Special deal's been

made

SOtfa's

"Gentleman's Agreement," which

is

now playing the Apollo, BfcK showcase. On personal plea of W. C. Gehring, 20th's ass't s^les chief, McConnell has agreed to sUstiend the twoweek limit Alt flest'-cuas provided in
the deoree -SQ that "Agreement" will

atres aitiejap

B,0. of Foreiipi Fibns

countries.

i)epe»is on the Critics,

N'egotiations took place in Febru*
supposedly
ary, 1945, with
agreeing to deposit $70,000 in a Paris
bank to Rep'js order. Judge Riflcind,
in an opinion after trial, declared

GOC

Rererse of Ui. Fix

whose procritics,
Amieriean
that Robert Haggiag, GOC's prexy, nouncements don't necessarily make
repudiated the deal by attempts "to or break boxoffice chances of American pix, now have the actual Ufewheedle more attractive terms."
or-death say on British and foreign
imports. Result of the overpowering crix influence, distribs in the
field aver, is that marquee name
pull customarily exercised by Yank

Rank May Force

product has only

have an unlimited run.

Distrib, in
turn, will reduce 'its admission scale

Yanks to Dicker

,

jor the pit.
Sxception for "Agreement" was
granted solely because of its important-treatment of anti-Semitism,
JtleCtuweU. noted. It ivta agreed to
alter 'the. lawyer conferred with ITed-

ForUjnqMcsPk

trifiing eifect

en

the eoin-'garnering potential of overseas product. In ,key cities, it's sthe
crix, first and last, who call the
tune.
With two years of .comparatively
heavy selling of foreign pix under
their belts, distribs have now tabulated

ano^er phenomenon.

.

When

London,- Kov. 2s.
it comes to the iniports, the bigger
Aineriean
newsreel
companies the city the more influential 'are the
of that ivant coverage of the fortheom- crix. In> such metropolis as New
ing Qljrmpic games here may -have York, Chicago, Los Angeles and San
to buy their footage from the J. Af- .Francisco, there's a slavish devotion
-MeConnell insists that the
'tor the ukases of newspaper pundite
thur Rank enterprise.
theafaresj are also bound by the de
tree, though not specifically menNegotiations between Rank and So muph to that a film drawing upon
"joker" in the the Olympics committee to give him approximately the same intellectioned in the suit
cleciirtont.he said, eliminates double- exclusive newsreel rights to 'the tual level of the public does terrific
teatur^e only on the south side leav- events have been in progress for the biz in one &pot"«»here 'the ,ccix are
ing.lhe rest o£ the city frefe to-book last several weeks and there's be- kind and dies more instantly where
^ualers; '.
lieved to be little/ cloubt that Rank jeers fill in for cheers.
In the smaller sites-^say from
will aclueve Ms urn. 'U'nder -terms

cral'JrtidiKe
•

and

capacity of JS.OOO
shuttered houses

Suit

W

San

Theatre survey D>t
Francisco territory, ninth in the

Law

Per Jackson Park

Chicago, Nov.

>

Advanced admission price pix Uti
Chi will be iUegsl kfier Dec. 1 under

SmIs
tfie

dtwit

wi!ha«il Igoe,

iSci

wliolumded

'

-

-

RKO

•

'

A

'-

.

FMi^Y TO DEBUT

of the contract, no newsreel cameraexcept those working for
Rank; will be allowed to set up in
the arena,' That includes all commercial- U. S. reels and television

men,

:

n^^liW P(MCOLOR

Covt Ststains N.y.€. Rq^

To Ovemde State Censors OS onPk
Right of

With every Tnajor .working fever- newsreel lensers.
ishly to develop new color processes,
Rank ^quired his exclusivity by
Paramount now bidti to take the lead
ia the tint-derby. Par has tied up stepping'into th^'br^eh with an unspecified-, .Imt reportedly large,
witih Polaroid, Corp., which operates
of money for the righu. With' the
a plant at Cainbridge, Maw., and has
-

mm

.

>

agent, Duggan was one of three v.ies
at the studio. Serving under him
were Lew Kerner, the casting direc'

WR

Ruling is conudered intiqportant on
any future "i>ix hassles but doesn't
afteet Hughes' film any longer. That's

Max

Wilkinson, in charge of because the producer and United
writers, and Bernard Smith, story Artists, distrib, made their peace
-•„
with Benjamin Fielding,, erstwhile
-editor;
Entire staff came east with Gold- License Commissioner for the City,
wyn recently and, with the, excep- by muting advertising which Fieldtion of Duggan, is expected to return ing had. found objectionable. Comwhen the producer goes back to the promise was .reached during pendency of tbie appeal and "Outlaw" was
Coast around March.
permitted to plsjr the Broadway
tor;

theatre.

'Court unanim<iusly affirmed

M-G Story Contest
Dranmtizes Biz s

TdeRi^Vkw
Industry's -determination to hang
onto video rights fai its films was
indicated during the pa£i week when
Metro forced a darificalicni of the

consistency in the City's action after
« seal was affixed. Original opinion
said the' penal laws prohibiting obscene films still applied regardless
of the seal and oflHtxtals who felt that
the laws were breached were duty-,
bound to act.

Hughes' action -which sought an
injunction against i^ielding and posecond unsuccessone brout^t on the film. Earlier
suit by
to compel Harry Brandt,
circuit operator, to -carry out bppkings was also .tossed opt by the ap^

lice officials is the

ful

UA

Lew Ayres-

.

Irving Berlin

Sidney Boehn
Donald Buka
BiUy Pe Wolfe
f>an Dailey
Robert Dc^n
Douglas Bumbrille
.

-

Fred'Ehrman
Helen Ferguson
Y. Frank Fieemaa
Arthur Greenldatt
WiUiam Goet»

Edmund Hartman

'

'Grace Hayes.'
Russell Holman
.Lou: .Irwin-.

Gordtm Jenkina

Most

Percy Kelton.
Dr. Paul Korefa
Harry Kosiner
Arthur ICrim

Buy

FACT

•„

'

.

Marc Lawrence
Robert Z. Leonard
Harold Lloyd
Diana Lynn
Paul KacNamara
Fred Mohrhardt
Johh L. Murphy
'

1^

.

<

Moreen Nash
Franklin Pangbom
Retina Paitinoa
Hal Pricbard
George Raft

'

Ruth Roman
Zachary Scott
Aubrey Schenck
Dr. Lee Seigel
Eddie Sherman

'

Y.

-"

•

to 200,000~the critics' influence ''even on foreign films wanes
Company made clear that all video
but*the vacuum isn't filled by- big rights in the film itself remain with
names. In' those spots, irs.the gen- the studio. On the other hand, the
eral subject matter of the fihns, and author, under terms pf the conceswhether it^s rofnantic, realistic, mu-- sions granted, retains live televisim
sical or not, that's the final deterri{9>ts, Metro la-w^ers affirmed. Aumining factor.thor cannot, however, use or sell
On the score of critics' influence, such rights, for seven years and
"Magic Bow," J. Arthur Hank dra- Metro has an option to purchase
matization of this life of Paganini,*i$ complete rights .within that period
cited as a iirime example. Slim, dis- at 25% of total paid to the novel
tributed to the- art houses by Pres- award winner. .In the event Metro
tige unit of .Universal, took a pan- doesn't exercise its optlen, ithaathe
ning., from Gotham's fourth estat^: right to .meet any oftec.by' aiqrone
and, consequently, did only thin biz else at any time.
in New York, Same reception and
performance were .noted elsewhere
50,i)00

U

'

*

'

^

,

N. Y. to h* A.
Ed Begley
Maurice Bergman
Xurhan Bey

Ribm

Joe Bigelow

-

Time

House

,

Tom

'

.

Europe

Y.

'

,

.

'

*

Gonitors

Helmut Dahtine
DeVere Engelbacb
Jose Ferrer

Henry Ginsberg

Van

Heflin
Patricia Knight

Yordan

New

-

Brown
Harry Cohn

Cecil

Dual

¥me

the

decision of Supreme Cburt Justice
Bernard L. Shienta^, who saW no in-

recent concessions it' made to aupeRate division^
thors entering books in its $250,000
prize novel contest Letter, by the
authors' {igents, setting forth the
L. A. to N.
terms of the agreement with Metro,
j:dward L. Alperson
brought a correctton from the M^x
Val -Arms
legal department..

SAME. MORRIS SUES WB

ON

H

make his. headquarters in New York; affirming a diamissal of Howaid
He'll confinue same duties as hereto- Hughes' suit on "The Outlaw,'* held
fore in charge of talent, stories .and that a State seal granted a pic
writing. He'll commute to the Coast ("Outlaw" in this instance) does not
bar City officials from outlawing the
as. necessary..:'
Formerly a New York, literary film as indecent.

present economic: diiTiculties that
releasife at least fix. color
have hit all of Zngland, the Olymcartoons in'PolaeoIor by the end of.
pics committee found itself pracApril. Polacolot ia the trade name
tically broke after 'completing prefor a 'three-coloK' process which the
liminary arrangements- for staging
Polaroid outfit has been perfecting.
jfConiinued>.oii page 15)
tXnderstood that Far bas some sort,
of'ftiiancial tieup witlv Polaroid but
exact relationship is stiU hushnbush,
,ott the eastern: seatboard.
In San Geo. Is the Skonras
'Wheii. formed, Polaroid was intended
Francisco and Milwaukee, however
Interested in Cards'
as a Paramount subsCd, ii'a said, .but
"Bow" garnered critics' raves anc.
l^ter developments dictated eapitalithen proceeded fo rack up .^record
Reports .that the. three Skouras(300-FOR'LiFE
zatioti en its own.
takes for a foreign film in both spots, brothers had partnered with the synilrst of the series of animated car.
Sam E. Morris, former v.p; and
"I Know Where I'm Going," an
dicate that ofinred $3,500,000 to buy
toons, "The Circus Comes to Clown," direptor of Warner Bros.^ is seeldng other Rank entry,. is'- showing what the St. Louis Cardinals' franchise are
It'll be.. re
is already' in the. Cjtn.
to hit that company for $250,000 an import can do when the newsr- reported only partially ^true. George
leased 'in Decembei! with .two-per- damages on a charged breach of an paper raves accompany it, NoVc in Skouras, head of the Skouras circuit,
(nOnth thereafter hitt&ig.the spreens. employment contract. Morris filed its 11th week at the out-of-the-way N. Y., is believed to be the only one
txaAtxtt pic was demonstrated sev suit last Ipeek'in N. Y. federal court iSutton, pic has "already garnered a of the brotheits actually participating
eral weeks back to a .numlter of daiming that he had a deal with record $105,000 in 'a hoiise which in the deal.
women's organisations by' Paul. Raifor
week^ for life as a heretofore averaged $2,500-$3,500
Spokesman for 20th-Fox prexy
iDpunv Picramount veepee.
company advisor. Studio, complaint weekly. It opened at a smash Spyros' Skouras denied
he was incurrently cost says, let hiitt out Nov, 1 in violation $13,500 for the first week and iis
'Polaroid ifhorts
volved in the vmture, It'a believed,
.about the same as those put out by of thepact.
still doing $8,000.
In some other however, that there
might be a priTTechnicoIor, but Par execs claim
Former Warnerite joined the com- spots where the praise was morC; vate family understanding between
that before '4a is ,u|» they'll be con pany in 1923 as an executive
and moderate, film is doing average biz.' him and George tiiat would tie him
aidctably cheaper fp make. Average director.
Management of the Park Ave. in. National
He later served as distriti
llieatre's prexy Charles
Techni short With pfinta comes to head, then topper of. WB's foreign theatre,- which
has leased from
There are no immediate wing. In; '45, according to the suit, Walter Reade, .could have had "I P. Skouras declared on the Coast,
$40,000.
meanwhile, that he "knew nothing"
planS'to turn the new eolor process Morris left the
home ofl!ice for the Know'* but turned it doivn in favor about report? of the purchase' but
loose on .a feature..
Coast vith the lifetime advisory of "A Lady Surrenders," because said he couldnt speak for his two
Paramounterg who've seen the first pact set.
the latter had stronger names in
brothers.
trial short say the color is strong but
Stewart Grainger and Margaret.
It's
understood that all three
not deep enough. Polaroid, is push'
Lock-wood. Film got a tepid recep-.
ing its- research to overcome that
tion from the crix and did only me-: brothers would participate in a deal
involving any one of them. Preres
faUhtg and is prohiising tiiat release U's Hprold
Koocks dioere biz for a few weeks..
priwtii of -the shorts will show conForeign-lingo pic distribs repori reportedly pool all their earnings in
siderable improvement.
the same dictatorial powers by the a suigle fund and then split the
Out Novel in S|»are
Incidentallyi
with the Polaroid
critics.
"Shoe Shine" and "Open money three' wayst
Universal's been nursing an author
<3|eal, Par will be issuing cartoons
City," both heavy grossers, made
Syndicate offering to »buy the
in its ranks unbeknown to the comtheir, big gains because of fave re- Cards' franchise from owner Sam
this season in three different procpany. Writer is Harold Rubin who
esses.
Company has a commitment
views. Where the reception was on Breadon is iieaded up by Postma-ster
has. put in a seven-year stint in U's
the moderate side, such as with General Robert E. .Hannegan, who's
with Techni for seven cartoons and
budget
and
planning
dept.
He's "Torment,'' the Swedish opus, films a close
with Cinecolor for tbrcc>
friend of George Skouras.
just closed with Alfred A, Knopf k eke
out little more than their 'cost^. Another factor that would- tie in the
Co., publishers, td bring out his first
filhi family is Breadon's request that
Set Legit-Film
novel, "Never Love a Stranger," in
the franchise foe retained in St,
the spring.
Rubin,
incidentally, a
jLofi Angeles
Louis.
Frankovich^
Skouras Bros, made theiC;
son-in-law of Samuel Machnovitch,
start in show biz
St X«uis ex-^
£.0$ Angeles, VToy. 25.
U's treasurer, uses nom-de-plume
Ppnii
Indie bibs and thus staiashave
New type of double bill, combin- of Harold Robbins. His deal with
Bjuqh in*
Hollywood, Nov. 25.
terest in the city.
ing legit and^ filin entertainment, Knopf was agented
by Annie Latirie
Mike Frankovich, clifthanger prowill be inaugurated at the Mayan
Williams.
theatre) opening Christmas Day, by
ducer at Republic, rested to form
First novel is written atiound the
John Cousin, stage producer, and
to N.
an indie production tmit with Philip
Sidney Fink, motion picture exhib. contemporary New 'Vork scene.
Herbert Agar
Yordan to be known as Yordan EnProject calls for each bill to run Story, in brief, relates the cycle of
John de Cuevas
four weeks,
three p.erform^inces father and son. Father starts life terprises, New outfit will not affect
Bob Hope
in an orphanage, emerges into the
jdaily, at $1 tops for «veniiigs and
Mrs. Bob Hope
Yordan's partnership with Robert
outer world and is Anally killed dur85c for afternoons.
Mrs. Robert Montgomery
Cummings and Eugene Frenke in
I'ink, who converted the iMayan ing the war, His son, sans parents at
-Arnold Pressburger
Brig. Gen. David Sarnoff
from legit to pictures last year, will an early age, is accepted in the same United California Productions.
Franklin Adreoq, former Repub1m in charge of film booking. Cousin, orphanage as was his father. Story
Norman Siegel
is said to be semi-autobiographical. lic writer, will succeed Frankovich
Alexis Smith
tociail 'elegit producer, will handle the
Number of fiilm companies are as serial producer, with "The AdStage plays will be
legit end.
Craig Stevens
streamlined to tneei the time re dickering for fllmization rights, but ventures of Frank and Jesse James"
Frank Stait
as his first job.
Universal is not among 'em.
Frank S: Tait
quirementa.

agreed to

City authori.

m

,

'

New York

^es to overrul*. the State Board of
Gensoi* tm.
tar
their own
Pat Dtiggai), v p. '«( Saiiiiu^ Gold- domain li concerned {laa been buleast
warked by a ruling of the N, Y, apcame
wyn Productions, who
pellate
division.
hereafter
Five-Ittdge
court,
several weeks ago, wiU

-

Jackson Park book

-xtaet.

Appeals

.

Cliff Lewis
David Loew
Eddie Mannix

Louts B. Mayer
Louella O. Parsons

Howard

Striekling

George Tobias

,/

Steve Trilling
Jill

:

Warren

Ruth Waterbury

Howard Young

.

N.Y. to Europe
Sir Alexander S.
Tvidi

Mark

King

Kroeek

Ostrer
William Pereira
Emeric Pressburger
Marjorie Reynolds

;.'

'

Caiadiaiis in Drive for Prodnction

To Cut Down
Toronto, Hoy. 25.
ordar to cut, down the U. S. dollar drain whicK has Canada paying,
out some $18,000,000 this year on

U. S. Dollar Drain

•

-

In order to curtail American
ed.
dollar expenditure, the Federal gov;
ernment has already banned the importation into Canada of Americansound
made • film projection

w4

equipment;

plus

all

Pix Rubs (dlt Off SiUhiarter Take

PEP

•

The scramJitS among ^major

III

American film percentages, Ca»
nadian pic makers have launched an
Immediate drive to increase film
Production in this country,' and held
a closed-doors discussion yesterday
(24), in Ottawa with Hon. Douglas
Abbott, Canada's minister of finance.
Last week Abbott proposed that
fewer Hollywood film imports would
be an immediate Canadian means of
saving U. S, dollar .payments. Hon,
C. 0. Howe, Attjerican-bom Mihistfet
ot Reconstruction, who sat in on the
conference, endorsed his CabinetBoth would
colleague's viewpoint.
not commit themselves as to whether
a Canadian tax on Hollywood films
is contemplated, but such an aniiouneement would hot be unexpect-

%ger Amortization of Costlier

SHIES MEETS

Power's Eire Exteriors

new Fox

Ireland for a

A

tribs

Dublin, Nov. 25.
Tyrone Power, with Jim -Denton
of 20th-Fox London office, director
Robert -Webb and production manager Cecil Ford, arrived here this
week to do exteriors in the south of
production.

Title is not yet set, but provisional
names are "lliere was
Little Man"

dis-.

for availaljle
"playing time,
is rapidly getting hotter, will
reach an all-time fever point in 1948.
The cards are \stacked, sales toppers
say, for a rough-and-tumble gouging
among distribs to catch preferred
playdates in
houses which will

which

•

A

make everything
look

like

that's

parlor

a

spin-the-^bbttle
-

machine following his holiday in
Europe and expects to remain 10 to
14 days. Ford is on loan from the J.
Arthur Rank Organization for whom
he acted as Irish location manager
on several -pix.

M-G Exec Prc^.
Seen Turnii^ Out

peddlers to go out and get those A
dates. Several sales chiefs, it's reliably said, have been lacing it in to
their underlings because of the loss
otprefe.rred.time, illustrated throughi
pic-by-pic comparisons. What's moi:e,
no excuses are being accepted from
the small fry.
The slugging is going to be fast
and furious because of a number of
factors, all recent in development,
which distrib toppers list as follows:
1. Production of pix in numbers
is now rapidly rising with all the
signs pointing to ,even further in-,
creases.
Since extensive backlogs
are out, that in turn means faster

Because of the contingency ot a
proposed tax in Canada on Hollywood producti some 80 members of
the Film Producers Assn. of. Canada
releases of more pix. Number of
from coast-to?coast met. In Toronto
theatre outlets is compartively conSaturday afternoon (22) as a prestant,, so the pressure, is that much
liminary to their Monday (24) hudMetro may not be lopping off any greater to cop the big-grossing A
dle With the Minister of Finance. executives from its studio staff as
time and A houses.
Headed by Frank O'Byrne, presi- previously reported bu'; a definite
2. Sales toikpers are being needled
dent, who is also technical chief of
possibility remains that the entire by the front office to boost domestic
J. Arthur Rank's Toronto studios, production setup at Culver City- will
returns. They, in turn, are needling
the delegation presented a specific
be changed in line with the need their forces. Foreign biz can- no
plan for the Immediate utilization of for
a tighter hold on purse-strings.
(Continued on page 16)
(CootinUed on page i8>
Change, jvhich is still in the talk-

-

films Iknis^es

'

-

950G So Far on 'Henry'

ing stages,, would involve the elimination of ' the executive producer
status now held by such Metro toppers as Al.^qtitman, Sam Kat?, .etc.
Latter, instead' of supervising directly the work of three or four other
producers and then reporting to production chief Louis B. Mayer or his

now

Eddie Mannix, would go

Form
Rank's

United Artists' "He»ry V,"
•bout to face its first opposition in
two-a-day roadshow engagements

"Mourning Becomes
amaze distri-button execs With the strong grosses
it has been rolling up in, small-town

from

RKO's

Electra," continues to

{Particularly surprising, are
engagements
successful
crews are getting out of the J, Arthur Rank spectacle in such non-

dates.

UA

the

Shakes^eare country "as Montana,
the.Dakotas and Utah,
Net take to the distrib— after advertising—is about $1,300,000 to date.
Of that, 72%% or a^(>roximately
1950,000, has gone to Rank. With 17
prints working, the Laurence Oliv^
ier-starrer has settled down to an
even pace that is bringing in be-

tween $10,000 and $15,000 weekly

in

net rentals.
' UA
has a man in the field with
each print. He sets up the dates in
theatres, auditoriums, concert halls,
or whatever is available and»handles
publicity and contacts with nearby
schools, colleges, club's, etc.

Most of

After
painting
an Xextremely
gloomy picture .of American film in.

The

were held

UNLIKELY TO BE CUT
Washington, Nov.

As the tax

and economic

social

cations throughout

1% ADMISH BITE
25.

legislation picture be-

conditions

much

dislo-

the producers are confident it
be scored and edited in time to
the Easter date,. If the Hall

make

Europe

of

little

:

checks.

The coming

Presidential

election

.

RKO

On

Ted Smith, executive assistant to.
Francis Harmon, veepee of Motion
Picture Assn., another speaker at
session, pointed out the
the
various barriers, both economic and
ideological,
currently, facing
the
American picture 4)usiness. He described the picture business as being
a sensitive indicator of other lines
Despite all barriers, coin
of biz.
freezing, censorship; etc, Smith also
related a cheerful side- to current
conditions—that the people clamor
to see American screen fare.t

AMPA

-

this

to

-

stocks.

Report of 20th-Fox, turned in lasf
week, again illustrates the high-cost
pix bogey. Nine month net of 20th
•came to $10,608,098 against $16,219,815 in '46, a sharp dfop ot 40%. Its
third-quarter net showed even a.

$10,000,000 Boost

Valli,

What's typical in 20th's flscal
statemeht is the tremendous hoist ii|
amortization. For the nine months^
it came to $43,634,269, compared to
$34,240,894 in '46, a boost Of dose to
$10,000,000.
In other words. 20th;
used up product $10,000,q6o more
costly in the first nine months of this /
year than the stanza before to giir-i
ner roughly the same gross reVenlies.
That differential, alone, ac*
counts for mpre than the entire lost
of income suffered by the company.
Comparison of the balance of th^i
RKO's third-quarter profits totalled $1,789,289 for th«t period ended statement bears out the conclusion^
Company's gross totalled $136,157,Sept. 27, after the deduction of taxes
and all other expenses but with the 9531 only a slight dip from the 1048
take of $139,180,445. Difference i<;
addition ot proceeds from the sale
more than made- up by the! lOWW
of capital assets. The nht was con«
(Continued on page 92>siderably off from- last year's $3,924,913 for the equivalent period.
Earnings were 46c. per share on the
3,924,913 shares of outstanding com- 'Too
Monitors
mon against 80c. per share in '46.
Mnemonth take comes to $6,896,OfPicIndnstryHitBy
632 compared to a total of $9,963,906 for the 'y%ar before." i^quivalent
S€liai7 at
IKiitter
per-share earnings are $1.76 on comHolly^rood, Nov. 28.
mon against $2.99t per share last
Local version of the Gridiron dinyear.
Operating prpflts for the 13 weeks ner got off to a fast start Wednesday
dived to $lj228,109, a mere third of (19) when .the Scpeen Publicis^.^
the $4,726,560 which RKO raked in Guild hosted and roasted 'a selected
during the same stretch of '46. Dif- few columnists, studio reporters and
The enthusiastic
ference was made up by $3,158,913 tradepress reps.
from the sale of RKO Paths news- response immediately teed' off prepreel to Warner Bros. Total of the arations for another dinner nexli
'"^
two. items gave the -company $4,387,-, year.
Only serious note ot the evctlinit
023 beiCore taxes -and- oth^r deducwas struck by RKO. production ^
tions.
One remarkable feature of the topper Dore Schary in an extemporeport was a peak sum, $1,077,738, raneous opening speech that broughtwhich RKO has put aside as pro- him a prolonged standing ovatioti: •"
Schary admitted .that things are
vision for contingencies and esti->

RKO's 3d Quarter

Net. $1,789,285;

Patbe Reel Price

;

Man/

SPG

.

'

.

•

,

'

.

.

losse^ from outside producFor the 13 wieeks in 1946,
amount was only $111,000. Sum
has been salted away to cover possible red ink from the distribution
of outside pix in which RKO has
a stake ^ch as Robert Riskin's
"Magic Town." If these pix later
pay their way, the amount is transferred to the profits column.
Provision for estimated taxes is
fixed at $1,520,000 for the 'quarter.
Total of that sum plus proyJsion,.for
contingencies is deducted fgom the
$4,387,023 profits to reach ttie net of

mated

tions.

-

$1,789,285.

McCaffery Too Busy

On
M-G

Radio-Video, Exiting

John K. M. 'MeCaffery has turned
in his resignation as assistant to Mrs,

Carol Brandt, Metro's eastern story
chief.
Effective date is not definite
yet, but he is expected to leave in
late

December.

McCaflery, w:ha joitted Metro

Joe Laurie,
h«
*

authored

m

Jr.

aplqa*

wMnuy

'Heaven's Shipping

en* of the imny fedteres

In the

42d Anniversary Number
of

Ways and Means Committee recommended that the excises should' hold

running 45% ahead and the exports their present high levelS) and
of equipment 150% over the 1946 recommendation sounds better
rate.
the congressmen at present.

theme.

film's religious

,

-

Adapted from the bestselling novel greater slide since it amounted to
by Russell Janney, "Miracle" stars $2,208,320 for the period ended Sept.
Fred HacMurray, Frank Sinatra and 27 compared to $4,770,366 last year.

to blame- for physical
that
confronting Ui S. film

distributors, Golden stated. He^'f orecast that as long as the current
economic situation exists there the
future of the U. S. picture abroad

up here, there appears
chance that the new G:0,P.- will continue to be grave. Golden
sponsored bill, to be pushed through said there is not a country in Europe,
Congress early in 1948, will provide with the exception of Belgium, that
any reduction in the 20% bite has sufficient dollars availa'ble to
on theatre admissions and nitery pay for American pictures.
gins to shape

has changed earlier ideas, and whatever tax cuts are approved will be
ones which have the maximum
favorable effect vote-wise for the
Congress -which approves the bill.
It has been decided that the best
way to do this is by personal income tax cuts, thus being most helpit
At the Malvern, Malvern, N. Y.,
ful to those in the lower income
the
did $2,175 in five days, despite
brackets. Increased personal exempto
Long Island town's proximity
tions are figured to be an outstandNew York.
ing feature. Hence, the very large
"Electra'
is aiming to,handle
earners in show biz will not benefit
in much the same manner. It has this trip as they would have done
Theatre Guild subscription, list back- under the across-the-board 20% reing in 20 cities, as did "Hen!ry."
duction which the Republicans originally tried to put over.
While the Committee for EcoSee Record Eii^ort Year
nomic Development recently recommended complete elimination of the
Films, Equipment admissions! tax and most other exWashington, Nov. 25.
this
does not meet much
cises,
This may be a record year in the tavor from the House Ways and
expoi-t of motion picture films and Means Committee, which originates
anequipment, according to figures
all tax legislation. The legislators
nounced by Nathan D. Golden, mo- say they will not have enough revtion picture consultant for the U. S
enue surplus to go around to handle
Department of Commerce.
this matter as well as the reducThe special
already set.
Figures for the first nine months tions
of the year reveal a sharp increase tax study committee set up by the

.

and'
will

.

MARSHALL PLAN SEEN
AIDING PIX IN EUROPE

dustry prospects in;,|iurope, mainly
assistant,
because otf 'doliai? shortage in many
into actual production themselves.
Mayer and Mannix would .then countries, "Nathan D. Golden, head
6f the film division of the Departover
supervision
direct
exercise
ment
of Commerce, told the Associevery producer on- the M-G lot, from
ated Motion Picture Advertisers last
the top-toudgeted boys down to the
week in N. Y. that it was felt in
lower echelons... Present executive
the film business would
Washington
producers, it's believed, would hanbe aided via. the Marshall plan.
dle only the most imtportant assignbeing
Move, by eliminating the Golden explained that films are
ments.
essential goods, like
considered
as
exec producers' category, would refood, etc., and, as such, incorporated
(Continued on page 62)
as part of the Marshall setup.

these smalltown "engagements are
one or two days. They are on a
straight 70% rental basis, with the
distrib paying all advertising.
Surprise grosses hit by the picture
Is evident in such spots as Missoula>
Montana, where it netted a rental
of $839 for two days at the Rpxy.

in the exports over the same period
Ot 1946, with the shipment of films

"Miracle of the Bells," Jesse Lasky- Walter MacEwen production, may
go into Radio City Music Hall, N. Y;,
as that showcase's Easter attraction.
Shooting on the film, to be re-

.''That

vending ma-

in Film

'

Ring at Easter

come before leased by RKO,' is now winding

frolic.

Third-quarter profits of major
companies now being reportedi
are sharply off from last year's' returns for the same period with the
sharp bite of costly pix the sole factor behind the dip. It's not a drop
in the grosses nor rocketing operational costs that are accounting- for
the nine-month slide, study of financial reports disclose, but a terji.iac7;
"ally
hypoed amortization of fittn.-;:
film

to

The heat's already on, it's averred, books in another picture first, they'll
Old Magic."^ Peggy Cummins is- due to join the outfit this with the recent flock of sales meets probably make a pitch for some,
resolving in nothing less than forums other Broadway showcase for Easter,
weekend.
"for
sales biggies to exhort their pix hoping
Power planed here in his own
to tie in the date with the

and

chines.

The Bard

W

lU'

rough in these .parts and 'that they
may 'get rodgher. High price nega-i
tives may become the exception
rather than the rule, there may hm
(Continued on page 21}

SCIENITSTS PAIR WORK

WITH FILM PRODDCnON
In a combinatiim project &ivolving scientific research and 'film
production, S. -S. Pilgrim saiUl for
Kenya, Africa, Fridiay'(28) loaded
with" a U. S. expeditionary force of
engineers and 16 trucks and trailers,
which will be used in. exploring
electronic phenomena on the Kenya
Ruwenzori mountain range. Project,
organized under auspices 'of HaUi->
crafter and Intema^onal Harvester,
will involve six months of radio
transmission activity.
In Africa, the expedition will produce a feature adventure film using
native actors. Handling production
will be Fred McConnell, Joe Fliesler and E. C. Mills. Trin i$ dickering
with United AJrtisti to release
.

iSeptember, 1946, has.been in charge
of the company's semi-annual prize
novel contest. Whether a successor picture.to the post will be named hinges on
Metro's decision on continuing the

'.

.

Unhappy

understood likely, but Borzage,
Over
not completely certain, however,
Pact,
Ankl«
that the awards will go on.
With six radio and one television
Hollywood, Nov. 25.
shows a week, McCaffery said MonUnderstood that Prank Borzage;
day (24) he will devote jiis full time director, who made deal with Reto those fields.
He moderates the public for his own production unit,
"Author Meets Critic" program on is none too happy aliout outcome and
WNBC, N, Y.i and does a similar will ask for an adjustment of pact
show on video. Also five times a with possible view to switching elseweek he does a 15-minute news an- where. Currently directing "Moonalysis on WNBC, labeled "Room 416." rise," Charles K. Feldman groupHe's partnered in that with Martin Marshall Grant production wtaicli
contests.

'

It's

Rep

May

'

'-

may be his last stint at studio^
He came to Metro from DOubleday
Republic is said still to owe. him.,
and has been fiction editor of Ameri- for balance on his first productitfa^
can Magazine.
"I've Always Loved Yoti."
Stone.

OutSo0n

'

-

-

nciriniHEES'

GhouUch VaMietory
With

ISayeriiiig'-Caponel^NowLm^

Irom

llialto,'«F. .V.»

Its

Mex Politico SbBisWs1ln&^

switching
«t

wllcy

exftliwive*

crime iJiockers to forei^a flJins
ibeginMing with ' "^aniquf" to-

Bot

UA

OK's Bidioif and Colony

fizzing

new
the

-•

Juan

in London.'V Fare*

"Lone Wolf
well to
Ghouls.

'

'Copper' for Cooper

Hollywood, Nov; 88.
194« -with two
Western adventure yarn, "Copper
last week. Jf
first
of pix should HiU," wiU be Gary iQooRisr'af'
which okays have starrer under his new ''^^1' With
Mfarners.
been given in recent weeks-^which
Picture will be" based on a story by
under
is' considered' highly tmUkely'

uct

W

Goodh**

Horror.

for

prospects

approved

<pacts

present

—

it
circumst&tiees
slate.
10 films to the

UA

were with Sam BischInc.,
otf and with Colony Pictures,
in which Fanchon (& Marco) Simon
and writer Bichard Sale are part-

New

the

for

screenplay

productinh

films in the next

Qbney Elected by SW^

^^^^

Coloi^ pact provides for up to five
Hpjlj^ood, Nov. 25,
th* next three years.
Guild elected
Screen ti't'Sers
One ol them, according to. UA^ lyill
president on in
b^ from a current Broadway -.legit Sheriaan Glbh^
?'AIl Guild" ticket which swept the
hit tor which the unit now is ,negoof one
exception
with
the
election
tieting. Botii- Bischoft and the Fandirectors.
"pacts cair for the hew member of the board of
pictures, in

:

distribution fee to

Albert Hacketti who ran indepen'*
dently. Candidates offered by the
"I<ester Cole facUon"' were isnOT^ed
under. Other officers elected were
George Seaton,"R Hugh Herbert and
Dwight Taylor', veepees; Arthur

UA,

•

She0kitian,' 'jeeretary,

'

and

Harry

"

Tugend, treasureft

roccan background,

New

in addition to
Hackctt, are Robert A'ch'ey, Charles
Brackett, Ernest Pascal, Stephen
Avery Morehouse, Claude ^Binyon,
Valentine D^vies, ,Frafik Cavett,
Milton . Krim^ Bichard English,

Haid* ShUting i» Metre

UA

directors,

prodthe debit side Of the
uct ledger appears to be the Hakim
Bros, production of "Mayerling,"
starring" Joan. Fontaine, Deal was
okayed about six weeks ago with .Everieft Freeinab, Art Arthur, Paul
the announcement that-UA was to Gangelin, Leonard iSpigelgass and
participate in financing. That was Olive Cooper.
found to be impossible and Ki^hael
Hakim announced last week that the
pic would be made, for Metro, although there was no- ctiiflrmation

On

'

•

...

SjBoieneQko

from

two

films

^o^i ,20th-

Wof

going before the cameras

Jan.

1,

.

"It's

.

studio,

that
ContiiAiet from p>ic
Second deal whicii looks doubtful
production of an ward control which he api>arc!ntly
Af Capone biog for which WestSenacnenko's Strings
brook Pegler -wrote the originaL It
Semenenko's loan oiler and the
was nixed by the Breen office, which
has agreed to have another look various contingenci^ he attached to
when certain changes are made, but it reportedly were the principal
UA has tentatively, removed it Irom tc^ics ending, the .UA board int?
three lengthy sessions during tlie
its list of great 'expectation^C
Still not approved by the board, past week.. No conclusions Were.ar-'
although, terms have, been .agreed rived, at and it is believed the deal
on, jbs deal by which Minneapolis ex- is still open.
is supposed .to make
Strings attached to the Semeneniko
^lih W- K"Ijatt Pitch." :
ofller are understood '.possibly to ga
Going ahead with projected UA so tar as require that owners- Mary
is Jack Goldberg, former Fickford and. Charles Chaplin place
product
^
maker of Negro films, who will put their stock in escrow or otherwise
the flriit of three, "Melody Man,". 'give indication that they will not
"Gallows Hill" and "The Blue interfere with operation of the comFiame," ji>to- -production -itt April- -pany by its management as directed
Ja'meg Nasaer is also going ahead by the board, Miss Picicford and
with the waiiam Powell 'Starrer, ChapUn are resisting such a move.
However, with little progiess made
"My Dear Secretary."
Meanwhile, UA is still awaiting at the board meetihgs bn figuring
delivery of I'^Time #f. Tfour Life" otlier ways to obtain coin, a sacrifice
from William Cagney and "Red by. the owners may become a necesRiver" from Howard Hawks.. Cagney Urty. New York and Los Angeles
has indicated he may.hoM the film banks,- with which UA does bust
uniil the UA- internal situation is ness, have not -been helpful. They
improved. Hawks has giv«n.no in- 'don't wuit to 'put up money that
dication of .anything; but. the- film would go into secondary financing of
h-ab beenhoon onrHniotait:
tnr some
«nn« time
HnM> picturt>s, sincc such cpin<is junior to
competed for
hais
and tlA is impatienfly awaiting 'de< the production, money given directly
lively.
by the banks for.the same films. In
other -words, they'd have only a
•

Is Ijou Goldberg's

have

five pictures^ in

•

.

!

!

•

|

|

.

secondary lien' on^ the ' negatives.
Security otherwise would consist of

UA'S

by four

.

Ui^ to

com-

difl^erent

Qidaii^'Ssdes Tax
Memphis, ^Nov.
•Four* Tennessee circuits have

filed

at Nashville challenging
the state's right to collect the Tennessee sales tax on film.
State Commissioner of Finance
and Taxation Sam K. Carson is the
defendant, with the cemplamants
listed as Malco Theatres, of Memphis (the Lightman. circuit); Crescettt AmuiS., of Nashville (the Tony
Sudekfim cireait), and two Chattanooga companies. Grand Amus. and
Indefiendent Theatres.
The 2c. sales tax was not appUed
to admissions since they already had
to bear a 3c. luxury tax previously
voted by the state legisilature. But
the tax" does apply to actual film
tentals paid by the theatres to the
distributors, under the interpretation of Commissioner Carson.
Complaint contends that picture
'film has litUe tangible value as such
and that the cental charg'es are
based entirely on the "artistry" delineated on the screen by the film.
However, if the court rules that the
intrinsic value of flfans as such
shotdd be taxed, the plaintiffs ask
that the amount of tax be based
only- upon actual cost of the films
divided by the number of times each
is rented or leasedr- : ^

i

.

goo^ and

MEX

AS MATADOR

-

;

.

.

.

.

U4

Skeds 12 R^iases
FroiBNowllntiiA|ir&

,

Holly wood,^ Nov.

:

Total
leased

2Si

and

Robinson

it

,

studio's

,

ILuits

:

is

Columbia;

undecided about

"BaiB....Before

-of

Pin^Thomas Shelve

%

Seven," slated, as a Robinson pre-

ductioHi

tiiat trip to Spain,.

as a tesoU of the

shdving
.,:

Picture' was canceled when Fran-^
12 pr<iductions will be re«
by "Universal-International chot Tone tume'd down the top male

of,

Town' Series

Hollywood, Nov. 2S,
"Big Town" .film series is being
between now and next April, whUe role opposite Lizabeth Scott,' who
shelved by Pine-Thomas, with posthe studio will have an average of had been signed on loAnout' from
sibility it may be scrapped completer
five pictures before the. cameras Hal Wallis.
ly.- Four have beep completed, two
during that period.
released, two scheduled for IMS.
December releases will be "Pirates
St lioo E3iii9>s;Mmou$; None is slated for next year alo* Monterey" and "The Secret Behind the Door." January: "A WomGiVieaways
Return thoui^ pair already released havf
been money makers,
an's 'Vengeance," and "The Senator
St. Louis, Nov. 25.
P-T will release eight through
Was Indiaereet." F'ebriiary "The
Giveaways, which local exhibitors Paramount next year, six blacks
Naked City," "A DoUble Ijfe" and
"Captain Boycott." March: "All My thought they had abolished for good, white action ..fllins, two Cinecolor,
Sons" and "Letter from an Unknown have returned to St laouis. Theatre These «re already completed. Pro*
Woman." April: "Caslwh," "Up in owners are wondering if competish ducers probably will make another
Central Park" and "Another Part of will force them to resume this form eight next year with po.s.sibility of
ninth, two, perhaps three, in color.
the Forest.". Early summer releases of b.o. baUy.
Recently Andrew
will be "Tap Boots," "Black Btort"
Zotost owner of the Melvin, a South
and "River Lady."
St. Louis indie nabe, promoted a Spectaculars
weekly "Neighborhood Merchants'
Get Chi HeaveH»
Gift Nigh^' with retailer store ownFile Suit for Payment
Chicago, Nov. 25.
ers donating prizes in iu^ fonn'~df
New ordinance introduced in Chi
fiaodstuffs, dishes, etc,
-

-.

>

May

:

.

.

Would

-

On W. C. Fields' Insurance

city council last week proposes to
outlaw use- of spectaculars in adver-

tising or 'the use of flashing light;
'

In Bank Co.

on theatre marques on State street
Proposal, instituted ;.with dep^'tment
stores' blessingEi, would limit height
of lettering- to IS- incheir along an
eight^block stretch between Wacker
and Congress streets.
Law would also prohibit anything
but the name,, type of biz, and street
number, which would' cancel out
canopy ballyhoo on attractions or
stars. Proponents of measure say

End

that

is

it

similar

passed in other

cities

to

ordinances

and upheld

in

-

,

,

the. courts,

j

,

were

j

'

sidered and

some approved. BagnaU returned to the Coast over the
weekend.

FELSXEAD'S ENCOBE
Charles Felstead, former sound directof"' with Universal-International,
has returned to the Army with the
r&nk of lieut col. He is chief of the
(ilm production division of the Signal Corps Photographic Center, with
studios at Long Island City, N. Y.
The organization produces all

Army tllms.

Hollywood, Nov.

25.

Rugged romance in the oilfields of
Oklahoma is the theme of "Tulsa,"
which Walter Wanger will film in
Technicolor next summer.
Susan Hayward is slated to .star in

,con-

^

;

'

CoL

'Casey
galled

^

1

:

CANT1I)^I)01)I»A«G

UA

!

«ttd

,

'.

LaurenU

,

j

-

self-sacriflcini^

I

.

25.

a declaratory 'judgment suit in chan-

cery court

are

Court to Deciile

.

27H%

bus-*

lover, lie stupidity, etc.—but we; the!
Latins, are ditftrent acid have .a deep
resp'Mt fbr tho .hiHne.
Our women

In return the merchants received
Los Angeles, Nov. 26.
Walter Fields and' Mrs.' Add cufjto advertising on the screen. The
Smith, brother and sister Of the late VnighV'..ha9 upped grosses at his
..Some, tftought was given to selling W. C. Fields, tiled stiit -against the house, Zotps daims. He is the tuat
tlie company's 27%.% interest in J. Penn Mutual Life Insurance Co. foe to revive the -policy.
Arthur Bank's Odeon circuit in Eng- full payment of a -$25,252 policy on
land, hut. that has been dropped as their brother's life.
at
of 'Rope'
impractical. No American interests
Fair, claim the company has paid
Hollywood, Nov. 25.
would be desirous of buying it, since only haU the face value of the
dividends, .are i>aid in pounds and policy;
Arthur -Laurents has turned
it's dubious for how long they can
over his completed screenplay
changed for dollars. I,ikewise, it
of "The Hope" to Alfred Hitch
sold to Rank or aiiother English
Kansas House fioms
cock for the first production of
firm, ,it would get pounds, which
the Hitchcock-Sidney L. Bernsjtein
Kansas City, Nov. 25
wouldn't lielp it out' of its present
The Dream theatric, Russell, Kans;, oiAflt Transatlantic Pictures,. Warsituation,
.
,
her Bros, will' handle release in deal
AH three meetmgs duimg the,.past was virtually destroyed by fire Wed- consummated
last week.
week have been attendf^ by .Miss nesday (20). Dale H. Banielson, ownFollowing completion of his first film
Pickford, Last Tuesday^ (18), and er, estunated the damage at $100r'
seript, laurents left for New York
Friday's (21) sessions .were also at- 000,> including: about fSOjOOO worth of
over the weekend to start negotiatended by George Bsgn^^ v;p. in projection equipment.
The Dream theatre is one of two tions for a new. Broadway play. He
charge of production on; tke Coast
was last represented with his legiter,
Many production ,deal$.i,.which' he Danielson owns in -Russell.
"Home of the Brave,"
brought east with him
.assets.;

an Anglo-Saxon

tiiwe it no tMSon to incite them to
take advantage-'of tboir husbands."
Ijob Angeles, Nov. 25.
panies.
Mexican filmgoers. attending the:
Arbitration of Olivia De HavHown
his
of
providing
aU
loudly voiced their
Small is
.Itind's suit against the Berg-Allen- performances
made
pictures
beljjg
financing for
berg agency was halted';it>y Judge disapproval of the vitals actions and
release
and:
Uon
Eagle
fbr 20th and
Allan Ashburn .in h.' A. superior were audibly- disai^inted at the
being
coin
for
those
50% of the
court, tind the case goes on the court Wifi'a finite- when the husband, in>
turned out for Columl>ia. Dlstrib has calendar some time in 1048, Judge ste»d of lea^g her, decided to fornot been set yet f6c '.'Cikglibstro,'' be- ruled that an arbitration board has give and forget
Nevertheless the -pictur^ continues
ing filmed in tlome, but ii is also no power in cases where' th< validity,
United
completely financed by SmaUl
of the Contract itself is under ques- to attract capaci^ audiences,
Artists may relesise it.
tion. Actress Bled suit to set aside
The 20th fiiihs, being made by a ihe^igehcy' agreement on the grounds
unit headed by Small's son, Bernard, that Berg-ZOlenbem had failed fo
and Ben Pivar, are "Bulldog Drum- inform her that the agency had a
Challenge"
and "fadiaii. financial interest in "Ivy" when they
inond's
Qi
Scout" They' are first of a series of atten^ted to s&r her in that picture
dix low-budgeters for which the at XTniViBWil-Intemational;
Mexico yCity, Nov. 25.
producer has contracted.
Cantinflas (Mario Moreno) demJddge Asliburn said that the validColumbia, will get "Fuller. Brush ity of the contract itself is a matter onstrated that lie. is- ^not only Mex<
Man," Red Skelton vehicle, which for the court to decide.! He upheld ico's top entertainment* comic, but *<
is now in photography,' and. "Black Miss De Havllland's'coofentioo tUat bull fi^t matador who is definite^
Arrow," with .Louift Haywiad and arbitration can handle only disputes, ly big bir when he regaled 48;000;:
Janet Blair, which' is now. being cut. within' the framework of the agree-; paid customers—$50,000 (U. S.) gate
EL pi<; is "Corkscrew Alley," with ment, while the validity of the pact —at the big new blood and. sand
Hayward, Claire Trevor and, Marsha must be determined through
insti- areiia here Nov. 20, Mexico's Revo"
Htmt.' It's now in production. "T- tuted legal procjediire.
lution Day.-.
Men," which was just finished for
M*tadaring;is a recent accomplishment ot^the comic, wlio tried .it reEL, is awaiting releasecentiy, along with his stage work,
All but the Col pix—and "Cag- Casey Robinson Ankles
liostro/Nof coursfer-are made on the
in those South American countries
SiCO-Pathe .lot, where Small beadthat countenance bull fighting.
as Pic Fatts Tbni Comic is mulling plans for picquarters.
Hollywood, Nov. 25.
stage work in Mexico in 1948 as he
distributed

^

UA's

<

possible

tband can overlook everything his
wife does'— fool faim„o murder her:

Nixes MHratioii^

(hiDeHavilMContraet,

various stoges of production in the
U. S. and one in Italy. They'll be

.

'

temperaments.

by

producer Edward Small 'is
jiiilge
a' major'

industry. He'll

Ave years.

'

his first

taldng on the asi^ects of

Hdkett Ool^^^^l^

Bis6hoff has delivered one pic
under his old deal, "Intrigue," With
George Raft. He has "The PitfaU,"
Dick 'Powell starrer, ready for the
cameras next month ahd another
Baft vehiclie under way with 'a Mo-

.

-

With

chon-Sale

Sundays for ah outstanding pic.
Oufi small swank' dnspii here, allowed td charge |1 (U.S.H because
of its size, suffered a 90% drop in
biz in six- months.

ilMMt Cos.

by

Alex Gottlieb.

pacts

BischofTs deal supersedes
nered,
his previous three-film commitment
and permits him to deliver up to 25

27%%

-

Is

who wUI aIso do

Stephen Xongstreet,

ico's

Ceilings Set

Me (U.S.) for firstruns, with an Mexico Citj^s CHiinese Palace, first(U.S.), Saturdays- run faou^e
occasional $1
Callitiji thtL picture- a "repugnant
gloriftcwtion -Of adidtery," Alvaieac
said "this Amwicaa -picture was
made for other latitudes and other

for

Ihdie

would add

Mexico City, Nov, 20.
pr^sld^t of Mex«

AlyiffOz.

CiVdlttL Party, today filed a
strong lirofesl vgalnst the showing
Mexico City, Nov. 25.
in Mexico Of 'Warner's "The UnCinema admittance charges here faithful," starring Ann Sheridan,
haVe been definitely given a ceiling Lew Ayres and Zachary JScott. Film
by the city government; Maximum is currently being presented nt

Mex

maximum number

come through

Temperaments

ib Too Hot for

(ThuriBay), .marcpie*
has beeh running the following

morrow

kissoff taglinei

out of two.^
producer' deals previously okayed
by the United Ar«st« board, compamr held the UhCOtt its slim prod-

With possible

TriHing Back to Coast

.

Steve Trilling, chief aide to Jack M-Gji Reps Usual Divvies
Warner, returns to the Coast from
Metro's board ha.s ordered payNew York today (Wednesday) or ment of the fourth and final regular
tomorrow. He's been east for two quarterly dividend for the year.
weeks looking at plays. He also at- Stockholders of record Dec. 11 will
tended the sessions of industry receive 37%c per share of comnKm,
leaders on policy regarding Com- payable TJec. 31. Divvy will bring
munists in studios, as rep for the per-share total for 1947 to $1.50,
WB production head.
same amount as paid in '46, R^u'Blic
Trilling took several ganders at also declared a regular quarterly
"John Loves Mary," legiter which dividend of 25c per share on preWarner Bros, will put before the ferred stock of the company. Pie will
cameras in the spring. Company be sliced Jan. 2 and paid to stockholds a financial interest in the play. holders of record Dec. 10.

the picture, most of which will be
shot

on

location near Tulsa-.

Hollywood, Nov.

.

i

'

.

I

23.

William Pereira- leaves for England Dec. 8 to set Up productiott
Lady,"
on "Captain- Was
slated to start in thC summer as a
facilities

A

joint RKO-Raiik- project,
Pereira will be gdiie a month, returning in January to make "Bed of
Roiies" here.

'

November

W«dn«iMia]r,

1947

MORE ^48 PK TO CUTOVERHEAD
Current Conservatism Downbeats

New Faces Being Sent to H wood
by

measures,

Cost-cutting

time a

coiripanies,

Ettii^er

;

the number, of new faces, now being
sent to the Coast foy eastern talent
tcouts. survey of several of the majors reveals that very few new personalities have been exported to the
studii^ ^uripg the last six months
and that most of those sent out have
been solid character types earmarked for a specific isole before being signed to a contract.
Metro, which shuttered its eastern

department entirely for a few
mbnths, is again oh the prowl for
potential neyr stara but is still scouting and signing Jar fewer than it
did a year ago. Company realizes
that, it can't afford to pass up anyohe with sutflcient promise, according to an M-G spokesman, but it's
not concerned presently with signing
talent

possibilities for the future. There's

Back to Col

Hollywood, Nov,

.

25.'

Eve Ettinger returned to Colum-'
bia as story editor at the end of last
week. She resumed the spot from
which she resigned last May 1;
Frances Manson, who -took over'
.the
story editorship' when Miss
Ettinger left, handed in her resignaHer plans
tion over the weekend.
are unknown. She had previously
been on the lot as a producer, but
had never been given an assignment.
.

'

Cost Analysis 1st

studios are now' inaugurating a
signed are ,g.oing out for only one practice which .should halt the habit
buying stories and then deposit-,
film at a tune, with term contracts of
being' oilered only those players in ing them on the shelf to gather dust.
other branches of show biz who've It's a new technique of breaking
down the. yarn before purchase into
.already established their values.
JIK'O also, is handing- out very a point -by -point analysis of sets',
cast, story treatment with special
i ivt contracts' to future possibilities
these days. 'With the studios getting reference to costs, according to Norit'a

no longer

production, costs,

possible to send out a

tyro just because .he loqks good in
New York', according to RKO east-

<

ty

.

girls,

Willi

pointing

said,

out

(Continued on page 16X

OnlySofSlBesteeners
Boiight

by

HVood Keys

budgets

ex-

isn't

'

.

hensive on buying them. In a.ddition, most companies have a large
stockpile of hooks which they've
bought in the past and never made.
The):e'a
much thumbing through
these and quite a few stories have
recently been garnered in this way.
Another factor in the dearth Of
buys Irom the best-seller lists is the

man

tor.

Z.1

McLeod, Paramount direcr

is now on appeal, called for dis-of the second actioil since it
involves the same charges.
Wells is claiming that the duo
overhead and
pirated his ?kit, "FloOgle Street," to
for the change from fewer and
their pic, "This .Is the Life."
bigger, pix.
(Overhead charges for
films
which, previously averaged
from 25%r3$% of the film's total
costs have now risen Ifi many studios
to" 50% and even hlgheh
The drive
to reduce costs ha^ been stymied by
this phenomenon and' only by putting more stages to work can this
nut be sliced on individual pix.'

per-film

•

almost entirely.
OTie top bfest-seller, as a matter of
for that
fact,: has "gone nnbought
reason, as has No. 3 on the list. They
are::"House Divided," by Ben Ames
Williams and "Prince of Foxes'' by

Only cosShellabarger.
tumers that have been bought are
"Tlje Moneyman" by Thomas B. Co-

Samuel

owned by .Arthur' Lyons, and
"Ptaai Destthy" by Lion Feuchtwanger, owned by Enterprise. "Des-

stain,

tiny^" incidentally, has been offered
for saje to other studios by Ent.

Others on the best-seller file that
are held by Hollywood are Marcia
Davenport's "Kast Side, West Side,"

owned by Metro; Thomas W: Duncan's "Gus the Great," Universal;
Frederic Wakeman's "Saxon Charm,"
Univtesal; Laura Z. Hobson's "Gentleman's Agreement,"" already released by 2(Mh-Fox; WiHard Motley's
"Knock On Any Door," Mark Hel
linger, and Russell Janney's "Mira^
clc of the Bells," in production at

RKO.

.

.

.
.

in New York, "parshop for a likely story, says
treatment which is now. in

McLeod now
tially to
that this

Its '48

Industryites are pointing to Coan- instance' of how a sizj^
able bushel of pix' can keep overhead charges within bounds. Col's:
per-film overhead nut is: now 22%,
lowest among, the majors.: It; turns
out some 55 films yearly against
other: majors' average of 30 ^nd
that's considered the- answer on a
thumbnail'.
Paramount, Warner Bros, and
Metro, which frequently have had
only-one stage working during the
;

'

the. Paramount lot gives
studio toppers. 9. chance to estimate
a pic's cost within $100,000 of. the
final wrap-up figure;. This .treatment
takes the story apart; itemizes! sets

(Continued on page 22)
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YARNS
WAITING FOR LENSING
11

,

0.

Telfer,

company's

,

'

,

,

,

20th Spurs Production;
Five Lensing, 3 Readying

.

-

.

Current Backlog at Ten

Hollywood, Nov. 25.
Following Paramount's example,
20th-Fox is adding speed to its production program, with five films ift
wOrk* compared with two at this
time in 1946, and three more slated
'to start in the ne^^t few Weeks.
vBefore the lense^"" are "Deep
Water," "Thijs Is the Moment," "Sitting- Pretty" and "The Walls of Jericho" on the home lot and "Escape"'
in England, Ready -to start shortly
•ill, has recovered ehough to,;take a
are "The Iron Curtain," "The Chair
role in "Mickey" at Eagle Lioii, . . . for Martin Rome", and "The Street
Marsha Hunt will play otte of the With No Name," In. addition to its
top femrae roles in Eagle Lion's OJVn=product the studio has three fit*
"Gorkscreiw Alley,"
,
dependently made "B" picturesWUllani Weilman aired to Canada ready tor distribution and, more towith a troupe of 20th-Fox players come. Completed are "The Tender
to film: outdoor scenes for, "The Iron Years," by Alson Productions, and
Curtain," a story of Russian es- "Half Past Midnight" and 'fDanpionage, with Dana Andrews ac- "gerous Years," by Sol M. W^urtzel.
Studio's own backlog -consists of
companying' the director and Gene
,10, compared with six last NovemTierney slated to follow later
.
Arthur Fiei-son, Broadway stage di- ber, They are "Captain from "Casrector, gets his first credit: Sis a tile," "Summer Lighthing," "Givi^
"DangerotiS My Regards to Broadway," "Green
director
on
screen
Years," which he finished last week Grass of Wyoming," "The Sn^^ke
for So! M.. Wurtzel'. . , John Suther- Pit," "You Were Meant for Me,"
land,
commercial- film producer^ "The Ballad of Furnace Creek,"
closed a deal for three more institu-? 'Call Northside 777," "Daisy Kentional pictures oh Harding Collegia, yon" ah* "Thunder in the Valley."Arkansas.
narrated
and
Joan
Crawford
starred in a special short made by
Warners to aid President Truman's
food conservation program .
IN
PIX
Charles Arndt drew a character role
Hollywood, Nov. 23.
in "Sitting Pretty" at 20th-Fox
Argentine financial syndicate will
Jimmy Bates, moppet, will do a
bankroll a series of English-language
specialty dance number with Fred
"

.

,

Trigate'IsGeffen's2d

pmuibook

<

Into Pic

Frigiate," John Jennings'
has been set as the second

"Salem

Hollywood, Nov, 25.
"Dangerous Illusion" is the re-

i

tag on "Prelude t.o Night,"
made by Productog Artists
.

lease

,

.

Robert Thoren writingt;the screenplay for "The Judge's Wife," costarring Fredric March and Clorence
Eldrigbt at UniversaUInternational
Tony Van Benterghem in from
Amsterdam to interest Hollywood
producers in Holland as a film prov-.
International.
duction centre ... H. D.> Hover and
Filixi is to: be started next spring, waiter; 'l(»ne, producers of the forthon the U-I lot With Maxwell Shane coming "Ciro's of Hollywood," will
as writer, director and producer. shoot scenes in< the Sunset Strip
First of the books acquired by Onini-, ni'tery .
borrowed Ruth Ro.
book for screen presentation Was man from Aavld 6. Selznick for
Robert Penn Warren's "All the second femme lead in "The WinKing's Men," which was sold to Co- dow." . -.'Associated Film- Makers,
lumbia for $100,000 and a cut of the commercial outfltj 'shifting its headdistributor's profits. It's now in work quarters from New York to Hollyunder direction of Robert RosSen,
Charles Tedford draws
wood .
Purpose of Omnibook in entering stint as writer and na|:rator of War-,
fllin production is to use its knowlners' "Jungle Man Killers,'* filmed
edge gained from abridging, books in India
i John Sniton^ recently
in safeguarding the interests of the
author Joy serving as the author's
agency in sales to film companies.
According to Omnibook publisher
Maxwell Geff en, "in choosing books
Story*to be. abridged and making the
abridgments," we have anticipated
a Miir* l»y
the success of many comparatively
unknown authors in advance of their
general recognition and also have
learned to understand their point of
'
•view toward their work."
an Editorial fMtiir* in
novel,

.

.

.

.

.

RKd

.

.

'.

.

.

.'

.-

'^Hollywood

Claude Binyon

planes
Trinidad Thanksgiving Day when he
from New York to Johannesburg.

was injured

previously-announced
plans of 20th*Fox and Paramount to
step up the' number of pictures
they'll distribute next year, Metro is
expected io continue,<,With, its two or
three per month, the rftte adhered to
during the last year.
M-G releases are already set
through- February. Latest film to hit
the chart is "Green Dolphin Street,"
which goes into nationwide Release
tomorrow (Thursday).' Film is current at Loew's Criterion, N. Y., and in
six other Loew's key bity houses. vAlso
released this month is'^'This 'time for
Keeps," Technicolor musical which
tees off at the Broadway Capitol
Dec. 4 after several out-of-town- engagements.
^Good News," another Technicolor
musical,- is scheduled for its world
preem,. «t Radio City Music" Hall;
N. Y. .I>ec, 4 and 'iArill go inta general
release later, in the month. Also
scheduled for December release is
leases. Despite

50,000

.

LOWE'S FAR EAST TKEK?

None of the personnel
in. the fire.

:

a.

necessary with an 'approximation of
costs; lists the likely cast with that
.Holly wood, Nov.' 25.
cost also set forth; and details sug11
Universal - International ha?
gested story treatment with an eye scripts warming up in the writing
towards economy.
mill to follow the five productions
Studio heads, thereby, are able to currently in work on the sound
judge whether early production is
feasible from every angle. It isn't
Stories due for early starts are
then a question of buying the prop-' "Mr. Peabody and the Mermaid,"
ert^ first, McCIeod said, and then
"The Tin Fliifte," ''Christmas Ev|a, at
jun^ping hurdles later on. Too often, Pilot Butte," "The Saxon Charm,"
that practice in the past resulted in
"The Velvet Fleece," "White House
the story Istnding on a. growing pile Girl," "Rogues' Regiment;" "Great
of tabled projects.
Son," "Brain of Frankenstein," "The "Killer McCoy/' Mickey Rooney
Another device now- spreading in
Last Count" and "The "Greatest starrer. January will have
practice, McLeod declared, is the
(Contihued on page 22)
Diplomat,"
business of substituting two- wall
sets wherever possible |or the conventional three-waller. TJ«t's prbv(Continued on page 16)
'

rights. Under the transreported, McCarey who owns
halt interest in H^iiibow diikWa
shares of Paramoiiht iitoc^c,
valued at around $1,000,006.
There are seven 'others who ^ared
the other 50% interest in Rainbow.
Among these seven are Norman
McLeod, Bing Crosby, Bob Hope,
Frank Capra' and George Stevens.
McCarey gets a. contract from Par
as producer-director. McLeod, -^ho.
held a Rainbow five-year directoKisl
pact with yearlx options to t&i&tr
which he could exercise, also -goes,
to Par.
McLeod's tieup with -Rainbow, and
hence with Par,, gives him considerable latitude in Okaying pixi' He
doesn't haVe. to accept an assignment arid,' moreover, can pull out at
the termination *of e^ch year's, work
if he so chooses. Recently,- he's been
on loanout to Paramount any way
where he last coi»pleted the Bob
(Continued on page 22)

fer, it's

Announcement of Mtetro's 1948 release slate by sales chief William Fy
Rodgers at the regional, sales managers' meet; starting next Tuesday
(2) in New.York is not expected to
include any substantial boost in re-

.

U RAS

Trip marks the start of the exec's
2eth year with the company.

'

'-

-

.

;

.,

CURTIS TO PRODUCE,

-

.

.

ARGENTINA

.

Astaire in "Easter Parade" at Metro
"Julia Misbehaves" is the new
.

STAR

.

.

pictures to be made in Buenos Aires,
with Alan Curtis doubling as star

.

.

on "Speak to Me of Love," next and producer.
Curtis planed to Argentina to
Greer Garson- starrer at Metro
Same studio switched from "The ^huddle with Sam Seidelman On a
Birds and the Bees" to "Thre? Dar- distribution deal. Seidelman is chief

title

,

.

.

'

of foreign distribution for tHi^lAm,
ling Daughters."
Robert Bassler draws producer
reins on the W. B. Burnett novel,
17 Waiting,
.

Rep Ha^

"Yellow Sky," recently bought by
Studious Record Backlog
20th-Fox
. Universal-International
HoUywoocI, Nov.'ZS,
is negotiating with iHtartene Dietrich
Completion of "Oklahoma Badand Hedy Lamarr for roles in Bobert Buckner's "Rogues' Regiment" lands": at Republic raised the ba«ik-i
"Tall, Dark Stranger" is the log to 17 pictures, the largest num->
new tag on "Rachel" at RKO .
ber in the history of that studio;
.Next film on Robert Sparks' producTopping the list are two- high«
tion program at RKO is "Education budgeters, "The Red Pony" »ul
(Continued on page 16)
/'Macbeth."
.

.

'.

BKO TBINIDAB FIRE

manager.

and remake

Releases

.

lumbia as

on

effect

Al Lowe, United Artists division
manager for Australasia, South
RKO's office in Port-of-Spain, Africa and the Far East, starts a
Trinidad, was destroyed by fire Sunday (16) according to report by three month tour of his territory
.

-

bow's cut in "The. Bells of St.
Mary," another McCarey opus for
RKO,. plus "the indie's interest in
"Going My Way," including reissue

'

,

RKO

on "Good Sam,"
which Led ,^cCarey recently produced and directed for RKO.
Additionally, it- takes over Rainpartner of

of fixed studio
that's the No.;l reason

allotihent

.

•

'
.

book, handled by Omnibook, reprint
digest magazinci for films. It's to be
produced by Geifen-ghane Produc*
fret that many of the novels* are tions, formed recently to handle
costume pieces. Since these call for film interests of Omnibook, in a
expensive backgrounds^, casts and partnership, deal with Universal'

costumes, studios are laying off them

,

.

Film biggies are growing increasmissal
concerned over the mounting

ingly,

,

Drastic effect of the recent moves
lo49ard production economy is seen
in lack of film sales from current
Of the 31
Action best-seller lists.
novels on the past Sunday^s (23)
New York Herald' I'ribune compilation, only eight have been sold to
This represents the lowest
films.
percentage in years.
Heavy prices which have been run
up for screen rights to books and
plays have made studios, appre-

tions in a stock transfer deal similar to its acquisition some months
back of Liberty FUnlis. Par then be-*
came Metro's bedfellow since M-Cr
is producing and distributing "State
of the Union," a Liberty properbr
which Frank Capra is directing.
Rainbow transaction also makes it a

-

.

Studios' Gen'l Caution

dustry position this week when the
company absorbed Rainbow Produc-

,

pected to move past the highwater
mark -which the studios, under the

.

,

ern talent chief Arthur Willi. The
signed, moreover, are getting,
less money than, they would have .&
year ago. RKO has eliminated entirely* its search for models and pret-

few

Paramount is now partnering with
two other majoi's—iMetro and RKO.
It catapulted into that unique in-*

A&C

M-GNotBoostii^

Before Story Buys

no more waiting around on the
Coast for any fledgUng ,a$tor. Those

much tougher on

Wells Loses to

Plagiarism suit of William K.
Wells against Bud Abbott^ and Lou
Costello was dismissed this week
pressure of peak costs^ racked up by N, Y. Federal Judge Alfred C.
Court ruled that a previous
this year, the nuhiber of pix 'ipade Coxe.
on Coast lotii 'will be upped con- action brought by Wells against the
•
comedy' team, plus Universal, which
'.,:...'
siderably.
total cash spent in

la Uberty,

Makes aPards With RKO Plus M-G

PEi

IIT

The majors h^ve hoisted the signal
that a tidy .boom in Hollywood film
production-is under way. While the

to be

'

PER PIC

this+.

with most of the film
have cut severely into

haljit

Rainbow Buy« a

Pcff s

STUOlO COSTS

'

42d

Antitueriary

Number

.

Out Soon

.

.

.

.

(

3

iTdbi^MiKiaf,

VICmiMK CBOSSES
H.rs Hit

NewPixUpLA;WWow$62,m

loment'

Buff.;

HG

Fair $13,000, 'Bhe'

'Escape'

NownilHMf '26^ 1947

S(Hw $21,(101) iiSkw Hob;

Nov. 25.
Boxoffice takings are mild here
Buffalo,

'BodyHuge55G.UFair23!^
Fancy

Ijdle'

Los Angeles, Nov.
biz

Fii'strun

week with two

perking up

is

of the

new

^ff^

'Stranger 16G

+

25.

"Exile"

is

shaping to land sturdy

Estimated Total Grass
$659,«0(>
This Week
.(Based on 23 theotrsi)
$7S9,S0e
last *e»r
(Bused on' 18 theatrti)
.

,

holdovers,
weeks, slow-

Body and Soul" (UA) and "Wmter
Wonderland" (Rep) (2d Wk). Down

Boston, Nov.

Last week,

$14i000.

solid

$21,000.

'

Hipp (Shea) (2,100; 40-70)— "Anthony Adverse" (WB) and "Jezebel'
(WB) (reissues). Fine $7,000. Last
week, "Each Dawn I Die" (WB) and
"Bad Men of Missouri" (WB) (re-

Key

Estimated TettI Gros«
$?37'».««*.
This Week
(,B<ised on 21 cities 211 theatris, chiefly firU runs, mciuH/ifff,

N. y.)
Total Gross Same
Last Year

(Based on

"

'

ForKe^ fmi

down"

(UA)

and

okay day-date

»v

Week

Wall"

(20th)

two

housbs.

.

$10,000 after $14,000 in second.

Boston (RKO) (3,200; 50-$1.10)—
"Black Gold" (Mono) plus Betty
Bruce, Steve Evans, others on stage.
Tidy $28,000, not bad considering
this house goes for band shows.
Last week. "Wistful Widow" (U)
plus. Connee Boswell, Buck & Bub-

<UA) (reissues). Oke $4,000. Last
week, "Nightmare AUey" (20th) and
"Invisible

in

Estimates tor This Week
Astor (Jaycodts) (1,400; 40-80)—
'"Fugitive" (RKO) (Sd wk).
Okay

,$S,WS.OM

21 cities 188 theatres)

40-70)—"Sun"The Kansan"
(m.o.),

$3,500.

$20ii(linPliy

25,

On slow side after big jump
fortnight ago. Holiday biz is adding
"Escape Me
to the overall total
Never" at the Diet looks moderate
but "Fonrever Amber" is nice ijit the
Modem. .'*Fabulous Texan" shapes

€it| (drosses

issues), big illfiOO.
Teck (Shea) (1,400;

$57,500 in six spots. "Love from a
Stranger" Will be, very mild $18,000

In three houses. -"Fabulous Texan"
is getting only $23,500 in two spots.
Among holdovers, "Nightmare Alley'' shapes as okay $40,000 in 6-day,
second- frame, S spots. "This Time
lor Keeps" looks slow $24,000 in six
days 0f second session in three lo-

first

Great Lakes (Shea) (3,400; 40-70)
-"Green Dolphin Street'' (M-Ct) (2d
wk). Sturdy $16,000. Last week, sock

Broadway Grosses

Isteriiig

462,000.

many

with

from

ing up biz.
Estimates for This Week
(Shea)' (8,500; 40-70)—
Buffalo

to trim
$18,000.

this

bills reg-

"Body
outstanding takes.
and Soul" looks mighty $55,000 in
"Walter Mitty"
four smallseaters.
also is great in two theatres at

this session,
all way off

hOffisliL'Tiiie

.

Lafayette (Basil) (3,000; 40-70)—
LbuisviUe, Nov. 25.
Lost Moment" (U) and "Whfen_«
Business is spotty here this week.
Girl's Beautiful" (U). Passable' $13,-:
000. Last week, "Had To Be You" National, with "Dragnet" and Clyde
band heading stagebiU,
(Col) and "Keeper of Bees" iCoOt MeCtoy's

bles, Chesterfields, others, $23,000.

Center

(E.

M. Loew)

(1,200; 40-80)

—"Heaven Only Knows" (UA) and
"Smoky River Serenade" (Col).
Firstrun bill after weeks of subseA pre-Thanksgiving lull is in evi- $15,500.
ERtimatcs for This Week
looks, bumper $18,000. Top strai,ghtT
ZOth Century (20th Cent.) (SiOOO; fllmer is "Where- There's Life" which quent runs, good $14,000.
Belmont (FWC) (1,532; -60-$l)— dence at most downtownfllm houses
Fenway (M-P> (1,373; 40-80)—
"Live From Stranger" (EL) and tills week. Most of the houses are 40-70)— "Out of Blue" (EL) and looks big at the Rialto. Biz looks
"Fabulous Texan" (Rep) and "Bury
"Railroaded" (EL). Good $11;000. generally dull.
*'Philo Vance's Secret" (EL). Only
playing; holdovers getting set to
Me Dead" (EL). Okay $6,500. Last
Last week, "Walter Mitty" (RKO)
Last week, "Husband's Af*2,500.
Estimates for This Week
with heavy ^artillery on (3d Wk), $10,500,
week, "Red Stallion" (EL) and
fairs" (Col). and "Pacific Adventure" shoot
Brown (Fourth Avenue) (1,200; 40- "Driftwood" (Rep), $6,000.
(Col), oke $4,200.
Thanksgiving and for Army-Navy
60)-^"Wild Harvest" (Par) (m.o.).
Beverly Hills Muaic Hall (G&S- game crowds this coming week-end:
Kcnmore (Indie) (900;.$1JLO)—
Mild $3,500. Last week. "Nightmare "Heniy .V" (UA). Big $5,000, Last
Blumenfeld) (826;65-$l)-~"Body and
Kaiis.-Mo. Title Grid
Estimates (or Tb.'» .Week
Alley" (20th) (m.o.), about same.
Great $8,500. Last
Soul" CUA).
wcek> "Captive Heart*' (tH, $2,000.
week. "Mens, Verdoux" tUA)- (3d
50-94)—
Kentucky (Switow^ (1,200; $0-40)
Aldine
(WB) (1;303;
Memorial (RKO) (2,985; 40-80)—
Battle Hnrts K.C But
Wk-10 days), nic6 $4.400.
"Frieda" (U). Pale $8,500. Last week,
"Welcowie Stranger" (Par) and "Mitty" (RKO) an^ "Lone Wolf
(FWC) (1.518; 'Anthony Adverse" (WB) (reissue),
Carthay .Circle
Pine $3,500. London" (U). Opens today (Tues.).
"Desire Me" (M-G).
(20th). $9,^00: second sesh.
60-$l—"Nightmare Alley"
Last week^ "Black Gold" (Mono) Last week, "Exile" (U)' and "Sweet
Slow $6,000.. Last week, "Frieda"
and VHy Reputation" (WB). $2,900. Genevieve'* (Cibl} (2d wk). big $22,Aresdia (Sablosky) (700; 50-94)—
(U) (2d wk'4 days), $2,500.
Kansas City, Nov. 25.
Biary Andenoa (People's) (1,100; 000 after $28,000 opener.
"Desire Me" (M-S) (2d run). Fair
.. Chinese
(GraumaiA>WC) (2,048;
Week has mostly so-so face, and 40-60)—"Each Dawn J Die" (WB)
Last week, "Song Thin Man"
MetropoWaM (M-P) (4,367; 40-80)
Mitty"
«0-$l)—"Nightmare. Alley* (20th) $5,000.
(M-G), $2,400 for 4 days second run. grosses afe the same. 'fWalter
(reissue). Mildi^ $4;500 for second —"Escape Me Never" (WB) and "Re<2d wk). MUd $8,000 inr.e days. Last
at the Orpheum «nd "Unsuspected"
Boyd (WB) (2,350; 50-94)—"Escape at the Paramount look best of new- week. Last week, $6,500.
turn Bin Tin Tin" (Indie).
So-so
week. $14,300.
National (Standard) (2,400; 60r80) $24;000.
Last week. "Goldien EarCulver (FWC) (1,145; 60-$l)— Me Never" (WB). Modest $23,000. comers, "Mitty" is a possible hold"Exile'! (U) and "Crime Doctor's Last week, "Song of Love" (M-G), over. Annual' Kansas-Missouri foot- —"Dragnet" (FC) and stage show rings" (Par) and "Big Ttown After
(Indie)
Wk—3 days),
(2ift
Gamble" (Col)' Neat $7,000. Last so-so $15,5{)0 for third panto.
ball battle at Lawrence, 'Kans., for headed by Clyde McCoy orch uid Dark"
week, "Husband's Affairs" (Col) and
Earle (WB) (2,760; 50-94)—"Jeze- Big Six title helped put skids on biz Francis Craig. Solid $18,000 or near. $14,000.
Last week, "Heaven Only Knows"
"Pacific Adventure" (Col) (» days). bel"
(WB) .(reissue) and "Vigi- over the weekend;
Modem (M-P) (900; 75-$1.20)—
(UA), fair $7,000.
$5,300.
lantes" (U). Mild $15,000. Last week,
"Forever Amber" (20th). Carrying
Estimates for This Week
Downtown (WB) (1,800; 60-$l)— 'Roosevelt Story" (Indie)
Malta (FA) (3.400: 40-60)— "Where on alone for fourth week in town,
and
Apollo (Fox Midwest) (1,100; 49"Each Dawn I Die" <WB) and ''Bad Wyoming" (Rep), $15,500.
55)—"Northwest Outpost" (Rep) and There's Ltfe* (Par). Bob Hope's big $17,000: Replaced' on Sundays
Men Missouri" (WB) (reissues) (2d
on
name
marquee
is
spelling
big
by
"Mark Zorro" (FC) and- "Drums
50-94)—
Fox (20th) (2,250;
"For. "Winter Wonderland" (Rep).
Not
Wk). About $10,000 in S days. Irfist ever Amber" (20th) (5th wk) (5 too slow at $4,000. Bouse Urstrun $18,000. Last wedc, "WUd Harvest" Mohawk" <20th> (reissues). Last
week, sturdy. $19,200.
(Pai:), nice $15,000 and m.o.
week, $19^000.
days). Bowing out at fair $14,000.
this week only.
Bowatewn Mnsie Hail .(Blume'n- Last week, oke $19,000. "Nightmare fo*Esqaire
Midwest>
St^te (Loew's) (3,000; 40^)—
Orplleaat (iJoew) (3,000; 40-80)—
(Fox
(8^
ield) (872; 60-$l)— "Body and Soul" AUey'^
(20th)
opens
tomorrow 65)—"Adventure. Island" (Par) and "Ride Pink Horse" (U) and "TWo ••BoOy and Soul" (UA) and "Crime
^
Last week, (Wed).
(UA). Soek $25,000.
"Queen of Amazons" (SG). Average Blondes; Redhead" (Col). Fairish Doctor's Gamble.' (CoU (3d wk—
"Verdoux" (UA) (3d wk-10 4ays>,
GoUman (Goldman) (1,300; 50-94) $5,000. La.<!t week, "Jolson Story" $15,000. Last week, "Body and Soul" days).' Nice $13,000 after big .$24,mild $7,500,
-rrhis Time For Keegs" (M-G). (Col) (2d ran), in, return date, only <UA) and "Lone Wolf London" (Col), 000 in second..
EtyptfaM (FWC) (1,538; 60-$l)— Fine $20,000. Last weeic, "Something
spHd $17,060.
$3,700.
Paramoimt (M-P) (1,700; 40-80)—
"ThU Time for Keeps" (M-G) (2d In Wind" (U). fair $14,0(H).
Strand (FA) (1.400r 40-60)—"Green "Fabulous Ttaanf (Rep) and "Bury
KIme (Dickinson) (SSO; e&h—
wk>. ITMb $0,000. I-ast week, lair
Karlton (Goldman) (1,000! 50-94) "Baker's Wife" (Indie) (2d run) Was Valley" (20th) and "Swamp Me Dead? (EL>. Nice $1«,0«> or
$12,800.
•"Where There's Life" (Par). Good Returns tb this house for third' date Water" (20th) (reissues). Jdedium over.
Last week, "Bed Stallion"
.El Bey
(FWC) (851; 60-$l)— $15,000.
Last week,
"Unfinished locally, within one year. Moderate $9,900.
Last
week.
"Spirit
West
(Rep),
"Driftwood"
(EL)
and
"Love From Stranger" (EL) and Dance" (M-G) (3d wk), $8,000.
$1,200.
Last week, "Walt* Time" Point" (FC> and "Invinble WaU" $15,000.
"Philo Vance's Secpet" (EL). Dull
Keith's (Goldman) (1,350; 50-94) (indie), $1,000.
(20th) (2d wk), weak $3,500. .
$3-,500.
Last week, "Husband's Af: —"Walter Mitty" (RKO). Nice
State (Loew) (3,500; 40-80)—
$8,000.
Midland (Loew's) (3,500; 45-65)—
:|al«s" (e«) and "Pacific Adventure'
"Crime
"Body
and
Soul"
and
(UA)
Last week. "Unsuspected" (WB) "Green Dolphin. Street" (M-G) (2d
(Col), $5,«00.
••t>otiUg^g. Gamble** (Col) (3d wk—
second run.
wk). Pleasing $15,000, and only film
85)— $((.(K)0
(685;
Esoaire
(Rosener)
days). Neat $6,000 after $12,000 in
BCastiwam (WB) (4.360; 50-94)— in town to show real strength. Last 'Amber' Torrii $23,060,
"Tawny Pipit" (U). Good $3,000. "Body
se<M>nd.
and Soul" (UA) (2d wk) week, lofty $23,000.
Last week, "Know Where Going' Slipping but albeit fine at
Transinx (Translux) (900; 30-74)
$32,000,
Orphenm
(RKO)
45-65)
(1,900;
(U) (2d wk), $1,800.
Seattle 'Fiiry' t^at lOG —"Man Couldn't Hang" (U). Stout
was sock $51;000.
"Walter- Mitty" (RKO)."
Slightly
FaurSt>r (UA-WC) (900; .90-$1.25) .Opener
Fix (Cummins)
60-$1.25)
Last week, "Burning Cross"
over average at $12,500, with possible
$5,000.
Seattle, Nov. 25.
—"Life With Father" (WB) (2d wk), "Gone With Wind" (500;.
(M-G) (reissue) holdover. Last weekr."I«Dg Night"
Two roadshow attractions playing (SG) aQd."Hat BoKSCystery" (SG),
Near $6,000. I^st week^ ialr. $7,600. (8th wk). Winding up.
af olcay $7,000, (RKO) "Likely Story" (RKO),' slow simultaneously is something differ- $6;ooo.
GttUa (FWC) (968; 60-$l)—"Exile" Xast week, ditto.
$9 0(U)
ent here. "Forever Amber" is the
CU) and •Ofector's Gamble" (Col).
Stanley
.(WB)
•J50-94>-^
(2,950;
^ariuaount
(Par) (l,9(jo; 45-65)— big- news, at Fifth Avenue, being
Stitfdy $7,500. Last week, "Lost Mo!
Girl" (Wfi) (2d wK>. Thin "Unsuspected" (WB). Okay $12,000, great. Other is "Life With Father,"
ment" (U) and "Pretender" (Rep) "Ha.i?en
$15,000. Last Week, moderate *22.000; Last week, "Unconquered" (Par) (3d still sock in third weeH at Orj^faeum. deye. Le?els (tf , Bnt
f
(2d wk-6 days). $2,200SUnton (WB) (1.475: 50-94)W wk)v nice $10,000 at $1.20 top.
Otherwise hlz shapetr mild.
Ha,wail <G&S-BIumenfeld> (956:
"Merton x)f Movies". (M-G) (2d wk).
Boxy (DurwOod) (800; 45-65)—
80-$l)—"Body and Soul"
(UA) pallid
At
Ikre's yie'
Estimates f)>|r TIOs Week
$8,000. Last week, fair $14,000; "Adventuress"
(fiL) and "Hearts
Fancy $13,500. Last w«ek. "Verdpux"
Bine Mottse (H-S) (8OO; 45-80)—
aches" (EL).
So-so $4,500.
Last
(UA) (3d wk-10 days). $3,800.
week, "Texas" (Col) and "Arizona" "Bachelor and Bobby-Soxer" (RKO)
$2Q,00(H'Qass'OK12G
HollywooA (WR) (2.756; 60-$l)
(5th wk). Okay $4,000. Last week,
.-.'^ch Dawn Die" (WB) and "Bad and "Key Witness" (Col) (3d wk), (Col) (reissues), $5,000.
^'
25.
Nov.
Cleveland,
$5,700.
lewer-Vptown-Faicway
(Fox MidMen Missouri" (WB) (reissues) (2d $10,600.
rum Avenue (h-e) (2,349; 90- A leveling-off of grosses is evident
Puamoant (F«cM) (3,398; 60-$l) west) (2,100, 2.043. 700; 45-6&>—
wk>5 days). Finals at $6,000. Last
Amber" (20th), here this week, although "Where
—."Fabulous Texan" (Rep) and "Ex- "Fabulous Teyan" (Rep). Fair ^JOOfS $14ffi)—"Forever
week, oke $12,200.
HoUyweod Music Hall (Blumen- posed" (Rep). Only $15,000. Last in 6 days. Last week, "Ride Pink Great $23,000 at upned scale. Last There's Life" at State and "Upweek, "Nightmare Alley" (20th) and
(Par)
and Horse" tU), $9,500 in 6 days also.
feld) -(475; 60-85)— "Body and Soul" week, "Desert Fury"
"Key Witness" (Col), good $11,300 turned Glass" at Allen are getting a
(UA). Wow $8,000. Last week, "Ver- "Jungle Flight" (Par) (3d wk), $12,fairly good play.
Coming on the
at 4Se 80c' scale.
doux" (UA) (3d wk-10 days), $3;- 400.'Paramount Hollywood
Liberty (J & VH) (1,(350; 45-80)— heels of a terrific Danny Kaye run,
(F&M> D.€. MIIJ4 iiorafT'
100 on blowofit.
60-$l)—"Fabulous Texan"
"Desert Fury" (Par). Solid $10,000. with "Doctor's OamWei" Palaee's
Iris (FWC) (828; 60-85)—"ExUe" (1,451;
week, "Welcome Stranger" "Ride the PimcjHorse" is havhig slow
(U). Good $7,500. Last week, "Lost (Rep) and "Exposed" (Rep). ModPLUS
TffiN lefi Last
(U)
and "Pretender" est $8,500. Last week, "Desert Fury"
(Par) (8tb wk), $7,400.
Moment"
going..
(Par) (3d wk) and "Jungle Flight"
Mwele Bex gB-K) (800; 45>80>—
Washington, Hov. 25.
<flep) (3a wk-6 days), $2,600.
BsttlWtes for This Week
Biz m town's big houses definitely "Nightmare AUey" '(20th) and "Key
I^anrel (Kosener) (890; 85)—"Shoe (Par). $7,700.
BKO Hillstreet (RKO) (2,890; 60- IS dull this stanza, with holdovers Witness" (Col) (M.O.), Nice $4,500 Allen (RKO) (3,000;' 55-70)— UpShine" (Indie) (4th wk). Smooth
80)—"Walter Mitty" (RKO). Solid and second runs in half of them help|4,000 or near. Last week, $6,000.
(Continued on page 22)
turned Glass" (U). Satisfactory
Last week, "Had to Be ing to make more than the usual
boew's- State (Loew-WC) (2,404; $30,000.
000.
Last week, "Wistful Widow"
"Nightmare AUey" (3Qth) You" (Col) and "Key Witness" (Col) pre-holiday dent. Second wedt of
«0-$l)
(U), Stout $15,500.
"FUn and Fancy Free" at Keith's Pastor Boosts *Ro8e'
and "Roses Are Red" (20th) (2d (3d wK), $11,500.
Hipp (Warners) (3,700; 55-70)—
Bits. (FWC) (1,370; 60-$l)— "Exile" looks sole gleam of light on a dull
wk). Down to $14,000 in 6 daysj Last
"Jezebel" (WB) and "Anthony Ad(U). Smart $10,000. Last week, "Lest horizon.
BijT $19,500,
week, neat $25,300;
Average
verse" (WB) (reissues).
Estimates tor This Week
Los Angehn (D'town-WC) (2,o!97; Moment" (U) and "Pretender" '(Rep)
Omaha, Nov. 25.
$1&,000.
Last week., "Had To Be
Ci^itgl (Loew's) (.2,434; 44-80)—
.eO-$l)—"This Time Keeps" (M-G) (2d wk-6 days), $4,500.
Nothing is slowing up "Walter
Studio City (FWC) (880; 60-$!)— "Lost Moment" (U) plus vaude Mitty" currently at the Brandeis. You" (Col), good $17,000.
(2d wk). Slow $12,060 in 6 days.
Lake (Warners) (800; 55-70)—
Last week, not up to hopes at $22,- "Exile" (U). Good $7,500. Last week, Thin $16,000, and unusually dull for Weekend brought more snow and
"Lost Moment'^ (U) (2d wk) and this house. Last wefek, "Nightmare cold but it did not hurt filip. "Moss "Had Be You" (Col) (m.o.). Nice
200.
"Pretender"'
(Rep)
(1st
wk) (6 Alley" (20tb) (2d wk), with vaude, Rose" bolstered by Tony Pastor $4,000. Last week, "Nightmare AlLoyola (FWC) (1,248; 60-$l)
$15,000.
ley" (20th) (m.o.), $3,400.
"Nightmare Alley" (20th> (2d wk). days); $2,500.
band looks fairly big at Orpheum,
Golumbia (Loew's) (1,263; 44UnMed Artists (UA) (2,100; 60-$l)
55-70)—
Qke $S,S00. Last week, $8,500.
Ohio
(Loew's
(1,200;
Estimates for This Week
—"Exile" (U) and "Crime Doctor's 1.20)— "Forever Amber" (20th) .(2d
Msrcal (G&S) (900; 90-$1.20)
"Body and Soul" (UA) tffl.o.).
Brandeis (BKO) (1,500; 16-65)— Perky $9,50«. Last Week, "Uncon•-•orever Amber" (20th). Light $3.- Gamble" (Col). Neat $18,000. Last run). Seems to have shot its bolt in
MO. Last week, "Lifse Henry VIH" week, "Lost Moment" (U) and "Pre- 3-week run at Palace. Very dull $7," "Walter Mitty" (RKO)r Smash $10,- quered" (Par) (m.o.),at advanced
(FC) and "Lydia" (FC) (reissues) tender" (Rep) (2d wk-6 days), $7,- 500 at this scale. Last week; "Time 000 and holdover. Last' week, "Jbc- ^ces, dittos
For Keeps" m-G) (2d run), $7,000. gen Girl" (WB) and "Last Roundup"
100.
(2d wk-5 days), $1,500.
Palace (RKO) (3,000; 55-70)—
Keith's
Uptown (FWC) (1,719; 60-$l)
(RKO) (1,838: 44-80)— (Col), $7,006.
'
,
Orphenaa (D'town-WC) (2,210; 60"Hide Pink Horse" (UI). None too
$1)—"Love From Stranger;* (EL) "Nightmare I^Jtey" (20th) and "Roses "Fun, Fancy Free" (RKO) (2d wk).
Orpheum (Tristates) (3,000; 20- exciting
week,
La.st
at
$17,560.
and "PhUo .VMiee's Secret lllission" Are Red" (20th) (2d wk). Just $6,- Still going strong at $16,000, after 89)—"Moss Hose" (20th) and Tony "Crime Doctor's Gamble" (Col) plus
big $19,000 opening, way over ex- Past6r orch cm stage. 'Big- $19,500
500. Last week, average $10,500.
(E3C.). DuU $10,000. Last week, "HusDanny Kaye and Georgia 'Gibbs iu
Vorne (FWC) (885; 60-$l)— "Gone pectations.
or near. Last week, "host Honeyband's Affairs" (Col) and "Pacific
via
Metropolitan (WB) (1,163; 44-70) moon" (EL) plus Tex Beneke orch, stage show, hit terrific $51,000
With Wind" (M-G) (reissue) (2d
Adventure" (Col), $11,000.
39 performances.
Nice sock $23,900.
MilttOK II«nMr-(D'towh) (2.122; 55- w)e). Near $4,000. Last week, mild —"Last of Hedmen'' (Col).
State (Loew's) (3;450; 55-70)—
Last week, "Heaven Only
$8,500.
Psramonnt (Tristates) (2,800; 16M)—'mt Box Mystery" (SG) and $4,600.
Fine,
WIMKre (FWC) (2,296; 80-$l)— Knows" (UA), $6,000.
65)
"Unsuspected" (WB).
"Case of Baby Sitter" (SG), with
Nice "Where There's Ufa" (Par).
Palace (Loew's) (2,370; 44-74)— $11,000.
Last week, "Cfcne With for Bob Hope in his hometown at
Jadcie Robinscui Mabel Scott on "This Time Keeps" (Bt-G) (2d wk).
Last week, "Body and
$20,000.
week, Thin, $ffi000 in 6 days. Last week, "Body and Soul" (UAk<2d wk). Oke Wind;', (M-G) (reissue), $12,500.
atagt. Weak $11,000. Last
Oanha (Tristates) (2,100; 16-65)— Soul" (UA), fairly nice $16,500 for
$14,000 after sock $25,000 opener.
"Spirit West Pioint" CPC) (m.o.>
Warner (WB) (2,15*: 44-74)—"Es- "Burning Cross" (SG) and "High seccMd; frame.
WiHerii (WB) (2,300; 60-$l)
with Bill Anson. Herb JefCries^, Kay
"Each Down Die" (Wl8) and "Bad cape Me Never" (WB). Average Conquest" (Mono. Good $10,000.
Stillman (Loew's) (2,700; 55-70)—
Starr on stage, fair $15,200.
Last week, "Christmas Last week, "Something in Wind" "UnflBished Dance" (M-G). PJeasMen Missouri" (WB) (reissues) (2d $18,000,
rantaxcc (Pan) (2,812; 60-$l)
Last Eve" (UA). thin $13,000 and way (U) and "Notorious Gentleman" ant $8,000, Last week, "Lost Mo"Walter m/iiy" (RKO). Sock $92,000. wk). Ok» $9,500 in 9 days.
below hopc&
at), $10,200.
Last w«ekk "flad to Be You" (Cda week, lUtlOOL
ment" (U). $0,000.
,

cations.

Philadelphia,. Nov. 25.
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Grosses Are Net

this

films hit

the firstnms, majority of them aren't
creating much excitemerit. Best of
the lot is ''Where There's Life" at

Chicago with Rose Harie on
which should hit a neat $38,-

the

stage,

"Heaven Only. Knows" at the
Oriental with Bed Ingle and Jaclc
Smith on the stage Is okay At $45,000.
"Lofet Moment" at the Palace .shapes
"Pirates of
as passable ^000.
Alonierftv" at Grand |>iomi£es a
000.

^

Film gross estimates; as re^
ported herewith from thft various key cities, ar« net,
without the 20% tax. Distributors
share on net take, when playing
percentage, hence the estimated
figui^ vt^ nex .income.
Tbe parenthetic admission
prices, howev«i> as indicated, Jaf
cTttdp the U.S flmnsemimf tax

is fine at

With Wind" (M-G)

(reissue) .(5th
Brofitable $11,000. Last weak,

Grand (RKO)

(1.500:

95)—"Pirates

Monterey" (U). Sharp $22,000.
Last week. "Hide Pink Horse" (U)
(2rl wk). nice $16,500.,
of

Oriental

(Kssaness)

(3.400;

Harris

"Heaven Only Knows" (UA) with
Inffle find Jack Smith in person.
OJasiv $45,000. Last week, "Christmas

$6,500.

(Harris) (2,200: 40-70)—
"Nightmare; Alley (20th) (2d wk).
Good $7,000 lin '4 days after fairish
$12,000 opener.
Penn (Loew's-UA) (3,300; 40-70)
—"Body and Soul" (UA) (2d wk).
Nice $15,000 after sock $23,000 initial

'Monait' Stout

;

:

Ho]iM»Pping

44-65)—

(2,200;

,(20th).
Stout $16,000.
Last week,
"Nightmare Alley" (20th) and "When

Paces Town, 27G
Nov.

Deti'oit,

25.

Earlier-than-usual holiday shop.ping is putting a deep dent in almost
everybody's screen biz except the
nabes. Biggest downtown click is
"Body and Soul," with a lot of feminine customers, surprising for a prizefight picture. Two powerful holdovers are "Unconque'ed" and "Walter Mitty," doing /Surprisingly well
considering presient conditions;
Estimates, for Ibis Wieek

Gtrl's Beautiful" (Col),. $14,000.
Metropolitan (Snider) (3,100; 65)
Francis Cicif. (2d wk). brisk $44,000. —"That's My Man" (Rep) and vaude
Fabee (RKO) (2,500: 95)—"Lost on stage for three-day weekend
Good $8,000 or near. Last
Passable S23.000. stand.
Moment" (U).
List week. "V/isMuI Widow" (U) week, "HH Parade 1947.1' (Rep) and
and "Tracv Meets Gruesome" (RKO) Ray Borey heading stage show,
Adams (Balaban) (1,740; 70-95)—
$9,300.
(2(1 Wk), fine $20,000.
"Walter Mitty" (RKO) (5th wk).
State (LoeW) (3,200; 44-65)— "Body They still like it; $10,000. Last week,
Rialto (Tndie) (1,700; 95)—"Tobacco Road" (20th) and "Grapes of and Soul" (UA) and "Private Affairs strong $15,000.
Wrath". (20th) (reissues) (2d 'Wk). Bel Ami" (UA) (2d Wk). Not bad
Broadway-Capitol (United Detroit)
Gnod $12,000. Last week, fine $17,500. at $17,000. Fh-st was neat $26,000.
"Christmas Eve"
(3,309; 70-95)
Strand (Silverman) (2,200; 44-65) (UA). Moderate. $14,000. Last week.
Roosevelt
(B&K) (1,500: 95),—
"Dark Passage" (WB) (4th wk). t—"Golden Earrings" (Par). Second "Northwest Outno.st" (Rep.) and.
week opened Monday (24). First "Wyoming" (Rep), nice $15,000,
Mild $12,000. Last week. $15,700.
Cinema (Marten) (250; 60-90)—"It
SMteJ^ahe (B&Ki r2.700- iM.2S)— was fairish $12,500.
Happened at the Inn" (Indie). Fair
"Forever Amber" (20th) (5th wk).
Last week, "Shoe Shine"
$2;100.
Dandy $30,000. Last week, ditto.
(Italian) (3d wk,) $1,700.
Vntted Artists fB^'K) (1,700: $1,25) ST.
Downtown (Balaban) (2,683; 70-95)
--"Unconotiered" (Par) (6th wk).
—"Desire Me" (M-G) and. "Spirit
Stnut $22,000. Last week, :S26,000.
Point" (FC). Okay $11,000;
West
of
Woods (Essaness) (1.073; 95)—
"Gangster"
(Mono)
week,
Last
"Body and Soul" (UA) (3d wk).
St. Louis, Novl 25.
$10,000.
SfT""'tional
$36,000.
Last week,
Sluggish biz- still is hovering over
- Pox
(Pox-Michigan) (5,100; 70-95)
$39,000,'
WniM .(Indie) (587; 75)—"Mayer- the main stem cinemas. Many hold- —"The Exile" (U-Tairbanks). PasslinR" (Indie).
Plumo $4,500. Last overs current and rise in tempera- able $24,000. I^ast \v<>fiV. "Ride Pink
week. "Mfi"ic Bow" (Indie) (3d wk), ture: is not helpbig situation^' "Fun Horse" (U); mild .$23,000.
MIchlKan (U-D) (4.039: 70-95)—
okay$2i700.
a'nd Fancy ^ree" looks the leader.
"This TSme for Keens" (M-G) (2d
Runnerup is "Pirates of Monterey." Wk.). FaHir" $18,000. Last week,
strong $30,000.
Estimates for This Week

Eve" (tJA) with Dcrothy Shav and

.

—

L0O OFF BUT

W

$21^00; TIRA11SM8G

Mpk on

*^

Skids Albeit

W

Fairish at 14G,

Very Good 12G

Palms (U-0> (2.976; 70-95)—"Body
Ambassador (F&M) (3,000; 50-75)
Very lively $27,000.
—"Walter Mitty" (RKO) and "Key and Soul" (UA>.
week. "Unsu.soected" (WB),
Witnes.s" (Col) (2d wk). Neat $16,- Last
inUve days.
000 al't&r a moderate $19,000 initial fair $9,000
United Artists (U-D) (2,976; 80stanza.

Fox (F&M)

"Unconqucred"

(5,000;

50r75)'-^"Fun

Fancy Free" (RKO) and "Old SpanMinneapolis, Nov. 25.
the toboggan, ish Trail" (U). Good .$21,000. Last
exhibitors are going in for horror week, "Fabulous Texan" (Rep) and
bills.
RKO-Pan has "Bride of "Repeat Performance" (EL), $17,-i
Frankenstein" and "Son of Frank- 000.
enstein" while the Gopher is runLoew's (Loew) (3,172; 50-75)—
ning "Black Cat" and "Black Fri- "Pirate.s of Monterey" (U) and "Two
day.", Only two major .newcomers, Blondes, Red Head" (Col).
Okay
"Song of Love" and "The Exile." $18,C0e. Last week, "This Time For
Weather is not helping trade.Keeps" (M-G) and "Millerson Case"
iGstimates for This Week
(Col), $24,000.
Aster (pti) ,(900: 30-44)— "BullMissouri (F&M) (3.500: .50-75)—
dog Drummond Strikes" (Col ) and "Brute Force" (U) and "Fabulous
"Blackmail" (Rep). Okay $1,800 in Texan" (Rep) (m.o.). Nice $12,000.
5 da.vs. Lafit week. "Wings of Glory"
Last week, "Hagcn Girl" (WB) and
(Indie)
Wyoming" "Nightmare Alley" (20th) (m.o.),
and
"Wings
(Indie)
with $8,000.
(reissues)
split
"Stranger Ponca vCity" (Col) and
With

.

Orpheum (Loew) (2,000; 50-75)—
(Col), $2,400 in 8
"This Time Keeps"
(M-G) and
50-70)— "Millerson Case" (Col) (m.O;). Fine
Century (Par)
(1,600;
"Foxes of Hsrrow" (20th) (m.o.). $10,500. Last week; "Ramrod" (UA)
and
"New Orleans" (UA) (m.o.),
Good $7,000. Last week, "Mother
$7,500.
Wore Tights" (20th) (3d wk), fine
St. Lonls (F&M) (4,000; 50-75)—
$7,000.
(RKO) and "Dick
Gopher (Par) (1,000; 44)— "Black "Magic Town"
Gruesome" (RKO) (2d
Cat" (Itidie) and "Black Fritoy" Tracy Meets
wk). Only $6,000 after mild $7,500
(Indie). Healthy $4,000. Last week,
initial session.
Wyomint;" (Rep), okav $3,500.
Shubert (Ind) (1,500; 40-60)—
Lyceum (Murray) (1,700; 60-83)—
Ruth" (Par) and "Cry Wolf"
"Gone With Wind" (M-G) (reis.sue) "Dear
(WB) (2d run). Oke $5,000. Last
(5th wk-;i days\ Good $4,000. La.st
"Mother Wore Tights" (20th)
week,
week (4th). $5,500.
and
"Perils Pauline" (Par) (2d run),
50-70)—
Lyric
(Par)
(1.000:
"Mother Wore Tights" (20th) (m.o.). $7,500.
Good, $6,000.
Last week, "Lured"
(UA) (2d wk), mild $4,800.
Radio Gitv (Par) (4,400; 50-70)— "Son Frankenstein" (FC) (reissues).
Last week, "Magic
"Son? of Love" (M-G). Fair $14,000. Fair $7,600..
Last week, "Foxes of Harrow" (20th), Town" (RKO) (2d wk), $6,000.
State (Par) (2,300; 50-70)— "Body
$13,000.
RKO-Or|ih6um (RKO) (2,800: 50- and Soul" (UA) (2d Wk). Down to
70)— "The Exile" (U). Doug Fair- good $10,000 after socko $14,000
banks, ,Tr., drawing good $12J)00. initial canto.
World (Mann) (350; 50-70)— "Great
Last weak, "Ride Pfek Horse" (U),
Neat
Expectations" (U) (3d wk).
$d.B00.
RKO-Pan (RKO) (1,600; 50-70)— $2,500 after strong $3;000 for second
..'.'Bride. fit Frfinkeuitein" (FC) and week.
"Son of Rusty"
days.

.

(4th

(Par)

$1.20)—
wk.); Holding up well at $17,000,
Last week, powerful $23,000.

.gro.sses hitting

'

.

.

Day

materially

W

Frisco Loaded

Holdovers;

Up With
lofty

21iG/Hageii^l0i6,2d
San Francisco, Nov. 25.
Oversupply of holdovers plus genslump in businesis is taking

eral

many theatres to new low levels,
this week. Town also is loaded with
'batch of reissues, dual combo of
oldie horror films, "Bride of Frankenstein" and "Son of Frankenstein"
even being spotted into the Golden
Gate With vaude layout. There's not
a sin^e important new picture tee-

ing voff this ses.sion.
Estimates for This Week
Center (Lippert) (300; 80-$1.2fn—
(m.o.).
(2Qth)
"Forever Amoer"
Only $2,800. Last week, "Hamilton

Woman" (UA)

(reissue)- 3 days,

"Great Waltz" (M-G),
days,

and
4

(reissue),

$2,700.

Clay (Rocsner) (400; 65-85)
Pipit" (U) (2d wk)'. Nice
Last week $3,700.
Esquire (Blunvenfeld) (952; 55-85)

"Tawny
$1,900.

by 'Rianksgiving

second was smash $54,000.

bi:;;

-

Golden (RKO) (769: $1.20-$2.40)—
"Mourning Beconies Electra'' (RKO)
(2d wk).
For initial week ended
last (Tues.) night, this

went

to itout

House had
$15,000, near capacity.
turnaways on Friday and Saturday.

Gotham (Brandt)

Minds Baby"

"Butch
"figlrt

(900; 70-$l'.40)-.
•

and

(fodie)

Sh6es" (Indie) (reissues) (2d

wk-4 days). Only $2,200

House

opener.

"Red Stallion"

after $7,500
closed today (Wed.)

(IX,)' opens

tomorrow

(Thurs.),
Little Oaruegle (Indie) (460; 95*
$1-20)—'Tawny pipit" (U) (12th.
final wk). Down to, slim $4,000 this
stanza after $4,200 last week. "Nicholas Nickleby" (U) comes in Saturday (29).
Mayfair (Brandt) (1,736; 70-$1.80)

—"Gentleman's Agreement" (20th)
(3d wk). Second frame ended Monday (24) at smash $."6,000 albeit

down

considierably

colossal

iroijr

house now is scaled and on its pres^ $82,500 of first ^eefc. Re^tains on ihCrix were definitely.
ent two-a-day policy.
about evenly divided in appraising
Palaoe (RKO) (1,700; 60-$1.20)—
the picture, with several lambasting "Out of Past" (RKO), Opened yesterday (Tues.), Third week of "So
it.
"Lost Moment,". which started last Well Remembered" (RKO) fell to
Friday (21 ) at the Winter Garden, is thin $13,000 while second was mild
no great shakes with $22;000, but is $21,000.
continuing. "Wistful Widow," playParamount (Par) (3,664; 55-$1.50)
ins firstrun at the State, looks fine
Wild Harvest" (Par) and King
.530,080 with vaude layout headed by Cole iTrio, Connie Haines, Randy
Georgie Price.
Brooks orch- topping stageshow (3dJust how badly the rain washed, flnal wk). Initial holdover week*
out Monday's business, is typified by" en^ded last (Tues.) night held nicely,
the Music Hall where "Cass Timber- considering, at $92,000; first* was nice
lane" had been doing nicely in third $75,000. 'Golden Earrings" (Par),
session until then; Big dip Monday comes in next, wiai "Whei'e There's
(also experienced by most other Life" (Par), new Bob Hope comedy
houses) will leave the HaU with only scheduled as Christmas picture here.
•

Dents DeLrSoiii'

Morning" (Indie) (reissue), $5,000.
Fay's (Fay) (1,400; 44-05)—"Robin
of Texas" (Rep) and vaude on
Nifty $8,000.
Last week,
"Born to Speed" (E3j) and vaude,
(Fay)

aided

Stays indef.

-

of

Majestic

(Thanksgiving

overly-extended holdovers currently.
Business nflects' this, too, with the
Street's overall total being the lowest in weeks;
Rain Saturdays (22) and again
Senator (Harris) (1,750; 40-70)— Monday (24) diun^ged the intake at
"Green Valley", (20th) (reissue) and
However, Sundw
houses.
•many
"Second Chance". (20th). Thin $1,500 in 4 days. Last' week, "Keeper (23) was a normally good Sabbath:
of Befes" (Col) (reissue) and "Last at the boxoffice. Reflection of how
"
of Redmen" (Col), $3,500.
many opera.tions are looking forward
SUnley (WB) (3,880; 40-70)—"Copacabana" (UA). Mild $13,000. Last to better business with new product
week, "Where "niere's Life" (Par), is found in the 10 new bills already
good. $16,000 and over expectancy. opened this week or teeing, oil be"
Warner (WB) (2,000; 40-70 )-r- f ore the end of the 'session.
'\Where There's Life" (Par) (m.o.).
Only three new firstrun pictures
Fine $8,500; Last week, 'tCarnegie were launched within the past week,
HaU" (UA), oke $8,000.
with "Mourning Become Electra"
the most important and getting the
most important money. "Electra"
looks to hit strong $15,000 in first
week ended last (Tues.) night at the
Golden. This is only about $4i000
from absolute capacity the way the

Hood

$7,500.

Globe (Brandt) (1,500; 70-$120)—
"Body and Soul'-' (UA) (3d wk).
Third session concluding next Friday (26) stiU is big at $47,000 being

are launching

Day) and merely marking time with

stage.

95)— "Lost Moment" (U) and "Moss Rose"

IR."!*

Many picture houses
new bills tomonrow

,

Texan" (Rep), okay

nice profit for this stage of fun at
$22,000; fifth was $25,500. Stays on.

of ex(ended-runs .are taking a heavy
toll' at Broadway: flrstruns this week.

(Shea) (1,700; 40-70)—
"Black Gold" (Mono). Only $3,500
in 4 day-s.
Last week, -"Fabulous

in Prov.

nearly the same;

Unfavorable weather and plethora

Week

Fnlt«n

,

:

Warner.

Kstfanates for Tbis

'Ankr' Sips, 52G

'Body' Soi&o 47G;

nice in second week at Penn wliile
jnoveover aof "Where There's Life"

shnrp ^,000.
HoIdo.vers are in their last week,
in aecordance with decree ruling in
B&K houses, which will bring in five
new productions next week. Top
$16,1)1)0
holdovers include ''Bo4v and Soul,"
at Woods, with $36,000; "Gentleman's
Providence, Nov. 25.
Agreeroent." at Apollo, with $28,000
Take is only about average this
for second -trame; "Forever Amber." week.
Topping the list is the State's
in ilfth stanza, at State-Lake, with "Body and Soul" in its second week.
"Unconguered,"
at
and.
$30 000;
Majestic's "Lost Moment" also is
United Artists, witlr$22,000 for sixth fairly good.
week.
Estimates (or This Week
SatlBwteS'far Xhb Week
Albee
(RKO) (2,200; 44-65)—
$1.25)— "Walter. Mitty" (RKO) and "Wfld
Apallo '(B&IC)
(1,400:
"Gentleman's Agreement" (20th) (2d Horse Mesa" (RKO). OJ;>ened today.
wk). Strong $28,000. Last week, (Tues.). Last week, '-'Magic Town"
'
(RKO) and "Under TontO Rhn"
$35,000.
(B&K) (3,»00; 95)— (RKO) (2d wk), nice $13,500 after
Cbiear*
"Where There's Life" (Par) with big $19,000 opener.
Carttan (Fay-Loew) (1,400; 44-65)
Bose Marie on stage. Sturdy .$58.(20th)
and
Last week, "Deep Valley" —"Nightmare AUey"
000.
(WB) with Xavier Cugat otch, $53;- "Vmen Girl's Beautiful" (Col) (2d
run).
Steady $4,500.
Last week,
000 but below hopes/
Gsrrlok (B&K) (OQQ: 05)—"Gone "Spirit West Point" (FC) and ':Wings

wk).

NoMoaran^forTlectra'at'SlSM

i*.

plugging

iMop

new

'

.

Raia Holdovers 9oi^ B'way But

Mild 13G, 'Body' 15G, 2d
Pittsburgh, Nov. 25.
Holdovers and reissues are slowing the boxoffice pace here this
wetik.
"Copacabana" is the lone
new entry and
looks mild at the
Stanley. "Body and Soul" shapes as

1ioin(«t'23G,Tirates' Sharp 22G
Thanksgiving holiday

.

PICTURE GROSSES
aO/s Bop

Chi Up;'Ijfe'-«oseMarie Neat SSG,

the slippJttg

,

'

,

—

$110,000 as against $124,000 in
second.
Second week of Frank
Sinatra heading stageshow at Capitol with "Husband's Affairs" likely
will be lucky to bit $71,000 as comfair

psred with $55,000 in first stanza.
This is first full week for Sinatra in
Cap playdate since out sick three
da.y s of initial, jsession. Entire combo
holds a third Iratne.
First of newcomers, this week • is
"Out of Past" which opened yesterday (Tues.) at the Palace after three
mild weeks wlfb''"S0 Well Remem'

•

.:'

bered.-"

.

-'.

launches, its fnt^ifn-film
Dolicy tonight (Wed.) at Rialto with
French-made "Panic" via a special
preem and invited aildience at first
showing,
"Bush Cairistihas" also
starts today at Park "Avenue. Third
opener today is "Rfevenge" at Bi,iou.
Four pictures «ome fin tomorrow
to take-.idvantage of the Thanksgivip" Dny holiday.
Roxy brings in
"Tliurider in Valley" with Dan Dailey
and HsiTison & Fisher headinc stageB.ialto

Park Avenue (U) (583; $1,20-$1.50)
"Bush Christmas" (U). Opens today
'(Wed.). Five days of fourth week
for "Beware Pity" (U) fell to niggardly $2,500; third 'week was $4;000,
also mild.

'

Radio City Music Ball (Rockefellers) (5,945; 70-$2-40)
"Cass Timberlane" (M-G) and stageshow (3d
wk). Third week ending today
to

—

v

-Zed.)

$110,000

slipping down
or near, Holds
:

only fair

a

fourth.

Second was soljd $124,000. "Good
(M-G) and annual JCma's
pageant on stage comes in next,
Bialio
(Mayer) (i)94; 35-85)
"Panic" (Indie).
Tees off vforeign
film policy nere tonight (Wed,). Last
week, "Lone WoU" (Col).,, only
.

News"

—

$6,000 in 6 days.

— "Unconqliered"

:

In ahead, "Roses

Red" (20th), $6,500.
BlvoH (UAT-Par)

(2,092; 60-$1.25)

,(Pac) (7th wk).
Still doing stoutly at $34,000 or near
after $35,000 for sixth week. Stays
on indef.
Eoxy (20th) (5,886; 80-$1.80)
bill after five weeks with "Forever
Amber." Latter ranged, -from new "Forever Amber" (20th) and Veloz
Tfolanda,
Sid Caesar -topping
all-time high for ooening week and
smash second roimd dow.n--to a very stagebiU (5lh-final wk). Fitaal 8 days
tumbling to veor. mild $52,000 or
sli'Ti $52,000 for final eieht days.
"Love From Stranger" tees off at. less, and likely to be worst, 8 days
Victoria
tomorrow. "Christmas here this year. Last Thursday (20)
Eve" ODS' " the same da.y at Broad- hit around $4,000,. lowest here under
way. Fourth Turkey Day opener is current operation^ "Thunder in Valley" (20th), plus Dan Dailey., Har"Red Stallion" at the Gotham.

—

&

,

,

& Fisher beading stageshow
opens tomorrow (Thur.s,) instead of
usual Wed. openin<; in ordfef jio tee
'
off Thanksgiving day.
State (Loew's) (3,450; 43-$1.10)—
"Wistful Widow" (Ul (1st run) with
Georgie Price, Think-a-Drink Hoff"Tawnv Pipip,"man, Maxino
Sullivan
heading
Estlmates for This Week
vaude.
Nice $30,000.
Last 'Week,
Aster (City Inv.) (1,300; 80-$1.80) "Merton of Movies" (M-G) (1st run).
-"Walter Mitty" (RKO). (1.5th wk)- /2d wk), with vaude topped by
Down to $21,000 this session; 14th Betty Bruce, Red Buttons,- nice
week was $24,000. Holds until Dec. $25,000.
when "Bishop's Wife" (RKO)
9
Strand (WB) (2,756; 75-$1.50)—
opens.
"Fscape Me Never" (WB) with
Bijou (City Inv.) (650; 85-$1.5Q)— Frankie Cavle orch heading stage"Revenge"
(Indie).
Italian-made show (3d-final wk). Down to very
film, which
opens today (Wed,), mild $37,000 after $41,000, way becontinues foreign film policy here. low horT;.<i, :in second.
"Anthony
Last week, "Man About Town'i Adverse" (WB) and ".lezebel" (WB)
(RKO) (5th wk-10 days). Sagged to (reissues^ with no stageshow open
$4,800 after only $6,200 in fourth Friday (28 ),
frame.
Sutton (RugofP-Becker) (561: 70Broadway (US) (1,895; 70-$1.50)— $1.251— "Know Where I'm <3oing"
"Heaven Only Knows" (UA) (2d- (U) (15th wk). For 14th round endfinal wk). This: one is in a I'eal nose- ing last Monday (24) night, down to
dive at $6,000, very thin after slow .$7,500 alter $8,000 in 13th week,
hopes
below
for
$11,500,
flffst.
both goad for this stage of run. Re"Christmas Eve" (UA) opens tomor- mains on.
Strand is using twin reis.sues- '*Anthony Adverse" and -"Jezebel," with
nn stafieshow. st-^rting Friday (38).
"Nicholas, Nickleby"
starts'
next
Saturday (29) at Little Cameeie
after
12 successful weeks with

rison

':

:

'

'

-

'

row

(Thurs-).

Victoria (City Inv.) (720; 70-$1.20)'

Capitol (Loew's) (4,820; 70-$1.50)— —"Gangster"
(Mono) (14lh wk).
"Husband's Affairs" Col) with Frank Moderate $9,000 in 6 days after good
Sinatra, Skitch Henderson orch, Lor- $12,000
in
+hird.
','Love
From

—"Tree Grows in Brooklyn" (20th) raine Rognan heading stageshow (2d Stranper" (EL) opelis tOHtomw
and "Keys of Kingdom" (20th) (re- wk). Despite Sinatra being in for (Thurs.).
issues). Torrid $16,000, Last week, full week and added outlay for radio
Warner (WB) (1.499: 90-$I.50)—
"Had to Be Yotf' XCol) (m.O.), $7,- time and ads, only landing $71,000 in "Life With Father" (WB) (15th wk).
500.

initial

holdover st«n>za ending today

Holiday helping to keen this near

Fox (FWC) (4.651; 00-95)-*"Tliis (Wed.)- First, with Sinatra out three Sl.l.OOO after nice $16,000 last week.
Time For Keep,s" (M-G) (2d wk). days over weekend because of ill- Sta.vs until near Christmas, accordSlow $11,500 in 6 days. Last week, ness, was highly disappointing at ing to nresent plans.
colofle-ss $17,500.
Wlntnr Garden (UA) (1,312; 60$55,000.
Goes a third. "This Titae
<}olden Gate (RKO) (2,844; 65-$l) for Keeps" (M-G) due in next$1,20)— "Lost Moment" (U). In first
—-"Bride of Frankehstein" (U) and
Crltorlon (Loew's) (1,700; week ending next Thursday (27)
"Son

of Frankenstein"

sues), plus

(U)

(reis-

vaude headed by Iiarry

(Continued on page 22)

60-$1.2S)—"Green

(M-G)

Dolphin Street" looks onlv passably good ^$22,000 or
round ended less. Last week,"Uptumed Qlaiis''
•
'
(tf > «<r Wk-3 days), $9,«0ft

(7th wk). Sixth

last (Tues.) night contfiiued to jSiow

'

'

r-th

CECIL KELLAWAY- ERNEST TRUEX

Directed by

Produced by

FREDERICK De CORDOVA ALEX GOTTLIEB
Serew
by Phoebe & Henry Ephren end
•

Play

I.

A. L.

Diamond

.

Music by Werner

Heymenn

W«d^c»dli7f ^ovenilier 26, 194(7

Prom

Captain

nof

Castile

her lovehness in gorgeous costumes
IS
inadequate pom^wnsation.
The
contrast- is striking when* she' has
scenes: with seasoned stage players
like Williams, Wynyard and Wild-

(COLOR)
20lb-lfox reU>aB9'6t Dairyl V. ZJnttuok (iJiStar* Tyi'ope
Trottl)' proSuotlon.
Jeun ]Pet«s, Cesar Bo«
Directed
I'^ee J, Uobt), Jobn Sutton.

'

mor

Slofo,

y Herkry
novel by

KlnB. Screenplay by tretH,

trdin

liHrbam lICI>Mn;

iitu».li;,

ell.

riafl«l|iboi(rn

IM

n\ais time,

N. T., N0T. ?4,

'4T,

Kun-

HIN8.

.Tyrone Poww
Pedro »e VAri*a»
CniunK. ..t.
(.•••••(••f • .leai) I'ders
.GesKr Roinei-o
i.
Cortea.
.
. .

Juan GaT(2l&^<<*<ttf*»4F»«i«%«4^»«»»Iiile J. colib
P'icSO '.IHe- BllVA<t;»i>>.t>..V..r<')'otan Sutton

Don

)<>H'nc)«<;o<

powered melodrama
the

,.>....Antoniu Uoipdo

>

I

i;jutf{$»-.Vii.

t •

t

.'.b4,<.«..«*llarbjira T.awr(?nrt^

]}6 Cwaimjtt.^..-.... .George

Varqni*

A1vitrnibi.«.',
Cerlo. ... a. .... .^x*

Miinuel.
Baler

<>>'

.'

.

Dona Harm

Coatl
Cermeni).
Mer.^ed$f

.....'Virgiqia

.Jay
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.
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*
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sie-^de

.

..Dolly

Blacmlt^ro

^
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I
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Vigilantes"

"Ficfating

the 'Earl

of

''.

'

.

Cdhc,

V Hollywood; Wot, 21.
aOili-Fox rsWabo-.ot Ottft, Premlnser produKion, directed by ProminBCr. Stars Joan
Crawford, Dana Andrews, Henry Fonda;

IKakein; editor. Iiouis l.oen'ler.

OSt,),.

"Lone Wolf jn London" (Col).
Another Louis J. Vance story of
fictional
sleuth - gem
manipulator; okay for dual support
'

Beter.:
Lucile O'Mara
Mary. AnKeltis

Rosamund,

Connie Marshall
N Icholaa Joy
Attorney,; ...........
.

Attorney

.

.

.

-

.

•

—

An

'

Parker "makes Captain Boycott
a most credible and understand-

.Art Baker

Rolwrt Karnea
.John Davidson
Victoria Home
;Cbarles Meredith

ICarsha

the structure of the book, capturing proceedings; Power, as a Spanish Judge
Dan's Attorney....;..,.
..Roy Roberts
the.vast sweep of its story and add- nobleman who becomes a captain in Thompson.
,.. Griff Bamett
ing to if an eye^stunning Technicolor Cortez's army, is an intense, brood- Dino.,..'.,
Tito Vuolo
dimension. In its sumptuous mount- ing and agile personality with aU the Waller Wlncbell... ........
...Himself
.Binaacit
ings, costuming, numberless horde of emotional depth the part fe^uiries. I-eanard X,yons,,
extras, nsime. players and solidly Romero, breaking away from the
'Daisy Kenyon" is a True Con-'
packed running time of two hours fancy-dan type casting, drawsadomand 20 minutes, -this film is beyond mating portrait as Cortez which fessions yarn with a Vogue sheen.
doubt'among'the most elaborate ever shades,' surxouSding players while Producer-director Otto Preminger
turned oUt by. a Hollywood' studio. he's on the scene. Cobb turns in a hasn't missed a trick in endowing
The coin poufed into this production, sharply etched characterization as a 20th-Fox.'s- version of the successful
reported' to be 'around $1,500,000. is fortune-hunter tormented in his lust Elizabeth Janeway novel with glitterfor the revenge of his mother's death ing boxoffice- accoutrements.
yisible in every inch of the footage.
at Suttpn's hands. Lattfer, playing'
Triangle, in which Dana Andrews
For- tbis plum!e-and-salire epic of
civilian inquisitor in false service ib and Henry Fonda fight it out for
the
16th. Century Spanish imperial conthe -faith, is superb in his aristocratic love of .loan Crawford, is basically a
querors,. producer Lamar Trotti and sadism.
Miss Peters, as Power's ple- shallow lending-library affair, but
20th, production chief Darryl Zanuck
bian flame,
a flashy looker who it's made to seem important by the
have assembled a group of thespers handles the isthesping
needs compe- magnetic trio's slick-smart Stork
whoi besides their, high-powered tently. Other cast members
are uni- ClubrWashington - Hollywood-- Cape
marqueeVoltage, are cleanly tailored formly excellent.
Cod-Nassau backrounds
plus, of
for the various parts. Lied by Tyrone
Powerfully luiderscoring the driv- course, excellent direction, sophist!-'
Power, who's rarely been shown to
better advantage, the roster is but- ing tandem of the story and the color Gated dialog, solid supporting cast
is
;a magnificent
score
by
Alfred and other flashy production values.
tressed by Cesar Somera in a stirNewman.
on
The
music,
Tipoff
which
the
film's
ultra-ultra
is
not
-apringly Virile portrait of Cortez; Lee
unobtrusive, adds heavily to the peal is the- brief appearance of
Ji 'Cobbi as a fortune' hunter; John'
Sutton; as a velvety villain, and new- .overall pulse-quickening tempo of Walter Wincliell and Leonard Lyons
in a faithful reproduction of SherHem.
comer: Jean Peters, a buxom, appeals the picture.
man Billingsley'-s 53d street swankery
Ing wench for the romantic byplay.
at a dramatic moment when the
Lesser ''parts are .stocked by such
Ideal
high-lifers cross pathssolid st'^ndbys as Alan Mowbray,
(Color)
Miss Crawford, a fashion illustraGeorge Zucco, Thomas Gomez, An(BBITISH-MADE)
tor living in a glamorized Greenwich
tonio Moreno and others who play
Village
walkup, plays Andrews' reliondon,
Nov.
J3.
theic bit parts to the hilt.
luctant mistress.
He's a wealthy,
Britlah IJon-roleaae of Alexander Koi-daThe Technicolor, and the usages to London Film produetion. Stars.
ruthless attorney who refuses to give

'

.

Ann Garner

..T'essy

. .

Coverly
l.ncile'»

TradCisHowta

Henry Fonda
Ruth Warrick

. .

Marie

Hnsbaad

Granger
Former,

and Kathleen Ryan.

Mnrtlia Stewart

Mervyn

cinema adaptation, hews closely to

.

old Imperialist days."
Picture stars Stewart

100 3IINl!l.
.Joan Crawford
Dana Anilrewa

.

way stamped

by critic Cone as « "first-rate
film with prospects of good business."
Based on Philip Rooney's historical romance, picture deals
with Captain Boycott whose surname was coined into the EngUsh language. A- land agent in
troubled -Ireland of 1880, it's his
.duty to- collect rents for the ab-

the reviewer opined, will lend
strong marquee pull ' while' the
growing presUge and popularity
of Miss Ryan wUl be an added
-b,o.
'draw— "production should
earn plenty of word-of-mouth
publicity." Review, adds that the
film "should please Granger's
multitude of fans'' while Cecil

ilmo,-

,

Gilliat-Frank

.film

Ceature.-) Ruth -Wan-ick,
Martha Stewart,
Ann Garner, Conttie Mai-ahall,
Nicholas .loy.
Art Balcer,
Screenplay,
David Uerte; from novel by F,li»ab«th Janeway; camera,,- I.eon Sbamrovi; niualc, David

Nov. J9, '47. Rnnntiis
Daisy Konjfrtn ., ^
Dan. 0',iUara

Produced by Individual

sentee British landlord. "There
should certainly be a market in
the U. S.". VABHiTY said, "for a
dealing with the troubles
caused by the British in the bad

:

I-cKsy

Ruh-of-the-mesa formula actioner (Starring, "Lash" LaHue.

"

as

is

b,o.

.

A

surging,
This is a b.o. bonanza,
spectacularly
irridescent
massive,
opus, "Captain From Castile" will
line 'eih iip layers -deep from the
tanlrtowJis to the key cities despite
the upped admission scales -which
20th-Fox- has pinned on this offering.
Based on Samuel Shellaberger's
1945 best-selling historical novel, the

unalloyed deUght
Caversham,

'

background. Okay dualer.
"Philo Vance's Secret Mission"
Okay^ whodunit for
(PRC).
twin bills.

.

when

serious

Aubrey Smith

Korda's direction is straightforward, resultiiig Jn a rich, distinctive
picture of the colorful nineties,

adventures, this time -with Paris

Arrin!;.'!

.Reed Hadley
John Burton

*..•>

'.
,

who can be

occasion demands.

10, 1947.

Pictures

(Sidney
Launder), import

Ans-

-

"The 'Crim« Doctor's Gamble"
Another of the rnedico's

.....Stella Inda

Po

sureffcre for

.,(Col).

BermiiUlc%- ................... .Miinl A^uglla

York Monday (24), was feviewed
by Variety from London Sept.

as

loving

trifler

appeal,

nrlmc

Stlveilieels
Ijaiirenz

the right note

hits

husband and ambitious
and he is admirably partnered by Miss Wynyard. Wilding
turns in a fine performance as the

tnarket.

"VMih Christmas" (U).

John

.aa. w»

Donti.-v Mnrinu
Ijorft...,

Zuwo

>.,Koy ItobEirts
.Marc JUawrcnce
...Bobcrt Kiirnes
Fred Ubby

Captain

femme

"Captain Boycott" (Universal

politician,

"To Uve In Peace" (Indie).
Fine' Italian-made war film for
good sureseater b.o.

Futltor Brirtu16m«.'...i.i....Tliomui> Gomez
Alttn MoAvbr:iy
>.••• n •• •

BotCUo

Williams
the

.

release of 3, Arthut Rank production), trade-screened in New

ing.

b.o.

"An Ideal Bnsband" (Brit.Lion). Alexander Korda-London
Film Technicolor picture with
Paulette" Goddard, C. Aubrey
Smith; Okay b.o^
"Daisy- Keny on" (20th). High-

Al-

fred
'

with Tyrone Power; socko

Sli.«llttb«i«er;
cainn-a
Oharleg Clarlte, Arthur K.

<»IIIdi°>

Newman; kmoctimBtii, Hdwartl Pim-

(Col*

Castile'*

(20th).
Sweeping action
Jitoiy In
brilliant Technicolor

SumWi

(Toolinrcnlor'),

Arliner;

"Citvtaln.rrom
or)*

jower;- toaturoa

CRpt&in Boycott

able figure."

^ds, Peggy Ann Garner and Connie
Marshall, to make an honest woman
Miss Crawford (in the title role).
Fonda, an ex-soldier, but somewhat
leSs of a he-man than Andrews,
comes along and talks her into
marrying him and going to live in a
Cape Cod hideaway. But Andrews
doesn t give up that easily.
After losing a civil rights lawsuit
which he had taken on because he
thought it would please her, Andrews
turns to Miss Crawford again for
sympathy. She spurns him, but Miss
Warrick finds out about the intrigue
they had kept under wraps so long
and threatens to divorce Andrews,
naming Miss Crawford as corre- i
spondent,
unless
he gives her

M

Now

custody of .the kids.
really

in

agrew

to

thou^

that he's

which ifc.is put in this film, is a brilacbievement considered by itliant

self., l^ike
.

.

th6 British masterpiece,

"Henry V," the tinting in "Captain by Oscar Wilde; l<ldltor, Oscar HaKenricbFroin .Castile" Is something more ter; maaic by Arthur Benjamin;
camera,
thaii an 'added visual element, but is Dennis Coop. At Carlton theatre. Kunning
explored for its dramatic possibilities time,, 9A,MI1S'8.
as ati ijntegral aspect of the action. Mri. Clievele^..,..,....,.Pa,aIette Goddard
Viscount
-

Throtigii? staggering contrasts, subtle

shadiiig^ and kaleidoscopic mejrging
of dolol^ patterns into * dominant
tone fitting to the sequence, the color
is the jtnost prominent Single factor
In this ^production's densely atmospheric guality.
Trotti's screenplay, like the book,
has, a, headlong pace;
Due to its
pseudOthistorical scaifolding, plot has
a lOO$e-;?tructure based on a succession <>£.itidividually exciting episodes.
From tye opening reel to the closing,
there's a stampede of action that
rarely' slows -down long enough for
the speqtator to catch his breath.
From'one viewpoint, this picture is
cons'tructed like
a self-contained
double .'feature. In the first half, the
locale is Spain during the Inquisition,
with Power and his family unjustly
Bersecuted lor heresy. (The Catholic
!hurch?s role in the witch-hunting
atrocities of that time have been
neatly muted to the satisfaction of
the' unofficial censorship bodies.)
This passage is loaded with crosscountry, chases, jailbreaks and one
scene
between
8U£te>;b£v duelling
Po#er .and Sutton within a prison

Gorins

Sir Robert Chlltein
Ijady Ctiiltern..

Sari of Caveraham

•••• .Michael

away with him to Naqsan

atfd

a

new

life.

Andrews breaks up the
he sees

how tough

o'-love,

agreeing to the

it is

when

trial

on

his light-

stiff,

payoff

demanded by Miss Warrick, who still
loves him. This makes Andrews out

a martyr, and he arranges a' showdown in which -Miss Crawford is to
cho«se between him and Ponda. She
up his wife, Ruth Warrick, and two settles for Fonda, who has been

Of 5 Documentaries

OK

For General Audiences

.C,

First group of five documentaries,
Glynls Jolins
Lady Marliby..
.Constance Collier produced by commercial outfits unMrs. Mfti-chmont
Clirlstlne .Norden
Iiady BasUdon......
Harrlette Johns der the aegis of the United l^ations
Phlpps.
.....i..... .Fred Groves Department of Public Information,
,

Jdhna

Clittofd

was unveiled Monday night (24) at
the Museum of Modern Art, N. Y.,

Great prestidigitator of the Brit- before the Foreign Press Assn. Comish screen, Alexander Korda, now prising one, two and three reelers,
pulls out. of his Technicolor hat tliis shorts are designed for worldwide
fluffy, somewhat antiquated comedydistribution to spur support for the
drama of -Oscar Wilde. This version
UN and its peace-making objectives.
of the 1895 play," is given handQuality of the five documentaries
some mounting by Korda. Yet he
could do little more than put the is uneven with only two of theni
play on the .screen, stage asides and rating as acceptable fare for general
all. Film should have great appeal consumption.
Conventional in de-

to discriminating if limited audi- sign, several of the shorts are comences. For U. S. market, it has the
name of Paulette Godflard. On the pilations- of familiar newsreel clips
stage, Wilde's indolent way with all of famine-stricken peoples, war devand social' chaos, with
his characters always gave the effect astation
that he was laughing not- only at background narration pointing up
probity In politics but at morality^ UN's efl'orts at reconstruction. "LifeBut this doesn't come over on the line,'- a one-reeler, is based on the
screen.
did
work the now%funct
Story relates how Hugh Williams, in war-battered countries. "The
under-secretary of the foreign office People's Charter," a two-reeler, is a
cubicle?
Bseaping from Spain, Power finds and marked for a Cabinet post, in rapid resume of -the history of
hMself during the second half in his youth profited by selling a world organization while "UN TrusWXi(i&. as a recruit in Cortez's ex- Cabinet secrn'about the Suez Canal, teeship Commission In Samoa" is a
pedition of plunder against the Aztec thereby founding his fortune and
empire ruled by Montezuma. Also his political career. Arrival of Miss straight newsreel shot without much
crammed with action, this section is Goddard, an atdventuress and old significance.
notable for its handling of panoramic school friend of his wife complicates
Best of the lot, "First Steps," a
shots of the Spanish camp and the matters. She knows about .^Williams' one-reeler, is a deeply moving film
huge diplomatic delegations from misdeed and threatens him with on the treatipent of handicapped
Montezuma, l^otographed on loca- exposure if he doesn't support a dtildren which is part of the IJN's
tion in Mexico, many of the Aztec -phony Argentine canal st^^eme jn
welfare program in India, In simple,
civilization relj^ are melded into the Parliament.
At first he agrees, but his wife, direct style, short focuses on the re-r
film.'tiiving an autheniic l^vor to the
pic. '..^hatever the liistorical valid- Diana Wynyard, persuades him to training of a badly paralyzed kid
ity of this depiction of the brutal, refuse, It looks like the end of his who, under expert care, was finally
Cortez career and marriage, until his best enabled to vvalk. Most pretentious
gunpawdered
policy
of
towards the spear-armed Aztecs, friend, Michael Wilding, takes a film in the group is "Searchlight pn
He was once engaged to the Nations," a three-feeler, which
this film buUds and sustains a per- hand.
suasive canvas of history-in-the- Goddard and his astute handling of
the blackmailing adventuress saves graphically describes the channels

UNRRA

.

:

'

,

death no less than three times under
the most extreme circumstances. Sutton, likewi.se, cheats death two times
despite his being stabbed through the
heart with a foot of steel one time
and near-strangled the next. But
these are picayune considerations in
a flliri, that will satisfy all levels of
taste 'in its elemental excitement and

Williams, keeps intact his married
bliss and earns for hira the political
promotion he' sought.
This bare synop.sis can do little
justice to the Wilde epigrams; and
to the pleasant trivialities of the
love gffair between Wilding and
Glynis Johns.
It seems a brave experiment to
cast Miss Goddard a.s the adventuress. But it doesn't quite come
off, although bound to help the boxoiTice. She gives the impres,sion of

colossal size.

i-eciling

soft

spots in the story that interfere with
credibility.
There is, for instance,
the fact that Power narrowly escapes

.Performances are properly teyed, learned.
Without exception, to the derring-do thrown

her

of communication binding the world
together. None of the films touched
on any of the controversial issues
dividing the big powers in the Se-

curity Council.

-

some "riiawkish
romantic interludes and one proallowed

direction

,

mar

tracted death-bed scene to

the

film.

Opening
Italian

quietly

in

remote

a-

town with camera innocently

picking up details of the locale, the
film flares into excitement with introduction of two escaped American soldiers in the neighboring woods
where they are hiding from the
Germans. The two GIs, one of
whom is a Negro, are picked' up and
harbored by Fabrizi's family with
unfolding story based upon the conflict between the townspeople's antifascist sympathies and their fear of
-

drastic reprisals by the Nazis.
Film is notable both fpr its, treatment of the colored soldier and, in
a lesser way, of an ordinary German soldier whose mission of checking on the town's activity furnishes
the story tension. The Negro, played with the direct realism of an
amateur by John Kitsmiller, is
•

drawn as a full human being without prejudice and without patronizing glorification. The- German,-. Uke»
-

wise, is drawn without the;«rude
cliches that would tend to turn him
into caricature.

In an uproarious sequence, the
Negro and German, meeting., each
other in totally squiffed oondition,'
embrace each other as comrades and
parade through the town ^d'uring
the dead of night- popping off -:their

tommyguns in celebration., The
villagers, believing the war is over,
,

raid the German warehouse. Learning their mistake, they flee to the
hiU.s in hope that the besotted, German soldier will not remem'bei: the
.

night,-

He

does, but by this time the American armies are overrunning this section of Italy and the Germand beat
a hasty retreat.
Brilliant performances are turned
in by Fabrizi and Ave NinOhi, play-ing bis pinched and distraught wife.
Gino Cavalieri, as the local priest,
and Nando Bruno, as the -fascist
political secretary, also contribute
superbly drawn portraits. In lesser
'

.

parts, Mirella Monti,

who

befriends

Bush

.

.-

,

Warrick

and
Martha Stewart, playing Miss Craw-

ford's girl friend, are knockouts.
Other positive factoi;^ are the
pleasing David Raksin score, which

.

boasts

lines as though just
a solitary epigram is scheduled 30 documentaries -to 14
Hem.
with Spontaneity, and during 1948i

an ear-pleasing theme; Leon

Shamroy's

flattering lensing; the fine
art direction, sets and special effects,

.

.Inn.

ing,
Title role is a thesping

.

.

...................... .John -Fornslda
atai) To"'"''st
-

. . .

lUUe
Pathcr
Mother..
Old .Tack
Narrator.

-

,..P#t

Penny

Gtigg
....ClWe Comhe

,'.,..,, a'b<ilina

MeCaUum

.John

Helen

Helen Grieve

;.-.,..'

Snow ....>«..,..>........,... Nicky Yardley
.KorriH. Vnlcomb
...«•,•....«>'•..

John.

Michael..
_and Louis Loeifler's Intelligent edit- Wnsa,
'r.i.

i

MIbIw^I Yardley
.Nas» Saunden
-

.

•

plum, with

the audience never knowing which
guy "Daisy" is going to wind up with,
and Miss Crawford really makes the
most of it. Andrews, thoughr a trifle
young for tlie tycoon assignment/
makes it a strong characterization.
Fonda as the dreamer who develops
into, a man of iron is perfect for the
part. The MissCs Warrick and Stew^
art also make their footage count,
and the Misses Garner and Marshall'
get across as completely believable
children of the rich. Others iwho
stand out are Nicholas Joy as Miss
Warrick's father And Andrews' law
partner, and Art Baker as Miss Warrick's
counsel in the brilliantly

handled courtroom scene.

To live

in

Mike.

Peace

(iXAlJlAN-MADE)

.

Times FUnr release of Ijnx-.,l'ao producStars- Aldo Fubrlzl.
Directed by

tion.
Xiulgl

'

Zanipa..^ Hcreenplay, Su»o Cecchi
D'Amico, Fabrtzi, Plcro Tcllinl; oiniera,
Carlo Montuorl! English titles. Armando
-

Macaluso.

Bunning

I'reviiiwea N. T.i Nov, 10, '47,
time, 80 SUNS.

tTiiflo Tisna...
Ranald. ...........

Silvia

Aldo Fabrizi
Gar Slooro
Miretla Monti

Joe.

i ........ . . .John
ICitisiniller
Hans.
...Heinrlcii Bode
Coi'lnna,
.Ave Ninolii
The Grandi:ftlhcr.....;.,£lraesto Almiranlc
I'oliticul S<mreta»y.«. •».....-. Nando Bi-uao
The Doctor.. ..............
Alilo SMvfini
Tlio Priest
Gino f'ovallerl
,

.

,

.

—

.

Ralpii Smart, who was associate
director on the highly-touted Aus-

tralian-made "The Overlanders" last
season, has taken over completely
on' this

new Aussie-made .pic,

"serv-

producer-director-scripter.
ing
as
But- aside from this fact) and the
use of Chips Rafferty in a lead role,
as well as some striking outdoor
shots, there is little resemblance in
the two films. Current prvduction
is a simple, obvious yam about a
group of kids helping to. round up,
some horse rustlers that caVi only
have mild boxoffice draw.
Diction in this pic is an- improvement aurally on its predecessor. Acting has much of the same homespun,
almost amateurish quality,, -except
for the kidSi who when left to themselves appear natural and -appealing.
Film has some unusual angles^— the
fact that Christmas in- Australia
comes in their midsummer; shots of
Aussie bush, or wild mountain coun-^
try; life among rural Au.stralians^
with kids born to horseback, to long
camping trips by themselves, etc.
There is one amusing scene in halfstarved kids trying to eat a meal of
broiled snakes.
But the plot, an elementary variation on the cops-and-robbers chase,
'

i

likely to hold much Interest,
rustlers make off with someprize horses Jjelonging to a rancher.
His children refuse to. believe the
thieves can get away with it, -and
follow
their trail, over mountains
(In Italian; Knglish Titles )
"To Live In Peace" is a sincere and into bush country, bedevilling
•'nd poignant film that will add to the crooks with tactics learned from
the growina prestige of Italian prod- native servants, and holding the
uct in U. S. art houses. The film, thieves at bay until tl)e police come.
Parts o:$ tb0 film have an attracwhile falling short- of topranking
and the outdoor
caliber, "attains superior rating tive idyliS! ^UBUty^
(Continued oh page '20)
through original treatment of its

Franco.

In a brief tallc introducing the
Cohen, assistant
aims, Benjamin
secretary general of the UN Department of Public Information, disclosed that .shortage of coin has resulted in a curtailment of the UN'r
film program, from an originally
'

Ntit
off

these flaws are heavily "overbalanced
by a group of individual portraits
impressive in their depth, honesty
and consistency. Moments of great
charm and pathos are struck in these
characterizations
a mountain
of
village people who, after several
years of isolation, are dramatically
thrust into the vortex of the war. It's
unfortunate that otherwise steady

the two Yanks, is sweet jmd sensiplaying along with jhis wife's "let- tive but registers as too iminature
me-do-it:for-Andrews-fof-old-time's- for the love interest. Gar Moore,
sake" deal. Andrews' -goes back to as the other American soldier; .does
•nicely
but is stilted in jiart by an
his famUy. Fonda Is not such a
weakling after- ,aU, it's revealed. artificial romantic situation,'
Bern..
"When It comes^ to' modern combat
tactics," says he, "both of you are
pikers compared to m#."
Chrlstmasi.
Women will be>;pushovers for the
(AUSTBAUAN-MADE)
torrid love scenes,- a i^idlent.sequence
Universal (Prestige) rclea-so Cf J. Artbiir
in which Miss Crafcford musses up
Rank (Ralph Smart) production.. Feature!*
Andrews when, he tries-, to break up' Chips
Balterty. John li'ernside, Slan Tolher marriage, and the several scenes hnrst, Pat Penny, Helen OrieytS Directed
in which the three get together for and written by Ralph, Smart.
Camei-a,
"civilized discussions" of their affairs. George Heath, Previewed N. T,,: Nov. 21,
Charles LeMairfe's wardrobe for the 47. Running time, Ift MINS.
.Chips Rttfforty
Long Bill.
Misses
Crawford,

:

maldng,
There are, however, several

.?

in the story fail to

merge completely into the, picture's
simple design and folk mood-, but

-

•

Mabel Chillern

Mason

'

•

Some elements

-

Open

'

Only 2 of UN's 1st Group

Wlldinsr

.HuBh- Willianns
DJana Wynyard
Aubrey Smltb

as the Catholic priest Ih ?Tl)i^
City."

trouble. Miss Crawford
go ttnough with a trial, almight wriec*: her own events of the previous

it

marriage^ Andrews Keeps after her,
of course, to leave Stoadir'dhd run

.

Paulette
Qoddard, Jklicliael Wilding; features UuKb
WilUanui, Diana Wynyard, C. Aubrey Sinltli,
Glynis jDhnK. Directed by Alexander Korda.
Sci'eenplay by Lajos 13iro from play

BBVIEWS

war theme, and its excellent cast
of players beaded by Aldp, Fabrizi,
best knawtf In America for j&is xolm

Cltto

..Pipro Palerminl
li^^nco Herpnil

isn't

Two

-,

IN

1^
The

time

is

ripe for the Biggest Spectacular

Movie

in

Ten Years! M-G-M's

DOLPHIN STREET' (Ldka rarmr, Vm Hefiiu, Donna Reed, Richard Hart and
moire) H jiist what the public watits— and bur Friendly customers know

**GE££N
thousands

best

how

to handle

it!

tribal uprisings, plus

Such screen magic as

years! All-time record breaker at Criterion,

eve^where! Get

tidal

waves, earthquakes, savage

a love story for the masses hasn't been witnessed in

set to set

new

N. Y. Packed

theatres, hold-6ver$

highs!

LEO, THE WELL-DRESSED LION!
TALK ABOUT THE

NEW

M-G-M

"THIS TIME FOR KEEPS"

nianneri

LOOK! Your

theatre will have
is

a prosperous one when you cloak

it

in

the ricK

doing sensational business everywhere. (Tecfinico/or

Jimmy Durante^ Johnnie Johnston, Xaviet Cugat). "CASS
Spencer Tracy, Zachary Scoffj is packing Radio City Music Hall. To be

Musical. Esther Williams, Lauritz Melchior,

TiMBERLANE",fLano
of

Turner,

by "GOOD NEWS" fTecfinico/or Musical. June Allyson, Peter Lawford) which hundreds
happy showmen will play simultaneously with the Music Hall as a Happy New Years c^ttractioni

followed

'
-

'

INTERNATIONAI.

U.

S.

Mex

Thought Control' On Pix, Books

May

Electric Strike

Korda Po(A-Po(^ Reports of Britid

Cripple Biz in Provinces
Mexico

Nips Jap Recovery, CBS Director Finds

City,

Nov,

18.

-

Amusement biz, particularly cinemas and theatres, face shuttering in
and waiting for a chance many parts o£ the provinces. Naback.
tional electricians union has warned
For. these reisons, there's too the government that unless it grants
much complacency in the U. S. about a 75% payhike for its members who
the ^fap^nese occupation. After an work -for government - controlled
absence of 20 months, I find every, generating plants, it will call a
one at home assuming Gen. Mac-. strike.. Shutdown is set for Noy. 27.
thwarted by occupation policies. Arthur's regime has been a glorious,
Federal board of conciliation and
Besides cekisoring every word that romantic, altruistic success.
The arbitration is seeking to avert the,
appears in the Japanese press, films public can hardly be blamed; that's strike, which the union asserts it
and radio, General Headquarters what they've been told. People at will call, though precedrtit is; -that
regulates everything coming in from home have no reason to be excited a strike can't be called against the;
when everything in Japan is sup. government. Mexico City and near*?
the outside,
Sinc6 the start of the occupation, posed to be hotsy-totsy.*
by towns won't be affected l>ecause
InfoTiMl CeBMniWp
wAy «. handful of American books
ttiey are served by privately-conAmetlcan foreign policy would trolled electric companies. But sevliave been translated and publislied
few weeks ago it benefit if the public shook off its eral big provincial towns will be
in Japanese.
was finally agreed that American complacency and took a more active bit.
taewapapers and magazines could be interest in what's happening in
mailed to Japanese, but only through Japan. -There's no formal censorship
won't al- imposed on American correspondents
occupation channels.
low the manufacture of new Briti.sh by Gen. MacArthur, but it misfit be
threat of
and American records, although better if there were.
there's a big public demand, for censoniUp would be calculated to
arouse interest, and correspondents,
American popular musiC;
Hollywood hasn't done too badly who are now flghtini^ for spacti'
because the importation of Ameri- would get a better chance to telli

By

1V|I<ttA9I

COSTfeLLO

director of nttra broodcastj,
Far £(»st«rft IHviiion)
Japonese .today have an in-.
«atiable cu^ripsHy about everythinc
in western civilization and culture,
ij)ut their interest i« being largely

(CBS

still

to

^«

,

A

GHQ

Sdf4uthored

A

Plays, Actws'

can

films'' hfis

been encouraged from

the start, and the Sritish recently
received permission to show their
pictures also. The Japanese are interested in television, but so far
nothing has been done to promote
that medium. One Japanese company (Nippon Columbia) is. trying

thelr-story.

As

it is,

correspondents

arfe

sub*'

jected to a wide variety of indirect
pressures. Gen. MacArthur himself
hotly resents criticism, and some of
his close subordinates take it upon
Paris, Nov. 18.
themselves to bully correspondents
While French playwrights, are
in retaliation -for critical articles or complaining of ti»e difficulty in f mdbroadcasts.
irig stages to have ti^eir' plays proto get a working mod^l of ai teleThe Amy's methods are exces- duced, French actors are -showing
vision' jreceiver, so
to be able to
sively simple. They l^pgin by con- a growing tendency to Wtife' their
ftegin planning (or itft/panufacture,
trolling all the necessities of living- own vehicles, and get them
staged.
but without^ success. '-/^
Pierre Brasseur is doing, his "MasAbout halt the fllmi'''= shown -.in food, clothing and shelter. They also
Japan (incidentally filmhouses are cotatrol.. travel orders; (Jorrespond- caret," Jean Pierre Almiont his
euts buy from the Army. commissary
'•Empereur de Chine" and Roger
•.always crowded) are domestically
and PX, get their houses from" the Saltel "Des Hommes
produced, but the public already
'Viendront.''
official list, and buy train tickets
Jean Louis Barrault has co-auth'ored
recognizes their technical inferiority.
only on presentation of orders from with
Andre Gide (recent Nobel prize
By comparison even with Holly- the Adjutant
(^neral. The attitude winner) the adaptation
of Franz
wood's Class B opuses the best Japa-*
among many Army Officers is that Kafka's novel "Proces." Robert Vatnese productions are^ amateurish in
correspondents ought to be so grate- tier
is propping "Hpmard a I'Ameriplot construction, dir'^ption, photogful for being allowed to exist that
caine,"
Andre
Luguet
will
revive
raphy and production. Although ra- they'll write
only- what will please his "Patronne,"
Mrs. Simone has
dio has J^ec^ived considerable expert
the high bras!!. Some. officers have
"Descente aux Enfers" and Andreassistance from occupation officials, said
so in just those words.
Roussin
will
have
his
"Petite
Hutte"
nothing comparable has been done
Xiiving under such a regime^and done this season;
'i
\
for the film industry.

Trend in Paris
,

u

-

.

••

.

^

^

trying to he ai reporter— is like livFairly successful efforts have been ing in a police state. The
CIS, the
made to revive the traditional artJi etc and the CJD are omnipresent.
ol the Japanese stagCr-the "kabuki" Newsmen are fKeginning
to call them
theatre, the "noh" drama and the "MacArthur'4'
Gestapo,"
On one
"bunraku" tnarionettes—but there's occasion. Army agents
actually
been nothing in the..wQLii)!(.a new forced their-' way, into a correspondpopular drama, 01d-fashi«m^d jlapa- ent's house;, >and searched -it from top
nese complain the only new type of to bottom 'for any kind of incrimientertainment has been the lewd nating property which- might enablemosquito theatres featuring vulgar GHQ to '^pel the writer from the:
striptease acts and nude bathtub theatre;
It's
like prewar Japan,
scenes. Many Americans agree there when foreigners and citizens alike
are more enlightening aspects ot were under the constant' surveillance
western culture which could be im- of "thought police" and military inported into Japan.
telligence.
Occupation authorities have deIn Japan today the American Bill
voted a lot of 'time to the solution of Rights isn't Interpreted very literOf Japanese political and economic ally; and the Japanese don't seem to
problems,
but opportunities
for be learning as much as they'd like
spreading western culture as an about Tom Paiiie, Thomas Jefferson,
antidote to feudalism have been Walt
Whitman, Victor Herbert,
largely neglected. IChu Japanese ra- George Gershwin and Benny Gooddio cannot even use western recorded music because of copyright restrictions which GHQ has failed to
:

NIPS

Shadow

of

Democracy

All this adds up to the fact that,
in giving the Japanese constitutional
its incidental legal

government and

GHQ

'

paraphernalia,
has handed out
the shadow of democracy without
providing enough of the substance.
Thousands of Japanese professors
and students are eager for American
books through which tliey can study
the .fundamentals of American democracy, but only a few can get
them surreptitiously through friends
among Allied personnel. The Russians have been particularly successful in spreading their philosophy
by-having permitted the transition
of more than 400 books.
The f«ar among some observers is
that GHQ's emphasis on political at
the expense of cultural aspects will
provide the Japanese with a thin
veneer of democracy at the peace
conference, but will enable them to
slide back easily into the old feudal
ways as soon as the occupation ends.
Already, among the old ruling
classes,
there is enthusiastic lipservice to democracy, and along
with It a latent determination to restore old political and economic relationships as soon as present controls are removed.
The fervent
ultra-nationalists
have gone -r not

merely underground—but into complete hibernation.

They

say: "This

American
endure."
authorities
are beginning to be
aware that the prewar secret sois

a

time

to

DONT YEN UPPED

FILM ADMISH EITHER

Gathers

That hot distrib-exhib fracas over
advanced admissions is losing its naYank flavor. Even the Japs are
wrought over it^particularly, since
a b'dtch of American pix have had
their price lab^ raised by the Mo-

More Thorns In

Guest Plagiarism Suit
.-Jliondon,

No v.

.

18.

circles

Roadshows were inaugurated by

MPEA's Charles Mayer

this

year

Happen."

He

further

alleged that

a film called, ''Roses for Her Pillow," which Gainsborough. Pictures
was proposing to produce, was also
an infringement, being based on the
story by Katona and Ki];.wan.'

'

over a

tion came in for a blast this week
from Sir Alexander Korda. Tagging
the furore as "bewildering," Korda
declared: "The answer is there exists
no crisis in the British film-producing industry today, and that work
on an unparalleled scale is going on
at the present moment,"
Korda compared British picmak-

Nora Swinburne and Naunton ing with Hollywood's present efforts
Wayne, piece is amusingly written to prove his point. Home lots, he
and splendidly acted. Authored by
said, were now working on 20 top
Hagar Wilde, play was produced by
films while, all of Hollywood has
John Golden as "Made in Heaven"
pix in active production.

Henry

at the

'48.

Miller,

N,

only 24
"I think

Y., Oct. 24,

domestic comedy, "Obey" appears a probable succi^s based on
the stars' appeal. Drama reviewers,
however, acc$trd<!d the entry a tepid
welcome. Times' critic summed up
the general feeling of tlie press by
observing, "it is, almost from the
beginning to the end, sad stuff."
15

I<onsdale''S

-

year -old

preemed Wednesday

019)

A

it should also be mentioned
that all the British studios put together hardly possess as many stages
as one of the big studios in Hollywood, and that the number of people employed is something like 1S%
of the number of those employed in
the Hollywood studios,"
Since sdme of the talk of a crisis

.

A

comes from labor (and a demand for
comedy Government appropriation of idle
at the studios), Korda noted that "they
should, perhaps,, remember that, to

Garrlck unc(er Firth Shephard's aus.
pices.
Offering was. well received
'and is- rated aS having an even
chance of success. Jack Buchanan,
Coral Browne, Heathtir Thatcher and
Austin Trevbr head the cast.

ensure a, cpntinuahce of this output
of quality pictures, .reasonable working conditions in the film industry
Before,
must., also be maintained."
the' 'war, ^producer noted, studios
worked 66 houi's a week while how
the five-day week of 44 hours has
been established.
Only three small studios "whose'
contribution to the total output of
British films was never too great,
closed: down for a limited period.; I
am told,' for blitz repairs andv some
new constructions," Korda said. At
least a dozen films finished by home
Universal and J. Arthur Rank
pnoducers are now awaiting release,
obtained control, of the Strengholt he added, 'and in November alone
circuit in^ Holland ,^ast week with five 'important pix will preem in
'

-

'

U-RankinCmtrol

,

Of Dutch

final

Circuit

okay by the Dutch and

Biritish

London's. Wost End,^

governmiints of terms of the' sale
of their interests by Laudy Lawrence and Frits Strengholt. £awf
rence
received* approximately
$1,000,000 in cash for his share,
which was just under 50%, v^ile
Strengholt got somewhat more /in a
combination of coin and securities.
Lawrence received his $1,000,000
in dollars in the U. S. Strengholt
British
received
Dutch- florins,
pouad^ and stock in a holding company setmp for the approximately
one dozen theatres, Strengholt wiU
continue to act as managing director
of the circuit.
Considerable goverenmental red
tape was necessarily gone through
to get-, okay -of .the dollar payoff to

Mfal Prod Sets
Two More FSffls
'

Dublin, Nov, 21.

-Two more stories have been lined
up for shooting by -the recently
formed Dublin Film Productions;
-which has just Come' off the floor
with its first. "My Hands Are Clay."
Both new pictures will ^o into production -together early in 1048,

They are "Pardon My Return," by
Desmond Iieslie, compahy's produc,

tion manager, and "Singing River,*
by" Philip Rooney, whose "Captain

Boycott" was filmed by Frank Launder for Individual Pictures; -Ex-!
teriors will be- done in Ireland wjth
studio

work

in

London,

'

•

Patrick McCrossan, outfit's prexy,
web'
the Strengholt
says he hopesyto preem "My Hands
figured in a lawsuit brought against
him in New 'Vork earlier this year Are Clay" in riublin around Christ>»
mas. Players are Irish, including exby Sir Alexpnder Korda. It was
Abbeyite Shelah Richards, Richard
settled out of court. Lawrence, who
Aherne, Robert Dawson, Terry Wilat the time of the acquisition was
son, Bernadette Lefthy 'and Cathleen
foreign sales chief for Korda, ,now
Delany,
holds the same position for Selznick Releasing Organization.
Negotiations in the recent sale,
were carried on by Charles Pfutz'
man for Universal, G. J. Woodhaminterest

in

-

ARGENTORESHGHTENS

Smith for Rank, and Arnold Grant

RADIO SCRIPT

for LawrencCj-

Buenos

Experimental Legit
Set Up in Dublin

&

Argentores,

CONim

Aires, Nov. 18,

Argentina's

Authors

Artists -Society, is tightening up
control, of material for radio broad-

citing and intends stymieing use ot
Katona and Kirwan. For this purany. radio plays -and scripts by auDublin, Nov. 21;
thors not registered on its lists.
pose, the presiding judge ordered
Designed to give one-night perMany independent script writers try
a speedy trial.
formances to plays which might, not
and make separate deals with the
be considered commercial proposi-.
tions,
new group known as Sunday radio web.s, in an effort to avoid
'

he's followed through with
Metro's "Gaslight" and "Random
Mex. Fihnowners Meet
Latter just finished 10
Harvest."
Mexico City, Nov. ;25.
week.s at the Subaru-za in Tokyo.
Mexican, film theatre owners are
Mayer is .slating 20th-Fox's "Jane
Eyre" for the same house at upped set to attend the thrte-day annual
convention of the National Ass'n, of
..
scales.'
MPEA's been quieting the furore Motion Picture Empresarios here
by noting that "Gaslight" drew an Nov. 27-29.
Business sessions will be held in
additional 360,000 customers in day
the association's headquarters, while
and-date bookings in Tokyo.
three banquets will be tendered- the
delegates at the local Variety Club
201 Hou«es by
Western Electric Co. of Mexico,
Toronto, -Nov. 25..
RCA Victor of Mexico and F. Mier
Total number of filmhouses op- and Bro.
erating in Canada is 1,562 with seatThe visitors will attend private
ing capacity of 797,327, according to showings of Warner's "Night and
a statistical survey completed by the Day" and a Mexican film yet to be
Canadian Motion Picture Distribu- chosen.
<

outcry,

London, Nov, 25.
;"Honor and' Obey," an American
ithitipjt,' and
a Frederick Lonsdale
comedy revival, "Canaries Sometimes Sing," were last week's only
legit ppenings,
Former bowed at
the Saville Thursday (20). Starring

-

-

Defense denied Infringment say.
ing in any case Katona and Kirwan
parted with their rights to Gainsborough.
The conmpany a)so announced that for other, reasons it
was not proposing to go ahead with
tion Picture Export Assn. in roadshow operations in Japan. "Hiere's "Roses for Her Pillow" at the mombeen a concerted barrage o£ criti- ent,
T. G. Roche, for Gainsborough,
cism by Nipponese exhibs which,
according to the MPEA, is now on .laid there would be third-party
the diminuendo beat because of suc- proceedings and G a i n s b o r ou g h
cessful playdates at hoisted scales. wished to serve notice of them on

with the Warner Bros, musical,
"Bhapsody in Blue." Despite the

Wefcomed Back

'Canaries'

London, Nov. 25,
being kicked up here by
and trade union
crisis in film produc-

fiiss

British newspapers

Get London OK;

"Roseij for Her PillowV' the film
in which ^Margaret Lockwood de<
clined to act, is subject 'of a cottrt
action here. G. E. Tookey, appearing for 'Val Guest, plaintiff in an
action against Victor Katona, Patrick Kirwan and Gainsborough Pictures (1926) Ltd. said he had a mo-tion to restrain an alleged infrlttge;i -lia-wrence^ Money. .:was put up by
ment of .copyriglit. Guest* com- Universal in this- country, reportedly
plained that a film script written partially out of remittances due
by Katona' and Kirwan was an in- Rank for exhibition of his films
fringement of his copyright in the here.
Lawrence's acquisition of his in-,
dramatic work titled "It Could

tive

-.

.

Canada Adds

tors Ass'n.

cieties which dominated Japanese
This shows an increase of 201 new
by terror and assassination have theatres over 1946, with 16 houses
been dissolved only in a formal folding up. As of Oct. 31, '47, fig-sense.
The men who believed in ures show an increase of 73,591 seats
government by assassination are over 1946,
life

May

•

Gainsborough's 'Roses'

.

iron out.

Big

'Obey'

.

-

.

pting Full-Scale Work

Fifan 'Crisis,'

aliwe

come

Other Foreign News

on

Pi^

IS

a

Theatre has been formed here under
direction
of
producer Josephine
Albericci. Group will present plays
on Suiiday nights in the Gaiety
Theatre with profes.5ional players,
including former Abbeyites Billy
.

O'Gorman and Ann

Clery.

First, pigoduction slated is

Seamus

White's-: ''"|The
Cardinal and the
Crows," which wlis rejected by the
Abbey Theatre directorate. Others
to follow include James Joyce's "Ex.
iles," Richard Harrity's "Rift in the
Lute" and B. G. McCarthy's "The
Raven of Wicklow," another Abbey
rejects
(Harrity is a former GI, on
yank mag publicity staff, now producing tele shows in N. Y.),

cutting in the society on., their f ees*
Most webs, liowever, pay Argentores
a blanket monthly fee*, which covers
all material inscribed on its lists.
Following the general inflationary
trend, Argentores is gunning for increased royalties arid fees on broadcast material, with the broadcasters
trying to dodge this issue until after
Argentina's Congress has legislated
in respect to radio in general.

Rank'* 35 for Canada
Montreal, Nov, 25.
Thirty-five feature films

combined studios

from the

of the J. Arthur
will be released
for the 1947-48 season by Eagle-Lion'
Films of Canada, it was announced
by- Frank Fisher, general manageir«
Six are in Technicolor, two are
based on stage plays and 23 are
from popular novels, The rest are

Rank Organization

Ireland poll conducted by the magazine People's Weekly, to find most
preferred form of relaxation, showed
60% in favor of films, with 20% each
Originals,
for dancing and legit

;

Sitting Pretty

j
,

19
Irish

Aussie Radio in Por Spit and Polish;

Break Tradition

On Christmas Pantos

Argentine Pixers Set'

Two

have cluttered up the airways for
a long time are being cast over-

•

r"

'

Down Under
new

A

gdrb.

radio
of

lot

is

taking on a
writing

new

taWnt seems to be coming forward

summer

to interest sponsors in
the "saracthing. different" type' of
show, streamlined to iflrab ,,new in-

this,

terest

Film Festivals

Buenos Aires, Nov. 18.
As result of three confabs held under auspices of the Finance Minister
of the „ Province of Buenos Aires,
Miguel Lopez Frances, Argentine
film tycoons have definitely decided
to hold two film festivals at the Mar
del Plata coast resort in that province, one early in 1948 and a later

;

board.

ByGovLBanouEquipnientlniports

4

Syclney, Nov, 11.

Aussi^ raidid— commerct^ and national— is having a regular spring
cleanup. Old comedy routines that

mainly via 4he soapers and

one

international
of 1949.

the gas' sponsors.

National stations ^ (non-comnderciaU haven't got to go out for biz;
they cop their revenue from the
$4 license fee paid by the fans.
Nationals, with nothing to fear via
the sponsorship route, nevertheless
pjan tO' discard wdrn-out comedy
routines and replace with something

in

i

,1

Move is being organized by Claudio
Martinez Payva, Argentina's new
entertainment czar, together with the

i

in general

brightef.

'Amber Set For

.

and

of Argento offset the

Stockhokn Run

poor showing made by Argentine pix
at recent

European

film festivals.

to see stations give
a good cleanup. It also
indicates the rcdlighting of cerlain
words that are hurtful to other nationalities, such as ^Jewry, 'Negro,
the Aussie native, etc. A, E. is said
to desire this uplift in material from
gag-men attached to the various
stations and production units.

,

:

'

the Held

Sponsors vyon't buy blue mateVial:
fgw, if any, citations will permit

;

I

j

-

I

-

'

.

Government

It

doesn't pay

officials attached
Postmaster-Qeneral's dept.,
controlling "all radio b^re, listen in
'

Exchai^e Lack

the

programs aired day and night.
Anj'thinK blue calls' for an explanation, with the P. G. having the
in
power to put a station off the air
and to suspend actors. The code of
Washington, Nov, 25.
ethic;; psed by commercial and naShortage of foreign exchange contional stations is very high.
tinues to hamper the import of pix
New comedy ideas is the current into Chile, Nathan -D. .Golden, film
headache here. The^fans arc tired consultant for the U, S. Dept. of
of the old band-song-gag routine,' Commerce, reported today.
93 are the sponsors. Hence the look"Although an increase of ,'i>200,000
see for a brighter summer setup. over -the dollar exchange originally
Comedy is the yen right now ^but allocated for 1947 has been authorit's gotta be good.
ized,'! Golden reported,. "importer^
had not been able by mid-October to
obtain the Jorei,gn exchange itself.
Continued eirorts .to obtain this exSets Pix Code
change, and the further $200,000
promised -eaHier by the President,
are being matfe by the Assn., of Motion Picture Importers and b.y other
to

.

,

'

Chik

Balks Pix

Dictator

I

To Be

Purely 'Cukurar U. S. interests in Chile."
Golden said that Chile Films; largBuenos Aires, Nov. 18.
est studio in .the country, continues
Emilio Siri, mayor of Buenos Aires, under financial distress, but that the
has drawn up "a strict code which Fomento Corp. has assumed direclocal pix producers are to use as a tion of the enterprise with plans
guide in selecting scripts.
Code being drawn up to put the studio
has also been circularized among into constant operation in the future*,
foreipin. distributors, and it looks as through use b.y local and foreign
though, thete will run into fii)-t,)'cr producers,
are
widely
Chileans
censorship .sna.QS in the future if thi.s usint; advertising films, but the procode is to be taken as a criterion.
duction of feature length product
Divide;! into 16 commandments, has been almost nil this year.
the code proclaims that sin must be
presented in an unpleasant cnouph
liftht 1() warn .film goers away from
TIES

.

I

'

—

"
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(21)

ment might have

Mexico City, Nov, 25.
Universal has grabbed one of the
4,000-

"Crime of

I'oley,"

Comedy

(20).

"Dr. Ans:elus," Phoenix (17).
"ISdward My Son," Lyric (26).
"Finian's Rainbow," Palace (6).
"Fly Away Peter," Fortune (16).
"Girl Quite," St., Martin's (14).

"Here Tliere," Palladium (34).
"Honor & maty," Saville (1).
"Life With *«ther," Savoy (25).
"Linden

Tree,''' Diiches.s (15).

"Nfcver Can Tell." Wynd. (8).
"Oft Record," Piccadilly (26).

•

.

till

j

,

.

^

'

"Oidalioma! Drury Lane (30).
<Otn, Two, Vhrec," Yorks (11).
"Outtagwvt," W., Garden (2),
'T«a«e Our TiMe/' Aldw'h (16).
"PiisadiHy Hayride," Wales (37).
"Present Ijiughl'r," H'ym'kt (32).
"Private Ent.,^'-St. James (1).
"StarliSht Koof." Hipp. (3).
'Separate Rooms," Strand (14).

!

;

!

house.

.,

,

.Ub<f JJos«Si<5e«

.

..<it
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"«*"'•

hci-e isn't as high
be.
Governnxent''

as felt it should
ment. He believes tb' ti from the
is
not satisfied
economic standpoint, the tariil ban
with
the
production
plans
anwill not apply for Iwig rnA tliat the
nounced- for the comiiig yeari
intention of the C-wd^an govcrnmcn'' avowedly for the eF.tatali.«h-

—

industries in tl''K ceuntry—
to make a co-'c?;'.:ion .-s
as pr(ijection ai'd fTund eqiwiimi nt is Concerned. He b Oicvcs that
this, precision work, in which (pcly
100 new iioits
:'')lJ>i'o:;:mately
.r.»rchasc4 in Canada y-.i ;•!;>. 'wOir'd

mcnt Of

(Figure shows iveeks of run)
"ftll Over Town," Playhouse (5).
'<Ann» Xueasta," Majesty's (i).
"Annie G«t Ann," Col'sm (25).
"Bl«i;g the Bride," Adelphi (31).
"C»n»fle» Sliit," Garrick (1).
"Chiltern Hundreds." Vaude (13).

|

.

IS
1
J
iwRl
JLondon

field

Olymjpics Pix
London.' Wou. 25.

forcing a minimum of 26 weeks a
year sci'fien time for Mexican pix in
cinemas. 'Baobers of the idea contend that such forced exhibition is
the only way to enable Mexican pix
bpcn inkod whereby the latter firm to survive in their homeland in face,
wilj
ie't"'se"
four Marcel Pagnol of progressively keener competition
particularly
[)''"''.
films,
rhcy are "Marius," "Fanny." from
foreign
Ce.'sai''' and "Nais."
American.
"MiD'ii s" is scheduled to make its
Exhibitors .say they'll fold, if the ,
liOncipn bow early in January at the forced exhibition law is enacted beCurzon theiilre. Other three filmu cau.se only a very occasional Mcxialso will lie exhibitwl in the siime can pic does anything important «l
,

nroi'ident of 20th-Qen''u='V Thcatfefi,:
thii-d lar.west chairi in C"iuH'a, the
fe)low.s" in ths i»>df pc'idci-t
"li'.^-le
are going to be hurl and, if they
ccrry through thair co emulated
projects, will have to m;''ie a deal
somc:where for sccond-^and eqn.i»»

giving sei'ious conthe establishment of

is

picttisps their biggest chance ever
in British markets, film production

Current London Shows

Film propaganda must also be
Mexican cinema operators plan to
keeping with the foregoing code.
petition President Miguel Aloman to,
nix a rumOred move for a law en«

to

;

|

|em.s.

S.irttZfcy s

sideration

t

e,':nr"i;01y

Diistribution deal between Siritxlty
hiternnti.Dnal
Pictures and Ct.C.T.
Distributor-!.
Ltd. of London lias

The Cabinet

impose further the council because, while the tax
due to .lOn. ^.foreign films has given Briti.sh
;

Over

in

to

He said lie realised :tbat any more
tightening of barriers against the export of dollars would be likely to
disrupt the country's economy and.
said such
restrictions would
be
added only it absolutely necessary.

UP
Cmi(X HEX SHOWCASE
swanky

in a-:specch to the Aussie ParChifley- said the govern-

liament.

restrictions on dollar imports'
the financial stringency^

innVQSiu.

best cinemas here, the

.

j

as exclusive,
a respect and love far feat Cine Chap*iltepec,
.year. foaf its pix and
the CaihoUc faith.
Adultery es- S2 weeks a
This ift'
pecially mi'.sl be dealt with in the thof-e it releases in Mexico;
most I'i'mtmspdct form and "crudely dudes J. Arthur Rank's production,
carnal", scenes avoided. 'Marriaffe according to Vincent Palmeri, local
and pure love may -be exalted and U manager. Deal starts early in
the kind
family virtues should be taken as a January *nd is the first of
has 'made here
useful topic for the production of any tl. S. company
lor so long an .exliibjtipn time.
genuinely "cultural" pix.
Chapultepec is the flagship cinema
Scenes "of "corrupt atmosphere"
Operadora d* Teatros, one of
should be reduced to the minimum of the
chain operaand sexual problems avoided. Nudity Mexico biggest cinema
30 cinemas, here
or semi-nudity v/ill not be tolerated tors. It has some
cities.
and obscenity in awy- form must be and in key provincial
eliminated. Due care must be .piven
to iiisure the hiijhest literary quality
Mexican Film Ejdiibs
in the use ef tbcj national lEmcuafie.
Suicide may not be idealized or exQiiotia Kule
Worried
hibited as a solution for.- human probMexico City, Nov. 25.

and

.'

-

1

,

BAHkyor

The state, roliRion, army, and the
ma.1esty of the Inw must be treated in
such way as to insvn'e proper respect.
*vhile film production should be a
means to hcis'Utcn patriotic feelings

I

I

;

.

evil doint'.

Fib

See British

•

—

.

.

,

.
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The 1948. feslival is to be called
Cinema Week and "will feature
Argentina's. .1947 production, with
prizes being awarded to whichcveir
are adjudged the best. Meanwhile,
the organizers will go ahead to line
up the 1949 show on an intei-national
scale, with all countries" asked to submit their pix for review and leading
lighis of the film world invited.

members want

;

1

i

more conscious

tine pix production,

'

—

1

of FUm Arts, and Sciences,
the Film Producers Assn. and Assn.
of Argentine Film Commentators,
Prime purpose is to make the world

Academy

Actors' Equityr with large ether
membership, has suggested (which
pfactically means, an order), that its

close-to-the-bone fare.
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I

'
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Canadian Small Indies Seen HobUed

Dublin, Nov. 21.
Dublin theatres plan breaks With
old traditions of Christmas pantomimes this year. Gaiety, presenting
t
Toronto, Nov. 25.
comedian Jimmy O'Dea in new .verThe Canadian government's snap
sion of "Hansel and Gretel;" scripted
ban on imports of foreign-made film
by Harry O'Donovan, will, open one PJ/s Grand Old Lady
week preceding Christmas instead of
projectors and sound equipment—to
staging first performance on Boxing
Of Films Active at 70 save payments in American dollars
Day (Dec. 26) as in former, years.
Manila, Nov. 18.
and British sterling-rwill manifestly
Theatre Royal will not use tradilastrumental in the rapid rise of
ruin the projects of smidl Indepen'tional panto stoi-y, but present spe- L'VN to
boxoffice prominence is
cial revue titled "...But Once a Mrs. Narcisa J. deLeon, Philippines' dents across the Dominion who eonYear," with comedian IJ^ai?^.^?-'B!ailey gra»id old lady.
ttimplated building theatres. But the
in the lead:
This..slio#*'ijJso o'p'«as5,
.She -owns. S5% of LVN, one of the current building programs of the
•
a week before Christmas.
inajoj! mbliioin'. picture companies in
big chains will not be halted, at
A -pantomime in the 'Irish language the Philippines. Recently she com- least as concerns undertalcings now
pleted her 70th birthday and hunis expected to go into production at
the Abbey Theatre, while the Gate dreds of well-wishers took time out under construction and t'le new
is to revive "The School for Wives" to go to Quezon City, northern subhouses Included in lf)t8's building
urb of Manila, to greet her at her rcommitnjents. A lesser problem will
during the Christmas season;
'
home.
b2 'the obtaining of air-conditioning
According to 'Dona Sisang' (her equipment. This- is manufactured in
favorite nicltname), any business Canada but projectors and sound
.-including films is only as good as equipment are not.
the people who work' in it.» She is
According to J. J, Fitzgibbons,
known to have dangled juicy con- president of Famous Players, Canatracts, signing up such local pix
dian, his chain's warc>!mtse ha$ an
celebrities as Rogelio de la Rosa,
inventory of the banned equipment:
Mila del Sol. Norma Blancaflor, Ely
which will .meet the needs of his 15
Ramos, Susana de Guzman, Manuel now theatres curren-ly under conStockholm. Nov. 18.
Silos and Gregorio Fernandez, the
struction and the 30 now houses,
"Forever Amber" (20th) is pacing last three being consider'ed among scheduled for nest year?-'mo.st of
She de-: these in. the boomtown mining and
the local b.o, with business continu- Manila's best directors.
veloped such promising newcomers
mg strong in the fihn's second week as Jaime de la Rosa and Rebecca pulpwood centers of norihcrn On-,
at the, Rigoletto.
Opening Nov. 10 Gonzales. ;She made Jose^ Gcneroso tar^o and British Colum'oia. While
nobody knows how long th;> ban will
at this 1,200-seatcr, picture has been
her production -manager, and he's
drawing packed .bouses and a run now rated as among, the best here. last. Fitzgibbons sta ed tY:\t the uiventory" of FPC was sufllcicnt to
of many weeks is anticipated. Book
Since the took over the .-managewas a bestseller here. Critical com- ment of LVN in 1940,' the company meet the chain's norm",! nweds for
ment on the film was, mixed. On the has produced more than a',- dozen the next five years. He has, hownegative side. Daily Stockholmtid- Tagalog smash hits, including "Gar- ever, sent a memo to all FPC proningen's reviewer wondered "if it rison 13" and "Romansa:" She .still j':caonists to exerc.if;e all care of
was really necessary to .spend $6,- keejjs regular hours at LVN's stu^ pre.'<ent equipment as wa.s underduring the war. ime emer>p.kan
.500,000 to make such an uninterestdios as president and executive pro,gency, (FPC has over SiiO theatres
ing picture from such a good novel." ducer. She continues
to read and
across Canada and in NewfoundPreem .of Goldwyn's "Best >years select stories for filming, cheeks the
land.)
of Our. Lives
at the Roda Kvarri rushes and feives pointers to direcQdeon's Problem
Monday (17 ) marked, the first time tors and technician.'!.
Odeon Theatres of C.- 'inia. link in
a pictuvc had been shown on a onethe J. Arthur Rank i:it"ri-cinpii'e.
pcrforrtiance basis ptr evening since
chain, faces a dift'ercnt problem. All
the run of "Gone With the Wind" at
Odeon houses are eouiKncd with
the Palladium some years ago. PicGK-21 er-uipment. m "'(• •.Hured in
ture was well received, as wais
Britain by Gaumpnt-Kalce, a Ranlc20th's "Mother. Wore- Tights,'? whifth
.-^ubridiary. At present, t o Rank inbowed the same nifiYii at the Park.
-ercsts in Canada canno c^ctcrmine
Latter film replaced "Kiss of Death"
ffiz
with finality just .what th'> C'uiadirn(20th), which wound up a five-week
Wvornment intends,- as far as Brit'run to good business.
London,'. Nov. 18.
ish-made equipment is concerned,
Foreign hnports of late have been
Harold. Wilson, president -of Board and are soekini; irid.maiion -from
heavy.
Mexican pic, "Maria Can- of Trade, is holding tallw with Brit- [Canada's minister of';,lVi"i'(;e as to a
delaria," won critical esteem. Open- i.sh film chiefs
on their future pro- clarTicd decision o''! Brit'.'-h quota
ing ^.at the Sture,- film is being dis- duction programs
and the poi^sjibil- regulations; and trarla irestrictions.
tributed locally by Metro, Also win- ity of establishing a National Joint I
Odoon has 15 the".u-es tini'or conning kudoes are Continent Film's Film' Council on which producers
stru.tion acrpss Canada and has
Italian entry. "Preludio D'Amore,"
and unions' i^'ill be representwl.
nrojcction and sound er»inpment for
at the Grand and the French docuThis council would be similar to Lhe:c, Their 1S43 bwldiivJ pro,''ram
mentary, "Bataille du |lail"(..SF), at' .the Working Parties set up by the
calls for -30 new hbui'as for which
the Palladium.
government ,'to investigate various similar equipment will liave to be
.
i- '
industries and suggest reorganiza- sought.
Gaiunont-Kalee has also
tion schemes for their improvement. i?cr:>i selling equ!.pment to Cimadit n
The council would draw ttn all. the i.ndL'pr ndents whose source of. supMorie Anssie Pix Bites?
talent in the industry to inci'ease
ply will now presumably be cut off-^
"
Washington. Nov. 25.
British production.
ndeds of
in order to meet, the
Possibility of further film restricChairman of the council is likely Odc(in's-own 1948 buildi».'4 pvogrsm.
tions-was implied by Australian to be Wilson himself, which would
According to N.A.-(N!i() Taylor,:
Prime Mmister Cbifley last Friday. make him Britain's film dictc.tor.

Blue Stuff Out Corny Cooiedy Waning

"Sweeitat Lowest," Amba.ss (82 ).
"T'jscther Again," Vic Pal. (32).
"Ttvapass," Apollo (19 1,
rruppettee," Globe (7).

will
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the games.
Rank's offer, conse-quently, was grabbed.
Rank also reportedly attempted to

vw

ban BBC live television cameras not wawra'nt the oEta'!'*''!!hnK'it b,T
from the Olympics. BBC insisted he oi'bar an Afttftfican or a Brit'-^ih
had no right to do that, however, mannfacturing setup in f'is country.
and since it's a government-esntrolled operation, he was forced to
give in. That factor may' prove a
boon to NBC television in the U. S.,
since it can take film.s oft the tace
of a BBC viewing tube, same as it
did during the royal wedding lasit

week,*
Boih

BBC j-nid NBC oificials here
have' protested Rank's aim of exclusivity .and the matter has been'
referred / back to the committee,
headed up 'by "Ayery Brundage. With
the committee 'ilfi, its present economic dilf iculties. however, it's believed it will give in.' to Bank. Objections are bsisif^ oil the premise
that such a move would mark the
lirst time any, single organization has
been granted exclusive rights to film
an international event for newsi'eels.
It could thus work to the detriment
of British interests in the international scene. What steps the U. S.
companies and the Motion Picture
Assn. will take when ihey discover
Rank's move haven't yet been de-

^tDcU'ltolm. f?tv, 11,
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Number

of -filrti thcals"S in Fin»
.in the past
has increased 84
10 years, according to a recent sur»

l."?nd

"'<

country's

picture
ii'
e jumpin" to the current 4(!0 ii) one doc;;de.
Swedish cinemas tniaU'd 2,4C2 as
of Jan. 1, '47. Total represents a
vc>-.

In

hou.'ics

1937 the

numbered

2."iO.

m

I
I

boost of only 20 houses over the'
of the preceding year.

same date

'PAISA' IN

FOUE TONGUES

Mayer & Burstyn's

Italian import,

for release this
winter. Directed b.v Robt-il;) Rossefilm has dialog in four lanI no.
guages. Herman G, Weinberg *ha».
"Pai.".i."

is

slated

completed the Bn-^lish titles.
With "Paisa" out of the way Weinberg is now readying titles for West*
jU'-'t.

port-International's

French pictora.
,

'

a

'

WftdiHMMlay, Novetatber 26,

FICTVRBS

1«

hlaiia bles

Indianapolis, Nov.

'

With the

U,

to Tom

Menu

longer be counted for helping sub-

Park

stantially to pay-off fot lllnjs.W'hiOb
leave$ the domei^tic rnarket as 'the
sQle panacea to high budget, ills.
And the only way a pic cap pay <jf?
in spades is by hitting the long half
•
in the big houses.
3, Exhibs are .growing, more cagey-

-

2*.'

Supreme Court

S.

;

Ski)U

cchedKled to begin hearings on the
anti-trust decree during the second
week in January, Associated Theatre
Owners of Indiana last week wound
up ati^ let go 'itoith a terrific blast to
U. S. Attdrney General Tom Clark
alleged "monopolistic
againsli the
hold* ,the major distribs have on in-

&Bon«s

Stuff

Wichita, 'Nov, 25

-

AU

Or^ahiziut; Committee for
of .Kansas an^ Missouri if,
taking no chances that Apies
from Ihe distributors and affiliated circuits will crash its -organizing convention s^hedule^ to
be held at the Phillips hotel,

than 'ever in bqojciiig..: 'pix. They
won't take changes (Sny «](bre of buying a fllm cheaply ancUsjKHping it's,
sleeper, They Stfow.tlii^e's no such
.

lied

dependent eshibitors.

Kansas

.City, Dec., lfl-17.
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Another;, charge

'

made was

that

distribs were "arbitrarily setting up
a system called 'week of release'
bookings." Letter declared: "Towns

that formerly played pictures one or
.

two" weeks after ftrst, runs are now
loreed to play Ave an^. six. w«ek;s
Alter first" runs ... As «' result of
tjie. liquidetibri period bfeing ,length"ened (later and later playdates), the
exhibitor is losing the value of the
timeliness of national advertising

and prestige for his theatre."-

Outlook for early settlement of
contract dispute between projectionand major theatre circuits in New York area is considet«ibly brighter with di^loswe that
Spokesmen for the chains made a
10% /Wage hike offer to the union
over the .weekend. Although offer
has been rejected by the local's exec
board, it's understood that only a
few percentage points now separate
ists -Local 306

the parties in dispute.

RKO

Bivvy For
Pix Biz in October

$4,461,000

25.

Film industry paid out $4,461,000
cash dividends during October,
according to reports received b.y the
Department of Commerce. This was,
roughly, $250,000 more than the
melon cut during October, 1946.
la

Dividends this year are running
ahead of those for 1946 and iV is
•

nounced

out that the publicly angenerally

dividends are
about 60% of all paid.

he was one

—

'

'

.

A

house' to handle major product,
In these 3,$00 .important situations,
tre^uently.' more thai* ,one

there's

flVst-run- theatre.'

^Ut

in practically,
exe6s say,
is the class house"
foi the town and if your ^le ^doesn't
get into it, a sizeable- down^seallng
of .'returns is ineyJitable. ^It's- these
.class -houses-- th^t at^ "^Jr^ady^^the
"center <a Biziling.fiVdlry;
-J
/.

every instance,
only one theatre

distrib.

'

An irishman' named Garvejc then hir.edf him 'to write "fillers"
theatre programs,' Then the first World War brpl^e out. Paul went to
in the ^ Marines.
He' showed them he could take It^-^when the
doctor tapped' him fin the chest he got ^p again. He went overseas and
killed as 'many D^rmaiis as they did of him. Went to the Rhine .pnd
organized the ^th' Marine, .'troiipe and;'t6ur^d Wl, o.'ver for k year. By
playihg politics he ^peitt most bf his time doing K.P» Be ivas decorated
'
^ith \ leave of absence->ind (ij&mei 'home.'
at Action.

'

foi:

'

enlist

'

.

^

-

•

Enlarging on the poUit, one sales
exec 'pointed to Birmingham, Ala.,
and Watertown, N. "y., as prototypes
of what's true thro'ughout the country.
Alabama theatre, a Wilby
house, is the only real de-luxer in
Birmingham. None of the other theatres can.* gross, anywhere near its
potential. That holds for the Ritz,
also a Wilby flrst-run, in Birmingham as well as other houses in the

town.

In 'Watertown -(35,000 pop;),
the only clais
theatre on
If you don't play there,
you simply don't get your money
out of the towijf

Avon
the

A

is

spot.

.

-

Cost Analysis
:

ing

Continued from

Ipatfe

7

;

quite

a saving to filmmakers
without any noticeable disadvantage.
"We're shooting the corners*

thing he did when 'he''eame'home was to go to Chicago and
get married, then' hc^^ went out looking for a job. At that time Chicago
was so tough that .Superman would be a female impersonator. He met
an actor for whom; he wrote a catfchline for a song; it clicked and he
got paid for it. He. "never got over it. He was now bitten by the writing
bug; Wrote problein plays it was a problem to get 'em produced. 'Wrote
five scenarios for pictures, and they returned- nine to hini. He now was
not' quite medioi**: He was still able"fO borrow $25, and hitch-hiked to
New York, leaving a wife and a six-jmontli-bld' kid behind until he got
a jDreak. When Paul left, the paper^,.h"ad a- line under Local Improvements, reading that Paul G. Smith left'^'town!- *

The

first

—

'

.

He

landed in Ne,w York with nothing: but' bis.-fece as a letter of credit
s'ense of-hupior he became, a comedjf writer. Went" into partnership with "a flesh ped'dler named E;-K. Nadel. They rented an old
brownstone dump on West 46th Street; andv'in six months he had 10
vaudeville acts working. By the end -of the year he had 40. He got to
writing and was, too "lazy to stop. He wrote over 200 vaud'eville acts,
sometimes having as many as -five on one bill. He was now grddualed
from' .the academy of suds and hotdogs. At 20 he made a name for himself; and at 3p '}i:e almost lived it 'down! He got to know all ihe Broadway- angles and became one 'of-thp pillars' of .'JBfoadway outdoor sotiety.

Having no

'

He knew

the,,

Station.

-

how "to write''Jii comic fib and make it
He.>v^0te enough;, ofaiiks to fill Grand Central

.value of a -squib.,

reach your latlghihg
,

'

,rib.

v
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-

-
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New Faces
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Full weight of the union negotiations are being carried by Richard F.
'Wdlsh, pr«2 of the International
Alliance of Tlleatrical Stage Employees, who intervened two months
«go in behalf of .the local. Wrap-up
of all outstanding issues is expected
at the next meeting with several
days between Walsh and reps of
and Loew's.
SOth-Fo-x, .Warners,

jpointed

I*aul,

'

Augurs 306 Settlement

Washington, Nov.

At Random" tolumn on the old Chicago Record. As^ to

In 1923 he came- up with the, first intimate revue on Broadway, "Keep
wherever possible, and a, little inKool," in the chorus of which was Ruby Stevens-^now Barbara Stanwyck.
genuity Oh that seore is going
long
way," /Par.'^ director said. In ""Road The critics not only liked the show but proclaimed Paul as one of the
Lots
Briefs
to Rio" and "The Paleface" (both best lyric 'vvriter."!^ around. He became the man of the hour! He only
Continued from page, 7
directed by McLeod) it proved lasted '60 mtnutesi Most men wake up and find themselves famoas, but
Paul dteamed-that ,he was famous and then woke up! But like the fellow
of the Heart"
; Linda Barnell sold fairly simple to cut out two or three
her rights to "Clandestine" to cUf- sequences be'eause they required big with the sho'irel, h^ was always in their pitching. He wrote such swell
shows as the ."Greenwich "pillage Follies;" two ''Ziegfield Follies," a
tord. Harris, Who will produce it as sets.. The first cut of "Paleface," he
Erwin said, came in under, 87,000 teet, Music Box HCTue, then he heard the call of Hollywood. He went there
. WilHajm
a legit piece
and did as as h.e. was told, also adding two more kids to his family. But
signed-^ Fred Brissou as story edi- something of -a record in brevity.
McLeOd is huddling with Corey the cord that tied him to Broadway had- never, been cut. He came back
tor for Independent Artists.
Tony Romano sighed to play a- Ford, writer and satir'is.t who to his street and wrote "Funny Face," with "Fred Thompson, lor Fred
and Adele Astaire. A kid by the name of George Gershwin wrote the
singing beggar in "The Adventures authored "Salt Water Taffy," on a
story idea. It's likely he'll take on score. He then wrote "Here's How" for 'Victor Moore, for which Otto
Warners
of Don Juan"" at
Stephen McNally, legit thesp, as- Ford for his next picture. He re- Kafin's little boy RoiSer wrote the .score.
signed to a key role in "Key Largo," turns to the Coast Dec. 10. (McLeod's
Success in Hollywood
.which Jerry Wald will produce at been working for Par on loanout
Rainbow Productions.
Warners
Castihg problems caused from
He
Again back to the Coast. -Success in Hollywood is like ambulance
"Moohrise" at moves over to Paramount under the chasing in New ^S^ork— it starts with an accident. He wrote three picthe postponement
Republic from Dec, 15 to the first terms Of -a deal made this week tures for Harold Lloyd and made enough" to. come back to write "Heads
*
whereby Par absprbed the indie out- Up," with Jack McGowan,.for "Victor Moore. Again back to the Coa.st
week in January.
"Now and forever" is. the new tag fit)
to" write originals, collaborate, co-direct and add comedy dialog to such
on "The Long Gray Line." at Parapix as "Hi, Good Looking," "Oh, What a Night!," "Boys From Syracuse,"
mount ... Trvtng Starr postponed
"Margie" and 'Higgins Family." Besides radio shows, magazine articles
production of "Let's Fall in Love"
and short stories,- he now bad a wife^ four kids and tv/o ulcers. He is
and will'-;make "The Gallant Blade,"
not one of our best -iokewriters but he^is a writer of gome of our best
Larry Parks starrer, instead
jokes.
Continued from page 1
William Kcighlej''- leads a 20th-Fox
Got a contract, from Jack Warner, so bought a house, He was last
cast and crew to Washington, D. C, there are plenty of them now on
waiting to get another contract so he could put doors and ^vindows in it
this week for location shooting of th Coast who aren't working.
when the Japs bombed Pearl Harbor. His son joined the Marines and
"the Street With No Name" ... Sid
Less Talent BOAneIng
so Paul went down to enlist, tdo. This time they not only exempted him
Sclilacer announced his "RemingEchoing the Metro spokawian's but sent him homt in
an ambulance. He finally talked a hcar-sighted hunk
ton" picture will be illmed ^n color .\tatement that he's interested mainof big brass in the War Departmdht into sending him on a mission to
With a budget o{ $1,500,000
Rob- ly now in getting solid character
Tokyo and points southwest late in the hostilities. He spent quite a spell
ert Douglas, British actor, draws the types, Willi pointed out that there's
in Manila, Japan and other places, putting on shows and getting malaria.
male lead in "Until Proven Guilty," far less hunting going on. RKO
Came back to Hollywood and wrote three shows, which Alex Yokel
Joan Crawfnrd starrer, at Warners n
longer sends its- scouts on the bought, one of which
is "The Benchwarmer" now being readied for
road to Catch legit shows in their Broadway after
Beit Wheeler's break-in with it in
.

KY.Ckins'lOtOffer

their heads. The ostrich was sort of a Paul-bearer, He was delivered
in Omaha, about the same time Fred Astaire arid Lyle Talbot were de.:
livered' a few blocks away'. There is-.really no date; but there are rumors
that Abraham Lincoln wrote the Gettysbttfg Address -dsx back of Paul's
birth certificate. All we do knoW is that his father, ;Cai^^ Smith, was an
oldtime newspaperman who, got Eugene Field's Job running the "Fired

iKing ahy,longe«f'b«(<la'U8«t,distri)?s arV of those babies who was so round, so firm, so fully- smacked.
lesting iflieir pj:<sjjiii^;aoo carefully'
\5rhen, iiis 'ded died his- i^othey' took Paul' and his sister- to liye -wlth
for that befoie g^'iraJwlease dates. his grandma and aunt at liavenswood, JU. At afi early age he showed
Hence,' exhibs 'are'' flSfflk^; demanding signs »t belpngini tp, the t^ieatre—l^e put: his gun under his high',chair.
—they have to Jje shown 'belore they He got a sort of a 'yank"ed-up - education, (ine day he came home from
buy which is hypoing the competi- school, with lipstick, on his face; he said he 'showed his teacher a new
tive spirit among disfribS,
way to stop hiccoughs. He waited until he was .11 to Start in show
Statistics on Theatres
business. He got a bellylaugh just walking on at the graduation day
Under.scoring.vtlie scramble that's. play, Whp couldn't with skinny legs and \ pair ot pants that looked; Ijke
musbr(?omin.gt it^s ' nolc^d, are the balloons? During the summer he organized a trqupe of kids-of 'the neighartificial' restrictions, on -.ngrinal the- borhood, p.ut "on a; show in the,,schocilJ)"a}l. .The show was bad but- the
atre building jwliiifh have* stymied money "was goo<l.; !H[is' schoolmate, Anthony PauJ. -iCt? Uy (who later turned
6n expjansion 'jof owUets for the past out to be a top writer), talked, him into singing a 'pqp' song in a neigh'bor-^
SIX years, fiecause of this, in the hood pic house. They got as far as the first .four' bar;; and the lights went
' .
4,000 first-iun situations throughout out. Not only closed the act but ^he house!
the country in towns over 5,000 pop]^eeling that some day he would., be a Vaudeville writer, he studied
ulation, there aie not more than- 500
shorthand and got a job in a real estate office writing how good the
Spots where there is mote 'than, ohe properties! were, that the. firm had for sale." This wis Paul's first attempt

'

'spiling."

iBy jrOE IwlVRlE, JR.!
Paul Gerard Smith was born at ah early age. For f^irthcr details sea
your local papers. He was delivered by jan ostrich— that's W\jy they bury

.

Basing their charges on six speCurrent bulletin of thfe'"40mcific points outlined lor the benefit
Diiittee points out 4hat "every
ot Clark, the organization dec.svcd
^shibftor wjU -be .'aamitted, if
the ipdie 6xhib is "fjorged to accept'
they know the password, and
contracts on high admission. pifctUres
that will be-'proof that they are
and extended Jtuns Which result Irt
tea% arid truly, independent exthe public being the ultimatfi scape..Hibitors.'! Porthcontiing conclave
goat.", Indfrating their .hope that
is bein^ framed on the principle
Clark.' would use the material 'in
that there's nothing wrong with
Government's case
p'ersJng
the
indf^endents meeting behind
ayainst' the inaiors, ATOI declared
clbsed^doqrs.
that "anotlier- thought we have in
tb's matter is that the distributors'
attorney?; when they- appear before
the "Supretne> Court, will distortf^
Petrillo
.
workines •o£. the pattern ^ind use it'
tokitinue'd, i^roii) pafii! % ss
as an argument in favor pf rjeWBetter concludtion of tiearance."
directly by the Taft-Hartley Act.
ed: "If we 'can furnish you any furspme,thing,
Th$ participation angle
thet.Mnformatjon on "tttis. subject,
'
'pifeas'e'feel free to call on us."
OS . has'^ been indicated by sPetrillo,
^dbidf charge' rtiade by AfOI'w'a's that the employer will have;_to jyprk
to
al m^^^^
aistrjbs ^wei-e
'.wete /atleriiplin!;
tfi^t' distribs
th^r
arid Bring to .the
'-^
create an' artjfic»ai product .shortage
AFJtf;^,
.
„
^
in order l»-gfet ljBttei> tettftff'ote' those
xhtnge familiar with the Fetrillo
£lms' releassid, 'ia the sartie 'letter]
to' tnemljer exhibs that carried a pattern of tossing shutdowns' are not
«opy of '-the- memo to Clai'k, how- inclined. to construe such notice far
ever.'ATOI cited 20th-Fox for its de- in advance of expiration date as a
Petrillo,
they
device.
cision to step up releases in 1948 by bargaining
75%. (Increase actually was 33 to point outi has been asked in the past
48 pix, representing only a 68'A% why he has insisted on collecting a
increase.) Oi'g also told' Clark that royalty from phonograph records and
prints on all films "are a,utomaticp]ly transcriptions and not from other
removed from service two, years recorders of music. The action on |
a'lrr re'er.se" and pointed to top fllm music will eradicate the Inconterms a'-ked for most reissud:s, "even sistenoy with which he has been
though producers' costs .on such pic- charged from .such quarters.
t" 'cs aie for prints and advertising
Under the Tait-Hartley Act the
"
alfne.".
musicians federation isn't required
A'''OI charged that distribs had to issue notice to the film, studios becut by 25.% the number of prints fore June SO, but Petriljo, it is unavailable on each fllm at the vari- derstood, Js'more concerned with esous exchanges. -It laid down a tablishing the new ' philosophy with
blanket, charge that exchanses were musician users than in putting his
switching from salesmen to mail union' into; a strategic position for
selling, explaining this to .mean that bargaining' by springing the thing
"contracts m^d^ ,'out at "terrts- ejt- suddenly on producers.. The present
changes want are mailed to the ex- AFM-film' studio contract has been
take-it-or-leave-it in effect- since April 1, 1946.
hibitor
a
on
basis."
Jn addition, the letter
cJairoed,-jsates forces have been re.(luced "alBfost '50% to loifce the. mail
.
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Young-Hope
Continued front pjige 3
to catch a plane for Now-. York .due
to depart Saturday .(.''.9). Loretta
Young is also flying- to Germany

out-of-town tryouts, since roo'st of
the legit actors are already fairly

well-known to the talent-seekers.
Cost-cutting Measures in othc types
of show biz, such as vaude and
•

niteries, have also reduced the num'
ber of suitable tyros so that it^S no
longer necessary to seek so dili-

Chi.

Smith

is a major writer who respects his conscience.
He mixes nitrohumor and runs laughter out in the open. He is as big as his
You can't be bigger than that. He started many an actor I0 -success, many of whom not only had no depoiiit money but also no eating
dough. But he wrote "em an act regardless. He has a sort of an' ingrown

glycerine
heart.

dignity and handles a typewriter with the love of a Michael Angelo for
a paintbrush. He ha^i a normally terribl* looking pan, and is not much

at parties; they usually u.se him for a doorstop, His ambition is to live
two days' appearances gently for new talent
in New York and have aspirins with Ijis monogram" on, thfem. A great
in Wiesbaden and Frankfurt.
Volume of studio production depal who IS a top comedy writer whatever the medium. He also sez he
With the windup'of the Command termines the number of fresh, new
can act.
Performance, most of the Hollywood faces that will be needed, according
Henry Wadsworth Longfellow must have meant Paul Gerard Smith
stars and their wives who trekked to the M-G official. Fact that Metro
over here.for the occajjion are wend-- is now releasing only two or three when he wrote "The Sim'tfi a mighty man is he." Oh, well, something
ing their way back to the States. films a month indicates the need is like that
Sailing on the America 'Thurs. (27) small. Elimination by Metro of most
are Mrs. Bob Hope and. Mrs. Rob- of .its B-biidgeter.s has also reduced stock company on the Coast from tensive
use of Iss younger players
ert Montgomery. Scheduled to have the chances for newcomers, since which the studios can cull new
talwho have not yet hit t.lit- stai
on the Queen M&ry, Dec. 4, iire most of the tyros were formerly eni. These playeis pretty much fill brackets.
They're given tar less
Loretta Young and her hii.<!band: tested in minor-budgeters before be- Vie requirements of the studies, and free time between
the
pictures,
Alexis Smith, letter's husband^ Craig in.^ signed for the more costly films. Metro is hanging onto any of them spokesman said,
and so are grociriied
Stevens^ and Paramount' flack, NorMetro is m a fairly good spot, he that look promis*ing. In addition, into starring roles much more rapman Siegel.
said, since it operates a sizeable the company is making more
in- idly.
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^THE MOST SENSATIONAL RAVE

REVIEWS IN FILM fflSTGRY!"
-^Walter

Darryl

F.

WimheU

Zanuck

Presents

GREGORY PECK
DOROTHY McGUIRE
JOHN GARFIELD
In

Laura 2L Hobson's

"ROARING AHEAD TO TERRIFIG
FIGURES!

LONG LINES, WITH

^•GENTLEMAN'S AGREEMENT"
with Celeste Holm

Anne Revere
Albert Dekker

Dean

•

June Havoc

Jqne Wyatt

•

Stockwell

•

Sam

Jaffe

NEW SORT OF RECORD HIT NEARLY
YS)m\>^Cir -Variety

Produced by

DARRYL

F.

ZANUCK

Screen Play by

MOSS HART
Directed

by ELIA KAZAN

"THE BIG NEWS! GIANT!
SENSATIONAL! COLOSSAL!"- F«r^«r
CENTURY-FOX

—

.

"

:

PICTVRCS

18

W«daci4»y4 Noventber

h

Honse Cites 10 for Gwtempt
K-Partisaii Baddng

of

Aware

Red Probers

week he declared that the transcript
Washlngtotti Nov. 35.
In one oi the most lopsided votes was not yet printed and that mem-i
on this issu« in Congressional his- hers would not be able to debate
intelligently without it. He wrote:
yesterday
tory, this House .moved
.

.

(Monday) to approve citations for "Several Representatives in the
contempt against 10 Hollywood course' of their conscientious .efforts
luminaries

who

month refused

last

to yield to questioning by the House
Un - American Activities Committee.
By this action, which cuts across all
party lines, the HoUse solidly lined
up behinj] tho Committee's policies
in its |>rohe of alleged subversive activity in the film capital.
The citations directed

Hp use

to become 'fully acquaiqte^i^with the
issues in tins matter have^skcd the
Un-American A^tiici^l^ Q>mml,ttee
for copies of th'O ¥(i>ort %bd the
transcript of the hearings. They
were told by the committee tiiaf

was being printed and
would not be available until some
time next week. Under these cirmaterial

Emerging from the final move,
made yesterday (Tuesday) in
N, 'ST., to oust Communism froin
'.Hollywood, is the trade realizao
tion that the industry's top 48
braintrusters were at)le to see
eye-to-eye on such a major issue<
The pros and cons about tiexn
of conspiracy ,,c6ntracts suits, any
concern over existing statutes
which forbid prying into an individual's ^litical beliefs, etc..
went out th*. window under- the
% aura of ..nipimitwS^jliy incipient
Holly wpffd "CoiJai((unism", pfonIt \vas generally agreed by
\'io.
those pre-sent that no company
had anything to fear in any
American court if accused of

,

,

a recent speech made by Kenny in
defense of his clients as follows: ''I
have just returned from a trip' from

Reds

Jobs

for
(Id
our CongressionaV sewer, from "Washington— the seat of our government.
Contlttnel ftorn* page 3 ass
I see you share my fiuzzlement as to
so adjudgeld the group' faced grave
Why they cail .it the seat. We Isnow legal questions in coming to its denow why they, call it Jhat."
cision.
It recognized this in asking
With that slap rmgmg Jn their Congress to' establish a national
ears, House members showed little
policy via' legislation.
patience in listening .to attaclcs on
the 48 execs first gathered
When
the House Uh-American Activities
'Committee fromilet). Helen (Sahagan at the Waldorf-Astoria hotel, N. Y.,
Bber- Monday '(24) there was far from any
Douglas and .Rep. Hefmat^
.'among' them as io the
agreement
hai-ter. Main pitch of the 'Opposition
^was that the Committee was abridg- steps to be taken. The. only thin^
they did agree on' was ttiat the in-'
right of free speech "sind .un-

—

.

ing the
dustry'g public relations had turned'
fairly .smearing the film industry as
sour asr result 'ot, -the .."Washington
'
'
beihg-"red."
hearings; the Catholic baru" oa "For'
Enter Rankin
Amber" and "Tha. Outlaw," and
ever
In customary style. Rep. John
'a,.spreading idea that pictures were
Rankin (D. Miss.) entered the fray
either subversive or immoral.
hy attacking the Committee for the
There wasn't even agreement as
First Amendment which came to the
to how much damage' to the indusaid of the 19 "unfriendly witnesses,"
Rankin read, a long list of .names, try's standing and prestige had been
throughout the country. Some
including those of June Havoc, done
Danny Kaye, John Bsiale, Cy Bart- felt it was slight, some that it was
Eddie Cantor, Edward G. Rob- severe> "Opinions were expressed at
-

.

iett,

and Melvyn Douglas, then
gave their real names with the implication that this group -was not
cemposed of "100% Americans."
The sacond case was that of Dalton.

inson

'

-

refused to voice their
"did the
allegiance
Ameri<;an lilm industry a g^eat
disservice,"' ai\d unless they
and others similarly accusedare purged of CQntempt charges,
and take oath they owe 'ho allegiance to any form of ideology
which has as its credo the proposition of ov<i»rth)tow of .government, Hollywood feels it is well
within its rights not to employ
political

such individuals.

a three-and-one-haU-hour luncheon

session'

Monday^

Johnston outlined the pcofolem in
his opening address, but did not offer <any specific program. This^made

the coin

is ttp/ntti.

Americans

are willing to continue on that basis
only in that it keeps native popula-.
tions acquainted with Hollywood pic-"
tures and players, and it is considered a good move by the State Dept.,

men who

since, it is the only acquaintanceship
they get with the American way of

i

ment and wa* most 'friendly,

despite
his nasty words.
letter
recently addressed to him by Maas
to commemorate the first anni of
the contract recently was given

A

much favorable publicity, which is
slightly baffling to the MPEA.
The tough Rumanian censors recently clipped from "Casablanca"
all indications that Humphrey Bogart fought on the side of ,the Loyalists In Spain an^ for the Ethiopians against the- italians. Object,
undoubtedly, was to keep from the
populace' the Idea that Americans
can ba on' the correct side, too,
from the Communist point of view.
Newsreels are also badlj bluepencilled.
Strike,
references are
always sliced, as are references to
the.CathQlic cbnrch, the Marshall
Plan, the atomic^ bomb and the fact
that iBngUmd
.giVen its freedom
to I«dia.

hw

life.

Hungary is the only one of 'the
non-paying countries in which it:
doesn't cost considerable to operate,
Hungary' allows 'remittances to cover
part of the cost of prints. In Poland,
Rumania and Bulgaria, the
must bear the cost of prints,
Canadian - owned -'equipment and
handles distribution for all the mastudios for increased picture iproducjors in the Soviet .countries, plus
tioh.
The 10, Canadian companies
some others.
represented at' the meeting, these
must do business with state now in the commercial and short
monopolies which control all dis- subject field, have 10 sound stages
tribution in three ot thfe countries- and around 12,000,000 of filui
equip-

Canadians

,
'

MPEA
MPEA

'

come in from the Coast over the
weekend were anxious to return for
the Thanksgiving. holiday.

MPEA

Subcommittee which worked out

the resolution: included, aside from
Schenck, Barney Balaban, H^rry
Poland, Czechoslovakia Mdr Bulgaria. ment tacUitiei.
Cohn, Dore Schary, Joe Schenck,
does its own
Cheever Cowdlii, Walter Va»ger, In Hungary,
On the Canadian government's
Donald Nelson and ^tpiuel Gold- distributing, but aU the theatres are proposal to. lessen HoUywciod film
wyn, as well as industry attonaeys controlled by four political parties. imports as a means ot cutting down
Mendl SUberbepg and Herbert Fres- It's similar to 'doing business'^with American dollar' payments, D'Byrne
four circuits hi(*e.
tqp.
told the Ottawa authorities that the
In Rumania there is no state own- Film Producers Assn. of Canada
Presence of Nelson, ,prez of the
was
Society of Independent Motion Pic- ership of either distribution or ex- prepared and equipped
to meet all
Goldvryn, hibition.
and'
Producers,
Therie is ' ostensibly free requirements for
ture
black and white
throughout the sessions, indicated' and open competition. On the other film production and could immedicomplete agreement ol the indies hand, Rumania ;taaS' the strictest cen- ately place such facilities at the
diswith the findings. ThiiS' was' con- sorship of any.iot the 4Ve countries. posal of ^qualified producers. With
firmed by Nelson's official ac<(UiesOttawa ^dorsement, they were also
Bnlf ar Theatres Privately.. Owned
cence to the policy statement reIn Bulgaria, while distribution is prepared to expand their equipment
leased.
facilities by 90%, plus three new
a state monopoly; theatres are privately owned.. Doing: big business souiul Stages, this embracing a |1,Ci^t.of
Execullyes'
there currently are "So Proudly We 000,000 Investment.

X

.

M^EA

.

;

:..

FUm

Attending

MPA Cofifab

Delegation spokesmen, however,
Hall" (Par) and "My Sister EUeen"
(Col), while recently passed ^y the did admit that key men and techcensors' but not yet in release are: nicians are not sufficiently available
"Madame Curie:' (WB), ."Lost Week- in Canada and recommended a
end" (^ar) and "Rhapsody in Blue" policy'., of ttieir importation with
necessary permifs-^-this to be cou(WB).
Czechoslovakia and Poland main- pled with a jointly-operated plan for
tain monopolies of both di.stribufion the training of Canadian technicians
and theatres. However, MPEA has requisite tot the establishment ot a
reps. 'in both countries, who iwork permknent Canadian film industry.
with the government in publicizing The, delegation also asked that Otand exploiting the films. They make; tawa make representations to Lonstore, tieups for displays, arrange- don for not the removal but the lesradio interviews and .go in for all sening of restrictions inherent in
other standards gags of .the U.S. pub- that 75%-' tax-^5^bich also applies to
made-in-Caidiadx films. The Ottawa
licist. The only<one ot the Ave countries, in fact, which does pot j(ive talk also carefully bracketed 16m
time on staterowncd hookuia' is production with 3Sm as the basis of
establishing a sound Canadian film
,:
Bulgaria.
industry; and the Association was
Commie 'hoodluny last
Arm in its proposals that both fields
tossed a brick through « shppwindow
in Lodz, Poland, which wae housing .be deyclpped in this country.

Attending the overall sessions of
conclave on Communism in the
industry called by Motion Picture
Assn. prexy .Eric Johnston, in New
York this week were:
Barney Balaban, Y, Frank ;Freeman and Henry Ginsberg, of fata:

Ithe'

—

mount; Nicholas M. Schenck, Edward Mannix, and Louis B. Mayer, ot
Metro; Harry Cohn, Jack Cohn and
Abe Schneider, of Columbia; Major
Albert Warner, Robert Perkins and
-

Steve Trilling, of Warner Bros.;
Dore Schary, Ned. Depinet and tior-

don. Yb'ungman, of BKO; .Spyros
Joseph M; Schenck;

Skoiiras,.

Otto

:

Koegel, .«f

20th-Fox;

Nate

'

whieli ;,was deislded by a the strong »tatement*that,,eventu-'
standing vote of 240 to lit in tav.or ally came out of the meeting yesof the contempt citation; After' this, terday, hold a double impact
the House members. ^streamed out
Following., .the
general session
into \he cloakrooms leaving only 30 Monday, a' ".working committee,"
representatives on-,- the' floor by the headed by Nicholas . M. SIchenck,
time the 10th case was put to 'a vote. Metro pr<»z,, wrestled with the. probThe eight' remaining cases were lem, for t^ree inixre hours. This
disposed of perfunctorily , without group had' the? taslc. of getting tor"
debate and by voice vote.' Those gether a ^statement ,of policy tiiat'

Trumbo

a matter of fact, while American pictures play in the Ave Sovietorbit countries, U.' S. compahies receive dqllar income from- only one
of the)nr--C2echosolvakia. In another

As

-

A

.

a gift of the pictures-'than
cept the deal •offered.

cases,'

U.S. Pix

from page S

make

'

.

House of^Representatives is consistent with .its edort of last, week to
bypass the House entirely eveh before the members of the committee
itself had met to discuss their own
findings. Such cynical disregard for
the principles of elementary justice
'
is merely another step in tiie comopposition,
With Robert Kenny, counsel for. mittee's long record of transgression
every basfo concept associated
the. 10 "unfriendly witnesses'' sitting upon
intha gaUery, McDowell quoted from with civil liberties."

Conttntt^a

kayo Communism.
Conclusion was that the 10

-

ell (B., Pa.) in his presentation as "a
colonel in the conspiratorial army of
rollcall vote went
Soviet Kussia."
In a telly of 346 to 17 •tm: ih» citafremocrats
tiottj One Aepublican,«nd Rep. Vito Makcantot^o of the
Ameri<!sin tabor Pariy registered the

Reds Don't Halt
been made with Yugoslavia or with
Russia itseilf. Latter thought a few
pictures in 1945 and has registered
some interest recently in an outright
buy, but tlie Motion Picture Export
Assn. has been holding out for a decent price, claiming *it would rather

trying to

Speaker Joseph W. Martin, Jr. to cumstances, it is obvious that should
place the case in the bands of the the House of Representatives be
U. S. district attorney for the Dis- compelled to debate and vote. upon
trict of .Colurob^ for Feder^ grand the liommittee's report, on Nov. 24
jury ajftioa, A court conviction in any' determination would be without
such a matter carries «. maximum .sufficient factual and legal foundapenalty of one year in jaU and $1,000 tion.
'"Tlie driving desire of the comfipe,Debate opened with the case of mittee to force a vote on the report
screenwriter Albert Malt; who was without a reasonable submission of
evidence to the members of the
the
McDowJohn
characterized by Rep.

1947
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of All Potentials

Blumberg, J. Cheever Cowdin, Wilweek
liam: Goetz and Charles^ D. Prutz'
man, of Universal.
Also James R^ Grairfger, Republic;- an MPEA di-splay.
Canadian illm companies repreThe shopkeeper,
Walter Wanger, William tevy, Walt who rented the
space, had previotisly sented were: Audio Pictures, ToDisney Productions; Maurice Ben- been
warned by youths that he'd get ronto; Bird Films, Regina; Cinemajamin, Mendl Silberberg, Herbert'
Canada, Toronto and Calgary; Crawill trouble for "sponsoring Aiflerican
Fteston and Alfred Wri((ht, of the
imperialism."
It's believed by the ley Films, Ottewa; North American
Coast Law Committee of the MPA;
MPEA that the demonstration was productions, Vancouver; Quebec
Austin C. Keough,- 3. RobeH Rubin
anfi-U. S. rather than anti-HoUy- Productions Corp., Montreal and St
would meet with the varying .Opin- and Nate Spingold,, of the New York wood.
Hyacintheit Qu^ensway (Rank) Stuions .-of those present and also con.^ Law Committee- of the yjPA.
dios, Toronto; Shelly Films,- Toronto;
Also James F. l^yrnes, -former Sec . Despite the good grosses American Trans-Canada
form with the legal limitations. For
"Vancouver;
Films,
pix continue' to pile up, there
this latter purpose they had the ad- retary of State, now special <!Ovmse£l
have
been
party-line demonstrations Thatcher Film Productions, Toronto.
vice of James F. Byrnes! former to the MPA; Paul V.,McNutt, also
'

.

,

.

:

.

,

,

.

'

Samuel Ornitii, John
Howard- Lawson, Ring Lardner, Jr.,

cited included

liester
Cole and Alvah Bessie^
writers; Herbert Bilierman, directorproducer; Edward Dmytryk, director;: and Adrian Scott, « writer and

producer,

Move To Shelve
<'
Xiast Thursday (20), just four days
House debate began,' an
unsuccessful effort was made to have
the action shelved until all members of the chamber had an opportunity to read the transcript of the

.before, the

-

House Un-American

Activities

Com-

The request was
to Speaker Joseph W. Martin,
by Martin Popper, local attorney
for the "unfriendly witnesses." Martin ignored the appeal. A day later,
the National Farmers Union moved
mittee 'hearings.

made
Jr.,

into action' with a statement denouncing the Uri-American Activities Committee and charging that
Issue, at stake was "freedom it-

the

»elf."

'

Secretary of State, and now special
counsel for the MPA, He attended
all the sessions.
The statement, as finally worked
out and presented -to the entire
group yesterday morning, reflected
the fears of more. liberal industry
leaders of a policy of Red-baiting
which might- lead to an atmasphere
of fear and the crushing of creativeness. To offset this 'in part, the
statement included a paragraph to.
the effect that Hollywood talent
guilds would be called in to work
with the stjidios. That this would
hardly toe enough became evident in
the almost simultaneous announcement yesterday by the Screen
Writers Guild—to w^iich m^t of the
10 held, in .contempt belotigi-ths^ |t
would resist the firing of anyone
because of his political beliefs.
Industry statement added that in
not knowingly employing a Communist, it is "not going to be swayed
by hysteria or intimidation from
any source."

MPA

-counsel; Earle Hammons, former head of Educational
Pictures; Paul H. Terry, of 'Terrytoons; Donald Nelson,, president, ^f
the Society of Independent Motion
Picture Producers; Charles Sehlaiferf
pub-ad chief for 20th-Fox and chairman of the Eastern Advertising and
Publicity Directors Committee Of the

special

-

this^ was going

mittee got a
in

New

on the Com-

from the speach
'Vork by Erie Johnston.
lift

Rep. J. Parnell Thomas (R., N. J.),
committee chairman, agreed strongly
with Johnston's claim that when
they failed to answer the commit,
,

questions; 'the 10. '^unfriendly
witnesses' did the film industry a
disservice. "Now that Mr. Johnston
is beginning to see things our way
tee's

commented Thomas, "perhaps he
will be more helpful In the future
in cooperating with us, cleaning the
Reds out of the motion picture; in.
dustry."
In Popper's letter to Martin last

them in other countries and
a number of- "friendly" witnesses at
the recent House Un-American AcCan.
against

tivities

hearings ' have been black-

Exhik Would

listed.

Tax

K.O.

Dated

as
Czecha-Pelkk Fact
Toronto, N(ov. 25. The Communijst Information BuConcerted drive to have the 20%
reau, recently organized in. Belgrade
by the parties of nine countries, is Dominion war tax on theatre admisMPA; Samuel Goldwyn, James A. naturally anxious to eliminate the isions repealed has been launched
Mulvey, president of Samuel Gold- films as America's
greatest' propa- by provincial exhibitor associations
wyn Productions; Edward A. Golden, gandik force. Keynote was sounded
as well as Famous Players-Canadian
president of Golden Productions, and recently by
Lubomir Linhart, di- Corp,, which operates .^ome 188
Don.Rassell.
rector of the Czech film monopoly, theatres. Theatre owners I'eel the
Representing the Motion Picture when he demanded
"removal Of time is now ripe to give the bite the
Assn. were John.ston, Francis HarAmerican rubbish from our mar- heave-ho. Tax committee, which
mon, George Borthwick, Sidney kets." Occasion
was the signing of a has been working with provincial
Schreiber, Joyce O'Hara, Edward Czecho-Poli.sh
film exchange agree- associations through most of the
Cheyfitz, Kenneth Clafk and Tom ment
in Warsaw.
summer, is scheduled to meet here
Waller,
Sign of things ia come was Lin- Dec. 1-2 to map final steps toward
.

'

,

'

While

made

.

,

MERO TO REMAKE
CIMARRON' AS MUSICAL
Hollywood, Nov.

25.

•

Edna Ferber's novel, "Cimarron,"
Conclave wound up immediately
following luncheon yesterday. Meet- once filmed as a drama; will be reings were confined to discussion of made by Metro as a musical piicifure
the Communist policy, but there was with Kathryn Grayson starring and
much corridor and sidebar talk Arthur Freed producing on one of
among the assembled execs on the the company's highest budgets for
1948.
Briti-sh tax and other industry prob^
lems. It is thought possible that
.Tale of the Oklahoma land rush
these might have been attacked at was first pictured by RKO in 1931
further sessions, except that many with Irene Dunne and Richard Dix
of the ^ company toppers who had in top roles.

hart's statement that Slav countries

axing the impost.

are already turning out 200 features

Fxbibs have long felt 'that the excise tax has been unfair in that no
other; business in the Dominion has
either been asked to Impose such a

lish features.

tap upon their customers nor have
it levied upon themselves.
At the
recent
annual meeting of the
Alberta Theatres As.sn.,
W.
P.
Mahon, prexy of the Saslcatchewan
Motion Picture Exhibitor."} A.<i.sn., declared any thought of continuing
thisr tax is unbelievable.
In campaigning for removal of
the impost, Mahon felt exhibs should
agree to reduce admis!3ion.<! thus
passing the saving on to theatre
pati-ons, the actual taxpayers.

annually; New contact provides that
the Czechs exchange 15 shorts and
15 features «!aoh year for five Po-

This may have an
newal of the Czech-U.

effect on reS. pact, which

about to come up.

Irving Maas,

is

MPEA

managing

director,

in

due

to

negotiate it next month when he
arrives in Prague on a world tour.
There was 59 U.S. features released
in Czecho during the first eight
months of 1947, compared with 24
from Russia.
Linhart, incidentally, was in the
_

„

U. S.

,

.

last

^

-

— —

—

year to arrange the .agree-
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Bush Christmas

Panic

(Continued from page 11)

"Panic," which tees off the
N. Y. Kialto's foreign-fllm policy
(Wed.) with a gala
tonight

shots have real p.ull. The chase, too,
But overall efhvLS some suspense.
is weak. Chips Hafferty, a striking performer in "Overlanqlers." has
a secondary spot here as one of the
rustlers, Helen Grieve, as oldest of
the kids, and Nicky Yardley, as
youngest, stand out in a quintet of
appealing urchins.
Production is on a simple scale.
.Camera work is good, while direcBron.
tion and dialog are fair.
fect

riiance,

stars AV(unev I'.axler; feutuier
HoKev Onnn, Steven Oe«
ray, Marael Joui-nefev K<luard« GlaniieVll, l>iwntecl by >WlllIaii» CasWe. Screenplay," E<lr
wiird Sock; story,' Rnynionil Ij. iJchiock,
Jevry Warner; hascd on 'raillo pvoj^rani,
•'t.'rimo Doctor," liy Mux Marciii; camera,
Philip 'fannura; crtltnri XJwlsht Caldwell.
Kcv'iewed Nov. 21, '47, BunnlUKT time, 65

quee names
promise of

SUNS.

.

Xheodore

w .. Jean

,4
,

,»

,

.

.

George Davis

Gamble"

Doctor's

is

(tkay supporter for- twin bill situa-

Hller- product pits the wits
the radio fiction medico sleuth
against some Paris sharpshooters for
tions.

)0t

i9Witch in backgrounds alid results
,come off acceptably, for the intended
piarket.
^
.

,

William OaatleS direction of the
Ed-ward Bock script could have been
harper to heighten excitement but
Otherwise is adequate. 'Warner Bax-

'

ter,

in title

lover.

f;haml>ers
ISmor)- rarncll

.TiVhe'aton

Paul Romnluc

"The Crime

lonely man who is framed for
a murdef by the girl and hur

pelva 1
Lenoir

Leon

. .

. . i ,

O'Jteilly

vacationing in

role,' is

yaris When he bepowes. interested in
a murder case. .A young Frenchman
is charged with killing his father but
Saxter soon proves the old .man was
.

'done in because a valuable painting
lie owned .bad been stolen and copy
substituted. Crime doctor nearly gets
Iiis^'in finale clash .with the real vil-

.,1

the range- incognito. Al "Fuzzy St.
John provides the comedy relief.
Picture has moderate b.o. prospects
in the juvenile market and adult devotees of eaters no doubt will find
the shootin' and ridin' ample enough.
Cast in the lone femme role of any
importance, Jennifer Holt" tees off
this itale of life in the fawless west
when she's held up by three riders
while driving a chuck wagon loaded
with grub: Later, 'it develops, she
turns- out to be the daughter of Steve
Clark, who heads a group of lawabiding citizens known as "The Vigi*
latates." His organization iS: warring
on George Chesebro, a ^provision dispenser who seeks to rub out competitors by a. variety of foul means.
.

Smack into this intrigue come
LaRue and his sidekick, St. John.
The boys, round up all the culprits

including th^ crooked sheriff, Lee
-until
Chesebro's aspirations in
Morgan'.
have passed.
creating a monopoly on food sales
in filling demands of
are smashed. Tlie price of beans
.toles.
Micheline Cheirel, Roger
and flour come down and "peace once
Xianri, Steven Geray, Marcel Journet
more reigns throughout Gravel
^and Kduardo CiannelU are among
whatever 4he locale was
accented featured players' vfho. give Gulch or
called.
iloreign touch in keeping with 'Pari*
tiaRue rcfgisters per usual as the'
•'.•:.••,...'
lain,

who's not tracked down,

two more

,

'

,

Cast

killings

is .oka^y

'

locale.

;

,

„

.

described Miss Roperformance, ,as the
crook's moll, and Paul Bernard,
as her evil genius, as good.
Simon also was lauded as the

Review

mance's

.

.Uduardo ClanneDl
*ram-loc Duval;
Anion' Omjux. ........... .Mjiurico Marsac
Ziouls Chalionet. ....w.. ..... .Henri Letondal
Auvttoneer. .
. ...
%ro\vn.

w

the picture
returns in

give
solid:

Paris."

..Warner Baxter

..k.,. .MicliBllne OhcUel
Dunn
, ...lloger
JHlf^s .Daudot. . .....
.. . .Ktcven Geray
..iSarccl Journet
Jacques aVTorrell
,

.

.

'

.

.Opdway...

.

thiaf

producUoii,

WtKnon.
MfnrI ..Tanlin.

ms

who
Diivivier,
experience,, has
picture. expertly
directed
B
1 1
b e s' i d e s cooperatirig
Charles Spaak in adapting the-This novel is
police novel.
more credible in book form
than oh the screen- but mar"Julien

had Hollywood

Mlclieline ehetrcU-

Di*.'

•',;.

"

in-'.-part",'

Ruflolph Ci li'Iothow

«£

in

returns

ijolid

Paris,

Hollywood, Nov. 22.
loloa.so

of

Viviane Rostars
It
Michel Simon and Paul
Bernard, Variety review said,

'

Gomlilt!
Columbia

by

of Dec. 11,

is-sue

under the title of
"Panique." Reviewer (Maxi) described the picture as having
some possibilities for the U. S,
pointed
out that the
«Paf is review
marquee names gave the pic pos-

'

.

Budolph C. Flothov/s production
i'Vses montage and stock clips; to
toubd out TJUdget physical values,
tensing, editing, and other credits
BfOg,
are. standard.'

.

love of his wife.
These final scenes a*e something
of an .ahti^climax beijaufee, for some
unexplained reason,- the' author has
omitted to screen or deal with the
prolog of the story, in which Mime,
a third-year medical -student, decides
against the best advice not to qualify
as a doctor, but to .devote himself
psychoanalysis,
to
immediately
thereby branding himself as a quack.
Production, direction and acting
are first rate, although the tempo is
often too deliberate-. Burgess Meredith portrays witlj skill the complex
psychoanalyst, and Kieron Moore
gives a fine performance as the
nerve-shattered pilot. The rest of
the cast revolve around the.se two.
and those particularly noteworthy
are Barbara White as .the pilot's
wife, Dulcie Gray as the analyst's
wife, Christine Norden as the sexy
disturbance. John Laurie as -the
and Laurence
colleague
faithful
Hanray, whose coroner is a gem.
.

Cone.

(BRrtlSH-MADK)
London, Nov.

'
.

Film Dlstrlbutota

Ocncr.i)

20,
ut J,

rfilesiw

Arlhur Kanlf-Gainaborough-Kydney Box proStars Patricia Koo, llcisainund
rtu<'llon.
Directed by
features BlU Owen.
.Tolni:
Scryrnplay, Peter
T.awrencp Huntington.
Hogers; original .BtorTi -Mole f'harles. XlerVictor; musif, Clifton Parher; camera,
lit-i t
IJrvan IJingloy, Dudley Lftvcll. At Studio
Banning tlnif,
One, T.ordon, Nov. 19,

MINS

"HJ

r.llv

Hates.

.

Ruby

..Itoswmnud

.Tflbn

Patrick

Holt

,^».,,iBlll Owen
jih-ndn Brti^e

CliujimaTi,

Robert Nonniui...

Jimmy.

..

C-'ivan
I.psli»

..

George
. .

.'.^ ..

Almoner..,

.

i

Bwyer
fMrfV

,1'allicrino

.

Matmn*
Doctor.

*.*..

Mklone

.i..SBnla slJolm
.Torln Thatcher

.-.

:srun*

Adams.

Roc

Patrli-ia

.

.

Francea Gorman,
Bill

Kdilh Sharpe

'..•->•
.

.

Oasa
Howlelt

... ..OBrald

,...#Io«I

.Tudge

l.andlaay...i
.^M-ond Landlady..

. ,

tcirst

.Muriel (leorgli

.

......

tie too enthusiastic

Vaneo's Seei*«t
Mission

Own

'

Executioner

.

'

'.

,

,

'

-

.

-

•

.

.

'

.

.

,

^
m
m
^
.

A^m'

Kieron ,M.oore
'l^ufitan...
MoKy. liucianf...... ft.. ......Barbara White
Walter Fitzgei-ald
»r. Noni« Kile
Sir"*feorKfi, Frocthorne. , ..... I'^dKor Norfolk
.lohn TAHKie
Hr. ^JTames Oar'sten.
Dr. BDsns Ta.ut!!
Martin Miner
Olive Morton
Robciti- Past^^^. .... ^

"Philo Vance's Secret Mi.ssion'* is
at.no time .very secretive, but secrets
arenlt necessary v^here. there is
plenty of -action and a few murders
.to -keep the bouse detectives woniderfijg,
Plot gets a Mt involved witii
dead 'men who aren't dead and
liodies that can't be found, but Lawrence Edmund Taylor's 'screenplay is
food fare lor double bill houses.
Film, gets off to- a -quick start
When, detective magazine head Paul

Climax comes when the boy runs
away to his former home, is brought
back by Lily who^ seeing the lad's

misery, voluntarily gives him up to
the people he- loves. Happy finale
shows liily celebrating the birthday
Ambler
Baine 6t het one-year-rOld son.
Prodttctton and direititioB are good
Helen -^laye
Dik. I.etagc. ...1,..,
I>aivrenua Hanray and rarely is a false note struck,
Main burden of the acting falls on
Add one more picture to the Ions; Mi^ Boc. Rosamund John is much
list dealing with psychoanalysis, but more appealing, and fine performMaxey is murdered at his palatial in this instance it's' a serious, ances come from Bill Owen (for--'
home. Maxey had called Curtis in thoughtful, adult contribution; Nigel merly, Bill Rowfaotham), Brenda
Balcbin strives to show that psycho- Bruee, Patrick Holt, Leslie Dwyer
to-.Write a novel-concerning an unand Cavan Malone as the young boy.
•olved' murder .foe "Which, Maxey analyiiis is an experience shared by
analyst and patient, and -that when Screenplay by Peter Rogers- has; prosaid.' he could' supply the- ending.
vided a good quota- of comedy and
Cuifis follows through, out of curi- a man -dedicates hirasett to what is
perhaps the most difficult profession tears.
osity, and leafns that Tala Birell's
Picture made on the usual modest
in tjie world, the -demands made are
husband
.

.InliaA Brlatit.
TnHpe«tdr,'. Pietcft.

Uyug

,Tacl<

Tjady 3I*resa«td

'

'

^

'

,

.

had been murdered seven
years previous and-, that Maxey
thought he had the answer. Curtis
dseides. -fhat he must first solve her
husband's murder before he can
Sc'Ve Maxey's.
Howard WeUeh's production rema-.; ns at constant level for series
while Reginald Le Borg's direction
gets plenty of fast action out of

aImo,st superhuman.
-For this country

Gaiasborough budget .should pay off
good handsomely here, and may appeal

\

there

is

marquee, value

in the all-round team
of first class artists, and pic will an-

peal mostly to better class audiences. This will also apply to U. S.
where the sticks should be bypassed.
This is well put over by director
Lawrence Edmund Taylor's script. Anthony Kimmins. who has turned
Entire cast turns in a creditable oer- in a fine piece of work. Only failing
fand here Nigel Balchin, author of
formance,
Free.
the script play, must share responsibilitv) is that the .technique of
Flji«htinjc; Tigilantcs inference used in the novel is carried
I5ai?Ie ijfon relci.wi? of .Terry 'rhama-s pnv.
too far on the .screen for ordinary
-duction. Htnis "r.ii..-5li" I-allHc. At "i<^u7.xy"
audiences. A passage in the hook
,ftii. .rolm;
ftaturf.-! JennifRr Tlolt, Gcoi^E-e
inhesebr^, I.eo Moi-g,'in.
Directed by Hay can be re-read any number nf times
'T.iyior.
.scrcenidoy,
OriRi.«al
Robert B. whrn
more is. inferred than is
ntaurchlll; camoi'-a, Bi'iiCKt Millet; editor.
SDoken or descrihed, Not 'so with
Hush Winn: iiiusip, Walter <}reenc. Pre- the
screen.
ivinwcd N. Y., Nov, -14, '*7, BunnlnB time,
Storv tells how Felix Milne, im«l .MINK.
Chwenno
.,..>,.,. v.. ",t<a«h" I.aKuc mer.sed in his work as a p.svchiatri.st,
•Slixzy
......AI "Fusiay" ,st. .Tolm tj^^-s on the treatmpnt of an exAlxte.
.ii.
Jeiintfcr Holt
RAF pilot. T.ucian. who i.s suffering
Prt-^B Taylor.
...tScoj-aie ^ihCHSbro
from the effects of a crash in the
fiherltf......
rhnck
Srttr.<!hatr Rt'cd
Burm<i jungle, and Kubseaiient 'im8hank.s.
....... <?nrl MAthew.=t pi-i.sonment ,ind tortnrp.
Dwin" a
Tl'iDpier.
Buraell Avtn^ b';r'i"«tovn
.
he has tried to kill the
Frank JaokHon...
....... ..Steve «';l{irk

'

.

.

The

'

.

,

.

'

h

Old Jtan.
Old Wom.m

"The Fighting

i

, , .

.

.

..........
.

,

.

.

..John KlUot
Blohmun,d

J.''eIico

Vigilantes'' is a runcf-thcrmesa formula actioner. "Lash"
LaRue is .spotted in bis customary
role Its the U, S. Marshal who 'travels

to specialized audienees in America,
-

Cmte.

.

.

I

i

little

lachlus, iJurt Masrolie)!, Ijinnea llillherg,
Astrld Bodin, Julia Klndahl, Solveti^ r.agDIrmited by
strom, buu -Ijuurltisen, Jr.
Screcnvlay,
li»ui.-lt!!('n and 'John Zaohai'lus,
(!rot,e li'rlselio and Gosta Rtevent; camera,
Itudult k^redrlhsaen; music, S«cnrt Wvhlmnt-ic.
At Astoi'Ifi, Stoofcholm. {iunntng
<
time, 8« MIMS;
•

in the V. S. market." Originally
running some 102 minutes; film
has been cut to 68 for U. S, distribution.

Cast includes Anna Magnam,
of "Open City" fame, Gmo Cervi
and Luisa Poselli. Miss Magnam

and Cervi tackle the problem of

One of the better films made by a
Swcdi.sh producer in a Danish studio, this picture' is a comedy built
aroimd children. Cast includes, several Danish players, among tltem
Marguerite Viby, who registers well
after a long aoscnce from Swedish
Direction,
screens.
camera- and'
scripting are competently .handlecl.
Pic should have good b.o. prospects
in Scandinavia but its chance.^ overWiiiq,
seas are negligible.

.the returning Mldier In this picpower plant engineer
ture.
returns from war to' find, his
factory in ashes; his sisftet consorting: with foreign soldiers,
and his small brother supporting the family by selling cigarets
in the black market. Story has
merit but it has suffered in its
celluloid transition.

A

'

:

,

but gBQisrs In transference to the
screen. Failure to follow through on
vital story angles is a handicap -{or

'

Peatures Ck-rald Mohr.

'

.

.

.

.

-

'

.;

'

This is a poor, musical comedy
about the military that will have
small changes in the world market.
,

Bet Kom En Gest
("A Guesit

It

Cam'ng")

'

,'

Gunnar

(SWEDISH-MADE)

.

.

lund, Anit.a. Blomlc. Olav Blego, Olxa
ABpcllot Peter TJndgrto, Brlk JfleU, JuJICaesar. Directed br Ame Xattason. itettn»Uy, KU«K Trentcr; cana^nf Mwtia Bodlp
muale, Ktb Ca»t<>git<>. A,t SKandla, Stoclibolm. Banning- time, .W MENS.
^
Kasm,an.
Stare Tjtt<>rtr<ill
Bva
Kliil« Alblin
tnemens
iv»r Kiigr
Mrs. Clemena
Nalma-Wif strand
(%Tlstina. ....... i ..,...'...... 6erd Hcgman
Bagnar
.Karl-.Arnft liolmsten
>Trban
Krik BergluHd
SIv
Anita BJoei-cU:

some

offers

-"'1 mediocrity.'

f

,

Winq,

Piekford's Co.

I
'

^SSSS- -CwitlnuM tront p»K*

3

'

AK to Stop weekly
$1,000 advance payments to the proag«nt notified

ducer, since he wasn't going to make
the film. Contract called him to get
the $1,000 ai week for 16 weelis and
the he had received nine payments
past have been notoriously inept in when it was called off.
turning out criminal mellers. But
Deal for distribution rights to the
"Det Kom en Gest" is a genuinely
film was no good without: Pascal's
brilliant thriller.
Credit for the
picture's quality goes to writer Stieg services;, since He has an uriderstanding
with Shaw that he is the
Trenter. One of Sweden's, most able
.authors, of detective novels, he's only one permitted to picturize the
done a bit of commehdable scripthig. writer's works.
Or. Ha««r....,

oJav Rlego

-

Swedish

film

producers

in

Film has excellent- chances
Scandinavian area as well as
world market.

in the

AA

is

asking $500,000 damages for
'

the abrogation of the contract, plus
$61,800 allegedly spent by reason of
it,
including the $9,000 advance to
Pascsl. Since the producer is now
in Englandi an order was obtained
last Friday (21) permitting .service
of summons "by publication." If be
witlj. Lagerwall particulairljc spark- chooses not to return to fight the
img as the stranger. Others scoring suit, court will likely award
the
in Sne characterizations are Elsie -I'SO.OOO due Pascal from Metro.
in

Yarn

tees off when Sture Lagerwall, a stranger, enters the house
of a family- about to eat its Christ,
mas night dinner, when a melodramatic set of incidents follows.
Generally good acting helps the story

AA

Gerd Hagman, as ar
insane girl; Ivar Kage, in the rol'
of the count, and Naima Wifstrani
as the countessDirector Arne Mattsson contributes
a neat ]Ob, while lensing of Martin
Bodin also enhahces the film's value.
Musical score and other technical
credits, too, rate kudoes.
Wing,

Albiin, as Eva;

Metro's Reissues
SS

CoMtinued from page i

jss,

mark -the

first time MiSs Garbo has
been seen on U. S, screens since her

"Two-Faced Woman," last fllin she
made which was released originally
in 1941.
As with other Metro re-

nro-

Foreign Film Reviews

issues, "Ninotchka" will be ijiven A
treatment, with-new prints, advertising accessories; etc., furnished.

(Unlikely for Anglo-V/S. Market)

.,

.

.

.

.

Worlcick

.Tom Sievonson

.

...
.

.

.

.Vernon Steele

.Guy

dellus. Gunnar BJornstranfl, TOla
Kon, Gull Natorp, Gharlie Almlof.

,

by Hitman.

;

BertU

Fang

Krtic

.Sci'-ecnplay,

I'almifi-cn;

Hkninn

Andrens-

.Bii-ec-lM

ciimern,

music, Nnlh.-m Goei-l!nc

Bauman, At Anglais, Stodcholm. Run-

ning time, »« MINH.

KiiiR.sforti

Another in the series, ''Lone Wolf
in ^London" is one of those pictures
that manages to be so baffling that
it

B.iornstrand

marcLuee null in Scandinavia but the
Stockholm, NoV; - lOi
scriot offers him little opportunity
Fribergs iritmbureau i>rDdo«-ti<m knd r«ieuM. Stars Slim Xagerwall, Elsi« Alblin; to display hi& abilitv. Songs of Rofeatures Ivi* K«|$*, Nsima. Wlf strand. Herd land and- Btlmer.- Ekdabl's lensing
Hagman, lUrt-Ame Ilolitten, Srlk Bcrt;- to somfc «xteBt (^bet the film's gen.
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rTcn'ry BobiirdH. . .1 . ..
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Release date on "Comrade X" will
"Kn Xlngn «er Incen Sommur" f'Ono
,Swall«,w JJ06H Not Make a Kiimiiiei-") be set after homeoffice huddles this
(MfVKniSH-HADJB).
Kuropa Film re- week between ^ales chief William
rOvclyn Ankers lea.<ie of Hans Klcmon.
PWiduuttoi,
Stiirs
P. Rodgers and production topper
itif-hurd .Frasnr
l-;va Bennlng, Basse KIsnian, Lauriti VaHs,
.Queenie Leonard Konja. Wlnert; features Olof
Wlnnerslrand. Louis B, Mayer, in Jrom the Coast
...'.., A Ian NJipicr
Katie Rolf«eii, Douglas Hage, Mai^itt A«- for the MPA meet on the Communi.st
.Denis (Jrcen

.

•

iVfohty Beresf ord .....
(Tiu-vcy.
Tn."*pector Broonle.

,

..Oeruld Moh»
,.Njin<-y HauiMlcrH
....... E)-lc Mlore

. , .

D.ivld Woolcr-lon.

.

-

T.c.sUc Goodwins. Screeniilny, Arlhur R,
OrloiT. bii>;cd on story by lii-enda w'etKlierM
-ind Orloff; camera, TTenry. ICreliiich! (MUtin-,
lli.nry Ball.sta, At Binltft. N. Y., .Mov, 12,
47. Running time, '04 MINS.

r-tly

^u-y)

MtHS.
iiing time,
Scotland Yard. Although suspected
Season's first Norwegian, film is a
of a daring gem theft,- right from the
safe of the Yard itself^ he locates the documentary dealing with the period
Picture is de1940^45.
costly missing jewels .and captures between
the mastermind of the gem-stealing- scribed as a "cavalcade of Norway
and the Norwegian people's work in
ring.
Mohr is fair' as the Lone Vto\t, but foreign countries" during the Gerdoesn't measure up to others who man occupation of their homeland.
have done the same character on the With Crown- Prince Olav baDdUng
screen'. Eric Blore^ as his butter, per the narration on portions of the reel,
usual thefts, every scene if given this documentary affords an interhalf a chance.
Evelyn Ankers is esting view of the Norwegian govmarkedly strong as the femme lure ernment functioning fai London as
while Nancy Saunders does okay as, well as the activities of Norwegian
the British society damsel. Queenie troops. Filled with" historical; facts,
Leonard is nicely cast as the bright film is well directed aild'lensed. It
maid for the old Enflish family,' has a* fair chance in the world
Winq.
market.
hintiiig' future possibilities.
The long line of assorted villainit
r'llcr Koinmer 'Vl"
("Here We Ai-e
beading the support include Richard Coiulng")
(HWGUISU-M.ADl!). Sv-cuHk
Eraser, Alan Napier and Tom Stev- Tttllllm production and' relenw. Stars Ktm-o
enson, Paul Fung makes a bit char- T^aKorvall, Gunner BJornBti'ii nd; feiiturciv
acter stand out. Arthur E. OrlolTs Sliergo Ifyrst, Marianne Aminoff, Inga; Brink,
FTitlof Blllaulat, Gosta Cedcrluna, Manniis
screenplay does not play as smoothly Kesfiter.
Directed by Lagcrvall and .lelin
as tlie story he >did originally with Zachftrlas. Screenplay, Torsten l.Hn<l<iiilKt;
Brenda Weisberg. Leslie {Goodwins' camera, Hllmev lilkdahl; music, Ki-iir'vld
Ahlln; fiong.*), Bolnnd. At Astoria; .Stock!,
direction is inclined to be uneven.
holm. Running time, 88 MINH.
Wear.

by

Michael I„anynrd.
Ann Kelmsdott, ., ...
Jamison .,.
.^'.,...
Jri»- .Obatham.

Ar—Som 'Vl Saft Dem" l^-Flva
We Saw Them") (Doeuinen(NOKWKOIAM -WADK), liui-oiia

*^ir«in

Years— As

bMlm reieneo 'of Ber O. .Tohnf^on tiad
Bredo Ijlnd lu-oduction. Narration, ri, rt.
Direction .and
H. Crown B!;lnoo Olav,
<-amcra, Johnson R-nfl Und; mq.sjc, , .KiUy
Kramer- JohanHen. Revtewecl In Oslu Uuno

best results.
For a detective whodunit, this film
is surprisingly slow getting started.
Per usual, the Lone Wolf (Gerald
Mohr) proves a better Sherlock than

Lone Wolf in London
Polmnbla veleaso «f Ted Hichniond
ductlon,

sometimes trips over its own involved entanglements. However, it
wife he love.?.
win be okay as solid support on
Milne is aoparentlv obtaining sat- dualers despite this, weakness.
results,
i.sfactorv
but during the
Story of a reformed Michael Lantreatment. Milne himself is ex- yard, the "Lone Wolf, who'.s tabbed
neriencine a mental un>-oit m-ikinf here as a former international gem
ihini intolerant of his wife .-ind in- thief, doubtlcs.sly was a gripping tale
volving him In a serious flirtation in Louis J. Vance's original work
j

from Rome May
was described as "meaning

^•Jac -Bldlcor Die, KaYlMOn" ("I, Tt«v«
(SWBDIBH - MAUK).
Xou, KAclxAon")
.KungafiUn releu* o{ luse IvarsHun iu>oMarguerite, Viby, .Itnr*
duotlon.
.<W«t0
ijagorvull; foaturM Olot WlnnerstvanU, lb
.SchouberK, Ullobil Kjellcn, Vlveca tieif

29, 1&46, picture

'

about her chores, -mtrking girl nursiBg a ijewly bom
and other thesping is so-so. Ray baby, learns that the child's father
Taylor's direction keeps things mov- is a bigamist. Exit the father, for
ing in this Jerry Thomas production. good. Lily takes a job as a sales'
Camera and other technical credits girl, struggles hard to keep the babe,
Hollywood,. Nov. 21.
but finally allows -Frances Norman,
I PRC release oC- H<^wa rd '-Welftjii Ukroduc- are fair.
voluntary worker at a day nursery,
i^ta.rs
Alan <hirtls, faKlI* RykUr
'Uon.:
Vala BIrell, Frank jr«nU».; toatw^ -Iftmes'
to adopt the boy, notwithstanding
Hfiae
Bell, Prank Pnntnn, Vaul Max*'*, K<!uneth
Lily's refusal to .make the adoption
- IFaarell, Tonl Todd. Dirroted by Keslnald
(BRIXISH-MADE)
legal.
.'-fcoBorET, ^^Rcreenplay;
TjawreiM»^ Kdmtuui
London, Nov. 19.
Eight years later the problem be.1h*y)*n') -otimera. -Taoltpon Ito,<;e; editor, *W.
J^ndoh Films i*elca^ 'Of A^lexandcr Kovda
Dohn Hayes. Ilpvlewiid .'Nov. ao; '4T. Ran- PTOductSon..
comes acute. Lily has married but
'^tal'M BurKc.ss ALorcdith, .Kieron
•ning time, 58 JII.NS.
Moqr«,^:X>okle Oi-ay, Directed by Anthony
-children, and yearns for her'
Fh(,lo -Vanco
Alan jCurtla KImmtas.' .Screenplay by Nigel Balohln has no
Uona' naiinl8tcr...,^.......SlMiila 'Ryab from his own novel. Music, Beniamin boy. Prances refuses" to part with
lira. Phillips..^
Tala'tlireU
the law decides again.st her,
Frankel; camera,' Wllkio Cooper; editor, him, but
.Brnie Olnrk.. ...i. .4>.i.'.. .. .li'raitk. Joidui
Bicbaid Bcht. At il.G.M., London, Nov. and the boy who knew no mother
Harry l>lad!at>irta..v. ...,...>.... Jsmes B«U t«,
'-IT.
RUdninB time, 108 MIN.S.
and father but Frances and her husfaul Morgan.. „,..,...-.<i.w>E'nBfc Fcnton
.Felix, -Wine. ......
..... .EiivgcsH Meredith band leaves a comfortable .suburban
Uarttn ,1araison
,{>»bI iSamy
.Duloie <}ray
X/K.- PtmtoKi-aphor
Kenneth Fanmll Patricia MiliKf ., ...
home
fof
a, strange life with strange
P«t'er I'^lge
.i...i..;\lichael .Shepley
XKtuise- Hobertft.
.. .Tonl Todd
people.
.<,'hr^Hline Norden
BaybAra BdKC.

l^iilo

1947

is good
neat denouement.
and plcturo may bave,a moderate
Winq. y
appeal lii -Uie U. S.
.

"Revenge," an Italian-made
film produced by Zeus and released in the V. S. .by Distinguished Films, was screened for
the prtss yesterday (Tues.) in
New York. Reviewed by Vawety

..Joan Jlaythorne

Miaa Brent

*

Acting

-Ada Reeve

First of, a series of sociological
The -bearded
la'w.
St John's cbildisli buffoonery 'may studies to ,be produced by Sydney
And favor with the m'oiHSets but his Box, picture paeks a particular ^pcomedy is pretty silly for those- over. peal for women,
Patricia Rop astaly Bates, a young
12. Miss Holt does not appear' to

champion of the

...

,

the B«iigh Breaks

When

.

.

ye<ln<;j!j^^

Revenge

better

1946, in Paris

sibilities

A

married woman. Again-st his
judgment, Mtlne .slackwaS
somewhat in his treatment of -th^e
ex-pilot, with the result that Liucian
kills his wife, escapes, and takos
refuge on the perilous ledge of a
tall building. Milne climb.i! up In -a'
courageous but vain attempt to prevent the murderer's suicide.
Follows the inquest before a
hostile coroner, when Milne is saved
from professional ruin by the loyalty and support of a qualified col;
league, and his rehabilitation is:
brought about by the sympathy and
with

reviewed

preem, was
Variety in its

CHme ifactor's

The

.

;

.

Producer * writer - director - actor
Hasse Ekman has turned out a fine
romantic comedy in this entry. Ekman, playing husband to Eva Kenning, elects to remain in Stockholm

when

his

secretary-wife

treks

to

question.
Film- was originally released in 1940, with Clark Gable and
Hedy Lamarr jijj the starting roles.
In addition to' combatting the red
smear, Metro also feels that reis.suing

"Comrade" now would keep Gable
in the limelight until the reletise of
"Homecoming," his next now -film.
Last Gable starrer, "Hucksters," is

already played out and

"Homecom-

ing"

won't be- ready for another six
in the employ of Lauritz
She falls for her chief there months. "Gone 'with the Wind"
but meanwhile Ekman is dating reissue, also starring Gable, is now
Sonja Wigert, Both are reluctant to in release but is being booked very

Venice
Falk,

tell

each other of their escapades. slowly because of the Technicolor

However, the truth comes

,out

in

« print logjam.

NovemW

W<Sfln«<^*79

gion began early last week, prior to
the inauguration of the one-year
boyeott by alt Catholics in the Philadelphia archdiocese against the Fox

hsiile Stuff-Pictiires

,

,

'

'

.

.

the masses.
"Should 'Hollywood continue to produce such drivel, every state to probe forced to set up its own board 'of censorship. That's
'
the last thing Hollywood would want."

tect its citizens will

^

>

In the heart of the Baptist stronghold In' Kentucky, the Louisville
Courier-Journal has come out with a forthright editorial in favor of motion
pictures and its mprality. Defense was made atter the General Assn. of
Baptists approved a report -stating that "beyond question of doubt the
•picture show is the No. 1 advertising agency of the devil. Can anything
be good about them when the actors and actresses in many of them have

been proved immoral?"
In reply, the daily stated, "If the devil can find no more effective pubthan the movies, the world is safe from' sin " Pointing to such films
as ''Going My Way," "The Bells of St. Mary," ""Rie Lost Weekend," and
others, the editorial suggested "the Baptist leaders' follow the kidS; down
to the Saturday movie and find out more about the films they condemn.
If they see the picture most popular with the children, they will probably
find a western hero of almost unbelievable purity, whose most worldly
habit is strumming a guitar, and whose dealing with the opposite sex is
confined' to an occasional 'Shucks, ma'am.'
This and the accompanying
slush may sicken them in a few days: but we can't believe it will lead
them to hell."

'

Itcist

'Amber' Not Big In Salt Lake
Salt Lake City, Nov. 25.
"Forever Amber" finished a one

week stand

at the; Capitol' Ijere yesterday (Mon.) with about $19,000,
called good, but about $16,000 below
a smash figure. "Amber'- came in
with no trouble. This Mormon community didn't raise even a semblance of a squawk and even tjje

Catholic Church

made no

objections

locally.'

Rank-U Defer to legion

Metro was forced to bicycle Itii only. print. of "Good News" from Hadio
City -Music Hall,' N. Y., back to the homeoffice for trade- screenings yester..day (Tuesday), simply because Joan McCracfcen, one of the fllm's.stars, was
J. Arthur Rank's ''Black Narcisformerly a Music Hall Rockette.
sus," revamped somewhat in context,
Seems that Miss McCracken. had invited all the Hall employees to see
is on the counter again. All-clear sigthe picture, so MH managing director Gus Eyssell asked Metro for the
nal was given, this week by the Na-'
loan of the print from l-'O p.m. yesterday. Since "News" is scheduled to
tional Legion of Decency after the
open at the Hall Dec^- 4, Metro wanted to cater to Eyssell's wishes. Print film
was pulled froni U. S. theatres
was thus tied up at the Hall all sifternoon, with Metro getting it just in for two months because of a previtime' for a scheduled' 6:30 trade screening last night.
ous C (Condemned) rating handed it
Metro, incidentally, has guaranteed liyssell his usual four prints on the
by the Legion. Catholic group lifted
Aim, in time for' the openings
its C and switched to'AZ (Unobjec•

,

'

officials

are grousing over the last-minute freezeout handed

Patrims,

%ows

Orowdi-Coilier Research
With the film industry giving double-accented attention to boosting
.domestic grosses in compensation for
the international market snafu, statistics reveal the largest fallow area
of filmgoers to be among the upperincome "brackets. According to a
Crowell-sCoUier survey of the cinema, habits' prevalent among their
4,000,000' mag- readers, attendance of
films declines sharply as one ascends^ the, economic scale.
At ihes top, only 34%. of business
execs from all types of industry at-

Survey also shows that the size of
the family is a negligible factor- in
film attendance.
Of families with-*
out children 46% attend once weekly as against 45% of 'families with
children, which augurs well for the
baby-sitter trade.

tumble. But, he added,,

"we can'^^

tend the cinema only once a week
with remaining 66% buying film
tabs only once or twice a month, or
less often.
In sharp contrast, 60%
of all stenographers and secretaries
line up at the wickets once a week
with majority of the remainder attending films at least twice a month.
Groups, such as professionals, small
business owners, skilled workers and
^ousewives vary betweh' these limits with overall average fstt the pop-i
ulation showing only 51% having
the once-a-wek habit.
By geographical area, most fertile
field for film promotion is the west
where, only 38% of the population
go at least once weekly, as against
46% in the nortiv and a toprating
52% in the south; The west's low
average of film attendance xesults
from its being a predominantly agricultural region where only 26%
farmers go once a week. Overall
geographic survey reveals that 20%
of the total U. S. population never,
or hardly ever, go to films.
Analysis of film attendance by city
size indicates that the. smaller the
town, the less the market. In towns
of 2,500 people or under, only 37%
of the population go to films once a

over

"

Schary
Gontinued from page 5

55%

may

,

studio chief suggiested that
film exploitation take -a new tack
that the industry's strength rather
than its weaknesses be exploited,
and reminded that showmanship is
something more than "just a wayto make a fast buck," He emphasized
the -idea that it is possible "to sell
pictures without nonsense."
Schary appealed for unity within
the industry to "stem the tide ot
hysteria." Noting that the Un-American committee hearings will be
resumed here, he admitted that other
attacks are in thevoffing and cited
the establishment nf a new group^
which has announced that it will
scan cast lists for, names of divorced
players and take action- "How many
organizations," he asked,' "are we
going to permit to act. as monitors
for the Industry?"
As to the matter of .communism,
Schary made his point simply.
"There may be," he said, "peopl*
in .the industry wha do not deserve
to be here. But 1 am' not going to
sit as judge and jury on them."
-

.

.

.

as against

salaries

it."

llKO

:

week

employment and

less

,

Will Honor Selwry
Chicago, Nov. 28."
Dore Schary, V.p. of RKO in
charge of production; will receive
.

.

,

for cities hav-

ing- 500,000 or more persons.
Me->'
dium sized cities between the two

,

'

the annual distinguished- award
limits show a steady average of 45% the American Jewish Congress her*
of the population attending Alms Dec. 15 af a breakfast in his- honor.
Plaque goes to the producer of
once weekly.
According to the figures, the dis- "Crossfire*^ for "pioneering -achievetaff
side represents the hardiest ment in combating race >atlred and
fllmgoing' segment of the nation. As religious bigotry through .inediCim
against only 41% of all men attend- of the motion picture."
ing films once a week, 49% of the'
Dr. Stephen S. Wise, president of
women go at the. same frequency. AJC, will present award.
.

-

.

tionable for adults) following protracted negotiations with Emeric

New

them by British authorities' overseeing Elizabeth-Philipl royal nuptials. Pressburger, co-producer "of ."NarReels were all set to film the actual ceremonies inside Westminister Abbey
cissus," and Robert Benjamin, prexy
When word came down 'that no motion cameras would be allowed within of the V. S. Rank org.
the building.
Royal nix to that came after: the Ji Arthur Rank organization asked for
permissidn to 'shoot color films in the Abbey'using special lights; When
Rank was turned downr U. S. reels were barred as a matter, of uniform
treatment. Reels are squiifed because they were set to use fast negative
which wouldn't hay^ required any special lighting or other prearrange^

(Ms Best

Stennns,

-

The main thing that is blamed for
mild showing of "Amber" is the bad
weatherl Opening day was slowed
up by snow, j^rhich held much of
week. Also the upped scale was held
responsible for. some sales resistance.

-

'Newsreel

—^

FICTIWES

26, 1947

strong grosses being racked up by RKQ's 'K^rossftre" in all parts of the theatre in PhiUy which had been
country Is giving encouragement to 20th-Fox! In plotting its campaign on playing "Amber," Boycott had been
•"GentlpBnian's Agreement." While ihe anti-SemiHsm angle of "Crossfire" threatened three weeks ago by Denis nflnor cotnparecl with "Agreement," Fox execs have been watching the nis Cardinal Doughtery unless Fox
withdrew the film; but was not put
BJCO pic carefully.
HKO sales chief Robert Mochrie declared this week that "Crossfire" into effect until last Friday (21).
Spokesmen -for the Legion condespite its controversial aspects, has run into nothing but the most isolated
opposition. He said there had been no concerted action whatever and it firmed over the- weekend that 20th
had played the circuits of all the regular RKO customers in the Isouth, had: made overtures for a reclassifimidwest and other parts of the country where opposition might have cation but Reclined to reveal, as did
20th spokesmen, wfiat "ciits in the
.been expected.
It has been estimated that the film, which cost $600,000 to produce will picture had been suggeste<l>%' I^egipn
officials pointed out that they would
gtoss between -$2,000,000 and $2,250,000, considered excellent,
"Agreement" has opened in only New York and Chicago and is tallying reconsider the film, if the. "objecheavy grosses in both. It will probably open in Lo$ Angeles around Christ- tionable" material was removed "or
mas and go into general release some time during first three months of lessened" btif^'bihted' but- 'that the
Ad campaign is not yet set, but will probably resemble the New basis of objebtioh lay in the' entire
York and Chi copy, which made no mention of the racial theme directly, film and the-method In which 'It .'W^s
Next move, they ide- but played up the fact the film was made from the widely-known
Laura presented.
Glared, was Up to 20th.
Z. Hobson' novel.
Despite the ouster of "Outlaw"
Helping New York biz is the heavy play given the film by the Jewish
from the Erlanger theatre in Philly
language press,
Cardinal
"
One of the isolated barrages at "Crossfire", came from the Ft. Lauder- under pressure from
been made
"dale (Fla.) Daily News of Oct. 22. Lead editorial stated: "After sitting Dpugherty, no move has
United
through one hour of 'Crossfire,' a movie fan can readily agree with the by either Howard Hughes or
for
producers' testimony, (at the Un-American Committee hearings in Wash- Artists, distributors of "Outlaw,"
a reclassification on it.
ington). "This movie's sole Inttnt was propaganda for

.

;

.

'
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Celeste Holm, who resumes her original role of Ado. Annie in "Oklaat the St. James, N. Y., next Monday night (1) through Dee. 25;
does a personal at th|e Roxy, N. Y., in January, and probably returns to
the^ Coast. lor another picture early in February.
Actress, who i^ currently in "Gentleman's Agreement," did the return
Ado Annie is a beautiful part
;iiate in ^Oklahoma!" because, "I love it
.
being back in /Oklahoma!' will be lilte going home." She's also en.
thused about the prospect' of composer Richard :Rodgers conducting the
i>verture for the show's 2,0b0th performance Dec. 4.

homa!"

"

.

Booking
lief

that

difficulties plus strong beits

tiff

with
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after "Narcissus", had completed its
New York first-run at the Pulton
Fihn had also 'played the Los Angeles and San Francisco sectors before the. order to call- in prints was
relayed to the exchanges.
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were overcome

by shearing flashbacks in ivhich
nuns (of the "Anglican, not the Catholic order) during prayer hearkened
back to their pre-ordainmei)t days.
Chief complaint raised by the Legion
and the cause of the C-rating was
Sidelight on Jackson Park (Chicago) anti-trust decision is the avalanche the depiction of. women taking to a
of orders from Chi nabe and suburban houses for new equipment, espe- religious order because of thwarted
.'daily projectors and seats.
Theatre operators with increased clearance lives rather than a genuine religious
calling. "Narcissus," as revised, runs
believe it now profitable to make improvements.
less than original
;Most of the equipment companies report early orders way above l|ist only a few minutes
month. Shortages still hold down new seating. New theatres or major version. Rank officials say.
L. of D. power to crimp bookings,
Outside of
repairs are .still limited by Government restrictions hejre.
times are
indicating that rough
drive-ins, no new houses have been built in the area since 1941.
ahead for 20th-Fox's "Forever Amin
the C bracket),
(also
Offering a further note in the ad-publicity retrenchment policy of the ber"
majors, 20th-Fox has given up its mammoth sign atop the Schrafft's build- was demonstrated with "Narcissus."
ing in Times Square, N. Y., after one year of operation. Sign was built While the pic racked up creditable
for an undisclosed sum and cost 20th $25,000 each' time the lettering: was grosses in the few spots in which it
changed'. Last picture it plugged was "Forever Amlier." One-half of it played, U's sales force found the go
ing heavy in attempting to book the
has been taken over by Botany Mills (necfeties).
film. Goodly part of the exhibs shied
away from the prospect of antagonizing the Legion and that reaction
Title
was the chief factor leading to the
.

)>r*>tnYf

could be straightened led Universal,
U. S. distrib of the film, to pull it

•Legion's objections

|~ Mo THEATRE GUILD
>W RKO RADIO PICTURE
I "MOURNING BECOMES^"

the Legion
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'Amber'

Continued from page

1

s=

expenses for distribution,
20th must earn around $8,000,000 in
rentals on the film before starting
Box office pattern
even.
to break
established by "Amber" to date, consequently, has given 20th plenty to
000, plus

compromise.

One other angle played its part,
Rank has been doing strong biz in

obtained 475 bookings on
"Amber" during the fiKt week of
release, with the film ^cking up a
boxoflfice take of more than $2,000,000 in the first 14 days. Gross in
most iristances, however, has fallen
off considerably* a large part of it
due directly to the church ban.
Because of exhibitors' reluctance
to incur the displeasure of their lo-

Company

MIAMI iCACH
OCtAN FRONT » 40lh to 4IM SM.
RcteriMitfWil

InriM • Walter Jacpb*

cal

church authorities, 20th.

is

said

new playdating. Some who
fihn already are reportedly asking to be let out. of their
to face

booked the
contracts.

Start of negotiations with the Le-

Latinos.
First public showing of "Narcis'
sus" since the Legion ban was lifted
will be the Grand, Chicago, Deci 10.
Pic was originally barred by censorship authorities in the Windy City
bUt-U received word this weelc that
the tabu has been reversed.

San Antonio Wants Free Fix
San Antonio, Nov, 25.

Demands for a citj'-ftnanced program «fA6m pix at recreation centers throughout the city next summer were presented to Parks Commissioner Henry Hein by a group
of civic leaders.

SCOTT;;

•

SPECTACuIaR stage NtESENTATION

Latin America. British tycoon didn't
want to jeopardize that almost 100%
Catholic territory by bringing in a
condemned pic. "Amber," of course,
faces the same perils among the

f IIBI.D

OVKKI

N«W .BtaH

;

\

SlltW

ABBOTT

Joclcie

'md.,

GlEASON

COSTELLO
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TOMORBQW

I

16th

Widow
WagAn Gap'

^llMilfm^tSw

DANNY KAYE/VIRGINIA MAYO

HOWARD

'Witlful
'

Bxtra!
Betty

REIUY

IN

coto* »y

tictiNicotoii

MlMlitiKIMItMMr,

Wanda Hendrix

Starred

Hollywood, Nov.

Wanda
with

25.

Hendi'ix reaches stardom

assignment

« MAMouNr nciv*'

\\

"CASS TiMBERLANE"

.

worry about.

TOKNW

•

TRACY

m1£

GODDARD

Zo^hcwy-

Lana

Spmecr

KIVOLI

"

HAU

Rock«teller Center

'

COOPER

to

Paramount's

My

"Abigail,
Dear Heart," which
rolls Jan. 8, with Richard Maibaum
producting.

Claude Rains and
Carey are costarred.

MacDonald

»m iWB mutf

'

'

'

.

,

:

picmiiBS

82

Menuhin's Billing

fffirSno^y Shows

MenvUs Dps
Td

Proceeds to Charity

$4Z,000;

Memphis.

4-

Calvert.

t^cal authorities have upped the
regular charity take from Sunday
fUms In that city and county from
atmitoximately $17,000 a year to
round $42,000. Under the original
estate local option law, county ana
city authorities are allowed to permit the theatres to operate on Sunday with a portion tA the proceeds
donated to a charity fixed by the

bank ]ob

in Centralia, m., to devote'
full time to tha Vista, 3S0>seater he

which

governoienti

"bow much."
Under the arrangement

In

same

tba

town.

The 'Valley, a 400-seater ai^ Missouri Valley, la., dark for several
years, lias been relighted- by the
valley Theatre Co:;: "whicH also owns
and operates the Rialto, 450-seater
in the same town,
1
Clifford M. AndersiS;!'' has re,

cides

SEATTLE
(Continued from page 8)
Witness" (Col) (m.o.) "Magic TtoWft"

.

(RKO)
(HKO)

Ahhouncemient is figured as
one of the few times that a per-*
former who's not even seen on
the Screen has be^n so billed.
Ad copy was headed by an oval
cut of Menublh .along with a

some iignt selecttions tyhich the artist plays in
sviblisting Ot
.

i5.0te,Jlllta.;

5

:

3^

v.;

-

opened the remodele*- A^shire, a
175-seater, Ayrshire, la., that he
tere the past decade, the amount
as been ranging from $7.50 per purchased following a fire that deSunday for smaller nabe houses to stroyed most ot the building last
in effect

More Pix
Contbmed It09 pace

ggg

.

,

nice $14,700.
FaloBwr (SterUng) (1,850; 45-80)
and. Soul" (UA) and "WinSturdy
Wonderland" (Rep).
ter
$S,QOe or close. Last week. "Driftwood" (Rep) with Mills Bros, on
.

.
$45 for- downtown first-runs, a sett^ July.
past year, liow find their overhead
that brought $386.25 per week to
John R. Searle .has closed his Ren,
fixed charges
the J^emphis and She)by County 180-seater at Benwiek, la., and is beyond bounds. WB's
highest' of any
reportedly
VTettare Commission. New deal,, as trying to find a buyer.. He h^a left are
tmposed by city and county fathers. the motion picturfi exhibition field. major, now .tilting the scales at'5S%.
Jumps the ante to a low of $15 and
Par's overhead charge on "The Paletcm ot $75 f«ir a total Sunday snatth
face," for instance, lateilt of th« Bob
Janes. Better Joins ClasMea
Ot $788.60.
Hope starrers, rose 40 .50% from its
Pittsburgh.
The mew board of directors for
James Better, until recently with former high level of 45%.
;
Motion Picture Theatre Owners of U-I, has jpined 'tfae sale^ staff of
Fili Own Screens
Arkansas, Mississipt>i and Tennessee Hymie Wheeler's new Film Classics
bave voted, to hold regular board exchange.
There are a lot of other reasons
cessions everiT' two months.. Decision
(including a
in
boost
films
for
the
John Berdan, E. P, deNinno and
was taken after W- F. Ruflin, Sr., of
organized fiock ;ot B's or itiodest-budgeters),
Covington, Tenpi-. tri-state MPTO J. F. Hedding have
Meridian Films Corp. here to -pro- onie of the big. ones being that exr
Iboard chairman and representative
buy, sell and distribute Fllmr tended runs have tapered considwon the Theatre Owners of America duce,
motion
picture
equip- ably. Big Five wants to keep 4ts
and
service
iboard, reported' on the ^^cent TOA
ment.- V
own showcases Snpplied with -92
feeisions in Chicago.
Metro oifice' staff has been 'further weeks of home-lot product and the
depleted by resiffliations of Rita only way to do that is to up the
'Itaiif Ifeiter .Gois'Altce
Perri and imrlon, Wolfe.
number. ThM, there's the feeling
X>buglas Netter, Jr., has stepped
Morbert $osinski has-, been named that the domestic market caii't resales promotion assistant shipper at
out of his spot
M-G. Be sucprofit .«n ptx
iGhief and ass't to Eaglri LibnV gen- ceeds Joe Stacki who joined Stanten turn a: bomfortalbH
in ttie milHons,-. IlJore.IOWr
budgeted
Altec
Service
manager,
to
[join
«ral
Guild as head shipper.
be the answer.
costers are figured
Corp. as a sales rep. Netter, prior to
SRO here has released Joe Kaliakl Almost all majorstoiiave wigwagged
his £1. ]ob, was head of PRCs non.'
as manager. He opened tl)c local
fheaU'ical.'dept
the hoist. BKO,. according to studio
office several months age.
chief Dore Schai-y has slated 24 big
Beverly Forman has" be^ promo,
JEL's rnb-Satei Fewwow
with a ctmsideiable group of
ted to .assistant booker at Coium^a; ^hns
Two-day" national meet-«t Eaj^e replacing Bob Green, who has gone smaller ones set for the -assembly
Libn's field exploiteers called for with Film Classics as head booker. line.' Paramount hasr-indicated that
coming weekend by Max Youngx
it's do some 40 pn 1)«tefe the year
stein, £li's ad-pub chief, at the comCompany, faer^t(dor«, has
is up.
New H^iisc lit lioraisbarg, N; M.
pany's homeofflce in N. Y., with all
'been averaging two to three per
SaiiHi and' publicity- toppers in «tDenver.
iHbiauxtst. Execs will stress concenMrs. S. -E. Allen opens her new month.
V's Five >Stsges FnlL
tration ''6f budgets on individual lo- 850-seat Coronado, at Iiordsburg,
cal cooperative campaigns for up- N. M. about Jan. 1. ^
Universal wiU keep five stages in
and-'comir^' product. -EL.continues to
James Olde has bought the Mesa, constant operation at' least through
expand. its ad-pub forces. Company Norwood, Colo., from C. H. Ausmus.
April in an effort to cut the over*last week named Gladys Murray to
Fred Lind opens his 600-seat Ute, head.
plans to polish off 14 topliandle national merchandise tieupsv
at Bifie, .Col., about Jan. 1.
Releasing
It. also took 'on Paul Perez as trade
Warren Davis is the new. manager budgeters in that time.
slate for 2bthrFox calls for 48 pix to
'knd newspaper writer.
ot the Mines, I^aho Springs,. Colo..
Selected Pictures ^as. taken over hit the screens next year. Of ttdnt
.'
" .Ciaildenmii-Btinan'* Swing
nund>er,. 'four will, come from the
Screen Guild for Denver area.
Tom Bailey is the new lilanager British, studios of Sir Alexander
Leonard Ooldenson, Paramount's
theatre chief, and fidward L. Hy- fif Salt Lake City and Denver eX' Korda but the balmce is marked for
man, second-in-command, left New changes for Film Classics.
Hollywood. Company, only released
York lait.Hbuntdar <SI0} for a swing
Lem Lee, already operating the 25 pix in the past..season (six from
thfoueti .i^oenix,rI><>ii AngeStes, San Arvada, at-Arvada; Colo., will build Sol Wiirtzel) ..and eight reissues, so
Francisco, Salt Lake City and Chi- a prei-dest^ed theatre '^ere.
the boost is steep,
cago, While in Chi, the two will
Doyle Shelton ha^if opened his 300•Metro's plans are still uncertain
attend the. meet of Pat's advertising 'seat h o u s e
the- Monarch,, at but it's understood that the company
^blicity tBkcL siet fcnr^Dtc. 2-3. Pritchett, Colo..
.
is scltedaling a series of moderate
fhey^tt'reftun ito' we .^.ci.'Oeie. 5.
Pat Finell, who, resigned as Col- budgeters. Plans such as that almost
umbia salesman to go into theatre invariably mean
a Jump in the total.
Q^ilif Ends Cbl Meet
business, has returned to Columbia,
'
Chicago, Nov. .25.
covering the Kansas City territory, Warner Bros, this week gave "the.
William C. Gebring, 20th-Fox as- Bis theatre deal failed to jell,
sign .of gearing production to a
aistant
-general' sales
manager,
Donald an([' Lamont Jarvie^ have higher key when Jack L. Warner,
up a .two-day meet with bought
, wound
.studiohead, added two features, to
.Valley, Manassa, Colo.,
midwest branch managers here last from F.the
Fradenberg^ and have the; December shooting schedule and
Friday (21), where he briefed them renamed C.
pcmcilled hi. a third. "Key Largo,"
it the Fine,,
on sales plans and policies decided
filmiJtation of the Maxwell Anderson
on at the division managers''
,

"Tracy's
(2d wk), $3,400.

—"Body
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,

.
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stage, terrific $14,000, over hopes.
Farsuewit (H-E) (3,039; 45-80)—
"WUd Harvest" (Par) and "Big Fix"
(EL) (2d wk). Mild $6^. Last
week, fancy $12,700.
BeiMMvelt (Sterling) (800;,45-80>7';9eU^ Angels'", (SA) and. "Scar'
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lIARVESrWHUG
'

'

meet

•t .the hwiebffic^ tW«»'Week^- ago.
Branch managers ^ciisse'd the 're<<!entIy-announCed product lineup for
'194S and plans for extending the so-

"•'^

««ure of fancy
Last week, "Crime
Doctor's Gamble".. (Col) plus Jerry
Wald orch, Martha Tilton .and Andy
Bussell, fairly good $16,900 but below hppea.
<2'*W; 20«?'!fS^l

Is

partity

Ws

>

CIrela (Gamble-Dolle) (2,800; 40- .t4»v'v.'
Maw (Mechanic) (1,800; 20-60)—
and
(1VB)
"Unsuspected"
"Nightmare Alley" (20th) (2d wk)
"Blonde Savage" (EL). Mild $10,500.
Maintaining okay pace at $10,OOQ
Last week, "Pretender" (Rep) WUh
Ray Bberle orch, Iiforian Hutton, after nice, $13,300^ opener.
•

fiO)

—

-

on

otMirSt
sc^de.'

at 48-74c

stage. $13,000

.

indiaws (Gamble-Dolle) (3,300; 4060)—"Wild Harvest" (Par). Slow
$11,000. I^ast v^eek, "Foxes of Harrow" (20th), about same.
Keith's (Gamble-Dolle) (1,300; 4060)—"Destry Rides Again" (U) and
"When Dattons Rode" (U) (reissues).
Mild .$4,500. Last week,
"Walter Mitty" (BKO) (m.o.), oke

Stan lay (WB)

(3,286;

25-75)-

"Each Dawn I Die" (WB) (reissue).
Mild $9,00a
Last week, "Unsuspected" (WB) (2d wk), $10,200.
(Boppaport)

Tewn

35-65)

(1,500;

-"FugiUve" (HftO) (2d wk). Holding very strongly 'on 'extra-big ballikely- after great

ly with $13,000
$15,900 opener.

$5,009.

.Xmw's (Loew's) (2350; 40-00)—
"Husband's Affairs" (Col) and 'rUhe

Women" (M-G)

(reissue).

Oncy; 'ExOe' Hot 13G

Offish

Last week, "Body and Soul"
Cincinnati, Nov. 25.
(UA) and "Affairs Qel Ami!' (UA),
"Body and Soul" is the prize film
nice $12,000.
Currently, soaring Keith's to a tike^
Lyrtc (Gamfole-DoUe) (1,600; 40- modern regular-scale record. Of the
60)—"Gangster" (Mono) and "Knodr- two other new' bills, "Exile" is
out" tiUSmo). . Oke^ $6,000.
Last edging out "Merton' of M<l>vies,"'both
week, "Each Dawn T Die" CWB) ai^d doing pleasing toiz.
"Bad M<SB Missouri" (WB) (reissues),
Estimates tar .Sbis Week
$11,000.

..

•

,

—

Albee (RKO) (3.100; 50-75)
"Walter Mit^" (RKO) (2d wk). All
$19,000 trailincr, sock $31,000

Stout $9,000.

ri^t

opener.''.''"'

Holdofers SUudoat In

—

Casual (RKO) (2,000; 50-75)
Time For Keeps" (M-G) (2d
Moderate $7,000 after nice $11,-

"This

-

'

$a*o^l5f

'

w^k,

.

;

.

Nov. 25.
on ioiioggan here
Wk),
Starts second sesh today
because of Bonja (Tues.)
Wout-IHOOO opener.
Henie's heavy draw at Coliseum and
•arV Atart of Christmas shopping.: 53ld$r0Ob.'*"'*?*"""*"-^^^'
Mayfalr (Hicks)- (980; 35-35)—
"WIM Harvest," "Hiisband's Affairs" 'Heaven
Only, Knows" (UA). Drew
and nhttwpectecP^ all ar^ playing to
Okay
SJ^S^^,^**'** •"'^
siA-averai^ grosses.
$9,000 looms.
Last week. "Golden
a.rringsr'
(IJar)
Week
(4th wk), 'mad
Estimates ttt
Inihaiiapolis,

Firslrun bis

this

'

'

Baltimore, Nov. 26.
Feature of current week's lineup
is the Hippodrome, soaring to top
figure with Gomb« of George Jessel
heading stage straw and "Green for
Danger" on screen.
Jessel gets
credit for fine. showing.
Otherwise,
biz is spotty with numerous holdovers hurting;
Bsttmatas tor Khis Week
Centvry (Loew's-UA) (3,000; 2060)—"Dolphin Street" (M-G). Opening today (Ities.) after sudden decision to hold "Body and Soul" (UA)
for second week pushed back opening of "Song of Love" (M-G) to subsequent date.
Second round of

$17,000,.or over.

ON DOWNBEAT;

INDPLS.

.

-

$17,000 in Mild

Balto;m'aeittlSG

<

.

<

Tall

2o?7?)?!i^'5Si
face" (SA) (reissues) (2dyk). Sock
plus George Jessel beading .stage'
$5,000. liSst we^, $6',800.>
show,
Jessel .getting credit for

.

:

'

JessdUpslHuiger'To

DHeram^"

and

Mpsle Hall (H-S> (2,200; 45-80)—
(20th) and
"Grapes of Wrath"
"Tobacco Road" (20th) (reissues).
Fair $6i000. Last week,. "Mcrton of
Movies'' (M-G) and "Arnelo Affair"
(M-G) (2d wk), $5,800.
Orphenm (H-E) (2,600; 00-$1.2S)—
"Life With Father" <WB1. Od wk).
Big $10,500 in 8 days. Last week,

-

<

.

de-

also

purchase

re(;e'ntly

,

local

Montreal, Nov. 25.
Violinist Y^udi Menuhin received top billing in a recent
newspaper «d- Inserted by the
Snowdon theatre here for its run
of J. Arthur Bank's "Magic
Bow." Stars of the picture are
and Phyllis
Stewart Granger
~

DeiiTer/MertoD' Fat 16G

vi?k).

000 first round.
Grand <RKO) (1,400; 50-75)
Denver, Nov. 25.
Biz is spotty, here this week, with ''Merton of Movies" (M-G). Good
holdovers «nd moveovers showing iMpO. Last week, "Unsuspected"

—

(WB),

$10,000.

^

drama wil^ Humphrey Bogart and the most stainina.
"Merton of
KcMi's (CI) (lj542; 50-76)— "Body
Lauren Bacall^ rolls Dec. 8 and "OVm Mo>Hws" looks tops ot new'fibns but and Soul" (UA). Bidding for modern
Sunday Afternoon," Dec. 15. "TTie "Uncimquered" best bet for hold- record at regular scale here at
smash $22,000. Holds. Last. week,
.Story of Seabiscuit" is also slated to overs
theu^ in third week.
"Comedy Carnival" (UA), fairish
be lensed next month. Latter will
EsMwates for Tiiis 'Vt'eck
$7,000.
'

.

;

^

ise Coiitinned froM page 1
ccalled Cleveland plan -for reducing
clearances,, Hiey,, also huddled .on, Timberlane,". currently in pre-re
bandling of the mass lyoadshow lease at the. Music Hall,
and. "If

depend on negotiations for Barry

—

AI«ddlB
Palace (RKO) (2,600; 50-75)
(Fox)
35-74)—
(1,400;
Fitzgerald and his avaHability in t^ie
"Body and Soul" (UA) and "Two "Exile" (U). Bright $13,000. Last
Openings of "Captain From CastUe"
Blondes,
Bedhead"
on Christmas Day and general sales Win:^r Comes." In February Metro coming mcmtb.
(Col),
after week, "Hagen GirP' (WB), $11,000.
Columbia with, its current high week at Denver, Webber. Fine $4,Shttbert (BKO) (2,100; 50-75)
Uklides for flther upcoming 20th wiU distribute "Thre« Daring Daughquantity
ters"
(formerly
prodnction
titled "Birds and the
program doesn't 500. Irfist week, "Down to Earth" "Hagen Girl" (WB) (m.o.). Mild
Wm, Alcludiog "Daisy Kenyta'* and
''Bulldog Drummond $5,000. Last week, "Had to Be You"
Bees") arid "High Wall." Title of the plan a further boost United Artists'*M«aider Ju iSc Valley,"^
.."".5
(Col) (m o.), $6,000.
Sin^lar regibnat meets are to be former, a Joe I'asternak musical, future depends, naturally, on its Strikes" (Col) (m.o.), $4,000.
Danham
indie
Was
producers
(Cockrill)
reportedly
held with branch managers tiiroughchanged when Metro
and indications are
74(1,750;

—

.

'

out the country withtai the next dis(<overed it couldn't get Hearanee
months
for "Birds."
,
f'v..
J .^g;.:' -- iv^
Also to be included in the release
Interbero'a SehMl Vieiips
Foster are- a group ot reissues. Only
Sol StraMsbferg's triterboaro'Cwcuit one set to date is "Ninotchka" for
Jn metropolitan New York is one December. "Goodbye Mr. Chips" is
.coinmunify'conjcions theatre .chain. now playing several test engagewl& some 13 houses in the Borough
^f Queens, Interboro is cooperating ments on the Coast and will probably I>e the next out, along with
trith public anid -parochial schools in
'that area in sponsoring a contest "Comrade X," Hedy Lamarr. Clark
for pupils built around a Thanlcs- Gable starrer.
Day
theme, "Why I Am
tiving
hankful to Be An American." Circuit,, which coinceivcd. the contest, is
.donating silk flags bearing the Free.flom Fledge and the American flag
Gantlnued from sage 3
to winners, in some three school
'Croup*. Awards are ifoted for disof the Sabath 1)ill abolishiiir'theVn'trlbution early in' December.
American Committee;' Board ccn•

'

.

.

_

up the turnout next

.

•

'

>

SWGBil.

.

didere'd last week's r<«j0tiiii(Mt,calling
Bulla StTMia lai Equality IH:
on the Guild to resist '"by every
Si Louis.
available means any blacklisting of
Construction has been started on
the new Strand, Equality, III., for writers because of social or political
beliefs so long as such beliefs are
l^rge W. Joyner o£ Shawneetown, not contrail'
to law.
This is so vital an issue that there
Heine Arencls' has resigned from
was no argument regarding the
the St. Louis sates atalT of BKO.
The Kerasbtes Theatres, Spring- board constituting itself as a comfield, III., has purchased: the Lory, mittee to watch for violations here.
Per custom the entire editorial
« ^oseater. Highland,, lU., which it
.has been operatini^ for eight years. board of the SWG mag. Hie Screen
.Mrs..Xanipa Lory 'was tiie seBer,
Writer,
resigned.
The incoming
,^C. H. Weeks, Jp« has sold bis board will make some reappoint'

Wejeks, a 28(Meatep at

Bmnie,

iHo,

—

"Unconqnered" (Par) (3d
Xl';.«Nice $14,000. Last week, big

$1.20)

$Ib,SOO.

'

>

.

that they'll step
year.

i;^v?..,

ments

Emil'Bebermeyer has resigned .bis Monday

but

no

action
(24) uight<

was

6ehver (Fox) (2,525;
"Hagen Girl" (WB) and

Par-Ralnbew
SS

Continued from pag* T

si

Hope-Bing Crosby vehicle, "Boad to
Rio" and the Hope starrer, "The
formed,

Wall" (20th), day-date with Webber.
Last weeiL^Body and
"Two Mondtfs. Redhead" (Col), big $19,000.
Eiqaire (Fox) (742; 74-$1.20)—
'•Forever Amber" (50th) (2d wk),
day-date with Paramount. Fair $2,000. Last week, big $4,500.
.^Orphenm (BKO) (2,600; 35-74)—
Merton ot Movies" (M-G) and
"Arnelo Afflair" (M-<J). Neat $16,week, "Song of
9f
LoVe'!L (M-G) and "Apology for
Murder" (S©). $14,000.
Puawemit. (Fox) (2,200; 74-$1.20)
--"F«cever Amber" (20th) (2d Wk),
also Esquire. Mildish $11,000. Last
7^
week, big $20i000.
Ck)od>15,p00.

Paleface."

When Rainbow was

i35-74)—
"Invisible

it

was

McCarey and McLeod
Would be the only active members;
Crosby, Hope, Capra and Stevens
sitting with them on the board. As
wc^ked out, McCarey, alone,
it
worked for Rainbow since McLeod
spent «11 his time on the Par lot.
Rainbow decided to sell out, one
intended, that

.

of its toppers said,: because "the go*
ing for independent producers is too
rugged right now." Difficulty wastit
in hooking the necessary production
coin, but that of Vetrieving sufficient

^

^•''8; 35-74)-"Mar.
^f^JT'^X
and "San Antonio" (WB)

gie" (20th)
(reissues).

Coed

$3,500.

Last week.

SAN FRANCISCO
(Continued from -page 9)
Cece Blake, others. Thin
Last
week,
"Gangster"
(Mono), plus vaude headed by Pied
Pipers and Barry SuUivan, okay

Storch,

$16,500.

'

.

$24,000.

Orphcum (Blumenfeld)

-j)—"Lost Moment" (U)
Mild

$10,t)00.

(2,448; 5S-

(2d wk).

Last week, a thin

$13,-

<Par) (2ja46; 60-85)—
"Where There's Life" (Par) (2d wk).
Hot $21,500. Last week, big $25,500.
Staredlaor (Ackerman) (350; 6085)
"Know Where I'm Going"
(U) (4th Wk). Happy $1,700 in S

—

.

days. Last week, $2,700.
State (Par) (2,133; 60-85)— "Man
of Conquesr (Bep) .and "Dark Com-

mand" (Rep)
50ft

(reissues). Tired $8,Last week^ "Life WUh Father"
(7.th wk), 5 days, husky ^'
$»,900
"

(WB)

at $1.25 top.

—

Sfc

'

Francis (Par) (li400;

90-,$1.20)

"Ktog of Bandits" (Mono) and
"Unconquerad" (Par) (3d wk).
"Silver Stallion" (Mono), fine $4JHM). Big $18,000. Last week, strong $27,from distribution. With the
_ Tabor (Fox) (l',967; 35-74)—"Each 500.
foreign market going to pot, "it was Dawn I Die" (WB) and
"Badmen _ United Artists (Blumenfeld) (1,too much of a gamble to. continue."
(reissues).
Fine 207; 55-85)
"Christmas Eve" (UA)
KifStS'' »
week, "Call It Mur-' (3d wk). Hollow
de^(SG) and "Backeteers" (SG), dropped to $11,500.$7,500. Last week
TECHRI'S ESaUIAR SOe
United
profits

—

Technicolor, Inc., has declared a
regular dividend of 50c per share on
all outstanding common stock.
talien
It will be distributed Dec. 18
to
stockholders of record Dec.
'

..Jfebber

WaB"

/ijS*

(Fox)

(20th),

<

"Invisible
Y®> J^'^
Denver.
•

Good

also

.Lastweek. "Body and Soul"

^ .ite

(Col), big 14,000.

(FWC)
— Nations
"Forever Amber"

(1,149; iO-

35-74)-

(750;

$1.20)

(4th wk).
$4,500.

(20th)

Dull $2,000. Last week,

^Warff^sM (FWC)

(2,656;

60-85)

—

Blondes, Redhead" "Hagen Girl" (WB) (2d wk). Down
to $10,500. Last week, nice ^0.000.
'

'

Wii^esdtty,

ISfoTciuIiei'
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An

Perpetuating

Evil

ITERED

All within the .space of 24 hoiu« last week, CBS tossed a
cocked hat into the controversial audieAce measurement ring,
iproudly. announcing the development of a radar rating system
to end all rating systems; the Saturday Evening Post virtually
24-sheeted the gloriflcatlon of C. E. Hooper in a profile with
the debatable title "The Biggest, Man in Radio;" the American
Assn. of AdvertlBlnijt Agencies in conclave in New York heard
a succession of violent blasts directed at the whole rating sys-

Webs Likely to Otfer Petrillo Same

SETOP

Tackage' Deal as

.

tem--and Mlltoh.Berle, after weeks' of uncertainty, was finally
told by hts Philip. Morris sponsor that he could go around the
NBC kilocycles for another 13 weeks because his rating had

By GEOAGE ROSEN

'

jjtarted to climb.

The four-pronged

spotlighting of the manner in which ratings have entrenched themselves in the radio programming
picture, annually leaving in its wake a toll of casualties and
frustrations, and repeatedly, stymieing attempts to revitalfee
the airwaves with fresh personalities and ideas, has served to
stir ul> considerable trade feeling,
.

Coming on the

«

,

heels of the

Henry Morgan- Jack Paar com-

inerclkl cancellations -(thus: wiping the slate in radio's bid over
the past few years to inject a facelift), last week's multiple
'accentuation of the rating evil
to point up anew that,
_^as long" as thft rating yardstick remains the be-all and end-all,
tadio^ has little hope of fostering new .talent or becoming a
creative force in show business.

mved

'

!

in

a Gnidliatwy Mood
'

the Texas Climate

It's

Home

Cook's Funeral

or' declbies »' -fraction.

When

Walter Weir, the advertising executive, in his Four A's
soundofi last week, attributed the continued growth of the'
"Frankenstein monster" to a "slavish obeisance" to research
ratings, and generally deplored the fact that ratings have "become ends Instead of means to an end," he was merely parodying words that have long been acknowledged by the honest,

-

thinking elements within the trade.

,

.

As long as programs are presented under commercial auspices
must of necessity be rating devices. If CBS chooses to
do It by radar, it will obviously make for more accuracy and
provide Instantaneous checks. But it doesn't negate the fact
that Radar Ratings will pei^etuate the same evil that is ruling
iradio under the Hooper and Nielsen banners.

;

there

ing the whole idea added up to a

.

The whole

pattern of statistical research, with its per point
can always be made to prove
whatever one wants proven. It's an evil that exists in all other
advertising, media as well, yet only in radio does it have such
power. For by the peculiar link that makes radio both an
important branch of show business and an instrument for sales,
it's the former that takes It on the chin when sponsors
get research-happy.

,

m

payoff

ratio of sales-costs,

Until such time as the creative end of radio can be divorced
from this control, there's little likelihood of radio sponsoring
talent, exploring new modes of production or establishing
itself on its own.
Bfose.
.

new

AFRAinBidFor

Sit This

lime in their collective lives

the

'Cost-of-Iiwng'

One Out

In what they clsflm was the
ilrst

toppers of Colgate's
"Can You Top This?" muffed the
challenge Friday night (21). A
baby-sitter story did it.
boif

.

Senator Ford, Harry Hersch-

Hike from Webs
The American Federation

fleld,

Joe Laurie,

Jr.,

&

.

Co.,

had baby jokes by the dpjjens^
but the baby-sitter caught them
with their ad libs dowA.

of Radio
Artists is about to ask the networlcs
to reopen negotiations for a revision
ilRDS 'N' BEES
of tlie coDunercisl code. The union
will ask an increase in pay scales to
cover the rise in the cost of living Sex Education Airer on 'Doorway
during the last year. The action will
To Hfe'
be. based on the regular- Department
CBS recognizes that it's sticking
pt Labor- cost'^of-liVing index for
its neck out in coastrto-coasting the
Nov. 15, due out in January.
The present code contains a pro- story of the birds and the bees in
vision for reopening wage discus- championing sex education at Home
sions if the cost of living rises more and' in phool via a half-hour dramathan 10%. It is assumed that the tization an the ."Doorway to Life"
Labor Department figures will show show next Sunday '(30). But the web
says 'it won't pull its punches and
such an increase,
The intention of askin{t for a re' has lined up a board of leading psynewal of negotiations was revealed chiatrists, child psychologists, eduby George Reller, AFRA executive- cators and social workers to combat
the outmoded hush-hush attitude at
secretary, at the local membership
The home and in school.
meeting Thursday night (20)
Program, scripted by William S.
main business of the meeting was the
annual election of local board mem- Alland and Virginia Mullen, will
bersj but the results of the vote had point to the widespread acceptance
even
among conservative educators
hot been determined up to VARiEtv
that formal sex education is begin(Continued on page 42 )
ning to win in school^.

ON CBS

;

.

adaptation, of

"Nobody Lives Forever."

Another chapter in the CBS saga
"What to Do With the Robert Q.
is being whipped into

Of

Lewis Show?"
shape.

.

Wants

Pep)/

as

"

:

overall (AM,
'FM; television, tra^scriptionX pact,
possibly pf five-year duration. They

with no

want
standbys,. and at no adde^ charge.
They want television opened up^ and
are willing to pay commeicial as
duplication,,

Go

to

,

well as sustainer rates. :They-will
pay royalties on' all films televised
*
»
wltich have music.
They'll pay royalties oh records
and transcriptions! The nets will
guarantee to keep the status quo" la
.

.

.

;
'

,

employment of musicians-' by the
webs' owned-and-operated stations^
They will not even discuss with
Ace, who for the' past
Petrillo, however, any plan to presyear has headed the comedy division
sure affiliates into keeping musi«
in the CSS program dept.- In^ New
dians on: the payroll,
York, last week turned in
resigMeapwhile^ -the nets Have "connation, asserting he was fed. tip with
tacted iihe leading ad agencies ahout
being a "desk jockey" and would
Petrillp's reported plan 6t ppssibljr
rather return to the air with bis
doing business ctlrect with .the ageh-;
wife, Jane Ace.
cies, bypassihg the webs, and have
As the "Kasy Aces," Jane and received assurances that the agencies'
Goody Ace were probably the first will not deal direct with the AFM,
husband-wife team in radio, al- but- leave it to the broadcasters to

.

'

'Live'

'

.

'

.

:

conclusion' in some
quarters is that "radio has taken a
step backward instead' of moving
forward in coping with the No. 1
issue of the year."

,
'

:

•

:

though their year-in-year'-out cross*- settle wage scales,- etc,
the-board programs were ainaed
announcement Friday
Petrillo'S
strictly without the h-.Se-w identlflca.! X21^, following- three prelimiha^y
tion -buildup. Ace')$ays the duo will huddles- with the nets, that he 'exbe back on 'the, air shortly, after the pected to serve a (K)-day. "terminafirst of the year, -probably in a-half"
(Continued op page- 43) '
hour once-weekly network show, although one potential client has reportedly put in a bid for a IS-minute
cross-the-board showcasing.
i
Ace checks out of his top-$alary
CBS job on Dec. 13. His resignation stems from a trariety of cir'.

Face-Savinc Measures
networks, spearheaded by
, The
NBC proxy Niles Trammell, have
'

.

initiated some gestures ftO; salvage
"self-respect"
out of the "indie
debacle," as some put it, and meetings have been in progress during

'

<

the past week looking toward a
hard-hitting interim code, pending
passage of an industry, code next
May, but it became increasingly
clear that there were too many odds
against adoption of a network"cumstanceS( nof the- least of which
inspired code.has been the trend toward acceleratI^or one thing, it's eonsiderecl a
certainty that 'while Trammell wants i>?g comedy prograiiiming from the
a hard-hitting code, as does CBS' Coast; rather than N. Y.
"'

Hope May Sue

.

i

(hi Pact

,

In recent months Ace was priS. Paley, a four-network
eye-to-eye concurrence is' something' martly involved in;developi"ng Robert
else again, it's agreed. Further, a Q. Lewis as a comic personality and
network code vs. NA3 code would it's reported that failure of. other
only tend to split the industry fur- CBS programming brass to see eye to
ther apart, which is not considered eye "/ith Ace on the tossed--around
advisable at "Petrlllo Time," when I,e vis format cued some showdowns.
unity,' it's conceded, is of paramount,
The Aces were, last teamed on the
importance.networks in 1944.
Some are inclined to, view the
code situation as reflecting upon
NAB prexy Justin Miller's leaderGets a Reprieve
ship stature. True, its' argued that
Miller adopted the democratic process, inviting a code that would reHit Snag
CBS,
flect: -the
thinking of a. majority
within- the industry.; Nevertheless,
Over 'Suspense' Control
it's, argued, the failure of an indusbetween
CBS
and the Biow
Deal"
try to remedy its ills must of necesagency for the use of "Suspense" as
sity reflect on the leadership.
replacement for "FBI in War and
Peace" in the Friday 8-8:30 p.m.
'Candid Mike' niche has gone sour because Of the
control angle. Blow and P iSc G, the
"Candid Microphone,"
wire-responsor, , want complete .production
corded interview sustainer on ABC,,
say-so over "Suspense" but the nethas been optioned by Ruthrauff
work, which created the show, is
Ryan for Lever Bros. Latter e^c- insistent on that control remaining
count is considering the series for
with the house.
Lifebuoy.
In course of the discussions Biow
Show was recently under option, even
agreed to go along with the
to Young Sc Rubicam.
format as it has-been broadcast for

William

.

m

As

Biow

R&ROpHons

.

&

!

Roma

wine,, stars
for the package.

Radioes

Mark Goodson

Breach

Holly wotHl,' Nov.

25.*

Bob Hope's controversy With Pepsodent will rest 'in status quo until
the comedian returns from Londonl
Attorneys have been consulted on the
possibility -that Hope's contract has
been breached but whether actibn
will be pressed is speculative.
Hope's sponsor is ° |iaid to have
been miffed because of his trip
abroad over, his protest and a second
dispute arose when Hope overrode
'

.

-

Pepso's objections to' his travellii^g

the show, which he contends is
necessary to maintain his high
Hooperating. There's some talk that
another product of Lever Bros,, with
a more flexible budget to take up
the tab for line Charges and Inci-

McGarrett
Linked

in

and

alli

at $7,000

,

,
'

may be arranged

dentals on the- roa4
to mollify Hope.

FCB Exit
Kallen-Day

to

I

"

,

Resignation of George McGarxett
ft Belding, whe*e
he did the radio contact on the

from Foqte, Cone

Strike account, had been preceded by a contractual mixup in-

Lucky

volving the services of Kitty Kallen.

Looking around for a successor t4>
Doris Day, current vocalist on the:
"Hit Parade," the agency came up
and after the client
STRIKE with Miss Kallenfound
SINATRA,
nodded it was
that commitments east would keep her from
REVIVE
joining the program in Hollywood.
Frank Sinatra and Lucky Strike Later it turned out that she cojlld
are at loggerheads again. The vo- go to the Coast,
calist is demanding that the pro^
McGarrett by his resignation hegram revise its musical policy of fast comes an alumnus Of the College of
tempo and hard punching as far as L.S./M.F.T., .the latter initials hav-

LUCKY

AN OLD FEUD

telU aboHl

Nightmare Bally

.

.

,

numbers are concerned. Foote^
Cone & Belding execs are hopeful

ing

of outriding

McGarrett's plans for the
moment to take a Bermuda .vacation.
Another resignee from FCB.of the
last week is Norman Winter. He
joined the agency Idst year as a
recommendation of Albert iLSsker
to Gtnerson Foote^

.

.The
fortlieiMkiiii9

thj

dg

42d Anniversary

tfufiiber

The

'ihis

"crisis."

time that Sinatra and
account differed over prac-

same

issue

was

in 1944.

George- Washington Hill
solved the tangle by agreeing to give
Sinatra his release^
late

come

in

the trade to meati,

"Lucky Strike Makes Fast Turn*
overs."

last

tically this

,

(Kellogg's

essentially

is

sin

Goodman

etCij

.

IS'i^imite cross'the-board jitanza.

CBS/Desk Jockey;

his

Present .plan is to drop the halfhour
Sunday afternoon fromat, dump the idea as result of running
which has fust undergone a ^drastic into strong opposition from Kenyon
scripting overhaul, and revive the & Eckhardt, agency for the sponsor

"package"

This

The nets want

'

;

In

Freedom Train Sidetracked
"Superman" won't get '"involved
wjth the Freedom Train. Producer
Robert Maxwell has decided to

ago.

AM-FM

Ace Resigning As

"

William N. Robson will produce.

That Lewis Problem

.

:

follows;

was an

'

,

;

when they huddle with the

repifer him the same "package" deal
they submitted in an initial get-tbgrether with Petrillo several months

nixed thealthough agree-.-

Station

airer.

natural.
Lux airer

,

cipants,

week

last

pretty good indications that the

webs,

break preceding and loUo wing
last Monday's "Lux Badio Thea-

.

It's not only Berle, but at any given period there are at least
half a dozen heavily-budgeted nighttime shows that are involved In the constant rat-race with the Hoopers. Prom one.
week to another they're at the mercy of .the rating charts, not
knowing whether they'll get the boot, with the decision invariably resting oil whether the Hooper tally inches up a point

New.'Vork

C. •^'ettillo in

American Federation o| Musicians,
boss again—in Chicago Dec. 8—will"

one-shot spotst
.

here put

in a> bid with the CBS, affiliate,
KTBC, for the 30-second station

tre"

.

:Out of the four major networks'
preliminary negotiations with James

came

Austin, Nov.. 25.

.

That became more and more evident during the past week as critics
and observers viewed ihe situation
with increasing alarm and concluded
that the industry has settled for a
creed instead of a code.
Progressive elements within the
industry, alerted to the need for
better industry, public relations; deplored' the fact that the NAB was
quick to embrace' the thinking Ot the
comercially-tninded Indie operators
in framing the controversial segment of the code. As such, it's
feared, the- industry has let itself;
wide open to vigorous attack for
failing, to put its own house in order.
For in succumbing to the indie
influence, it's agreed, the NAB has
demonstrated that:, tlie industry is
either unwilling or unable to police
itself, thus inviting rather than resisting governmental inroad?. And
coming at a time when, the new
White Bill threatens the industry;
when there's an increasing awareness that radio must, counter the bad
public relations stemming- from the
record number of stations' currently
on the FCCtarpet as lottety parti-

Sm

Head

Watering dowr. of the National
Assn, of Broadcasters code to a
point where, in some respects, even
tlie status quo has more teeth than
the revised provisions, will stand as
the industry's Black Eye of 1947.

More; AFM

'

-

'

'

.

:

RAOIO

Ri^ To JBe Onrf Weapon in AR

Dovetailing of Grast HABl Ohio Meets

Cues Indostry Spec

Battle Vs. Taft-Hartley Sqiporters
alUout radio campaign, pos-^
sibly the most intensive ever carFood
ried out on a political issue by a
Elizabeth Todd, writer of "Young
non«Government .agency, "will probWidder Brown," has scripted "Tiie
ably be waged next year by the
Maxwells," a: transcribed geriea being
Ameincan Federation, of Labor released by the State Ba^b Bureau
SEidnjt.the rtbft-mrtley Act, The t6 promote State Food Commission's
drive' will be aimed tor the 1*48 program.
Ford Bond arranged the w^axing in
election ahd will be directed jpartic-

Elk Todd^

ularly io\vard Senate

Show

and OongjreS"

'

Bional candidates.

Flans for the campaign will be
drawn in the rough at the. meeting
of the presidents of the APJj interna-

•

•

GvePnndiTo
CBS

Radie Harris' CBS Show

Columnist Hadie Harris has b«m 1948, has alreacbr ctied speculation in
signed for a flve^inute 'cross-the- some quarters as to the ultimate fate
board shoW oV*r CBS starting Mo*- of the Ohio State powwow. In view
of the proximity of the sessions, it's
day (1).
.
...
Layout, at 3:56 p.m., will feature considered likely that the Columbus
interviews with sjiow biz personal- meeting will get more of an indusities.
try bcusboil. than ii)i previous years.
Show Will be sold on a co-op
Tha OHitf (educator, conclave for
basis.
years has ranked second in importance to the NAB convention as a
common meeting ground for dLssectKtra National Salm Manager
ing of industry problems. In the pastcouple of years, however, official industry representation has been on.
Fondren, recently upped to prespromotion
as
KLZ!
to
the decline. Last May the webs vircame
ent post,
tually bypassed ColQmbus, paying
manager in W4l with ^ne years of
he
radio behind him; As KLZ's p.m.
little more than lip service to the
l>ecame widely known In agencymeeting. It's known, too, that this
sponsor circles for bang-up job of
year
the Webs \/iU stand pat in their
jn«^^*"proKrara promotion
decision to skip Ohio State, except
KIZ, DENytW>
.

.

LEE FONDREN

ExtraSwttdes

tional unions Dec. 5-6 in 'Washirigton,
The radio phase is expected to be a
major part of the drive, and may involve the expenditure of several milUon dollars oi AFL funds for time
and talent. As with last year's a»ti-

TOft-Hartley radio campaign, this
will probably be durected chiefly by
entertainment unions in the
CBS has just effected some addiAssociated Actots te Artistes of tional program juggling ih a bid to
America, and in particular by the strengthen its Friday night roster
American Ftderation gf andlt shapes up now as one of the
affiliate
Badio Artists.
m(ffit<^formidable show sequencings
Although not an international on the network's nighttime roster.
union, AFRA will have an observer

Fri Night

E(IOO.O(IOStorer

Radio-Tele Center

RnnsIntoDetSnag

dlsliig:.

N.Y. Daily

News

executive,

at the AFi session in
Washington, and he wiU probably
participate actively in the discussion
drive.
<a. the T^dio phase of the
When, the campaign gets under way,
AFBA will undoubtedly handle the
radio .end, setting up the time-buying; Office, arranging for script writing, production, etc.

KEVA.

And, as before,
supply a

obviously

will

wealth nf .talfent, .much ot it topnames, at scale (oac io* nofhliie, in cases where the actOM d<m«te

l^tiiBe

their fees ta the

AFL

causie).

Admit Act ViatoUen

A

AFL

figpificant factor in the
plans to wage a fvdl-scale battle
«gainst the Taft-H&tiey "Act is that
unioa leaders tacitly admit such a
clearly violates the no-politics

budgeted Old Gold Show (Frank
Morgau^rDon- Ameehe-Frances Langford) out of the Wednesday at 9
period into the Friday time. Thus
the J^day lineup, after the first of
the year, will read: Fannie Brice at
8; Danny Thomas (replacement for
the "Thin Jfen") at «:30: Old Gold
Show at 9; Ozzie & Harriet (moving
over from Sunday at 6) at 9:30; the
new 'Dinah Shore-Harry James
musical (replacement for "Payv To
Be Ignorant") at 10.
Switchover of the Old Gold program will leave the full 9 to 10
Wednesday evening I^our open for
The 9:30-N period has re•ale.
mained unsold ever since the Ford

unconstitutional.
Until after the
ini;.

there is no

FCC Recorder

feet it -is a newspaper—the New
York Daily News yesterday (24) filed

Ike

Washington meet-

way

of

tellinig

wliat

form the radio camptagn will take.
Despite approaches to virtually
Will depend on the amount of every major college in the country,

Much

be appropriate^ for^the

money
.

pucpose.. When that is settled, more
detailed plans will b«r formulated.
Thea» will include such questions as
'.the use ot network or spot time,
live or recorded prc^r^s, dramatic
.

cfocumentary or music,

etc.,

and

la wfept proportion.

AFRAAss^ned
AlOGOi^aiuzer
\
'

We, the Pepple" has been unable to
Uneujp a broadcast of a between-the'
,

halves pep talk by a coach to his
football team. Thei staff of the Gulf
program has tried all season to work
out such a spot, which would be
wire-recorded and edited for language as weU as length.
Publicity- reps at various colleges
enthusiastically received fhe idea ot
such a show, but in every case the
eoach involved refused to permit it
t3X general, the reason has been that
tlie pretence of a microphone and
recording equipment would presumr
ably distract both coach and players,
and that the intermission session is
too vital to the outcome of the game
(and the afhletic; record of the col-;
^ge and professional Stan'dinjf of the
coach) to be used for such a pur-

The AFL's decision to supp^
additional organizer at its own

jpttitc

6reen,

the
ex-

.

fey. Meadows Gets Okay
Washington, Nov. 25.
Following the lead of the govr

emors and ex^governors of Kew^
Hampshire, Oklahoma' and Kansas.
Gov. Clarence W. Meadows of West
Viri^nia last week took his first
flier in

the radio station

field.

The FCC approved a 1 kw, daytimer in Pineville, W, Va. to Mteadew8 and his associates in the newly
formed' Wyoming Broadcaiiting (Ss.

(Continued

ott

page 42)

In Air Credits

.

In an

effort to

combat the produc-

Vl IBEW

:

WCKY

.

WUtC

WKRC

(22) by CincV
can Federation, of Musicians, has
been postponed to Jan. 20 by written
notice of Oscar F. HUd, president of
the local. Old contract expired

tialiy.

Station" series

at 1-1.30

Saturdays

on CBS for Pillsbury's- This show,
currently the top Saturday daytimer,
has always plugged its New York
origination, not merely as the locale
Sept.' IS.
giving gen"Yankee Editor" Show New agreement has been held up of its script, but also bycredits
to its
station to continue erous Broadway stage
New situation comedy, "Yankee by refusal of thesystem"
cast meml>ers.
employOf
"quota
the
on
Editor," to star Parker Fennelly, iias
Thus the program, using virtually
general
Jr.,
Taft,
Hulbert
ment,
been audition -recorded by Wilfred
the same actors as all the other New
that
clause
be
holding
to
manager,
Roberts and Ted Corday, and is beYork productions, actually sounds
ing submitted to various agencies. Illegal under new laws.
more impressive because of the
It is written by William Ford Man"star" buildup it gives itself. "Theley, author of the former "Snow
atre Guild of the Air" does the same
Y.&R.
Village" series, and is directed by
(Continued on page 42)
Harold McGee. Music is composed
and conducted by Charles Paul, and
OFF TILL JAN. 1

5G

REAUGNMENT

PUT

on the network. Young le Rubicam
assumed that an exception would be the

featured supporting lead is
The projected reshuffle of assignplayed by Bvelyn Varden.
Bidova Time Marches
There's a $5,000 tag on the pack- ments in the Young & Rubicam radio
Chapter 432 in the scheduled sale
age.
department Is now slated not to take of
(N. Y.) was written into
place until after 'the departure of the books last week. And they're
Harry Ackerman, vice-president in laying odds around N. Y. -radio
charge of program operation, Jan,
circles that the Bulova-WOV-WNEW
to join CBS as executive producer. dual-ownership snafu will probably
The idea of the wait is to enable remain snafued for years to come.
Silvester ("Pat") Weaver, vice-prez
Arde Bulova and Harry Henschel,
Only one show In competition with the Top IS succeeded in snagand radio director, to become better defendants in the federal court suit
ging a 10 or better rating in the latest (Nov. 15) compilation of the
acquainted with fhe staff before de- brought by Richard O'Dea, minority
Hoopers,„^hlch finds Fibber' 6e Molly In the -leadoll spot, with Bob
cidisjg on their new assignments.
stockholder In WOV, contesting proHope No. %.
The only immediate moves, al- posed sale ot' the station by Bulova
ready announced, are Lester Gott- to Henschel, his brother-in-law,
Total Network
lieb to be producer of "We, the Peo- moved for dismissal of the case
OPPOSmON
TOPIS
Cenipetltton ple" as well as head of new pro- Thursday (20) in a hearing before
Fibber & Molly ..
26.0
12.0
grams, and Lindsay- MacHarrie, shift- Judge William Bondy in New York.
Bob Hope
25.7
10.8
ing from the "WTP" producer spot
At the same time, O'Dea's counsel
Jack Benny
...
23.1
.T.,
11.9
to a siq>ervisory assignment on day- made a cross-motion for a declara....
Lux Radio Theatre .... 23.1
14.2
time shows, Mary Harris continues tory judgment to prevent Bulova
Charlie McCarthy ...... 22.*
....
16;2
as Gottlieb's fuUtime assistant ^On from disposing ot his- stoek unless
....
Amos 'n' Andy ......... 21,5
19.9
new programs.
O'Dea is given a portion of It. After
Fredr Allen
... 2L4
....
12.6
It's figured unlikely that anyone hearing both sides, the court decided
....
Red Sketton ...... ..... 20.4
....
will be dropped when Weaver gets Bulova's attempt to sell the stock
20.4
....
Mr. D. A
15.0
around to realigning his staff, but to Henschel had been withdrawn,
19.9 ,
....
...
15.1
Al Jolson .
there may be one or two voluntary and declared O'Dea's motion for an
18;l
....
19.7
Walter Winchell
resignations iatha interim. Weaver, injunction was "moot." Court, how...
14.1
currently on the Coaift fox the preem ever, gave the plaintiff the vight to
My Friend Irma ....... 17J
17.3
10.9 Blondie
1«>9
Phil Harris
ot the Danny Thomas series for Gen- file an amended complaint within 10
Duirys' Tavern .«..>...< 17^0
«...
1S;0
eral Foods, is due bach tills week.
day*-'

made

In fhe cast ot

Was reached by William A. has la various
AFL president, and Other the past.

federation leaders, in meetings "with
George- Heller, AFRA executivesecretary, during the AFL's recent
national convention in San Francisco. Understood the decision was
teased partly on the AFL realization
«t the importance of AFRA's current national organizing drive to
the entire labor movement, plus appreciation of AFRA's work in the
AFL radio campaign last spring
^gainst the Tatt-Hartley sm.

his radio quarters,
Storor Intended to set up st center

Along with

LB.WMs50GSut

•

FM

.

.

.

_

k

cHrganizers.

ToBallyhooN.Y.

signments.

tion trend of programs toward Hollywood over the last decade or so, a
Petition urged the commission -to
number of eastern producers are
reconsider its 4-to-2 vote favoring an
Ont
Tossed
about to start' ballyhooing the New
grant to the Methodist Church
York origination ot the shows in the
over the Daily News,
opening and closing announcements,
Aftennadi
Strike
In
Commissioner Bdward M. Weband possibly in the continuity itself.
ster's will be the deciding vote if the
CindnnaU, Nov. 25
Idea is to exploit New York, with its
FCC bench reverses its stand against
ItiUinii on a motion by the Cincy Broadway angle, as the entertainthe News. Chairman Charles S. local of Badio Broadcast Technicians, ment capital, of the country, just as
Denny, who voted against the News, IntemattcMMl Brotherhood of Elec-' Hollywood programs have been makis no longer on deck; Robert F. Jones trical Workers, U. S. District Court
ing the most of film coloi^ 0amor
is not voting either way, and ComJudge Jolm H. Drultel last week dis- to stir listener interest
missioners Bosd Hyde and S. K. missed the suit ot L. B. Wilson, toCi,
The idea was suggested by Ira
Jett both east l^aUots to uphold a for f50,000 damages against Qtc local, Ashley at a recent Radio Directors
proposed decision in favor ot the some ot whose members went on Guild meeting, and was enthusiastilast cally am>rovedJ>y those present. It
News.
strike wtlhoiit noflee a;t
It was believed unlikely that either March 29.
was voted to send a letter to the
Commissioners Clifford J. Durr or
In its petition Ihe station manage- entire eastern membership, suggestPaul Walker would alter their votes ment held that it has been operating ing all directors ot New York shows
against the newspaper.
on a Federal contract, in part, in msdce an effort to build up the New
Hie News directed most of its fire producing recruiting matters when York and Broadway origination
at the FCC's preference for the Unity the strike was called, The court's angle. It's hoped this will not merely
Broadcasting Corp,, a labor imion opinion was that the plaintift had enhance. New York as the theatrical
mecca in the minds of listeners and
and tliie Methodist Church, bulk of failed to show grounds for reliet
the trade, and thus tend to keep
whose {i^ograms, it was charged, wilt
program ordination In the east, but
be Religious or Quasi-religious in
Wirikeat Deferred
also giv* the programs themselves
character. News pointed out, too;
Cincinnati, Nov. 25.
greater prestige with audiencesthat it had proposed an M-hour-aWalkout ot musicians at
An example of the use of the New
day operation while unity would that wCMi scheduled for Saturday
only be on the air eight hours iniLocal No. 1, Ameri York ballyhoo is the "Grand Central

"nte Atjfterican Federation of Labor has assigned a full-time organtatx to Its member union, the American Federation ot JSadic Artists, and
paying his salary of $10i,000. The
Even suggestions that a hidden
wganizer is Joseph Coakley; public
instructor
at
Syracuse mike be used, without the^knowledge
jFelatipns
.TJniv. He is serving as national trav- of the players, has been brushed
aside
by the coaches.
representative.
The
uniMn
eling field
alvea^ has A. Franji Reel, Ed
Although CBS (like NBC) has a
Schlesinger and Lester 'Cogeshell as rule against the use of recordings
'

intended to build a $2,000,000
layout to house WJBK, WJBK-FM.

a strong 43-page -petition with the
F<;c.

(GontiiBued on page

Out Wlien

25.

was su- and WTVO, his propfised. video outalready has FCC asbids in the let for Which he

application

its

perior to all otfier'f'M
New York City area—apart from the

'DoorDieforOIdlhi^eTs'
Stuff Is

.

self,

Washington, Nov.

Claiming

.

portion of -the- act Itself. However,
the AFL and many of its affiliates
have openly defied that phase of
ihc law and intend continuing to do
the
•o, on the assumption that
Supreme . Court will nullify it as

FM Nix; Asb

Hits

With tiie Borden-Mark Warnow
show in the 9-0:30 slot getting the
heave, CBS is moving the $17,000"

George Heller,

<lilc*ly

secretary)

tor two. or., three official delegates,
Chief squawk concerning the Co--

Detroit, Nov. 25. ^ lumbus Institute has been that nothGeorge B. Storer's Detroit station ing ever gets resolved; that the year-in the Fort Industry Co. chain* iHryear-out habit of' programming
WJBK, ran slam bang into a museum the Important meeting in opposition
Storer has a piece of to one another negates their value
this week.
grotind for which lie paid $175,000: and ttiat campus institutes throu^-:
plus commissions, but can't build his out the country have mushroomed
because the His- to such an alarming' degree that to
there
station
new
tdrical Commission now wants the keep pace with the Institute Cirland for a museum.
cuit is now « fulltlme operation.
in Detroit hjmlives
who
Storer,
:

-

.

m ColmnbiK

Virtual dovetailing of the NAB
convention on the Coast and the Columhus Institute for Education by
Radio, txtth «». tit* agenda for May

An

tills

.

On

spot, as it

special occasions in

WOV

top 15 and Ae Opposition

'

.

,

)

.

,

-

IMJIIO

ERA FOR CBS

ING
Gaihv PoOs die Truige Boys

ACKERMi

^s Unsolicited* R^HHts

IIPPT.

Audieqc* Reiearch, Inc., a George Gallup organization, recently made
a check lor a dtent to determine how comparatively well known were
the names of eight designated performer-personalities and how the
intervieweeB felt about wanting to hear these personalities on the air.
The survey covered 1,000 persons aqd the distributiQiL.of the questioning was limited to eastern cities and was made on the same basis as
the Gallup presidential poll.
The' breakdown, of the findings

Danny Kaye

Joseph Gotten
Jack Faar
Billy de Wolfe
Donald O'Connor ...........
. .

.

,

,

.

75
28
57

.

49

^

Abe Burrows

Bm»^

...........

Thomas

Peter Lind Hayes

10
19
31

*

(3S

creasingly evident in the tradfe that

piiyofl

58

Hubbell Robinson, Jr., veepee'.in
charge of programs, intends to divorce himself completely from adr

"Truth Or Consequence" program.
Dream buildup of the stunt
into the nation's No. 1 indoor

ministrative work, leaving these de-

pastime currently is highlighted
by big newspaper counter" sales
of pamphlets which purport to
give real identity of the secretive "Miss Hush." Tab is $1.

81

and O'Connor each did- several weeks of guesting on the whilom Ginny
Simms-Borden stanza. Cotten's association.'with radio has: been as an
Occasional guestee. Thomas has two network stretches to his crefflt,
first- with Fannie Brice and later with
Don Ameche and Frances
Langford for Texaco.

Stasseiilfaw CanqNugns

a

h Crosby;

Statkms Offo'ed LT. beeches
Washington, Hov.

:

25.

.

progranuning te«^niflue.: v
For one thing, it has become in-

derstood

that

Also, it's unAckerman'S position

a

will roughly correspond to

is

.

to Fineshriber.

tails

tor

'

of',

"direc-

(Atilcennan,

directors."'

who

Lead

GOP

cam, originally made his nam£ as a,
producer of some of the toi>-bud.

geted shows.)

Robinson, more than any previous
CBS program exec, will be out of
the office on contract work, bringing something approaching a new
dimension to network programming
operation, ahued,: of course, at development of high-rated shows. The
new programming, concept stems
primigrily from the network tsAdng,
advantage of the peculiar talents of
its programming veepee, with his
wide agency background and familiarity with sponsors.

'

Tay-w-No-Play

Rde Set for New

400

stations offering

them

BMB C49) Study

ilrst

ond agency man brought into CBS
by Robinson. (He was preceded by
Robert Mann, who has been identified in the past with :Several of the

If little-known Broadcast Meas
urement Bureau plans go through,
larger agencies.)
broadcasters who aren't subscribers
are in for a surprise when the re^
port is issued on the next nation'
wide BMB listener survey. It came Ratner
Sales
as somewhat of a shock to
and tb subscribing stations when
Profpram

View

Adds

BMB

To CBS

Lotteries

.

Hot Seat Again
'

,

Washington, Nov.

25.

most telephone quiz shows
which dole out prizes was at
Stake in a FCC hearing here Friday
and yesterday (21-24) to decide
whether a money giveaway quiz
program aired by WABL, Arlington,
Va,, is -a lottery in violation of the
Communications Act. Big question
FCC must decide is whether "the
mere act of answering a telephone
call and answering a question as a
result of that call" is "consideration"
on the part of radio listeners. If so,
it. would appear most telephone quiz
shows will eventually come under
the FCC scalpel.
Three elements, it was pointed
out, are necessary for a lottery.
These are chances, consideration
(effort or expenditure of time or
attorney
money) and prize.
and part-owner Frank Fletcher told
the FCC the station was pinning its
defense here on the premise that
Fitte of

WARL

merely answering a telephone call
definitely does not constitute "consideration."

Format
Answers"

ot WARL's "Dollars for
undt^r the Ipcal sponsor-

ship of "Zlotnick the Furrier" is
typical of many telephone quizzes,
with exception that the questions appear to /be much tougher. It is a
four-minute program repeated on
the haU'hot^r throu^out the entire

(Continued-

on page

34)

Program Board participants inthe other hand, of course, the
No. 2 Study is quite a while off and clude prexy Frank Stanton; CBS
some statioi> lops are believed to veepee Jue Reams, Howard IVEeighaii,
feel that they can bold off kicking Hubbell Robinson, Jr., Dave Taylor
in on BMB's new monthly pay-as- and William Gittinger, along;, with
you-go membership deal until the following departmental execs:
William FineshrVberf. ^Robert Mann,
closer' to the survey deadline.
James Seward, Robert
and Oscar .Katz.

For 2-Cat^gory

NW) York

Peter DonaldVPIatter Show
Peter Donald is topping his "Can
This?" and Ajax Cassidy
(Fred Allen show) roles with a new
transcribed comedy series for StanFifteenpowders.
headache
back
minute cross-the-board airer, Donald's first starrer, is being produced
mark^
Stark,
Charles
announcer
by
ing latter's debut as » producer.
Stanza also will feature the Three
be
trio,
and
rhythm
vocal
Flames,
announced by Dennis James.
Show will be aired coast-to-Coast,
15th,
Dec.
starting
•announced,
it's
but netwovlt and stations carrying it
are yet tot be ^set

N. Y. Chapter of the Radio DirecWith apparent annoyance, the FBI
in. session Monday night
chief pointed out that several years
down on tiie subject of ago the FBI forwarded to the War

tors Guild,
(24), "bore

with' the four major
networks by unanimously adopting
resolutions reaffirming the memliership's solidarity and taking a firm
stand against attempts to cause a
split between the two. categories
negotiations

In

Pott

Ms raHM^ilf*
an IntwMliiifl pi«c«

'^A Critic

Looks

d featvra

*

In the

•
lerthcomlag

42d Annieertary Number
of."

directors)

assnciate

Effect of the action was to dose
the ranks of the organization ..and
present a solid front in negotiations,
which were resumed between the
vrets and RDG yesterday (Tuesi)

morning.
Guild wrapped

Dept. £n -anonymous letter concern-'
ing an officer <Mt high rank "viito is
now under investigation by the Senate War investigating Committee.**
The reference obviously was tO; former Maj. Gen. Bennett E. Meyers;

Durr made his disclosure in
passmg reference during a talk last
month before the School Broadcasters Assn. in Chicago. He added «t

gossip.!'

up^„its

stand in

-

the -time that if broadcasters could
see the information in these reports
they would "dismiss it as basest
.

ft

three-point resolution:
"1. For the purposes of negotiation of working contracts with the
networks and until membership of
the Guild shall change it. the twocategory system .itrith Ihe fullest
and fairest opportunities, and safeguards securable by negotiation with
the networks shall be the official

Cross tQ Set Up

H woodUNSoies

Oiristopher N. Cross," Ui S. radio
officer for the United Na'2. Notwithstanding any interpretions, left over the weekend, for tiie
tation of the first part of this resolu- Coast
to produce an ambitious -series
tion, it is the clear and firm sense
of quarter-hour air shows featuring
\)f the Guild that no category shall
top film personalities.. Lined, «q>>a^
in any way be deemed. less than any
far, among others, ai'e Lionel .Ba£ry»'
other category in rights, status or more,
I^ul Muni, James Stewart,
"
dignity.
Robert Montgomery and Edward (S."3. In accordance with, the aims Robinson.
and policies of the constitution of
Purpose of the series is to create
the Guild, it is the continuing goal
a better understanding of the TJHto work equally for the creative
and its various agencies, about which
recognition and material advancelittle is known. UN is hopeful that
ment of all members of the Guild." the
series, which will be carrieef by
the Mutual network. Wilt be, a factor
in lowering the 30% in the U, S,
-who, according to a recent poll,
or
policy of the Guild,

liaison

.

.

.

didh't

Hits CoastasKFAC

Shorthairer

to

Asks

Seram

Hollywood, Nov.

KFAC,

25.

local -version of N. Y.'s
has "invited" the

WQXR,

classical
last remaining

-and

semi-classical

The show won't be ordered

know what

the

UN

represents.

Original plan was to transcribe 13
shows^ but number has been cut to
seven because of the need to get in
under the Petrillo Dec. 31 deadline.
Series represents Ul^'s first major
radio imdertaking involving ^ic
stars. Radio Directors' Guild is cooperating, lending an assist of top
directors. The Hollywood Coordinating Committee is also cooperating. Shows will be produced at the
Mutual-Don Lee studios on the Coast
Cross intends wrapping up the
lieven shows in

two

'Weeks..'

off,

since it is one of the station's oldest
accounts, being accorded some courtesy. If unable to find another outlet, the sponsor will be permitted to_
renew for one more year only.

at

Criticism"
*

tmd

<directors.

of membership.

of. classical
muiiic only.

fiagarpeinlt at

.

of information.

icy

Critic of the

'

;

pop music program,
Ira Cook's Owl show "Lucky Lager
labdi-y Time," to get off the air. The management is setting an alMonghair
policy. This is the first time that a
local station has set a program pol-

Paul Denis
Radio

You Top

J.

FM

r

On

projected BMB-stationS-only listing plan is understood to have some
opposition, with such network toppers as CBS prexy Frank Stanton
(Continued on page 34)

.

A

RDG $ Firm Stand

.

Board

many. non-BMB stations made
Coincident with his return to CBS
advantageous promotional use of
charges of sales procoverage figures in the No. 1 Study. as a veepee in
Victor Batner last week
Hence, the BMB plan is, in the motion,
joined the CBS ProgQam Boards
second survey, now set for 1949,
whidi meets weekly under the chairsimply not to give any figures on
Paley.
non-BMB station audiences or even manship of WilUam S.
Thus tor the- first time the sales
to list non-BMB stations.
believed many broadcasters promotion point of view will be repIt's
(Ratnet'S
are unaware of this intention and resented on the Board.
would be scurrying to get their sta- predecessor, David Fredericks, was
never a member of the Board.)
tions on the line if they knew of it.
>

On

ISdwards'

;

-

crack at exclusive airing rights in
their localities. Stassen's advisers are
hopeful the stations will regard the
Intende ws as ''good new? copy.*'
naturally
however,
Questran,
arises: are the interviews news, pub(Continued on page 34>

:

,

,

to

Be^b

tor

moving over from Young & Rubi-

Ebc-Gov. Harold Stassen, who was
first adniitted candidate for the
Ortega Gets 'Chan'
Presidential nomination,
1948
Santos Ortega has taken over the
Bovine. Halfback
is about to ring up a first in political
campaigning via radio. Chip-heavy title role of "Charlie Chan," sucAs such, Robinson's role at CBS
backers are preparing to ship re- ceeding Kd Begley, who went to the transcends that of the usual deskcorded interviews with Stassen to Coast last week on a film contract. plotter of programs, engaging himstrategically located radio stations Begley will resume' part upon com^ self in roving assignments among
throughout the country. Plattered pletion ot film stint.
agency execs, sponsors xmd encomMore than a dozen actors were passing the trade in general for a
interviews will be mad'e available to
all stations indicating willingness to auditioned, four of whom were re^
current
fullerunderstanding
of
use them.
corded tor submission to the spon- thinking and what makes programs
Stassen records will be distributed, sor, before Ortega was selected.
tick.
starting early next montii, via Ed
There are-persistent-reports, that
Associated, indie producing
Bart
cannot be verified at this time, that
ojjtflt here, which also platters Gol.
Robinson will gradually build up a
Bobert S. Allen and Harold L. Ickes
team of new executives of the hardairers and airs a weekly Congress
hitting agency type and that 'he is
sTiow over WINX, Washington. Inunder instructions from top manageterviews, which will cover Stassen's
ment
to concentrate on high-rating
policies on top level domestic issues,
shows. It's expected that he'll make
Will run 13 fflin.( 45 sec. each, allow-f
at least three or four trips a year
ing time in a 15-minute segment for
to
the
Coast.
10(<al introduction or sponsorship.
Ackerman, incidentally, is the secFirst letter went out Saturday (22

the

Parlay

1

75
72
70
63

54

Washington, Nov. 25.
Small tempest has blown up here,
with a resulting know-nothing lid
being clamped on at FCC and in the
FBI, over recent disclosure by FCC
Commissioner Clifford J. Ducr that
the FBI :has been forwarding "unsolicited" information to the commission concerning persons connected with the radio industry.
stiSf
silence over the whole matter has
been adopted in FBI and FQC circles, with officials claiming ignorance of such reports and refusing t»
comment.'
Whether the persons invalve«|
were, station applicants, broadcast'*
ers, talent or FCC Staffers is not
known. Apparently as a result of
Durr's
disclosure,
however,
chief J. Edgar Hoover over last
weekend issued a crisp 'Statement
declaring the bureau would be subject to criticism if it received information of interest to other tovernment agencies and merely -filed,
it.
Hoover added that the FBI does
not evaluate such information or
recommend action, but tries to establish the'>reliability of the source
,

Edwards' P.

That super-giveaway of $20,000 in prizes in the "Miss Hush"
guess-who contest is blooming
into a million dollar publicity

•Of the eight penionalities only one, Paar, is now the incumbent of a
regular commercial niche, and he is losing that shortly, while Burrows , and. Thomas are slated to bow on their own CBS commercials
in January. Kaye had had a two-season run tor Pabst beer, Hayes
was featured on the Dinah Shore-Ford show last season, while de Wolf*

10

Now Nobody D«it Know Nudm Natd

wmM

,

FCC

to

by Dvr;

Cafled 'Baseless Gossip'

Announcement of .th&iiii^j0liiitment
of Harry Ackerman as H C£iS procame out as follows;
gramming ejcecutive and tha crea% whe
tion of the post of general manager
% wkohadheari Uketohear
«f personality
him on air of the program dept. for William
Fineshriber portends « new. era in
88..
80

.rerf»niier>
l^eMonaltty

25

Kids Tabnt Boildnp Shows
Satire on the multiple talent de*

velopment shows on the webs

VALLEE-HUTUAL DEAL OFF

is.

Uus

basis of a new haU-hour comedy
airer packaged by Herb Moss, Will

Mutual won't air Rudy Vallee's GUckman and Joe Stein.
Hollywood gab, after all. Deal for
Show, with Henny Youngman in the
15-minute weekly "Show Business"
stanza, wliich had progressed to comic-emcee role, was auditioned
point of settmg time fteriod and tee- last week with Moss producing. It's
"Going Nowhere," With
off date, was quietly .called off last tabbed
*
format sufilciently flexible to permit
week.
Reported web and crooner-actor for showcasing of odd talent that's
couldn't compromise differences on strictly patterned to the Ane-shot
format, etc;

-

teduiique.

TELEVISION
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Tele Bits Its Best Foot Forward

-

.

Xdd needed punch
'

*
Director: Fred Bickey
9 p.m,
120 Mins.; Sun.

Sustaininii;

WR6B

Finally at

$210 Per

Hr.;

.

already staged^
in a series of ?ix legit^rs in^

NBC, Which has
the'fis^if

NBC

Handles Spot

Salesi

cooperation with the Theatre Guild,
Schenectady, Nov. 25.
has signed with the American NaWRGB, which in its six years of
tional Theatre and Academy, chartered by Congress as the U. S; of- telecasting has pjjed .up- the most
ficial national theatre, for 24 half- operating hours of any statiftm in the^
hour shows, to be presented once a country, will. go on
comjnaercial
weeit during the next six months.
WABD, Icey outlet in the DuMont basis, Deo. 1, with a rate card of
web, will present two psychological $210 'lan hour. This, was announced
mystery dramas, with the first sched- by Bob Peare, 'Vice-president o^ Gefi-

uled lor tonight (Wednesday) from
17530 to B p.m.
In addition to Jthe Theatrp Guild
shows, NfiC lor almost a year has
been airing one-hour Wednesday
night dramats under the banner' of
the Kraft Television Theatre. CBS,
3Pii6w ,oa S«k eitciusive remote opera-

eral Electric in charge of broadcasting, advertising and publicity. NBC's
spot sales department in New "Vork
will represent WRGB.
During the first four months— or
until April 1 the pioneer video outlet will allow a 50% discount in its
rates, Peare said.
One. minute feation -^ince It Shuttered its studio last tures will be accepted -as participaspring, "also expects to come up with tion in variety shows only—«t the
a dramatic series in the near future; five-minute program rate.' Xhis is
Choice of the proper "on location" $53.
site and the danger of jurisdictional
WRGB, in addition to its studio
run-ins with various unions' have originations, will also, telecast certain

held up CBS' plans thus

.

—

,

'

'

one-time tele scripter arid for-,
publicity chief for Dueli; Slptin

jrity,

mer

THE

&,Pe&rce, has been named exec producer on the series. Deal for the
shows wd's signed by ANTA prexy
Vinton Preedley and NBC ej^ec
<veepee Frank 1E. Mullen.^ Tele, according to Freedley, will "forward
AlWA's major aim of providing
more theatre for more people" as an
important allied art of the legit

After

BaQyIiod

Number of legit
named to' form an
for

ANTA

in

^

delebs have been

advisory commitselecting scripts

Hollywood, -Nov. 25.
Coast television is going Hollywood. And maybe it's not so good

and obtaining the hoped-for stage and may ultimately hurt. The inand screen stars. .In' addition to troduction here of "production"
the committee incliides
CJarenc^ Derwent, Helen Hayes,
Cheryl. Crawford, C. Lawton Campbell, Bobert Breen, Radie Hariris
and Raymond Massey.
B6th WAJBD shows will, be pro-

Freedley,

merchandising of receivers has developed two schools of 'thought:
those

who

believe

supersales

the

,

methods will end the vicious circleo'f which is to come first by getting
many sets sold, and the others wlio
duced by Bob Emery. Teeoil pres- take a dim view of loud and loose
entation tonight, a Henry Irving peddling with the notion that video
mystery classic titled "The Bells,*- is will suffer from overselling and mis'IThe"
Emery.
Kay
by
directed
be
to
understanding.
Btirror," an original by Robert MelAdvent of a "Mad Man Muntz of
been
selected as the secbnd
Television" school at' Barnumesque
show arid will.be directed by Pat showmanship to hypo retaiUiig'that
ray. Rudy Lucefc wil serve as -art has led to self-named "Video tQngs,"
director on both, with Frank Bu
etc.,
and loan-out 'receivers on a
netta handling the technical direc-'

has

'

"

tion.

'

In produckig these two dramats,

quick
good

jtogether with others slated to follow,

'WABD

carrying out a revised
policy statement recently set forth
by. DuMont network director Law
rence Phillips. "To build a mass
audience," Phillips said, "television
broadcasters must plan well-balThe. DuMont st9'
atieeicl' ^hedttles,
^tm^'^iu «l>nfmue'to add to ttnd
IffOve their program schedules uAtU
Ihe enteriteinment they offer can
successfully (Sompete with any othe)r

'tf

—

easy—-but perhaps not so

installation plans' are
(Continued on page 40)

the

-

ready to ep before hitting the

FM's Out Front, WitK

Web Due

Coast-Coast

In '48, Says Bailey

tor, though, lay In the near-perfect
cueing of the music and applause.
will certainly
Deal with the

AFM

Alcron, Nov. 25.*

broadcasting is too far along
ever to be outdistanced hy television, J. N. "Biir Bailey, exec secreAssocisitioi^.told a
tary of the
iour-^county meeting of radio dealers
here tonight. Parley was sponsored
to spark

FM

'NoPay.NoPix

in an eiJort
set tales in this area.

Bailey quoted figures to show
stations actually
there are 334
on the air and a potential of 1,147
upcoming witjiin the next two years

FM

B'dcasters

First attempt by a Jilm company
pr6ve his point. Only IS tele stations are operating 'and with 'grants In more thttn a year to traiterize its
to all bidders,- Bailey saidi there will product on television was made, this
in no case be more than 113 video week by Eagle Lion, which tried to
stations on the air in the next two book trailers- on three New York tele
outlets. Attempt was stymied, howto three years.
The FMA exec declared it will ever, hy the .refusal of Elt ad^pubYoungstein to
take five years for the American licity chief Max
Telephone & Telegraph Co. to com- buy time for the films and the replete its transcontinental coaxial fusal of the video broadcasters to
cable network to provide even a let the time go for free,
Ac.cording to the EL chief,- brosidskeleton coast-to-coast network lor
should furnish the time
tele. Already, he said, there are casters
eight regional FM hookups and at gratis since they would be getting
least one coast-to-coast FM netwofk actual scenes from firstrun pictures,
something that has heretofore been
is in sight "within; a year."
'denied them. In addition, he said,
New Tork—N, Ray Kelly, hereto- it's long been known that advertisfore production facilities chief for ing by film companies will eventul^BC television, has been 'named ad- ally open .tip a .wide'ne'W' market for
ministirative assistant to Noran £. tele broadcasters. Video outlets, conKersta, -the v^eb's director of tele sequently, should be . prepared to
operation's/ He's to be succeeded by make a few concessions how to snare
Robert Wade, former tele art direc<- that future ad revenue.
Stations,
on the other hand,
tor,-

K

-

,

InfitaAe

Experimnits

Such Video Qoite

television,
technically,
Theatre
has the long pull ahead of it
estitertiiijiament'and infot'
before it's going to rate the custommediuni
That's the expressed
mation."
ers' plaudits.
opinion of some of Paramount's
execs who've viewed privatie tests of
the new entertainment medium put
through the wringer at the FarA4
mount theatre, company's Broadway
ij^w price
showcase. This series of tests was
Chicago, Nov. 25.
recently conducted after hours to
Long-awaited low price tele set is determine whether .the time was ripe
In production by the Hallicrafters to' introduce theatre video to the deCo,j with retail marketing skedded luxer's patrons.
i(fs ea^ly.next year. Table model get
Tele method used .in tests wai^ the
to sell at $16ft,$0, has a seven-inch intermediary film technique, only
Dialing has oye 'vconsidered feasible for large-^
ficreen and 22 tubes.
been Simplified by push buttons for screen video at the present time:
all channels, as well as vertical and It's done by photographing the felehorizontal imige adjustment. Set is set receiver screen, then instantane'
reported' to require little or no in- ously developing the: negative, and
charge,
stallation
since -ordinary automatically projecting it on the
radio technicians can put it in opera- theatre screen. Motion picture ention.
gineers have widely hailed tb^t form
,Local tele spokesmen are unani- of theatre tele as technically ready
mous Ih- their belief that the new for use this year;
set will accelerate development of
But the method has yet to prove
Other

haLucrahers preps

tele set

EL

trailers con-

Rmwte

in a .studio.
Something is
lost in detail even on the lot
when a transfer to a negative is
made, The loss is much greater under the far from Ideal conditions in
which the tele screen is filmed. En-

always

larged enormously, when projected
on a theatre screen, the loss of detail becomes a major fault which
robs the pic of clarity.
The failure lies
the present
state of tele development rather than-

m

anything inherently wrong in the
used,^ observers believe. The
flickering quality, changing illumination, frequent static interferences

method

of present-day video is the obstacle.
And that can only be cleared Ijy
electronic
Which

improvements

would make reception

better.
that's done, theatre tele will
home on its own,'-

Once
come

.

video's mass audience.
manu- satisfactory
if ti\e Paramount trial
Jacturers, they predict, will be forced
jruns are a criterion, company obto turn out cheaper sets or risk capservers maintain.
The net results
ture of the market by Hallicra'fters.
on the screen have been blobs, fuzzy
in outline, rather than the sharply

N.Y.-tO'Chi Newsreel Sked
Chicago, Nov. 25.'
Starting this week, NBC newsreels

be flown from New York to Chi
Jor unwinding on the Fair departivill

detailed

images

which a

conven-

tionally-made film would give. Until there's considerable improvement

hope of a successful introduction of large-screen tele is a
minus quantity, these execs believe.
in clarity,

X6m% alore% Friday, night tele show
0n WBKB. Sponsor later plans to
Main difficulty is the teleset screen
«dd newsretis filmed locally by itself. It's said. Images depicted
cameramen the day before each there «re far less clear than those
show.

.

which a camera.

$t}octts,

.under arc

Some

A New Alibi

of the ad' agency produ'

cers on television are now wishing that Niles Trammell,
prexy, hadn't been so hastily

NBC

compliant about lifting the rule
against outsiders handling program production. These agency
men are now discovering that

when Trammell gave them the
free run of the Video" studios

deprived

them

of

a

costs rising
station revenue,

duction

than

studio profaster

much

WNBT

has

come up

with' a gbod idea to bring
the two into more even alignment.
Angle is a show packed with talent
and entertainment but staged as it
would be during a pre-broadcast re- "
hearsal. Need for costly sets and
costumes is thus obviated and, in
addition, the curious viewer gets
a supposed insight into the intricacies of a video studio.
Ttiled "Rehearsal 3-H" (number
being that of WNBT^s studio in
Radio City), the show preemed
Sunday (23) night to good results.
tele director
It's unlikely, that- a
would ramble around the set as
John McQuade did in the director's
role (the director actually sticks
closely to the control booth), but
how many among the viewers would
know the difference? MCQuade's
role lent the necessary air of authenticity, to the proceedings and
so can be passed off as good show-

manship.

Show was written, produced and
directed by NBC st^er Fred Coe
and the standout Romeo and Juliet
performance of Kendall Clark and
Mary Alice Moore can be attributed
to him. Following- the Shakespearean theme, Ellsworth and Fairchild
did a neat Interpretative dance routine to Tschaikowsky's "Romeo and
Eddie
Comic
Juliet ' Overture."
Mayehofl, former star of the old
NBC "Hour Glass", show, socked
,

across a monolog on the hug menace
to the U. S. In hilarious style. Given
half a chance, Mayehoff may emerge
as the best monologist since the late

Robert Benchley,
Camera work, with Coe given a
nice assist

from

was

t.d. Bill Steats,

'

lights

Wanted:

p,ita.

good, especially on, the dance numstituted -advertising matter the same ber. As it stands now, ''Rehearsal
as that paid for by any other spon- 3-H" impresses as an excellent buy
sor.
EL wanted to trailerize "Red for- any sponsor who .doesn't mind
Stallion"
and "Love from^ a tagging onto a network-produced
Sta-l.
Stranger," both of which open to- package.
morrow (Thursday) on Broadway,
and to keep the trailers on tele dur- FOLLY FABKEB PABTY
'"
ing the run of both pictures.
With Helen Farrish, emcee; Ellsworth Sc Fairebtid, Jeanne Falmert
Last film company to attempt to
models
run a trailer on -television was
Columbia, which paid for- time last, Producer: Lee Cooley
Director: Ed Sobol
year on WNBT, NBC's N. Y. video 2» Mins.; Sun.
(16) 8:40 p.m.
outlet, to plug "Jolson Story." Be-* ARNOLD CONSTABLE
cause of the trouble incurred at the- WNBT—NBC, N. Y.
time, however, Col ad-pub chief Ben
Television broadcasters have been
Serkowich marked it up to experi- experimenting with different types
ence and vowed never to do it again of fashion shows for years, but
until tele had ironed out its own dif- haven't come up with a new idea
almost that length of time. "Polly
ficulties sufficiently to handle film
Parker Party," which marked the
,
trailers.'''
-.^
entry of Fifth Avenue's Arnold ConChief obstacle then, and one which stable Into video bankrolling, was
still holds, was the American Fedentertaining enough but still foleration of Musicians' ban' on' tele lowed the same old lines. It doesn t
againstv the pse of film produced represent the answer to fashion
"Polly Parlter," mafter February, 1946, with a union- programming.
'

,

m

made

soundtrack. Col, consequently,
to dub in the score -frohi

was forced

he

sturdy

crutch, namely, the alibi.

Previously if a show didn't
turn out right the agency producer .could cite the fact he
didn't have production control.
That alibi can't be worked any
more—and the boys.miss.it.

cidentallyr represonts the trade
of the manufacturer.

name

recordings.

Format, as usual, presented a
group of pretty models showing ml
the latest styles,- described by an off-

2,000,000 Radio, Tele

a chance for a quick change

'

•

25 Mins.; Son., 8:3Q

As with all ice sho\ys, almost any Sustaining
waltz number would have done for WNBI—NBC, N. T.
most of the skating. Amazing fac'What with television

FM

Tek

still

.

.

pointediout that the

M-

sm.
-

is

s Theatre

his 'eolofful 'ihterjections of human
interest' notes on' the skaters.

sorship of th^ pickup- to discover

by WAKR-FM, Akron,

(M Sets oil Coast

the

into

trip, the boys are returning to New what it would look like. Based on
REHEARSAL S-H
York for more transcriptions to sat- the results, the company Is .almost With Mary Alice Moore, Kendall
isfy the ever*growing demand from icertaln to bankrolUthe Show next
Ellsworth
CiAfk,
& Fatrehild,
Lang-Worth's 500 station affiliates. Sunday (30) night.
.Eddie MayehoflF, John McQuade.
advance
in
furnished
Station
was
YORK
NEW
INC.,
LANG-WORTH,
FrltK de Wilde, others
with a program of the Follies and Writer-producer-diteotor; Fred Coe
had its recordings selected and Tech. direetor;. SU) Steata
air.

FM

Sding

skaters practically
viewers' laps.

.

road

successful

highly

„

Job under such conditions obviously irritating to those viewers who
couldn't have been perfect but it hadn't witnessed it. He alsq recame, off far better than might have peated the "lights dimming" angle
too often. On the credit side were

KNIGHTS

to

stage,

ville,

a

.

Fates' announcing job was only
passable. Habit of referring back
to ani earlier show he'd seen was

From. Honolulu comes word,that been^ expected; -for which producer
Th« 4 Knights have taken over the Fred Rickey and the entire CBS repopularity spot formerly, held by mote staff rate much praise; Ford
Motors was holding back on -spon"four Hawaiians,"

.

tee

4,

without live musicians'

tlie

both the music and simulated crowd
noises, as well as the v.pice of announcer Gil Fates, from' the studio.

"

'

,

•

the*obstacle.
Station had its cameras set up in
the. Garden as .usupl but piped in

NBC-New York video programs. They

far.

NBC-ANTA'series tees oH Sunday will be brought to Schenectady via
OOJ' night with fin adaptation o(t GE's recently coiAptete^l .(liicriiwave
Tennessee WilUams* "Last of Sftr relay;
Solid Gold Watches.*' Richard Har-i

•

-

•'

'

well
.

CBS' camera coverage was standout, as usual. Rickey wisely skirted
any invitation lor trick camera
shots, letting the skaters do the
trick work. With- such a wide area
as the Garden arena to cover, the
lensers had their job cut out for
theni and th^' way- 'they handled U
proved their worth. Standout were
the closeup shots, 'vyrhlch brought
.

N. Y.
Prohibited by the Ameriqah -Fed.eration of Musicians from, picking
itp
any music from Madison Sq.
Garden, N. "sr., during its airing of
Ice
Follies,
CBS television
the
showed what aft imMSinativP, (»lett
video creW could do to overcome

•

dramats.

qtJite
nOMi^,

'

WCBS-TV—CBS,

Goes Commercial

to tele .program-

mittg but broiadeasters can get along

.

.

'

up the increased emon dramatic shows for tele•vision, both NBC and DuMont this
week announced fi nejw series of
.Pointing,

1.947

TeievidionTReiiiew^

J

lOE FOLMBS
With Gil -Fatea, anttovneer
|)htisis

^^vnAm 2^

WtAgmSMfi

Set Output During Oct.
Washington, Nov. 25.
Priming for » heavy Christmas
sales, the Radio Manufacturers Assn.
yesterday (24) reported an alltime
record production of radio and tele-;
vision receivers in October. For the
first
time in history, more than
2,000,000 radio and video sets were
turned out in a single month.

screen

femme

voice.

other
clothes,
spotted at the

Pfoducer

Lee

To give the

talent

acts

end of each
Cooley

gals
into

were
lineup.

made only

half-hearted attempts to tie the talent with fashions. Giving the performers some kind of "business
that would Integrate their acts with
the show would seem to offer better
-

possibilities.

Helen Parrish, who emceed the
Standard Brands' "Hour Gla.ss" tele
show last year, made out okay as
the commentator. She looks nice beFM"units numbered 1-51,244 fore the cameras and has a pleasant
while tele set production reached & voice for .such work. Models did
new high of 23,693. Video output their usual parading, thus lending a
note of appeal to even- the male
last month averaged a 110% hike
viewers.
over average production of the preEllsworth and Fairchild, dance
vious nine months. So far this year,
team who've appeared on NBC
RMA said, member companie.s have shows
several time previously, were
manufactured 830,106 FM-AM sets good in their two numbers. Jeanne
and 125,0S1 television units.
(Continued on page 29)

AM

.

.

'

OUT TELE REELS
NBC Use of Trained AM

SuttDiie in Video Cards as FCC
Ponders Dropping of No. 1 Qiannel
Washington, Nov. 25. 4
There appear* to be Jittle doubt
that television will lose its No. 1 channel, in return for winning, exclusive
use at the other 12 slots 'earmarked
,for vid^o broadcasting. FCC spokesm'en agree this shift is probably
in the cards following a week-long

on

hearing

the

which

proposal

wound up here Friday (21).
Fact that tele reps—Philco, BCA,
Broadcasters Assn. and
all
the Allen B. DuMpnt Labs
agreed they would rather lose the
No. 1 slot than continue on the

.•Television

—

present sharing basis is considered
persuasive that FCC will follow the

and do just this.
Consensus appears to be too that
the emergency and mobile radio
services^ stand a much better chance
than the FM'ers of copping off the
line of resistance

television spectrum. FCC men said
privatiely that FM's demand for the
44-50 meg band for use as relays
shows had been
to network
weakened by rehash of earlier arguments advanced against FCC's pushbroadcasting "upstairs"
ing all

FM

Earning

Its

Letters

Washington, Nov. 25.
The FCC adopted a new policy
here yesterday (24) of permitting an FM or tele station operator to use a six-letter call
whether or not he has a standard
broadcast station in tow. Commission put the new policy to
practice in authorizing ScrippsHoward Badio, Inc., to use the
call letters of its
at Cleveland—

video station

WEWS —

for its
outlet there which henceforth will be known as WEWSFM. Scripps-Howard to date has
no
outlet in Cleveland,
Commission said any acceptable four-letter call may be fol*
lowed by "-TV" or *'-FM" to inor tele operation.
dicate

FM

AM

FM

BaDantinesM

FM

after the war. These arguments were
developed at great length during last
inventor Edweek's hearing by

PM

win Armstrong and J. E. Brown of
the' Zenith Radio Corp.
A big problem still remaining, as
both tele and FCC reps see it, is interference expected from FM and
•

,

FM

FCC Bids Now

W

For Tele Jobs Cues Indostry Shift
NBC

With everybody apparently ivartting to get into the ^>et on television

Faint Heart

national

News

eramen had

Chief factor serving to snow under
the networks' reels is the fact thai
AP, UP and INS have ready access
to coverage from thousands of cities
'

and towns throughout the country.,
AP, for example, has already fur-,
nished all its wirephoto tensers
with 16m film cameras to flliu any
events that might
included in a
newsreel. With these .lensers work.

W

ing in practically every city in the
country and every country in the
world, AP. is assured of the maximum of coverage with hardly any
extra cost.

Another angle favoring the wire
service reels over those turned out
is the ready market
available to the news, agencies.
Newspapers, instead of trying to
buck the onslaught of tele a^ they
did with early radio, are entering
tele station operation in droves to
protect their interests. Six of the 14
stations' now on the air are owned

feign

to

sickness

while covering the r<^al wedding Thursday (20) to get their
films out on time."
Lensers got as close as possible
to the wedding procession but
then found themselves hemmed
in by the crowds and unable to
break through to their waiting
trucks in the rear. Realizing that
NBC in New York was waiting
for the pictures, the cameramen
pr©tenA;d to faint. They were
immediately rushed through the

Service.

.

Wins

London, Nov. 25.
BBC' television newsreel cam-

newsreel 8er.^^,'.:t}ft)9e. reels established by'tlie ^broddcasters themselves may be forced into oblivion
by the competition oHered by; three
major wire services, Associated
Press,
United Press and Inter-

and removed to their

crowds

destination
lances.

in

speeding ambu-

Yaniis' Tele Deal;

DualAnnomicers
Ballantine Ale last week through
the J. Walter Thompson agency
overcame the N. Y. Yankees' phobia
about, going all out on television and
got a deal for all the Yankee games
available to video for the 1948 season. It's reported to be a $300,000
package, covering rights, facilities
over WABD, the Diunont outlet,
and the services of Mel Allen and

DuMont Revenue

.

Wire

services are

making

certain,

now

filling

new

jobs on

its

'

portance(New York indie radio station operators believe tele will eventually
force at least 10 of them out of busi-

.

Further details on Page One.)
Speaking at an American .Television Society meet in N. Y. on job
Opportunities in tele, Kersta revealed that as far as NBC is concerned, most of the job opportunities
would be .in AM radio. NBC, ha
declared, believes that tele needs
!ss.

,'

.i

the basic, showman techniques
already, possessed by top
staffers.
Since it's e.asier to teach tele

AM

methods to the AM'ers than to attempt teaching both video-and showmanship to newcomers, the web is
gradually moving some of its top
AM staffers into tele, thereby opening job

opportunities

in

the

AM

field.

Points to Profit

Citing the number of trained personnel that would be 'neede'd by th^

'

new

stations 'constanly opening tip,
Kersta expressed fear that too many

Era by End of

'48

applicants were finding it difficult
to tag onto jobs. He attributed this
to the fact that several new stations
are bringing in their
personnel,
making the staffers duplicate their
jobs in both media:
He predibted^
however, -that there would be- 50
new organization^ entering tele
within the next tsio or three monthtt
,

WABD, DuMont's N. Y. outlet,
and operated by newspapers and a
which operated at a net loss in 1946
good share of those others already
of about $80(^0QO; ^iU probably hit
granted construction permits are
the break-even point by next June
newspaper applicants.
Since- all
and show an operating profit before
these papers are customers of one
the end of 1948. Fact that the loss-

or more o£ the wire? services, ft's
considered, a foregone conclusion
that they'll also sign on -for the agencies' newsreels.

is

television
staff
with experienced
radio prografiiming personnel, ac«'
cording to Notan E. Kersta, the;
web's director of tele operations^'
pointing up NBC's belief that tele
will one day supersede radio in im-

.

by broadcasters

'

other services to staticms operating
on tele channel No. 2. For example,
transit was pointed ouf that
missions may breaK into the signals
of both WMAH, Baltimoret and
XContinued on page 40)

toil

AT

'

Personnel

•

to-profit switch is attributed almost

AM

(Continued on page 40)

entirely to income from sponsors
indicates the manner in which advertisers are hopping 'into tele in

increased numbers.

moreover, that the broadcasters
Income from sponsors tn 1946 toThe suds bottler will also stay with won't have too good a chance" of taled only $80,000. During the curthe Yanks on radio, via WINS,
(Continued on page 40)
rent year it's expected that WABD's
N, Y., sharing these broadcasts, as
revenue will hit the $175,000 marker,
it did last season, with White Owl
as compared to an operating cost
cigar, also a JWT account. It will be Tele Earns Another Kudo
qf about $500,000. Ratio of revenue
the same announcers for video and
to operating cost will thus jump to
radio.
about 35% during 1947. Operating
lnThree-&-HalfDayBeat
Ballantine's deal for the Yankee
cost for this year is lower than .1946
rights includes an automatic option
because WABD was off the air
on
for successive years. In other words,
about three months in 1047 while
the brewer has the privilege of first
Television newsreels cut anojiher switching over to its .-new trans.'
refusal.
notch in their guns this week to sig- mitter;
nify their most important scoop, to
-Beginning. Jan. I, it's expected
date over the commercial, newsreel that revenue '*irill approximate bePIX
outfits.
Not only did broadcasters tween 50-75% pf operating cost, with
air pictures of the British royal wed(Continued on page 40)
ding three-and-a-half days ahead of
SCRIPT
Young & Rubicam is planning; a any commercial reel but the films
were transmitted' to audiences in
course in film writing for its com^
CHI
SETS
seven different cities before the commercial writers, as education for
mercial 'outfits even received their
writing commercial plugs on its teleprints from England.
vision programs. The illustrated lec.
Wedding pictures were first flashed
Chicago, Nov. 25.
tures are to be given by Jack Barry,
on theatre screens yesterday (Tues.)
Retail sales of tele sets in Chi are
the agency's director of commercial
morning.
NBC, however, had its now averaging around 300 per w^ek.
films.
Project is the idea of John
pictures on the air at 1 p.m. Friday Number of sets installed has reached
Swayze, director of commercial
(21), just 29 hours after the cere- 9,100. Tlie 15,000 mark is expected to
writing.
mony took place, NBC films were be passed in February, at which
So far, the commercials for Y & R
broadcast by stations in New Ifork, time WBKB wUl jump its rates.
video shows have been assigned to
Schenectady; Philadelphia and WashPresent haU-hour rates, based on
the agency's top commercial writers,
ington and were flown to stations less than 15,000 sets, are $210 for
particularly those with a show busiin St. Louis and Detroit for pairing live shows and $125 for film. New
ness background outside radio. Even
Friday night. CBS aired an AP news- rates will be $375 for live and $200
so, the writers have had to feel their
reel of tlie wedding ceremony that for film. Quarter hours will ;be
Way in the new medium, just as
priced at $200 live, $130 film.
(Continued on page 40)..
many script writers and directors

Kuss Hodges.

N.Y. Garden sSRO

.

Hit Landslide
Washington, Nov.
Everybody wants in on the

25.

tele-

a.ct. judging by the landslide
of new video bids hitting WashingFive more applications have
reached the FCC in the past five
days, four of them for bigtime tele

vision
ton.

liiarkets.

Newest request for a Boston video
OuUet came from Covyles Broadcasting Co; station WCOP, which expects
to plow $298,900 into construction
and $10,000 a month on operation.
Company is bidding for Channel 9
and ^ill locate at 485 Boylston street,
Boston.
Interesting angle

Craven, Cowles

v.p.,

is

T.A.M.

that

was one

of the
color-

boosters of CBS's

strongest

video 's.ystem and had earlier applied
for an experimental color tele station in Washington. Tills is Cowles'
first request for a- black-and-white
video outlet. Hearing is. already due
on top-heavy list of bidders for
Boston.
I^ort Industry Co., which already
holds permits for stations in Detroit
and Toledo, entered a third bid for
'

the.

No. 6

slot in Atlanta.

Company

WAGA

operates
there and will ioA
tate the video station in the
.

WAG

(Continued on, page 36)

KTlA PREPS SURVEY
OFTELEOWNERSaiKES
Hollywood, Nov.

25.

Interest of others in obtaining
surveys of audiences has inspired
taramount's
to conduct its

.

.

COM!

COURSE

RETAIL

KTLA

:

However, the courses by Barry
expected to give the writers considerable help' on the assignment,
Those attending the lectures will
include Harry Hartwick, Ruth Aikman, Mildred Black, Sylvia Dowling,
By Collins, Florence Clisbee, Ruth
do.

are"

Hawkins,
Crump.

Dee Barbour and Jean

Sunsliine Beer Enters

Tele Via Sportcasts

actions.

Obviously inspired by the survey
Issuecf' by the Los Angeles
Auditorium,
Pan Pacific
etc., the
station is taking the initiative itself.

Dons,

Hollywood Legion Stadium,

Results will be made available to
current sponsors, including Gough
Industries, Inc., Coast Philco distributor for Philco and one of station's top accounts.

Philadelphia, Nov. 25.
Beginning Dec. 5, night of the Joe
Louis-Jersey Joe Walcott fight in
Madison Square Garden, N. Y. 8

new

show
WPTZ for

television

screened

by

be
will
Barbey's,

Video Pacts
:

'

,

'

Twentieth Century Sporting
Club stages its Friday night boxing
matches at the Garden but CBS' is
excluded from these under the club's
tive.

exclusive

contract

with'

NBC

"tjSlis

and Gillette Safety Razor. Whether
will air tiny non-$pbnsored
events on a sustaining basis hasn't
yet been decidedv
Agency for .6-F, which will plug
Maxwell House coffee, is Benton
Bowles. J. Walter Thompson xeprpsents Foxd and the ,Kn<)x agency 'js
Geyer, Newell & Ganger.

CBS
.

Ms

Video Cmnmittee Ready With

&

Contract Terms for Co. Confabs WNAC (YANKEE) PACTS
IS-min. shDW-^35, including 30
committee of the
VIDEO DEAL WITH GE
Associated Actors & Artistes of mins. .rehearsal.
Boston, Nov. 25.
America, parent organization of the
Less than IS-min. show—$25, inget
goa
talent unions, expects to
WNAC, Yankee "Network, pacted a
rehearsal.
The

own survey

feelers

SALES

AT 300 WEEKLY MARK

•

of video watcher reIn a check to be started
within the next month, KTLA will
seek to' gauge audience preferences
on its own fare, that of competitor,
Don Lee's non-commercial, W6XA.0,
and -other tastes, forms going to
some 6,000-odd set owners on Par
station's mailing list.

,

Y&R SEHING UP

On

Televised sports events from ikfadison Sq. Garden, N. Y., have' been
sold out, with General Foods and
Knox the Hatter parting with CBS
this week to bankroll all events not
already earmarked for sponsorship
by Ford, Motors.
Contract,, effective next Monday
(1), calls foi: Ford to take 35 of tha
remaining events,, G-F to take 32
and Knox, 12. Eyents are to be split
among the three Sponsors as tQ
viewer interest in: the various sports
staged at the Garden. Fordi which
had the field to itself .last year ani^
bankrolled 61 different events, has
already sponsored. six of them since
this year's fall i^orts «c?:t6dule ,tee^
oflE at' the (garden.
Garden's slate calls for 160 different events during the fall and winter
sea.son but CBS 'won't televise that
many, since most of them are repeti-

television

cluding 30-min.

ahead within the next three or four
weeks to begin negotiations for a
contract with the television companies.
The committee's proposed
for such a code have been approved
by the American Federation of Radio-Artists and will probably be
Okayed shortly by the governing
boards of Actors Equity Assn.,
Screen Actors Guild and the other

video deal with General Electrid
Extras AvQuId' get half the regular
this week, stating it figured to be on
including regular rehearsal
the air wHh its TV station earily in
requirements. Complete Units, pre1948. John Shepard, HI; signed with
viously rehearsed and capable of
GE for the latest video equipqaent to
giving a performance, woull get 1%
be installed in a new " transmitter
times the regular scale.
being especially constructed on MedExtra rehearsal would be at the ford hillside, tried and true site of
rate of $4 per hour pre-camera and the first radio transmitter in this
$6 per hour under the camera.
area.
scale,

.

Inc.,' of Reading, Pa., brewers of
Sunshine Beer.
Show, to be presented Just before
There would be rest periods of five
the Garden boxing bouts every Fri- AAAA aSEiliates.
The basic terms of the proposed minutes in every 30-rainute rehearday night, will be known as "Sunsal and 10 minutes in every 60shine Sportsman's Show," and is code on talent are as follows;
60-mtn, show^60, including 1% minutes. There would be a 12-hour
brain-child of Gray & Rogers, Philly
rest period required between calls.
hours rehearsal.
advertising firm.
Films could not be made of any
45-min. show— $55, including 1%
Program will be built around a
telecast. The ownership of an artist's
testy, heart-of-gold gent called the hours rehearsal.
30-min. show^$50, including 45 variety or special material would
Coach and a second character known
remain with him.
mins. rehearsal.
as the Young Fellow.

No

hint

as

to

its

transmitting

however, though it is possible
DuMont visit here was sigDuMont let it he tnowa
he was exploring outlets here for hi«
net. Completion and opening. Of this
new radio relay system between
Boston and New York would mak*
plans,

recent

nificant, Bs

tliis

possible.

^
.

.

.

.
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AFRA ttoving Slowly on Resolntioiis

From

ii

die Productioii Centres

ii
if

Made

Shows

at (kventioi^ Survey

'A check-up by Variety this weekKvealed. that some action has been
taken on most of the resjlutions
adopted at the last national conven-

Kid

StuflF

Owl became quite perlast week when its Mel

'White

tion at tbe American Federation ot
Ratllp Attists, but that little has been
cl6n« oh some others. The convention was held Aug. 14-17 at the Asl^or

ttSicbed

of cigars, along witii |S0,. to a
youngster who phoned in th«.
right, answer to a question.
'From now on when a listener
thinks he h,as the answer,
the phone operators at the J.
Walter Thompson agency will,
per the client's instmctions, a^k
him whether he's ov«¥ -i8 years
:

Axe

ABC program veepee "Bud" Barry planed to the Coast over the' weekend
."...Les Damon, lead in "The Thin Man," now also in the title role in
"Christopher': Weils," replacing Myron McCormiclc And Vickl Vola ha«
succeeded Chartotte Lawrence in the stanza's femmc lead. .. .John C.
as an account exec
Warren, ex*WSVB (Syracuse) salesman, into
succeeding H. V. Anderson, who moved to NBC television sales. .. .Doris
manager Jim Gaines, featured in a pix layPatterson, secretary to
out coming out in Wom&n's Home Companion. .. .C. E. Hooper, guesting
on Nancy Craig's WJZ sequence Monday (24), talked mostly' about how,
he got his start selling horseradish at age 14..., Don McLaughlin, lead in
ABC's "Counterspy," seeing Guatemala, Yucatan and Havana on his first
vacation from the show in more than Ave years, .. .Mrs. Francis Head, of
the John Gibbs office, blitzed out bf her London agt. twice during the war,
arrived home at her Gotham apt. Sttnday (24) night to find a Bre, set by a
boiler explosion, had gutted the place. ,,, .Mutual has made a reciprocal
deal with Popular Fiction Group for plugging of eight web shows in 23
pulp maga in return for vice versa.':. .Dorothy Dehncke, secretary to Tony
Rubicam radio department, was married
Zaghi, manager of the Young
By Collins, commercial writer at
She's continuing her job
last week.
& R, is engaged to marry Marilyn White, formerly of the agency pub-

BUD TAYLOR

&

ORGANIST
Thanks
it

all

those

me

possible for

who have made Y
to celebrate

my

AnWvei-sary at The Shieraton
Hotel and WNBW, New Toi'k. N. Y.
first

Of TalconV

•

'

rate story).
iis'
"4. Called
for' ^inflexible opposi- weld's top rated atanzas during
tion" to contracts not containing an three-year sponsorship by American
AFRA' Shop, d&pie, Except, where Razor.
prevented by l&w. National and
late
a
faHeout
w^i^K
did
"Falcon,"
lo&al boards' a^e- following that
last '«umm«t when tlie. razor comliolicy, within the.^ limits of the Taftpany pulled the pursestrings, will
Hartley Act.
\ „
move into '."Scotland Yard's" 8 p.m.
5. Called tor the paying of appliMonday segment Jan. 5.« Cast isn't
cable rate for interview programs,
it's possible Les. Tremayne
with local cha^te^s empowered to set, but
inked for the lead.
attt
waivers foe local shows. wlii be
Mutual also is a*ing "Racket
AWeiCf tiifiMarily «t^clisk-jockey 'pxcgrams,' this iS- 'in: abeyance pending Smashers," true crime case airer,
the 'Ame.riciLn. Federation of Mu-r brought" over several months ago
eiciqus settlement, of its recording from WHlJ, N.Y. indie, for a test
'
run.' "Smashers" will be replaced in
pplicy.
^8 p.m. Wednesday period-next
fi. Reaffirmed .the 1046 resolution' the
regarding an ApRA. expansion prp- week (3) by' i'Scarlet. Queen," the
gratti and called for' the national latter's 8i30 Thursday spot being
board .and executives to implement taken over by "Block Party," now
it. , The employment of additional
aired at 9:30. The 9:30 segment goes
vrganizers and the plans of several to "RFD America," which wiU make
regional, .Ai'RA meetings are de- a sHstainer debut next week as asigned to do this,
buildup for Ford Dealer sponsorsiiip
starting Jan. 8.
...
Expansion Plan,
'f
"RFD," packaged by e.t. producer
v?.' Called for the national executives to' pjrepare a plan within 90 Lou Cowan,- will be aired live, indays foir AFRA expansion.
Frank cidentally,, rather tha'n via- platter,
-Beel, associate executive - secretary, with Chicago as the origination'
has recently completed a nationwide point. Giveaways to farmer contestt^p to investigate thii i^tuatioti, and ants on the quite stanza will include
has reported to ihi. national, board.: tractors, farm^ implements, ihilking
A' plan is 'being jworked out, to b^ nfacHine^, etc.
'
forwarded to the locals.'
-.f
8. Called''' for the national board
to submit s^i-annual reports to the
lo'cal chapters of. 'progress on all
'

I

,

'

'

>

.

<

Washington, Nov. 25.'
will become
Radio station
•

WOOK

the first postwar daytimer in- the
Washington area to t.fgn a contract
with "the American Federation of

A 24-day strike
Radio Artists.
ended at the station last Saturday
with agreement by owner
(22)
Richard Eaton to "recognize AFRA
as the exclusive, bargaining unit for
artists."
and
radio
announcers
Eaton also pi:omised to cooperate'
toward "establishment of a union
shop" at the station.
-

^.

The

first is

strike.

-

.

AROUND FOr AGENDA

dAt^iot the.-ctidification of the-A committee' has

'

been

,

-Washington, Nov. 25.

i-

,

agreement, covering

wages,

hours, .oveirtime, vacations and sick

leave 'but will' meet in January to
work oVit a mo^e complete contract,
Agreciment also prohibits strikes or
'lockouts through Oct 30, 1948,

New .WOOK work week is 40
rather than '44 hours with overtime
pay after eight hours. Basic wage
.

.

,

•

FCC

'

'

,

t

Randolph
for the national t>oard tO consider test, between .William
the formation of 'su<* an organisa- Hea'rst and newsmen Drew Pearson
tion on a naticmal basis. Former was and Bob AUen-^for use of the WBAL,
Baltimore wavelength.'
referred to the locals and the na
tipnal board appointed a committee
Top-policy FCC matters and plan'
ning for upcoming sessions on the
(Continued on page 38)

-

.

.

G

Of

Petrillo

Music Ban

'

In

:

North American Regional Broadcasting Agreement have persuaded Com
missioner K K. Jett 'to backslide on
his promise to take a three months
leave of absence from FCC to serve
on the Provisional Frequency Board

Roadslioiwg Air Shows
Is
;

Now

a B.O. Bonanza;

1lint}(unt/'kdi^^^^^

shows for out-of-?town dates' on' a
paid admish basis.
Move follows
recent record - breaking appearance
of "Ladies" at the Milwaukee Food
Show, where it topped previous b. o.
high of "Queen for',a Day" by more

"Hint Hunt" makes

its

b.

Legion

auspicjes.

Advance

o,

FCC Nixes

bow

WFMD

Grant

IttBowtbWPAfsBeef
Washington, Nov.

sales in-

The FCC

week bowed

25.

to the
Paterson, N. J.,
and revoked a grant macle fast
April to station WFMD, Frederick,
charged that the operMd.
with 1 kw power on
ation of
Both shows are aud partiripatoi's the -930 kc band would preclude the
that could well be combined into Paterson station from staying on
now has
a single boxoffice draw, except for the air after dark,
off timing,
"Ladies", is aired over a bid on file for nighttime' hours of
ABC at, 2 p.m., while "Hint Hunt" is operation on the 930 kc wavelength.
Commission agreed with this conheard an hour later via CBS, Similarity of .shows is thought to pre- clusion and tabbed, both bids for
clude their presentation as separate hearing to «ee which of the two
should get the improved facilities.
attractions on the same boavds. ;

reqaest of

last

WPAT,

.

I'

WPAT

WFMD

-

WPAT

-

.1

1,

if

James

C. Petrillo goes through

with his ban,

The

Americin

dicate a sellout ,of 4,600-seat gym,
scaled to $1.25 top. "Ladies" is set
for six hours in the Minneapolis Ar.
mory, Dec, 15-19, Admish will be
50c, 'with half the receipts going to
the Junior Chamber of Commerce.

..ti^i

to B'casters

is contained in a circular letter which Jerry King, head
of Standard Radio Transcription
in Geneva, beginning Jan. 1.
Service, has sent his station subJett announced definitely' Friday scribers. The letter is in answer to
(21) that he will stay with the FCC a query from broadcasters asking
to participate in a hea'vy schedule of him whether he planned to record a
hearings.- Commissioner Edward M. backlog of music to protect Stand^Webster is expected to, -leave next ard's monthly releases.
month for the safety radio conferKing wrote that he learned fi'om
encea in London, but the other mem^ the ,last AFM .srtutdown that there
bers of the FC!C bench will be on was no way to predict how and
deck.
when a popular tune is mad?.

than. 20%.

In Decatur, Nov. 29, under

Answer

Curious implication that his or
ganization will not stand by and
cease recording new tunes after Jan

,'

t.!
Chicago, Nov. 25."
Featur« '.jProductions, Chi packaging firjjat which handles 'SHint Hunt"
and "Ladies Be Seated," .has
wrapped up booking rights on both

,

I.I

.

.

.

.

WMCA

-

'

•

.

.

Eaton and the strikers drew up i
partial

scale agreed to last Saturday is
'
There will definitely be a quorum starting salary of $45 a week; one
'
appointed', •''.-.'
members on hand in the next week's vacation after 26 weeks 'and
-10. Called for AFL-CIO .unity. No of
few months to handle alUimportant two- weelos' after a year on the job,
apecific action required.•11. Called for' the locals to coop- decisions on clear channel |>roadcast>
crate with local units of tli^ 'Ass'n. ing, broadcasters' right to' editorial'
of Broadcast Unions
Guilds, and ize and ihi hot-on-the-griddle con

wi&ion by'-Iav/s.
-

owner

that

is

•

FCC QUORiqi TO HANG

4:dnventiOti resolutiOh&
d««>jttX'ebrutaTy,

.

.

fact

Interesting

Eaton decided to call off the; strike
just* 48 hours after AFRA attorney'
Jesse Messitte had shown him transcript of a statement the union proposed to make on the station, Eaton
had taken '.to the WOOK ether four
times to defend his position on the
strike and AFRA having gotten
FCG counsel on its right to answer,
demanded time to reply. Union men.
here believe the script changed
Eaton's mind about continuing the

.

.

,

WOR

ToAFRAPacl

-

'

'

•

department.
Arnold Moss, taking sojourn from "FBI In Peace and War" and other
radio roles, planed to Coast Sunday (23) to do film stint in Rita Hayworth
He'll retu.rn east .ih late Dec, or early Jan.... Ed
starrer, "Carmen."
Greif (Banner & Creif ) -trekked to Yale yesterday (l^ies.l to lecture grad
students on public relations, . ,'ABC staffers partied at the Plaza last Friday
Jerry Alpern, 11
.Mutual's Walter Lurie in from the Coast
(21).
years'with WINS, checking out next weekend as head of music clearance
news chief,
and" library
It's freC'^lancer David Driscoll, not the
.Jack Cluetti radio ed of
who's on the Writers -Guild's national council.
Woman's Day mag, has sold a series of humorous pieces (not on radio) '!>
Larry Dobkin flew to the Coast to take the lead in the new
Collier's
"Ellery Queen". series,' teeing oft on ABC tomorro-w (Thurs.). Leonard
Reeg will direct.... Joyce Hayward into "Katie's -Daughter" cast. Lawson'
Zerbe added to^thc; "Stella Dallas" roster'. Jack Lloyd and Xan Martin new
to "Lore Lawtoh". , Second original on "Ford Theatre" will .be "Father,
Dear Father," cbmedy by Therese Lewis and Irving Plncus, set for airing
Dec. 28.
Driver Lewis, oil for Germany ^s civilian radio writer-director for V. B.
Armyi presented with stopwatch by colleagues «t CBS Program Writing
Division.
Johanna DeWitt returns to CBS to replace Lewis. .Lillian
Schoen relaxing, from a post-operative relapse at parents' home in Thet"Racial Stereotypes In Fiction Writing" was theme of special
ford, 'Vt
lecture given last week to Theatre Wing Play writing class by Robert Jv
Landry of CBS, who was chairman of the -Comi^jittee to Combat Race
Hatred for Writers War Board. ., .Talent cost' of the **Bculah" show' on
is $9^300.. .The "Grand Ule Opry" 1;udg«t i£ $2,500....
CBS for P &
Betty Shay (Mrs. Ted Corday) daytime radio director of Pedlar & Ryan,
takes a four-month leave beginning Dec: li to become a -mother., Baby
is due in February and meanwhile the Cordays are microscoping the town
for a larger apartment. .. .Earle McGiU back from his Army assignment
in Europe. ...With the retirement of. Charles Luckman fr,om the President's food conservation committee, his volunteer staff of radio men are
returning to their regular agency jobs. They include Don Belding, of
Foote, Cone & Belding, and Phil Cohen and William Spire, of Sullivan,
StauCCeTt .Colwelt *. Bayles,
.DeVere Engelbach 6ast last week on a
quick business trip ..Gertrude Warner has Replaced Betty Winkler as
the- title actress of the "Joyce Jordan" daytuiie serial. Miss Winkler -continues as lead of the "Rosemary" and "Young Dr. Malone" serials.
-American Tobacco has renewed "The Big Story" through Foote, Cone
& Belding for Pall Mall in advance of the option date' Helen Hayes will
play leadJn "The Corn Is Green," when the Theatre Guild of the Air
presents the_Welsh drama Dec. 14. Homer Fickett will direct
Tuval
Shirts has been inquiring among station reps through the Weiss & GeUer
agency, for available minute spots preceding play-by-play baseball broadcasts. Contracts would start with the beginning of the 1948 season,
Wilfred Roberts and Ted Corday will probably make another audition',
platter of their "My Friend Mulrooney" situation comedy package. Meanwhile they're on the o.o. for writers to assist creator Albert N. Williams
on the scripting, if and when the stanza Is sold... If,Charles Irving sells
his one-man five-weekly 15-minute recorded whodunit,
"Solo In Crime,"
he hopes to produce it at his' place in Bgcks coupty. Pa., and would have a
studio constructed there for that purpose. Meanwhile he's
'continuing his
numerous acting assignments and is directing the "Nora Drake" serial
Dore Schary, Drew Pearson, Davidson Taylor, William L. Shirer and
George Denny are among the scheduled speakers at the annual American
•* tl^^ Astor, N. Y., to be broadcast by
licity

.

WOOKAgrees

.

^

'

.

,

'

required.
possible
for
"every
2. Called
means Within AFRA's disposal" for
oid.
repeal of the Taft-Hartley Act. Apparently the .only overt action has
been the presence of George Heller,
executive'- secretary, at the recent 'Scotland Yard' Gets
JCBIm conve.ntion in San Francisco
and the' union's expected participHMutual
in Faybr
tibn in the meeting Dec. 5-6 of the
AFL international presidents in
Reprise
Washington, ajt 'which, a full-scale
campaign will be mapped ,(see sepaAfter a year-long effort to ensnare
rate story).a bankroUer for the Basil Rathbone
'S. Proposed .code
for. television.
Approved by' the convention and starrer, "Scotland Yard," Mutual has
subsequently by the AFRA national decided to cancel out the serial and
board. About to be negotiated with put its money again on "Adventure?
the 'television' |:ompanies (see sepaof the Falcon,*' which was one of the

,

;

WNBC

^

.

'

CiTY

WNBC

AUen-Russ Hodges spoirts'quia;
on WjMBC, N. Y., awasdea a box

hotel, N. Y. The following are the
x^solutions adopted* and their pres-^
ent status:
1. Called for .continued opposition
to the Lea Act. No specific action

'

'mW YORK

lls

letter states that "if, for example,
networks contiriue to broadcast live
musical shows there will be many,

many

popi^ar

made, about
have no knowledge
tunes

which we will
whatever as of Dec,

The

>31,

i947."

transcriber further siys that
,

some film music.

Then

isomes. the

statement in the letter which might
be implied that King has no intention of letting the ban stop him from
going on recording.
That statement reads, "But in spite of all this
there will be popular music which
will have to be rdcorded after the
ist of January.
Just how thi.s will

be done cannot be divulged except
to say we did it before and we wUI

do

it

again."

.

and WNYC.

HOLLYWOOD ...

IN

Pat Weaver around for a week to whip the new Danny Thomas show
into shape.... Jimmy Durante and' Garry Moore
will be teamed again but
only for a single shot -on the Elgin Thanksgiving
Day special... .Henry
Morgan has given Milton Blow an extension of time on his renewal for
Schick on conduion that if he's picked up he has full
control of the show.
MCA IS said to be standing by with an interested' client,
.Murray Bolen
named producer of the Bob Btirns transcribed series, with Vic McLeod,
former writer for Burns, resuming in that capacity
and George Wyie
directing the niusic.
,Rayve shampoo renewed Shcilah Graham on Don
Lee and may give her a spread on Mutual a few months
hence. Spon.sor
is elated at her 5.8 Coast Hooperating.
.. .Travis
Wells, formerly with
several agencies in Hollywood, joi'ned' Brisacher,
Van Norden as account
executive.. Helen Koford, heard on
"Mayor of the Town," uses the
professional monickers of Jan Ford on "The
Smiths of Hollywood" and
Terry Moore as a film star for Columbia..,
Radio juvenile Jerry Farber
plays the name role in Columbia's album
of "Oliver Twist.".
Alan Young
Hollywood and is one of the moving
Commerce ,. Five of ABC's publici.sts, includf^rKt,^«.^fi^^l*S'',f
Bob Hall were ticketed for traffic violations all within a span
.

,

.

.

.

Xf^ JT
n«

M»
^h"""

flwi,v f^^

l^^Vn^^,.
FWrtc

1

I

to. New York alter a brief call
^^'^^V'
^""^ ^ ««^»'atl<:9l at Phoenix. .. .Lewis Allen Weiss
ffi°*®^/
^ ^^''^ ^'^'^ 8
««ack of pneumonia.... All
Z^"!"'"^'^
for another cycle.
.Benny
minstrel man, and Dick Stabile's
orchestra, will soon go on
.

l^ni=P»/ c1'^"?f^/"

he will "record in advance every
popular tune which the publishers
say they will work on," and even

.

"

Rnh

^""'^

r!h:^

^''*'=''.

^^"'y

^il?

headwritcr,
<=arry

'=^^"'="'t

on with an

""^
RecoS ^tnSirtc ^
o°"''i^"*'''^^*^''
manager on a move from
^<="''

'

'

.

who may

not be

assist

from

International Artists

Gla.sser-Gailey agency
Tn^ Rri^^
"Breakfast in Hollywood" to its new originatin^'winM
ing
location a J^^r"^*"
few doors away from the

present site Dec.

J?mmv Wak!;;tv"n
w^ek frlTmN
week
5

fn '«
t°
b'

1

.

Now

the

havl ?h^r own dfsk jock,
""'/^
^•"''s the turntables at
five ayems a
spin only platters that the cowpokes
a.sk for and

KNX

I^^^^

^^'^^

Ranger," around for a vaca«•
E'^^'
' '^'''^ session. .. .Ted Jardine, account extc^"•^ ^o^-*^"" *^°"'«''''> ad chief of thr
Ji^nT'°ll^'^f'''^'
two-hour Thanksgiving Itey special-... Lud
^'^^hills Dec. 3 to play the first
annual d n^er rt«n£
"j^T
°'V.«<=t<'" Guild.
.Bob Stephenson has bee.i
rpHi^id of
ofTr^H^^^^^^^^
^fu°
relieved
production of
the Bob Hope show and is
replaced temporarily
(Continued on page 42)
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Willi Hsttle BfeDanlei, Ernest Whitman. Much 8t(id«biik«r, Bl»r|r Jane

Marvin 'MUler, «iniounceF
Tom MeKnlfht
Writers: Arthur Ph lMps, Hal KanCi'oit,

Directoi':

iot, 9*1

Stewart

RADIO REVIEWS

HOW HUNGRY CAN YOU GETT

With Gene Kelly, Charles Lnekman,
Blalr,
Sorel,

JPai'ley

'

George

BUI Conrad, Sarali
Selby. Ann Morrison, Marta Mltrovioh, Gloria McMillan, M>rl«ne

Aauei

ir, mm,; Maa-Fri., 1 i».in., EST
FROCTEB Sc GAMBLM

Writer: Les Crutchfleld
Producer-Oireotor! William Robson
30 Mins.; Thurs. (20), 10:30 p.m.

cqS. jTrom Hellywood
(DoAccr, FitigeraW. &. Sample)

The character ot Beulah, the
Negro maid originally
ebullient
written in the "Fibber McOee and
'

and

logic.

:

now has the
In this case, CBS adopted the
time a Negro (or premise that there was no better
it.
She's ex- way to illustrate the urgency- of the
cellent, of Goui-se, both as to plausi- .situation than by simply letting the
bility and cpmedy timing. The other listener hoar the plight of an. inperformances are all acceptable. The dividual or two in each of the foodwriting is effectively corny, obvious- shy, countries. To do this, iilm star
ly by intention, 'the. organ bridges Gene Kelly, as narrator, was disare at least adequate and the produc- patched via script to Germany,
tion-is competent.
France, Austria and Italy, ip^ each
<
The premiere stanza Monday place to talk briefly with a person
night (24) dealt with Beulab's mis- or two.
In the Ruhr it was With a' miner
adventures with ft'' live turkey the
Hendersons^ her employers; got for whose rations were so slim he could
Thanksgiving dinner. The quality only work about two hours a day.
of the humor is indicated by the In^Paris it was with a fantily whose
-daughter.'-though
she had been going
closing' tag line of the sketch, a
curve from the "Fibber"' to school seven years, was. so stunted
sli$!ht
series, which had the cook saying from lack of food that she lookedArst-grader. In Vienna it was
about Uie youngster of- the bouses like
with a woman dying of cold and
hold, "I just love that bpy."
ijhere were the customary open- hunger while her daughter sold her
ing an'd closing commercials, written body to' get S little food for them.
in conventionally emphatic style and In Italy it was with a little, emacotitainiiv! the diibious claim (which ciated girl,, found chopping. wood,the directions on' the box more'' or who fully expected to dip this win-,
less contradict), that the "ntfw, im- ter "because I'm pre-tubercular."
In the end Kelly, back in the wellproved" Dreft solvent doesn't cause
sneezing. Maybe the copy "writers fed U, S., told a willing and con-and the package designers (or users vinced, but helpless-feeling American guy, what he can do to help.
of the product) should get together.
The inevitable, but necessary wbatfHabe.
to-do-about-it punchlines were well
delivered through use of different'
voices for each one. Food conserver
Charles Luckman came in on the
BOB HOUSTON SHOW
With J«el Herron Orch; Phil Gouid- windup in Iiis ultra-constrained, un-:
varying, slowpaced speech manner to
UxB; -announcer
McDahiel

Hattic

the

"Calvacade
side

first

woman) has played

-

way

.

'

.

apueal. for cooperation.

Newt Stammer
rradiMer: Baymand Katx
JMcector:

15 Sffns.;

Hon. thru

Suiitalnint

FrI., <t:30

p.m.

'

WHN.. N. T.
WHN, which gave yic Bamone

break he needed to crash the big
time, hag come up with another
click
crooner in B6b' Houston.
Slotted in an across-the-board dinner-time' show, Houston is displaying
.

a caliber of voice and personality
thai are surefire to earn him a solid
following. Although within the main
stream ojC presient-day pop simmers,
.

he has developed t> pexsonal style to
match hi.s virile set of. pipes and
shows enough versatility to handle
Blny kind of number.
On Monday's stanza (24). he
opened with .the novelty tUne, "Stanley Steamer," and ran through a
series of' ballads and musical comedy
numbers including, "One Night It
Happened In HaMuaii," "Don't You
Love Me Any Longer," "-What A
Difference
A Day Makes" and
"I'm' Standing Alone."
His song
-

•

introes were short -and amiable.
Joel Hetlx>n's house band rut the
Herni.
Rhow neatly.

desjltte.- the teaching
that
for-tf^m^e,«f-tbff .taglines the
production comported .itgeU throughout with fine' dignity $n$LijgOod taste.
,

Cueing itseL^...tji|tlie',w:<^« holiday,
the JJrogram:(Widfcrt!oolf;W%fold
immigrant's r'ir.i^fwp'C.titJih^ first
Thanksgiving. The settfiig was the
classroom of a nightschool and the
task of sheparding a bunch of AFRA
dialecticians was carried off with
effect by George Tobias.
Frank Gabriclsen, the scriptist, is
due a solid pat not only for the high
imaginative level of the pie.ce but
his adroitness in not overdoing the
anachronism device. It was clever
stuff in the Milt Gross tradition.

.skillful

.

.

(Doe)
No quarrel with the Blue Book on
tbi.s one.
It's been running for five
simple
consecutive
with
years,
down-to-earth hymns sung by a
male trio, with organ background on
a real pipe-organ, a remote origination from the specially constructed
broadcast 'studio of a local organ

company.
Only commercial 5s the opening
and close "Honey Krust Bakery,"
makers of the bread everyone loves,
brings you "Music Everyone Loves."
This is also inserted at the 15-minute
break.
To a lay listener, this is
good radio, because it builds and
boids goodwill. At least, this mu.st
be the thought of the sponsor, 1o
keep the same format five years
without change.
Vocals are mostly of the trio type,
with hymn.s of the "God WiU'Take
Care of You," "God's Tomorrow,"
"Will the Circle Be Unbroken" and
"Sunrise Tomorrow" category. Marvin Lucke, church organist, and
head of a local organ >firro. is at the
console, and the old familiar hymns
are (bridged by the full, deep tones
of the organ.
Hymn tunes eonsist of requests,
dedications for birthdays, anniversaries, etc., with a. good quota of
-

:

'

-

With Heidy Mayer
Writer: Heidy Mayer

YOU BE THE JVBGE
With Peter Grant, narrator
Writer: David Browu'

Pradacer-diTjfectori
:

WLW

.

-

.

news
way Smith
tional

story they report. The
uses tadio is the nian-

ner in which

it

should

be—but

too

'often: is not.

Albert H. Arkn*

»S Min»,; Sunday, 8:39 ajn.
SastalnlngProdneer: Charles Lammera
WNYC, N. Y.
30 Mins.; Wed. (39), 7:15 p.m.
Sliclp job- of yarn-spinning for weie
WLW, Cincinnati
For the occasion of National mopfiets' is being done by Beicly

As it turned out, show was
one long plug for WLW, its wattage,
its works- and its public service zeal.
Howard K. Smith, CBS' European Although designed to shield radio
chief, .broadcast a 'commentary from from criticism, it was one of
tho.se
London during intermission of the unimaginative melanges which critPhilharmonic
orchestra
program ics in turn could well use to club
(23),, that was ,a model of clarity,
the industry for its lack of insight;
objectivity
and restraint. Other
Opening with a series of* com-'
American commentators 'aHd- news- plaints against, singing commercials,
casters could profit from a playt)ack. .soap operas, hillbilly
music and
It would be -particularly helpful to blood-and-thunder juvfe fare,
pro-^
those who, in a real or synthetic gi-am answered with some shabby
excitement throw more heat than and> shallow arguments mostly to
light upon any important interna^ the effect that the -sponsored stuff
makes

possible the high calibre sustaining programs.
Narrator alsoused the intimidating tactic of warniag listener.s that if they aren't satisfi^', government intervention might

-

.

to the

'

-

A

,

Television Reviews

'

Mayer
owned

on N. Y.'s cityProgram consists of

in this -spot
station.

two original "stories you've never
heard before," with musical back-,
grounding and sound effects. First
IS a modern farita.sy, with a built-in
educational slant, the second a "lost-'
and-found pocket" tale. For the
latter, kids are invited' to write-in
telling about things they've lost or
found, and Miss Mayer weaves a'
story around the article. In the-,
narration, she enacts all roles, deftly."*
switching -voices in "dialogs.
Itf a recent 'sequence
(2), Miss
Mayer s tale was of "Breezy the Bee
and the Laws of Aei'Odynamics," in,-'':
volvmg a bumble-bee and Buzzy, at
B-29. Latter explained to Breezy
that a boe can't fly, "according to •
the laws of aerodynamics," 'because,
he doesn't have enough "wing- i
spread." Belief in the story grounded
Breqz.yi but he found his wings again
and buzzed to the, rescue when'*
Buzzy the B-29 crashed. Imaginativfe
yarn was dramatized by Miss Mayercalculated to keep knee-high tikes
'

'

.'

.

ABC, from New York
(McCann-Erickson)
These stories of make-believe spun
Saturday morning by Isabel

Hew.sort for Bosco, a chocopreparation for mixing with
are a pleasant harkback for an
who still recalls his childhood
fairy tales. Today's children should
find her wholesome yarns a refresh-ing change of pace from the bloodmillc,

adult

and-thunder .iuvenile
permeate the. air.

serials

that

tite direc-

Stah

tion okay.

Manning

MIND YOUR MANNERS

HEADLINER TIME

With AHen LnOden
Writer: Allen Ludden
30 Mins.; Sat., 10 .a;n)i.

.

-

Trudy Wood,
Fred Gibbons,

WTIC, Hartford
This aud participation show is. 15 'MIns.;
Mon.-thru^Fri., 6:45
beamed at the teen ager.tFafflc. It's; Gulf Brewing
'
Co.
a combined J^orum and aud partici- WOAI-TQN,
San Antonio
show on. moppet manners.
From KPRC, Houston,

library,

.

'

.

depattment

A

-

'

fekt^re of the preigra'm

is

read-

ing 61 a story by, a moppet. With
mehibers of the juve audience participating in a "bad manners" quiz.
One spotting most instances of
wrong etiquet procedure is, -a warded a prize.
Ludden handles the
show adequately. It's heard at an
hour when three other Hartford
stations are airing moppet shows^of
their own.

shell.

Peggy

arrangements.

Marshall's
Mrs. Hew-

Trudy Wood

is also fea-,'

tured alone and in duet with Nor*;,
•;.'-.
'

ton.',

it

a

Despite her fine, selling job, though,
the 15 minutes of straight songs are

place, Phil Klein, Philly
'

—

—

SPORTS WITH HARRY ROBERT
5 Mins.; Mou.-thrtt-Fri., 6:15 p.m.
SustainingPhila.
This sportsca.ster offers something,
new in the field, as he is former

KYW,

sports writer Jjur the defunct Philadelphia Record and the still flourish-,
ing' Evening Bulletin who.

obtains
adman who material for his show by doing
legwork and personally gathering his

bankrolling the show, does not
have , the glibness nor the video
personality to act as m.c.. interviewer and narrator. Guy's voice
is many
decibels too high for listener, and he lacks screen presence
necessary to give the show the lift
that is needed.
True,
putting
glamour into a
museum is a tough job— but a little
zing in the right .spots would pick
things up. When caught, Klein was
interviewing officials of the Commercial Museum who showed African exhibits, war clubs, native instruments!, headgear, etc. It might
is

Bryan, the program's regular
emcee, on airer caught, turned in a,
neat job..
Andy.

Bill

PHILADELPHIA—A GREAT CITY

-

'

^

However, if a dialer (whether too much. She'd show to /nucli betadvantage if she were spotted in
adult or moppet) did find himself ter
dozing off into the land of make- a bigger show perhaps a revue of
Discounting that, prokind.
believe, there were always those some
zesty, contemporary Bosco plugs to.
"Bosco,
snap him back to reality,
D_„;_
D:.i_
View 9
have been a very interesting show
ISA •/vx^tKcyw axe
hymns sung a.s memorials for some added to milk, is really something.
one
and
Send
forget!
I5c
if either interviewer or interviewees
loved ftiic. But it's all inspirational, And don't
Reviews of disk jockey prowere quick on repartee or ad libs.
nothing maudlin, and in the height Bosco label for a gold signet ring
gram are carried in the Music
It even has
mirror.
Nothing wrong with the sliow
with
magic
a
of good taste.
point
WAVE can
and Orchestra section.
that a little showmanship wouldp't
with pride to this airer, for its rich, crossed pistols like the ones J. Edgar
GiJb.
They are on page 45,
'cure.
Bullfish carries!"
Shal.
^
melody-fuU listening.
Hold.
,

his vocals.,

I

interjected notes, done in a charming French accent, resemble nothing
so much as a femme version of
Maurice Chevalier.

son's narration and the acting of a
larse cast also heightened the illu-

"'

and over a'
Questions of conditct are submitte'd
special
network, including.by school children. A. mixed panel WOAI, statewide
San Antonio; WRR,- Dallas: v
of students, discuss, mider the. guidKFJZ Port
ance of Allen Ludden, their reac- and KRIS, Worth; KRGV, Weslaco,^
Corpus
Christi,
comes
tions and opinions of what is right this
opus, which is pleasant listening
or wrong. Emcee Ludden then gives
from start
with .correct, answer. Because of ingredients to finish. It has all the-*
of a bigtinie show.
variance of ages of. -kids, there is a
Lee Norton is featured vocalist,
wide divergence of responses, ,with with a smooth personality,
who can'-^
part of .latter lending, tp the laugh
put over his .spoken lines as well as

-

neat trick in itself. Oitee she
down the phone, though, she
She
sings straight to the audience.
mixes her numbers nicely between
French and English lyrics and Her

sion.

'

p.)nii.

pation

.

furthered her reputation with appearances at the top French boites,
she's been pacted by DuMont for a

is

dozen.s of similar fairy tale.s off the

Bill

.

puts

such a ruse. Production was flavored
with an aroma akin to that found in

m-".'

Raphael Fllcgel,
Bryan, Frank
Babcock, K. Burt Sloan and orch

With Philip Klein, guests
Producer: Herb Ringgold
Saturday's (22) episode took lis13-week series of musical monologs. IK Mint;.; Tn«8., 8:30 p.m.
teners on an imaginary .iaunt through
During her wartime hiatus in Eu- KLEIN ADV. AGENCY
the "magical realm at the bottom of rope,
she also did considerable
the sea." With a fish named "Red warbling over BBC television and WFIL-TV, Phila.
Here's a ^ood video idea that's
Lantern" as guide, dialers were adr impresses in her DuMont preem as
misfired. Ba.sic plan was to plug the
mitted to a lovers' problem in "Fana promising video personality.
city's museums, institutions, etc.. as
There 'Viscount Sandaltasy Hall."
the entire 15 minutes a public service,, ballyhooing Philcarries
She
wood masqueraded as a ghost in an
her
fades
in
on
herself.
Show
by
Ivory,
his
adelphia.
ejffo-rt to frighten off Lord
But execution of the idea leaves
arch -rival for the affections of a carrying on a simulated phone conversation with a sick friend, which much to bo desired. In the first
petulant damsel, Chantee.
Needless to say, Ivory triumphed
in this suitors' diiel, but he bore his
adversary no malice for resorting to

'

With Lee Norton, Steve Wilhelm,-

^

-

On Monday, Wednesday and Frtf^
day, Steve Wilhelm is beard in 'a'
commentary called "Three MinUteS*
About Texas." Seri«« presents unusual facts of the past and future
of the Lone Star State.
Wilhelm
SYLVIE ST. CLAIR SHOW
has an easy manner of presentation.
Director; Frank Bnnetta
On Friday a brief period is devoted
lit MIns ; Wed., 8:15 pJii.
to questions and answers concerning-'WABD. DiiMont, N.Y.
Texas history. K. -Burt Sloan and.^
Sylvie St. Clair is a French song- ducer
Bob Emery and director orchestra turn in a nice jobi with
stress- who played several of the top Frank Bunetta do as well with the Al Lube given credit for the ar'
rangement.'!.
New York niteries before the war. show as possible.
Stal.
Frank Babcock. pinch-hitting for
Just returned from Paris, where she
.

NBC's Ed Sobol handled

BOSCO

vocal

WNBC

:

prise.

'

evei-y

,

-

itadio Week,
assumed burden
of defense attorney for the XJi- S.
broadcast industry and free' enter-

times rather roughly. The reference
woman of Scotch extraction
about, "running true to her race"
was a gratuitous reflection. A toughHobson's direction gave^ task admittedly, the exhibitionistic
the piece the pace and tone of a candidates, too often, are naturals
Grade A air article. Musical back- for automatic humor and lampoongrounding and bridges were nicely ing without 'being made the butts' of
soft-pedalled and artfully chosen- to any further travesty. It isn't neckudo, too, to who- essary to produce a "topper" always.
set the scenes.
ever titled the stanza.
It didn't total up to the sock of
"Fear" but it had moments, that
tugged hard at emotions and overall,
D'oan;
was "a neatly turned job.
If^S Continued from pane 20 ;sss!!
Palmer, new thrush from- the .iKid^
LAND OF THE LOST
With Cwbel Manning Hewson, Betty ium Room of the St.. Regis; N. V.,
.Tane Tyler, Raymond Ives, Art impressed as a- solid video perShe demonstrated a nice,
Carney, Walter Vaughn; Michael former.
soothing way with a song and her
.Fitzmaurice, announcer
beauteous and expressive face
Produ«er-Writer: Mrs. Hewson
looked plenty good on the viewing
rector; Cyril Armbrister
screen,
3S MIns.; Sat., 11:30 a.m.

late

-

.

•

ters acted as the accusing counsel.

-

Louisville

radio voice hereabouts for 10 years. 15 Mins.;. Tues., 6:30 p.m.
He does delayed broadcasts, over WNBC, N. Y.
three area outlets, from the SaraNow that many stations are detoga Raceway during the summer emphasizing
blood—and—thunder
and fall season of harness 'xMing— years in the field of moppet proin addition to this block.
gramming, there's a greater choice
It is distinctly listenable for a local of subject matter during children'saudience, ,Shudt backing up an ex- listening hours.
is now add-,
cellent mike personality with a suffi- ing religious matter to the widening,
cient .knowledge of sports, national r.ang^.
and district. He does sOme inter"The World Over Pliayhouse," prdviews and might well schedule more. duced in cooperation with the JewThe level of the program would ish Educational Committee, while
be higher, in fact, if Shndt were to containing religious' overtones based
put; a - bit', greater 'empfaa$is on on stories which have their origins
preparation and style..
in the Old Testament, is designed"
One noticeable flaw or question along non-sectarian lines, The talcs
mark is the amount of time given impart, to kiddies basic virtues of
to racing results and betting odds. respect, humility, etc., which makes
The latter have no Place on a radio it palatable for households of any
program when children are spt to denomination.:
be listening, and especially on a
Initial 'session told a yarn of King
program selling beer. A matter of Solomon based on a fairy-tale by
sound public policy is involved here. the Jewish poet Bialak. The enact-Wagering oft. borses, away from race- ments were good and production
tracks being illegal in New York was nicely enhanced with narration
State.
and organ music.
Jose,
The advertising is not insistent,
although Shudt tidded a plug on a
shot recently heard.
HEBE'S HEIDY
VOCo.

on "Author Meet?! Critic" over NBC
Sunday, and Russell Maloney made
out a weak case indeed. John K. M.
McCaflEery, perhaps the most photogenic gent in the Uterati racket,
proved his lens advantage later that
evning over WNBT when the same
type program treated with still
another book, "Howe & Hummel."
A jury of contemporary barris-

.

;

WAVE,

changed brewing
Director: Clay Daniel
from WTRY,
Writer: Pauline Morris
Albany station, has been a familiar Sustaininr
ing

..

H. Allen Smith, author of "Lo! the

Former Egyptian," had a good literati defense counsel in Fred Allen

where."
William

<• Mins.; Sat., 5 p.m.

.OVER PLAYHOUSE

With Norman Blse.'^ara Fuisel^
Guy Sorel, Roger Jftt Koi-ei^
Barry Kroger, Donald Bain
Producer: Milton E. Krents

.

'

HONEY KBUST BAKEBT

It

Writer, who
sponsors in switchTroy, to the new

-

:

With Marvin Cucke, Ctarenee Liucke,
Cavins;
John
Frederick, Don
Frank Berger, anniinncer

out.

CO.

sports

Walter Kaner, on one Of those completely stifle any initiative 'curN. Y. indie station programs for rently existing. Piece de resistance
combined craftsmanship with Brooklyn furrier Ben Tucker, does of the pro,eram was a collection of
A a tired road company of Winchell in. bits from WLW programs over the
delivery and tonal inflection.
.Jack past year which, in .their fragmenBailey, usually a suave emcee on tary state, didn't make loi; exciting in a lively, pliant-voiced manner
glued to the" loudspeaker^
DOan.
"Queen for a Day," has been getting listening.
lax in ribbing his candidates, some-

warm' feeling and imagination.
particularly effective touch was his
teeoflp, depicting flashe,s of America's
bountiful life and of a giddy woman
just back from six weeks abroad,
where she stayed at the best hotels,
ate sauted ruif les f or '$a Ameracan,
and "didn't see "any starvation any-

'

MUSIC EVERYONE LOVES-

..turned

th<^e 'and 'Hewed close to

and
went on
it

Cast throughout was excellent and
Kelly did a standout job, solemn and
sincere in tone,
lues Crutchfield's
.script,

the.

rm^iy

the

.struck a

;

,

(NBC)

America"

ot

its hat a little to one
(24) and stepped out
a script whose dialog was
with humorous dialect. Even

Monday

with

.

title part,

:»4»
actually tilted

heavy
though <some of the gags dated back
to Weber and Fields, the DuPont
perennial can take, a bow for the

doubtful whether, within the
30 minutes given this presentation
and within the limitations of this
technique in documentaries, a more
moving appeal could haye been made
in behalf of Europe's hungry. CBS
is indisputably the master at this

WORLD

'

.

Former Troy

Sustaining'

Molly" program by Don Quinn and
first Iplayed as a blackface by the
late Marlin Hurt, Is now the bassis
of « 15-minute flve-a-week dinnerhoqr (in the east) strip for Procter
tprm of "public interest" radio, and
&; Gamble, having folded after a
the stanza in question was proof of
brief '-half -hour sustaining run on
it.
Here again, as in the recent
ABC, -with Bob Corley as the ti,tle "Fear
Begins at 40," CBS demonlead. The show is in questionable
strated that the dramatic statement
ta-ste and will- make some listeners
acutely uncomfortable (for the brief of .A case in human terms can often
time they temain tunedX but it drive, home the point more efltectivecohvuTsed the studio audience and ly than, a recitation of mobilized
statistics,
"hard" facts, argument
is likely to build a large following.

«

Follow-up Conmeiiti

:

CBS, from Hollywood
It's

ROY SIIUDT
STANTON BREWING
WROW, Albany

15 Mins.; Mon.-thra-Sat« 6:1$ «jn.

Loab Van Booten,

:-

items.

,

This gives a freshness to his stuffthat is a welcome relief from the
repetitious boys who grab a mittful
of copy off the sports teletypes and'
then leap in front of the mike ancj;
start gabbing.
Robert also personalizes his mate.

rial by editorializing and speaking
his piece on various subjects.

When

caught Friday (21) he took Philadelphia college toolball teams to task
for arratiginR schedules in such a

manner

that
out-of-town
games
leave home-towners with no games
view from the local stands.
His speaking voice is easy, natural
a smooth gait.
In fact, it's
a bit of change from the Oxford
accent gents or the too, too diction*-,
to

and has

"lists.

Shal

.

'

'

,

-

W«dlieiday, November 26, 1947

so

There

.

CBC tolteer in Net Net Sennce

Ara*t No-^'
Nov.

Dallas,

25.

;

Station KIXL and the Dallas
«r6 at dagtelephone
ger points over tk Santa Glaus
program sponsored by Sjinger

Ymm

PUny

Radox

In

compw

Of One Highbrow' Eve Prc^mnmig
Toronto,, Nov: 25.

SSective Dec. 3, the Canadian
Broadcasting Corp. will turn over
its

Trans-CaAada network of 31

sta-

new

series

Wednesday

m. for 30 minutes of
the Vancouver SJrmphony Orchestra,
with John Avison conducting. Then
will come an hour's talk on the

Wednesday proposed developments in this new
Bight series, devoid ol commercial Idea in radio programming in Canada, emceed by Arthur L. Phelps,
announcements, and tying in proprofessor of English, McGiU Univ.
grams thSit are "stimulating' sub- Ah hour's "Citizens' Forum" discusstantial, diiferent, and more demand- sion on national planning will follow,
to
he participated in by Leonard
ing- on the Attention «f fbe Ustener,''
tions to a 7.30-11.30 p.m.

according to Davidson Dunton, chairman of CBC board of governors. For
those Canadian listeners desiring the
routine radio fare, this will be dispensed over the CBC's dominion network ol 34 stations.
So far as is known, the CBC is
pioneering in Canada a type of network service, for radio listeners whowant an. uninterrupted evening of
programs of a high type and the rest
of the Canadian listeners c^n have the
other six nights; plus the alternative

professor of social work,
Univ. of British Columbia; Harold
Pritchett, official of the International
Woodworkers' Union, and Xeon
Ladner, King's Counsel, Vancouver.
Then will come the first performance of a one-hour. musical comedy
for radio, "The Galiant Greenhorn,"
with music by Morris .Surdin, ToMarsl^,

'

and book and

ronto,

by Ray

lyrics

Darby, Winnipeg. (In this slot, the
foUowiiig week's program will be
"Murder in the Cathedral" by T. S.
Eliot; "The Nativity Play" ort Christmas Eve; a New Year's Eve original
programs on Wednesday nights on Canadian topical revue with large
the CBC's Dominion network for orchestra and chorus.) For the final
those who do not share the firi^t- hour, Kathleen Parl'ow, concert vionam^d listeners'. tastes.
linist, wiU be heard in a Sibelius

—

-

:

The

first

fouir-hour session of the

recital.

local

.Bros.,

department

Measura^ Local listening Habits

store.

Phone company claims the kids

(3) wjll tee

oft at 7,30 p.

who

call the station to

speak to

Santa, with their conversation
going over the air, are tying up
the entire locjrf trunk system

Philadelphia, Wov. 25,

CBS last week announced a
device, to be preemed in the
spring, for rating shows by radar, a
While

be sent out from a central station
and be returned by a small trans-

mitter in the home receiving set,
Sindlinger's does not send out a
similar gadget is already in opera- wave, but gets, a continuous one back
from
a device in the home receiver.
deThe
new
Philadelphia.
tion in
Both CBS' and Comdr, Reiss' deowned
by
is
vice was developed and
in service.
Albert Sindlinger, former chief et velopment ere based on principles
Issue jirose despite Sanger
widely
used by the NaVy during" the
Audiehce
ReDr. George -Gallup's
Bros, and station offering to pay
search Institute and now head of a war. CBS' is a true radar technique,
for additional phone service.
While Reiss' operates by finite measproduction and research outfit
uring
of
the time it takes for a radio
Hojpewell, N, J., labeled N«W Slnterwave—traveling 186,000 miles a sectainment Workshop,
ond to get from transmitter to regizmo,
cliristeqeS
Sindlinger'^'
ceiver and back to the measuring
Memphis, Nov. 25.
Radox—for Radio Audience De- device. Both work in the ultra-highWHBQ, Memphis, is undergoing termination of
is currently givcomplete -acoustical revamping as ing minttte-to-minUte measurement frequency sphere and are thus held
the first step in a general expansion, of the listening habits of a group of to the usual line-of-sight limitation.
program.
Philadelphlans. It's now set to give
Local TunAiK or Not
Manager Bob Alburty has also responses on dials tuned only to
Radox, as demonstrated during the
made several additions to the per- •shows on the four major networks, past"week, shows minute-by-minute;
sonnel lately. Newcopier to the sales but there's no limitation and the
1. Whether a set is or on oft:
force is William H. Grumbles, for- Radox can be built to measure ac;
2. What prbgram it is tuned to.
Gulfport, WJHP. tivity regarding 10 or more stations'.
merly- of
3. Whether it is tuned to a local or
and
(Fla.)
Jacksonville
Sindiinger's device works «n a distatat station,
McComb (Miss.).
slightly 'different
than
principle
4. Relative;
popularity of other
Bob Neukirchf announcer from CBS' and gives, some additional' in- shows.
5. Dial activity.
Jackson, Miss., has been added in formation, .according to Commander
Point three above, Reiss said, was
spot vacated by resignation of Har-: Harold B. Reiss, Navy electronics
ley Hanson; Betty Faquin has joined' expert, who developed it. While the. .highly important and was discovered
CBS technique calls for a wave to by accident when the Radox didn't
the managerial staff.
appear to be working right. After
much investigation it was found that
the gadget was all right, but that
many Phiiadel|lhian«, instead of listening to Mutual via the local outlet, WIP, werfe tuned to
in
New York. Ability to analyze such
a situation was then ipade a regular
part of the Sindlinger technique.
Any number of types of indicating
device can be hooked up to the
Radox or CBS' mechanism, Reiss
said*
He has chosen a cathode ray
tube to give instant visual indication
of the Operation and a punched tape
for a permanent record. The punched
tape permits of instant telegraphing
to a central source for compilation
of ratings from cities all over the'
country within an hour.
The device that goes into the home
radio is a small box that in no way
interferes with operation of the set.
It will cost about $9 or $10 to make
in quantity, Beiss estimates, and can
be 'Installed in from four to 10 minutes.
The 'receiving and reaording
apparatus is portable and can easily
be housed in a trailer.

new

and the company wants KIXL to
knock show or su0er a cutoflC

,

,"

.

WHBQ's

Expansion

—

X—

;

WGSN

WSKB

,

.

WOR

THE
V.

WGN of iCHICAOO.

:bY

Jimpte aa :ABC

npATtOKViLLE, ILLINOIS js a Tealgoodtown .

. .

its

10,500 people are

1- justly proud of their 12 churdies,

modem buddings

.

.

.

7 schools, hospitaf, parks and
and Taylov^iQe is tito County Seat o| Chdstiran

Counfy, right in the middle of one of the nchest agricultural regions in

...

the entire nation

million dollars. It is located

some 195 nules from Chicago, between

Sp^ngfield and Depatdt*

•

As nught be
Commerce
,

.

in 1946 Taylorville's retail sales were over 12

.

.

.

,

„

eiqjepted'l'aylorville

has an aggresnlve Assodation of

this Assia^tioQ,:in conjimction with the University of

lUmois, recently published a 1947 Conaumer's Buying Survey. Every
fourth house, in the

'

entire;

town Was .personally

interviewed.

They found

out a lo| .of into^ting things and one of the questions asked was; "i^ame
your three favorite radio stations." Of all the stations meipitioned, 4 weie
in Chicago, 3 in St. Louis and 1 in Nashville and, also as might he expected,

WON led the t^ntire list by a very substantial margin.

Taylorville, lUinois typifies countless other rich

middlewest.

farm towns in the

We kmav
we site well received inihd rural areas ... we know
''"'...-'..
'''©''''

'('....

.

because the Broadcast Measurement Bureau teUs us we have mon coverage exceeding 50% than any other Chicago station (example: "faylor..
ville,

out.

73% day ahd 78% night) and because surveys invariably bear this

Whether your

it will

sales

message

do a better job on

is

for the metropolitan or rural areas,

W6N.

-

now

"

pending.

'

Illinois
. .

vM,o«aWatt«'

Serving the Middle West

720

On Your Dial

MBS

Eutern Sain Office: 320 But 43iid Street, New York 17,
V,
Weat Cout Representatlveis Keenatt and Eickelbnt
a3SMoatgoinei7 8t..SanmilciscD4 • 411 W. I^ifth St.,
Aa«c|c( If

to

ested in going into radio research,
himself,, he said he may license the
patents or lease out the Radox to
individuals in each citjf who can
make their own deals for selling the
Information it provides.
What percentage of homes will
have tft |iave the transducer— as
Reiss calls the sending device-'to
give a represeijtative picture will
have to- be worked out by further
research, according to Sindlinger.
It's figured that 150 would be sufficient in a city of Phil].y's approximately .2,000,000 population. However, that may prove to be under—
or ovfer-^saturation, in the first case
not giving a true picture and in the
second being unnecessarily expen.

.

,

sive.

An important use of the Radox,
Sindlinger said, would be indicating
the exact moment .a set was turned
oft or a dial switched.
An interviewer then lean be sent to the particular home to learn why the listener thus reacted.
to

Revamp

'Brighter

^ Clear Channel Station

They are expected

be cleared within five or siy weeks,
at which time a public demonstration is planned.
Sindlinger declared he is not yet
certain what he'll do with the measuring device. Since he's Jiot inter-

R&R

Chicago 11

-

The whdie thing is so simple, Reiss
asserted, that'he was. amazed that It
been invented before.
He
said he had it worked out within six
weeks after being presented with the
problem by Sindlinger. Patents are
hadn't

Heatter

Tomorrow' Show

With . Ruthrauff & Ryan taking
over tile Mutual Insurance of Omaha
account from the Meyerhoff agency,
the format of Gabriel Heatter's
"Brighter Tomorrow" series Sunday
nights on Mutual will be changed,
effective Dec. 7.
A.s of that date, the agency will
have its own producer, Bob Steel,
on the show, replacing the freelance
producer-director team of Wilfred
Roberts and Ted Corday, who have
been handling it since last April
for Meyerhoff.
Corday continues
as director of the Betty Crocker
show across the board on ABC, for
General "Mills.

.

.

NoTen>ber .26, 1947

Wf!diie.9diay«

FM Most

RilDIO

Wipe JMf Glainor Makenp

Detroit,

wanted to know who the

And Gve Sdf Tongh 0.0^ Sez Trade
DOAN

WINN Asb

25.

There's an
industry circles tliai

FM

N.Y. Date

ap-

proaching the point where it aas got
to offer more than technical superiorattitude toward FM
ity, A. realistic

May

Morgan

Cancel

broadcasters
is long .overdue,
proponents have talked
claim.' i
superiority so long and so loud that
their own
to
believe
they've begun
But to say that high
promotion.
fidelity .rtakes a radio station profitable, these observers cite, i£ pure
toromyrot,

FM

,

Rea.son for the secret: George
W. Trendle, former owner of
and still ow-nief. o^f
Ranger and other :ki4 itBuiUersj;
always refusedvta.pennifc'any.anK
else to take any credit for creating the slidw,* even trawned.
sharply on having any of the

.

,

WXYZ

AM

.

actors publicized.

'

Hugh Terry's

:

Colo. Post

If arrangements are acceptable to
«
Denver, Nov. 25.
sponsor, which will have its major
plant on this Coast, Morgan wUl
Hugh B. Terry, manager of KLZ,
head the show, otherwise anotiier has been named a member, of an IBband' will be' sought.
man executive board of the Colo.

FM

•re ditttting the 'audience even more,
except for one vital fact: to hear

rado

Kansas City— Dean

a special receiver,
"It's as though," said one broadcaster, ','admission to the-Music Hall.
Vrith its acknowledged superiority
Of appointments, were by Chinese
money, only,' while good old 'American coin would ket you into the Paltieed

ager of

.

Fitzer,

Governor's

Council

for

—the sole

man- sources Development

WDAF,

Re-

-

radio

allow WINN to state its case bethe current non -participating
Commissioners. C. J, Durr. E. K.
and E. M. Webster along with
Chairman
previous
Charles
R.
Denny .and Ray C. Wakefield (no
longer with the Commission) heard
the original argument.
to.

fore
Jett

.

WINN'S

re-hearing bid
claims
man on the executive group.
ABC had. a six-month. cancellation
Terry, already chairman of the
clause in its new affiliation contract
council's promotion committee, will with the station, and charges that
serve until Dec. 31, 194*. The Coun- the net is preparing, to affiliate with
Claims- that
Midcil for Resources; DeveQopment num- Mid- America.
bers 200 of Colorado's top business America- was given the nod on
leaders.
strength of live-program and. pub-

returned, to his desk
for a few hours last weejt for the
first time in about sipc weeks. Fitzer
has been taking it easy following an
abdominal operation. He expects to
work back into harness gradually.
has Jbeen carrying on under
Harry Kauftnan, program director.

WDAF

Hall is,
convert
into Chinese,

.If ;t)^e pfogTiam at the
terrific enough jtp get .yo^i to

your American money

.

;

stations New York for a spell and that angle
There arc. some 1,50J)
is holding up the deal for which
ttie U. S. today, it's pointed out.
time is reportedly already booked
and as of Oct. 4 there were 306 FM
Since there is on a major net lor an early Janustations on the air.

public, AM-wise, this means that
1,'500 stations are serving the Same
audience that' 900 served a couple' of
yeirs ago, or flve'iow for.'evfery
stations
three before. " The 306

Powor Boost

Nov. 2Si
lic service structure which would, be
WINN, according to Harry Mc- of little Value if the new firm be*
comes a network affiliate.
Tigue, general manager, has petiMcTigue asserted that .FCC's grant
tioned FCC for a rehearing on de- was made partly on basis of WINN's
Jliial of its application for use of the
program structure between lioyrs of
9
a.m. and 12 noon, which was alband
authority
to
move
1,080
and
nlost solid network, and contended
from 1,240 to 1,080 kc, at the same
that a study o£:the program structime boosting power from 25 w toture of most any station which is a
Slew day and Ikw night. Mid-Amerinetwork affiliate, would resiult in a
can Broadcasting ^orp., local outfit,
comparable breakdown,' and a rewas grantied' use of the .same facili- sultant
poor showing on local I'lve
ties by .the- Commissian Oct. 27.
talent and public service programContention has been made' by ming-.
WINN that only three Commissioners are left who heard -oral arguments when the case came. 'up, that
OaiMngram G^es Freelance
another argument ^should be called
;

WXyz

in

ary bow-in.
virtual saturation of the available

Shift,

Bid

its

Louisville,.

man and aslcing him. The Banger
is Brace Beamer. longtime radio
voice on
and the ganger
for the last several, year?.
-

Varie^^^

Rehearing of

For Fr^nency

know.

finally found
out by
writing to a Detroit advertising

Hollywood, Nov. 25.
Russ Morgan, currently in the
east, has the inside track on the
variety air siiow being whipped up
by Ed Fishiiian for Jayson Products, plastic manufacturers. Maestro,
soon to open at. the Biltmore hotel,
N. Y., must, however, originate in

many

|ice,

didn't

They

in

is fast

X)t>vi&

Ranger- was, they asked ABC in
York, They were told that

New
ABC

.

increasing .feeling

FM, you

Nov.

'Whett the National Foundation
for Infantile Paralysis

Hy DICK

31

Ranger- Unmasked

.

.

Gail Ingram, assistant to her husband, Harr^ Ingrjms -producer ••director of "The Big Story," on NBC
for Pall MalV has resigned to do
write
freelance scripting.
She'll
every fourth week's "Big Story"

show, her first script being broad"
-

cast tonight (Wednesday)
In the past she has sold freelance
scripts for MoUe "Mystery Theatre"

and other programs.

-

.

.

•

—

Memphis Annie Mae Day, former
editor of The Commercial

society

.

Appeal, has joined WDIA. Memphis,
in a ^ales and progtsm capacity.
'

you'll go to the Hall. It the' program
at the Palace is better, equally good,
or even slightly inferior, therell be
'

'

.

• holdout at the Palace."
has to bear,
That's the cross
•s these observers see it, and its
load is terriDc- Programmers don't
have time these days to argue which
system is technically better, they're
keep
JK>. <>usy. scratching^ gravel to
their share of the audience. Where
the audience was. split three ways
during the war, it's now split five or
Brfladcasters have to cut,
iMore^
rates on the basis of this split or
Ikrogr^n^^ good enough' to hold listen*
ers against the new competition.
-They «an't afford a "klinker" anywhere along the line; they've got to
Hlgbt t^.keep dial:; stuck tq their respective frequencies, or suffer the

FM

.

.

,

•

,

'

c«atse||uences.

Continuing

.

.

Chinese-money
quoted

the

broadcaster
analogy, the
above continued:

Wotu Headache

,

FM

'

programmer, who looks
"The
at his programming with an intelligent eye and finds it good, hasn't
even ^started. He is still running a
the^itre
tor people with- Chinese*
money. He's got- budget headaches.
He's got low power, if he's, ju.st
starting up, resulting in a daily
chorus of reception complaints,
radios, are bard to buUd,<and full of
bugs, igvery ^Nsd receiver .is a slap
,

FM

FM

at
caster

FM

broadThe
-ftenerally.
iu.^l has to close his eye.s and

program

,

according to

sional integrity,
ter days."

Parity

between

proles

his

and hope,

FM

and

.for -bet.

AM

re-

when it comes, will nvean
about 2,(M)0 radio stations operating
on a conipctitiye basis, or almost
sij^en £or every three operating during the war.' And thafg not reckoning with television, the advantages
which are obvious.
To Say tliat 'FM doesn't have a
ceivers,

M

future

.

ks

:.'iilly,

in

view ot all
Techno-

tlie

but a few dieliard AMers.

imi>roveiTicnt in. radio can't
be stQPped, and audio will be around
for a long .time yet, video or no
video.
But, the feeling goes, the
future of
is neither as imminent
nor as. glov;ing as its ardent proponents malce out. It's not a revolution; it's an evolution, and an expensive one.
It's Jiif'h time, say those, wlio talie
the realistic side, that the industry
programcounted the odds. If
mers can outshine anybody else in
their ooversge area; if they're so
terrific nobody can afford to mi.s.s
their shows, then the audience will
rush out to buy "Chinese money,"
logical

FM

'

FM

i.e., PM sets.
But high fidelity alone
won't turn the trick. Circulation is
the' thing that pays off— and that
takes
sets plus program.?.
AM"FM duplication, wliich looks
stymied for some time, thanks to
Petrillo, would help the sale ot
sets particularly
in areas where

Mr. Brady

in

Soutlxem California - where "stupendous"

considered faint praise -it takes a

Static

is

heavy on AM.

lot of

ring lip sales. Smart time-buyers kn0|W
Californians get sales-building

KNX-^CBS

in

slecpyhwds out of bed with a

foca/ listeners get the

same

the 33 coast-to-coast shows

For a case

showmanship to

tliat

in point, take

come

Two audiences. One

The

Southern

«t

studios,

are

«11

gilt-edged production as

It's

a

KNX

every

originates for

as easily as 7s

on loaded dice

.

.

CBS.

Brooding With Brody and

at

sound

effects,

^e disposal of
KNX

music and engineering that

The Smeniij and March Shote. Bmdtj is for KNX listeners
and March goes cross counhy for CBS.

more

Or

let

and March

Broocfing Wit^i

Bra%.

network

lustre to

program.

For the showmanship

only. &toeeiney

'

$)iare>alike policy that adds/ocfli

of

Two comedy

.

stamlard oj 'production.

brighten the make-believe of Sweeney

showmanship on

flick

Sweeney and March make

laughs

shows.

is

HoUywood-where programs aimed

FM

FM

rolls

his pixilated wit. Messrs.

Out

thiit

can make your sales campaign

successfnl in Soiitlicni California

Radio. Sales

tell

you aU about

— call

KNX.

us.

That would

mean an AM-FM Palace with bistime shows, against an FM-only
Music Hall with shows akin to home
talent by
In effect,
comparison.
everybody'd' have Chinese money,
but how far would it go'/ Splitting
the take 2,000 ways, how many stations can survive'/

Los Angeles 50,000 Watts
•

.

.

i

1

1

1

I

a

I'*
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STORY OF A LADY IN THE BALCONY -"To what
am

when

from Canada to Mexico-Grange of the

1942 the

'Purvey-

hi

ors of the substance containing lactic acid maintain the

Main

containers in a state of noiseless animation.'*?".

Theater of War. During

very popular song

title

I referjring

I say,

Ladies in balconies of theaters from coast to coast have

been perplexed by questions

like this since Dr.

went on the

1939.

air

back

heard on sixteen

in April,

NBC

stations.

The program

B'ottks

first

then was

Today that balcony with its

inevitable lady extends from the Atlantic
'"Milkman K*ep Thosr

L Q.

to-

the Paeifie and

I,

Street theatcri to take

Lew was
his

original Dr.

show.

NBC

his three years

his

the

with Uncle Sam,
appeared on

who had

butcher on Attu reminded

he had once won $230 on

N^work.

his post in the Aleutian

up

continually meeting people

An Army

full

Q.^Ixw Valentine— lefi

show— a

I^w

that

Sergeant turned

out to be a former Tongue Twister winner.

During Lew's absence Jimmy McClaih became the Men-

Qukt.'

AMERICA'S

J^O.

J

J^ETWORK

W«dn«Mlar, Novemlier 26, 1947

tal

Banker with notable

to his

Quizmaster

tricky (questions,

role.

success.

The

Early

in

1946 Lew rcturne<J

combination of straight and

Tongue Twisters and the Famous Quota-

tions—which incidentally have piled up as much, as two
thousand silver dollars to be
continued to turn theater

won by

aisles into

a

single contestant

highways leading into

more and more millions of American homes.

How to
in

•

i

take a nation*s

I.

Q.? Set up

the country's largest theaters.

V.
Semiff.

''mpeuiUmi

Jiiidio
iij

Allium

the

NBC

MarSj Irtcorporated, makers of candies described .with

mouth-watering

microphones

reality.

over the powerful

Send die 4«est»0ns

facilities

of the

spirajing out

NBG Network.

quiz in the midst of other great programSi heard

Let the vast
result:

Select a genial, friendly

Give the show a sponsor

personality as the Quizmaster.
like

of

NBC

audiencematch wSs in

their

silver dollars

and

is

packed

National Broadcasting Co7?ipany

solid

on NBC.

homes.

A Monday night half-hour that rings with

of friendly parlor competition.

Stage the

The

the music

with the uiiiver^I

'

W«dt|eiMiAy, Noywiil>er, 26,

RADIO

Spla^

CBS Makes

Entry Into

lotteries

"Best Buy' Fracas With

New

Pitcb

WPIK's Pique

'

everything team Broadcast Measurement Bureau data (NBC) to Hooper
rating and share-of-audience standings (ABC) to "llstfenability" claims
(Mutual), CBS decided -it was high
time to Shed more light on its own
combination^ of "best buy" sales ar*
guments (b^lsed on A- C. Nielsen and

BMB

findings).

To do

the;web broke

this,

-the first

of a series of three full-page ads in
the N. Y, Times and Herald-Tribune

Monday
foUowup

and

(24)

sched^iline!

is.

tradepaper

blasts.

.

>

,

WPIK

24

pitch now is to put CBS out: in
the open with a story caWulated to
knock th? tjottom out-pf other webs'

'

for

declared its coverage,
example, was inaccwrately

and unfavorably represented in
the WARL brochure and urged
the Commission 'to look into the
matter before renewing _the
Arlington station's license.

The

sales clinchers.

•'

The overall .effect is to CQmt>lete
the cycle of why^you-should-buy-us
network claims growing out- of an
awareness In 'all quarters that radio,
with its growing costs as an advertising medium, is .becoming harder
to sell and competition for bankrollers is stiilening. While making out
their own' individual .cases in the
best possible light, the web6 are in<
jectin.g a tthiSi is ixa the good Of the
indusiry" slant into .their stories.
CBS is..no exception.
.

two, "complete systems" of radio
coverage,, against ABC and Mutual
as partial systems, on the basis of
'

—

,

.

hearing:-

•

•

•

1. Attorney Frank Fletcher called
FCC's attention to the fact that the
Justice Department in 1940 refusedto prosecute the network "Pot O'
Gold" show as lottery. The WAHL

show

'Misguided' Greer Garson

Only Incident'

Tame

in a

But ConVivia^RDG Ball

has a similar format.

Radio directors are, only human.
introduced a Nov.' 3, They ,showed it Friday night (21)
1947 letter from the' Attorney for. when something like 1,000 of them,
families: rea.ched, both day and night,
the Commonwealth of .Virginia de- their wives and friends showed up
are based on a CBS study using .daring that Since no 'money is liaid
at the Waldorft N,V.,.for the second
Nielsen, Index ratings and covering out
by the listener, tjie program is annual ball Of th.e" Radio Directorsall network shows last season (Octolegal under state statutes.
Irf a jeonvivial mood; jkhey
Guijd.
ber '46 through April '47). Heaviest
knocked "themselves out over, the
3, WARI;,. entered into the record
acent, progi'am-wise,^ is on CBS'
the 1940 Federal Post Oii^ ruling comic acts -of Eddie Mayehoff and
own packages. ~
on lotteries. This ruling provides, in Jack Guilford, the v^ntriloquistptMbr webs' average "only 82% of
order for a prize scheme to be ille- jugglihg act of Senor Wences, and
the efflciency of CBS—in delivering
gal, it is necessary to show consider- the chirping of Connie Haiifes and
audiences for each advertising dollar
ation by the person, on the receiving Alfred Drake, all of whom won bejtexpended in the evening-^and only
Post offs. .
...^
77% of CBS' efficiency in^the day- end. "Consideration," as the
Office sees it, involves the payment
They also showed themselves to
time," the net figures. CBS also, it's
of money for the purchase of mer- be
as human as radio quiz contestcite'dj. has more of the 100 biggest
chandise, chance or admis.sion ticket,
ants When emcee Bob Hawk sumradio advertisers than anybody else.
or ret(nires an expenditure of sub« moned Bob Sbayon and Ed Byron,
For the ads ui the lay press, the
stantial effort: or time. On the other
plus Gypsy Rose Lee and actreSs'
pitch is: CBS is "where 99,000,0(10
hand, it it is required merely that
Betty Garde, and put them through,
people father every weefe'V-a: Jiotone's name be registered at a store
too-subtle reference to the "covera typical quiz routine. It was all ia:
in order to be eligible for the prize",
age" claims of the biggest. l[, S.
fun, but the distinguished quizees
considerationn ... "is not present."
weekly. Life, which says it loaches
didn't' look like candidate; 'for the
WARIi argued that mere answering, 'Queen for a Day title.
25,000,000 weekly.
of a telephone- is in the- latter cate•
gory.
; Parly was bereft of incidents save
.
iot an '.unscheduled bow by Greer
Qallas—'Mrs. Margaret Healy, wife
Garson, who wandered in backstage
of the late Capt. Tim Healy, Has been
while trying to locate a N. Y. Newsnamed director of women's activities
paper Women's pat^y being held
lor KUF.
elsewhere iQ the hotel. RDG bsfllConUmied from. ti»te
goers were inclined to reminisceand Mutual prexy Edgar Kobak re- about the Milton Becle-Henry Miorportedly against it on. the grounds gan clash that sparked last year**
that it would teake for a highly >n* shindig and -wish for a itttle shnihu:
_
complete picture of 'Station listening' excitement.

BMB.
the

map.s;; Claims tljat

CBS- offers

2.*

.

lowest avfe-afe tost

J)er> 1,000:

WARL

1947

Pr|»graQi$

NOW TOTAIS 200,000

5=

Hostort, Nov. J5.
During' the show, a
school,,
It its first survey since the
teleplione number is called out of year opened two months ago, WBZ
in
a
directory,
area
D. C.
found It has an in-school audience
"chance" manner. Both the ques- for its educational shows totalling
tion and the answer are broadcast about 200,000 students. Show, callefl
on the station. .A prize is given "Listen and Learn," is aired every
whenever the correct answer is school day at 9.15, and is varied each
given (and the prizes have been f^w day in content and -presentation,
with the questions as tough as they with
current events, geography,
are) regardless of whether the lis- literature, science and music featener was tuned to WARL,
tured.
•To prove his thesis that the show
Show is glided by Ben Hudelson
lacks the basic elements oX a. lottery, with the Mass. Dept. of Education;
WARL attorney Fletcher told the and New England Committee on
FCC about 45% of the winners were Radio in Education sponsoring. WBZ
not listening to the station'. "For supplies teacher handboolcs free, and
these persons," he declared, "clearly has shipped out about 6;700 so far.
the contest was one Of skill,"
The Westinghouse station began- itS:
WARL admitted freely the pro- first educational broadcast 24 years
gram was an audicnte-getter, biit, ago and got an enrolled listening:
o.
argued that li.steners tuned in "be-' audience of three people.
cause the program Was fun."
Other developftments at the WARL

'

broadcast day.

,

Washington, Nov. 25.
WARL, Arlington, was raked
over the coals on another front
Its
(21).
here last Friday
WPIK',
competitor,
suburban
Alexandria, Va., complained to
the FCC about a promotion piece
distributed by WARL to ad
agencies in which tlie Arlington daytimer bragged of having
better coverage, than the other
suburban sunup-to-isundOwn stations.

What

these ads argUfri however, is nothing new .to agency and advertiser
circle!, where the net's formidable,
two-volume presentation has been
making the rounds since Septembel".

.

Contlwtea from pate 2S

aa

Last week, in the wake ol heavy
promotional- barrages by the other
three major networks, based on

WCAU Tiling'

WBFSIIWIQOLAUII

.

'

On

Electronie

Belt

Philadelphia, Nov. 25.
are
All programs aired by
being "filed" for a permanent record
electronic
belt
recorder
by' an
Which went ;into operation recently
for the first time. Dr, Leon tevy,
WCAU- prexy, said he "believed thi.i
was th^ first installation of its kind
in radio and that many other stations will .follow suit.
The new device is a product of

WQAU

.

Dictaphone -Cbrp,, and is siniilar to
machine used in coStt'ol towers by

CAA> Th? unit
and ho processing

the

sclf-.contaiped
necessary for

is
is

purpose^. The programs
are embossed on acetate tape, and
folded into compact packages. Ty/o
recording cylindersi each capable -of
taking a- half hour of programming,
allow the station to break down its
broadcast day into 30-minute segments.
Cylinders feed automatically and
progressively,. A month's supply of
recorded "tape programs occupies,
only three-by'Six-by-12 inch space.

playback

Each day's prograniming is marked
colored pencil, and filed. When a
or staff- fnember deshres to
check a broadcast, it's> a matter of
seconds to select the date and period
in.

client'

block; Present plans call for keeping tapes on file for two years, according -to Levy. -The new method
eliminates' the necessity' of' photostating scripts.

.

;

Sta$ieii

.

Only Two C?lioices
Purpose of the CBS pitch, according to the web's sales promotion and
.

advertising department, it "to talk
for radio as, a great medium." The
naturally
presentation,
however,
goes on to show that in this medium,
CBS can't be beat. There are, CBS
couicnds, not tour network choices,
•

bLit

only

two—"Type One"

is

CBS

and K^C; "Type Two" is ABC amd.
Mutual.
of the two in Type
One, CBS reaches the most listeners
at the least cost (on a
basis), the web contends.

CBS

per 1,000

brackets itaeU with .NBC as
.

-

.

,

-

Pay-as-You

ss

Coatinned troiM<p«(e 2S

lie service or political? Political opponents of Stassen are fully expected -to tstb them as political,

whieh means equal time could be
demanded of the stations airing them
and ordinarily .would stiffen station
resistance to scheduling tbepi. On
the other hand, observers believe
Stassen,Dr\ay-faave outguessed his opr
positioi^inasmuch as it .would mean
opponents ..would have to' rush out
and platter similar talks, or interviews for distribution to broadcast'

ers,

,

Interest, at any rate, in how acceptable stations find the Stassen
disks is certain to run high.

'

...

BMB

unless

up many

now

in

succeedecl

more

signing

station^' thafi

in the. fold. (A .little oyer .SOO
1,300 stations in the,

out of some

NORTH
JERSEY

are

'

U. S. have re-subscribed to. BMB
thus far. More than 700 signed for
the No. 1 Study.)
It's

felt

BMB

the second

would particularly

suffer if

to show all station
medium ahd major

it

report
failed

'audiences

in

tn^rkets.

(A

notable lioldout in the ihitia] 6tUdy
was WLW, Cincy, Which, although
not a subscriber, was listed' in
audience findings.) On this score,
Jeading agency timebuyers who use
BMB data in selecting spot niarltots
arc expected to help BMB put
pressure on larger stations to get
into the bureau's roster.

A

..As it was, the major "added attraction" was distribution of a hand-^
some, silvery covered
Yearbook in which the directors could
gander their names and faces and:
ithose of thesps and others, in show
listings and ads. Many of the ads
were in cut-up vein, a standout be-

RDG

ing Rosa Rio's, showing her prop*
ped up in bed, hand on telephone,
a-'d

captioned:

"Ready for Business."

Ray' Bloch's orch and thft Rodriquep rhumba band alternated for
dancing.

Lester

O'Kcel'e

Detroit

WJBK's
news
for

— Newest

staff is

and
both

More, immediate concern at Sutton, in radio for 19 years, was
however, is its upcoming in-, with WJR and WXYZ, Detroit;
measurement, 'slated for CKLW, Windsor, and KMPC, Hblly1948.
Project is designed to wood.
take some of the sting out of the
time lag in publication of the No, 1

'.

'.

BMBj

With

5000

loll''

10 yrar#.;Mew
nadly And thciitire.
Intweited la «tkff ar free rwae*, .New
1c

ork City

only".

Wrl*» Mos JIM, Vnrlafy,
4<th m., THt.v Yark 1», S. t.

-terim

March,

l!i.S.T.

With

DiRECTOR-PRODfllCER
Ywh

director

WJBK-FM.

ro.

P.M.,

ESTAIUSHBD

to
E. Sutton as

events

and

IslAliil

"TO IS TIME F0« KEEPS"
Mil.:, LOU CLAYTON

addition

Arthur

special

W^BK

VNIXE0 SKXAu. itBrG

NBC,
.M-G-M—''On the

W'rdneiidiir.

was- ball
Doi),n. \

chairman.

lU Wert

by permitting new stations,
which have upped their
power or switched wavelengths, to,
study

stations

order

special

listener

counts

in

whatever .areas they .desir^. Up to
week, .sdarcely a hih'dful of
had indicated a desire for
interim measurement- of their au-

tliis

stations

hooo;ooo

HOMES

HERE'S

diences. It's felt that many are waiting to see what other stations in
their areas plan to do.

To facilitate this matter, BMB has
up a timetable with tliese deadDee. 15 for '-reservations" to
be included in the study; Jan. 5 tor
actually signing up; Jan. 15 for ordering the localities each station
wants measured. BMB expects to
publish the list of stations and localities involved oh Feb. 1.

set

hat can

TARGET

lines:

The Baby
tell

your story!

Eveiy touchdown

lervice

hall/

1430 Kilocycles

Wythe Williams Back

MArket 3-2700

Wythe Williams

'?1-93

HALSEY

NEWARK

2.

N.

ST.
J,

back on the
air as newscaster after almost six
years'
aijscnce.
being heard on
WINS, N. Y., Sundays, 11:53 a.m. to
noon, sponsored by Ben Tucker
Furs.

Pe.'.rl

leCt

ia

diifinguished,

backed up

by

plahhing*

litce

|>y

gdOtf lo^^

Inteinoeiit onafysiv skillful

and q thorough kiiowMge'

of iucce$sful tales strategy.

is

Stint started last

Williams
af'.cr

'»

«f ptahninjg. Weed ahd Company

Sunday

WOR, N*

(23).

Y., shortly

Harbor. wa4 at

WHN,

N, Y. for a short while, and subsequently edited a newspaper in
Gieeiuttich,.Cftnn._
.

Will)
ano

compflinY
STATION

IfcJII^IO

REPK4SIHTATIVC$
NiWjeM(>NiTON'CHICA6Q>PinOiI.SANfMIICISCO*ll!riill^^

,

'

ycdtteeday,

Voicte

Lon9

RADIO
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Lux Flogged As

Raiilio

Make

Dixie-FM Network to

of Private

Sustainers Available
.

Raleigh, Nov. 25.

Enterprise at Present The'new Dixie-FM Network will
make its sustaining radio programs
New York.
•

FM

available to all other state
staVamety:
tions, Fred Fletcher, president of
•I read with great interest your
issue on the the network and manager of WRALarticle in the Nov. 12
FM, said.
French radio situation. It certainly
Frank Conk^, program director
looks as though the lopg flgbt to
commercial radio in of WAIR-FM, Winston-Salem, is
le-establish
chairman of the network program
Trance might at last be fending in
committee.
Other members are
ior private enterprise.
jj victory
however, to Howard Maschmeier of WRAL-FM,I can't help objecting,
Raleigh, and £. Z. Jones of WBBBVour remarks regarding Radio Lux- FM, Burlington.
that "biggest opposition
'

Editor,

'

.

embourg,
French radio would
to independent
be Radio Luxembourg," etc. I can

St.

LouIb

— KWOC,

Poplar Bluff,

Bssure you that the owners and di- Mo., operated by A. L. McCarthy, O.
rectors of Radio Luxembourg, far A. Tedrick and J. H. Wolpcrs, has
from being in opposition, will throw applied to FCC for
permit.
their hats into the air if and when
bSgan operation last week
each a development actually occitrs. at Olney, 111., on 740 ky, with 250
'

WLVN

Luxembourg

Badio

'

is

CAROUNA 10-UNIT
WEB DUE TO ROLL JAN.

N.

FM

Nov,

Baleighi,

Chicago Stores Shop

fw Air Time

As News Sbfte

Hits Holiday

1

25.

A

Nqrth Carolina State network
comprising at present 10 radio staChicago; Nov. 25.
tions expects to begin operations
Prdtracted squabble' between Chi
Jan. I, covering a potential listennewspaper publishers and the typoing area that includes all. of North graphical union has caused departCarolina, about half of South Caro- ment stores to scramble for options
lina and portions of Virginia altd on rapidly dwindling air availabilities here.
Although complete shut.Tennessee,.'..
down of dailies has thus far seemed
Announcement of the new network imprbbablCi 'State Street merchants
was made by H. A'.' Seville of WGTL, nevertheless don't intend to be
Kannapolis,
Seville listed
these caught with their ads down in the
member stations: WGTL, Kanna* holiday season.
polls; WBBO, Forest City; WADE,
Among firms combing station
Wadesboro;
WEWO, Laurinburg; skeds last week were Goldblatts,
WGP, Sanford; WGWR, Asheboro; Marshall Field, and Carson-PirieWSMS, Burlington; WTNS, Thomas- Scott. The Fair, added newscasts
ville; WTOB, Winston - Salem, and
and WBBM, along with
on
WKBC, North Wilkesboro.
a pending weekly lineup of 50 spots
Plans call for the member station.'! on WCFL. The State Street Counto operate leased program wires, cil, representing major Loop stores,
contributing
local
programs
of scouted half'^hour availabili tie.s ^ut
sports, news, music and other fea- most of the leftovers are bf.dtime

[

j

i

j

out

.present.

One

of

advertisers

h.ivon't

alarmed about strike threat,
but the Eriday .(21) Daily Times put
a scare in them; Following u type#
setters' work stoppage of nine, hoursj
the sheet was typewritten and photostated.
Normal issue of
pages
was cut to 32,

been

'

'

•

—

WMAQ

Des Moines Klngsley H. Murphy,
president of the Murphy Broadcasting Co., operators of station, KSO,
Des Moines, has -announced appoint.^-

ment

of

Max M. Friedman a mem-

ber of the board and. manager of
He wlU aUo. assume the duties

£ale.;.

.

of George J. Higgins. general man.,
ager.

;

Second, Radio Luxembourg ownership is predominantly Frehch, and
the principal directors share responsibility also for many other private
commercial enterprises in France.
Gayet,

will allot extra time daily for

it

news pix.
Newspaper

.

only watts power. Station will
cover a
primary listening' area of. 65 to 90
miles. FCC has granted KFUO, the
Corcordia Seminary station in St.
Louis Gountyj a permit for a tO,000 tures on a cooperative' basis. NeW' stuff.
watt FM station to be operated on a stations will be,admitted to jfef hetr
Meanwhile, in the belief that the
commercial band.
work on consent of charter members. linion will continue harassing tactics

the

WfhoUy privately owned and tree
Ijiaadcasting setup, in the world,
outside of the American continent.
As such, it stands pretty much alone
.-us the voice of private enterprise at

Ads

rather than walk out, radio prbgrammers generally haven't made
plans for expanded hews coverage,
Tele station WBKB, howevr, has
announced that in event cf a wnlk-

I

-

.

85

them, Mr. Jacques Lacourchief executive of the

is

French Economic and Custom Comwhich has been for many
years a stronghold of free trade and
free economy.

!

..niittee
'

It is difficult to tfonceive of a more
spectacular or effective victory for

Our Sincere Thanks

private enterprise and the principles America stands for, than the

Kcceptance of "commercials"

October 6

OctoberJS

BING CROSBY

BOB HOPE
DOROTHY LAMOlJft

.

viewpbint, that. of .Radio
Luxembourg's self-interest, there is
absolutely nothing negative. There
Is plenty of room for many more
Dttpjcctwest

BERGMAN

IISfGRID

,

Rainbow Productions

,
.'

BETTE DAVIS
BiUAN AHERNE
Maxwell Anderson

Pacamotint Pictures
'

ifor

,

"TheBeU$ofSt.Mary:^

viewpoint and its
ability to reach markets which Other
atations are not able to reach.

from the

m

iOctober20

'

JOAN CARROLL

commercial stations in Europe and
all past experience justified the belief that Radio Luxembourg would
continue successfully to outsell its
competitors (as it always did before
the war) bfeeause of its superior
kuow-ltow. the. Jogic,of its policies

.

to

by the

From the

FrtecH ^national radio.

.

listeners'

Guy Bolam

for.

''illy FdV<>rit^

for

i

Brun^tH^

^Elizabeth the QueeiC*

October, 27

November 3

BEtTY GRABLE
TOiVY MARTIN

yiRGINlAMAYO

DANNY KAYE

NAB ASKS REVIEW OF

m,

as

'

.

'

'

'for'.

'

,

.

,

"friend of the
co^rt," last week asked the Supreme
Court to reconsider its refusal to
teview a case which .involves simiUr-sounding names of products advertised' over the air.
/
Case in point involved a suit by
Coca-Cola against Snowcr^st Bever'agesv Inc., which uses the name ' of
"Polar Cola" to identify orte of its
products. The Circuit Court of Appeals had ruled that the use of
trade names "phonetically similar to
protected trade names could not be
'enjoined" without proof of aqjjpal
confusion in specific instances.
The NAB brief pointed out that in
tpund radio advertising, the value
fit a. trade
nVime depends entirely
oji^^lts distinctive soundi since vls_.iisl
representation
Impossible,
Is
Brief concluded: "To refuse to extend the same degree of protection
to representation by sound as to that
by sight is to place radio broadcasting, as an advertising medium,
;at a. serious, unfair competitive dls•dvanfage with other media," .

appearing

,v,

'

Washittg^tQii, Nov. 2S.
The National "A«sn. of Broadcast'

-

Samuel GoldwyA

Twentieth Centiir^-Fox
•
for
'!7Ae ShockingMm PUgtifn"

'POUR COLA' RULING
'

"The S&sr&Lifepf Walter Miftf

November24

November 10

November 17

DANA ANDREWS
JANE WYATT

CLAUDETTE COLBERT
WALTER PIDGEON

Twentieth Gentury-Fox

Metro-Coldwyn-Mayeir

Samuel Goldwyn

for

for
f'The Secret Heare*

The Best Years of Our Lives"

•

•

•

"Boomeran^^

MARCH
MYRNALOY

BitEDRIC

.

for

(Academy Award Viiipsj)

MOTION PICTURE

•;'

We wish to thank aU who hav* h«tp<ici us to matce tbft n»w
ScrMn Guild Play«rs prasentotiQiw
success*..lhus continuing

KYW Sets

Oilly's

Down on

Mikes

KVW

Is

Up
the

Its

Picture Reltof Fund,

which

pit

outstanding radio

oxcollonf work of tho Motion

this

progrom holps to support.

Farm

Philadelphia, Nov. 25.
originating -its daily

now

farm program, "R.D. J060," direct
from Ted Steele's 97-Bcre farm in
Sblebury township, Bucks County,
.Oh the road between New Hope and
Pinevllle.

m

mm

tfao

Move was designed

CAMEL CIGARETTES
SPONSORS OF

to save time

Steele's daily routine and facilitate
experimental work at the farm, and
believed to be the first time in
Phllly radio annals that a farm
show has been broadcast right |rom

the fields.

Show goes on

..

.'

at 6:30 a.m.,

and lias

been ^ired, with Steele doing the
commentary, since last August,

CBS

Shreveporl— David Kent, free™nce writer and actor, has joined

MONDAY EVENINCtS

'

.

the staff of

KTBS

in

Shreveport as

production manager. He was pro|ram director of WAIR, Winston-.
Salem, and production manager of

WROV

in

Boanoke.

..

36

.--"V

/

.

.

*Vniwl/fiag^ eeery NieUett Radio Index report

'and thetbasis for

aJl

NRI

ratings

and analyset,

it a scientifically'proportioned sample

representing a coast-to-coast area containing

6$% of V^. Radh homes.

Wcflnwday, Novcmiicr 26, 1947

2:30-2:45 pm, EST
Monday through
A TIME THAT PAYS Off . . •

Friday

Here's your chance to profit

by the audience momentum of one of the most powerful program
sequences in

From 11:00 a.m.
show

CBS

that

CBS Mid-day

daytime Radio: the

all

to

'

Lineup.

2:3p-from Monday through Friday -^NRI data^

has an unchallenged

lead'

in daytime

'

audiences, ivith a 6.9 average.

For three-and-a»half solid hours ^quarter-hour
by quarter-hom— CBS

win a larger NRI audience

advertisers

i

than any of their competition
;

an audience 38% greater than the average

listening, ae reported

by NRI in

for

ALL

'*

daytime

October 6-10 report.

its

LOOK YOUR BEST'
A PROGRAM THAT PAYS OFF • • • look your best
... C3BS>produced,

rating

in. its

very

CBS

first

Air-Tested

.

.The network time period

week was a 4.7

NRI—

94% as high as the average for nll daytime Radio.
Here's an audience-participation show with a purpose— to help

women

help themselves to better grooming, more attractive appearance.

And it's

the only network show devoted exclusively

to this prime interest of all

women.

DICK

show, knows

WILLIS,

mysterious
of

women

field.

star of the

all

the answers in this

Lecturer and cotmsellor to hundreds of thousands

at the N. Y. World's Fair

and former make-up

artist for

"Cavalcade of Gosmetics'j!

Warner Brothers,

Willis has expert

professional knowledge of women's fashion and beauty interests.

And he puts

across his ideas

and suggestions

every one of his listeners feel she
...

a

way

that

makes

Top time — top

for

a part

in a

way

that

makes

of the program

good Radio.

plrogrammiflg.

Both available on CBS, the most
first

is

effective

network...

choice for 10 years of the nation's biggest Radio advertisers...

delivering listeners at less cost than any other network.

FOR THE UTMOST

IH

RADIO VALUES..* SEE CBS... THE COMPLETE

HETWORK

VedAesJay,
taxes
of the Hooper outfit it has grossed about $4,000,000, but high
operating costs has brought the total net profit down to $94,000.

Noivottiber g»»,"l947'

and

AFRA

Billy Rose is -glowing over the fact that his five-minute "Pitching Horse*
ss Continued from pate KBjBa
up a Hooper
shoes" strip on Mutual jitas, ih the space of a few weeks,
Gabe to participate with the
of 4.e. May not sound like niUch, he says, but look at the fact that
national
has ABUG.
Heatter, whose gab follows his and who- has been at it « long time,
7.1.
but a 5.8 Hooper. Toprated stanza on Mutual is "Charlie Chan," with
12. Called for the establishment of
What particularly makes Rose happy, though, is the explanation of his an insurance fund for AFRA memThis web
4.6 which he got from "the bossman of an opposition network."
.Tills has been pending and
bars.".
topper, Rose reports, said it "wouldn't be realistic to multiply the 4.6 by currently rests on whether the
union
five" just because he's on five times a week, "but it is realistic to multiply
aucceiedls in selling the AFRA-coopthis rating by 2% ... 2% times 4.6 gives you a, realistic Hooperating of
^rative "Cojftedy Theatre" to Gult
11.5.
After five weeks of broadcasting, this is r fine showing and al.
n6w>appears
unlikely.
This
most without precedent for a talk-talk program,* That's musit to Ros?,
13. 'CaUe4.joi sending a represenHildegarde gave Music Corp. of America a session of jitters late last tative to the AJPh convention. Heller
week, when She informed the agency that it was n^, longer! to represent attended.

nm

Although Llpton is well satisfied with the "T!alent Scouts" program
nights on CBS (its current Hooper is 15.0), thgre continue to b«
incidents between the talent and the sponsor and! agency. There was a situation at the start of the' season, when the Lipton advertising director,
William Smith, questioned the use of Arthur Godfrey to rei^d the commercials on the show, on the ground that he laclfs "dignity." He was
persuaded to let Godfrey handle the assignment,. -but made .various suggestions about readings, etc. Finally Ed Barnes, Young & Rubicam vicepresident and account supervisor, went over his head to Robert Smallwood,
Lipton president, who instructed Smith to confine his suggestions to commercial copy only. Subsequently, Godfrey tangled with Harry Hartwick,
Y & B commercial supervisor on the show, and has since forbidden any
of the agency's commercial writers to enter the studio.

Monday

.

.

Actors
14. Commended
Equity
her on deals. Chanteuse was reported, dissatisfied With the fftcl that MC-flt
Anthony Rivers, the radio and legit actor, who inherited something over hadn't lined up a radio show for her this year.
Ass'ri' and the League of N. Y. Theasome months ago, has found it a serious financial handicap so
However, Lew Wasserman, MCA president; and Larry Barnet, MCA tres for their agreement ending
The difficulty is "that, although the legacy hasn't actually been paid, veepee, fiew to Miami Beach Sunday (23) and after an all-day. conference racial discrimination at the National
getting
jobs
tough
time
everyone figures he's in the chips, so he's having, a
theatre,. Washington, effective next
the chanteuse agreed to remain with that office.
and making a living.
No specific action required.
May
In a letter to the editor in the current issue of Stand By, official pub15. Called for the AFL to sponStory in Variety last week on a disputed "Superman" series built around
lication of AFRA, he explains, in part, as follows:
Train
-involving "a trial reminiscent of the Greensboro sor programs "of the first magniFreedom
and
the
why
and
asked
"When I go plugging for jobs, I'm greeted with ,a smile
the
North
thai name,
dander
up
in
Carolina
city
several or all networks.
case"
got
tude"
"on
by
forced
to
Consequently IVe been
I want to work, with all my dough;
Pointing out that Vabiety "probably meant Greenville in some other This is to be taken up at the AFL
collect unemployment insurance. ..."
state," Edney Ridge, prexy of the N. C. Broadcasting Co., protested: meeting Dec. 5-6. in Washington (see
"I'm the same Tony Rivers that I was a year ago; scratchijig and looktrouble
Greensboro.
This
city with separate story).
never
been
any
racial
in
has
"There
ing for work, only I have, to scratch that mUch harder now because a few
16. Called for board meetings to
17% Negro population* is the center of Negro education in the U. S. In
find it humorous to malce.an issue of jny personal affairs.
fact, station WBIG is sending three Negro boys to A&T CoUfege, state be held once monthly in the mid*
institution, for teaching agriculture.
. Greensboro is making great prepwest and west, and for the execuImpression is- growirug that James C PetrlUo ig becoming increasingly arations for visit to the Freedom Train, There will be no segregation, fipA^ tive-secretary to send more detailed
public-relatiohsrminded. Follo^wing contract-talk huddles with network like WBIG, open for rich. or poor, old or yoimg; white or black;.'!
agenda of meetings. The national
execs on three consecutive days last week in his N. Y. AFM offices, the
board decided against this proposal,
union boss each time, called in the press to make statements and answer
When the Fred Allen program switches to the Pbrd Dealers payroll except when meetings are specifiquestions, 'Impression -gained by reporters Twas' that these post-mortems Jan. 4 the J. Walter .'Thompson staff will, moye with it intact except one cally necessary ih the west and mid(unproductive though they were in revealing specific issues discussed) person, and that's Tiffany Thayer, who 'writeis the Tender Leaf Tea and west.
were much more Petrillo's idea than the webs'. Also, newsmen who ha-ve Shefford's Cheese commercials. Thayer; rated as tope in this specialty
17. Called for freedom of exprescovered AFM-network. negotiations in past year recalled it had never among his co-practitioners, is accustomed to limiting editing from' the sion^ for radio commentators, No'
before been the practice- to hold press conferences following talk sessions. client fold. In this dealers setup copy approval will have to pass through specific action required.
*
Factors behind Patrillo's apparent new attitude toward the press are multiple hands.
;
18. Called for the national board
seen as including his impending Federal court trial in Chicago on charges
to take 'action to protect the names
Lea
Though
manager
and
,

$1,000,000

.

far.

,

"

.

'

.

'

.

.

.

.

'

.-'^

'

.

of violating the

He may

Act.

reason,

it's

believed, that his case before

the court and public may be viewed in a bett^ light
of cooperating with the press.

if

he niakes a show

"Biggest Han in Radio," .last week's issue of the
Satevep'ost lifted, curtain for general public- oil the behind-the-scenes
operation of C. F. Hooper, rajah of radio ratings. According to writer
Collie Small, Hooper has -created a decimal-pointed Frankenstein monster
whose" whim, controls the destiny of hundreds of performers. Even redoubtable figures like Bing Crosby, Fred Allen and Jack Benny huddle in
fear of what their. Hoopers will tell them about their drawing power.
Pointing out the rating system's domination of network policy, article
poses the question: "Does Hooper work for radio or, does radio work for
HobperP* and makes out a strong case for 'the tail waggiiig the dbg.
'
$mall reveals that despite Hooper's crucial role in the industry, he's
$tUl a. poor man getting along on $25,000 he made last year. During life

'Under debatable

title of

,

'

it is

well

known

that

Wayne

Coy,

of

WINX

WINX-

FJ^, Washington, heads the list of candidates for the FCC chairmanship,
some of the Demociratic party officials have a ringer liioied up in case Coy
turns the job down. THas is liberal Demo' .Congressmiui MUce Monroney
of Oklahoma, co-author with ex-SenatOr Bob • LaFbllette of the Congressional Reorganization act. Like Coy, Monroney .is a
Dealer and ah
.

oldtime newspaperman.

New
'

-

.

of performers against others taking
the same nalmes. This has been referred to the union's attorneys.
19. Called for the ^appointment of
a committee' to -'arrange for name

performers to appear at local
lies and meetings. Committee

ral-'

ap-^

pointed.

Around NBC they'Ve dubbed Dick Dudley the presidential announcer.
20. Called for a report to the loHe was ani^ouncing the Guy Lombardo broadcast from the. Roosevelt Grill, cals covering the major provisions
N. Y., recently,' when the orch played "Missouri Waltzi" Dudley adlibbed,
iol all existing local contracts. Tliis
"I hope the Pre^dent is listening." Jfew i!nlnutes later Al Bbbtoson, the
Is, being, prepared.
web's night program manager, called Dudley that Truman not only was
2ta Commended producers' of prolistening. but-had^ phoned NBC's Washington' office to say he. was enjoying
grams that avoid using minority
the program very much. Dudley acknowledged tile White HouSe nod at
stereotypes, and called for AFRA to
the program's signoff,.
work with various guilds on the
-

-

,

nxatter.

BS
studios.

Fort expects

specific action required.

once.

Coimnoet.irottt page

whopping

No

22. Abolished the' tuiit .rule in
convention voting; Took effect at

Tele Bids

n BB
spend

to

a

$399,000 building the sta-

23i Called for study, amendment
and revision of the AFRA constitution. Committee appointed.
24.

Called for. the

establishment

of local grievance committees, ReWestinghouse Radio Stations, Inc., ferred to the locals,
25. Called for polUitg of ddegawhich pulled out several black-and
tions at ti^^ convention. This iiiras in
White bids last yearj. has now reeffect -at the- Convention.
instated a request for the No. 8
26. Urged the continuation of th6
channel in Pittsburgh to bulwark
government's "Voice of America"
operations of cpmpany-ownedKDKA.
programs. Nd specific action re»
A "luxury" operation is clearly in quired,
the cards With Westinghouse pegging
AFM Problem
$440,000 on the video transmitter and
27. Called 'for the national board
studios and an expected $22,500 a
month on operating costs. Westing- to investigate the increasing use of
to perform services
AFM.
members
house holds another permit for Bosproperly in AX'RA jurisdiction. This
ton.
referred' particularly to the use of

tion.

.

one station

Down south, publisher John S, band ihemtoers to sing vocal numKnight's station
requested bers. Committee 'has been appointed
use of channels 2 or 5 a tele operaon the subto confer with the
tion in Miami. Knight publishes the
ject.
Miami Herald and has ah
station
28. Called for the resolutions preunder construction there. He wiU
to be
^ehd $167;365 to get his 2.5kw pic- sented by smaller locals agenda.
ture and Skw sound transmitters on moved up on the convention
This was done.
the air.
29. Called for revision of the dues
Earl Anthony & Sons', Inc., .newsstructure, to achieve increased inpaper publisher and
broadcas- come' for the union. This was reter, popped a bid into the FCC hopferred to the Coast, which presented
per last week to use to the contested
the resolution. National board apNo. 1 tele channel for a communityproval will be needed for final acsized video operation in New Bedtion.
ford, Mass.
Bid reached FCC at
30. Called for the establishment

WQAM

'

AFM

covers

FM

all

AM

$1,000,000,000

KWKH

SHREi^€PORT
sa aan watts
Re pt-esenTea by The Bt'anham Co

r

hearings opened on .the government
proposal to earw&rk the primary
tele channel for use by emergency
and public safety radio services. Request?..,are already on file here for
the Nti. 1 slot in Trenton, N. S.i
Riverside, Calif., and in the Bridge
port. Conn,, area.
This is Anthony's second tele bid,
since firm pulled the first one out
during the heated CBS color-video
controversy in early 1946. Anthony
proposes to spend $224,247 on its

New Bedford station and to break
even on operating expenses the first
year. Expected rate is $20 per quarter-hour and a top of 57 15-minute
periods are to be sold each week.
Anthony told the FCC it would prefer a full-blown operation on either

channel 3' or 8, if a' new allocation
IS made. Firm is licensee of
WNBH,
New Bedford, and WOCB, West Yarmouth and RUbltshes papers in New
Bedford and Hyannis, Mass.

of a western regional committee to
study problems in the area, and for
the employment of a special field
representative for the region. Referred to the. western locals, which
turned It down. Action was tied in
with the employment of additional
national organizers.
31. Called for a committee to study
the open-end transcription situation
and report to the 1948 convention.
No action taken. The present tran'scription code extends .through Oct,
31, '48.

RECORD NOW!
"JINGLES
that don't

JANGfLE!''

Albany— Stan

Roberts, veteran in
the newspaper advertising field
and
salesman for
since tho station went on the air Oct. 1, has been

WROW

appointed sales manager. Succeeds
W. S, Clark, who resigned.
'

*
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The young
all

mciii

.

!

with the horn

is

!

an ex-clarinetbt, named

(of

things) Opie Gates. If he's currently engaged' in blowing his

horn a

little

louder than usual, that's because Ofjie

of a brand-new comedy show on

ABC, Of

is

the star

Opie's debut, the

Hollywood Reporter had this to say: "Ofie Gates was well spfitud
. . .

scored nicely

a long run"

.

and should

.

To which

be able to develop the character for

Billboard added: "It had

much

same

of the

charm, pace and sheer freshness that distinguished another

ABG

'

package. Tales of Wtllie Piper:'*

,

The O^ie Cotes Show is a funny, friendly situation comedy* It
it's got fine network time (Mondoesn't cost much money
looks
days, 8:30 pm EST, right after Grpucho Marx), In short^it
.

like

next

a very good bet.

Monday

,

.

Maybe you

should give the kid a listen

at 8:30?

^

afso qvaf/ab/e««#
dramatiEXPLORIHe THS UNKNOWN... -S««</«3'S, 7i30pm EST. Authentic
modern science. Famous guest stars

zations of the miracles of

CANDID MICROPHONB

.

.

Thursdays,

actual, unrehearsed conversations.

8:00pm EST. A concealed mike je<;ords

The newest

idea iq radio!

pm EST. He'd rather
THE ADVENTURES OF BILL lANCB ... Sundays 5:00
with a new twist!
meddle with Mendelsohn than Murder. Sure-fire ndventure
,

EST. Fun
so YOU WANT TO LEAD A iANO... Mondays, 9:30 ptn
the band
when Sammy Kaye and local contestants take turns leading
ROSS DOIAN, DETECTIVE... &^Hr</fl3'*,
this exciting mystery series. Has rated

ABC

8:00pm EST,

Bill

Gargan

for all

stars in

as high as 10.3!

PROGRAM

Circle 7-5700
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FCC

NEGRO NETWORK SET
IN MOTION IN CHICAGO

hpry Proposed on FMm

Chicago, Nov- 25,
Plans for a projected Negro net-

mcidty&tting AT&T Liiie Deal
Washington, Nov.

25.

FCC may

investtgate negotiations
between FM'eis and the telephone
company for' networking oi
shows. This was indicated hert l«st
week by Commissioner E. K, Jett

FM

week,
AfroAmerican Broadcasting System by

work moved ahead here
with

work programs— and relieve FM'ers
of the need to wait for' A.T.&T, to
catch Up with their demand for net-

work

facilities.

Dillard continued: "Let's suppose
we place our orders with A.T.&T.
Commission's hearing on for 15,000-cycle lines today between
« proposal to nip oft the No. 1 video 'Washington and New York. A year
He made the suggestion from now we will have the use of
chanttttl.
following a strong presentation by this circuit, if A.T.&T. carries out
FM'ers on thi tUfficulties of Unking
its promise^ l^en, when wft want
FM stations.
to open a Toledo .Unk, ive will have
Charges of discrimination in the
to wait another yean The result
treatment accorded FM versus telewill bte that one part of the network
vision by the Americar. Telephone
will have S.OOO-cycle transmission,
& Telegraph Co. were aired «t while
another is on 15,000 cycles."
length by Everett Dillard, prexy of
With plenty of ire for the phone
the Continental FM Network. Dilexec demanded:
lard appeared, to plug for use of the company,, the
No. 1 video ^haaaejl for relays to "Is independent FM netwoi'king to
network FM shows; oh the plea that be shackled or will it be allowed to
A.T.icT. hss stymied FM's use of compete effectively with 'TV or
networks-.
its
. by utilizing all of
highJAdelity wire circuits.

own

.

.superior qualities?"

video

slot),

(on the No. 2
unless precautions are
,

<

FM

taken.,

to the No. 2 slot
regarded as highly serious by the

American Radio Relay League which
last week recommended that FCC
delete the No. 2 rather than the No. I
or, preferably, take both

from

tele

channel

goes,

ESmep Wene, WTTM, Trenton, will
have to .drojp' his biA, since the No, 1
channel is tiie onlj^ one earmarked

and- all the crowd
for Trenton. Bridgeport will loso its commentary
only assignment. Chicago will be cut noises. Film was sponsored by Swift's
from seven to six channels, Cleve- as part of the regularly-scheduled
land- from five to four and Colum- "Swift's Home Service Club."
CBS broadcast the first record of
bus, 0„ from four to three. In addition«: tele assignments^in a dozen the wedding itself, tying in a plattibetr network lines.)
othef cities will have- to be reshuf- ter of Ed Murrow's radio account of;
IMubts FM.Caa Pay TpU
fied though no channels will be lost. the cei'emony with United Press
The phone Company has made no
'At the same time, some; stations wirephoto stills flashed across the
.6ther commitments to possible
will have to pull in their wings on ocean. AP reel, which CBS aired a
network arrangements outside the coverage. Riverside, Cal., earlier as- 'day later, was also taken oif the face
territory now covered by Continen- signed the No. 1 channel, has been of a receiving tube. CBS also broadt:.l's 32
affiliates.
Referring to given a ringer, iHit will get much cast wirephotos -'with information
revenue-poor FM, Dillard declared; less coverage on the, second-choice supplied by -Hie British Information
.'
*'I seriously question the economic
channel. There will be some squeez- Service.
s-oqess of regular, operation <d na- ing' elsewhere with FCC proposing
Two webs, plus DuMont, had pretionwide or large-sceje regional
to locate -tele transmitters on the liminary material on the wedding,
nietWorks on the higher rate difFer- same and' adjacent channels any- which they broa!dcast "Wednesday
ential quoted for 15,000 common where from 100 to 115 miles apart. (19) night. ABC furnished a similar
carrier circuits." As an^alternative, Under usual standards, such stations oackaae to WMOL-TV (Washington)
he asked the- FCC lor use- of the are spaced at least 150 miles apart and WFIL-TV (Philadelphia) under
44-50 mg; band' to relay
net- to prevent mutual interference.
Chevrolet sponsorship.

to sponsoring shows on the one commercial Station JI^TLA..

25.

Martinsville, Va.,

week and

last

has junked an
forbidding either
earlier ^ policy
donation or sale of its time to diiscuss tha merits of union organiza'^
tion, Stiktion apparently decided to
alter the policy when FCC last
month tabbed its bid for an FM
affiliate for hearing on receipt of
protests from union men in the area.
Last March Mike Ross, organizer
for the CIO United Furniture Workers, sought time on
to air
the .union's organization campaign.
it

s

NBC

Personnel

CoBtinued

fMn vage -2T

{

.

FM

.

FM

FM

'

and that those without radio interests would be forcfed to search afield
for their staffs.

With the

total advertising

expend-

iture in the -nation expected to increase .$1,200,000,000 a year within
the next 10 years, there will be
plenty of money available to support video, Kersta said. To latch
.

'

onto this looaey, however, tele must
be sold to advertisers and to the public.
He denied that tele wotdd cut
into existing media, declaring that
radio, instead of withering away under video.'s competitive onslaughts,
would be "profitable for years to
-

come."'

Kersta predicted a continuous improvement in the quality of tele picin
tures
the present frequency
standards, adding that there's plenty
of room for Improvement within
those standards. Such quality, boosts
will come gradually, he said. Stressing NBC's stepped-up interest in
would
tele, he revealed that
move from the small 3H studio at
Radio City, N. Y., to the much larger

to talk

the commercial outfits ^permit theatre exhibitors to trim^ splice and
treat their feels in any way they
'

•

Time

FCC

ENewsreel

19i000-«ycle lines will be

FM

WMVA,

informed the

WMVA

FM

the

ma'de available—at 30 cents per airIfxia tnlle.
(Standard broadcast networks now pay 15 cents » mile for

W«ahington, Nov.
Station

had a change of heart

NBC

channel

television.
If the "No. .1

long range vision take the slow-andright stand. Feellh« of the latter regarding "racket" dealei:s Is that

BBC

The interference
is

and

stores,

WMAR-TV

sss ConMiAea friMu yate tt

WCBS-Ty, New York

department
distributors,
station operators with

facturers,

Wedding on Tele
BlTI

SMft Bui

FM

The smaller shops requiring quicker turnover are the less
conservative element, while manu-

causes.

WMVA

AM

'

the

cago. The Ciii station, WVON, 1,000 electrical applianc« atocks at assem'.watts, is skedded for opetatloti by Wages.
In short, the Jn-agaln-otttnext spring. Studios will be located again-Finnegan treatmont Is "damagat 3458 South State Street. Plans for ing to tele.
the New York station and InterAli-Tele Ibeatre
mediary affiliates are in the blueTopper among the shopjceeper He was told that since July, 1942,
print stage.
station had followed policy of givZiegfelds is Bert D'Oraay -who gave
ing no time to either unions or the
up his general apikUuice blZ last
companies in such situations. Staspring with " T-Day" to concentrate
tion'^ rifle read: "In this particular
on video. He has already broken
community the question of organground on what must'tie the world's
'
izing labor into unions is considered
ContintaeA from p«Ke 27
first all-tele theatre in a fast-growhighly controversial subject...
district. a
residential
outskirt
same night, getting » feed from the ing
therefore,
the
management
of
Showcase,
to cost $125,000, will have
Balti
in
broadcast, from
does not feel that it would
a 300-seat theatre for D'Orsay's own
more. NBO, meanwhile, repeated its
screen demon- be in the public interest to broadlarge
custom-built
night,
Sunday
films Friday night and
cast either -side" of this dispute.
showrooms
plus
lour
strating
set,
NBC was able to score its dean
made up as dens and living iroonis, Station up until recently had ignored
beat ov6r all* other media thtough
the Wagner Act guaranteeing worka major showroom and a.service dethe deal with BBC television worked
ers the right to organize.
partment, comboed in the one strucout last year by veepee John F;
All models will be handled, is
ture.
Royal. To fave time, most of the 32
is
Another
such
shop
claim.
the
minutes of Ulin were taken oflt the
WilshU'e-Westwood
the
planned
for
face of a receiving tube in the
district later, with first slated for
studios in London.
He, like Jack
Continued from pace 27
Film was flown to New " York, February opening.
for soirees, with
studios less than Richards, lends sets
rushed to the
latter
having obtained mailing lists competing with' them, AP, for one,
an hour-and-a-half after arriving at
in- has refused to permit the trimming
he
'with
which
source
from
some
La Guardia airport and put on the
vites requests.
of any of its reels by any broadair within 15 minutes after arrival
'Virtually all are taking ads in
By re"at the Radio City studios.
caster ^wanting to show them. This
cording the film off the tube face, daily papers and other local publiNBC had a ready-ndade sound track, cations, advertising both merchan- is the first instance of such a conaddition
tract in newsr^el history, since even
including the British announcer's dise and available shows, in

.

.

last

"

FM

'

chartering of

WHVA So Amious For
TM license It's Eyen

Ballyhoo
Continued from pai« ^'msifs

ss

and J. W. Williams, treas.
demonstrations «t parties, etc., on
Contracts already have been quick call cannot produce good picsigned with Bitter Associates, Toledo, tures; that in the end video itself
radio engineers, for construction of must suffer—ev«n if said dealers
transmitters in New "S^ork and Chi- •manage to move some; of their other

'

DiUard's big complaint is that tele
users get a iree ride on the A.T.&T.
coaxial cable between here and New
ITock, despite the fact several com?
luerdiil iel« «liowa are networked
audio
Via libe cable. Both the
and visual channels are doled out
to tele "for free," he pointed out.
On the other hand^ Dillard' said,
FM'ers ha've to use 8,000-cycle lines
capable of carrying only half of
FM's. full fidelity—and pay a husky
22 cents a mile for the privilege. The
telephone company, he claimed, has
given only hdlf promises on Dil'.lard's xepeated requests for 15,000cycle lines to carry high-fidelity
network shows. Company; claims it
had no terminal equipment for these
high-fidelity lines now; but -that
within a year'' from receipt of an
order from Dillard's Continental

the

the state of Illinois. Oflticers are Dr.
Cliiford Kyle, prexy; Andrew Carter,
v.p.; Wenonah Rogers Stone, sec,

(jluring the'

welf;

;

WNBT

in February. Web is already exploring the possibility of establishing a ''television city" in N. Y.i and
after 'that, more such cities clear
across the continent.

8G

0
the

Cantiniied front page

break-even

been' considered among the best
turned out by networlcs, has been'
able to do so good a job only by
working on a cooperative basis with
otiier stations. In return for feeding
a finished product to such stations as
KSD-TV (St. Louis) and WWJ-TV
(Detroit), "NBC has been fed items
for its reel by those outlets. In addition, the web has a similar cooperative deal with BBC television in
London. Any attempt to set up its

own

lensers in as

many

Icey points

as are covered by AP staffers would
be prohibitive in cost.
Wire services are expected to run
into several major union difficulties,
which might impede their work for
the time being. All the AP lensers

are members of the CIO-Newspaper
Guild.
Anytime they try to cover
an -event also being covered by
cameramen of the commercial, reels,
who are members of the Inter-

however, is considered only temwhich will probably be
worked out via a compromise with
the lA of some kind.
porary,

ss

hoped for
can thereafter

point

If costs

Cost a Factor
Cost factor, meauw^iile, is the chief
preventing
broadcasters

obstacle

from holding their own with the wire
services. NBC, whose newsreel has

national Alliance of Theatrical Stage
Employees, it's expected that considerable I'ur will fly. That trouble,

Ou Mont

before .Tune,

see fit. Cutting down on newsreel
footage/ in fact, has been the chief
metiiod used by most exhibs to set
Tele
their daily running times.
broadcasters, unable to couple the
AP reel with that furnished by. some
other service, can be expected to use
the AP output exclusively.

.

Filmed newsreels, of course, can't
\lrithin bounds, DuMont eX'
compete with live airings by broadshow a net profit before the casters on the spot of a major event.
end of 1948. WABD has not yet be- F^ct that many such events happen
gun to benefit from the new rate in off-hours, however, indicates
there will be considerable need for
card
established
in
September, the
filmed reels. That's what's causwhich jumps the time' charge per
ing the broadcasters aU their worry.
hour from $300 to $800. Amount of
new business since the rate hike
went into effect is only about 10%
of the total. Contracts with ihost of

be held

pects to

the present sponsors, who came in
under the old rates, expbre ISareh 1,
when they too will be subject to the
upped charges.

TALKING TURKEY. .New -accurate -informative
.

WOV's

Pantry Survey

been waiting for.

It

DuMont
it's

shows you accurately and currently

the relative sales position of
classificdtions, in the
is

real turkey talk you've

is tlie

365 items

New York market.

in

37

See

tion

different

how WOV

opeuii^ the door to a clearer, deeper, more

WOV •« Wen MS*,, New York 19, N.Y.
I

We an fffedtUj imnMCd

I

intelli-

pradiicfa):
I

gent-approach to advertising sales problems. There's

I
:

I

no obligation of any kind. SEND THE COUPON NOW.
ItaM* i^. W^vilf Cmerat Mtuwger
>!'

ttb K .'.''jt««}«*.!3

'
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•

.

JvJtu

"if-..

•

K Pemnon Ct.^
NatiotnU AwrctenfaiiM
'
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•
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'.

officials empihasized that
presently impossible to cut sta

expenses because television

is

growing so rapidly. Bugaboo always

in (Tjfc of

exists in trying to operate margin
ally, they said, that to get more

business

in,

it's

necessary to spend

more on a budget. Adding more per
sonnel to the staff or expanding into
a larger studio to handle a new
show may cost more than the show
brings in, so that it will be operated
at a loss. Problem now, they de-

how much

clared, is to determine
it's possible to loosen up
.

«.

:

.

i>:

.•J''V

the budget,

...

.,

and stretch
r

.

.i,

<-

sorry^ but

January 1 1948

till

^

We

appreciate the fine support the radio indmtry

has given us during our first commercial year.

Our system, based on 12
research, studies

and

is

years' basic

program quality

dedicated to quality

research performance-

AMONG SHOWS

Therefore,

CURRENTLY TESTING*
•.

Audhioiis and Snstainers

we mnnot accept additional

)
1 •

NBC

—

tests

>•

before January 1, 1948

J

1
J

Fibber

McGee and MoHy

>
>

We

)

Jiniiny Ditrante

Fb3 Harris and

)

J

>-

Alice Faye

>
i

are, however,

and would appreciate

•

expanding

facilities,

the chance to talk io

1

Qpeen for a Day

News
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>
>

World

>

>

CdTe and Take

•

>

>
>
>

•

>

>

t

>
>

onVjr, «ui

prograum

teateil »i'b taept

oon<ta«utial unless oUent apeoincaHy authorlae*

use ot.lu)ine<

>

SCHWERIN Research
30

>

Breakfast Chib
> Limited Usi

those interested about testing after that date.

•

•
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ROCKEFELLEir-rLAIA

Corporation

NEW YORK

20.

N€W YORK

a

.

.

In the Act.

KJR s

Shows Mirw
Seattle,

Nov.

boss'

N.

all set

up

Fron The Production Centers

Y. hq*
for the
shot, asked the subjects to niake
like a huddle was in progress'.
Web exec shook a menacing
finger at Petrillo and growled,,
flashbulb blinked,
as the
"Now, we're telling you, Mr.
Petrillo,,."

NorAwest

'

AD COUNCIL DRAMAT

long range program which envisions
Increase in local production and
Half-hour dramat airer sponsored
more authentic presentation of local
scene and talent. First, preliminary, and financed jointly by- the four
step was to get adequate staff, which
major networks as an unprecedenthas about been accomplished, according to manager Arch Morton and ed salute to the Advertising Council
will be plattered tonight (Wed.) at
program director Roland Bradley*
Overall programj with improve- NBC in N. Y. with Van Heflin as
ments and experimentation planned star. Metro gave clearance yesteron an increasing ^cale into 1949, calls dajr (Tues.) for Heflin to do the role.
for mofe experimentation and use of Show will have a topflight radio cast
local talent as next step* although supporting the film -actor^ John Gart
Station has already inaugurated pro- has composed a special score and
Mitchell
grams along the experimental line. will conduct the orch.
Two of theSe, "This Is It," five times Grayson will direct, from a script by
Jack Turner, ABC
weekly local news stint with Bob Arnpld Perl.
Ferris roaming the streets for wire script editor, j$ sUpervislDg for the
recorded news, Interviews and fea- four webs.
Nets have ordered, a total of '1,2()0
tures,' and AUceJ«ambert's five times
weekly news irom a woman's view- platters of the shoW for distribution,
point are pretty well set. Both have to all of their affiliates.

AFM

the

Cameraman,

25.

KJR, local outlet for ABC, now
owned by Marshall Field, is squaring away for the second step in a

photographer got a
a Petrillo-netThursday (20)

realistic Shot of
work session last

in

Pacific

mag

Life

Lcfflg-Range Honw-Bidlt

SET FOR AUDITION

IN CHICAGO

,

'

pulled strong listener reaction, chiefly on the favorable side, and while
format or angle niight be changed,
both programs are indications of
type of air fare that station is planning for the futuire.
CMie basic theme will be empha-

sa

ContinnM from page 24

b

.

'

"

A

Meanwhile,

Is

strengthening the Sunday
afternoon roster. With the Prudential ntusical show moving into the
6-6:30 slot being, vacated by Ozzie,
and Harriet, the' Phil Spitalny AUGirl orch' -will go into the preceding
tion

at

5:30-6 period. The 15-minute Hires
Along this .line the program demusical will be moved into the 5:15.partment has been auditioning talent
5:30 segment. The 4:30-5 perioft will
Jor a proposed Northwest talent probably he taken over by the. reahqw vhich will showcase profesvived "CBS Is There;^- sustalner.
sionals as well as give amateurs'
•

'

.

'

Auditions are conducted on
wide, open- basis, with assistant program director Bill Gunning giving
talent plenty of lee^y as to time
for auditions, with aim to give all
parUcipants a- full chance to show
ivhat they can do. So -far, Gunning
told Variety, th^ auditions have
turned vp a surprising amount of
talent that can be used, and full ad. vantage of that circumstance will be
taken in future program planning.
fehance.

.

'

ABC Still Sees FrI. Edge
ABC sees a potential rating

&

.

.

AFM

'

take the evening out of

itS;

stagewait classification for the first
time in the history of network radio.
Also for.tiie first time comedy will
buck cobiedy for a full hour^when
the Datiny Thomas show and the
:Frank Morgan-Don Ameche setup
are vis-a-vis with "Can You Top
This?" and "People Are Funny" be
tween 8:30 and "8:30 p.m.. "Tops's"
latest rating is 9.6 and "People'«ji'

1

WBBM

,

1;

'

.

.

.

$2,000,000

'Cost-of-Living'

S

'

FM

..

FM

.

the Public Library and almost opIowa.
television, the expanded use of
:Qie

transcriptions -and recorders, and
other developments.
"We've been'
worried," he frankly admitted, "wondering .whether this will be good or
bad for musicians;"
ABC
Mark WobdSr^'speaking
for the webs,, confirmed that discussions had "explored" the use of
musicians 14 aU phases of broadcasting, looking to an overall pact.
He denied, however, that they'd
talked Wages." Heads of the N. Y.

posite

Institute of Arts, the

two

-

:

^

pr^

and'

Hollywood

AFM

on

locals sat in

the talks, and will again in Chicago.
N. 'Y. Local 802, incidental^, has
contract renewals with a number of
N. Y. indie' stations due April 1,
Yenuta Handling 'Kids'
which means that 802 has a major
Hollywood, Nov. 25'.
Benay Venuta is returning to the stake in PetriUo's efforts to preserve
local employment on stations. Local
airlanes as quiz mistress of "Keep
Up With The Kids/' in which parents naturally, feai^l that once • these
contracts expire, -the N, Y. indies
are pitted against their offspring in
may, follow the pattern of other sta^
a discussion of current problem:;.
tions around the country in dropping
Audition record wa£ cut by Don
their musicians under protection of
Davis, packager.
the T-H Act.
Broadcasters doing the talking
with Petrillo last week included
Niles Trammell and Frank MuUert
<

CIS

.

WCFL

'

•

ON

.

.

.

12.5.

I

,

WIND

and War" moves to Thursday Night.
CBS' concentration of personali- and
ties into the 8 to 11 stretch Friday
will, if anything, according to

"MIRiS TO YA'"
rOlt fHin YKAR

.

WBBM

fiouis,

'

itself in the Friday night sequence Qf<t»rograms which CBS will
introduce in Jaiiuary. VThat seems
to tickle ABC particularly is the fact
that its two er^me stanzas, "The Fat
Man" and "Your- FBI" will be without competition pf like tare- on Columbia, shice "The "Thin Man" has
been .cancelled and "FBI in Peace

night

ft

,

Eddie Reynolds leaves Foote, Cone
Belding Dec. 1 to launch his own
radio flack ilrth«.t,Jack Sexton, former program manager of KMOX,
St
hasl>een named
production manager.
,Scott Keck back at
tion of contract" notice on the webs his desk in NBC's recording division after a two-week
honeymoon. .Bob
this vifeek via the National Labor ReDiller's uncanny accuracy in picking the Winners of National League
grid
lations Board, was looked upon as a games remains infallible.
The
sportscaster has called them right
conciliatory gesture since it is. not a 41 out of 41. .; .Ed Kobak, Mutual prexy,' dined the Chi
staff at the Sherastrike notice but irather one notifying tbn last week.
.Amateur actors have been invited to audition for "That
the nets in effect that the union pro- Men May Live," public service series that resumes Dec.
IS.,.. "Ladies Be
poses' to enter 4tito negotiations as Seated" will seat them in Minneapolis during the
week- of Dec. 15-19.
required uttder the .Taft-Hartley
.'Homer I/Iorrow and Myron Beck leave
to operate their recently
Act. Present contracts- expire Jan.
purchased WWXL, Peoria. ., .Junius Zolp replaces George Morris as re31-.
search director of NBC's ad and promotion dept
Bob Goddard has
Prelimhiary talks, teed off in
been added to the "Tom Mix" cast. . .Tallulah Bankhead is skedded for
Petrillo's'N.- V. offices, will be rea
Thanksgiving- message on t^xe Jan August Show fropa here Nov. 27
sumed next month in Chicago owing
McNeill and the "Breakfast aub".cast stage a personal appearance
chiefs "date" there in ttori
to the
in Tulsa Dec. 6.... Hoy Ehgel bagged a 230-pound deer in Michigan
last
federal court on charges of violatingweekend.... If the FCC appi:oves, Lewis College will go on the air with
the Lea Act. Outcome of that case is
station WCYO.'. .Short circuit in the fuse box darkened
logically exiwcted- to be a sigolflcant
studios almost two hours last week.
Announcers read by candlelight
factor in PetriUCs deportment «s
News bulletins were relayed by phone, since teletype machines also were
the' negotiatidns progress.
stilled,. .. .Judith Waller speechmakes at the Indiana school
principals'
It's flisured that Petrillp may inconference in Bloomington Dec. 5...,Scripter Bill Murphy bedded by
flu
sist upon signing a new pact for only
. .
.Gwendolyn arlffen and Doris Jacobs have joined Mutual's sales service
one year pending adjudication of th^
Lea issue, The webs will gladly .ac- dept.
cept this. Beyond this, and the'-i;^*
eral knowledge, .that Petrillo will
malce a last-ditch- stand to attempt
to preserve the'stattts quo id employment of musicians by the broadContinued from page
sgg
ss Continued, from page 23 j^-j
casting indu$tix his intentions or
for blind Detroiters— (ids son, James, press time yesterday (Tues.).
planned -"demands" aren't known.
More
While keeping their fingers now ft colleger sophomore at ifcenyon, than 1,100 ballots were cast, from an
crossed, the webs* came -out of last has been blind since the age of six). eligible membership of 2,600.
C!anfltct with the museum plans
Heller informed the meeting that
week's gatherings somewhat more'
optimistic.
Majority of net,. execs broke out when Sioxev, with archi- the television committee of the Asaren't looking for an alUout strike,' tects' plans all drawn, went to the sociated Actors & Artistes of Amerhear- ica, parent organization of the varialthough' they long ago gave up..try« city tor building permits.
tng to atiticipate any Petrillo move. ing before the Cominob Council re- ous performer unions, is al^out to
sulted in tentative approval of the open negotiations
with the television
'Wooing the Press.
museum's plans and a polite offer to companies for a contract to cover the
The union boss, who made a con- have the City Plan Commission "asfield (see separate story). The execsiderable show of cooperating with sist in finding"
some other spot for sec also reported that AFRA had
the press last week, calling in re- WJBK, while the city goes
ahead been ready to negotiate with the
por.ters following each of the 'three and buys
Storer's property through recording
companies
when the
web huddles, reported, he had "made condemnation proce$.dings'.
American Federation of Musicians
no proposals yet." It was obvious, of
Storer, however, is mapping as
announced its ban on recordings,
course,: that .he -would hardly deem, str<H)g
a fight
po«»tblet without effective Jan. 1. The project is now
it expedient to come out with con-^
getting nasty about It, to try; to perin stbeyance.
tract demands on the eve of his Lea suade
the city to put Its museum
Act trial, for' psychological reasons somewhere else-.
Des Molnea—
transmitter of
if nothing else.
Storer's site, is ideal for either purWHO, Des: Moinrsv is now being inPetrillo noted that "it's not so easy
pose, nearly an acre of land on the
stalled in the tower of the Equitable
novif'' to iirrive at a satisfactory conmain stem in the block adjacent to
building—the highest building ,iu
tract, what with the advent of
i

-

edge

for

reactiori,

.

Petrillo

Continued from page 23

FM

CBS Switehes

dealers gave up the Meredith Willsized ' throughout KJR's expansion son show.
prodtictionwise, and that is vigorous'
Borden's', in ;^«rn will move its
effort to sound regional theme and Mark Warnow' * program into the
mirror Pacific NorthTvest life not Wednesday at 9 slot currently held
only in public service shows and By Old Gold, with the, switchover
-s'ustainers, but also in commercials effective Jan. 7.
and newscasts; station executives
CBS directing atten-

feeling that this region has a definite
flavor
'flavor and air of its own.
rthat Is' unique, they say, also pointsing out that region has a great
Amount of talent and that every efioft will be made to give that talint a chance to be heard.

Continued from p«ge SS';

by Al Capstaff^f the Foote, Cone Sc Belding agency. Stephenson will be
associated wittr Frank Burke in the operation of the rental studios at
."Comedy Writers Show" underwent a second waxing and
6,000 Sunset.
the platter will be taken east by Cy Fisher, who owns the package. Idea
of the show is to have folks in the audience tos^ gags to a panel of writers
Who forthwith build a situation.. «.Wi4}ii the show running more to plot
situations, Eddie Cantor decided that a «inger might be in the way so he
released Cece Blake'.

.

'.

NBC, Frank White

of

handsomest public buildings in Detroit

and

slated to

become the hub

of a .vast cultural center (museums^
medical schools, Wayne Ujiiversity,
etc.) as soon as the city can get
around to tearing down old build-

From Hollywood!

ings and putting up the n^w ones.
Storer's contention is that, since he
does not have the right of condemnation (as the museum people do) it is
impossible for him to find another
site suitable for his blind center. He
proposes to support the blind center
with part of the earnings from
WJBK-WTVO, putting in some of
the money from his other six stations
until his video unit.^is set up and
begins making a profit instead of the
loss expected in the beginning.
The museum backers had tried to
get Ford motor to give them the
land in question but Ford wouldn't
give.
After that Storer bought- it,
and he said he assumed. that the
museum people intended to go elsewhere until the fight broke out over
his building permit.
>

,

CBS, Mark

of

Woods- of ABC, Robert Swezey of
Mutual, and Theodore Streibert of
WOR, N. Y.

To Bally N. Y.
Continued from page Zi
thing even more impressively by
using the Guild name and using top
stars of Broadws^i,
^

Although such methods have long
been standard practice in Hollywood, and paid off as such, the
eastern directors figure that New
to take
for granted that everyone knows
that any program not otherwise
identified comes from
York.
They also assume that everyone is

York radio people have come
it

New

familiar with New York and Broadway as the world's theatrical capital

So

they,

ing

it.

Seattle

no longer bother mention-

— Maury

Rider

now

duction chief at KIRO, local
outlet, s.uoceeding Bill Corcoran,

has

moved over to

sales.

pro-

GBS
who
"WhciitiMl"

'

'

1

,. .'
:

.

OBCflEsmAs-iitrsie
Wallichs,

Kea^^ Reveak Plan

(^NQis^essDum

ABC

Meet

Glenn Wallicha, president ot
Capitol Records, arrived In New
(24) in preparameeting today
for
a
(Wednesday) with, ABC netWork officials over the latter'a
probable purchase of the dlsk-

Al^

Sale of Capitol to

:

4S

Gandered

York Monday
tion

To Balk

Ban

PetriDo Recordii^

Qoondy as Outgrowth of Dbk Ban

'

Wasbinston, Nov. 25.
PetrUlo, pre* ot the
James
Ameriean Federation of Musicians,
to figuring »n GovrlgW
be
yet
may

ery.

Lunceford Orch Set
By Manor Records

It's not likely th^t final papers in
the deal will be signed much before
another two or three weeks, howorchestra, ever.
Johnny Mercer is east with

puU his chestnuts
Lunceford's
Jimmie
forthcoming
out of the Are In the
which has been operated and maesrecording-ban situation. But possible
Intervention of legislators may not troed since the leader's death by Ed'
helping
Instead
of
liking.
his
be tQ
die Wilcox and Joe 'Fhomas, mem•riuiient action to

him by pushing through amendments to, or changes in, the Copyright Act, or a revision of the Taft-;
into re»
HarUey Act, h« eonld

band for years, has been
Manor Records. Qrch

bers of the
signed by

started immediately to record at
least 21 sides befont Jan. 1; it disked
yesterday (Tuesday) In Ncfw York
(R., Pa.) said for a starter.

nm

verse action.

Hep. Carroll Kearns
goes
here last week that if PetriUo
through with his intention of eliminating the making of new record(Kearns)
ings after Jan. 1 that he
w«)uld introduce legislation to block
the move,
"I am waitinit to see Whether his
threat is carried out," kaid Kearns,
•who conducted the Petrillo investi-

.

;

Lunceford's combo, while under
worked ior both Decca
and Columbia in that order, actiiev
ing most of its success while withthe former, however. Band recently
completed its first road tour without

his direction,

imd the

Lunceford,

b,o.

it was such that the
will be' continued.

reaction to

arrangement

.

.

'

,

Colun^bus, O., Nov.
J. Hartley, co-author of
the Taft-Hartley Act, said.her^ that
hearings would start In January on
tWo new labor measures, qne a
"right-to-work" bill and the other,
aimed at James C. PetriUo's ban on
new recordings. Hartley, in Columbus to speak at the 54th annual
meeting of the Ohio Chamber of
CAmmerce, said that CecU' B. deMiUe, film producer; would probably foe the first witness before the
House :I<abor Committee on the
"righfr-to-work" proposal.
Measure; would make it a federal
Offense to "interfere with a worker
'llep»

'

.

Fred

in his civil right'to work,'; but would
neither interfere with tlie jight to
strike nor protect importecr' strikebreakers;" Other biU wiU 'be ah ef.

Dislc aif^ists -seeking to cah^el com
dates, to" allow uniinj^r'
rupted' time /to .lay in a istock of niaS'^
forthcemikg 1 Jain,'t^rs :ai{ain;Kt
i

tW

recording ban, are in many* cases
finding sharp resistance against attempts to cancel. Disputes mainly,
of course, involve names that «re
good b.o.,' or have psroven so in the
past in certain territories where
they are now hooked and 'don't want
ti' play.
With bVUduesS far below
expectations in keys and lesser
to^nsi alike, theatrej-nltery and one-;
:

night ©Iterators are. not happy about
lettlnff'atrdng names get away from

record ban or no.
Dorsey is involved Bt the
moment over his desire- to cancel
theatre weeks in Rochester, N. Y.,
and Boston, set for Dec- 4 and 11,
Neither house would
respectively.countenance letting him out, but
ti^em,

Tommy

he's still trying, Dorisey has some
16 sides to make for RCA-Victot
(he hasn't been cutting at «11 since
the ban was revealed, due to being
order of Petrillo barring musician^lon the road), and if he must wait
........ _
-XX— T^„after Dec. 31'
from makihg records
'"^untii Deci 18, 19, 22, 23 to do them
seemed "clearly in' restraint of in'!l*e\ir:-'iifork.'
>

'

.tra^<f,!'-;

Seott Begs

Out Barton Par^

.

-

"

:

PANASSIE SEEKS YANKS
FOR FRENCH JAZZ FETE

.

Sinatra, Bai;ton

;

his

interest.

to Paris in February and
approaching various V, S. top
in that category to headline
He's currently dickermg
bill.
his
with Louis Armstrong for a oneweek Stand, and wants Lionel Hamp
ton's orchestra,. Earl Htoes and sev

and Sanicola have Festival"

During

the

latter

is

names

eral

Johnny Mercer^ majority owners of
the firm, is being gloomily cited by
music bustoess prognosticators 'as an
omen of the effect on the overall

^

Drop Majestic
-

''FestivaF

others.

would be

.

New-Time Pings

&

that, they feel, is why. Wallichs
Music publishers endeavoring to Co. is getting out when the getting
is good.
began when he advised' the disk launch new songs, and even those
By the same token,, durtog thft-,
company about a- month ago that he trying to carry on with current
tnnes^ are -'running into an almost last: recoedmg ban,. whicht-Dccurred
•was cancelling his contract, with the
soon after Capitol went-toto bnsi-j:
company on the grounds that it had invp^ible job of. securing perform- ness,, the -ttienwestablished recording^
not lived up to production specifi- ances they need due; to the frenzy'
companies actually gained in value,.',,
cations of the agreement. Another of pre-ban recording and transcribfinancially.
By the time the ban
clause in the pact allowed Majestic ing being.wdone by name bands, and
was ended «ach .luid cleaned shelves,
to make up in coin the amount Mc- singers. Every artist tied to a re*of vast inventories of disks which
contract
and/or
cording
a
transcripin
Kinley was guaranteed annually
might not have been moved otherenough
tion
deal
doesn't
have
arthe event enough of his disks were
wise^ and against this unexpected;
not sold to -reach the agreed-upon rangers to take care of making up
songs for both recording endeavors, tocome there was.> ,no operating
figure.
^
.^let alone assigning an arranger to costs involving new 'recordtogs to
Majestic a.ssertS' that it has fulwork on a tune- tiiat won't be cut apply.
filled its agreement with McKinley
Another angle ot ABC's buy of the
eitber wEQr—'just for the sake of givto the letter and it does not intend
ing a publisher .i^ air plug. As a diskery, glossed oven in th»':initial
to allow him to cancel.
result, the pushing of new tunes," stir caused'by the sale, is 'ABC's -ac-f
except by those arti'sts who had •quisition of the transcription amit
recorded them previously, is at al- if. the firm. Capitol's 33 r.p.m. setup
is also comparatively new; but. it
most a complete standiitill,
An example of' what's going on can be at great value to ABC II-

prez.

McKinley's dispute with Majestic

:,>;;

,

,

^

.

.

",

-

,

.

,

Rack Sheet Sale

Drops Oif 39%

among recording artists Ues in the.
Guy liOmbardo band. AU of his ar-,
ranging is taken care of by Dewey
Bergman. Last, week Lombardo added Larry Owens to his .stable. He.
was forced to by the fact thati be
sides doing disking sessions -for
Decca, he also must complete a series of commercial transcriptions for
Frederick Ziv, which are sold lo'i

International Circulation 'Co, music
racks, fed by the Music Dealers.
from- the preService, dropped 39
vious year in total sales during the
year ending Oct. 1 last. AH told,
some '5,192,250 copies of pop mate- cally
rial

'

were

dispensed

as

agamst the

through this
8,S4S,360 total

Reduction in the initial order, was:
made so sharply during the year in
order to preclude the possibility of
an overabundance of returns. And
approach has sustained the
this
average sale of songs that reach the
first

10 in

normal

retail sales at

96%.

These figures were related to publisher members of' the Musip Pub-,
lishers Protective Assn. last week,
York, At the samite' meet, the:

m

New

MPPA-ers

.

reelected

the 'organiza-

tion's entire board of directors, consisting of Jack Bregman, Louis Bernstein, Saul Bornstein, Lester Santly,

John O'Connor, Max Dreyfus, Edwin
H. (Buddy) Morris, Jack Mills and
Abe Olman. Santly is president;
Mills veepee;

Bregman

and

secretary

Olman treasurer.. These, officers are
elected by the board and nvill be
vbted on again at the' next meetmg
All ha-ve
of the reelected board.
served one-year terms.
.

CUGAT TOOTER SUES
OVER CRASH
BUS

.

Weeks a

UA

.

'

,

and when

Petrillo pulls musicians:.

the air vs'itt Jan. 1. Each ef the;other major networks has its own

off-

ABC

transcription 'library.
"has <iM)|i4
and,.neyer set abcftit developing onf
following" its divorce' from
.V

-

:

in

simply

[lire

Bergman

various cities.
cannot handle

the

vast

amount of work necessary.- And
The initial many other bands and artists are
of the previous year.
order MDS placed with publishers in- the same spot.
for new- tunes about to> be shipped
It's no small -wonder then that
to rack locations has been .reduced, music publishers cannot get artists
to 113,000 -from the wartime peak of- to arrange and' perform new tunes.
over 200,000.
And, as the .tempo 'of pre-l;an cut-

medium

however, Barton came up staged during the last week in FebArtists would hav«f transwith a hit—"I Have But Ope Heart" ruary.
CO.
-^and despite the income from this portation paid both ways In addition
Chicago, Nov. 25.
Source the firm is mid to be in to salaries.
Damage suit for $500,000 was entrouble financi^jlrr
ArmB^^ong, however, is in the
tered- in Chi superior court last
Paris
a
Panassie
and
middle between
against the Market Service Co.
week
12
him
offered
promoter Who has
the DeLuxe Motor Stages of
weeks of theatres on th^S continent- and
Ranny
Disk Jock four in Paris and eight in other capi' Illinois by Lawrence Maddi, Hollywood, one of Xaxier Cugat's violinIn addition to his normal apIs.
Boston, Nov,
ists. He' claims that he was permaa
occupies
(jazz
Ranny 'Weeks, long one of
peal in those areas
when a
Hub's top band leaders, joins WC;
high place in most European coun- nently injured last Nov. 22
in which the band was riding
(ABC) «s a disk Jock aa of Dei
tries), Armstrong's "New Orleans" bus
went into a ditch at Cairo, 111,
Singing maestro^ • Navy lieute^
film, made last year by Jules Levey
company's
that
asserted
the
Maddi
circulatcurrently
is
release,
commander ducltig the war, wiU do for
two-a-day broadcast five days
ing there, thus enhanctog his b.o, equipment was non-serviceable and
dangerous.
Week.
value.
period,

;

'

f com
Buddy DeSylva and

IMinleyTryTa

%

OS

Pittsburgh, Nov. 25.
Charlie Jamail, owner of Ankara,
at urgent pleas of Raymond Scott,
okayed a leave of absence of two
weeks or more for maestro so he
could hole up in. New York to work
o'n a number of new con^ositions he
wants to record for M-G-M Records
Frank Sinfttrd may buy out the before the Jan, 1 ban sets in. Scott's
holdings of his partners in the Bar- band remains at local ?pot during
ton Mii^C.Co. During, his stay at his^ absence, under the baton of lead
the Capitol theatre, Jfew:York, he clarinetist.
has been dickering, with Ben Barton
Scott Opened Oct. 27 at Ankara
and Rank Sanicola, each of whom for 10 weeks, deal having been made
own;3 one-third or the catalog with early in the summer after he had
him. How much coin would be in- chalked up a big click here his first
volved itii the maineuver is undis time around. He's promised Jemail
closed,_but Barton -and Sanicola as- he'll be back as auickly as possible,
sei-tedly have placed a |60,000 price said it was impossible for him to
tag on the overall, catalog, meaning compos;e here while -vyorking.
that their pdrtibn;^ would be evalu
at $20,000 each.
;. ated
If Sinatra buys out his partners he
would likely move the Barton holdihgs into iiis Sinatra Songs seti^,
which started less than a year ago
through a deal with Edwin H.
Hugues Panassie, French jazz critic
.
(Buddy) Morria' combine of publish and writer of several books on the
,.
ing houses.
subject, is seeking to stage a "Jazz
.

G.'enn Wallichs,

was lifted from his "Santa Catalina,'* mu.<iic picture in the
American Fed*
which he claims to have written er«tion
Jan.iJl' recordNamed as uig ban.of Musicians
prior to Nov, '0, 1919.
ABC's takeover of th*
defendants in the action arc BMI,
diskery is beinl: pointed tta by music
Ben Ralelifh and iBernie Wayne,
men as an indication' of how long
writers of "Ijaughing.''
some disk manufacturers feel the
Sullivan, who says he's the sole disk ban will last.
owner of "CataUna/' also stated that
It's felt by music men that Walhe secured a copyright renewal on lichs and his partners are selling
the number as of Nov. 10, 1946. He out now, when their holdings are
Ray McKinlcy's attempt, to release charges that BMI had full knowl- at peak value, rather than wait un*
alleged
infringement.
edge
of
the
hlihseU and his oirchestra from a
til the recordtog ban is applied arid,
-Majestic
Records- contract
was Platotiff seeks damages, an injuncr if it lasts a year or more, watcii
accounting plus a^request
placed before officials of the: Ameri^ tion and an
the 'worth of the company diminish.
can Federation of Musicians last that. "Laughing'', be impounded: They point out that althoijgh Capitol
{tending trial of: the suit,
is today rated No; 4 among the maweek (20); No -decision had been
delivered, on the case by yesterday
jor companies, behmd Victor, Co(Tuesday).
lumbia and Decca, that Capitol
hasn't the vast classical and standMajestic took McKinley before
ard catalog with which any of,the
the AFM.
It was represented by
other three companies must sustain
Sid Harris, attorney, and an: executhemselves if the' gotog^ gets tough.
tive of the firm.
McKinley's manThey don't see Capitol, diespite the
ager, Willard Alexander;- his road
number of pop-tune masters it might
manager; Doc Richardson, and n
have already and will be able to^
member- of General 'Artists Corp.,
stock away before Jan. 1, keeping;
his booker, were also present. They
up with the major company parade
stated their cases to Rex Riccardi,
And^:
if the ban lashi very long.
assistant to James C. PetriUo, AFM

fort to apply' the Sherman and Clayton anti-trust acts to labor organizations acting "in restraint of trade."
He explained that in his opinion, the

been at odds ov«r .ihe workings of
Barton Music for tome time. About
two years ago he had a falling out
With the two and iong discussions
were held over wh^er he vrould
buy them out or they would take up

"

AFM Considers

ttiercial
25,

;

Forces Neglect Of

.

Heatiww In Jrattmry

.

In an infrtogement suit brought
recently in N. Y. federal court,
songwriter: Dan J; Sullivan charged
that "Laughing on the Outside," as
published by Broadcast Music, Inc.,

Pre-Ban Diskmg

changes should be made in the T-H
l8W until the legislation has a chance
to prove its strong and weak points.
As for changes in the Copyright Act
that could conceivably benefit PetrUlo; in some way/ it's anybody's
goeis. Inhere isn't even a whisper
Hbout such a possibiUtyt

-

Wallichs, incidentally.

Capitol Records and the ABC netInfringement Charged Vs. work under which the latter will as*
control of th4 disk company
BMFs 'Laughing' Song sume
and its transcription affiliate

-

gati6n here earlier this'year. "If it Is,
W« Witt start hearings again early
{n JIuAUary.
General attitude among Republican members of Congress is that no

r

Dickertog between executives of

-"-

-i

C

Sale to

ABC Net

Ah -attempt .was made last week
to s^lV,Signature' Records, ^ev' York
indie'^'.dUkr epmiiiany,~;to tha . AlBC
netwoirk, which Is currently "negb-"

1' rolls Lcarer; tinting, for the; jHirdutse.of ]^itol
Records. Signature, which is ioiiyr
of- plug tunes by the
top people- will be confined more sidei-abiy-: in debt, was offered to>
and more to those that they already the net on the thcoi^ that, thrown
in with the Opitol artist*' and equip4
have arrangements on.
ment, it would enhance. ABC's re<
cording
holdings. Signature
ha.»
pressing plants tmH equipment in
N. Y,
Harry Fox, agent «nd trustee fon
music publishers on mechanical
mattei's, acted' for Signature in the
Joe Olaser, head of Associated
which received comparatively
Booking Corp, and manager of talks,
brief consideration from ABC. SigBillie Holiday, and Norman Granz,
nature owes varicius publishers -Fox
,"
Jazz
Philconductor of the
at the
harmonic" troupe have collided represents, and others he doesn't,
rather sharply over the latter's at- some $79,000 to back royalties, and
tempt to run a benefit performance his move for the company was deby his jazz unit for Miss Holiday. signed solely to^protect that coto

ting increases as Jan.

'

performances

'

,

BILUE HOLIDAY DENIES

,

GRANr BENEFIT DATE

Granz has dated Carnegie Hall, N, 'Y., -if -possibls.
All told, there are some l|dS;!D0O
for this' Saturday evening (29) for.
the event and Im gotten exploits shares of Signature in existence,
tion and, publicity out on it, pomting 600,000 held by Robert Thiele, presi.dent,
and other officers. Remaininf(
out that Miss Holiday, now
a: Fedyr>
295,000' ai-e held by investors, Who
eral. hospital taking a narcotic cure,
Glaser says he has a 'bought the shares at $1 per over a
is in need.

m

-

letter

from the singer in which: year- ag^.

she says Granz's use of her name is
unauthorized, and she doesn't need
or want anyone running benefits for

Dick Ro{^rs Batoning

her.

Dick Rogers, former pianist, with
Will Osborne's orchestra, who later
turned bandleader and lately has
been devoting his time to scripts sand
writing songs, last week went back
to maestroing. His move was based
on the Jan. 1 recordtog ban. He-'smaktog a group of sides with an
Adolph Hefner and his Boys, air eight-man orchestra for Apollo -Recing over KTSA, San Antonio, have ords to Nfew York.
Rogers is bein^ managed iVy
cut a series of disks for Imperial
Records.
Group is a hillbilly and- Aileen Stanley, former viiiude heattlUne*.
cowboy band.

Glaser has warned Granz or will
do so wh^n the latter arrives-: in
N. Y. from California today
(Wednesday) that his benefit date
isn't aright and that it had better
not be carried out.

,

U

.
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l^k Jockey

Reg Connelly

Reviews

pHts tM vk

OBIGINAL MAKE
BALLBOOM

Cud

with CletlAn

BELIEVE

M BUM.; ll:3« fjm.» Mon, thru Friday

^'British Writers

Witb AI Jar vis
Mins.; 10 a.m., Men. thru Sat.
PartiellMtilv
KLAOj lios Angeles

I«liHie»»«lM
Card is a radio v*teran in
Archetype of the disk jockey as
He recenOy launched
new dislc show with a contest known today, Al Jarvis is still solid
name for the session. He after IS years in the same burg, his
a
pick
to
runs it in free and easy style with success apparently based on a disliberal comment and a sprinkling of arming simplicity and homely appeal
that's backed by a widely varied
(fags,
dialect jokester, he uses various and carefully evaluated show. With
voices and styWs of speech to put it he has ridden the reefs of stiff
and
other
assorted
over many gags candidly corny. Card competition
had long since built up an audience trials. In fact, Jarvis is a pioneer
for he not only helped father and
lor that wrt of .thing.
parlay the phenomenon to its presCard breaks the show at midnight ent -eminence,
but
devised
a great
to relay late news items, handling number
of variation.s and gimmicks.
these generally in straight fashion.
'Twas Jarvis' move from KFWB,
Becords are programmed from rc«tter
years,
that
mail
11
permitted
apd
the
accepting
only
Card
4uest:^
It's cued as much repatriation of Martin Blocki He
wirji petitions.
possible to late listenings the allowed for the migration of Bill
iis
'Spinner show winding up the. day's Anson from Chicago, after precipitating the first national jockey conbroadcast for this station.
Murf.
test. Ultimately, he was the cause
of the discaper cascade that resulted
from the combination of the foregoIionny Starr
ing "firsts" with the vacation relief
3* Mtes;; Tues., Tkttri.,«il p.m,, «at.
ijuesting of Woody Herman. The
S;
atter item set the trend of names:S. KLEIN.'
and network wax- whirling.
New Yark
Clellan

these part*.
this

By Ben Bodee

Can

more thoughtful disk stick lends much sparkle to the
Latin- Americanesque.
to wonder
Sonny Boy WilUanisoB whoops
whether by concentrating their ef- himself up into his usual racy
lather with "Polly, Put the Kettle
forts on trying to promote tiieir own
On" and "Lacey Belle" (Victor).
candidates foe hitdom they haven't High stuff for the juke locations
been neglecting something more im- where they like 'em loud and jumpy.
Denny Deanls, who has been pubportant to them— the kn;\ck of put-

Some

Dor

UO

WCCO,

'

Jocks, Jukes and Disks

for Iha Land of
mMleal MpdbilMes in

-pireii

Auttertly't

-

42d Annivenary Plumber
•f

Out Soon-

MPPA, SPA

programming
audience building
for the listener whose appeasement
makes- his job possible.
Prophecies can always, get a sharp
mental rise out of the average person and it's a swell device^ -except
when overworked. Like, many other
things; it's a question of degree and
judgment. Jockeys wiil 8nd that the
element that has been 'responsible
for garnering them handsome audiences in their respective communities has not been so much Jjiat con-

Stifl

At Odds on Pact

•

Music Publishers Protective Assn.
and Songwriters Protective Assn.
committees working on a new contract met again in New York Monday (24) and got no further toward stant drive of theirs

:

-

for years
outstanding disk jockey outlet in

the
the country, make a

.

.

'

'

On

backed with. "I Waited for" You,"
comes from Musieraft with all its
be-bop esoteria undiluted. "Waited"
shows, off Dizzy in ode of his pyrO'
technic trumpet flights and. like
"Peanuts," will probably, become a

'

•

10 Best SeDers

on Cwn-MacliiiiK^-^
I

between interj^iews recorded
on the wirci. Such an approach
doesn't always bring up curr'Cnt

2.

BALLEBINA

J.

TOO-FAT POLKA ^'
(3)

station

making

''POp!!,

four

;

for better pacing.

ncr broadcast

di.sks

is

,

cKatt*5rJ.

HOW SOON

•.

YOU DO

•

•

•

•

(Shaniro-B)
'
'

..•••'•.:.<•••"•.

-V"

viwehn

I

Jimmy

,tisual type.s-

;

;

*

(BVCy

S.

CIVILIZATION

7.

SO FAB

'he

often

(3)

(«)

WISH

I

I

(Morris)

(6)

Perrj;

..

-MrCJ-M

...

.

.

— Cohtmbia

.

....Dacca
.Dacca
.

;

.

.

.

.

.... Decca
.... .Tower
.

Capitol

'

.

10.

•

Wood.

iSamft

DICK GILBERT SHOW
12* Mins.; SfC

p.ia.;

ANDMlMIiS)

(Shaplr-B)

Como

APPLE BLOSSOM WEDDING

(4)

.Copitol
.Victor

.

.

1

-

FELLOW NEEDS A GIRL
STANLIBY STEAMER

No

johnny-come-lately to the'disk
charter
Jockey field, Dick Cfilbett,
member of the gab and gramophone
troupe, is patrolling the turn tables
again after a 20-month layoff for a
ping at travel and program direct.^
ing. Last reviewed in Vauiety some
seven years ago, Gilbert rates a new
appi'aisal based upon hi.<; return tO
broadcasting and his far-flung move
over from WHN, New York, to
KRUX, Phoenix.

(

Perry Como.

^

Frank Sinatra. .......... Coiuntbia

' KOKOMO, IND. (BVC)

(
j

Dicfc

1

An

.

(

(Stmen)

.

For better or for
-

.

.

wor.se,

.

WHN, where
that's

I (Miller)

I

GOLDEN EARRINGS

(

(Morris)

.Capitol.
}^ictor

.-

^.Decco

.

Victor

Haymes
Lund

.Dccca

M-G-M
Mercury

Frankie Laine
Perrv Como

Victor

Guy Lombardo ............. Decca
Day
Columbia

Doris

.

Peggy Lee
Dinah Shore
Freddy Martin.
Buddy Clarke
/Tommy" Dorsey

Capitol
.Colitmbjo

j

(Paramount)

)

DON'T YOU LOVE ME ANYMORE

^

(Oxford).

,

.,

t

........ .Victor

KATE

(Berlin)

[

;
;

SERENADE OF THE- BELLS

\

(Morris)

I

WHIEFENPOOF SONG (Millet)
SAVE THE BONES (Capitol)

ON THE AVENUE
-

j

STILL GET JEALOUS

GENTLEMAN

(

Franfc iSinatra

IS

(Williamson)

^

number

4

o/ lueelcs song

»< f

**^

.

Decca

Copifol

......

I

Kay Kyser.

-/los

Jo Stafford
been in the Top
f

,
'.

...

Victor

Columbia

j

\

(Chappell)

A DOPE

,

; .

Maj'e«tic

Margaret Wliiiiug.
Harry James,
Three Suns
Di-nah Shore

YE.IB'S (Famous)

(Morris)

[Figures in po'reiitfteses indicate

.

.Victor
.Capitol

..

. .

Andreiosr-CflwaUaro ........ .Decca

)

I

PASS PEACE PIPE

.Victor
.Majestic

,

Sammy Kaye. ..... .....
Jo Stafford.. ...
Bing Crosby .......... .
Eddy Howard.
Voughn Monroe,

}

STABS WILL REMEMBER (Harms)

I

Eddy Howard

Mcrcer-Kinfl Cole

(Leeds)

WHAT ARE YOU DOING NEW

'

Smiley Bwmett«'a- "Swaffilp Woman
Blues" (United Artists) peddles a
quality of com that should tickle'
'epi in the rural marts.
It's s6me»
what different western novelty. The
Rancheros. harmonica: contbo, back

him up
Gene

'

v^ith some nifty riffs.
makes a dlre(;t nlay
for the iuke addicts with his "Please
Don't Pla.v Number Six Toniwht';

Kmpa

(Columbia). There are some bright
to the instrumentation and
Bobby- Hushes' rompish vocal lends
it.'iolf nicely
to the sentimental intent of the niece. On the reverse is
"I M.1V Be Wrong," fairsomc Krupa,
witb the thine bounced from instrulicks

H ment

to instrument.

:

.Columbio

I

he built up a wide

Broadcasting to an audipredominantly Latin
conscious, Gilbert has created a lis
tenmg audience of no mean proportions. The hour segment, 8 to 9 p.m
js given over to pops and standards,
the usual disk jock fare. Gilbert is
Knootb and knows how to seH hl-t
product (ased cars ) withoilt sandbagging. In brief, he's a top-drawer
di.sk jock who Icnows bis bt».sinKs»—
and his listeners.
Jo%n.

ence

HAVfe

\

]

Gilbert

introduced the vogue of singing
along with records which has been
widely aped.
It calls for ease of
delivery and a sense of timing that
Gilbert has long-since developed. In
$pite of v.ocal shortcomings liis work
in this regard' is smooth, polished,
and easy on the ear,
Gilbert's disk show breaks down to
his Latin-American Hour (from 5 to
6 p.m.) and the Dick Gilbert Show,
aired at 8-9 p.mi
Setup is similar
to the format that Gilbert adhered
to during his four-year stretch on
following.

TWO LOVES

Victor

Jo Stafford
Tonj; Mortin
Bing Crosby.
.:
Vaughn Monroe..

(

1

POPPA WON'T YOU DANCE

.Victor

.

.ColiiwHiia

Up

(WllUamson).

(Warren)'...

NAUGHTY ANGELINE

CtaWc

;

Gum

8-9 PJH., Men.-

Vairtieipatinc
'fOtXSX, Fbeenix, Ariz.

fj^X"

.Deccn

.

,:.M-G-M
. .

.Coming

.•Frt

.

.

{Th Sd!'''.

(Shapiro-B)

•

J

Columbi*

"

•

.

•

'..Victor

Frank Sinatra

(ParamOuht) .................

:

>

;

Victor
.Copitof

'

f.

•

i'

.Columbia

..

VVousrh-re IVTonroe

I

'

familiar with the hepsters.
Mel Torme drags his tonsils over
"The Best Things in Life Are Jf^e"
and ^'Magic Town" (MUsicraft) arid'
the outcome of the effort fdvors the
former side, hi least as. far as the
jukes are concerned.
\
Esmeraidly, who hails from the'Gyand Ole Opry" (NBC) has tossed
Musieraft a novelty that has all the
earmarks of a hit reminiscent of
"Temtaysjiun." Her's is tagged "Slap
Hel' Down Again, .Paw." Jukes and
the jocks will be colling this one
until it becomes a din, wft hone. Situation it relates isn't pretty but the
ditty is as catchy as can be. Out in l
the grass thevll also go for the slipover, "Red Wins."
Monica Lewis' firstie for Decca
holds much promise^ particxlsiEl.v-,
"The Gentleman Is a Dope." Treatment is cute and likeable. She .does
but acceptably, by the ether side,..
»
"It's the Bluest Kind of Blues
Polka Dots, Musicraft's hatnionica
trio,- blend
a snappy* tempo with
solid melody in "Bubble
Polka'.'
and "Beer Barrel Polka." Theyll ingratiate with the- nickel feeders.
-

.

:

Sisters.....
Sisters. ...
.

(

YOD

^'ets

•ihusing answers.
,
All in all, a good .show and a f rc.sh
Approach to the disk jock idea. More
stations and jockeys could do the

itfO«»!oe. ........... Victor

Dorsey..

.

(WIHIamson)

;'

...VicfOf

.

. ,

Bing Crosby. .......
. ....
.
\ Jack Owens
I Dinah Shore
XMafgaret Whiting
J 'Louis Prima
I Jack Smith

.......

MDN'X' LOVE

....

. .

(

\

encountered on vox pop

program ideas and

,.

Arthur Godfrey

AndreMs
Andrews

y
^

(Supreme)

(3)

Green.

j

I

'.

V'

,

'

Starr handles the interviews in
.good fashion. His queiitions are the
'

4.

(Jefferson)

(4)

jv^-rj-jj

.

And

enough

miisic to label ^it a disk show (many
S/Straight jocksT don't sandwich in
Ihat hiany between their incessant

,

Francis Croifl ......... v.... .BttRet

J

(Supreme)

'

•

:.

.

certificate at Klein^s.

(11)

'

-

be heard -by the inter- great number
pf credits for leaders,
"siewee and a pre'selected "name'
featured
performer is also listening to judge rangers, singers, writers and arwhile still somehow roanthe best of four Interviews on each
(Continued on page ^2)
"show tht winner receiving a $26 gift

NEAR YOU

listen

My

'

•

1.

do their

-

,

'

for this platter and
ei's a good turn.

mw

•

the subsequent show there's a
second interview with the winner,
'Wll6 «xplaihs.what $he bought at the
store with the winning coin. That's
« tight idea and it works Klein's
Into the scfij^t a multitude of- ways,
besides providing ^audience participatloit and general listener interest.
^
Bisk-spinnmg enters the idea
nicely, too.
At the conclusion of
'(^8ch interview, the ;interviewee is
asked for his or her favorite song.
In that wajr, four disks are> spun per
half' hour, inserted of course at the

Baby

.

-

.

,

"It's

I

.

;

He proves this almost as comprehensively with the other side,
the Bluest Kind, of Blues, My
Sings'." Jockeys might reach
outside their rut-driven preserves

heart.

-

While working virtually every
station in L. A. at one time or
he set the pattern for all
new approach another
carboners, not excluding ace Marian
to the platter-'spinner theory with
Block— whom he, incidently, also'
this show and it undoubtedly will
be the forerunner, of others. Disk has successfully bucked.
Initiator of packaging platters in a
locks today dominate the air of any
•given key or small town— almost all so-tagged format, Jarvis still uses
doing the same routines with; which his inaugural title for his show, and
the listening audience can become favors block-fy^e programming of
;.fed ap just as quickly as it took up segments of artists and erews, but
with complete diversification on
tuning them in.
Starr or' whoever' developed tune selection to please all. He is
"Inquiring Recorder" did a good ob\ffously guided by careful- checks
of the popularity charts, though, he
on
the
lob
angles.
This is what
happens: Starr,' sponsored by S. does not snub new: things, being
reportedly responsible for helping
Klein, N. Y. department store, takes
"make"* some contemporary show"
]| wire recorder into the store three
of repute.
'times weekly.
He cuts interviews folk
Production is the keynote of his
iWith shoppers, a.sking all the same
session and he's a'ided by a Staft
question supplied by a' listener who
Of four, with considerable painstakXets $5 for his ojr her trouble. Each ing
work going into extra special
fubsequent broadcast of the interone-shot shows. Added favor is his
.'Views can

WNEW,

the London label, sets him up as a
singer .with manyr'Sided .'{tssets, 'Dennis* baritone voice is rich in tonei
breadth and flexibility.. And he's got

Jesse CryoF and the Irving: Asiiby
Sextet has something appetizing for
those same spots in "Chop; Chop -^
Timberl", a United Artists label. The
to be "the" crosstalk that goes with the song is
a final settlement of tjbe differences picker of. hits numbers but yather tangy with comedy. TMs was Ashhy's
that have prevented the draughting that of individual persotiality and a last sextet cutting hefore .he took
presentation,
showmanly
for
than
knack
for
more
agreement
of a new
a year. Main item on the agenda There's much personal gratification
Favorite Five
of Monday's meet was the 28-year obtaining from the ability to say •'I
penchant,
can
the
but
detailed
you
so,"
copyright
situation
told
foreign^Foltomng are the'five recordeA
in last week's VABiETy, over which also have some deva.stat.ing afternumbers which the disk jockev
pubeffects.
there is much indecision by the
regards as his alt-time tO|r ^
lishers.
Billy Williams shuttles from corJavoTites.y
ytrai^Siht
FBED ROBBINS
Writers want to restrict publishers ral to the precincts of the'
his latest twosome for
in
crooner
fWpV,
York).
with whom they place songs for pubVictor. "Round of Time for Love"
"Cotton Tail"
(Duke iStlinglication and exploitation in the XT. S.
sparks with western j^ip. while
tonX.
to give only a 28-year foreign copy- "Throw a Saddle on a Star" proves
"Pve Got the World on a
right as against the 50-year» after to be a pleasant melodic exercise
String" (Louis Armstrong).
death of the writers' arrangement for a Williams' authoritative bari"Stairway to the Stars" (Ella
now in vogue in England and else- tone. The Pecos River Rogues carry
Fitzgerald ).
where abroad. Writers assert that the instrumental load.
"Bom to Be Blue" (Mel Torme).
Dick Farney seems to be coming
the 50-year term interferes with the
"Camel HoiE«" (Bepny Goodvalue of a song to tSem upon the within reach of that brass ring.
warmly
man).
[
completion of the first 28-year copy- The distaff side snould take
hi.S nimble treatment of "Coparight term in this country; that if to
which .ships
(Majestic),
cabana"
they then want to place the renewed from a rhumba with Portuguese
over the guitar in the King Cole.
copyright with another publisher lyrics to a fast jazz tempo plus
Trio.
T'other
side's
"SWeet and':
they cannot- offer the latter .tjhe for- English lyrics. The underside's "How
B!asy" makes a nice bit of boogie on
Paul, Baron's
Soon?" rates so-so.
eign rights
the piano.
Dixzy Gillespie's "Salt Peanuts,"
'

:

and

His "Make Believe World," under

—

Wtb

WNEW.
Imav Starr

on this side as the "British
Sinatra," ranks as one of the most
talented pop balladeers of the day.
licized

•

;

'

beginning

are

ting together programs that jell and
balance. Surprise hits like "Near
You," etc., come far and few between and a jocke;/ in his absorp-*
tion to ride his "chason finds" can
easily overlook a decisive factor of

A

,

of*the

joclteys

a fMrtiire la ith* forthcoming

-

45

....

; . .

.

Capiiol

.Columbio
.Victor
,

,

.... ..Victot

.Columbia
Copitol

Allt«ms
Ethel Waters has turned out an
album through Mary Howard that
should be a collector's delight and
a treat for listeners who en,Toy the
meticulous artistry and singular
.singing personality that Miss Waters
representsSuch packages as this
are a rarity. The croup includes

"Summer

Time," "Supper Time,"
Black Boy," "Throw the Dirt"
and "Hundred Years from Now," all
familiar.? from the repertoire of one
"Little

of our great stylists/

Buddy Clark perhaps achieves his
top level as a recording artists via
the "For You Alone" album (Columbia). The spinners have eight paydirt sides to play with and, as for
the juke operators, theyll find it a
solid grabbag for the long stretch.
The numbers are

10.]

t

44

all solid standard
(Continued on page 63)
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WEEK

InDidth^Ban
Many music publishers feel that
the forthcoming recording ban will
have one saving eilect on their busi-V

Ending
NOV. 22

0/ wtait sheet wi«s*c
based on reports obtained

Surwes/

:

sale«,

pom
ond

'

9

leadiija stores i«

and

Batinsr

ll So
'
'

"I Vrish I Didn't I.ove"l>ar»iiM>nnt.

works thusly: currently hnd for
of years past the cost of

"And

BlimI".

. .

.

... .....

Shaplro-B.

•'•9:

that

doesn't

show

sales

life

within six weeks at. the most. Because Of this, in the otitinion of siome
publishers^ many songs have ^^en
discarded as "dogs"- that might eventually have become hits. They simply couldn't afford to stay with them
long enough.
After the first ot the year, the
majority of major publishers will be
working' on fairly tiiifht schedules of
new tunes recorded before the Jan. ]
ban on disking. Most are figuring
launching a new tui^e every three
months or so. Whfle those threemohth intervals' can be- lengtljened.,
by a hit,, they also can be interrupted
by a failure. However, it's in the
latter case where unexpected hits
may occur. By the time plans are
made to move up the next tune, get
recordings (jut on it, etc.; a staff will
|>9. continuing to work on the "bust"
tune for want of Something to do.
During ^that 'interval of extra life a
tune that- needs, extr^i plugging can
tutn.'ftom a failure into a success,

.
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"Apple Blossom Wed"! SlMplrorB,
.

"Feadln>
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"FIfhtln'-Chsppell.
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10

8
2
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7

"Naughty Anceline".

. . .

"Who's Klsslns Her".

..

Simon

On

6
.;

RusS'Lyon, former Music Cdrp. of
America exec, is established in
Phoenix as head of the Real Estate
Development Co
Mack Clark*
former professional manager of Far.

.

amount
Music

,

.

the Bourne;

Music,, joined

staff

'Monday

Loesser' has

"Slow Boat

(24)

.

.

new song

a

to China"

,

.

-^

Frank*

entitled

'

8

.

.

Brooke

Johns,' erstwhile society maestro a

17

by

for the last five years, as

13

10

4 a

is typified

the huge backlog on Crosby
As a matter of fact Kapp has
deprecated the feverish anxiety of
some of his other recording artists,
counseling them that their talent and
alone.

14.

his company's financial investments
in inferior song, manuscripts might
militate against* rather than help
preserve, the longevity of certain

9

UINrS 'DESIRE'
PLENH DURABLE

New York

.

diskers about feverishly building up
a backlog of masters because Decca
has been doing that automatically,

2

13

the Upbeat

.-

3

11

.

.12
.Marks

w
14

5

'

lOMBAROOmTSOWN

'

wUl have completed "Connecticut
Yankee" for Paramount by then, and
while Decca has some 70 as yet to
be
released Crosby recordings, both
the
company head and the star plan geU
ting In some intensive disking.
Paradoxically, Kapp's company is
the least concerned of any of
the

84

64

^9

/.'«^'

3

'6

m

.

3B

.

• •

3

.;

3

10

Decca prexy Jack Kapp heads
for
the Coast, Dec. 19; to spend the
last
10 days of the year with his top
recording star, Bing Crosby, who
has
requested Kapp be present for'
an
Intensive waxing schedule.
Crosby

la

U
2

'i:

6
9

::3A:v::'-.

.

promoting new tunes has run so
high that virtually all 'publishers
cannot afford to continue work on a
jSon{{

|i
.9 ¥

m

I':

10

'

number

S

a

This week

Publisher

Title

gu

U

National

last weefc.

Disk

Meet With Bing

H

a

ll li

01

soles

My

SI

m

cities,

comparotive

ahoioinjii

ratins /or this

ness in that they, in many -cases,
will be forced to get more inileage
out of. certain tunes. And, as a resalt, songs that may at first seem, to
be s^les .failures will turn out to be
'
liits.

JadK^ptoLA.

BETAU SHEH BEST SELLEBS

One Ray of Sun

if

:

'9RCIlKSTiMk&«IllirSIC

Pub& May Find

«

:

artists

who. mayhaps fear

they'll be

'"shut out" by the Petrillo ban.
Incidentally,
from a company

Music Notes

Xiewpoint, Decca is in one of the
Frankie Laine's hit recording of
Herb JelTries inked by Music more strategic spots since it has first
"That's My Desire," for the Mercury
call on Decca of London ior swap
Corp. of America . . . Buddy Ber- of masters. London
Decca has only
label, which brought him into the'
nard joined Bobby Worth Music recently invaded the U. S. market
spotlight, is proving to be one of
Pub
Dorothy
Iiiunour slicing an on its own, selling its platters at 85c.
.
the most durable diskings from the
under
the
"London"
label—since
l>opuIarity viewpoint „of anything album pf Hawaiian numbers for Decca
is tabu to them for the Westmarketed in years.
Coast Records. She* will cut a back- ern hemisphere—
but an old conLaine's "Desire", was released al- log of sides before the deadline . .
tractual
agreement
still
exists
most a year ago—last "Dec. 15, to be Hadda Brooks back to Hollywood whereby Kapp has first call on
exact—and it still occupies i place ahead of schedule for Modern -wax British Dacca's pressings. This, obon Variety's "Disk Jockey Request sessions . Franlde Carle cancelled viously, makes possible recording
Log" as well as just missing enpugh bookings following Strand theatre any "hot" show and/or fllmusical
coinmachine circulation to keep it closing Dec. 5. Will wax steadily for items abroad and shipping the
among the top tunes in that category. Columbia until time expires . . masters to America for pressing.
Barry Wood into Frontier Club, Victor, naturally, will be able
to do
For any recording to hang on al- Denver, Nov. 29
, Page Cavanaugh
the"same with its
(His Masmost a full year in the modern music Trio back
to work, starting at The- ter's
Voice) affiliate ip England, and
market, where songs come and go atre Club,
Oakland, for two weeks ditto Columbia via the
Columbia
months
the
matter
of
few
and
in a
a
. Fortunio Bonanova waxed a sixlabel of England;*
biggest hits do not last more than sided album
for United Artist resix months,' is singular. Disking has, lease
. , . Tony Martin will cut "For
sold approximately' 1,000|000 copies Every Man
There's a Woman,"
since it's release (it broke ior a hit "Hooray
IT
for Love," "What's Good
in February) and was responsible About
Goodbye" and "It Was Writfor the revival of the song as a sheet ten In
the Stars" from his Marston
sales hit.
Production starrer, "Casbah," for
' Chicago, Nov. 25.
RCA-Victor.
Frank Sinatra and
Stan iCc^nton's concert Nov. 16 at
Dinah Shore will slice score for Cothe' Civic Opera house here broke
lumbia, Dick Haymes for Decca and
Jack Smith, Jo Stafford and Mar- local jazz date b.o. marks with over
4,000 people attending. Gross ofLarry Clinton's new streamlined garet Whiting for Capitol ..
John
orchestra drew a recording- contract Rldgely waxing a series of kidisks more than $10,000 had been exceeded
only by Fred Waring who had a
from' Decca last week. Band'of 10' for Decca label . . ; Judy Canova set
to slice "Out on the Plains," "Go to $4.20 top in~ contrast to $3,60 tor
men plus Clinton and.' Helen' Lee, Sleep,
Little Baby," "I Ain't Got Kenton.
Over 1,500 people were turned
vocalist,ywiirdo its first cutting for Nobody" and "Bananas Ain't
Got No
the company next Tuesday (2) in Bones" at her first session for Ma- away despite the fact that manageNew York and probably will get in jestic . . Dave Pell inked to take ment added 300 pit and stage chainb.
on« or two more dates before the over for Butch Stone at.Hed Feather
nitery every seventh day
.
..Paul
Jan. 1 recording ban,
Barron,, Majestic artist and reper- 'Tournament
of Roses'
Clinton's new band, now at Frank
toire head, back on Coast after short
Dailey's Meadowbrook, Cedar Grove,
stay in SwitzeiMand . . . Leopold
N. J., is definitely booked into the
Cash for Orchs
Stokowski cutting Franz Waxman's
winter, with "if" bookings that carry
fugue ior string orchestra from the j
Hollywood, Nov. 25.
him 'into tiie spring. After Dailey's score of "Old
Members of American Federation
Acquaintance,"
be goes into the New Yorker hotel,
of Musicians orchestras which work
N. Y., Dec. 22 for eight weeks, then
the "Tournament of Roses" parade,
back to Dailey's for four more and
Alva West's small cOmbO, Which Pasadena* New Year's Day,, .will be
thence: into the Paramount theatre, opens this week at the
Chanteclair, paid hard coin this year instead of
N. Y. (which may be prior to the Hollywood, is having its
first album taking their due in tickets to the
Meadowbrook return).
There is issued soon by Columbia Recording. Rose Bowl
football game, as they
also conversation- about a run at Disks consist of West's
o-wn com- did last year. Local 47 oificials made
Giro's, Hollywood, this summer.
positions.
a deal last week with- the show committee calling for four union bands
^
»»»
>
».
>i
»
to work in the parade at a cost ot
'

.

.

.

.

.

nCDRESATROOSEVET
b.o, takes in theatres,
With:
«ne-nighters and locations far below
normal- all over the country, Lomliiatdo last week ran up the highest
>gr.os5 of his 18 seasonal runs at the
'spobsevelt hotel; N. .Y., and he also
ranks this year among the top. disk
sellers due to Decca recordings of
^'Atiniver^ary Song" and other hits.
Iiombardo played to a total, of
'1t,'383 -people at the RoosieveU grill
ik si* days last weelf, grossing over
!^7,O0O, Of that figure.l 2,773 were
•siipp^rs and the remainder' dinners.
In' on' a 20% of the gross arrange'

,

ment, Xombardo earned about $5,400
for. himself, a figure that no other
is' reaching on a similar key

band

"location.

.'

.

.

.'

^

.

To

Hammer Buying Theme
Major disk manufacturers are
kicking around a proposal that they
organize an :assOciatioii with the.
primary vie-nr of bankrolling an in-

.'

stitutiott^l caiinpaign to sell the. pubifc on'the oft'-^repeated idea 0f record

Cotton .joined the Tex

show for last.: two weeks
of tour;. .<ifadk Mc'Vea orchestra goes
into the Zanzibar Clviti, Sacramento*
for three -weeks, .Nov; 26., .Tex
Beneke at Paramount,' San Francisco, starting today (Tuesday).
Orchestra then goes- to Jerry Jones'
Rendezvous, Salt Lake, for 10 days,
opening Dec. 3 and back to Holly^
wood for Palladium,'' opening Dec.
23. . .Harry Babas^n groiip featuring
Dale Pearce; trumpetj'Hal rMcKusick;

Jiiiimy "G'l'uffre;

alto,

tenor,

Arnold Ross; piano, Herbie Harper;
tram and Blinkey Garner; Brums
will settle down at Morocco Tuesday nights. .Desi.Arnaz crew into
Ads would pomt out the pleasure Flamingo* Las Vegas, opening Jan.
derived from having at hand rec- 22,

ownership as a hobby. The ad bopy
would center around the, theme: it's
to collect and play' records at
home.
fi(iA

'

cords that fuliiU the

mood

(Comparatively

.

little cost.

HMV

.

.'

.

KENTON BREAKS

ON

.

Coin to Berigan Fund

'

Chiengo

-

.

'

.

.

To Pay

-

•

MM >»! M M M

Chicago, Nov. 25.

$2,600.

Murray Arnold 'orchestra heads
holiday show at Palmer House, beginning Dec. 26. .Jimmy James into
Blue Moon, Wichita, Dec. 16... Red

Last year, the footers

Best British Sheet Sellers

All royalties resulting from a, re-

(Week Ending Nov.

Ingle plays Orpheum theatre, Omaha, week of Dec. 11
Henry Busse
here for Vitacoustic recording session, and also skidded for National
theatre, Louisville, Dec. 4... Henry
Co,ol on one night tour until .Ian.
1. .Earl Hines set for Riviera Club,
St. Louis, Dee. 24-31. .Japic Kapp
stopped here for cobfakts with
.

,

Now

.

cording of "I Can't Get Started With
by Billy Butterfield's orchestra,
on the- Capitol label, will go to the
fund which has- been supporting the
family of the late trumpeter, Bunny
Berigan. Cap will release the diskIt was originally Monica Lewis on way
ing in January.
You''

1

to

remake the
Berigan,

side.
.used "Started" as a
it into -a classic

who

theme and turned

via his trumpeting, died penniless.
Showfoik have been supporting
his wife and youngsters via a fund
established through contributions and

the

Hour
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Make Up For

Danger Ahead

..

13)
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,

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.
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Everything

.

.K. Prowse

—

.

.
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Old Mill
App;e Blossom Wedding .....
First Love, Last Love
;
Donegal

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

,

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.''

Guilty

.

.

.

Ricordi

Dash
Leeds
F. D.

...

Chi-Ba-Ba
Garden in the Rain
Peg O' My Heart .............

Maurice

Yale
...Dash
Connelly

.

.

spot..>Jimhiy Palmer into LaMartinique, Dec. 11... Hal Mclntyre at
Merry-Go-Round. Youngstown, Dec.
15 to 21., .Miguelito Valdes inked
AUSSIE AVID rOK NTJFTIAIS into the Chase hotel, St. Louis. Jan.
25.'
Sydney, Nov.
23 for Jour weeks. .Claude ThornAll Australia stayed hoifte Thurs- hill doing series of college dates, in*
fiay (20): to hear the royal wedding eluding, U. of Chicago prom at Hotel
broadcast by BBC to all commercial Sheraton, Nov. 26... Duke Ellington

&

H.

Sun
.

.

.

.

,

Connelly
Ascherberg

Second 12
Old Spanish Trail
f^"^'"',fnd/ightin'
Lovely World, and
L^^l'^^ye

.

" •

.

What a
Sun In

:

:

.

.

Feldman
,....).... Williamson

Connelly

F D &: H
'.'Berlin
"
ConneUy

.,
,

.

,

,

Beautiful Morning
the Morning

and non-commercial stations.
opened Monday (24) at Lookout
Cinemas^ took a boxoffice beating. house, Covington, Ky...C barley <r
The b];oadcast ran two hours.
Ventura at CJlub Silhouette/
*********

Maurice
:chappell
Cintphonic
Morris

:.

You

fy
V^'J'^,
People
Will Say
Anniversary Song
Sweetheart Avenue
They Say It's Wonderful,.
Try Little Tenderness

.'

.

Williamson

.....Berlin

""t'Mtt

to the

I

t

I

tM MMIIttt
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Philly Orch, Robin Hood
Dell Ask City Coin Aid

A

Philadelphia, Nov. 25.
personal pitch 'for city coin aid
(20) by OrvlUe
president of the Philadel-

was made Thursday
.H. Bullitt,

.

benefits.

who paraded

were satisfied with 15C tickets
annual football classic!.

i(

Little

to Coast
Capitol Records hosted a press party
for Stan Kenton at Sherman Saturr
day (22) before band played DePaul
U. prom daje. .Will Bach into Trocadero, Evansville, Dec. 19. Charley Agnew at Hank's, inaugurating
new nitery policy for outlying Chi
.

11

is

Sorrento

.

scheduled for this month, but a defect in the master forced Butterfield

UP

DAH

.

.

Butterfield's 'Started'

CHI JAZZ

,

,

»»»t»»»»»»»t» MM

of the

moment, the social advantages that
come with owning a record library,
and how all this can be obtained at

.

'

Los .Avgeles
Carolina
^Williams'

Pi$|[ers Mull Assn.

'

big name- during the. middle 20's, in
N. Y. last week for the first time in
12' years from 400-acre Matyland
farm . Buddy Mitchell has formed
a new band . ; Sinatra Songs originally subtitled its current "Dum Dot
Song" (I'll Put a Penny in the
Slot) ," but another tune4>y that title
forced dropping the sublabel .
RCA-Victor named toUr record safes
department section heads; Edward
Dodelin tops western; blues and
rhythm records; George L, Keane,
pop disks; Louis Sariege, foreign, and
Louis 's. Siagel, Red Seal . .
Page
Cavanaugh Trio into 'Warwick hotel, N. Y-., Dec. 22.

phia Orches.tra Assn., and Curtin
Winsor, a director of Robin Hood
Dell Concerts, Inc.fin an appearance
before the City Council. They requested the Council to appropriate
$50,000 to help meet its anticipated
1948 deficit, and Dell Concerts sought
$10*000 for the same reason.
Bullttt and Winsor said their organizations are running in the red
due to higher operating costs, and
made the added point that
Philly is the only large city in the
country with an orchestra without
municipal appropriation.
Bullitt estimated a deficit of $60,000 to $70,000 tor the orchestra, and
Winsor. pointed out the Dell deficit
Council
this
year was $12,000.
finance committee members told the
petitioners the matter would be
given serious study.
Bullitt

'

,

Weclneeday,

-

.

:
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MusicraftPay$Off

'One Heart' Disk
Musicraft Records
to

going to pay'

is

Johnny

pay no

'ads,

it

'A:

This-

window

enkins

all

CBAIG

"I

Wish

Hi-ScM

Band Setio Parade
Philadelphia, Nov. 25.

Suburbah Ridley township high
-vras withdrawn Monfrom scheduled participaThanksgiS^g Day parade
following a threat by Local 484 of
the American Federation of Musij

(24)
tion in a

cians that the band's entire! membership would be blacklisted it it
*dOk part" and every union band
would be yanked from the parade.
Clarence Tiresbock, head .ot Local
*84', which is in Norristown where
Jthe parade is to be held, said orders
lor the ban came from national
headquarters of the American Federation of Musicians in New York.
Union explained'the ban was '4;aken
In conforn^ity with a code" of ethics
sighed gevetal nlonths aio betwew
llie. ^national 'musicians union and
representatives of music educators.
This code prevents high school musicians' from' appearing in competi'tion tik union musicians except in
"lostearlnllg local' or' school projects.
•

3

I

':-•'

s

9

3

s

3

34

yally

5

24

2

10

agreement between the two factions.
Current accord expires Dec. 31, 1049^
Exactly what the, terms of the
covmter-proposal amoiint to 'are «n«
disclosed and will be kept hidden
until hahded to the radio) pedple.
Before that is done, 'however-, the
radio committee which .has been
handling the^' problem for ASCAP
must present its ideas to the latter'*
board at a meteting- today ( Wednesday).
This bommlttec, "which had
been named 'for a liiiilted teTm,' was
extended in office 'at last mdnth's
ASCXAP board meet.
Counter-proposal was developed
by the ASCAP committee after the
main board had mulled a pre^vSously
proffered method of settling the argument. After the ASCAP board

i'
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by affiliated stations.
question has, been the main stumbling block to the extension of the
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(Columbia)
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(Victor)
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.

(Capitol)
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Love You So"

8

11

3

wound

j

up' in a tussle 'over the issue,

wherein some members were divided over (1) to accept the' plan,
(2) to. reject it and (3) seek a compromise, the board tcssed the ball
to the committee to .recommend a
'

;

j
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"XMAS CAROLS"

;G0ES TO

Ring Ci4*by
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school band

day
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I Didti't
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Have But One Heart," but both

Locar Cracks

e
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VAUGHN MONROE

7

Ifown on

a

:

CVictor)

ARTHUR GODFRET

Symes and Farrow will collect.
They threatened suit and'MUsici^aft
bowed to them.
Recordings by Frank <i6inatra (Columbia) and Vic Damone' (Mercury),
wbich'were instramental in popu-
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used

larizing the 80*11^, both used portions
ol the Italian lyric interpolate* into

(J
(Grinnell's)

«

Mu

1

mi.«itake

displays,

carried the 'latter

,
,
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earson)
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Artist, Label, Title

lilCANCIS

the Symes-Farrow- title line to'heysld the Brito recording-. As a re-

•'I

'
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Anotlier general meeting of committees representing network and
independent radio interests with the
American Society of Composers, Authors and Publishers, relative to an
exten.sion of the current contract,
will occur early in December in New
York, At this meet the group representing ASCAP in the negotiations
will presant the radio men w-ith a
counter-proposal ,to the, proposition
the latter handed ASCAP Weeks
back concerning .the method of payment for music used on cooperative
shows which originate with tlie network as sustainers and are sold lo-

hmidt's

to

3

"made the

suit

•

Sherman-Clay)

"Week Eliding
Nov. 22

week

royalties.'

or was
forced into the position of cashing in
on 'the j)opularity 'of the song only
by actvertistui^ Brito's recording as
•T Have BUt Grie Heart." l<T^wspaper,

But

'

City)

)n-Ross)

•

,

i

Contract in Dec.

,.rji-

%13

cumstance. ' Musicraft made a version ot the old 'Italian melody which
Symes a*d Farrow adapted; and the
disk firm turned it out by Phil .Brito
.with the original Italian music and
lyric and -under the original title,
"O M^it^ello." Sinee it did not use
the adapting" team's lyric and the
melody was in the public domain,
Musicraft rightly figured it need

'

Music

&

Natw,

Apia On

Music

.

.

Fatrow and

Marty Symes, writers o* "I Havfe But
One Heart," rather than face a suit.
The company's acquiescence to the
situation is based on- arf' unusual cir-

Meet

Co

Co.

Sv.tvty of retail disfc best
based on reports obtoined /roiji leodinj; stores' in
9 cities, ond slioioina cowparotiue sales rating for this
•and last week.
aellers;

royalties

RadiihASCAPTo

RETAIL DISK BEST SELLERS

Tangle Over

In

:,4T:

Decca

.

TOWN" "XMAS CAROU"
f Ml

Dorothy Shay

Columbia

..

"MASTERPIECE"
Nt.

Spltalny

rTARK AVB;"
Dord^y Shvf
Columbia

2

Glonn Miller
Victor

Cliarm.

•

I

course.

:

The

counter-proposal

re-

.sulted.

Radio proposal was that ASCAP
accept a flat 2Va% of network card
rates, payable at the source (that is,
on the basis of the cu'i,-?!ihating staon Coast,
tion's rates) as against what it could
'Song Writing Machine'
get from the various .outlets soiling
Avoiding Test Action the programs locall.v, which may be,
Airshow Tees Off in Dec.
lower or higher. There are. other
Music Publishers' Contact En^ploy*
Unusual angle to .the "Pat .Bollard
angles, too, involving possible consample
film-disk
ces
union
A
o£
coordinaDon
week
admitted,
las't
sent decree <made \yjth, 'the-. U. S.
Song Writing Machine" program
tion and the long-range investment, Wallmark to membership, thereby Government by ASCAP durin.ct its
s oh WOR-Mutual
Whifch p r e e
and operation it entails, in order
1941- radio Ofiht) violations, .which
next month from the Guild the- to build up a; backlog because of the avoiding a '-test action Or arblti-xtion neither ASCAP nor radio men are
over its prei'ious refusal' to ;ssuc'
Ballard
that
is
fact
is
typified
ColumY.,
PetriUo
by
N.
ban^
atre,
certain of.
card. Wallmark immediritely
and his partner, John Winters. (NBC bia Pictures and Decca Records' him
There's only, one thing .pertain In
song
durpop
"The
a
hookup
on
Jolson
Story"
completethe
organist>
wfnt to work in Hollywood for Re- th^ entire' dispute: Tliere is ,no acriWinters sequel. Still in its talk-stages, 4ioneing the half-^hour stanza.
public -Music. Disposal of thb case mony in the .nej^otiations. Both indie
works from six basic melody notes therless Al Jolson waxed 25 songs
and net radio .men, agree, that
via the retraction' of MPCE sets a
from
produces
only
will
for
Decca
of
wliich
eight
contestant
which the
ASCAF sho.uld be paid extra .feep
when network-originated shows ai*e
Ballard's "songwriting" gimmick, and be in, some future album which will precedent.
Wallmark had been a musician sold. Question is who is 'to pay—
as Winters first plays the tune, an be ..linked with the Col pic,- prdvidarranger takes .down a' lead-sheet,, it's ever madei At. this writing with Sammy Kaye's oi-chestra. He the indie or net.
nearby
the
sequel
looks
cold.
in
a
wanted to stay in Hollywood, and
with Ballard ducking
based
lyric
quick
anteroom to do *
For that'reason Jenie Taps, music Kaye sought to 'put him to work
'
on a title suggested by fte con- executive for the film company, in- ^here as a cdiitactman' for 'Republic
While opportunity tor sisted, on Decca prexy Jack Kapp Music, "^ut the WPC& refused him ByTieM fines
testant.
sketchy results exists, on the half- agreeing to withhold marketing any admittance on. grounds it already
reports
Chat
ttsk
on
Jockey
lb or 12 members out 'of!
dozen run-throughs Ballard
of the platters until the film is ready.: had some
songs were surprisingly good; at This may not be for two years, al* work in the Hollywood area and that
of these
least, the .lyric was singable and though from Decca's viewpoint it Kaye should select one
College Inn
came out with a little sense and the will always have: the other odd plat> rather than. ask the MPCE to admit
Chicago, Nov. '25.
Holt
new member who would Be ""tak-'
Singer Alan
right rhymes.
ters waxed for release as individual a
Ernie.-Byfield, one: of the couutry'i
ing away" a job from an older car-dperforms the song without rehearsal recordings;
outstanding hotel hostsv recently proliolder.
immediately after Ballard lias penfiled in the Saturday Evening Post^
Further in line with the long*
ciled in the lyrics and, of course.
Kaye took the attitude that> the will take' an American Federation
range planning necessitated by the
Holt's long experience as sight- Petrill'o ban is Columbia Pictures' MPCE's contract -with publishers of Radio Artists membership next
reader and performer on many net- arrangements
diskers called for the MPCE to admit Bny mpnth and help interview celebriwith
the
work shows stands him in good whereby scores from two future man a* pub designated so 'long- as ties on a hew disk jockey shdvr
man was wanted, above all which, 'will originate at Ms -Sherman
stead, although an occasional clinker
Rita Hayworth. films, two dramatics that
prohas to be laughed off.
and one Dorothy Lamour -pic were others «nd his getting a ,iob hinged hotel here, Hostelry is joining the^
ducers are working on a device to waxed hot off the mss., even though only on securing a card. MPCE an- nationwide
bistro, .penchant
for*^
swered that this was so but that the originating disk shows. It will fea-'
project lyrics so studio audience can someof the films have yet to be
contract clause could be loosely in- ture Marty Hogah, WCFL jockey, in
sing song at finale of show, and with fully 'Scripted.
terpreted to cite this as true except the Bamboo Room offshoot of the
a few "ringers" who can read music

Write 'Em While

U

Wait

JolsonPicKeyTo

Pluggers Admit Aide Of

'

^Sammy Kaye

CoL Pix-Decca Tie

^

m

'

.
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:

:

,

'

'

CAPITOL SUED AGAIN

AfSATo

^

ON 'ALAMO' SONG
Capitol Music- has been served
with papers ia 'New York by songwriter Billy Peters in an action
citing the firm's recent "Across the
Alley from the Alsimo" to httve been
> melddic infringement on a -tune he

:

Show From
,.

"

'

-

penned in 192S titled "All for All."
Joe Green wrote '^Alamo."
There are sbme 10 other liens filed
with Capitol against GreenTs portion
of "Alamo" earnings, which is said
to be approximately $20,000.

.

WOB

:

*'

.

24 New Dates Eitend

come off.
Program has several novel

Hollywood, Nov. 25.
Return to Italy of the touring
Vatican Choir has been postponed

and the 'group, slated tor a New

twists

aside from off-the-cuff composing.
Ballard has set qp a publishing firm

(ASCAP) tagged Pat Ballard Music
Corp.,

and

will

publish

thfe

songs

contestant
York date tomorrow (Wednesday) written on each program;
free copies, a
has had its North American tour ex- subsequently gets 100
and a vo"
tended until the first week of Feb- royalty (if any) contract,
the vast number
With
recording.
cal
ruary. Group had been due to sail
amateur and would-be songfront' New York in- late December, of
snow-

following the tour of M6kico De& tfDec. 27.
Since taking over booking of
group for Ray Fabiani two weeks
ago, Ed Fishman has filled iin 24
working days for the Choir, and will
now push it further through the
southeast U. S., Atlantic seaboard
dates and Hi^vana. He is also arranging for recording deal via a.new
'

indie outfit which Barry Wood will
set up to work on platters with the
choir, plus a deal for a series of
seven shorts with Telefilm, Inc. Record deal will have
immunity
from the platter ban due to the religious Mature of the group, though
Actually employing only an organs

AFM

"•irt.'-'

:-.,

around, mail should
storm and Ballard has set up an
office to handle sorting of titles and
suggested lyrics to "be submitted by
the listeners. Legal angle has been
carefully worked out, with script
making clear the thing is mainly a
stunt for entertainment and no
overnight fame and fortune isjike-

smiths

Contestants are selected before
the program by Uncle Jim Harkins,
who m.c.'s the show.
Gale, Inc., wrapped up the pack^
age, which will follow the network's
"Stop Me If You've Heard This
One." Ballard credits. WOR's Robert A. Simon (music critic of The
Nei«: Yorker) for major contribu-:
tions in working out the format.
ly.

where the MPCE judged College Inn.
...
new man to be detri-'
Show will be launched in' mi4»
mental to the' union's interests. This December and will air 11:30 p.m. to
was not meant personally, of course; 1:30 a.m. nightly.
it was just that an older member
would be deprived of a .job.
Kaye put the matter in the hands
of his attorney, Lee Eastman,- who YELLEN-FAIN
asked for arbitration before going

in the case

stunt might

Vatican Choir U.S. Tour

Who Paid

the Toil?

Hollywood, Nov. 25.
anonymous, irate voice

An

from Denver boomed
Martin

via

Wednesday
the

at

Freddy

telephone

late

119) night following

maestro's

ABC

airer

from

the Cocoa nut Grove here. Voice

warned Martin not to hang up
and then went on to h«rangtie
him for a full 15 minutes,. con*
demning him for playing such
songs as "When the Red Roses
Bloom in Red River Valley."

admitting a

BOW TO

to

court,

if

necessary.

air.

Song,

published by Martin's
nothing more

musio firm, is
than an oatune.

MPCE

admitted Wallmark.

DISK BAN

AND FOLD

Yellen Si Fain music company, recently put into operation under
Charles Ross' supervision and in
which latter is a stockholdery.,wiH
Songwriters
be
dissolved.
launched the new outfit with Ross
are breaking it up because of the
threat of the American Federation
of Musicians' Jan. 1 ban on recording, which, if it lasts -long enough,
will sound the death knell -for many
small mu.sic firms that haven't the
guaranteed income provided by an
extensive catalog.
In view of the difficulties the firm
would face, Yellen &' Fain decided
that, to continue^to invest money in
the venture would be wasteful^
,

Seattle Local

who

76 Exec

.

Refuses to Run Again
,

Voice stated Martin is a servant
Of the public and should not be
playing "Communistic music,"
accused him of being tt Red-and
denounced ABC for, allowing
such tunes to be played on the

Arbitration

was being arranged when the

Nov.

Seattle,

25.

Carbon L. Weber, business agent
here for Local 76 of the American
'

Federation of Musicians for the past
13 years, has resigned.
Ida B. Dillon and Jack Smith have been nomin-ited to succeed Weber." Election
will be held Dec. 3,
President Harry L. Reed, veepee
^oe Fine and secretary Ed Carey
ha've all been nominated, for -reelec.

tion,-

-

Rather than do that

it

was decided

to halt action immec(iately«

'

Weilnemlay, Noveniljer 26, 1947

48

GRANZ CONCERT AS

fiMI Asks Licensees

1959

Norman Graiiz will stage a special
.concert at Carneaie Hall, New York,
this Saturday (29) p£ hi.<i "Jaj;z at
the Philhavmonic" unit as a beneflt

Match ASCAP

to

Broscdoast Mitaio station licensees

have been circularized with a letter
for, Biliie
askini* them to renew their licenses expenses,
injmediaiely tmtil 1959 even though
their present asreements carry

March

to

singer

Net

Iloliday.
will be

to

them subsequent

profltSi less,

ASCAP

with

Survey Week

in

Granz

14-20, 1947
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Shapiro^B

....... ShafciirOrB

.
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.

firm's

•

.

,

v

.

.

blaze.

.

'.

Gonna Get

a Giri.\

..

;

.

.

*
v

'.Miller

;

How

.t..
'.Supreme
Soon
Paramount
Wish J Didn't Love You So— f'Perils Paniine"..
I Wonder Who's Kissing Her Now .,
..Marks
Criterion
My Rancho. Bio Grande
Near You
....Supreme
,,
Leeds
On the Avenue
\.
Papa You Dance With Me— *"High Button Shoes"
Mori^is
.-.
Peggy O'Neil
...Feist
Serenade Of the Bells
.. Melrose

•I

.

.

. .

.

,-...jWilliamson

'.

twin

these

of

letter

the

circumstances,

BMI

goes on,

in a

is

Don Gcnson quit Chicago this
week to head Coast office of Leeds

com-

petitive disadvantage in negotiating

.

Music. Archie Levington takes over
new and ''intRortant" contracts "if as manager of Chi office, with Noroan point, as at present, only to a man Fink now in chafge <rt Peter
2S'-month terni with our licensees." Maurice.

.-

it

:.

j

i

,

lOn Rtcords)

.

.

.

.

,

.

Tm

G. PeatTO^n, JDjrector *

Tommy Tuckw— Col. 37941'

AH lUnd-M6M

--Bill Willn«r-Un!t*d Artiil*

Horry JqitiM-Coi. 37598
$am'my.K<tyi-^Vic 20-2434

•

HIUS OF COLORADO

J»rry

iohntton-MGM 10076
Ctfopar-Diompnd 2084

WOhiDER WHO'S KISSING HER

I

The Freedom T*ain ..... .iw..... v..
Is Where the Heart Is. I'T. ......
Lucky You Are.. ....
I Have But One Heart
;
.1 Still, Get Jealous— *"High Button Shoes"
If It's True
, .
Kokomo, Ind.— fMofher Wore' TigKts"
Lady From 29 Palni(s

Home

NOW

Too Fat

^tilrausical,

Jack SnKrii— Caji

•

473

AND A

>

C-P

..........
.'.

Sixteen

, . .

Simon
Burke-VH

AND A

Harms
Shapiro-B
Shapifo-B

,-

HO HO HO!

and a Ho Ho Ho. >,,....>...... .Bourne

a, Hi

(Hflrwaii-criteAm)

:

-w

.

x

Tax Williamt-&ip: 40001 • l^hil Harrii-Vie. 20-2370'
Lowranca WaHc-^Dac. 24113 * Dauca Spriggins— Coasf 263
-

<

'

THERm

i

(AmerlcpH)

'

*

Johnny.'Boad-'Col. 37831

BE

..101

Roqch Boy«—Saturily 101

SOMi iCt^MES
*-

Dinah. Shpr*— Col. 37263.
iat^ Wa»ar-VK. ^2216

F^ggy,

•

MAE»E^

'

'

•

iM^rk^V

loa— Capital 15001

Tad )N»»m-p*t. 25288

THE STORY OF SORRENTO

•

(l>emer<»»

Buddy Clark-Xavior Cugal-Col. 37507 • Bobby Doyfa-iig, JM7$.

full

e'mph'asts

evident sincerity, sold solidly with
the .youngish aud.
Kenton is doing more than any
other "bandsman to dose the gap

oh Latin

'

good

ef-

big

dancefloor- response.
400 capacity Rose Room

tuosity, playing to the ear rather
than the feet. He strives, if not
comfortably on opening .night (13) strains, to widen
the frontiers of pop
Arnaz kept the -gheckpayers happy music in' such numbers as "Elegy
for
.and hop^in^ (cover, _ weeknights,
Alto " /^Monotony" and "Opus in
$1.25; Saturdays' $1.50) with his show Pastels."
Band has an intensity that
completing the picture smoothly,' can't
fail to impress even those who
though, that portion ot the event is
recoil from "progressive" jazz or
on the lesser side wben compared .lazz of
any kind.
with his dance offerings.

20-2420
Tompty TwdclW-Cal.*

.

*

.

Victor

•

Art

Lombardo—Maj. 7263

Moonay— M6M*
*Seon,To

>

8*.'

RaUoifdv;:.;

Coming. V p
ALL DRESSED UP WITH A BROKEN HEART
(Mar|(»)

FOOL THAT AM (Hill & RSlig*)
MIAMI BEACH RHUMBA (Mqrk.)
NINA NANA (Eneork)
PASSING FANCY (BMil
PENNY (Vanguard)
RHUMBA FANTASY (Pcmorcrl
ROSALINDA (Ch»io)
THE JUNGLE RHUMBA (Duehm)
WHO'S GOT ALL THE DOUGH (AWin)
WHY DOES IT HAVE TO RAIN ON SUNDAY
I

(Johnilont)

BROADCAST MUSIC
5?0 FIFTH AVENUE

-

.

NEW YORK

CHICAGO

.

19

N

INC.
Y

HOLLYWOOD

Kenton introes most numbers

Show consists of Arnaz and femme
vocalists Kichardfi and Dulcina providing series of specialties, Arnaz
doing "Cuban Pete," "Cuban Cab"Rainy Night In Rio" jointly
with Carole Richards, and finale
"Babalu" highlighting Congo drum
pounding "with dramatic effectiveness.
"Cuban Pete" is the better

of the. specialty lyrics, and sum total
shows Arnaz oft well. Carole Richards puts over "Little Girl Blue"
well, also doing nicely In tandem
with Arnaz in "Rainy Night" duo,

Dulcina, rigged in white-fringed
satm dinger, turns in a hot "Say
Si Si". Spanish specialty, and ties in

with

Arnaz

m

parody

dubbed

"North America Take It Away," a
jive vs. rhumtoa item, in which Dulcina and Arnaz slosh their hips
around for good audience reaction.

Band does well as both dance
combo and attraction, with rhumbas
and sambas the major appeal.
Ted.

STAN KCNTON ORCH

(20)

With June Christy
CIVIC OPERA HOUSE. Chicago

at

THANKSGIVING

HOME

:

four' sax^ three violins, piano,. drum,

Fillinfe the

feature for

between so-^called commercial and
non-commercial music. He uses a
few oldies, but only as a springboard for sidemen pyrotechnics. Relying on .disk faves that bear his
stamp, he spotlights individual vir-

tempos,' with'few ejccutslons 4nto the
Gringo 'sp^tere,, Desi Aiitiaz uses his

by,"

(Rtpublic)

Sammy KayafVic.

.

Putting

bass, .banjo and. mat'ac^s to

w

799 Stvcnth Ave.
N«w York

.

]

iect- .andi

Cigarette)

HI

Sinatra

*L'egif Musical.

ARNAZ

Shop Fialdi-Musicrpft ^If'

SMOKe SMOKEI <That

,

k

BVC
Martin
, . ,

•

D£SI
O'BC^H. (17)
VCjtb €ard!l^, KichBrds amd Oulcina

tf*«>

MY RANCHp RIO <|RANDE

,

WITH A HEY

Amef. Acad.

BOURNE, INC.

,

NEWYOHK

.

Maurice
Barton
Morris

Band Reviews

'

OTHER.

.
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Advanced
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;*

Oxford
Berlin

.^...v

.........

••

"With a Hey and

Xoviar Cugot-Buddy Clarfc-^Ci>|. 37939. '* 'M[o>)t<«. tavris— Sig. 15105
DicV Farnoy—Maj. 7273 . * •Emit Madriguora— Nat. 9028
'
Oatt Arp'ax-yiel 20-2550. •, Mochito-Conl. 9003.,
'^'-ifiRano Cabal—l>«e. 500O6 '* Mqrici Upa landm-'Vit, 70-7245 :^<>

ZU-BI

....

.

^ .When You Were Sweet
:

• Vktor iomb«rd«-rMa}. 7269
BarrpM-M6M* * Sk*p Fi*td«-Mv«i|;raff*
Ouy Lpmbardo-Mojdta Uwis—

MADE FOR EACH

plants in
Cal.
These
for some

Fox

SWEETHEARTS, AGAIN jCa«pb.ii>o>gj.»^

Bias

pressing

employed

Southern
...v---- "•••'•••Chappell

Polica

Morgarot Whiting— Cap, 15010

-

.

.

,

;

'

SMOKE!

.

'

,

The

»

LET'S BE

jyere

-

•

Williamson

.

..
Naughty Angeline ... ...
.... ., ..
Put Yourselt In My Plac^ -Baby
Stars Will Remember .'
They're Mine, They're Mine, They're MOlae

Como—Vte. 20-2315 • T«d'W««m*-f«rry Com*-P«e,„2507t.»i
ttoy Nobl«-Col. 37544 • Dinning SitUn-Ccip. 433
Otm*y l^ayv-Dtc. 241 ID
J^an Snblon-Vie. 2$-0I01
B«ii V*»1 -Shi flf r»-Si»iior« 1W4'
1K«k teli»rt»0B»-D*e. 1512
i:
Fou^ Vagabond*-Apo«(» 1055' * JaA,. MclMWt'^CpaH -BOO*
Frank Frotbo-Dtc 236Q4 • Bobby ftayk-5ig. 1S057
Foy Willbtg^Aoi. «013
D'Artegv-Sonora 2012
Joa Howard—Deluxa 1036 • .MortiipU Voung-Rqinbow 10002
Jotaph Littdu— Pilotone 5132 • Jarry Cooper—Diamond 2081

.

facilities

BMI

.

/.
.

,

.

(Morksi

'

.

.

Be Sweethearts- Again
Made For Each Other
My. How Time Goes By

P«rry'

;

.

Let's

a»ndoni
• Robtrt ScoH~M«rtury 3069

Guy 16hibardo-D*C 24179

.

How

>

.

.

Mnny

•

use

Newark and Burbank,

time previbusly to supplement pressing in Linden. However, to fill the
breach tempwrarily, pending (completion ot its new Linden plant, firm
will- press 3t a second Newark plant.

•

.

(Reg.n:} .
• Frtddy St«wcirtr*«Cop. 47»-

10072

to.

Warren,
Bpbbins

.'Berlin

A Fellow Needs a Girl— •"Allegro"
A Gifrl That I Remember
Almost Li£e Being In Love— "Brigadoon".
Don't' You Love 'Me Anymore. .t. ... i...

7269

BMckt-^Vic,

AS SWEET AS YpU

,

Famous

.•-.BVG

•

*

lo-

,

.

REMEMBER (BMii
A OtitL THAT 20-2497
• Victor Lambordo-Maj.
1

:

tinue

-

...Miller
'.

Tights"

V

The remaining 22 songs of the week, based on the capyrighteid
Awdtcnce Coverage Index Survey "of Popular ilfttstc 'Broadcast Over,
Radio Netviorks Published bythe Office of Hinttarvh, Iwe-. Dr. John

TVmS WR DECEMBER

Utf

...^

".'...'.

.^...'.

Do— flMother Wore

You

,,,,

%

.

.

What Are You Doing New Year's Eve.
Whiflenpoof Sonf ,„
White' Christmas

Bloom

^

.. .\

the

Latter,

.

:

Sipping Cider By the .Zuyder Zee..
So Far—r *"Allegro"
Stanley Steamer
Those Things Money Can't Buy

adjoin

Braun, who heads De Lu^c .along
with his brother Dave, estimated the
loss at $215,000, only partly covered
by insurance. Plant was situated in
rented space in a building also,
occupied by a wood-working firm.
Consequently the dislcery was nothit by loss of the premises itself.
However, all of De Luxe's 12 presses,
raw materials, etching machines,
masters, etc. were entirely destroyed
by fire and water.
Cojnpany's production, Braun declared, wijl only be partially affected inasmuch the firm will con-

."

,.

•'

will

office, building.

some "Jpur blocks from the
razed plant, was unaffected by the

cated

,

.........

.

which

Structure

y. Jefferson

,

iSrawford
Harris
Leeds Civilization
.Morris
......
Chappell
Feudin' And Fightin' ....
...........
Forgiving You
................ ,. ..,..,..,..Mellin
Fun And Fancy Free— i "Fun And Fancy Free" ....... Santly- Joy
Paramount
Golden Earrings— f'Golden Earrings"

Chickasaw Limited ....>...,,
Christmas Dreaming

will

its

Harms
.

....

Ballerina
Best Things In Life«Are Free...;

addict.

BMI would

Novembier

of

........

An Apple Blossom Wedding

use almost the same
troune of musicians which recently
nialce such a move was cited in
completed a concert tour with him
Variety six weelcs ago.
Coleman
on the Carnegre date.
Letter points out that ASCAP's Hawkins, Flip Phillips, Bill Harris.
J. G. Heard,
next contract with the broadcasting Ray Brown, Hank Jones,
Helen Humes' and the King Cole
industry will run until 1959, while
Granz is due in
Trio will work.
ASCAP's contracts with its mem- N.
today
California
from
Y.
bers don't expire until 19.65, Because (Wednesday).

That

Plans for a new plant to replace
Linden, N, J., factory destroyed
by fire last week, have been approved by the nianassement o( De
Luxe Records. According to company pfexy, Jules Braun, work is
scheduled to begin this wecic on a

Piib!is/ted

—And Mimi

.

equality

petitive

JFmde,K

My Love

All

Fcrioval hospital in Kentucky, where
Reason given is
she was shipped earlier this year
wants to be in a com- following conviction as a narcotic

bioldiog Xoc rights.

Deluxe Disk Plant

weeJe, based on the cOpyrifiMed Audiencn
Survi'y oj Popuiar Music Broadcast Over Radio
by the Office of Research, Inc., Dr. John G.
—
^Peatmunt. Director.

handed to the
help anance a comeback
to her release from a

Drawn

To Replace Burned

The top 30 songs of the

Coverage
Networka.

11, 1950.

BMI

that

Flans Already

Songs With Lai^est Radio Audience

BILUE HOLIDAY BENEFIT

Extend Music Ties To

True

If it's

MillN III'AH. (l>««(>a i!n;!8<l)
lolinny JUeoniond-l'iixii Citviinuiiirli Trio

Cmttl« Willlnmf)

Art

Moiiiie.r

(AtriJ«NtI<;

1105)

(ATG.M. imot)

'

MARY^LOU
U19

HILLS MUSIC. Inc.
Iroadway
New York 1*

the keyboard, along with a rhythm
section

•

something to Ivear.
Shelly Manne's drumming is top
stuff,
and no less so are Eddie
Safranski's bass and Lourindo AI-;
meida's guitar. Use of bongos ties in
neatly with Kenton's theory that
Latin^American music eventually
will fuse With U. S. jazz. Ten brass
come near to overworking the Upper
that's

levels, but this is part and parcel of
syle. Five saxes round out
the group, with Bob Cooper in fine
bop passages on tenor.
In odd contrast to the band's for-

TROLYASTANOARD!

TRUE

Kenton's

ward

mu.sical ideas are interludes
of hor.seplay that dale from the razmata?.z period. Corny downing on
"Eager Beaver" and "St. James Infirmary" got a great reception, with
cymbal-topped Manne making like
a coqlie and using his drum.stieks in
a crochet session, Sight gags almost
reached the Spike Jones pace. Swish

by saxman could well be dropped.
In dubious taste are trite dog references in "Trees" parody by Ray,
Wetzel. Latter puts a neat, if uncertain, comic touch on "Now He

bit

Tells Me" and pairs with Eddie Burt
Stan Kenton's announced inten- in a worthwhile go at "Save the
tion to level on jazz concerts next Bones."
may be a smart move in his
June Christy, neatly wrapped in
particular case, judging from the chartreuse, uses languid phrasing to
crowd that beat at the doors of the good purpose in "Willow Weep for
Civic Opera House Sunday night (16). Me" and other bitter-sweet
tUnes.
Overflow went into the pit and on Her "Soothe Me" is saturated with
stage behind the band, but there still old debbil. s.'a. Bop styling
of "How
were dozens of turnaways. Maestro High the Moon" gave it more than
was. jittery at the start, but throttled average bounce. Best deal is '.'Don't
down after the Brst couple of num- Worry About Me," with Kenton key-

.

ly WALTER «, SAMUELS
and LEONARD WMITCUP

SANTLY-JOY, INC.
1619 roadway.

TOMMX VAIAMDO.

New

York

G*n. Pro, Mcr.

MURRAY BAKER
SUGGESTS FOR YOUR PROGRAM

YOU'RE A

season

bers.

Boyish manner, coupled with boarding.

Baxt.

SWEETHEART
Huswe by *

. •

JIMMr McHUGH
ROMINS

,

HMwegJ«y» Wovcmlior

.

26,
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Olt€HE$TllAS-ll|1TSIC

Nick Ravell

Inaik Orchestras-MusH^^

to

Latin-'Aiii.

,

Jockey
Bisk ^how

Ph'iladelphta,

thms. He is Nick Ravell, of the erstwhile team of Nitza & Havell.

Y

work

-Fenchaht

.

many

DISKERY ON THARPE

'<»je**

17,275
7,490
6,975
50,850
15,500
2,925

4

900

6

2,400
1,675

'
.

Tucker (Boulevard Room, Stevens; 650; $3.50 min.-$l cover).
in family room doing good 3,100.
(Empire Room, Palmer; 550; $3.50 min.-$l cover). Steady

show

Griff Williams

Los Angeles
Freddy Martin (Ambassador; 900; $1.50-$2,). Powerful 2,800 tabs.
Jan Garber (Biltmore; 900; $1-$1.50), Heavy 2,600 Covers. Big .Weekend
football throngs,

-

Location Jobs, Not in

:

.

Hotek

(Chicago)

Eddy Howard (Aragon; $J,.$1,25 ad'm.). Hitting steady high of J8,300,
LelKhten Noble (Trianon; $1-$1.25 adm.). Windup week heavy 16,906..

Decca sleuths heard them and identified Sister Tharpe, who ife under

Lawrence Welk returns Thanksgiving Day

(27).

contract to Decca.

(Los Angeles)
Lionel
takers.

in thfe early day;^ ot-th'e, war they carried Bob Astor into the Veterang'Hospital here at Aspinwall more dead than live. . Doctors shook their
heads when they, exsmined-^e. maestro, who had been stricken with
'pneumonia_ while in training and suffered 'a lung collapse.
"But" Astor was fair from licl£e"d, despite what the mediccs. thought. So
much so that a couple of weeks ago. at the same hcspital where he
was ^bedded tor neatly fwo.years, Astor worked with- his new 'band to' play
foi the' convalescents.
He" >fas appearing at the time here at the Vogue

Back

.

..

3,400.

California forbidding the company
further use Of the singer's disks and
alio decreeing that the ones in existence be turned over to Decca.
Down Beat, Decca charged; had
made recordings with the singer and
released them without identification.

-Lena Horne did an arrangement of Bregman-Vocco-Conn's "I Feel So
Sm<>otchy," which she uses in stage shows, for M-G-M records. Georgia
Gibbs' did the.tune exactlythe' same .way for Majestic. In this case the
exact' duplication of arrangement* and vocal style, however, is dUe to the
writer and arranger ^pf the tune, Fhil'Moore. He did Miss Home's original
velFsion, then: wrote the identical .approach to the tune for Mtss Gibbs.
'

i

,64

Roosevelt (400; $l-$i;50).,

.Total

>

Weeb On Date
2,395
1,V75
1,500

•
'

George Paxton*... Commodore (400; $1-$1.50)
2
,
*De Marcos at Waldorf, Vic Damone at Commodore.

Orrin
Variety

Down Beat Recording Co., a Coast
disk outfit, was forced last week by
Decca Records to relinquish all recordings it had made with Sister
Rosetta Tharpe, Decca artist. Deeca
secured a
permanent injunction
against the Down Beat outfit in

disk companies. have these days for duplicating almost to'
make hit records for rival labels, tooJt a
.

7

Jost Melis (College Inn, Sherman; 700; $2-$3.50 min.). Mel Torme's bow
brought okay total of 5,500.
Georgre Olsen (Marine Room, Edgewater Beach; $1.50-$2.50 min ). College crowd built take to smart 4,100

DECCA STOPS COAST

Summer.

•the -note the arrangements that
tifew twist recently.

I'att

n«y^

Hotel

over WIP.

As a rule, when coin machines wear out a hit, recording operators turn
the disk over atid Utilize the other side for what it is worth in an endeavor
to get as much revenue as possible out of orte disk, Olten, this desire
has turned up a hit tune. Peter Maurice music, which had its "How
jLuCky you Ar'e"' tune inscribed on the reverse of two recordings
(Andrews Sisters, Elliott Lawrence) of "Near You," the current top tune,
But, in this case, Maurice's staff js conij3 hoping for the same, course..
centrating on disk jockeys instead, of coin machines. Firm is bombarding
jocks with- "turn it over" literature in the hope that resultant air plugs
will set its ,tune whirling. "Lucky," incidentally, was England's top sheet
sales seller last

.Coven
toiul

Nat Brand Wynne*. Waldorf (400; $?)
Charlie Spivak.'.. Pekmsylvama (500; $1-$1.50)
Sammy Kay,e.... New Yorker (400; $1-$1.?0)
Johnny Pineapple Lexington (300; $1-$1.50)

GuyLombardo

Ravell,
beginning, early
next
month, plans a half hour show built
solely around the Latino stuff aired

this .winter following bis Capitol theatre, N.
late pext month, and he wants to live aboard the boat
itete, which opens
»pd da his disks with a minimum of trouble, Idea m^y not be feasible,
however, due to power, vibration and acoustical i^roblem&

to go to Florida to

2b,
Latiri-

set up
shop here as a disk jockey specializing in
south-of-the-border rhy-

Maestrb found that to outfit a bus the
dteli^ tor his disk jockey show.
way he wahted it would' set him back $60,000, He's got a new idea, however, in its place. He' has engineers looking over the 96-foot yacht he acquired last Winter in Florida (in a tr^e tbr a 40-footer plus $35,900) with
a view toward installihg transcription equipment aboard. Dor$ey wants

Bands at Hotel B.O.V

Nov.

Tominy Dor«ey has propped the idea of buying i nfew bus and equiping
Male half of a fotmfer
80 that h* van use it for one-nighters and be able to transcribe Vocal 'American dance team will;

(t

49

Booking Snarl Defers

'

'

.

F»jr

»

.

Lawrence (Palladium, B, Hollywood,

.

Gity,' '4th wTliJi
'

.

Elliot

1st wk.)."

4;00ft

•'

Okay

Arnaz Flamingo Date
1000 Transfusion Fof
THIEVES COP
Hollywood, Nov. 25.
Arnaz orchestra, previously Coast Huckster Disk Label

.

»jQ00' stubs.

BOniRS

.

,

Desi.

-.

H»mpton (Meadowbroolc, B, Culver

LEAVE TOOTERS

Hollywood, Nov. 25.
COLD;
Oscar Salenger, Chicago attorney,
Columbus, <5.', "Nov. 25.
ha§ opeived his purse to the extent
Musicians will be blowing on their
'
Ol-son & Johnson.
of $100,000 to push Huckster Rectheir
horns
at Co*Nitery owner Sanford Adler de- ords.' Coast mdie firm has been dor- hands^nstead of
'589 'of American Fedcided he wanted to keep Olsop & mant since Artie Wayne's waxing of lumbus local
eration of Musicians.
Johnson for an additional frame, "Mahzel," his own tune,
Musicians told police that during
thus lapsing into the Arnaz time.
Huckster recently- pulled out of a
Deal, was given the nod by Arnaz deal with United Artist Record Rer the night (21) burglars carted oft
provided Adler picked up the tab leasing company and will handle its four bpilers and fittings, weighing
for
band's
subsequent fiight to own distribution. Andy Phillips has ,500 pounds and valued at $300, which
Brownsville, Texas, so that it would been tabbed musical director/Harold were to be used in installing a new
reach southwest in time for next Spina,' recording director and Red heating unit at the quai^erSj.whei^-''
many musicians praoticcf.
date. Adler acquiesced.
Doff, exiploitation manager.
set tor

Flamingo, Las Vegas, open-

ing Jan. 15. opens there a week later,
Jan, 22, due to booking snarl with
.

m

recording studio
It'i!, harder to get a
Hollywood than it is to get an
apartment. Any way that's what 'Capitol reported last Friday hight, Studios
wer*'$o,.tieid up that Dave "ftext^r topk Julia Lee and her sidemen. Baby
Lovistt, 'jSSKife Marshall, Cha'rlfe' Dayton and Dave Cavanaugh into the
lounge, in
Capitol building for a recording session. Lee sliced two
sides which were, according' to. all reports, satisfactory. Around the clock
hooking, ol course, IS d.ue, to the Dec. 31 stoppage.
«

-

-

,

-

.

',

.

-

"I'll Dapce At Your Wedding,"' published by George Simon is creating
S rights
a bit of 'confusion. It seems that Shapiro-Bernstein holds the
to attune by the same title, which had success in England a short while
back, published there by Strauiss-Miller. And many trade.speople, including Dr. Peatman, compiler of the "plug sheet," have been under the impression that Simon's "Wedding" was actually Shapiro's instead of the
'
'
'
'
reverse.
'
<

-*>•''

U

NWURAl ON WAX-

A

.

Petrillo

Insurance'

I
'

Continued from page'

^unes

amount

t.

^ip^J

tremendous

arranged, a

thus being filed
Some sources
on factory shelves.
figure the overall amount* as surpassing $2,500,000, and the methof.

.

coin

is

ods being used to get out from under the drain on cash reserves seem
to

be innumerable.
It's

AG\Rl

•

vaults for post-ban release

may

rep-

resent an investment approximating
the above figure, only a portion of
It

IS

being gotten up by

panies themselves.
.

I

le-

that

the masters being put into

White

1

.

by some major
company executives

asserted,

cord^ng,

the com-

Different firms

have different approaches

to

the

problem, but the gist of It all is that
name artists themselves are standing off much of the cost by waiving
normal advances, which are applied
future royalty statements.
Since the top names all work under
roy.alty deals it usually doesn't mat-

against

MUSICIANS

ter to

AHENTION
A larga

national advertiser

assemhiing an

whicli

when

advance.
is

musi-

all-girl

them

excepting

way they

get paid,

a particular release

doesn't sell enough to equal
'

their

h

Most Of the smaller companies,
which didn't 'have much cash re-

caf organization designed fo

serve to begin with, are, of course,
in deeper tr-ouble than the majors in

top any similar group yet as-

financing

aomblod. limited to ex-servlc« girl*.

$50 reward

to the

one who nominates a

who

qualities

for

this

girl

out-

standing organization. Write
Dept. H,

1640 N. W. Bank

Bidg./ Minneapolis 2, Minn.

AnENTION!
Mmte
HMr

iiiililithert,

•fmeiM,

tie.

Imw

iii
larf* U«r« for
4.4reiY fcalMiH on Rwlia R»w.

«M7

Samwl IM.
•iMlitaM If42.

HollywMil.

tAe««^'

pre-ban disking, which
they won't be able to amortize for

months. There are dosiens of .rumors running' around as to how
these companies are able to continue
disking, one going. so far as to assert that in some cases the artists
themselves are financing mii.sicians
and arranging costs as an investment in their future. Without disks
they'd be dead pigeons at the b.o.
anyway, and it's possible that a postban recording could be.come a big

and repay the chances they take
with savings many times over.
Other, New York minors are
working' on a hand-to-mouth basis,
taking full advantage of the 10-day
break Local 802 of the AFM gives in
payment to musicians.
allowing
They pay for the last date with sales
income and keep going around in
hit

OWcM Mdl

A>e«

^"Ti.

that circle.

Sd^ions include t

Bel Ami—1 Wrns Lueky—Ottc Look
at ITou—I'll Be Seeinr ¥ott—Ask
Your Heast I'm Going to See Toa
Today ^Decca Album No. A-941—

My

—

A

—

Decea rcfsonAUty

.

ISctics

Albuou

so
Boston, J*ov, 25,
Getting ready for his second
show at the Latin Quarter,
where he and hijs band ftre cyrstarring,
Ted JOewiS
rently
reached into> his locker for his
fdmed clarinet. It, plus another
clarinet and 'a trumpet, were

Head Post Due to Go to AGMA's Faine
A new administration took over Heller, American Federation of Radio
the American Guild o£ Variety Art- Artists executive secretary; Bewey
ists last weel;; when the Associated
Actors and' Artistes ot Amepictn appointed a committee of five to, govMatt
ern the performers' unioii.
Sheivey, national administrator of
AGVA, since 1943^ was given a sick
leave of a minimum of four weeks.
However, Shelvey is not expected
to return to that post.
It 'Was the original intention Of
the AAAA to relieve Shelvey of his
duties for {our weeks, during which
time an 'investigation of the" union

would

AAAA

The

talce plade.

is re-

ported to have a series of charges

AFRA,

"

iseeretary.

•

'

•

It's expected that Falne Will step
into Shelvey's post permanently as
soon as he can arrange his

Columbus, Nov.

Lewis, valuing them at $1,000,
reported the theft- to police and
did his .show sans, clarinet.

AGMA

Cincy Guild, Aided

Status of several AGVA employees is said to be doubtful, and' decision will be made as soon as the

committee's investigation

is

AAAA

meeting was
called ostensibljr for "the purpose at
considering petitions presented by
AGVA's program committee to ask
Thursday's

Nitery Talent,

6ver.

95.

To ..make if e&Sier to obtain a
night club Hcehse 'in Ohio the Ohio
Liquor Department has set up five
district offices, In Toledo, Columbus,
Cleveland, Akron ^and Cincinnati
No new licenses Wave been approved since 1042 when a "freeze"
was ordered as a Wartime measure.
Last September State' Liquor Direc-'
tor Dale Dunifon announoed the re-*
striction would b6 lifted as soon as
machinery for handling the applica.tions could be set up.
Licenses will begin to be issued
"in about a week," he said'. .They
JUTi subject to quota restrictions,
based on population, so-tliat some

"

affairs.

By

.

.

Add 6G

To Runypn Cancer Fund

as

localities-T-such

not get any

Cincinnati, Nov. 25.
Gratis services by a star-studded
lineup of talent iram nearby Kentucky niteries; realized more than
$6,000 for the DartSon Runyon Cancer Research Fund; at the Page One
Ball in the. S'nton hotel Saturday
(22) sponsored by- the Cincinnati
Newspaper Guild.
.
..'Floor show, runnii^g 90 minutes,
had Joey- Adams .as emcee and these

new

.

,

Cleveland—'wfll

drinking spots.

Blackamoor Rm., Miami,
against AGVA 's management.
the AAAA to hold the convention in
At the start of an AAAA's meeting New York where the confab would
Thursday (20), Shelvey produced get the benefit of AAAA guidance,
Taken Over by Barken
doctor's ccrtiilcates attesting to his
tliat
the
and to consider a request
Miami Beach, Nov. 25.
1
illness.
He'll remain on the payroll voting procedure of branches having
Blaclunoor Room, built by Bonny
for at least the f our-we^ period and less than 200 memhers be in ratio
Gailfcs three years ago and sold last
is expected to step out afterward.
that
known
It
was
to that number.
season. to Nat Modell. changed hands
Committee of Five
adscrutiny
of
Shelvey's
Comple.te
again this weeli, with Sam Barken,
Tlie committee of five to govern^ niJnistration would be made and acts: Eleanor Powell, Delta Rhythm
former owner of the, Five. O'Qopk
AGVA consists of Hyman R. Faiiie, that he would be relieved of duty- Boys, Tony Canzonerj, Juanita Club,
taking it over.
executive secretary of the American while Uie investigation was on. Juarez, Mark Plant, 'Arthur Blake,
Room is in a key location on the
Guild ol Musical Artists; Florence These convention matters are still Slate brothers, the, Colstons, the
main thoroughfare of the beach,
Marston, N.Y. executive secretary of to be ad.1udicated.
Wally Johnson and Jimmie- Wilbur
and has been donvs healthy biz, with
the- Screen Actors Guild; George
Th*e committee is 6xp^cted to orchestras and the Merriel Abbott
continental type qi entertainment,
apply itself to the 'affairs of the Dancers, from Glenn Rendezvous,
featuring modestly budgeted layout.
national office before'proceeding to Beverly Hills, Lookout House and
Understood "that Barken will adhere
study conditions" in some of the lo- Latm Quarter, and Ramona, pianist
to the same policy. Selling price was
'will
It's
expected
that
some
cals.
on WLW.
be dropped inasmuch as the juristAiTair
was co-chairmanned by reported at $85,000.
diction
^could
be
better
handled
iTujjt CottipkH'it;
Stan Dahlman and Mary Wood of
from larger locals in nearby towns. tlie Cincy Post, with Noah' Schech- Niteiy Losjes- Appeal
fimbatsy Club
made

mm

JAY
.

•

.

'

.

ter.

Bloom Back

Olympfci Tlwatr*-

Miami,

Walter Bloom, who

Fla.

Cncreiitly:

Pkintation Cbib
Moli'm/lllineif
.1>ep< tint

FB
Frederick

'

to'ldA:

Dinty's Tftrrace

to
left

Bros, cocktail dept. some months ago
to join the new firm started' by
Charlie Busch and Bill Peterson, returned to the FB office Monday (24).

"

Bloom

Garden

Cohocc, N. Y.

.

.

Ja«ic30iiviU*, Flo.

will handle cocktail acts and
will double
the band dcptHenry Scott, former Providence
agent, also added to agency staff.

m

vet legit agents producing- the

show.

'

•

I*

tetup

Nitery Boosse Licenses

gone.

AGVA' representative to the
AAAA, and A.' Frank Reel, associate
Barto,

On

Ohio Easing *FwNBze'

Without a Flute

hfk at AGVA;

Shelvey Not Expected

Due
,

actions, slated for Monday (24), was
obtained at the behest ot the na-

tional

AGVA

U

>)ew York
RADIO: Suii^y».>i:lt ^Wl^ HVNEW

AGVA's national administrator.
Jones, 'however,, refused (o stay
Mfitt Shelvey,

-

ic»'i itfoiitiwuy

MABSoi^iB
•

Kicwtiw*

MUSIC

COW*.. 'OF

,

,

and continued in offlce, although Shelvey appointed a new

staff.

So
the

-

.

.

far, the Philly fracas has cost
national
ofiicc around

AGVA

$9,000 in counsel fees

and expenses

to Arthur -A. W, Co'wnn, who represents the Shelvey group in Philadelphia.

Berntee I>arka, opening at the
Statler, Cleveland. Dec. 15. It's her
first cafe date since appearing in
the lcgiter. "Beggars Holiday."

For license Renewal.

Columbus, Nov. 25,
Right of the Ohio Liquor Control
refiise to renew the liquor
Hire College
license of the Band Box Club, Cincinnati, has been upheld by FrankCrads as Salesmen lin- County Common Pleas Judge
Music Corp. of America hence- Dana F. Reynolds. The club' had been
forth will hire only college grads, presenting a floor show featuring
with a starting SfJary pt $50 weekly, female
impersonators
when^ the
as- break-iu salesmen. In fact, MCA state liquor board canceled its perplans to insert ads' in tbe dailies ci1> mit.
ing the advantages 'of "unlimited
Judge Reynolds said "the spoken
'
opportimity" -to the bright new words and songs" of the entertainyoung men.
ers "constituted an exhibition not
obviously is- thinking of the conducive to decent and moral confuture, when tliese youngsters can duct,"
eventually replace' the old-timers
who are ready to step out.
STKAETEft UftO ST. BE6I8
The Iridium room of the St. Regis
Amsterdam's Unit hotel, N, Y., has set its first name
Morey Amsterdam; who has air- music' combination in 10 years With
shows over
and 'WIIN, N. Y., the booking of Ted S-traeler, starting
and appears at the Playgoers Club, Dec. 8.' Last well-known hand to'
Y., is slated to st^rt.wwk on a play there was Emil Coleman.
Jack Bertell set the deal.
vaude-'iyite legit.show, snortly. Jack
Kfllcheim. jwUI do the booking,

BEST WISHES

'

MCA To

Board to

•

BILLY VINE
Show

.'•m at

The RITIERA
OS yoH did
rcevnlly' at

•

WOR

'

.

EL RANCHO VEGAS

HOTEL

Smford
HOTEL

A Adler
*

.

^.
mm€*m».

Fecsonal lUuniiccr
.losisi'A

rumored

fired

Morey

RUBAH

its'S

AGVA and Dick Jones, Philly local
exec secretary, )vho was ousted by

MCA

CUKRENTtY

and

on' Who will represent AGVA t'n
Philadelphia within two weeks.
The-Philly" affair is said to be one
of the mosit costly in AGVA's legal
history because of a series of charges
and countercharges between national

.

.

office,

because of ,an anticipated
changeover in AGVA''s .administration, the national ofiice 'will' decide
that

.

'

MAXINE

Qmisig

for

Philadelphia, Nov. 25.
ouj-of-court ^pttlement of the
muddled aifoirs of the two Philly
branches OjT the American Guild of
Variety Artists is reported to take
place^ -within a week.
A postponement"^ of one of the numerous court

An

MMMCA

Amsterdam
sociatidn with

will prdduc'e'

it in

as-

SaranacLake

Gdgar 'Lui^eiibaclv.

:. H»pyy
Benwajr
Saranac Lake. N. Y., Nov. 25.
George Powers, whose Elephant
acts were « vaude tradition, upped
for one meal and picture privileges.
Ai-thur Proffitt mastered thoracoplasty operation and back at the
Rogers, doing nicely.
Sam Schulman g i v e n all-dear
papers atad resuming former duties
at the Tribune theatre, N. Y. C.
•Dr. William Stern, Rogers medico,
oil to N. Y. C. to attend eonferences
at Medical Center clinics.
Isabel Rook.' musician, up again
alter mastering a major operation.
Ditto for Bill (Warner Bros.) Lalls.
Anne Rowe, who mastered four

LAS VtftAS.

A SANFORD

D.

ADLER HOTEL

;

stages of the thoracoplasty opera-*
tion, -Handed «• good clinic report
that ups her for pictures and mild
exercise.

George Pee, musician, appointed
chairman- of the "We The Patients"

fund. ;

Among tliose .showing advanced
are M.ible Burns, Sydney
Cohen, Sig Mealy and Arthw Slat-

progres.s
tery.

Louise Harris, of Hie Paramount
N. Y. office stall, taking to the roulilce a veteran,
(Write to Unse .wh^ «e ill.)

HARRY

A.

ROMM

tuie

WANTED!
A

Smart

Sf»et

Tkat NEEDS S«rart

Mv^

STRANOe
MUSIC
"The American Mvii^a
'Ditoriariiiatinf'

ftbif

Pe«pl«

"-'i:'--'"

45 Waaks—Nidiy Mair'is Coeaival
1S» Wa*ln~AiHy Hose's DioiiioMl IforsMlioa
JEAN ROSE'

AVAUAMJE NOVEMftER »TH
4f W*it4Mi$l.,if. Y.

:

November 26, 1947

WeAii6eA»Yi.

SI

Harem

Kitty Kallen Exits

BerySbmipSeeii

In

Dispute

Billing^

Kitty Kallen stepped out of the
Y., last week after a dispute over biUing.
Contract, it's
claimed, called for equal bjUIng with
Myron Cohen and the Jack Cole
for
in
a
slump
Nitery business,
dancers.
This was carried out in
even
dip
gome time, is expected to
newspaper ads, but not on the nitery
Christfurther with the advent of
marquee. After biUing wasn't cormas shopping season.. Pwigd be- rected* she quit the show.
tween Thanksgiving and Chtisttnas
Nancy Donovon replaced.
traditionally one of the worst of
Js
pick-up is exthe year, and little
pected until New Year's Eve. After

Miami Bistros Shoot Wodis On Talrat

John Wilstach

Harem, N.

Till

New Yr.'s Eve

'

Fd

rtcalls

^

Historic Barkers

and

which

BRITISHCOPY MATERIAL,

slide is expected to
be heightened Toy the fact that the

TOUGHING IT FOR YANKS

5iat

slump

comes another

lasts until late

,

January.

The business

.

annual exoduii.to Florida by some
starts during
of the bigger spenders

many

clubs tradi-.
this period. Also
tionally make Uttte attempt, to over"

•

'

come these hard times by spending
important coin for attractions and
However, N. Y. spots
advertising.
like the Copacabana, Carnival, Latin
Quarter and. Harem, have fairly expensive shows booked for that tinje.
Business, so far,- hasn't been too
bad in several spots. The Harem,
for example had the biggest week
with a $40,000 gross last week, the
first Of the layout topped, by Myron
Cohen..

and a case in point is a
recent situation involving. Gil Lamb
when he opened at the Casino in

Lamb, of course, has done a flock
of pix in Hollywood, and when he
opened at the Casino he was told
that several British performers had
Eilready done the same type of material (copied from his pix). Consequently* he had to do a quick switch
after his opening show.

Lamb

now* in Rome making

is

film for Columbia, but

Deny

,

Show Permit

Sardi's

is

a

due back

London Casino as soon as he

at the

can give

it

a

definite date.

In H'wood^nti-Cafe Drive
Hollywood, Nov, 25.
Entertainment an<i dance permits Tovni Casino, Buffalo,
were denied Sardi'S, on Hollywood
Sets Name-Band Policy
blvd,, by the Police Commission,
The Town Casino, Butfalo, which
largely because of protests by a
group of citizens headed by John B. has been using top talent, will go
Hollywood Chamber of in for a session of ninie bands starti(tingsle"S!,
ing Dec. 15 with the Ray Eberle
Commerce prexy. Similar permits band, with" Sammy JCaye set for

•

In

Grable, and $23,000 for Maurice
and Chevalier. However, the Colonial
Inn has the best chance of recoup-

tht ferlhcoming

<

42d Atmiveraary Edition

its entertainment investment be^
cause of casino activities.
Once the season gets rolling, however, it's pointed out that the large
spots such as the Beachcomber and

ing

Copacabana will need around

$50,-

000 weekly to break even. That's a
The bistro ops are optimistic, point- big order for spots doing only two
ing to the fact that the majority of shows nightly; If the operators rehotels now have full reservations sort to ininimum beverage charges
for the better part of the season. at dinner, couverts, and $12.50 meals,
Hotel space is now at a premium, it's doubtful that they'll get much
many of them scaled at $40 daily. repeat trade.
Hov/ever, many feel that the ;bjgThey feel that public spending hasn't
reached its peak, and those who can gest hurdle is the fact that many of
will come with
afford a Florida vacation can stand the Florida regulars
the expensive tap of the Mialni curtailed bankrolls. The cloak>-and»
suit industry in N. Y., from which
Beach cafes.
Consequently, the cafe owners come some of the bigger spenders,
have been buying top talent at ter- hasn't had too good a season, and
rifically high salaries.
Top salary many after paying the high hotel
on record is that :0f Maurice Cheva- rates, will have little left for cafes.
Most clubs with the .giant talent
lier who'll get $22,500 a week at the
Copacabana. "rhey've also bought budgets didn't make out too well lastKay Thompson and the Williams year when talent budgets were a?
shade lower, and there was con-,
Bros, at $6,500.
The Beachcomber, directly across- siderably more money around. Attime, it was said that never
the-strcet from the Copa, is also that
again .would the Miami Beach oii^.,
shelling out heavy coin and will have
Sophie Tucker for an eight week erators ^'work for the actor," But,
of
period with other acts including here th^ are again, stilt hopeful
Peter Lind Hayes appearing with hitting tWbladi: side of -the ledge:;
at the «iid of th^ seasoifj
,

Piaf and

Compagnons

Go Separate Ways On

-

London.

Florida
Miami

season,

this

Miami Beach operators are bucking
the
current downward economic
trend with the most expensive shows
in the resort's history, shelling, out
as high as $30,000 weekly for a layout, while the public, generally, is
watching its ws^d because of the uncertainty of these times.
.

A number of English acts have a
penchant for copying comedy material of Americans from the latters' pix,

ThereH Be- Plenty Spenders

boom-or»bust for

niteries

Ballyhoo

:

'

It's

.

Own

Their

Cafe Dates

Edith Piaf and her Campagnons

de

la

Chanson

(9),

booked as a com-

:

bination in European engagements,
will

be separated at the conclusion

of the Playhouse, N. Y., variety
closing

Dec.

6.

Miss

Piaf

show
goes

the Versailles, N. Y., in the
middle of January, while the Campagnons are set for the Latin Quarter, N. Y., Dec. 10.
into

The "Companions

Song" will
play the Loii Walters-E. M. Loew
spot for two weeks and then open at
Loew's Latin Quarter, Falni Island,
Fla., Dec. 25 for four weeks, and
following, that engagement will' re*
turn to the N. Y. LQ. Both a(!ts are
of

'

-

:

her for two weeks at $5,000, while
the Ritz Bros will follow Hayes for
$1,250 for' a two week session. Rudy
Vallee is due at that spot Jan. 2 at

Esther Williams* Vauders

Esther Williams is being submitBiggest spender of them all will ted for a vaude tour. The Metro
the Colonial Inn, Hallendale, Fla., star recently started making per*reported getting' $3,000.
which opens Christmas Day with Ray sonal appearances in cennectiott
were refused the Susi^ iiitiN^ on Jan. 5. and Cab Calloway down for
Deals had been cooking with both Bolger, Joan Edwards and the Henry with the showing of her iilmj/'This
"
Jan. 12.
the same boulevard,
acts for other N. Y. spots. Billy Rose Busse orch. It has Joe E.- Lewis, Time For Keeps." Since then'l she's
Harry Altman, operator, has used was interested in Miss Piaf for the Tony Martin and Jane Fioman apparently become cdnfident -enough
City Coupcll announced a pro.
name
bands
previously,
mainly
when
reopeningof his Diamond Horse- booked for subsequent shows.' This to essay a few- dates while 'warting
gram calling for more light In cock'
top talent wasn't available. It's be- shQe,. Dec. 26. Rose who closes .his; spot' still hasn't its full complement for next picture .assignment.
bars and' .restaurants whiere
tail
The William Morris agency i$
lieved he'll, now book a steadier run spot Saturday (29) for a neiif decor,' of entertainers and has thrown out
i
lli^uor is sold,
of top orchs into the spot.
will install a new policy which will* offers as high as $25,000 for Betty handling her. j
$7,000.
b.3

'

-

•

.

•

.

'

-

'

'

.

.

•

'

be topped by a 37-piece tzigane or-

Dailey, Harrison

&

Fisher

Top New Roxy, N.Y.,Show
The Boxy

a last
minute booking signed Dan Dailey,
20th>'Fox player, and Harrison and
theatoe, N. Y., in

chestra, a la the Monsigneur, Paris.
Rose wanted Miss Piaf to top his
preem show.
As it now stands,
Maia & Hara will now head the act
layout.

Simultaneously, Nicky Blair had
been dickering for the Gallic songballroomers who returned
group, to open at the Carnival, tofrom Europe last week, to head the
morrow (Thursday) with George
going
in
stage^ow
tomorrow
Jessel.
Deal, however fell through,,
(Thursday). Sudden booking was
and Carnival show now has Luba'
necessitated by decision to withdraw
Fisher,

'

Malina, Elsa

LAURETTE and CLYMAS
"OANCUMORISTS"
JACK DAVIES

Ntw

Y<»rfc>

PHIL
»

'

.

TYREU

tiltctito

"Forever Amber" after five weeks.
ters,
Ray
Usual opening day, Wednesday, Irwin.

was

shifted

AGVA
FLORENCE

the following day.

to

Others on the bill are Three Swifts,
Norman ^Young, Milton Kaye and
the H. Leopold Spitalny chorus-

&

THE INK SPOTS

Waldo,.' Graham Si^-i
Charles.

Jaqu0mot and

Clifford C. Fiscl^er who imported
Miss Piaf and the Campagnons, set
deals.
the Versailles' and

LQ

TOWN CASINO

Mgl.-UNiV»SAL A'miACTIO^a
'

S<5

Mjit>Aio; N. y:

Hfrti

Av«mM.'<N«w

Yarir-

Branch Folds
Jack

Phoenix, Nov. 25.
White,' American Guild of

Ben

•

Sir

in the

"Box Offic^'

Artists
rep in Arizona;
local office last week and
checked into New York for huddles

Variety
closed

WHITE
The Risqu* Frisky'
ttmA W«ch Marmoid Room
Parik Central Hotel;

New York

JANE DOUGLASS at the Piano

with

AGVA

national office.

White will accompany wife and
child io Engli^id n«xt months saling
Dec. 11 on the Queen Hary. He's
skedded to return to Phoenix in
April, with local office being shuttered in the interim.

Florence Desmond, British comehas been booked for the
Room of the Plaza hotel, N.
April 15.

Comedy, Star of

dienne,

Persian

rCALL

Y., starting

New

ME

.-

.

MISTER''

York's Hit iyiusicol

Herman Levin and Phil Adier for
«,WeHderfHi Legitimate Mpjifhs ;

-Theiilis

THE

,

CMrreMly

..

ANGIE

COPACABANA

BOND TRIO

Miami

i

Opening Dec. 11

!

Amtrica'f Forammt
InitraitiMMl Triv «wl Voeolt

CAPITOL. WASHINGTON: D. C.
CURRENTLY

Loew's Washingtton
Week November

Opening Dee. 25

LOEW'S STATE,

27th

HIPPODROME
BALTIMORE'

.

Phlladelphlo

Publicity:

FRANCES

E.

KAYf AND CO.

Coming to the
CAPITOL, New York

For 3rd Return Engogenient

ooktag DircetiqiT:.
EDDIE SMITH, New York
Parfoiial Management:

ALLAN RUPPERT.

i

NEW YORK

Mgt,

PAUL SMALL ARTISTS

AGN^A

Thanks NICK
for
Radio Gtiest Shots

.

;

vAwmmtuiM
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Over 200 Striplwri

JolttiHumAwany 12G FromGovt
For Loss of A.

A coinmission of three local lawyers has allowed the John Harris
Ice-Capades, Inc., whiqh play here
for aO' weeks each suinmer, $12,000
damages

resulting

losses

foi:

when

Airforces took over the
Convention hall, where the ice
show is held, dwring World War II.
The Harris "show had sought
damages ot |33,500 for the loss of
the hall, and had lodged ,a suit di-

.the

Army

city's

rected
spring.

at'

The

Government la.st
the
verdict was announced

here on Thursday (20) by Alexander K. Blati, one «f the lawyers
named to serve oh the commission

by U. S.. District Judge Thomas M.
Madden.
The Arena Management Assn., afwith the Ice-Capades, had
also sought damages but its claim
was not allowed by the Commis-

filiated

who ruled that it had suls
fered no loss.
Suit was .a claun for leasehold Alitt
the Convention Hall. Iceter^
Capades had obtained a lease on the
hall from,iehe city for the period of
sioners,

•

'July 2i to Sept.

6,

vm.

•I

EDDY

CM

Coin (or

(HOTEt 'VKAKA)

Bistros
days.

Joel

Mark

Jffmqn,

Orch backs Regan neatly and doubles
for good dancing beat with Mark
Mopte'8 crew,

•'
.

Hotel Plaza's lush Persian Room,

or more "peelers" for customer lure.
Most of the 40 spots are. along west
~
Knoxvill«, Npv, 25.
Madison, north Clark, south State,
class nitery
Roxy theatre, KnoxviUe, Cancelled and Howard Streets.
vaude shows last week after having on the Gold Coast reopened recently
run flesh of one ^ort or another con- with similar policy.
tinuously for 14 years,
-About 210 strippers are on nitery

one of the

last

among New York

niteries to charge a cover, is proving

r«ll«g« Inn, dit
(SHEBMAN HOTEL)

Chicago, Nov. 21.
Mel Tornie, Leo Dtavwnd, Jose
Metis Orch (8)' witJi Jean Willionw,

Carl Marx,
that the charge is no boxoflice de- !i2,50.$3.50.
terrent so long as -the .food, drinks

;

A

Stal.

$1.90 covef, $2 STotttf"

.

'

having floor shows depend on one

Roxy, KwoJtvaie, Tenn.,
Tosses Stageshows

Regan,

Phil

Monte Orchs;

Reviews

lighting the' maestro' at the keyboat«l

V.

Bo^in,

Perstiitt

Chicago; Nov. 25.
Biggest nitery operations here are
strip-joints. Over half of bistros

-

dub

Night

Grmdiiig Out lancy

C And to AHorces

Atlantic City, Nov.; 25.'

'

'

Marty Hogan; minimum

Mel Torme has not been seen in
entertainment standards are
to\yri in the past four years.
maintained at a high level. If it's his home
It is unfortunate that his reappear"The stageshows just didn't draw payrolls, with some working here true, though, that one of the pri- ance should have been made in this
keep
is to
enough to keep going," sighed Man- 15 years, switching from place to mary reasons for a cover it doesn't room. Singer's appeal is based on
out the so-called rifl-rafl,
intimacy and h}i projection to nearby
ager Frank Nickins.
place. Spots pay oft not so much on
work at the Plaza. Guys and gals
In this large bistro his
talent or looks, but on how- long art togged out in dinner jackets «nd customers,
work is lost on those 'outside' the
act has played acrcss the street of gowns can make just as much noise
In the bargain he
first few tables.
door, because customers follow and get in the hair of performers sang almost entirely to one side of
next
ILUtESS HTTS
ust 'as much i^s- their lower-income the nitery which caused many pathe gals. Most working in class C
less costly
or D joints get $80 to $90 per week; evel confreres at the
trons to squirm in order to- catch a
*
glimpse of him.
Doubling as hostesses, top gals in boitea...".
Cover certainly won't hurt the
Torme tees off with skat version
Due to his illness, Frank Sinatra certain spots, pull iii an average of
Persian Room'* .take during the curOught to Be In Pictures"
never got near the figure at which ZOO "B" drinks a nigiit, commission- rent run otaphU Regan, Guy readily of "You tprns to the semi-torch,
and then
he would have' beeun working on able at 15 cents each, running into admits to his 15 years
show bix "And Mhni," for dramatic appeal.
and B
percentage, during his first week at $20 to $30 extra nightly. In
and
ever
than
b\rt he looks younger
In "Ballerina*' he makes effective
the Capitol theatre, New York, spots, girls make as high as $100 to his excellent styling, easy delivery use of his low register. Reverting to
which ended last Wednesday (20) $200, With some. drawing $400. Some and pleasant personality are sock lighter mood^ he Rings "Let's Fall in
Out of action from the second show strippers work 18 months Id- one with the customers. He plays the Love." His one weik number, unSaturday (15) until Tuesday morn' cafe. Average age of performers is audience With all the sa'wy that IS fortunately,, is his own comi>osltiojn,
uPi "The Country Fair." This is basicyears' experience 'has. built
ing, Sinatra and "Her Husband's At 25, with « few 35 and over.'
with them enough to keep ally a production number and Torme
Singer's
Prices of the.perforjners' attire, (or jantering
lairs" (Col) did $53,000.
them happy but not enough to de(Continued on page 53)
deal galled for- a ^0,000 guarantee lack ot it) have, risen to all-time tract irom the anash ImpaM of his
peaks, with the result that most girls songs. He even gets the room's supplus a S0% split over $80,000.
On his second of three weeks, rent costumes. In fact, one theatri- posedly sophisticatied group to join
Sinatra, stiU bothered by the bad cal costuftier here, bought- a three in on a couple of oldies. .Result is a
throat tlvat caused him so much story building last month fo cater, pleasant time by alL
trouble the first week, but working exclusively to the g-string trade,
One of the chief fa?tors in Regan's
However,, zipper work isthe apparent way he likes to
nevertheless, figures to reach about mostly rentals.
artists in the more eUte places- buy sing and enjoys his work. He did
$75,000.
14 tunes the night caught (21) and,
$300 and up.
gowns at
although he didn't come back after
Cabdrirer Steere'r^
the last one for the usual' beg-oft
Vaudle Tour
Riissell
Most of the trade comes from con' speech, he could have done more.
Hartford, Nov. 25.
out-of-town' He mixes the songs nicely, from his
Andy Russell wound up a six- ventioneers and other
cab standard Irish folk-tunes' to current
week theatre tour at the State here: ers, hustled by beU captains and
Hit Paraders and old pops, handling
drivers. Spots pay cab drivers haU them all with facility. Vocal range
Sunday night (23). Singer racked
every load they bring and is expressed mostly in the Irish;
'Comedy Donee Auric*'
a gross of $15,000 for a three-day isMax for
HELD OVER <
bell captains .are on salary. Gross tU5.es,' which carry him'up- into the'
.........
...
stand.''"
"A," spot is approxima- tenor reaches. He hits every note
Russell opened at the AfeadoWt fure for an
bOHTON
year, which is way on the button. Standout, of course
per
.$750,000
Dir.: M«TTV ROSEN
y
night
last
J.,
brook,' Cedar Grove, N.
take
of many niteries, are such numbers as "Irish Lullaby'
above
the
Til(Tues.) for a week 8tay.->Iartha
"Same Old Shillelagh," but he
jjVhat hikes their gross is the heavy and
tori 'is also on the bill.
also does a nice job on tunes like
Foi^ a budget, act-wise,
ctoinking.
"I Wish I Didn't Love You So" and
"strip" can get away with $1,000 to "My Blue Heaven." And, of course
Georgfe Wettling, drummer, is ex$2,000 in comparison with a bistro "Peg O' Mv Heart," his bestselling
hibiting some 17 ol- hi:^ modernistic
which presents, a clean revue. With Decca platter, comes in for its proper
paintings at the Norlyst (Sallery,
jl>ndget show costing^ an share of plugging,
even
low
a
'
N. Y. starting Monday (24) through
easy $3,500,
^oel Herron's oreh Starts the 40Nit*4if«'« Nawnl Utlf-S«i»MUiii
Dec' 6. Series ol candid 'photographs
C^se in- point is the Rio Cabana, minute show with a- nest streKige^
of jazz musicians who played in
class nitery that iormeiiy bought ment of "Warsaw Concerto," spotNew York', th^ past' ,JO- years 'also name
.OriNIM» DEC: 4 .
acts, but big budgets and small
being jshQwn during the'same.period
attendance made it fold last summer
by Otto- 1. .Hess.
This fall, spot reopened with |
Soinatliing Nrw in ConiMiy Motaiiaf
"girly" policy at balf of- previous
f«r M.C,'t, Acti, uml Disc Jeckt
b^dget. The thircl week's books
.(I u.
LauiklitcStMk atrln I t* 'S
by. ;
take bigger
and

SINATRA

% CHANCE AT NX CAP
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SLAPSIE MAXIE'S
HOLLYWOOD.

.

Gownd

$3;0(r IndtHRiig t 9mi Wfos
Send' tot Hat 'Of-'imiiiaMal, imtodiei),
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showed

,

R N E STO

-thaii

ttpne'taight

llWld Fir*

house earned last New YearV Eve
with vpped prices.' I^ot did away

HELENA and HOWARD
LOVE tHAT PRICE

SMITH

St..

-

'

RwtlMi (DMIkMa)

Mnter MtnflMutt
.

NIU

mi

ffiU

I

.1

ti f

SAM

With' mtaimum and covfer" charges,
gets big group spenders. Main-^
line spots shy way from the hea'vy
grind stuil,*wlule others are on the

I

to

S,.<2m.

t« 4(.«..«,,j..t,..S2,^
.....,.,.fl w.

TmIwimI

mmt

SOk lemt,

iiy"

UW Ml., N«w York 20

l)ut

.

i»«w ir«rk vt

.

254 W.< 4MII

St.,

Nfw

Y«irh,

N. Y.

"Ijfe-in-the-raw"' idea.

BonanM for

.

Acents

rfc« Bright

There are six booking agencies in
town that specialize in "exotics.'V
Several who formerly booked bur-lesque houses ihave made tlje switch;

New Slitsfifify Star

'

with

grabbing

booker

one

.

MICHAELUHIGLAS

abouf

$500,000 a year in commissions for

A

operaticm.
Bur«
lesque here is dead outside of thret
sjpots. on 'South State that «re 250
grind operations. Rialto, class spot
of the midwest, switched to film pol«
icy last year due to hea'vjf labor
h0le-{n<-thef-wall

LOEW
BOOKING

Just Gompleted

'

costs.

;

_

.

12 Weeks Empire Itoom
Palmer House, Chicogo

We(d(s Moyf lower

Currently Chicago Theatre.

Kansas City has o^e

shows.

,

Perteiwl Mtmf.:

MUNTtiY

spot and St. Paul and MilineapoUf
several. Detroit, with IS spots, hai
stricter lulei for strippers 'tha)() lOff
other town.
*

1 luiorr

eiNTRAL lOOKINO

OmCI

:•

lOIW •UILMM« ANNIX

Vim

TOY & WING

Swiss Juggler Signed
For Ringlitig Cn-cus
First Ringling Bros, and Barnura
Bailey circus importation for next
season has already been signed.
Unus, a Swiss high pole juggler, has
been signed by Hans Lederer, of the
Clifford C. Fischer office, who books
for John Ringling North.
Act is
current with .the Swiss 'National
Circus.
North and Lederer are slated to.
go to Europe shortly for a talent

"CHINA'S FOREMOST DANCERS"

&

Previously

LONDON CASINO,
"

England

CURRENTLY tTH WEEK

CHEZ PAREE, Chicago
Opening Dee.

4, Slaptie .Mteie't.

Hollywood

.

DIr,:

Wm. Mwtic

,

G*wn

hv illy LIvlnwtMi

hunt

JOAQUIN GARAY
f

-Havana Madrid
NEW

•CURRENTLY.
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August. She ..jpears on his tadio
show, and pufelicity-wise it helps,
Slight blonde' looker opens wtth
"Sometimes I'm Happy" ^and then
gives the husky treatment to "I'm
ContimieA from saye
In the Mood For Love.*' Follows
WEEK or NOVEMBER
with '"The Hootinest
"Take You Home Kathleen" and the and Vincent YoumansGal in Town,"
College Inn, Cht
medley.
shew
K«m«r«I» bi mbimcUo* wHh Mlla ketew Inatcai* •pcntar tey
background like.
Miss Lewis ends with "Please
cets loot with clashing
wtaetlicr full or «pUt week
Ted Straetcr, with a big band of Take Me Home This
However, he has a solid
Moment" for
music.
14, is due to' come .in this week,
Letter la pwrcniheiea Inillcatea etcealti <I) tadcpendeati (1.) Ii«ewi
Ray Morton orch
cend-oft with another ol his songs, succeeding the longtime incumbent hefty returns.
(r) PanmooBti (K) VKOi (W)
backs show expertly and keeps floor
'iChristMBS Song," which, he gives Paul Sparr, whose dansapation
has
crowded for dancing.
zobe.
the hush treatment,
long been standard and popular
Hotel Ta»
H Curbello Ora
Oriental (I) »7
Leo Diamond, recording artist and here, alternating from winter to the
SEW -VOBK CITS 'Jack
Vincent Lopeit Ora
Jack Prase Oca
Smith *
Capit«l (I.) *1
alumnus 0* the Bovrah Minevitch Viennese Roof summer season for
Charlie Drew
Red Ingle Ore
Fcanlc Blnatra
Cafe Society
Using a
Versailles,
Rascals, has a socle act.
Y.
Havaaa-Madria
the last four oy five years. The
Corrlno Tedder
(Uowntowni
S Henderson Oro
opens
harmonica,
he
register
:Noro Morales Ovo
double
(FOLLOWCF)
Coley Worth
Rose Murphy
liOrralne Rogniin
Johnny Gua;cneri Trio, however, will
Alvereii Mera
3
Apulctons
3
stflth sure-fire "Donkey's Serenade"
Dunninger
Martin
Alan.^
Melvin
has
been
Win
around
hold over as relief for the StraetCorday A. Triane
Cal-1 Sands Ore
Music Hall (I> 21
Dorothy Jarnao
for quite a while but seemingly is
and then trills "When You Were erites.
Saeatras'-OrO'.
Abel,
Hops J'oye,
Lublle Oumminae
OT.EVni.AND
first really finding himself here at
Sweet Sixteen" and "Near You."
I«elan4l
Dave Martin Oro
Brian Sullivan
Palace (R)
Lynn .Allison
this East SOth street bistro. He's been Ben Dovft
After a Spanish bit he brings out a
Tommy Dorsey Ore Cate Socletjr Vpta Tiny
Clark
slastic contrivance hooked-up with
best known at private parties, but Stan Kavanauglj
Kmerald Sis
Larry Adler
Ii0.u Menschet
Club
Pi'o£. Backwards \
has. played niteries, did a pretty Rooketteia^
Joan Merrill
four harmonicas and goes to town
Martin Line
^
SftUet
Toronto,
Corps
Nov.
21.
4e
Oro
Ertcores
Abbey Albert
Blimpy Blank QM
good radio program, etc. However, Glee Club
MfAMI
on "La Donna Mobile. '
Jean Carroll, George & Ann Oliver, in Nick
Gao Gulgel Ore
MartlnI<|tiM
Olyinpla (P) X«
with "St. ]i«uis Blues."
& Arnold's cafe he is really
hpcMonsi Ore
Rudy Hansen, Wally Wicken's Orch socking
Oopaeabana
Morey & 'Eaton
Jose Miiis, held over lor the
hard.
Ralph Font Ore
Peter Lind Hayea
Pryde & Bay
mini'nwTii.
Brooke Bd
fourth show, does a competent job (9) ; $3,76
One might be captious about the Randy
Jayne Manners
Jet MacDonald
Sonny Sparks
Klne? Cole 3,
the
Roberto & AUeia
fact that he punches home his stuS Connie Hulnes
Gordon MacRae.
Mavy Healy
iii (backing Tprme and providing
On her first Canadian engagement,
JLeon * Bddlc'a
Blair & Dean
MRIVARK
tance music. In his sptp spot at.the Jean Carroll is packing them in on a little too much; that some of his Bon Evans
Eddie DavllB
Bay Arnet
Ailams (I)
eyboatd, he does fast Angering ot
small-talk appears a bit on the 1: Laiio & Clnire
Michael Durso Ore Art Waner O'*
»oxr ([) 2V
Ted .Weema Ore
Jean Williams her second week at the Club Nor- know-I'm-good side, even though he
^'Bumble Boogie.'*
Fernando Alvare» O Shirley Powell
'ISTellle T.utcber
Dan Dalley
S A S Artnurk
band vocalist, does a neat rhythm man. The comedienne ifitersperses essays unsuccessfully to throw it 3 Swifts
El Chlco
The 'Glenns
McCue
Peggy
her
songs
with
;sprightly
chatter
and
F Del Monte
Hob on "Don't You Love Me Any3 Stooges
away; but the fact remains that this TJotman .Young
Dick Bain
Vletoria Baveelo
Fleliec
more?"* which brings back the Latin knows how to handle the occasional mentalist has a new gimmick which Harrison &
XEWBVBQH
Lavel'ne ft .Ton
Rita & Rozipo
Slate <I^) If
heckler in, a manner that makes the
Faye & A-ndra
Bits (I*) * »n\S' Los Panetaos
|8'«r tor his terrif interpretation of
is completely different.
Prichard & Lord
cut-up ash,amed of himself,
McKinley Bd
Ray
Shepard Line
."Cmtimana."
He
indulges in no written mes- Bob' Howard
Greenwich' Vil>' I*n
HounidBlaB
Old
KUly DeWolfe
Her 'bluish lyrics and parodies sages being
Carl Marx, in his exaggerated
Jean Parkei*
handled by a stooge; L.add: Vyun
Frankle Ijaine
Sadie Banks
skirt the edge but remain in the
Rellly;
Herern-^
Clark ;Bros.
Althea
he has no aides; and whatever the Hetty
itlowh costume, gets laughs with, his
.Tackle Gleason
NeCi Harvey Ore
Joey Dean
PATKBSON_,
-WrcUs routines. Marty Hoggin, latest bounds of good' taste because of her cue or code system he seems 'Very Beg Kehoe
Joe LaPorte' Oro
Mnjestle (1) Vi-TM :^onny Roberta O'
«f the disk jockey ro>c.'s, should innocent, wide-eyed delivery. All successful in reading license num- Itlarlmba Qneens
Orp
Q'A<itt(la
Ross
Ross &.
.'Uareni.^'
BROKK
^unch up introes for better results. songs sock over, particularly her bers, names, addresses, prognosti''mimt'''.B«wp- ....
.Tack Cole Dcri
28-SO Dale Sis
(I>
"Things My Mother Taught Me" and cating, etc.
Zobe.'
Crwth K*W Or*'
He works with the same Windwr
Pedro & Durand
Myron Cohen'.
Poms
"The Man That I Married." Miss portable mike
hatin Quarter
Hobby Sarjtent
Elisa ,Tayn«
strapped around his
tr.
J .Tohnfiton
Willie Howard
Carroll puts across impersonations of neck as he
Go
John
Polly
Jenkins.
Elliot"
Iinmbei;t,
over the, radio. He Eddie
Al Kelly
1-8
PftuI Remod
Al Jolson .with "April Showers" and sit perched did
Ted Ma>-lin
* Kt Aforoeetf,
-Mazzone-Abbott D'a
atop a slightly raised Martin
Nancy Donovan
n & B Plekert
& rioreni!
a rousing mimicry of Ted Husing at podium; uses his
Stuart Morgan Dcia.
glasses, in academic
RiOk Layne
Nevada Smith
Montreal, lVb». 22,
BBOOKIiTKSl
Gloria Lo Rojr
the track. Also, with the band, she fashion, for reading
rausto Curbello O
or writing when FlafbueU (I) !i«-SO Dcl.o;'!" & Shirley
Willie Shore, Gail JUTereditli, June
Emlle Boreo
does a couple of excellent trumpet
Art R<^man O
Alan .Stone
Reno
Plroska
Xdmrit, Milray GMs (6), Budd^ chorus imitations in the Harry James he makes markings on the portable Alan
Ijavernes'
The
Botcl EaiSon
Miriam. Gwynno
slate. He also .tops off with a good 3 Fontaines
Clarke Orch (11); no co««r; mini- style.
Tommy Reed .Ore
Catherine Harris
FHILADBLVHIA
Bon Vivanta
mathematical trick of totalizing four Gale. Adams
J
$1.90.
Cantuin (I) «7.
Vincent Travera O
'No 1 mtO). Av«
George and Ann Oliver are on different numbers of four
Roberta Circus
digits raul McWlUinme
Riviera
Pbyilifl Grey.
for a roller-skating turn, including each,
Douglas
Milt
writing the sum total in
Billy Vine
Gordon Gtfford
'Willie Shore toplines new layout plenty of flirts with danger. Rudy
Jamaiea
«<-!!» Tlicj Delmars ,
(I)
Jah'
.
Bart
Uaijel
Websteir
..
.
here and reveals -iiiimself' as an Hansen pleasantly m.c.'s and does a advance..'
Gansrlers Circus
Sally Marr
Downey & B'onvllle Demac ft -Denlse
Whether a tribute to I>unninger or Fielder & Harriet
PROVIUBNCB
polished couple of vocal chores backgrounded
iimusiug comedian and
Betty Jane Smith
Highlights
«7-IIA
.Tmmy
Brown
Capitol
(I)
not,
the
Versailles
business
Tony
Bnvnar..
seems
-dancer. Shore'd personality' and de- by the competent music of
Beimont-PIacn
Wafly bullish. Bob Grant and Panchito's J & J Blair
Pespy Ann Oarner Radio
Cntalfnoj Ore
Aces.
livery enable him to < refrain from Wickens orch'.
.'Wilfred Dubois
4 Lavernes
McStay.
Bahan Bl<« "
John 'Xiaurena
'
orchestras per usual dick with their TheSkydders
risQue. gags for he doesn't need this
B &.M dates
Sonla Cortls
-j
Taylor lilne
;•>:'.''
,
terp tunestering.
Doryce Drew
«
Abel.
Stan Ivwrn
Connie Sawyer :.
type ot material to put him over.
CastilianoH Ore
* Col
,Taclr Waller
Ado Duval
Jean Palmer
Eddie Stone Oro
has routined many original
; -He
(one to nil)
Palnnibo^s, Phllly
.BKADING
I^orniann Paris jl
ketches which bring top response.
Hotel; BUtimaM
%7-28
BAKTUHOKIi
Blacker
BaJah
Wally
(.f)
Philadelphia,' JVo». 21.
liiajiny Ross
Hlppodvpme <I) Vf 'Buddy Rich Ore
After his slick soft-shOb contrib, he
SplTT'a
"
Molly Picon, Collins & Peterson,
E Robeni
Pansy' the ^Hovse:
Pat Whitney
Splvy
follows with pantomime of a pin
Jack
Curtis,, Manhattan Steppers,
'Mack David
jShtela Barrett
ball machine fanatic~'titled'"For
Ventalllca
Sonny Weldbn O
Valentine's Orch, Line; no
Whom The Ball Roll''—which is also Rocky
Dunninger
Stenlien Klsley 'O
minimum or cover.
JOAQUIN
GAKAV
mck, His novelty dance impression^
t'ominiodoro Bob Grant Oro
Hotel
'
Panohito': Oro
Songs
Stan Kenton Ore
of Harry Lauder and Pat Rooney
Hite and Stanley
Village Barn
Recently returned from a South 18 Mlns.
Botcl Lexlnctpw
and his rumba with a femme ring-: African
Pete
:piute
tour, headliner Molly Picon' Havana Madrid, N. T.:
Alomas:' 'Hawaiians
Toni Palmer.
aider, add up for additional, are other
Ho>»l IS'enr Yaarfcer Moore Sis
takes the spotlight with accustomed
Current appearance at the Havana
routines which briiig h'eny salvos.
Sammy ICaye Ore
ILTMORE lOWl
dash and verve for a siflart routine Madrid, N. Y., is the first locally in
MacArthurs
Hotel Pelnn»ylTfnia Ranch Ore
'Jun^ Edwards scores with her exIAS ANGBLEI^
well-calculated to click with the. 10 years for Joaquin Garay. In -the
Chas Splvak Qso.
'
ceptional acrobatic daiibes.
customers.
Hotel Ptrno
Per. M«t.: EDPIE SMITH AftEMCV
interim he's sung and m.c.'d at his
Gail Meredith is a-' looker and
Tj & E Roberts
}601 Iiraad«*y
New Yark
Jane Dulo
The perennial Miss Picon, who Copacabana, San Francisco, and perdresses smartly. She olTers a rep<
Chas Render Ore
Mardl' Bryant
Fav & Gordon
ertoire of pop ballads with a warm. looks as young as ever, garners formed in various other countries.
Max Kaminsky t
Van Smith Ore.
laughs and applause 'with He's a rattier small, nice looking
0.nn Fry*
':rlch' voice,' Her best is a special plenty
.
Plaita
M'aldort-Astorla
]trrtingement of "She Didn't Say Ycs,^ "People on* Parade," "'Typical New chap with dark hair, an infectious Walton & O'Ronrke Ifi r.o .rack Dame PhilHotel
Regan
De, Marcos'
.Steve Murray
Ray English
^She Didn't Say No." Also docs "Do York Working Girl," "Manhattan smile and considerable vitality,
Joel
Herron
Ore
Nat Brandwynpe.'O
Bond Trio
BOC'KFOBU
For this appearance he opeiis with Angle
Roosevelt
-f
Hotel
f Love Yon?," "Near You" and Cocktail" and "It All Comes from the
MIeha Bnrr~ Oft.
Begnl (I) 23
Puluce (f) 27
Guv .I:.ombardo O
Wlvcl
Tlianlcsfeivihg
^WhiSenpoof Song" for nice re Tonsils." latter easily the funniest a lively number in Spanish, with .Sweeth'ts Rhythm
Hotel
St
Morlta
Bob Lee
enough E-nglish interpolations to R S Red Dancers
of the lot.
Follies
turns.
Edo Lubich Ore
Kay Carole
-2 Colstons
Charioteers
The line of girls is okay in their
Miss Picon was in excellent form make the meaning fairly clear. Fol- 'Phe
Hotel 8t Bc«to
Brynne Lorey '
Brookens & Van
Renclnll, .Malino &
FcanJc Parker
.rania Scott
routines. The Buddy 'Clarke orch when caught Friday night (21), and lows with the "Whiffenpoof Song," a Nick & Vrt'iil
HOlllB'.
Nype & Cote
Danny White
State CI)
(Jrcgory & Cherle
.backs show neatly.
More.
delighted audience with her clever medley of Jolson songs that might be
'/Slttimetman'a
Hvalyn Tyner
his
better
in
own
style
rather
than
The
'<:narmt|.ine
Tanos
mimicry, good patter and dialect
Andre Andt.ee. 'J^
:JancZl Makifla
Kathy ,I»yoe
Ray & Arthur
zslga, Bel* ;
Bonnie :
jokes. Her act was wellrr€ceived, as impressions, "The Lady From 29 Tim O'Neal
^Paul WalKer Ore
'llM;*"|iegl« Hotels
Portuguese
"Mama Vallee & Doreen, • SAX
Paulens
.'BAliiCIISCO Milt Shaw
and she was recalled for afl encore. Palms," the
Dolr,ls Haywood
Feplto
„ „ (HfMSONE^Xf; «! IBIDVM)(iolden Ciate. (B) 2ft I.aHZlo &
Biz good when caught and it was ob.- Quero," "Smoke, Smoke, Smoke" and
Gene
Kardos O ^
(3uarneii
K
J
Wilfred Dubois
Robert t MIchUm
'(FOLLownr)
most of the chair-warmers finales with a "request'^ of "Sonny Harris
& Allen
Ross & stone
!v:
Boy," with an offstage moppet's
New shows at tiic Maisonette vious
CHICAGO
came to see La Picon.
Danny Drayson
Herby Sells
voice for surprise comedy effect.
(grill) Room and the more formal
Kncliantera
The Wa.rnera
However,
in addition to viewing
Paul
Rttakon
Blnebliawk
Hobe.
till)
Iridium Room upstairs, see business
(one to
BO/STON.
Marian' Fedele
the famous Yiddish comedienne, the
Paramount (B> 26 Phil -Levant
'BOKtim (B) 27
really in high and back to the for
.Song Stylists (4)
Ray Olaen
Vaughn Monroe Or Tex Benelte. Ore
mer- St. Itegis stahdards ot turn, customers saw a well-balanced show JACK SMITH
D Ulld Dancrs (^2)
Howard Brookij
Hank Senion
Three Dunhills
Shirley -White :
away trade. The answer in 'the case in which personable Jack Curtis; Songs
Eddie Bartel
Frankte Fontaine
1 ^.i Mahoney
X,ea .Diamond ~
SPBlJlttFJEtB-'
of the Iridium, of course, is the .baritone, scores with, numbers by 15 Mlns.
(one to fill)"
Kern. Lad Oriental, Chi
Mel Tbrmo
Ch*» Pareo
.Coort Sq (I) 27-S«
CAMBER
abandonment of the '"must dress" Gershwin, Porter and delivery
Marty Gould Oie
ISOdle Hdbbard
RIorUla 3
and
Towers (1) .8711
easy
No tyro at -singing,. Jack Smith Betty
forinality plus the return to the has a rich voice,
.Josp Mells'Orc
Paul Draper
Hayden'
R &' B' Rlckert
none the'less has come a long way Roger Ray
Jeanne -Williams
.ipolicy of booking shows.
Martin & Lewi»
Frank pleasing mapner.
Bl'lo Thorson
'
Don Chlesttt
Comejjy team of Collins & Peter- since he wa.S' a high school student, .Grace Dryedale
TorellJ <!ircji»
Parker currently proves himself in'|[)!tt|nj'«)iMirt«c
Chez Adorables (10) Lenny Kent
Stone'
.Buddy^ Lewis
Aian
measure
of
give
the
also
full
son
3.
and
one
of
the
Ambassadors
who
disputably an attraction, and Mary
Brown
lean Darling
Riicrs
Holliday: Dancers
Latin £oyelle« <11>
Raye &, Naldi, upon their, return in entertainment with stories, patter followed the^ Rhythm' Boys into the
UlHi'listone
'«'ASHJX«TON
Hotel
OJHtOAtiO
Buddy Shaw Ore
Peterson Cocoanut Grove, Los Angeles. He
clowning.
general
Monica Lewis
rnpitnl (I.) 27
three weeks, marking- a quick repeat, and
Chlcatco (l').«7
Vatlda Snow
Bay Morton Oro
Connie Stevens
Hyde
already evidenced that; because the emcees the show, and gives out later, sang with Anson Weeks' orch Acrom,nntac8
Jan August
Rose'Marle
The Alliins
Vilma Sherry
dancers Registered so- handily they're with several Jol.son numbers in the and eventually reached the micro- Michael Douglas '
Roy D/iuglas
Hotel- Bismarfc
.lolson manner. Team was originally phone on major air shows.
Cur- Cy'Reev«8
'jpalmer.' Uous*:
M MaxfVetr
Fred Harris, Ponna
/ .being brought back fast.
tSriK Williams .ore
The Maisonette has a new pair in booked for 10 days, but have been rently, of course, he headlines the
ft Annette
Florence
Desmond '
BBITAIN
series
on
Rudenko Bros <2)
Bussell Nype and Elizabeth Cote, a held over and are going into their Monday-through-Friday
Artlnq ft Couneltelo
Benno Delson. p.
fourth week at this spot.
CBS, as well as recording for Ma'Ray Malone
Cute and personable team of songolo'
o.iRnirF
StAN<!HEKTKR
The Stewarts (4)
Howard De' Couroy
Manhattan Steppers present duo jestic.
New Theatre <I> 24 Hlppodcont'r (1) 24
fists who are well suited to the in
HelHlngs
nimble
and
are
fast,
.fames.
Hotel
who
lilting
Jimmy
Stevena,
of
tapsters
light,
touch
at
Smith
has
a
formal room ovei; which maitre d'ho
Harry Roy Bd
Georfre tiobel
Ted May
Orin Tucker Oro
Durosa +
tel August officiates as well as does presentable. Line of girls furnishes its best in pops that bubble over. Moretoii & Ka,ye
Bill Chandler Ore
Prot Lantbertt '
Billy Knight
M.irv F Kincaid
the debonair .iean on the main-floor femme touch, and Rocky Valentine's His "Almost Like Being in Love" is Taylor Si Harn$
Marcell;L. QoiSld
Nitn' .lewcH
Jack Burtell
E ft J- Slack
Lew I'''rero 6
•.Iridium." Both rooms nave a definite orchestra backs show neatly, Shol..,. sa.fierior to the >t»rch tune, with
K.llllleen West
Seotee "Marsti
H Edgewaler Bea<>,h
which he follows. Joined by the .Mary Pi'icslman
character and a following which are
7 MiBhIy Al.inii
George Olsen Ore
SensattOjnaKivta (3)
(ioilTson & .Biwcn
Clark Sisters, he, skips easily through 10 Starlets
indubitably attuned to the personCardlnl
Bdulevar-deara
fHISWICK
siiEriruDs Bi;,«!H
]lfayl»ir Kooin, Clii
the calypso "Civilization," and does
alities of their hosts for, to all inKiiipire (I) 21
Empire (1) 24
a top job with the oldie "Peggy Town Roars.
tents and purposes, so far as the
(BLACKSTONE HOTEL)
B«l;lj!e
Mills
&
Nat
21.O'Neill."
Big Bioadcasi
Chicago; Nov.
cnstomers-at-large
eoiicerned
are
& Pon-.to
'
Issv' Bonn
At show caught. Smith wore an l.atynn
they are the ambassadors of good
Jnn August, Monica^LewiS, Bay
Harmdnicats Hurried Into
4 Maple iMitts
(Jilly Jthudcs
will on behalf of the Vincent Astor
Morton Orch t8) cower $1, $3.50 ordinary bu.siness suit and e.schewed Joae Mario
Chika t..ang
sartorial flash, xhich he might well Harold ^'hlido
owned hostelry.'
minimum.
Sikl A SonDanny Gray.
Balto, Chi, Theatre Repeats
..^
consider. ^His poise is perfect and Mavis
t Movers'
Holding over at the Maisonette is
Hill
Vivian Co
Current show continues new room he has a'boyish grin that's surefire McGlpnn St Vera
Eyalyn Tj'ner who now moves her
Chicago, Nov. *25. .
Steinway onto the floor, is more in- policy of bringing in acts that have with femmes. He stays near the mike Skalinc .^.vnlons
WOOD GKKKN
tKJC'EKTKB
Harmonicats
harmonica
trio
Spot and hardly uses a gesture. Baxt.
formal and relaxed, with result her not appeared here before.
Empire (I) 24'
rnlnee (I) 24
which hit the Spotlight- -on the basis
impact is that much. better. As for previously has used the same acts
SnidcC: K'ie
Happidronie
Macai'l
of its "Peg O' My Heart"', dishing
the Nype & Cote- team, their choice over again, which built a steady ELICIA HERNANDEZ
Harry Koi'ris
feuicli fiorcna^ders
Bobby Vnicf^nt
of pop.s.'such as "If This Isn't Love," trade, but brought in few new cus- Bancer
(Vita)
repeat' theatiJe
is -getting
David liNnile
(^eoii. .Pi'erlenck
"Way You Look Tonight," "Feudui' tomer.'!." Since reopening in Septem- 12 Mlns.
bookings. Youngsters have been reT)orc*<>stPr l,oVliea
.Miinlpy Bros
and Fightin'." "Pity We've Never ber with changed policy, the room, Havana aiadrid, N. V.
Ted' RB.y
paoted tor .the Hippodrome, Haiti*
Young dancer, reportedly making Anna' Mac
F O'Brien
Met Before," "Sunny Side of the in contrast to others, lias been doing
They
more, for Dec, 11 show.
1/ Bronltlyn
het iirst appearance in the east, Hrosden. .Millard
Street;'! .etc., is good and their treat- bofl: biz.
Wary Prlestinan
Eve li .lolin
worked the liouse only last Aug. .'Jl,
Jan Augu.st. slipported by hi.s own Elicia Hernandez does four dances Tiller Gills
ment better.
4 Atlas
Trio -also will top Christmas show
Supporliinf! the tenoring Parker are rhythm section, opens with "Dark in the new .show at the Havana
at the Oriental here after a four*
Andre, Andree & Bonnie, whose Eyes" for fast intro. Pianist switches Madrid. She's a nice looking girl,
animated,
atweek run last June. Both ara un«
novelty terns get good impetu.s from to an old favorite, "Tea For Two," with a trim figger and
personality. • Her
the
usally fast repeat dates.
manikin-simulation
business. which is a natural lor the upper lenlion gelling
Cabaret Bi
The girls arc al.so pseudo-punpets, ocatve chording uiat he does best. Latin -American terping is unconand all of it' makes for a novelty Also a .sock presentation of his best- ventionalj combining various spins
presentation. Parker; in white tie selling record. "Miserlou." Although and semi-rballeL steps with the usual
CITY
Berle
Pubbery
JIEW
and tails, is a cla.ss entr.y for this Augu.st gets best rflects from tickling Spanish-type rhythm stamping.
For her first spot she wears a
Hollywood, Nov. 25.
Bngntelle
Gra-liani^ Sis
room whose vocalisthenics reaistet the high notes in rapid style, he
bright-colored gown and hard-soled Dorothy Ross
r.iuba tMalina.
all the way with a good assortmpnl shows another side with his pianoing
R. W. Savini, Astor Pictures Corp.
Blue Angel
Kay .1a<-<|i>eniot
of old and new ballads, running the of "Old Man River," with a heavy shoes, and uses castenets. For her
head, has formed Astor Music Pub.*
T
Martin
<*Uas Irwin
EUz
gamut from "Fellow Needs a Girl" boogie beat on the bass. He then second appearance she wears varl" Pearl Bailey
t'has BlacUman Or
lishing
company.
Firm will b»
(Sao Ore
to "Beguine," including a Ivrical pounds out another disk bestseller, colored, split-skirt gown, with soft .Tay Marshall
headed by Berle Adams, who also haa
China Doll
treatment of David Rose's "Holiday "Malaguena" and, as an.encore, fin- ballet slippers, and does more or less Hal Cooke
his own Pix and Preview Music,
Kills Larkin 3
Ming & Ling'
for Sirittg.s." a curtsy to the opera ishes off with fsgst fingering of "Oye semi-modern dancing. In all,- it's a
Camitai
Wong Sis
Astor Music will handle all tunM
good act, but the dancer can still George^ .leseel
season with a "Manon" excerpt. Negra." Had to. beg off.
{.lanrie Long
Kobe,
Beatrlco Fung Oy« coming from Savini's productitm
BtSH & Waldo
Monica Lewis is well paired with use experience.
thence into "Two Loves Have I,"
»

Variet-y- Bills
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and creates a strong Impression wltb
his good looks and dellverr. However, h« need« to'w«e(} out ui^ old^s,

PiirMBinuitf .IV* ir«
Kinfir,;.CoI| Trio, C<mn(e Haines,
Rimdy Brooks Orch; Bob Evans,
and add some current Hit Paraders. Bobby Lane & Cloire; "Wild Horoest",
Cy. Reeves, comic, starts mildly (Par) reviewed in VABUstv Aug. 6,'47.
but builds -with take-offs in the
Danny Kaye manner of "Dark Eyes"
The word "pleases" could easily be
and Old Man River." Rose Marie, overworked in reciting how things
blond looker, does "Mania Says No" go with tills show. Everybody pleases
Hutton style. but nobody whips the Customers intoin modified Betty
Hew to the outfit; there are novel-t Changes
for
semi-torch, a .frenzy of approbation. Or, ssy,:
jjnood
ties, excellent costuming and plenty
her even a little excitement.
ol comedy. Second part of the show "Aint'cha". and really cooks with
It may be that the, bills have
is best and a concentration of scor-^ gravel-voice satire of Jimmy, Duing turns near' the close brings rante. , She then makes a pitch, to slipped into a rut of sameness or
"Chena repetition, or that the booidng comlarge
Italian
with
contingent
rounds of plaudits.
Luna^
("There's
a
Moon"),
-which
1948"
petition along the street has seriously
?'Ice Follies
jumped here
narrowed down availabilities. Or,
from Chicago, where it played 33 she explains in English for-closer.Zahe.
that even the patrons have become so
perforniances at the Arena to gross
jaded or familiar -With the procession
takings of $375,000. Tbete was an
that response has become a mighty
National, LVIllo
advance sale there approximating
effort. In any event, the reaction to
$175,000, and it wa^ about the same
Louiamlle, Nov. 20.
last Thursin Hollywood, w b e r e the revue
Clyde McCoy's Orch (13), Froncis the runoff when caught at
opened around two months ago, but Craig & Bob Lamm, Shavo Sherman, day's fourth performance: didn't seem
at any time to get much b'ciyond the
it's understood there was little adRoberto ft Jtfacfc; "Dragnet" (FC).
vance for the Garden date, although
For
Trio
the
King
Cole
the "Follies" was smartly advertised
the
Combo of Clyde McCoy and Fran- stand is a promotion;' When current
prior to debut. However, -the first
'It last
cis Craig, who is currently ridmg on
played the house, a little over a year
night at $5 top (same as last season)
a popularity' watte on strength dt
ago, it shared top billing with Stan
was well filled except for the gal- his
hit Bullet disk "Near You" makes
Kenton. Now the trio headlines ,:aU
lery,' Garden 'date is limited to 15
for a neat stage package which is
by itself; but something, 'Oomi>arably,
performances, finale to be Sunday doing business.
to be' missing. Nat Cole, what
<30).
McCoy's crew makes for sweet seemsthose
millions of disks and a
Roy Shipstad, one of the three listening.
Most stage bands to play with
presenters (his brother Eddie and this spot go heavily or brass, but commercial program all his own for
*f
Oscar Johnson bein^ -the others), this combo,- five saxes, three trom- .over a year, not to mention those
concerts, impresses as a far more
jSoIos in an attractive Hawaiian probones, three trumpets, guitar, drums,
duction number. The performer ap- bass and piano, play danceable tunes finished performer -and personality,
but the act now/' mbves With A> rote
pears in white flannels whereas foron the quiet side. Band's standout
merly he was in tails, topper and instruwental innings come with "In that is not far ,xemoved from the
jukebox.
cane, which is more approjiriate to the Mood" and
"Sugar Blues" McCole ranks among the finest stylists
his classy style. Shipstad starts the
Coy's identifymg perennial. Maestro
heart singers in the business.
and
second half string of click numbers, introes -a novelty, by playing
what he Few can pour that warmth of inone of whidi has Evelyn Chandler
calls,
world's smallest trumpejb
timacy into a lyric as he does, but
and Frick and Frack, -on next to Tiny ihe
horn has plenty of zingi and Cole isn't reaching as earnestly for
closing.',
patrons' like his music.
heartstrings and the rhythmic
Aliss Chandler is one of the marFemme vocalist Billie Jane -Ben- the
jangle of the^customers as he .jUsed to.
vels 6t the ice shows, being a Brooknett registers with "Civilization"' and
the performance caught it wasn't
lyn matron with grown offspring. "Managua Nicaragua."
Don Rey- At
until he had run through "Angelina,"
Still, "she gives a sterling exhibition,
nolds does neatly on "I -Wish ! Didn't
"I
Miss
You So" and "Henry Jones,"
with most of the acrobatics still- in Love You," "Danny
Boy" and "Peggy and then applied himself to his en<^
her routine; it's ah exhibition that O'NeiU."
core, "The .Christmas Song," that the
makes other femme skating stars sit
Opener, acro-dance novelty, Ro- old
whir of quickened interest stirred
up and take, notice. The comics, who .berta & Mack,
grab solid applause- out front. That whir
have been fixtures with the "Fol- with comedy terps
built up to a
and tumbling.
sendofti
lies," count as surely as ever. They
Male member of the team helps- a solid
Connie Haines' charm and dainty
are from Switzerland, right names loti
to bring turn to a fast dose with pulchritude
serves as quite an im^
being tiansreudi Mauch and Vemer
his clowning, dressed in comic femme
pressionable trimming tor her talents
Groebli. All three of the latter
garb. A solid opening act.
as a singer, -She's as sure-voiced with
Sweaters are 'in an extended producShavo Sherman, comedy imper- a novelty
or rhythm number as she is
tion number billed as "Old San
sonator; dticks -with his realistic imwith a ballad. Ther,e's a wealth of
Francisco,*' which cues into a wellpressions of Ted Lewis, Groucho range, tonal quality
and knowhow at
staged sailor, number,' in. which the
Mar^c and Jimmy Durante.
interpretation. Miss Haines might
show's 32 'linegirls are in action,
Francis Craig, erstwhile WSM sell
herseHu little more effectively if
.."Old King Cole" number, which
orch leader, out for a little welcom- she occasionally looked out at her
ojiens after intermission, has the
ing .talk, then into Iiis piano version
audience and didn't direct .all of hergirls in transparent plastic costumes
of "Near You."
Brings on Bob self to the mike. Also if she> didn't:
and hats richly adorned with ostrich Lamm,
who toots a nice trumpet on punch as
hard on "You Made Me'
feathers. Featured are the identical
"Margie." Then goes into his vocd Love You."
Scotvold Twins .(Joyce and Joanne),
That song might be softon "Near You," later giving patrons ened to
honey-haired kids from Minneapolis,
suggest the sentiment of
'
preview of another of his disks, regret, and not anger.
home townr' of the' Shipstads and a"Beg
Your Pardon/': «<ion ,t<» be reRandy Brooks is tmdoubtedly one
Johnson, Solo, skaters in that numleased. Turn goes over big and wing
of the best .technicians In his field.
ber also are bes' Hamilton and Vir- plenty
applause^
Hold.
Color and.personality run far behind
ginia Morrison.
his mastery, of the trumpet, but his
Another, set of twins is Roy and
Apollo, N.
three interludes,. "Brooks Boogie,"
Ray Schramm, one' of their specialAndy Ktrfc Bond- (15), BeoCrlii "Man With the Horn" and "Hora
ties being a number while chained
together. Sctarams and the Scotvold White, The Cats and the Fiddle (4), Staccato," invest the "show with
girls, ate paired, especially in the Holmes &
Jean, Addison Carey's plenty of robust dansapation.
Bob Evans comes through with not
swing .waltz ensemble number that BroiBWsIcin. Cfioriis (6), Spider Bruce
has been identified with the "Fol- &, Coj, "Circumstontial JEiHdence" only an exhibition of standout ventriloquial skill but a downright funny
lies" since tjie show vras formed.
(20lh).
act. Evans has this adv>intage. over
Betty Schalow and Hugh. Hendrickson are the ,imit's top pair skaters
With Andy Eirfe's band-furnishing his confreres; he isn't content to fall
the. latter a young 'newcomer who the :marauee lure, show at this Har*.- back on a rapid crossfire of "Xresb
also is assigned a solo spot.
lem vaude showcase is in the groove kid" jokes but he works for distinctHazel Fcanklin, who «iD>ahates this week. Prqceedmgs are also em- ive touches of voice nuance and
from Hotel Mew Yorker, N. Y., ice bellished' by vbc showgirls plus a character. ^His knack for timing is
shows, has been steadily developing, half-dozen ponies comprising Addi- also a darb. Eyians' .technique has all
and there .probably is no faster spin- son Carey's Brownskin chorus. John the earmarks .of la perfectionist, and
ner on skates. Others in the show's Vigal opens the bill, teeing off an if .he doesn't look out they'll be reyounger contingent are Monica Mo- ensemble number- with an ok^ Vo^ ferring to him as 8 ventriloguist's
ran, from the Coast; Marilyn Sahlin, cal of "No Business Like Show ventriloquist. In any ievent, he goes
M»S Ross and Billy Sttee, Genevieve Business," followed by Vivian Har-i over handsomely here.
Norns and Ted Roman, also of New ris' intro of Kirk's band.
The soft shoe and acrobatic antics
Yoric, who have accomplished an
Made up of three rhyiJim, five of Bobby Lane and Claire make .a
adagio skatiitg number, and Shirley, roed and seven brass, orcb js pleaty- pleasant teeoff: Even when not in
Gmger and Glee,
hep with "Mooching the H&ocK" motion the .girl soember of the team
'Among the comedy numbers is Boys pave., the way for Holmes & is an optical magnet, It's all per"Fun On the Farm," during which Jean, novelty acrobatic dancing and fectly stacked.
Odee.
ft pony, goat and small pig usuaUy
magic turn. Lean gal and stocky
manage to keep from sUpping on the male open 'with comic aero stuff;
IMlillon
I» A.
.ice, .prmcipals being Bill C&meron
He -then shifts to a bit of business
Lot Arwelei, Nov. 18.
and Russ Tuckey, on* of vyhom gets with,, lighted cigarets. Coimtless
Gcrotd Wilson Orch (16) vAtH
dunked.
Oldtime winter number cigs, one after another, appear in his Arthur Wolfeer, Earl Ic Francis,
fcatuces. Miss Sahlin, Cameron and mouth, done by clever sleight-of- Mable Scott, Johnnv Taylor.
Jackie
Dick Rasmussen, latter pair for hand and illusion work. Team closes Robinson assisted by Monte
HawUv;
comedy. Hariris and Pliyllis Legg are to strong mitting in dance routine.
"The Case of, the Baby. Sitter"
uie stilt-skate specialists, the numThree members of Kirk's outfit, (Screen Guild), "The Hat Box Mysber, being
aided by production, pianist Edgar Hayes (who once had tery' {Screen Guild).
Jidule his jumping feats, are rfmilarly a band of his own), electric guitarist
bolsteredi Below the border num- Vinnie -Hall and bassman Laveme
Million. Dollar show is long, slow
ber is featured by Ole Ericsen, Jim Barker are introed by Kirk as "The and 'brassy with sepia singer Mable
Hutchinson doing Ferdinand the Stardusters." Ttio does a couple Scott and comedian Johnny
Taylor
bull, and Carlos Romero, Jr.
numbers of'which "Stardust" is the accounting for the only lift in the
In an early number a new effect better. Hayes stands out in a sock 86-.minute presentation.
Orchestra
simulating a rain showeir and snow pianistic. interpretation of the Hoagy lacks polish and house
technique and
flurry, was necessarily skipped on C^michael classic for neat returns.
band leader Wilson lacks personality
aie. first night,. the apparatus not
Beverly "^Vhite is an uninhibited strength to make £roup noticeable.
liavmg been installed in time.
chirper. She pipes "I Don't Wanna
Wilson's group (five saxes, four
TBie "Follies" is designed to amuse Get Married" with gusto, scores with trombones,
four .trumpets, rhythm
jrojingsters, but the show in toto is
'K I'm Lucky," done in a softer section and trumpet-playipg
maestro)
distmctly diverting.
vein, and_winds up with a smash goes through
ibee.
an original, "Jackie
novelty, ''That Ain't Nobody's Busi- Robinson
Jump," "Dissonance in
ness What I Do" for an okay recep- Blue,"
Chicago,. Cbl
"Vance"
and
"See-See
tion. Spider Bruce and Vivian Har- Stomp."
Numbers are all jump
Chipago, Nov. 21.
ris do a so-so intro of an ensemble
tunes filled with brassy trick arRose Marie, Michael DouoWs, number which is built
around a rangements, uneven in tempo and
Acj-omoniacs (3), Cy Reeves, Lou mock wedding.
Band
returns for a very tough on the ears.
Breese Orch; "Where There's Life" hot session where tenor
saxman Ray
Earl and
tap duet follow(Par).
Abramson and Sherry Green on the ing first twoFrancis,
tunes by Wilson group,
alto sax cut loose on a torrid tUne,
are medium fare with strong ClumAfter a punchy opening, rest of "The Thdaxes."
Boys' work is sol- ber, a rhythm «oft shoe, coming
Folllesi of

Latest ilink^MVUe pr&$«nt4d by

ttaft

Shipstacte and Johnson, the. I2th in
their annual steel-mnner shows, lm»
presses as the best of the series. It
powe^l in at Madison Saviare Garden
last week (18). Show has youthful,
standout skaters, a number being
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Negro baseballer,

assisted

by Mohte

Hawley
which amounts

in a 10-minut* interview
io' • btief sketch of
Robinson's life before starting hi*
present career, through his time in
the 'Army 1W to the present. Robinson talks about bis relationship with
his teammates and opponents, his
desires for his yearrold.^oh ana fU<
ture ambitions,
Mable Scott highlights the bill
with four ;numbers touching on blues,
She
ballads and novelty tunes.
possesses the same effervescence, on
"Good Lookin' Fella," as Betty Hutton plus a fine voice. She also puts
"That's My Desire" over with plenty
of appeal and then goes into a solid
torch rendition of "St. Louis Woman."
Comedian Johnny Taylor handles
a pantomime baseball routine which
is good for a few yuks hat which is,
overall, about two minute?- too long.
:
Free,

ti«ottH9 .PriX9.. Uaxitie SulliMan.
Ofbonairs (6), Thhik-A-Drink Hoffl
man, Teddy Rodriguez & Phyllis
,

Konojowo

Standout is the miming of little
Georgie Price. In showbusiness since

Gus Edwards', moppet revues, in
which he was a contemporary qf
Jessel, Cantor and Winchell, there
are few tricks he isn't aware of
He's socko with any kind of audience, whether in vaud^; cafes or
concert hall, and he.*takes the State

Boston, Nov. 21.
Betty Bruce; Stevi Evans, Hi Lo
Jack and the Dame, Dcvol, Merte &

pewholders in stride with everything
from his opening "Bye-Bye Black"

'

AnMc

TrJoIa,

Don Henry

GoW

bird" to his closing "Carolina in the

Trio,

Morning."

Gets ofi"with standard Whirlwinds
bike act, a* fast and novel routine
with a batch' of good tricks to keep
the customers on edge; Followed by
Deval,. Merle and Lee, also standard,
in their slick comedy adagio dances.
More or -less new around is Anne

and

gal

who can warble

-

:

,

-

'

.

.

:

,

BoH^,

'

:

gestures, sets them, off neatly.
Maxine Sullivan, whose first de-

a beg-off, Don Henry
on harmonicas,' add additional

collects

trio,

she's well-liked.

Think-a-Drink Hoffman

musical novelty -with nicely arranged

.raise

Spike Jones.

there.

bogs down until closing act,
It's not the acts so much as the
routining .that slows the show. With
a bit of trimming, package will be
as fill"in for the Bob Hope film.
Acromaniacs are one of the best
flash groups in vaude or niteries.
Youngsters race through tumbling
stunts with three high falls, hand
lever turns, and piggy-back somerbill

OK

saults to solid returns.

Charlie 'Wagner, band drummer,
!)
nept beat to Ravel's "Bolero "
with) violin section doubling on tomtoms and brass blaring a smash crescendo finale. Michael Douglas, romantie tenor, has second billing here
doe.<i

idly received.
In closing spot are The Cats and
the Fiddle. Male group appeared

here last season sans its new femme
pianist. Unbilled gal is a neat warbler as well as bansing a mean '88.
Others in the unit are bass and two
giiitars (one electric). Quartet opens
with "Dai-Iiug, Can't We Make a
Date." Follows with "Happiness lis
Thing Called Joe," which the pianist
Slugs

for good response.
Outflt^s
unique vocal harmonics stand out
a customer-pleasing "St. Louis

in

Blues."
Group
guitar player's
You So,"
i t'i

I

I

closes

vocal
I

K^l

I

solidly

of

"I

to

Miss

in

the encore.

Band
comes

member

.Arthur

In for vocal

on

"I

Walker

May Be

•

1

He

dispenses all sorts of al-

Headlmers are Hi, Lo, Jack and coholic -concoctions during his fast
the Dame, who get -Cheir usual wel'' turn. He extracts a large variety of
come with such tunes as "Too Fat liqueur from the same mixer and
Wish I Didn't Love You" passes the drinks out to the audiand "Cowboy Joe," and Betty Bruce, ence, who attest to the authenticity.
last here with "Something for the The crowd can well be gratefuL
Boys." She does taps, boogie wpogie, ibo,th for the drinks and the enter>
soft shoe routines,

and ballet turns,

taiAmettt.

fine, graceful style
Openers are by the Kanazawa
and a lively, vivacious form that troupe, the Oriental risley turn
goes big with the customers. Biz which oflTers a speedy and skilled
wasn't too good at opener, but should ^essiOQ ,«f fpotwork. They're excel-

demonstrating a

,

build.

lent wdnner-uppers.

EliC,

Teddy Rodriguez and Phyllis close
the show with Latin ballroomlstics.
The pair get by without any tricks;
they cpuld use a few, to point up

Oriental, Chi
Chicopo, Ifov.

20:

theh: turn.

jach Smith, Red Ingle tt Natural
Seven with Karen Tedder, Coley
Worth A Morcio, The Appleton* (3),
CJarJe Sisters (4), Can Sands Orch;
"Heaven Only Knotos" {VA).

jo»«.

Olympia, Miami
Miami, Nov.
Cliff

Rudy

Edwards,

Gene Gory & Roberta,

22.

Cardenas,

Van,
Another radio^nd-record layout, Owen & Johnson, Les Rhode House
this tee Jba»: more power than sev- Orch;
"Crossfire"- (RKO).
eral recent offerings, Jack Smith is
of the kilocycles, while the disks
Current layout here i^ heavy on
are represented by Red Ingle, who novelty and parlays
into a satisfacheavy
Billy

cut the
Shun."

selling "Tiin-tTay- tpry sesh for the stubholders.
In Cliffl Awards, the house deShow opeiiis at a fast pace v/iih parts from its- customary swoonthe Appletons sidling on stage and croon vocal topliner, with the aud
Carl Sands' orch in the pit. Male reactmg in healthy manner. The vet
and two femmes mix aero terping performer hold* them aU the way
and knife- wielding in a rough-and- with his uke-accomped versions. of
tumble routine that-'at times borders the hits he'-s been identified with.
on parody. v Aud, in lor a western Easy approach and quietly effective
pic, warmed to the- mayhem and presentation racks up plenty palmamdcered at the slaughter. Femme whacks.
burled through window reappears
IRudy Cardenas, a f ave in this
•with Apache for a final pistoling house, cliclcs with his suave juggling
a neat bow-ofl.
stint. Work wjth the rubber balls,
Coley Worth varies his fiddle pat- top hats and sticks is slick as ever.
Comedy slot has Gene. Gory and
ter with car imitations and a mummy-face bit. Using a dark house for Roberta. Pair are also familiars
the latter, he stcOka into the front here, and gather In good portion of
row, where a plant hustles him back laughs with the guy's violining,
onstage. He dona mustache and straight and comedy -wise, plus the
goggles, for a surprise turn-around femme's orb catching "star'^ dance.
as Groucho Marx that rates apBilly Van handles the in trees for
plause. Jomed by Marcia in. halter the layout and' in own spot does
and panties, they eccentric terp as okay with his tap Impreshes.
a closer, with femme in spicy
Tee Off act is Owen and Johnson,
J hipf
pmg.
who give 'proceedings a brisk pace
their piTrallei bar work.
Ii^le, formerly of Spike Jones' With
are
breathtakers
band, has applied refinements of his Muscle'^control
-

-

m

'

.

smartly C0|ttrlved lo *arn full re-

own on the.."mu6ji&al depreciation"
theme. B^nA Is draped with ears
of com, but the-hiUbiUy deal is
wisely played down. Natural Seven
(four rhythm, two brass, one reed)
vi^ar screwball odds and ends, fronted by admiral-coated maestro, who

turns,

Lary,

Chorus" opener has sidehats, lighting up. on the beat,
Ingle fiddles with a frowzy

Tedder does

fine,

George Jessel, Stagg

gef^

chirping

t

i

y

'v

fei

i.

23.

TTio,

(Els).,

George Jessel

"Can't

Help Loving That Man." Ingle scatters sight gags by removing
the
fruit from her Carmen
Mirandish
hat while she sings "Man With the
Big Sombrero." Gal makes three
costume changes and looks good '«
in
&

t

McMann

Penn Carroll with AT Siegel, Ralph
tt
Mary Camavalle, Jo Lombatdi
House Orch (12); "Green for Dan^

in "Tun-Tayshun?' Songstress also
scores in a straight sell -of

.i'^

house orch back

Baltimore, Nov.

Anvil

•

atid

Hippodrome, Balto.

doubles on violin, sax and clarinet.

men s
whUe

»

..

Les Rhode

acts in crisp, efficient style.

Is

making an

ap-

pearance here and there aire several
acts included in support, but what
more is necessary for a completely

rounded sesh of

ment

topflight entertainthan Jessel himself? From his

first appearance to final begofl he
among the all-time
greats of vaude with experlly-timcd
and flip gags along with
potent vocal impressions and appeal*
ing reminiscenses. It packs a wallop all the way.
Supporting slots arc assigned to
the Stagg McMann Trio, harmon-

prove*! his stature
story- telling

,

-'

well

Polka," "I

Wrt)ng" but group fails to spften
brass for him and at times he can
hardly be heard.
rever-sed pro- anything.
cedure finds Walker chirping soft
Ingle nets solid
and low when the band is at its cals of "Nowhere" salvos on his voand "Cigs, Whisbrassiest and hitting the high notes key, and
Wild -Women." Best sWe-'
strong and loud when orch is hardly men. bit is
supplied by drummer
audible.
Wilson and an unnamed tappmg out a tune on
strings of the
femme trombonist handle the vocal bass.
on "Vance" running into exactly the
Clark Sisters,
same situation. Walker, Wilson and timentalists withknown as the Senfemme tram player are all unaware orch harmonize Tommy Doi-sey's
e«:pertly with Jack
of mike -technique.
bmith, whos reviewed under New
Marquee lure is Jackie Robinson. Acts.
j3(^p4

A

may

the interesting legal

numbers like "Liza," and "Claire de whether the theatre should point of
take out
Lune," and do a great takeoff on a liquor license for the week
he's

.

the

of

-a

'

.

miming

lineation of.."Loch Lomand" some
years ago brought her into promislightly oS-color tune with the best nence, still uses that number to inof them. She wows with a quartet sure a hot. getaway. .However, it
of plenty hep .numbers, among them also points up the fact that her curan Jtem called "I Said "Who," and rent pops aren't of the satne calibre.
a'nother called "Bald, Repulsive and The crowd would like more of her
Unattractive." She really sells them swing version* of the oldies. As is.

a

J!riola,

'

-

his

A

m

tote

.

'

it's

of the better icnown showbusiness figures that provides a performance of classic proportions.
smart addition to the bill are
the Debonairs, who during the course
of years have shrunk from an octet
to a quintet. Theh: highspot is the
dance interpretation of the machine
age, which still is one of the cleverest bits of its type extant.
Their
opener, a tuneful roundelay with

(Jlifono);

First full-size vaude bill house has
a long time, these seven acts
up to a full hour stage show
that clicks throughout.

had

But

House .some

Flint

i, '47,

There's a general cutting down on
the running time ot the individual
acts on the State bill with the result
that the six acts make a run-through
in a little over an hour, providing a
punchy session that has the elements
of variety and good showmanship.
Most of the acts are of uniformly
good calibre; all get heavy mittings.

.

Whirlwinds,
Larry
Orch; "Black

"The -Wist'

(3>^

Wagon Gap" m)

of

reviewed in YMuanY, Oct,

BKO, Boston
Lee,

Trotttoe

widow

ful

icists, with smart arrangements of
swing and classic including "One
O'clock Jump," "FllghJ; of the Bum(Continued on page 61)
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'Aple/ Snag Eased

Pitt

»
Pittsburgh, Nov. 25.
Guest - starring appearance of
Grant Mitchell in "The Late George
Apley" almost didn't come off here
when protest was lodged due to the
fact 'that Mitchell's a member of

Just when legit needm goodwill support, .npw that postwar
values hav<i plac<!D new stftbdairds on the $f80 and $e. admission pricei$, for some' strange reasoii a segment df the Broadway,
managers wants to, chisel on a few pairs of tickets which went
to a roster of amvisement desk writers, columnists, radio commentators and the Itlte. The theory is to cut down on the numloer of super-430|>hi8til(iated fiirstnlghters. In ah effort- to create a,'
more natural verve and opening night stimulation from the not
overly sated regular attendees.

B^uity and local community theatre
doesn't employ union stagehands.
Actor's union finally decided tb let
matter entirely up to tlie lATSE local.-

that point,

show was only two

days away from opening, and Richard Rauh, head of Playhouse board,
made a plea to Phil Doyle, head of
stagehands in Pittsburgh, who'finally
gave the green light. Playhouse has
used .Equity members in past as
guest istars, among them Flora Robson and Julie Haydon, but this is the
first time there's ever been any diffi•

-

-

culty.

'.

.thetic.

But whatever the captiousness, the poor judgment in segueing a large segment from the opening night roster to the second
night-<-as a sop to, the very "good will" which the managers
would risk with the premiere list editing but want to retain
thereafter—Is just not good showmanship. Showmanship this
side of the footlights is frequently more important than what
happens back of the proscenium arch. That's where the picture
people long took the play away from legit; they catered to the
customers with all sorts of "Roxy service"—free checking, dignified ushering, etc.—In a manner that makes a 50c film ticketbuyer get more respect than Is the experience in many a legit
theatre.

More Libtfal Re^dm Seen PosA

On Dpening-I%ht
+

Whorf-Ferrer's Revival

'

At

Apparently the managements overlook that, more sated than
any, are perhaps those regular firstnighting cash customers who
are on the automatic premiere lists, paying for anything and
everything under a blanket-order. Or the agents—Hollywood
and otherwise. Or the so-called "society" bunch who, if and
vrhen they come, make. (1) elaborate "entrances" and/or (2)
belatedly climb over the on-time customers. The most orderly,
hy teason of their seasoning in the theatre, are the newspaper
and« radio folk, invariably punctual and, in the main, sympa-.

See Arlntrating

number of firstnight press tickets
was not given careful enough con-

Season at N.Y.C. Centre

:

three revivals. Twosome, will take
over New York's City Centre for a
six-week stretch starting Jan. 15,
under current plans.
Tentative plays, each to run for
two weeks, are "Arms and the Man,"
Angel Street" and "Volpone."
Whorf is due in New York the first
week in December and to start rehearsals with Ferrer.- He's handled
the directorate stint for Metro .of

ther

:

Roll By"
Brooklyn."

and

"Til
"It

Clouds

the

Happened

in
»

•',

is-

Brock Pemberton, president
.

of the League, who was not present
at the board meeting when the limited list was sent to managerrmembers,. although, like most showmen,

he favors some curtailmSnt.
Stated that 25 legit, houses, a
majority of which are owned by the
Shuberts, and 38 producers out of a
total of more than 100 have 'signedthe questioned pledges. How many
are "representative" managers is not
known." There are a number;<if pro-t
ducers who have not only refused to
subscribe to fhe rigid stipulations,but some question the legality* of the'
pledge, others saying the whble' pla'li

:

.

Moving into the City Centre by
the duo would supply a stopgap for
that house between other bookings.
Theatre is owned by the city and is is "dictatorial."
being operated on a non-profit basis
Aware that there is opposition
musi- by a board with Paul Moss, former among the managers; the League
Differences between the
cians union and Broadway mana- license commissioner, as managing- wrote its members late last week,
'
gersj which threatened to flare into a director.
again eficlosing copies of the pledge
fuU-Sedged row, may be ironed out,
Understood that Theatre, Inc., may in blank.
Second communication
the factions having agreed to talk be tied into the deal.
Richard stated that the board voted u'aniit over first. League of New York
Aldrich, in charge of production for mously for limiting the firstnight listi'
Theatres, which was blasted recentr TI, has .announced that it would but .it's understood that several,
ly by N. Y.'s local 802, advised the back any such venture for $5,000, directors abstained from voting.
It
union that under the National La- if needed.
was stressed that any member "is
bor Relations Act, employer and
perfectly free to refrain" from the
employee organizations are required
requested signaturing, and the tone
to discuss contractual disputes at
of the Tetter was not as, forceful, tis
iaughton, Garfield
the '-request of either side, and the
the origintil "order,*? .That, was inunion agreed to huddle.
terpreted to indicate that a majority
In Experimental Plays;
of managers did not favor the limited
averred
it
had
Deckhands'
local
^
press list as 'subqiitted, also the pos;-a verbal agreement with- Lee ShuSix-Play Subscription sibility that the deadline may be set
bert in which the latter was to install .a four-man house orchestra
Two plays with Galileo, Italian back while the isiyie is given further
regularly at the National,
Y., for scientist, as the subject are being discussion.
dramatic shows. Manager disclaimed readied,
scheduled
for
neither
P. A.'b kot ConsuUeA
^
any such arrangement, whereupon Broadway proper,
That press agents were not. con-.
the union charged that the League
"Galileo;" supposed to be pro- suited before the showmen tried an
was operated for the benefit of the duced last season, will ^e the first
"or else" attitude appears to have
Shuberts, a- crack that was resented show
by Experimental Theatre, been one error of omission by the
by officers of the managers' organLamp At Midnight" is the other League. Leading p.a's stated that
ization. National is used for straight
drama, to be done by a downtown their work of years, in persuading
plays but last season VCall Me Mis- group called New Stages. "Galileo"
the press and radio that Broadway's
ter," a GI review, was spotted in
first reached the boards in a small
shows are news, may be crimped by
the house.
Hollywood theatre last summer, the League's abrupt move.
group
When a dispute" arose over pay- whereas when originally slated for of the legit agents imion huddled «nd
ing the penalty scale to the orches- Broadway showing, it was shelved telegraphed the League'to the effect
tra used for the revue. League ap- because the then-estimated produc-" that it was felt the cutting of ihe'
pointed a committee to meet with tioni cost was $125,000.
firstnight -list was done too hastilyji!
the union. None of the managers
ET was formed for the purpose of "without any realistic consideration"recalls" the claimed promise to use showcasing new authors' works and of the value of good will, to say
a house orch when "Mister" moved giving actors a chance to be seen by nothing .of publicity ... we earnestly
out but the union insists it's true. producers, but two name players request that you (meet with a comLeague contended it could hardly be head the casts of its first two plays, mittee from our -chapter (in the
expected to bring pressure upon a Charles Laughton -in "Galileo," star
(Continued on page -SS)
member in an instance where it was having adapted It from Berthold
considered an unfair labor demand. Brecht's original, And John Garfield
There is no music at the National, in "Skipper Next to God," ET's
currently
lighted
with "Medea," second attraction this season. In supGreek tragedy.
port of Laughton will be other faIN N.Y.
One producer of musicals has pro- miliar names including John Cartested the practice of assessing the radine,
Joan McGrackeri, Hester
After almost, daily vacillatioh a^
show 2% of the musicians' payroll Sondetgaard and Wesley Addy. ET -to the form, of the show, a colored
weekly, plus an additional percent- advertised -for the first time in Sun- type of revue; "Caribbean Carnival,"
age to cover orchestral social secur- day (23) papers, offering st(J)scrip- which was known as "Calypso", in
ity and state unemployment, insur- tionsfor its 'season of six plays,
Philadelphia and called "Bongo" in

WidiN.Y.M^

-

Ahel.

Press Tickets

It is 'conceded by some P''oadway
managers, including several on the
League of New York Theatres board;
that the proposed 50% cut in the

Richard Whorf, erstwhile legit sideration. Before the "approved**
star and now one of Metroes top di- list becomes "official" next Wednes-*
rectors, is returning to Btoadway .tc* day (Dec. 3) a more liberarrevisioh
coUab with Jose Ferrer in -joint act- may be . reac.hed.
One of those
ing-idirecting chores for a series of favoring going into the matter fur-

Luxury Liner,"

Wran^

AFM

8S

.

Undsay, Crouse, Barry Join ISgners

.

>

.

Of Pledge

Wash. Segregation

vs.

not
Ing for the deadline of next May 31.
after which the Equity-League of
forbids
racontract
Theatres
N. y.

The Dramatists Guild

is

cial discrimination of audience's at
the Ntttional theatre, -Washington.
The authors' organization is continuing to obtain pledges .from- its members n<it to permit their plays to be
booked into the theatre even now.
Also, several of the top dramatists
have discussed plans for building a
new legit theatre in the Capital if
the management of the National carries out its threat of adopting a fihn
policy for thie bouse after May 31.
Three more playwrights last week
•igricd the pledge not to allow their
shows to play the National as long
as^ the- aegre^tion policy remains in
They are Howard Lindsay,
forces
Russel Crouse end Philip Barry.
Previous signers include George
Abbott, Maxwell Anderson, S. N.
Behrman, Irving Berlin, Edward
Childs Carpenter, Edward Chodorov,
Jerome Chodorov, Marc Connelly,
Owen Davis, Arnaud d'Usseau,
,

.

Plans to Have

.

Originals Other

Than

Hohn Return

to 'Okla/
"Oklahoma" opened on
Broadway (March 31, '43) there
were no names in the cast, but

When

since then half a dozjen players in
the original lineup have become
wiellknowns, having left the recordrun musical for the Coast and other
engagements on the 'strength, of
their showing in the Rodgers and

HariSmerstejn smash. Among them
is Celeste Holm, who" accepted a picture contract after a year and three
months in "Oklahoma." She is returning to the cast next Monday
(1) and will therefore follow six
other young actresses who played
the part of Ado Annie since she
,

.

withdre^i^,

Shbw was produced by the
Theatre Guild and it is that outfit's

.Dorothy Fields, Herbert Fields, Gar- intention to have some other orson Kanin, Ira Gershwin, Ruth Gor- iginal players, who have also scored
don, Morton Gould, James Gow, elsewhere,
reappear for limited
Paul Green, Oscar Hammerstein, periods in "Oklahoma,"' which is
2d, Moss Hart, Ben Hecht, Lillian aiming for the goal of five succesHellman, Anita Loos, Charles Mac- sive years on Broadway at /the St.
Arthur, Elliott Nugent, John O'Hara, James. Miss Holr% came east for the
>John .Patrick, Elmer Rice, Richard opening of 20th-Fox's "Gentleman's
:$od|gers, Robert E. Sherwood, Don- Agreement," in which she's featured.
-

.

Ogden Stewart, John van DruKurt Weill, Thornton, Wilder
and Tennessee Williams/
Guild officials have never made
an intensive drive for signatures of
the pledge, and it's felt that numerous other dramatists will readily

ald

"Oklahoma" reaches
formance Thursday

teri,
:

when approached. Meanwhile,
« small group of the authors, who
prefer to remain anonymous for the
present,
have made' preliminary
plans, for the formaftion. of a syndicate to; buy or lease the land and
underwrite the construction of a
hew legit house in Washington if
necessary next season, They claim
they've already lined up an available site at an attractive location
and express .confldence in their ability to raise the necessary funds.
.

'

Meanwhile, as specified in the
Equity -League agreement, represen
union and the
League have been meeting to form
Ulate plans for carrying out an "edu-

.

,

:

2,000th per-

K

'

A

:

CALYPSO REVISE FINALLY

DUE TO PREEM

'

of next
(4)
week, when Richard Rodgers will ance. Explained that 2% is' collected
conduct the orchestra at the night, to: pay the wages of musicians durperformance,
ing a week's vacation, which
are
Road company of "Oklahoma" 15 entitled to if working for 50 congetting far higher grosses than the secutive 'w'eeks. Stated that if the
attraction
lasts
for
a
lesser
period
Broadway company. Week ending
musicians' vacation money is
la.st Saturday (22) at Richmond, Va., the
performances refundable to the producer, although
takings
for
eight
totaled over $72,200 in 'the 4,600- that point appears to be debatable.
Union
claims that vacation money
seat Mosque auditorium, it having
registered the troupe's third biggest applies to each chair or instrument
week. Its record was established used rather than .each individual
on Thanksgiving week last year musician.
when the count topped $119,100 in
Oklahoma City, second highest
Toledo Repeating Joe E.
gross being around ,$90,300 at Des
Toledo, Nov. 25.
Moines. 'There were other amazing
high grosses but takings of $43,000
Town Hall will offer a repeat eu'
at Hershey, Pa., for the week end- gagement of Joe E. Brown in "Haring Nov. 15 was an eye-opener. vey," Feb. 2-4.
Town has 3,500 inhabitants but
draws from a flock of Pennsylvania
communities.

Bev Kelley

campaign in Washington

prepare the theatre-going public
for the new policy of non-segrega
tion of audiences.
However, there
has been a consistent mixup in
sending out notices of the meetings,
so several sessions have been held
Without Dr(»matists Guild representatives present.
to

AAA

to Decide Stager's
Claim Vs. 'Shoes' Mgt.

(Himself a Prime Exponent
of BaUyhoo)

starting attraction to be "Gfalileo,"
Dec. 7, at the Elliott, former legiter
also used for 'radio .broadcasts.

New
most of

a group of 75 actors,
are in radio-, put their
into the company, and if
plays are deemed okay

Stages,

whqm

own money

their new
for Broadway,

they

will

produce

them without so-called commercial
showmen. 'Stages is stated, to be
stock, for which a. limited rehearsal
period is usually fixed by Equity;
four weeks has been allowed. Explained that concession was made
bfecause most of the actors in Stages
are occupied during the. day in ra^
dio

program

rehearsals.

Norman

Rose and David Heilweil are managing directors of the

new

group.

"Lamp," written by Barrie

Stavis,

.

Boston, opens at the International,

N, Y., Dee,' 5, Production wiU b*
presented by Adolph Thenstead' and
Samuel L. Manning. Thenstead, who
financed "Carnival" principally, is
in on the Cyclone Record Co., which
distributes calypso disks.

It's" esti-

mated he has invested nearly $60,000
in "Carnival.".

week it was planned to turn
the show into a mixed cast and
chorus book musical, and a number
Last

of whites, mostly girls, were auditioned. Money was on deposit with-

guarantee,
it Was decided there was not enough time to
rehearse a book show. Donald Heyjvood, who was to insert the book
portion, withdrew and the whites
the theatre as advimce
starting this .week, but,

dismissed.' There was some
over which talent union
would have jurisdiction, but that
was settled in favor of the American
Guild of Variety Artists, of which
vivals,- included is J. B. Priestley's
They Came to a City," presented most of the original cast are mem^
in England last season but not over bers.
here. ET's "Skipper" was authored
by Jan de Hartog, whose "This Time
Tomorrow" (Death of a Rat")
Ney Stars in Tryout
short engagement at the

week,
by inWhile most of the Stages'
planned schedule is made up of re-

listed in rehearsal this
script being well regarded
IS

were

difficulty

siders.

.

salalM

Claim of Ii^ary Hunter against
Monte Proser and Joseph Kipness,

producers of "High Button Shoes,"
at the Shubert, N. Y., is being
According to one Guild rep, be readied for arbitration before an
has never been notified of the time American Arbitration Assn. panel to
Plaintiff claims violaor place of the meetings, and has be selected.
learned about the sessions afterward tion of her contract to stage the
via the press. It's also pointed out show's book, at a fee of $2,500 plus
ihgt Equity has arbitrarily set the a percentage of the weekly gross.
Fitelson,
of
meetings for Thursdays, when Marc
William
Fitelson,
Connelly, chairman of the Dramat- Mayers & London, is attorney for
ists committee on the subject, must Miss Hunter, while the producers
be at New Haven for his theatre are represented by Henry Jaffe, of
lectures at the Yale Drama School. Jaffe & Jaffe.

',

:

-

tatives of the actors*

cational"

its

'

:

lign

,

'

Ned Alvord
(Peripetatic Puhliciat

Showman
in
'

the forthcoming

42d Anniversary Edition
of

a
Barrymore, N. Y., Saturday (29).
Dramatist i.s Priestley's son-in-law.
closes

and

Extraordinary)

Los Angeles, Nov. 25.
Richard Ney becomes a legit star
on Christmas Day with the opening
of "The Master's Chair," to be pro'Parlor' for Dallas
duced by Lawrence Stanhope with
Dallas, Nov. 25,
Produced last season on Broad- a tryout in Santa Barbara..
way, William McCleary's "Parlor
Play, co-authored by Rand Elliott
Story" has been substituted for Rose and Albert Dickason, will be staged
Franken's "Claudia" as the third in San Francisco and> Los Angeles
production to be staged here this before moving east with Broadway
season by the Dallas Little Theatre.

ambitions^

Wedqcidayt

Met Opera

in Tieiip for

Miss Truman's Concert

Bhnhig

Musk-DnuBas for Educational Spots
Symph Ups

'

icenisry

But

and costumes.

other-

wise Feher is going it on bis own^
producing through his own company. 'Cradle"
International Opera Films, Inc.i of
which he is president, with his son,

Scores Again

:

.

As Done

John Anthony Feher, and attorney

Max

Bernstein

other oiSiq^.
handled by

Chopnilr as
Finwtcing will all
Feher, who istates

seater) has
man for a

concert

the

night

To Bidd

of

Dec. 3.
"Voice of the Turtle" Is slated for
the night of Dec. J, "The Bed Mfll,"
Dec, 30, 31, Jan, J and 2! "Harvey,"
Jan, 5 and 6; San Carlo Opera Co.,
Jan. 25; "Rose Marie," Feb. 1. and
"Merry Wives of Windsor," Feb. 2.

.

Seattle,

Lease

1;>e

money

'

:

.

as
New

In a cotumn headed "Met's Flagstad Nix," Mr. Johnson is quoted as
saying that lebirihg 'Kirsten Flagstad Would offend his subscribers
and he could not risk splitting his
audience.
At least .this statement
of Mr. Johnson's is: more honest than
his former announcement to the
press' that Mme. Flagstad did not
wish to return 'to the Met made on
his authorilsr. It is difficult to recon-'

Mr. Johnson's present attitude
with the facts since Mme. Flagstad
has been' exonerated by the Norwegian government and admitted to
this country after satisfying the state
dept. and has also been restored to
cile

membership in the American
Guild of Musical Artists,
Mr. Johnson also stated that Mme.

full

'

Flagstad prefers to pursue a recitalist'$. career.
Iler coming, engage-

its

Boston; Nov. 25.
'With the Shuberts' Majestic theatre back in the legit ranks after a
8even-yeal^ film hiatus, the Messrs.

completed a Bokon

ted^toratidn 'job .that has run into
money, over "a two-year, period;
'

tH

Rejuvenation of the Sfaubert

legit

properties began shortly after Mil:e
Cavanagh took over as local gen.

eral, manager. Although work didn't
befcin until after the war, many im-

provements and cleanups were be-

gun right after Cavanagh

arrived.
extensive alterations
were begun on the Opera House.
Similar operations followed on the
Shubert, Che Plymouth and the 'Wilbur AU were reseated, and their
technical equipment 'backstage overLater- in

1^3

Speaking for those in the audience
whO' are lovers of music and of
American .'fair playi 'I call upon Mr.
Johnson to pursue a policy deter
mined by substantiated facts rather
than^ljy rumors and prejudices.

Emmie^. Hyam$,
(Head, Dept. of Speech and
Dramatics;
Prospect Heights, H. S„ N, Y.)

hauled and modernized. To them is
now add^d the Majestic, long a
grimy white elephant,
.

[There has been no clear statement from the Norwegian govern-

built around the' musical comedy
ballets of Agnes de Mille, is in the

ment "exonerating" Mme. Flagstad,
Singer, when she arrived in the

making, with plans for a troupe to U. Si, stated in interviews
that Nortour the U. S. next season under Sol way was
no longer friendly or •«
Hurok's management. Plans are still home to her —- which
statement
in the hush-hush state, but the idea speaks for
itself—hence she felt imis to present de Mille dance numbers
pelled to leave.
Mme. Flagstad
from Broadway shows like "Okla- wasn't "restored" to AGMA
Memhoma!" "Carousel" and "Bloomer bership, since membership
Foreman.
„w.„... „„„
had »«
never
Girl," and possibly even the »eweiq.been
^aken'iwapfi'^^
Performance was vivid for the
"Bngadoon" and "Allegro." as well
portrayals of practically everyone
as, fresh numbers Miss de Mille
concerned. Da Sylva was shrewd
Shirley Booth and £[oward da Silvia
(the latter, with Will Geer, having
been in the original production).
staged' the work this time,
in addition to rep.eiiting his portrayal of the union organizer, Lanry,

Da Sylva

,

'Dark Victory'

£knd

'Sons,'

balm did ' an

French versions of "All My Sons,"
the
prize-winning Arthur Miller
drama, and "Dark Victory," the
George Brewer-Bertram Bloch melo-

.

Polish couple; singing their lovei
„r,^„. Muriel Smith,
c^^uk as the
th^ widow
,.,iA^.., of
song;
+hP framed
frn^pri worker,
^..rirlv
hpv "Joe
...t„„.'
the
in her
SAN ANTONJO EESTIVAI
Worker" song; Leslie Litomy and Jo
Hurt,
the
as
young
Misters;
Will
San' Antonio, Nov. 25.
Geer as Mr. Mister, and David
Theatre San Antonio, backed by Thbmas, as the druggist, etched

To Be Done

in Paris

civic non-;proflt .group, will give a
drama festival in Janu-

five-week

/

*
as well.
There's a wealth of talent In the
U. S. that gets a turjadown from concert managements due to lack of
facilities,
admits Preston.
More
places and opportunities to Show off
young talent are needed. But opportunities in the opera and sym-

:

3

phonic field are growing, he says,
while. «ucb radio programs as the
talent-scout i^hows are of great help.
The biggest problem yet, however,
is getting a hearing for talent under
proper auspices.
Wolfsohn has made a dent in the
field with its young talent, largely
because of radio reputations of the
artists involved. HoUace Shaw, who
used to be- known as Vivian with,
the PhU Si^italny All-Girl orch, and
is coniplethig her .second year on
CBS' "Saturday Night Serenade,"
has: been booked for concert dates
in a team with baritone Mac Mor- ^
gan.
She's also appeared for the
sixth successive season
with the
'
Cleveland Orchestra.
Eileen Farrell, purely a product
Off radio and still on CBS, is having
a real tour this year for the first
time under WoUsobn direction. Thet
Revelers, male quartet, has over 80
dates set in 30 states.
Anne McKnight sings' with the Rochester
Philharmonic under Erich .Leinsdorf
next'. March in Beethoven's Ninth
(Choral) Symphony. Ruby Mercer
has been reengaged by the Birmingham Stttrlight Opera Co, to do "New
Moon" next season.
.Evelyn MacGregor, who has three
regular radio shows a week, opened
the Toronto Summer Pops season.
Gloria Loita made her operatic debut
recently in a Trenton p'roduction of
"Eagliacci'? ,with an otherwise Met
cast. Jane Lawrence has been tour-',
ing all year as romantic lead in "Call
:

Me

Mister."

Preston claims that Wolfsohn
still

in

its

early stages in the

is

new

CflRISIMASmTYAS

mmmim

American Guild of Musical Artists
throw a benefit for itself for the
time, in the form of a Christmas

will

first

party at the Metropolitan Opera
House, N. Y., Dec. 28, to aid its
maintenance and welfare fund. Affair will enlist a host of top concert
names. Frank '.Chapman is chairman of the steering comihittee,
others being Agnes de Mille, Dr.
Herbert (3raf, Erno Balogh and May
Savage.
Already lined up to perform are
Lawrence Tibbett, Gladys Swarthout,
James Melton, Jan Peerce,
Dorothy Kirsten, Robert Merrill,
Licia Albanese, Josephine Antoine,
Ferrudo Tagliavini, Tia Tassanari,
the Revelers, Luboshutz and Nemenoff. Whittemore and Lowe,^ William
Primrose. Claudia Pinza, Carroll
Glenn, Eugene List, Salvatorc Baccaloni.
A chorus of 150 will be directed by Robert Sbaw and Kurt
Adler. The Met ballet wiU perform,
as well as a group of dancers under
Miss de Mille's direction. Deems
Taylor will emcee.
:

drama

of 1934-35, are currently in
rehearsal in Paris. They are being
presented by A. Rothschild, wlio i.s
also readying a spring production of
"Finian's Rainbow;'*

Rothschild produced "The Glass
that the dance tour wouldn't inter.
Menagerie," the Tennessee Williams
fs''® with current legit road tours or
prizewinner, in Paris.
.-„i-^„,„i_j
iJl
contemplated
touw of a.
the present
Broadway shows, but wonld instead
help in the legiters' draw.
1.

W

Bent for B'way

Ziegler Exits <IAC, Solos
Los Angeles, Nov. 25.
Script of a new stage musical,
sharp portraits. The "Have You
Jules Ziegler last week resigned
Been to Honolulu" number, as per- from the legit dept. of General Art' "Hell Bent for Election," aimed at
fomied by Geer, Litomy, Brooks ists Corp. to open his own agency. Broadway production, has been comLily
Cahill,
Broadway actress, Dunbar and Miss Hurt, was perhaps Currently, no replacement is con. pleted here by Sam Moore and John
now a resident here, has gone to the evening's outstanding number tcmplated. Work of the department Whedon.
JXevjr York' to engage a professional (next to' the closing"Cradle"), with will be carried on by Ziegler's asRobert Bmmett Dolan wrote the
.company and to arrange s^Ftoto^ Wtomy doing an outstan^n^ft i<^»«iil||i8i|(«i)|^{,9;«^ti]IAra¥4t N n
music and Johnny Jlerceir the lyi^ca.
a

ary.

Unit, the oldest musical agency in
the world, was revived by Columbia
Concerts a" year ago, after being
long dormant, to try to build young
talent for concerts through radio.
Preston, who has handled radio for
Columbia for the last five years and
still gives a major part of his time
to representing all the firm's artists
for. xa^o, was given the new job

Rodzinski's presentation of "Tristan

MUSK^Y

would devise.
warming as Larry. Miss Booth
There would also be contributions
mimicked the Tole of patroness Mrs;.. from
other American choreograMister to _.perffiction, 'llobert Chis^
phers. Included, too, would be baUets
excellent bit as the
Miss de Mille has written for ballet
unctious Rev. Salvation, and the
companies, such as 'Rodeo," "Tally"Hard Times" number between Mis£ ho"
and Three Virgins and the
Booth and him.self was one of the Devil."
Thought is to appeal to two
evening's highspots.
audiences, concert and legit, through
...Estelle Loring gave
a poignant
names associated with ballet and
portrayal of the Moll,: singing her
Broadway. Belief is that permission
^'Nickel Under Your Foot" number
would be granted for u.se of the
with bitter effectiveness.' 'Walter
Broadway numbers, on the ground?
SchefC and Marie Leidal, as the

"

Scalar,

and Isolde" in .Chicago would not
seem to substantiate this claim.

DANCES F(»IBAIJ[£T

right, rising to speak or sing
lines. ^ The production starred

for CouGerts

That radio helps to sell talent in
the concert field has been demon.
strated by one year's experience of
the Wolfsohn Musical Bureau, ac<
cording to its director, Walter Pres-

and in Ziiricjh, radio-into-concert field, still work^
London and Rotterdam as well as ing on a small scale, with greattf
her performance of Isolde in Artur results bound to follow.
ments at La

.

on the

York.

Editor, Vahieit,
It was shocking in the very midst
of Armistice 'Day erltodals to see
that the- notorious "divide and con^^
quer"' technique is still very much
Its most recent application
alive.
appeared in a statement by fJdward
Johnson, manager of the Metcopoli<!.:
tan Opera Co. in -an interview in
VABuarY. It makes use also of the
familiar device of stating half-truths
and unsubstantial statements.

'

IE

Ralo

^r-;

fv Met

^

',
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To Renew BaM

.

)we

Names

Hurdi Dednes

fi-om the ballet business. Belief is
that Hurok can't sign a major i>allet
xaised is
By ABTHOB BBONSON
company unless he has the Met; •
,
all private, no banks being involved.
"The Cradle Wtll. Rock," Marc
Hu;;ok, often r^erred to as bal-'
First productipn, "II Trovatore," Blitzstein's "play in music" which let's kingpin, has had a lease on
will cost $300,000 to make, according shook Broadway a decade ago when the Met (before and after the reguto F-eher; Filming, is tentatively it was done at the 'Venice ,(n6w the lar opera season) for the past 12
Skedded .to Iwgin end of December. Century) theatre, rocked an audi- years; his current lease expiring
Recording and' shooting will take .ence again .Monday (24) night, when next spring. During those years Hutwo months, this not jm^ding prep- it was .done in concert version at the rok booked various companies. This
«iaHoa
«diting tittle. M6t has, City Center, N. y.. Iff Leonard year both Ballet Theatre and the
alnea^ c^yed- the -shOQtin.g script. Bernstein and bis N. Y. City Sym- Ballet Russe de Monte Carlo put inFilms- will be made in 35m color phony.
The jperformance ,was re- bids for the lease renewal for next'
for use in art theatres,, then zeduced peated'last night (¥iies.).
fall, on .a- joint basis. Because of his
to 10m size for use in echbols and'
This work has- wit, story, music long tenure, the Met^s hoard made
Pix 'will be 12-reelers, runclubs.
and
gifts.
It must have been the Hurok an offer to match the joint
ning about 130 minutes, "Aida" 'belast-named that scared off the au- bid, which Hurok is now declining.
ing longest with 2%-hour -^klength.
years ago.
Hurok'** move is significant in that
F«h«r sayis' he' has 52 operos' on his thorities in Washington 10
"Cradle" is a biting, angry satire on the Met is a key showcase for baUet.
a*fe.
'the ctipitalistic. setup and an. ardent But he feels that rising costs have
XSvsic Vfill be -recorded first and plea for unionisan. Its message must
made N, Y. presentations of ballet,
action then synchronized with theFederal as well as tours, impraetical, unless
have impelled the
sound track. Oitly 'a few shots will Theatre Project, under whose ausdone with big stars and a huge,be "^"fllmed at 'the Met, such as the pices it .was to be given originally,
glamor-filled company.
As to '^he
orchestra in 'the pfi; all. else will be
to impound sets,, costume, orchestra Met's offer,. Huiok..said, "it's far in
done at Fox Movietone studios in and theatre at the; last minute, so
excess of the 'number of performTH. y,
Distribution -for theatres and
that the work -had to be done in an- ances I can consider a matter of rea4SChooI& hasnrt been set yet, accordother house, sans equipment, with sonable business practice as estab"
ing to Feher, «ltbaugh thi^ should .Blitzstein
on a bare stage at a piano, lished in the past 12 years."
6e'dt>ne'«hoiily. -Feher will be proand the cast scattered throufth the
believed that Hurok paid
It's
diucer-dSsectw' -^n the pix.
audience, to evade an Equity ban.
about $700 to $800 a performance
, J'elier, origifaally an actor In legit
The work was a brilliant success for the Met, and that the joint BTWdd' pix <in 'Vienna, worked with then -and muains a powierful tour BR
bid calls for $1,000 a perform^the in Germany .and was also viois now ance.
Further, that the new bid
He de force now.' As unionism
linist and conductor in iBerlin.
legitimate guarantees ^68 performances, or a
camciio the U. '-S. in 1912 with Max generally accosted as a
part of American life, -the, show ^68,000 offer. Hu^ok has stated that
Beinhardt's iproductioa. of. "Sum«
seems slightly dated, but -the current he made money at the Met during
Vrun," playing''the lead. Ten years
agitation on the subject restores tLc 1945 season, and not since. EX'
ago he made several two-reel
vdtiality.
The other deifect in penses. mounted higher than profits.
phonic pix tor Paramount on the some
Bobber Symphony" be- '^Cradle" is the exaggerated picture Hurok had the Met for eight weeks
Coasi
of -all woiddng people as heroic and this season, used it for three days
ing his best known..
all employers as vlQainous;
.this -fall with the. Markova-Dolin
Feher won't disclose his film .tech'
Otfaemdsej -the fusion of libretto tedupe, and must utilize it for seven
nique on his new filmopeias until
the first is released. .He stated, how- and mudlc ia shaTp '-and the tiite of weeks next spring. He has -the Bal«
ever, that the opera librettos are- its'wit is'fine, Its performance Mon let Hieatre in for four wedcs on a
much too xloted'to rtorm the basis of day night had its audience quivering straight booking basis. With the
other three weeks not yet filled.
^ficenarios, hence the operiis' will be with excitement and roaring its ap
Hurok is planning to direct the
filmed 30 that ihe Vtewev ^giriU'feel plause at' the finale. Not - only was
he's in an Opera house at alt times, the production an untisual accom. international dance festival, to be
watching an' opeta. Feher claims plishmcnt for a symphony orchestra, staged in connection with Greater
York's golden jubilee next
he'll get -away 'from any static qual- but another milestone in the career New
year, but any other baUet plans' 4ire
ity by his as-yet undisclosed ^j^cch- of the young N. Y. City Smphony.
Performance^ differed from the now a conjecture.
niane, with Xhi )camera becomlqg an
e88ential...-saxf of ^lot-and orchestra.
original in having an orchestra ino;
Hon,' wi^ often no action seen on stead of Si piano doing the music,
screen but .only the 'music heard, etc. with the cast onstageV Tlie greatly
iffllE
reduced orchestra of 24' pieces was
;at the left, with Bernstein conducting, and doubling as » narrator and
An American Ballet company,
clerk. Cast, sat in rows of benches

^hubert

Nov.

Women's Symphony

Seattle

WPA

-

B.O.

diestra is being formed here, with
Walter Welke as conductor and
Rachel Swarner as associate conductor. Welke has conducted concerts at the tr. of WashiAgton in the
past, and Miss Swarner has served
as student conductor qt the University bond, also playing bass clarinet
in the Fttciflc Northwest J^mphony.
Orchestra will have 48 members
as' a beginning, « completely professional, union group, playing a
concert every four weeks, with first
Expected
Sol Hurok has declined to bid on scheduled for January,
renewal of his longterm lease on that all of the Pacific Northwest
Opera House, Symphony's -28 women will be' in
Metropolitan
the
N. Y., leaving, him without a N. Y. the group.
show winijow which, in .the opinion
of many may mean his withdrawal

.

.

Iking

Is

Fennne Symph

Sisattle's
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.
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Belief that opera has become
popular mass art in tlie U. S.—
Bodget
Mpls.
through Metropolitan' Opera Assn.
broodcasts and tours, other touring
Minneapolis, Nov. 25.
companies, symph- orchestra perBudget of th* Minneapolis Symformances of opera excerpts and phony Orchestra hat been boosted to
radio,' programs at complete disked
$335;000 for the current season. Ibis
opera's, etc-lmpelled the tieup of
is $8,000 more than last year's, acthe Met last week with Friedrich cording to the report of A. J, Gaines,
Feber for the fllmiQ£ of operas to manager.
be shown in art theatres, clubs and
It's estimated that income will be
schools.
$200,000; compared, with #207,000 last
Pix will be offered under billing'
season, when the orchestra took an
of "The Metropolitan Opera JiVssn.
ll-'week tour, two weeks longer than
presents 'B tCroyator^,'
(etc.)
a>
the one scheduled for 'Biis year. Ol
Friedrich i^her production^' Conthe -$13S,000 deficit, Gaines saj^, all
tract calls for use of Met artists,
but-$9,t)0Q has been subscribed.
chorus and ballet, as well as Met's

Wfilfsohn

Des MoineS," Nov. 25.
Radio theatre (4,200booked Margaret Tru-

?)^irr«inl»<»r jE6,

Top English Operatic
Talent for Dublin Sked
Dublin. Nov. 21,
Biggest lineup of imported operatic talent to vi.<fit here in 10 years
will

be heard during Dublin Oper-

atic Society's season at 'Gaiety

next

month.
Imports are headed by Victoria
Sladen. Covent Garden Opera House
soprano, and include Ruth Packer,

Margery
Joyce

Field

Garsidc

Patricia Black

(Carl Rosa Co.),*
Wells),
(Sadlcrs
(Carl Rosa), James

(Johnson Sadlers
Walter
Wells,
Midgeley (Covent Garden), Roderick
Jones (Sad'ers Wells), Arthur CopJey and Layland;WJ:ilte-(Ctdrl Rosa>.

iMnesday,

N<iv«iuber

'Annie' Oracle

ji6;

1947

IJBISITIMATE
Chevalier Cops $10,500
in 5 Performances, St. L.

Record Again, $52j

Lunts$22m'SonsTair$14MCU
Chicaeo,' Nov. 25. <
houses continued to
pull heavy grosses last week. "Annie
^et Your Gun," again breaking
at
the Shubei-t with
record.^
house
a solid sellout, brought in 152,249.
Also continuing at top figures is "O
Mistress Mine" at the Selwyn in its
Guild subscription,
lust week of
with a powerful $22,000.
"Chocolate Soldier," at the Blackstone," had a slick $23,000, but has
had to post a four-week notice due
to its prior St. Louis booking. Spike
Jones is Still turning them away,
except at Saturday matinee, for a
Iiocal

legit

hefty $23,000.^ "Private J^ives," at the
Harris, goes rolling along amidst all
competition, picking oft -a plump

OK 20 ViG, LA.

'Weakness'
'Mary Had

Public wasn't overly impressed
the theme of "All My Sons,"
opened ISFov. 17, at the
Erlanget and Had -only a moderate
"AH
$14,000 for the first week.
Gaul Is Divided," at the Civic, is
light with $9,000.
Eatinatc* for L»st Week
"All Gaol U' »lTided''-.-Ci'vic (900;
Lean $9,000, but
<2a* week*).
'vJith

which

aiding on.
f).60)

"AU My Sons"

—Erlanger

(1,133;
After Broadway rep initial
$3.60).
week under expectations; $14,000 .es-

...

•

.

.

of $B,900.
Hou.se relights
CIMes.) for one week with
the Frying Pan," offering

RKO

tonight the illness of Blackstone in Akron,
"Out of relighted Sunday (23) with a twoof the- week stand of Victor Hei'bert's "Red

Studio Cluh.
Estimates tor Last Week
"Blackouts of 1949," El Capitan

wk)

As

(1,142; *Z.40).

$17,000.

"Mary Had

A

Little,"

Mill."

usual,

Belasco

(2d wk)
(1,061;
$2.40).
Getting
stronger, eight performances registered sweet $14,000.

"ThatTs the Way Women Are/' Las
Palmes' (2d wk) (388;!>$3). Bigger
$3,900 gave it the $9,900 total for the
run.
"The Fatal Weakness," Billmore
(2d wk)
Building,
(1,636; $3;60).
with $20,500 in the tUl for this
frame.
"The lioiuse at Bernard^ Alba,"

Gertie ISI/^CHdI);

.

'

(ZilOO; $6)

Blackstone
"Choeotote Soldier"
(7th week): Fine $23,Last four weeks announced.
"MViiinil DepreelstlBn fieviie"—
Studebaker (1,240; $3.60) (4th week).
Spike Jones show continues near
sellout figure, esccpnt for Saturday
Seattle, Nov. 25.
matinee; solid $23,000.
«0 Mistress Mine"— .SeTwyn (1,000;
Business continues bullish at the
(3d week). Mi^ty -$22,000. Metropolitan here. Last week's of$4J!0)
IVould he higher tout for price con- fering, the touring pi^duction of
"Angel Street," with Gregory Peck
<tes.<!iota to (xuild subscribers.
Lives"— Harris- (1,000; and Laraine Day, grossed $25,000,
"Private
$3,60) (16th week). Tallulah Bank- Virtual capacity in the- 1,500-scat
house, at a $3;75 top.
It was the
head drew another potent $21,000.
Theatre Guild opener for season.
"The Fatal Weakness," opening
Jan. S, is the next booking for the
(1,358; $4.80)

LARAM-PECK ^Sjm
]R'AN€EST;,SEAm£

flOO.

.

-

'Streetcar'

$2^MI

Snasb

in

PhSf

Then comes "Another

Metropolitan.

Part of the Fores-t," play by Lillian
Hellman.
Fourth Theatre Guild
presentation is not' yet announced,
but may be Alfred Lunt and Lynn
Fontanne in "O 'Mistress Mine.'^

b

"Show Boat" at the Shubert, with
That was considerably under

capacity at the show's scale
top with boost weekends), but

teged,' 4G, Fdds

Anna Lucasia"—Shea's,

Erie (24);

Park, Youngstown (23-26); Hartman,
"Show Col. (27-29); Cox, Cincy (1-6).
Boat!' gained .steadily and had the
"Annie Get Tonr G»n"—Shubert,
'
SRO sign out" after Wednesday. Chi. (24-6).
Show Is now set to stay the five
"Blackouts of 1V47"— El Capitan,
weeks originally planned and not Hollywood (24-6).
just four.

war FAHiniooo,
miA.^ CURRENT, BAITO
Baltimore, Nov. 25.
Shubert production of "The Firefly'*

drew

fairish returns at Ford's

here last week,

winding up

with

$14,C00.

In currently is "Oklahoma," Starthig a two-weefc run after two previous visits. Top figure is already
in the bag.

Cornell

Draws

$22,000

In Good Toronto

Week

"Caronaet"—Cass, Det. (24-6).
Mkarice,Chev«ller-^urran, Frisco
(4-6).

"Chocolate Soldier"

— Blaclistone,

locally last week,
all but one getting big grosses. Exception was "Legend of Lou,'' lighting Tuesday (18) at the Plymouth
and getting pretiy general thumbs

Show

closed here Saturday

(22).

"Tonight at

8:30,"

personal hit for

Gertrude Lawrence^ did fair business at the Shubert. "The Medium"
and "The' Telephone," reopening the
Majestic as a legit spot, got a big
hand and has done fine at the b.o.,

and '"Merry Widow," here again at
the Opera House, got fairish biz.
Only opener this week is "Rose
Marie" at the Opera House, followed by ''Gentleman from Athens"
at the Plymouth, "The Fireily," at
the Opera House, Monday (1), and
"Song of Norway" at the -Shubert,
Dec. 8.
Estlinates for Last:

Week

"Lady Windermere's Fan," Coloonial (1,500; $3.60)—Second

'with

more

.

week

,

.

of

'

tional,
(R-1,173;
$4.80).
starter; colored revue also

Guild show climbed a notch as "Calypso" and
discounts fell off, to reach estimated' till Dec. 5.

mbtwk,Ky.

Dubious

known

as

"Bongo"; postponed

Ballet Theatre, opening a fourweek engagement Wednesday (19)
CoBsiHid Daeirian," Fulton (8tb. at
the City
two more to go.
N- Y„ grossed
Sock wac $31,100 in itsCenter,,
"htgtaUk of- Lm," Plymouth (1,461:. week) (D-968; $4.80).
first seven perf6nn»
times
$3,00)—-Hiis: hard by the crix and melodrama that sells out all
ances through Sunday (23), puIUng
except midweek matinee; the- count- $8,050 for the two
closed Saturday. (22) after getting
Sunday shows. As
is always close to $21,500.
of Monday (24) a.m., there was still
an estimated $4i000. poor.
"Call Me Mister," Plymouth (84th
a $65,000 advance in the tiU. Com"The Medium" .and. "Telephone,"
$4.80),-StUl a pany ahm
(R-1,075;
Menotti week)
had a $65,000 advance «t
Majestic (1.500; $4.20)
$24,000, sock:

—

moneymaker though under previousocera brought out fashionable aulevels; should do fairly well for bal-

dience and snagged ray«s, with resulting estimated $17,000 very bi^
for this kind, ol thing. Second anid
final week current.

"The Merry Widow," Opera House

Chi. (24-6).

—

(3,000:

but

its

got

Peronnial operetta
$3.60 )
cu,stomary cordial reception
only fair $19,000.
"Rose

Marie" here now with '^fr

Ktrefiy".

to follow in repertory.
"Tonieht at -S:.""." Shubert (1,700;

$4.20)—Triple ( %. acter bill, first
here a decade- ago' didn't move too
strong and took, eistimoted '$18;S00.

Second week currents

'ROBERTA,'

WITH NIESEN^

Cleveland, Nov. 25.
"ratal WeBkness".r-Biltmore, L. A.
Revival of "Roberta," with GerAud., San Diego (30-1); trude Niosen starred, gave the
(24-29);
Aud., Pasadena (2); Aud., Fresno Cleveland 500 Operetta Co. season at
(3-4); Aud., Stockton (5); Aua.. Sac- civic auditorium- a big push. .Sigramento (6).
mund Romberg operetta garnered a
"Harvey'^
Cox, Cincy (24-29); smart $60,000 in the 7,SQ0'>seat hall,

—

English^ indpls. (1-6).
Locust,
"I Bemember Mama"
Philly (24-6).
•;LSdy Windermere's Fan"— Colonial, Bost. (24.6)i
'Medium," "Telephone"—Majestic,

—

Bosfe (24-6).

"O Mistress Mt«e'«-^Selwyn,

Chi.

(24-6).

"Oklahoma!"-Ford's,
"Private

Lives"

—

Balto. (24-6).
Chi.
Harris,

at $3.60 top.
As the final

*

show

in first series,
"Desert Song," with Helena Bliss
and Edward Roecker, will do even
stouter -biz, according to heavy advance sales. Its potential gate of
.$70,000, plus $55,000 for the opening

"Merry Widow" and the "Roberta"
take, will add up to approximately
$185,000 for the three-week engage-

ment.

(24-6).

That gsoss figure is regarded as
Shubert, Philly
phenomenal for legit productions
double what they would
Norw»y"*^Nixon, Pitt. here, being 1,400-seat Hanna. Total
pull in the
(24-29); Aud., Roch. (1-2); Erlanger,
expenses for setting, up the civic
Buff; (3-6).
company and three operettas are
"State of the Vnion"—Aud., St.
.said to come up to about $200,000,
Joseph (24): Aud., Topeka (25); Mabut backers are not worrying about
jestic, Wichita Falls (26); Conv. Hall,
amortizing costs:
TuLsa (27); Home, Okla. City (28-;29);
*'

"Show Boar'

(24-6).

"Sons

of

'

New York

—

Cornell's

—

'CaronseT $33,500
In Opeiiii^

Del Week

Detroit, Nov. 25.
Detroit's legit fare this week con-

(1-6).
would have been around $25,000.
of "Carousel," at the Cass/
'The Gentleman from Athens"-^ sists
The Saturday matinee and evePlymouth, which is a cinch to do three strong,
ning performances sold out but, Playhouse, Wil. (28-29);
if not capacity, weeks. Last week,
(1-6).
earlier 'in the week the Royal Win*- Bost
estimated $33,500.
"The Lata Christopher Bean"-^ the first, did an
ter Fair and the "Ice-Capades" ofhad a dark
Shubert-Lafayette
ShUbert-Lafayette, Det, (24-6).
fered competition;
"The Bed Mill"—American, St. week occasioned ^y an old battle
with the musicians union keeping
Louis (24-8).
s. f.
from' appearing.
Maurice
Chevalier
Bost,
Shuoert,
"Tonifht at 8:3»"
warned that
was
accompanist
His
(24-6).
San Francisco, Nov, 23.
"Voice of the Turtle"— Aud., Pitt. appearing in the theatre would
"Dream Girl,'' which opened Monday (7) at th* 1.77«-seat Curran to (Kan.) (24-25); Mfem. Hall, Salina blacklist him, due to a running batC. (27-29); tle between the union and- Manager
-rave reviews for star Lucille Ball (26);. Music Hall,
and. the enthcv^ cast; hit a good first KROT, Des Moines (1); Parkway, David 'Nederlander, who currently
is using no orchs at all in the hOtise.
week gfosa of ^XS,900.
Madison (2); Davidson, Mil. (3-6).

'mrnxm^w^,

K

curtain time opening night, 'Which
is more than half the. $120,000. poof stay; which is- in sight; tential for the
Sl-performance sun,
and whiph mm)a8»ment claims- tops
"Eastward in Eden," Royale (1st any previous presentation at the
week) (D-1.03S; $4 80). Some strong- Center.
ly commendable notices but bui^iness
BT opened- last April at the Cenmild;
estimated ter to a $30,000 advance, and racked
<ifter
premiere
around $5,500 in seven times.
up $92,000 for the three-week run.
"Fteian's ainbow,'^ 46th Street This was at a $2.40 top, whereas
(46th week) (M-1,319; $6). Money current top is "$3.
Center has also
in the bank from advance sale of added 333. seats to its capacity this
tickets around $160,000: one 'of sock falL But despite these changes, the
holdover Clicks; $42,000; capacity current engagement is figured BTs
plus.
heat stand financially ever in N. ¥.
"For Love or Money," MiUer (3d
Company is premiering a new hairFoUowup let tonight CWed.) in "Tlieme and
week) (C-940; $4V80).
press more favorable than original Variations," with sets, and costumes
notices,
and indications are for by Woodman Thompson, Choreogragoodly stay; estimated Over $14,000. phy by Georgj; Balanchine, to mu^c
Bii-tbday,"
Broadhurst from Tchaikovsky's Suite No. 3 for
"Bapptr
(56th week) (C-l,ieO: $4:80). Bit off Orchestra,
This .ii BTs only new
first part, of .week but again big at presentation fbr 4he fall' season.
the end Uke all the others; $24,008.
•Harvey," 48th St. (161st week)

ance

$20,500.

i

'

•

(5-6).

'

its

orchestra and balcony very
good; up, over $19,000.
"Thta Time Tomorrow," Barry(D-1,064; $4.20).
Final and
fourth' week less two periormances;
topped $11,000 with subscription
support; "A Streetcar Named. Desire"
next attraction, Decl 3;
"Young Man's Fahcy," Cort (30th
business gradually tapering during,
week) (C-1,064; $3.60). Gets, by;
the approach to Christmas.
'Eastward in . Eden," the solo $7,000.
opening, drew a fair press as it did
REVIVALS
"Antony and Cleopatora," Beck (Dout of town but business was distinctly light.
This week has one 1,214; $4.80). Presented by Katharine
new entrant, too, "Antony and Cleo- Cornell and Guthrie McClintic;
patra."
Shakespearean
drama opens tonight
An increased number of
shows in rehearsal presages more^ (26).
"The First Mrs. Fiaser," Shubert
arrivals than recently; "This Time
Tomorrow" rings down Saturday (3d week) (CD-i;380; $3.60). Ap(29 ), a brief engagement having been pears to be stopgap attraction until
"High Button Shoes" moves down
expected.
from Century next month; $11,000.
Estimates for Last Week
"Medea," National (5th week) (DKeys: C i:Comedy), D (Drama),
CD iCpmedv-Drama) R (Revue), 1,164; $4.80). Greek tragedy is atM (Mtjsicol) O (Operetta).
tracting coasiderable interest in ad'^AIIesKo," Majestic
(6th week)- dition to students as indicated by
(M-1,695; $6). Some of the numbers grosses; almost $30,000.
are being popularized by the didbs,
anA> Sufierman," Alvin (7th
which heighteh.interest in the front- week) (CD-1,331; $4.80). Tops the
straight-play division, with takings
running musical; nearly $49,000.
"An Inspector Callii," Booth (5th $31,500 and more; jdiould play into
week) (D-712; $4.80).
Word-of- or beyond' spring,
"Burtesque," Belasco (48th week)
mouth helping English meller to
profitable although not exceptional (C-1,077; $4.80).. Looks like cinch
'grosses; dipped isomewhat to $12,500. to better year's stay; some variance
"Annie Get Toar Gun," Imperial but substantial business right along;
(80th week) (M-1,472; $6.60).
In over $15,000.
ADDED ATTRACTION
Chicago the touring "Annie" is a
Playhouse (86$; $4.80). Edith Piaf,
sensation^ and the original continues^
supporting
to sell out all performances; again with
French artists,
was.;,slated to close but engagement
nearly $45,000.
"Bom •Tederday," Lyceum (95th extended through this week, maybe
week) (C-993; $4.80). No new com- longer; playing sixth week.
edy this sfeason .has approached registering like this one, which goes
along clicking; over $18,000.
"Bricadoon," Ziegfeld (37th week)
(M-1,628; $4.80), SeUing out all performances and cinch to play into,
another summer; $43,000.
"Caribbean
Carnival,"
Interna-

this

"Dream Girl"—Geary, Frisco (2429); Curran, Frisco (3^>-l); Mayfair,
Tacoma
Telitple.
Portland
(3-4);

Toronto, Nov. 25.
Par., Amarillo (1); Majestic, Wichita
opening, Falls (2): Melba, Dallas (3-4): Par.,
production of Au.stin (5); Texas, San Antonio (6);
Wal"Streetcar Named Desire"
nut, Philly (24-29).
Aud., Hartford
"Sweetkeartc"
(24-29); Shubert, New Haven (1-6).
(1,525) at $3.60 top, but gros.scd a
Bost.
"The Flrefly"--Gpera Hse.,
hefty $22,000.
The capacity figure
Prior to

Katharine

"Anthony and Cleopatrai" with Godfrey Tearle, missed an ^peeted capacity we&k at the Royal Alexandra

9/^ Xleo' Sole Debut

"Man

Boston, Nov, 25.

Four openers

got

(1-6).

(.$4v55

"Sweethearts," with Bobby Clark,
cased ofT a trifle in third and final
week at the Forrest, but reported
for
$39,580, renresenting capacity
the la^ hall Of the week.
Fourth legit offering was "I Remember Mama," with $14,500 for its
first week at the Locust. It is in for
four weeks.
Only change this week is at the
Forrest, where "Angel in the Wings,"
revue with the Hartmans, opens a
two-wgek visit tonight (Tfues.)

Tdni' Weak

-

Philadelphia, Nov. 29.
Although not the top gross, last
(Period' co»eri»{r i7ot>. 24?Dec. 6)
week's feature item was "A Streetniviaed"—Civic, ChL
"/at 6anl
car N&med Desire,"- which started,
_,
out at capacity and had only scat-. (2*-2»),
"AH My SwuT—Mrlanger, Chi.
teMa/ empties: air week, getting (24-6).
1
It's sold
t2A;0()0 for the cp.-ncsiter.
ia
the
"ADfcl
WiOfs"—Forrest,
out solid for this week.
Philly (24-6).
Actual gross leader last week was
"Angel Sfi«et"-^Biltmore, L. A.
$28,500.

Turkey Day Due to See Splurge;

,

'

Coronet (1st wk) (255; $3.60). Heavy
first weeic pass list kept boxoSice
"Annie -Get Tour Gun"— Shubert from registering absolutely solid, but
(3d week). Every seat in $4,550 take means house is better
tremendous
$52,249.
taken;
house
the
than 95% filled with payees,
down.
timated.

Weekend Ke^ Broadway Ira-ia;

start, gained momentum and
$14,000 gi.sh
closed Saturday (22) wih a nice
Broadway was virtually status
LOs Angeles, Nov. 25.
b.o, record, Five performances with quo last week with some drops in
Local legit perked along on an the house scaled to $3.66 grossed -business pace except at the weekend.
$10,500.
It
was Managers would have every day
even keel last week, with only one approximately
attraction flnaling. -"That's The Way Chevalier's first p.a. here in 15 years lil^ Fridays and Satiurdays if they
raved over the one-man had their way about it. This week
Women Arc" bowed out of Ijas and crix
^
should see sontething of a holiday
Palmas Saturday (22) after two show. ,
The American, closed because of splurge over Thanksgiving, then
weeks and a day,' with a total take

(283r.H

$21,000.

JMW

St. Louis, Nov. 25.
When labor trouble forced the
cancellation of Maurice Chevalier's
scheduled engagement in Detroit
last week;. Harold Koplar, of the
local Chase Club, and Arthur I>sser
hastily arranged a four-night stand
for him. The French star moved in
Wednesday (19) and, after a slug-

«7

Exceptional publicity
accorded run laugh show, which
continues among most popular attractions; over $17,000.
Button Shoes," Century
"Ilifh
(C-902; $4.20).

(8th week) (M-1,670; $4.80). Selling
out all time.Si with standees; takings
nearly
includes
theatre
$42,000;
particl; at slight discount; musical
•'"
standout.
"Inetime of 1948," Center (26th
week) (M-2,994; $2.40). Has been
collecting profitable takings since
opening;" varies according to number
of visitors to Radio City; will shoot
this week
ing: $33,000.

up

what with Thanksgiv-

"John Loves Mary," Music Box
week) (C-979; $4.80). One o£

(42d

holdover laugh shows that

is

doinst

well enough and primed through
winter; nearly $17,000.
"MuKiic in My Heart," Adelphi (8th
week) (0-l,434; $4.80). Has varied
but to date has floio-ished. and may
fo through season: much better than
first indicated; $30,500.
"Oklahoma!", St. James (250th
week) (M-1,505; $4.80). Celebrating
2,000th performance, and •end of run
not in sight; last week's takings okay

but off to $20,000.
Hefcress,"
(8th
"The
Biltmore
week) (D-920: $4.80). Definitely in

the chips, and big money from the
start, with gross quoted at $22,000,

ai^^iKFFrT
Pittsburgh. Nov.' 25.

Joe E. Brown's "Hhtvey" finished
up three-week- smash date at, Nixon
corisiderably over $28;500.
It could
have stuck around, indefinitely since
they were still begging- for aeat» «t
the windup.
Playing at $3;60 top

(including tax) comedy got .quoted
.$78,2(15 on the engagement, biggest
three-week gross for a straight play
in house's history. Previousi tecord
held, by "Othello".. was- topped by
mo.'-e than $500.
.
Nixon currently has "Song of Norway," which opened to terrific adThen comes three
vance sale.
straight weeks of musical revivals,
"Merry Widow," "Rose Marie" and
"Firefly."
House will be dark first
three days of ChTi.stmas wee]^, opening Xmas night with Bobby Clark's
-

-

'

"Sweethearts,"
which
will
through New Year's week;

stay

$9^

'Union' Gets Niee
In 4 Performances, ~E.C.
Kansas

City,

Nov. 2^

"State of the Union" played a rieturn engagem.ent here last Thurs-

with .Kay
capacity.
"The Drnid Circle," Morosco (Sth Francis in the femme lead. Gross of
week) (D-935; $4.80). Turninft an .$9,500 was considered okay for the
four performances and the second
operating profit right along, with
time around for the show. It played
higher-priced tickets keeping Engthe Music Hall under A & N Preslish drama up; $13,500.
day-Saturday

(20-22),

,

"The Voice of the Turtle," Hudson
week) (C-1,057; $3.60). Moved
here from Beck; business not so
good; around $6,500.
"The Wfaistow Boy," Empire (4th
week) (D-Lm $4.80). One British
drama f&vored over most 'others.
(189th
,

entations, at $2-.SS top.

The Music Halt sked for this week
carries the return engagement of
"Voice of the Turtle." It's in lor
four performances Thursday-Sator'
day (27-29), at a $3 top, also brought
in

by

A&

"The »ed

N. Next leKit hqokttsgi
Ate Dee. sj&T^

Mill," Ss

.

.

'

Wcdnesdiiy, NoYwnher

98

Plays Out of
Angel ia the Wings

jukebox favorite. She shows fine
talent as a comedienne in the skits.
Wilmington, Nov. 21.
Her takepif on Hildegarde is one for
y Xfarjofle and 8hcrman Kwlng production
o£ mustcal revu^- In two itoti^, 23 svouesJ, the book.
Stai'S The Haitmnns. Otiiora Jneliitle lianlc
The sweet sOngs are handled by
I^adcl, Nadlne Gae, Petev Humiltoii, Ilobon
Stantop, Connie Baxter, Johnny Barnes, Connie Baxter and Robert Stanton,
Elaine IStrltch, Vlolft Roache, Bill McGrow, the best being "Easy to Do," warbled
Staffed by John Kennedy;: aottlngs and in good style by Miss Baxter, and
.

.

liRhtlnsr,

HtUlat'd

Donald Oenslager; sonss. Bob
and Cart Slgmani aketches, Ted
T^ndd and The Hartmans;

Hunk

X.UCC,

.

Kdward Nplli costumes. Julia
S%e,! muslciil itrransvments, t>avl<t Mann;
musloit) 4Iresb>ir, 'PUII IngaUs. Opened at
Playhouse, AVilnilngton, Nov, 21, "IT; $3. CO

choreography,'

top.

"Once Around the Moon,?' a love
duet.

Johnny Barnes has two excellent
tap n/imbers, his stepping to Ladd's
scat singing being a show stopper.
Viola Roache and Bill McGraw round
out the cast in minor- roles,

.Donald Oenislager's settings and
Built around the H^rtmans, thi$
master
new jntinsal? .type revue has plenty lighting effects show the oldstunning
ori the hall, and by the time it at his best, and Julia Sze's
' reaches New York It should be ready
costumes are in keeping with the
tot the hit -class. Accent is on smart and sophisticated air pervad.comedy, and the laughs come fast ing the production. Definitely a show
Klep.
and furious a$ the Hartmans make to see arid hear.
merry, with radio "breakfast pror
grams, Hildegarde's "Raleigh Boom,"
,

women's
inagioians.

Show now

C«denza

vaudeville

'and

clubs,''

Is

Hedgerow theatre production

is

ovMlonfc premier^

curtain' not <f ailing until almost midnight. Only II in cast but they disti'

out plenty in the

way

of entertains

of

.

a nevf

by HolIShd Dills. Mnalc by Marc
Dlreoted by J«sper Dceter and Rose
Sehulman; lighting, -Ruth- Ksherlck; settings, Ralph Earl. Presented at the Hi«U;exavr theatre, Moyian-Hos» Valley,. Pa., Nov.
nliiv

Buocl.

ment. The inimitable Hartmans set 1», -it.
a' fast opening x>aee- with' their spoofing of ballroom danceteams. Fot conFor the 159th production 'm its
trast there is the' straight dance team repertory, the Hedgerow theatre in
of Nadine Cae and. feter Hamilton, Moylan-Rose Valley has chosen an
and. .they rate applause for several artistic play thai seems suitable for
beautifully executed |>aUet numbers. little theatre j^roupAl but has little
Nothing very subtle about the chance commercially. Ja^er Deeter
humor in the sketches, most of them and his colleagues have had the
ringing the- bell in laughs. One of "Cadenza" script a dozen years or so,
the funniest is "Up Early. With the but have previously put off staging
-

lOrpjohns,"

.

ar

bilairidus satire

on

radio

breakfast programs. The Hartmans
are the broadcasting couple. In fact
thby work in all' the sketches, the
only weak one being a park scene
:'with Mrs. HsirfmaA as .an obnoxious
Icid and her taate the dtgnifled tycoon
.
trying to read a paper.
'
'The others hdverthe Hartmaffs kidding the daylights out ot explorers
who address women's clubs; oldtime
vaudeville magicians; merrymakers

in cafe society, and

rib-tickling

a-

scene in a college campus trailer..
The Hartmans also are generous with

•

.

,

•

»nd RomteA

;

,

•

Mask and Wig

new show

Club's

is

not up to the all-around mark set by
last year's ''John Paul Jones," or
"Paoli- Iiocal" and a couple of thei
other recent productions. Main trouble, as might be e3i;pected, lies in the
book. U. of P club has returned this
year to what used to be its annual
policy,

..Hefter

Valet

Financing for the Bernard Bart>
decided -hit here, evidencing the Martin Gabel production 'of "The
fact that there are enough people
Survivors," by Peter Viertel and
looking for an escapist play built
Irwin Shaw, was completed this

A

on

.

.

.

notably "Iiove la a VTonderful Thing, I Think," and "Happy Go
Lucky," with "Not Long for This
World," "You've Got What It Takes"
and .'"Vhi Finer Things in Life", as
other possiibilities.
glee club number entitled "Serenade" and a couple
of rousing chorus numbers are also
.

A

is

always

a-

feature of
this

one

is

dancing chorus -is occasionally
ragged. Therft aren't as many individual specialties as in .some of the
last three or>four shows, but a dance
chorus member, Robert Wilson, hai

first

THANK

YOl!

We Wish to Expfess Our Prpfountf Orotftuclfr fo the
Following ArHsts of Stage, Screen. Rodio and

Operd Whose Generosity Mode

one show'stopping turn.

Possible

NIGHT OF STAES
At Madison Square Garden
Monday Evening. November 1 7| 1947

Albert
'

.
'

'

,

Myron-Cohen
Perry Como
Diosa Costello
Vi? X>a4>one

The De Moreos
Joan Edwards
Nanette Fabray

.

Gabel, on a leave of absence from
Walter Wanger, will stage the play.
Small brought the producers,
together with Marden. Louis Calhern will be, starred in the show,
with Richard Basehart and Hume
Cronyn featured, the latter in a.
character part.

March 16 Openingr In
iLondon for 'Dark Eyes*

from Sophia Boteny who tries to
vamp the toreador, and from anblitical refugee done by Pierre E%ure
who tries to win the girl. A corrida
scene, is one of the highlights Of the
show. Arena is seen as- from a distance, and made to. appear realistic.
This .portion has beai staged by the
Capricorne company; and goes over
big. Another effective set js that
showing Luis Mariano praying in a
-

chapel.

returned

Sevastianoil

to

week from London,, where
up plans for producing the
Eugenie- Leontovich-Elena Miramova
"Dark
Eyes," in Britain.
comedy,
Switch in London plans will now
bring show into the New.. theatre
instead of Wyndham's, with, open>
Ing March 16 instead of March 1.
Show will try out two weeks, longer
he

set:

.

the> provinces

in

skedded,

than

originally

vv

Baronova (Mrs. SevastianUta Hagen and Paula Lawrence

Irina
Ofl),

will play the lead roles, as th^y did
in eastern strawhats last silmmer.
Richard Davis.of N. Y. and William
Linnet of London are listed as co-:
producers with Sevastianoff.
.

,

Luis Mariano, who clicked in
"Belle de Cadix," is a popular fave.
He scores with his looks and voice.
acting and Pierre Faure, who also sings
nicely,
particularly its singing. Edward Mat- is equally
personable. Marina Hotine
thews as the burly Romiet is a good IS not only easy to look
at, but sings
comedian and can warble well, and and danc6S. This
goes double for
Hugh Kremer clicks as the zither- Sophia Boteny.
As
a comedian,
playing Juleo.
Maurice Baquet- stands out.
Gise
Show couldn't' get a downtown
Jacqueline
L^eune
and
,
house this year and is playing in the O Brady also score plenty ot laughs.
2,000-seat Irvine Auditorium, on the Big comedian Metalrie and plump
'
Penn campus.
Waters.
Andree Moreau also provide funny
is

impressive for

its

-

moments,

'

The music, by Francis Lopez,
'

John

Wildfaiierg,

of

"Anna Lucasta,"

left

Sunday

(23)

extended trip through the
midwest in' advance of the road company of the Philip Yordan play.
Producer will give interviews, make
radio appearances and speak at>
for an

luncheons,
is

back from London

wjh6re he'^attendted the click opening

show.

He

etc.,
to
ballyhoo the
figures such ac^tivity is

of Spaliish t^mpo. Luis worth ah average of $2,000 or $3,000
Mariano has supplied several good a wjeek in increased t>oxoffice for

largely

CTALG DBAMATIC ASSN.)

'
tunes. The score is played by the
^few Haven, -Nov. 20.
The Yale- Dramatic Assn., venerr> pit orchestra of 25 batoned by Jef
abl»-stude thespiah group which ha$ de Murel,
fostered more than' one- entertainThere's a chorus of 24 in many
ment talent that has since become scenes, while the 12 ballerinas
also
a "name" in show business, has now are used. Costumes ar^ colorful,
and
come, up with a musical more sub* at times compare
weU with thcise of
stantial than merely a college boy any big revue,
jkaxi.
'

the production.

-

romp.
Fashioned in revue style, with a
thread of a story holding componCiiilfl's
together, "Clover" bases its
London, Nov. 11.
,
book on the problem of an underNewport Theatrp Commttt* presengrad pondering various activities via ..Ti'^*'
tation o( new play In two acta (Ave iccn^pi
-"eglnWu
Beckwlth. Directed by Nora coUege placement bureau. Scope '
Arta.Theatre
Club, Longives leeway for five major sketches SJ.n"
titled,
"A Bankers Conference
Audrey Noble
Room," "An
Operating
Bannister (boy)
Room," John 'i
.....Ivor Bnwyer
"Hollywood," "A FootbaH Locker Mary Banhlstcr.
.Kuth liodM
.... .iiJwarS DudKe?n
Boom" and "A Nightclub." General M'':''"<'I Abbott
van Beer"
calibre of skits i.s high, comedy at Mrs.
Mrl"''K°".';.''"*''
Bannbter
.Vera Hiirat
times reaching the hilarity stage.
-Hush^Burden

After visits to Columbus,
cinnati,

CleV'eland,

St.

O.,

Cin-

Lofils

and

other cities, he'll go to the Coast to
confer with Paulette Goddard, who's
slated to start In a Paris production
ot the play.

,.

Jan Murray
Music Hall Rockettes
Jan Peerce
Jane PoWell
.

:

Regan

Play

enjs

.

Lonny Ross
Roxy Choral Gyoup
Roxy,eites
Phil Silvers

Menasha Skuhiik
Sterner and Choir
Ed Sullivan
:
The Three Stooges
Lana Turner

Sam

Cantor Leibele Wokltnan

Weire Brothers

NATHAN STRAUS.
Cfcafrman.

ROBERT M. WEITMAN.
CAafrmon, Proiucinq

.

toreador. Opposition

Jerry
Ni Y. last

•

Bomey Ross

Jinx Folkeni>urg

Holm

Tiio

Mario and Fiona
Tex McCrary
Paul Muni

Phil

Joan Fontaine
John Gariield
Connie Haines
Sldtch Henderson
HorayJIenihfield

.

of play' cues the Spanish

falls for-

.

Bert.LyteH
.

Eddie l^racken
Bandy Brooks ttnd Orchestra
Sid Caesor

<:elesti

George Jessel
Paul KeUy
The King Cole

-

Name

and action is 100 years ago.
Marina Hotine, a village beauty,
young Luis Mariano, who
has no money nut makes .some as a
famous
comes

locale,

The settings and costiunes are
good,, but this year's Wiggers' showlighting.

In the Clover

Turhan Bey
Huutphrey Bogart

theatre.

-Paul

would benefit by better

Cast

the t4th Annual Presentation of

.

,

-

no exiception although even the noted

'Vlidon Blaiiw
Milton Bprle

values week, with Ben Marden putting up
the final (20,000 of the $75,000
budget. The' drama will open next
month at the Playhouse, N. Y., after
a^ road tryout. Marden owns that

'

Dancing

Paul Ash and Ordi«4iitt
*"
'.ameur^call '"

production

dancing,

.

na* music,

classical lines. Iliis

color,

lafttpooning

Ma^k and Wig shows and

Pon

206 FOR 'SURVIVORS'

.

Un

outstanding.

^

MARDEN PUTS UP LAST

•

'

.

.

.

'

.

.

.

.

famUiar plays', and comedy all rolled into one withbooks, etc. T^bia in the third time in out having recourse to anything out
its eOfyear history- that the club has of the way. Producer. Henri Montribbed Shakespeare, other shows joye invested about $90,1HK> in the
having bten "Mxl Hamlet of Den- show and likely will clean- up.' A
for various reasons, especially mark'/ and /Shylock and Co., Bank- few days after the opening, the play
it
beat the Folies Bergeres*^ biz in a
technical difficulties stemming frAn ers," many^, years ago.
single day. Albert Willemetz. one of
the original musical score. As it is,
''Juleo and Romiet," with the. gag
the musical angle leaves much tp be subtitle, "I Have a Man in the Bal- the coauthora of the'-lsootr, and a
desired. Marc Bucci, the young com- cony, Doctor," doesn't try to follow produder himseU at the Bouffes
Parisiens, is an old -'hand and knows
of
poser who is a $0n and grandson
even a bate »utline' of the -Bard's
skilled musicians^, has written an tragedy.' Instead it takes' the setting how to blend what the public likes.
original score (except Jor a .brief and an assorted group of characters, Francis Lopez, who wrote the scpre,
Tchaikpwsky bit) which'ia performed including the famed lovers and Mer- also did "l^Ue de Cadix" which the
Shnherts b6ught last season.
via recordings.
cutio and Paris and Tybalt and
This is for family trade. There is
Play israbout a composer seeking others, and attempts a new plot.
no nudity, but Marina 'Hotine.
inspiration to finish his cherished
Show starts at lively clip
the Sophia Boteny, Gise May
and a
symphony. On various occasions he first act manages ato mamtain and
fairly
a
chorus supply plenty of pulchritude.
seats himself at a piano and in- high level
humor,
but
it dwindles
of
For
the women, Luis Mariano ana
dulges in elaborate but soundless in Act II, finally being thrown in the
Pierre Fatire bring interest besides
fingering, but What the' 'action is all ashcan, with the Wiggers'
famed first
about is a matter of some mystei-y. dancing chorus being rushed in to voices. Andree Moreau, Maurice
Play might be described as a save a dreary situation. Clay Boland Baquet, Jacqueline Lejuene, O'Brady
and Metalrie are comedians Parisian
"satirical fantasy!' or a "fantastic has contributed
another sparkling audiences
think entertaining. It's
satire" or, as .it. is -in a lobby sign,
score that posses^esi song-hit possi- clean fun, and plenty
of it.
as a "travesty on the, modern coI» bilities,

their pixilatied dattjc» numbers, cti-'
niaxed bgr A'.miAd but l^nny jungltf
"
'..
".
routine.
Working in sidts and as a single,
Rahk<. I<add is'- « eloa^ second to the'
Hartmanr in garnering- laughs. His:
monologs are clever and keep audi- laboration.ot the arts." The theme,
ence 'in high spirits between scene as tar. as- it can be understood, apchanges. lie gives age delivery to a pears to be an artist's responsibility
*
novelty comedy «ong, "The Thousand to himseU.
Islands."
Technically,, Hedgerdw hasn't done
Elaine Stritch h»i the top song hit, a better job in a long time. The di"Civilization;" already a radio 'and rection by. Jasper Deeter and Rosfe
,

Fli^ Abroad

Andslonste

.

.Philadelphia, Nov.. 20.

1947

excellent and Ruth
lighting is exceptional.
The acting, tooi is good* with David
Metealf a; the composer; Elsie 'Winocour as the Giddy Girl (representing
•
house in thp same circumstances tha
dance) and R. Bishop and M, de
husband s mother com« iiin.
Paris, Nov, 18.
Beausset a$ lawyers in the last act,,
Expecting an impassioned plea for
Henri Motjoye pr6<luctlon ot « two-»ot
all outstanding.
Stara Lul» Mariano her to remain,.the
<2S scenes) muatoal.
"Cadenza" may^ seem screwy to and Maria Hotine, Book by Albert WlUe- to get instead the wife is astonished'
most forceful apmost people, but it is never boring. met» and Raymond Vlncy; acora by Pran- peal to go away and make
a new lift
da topeji, Seta by Pelegry and Fo»t, CoiWotera.
for w herself. The other assures her
tumea by Foat. At Oalte I,yrl4u«. _
Dolare«,,,....^,...,..Mmeii Marlnit HoUne she grAw to almost hate her boy
bePilar
g,,
cause he had been the obstacle to her
Boteny
Sophfti
iratany Mmef..,»<.,
attaining peace and happiness elseafeta
k • <i •.,» .Jaoatiellne Meune
Andree Moroau where, and she doesn't want history
Dona Vlttovia
„,,,;..„«ermalne Lyht to repept itself.
La. aitane
..,..<...•...>,' Dujour
TJne BiapBgnole
Play opens haltingly, but builds up
Boyer
tlnda
,
Hefter on an interesting theme. Ruth Lodge
Carmen
,
Jnleo'
De aineatat gives all the pathos and heartache
Chlqulta
Juantto rere«.,...,,iM..MM,i Luio Mariano requisite to the role of
(Mask and Wig Show, V. of Pa.)
the mother
.Maurice BaqUel
Pepe,,...
Philadelphia, Nov. 21.
martyrs herself for her son.
who
Vlerre Faoiro
Vttllcnte
OOth annual niuaioar production by the
O'Brady Hugh; Burden depicts, the pathetic
Baedeker
Maj9k nndi-Wis Club-ot the Univ. p( Penn^
Metalrte failure of this sacrifice with his
Caiattho
usual
Rylvanla. .Mualc, Clay M. Boland;- lyrlos,
.... ^Max Mario competency, and
Soriano.
Gordon
Bell makes
Darrell H. Smith- and Moe Jstte; book. Rob.Jacquei Joaaelln
Le Serena
ert C. Currie, Jr.; additional lyrlcii, Frank
Bogcr Jourdnn
(Continued dn page 63)
Le JDIrecteUr d'Hotcl
Callahan, Daniel G. 'Foley and Edward
Maurice Bruot
rvonieler de Polloe.,,'
Hicks, Jr. choreography, Walter Keenani
I,e patron de !» M«i«Dn;de Dan^e
orchestrations, Eoland and AI Boait; cast
Henri Deapuech
,
direction by Benlanliln Itlcker; orchestra
lat Pdllcler .......,......,.;>.... Montlgny
conducted by Marty Kramer; Blee direction 2na Polloler.......i.......-........LoBueu)*
by Waltei R. Jobnuon. Frei«nt*d at Irvine 1st Peone...'
Pernes
Auditorium,. .Fhiladelphia, Nov. 21, '47, at
...Dorlgny
>
Peone
2nd
13.90 top.
Boyer
3rd Peone . . . A • t

Schulman

Esherick's

CommHf—,

Obviously; pegged for a college
audience, humor is such that it reg^isters well even beyond those confines.
At times, slapstickery dons a
tuxedo with amusing results. Production lacks an outstanding voice,
which is unfortunate in that promising tunes anl lyrics fall short of
full exposition..

.

Cast unearths a lot of collegiate
probably the standout being
the expert clowning of Richard F.
Sandwick.
Patricia
Luce,
lone
femme in the troupe, is a decorative asset.
Robert E. Costello has
staged Stan Flink's competent
script entertainingly.
Sets are by
Amos Morrill; costumes by Patton
Campbell;, music by Donald Weisman, Morris .Neufeld, Philip Leserman, William Backer, George Selden; lyrics by Stan Flink, Rich&rd
Malkin, Donald Weisman, William
Backer, Emerson Stone, George Sel
den, Harry Berger, Jr.
Bone,
talent,

-

Bin"
-S^r^r"'"
mil Nutting.

CMS

•

• • •

•

....Oordoh -Hoi!
::BVliib?th'lCen?llh

Bannister
•

Michael Lewer

This is a controversial "message"
play of effect on child mind of unhappy home background, depicting
lU-adjusted parents through two
generations to illustrate author's

'Hayride' for

London

Jack Hylton, London producer,
has bought the English rights to
Mike Todd's "Mexican Hayride" for
productioix in London* in May. It's
not yet determined whether American principals will be used.
Deal was set through the William
Morris Agency by Harry Foster,
head of the Foster Agency, London,
prior to Foster's return to Europe,

Friday

(21).

SAMUEL FRENCH
.8INCS

point.

mo

Play, Brokers

Story opens in 1028 with a woman
driven to despair through mental
cruelty of her husband and fearful
of the adverse, effect 6n her young
son. Goaded beyond endurance,
shfe
is^ on the verge of gfting
off with another man, when her mothter-ln-law
pleads with her to stay because of
the boy.
Boy is then seen grown to a vacillating neurotic and emulating the
milder forms of his father's evil nature. He, too, has a young son
and
the same problem arises. As the
young wife- is about to leave the
.

'

and

Authors* Representatives
88 WOit 45th Street, Noif Torh
1683 BanaetHlva.. IlbllymMd 46, Cal.

INFORMATION WANTED
Aayeaa haowlag tka whartaboBii
Maiba Adala Nilstoa (Adel**'

«f

M«Um) iatt Martf from la New
York 1t33 piaaw write S. J. SaadiMrg. ftwi No. It

Doyluwwa, OMo.
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LKGITIMATB
COMPUANCE ON
RED OATHS AT ^Uliy

I%iys on firoadway
Eastward In Kden

^ned

Wov. «,

«f Boyale, ST. Y..

•4;T;

would expect a 19th
century New England father to be,
and Beatrice Manley plays Emily's

father like one

Mancr Storn production ot dntuw. tn three
by Boroltay Gardner.
<»JX wenes),
fntii
^tur«» Beatrice Stralcht and OnelQw
Btevene. Bti«ed by KHen Vun Vo)k«nbajvg;
iettltif* VoA o<wtum«« 'deitcned by Donald
mUKto, Andre Slnser,
orlKtnd
nenelsKer;

[iUfCitt-

<

•

•

t

• •

>•

• • • •'. • . . .

»3.«0

Plmn

ijuoy

Tomllnaon
Barbara Amea

script.

•

Kahtt.

A House
duotlon ot

drama

in three actii (one aet)

by

(Bunt Jackwn). .Bmma Knox Karlton and William Kelm. Staged and denelen
Penelope Sack signed by Klvard K. Mitchell. Opened at
Buaao Gilbert,
Don Fetera
Street Settlement Flayhouse, N. T.,
Gerry Hood
Brneat Gkuves Nov. 21, 'tT; 11.10 top;
Shi Bf«wtonBeati-lce Straight Knto
BlohlnHOli.'.
1
Bmlly
Faraoua,
.Patricia Beaudry
.-...Sdwin Jetpme Vamte..
BdWaM DlGkinnon
.Ruth I^lllenttaal
;
Dr 'Charlea Wadeworth. . .Onalovr Steven* Iillllaii Parsons
I^ucla BaK«r
.Mary
Jackion
Uiiw Bimpeon^ ..i...
Helen Panwnii^
. ,
.Irla March
,I(obln Hinnplirey
'Martha DIcklnun
Dr. (Toby swain.
......Edwin Rawce
Xl^onkna -W,,UlKBin«on..,.Iohn D, S»ymoul' Will PaMnna...,
..Keene CiirtlK.
Judith lioater. v. ........... ,. .Norma Sverd'
Ur. Z^ater.,
Blcbard Haivkine
miere tn&y lUU be a plajr left on Mr*.
Buskett
Betty
Moirieeey
life of Emily Dickinson, though
.

Hmn

. ,

.

.

.

;

.

.

.

and^ is extraordhiarily Independent There Is this to be said of
whether in a gentle inOod, or baildiig, he is always readable."

the

••Eastwatd, in Elden" certainly is not
it.

An uneven

wavering

scrli>t,

rection <and an unsteady JpierfOim*.
Mice by the' central character can
Mrdly give this drama of f Utile Itove
much of a boxofflce chance.
lEere is «i Mle flmt dwiMmds a, con-

Henry

Stage Relief Benefits

Settlement

Street

which
spawned "Our

earlier

lioiise,

I.,an"',

Playseason
subsequently

a brief Broadway
run, comes up with "A House'
•Possessed" as its second offering of
jidenAly more mature performance the sefison. Drama by Xarlton and
than that jtiven by Beatrice Straight William Kelm is for the''most part
as the IStfa century New England :wella.written and: splendidly acted
but not sufficiently potent for Broadtioefr who. rose to prominence after
V
.
a love affair with a marri^ )Phila- way^
Locale is Massachusetts in 1921.
delphis clergyman. Fortunately for
whet^in the three sisters, frustrated
liliss Straight, the play does not rise
spinsters, connive to dump the xooi; fall on the basis of this single*
performance; there are, other 'ex> mantic applecart of their, younger'
tendating circumstances that di^ brother, an up -and coming iurist,
miriish the value of' "Eden" as an: and attractive wife of an ex-GI. The
evening in the theatre. The direc-< vet is an inmate of a mental institu*
tion is plodding, the writing too dif- tion and the judge is arranging an
annulment of the> marriage :so that
luise^ to proline audience attention.
At times the play bids fair to taljc- he can marry the gal. Sisters' conspiracy to balk the marriage, which,
Itself'to death.
unfortunately,
has its of course, is not successful, is sus'.^Bden,"
with
-genuine
suspense
greatest drawback 4n' its lack of ac- tained
tion and almost constant stream of throughout, to hold- audience 'attenaetlonless- dialog. There is' a none- tion. There's also a- balance of com-^
too-sturdy scripting' structure upon -edy elements at the right time to
contrast
with
-the'
sordidplotting.
which is bdsed. the great love the
principals had for eadi other. Dxt First act is a bit weak -but succeedletiiargic. .pace
and- Miss ing acts build and maintain suspenseplay's
Straight's lack of voice projection ful paces
From comedy standgoint Ruth,
are other factors that dissipate' audience intisrest: It is a ih-st produc- liilienthal practically cops the- showtion for Nancy Stern; production-: as. a wacky maid .wnols blackmailed
wise, the play is jnore thas ade- into smuggling bottles to the bibuquate, Donald Oenslager has con- lous sister, with Betty Morrissey
tributed 'tt< neat living-room set, and runnerup as the^ gossipy neighbor' en>»
there is some original music by listed in the campaign of intrigue.
Andre Singer that is in keeping with Keene Curtis gives an exacting and
creditably restrained performance- as
the' drama s mood.
Onslow Stevens shares featured the yoimg. judge, while Norma Sverd
billing with Miss Straight, as Dr. is both attractive and capable as his
Charles' 'Wadsworth, the cleric who, fiancee. Iris March, Patricia Beauwith his -wife -and children, seeks dry and Lucia Baker are also standri^u^e from his romance In Cali-- out as the" conspiring sisters. Kdwin
forma,. only to return^lS years later. Bawce and Bichard .Hawkins give
Stevens gives a 'workman-like perr good accounts ,of themselves in lesser
forraance though the play's writing roles.
and direction, are- rather difficult for
-Edward R. Mitchell, credited for
.
him to hurdle.
set -as well as staging,' turned in'
Edba.
!^W'^ iTeroiqe portrays .Emily's. good Job on both.

Pemberton

Agab

'

>

'

Chapman:

w^

Of PM'* Louis Kronenberger, Morehouse says: "Here is a man
qualified for his post.
has a classical background, a lively interest lii
the theatre, and sh6ws great perception in his first night judgmaitSi No
one in the field is quicker, to detect a weakness in a pWy. He writes well;*
The Journal-American's Robert Garland "knows his theatre , . In his reviewing he has a fondness for ther writing of witty, well-turned phrases."
Hiciiard Watts, Jr., (Post) "is a shrewd judge of stage fare and, although
inclined to be dogmatic h« writes- engo^gly. and with a great deal of

He

Joins

Harvey's Bdoze-Who
Brock Pemberton made a oneMight appearance Sunday (23) at the
48th St. theatre, N.Y., as the amiable
.

'

•

.

As

in

.trani^planted for

'

Morel^ouse,

N, Y. Sun drama critic, passes judgment on feUow
Although thert had been indicaaisle-sitters and himself on the N. Y, dailies in an article, "Nine On the
Aisle," in the December Pic. Of the Times' Brooks Atkinson, he says:
Equity would take oaths they fire "Atkinson writes witli fiuency and charm. If he is not the sharpest of the
neither- Communists nor Fascists, it critics in his judgments he is certainly as graceful as any of them iii his
was stated last week that there was prpjse. And in his position, as the aisle-seat representative of the mighty
100% compliance. There had been Times, his words have more inHuence in helping or hindering a play than
half a dozen missing responses until those of any other man writing about the theatre ia this country.'*
shortly before the Nov. 15 deadline,
The Herald Tribune's-Howard Barnes "is often given to S: peculiar choice
"negligence" being the explanation* of high-sounding
words and to strange contradictions within the space of
Several had expressed themselves
a single notice, but he is a thoroughly .outspoken reviewer and is fre-^
as opposed to the oaths as an intru- quently blasting in his
dismissal of pretentious stage fare." The Mirror's
sion upon their civil liberties. Equity
Robert Coleman "is expert in his play decisions but makes little eflfort to
acted on its own not because of the put writing jnto his
reviewing. It is his notion that his readers should be
Taft-Hartley law, which it contends 'told, and
quickly, whether they will or will not like a play he has just
does cover the field of acting. Oaths seen." "The Daily
News' John Chapman "is a snarling critic and occasionhave been filed with Equi^.
ally loses all dignity in his notices. He is higihly opinionated in his .writing
'

P«88««sed

Henry, street Bettlenieut Playhouse pro-

.Kivte

S9

tions tbtat not all the councillors at

with restraint, Tbe others are
considerably lesser pacts: but all
done within the limitations of the
sister

John O'Connor
AuBtlii Bicklnnon
iJiVlnla DickliMron.....<"<Be«tTloe Manley

Ward

'

stew in Mary Chase's "Harvey,"
which he produced. Performance

was for the Stage Relii^ Fund. His
office, staff pasted a large gQt star
door leading to 'hi&.private
quarters. It replaced one' in white,

on. 'the

which was a reminder of -the manager-actor's similar showing, for one
whole week at the Barter theatre,
Abingdon, Va., last summer.
t'emberton acquitted tumseU well

•

force.".

.

•
^

^

World-Telegram's WiUiam • Hawkins "is immaculate in his apparel,
piiuctual in his attendance, and frequently straddling in his decisions. H<*
is a boulevardier, a gentleman, and~the son of a Scripp.s-Howard' executive.
He wiU get. tougher as he goes along with his job." Of himself, Morehouse
writes he is short, too fat and ha^ scant interest in plays that present social

.

'problems."

"The nine men of Manhattan," he concludes, "represent a' somewhat
impressive contingent than that of the WooUcOtt-BrouU, Hammond-*
Benchley era, but it must he said in all fcdrness that th^'r« 'competent,
they're not corrupt; and they like their jobs." ^
less

,

.

Lewis Nichols? recent yarn in the Sunday N. Y, Times, "The Nine
before a friend^- but partially criti- Cold' Men of Broadway," meaning the critics, dissolved' a pertinentca.'. audience, which, included Frank
allegation heard now and. then that reviewers get together.. and -decide
Fay, play's regular star, who arose .dn the merits of plays before they open. Said the writer:- "History
at the .finale and shouted: "That proves thii- impossible^ . .3Ber some years now the Critics Cirde
.
. .has
maft's an impostor." That cued in tried to find some ntetttod' of picking the season's- best play .
but have
their "act," tried out at the anni- been unable to agree on- even tiie parliamentary rule for -^ing so . . .
versary party given early this for the critics to agree in advance on the verdict- of a given show would'
month/ when the start of "Harvey's" take them until some time in, the next century-rassutnihg^that all..wer*'>
fourth year was celebrated.
speaking to one another at 'the time." Nichols was critic lor the. Times-.,
Fund was benefited by $2,037.
during the warSj years and is now freelancing,
'. -('..
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HYLTONmS'GIRLS;
'fimaisoor revivals

Nor

Fear, Must Move Us" "is the title of an article on Amerlcit
and Russia that featured the N. Y. Times magazine section last. Sunday.
It was written by Brooks- -Atkinson, the daily's drama Critic, who be*'
(23)
came war correspondent'for the Times and spent a year in Mocoow. aftcit
i Gontiiined from pace 55.
hostilities ended. After the first war we were not .afraid, says the writer,
Assn: of Theatrical Agents and
but ''a- kind .of vague fear permeates the country njaw. . .it poisons our
Managers) for a review of- your
capacity to think- clearly.. We are afraid of Russia, whichi<:ironicailly
action."
.enongh, -is afnaid.of^uiswe are competing with each-otiier in a- .tempetit
Press agents at a meeting with the
.fear is un-Amerioan. America was settled by foreigner^- who
of rancor.
Lgague yesterday (Tues.)' suggested
were not afraid* of work and danger.
that 15 pairs be added to -the cur"People in high places
tailed list.
No action on this profear that 140,000,000 Americans cannot sur-i
Vive unless the 100,000 members of the Communist' p^riy-'are- turned over
posal has yet been taken.
It is contended that .those on the to police surveillance. .. .this gives comfort and aid to the Soviet Russian
firstnight press Ustdp.not really con^ party line....'Unless we let America disintegrate
faster than seems
stltute .the cold ^portion of first-: likely there is nothing to fbar in Russia at the moment. .. .Rus»a. is.
nighters.
If there is a consistent populated by admirable people with infinite potentialities, but led by «'.
"show me" segment it comprises handful of fanatical doctrinaires who are scared, .. .they cannot yet pro*
familiar firstnighters who an-ive vide their own people with a decent standard of Jiving. ..If the world; re*
late, and often do not conduct them-.' mains rigid and -infiamed there is danger of war with Russia, in flve^ 10;
15 years
but every student of the subject -agrees that Russia cannot
selves^ properly or are inattentive.
"Cold" first' nights are the basis tit fight an aggressive war now. . . ,fAr she has hardly begun tp. recover from
running out: tor tatsiA as ail
the entire- snarl;' Heretofore pro- the appalling loses of the last. ...itime'
ducers^ have sought to exclude s^cb imperialistic power."
patrons at openings, and did so, but
the shows flopped anyhow.
Pittsburgh's going to see "Another Part of U>e Eorest" this season after
Assumed that managers who own all. .Lillian Hellman drama had been booked into the Nixon -thea'tre foiM
theatres can control the distribution week of Dec.
8 as a subscription oi^ring, but was blacked out -when shov^
of tickets, 'more or less, hut' exclu-- didn't get enough biz on the road and closed
down, the,' tour. recently in
sion methods cannot improve the Chicago. Folding of '^Forest" on
tour iliadd it immediately available to
quality of plays and deservers criti- community theatres, and director FrederickBurleigh wasi quick- to pick
cal of the 'iLeague's move will bet it
up for the Pittsburgh playhouse.. He's just announced it- for his .January
thai the pledges will be broken with- show, pushing out "Barretts of Wimpole Street," which will be done later
in a. month, even if all. were signed. in the year. "Forest" will be the. second attraction, at the Playhouse being
The idea of reducing the number of seen in Pittsburgh for the first time. The other ^ne was the. opener^
firstnight press tickets has been "Dream Girl."
around' for several years, originally
proposed by Lee Shubert, but the
Benefit performance of "Tristan and Isolde'' at the Chicago OBPr^.
speed with which the plan: 'was
adopted smacked of the steamroller. House Nov. 18, expected to aid the musicians union emet^gMicx- Auid,'
One new producer is reported tell- grossed- $25,000 at ^S' top but because of production costs the event' just
Artur Rodzihski, conductor of the C^l syihnltpny
ing Shubert that -an incoming attrac- about brolce even.
tion with an out-of-town reputation orchestra, directed the opera; cast of which was headed by Kirstea-'
will not. conform with the press.^ re- Flagstad. Opera house, built by the late Samuel InsuU, is described asstriction, and he declared the show. "graveyard for grand opera," but. in October Fortune Gallo'& San .Carlo
management would purchase tickets opera troupe grossed $140,0(X) in three weeks at pop 'prices. That engage*for the use of those taken' off' the ment, handled by Harry Zelzer,„Chi Impresario, not only made a subfirstnight list. League explains that stantial profit but $10,000 went to the local opera outfii^currently dormant.
"Faith,
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In

New

Bofldings

-

Two

'

IiOndpn,'Nov. 25importsmt
revivals;
both.

^Howard S. CuUman, backer of American, are skedded by JackHyltOn for production, end gjt this
.many Broadway shows, in an "open year. First is "Burlesque," last done
letter"- on John McCaffrey's "Room
In. England in 1928, starring Claire
4ie" (N;^.-isrov. 21), urged* revi- Luce- and the late Nelson Keys; Top
Marsion of the 7V«w Yiprk CVty building roles will now be played by
from
jorie
Reynolds,
imported
I&ws. to. i>eriioiit construction of le' America, and Bonar Ccdleano; with
gitimate theatres in "basements" of Zoe Gail also given prominent part.
new striictures, with, first-floor Show opens in Manchester and may
tour, one or two more provincial
J^pres and ofilices above.
spots, coming to London early nextXJuUman stressed that nightclubs year.
were permitted to operate ih baseThe other is "Follow the Girls,"
ments, of hotels, «tc., and that smoklast year's Hylton hit at His Maing Was allowed in them. While tiie
jesty's^ which goes on tour at Christlaw prohibits living quarters above
mas, opening at King's theatrey Glas"theatre auditoriums." The latter, he
gow. Bobby Howes is to play the
said,. was a. throwback- to the days
role
with
Joy
Arthur. Askey
--

.

,

when

air-conditioning, adequate fireprotection walls and the like had
not been developed. Cullman indicated it was not a practical or reasonable prohibition, under present

Modem new

conditions.

playhouses should

NichoUs in the" Evelyn Dall part.
Vic Marlowe,

who

played in the

originaT-Tshow, is included in the
cast, as is Bobby' Medlock, his wife
and exrvaudeville partner.

le^iitimate
constructed,^

be
but capital for them would not be DeCordo¥a to Direct
forthcoming while the current bans
for N. Y.
Legiter
hold, according to Cullmafi, who is,
incidentally, also chairman of the
Hollywood, Nov. 25.
Port of jr. Y. Authority.
Frederick de Cordova, director at
He
pointed to the anomaly of "spring- Warners, was granted leave to direct
less seats' in -theatres charging $6.60" a stage drama, "The Master'.-5 Chair,"
and "super seats in Radio City Mu- slated for a tryout in Santa Barbara
sic Hall, with $1.6S admission."
Christmas Day.
ay
Understood that de Cordova
-New York has a number of old
legitimate houses which are "most not return to WBuncomfortable," Cullman declared.
He opentsd the letter with the comment that before -the advent of talkin Rehearsal
ing films, the jnetropolis had IfS stage
"Topaae" (revival>--New Opera
houses, whereas today- there are
Cr;..
only 35, A. legit play is either, "a
Paul Feigay,
•"Bonann Bound"
home run or a strikeout," Cullman
Oliver Smith and Herman Levin.
-

Due

.

m

Sbws

&

.

-
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virtually' all press

people scratched

from the premiere group are not
be excluded, but merely asked

to
to

attend the second night or some subsequent performance. In general it
is thought that- attending openings is
being made harder even by payingpatrons, whose ardor to be presenthas been dissipated by such changes
as the 8 o'clock debuts, even though
the curtain never really rises at that
time.
Patrons who don't like that
idea just don't attend any morei- and
objectors .include some of the critics

.

"Crimet Aua jPttiitihment" (revival)

When

Rathbone returned' recently to "The Heiress," current
N. Y. hit, which was forced dark the night previous, because the actor
broke his wrist, a staff member arranged for a nearby barber to come to
the Bilttnore each evening to shave the star. Rathbone's name meant
nothing to tlie barber, nor did th^t of the play, and he only agreed to the
Basil

assignment when told the show -was at the Biltmore, tonsorialist exelaimr
ing: "Oh, you mean Rube Bwnostein's show." Bernstein is company manager of "The Heiress," ia Whioh Rathbone and Wendy Hiller are co-st«tnred.
Bernstein is offering' odds that the ba-rber knew from uothii^ -about Jed
Harris, who staged "Heii-eSS," nor Kred Finklehofl!^ wbo presents it. No
.

'takers;

.'

'',•

,'-'

,,
'

•

-

.

tfaemselv«s'.

.

said.

.

Leai^ue has sought to have all producers become members, if they
haven't already done so. The threat
of expulsion because of the current
situation has been treated jocularly

Late Gilbert XiUcas of 'Playbill, which publishes Broadway legit thekey
atre programs, was not well known, in theatre circles but he was
man, handling t^e largest advertising accounts using that media^ He was
connected with the publication outfit for 2S years and' is said to: have
been paid a salary of $30,000 annually. Lucas was president, of' Playbill
but the ienterprise is principally controlled by Richard Huber, k-in of the
late Frank V. Storrs (Strauss), who owaed and origibated' the company.
,

ai-

.

—Oliver Rae and Ralph "VWhitehead.
•"took Ms, I'm Dancing"—George
Patrick on .New Play
Producers who
in some quarters.
Abbott;
•"Make Mine Manhattan"
Jo- would be "throivn out" just would
John Patrick^, currently working
Milton Weintraub, secretary-treasurer of the Ass'n of Theatrical Agents
not. be required to pay $10 weekly
on ^ screenplay e£ Rumor Godden's seph Hyman,
"Lamp at Midnifhf'-^New Stages. to the League each week the show is and Managers, wiU be hosted at an 11 p'cleok supper in tiie Terraee
novel, "Take Three Tenses," for
"OiUleo"— Charles Laughton* (for lighted; .that would comprise the Room, Plaza hotel, N, Y., Dec. 10, the occasion being his SOUi birthdayv
Samuel Goldwyn, also has a partly
sole effect.
As for inserting the Sponsoring cothmittee includes Anna M, Rosenberg, Emil Friedlandeti^
•Completed script -of a new stage Experimental Theatre).
play, tcntaftively titled "The Pagan
pledge into booking contracts, it Is James Sauter, Tomi Murtha, James F. BeiUy ^nd Martin Lacy, Sr,^ ]Ritll
doubted it would stand a legal tesi Mitchell Kanter chairman. Tickets are $10,
Dcshon."
"MusicaL
,

—

.

60
the Guild will not Operate as « form
of censorsbip, nor be a trade union,
Its objects will be positive mutual
help and the encoviragement and
self-improvement ot members, and is

Literati

SCULLY^ SCRAFBOOK

I

By Frank

non-sectarian, he said*

Newiweek Axel ?5
Newsweek executed » sweeping

ot the Guild
council meetings, but this i:ight has

siccess to tbfe wintttea

granted,
voluntarily
been
retwnchmeiit inov* last week, cal- since
culated to «»ect a $69,000 payroll Miss. Davids is a leader of the Comsavangi by serving dismissal notices mittee for Action, which presented
on 25 editorial employees, 18 of them a slate of candidates for the Guild
in the N. y. headquarters. American and Authors League councils in op;
ISewspaper Guild's N. Y. chapter position to Christopher LaFarge,
immediately demanded explanations Richard Lockridge, Frances Lockand set meetings to decide whettier ridge, Gretta Palmer, Rex Stout,
Pulton Oursler and Glenway Wes-«
to call a strike or ask arbitration.

Newsweekers

two cott, who are among the candidates
Washing- selected by the regular nominating

let out included

one

•tafEers in Europe,

in

the la dropped committee.

ton, one inCbicago,

in N. Y. included Wtil! Bencbley aad
three other writers; others we're
mostly researchers. Mag's Detroit
and San Francisco burfeaus simultaneously Were closed, and the Detroit staffer was shitted to Chicago.
Only exec to get the, axe was Ed
Ware, circulation manager lor a

number

.

of years.

.

explatiatitih for the
that wartime, employees
htfd not beeii let out at the rate

Management's

move was

bad returned from war
witb the result that a cut-

staffers
.leaves,

back now bad to be made. Newspaper Guild, which has 206 members
at Newsweek, claims the mag in recent mottth^ has gradu^U^F xeduced.
by 15 and that Newsweek

the. stafl

ANG
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Eire Censor's Iteverse
The Eire, Censorship, of Publications Board has announced that it
has revoked the ban on the sale and
circulation of a group of novels.
Books now in the clear are' "Bread
and Wine," by Ignazio Silone; "Brief
Candles," by Aldous Huxley; "The
Grapes of Wrath," by JoKn Steinbeck; "TheJFirst Forty-nine Stories,"
by Ernest Hemingway; "Juan In
China," by Eric Linklater; "The
Bazor's Edge," by W. Somerset
Maugham; "The Pursuit of Love,"
by Nancy Mitford; "Kitty Foyle," by
Christopher Morley, and "Private
Angelo by Eric Linklater,
This is the first time the censor
board has withdrawn its own tabu.
.

.
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Don Hollenbeck,
"CBS Meets The

mittee, 'is 'writing his autobiog, "Education of a Liberal."
'Alexander Lindey, film attorney,

mentary by J. Carroll Naish.
Tannen. or somebody he was quoting, linade a pilgrimage to the haltowed
ground and checked up on the film,- It was all ta;ue;
"It there were any way to' yeU 'Exdusi've)' without bringing all the
,

ambulance-chasers to my door with notices of infringement of copyright,"
he was saying, "I'd stake out a icoop on this pibture. Barring possibly 1,000
yelling kids,' 85 nuns and a tew cOpS, I Ijelieire X was the only critic who
caught .'.the picture. ;•.'•-;:..-.'.

'

.

Moses

Was Even

Briefer-

a short, really, but that's as much against it as the fact that the
Gettysburg Address runs only three niiDiutes, vfhereas 'Gone With the
Wind'. runs four hours.
It's

who bandies the
Press" program, is writing a novel
about radio, .bis first, titled "Give completed a 1,000-page book, ."Mo"The picture was called 'Faith and Freedom,.' and against the unyieldUs Time.1' S.
S a&b has due next tion Picture Agreements," first vol- ing granite' of prejudice it can be guaranteed to chisel at least the
March from Ira A. Hirschmann, prez ume 'of its kind covering all phases, semblance ot human features. In tact,' 'Faith and Freedom' would be the
of WABF-FM, N. Y., a book about
perfect short to gO with SKO's. 'Crossfire,' because it would show at least
of industry contracts.
vealed last week by .the sheet's pub-< UNRBA, titled "The Embers Still
Pearl Buck's new novel, "Peony/' one positive ahswer to the racial and religious prejudices which 'Crossfire'
Burn." Bpok covers Birscbmann's
lisher, Bernard J. Bidder.
due 'tor publication in Marcb by poses.'
Acquisition ot the .site closely fol- experience abroad in connection John Day, has her usual China, lo"Or do you believe bigotry can be stopped only by gunfire, like. the hoof
lowed the paper's recent merger with UNRBA an* DP's,
cale, but the story deals with JTew- and mouth disease ii^i);^^^jy;,j[oit.,^o...tbis.,nut?t.«iCi:ess^
-with the Chicago Journal of Comisb'immigrants who: intermarry with- experiment in tolerance 'at the Bellarmine-JeilersVn High School is not
merce. Space in the new structure
for you.'
XesKue Frobes On Trobe
»
the Chinese,
"Still, others may be interested in this 'Faitb and Freedom.'
will be" twice that now Jkficupied-by
The council of the Authors
darbara fi. Adams, formerly asLet's talk
the Joutnid ot-'Gommerce in the League of America has been in sistant to 'William' E, Lamed at to tiiem. iCbe students pledge -their allegiance to the flag. This is not unPulitzer Bldg,'
structed.to prepare a statement oii Whittlesey House, named editorial usual; but the base ot the flagpole certainly is. It has a huge star of
the current methods of the Bouse supervl^pr .ot^heS Arm. JEidward Kulin David and, in the center. 61 the itar, a Christian cross. Circling the cross
Appeft^ Comt tiet* IMVlds Suit Committee on Un-American Activi-; and Itobert Rock have joined the and insidie the star is the inscription: 'AH Men Are Created Equal and
Endowed by Their- Creator With Certain Unalienable Rights.'
^
Suit pt Nancy DavicCs^ to compel ties, for submission to a mail vote editorial statf there;.
"The picture," Tannen went on to explain, "showii the students coming
Mat'gitta. Hansson has arrived in
executives and council of' the Au- of the membership. The text of the
thor^ GiJiild to give her access to statement and the results of' the New York .as representative of the out of church, the facade of which is a copy ot Thomas Jeilerson's MontiNatur bch Kultur publishing bouse, cello home. To the left is a high school in construcition: The plan revealed
the orgtlmzatiqin's membership list, vote are then to be published;
That was the. principal action Stockholm, succeeding Hans Stefan that it will be a copy of Independence Hall. Inside the church above the
is slated, for hearing ibefore the
N. Y. Court of Appeals some time taken at the organization's recent Santesson. She is seeking Swedish side altar is a huge painting; It shows Christ as a carpenter in the workduring December or January. membership meeting. Oscar' Ham« rights to American books and plays. shop of St. Jose'ph.
-French language rights have been
"Outside the high school is this same six-pointed star—this time in ivy.
Plaintiflf's attorney, Nathan Frankel,' merstein, 2d, was reelectjed League
Herman' "VSrouk's "Aurora Msgr. Keating explains that one of the vines is from Monticello, another
.is preparing a brief appealing the president, John Hersey was chosen sold to
Ijdverse rUUng of the Appellate Di- vice«president, Peter Lyon secre- Dawn" (Simon & Schuster), Stuart from the Vatican, a third from Palestine, a fourth from Mount Vetnon, a
vision, wbicK reversed the original tary and Artbur Schwartz treasurer. David Engstrand's "The Sling and fifth from Mother Cabrini's old home and a sixth from Bellarmine's counthe Arrow" (Creative Age) and try. 'And when they reach the second fioor and intertwine you'll never
favoriable opinion of the N. Y. SuPapers
J.-W. Campbell'd "The Atomic'Story" know where any of them come from,' be explained.
Joe Laurie, Jr. in
preme Court.
Joe Laurie, Jr., now a syndicated (Holt).
"Across the street is the parochial school. The camera pans into a courtThe original, action also bought
columnist by Press Features, is in
Louella O. Parsons, who has been yard (where the younger Bellarmine-Jefferson Guards hold the same ritual
32 national- papers with bis "Heads 35 years in the newspaper business, each day). It stops before a grotto. The grotto shows the Blessed Virgin
and Tales" feature.. .They're little laughs off rtimors about her "retire and, at her left, a statue of St. Ann, her mother. 'The Judean mother of
-rec^MiMiwKl It i» myoM, fajianivignettes on show biz personalities, ment," She adds, "I wouldn't know' the old law,* commentator J. Carrol Naish explains,- 'who is also a saint of
of
who -dsplrei »• «»
the beads sketched by 'Vic Guinness, what to do with myself." Hearst pift the new.'
with Laurie doing sbort-take biogs editor returned to the Coast Mon"At the left of the courtyard is the old church, where Mother Cabrinl
day (24) after three weeks east.
on the subjects.
worshiped! She, an Italian immigrant, is now the first American saint.
Shift in Fawcett mag ofEice, with The old wooden chapel is a sort of shine to her.
Clare Luce's Antobioe
Horace Brown, once editor True
"Now, what does all this lead to? Well,' Msgr. Martin Keating of DanClare Bootbe Liuce, currently do- and True Police Cases, resigning. bury, Conn., who was chaplain of the American
Legion and of the State
ing a screen adaptation of the C. S. Sam Schneider moves to Brown's Federation of Labor, believes it spells
a practical course in tolerance,
Lewis novel, "Screwtape Letters," spot from Startltag Detective, and because by stressing the historical continuity
between the old testament
for Walter 'Wisnger', will ^ext Write Hamilton Peck takes his tormer and the new he has eliminated at
least one horrible racial and religious
her ^ufobiog.
place. Brown says be will freelance; hate.,:
She has. temporarily shelved "The « Frances Keene, of the American
merger of Protestant Jefferson and a Catholic saint?
Real Reason" her projected book European literary agency in Rome? t./'^"*,,^"*^
Well, Msgr. Keating discovered that
Robert, Cardinal Bellarmine, who
about her conversion to Catholicism. has arrived in New York with a Uved in the 16th Ce^itury, and Jefferson,
By LILLIAN ALBERTSON
pracwho
number of Italian works for which tically identical ideas on the Rights of Man; lived in the I8th, had
HBRB'S the bapk (ofi lesUImate actors
who would-brash up on their screen
she hopes to arrange American pubPhillips Presses Dial Claims
technique. Wtlttert \>y a hi^rhly suceessNice Merger, This One
Sidney Phillips, former business lication. -She's also seeking repretul utage actress, producer and tor the
"With that as a starting point he set about to merge the best from the
last '16 years, trust'ed dramatic coach far manager - treasurer,
director and sentative U. S. books and«:plays for
Faraniount and now R.ICO.
old' world, politically, with the best
(Clark
from the new, just as he had previously
Cable, Cary <Gi-ant, Bomlind Biiaaell all stockholder of Dial -Press, has re- publication, and stage and film proremove the historical bigotry between Jews and Christians.
^
•wear by li«r), >t Dovers the Attnllarllles tained Bert Mayers, of the l>w firm duction in Italy.
..«T'*r^*'
Next June he graduates his first high school class, the culmination of
akid dlwulmlljixiUes 'In staee and .ttbreen
of .Fitelson, Mayers & London, to
UtAitit;;- poitur« and movement; speech
his plan to develop citizens 'created'
to' quote 'Faith and Freedom's' com*^d, resiontal KCcents;.<!oncentration; self- represent his claims against the pubmentator, in the image ,of God and .not in the
assurance «elf-reUance| how to visualize lisher.
image of the state, or capital
Phillips had a 10-year, con>-rol«.
or iwox'
tract with the firm, which was terKOSAI^itND StrSSBtl/ CBlU tWa amazing
"To keep these principles foremost in the minds of
minated after less than t-wo years.
the pupils, each day
-

'

.

'
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Jovnial, of Cemwerce Builds
Long in downtown Gotham's old
Pulitzer Bl^g., the N,,Y. Journal' of
Commerce will move to a modern
structure it will erect at 99 Worth
Ii lew ttlocks away. Plans for
the. .'proposed new plant were re-
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•
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Hollywood, Nov. 20.
Ohlcago Printers Strike
Printers of six Chicago dailies
Riding over to Max Gorelik's to Say bon viaggio to him and' Rod Geiger
walked out Monday night (24) fol- before they left for Italy to make "Christ in Cohcrote," In Rome, 1 hap.
lowing a strike vote of 2,230 to 61. pened to catch a voice beautifully pitched for the caprices of radio. It
All sheets plan regular publication, was coming from Warners' station, KFWB (Nov. 16, 8 p.m.). The compbotoengraying. mentator's name was Sidney Tannen, a non-pro.
Veritype
using
Strike sq far is confined' to comlawyer by profession, he was humanizing some somber statistics
posing rooms, Radio stations plan to derived from Fortune. They seemed to indicate, ftnti-Seiftltism was most
expand their local news coverage, Widespread in areas where there were practicall;;' no Jrews,«ad least evi«
making* use of stories gathered by; dent where there were, many,
the dailies.
Unfortunately,' despite this overall proof that familiarity 'breeds contend,
The strike climaxes a month-old
the figures indii:ated an, increase of anti-Semitism around Hollywood. Tho
dispute between the publishers and.
reveskled, had jumped from 15% to 30% in the last two years.
the Chicago Typographical Union*' disease, be
At this melancholy point the speaker turned allegro and told us a story
whicb began when the existing conabout some gtiy showing' Sophie Tucker the curious design of a button of
tract expired Oct. 21. The printers
Guards. Against a blue background the button
Bellarmine-JeHerson
the
say a settlement hinges on their deStar of David, with a red cross in the center.
mands tot wage boosts, but the pub- reveled a white
.Backfire from "Crossfire"
lishers maintain that the Union refuses to sign a contract, boping to
I was interested in this microscopic attempt to substitute tolerance for
keep a closed shop in violation of intolerance because whenever 1 extolled "Crossfire" I met so miich back-*
the Taft-Hartley Act,
fire from people you would have assumed would nornially have been most
sympathetic to the picture that J bad to retreat to this experiment in good
CHATTER
will of the Bellarmine-Jefferson Guards to get myself and the dissenters
Gardner Cowles, publisher of back on the beam.
Look, looking at Hollywood.
All the dissenting opinions seem to center around the fact that "CrossHollywood column by Jack Lait, fire" was a trick picture, technically flawless, but it should have either
Jr.,
is beings oilered by MeClure
hit the subject with everything or left it alone. I found it helpful to argue
Syndicate. It has run in the Brook-: that since i^ome' wasn't built -in a day it was hypercritical to ejtpect that
a
lyn Eagle for a. year 9s a test.
bigotry which had been centuries in the making should be. resolved in two
Babette Hughes, whose "Magic hours. And I would .tell the dissenters about this' Bellarmine-JeSerson
Penny" is due via Rinehart in Feb- High School as small proof that progress was being made.
ruary, married book publicist Benn
But Sid Tannen over KFWB seemed to be telling it better than I have
Hall in N. V; last Saturday (22).
ever heard it told before. He placed the school in Burbank, a free city
Eleanor Kennedy "is now bead of surrounded by the Smog Manufacturing Co. of Los Angeles. Msgr. Martin
Keating fathered the' whole magnificent project and after 10 years is
C.
the Music Corp. of America literary
department, succeeding Jim Bishop, still its greatest inspiration. It seems a short was made by Metro. It was
John S> Waters, with comwho resignecT to resume A writinsr produced by Louis B. Mayer and directed

contract.
violated it3
'Guild's agreement with the mag,
which' expires next April, fotbids
Four Books on BadlO Ditto
discbarges iot reasons of increase in
Four books of particular interest
officials suspect to radio are- to be published next
the payroll.'
this is the basis for the present move. summer or fall by Simon
Schus'
Emergency committee set up. by ter; John Crosby, radio columnist, career.
v:,,
the' Guild met with Newsweek's has signed to do a novel, his first,
Joseph Hertzberg, city editor of
manajiement and employees Thurs- and as yet untitled, S
the N.Y. Herald Trib- and editor of
S' ap'
day tiight,(80^ and submitted nearly proacbed Crosby, fpr a book on bis "Late City -Edition,*' will be guest on
ii ^ore o£ 'Questions, for the mag's
columbs, to %e told be was working WCBS' "Kforgaret tixUn" program
execs to answer, CtuUcI action l|adnt on ft novel and preferred ibking for Nov. 29.
been determlnedl np> to Ittst night that,
Bartley Orum^ attorney for the °1Q
(Xues.).
Norman Corwin is rewriting as filmites under citation for contempt
a novel his radio script, "Odyssey of by the House 'Un-American Com-
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Bennett Cerf

bpokt "So tuctd, „ am , .j>ene(rattnK In
mnatysls i)iat those itrbo want to' make
acltng a profession cannot (all to derive
benefit from It ... Any player worth his
Halt is still learnlnK when the final ;curtain falls.
Miss Albertsoa ia one from

The deal

called for a salary and percentage on sales; and Phillips esti-

mates

be worth 4>38,00O a year.
Beyond confirming the basic facts
above, Bert Hoffman, president 'of

.

'Whom to Jearn."
ifttAVS'VBIAIi •

CUPCOtrPONNOW

it to

Dial, declined to discusiS the matter.

.

COMPANV
funk & WAGNAI,I,S
New TorK
N.

206*
T. fe
10,
Irish Cathello Writers Organize
copy of MOTION
Organized by leading members of
for ten days', tree*
pay pomtman the! the Jesuit order, a Catholic Writers
full purchase price of, $2,60 plus few! Guild has been founded in 'Dublin.
If after ten
cents i^ostal charses.
J
Patrick
J. Little, minister tor mail
satisfied
IB
completely
<l»ys I <im not
uii^y return the boolc for full refund." and telegraph, attended the organi(We pay .postatre on order aocom-l zation! meeting, presumably repre»panted
by remittance. Same return"
..
_
senting government approval of the
Iprlvlleff*;)

piss

*

St.,

T«"ij nend me a
PICTUKB ACTING

Vtrlal.

I

ai^ree

^'^L?

woNder* oboNr

*

*

centered around these symbols of humaii
freedom designed' to bring together
°

"

'^%^^ America,' says Msgr. Keating, addressing the guards, 'are thankrm to 1 nomas Jefferson for the solid foundation of human
rights which he
IJ^I
the

united

*

•fu'Ja'c-Christian tradition into the ConsUtution of
C.J'?'"
States.
The star of David and the cross combined with the
represents the solidarity of the dignity ot man to all races

tod weeds^""^*

-

to

.^

*°
Ji*
the children of .1
the world.

'The Mystery of the
Disappearing Agenp*
«

Itiitare la,

Surprise! surprise!

.

"on

42d Annivertary Viumber

.

I
I project

jName

,'

Address ........«.................'» .1
Zcule..'. State.. ..
KCity.....

aiiH

H M

flat

MM

«

aS

Father Stephen
who convened the

J.

Brown,

first

S. J.,

meeting, said

once again for this gracious contributo a kindlier understanding of us and
our problems," concluded Sidney
"He wrote it for the B'nai B'rith Record."

Tannen.

Out Soon

•

You could have knocked me over with a Mogen
Dovid! I thought it
nad a^lamiliar rihg. But the guy's beautiful
fooled
deUvery completely
me. I thought the author was at least
Saroyan.
^^^'^ repeated in churches, synagogues and
.i^^^^^^^'J^'^
classrooms.
Sometunes we muggs don't know our own strength.

.'

CUATTBR
Eldred
fUiftg with

*>

tvt^ irftty

|ior«aiHO cottffitlon.

Western

Theatre,

Reserve

Univ., Dec. fr. Basil Langton, British
actor-director, will direct and play
thb lead.
«|
Comedian Oil Lamb, making a pic
in Italy, as are other Americans

Walter Winehell Ijeads Dec. J from
-Hollywood directly to Miami Beach. there for varied American producers
Jot Bigelow motoring to Holly- as an "out"' for their frozen coin
wood Wim wife Jean and ber sister there, writes of Italian picture-making being k " "slow and unbusiness'B*tty.'
Joe E, Lewis's craclK about the like business."
TjiMotia and Fox flaht fiasco: "GenCharles Schlaifcr. 20th-Fox pubSeman's aoreetnent."
ad chief,, and his family leave for
"
wife otTWickl^unl* amn*. He's three-week trip to Miami Beach
nartnercd with Arnold Bossfield in next Thurs. Schlaifer will combine
business with pleasure by setting
Ihe Versailles, N, Y.
Katina Faxinou and Metro de- the southern openings of "Gentle-'
algner Val Atms due in from the man's Agreement" while in Florida.
'
Coast
radio
producer
Arthur
tomorrow ^iirs,),
Sam M. Weller ajgentini the tom- Kurlan, ea.<it 'to. sell his radio packbUling himself age of film names (Fontaine, MacIntr "Olclahoma," is
Murray, Boy er, Gariield^ Loy, MilSamuel MacLeary Weller.
Hex Connor, formerly at the land, Andrew.s), stretching his stay
fielasco, manager of the Interna- to at least couple more weeks betlonal. lighting With "Honeymoon. cause of biz. Wm. Morris now band•

,

Cruise."

.

^

•

ling.

>

La Cigogne (French for Stork) is
The "new look," will be the sarand musical theme of tlie new Sherman (Stork Club) Billingsley's
at Monte Prosec's Copacabana corporate name for his Le Gallon
perfumery business, in which Morafter Jan..
Joe liaurie, Jr., now circulating ton Downey and Steve Hannagan
'without a cane-^first time since he are his partners. Incidentally, Colfell victim to muggers several lier's did a nice trailer on the p.a.
this week.
jnonths ago.
Gro'Ap of legitcrs chai£manned by
Dr. Irving Somach, w.k. as a play
Brock Pemberton have joined the
liaclcer, authoring and lecturing .on
new discovery in treatin'g rare Icid- National Draft £is^nhower League.
Others include Peggy Wood, Florence
aey ailment.
Marian Byram, legit p.a. and wife Reed,. Vicki Cummings, Celeste
of Paramount's' John Byram, in Holm, Paul Kelly, John Loder, Mttrk
Miami until next Monday (1) visit- O'Daniels, Alfred de Liagre, Jr., and
.

torial

show

'

'

Bert Lytell.
Bichard-Rodgers ,to. conduct "Oltla^
New agency, specializing in
homa!" overture at St, JamejiT Dec. French language rigtits of American
4 night, to marlc 2,000th performance plays and books^ L'Office Artistiquc
" Of, the musical..
International, has been opened in
ijng her family.

.

of

Broadway ites

,

to Wil*
see The

New

'

'

Hollywood

.

Former Abbeyites Kieron,
Merson; musical comedy^ and Siobhan McKenna home Moore
on vaonly
cation from British film studios.
Peter Daubeny, young stage pro- Moore returns to London this weelc
ducer, to marry Mary Kempstec of to marry actress Barbara White.
South Africa,
Lieut. Col. James M. Doyle apMark Daly took over Patrick pointed director of Irish Army
Kelly's role in "Finian's Rainbow" School of Music. He's former director of music for Radio Eireann, and
at the Palace,'
Muir Mathies'on, BBC musical first Irishman to be named to direct
director, injured in a fall while Army School.
horseback riding;
Berlin Philharmonic orchestra to
come to London for the first time
since the war, probably in' April.
By Hal Cohen
Albert Horton, midget, circus
Mike McGannon added to the sales
.clown,
lost
an arm after being
clawed by a tiger at Empire, Shef- statf of Statioil KQV.
Bernie Liflander has bowed out of
field.
Yvonne Donlan, star of "Born deal to buy the Beverly Hills club.
Pitt Cap and Gown Club doing an
Yesterday," just closed, returning to
U. S. but expects to be bade after original, "Mabel's Fable," Dec, 3-13.
Ted Blake oft for Philly to open a
Christmas to appear in {m<tth$r play.
new night spot,, Eddie King's Supper
Howard
Wyndham
t,fa'eatrical
Club.
manager, left around
Billy

Tiruinan Bradleys divorced,
Don Ameche aired toiChicago,
Jack Carson planed to Chicago.
Michael Curtiz ill with laryngitis.
Sir Victor S^ssoon in' from London.

star, left

-

.

Hal Roach planed
Jim

f320,000.

,

.

.

:

Claude Morris, head of Julis Dubin
agency's radio department, has resigned.

Otto Austin, Tech drama grad, has
"Private
Enterprise,"
new St.
John Ervine comedy, replaced the opened 16 mm. production studios in
short-lived "The Man in the Street," Lima. O.
Bob Carter, Nixon Cafe singer and
at the St. James yesterday (25).
Basil Dean presents, with Elizabeth m.c, was out of action for a week'
Allan and Nicholas Hannen co- with laryngitis.
Singer Melody Lane planning a
starred.
Bert Montague practically' closed comeback now that she's slimmed
deal with Irving Tishman for Bu.ster down 30 pounds.
Jerry |jj:amer to New York for a
Shaver, Olive, George and Richardto appear in his Princes theatre- few days to' catch" some acts for his
pantomime,. "Babes in the Wood," Hollywood Show Bar.
John Trent and his family have left
for opening at Christmas, with run
for Minneapolis, where he . goes to.
due till mid-March.
"The DuBarry" (Closed its six worlc in radio first of yearVu-ginia Conwell; local dancer who
weeks' run at Princes theatre Sat»
was in "Up in Central Park," goes
(22).
A brief season of Ham Gopal into
"Look, Ma, I'm Dancing."
and his Indian Ballet will fill -in'
Dixie Shayer back to the homefrom Nov. 24 until the. pantomime
town to plug 'her music firm's
presentation,' "Babes -in the Wood,"
by Bertram Montague, at Christmas. (Amigo) new tune, "Rumba Jubilee."
Kathryn P. HerVey new' production
Jessie Matthews planning to return to the West End, co-starring manager of -adv^ertisutg staff and prowith Tommy Fields in a new revue motion department for. Harry Kodinsky agency.
titled '.'Maid to Measure" being produced by Leigh Stafford. -Lolifa
Cordoba understood to be comfirig
Miami Beacb
over from the U. S. to supply the
comedy,
By Larry Solloway
Kay Thompson and Williams Bros,
set for Copacabana date Dec. 24.
Jimmy. Sheirr preems his Gray's,
Palm Springs
I

.

1

'

:

:

•

,

'

.

.

'

'

:

.

:

•

-
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Jack Hayden, stage manager of
''AH Gaul Is Divided," in Augustana
directing assignments.
following an auto accident.
For "Mourning Becomes Elcctra" hospital
Alfred Lunt and Lynn Fontanne
film Royales- has legit stall; Jaclc
will vacation Christmas week from
Toohey doing publicity, M..D, (Doc)
at the Selwyn,
Mistress
"O
Howe company manager- and Lars going to theirMine,"
Wiscons^ farm.
Jorgensen house mgr.
ms. Paul (Lillian Schary) Small,
w.lt:.
decorator, doing a book for.
Random House 'titled "Everybody
maining east for a time on -stage

'

.

'

..
'

'

'

Decorates," although

'

may be

it

nessrvaciations.
Vince Orsati, Sally
Lloyd- Pantages,- the

•

tagRed "Forever Damask/'
Conttmied tiem page 1 ss
Cy Grody, on en indefinite leave of
absence from the tTnited Booking pitch, Wincheil 'said he called John
Office, has returned to Syracuite to U. Heber, radio head of the Thomprejoin his father's business. He. is a son agency^ who launched him' on
vnephew of Marcus Heiman.
radio, and asked, "Do you need a
Edmund Lowe doing some stock new boy over there?"
east before essaying "Watch Closely,"
Wincheil indicated that he is
the play about magicos which James
Gleason and Jerry Horwin plan plainly fed up with the agency
handling the Jergens account (Orr
premicring in Frisco early, in '48.
Vincent Sardi, Jr., to Polyclinic recently took it over from Lennen &
hospital next week for a delayed Mitchell, in which firm he was top
..appendectomy. The senior Sardi, re- exec), but had no differences with
tired, will again manage the restauJergens. He saiduhe was told by the
rant during his son's indisposition.
to keep on doing it
Richard Bonnelli, who leaves next lotion packager
Week on a twormonth concert tour, his own way. There has been no
Is tieing sought by the City CentA* interference with his script material,
Opera for its premiere production he said, aside from occasional legal
t next spring of Gian-Carlo's "Con- interpretations of a particularly hot-

By

•

.

'

.''

:

.

8ul."

:

Fanny Holtzmann, ihe

her native Norway ye.st,erday. Latter
tlien domiciles with the Scullys .in
Hollywood.
,
Georgie Price, finishing up at
Loew's State today (Wed.), cutting
down on the hoofing due to water, on
the knee. Goes on a West Indies
cruise early in December, with the
missus, for a rest.
Abe Lastfogel was elected a Pic.ture Pioneer in ab-sentia at the annual dinner Ibecau'se he had to leave
for the Coast. Hal Home, who arranged the talent lineup, was also

'

.

absent, due. to illness.
Russell

'
.

Lewis, co-producer of the
Gertrude L a w r e n e e revival of
"Tonight at 8;.30," In Boston to
gander the show, also looking over

.

Wincheil also made denial that he
pushed aside Annouticer Jim Bannon
to ride roiigh.shod, over the middle
commercial. He added, that when
he is "hot" and going strong he'll not
only ignore all commercial interruptions, but will keep talking right
into Louella Parsons' time.

Hard Way
Contimied from paec 2
son, currently hiding out in Argentina,

New

Foreign-Pic Distrib
i

Hollywood. Nov. 25.
Rod E. Geiger announced the forand Howard Young's "Lady mation of Internation Films, a naWindermere's Fan" revival there.
distributing organization for
tional
_Phil Rcisman, RKO's veepee in
charge of foreign distribution, "had foreign pictures, with 'headquarters
the Mexican Gold Medal pinned to here and 20 branches planned in
his chest by Casas Aleman, Governor key cities. West Coast offices will be
of the Federal Di.strict of Mexico, in charge of A. S. Weiner.
during his recent trek south of the
First film to be distributed by the
border.
group is "Cavalcade Dcs
Paul Vincent Carroll's latest plav. new
,
"The Wise Have Not Spoken," will Heures," produced in France by
be given its American premiere at Jacques Kaminshy.
his

:

Tony

Florence

Wakeman,

S.

Lowe

WWDG

sports

announcerj recuperating from a knee
operation.
Novelist Fannie Hurst in town
past week to attend Community

Dale Evans and Roy Rogers to
marry New Year's Eve;
Madeleine Carroll in town for the
first time in five yearsIda Lupino and Collier Young
announced their intent to wed.
Paul HoUister in from New York
for publicity huddles at RKO.
Florence Marly in from Paris to
"
start her Hollywood film career.
Charles Korvin took' his final
American citizenship examination.
Patricia Knight in from New Yorlf
to join her husband, Cornel Wilde.
Henry Wilcoxon returned to work
at Paramount after a week out with
flu.

.

head of
magazine

Statter

'

;

trial.'

/

Sunday night

V

.

..

Rita Hay worth hospitalized with
neuralgia while on location at Lone
Pine;
Robert Ryan will address the
American Brotherhood in Chicago,
Dec, 9,
Veloz and Yolanda in from New;
Yorlc" to ready a western tour start-"
ins in .lanuary.
John Albeck, Paramount's man-,'
ager for Japan, leaves for tlje,
Orient next week.
Brigham Toivnsend is shifting
from Las Vega.'s to Hollywood to
.'

'

i

.

'

-

;.'

:

onen publicity offices.
William J. German, prexy of
Broulatour,

in

Inc..

J. E.
to .direct

town

Eastman film allotnients.
George M, Goffin, California: manager- of

,

.

,

'

'

Stern dividing the. interview chores.
To be aired over indie station WINZ.
cent on intimate production.

By Les Bees

-

.

'

Tito Guizar' intok Hotel Badisson

Flame Room.

SL Louis
'

By, Sam X. Hurst
Jerry Lester in at the (3hase C!lub

for a fortnight.

'

_'.

Mrs. R. M. Sayman elected prez of
the St. Louis Opera Guild for the
second consecutive year.

Harry James band drew a

mob

Clara Eisenberg. Ot Universal 'at
University hospital, recovering from,
"

major operation.
Jack Owens, of ABC. "Breakfast
Club," in from Chicago for persoh-

'

'

SRO

Casa-Loma
day (21) with a $2 admish tap.
Don Cossack troupe skcdded
to'the

nal appearances;
.Tuly 23-Aug. .1 set for 1948 Minneapolis annual Aquafennial; summer mardi. gras festival.
Harry Dryer, independent ciTcus
owner, to New Yorlc "to visit 'son,'
Sherman, radio- producer,Harry Katz, burlesque iin{>resario, resigned as North' Star Drama,
Guild business manager to enter the
liquor business.
"Tobacco Boad" and "Grapes of
Wrath,", twin bill reissue combo,spotted into^ Lycetlm,' -legititnate
roadshow house.

,

ballroom Fri-

tinental..

-

-

'

Minneapolis
Symphony's
young
concert last week drew
what's bf-lieved to be a record
crowd of 5,000 kids. '
Pix,- formerly Newsreel, now a

people's'

Bennie ,'Berger

articles

Jean and Walter (Mr. 4c Mrs.)
Kerr co-authored "Jenny Kis.sed
Mcj" fijurth opus in Catholic Wspiaywriting Fe.stival, which preeins

:'„.
,

Sam Coslow ordered to pay $950
monthly alimony pending a divoi^oe

for a
one-night stand, Dec. 8, in opera
house of Henry W. Kiel Auditorium.
Chest luncheon.
,.
Margaret Truman's local concert
St. Louis Community theatre preDec, 22 was a sellout few hours senting Elmer Rice's "The Adding
after the ticket sale opened,
Machine." Bradford Whitney is diVirginia Bruce here for a brief rector.
visit with friends While en route to
Dan Will Bros, and Charlene,
Paris to join husband, Ali Ipar.
dance rtio, and Annette Olson,
Charles Perkins has resigned as singer, in the show at Club Con-

public relations
hotels to write
and a book,

•

:,

Donald Crisp returns to work at
Metro this week f bllowing an operation.

.

C

(30).

subject.

theatrical

Portia, hostessing for Mrs. Franlc
Scully's mother who arrived from
.

;

>

Sonja Henie and her Hollywood
Ice Revue open an Engagement, Dec;
3, at the Arensi at a $3 top.

Washington

with

ill

Gevaert Films, 'is the new
Belgian consul in Los Angeles.
Adah Lewis in tpwn readying
plans for the onenipg of her husInn this week. Eatery is on the site band, Ted at Florentine Gardens.
George "Gabby" Hayes "in from
of the former Olney Inn.
Johnny Greenhut, of Mu.sic Corp. New York, where he arranged for a
of America, in town on a prospective scries of comic books on western
adventure.
nitery deal for Betty Grable.
Eve Ettinger returned to her old,
MoLshe Oysher, the. Yiddish star,
will head the. opening show at the job as head' of- Columbia studio's
Little Romania, on the site Of former story department, replacing Frances
Manson, resigned.
Kitty Davis'.
Walter Blake,, former' McCannJewel Box, still trying to find a
will install a Erickson adman, .appointed, Coast
pr.bfitable, formula,
show this 'week. No namesi but ac- manager for new DnbahiUe' &' COr,
Newest all-night disk-jocKey show agency office opened -ih Holiywood.
will emanate from the Beachcomber,
with .the Baxter Twins and Dick

.

Wincheil

re-

EUers and
Louis Hay-

.

wards, the Jean Hersholts and Anita
Colby at the Racquet Club- tennis
matches.

heart

i

Writer Richard -English,

cillin poisoning..

.

'

with

•

Georgette Windsor iU with peni-

:

:

from Kansas

ill

bronchitis.

•

Major

$68,000;

Russell Pickering, general manaer of Bertram Mills Circus,' i>r»und

Basquette

trouble.

'

J.

in

City.

'

York, with Ninon, Tailon manager. Firm .whose main office is in
mington Friday (21) to
Hartrnans in intimate revue, "Ange! Paris, also handles U. S. rights to
l^rench books.
Jn The Wings."
Although, top-billed as co-proScene designer John Root may do
tourj
taMng before ducer with Joe Kipness, dress manulecture
.i
i^women's clubs, etc., on the subject of facturer, Monte 'Proser, the Copacabana boniface, only has
of
interior decorating.
Incidentally,
Lott. Goldberg, ex-Maior Bowes "High Button Sohes."
now an indie film Mrs. Proser (Jane Ball) quite, ill
tinit director,
producer, to Florida for his parents' from anemia; weighs only' about 89
"golden anniversary.
lbs. and the showman is kept busy
'Jaclt Smith, ex-vaudevillian (not commuting from NY to LA.
Philip A; Waxman's production of
the radio singer) is a ringer for the
late Jimmy waHter; he's currently "Strange Bedfellows,'-' which was to
-« hat salesman in Salrs 5th Ave.
begin, rehearsals Friday (28), had its
V For the 4th successive year Ellen start postponed to Monday (1) beand John Wilberg, the Harry 'Wis- cause Joan Tetzel, its lead, was
By Hank Guldeiibere
rmers and the Irv Kupcinets will cel- called back to the Coast for one day
The Sol Lessers have op^ened
their
ebrate New Year's in New Orleans. of retakes on "The Paradine Case"
'
Andre liClargc, French film dis- (Selznick). Play opens in Philly house for the season.
Eddie and Ida Cantor occupying
tributor .who originally was due in Christmas nl^ht.
their home here. Jimmy Van Heusen
from Paris via. plane Sunday (23),
also
in
town.
;now scheduled to air in today
Leo Spitz, Arthur Krim,". Hufus
(Wed.),
Chicago
LeMaire and Harry Sherman week
The Irving Berlirils start moving
^nn Richards here for two-day ending at Wonder Palms.
Into their Beelcman Place mahse next
The Edward Smalls, Howard
month. Songsmith just got bajck:: visit.
Clare Booth Lwe in town for a Hawks, Chick Lewis, th^6 Max Gorfepm the Coast to spehd the holiday
«
lecture date.
dons and Ellen Drew getting the
with his family.
Lauritz Melchior has concert Sun- sua.
Lee Simonson, stage designer, was
House.
the
Opera
day
Civic
(30)
at
The Joseph Pasternaks and .the
In Philly Friday (21) as judge in a
Wade Booth was elected president Nicky Nayfacks, Jimmy' Ritz and
set-designing contest sponsored by
of the Chi branch of Show Folks ot Carol Williams, also Edwin Loeb at
the Art Alliance of Philadelphia
America.
the
Stables.
together with ANTA.
"Abe Iiastfogal, general manager of.
Sam Levin, Joe Bliunenfeld, Rob.Paul Stewart, currently playing a
William' MorriSi in for confabs with ert L. Lippert and Dick Speir, all
fart InJ'The Window.'*^ being filmed the CSiicago staff.
San Francisco exhibs, in for busiI New Yorlc by RKO, Intends reFloclc

j

on "Work in the Thea-

uates Assn.,
tre."

House Reviews
;

circuits operation,starts 'loop "second-run policy i\sis,i
weeX—first time in more than five
years that , downtown has' siuch a
policy;. Lyric; Minnesota Amus.' Co.

Contiimed from ^ttfeJB g;£sss| onejtune ;''secpnd-run loop
abandoned "that policy for
overs and first-runs.
Bipp, Walto

.

heu.'se,

move.'

and ^"Dance' of the Hours"
expertly sold; Penny Carroll. Al

blebee,"

Dubfin
By Maxwell Sweeney

all

Sicgel's latest .vocal "aspirant and
Ralph and Mary Caranavalle, hoofing

Sadler Wells Ballet Co. inked for jivesters who know their way
around.
Dublin vLsit next. year.
Siegel's youthful songstress has
Actor Eddie Byrne considering
good vocal equipment. The pipes
New York show.
Cork Film Society has indefinitely are stijl in neejd of control verging
postponed project for a film' exhibi- at timies on the thrill side but there's
an ease of delivery and nice presence
tion in Cork.
French violinist Andre de Ribau- wliich indicate possibilities. Rep inpierre due here for concert at Cap- cludes "If This Isn't Love," "Almcst
Like Being in Love," "Happy Go
itol theatre, Dec. 7.
Writers, Actors, Artists, Musicians Luclty" with coloratura noodling,
Assn. (WAAMA), Ireland's Equity, Brahms' "Cradle Song" and "Balnow being revamped on trade union lerina."
The Carnavalles are a pert twolines.
Gaisty School of Acting director some giving out with solid legmania
Ria Mooney consideidng offer to including funny impressions of jitwork with London Embassy School terbugging and Harlem jive. Hit a
showhalting pace with a very solid
next season.
In between all this Je.ssel
American hoofer Bill Shawn now sesh.
doing .season at Theatre Royal. A helps with individual buildups and
former GI, he's been studying at takes an extended spot for top-flight
versions of Jolson and Cantor along
Gaiety School of Acting here.
Jazz fans, led by Geoffrey A. with a medley of songs associated
Kelly, organizing the Hot Club of with his career. Maybe it's the new
Ireland and seeking to show -shorts amplification or the benefits of his
extended retirement from regular
of top tl. S. bandleaders in action.
Actress Sheila O'Reilly, of Long- stage stints hut his vocalizing here"
ford Productions, lecturing to Na- is better than ever an<^ every gag
Burm^
tional Vtxnv. of Ireland Women Grad- line a sure eounter.

role for

By Glenn

C. Fttllen

Tommy Tarbox, ex-WTAM p.a.,
going to Arizona for health.
Foldings of two legit attractions
shuttered Milt Krantz's Hanna for a
fortnight.

Guitarist Vicente Gomez returning
to Hollywood after Skybar, date for
chore in Rita fiayworth's "Carmen."

Art Warren, Zephyr Club owner*
sold home and moved family to westcoast to establish roll-up screen
factory.
.

Lloyd Myers paying Harry James
orch £2,500 plus gate percentage for
one-nighter Dec, 7 at fnUi Aragon
ballroom.

v

Herman Pirchner, Alpine Village
owner, back from- European vacation,
complained he couldn't find any
'

continental acts worth signing.
Charles Adler, of noted Adlet
family, in to confab with Isaac Van
'Grove on:latter's score for Broadway
musical version of "Shanghai Gesture." Van Grove; artistic director of
Cleveland 800 operetta scries, 1$
rapidly progresiiing in work on n«w
.

tune-show.

;

MARRIAGES

automobile collision the preceding
she had
Before Joining'
-

WMT

day.

Dorothy Newttiari to Joe Kelly, Jr.,
Disic Joclcey
Chicago Nov, 16. He's the son of
Joe Kelly, Quiz Kids' emcee on ABC.
BSS Continued from paic 45
Mary Jane Bochford to David H.
McCarthy, Jr., Evan^toni III., Nov. aging to keep jiatter pared for
maxfinum
of music, smartly theoriz"
23. Bride is daughter, of George
ing, that the shOw~not he— is th*
Bochford, secretary of the Black* Mat. Sepian
talent also gets »
GEOBGI^ LE GVEBE
stone Theatre Co.
George Le Guere, 76, former ac- - Jean Conhaim to Frederick E. heavy play from Jarvls thQugh. hv
no means, not going overboard in
tor, died -in a New York hospital
Loewus, New York, Nov. 21. He's hit most balance of programs. He
repertory
playing
in
After
21.
Nov.
Is serious about
his. job, but not
veepee of Llsscn Records, Inc.
and stock in the sdUth and midwest,
Janet A. Dunlap to John A. Mims, himself, a spirit that's projected to
he appeared in various Broadway II, .Staunton, Va., Nov. 22, Bride was the homebodies who buy his wares
productions. Among the latter were formerly with sales dept. of WTON, A most imtypical announcer voice'
faintly
and
nasal,
informal,
Suppose"
and delivl
"Just
"Palmy Days,''
Staunton; he's announcer at WCPS, ered haltingly,
are his enhanclnit
"The Old soak.""
Tarboro, N. C.
Stock in trade, abetted by showmanSince retiring he lived at Kings
Sue Vanda to AI Usher, Las ship and listener knowhow.
park, L. L
Jarvls -is .not yet as commercially
Vegas, Nov.> 22. Bride is a band
singer and sister of Behay Venuta. successful under the Dorothy ThackPERCY M. BBOWN
Beverly Gilbert to Edward Toma^ rey bannei; as he was with the WarPercy«M. Brown, 67, head of the zin, Toledo, Nov. 19. ^oth are with ner outlet, which he exited about a
and a half ago. However, he
Associyear
quality control division of
"Holiday on Ice" revue,
still
pulls a comparatively heftyated. Program Service and Muzak,
Babette'.Hughes to Benn Hall,' Nov. Hooper and beaucoup mail.
J^nn.
died Nov. 23 in Port Jefterson, L. I. 22, New York:
She's the novelist
in
Muzak
Prior to joining APS and
and he's book publicist »n(l author,

OBITUARIES

[

'

CiEOKGE W< SMITH

George W. Smith, 48, stage manager and.actof who worked for tegit
producer Geon'ge Abbott lor more
titan a -decade, died Nov. IB in Chi-

'c^go, pf coronary' tlivomVosls. When
stricken he was stage managing the
play, "All Gaul I5 Divided," at the
Civic theatre in that city.
Smith had roles in "What price

theatres
traveling

as

for

violinist-leader

and stock

showsf,-

He

Harmanus Bleecker

also
hall

and the. Iceland,. and led the orchestra

at

thie

Hampton

Hotel

when

it

had the city's first roof garden.
Son and daughter survive.

JOSEFH

STEItN

L.

Glory" and "Boy .Meets Girl.',' As
Joseph L. Stern, 54. exchange
$ittige :m«nai(ei?. he h^d worked at owner -in Minneapolis, died sudden-

a

the Itedio CitrMUsifi H^lji. N. V., and
MVaS Associated in the sattie 'capacity
with ft- number of legit productions,
including "Laura," "Flamingo," the
Chicago offering of "Kiss aj^d Tell"
as w^ll as the Broadway version of
"Snafu," He also had a small part
.in the 0im of the 'fiitme name, pro, duced' 1^ Columbia in 1945.
'

'

Wife and

father- survive-'

yorit aft^

a.

ly last week of a heart ^ttack. He
was in the' iUm business in Minne-

apolis for more than 20 years, ownedand operated- the Majestic independent film exchange and was bank

GEOBGE

and

New

long^iUhess, 'BQrn"in

George E.

member

E.

DE^MOBE

Delmore,

79,

former

of the vaude. acrobatic team

X

.

night distributor for the territory.
aiso had theatre interests.'
Wife, three daughters 'and two
brothers, Meyer 'apd. Sam- Stern,
owners of the Hollywood Film exchange, Omaha, survive.

He

1936.

bia

-

Colum-

he was associated -with
Records' foreign, divisloh

in

South America.
His wife a*4 two softs survive.

°

Sdward- Boradley, 72, actor
»tage:«ia'nager, died Nov. 24 in

Rev%

State Univ. of Iowa. She was at one
time' director of the Kendall playhouse, Des Moines.
Husband and two sisters survive.

ago in the pit of. various' Albany

woL'ked at

WSUI,

of

program director

been

CHAllt.ES

BUBCH

a

SHEBM FELLEB

formerly with several bOok houses.
Phyllis Ryder to Francesco Col-,
lura,
York, Nov. 14. Bride is
legit actress currently in "Voice of
the Turtle,"- at the Hudson, N. Y.
Anne Brenton to Gary Bronneck,

New

N

12

Mins.;

Monday

«.ui,-l

thru Friday

WEEI, Boston
Shcrm Feller's disk show

aimed

is

at the iKOunger fry but has

piclced

up a big' listening segment in tb«
Las Vegas, Nov. 22. She's the head area on the basis of his wit; Work•f ':^etro's international department, of CBS music clearance on the ing, entirely ad lib. Feller slips into
his hour-long show with a parody
died of monoxide poisoning Nov. 16 Coast.
"
on a current news story, a radio
in Ontario, Cat. He was B captain
show, an ad gimmick or whatever
Jn Army totelllg^nce in World
Charles

Bwchr 32,

manager

office

.

'

crosses his mind.

He's often helped
in the opener by his »wife, whose
high, piquant voice, lends additional
color to the intro.
Onc,e' under way. Feller spins a
wide variety of disks, playing the

War n.

j6HN

«r.

Amortization

HOVFMAN

John T. .Hoffman,

72,

'En^and, 'he made- -ileVevBl appear- of Delmore and Lee, died Nov. 21 in
ances on the Xiondon stage before New 'York. The act performed by W.
coming t»'theiU. S. in, 1916. He was DelmorQ and varioiui partners was a
seen in "The Old Lady Shows^Her headliner in many vaude houses

.Va.

as

formerly

with John W. Vogel's minstrels as
whistler and trombonist, died Nov.
16 at. Parkersburg W. Va. Since Ws
retirement he livM in Morgantown,

Coiiiiitued

year.

'

from pagv

S ssa

Federal tax ($8,100,000 against $12,- request field solidly, but
plugging
750,000) paid out.
his own current faves. A tune writer
Operational expenses, moreover, himself, he picks up odd items and
declined to a lower figure than last pushes them right into his own audi-

amounted

It

compared

to

$73,102,310

to $73,128,250 in '46.

Last

Sometimes they

ence's hit parades.
hit,

sometimes they

don't.

"Civiliza-

• GUS CHEVALIEB
figures dramatize effectiveness of tion," for example, was a big play
and supported Ja)ie<Cowl during the '90s.
Qus Chevalier, 60 British stage economies at the h.o. and in the early in its run with Feller. 'Too
Fat Polka" likewise was one of Fel'
in, "SmiiMng Thyoii^hi", ancl "BameQ
Original partner, .OUy Lee, was comedian, died Novt 20, .in London. field.
In its half-year report' (for ler's.big items
"
long before it clicked.
.
in He had been the star comediaft at period ended June
•nd JuUet"
killed during a -performance
28), 20th showed
Format calls for interviews, with
I<ater 'he appeared with Henry Pittsylvania and Delmore siibst;- the Windmill theatre, London, since an
operating nut of $49,569,774,, plenty of legit actors, musicians, etc.,
Mill^s'ln "Casanova" and in Noel qu6ntly 'hired three other substi- 1932.
'46 dropping in, but Feller more often
.Somewhat higher than the
Coward's "The Vortex." In 1934 he tutes- to continue the act under the
amount for the ^me period «f $48,- than not i^icks ^omebdy out of his
'-acted in, "Within the Gates" and in same tttoe,' imtS late in the 1920s.
JOHN E. NORTH
studio audience (ra'nging from 10 to
151,921.
a reviyai'<>f Macbeth," with the late
John E. North, 36, acting general
300 a night) and rides him the
Fisures Same Vlaif With Others
Philip MeriVdU. He also appeared
manager of station KFSA. Ft. Smith,
CHABLES E..B'DBBOWS
While most other majors don'l, dis- stretch for comic results. An ad
,

Medals'.''

r'

'

.

.

,

,

'

in th6 .!3n(eatr« Guild's, production of

Charles £. Burrows, 84, vet legit Ark., dipd suddenly Nov. 20 in Chi- close their amortization costs in
died Nov. 22 in-New York. He cago, as a xesult of a fall.
quarterly reports, it's generally conplayed with the late Marie- Dressier
ceded by biggies that their comvniiLIAH S. LATHBOP
in' the. early 1800s.' -Later he was
panies' profits are beihg hit hard by
Gloria Grey, 38, silent film star, engaged by David'MeTttsco^for a part
WiUiwn S. Lathrop, 74, onetime the same factor. Columbia, for Indied Nov, 22 at her mother's home in "The Bun Daughter,^' and also in
stance, in its annual report for fiscal
in Hollywood, following several Winthrop Ames' Wiginal- production
'47 (ended June 30), disclosed amormonths' illness; She vvas a Wampus of "Minick."
tization of $20,960,675 as against $18,IN
Babjt star, in 1924.
Among other plays he appeared in
950,163 for the year previous. Col's
Her &tA stint was as child in were "The' Squall," J'The Trial of
backlog has now climbed to a rec";itoe Great Alone'.' fOr the Ameri- Mary Dugan,"" "Three'a « Ffiimily"
Stern
ord $24,000,000, it's been learned.
Charles and
can Beleasittg Co. in- 1922. gbe made and "January Thaw,"
Nine-month earnings for the 20th
"Bag-and-Bftggage'^.'ailKt gdttop billcame t» $3.65 per share on the' %'
JOHN t.EO PAYNE
ing in FBO's "Girl "of the Limberoutstanding cooAnott.
768,p50
In
John Leo Payne, 66, song plugger
-l«^it" in' 1924, and miade several pic1946, profits were equivalent to $5.69tures 'f<Hr Universal; She went east and orchestra leader, died Nov. 13
road manager of Lillian Bussell, per share. Third-^quarter earnings
He was for Louis Mann and <;iara Lipman, died are 74c per share against $1.67 laSt
for legit ^nd some' vaude with Gus in Winthrop, Mass.
Edwards. She was married to writer years one of the top song pluggers;
year.
Nov.- IB In Chicago,
Hamon- Bomero in 1934 and was di- and singers in Boston.
Quarterly dividend of 75c^ter
'
share on common, payable Dec. 23
vorced several years ago.
Comp'os^e'd. many songs and^
GEORGE D. HAYS
Daughter survives.
marches, oiae of tiiem being "The
George D. Hays, 51, business agent to stockholders of record Dec. 2 was
Order of the, P. O., E./',the national of the hairstylists union. Local 706, ordered by the board ea well as
37%c per sjiare on outstanding consoitg of the Qr^er of Eagles,
of the lATSE, died Nov. 22 in Hollyvertible preferred.
Frank A. Garbutt, 78, film proA diwy. of
wood, follo^ng ^ h,eart attack.
-$1.12y2C per share on prior preferred
VKStCfliVS COLCOBB
ducer and sports promoter; died
was directed payable Dec. 15 to
Lincoln R. Colcord, 64, author of
Nov. 19 at his home in 'Los Angeles
NOLAN
THOMAS
stockholders of record Dec. 2.
In 1912 -he helped organize P^ra' sea stories, novels and song lyrics,
Thomas Nolan, 38, songwriter, died
Bionntf ierve^ for a time as .vice- died Nov. 10 in Searsport, Me- In Nov., 20, in Cincinnati. He was also

>![!h(» |!ira«4ue

0f<Kiii^"'

actor,

;

.

GLORIA GBET

:

libber.

Feller's irrespressibility has

gained him a plenty big following,
a^ no cow is too sacred for a going
over. Had Barbarsol for a season,
but currently unsponsored.

.

,
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'

•
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and song arranger.
Parents and two sisters survive.

a music teacher
I*

M-fi Prods.

Fond Kemiimbranee

Mother of Andy W. Smith, Jr.,
20th-Fox general sales manager^ and
George Smitbt Parahiount western
division fhaiuiger, died Nov. 22 in

WItUAM FREDERICK PETERS
1. ^^m
Wh, Mn. William

iDecember
-

tovTafI

Continued from pace S .-^

.

rr«l«riek r«t*r«

Florida.

portedly make for a considerable
tightening in production work ai\d
thus for a large savings of money.
Denial
that
M-G's
economic
shakeup would affect -any executive
producers,, directors, writers or actors was made on the CoaSt last
week by Mannix. He pointed out
that Metro had hired great numbers'
of workers during the lush years,
and kept them onnhe payroll during
the slowdown. Now, he declared, the
curtailment
of
foreign
markets
makes it necessary to curtail man'

'

president in charge oi production 1905, during his junior year at the
and occasionally, appeared hefote the Univ. -of Maine, he composed the ly
Tics of the "Stein Song," later pop
cameras m. bit rolesi
After his retirement ^om pictures, ularized by Budy. Vallee, also a
CFarbutt became ^iTomtnent in Cali- Maine alumnus.
Colcord's most recent -book was a,
tloenift real estate and oil production
'an({>'Was a director of the Union Oil history of the American-Hawaiian
Coimpany. Under his guidance as Steamship Co.
president of the Los Angeles Athletic
ROBERT H. WILSON
Club, the .Olympic Games were
i^rought to Southei^n California in
Robert fi. Wilson, 39, owner o£ the
<
i92S;
Palace theatre, Jackson, Mo., died
last week in St. Luke's hospital, St.
GVY GOLTEBMAN, JR.
Louis, from injuries suifered Nov.
Guy Ooltermad, Jr.,- 44, son of the 7, when he tripped and' fell on the
St. Louis Orand 0)[<'era impresario, sidewalk in front «f his theatre,
died last week at City hospital there striking his head on the bumper o(
of an internal hemorrhage, after an a parked automobile. During World
Goiter- War II he was a Lieutenant (i.g.) in
illness of several weeks.
man assisted his father in the pre- the Navy.
Wife and three children survive.
sentation of Grand Opera presentabeginning
the
dedication
tions,
with
l,OiriSE-VETTA-KABST
of the Open Air theatre in Forest
1917.
In
recent
years
he
"has
Park in
Louise Vetta-Karst, 88, voice inbeen,. an advertising and publicity structor who taught Helen Traubcl
eonsultant.
and other Metropolitan Opera stars,
Golterman's health began to fail died last week in St. Louis. Origiand several nally a. concert singer, Mitie-, Karst
In July, 1945, after
others were slugged by hoodlums in remained active in vOice instruction
Forest Park.
until her death.
,

'

5

.

ran off the road in Evanston,
Mother, sister and a brother

his car
111.

also survive;

'

:

,

.

Son, 22, of Norman Ross, Chicago
disk jockey, was killed Nov. 21, when

Mother; 91, of radio commentator
Arthur Hale, died Nov. 19, at the
home of her daughter, in Harrisbtirg.

Father,' 82, of Victor M. Shapiro,
film publicist, died Nov. 20, in Los

Angeles.

,

BIRTHS

'

,

FRANK

WALTER

B.
Frank B. Walter, 79, president of
Local' 14, American Federation of
Musicians for the last 25 years, died
Nov. 21 -at his hbme in Albany, N.
V. He was a familiar figure years

departments thus

far

and the axe

is

due to

fall

on

stenographers and mechanical, technical and clerical workers.

Mayer, meanwhile, in New York
with Mannix from the Coast for the
Motion Picture Assn., meets on com-

m

Mr. and Mrs.,Alvy West, daughter. Hollywood, Nov. 13. Father is a
composer and orchestra leader.
chief Howard Strickling.
Mannix
Mr. and Mrs. Bob Williams, son, will stay over at the
homeofflce
Hollywood, Nov. 20. Father Is a film until the weekend to polish
off some
flack.

Mr.

further

and Mrs.

company

Carmen Rummo,

daughter, Pittsburgh. Nov.

8.

Father's

with Dom Trimarkie Trio.
Mr. and Mrs. Georgie Claire, son,
Pittsburgh, Nov. 21. Father's a Pitt

Disk

Schenectady
jockeys nave been drawn.fields, but it is unlikely

from many

there has been. a previous instance
of a platter spinner who doubles. u>
a small town newspaper publisher.
Stevenson,
The Washington
of
County Post (said to be the country's
oldest weekly) is also known as a
lecturer. Stevenson embellishes his
disk-spinning with jokes and puns,
and uses an idea whereby he Is the
"judge" and the audience is the
"Jury."
First stint for Stevenson on

WGY

was a farm program.
Recently he was given the 55-minute-<Usk block.

He

possesses. a cheery

though
nasal
mike personality,
geared to small town tastes and appreciation.
Occasionally, a joke or
pun has fleeting brightness and solid
humor, but many gags are rattled off
So rapidly that the point is blunted.
He would be well advised to check
the laughing at his own $tuff and to
keep the announcer (usually BurriU
.Smith, "The Sheriff") from making
'

the same mistake.

THIS IS JAZZ
With Len BeaiTdsley
30 Mins.; Sat., 4:30 p.ni.
Sustaining

KJB,

Seattle

.

"This Is Jazz" is a hfill hour of
the real, old mellow stuff,

—

good jazz

and Len Beardsley

He

is

really sells

it.

a loveV of jazz, knows, and

why it is good and his enthusiasm and knowledge come warmly
tells

through the loudspeaker.
Style of the
side,

show

with

is

on the easy-

Beardsley

inter-

Ten men have been droppeC. from polating facts and information on
records, tunes and sidemen to ada
the fire and police

bating alleged subversive elements
the industry, is scheduled to return to the studio tvnight (Wednesday) in company of studio publicity

,

WGY,

going

power,

Joel S. Samuelson, 72, former
magician, died of a heart att^k
Nov. 19 in Chicago.

THE JOLLY JUDGE
-With Charles Jelm. Stevenson
PafttolpatinK
SS MliHi.; 9:05 a,in., BIon.-thrv.-Sat,

business.

BKO's Dropouts

interesting narrative hooks that will
hold the most dramatic dial changer.
Swing and such decadence is scorned
for this half hour, with such per-

formers aS' Kid Ory and His Creole
Jazz Band; Jelly Roll Morton orches.
tra; George Lewis and his New Orleans Stompers, Bunk Johnson; Lew
Waters orchestra; Frank Melrose and
Pigmeat Martin among those who
give out.
Tunes are also in the

"Two Jim Blues ;
"Pass the Jug"; "Sidewalk Blues
"Daddy Do" and "How Long" being
typicail numbers played on one Program.
tradition: "Jada";

;

Herbie Fields Orch Into

RKO dropped Bill Nichols and
White from studio casting deSpots
N.Y. Strand
partment, starting what may be furHerbie Fields, orchestra goes into
Son survives.
buukiiig agent.
ther axings in departmental setups.
the Strand theatre, New York, with
Mr. and Mrs. John Bershbach, son, Both were on the lot
a number of the Ink Spots, Dec. 24. Date is for
PEARL BENNETT BROXAM
Chicago, Nov. 18. Mother is former years. A secretary
in same depart- three weeks and two days, with opMrs.' Pearl Bennett Broxam, 57, flVm starlet, Dorothy Lee.
ment also got notice. Studio two
tions.
..^
public service director of station
Mr. and Mrs. Llye Bond, daughter, months ago closed out
its new talent
Fields, who had been working with
WMT, Cedar Bapids, Iowa, died Hollywood, Nov. 7. Father is a radio department by firing
Dohald Dilla- a small combo, only recently boosted
Nov. 17 of injuries sustained
in

an aimouttcer.

With

Bill

way and two

secretaries.

his

band

to full size.

;

"

'

—

'

63
prove that only real
love can change a iftan. Berti Mandl
is good as the kind girl; Ditta Dunah
as thft vsimp, and HilU Re^hl as the
0l a(ivi»utui<±s to

plays Abroad

Disttib renttalsy It was said, will not
be far -behind the peftk ye^r of 1946,
and in a number of companjes may
even be higher. That's where 'the
economies will eventually show

tools B.O. Boff

J

Lavery

well-meaning femm?.
Contlnu<;d (rem puge 1
Continued from pige 2
Quite extraordinary for present
conditions are the settings. The bal- ducer of the offering along with liai- their effect.
is relatively unimportant. The screen
Theatre business is exceedingly writer a.ttitude is that the vital part
an excellent foU m's thfe R.A.F hero let of itbe Stadttheatre appear in son officer Norman SiegeL Latter is
who wins the other man's wife. new costumes, and with excellent with Paramount's studio publicity .vj.-and-down from week- to- week,' of the entire question is simply the
Young ^Michael Lewer makes ait' en- soloists in Brn.a Gallasch, Michaela staff in Hollywood and is serving, majors report, but overall is con- principle of licensing, mstead of sale
eaging youngster 61 the second prob- Held, Gret« Niscbler and Stephan for the second time, as the U. S, co- sic'.erably less than 10% off from last of written material.
''
,
Moos.
Jem child, aad Audrey Noble scores ehodur.
ordinator.
year's alltime; top. Bottom was hit
Despite the opposition of a minoras the kindly, faithful maid who reContrary to company expectations^ during July and August— marking ity in SWG, the leaders in the ormains behind tb"'' mother, both- the
Bob. Hope is not competing with the (irst time since pre-war that gan ijsation; believe that the
small boys through the twp ctises.
other perforipers on the bill, pre- the usual summer slun^p wa^ felt
idea, particularly the propcsedf asPlay H:as good pdssibilities. as< a
ferring not to hog the shf>w. That and has risen steadily since. Figures signment of author copyright to a
'fihn. As it stands with Vis somewhat
-Continued from page 1
novelettish opening, it h^isn'f the
his comic routines are more or less of one of the largest affiliated cirr special agency, is Impractical. They
merit of the author'sjsrevious Borstal
under wraps is probably due to the. cuits show, for" instancej that busi- doubt that even, the SWQ. member''Boy drama. "BAys In Brown:" Ne*- die station/ operators, base titeir fact the comedian has- been under ness was off 9% in July and Au- ship would approve it, and are cerat
generous
reception,
ertMeifs'haa;
pessimistic .'predictions on the re- strict physician's restraint brought gust,
5% in. September, 3%. in Octo- tain that the other League affiliates,
premiere,ibiid should do well for its
sults of an audience reseiirch sur- about by a severe cold contracted ber and 3% so far in November,
the .Dramatists Guild, Authors Guild
Clew.
briel run*
vey conducted recently by a manu- during two previous Sunday broadThese 'percentages on grosses, of and Radio Writers Gpild, would
Mean-sVhile^ he's conserving course, should not foe. confused with never accept it.
faclurer who produces both radio casts.
In any case, thieir attitude- is that
and tele sets. Survey revealed that the his Strength for his allotted- 10 min-r profits,: since costs of operation
showed a continuous rise until re- the League should endorse the
majority of listeners owning both utes..'
Hyen though the visiting Ameri- cently. This naturally cut into the principle of lic«nse of material, and
radio and tele models used the latter
('ciin T«r ri»int C»b|i»res7')f
try to work out ^ method «f estabcans
Claim
present
spell
of
the
net.
almost
exclusively
when
both
types
Paris, Nov. W'.
lishing it through tbe fisting affiliweather is comparable to that of
Tvounfc Ptlntemp'h proiliiotlom «f th^TO-ucl of broadcast were available.
Concerning the general economic
rwiwly by MiTn-pl Achai-a. 'fftai» yiowe
Even, more important, however, California^; Robert Montgomery is outlook^ one of the financial experts
LuLtiuey. Directed by l>i«rre Frtsnay, Sat
also suffering from a. chill.: Nevcr- for a major 'disftrib
declared: "Our
there,,, was a
tfie, '.fact .th^t
by- Tauubi^gUfjR; bu«ks»mna iniisitc .by" Mario, was
-theless both Hope and Montgomery fears of
i^imthcmt. At 'Mtchodiei-e theotre.
a depression or recession
marked dropoR ,in radio listening
.Lavery's Reverseroo
.I'lerre Larqucy
fijrtvdin' Oaporol
have been determined to appear.
were based on a fall in demand for
<.Je&b Bi^ochttrd even when,' .n,o ^ele station was on
Na>ai(^e..'..j
Emmet ..Lavery, fis three-time
.Program teed-' off with a screen- comm'odities, which would have
Fragnol ... ,..',........,.>- Awke-' Biirvll the ;"air.},' Projecting tliat situatibn
president' pf the Screen Writers^:iuudB Nic0t
Sdmond.:
.^.
<
ing -of Samuel! Gold wyn's "Bishop's happened already if it were going
Guild, is actively concerned in
Thn Reiiui.ier...................J«'an Pomt» into .the future, AM'ers point out,
1';
Pttwul' Tabary when more homes own tele sets and Wife'^- followed by a Royal Wedding to.
i
As a result, the domestic outteoiv,
the current effort of the author
Jane Harkcn more video stations are
Kadume Luiiihul.:
,
Stage look is now excellent. Employment
on, the air, film lensed in jTechoicolor.
field to establish the practice of
Annette rotvre
M#trat ,
lease rather than outright sale
.,
........... .AiKiuk Woritis what good will radio' be to adver- presentation opened with a recitav is at an alltime high, salaries are'at
Viol«tt«>
Anne' Valerio tisers even if they have enough tion by. Ralph Richardson' followed top lavd,- profits are tremendous
The Unknown Wulhiin
of literary material.
Recently
money to. s{|nji&cl..tnGiliuid between by Kleron Moere who introduced and there^»: no indication that the
his son. Emmet, Jr., .who hopes
the,' British contingent in a series' V. S. -won't be called u^pn for
to become a film producer, asl^d
TSjis is anythmg but a strong play, botH media?.
of? blackouts and; excerpts of tbeir heavy exports for years^ho matter
"his father for the rights on *m»
but it's likely to do fair business for
Plenty •! Ad Meiiey
.films,
,
QUne « while with audiences not as
of^his old legit, scripts, a 'Whohow 'those- .exports are paid for. As
That- thert- will be plenty .of ad
sophisticated as the usual Michodiere
titled
"The Desperate
Richardson -returned to introduce long,, as-, that foreign demand con^
dunit
i^yees.
Ifs what!a lot oil people in nioney to support both tele and Alexis Smith, and Craig Stevens in'
Lady."
tinues; in -addition to our own pent-:
_'aris are craving for at present an radio was sti'essed last week by NBC
a skit," paving 'the way for some Up -wants, 'there's certainly nothing' •' For the price of $lr/Lavery
storj^.
escapist
jpationartele'director Noran E. -Ker- reminiscences of Robert MontgomI
sold him the script outright, into fear.- We are going ahead on
Fact that- Pierre Lacquey, *ie«t sta.^ Sj>eaking at a forum meet of ery concerning hi.s war experiences.
cluding- all subsidiary, rights.
known for 'his 'film work, -is -starring the^ Am^i^ican TeleVisioVi Society,' Carole Landis then sings Irving Ber- that basis.-'
cues the aiidlenc^ that the- main Ket'sta emj^hasiiied the opbiion prevlin's '"White Christmas." Hope closed,
character is the simple garden ;ya>
alent' among
toppers that telct including
W.k;' radiq. sijgnature
ate guilds. ll*s pointed put that the
ill
jHe carries ."the
riety Frenchman.
role exemplarily, being aided by will ,c;ventually supersede radio in son^;. "Thanks 'for the. Memory,"
Dramatists. .Guild established the
some witty lines 'written in the way importance. As for available ad-' using specially' written iifiterpolated
licensing setup iii rthe legit field
thAt has made Marcer A|;hard fa- Vfirtfsing dollars, he quoted statis- lines.' He' then introduced David
years ago, and the Radio Writers in; 'Clulitlaued from p»t* -t.im
mous. X^aughs come from both the tics «f the 20th Century Fiiiid to Niven. Later, in iSrh, introed 1mcluded the baisic principle of licensing
dialog and situations. He is intro- show that national advertising .'ex- retta 'Young: Both stars^- .who appear the fsiFreedom Train has brought a
in their ne-w minimum 'basic- contract
duced 'as a whistle, stop 'Station mas- penditure during the next'lO y^ars
in "The Bishop's Wife," exchanged' storm of protest here,
with the networks. JPhe Authors
ter who b'as m^trried the. wife of one .Would itpproxiipate ^,SOO,00(f,OQO. Hollywood experiences, the a^tor
i Furore broke
when Mayor Pleas- Guild has also achieved at 'iMst a
deserted
of his colleagues after
her and her child, now a 17-year- Entire radio industry, Kersta pointed exiting to leave -Miss Young; to close ants disclosed city's dec^ion that step in that direction in its new con<*
.out, has been supported so far by
the show -with an Anglo-Anju^can -white and Negro visitors to the train tract with Random Hou^, ,which is
old ',8irl.
Anouk Ferjac, a looker, who also several hundred millions of dollars relationship message pfinned by Rob- would rliavt^ -to have, separate hours likely to be. tbe |>atteni foi* -agree(See separate Kersta tele^^. ert E. Sher,wood.
same. Lociil press ments with' the ij^iSaiSt publishing
has done • contortion work in re- yearly.
for
visitl&e
vues, is the young girl; He would vision story).
With the sliow's fift^de, stars and qi^ckly checked with the sponsors, houses.
like to have a. child but bis marriage
It indie
stations are hit as producers were then formally pre- the American Heritage Foundation
Only the Screen 'Writers have beenhas been childless, getting, him hard by tele- as their managers now
sented to their Majesties and Prin- in -New -York, and -was -told that unable to make ahy. 'Substantial
plenty of criticism on his manhood
circumstances The Free- progress toward.' eistablisHihg the
from everyone, including his think,, it will probably be those cess MargAret. Show and trimmings under such
dom caravan, could :not come to licensing principle in -their contract
mother-in-law, Jane Marken, who which specialize in sports -that wiU lasted more than three hours,.
Memphis. City fathers replied that with the studios,:although. individual
provides nic^ comedy as the bossing go under first.
was: just too bad— so what!
Interloper,
In case of WHN, owned by Loew's,
scenarists -and authors from other
g-g Co9tiiMf 'from pa(« St

*Cliild?«
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The funny lines .come from con- Inc., sports account for 2*% of the
tinuous discussions as to Itarquey's station's total programming sched-«>
physicid condition with Andre Bervil, ule during an avetfage midsummer
the station hand,, who is iunny.as the week and fo^. about one^ttaird'. of:'
typical hick. He al«o taaiK'with his
•

-

-

Jean Brochard, who.

friend,
as ihe

There

father, of several

a

is

little oft-side-

Is cast
cldldrfen.

corned^ by

reporter, Jean Porras, .really
coming to-tcourt Miss Feriac. Also

the

'

-

way Annette Poivre

comical is the

handles her .role of .station clerk.
The one set, office tit the station
master,- with a revolving staircase
leading' to the bedroom above is an
excellent one by Touchagues. The
last' act is after the Itida- 'have been
born and the stationmaster has be-

WHN's

income. Station's
sales
Lebhar, Jr., hav
already gone on record as declaring
that
will have 'to And another
specialty once tele gets really rollSports have -long been tele's
ing.
btead and liutter and Lebhar is fidly
total gro.ss
chief; Bert

,

WHN

kwUre that
tc|

w^nt

n'odistentir will

listen to

a'

sports eve^t

just

-w^heii

he

it,

too.

',

-

Stndt TliAAtre production of operetta In
three 'iicts (12 ticenes), bUHed .on a NGHtroy.
voniedy by Kudolf OR&terrcicher and Robert
mibett. Miieitt by Hobert Ktolz: set, I>r.
Altred -IVd-lter: t-hoceography, EUy Kose
.

'

W«led'%sr Stola,

tAMy. ...i,.
SSWtmt.,
'

. * . . . ..fc.

Knierlein .

,

•

At

..... ...
..

«

.

Or.ehe»tra dt-

StaOt' Theatre, Vienna.
.isady Vrban

..•'*'• * •

>'

.

.

Helnx Oonrada
.Doerner
.nitta Dunah.

Kl-ich

:

MarqulBC......
Nanette,.'
Fepi lUbetinun

HlUi Beschl

,
.

Befti

.'. :

Uandl

DaytiMe VMe*'s .LimlitatUns

limited, since housewives won't be
able to concentrate their attention
on a tele screen and still complete
their chores abbut. the- house. Talk

already going around, however^'of
soap operas for Tailio and
tele simultaneously, meaning they
would be available on both sight and
sound but that a housewife could
get the story idea by merely listening to. the show,
That's one of the ideas being
worked over by the radio net no-w
and
considering combining its
tele operations into one station. Web
believes the station could program
such shows during daytime houf s.Even sports pickups could be aired
simultaneously, with one announcer
handling both media at .tlfls- .same
time. Come the evening hours, however, and the station would concen=.
trate on tele to the complete exis

styling

'

Robert

Stolz, Austria's

music .am-

bassador, underwent a
homoeopathic treatment in America
and wrote the music to an old
Vienna fairy tale. Stolz put bis heart

self-cHosen

into this one.

Viennese music dominates, mainly

—

in four catchy songs "Das war in
Gumpoldskirchen" <"It Was in Gumpoldskirchen,"); "Mein Herz" ("My
Heart"); "Da steht -die Welt nicht

.

lang"
("The World Won't Last
Long"), and the final chorus, "Along
the Danube.'^ "It Must Be Music"
is the outstanding waltz of the show,
melody. .Two modern
a, beautiful
pieces, "Adieu Cherie" and "Marry
Me," indicate that Stolz has reached
the climax of his orchestration rou>

tine.

other

Serenade

and

baUlcit rouslc tulfiU l^eir

pur-

The

Naples

pose.

AM

clusion of radio, since the statistics
quoted above prove the radio audience Will be severely curtailed when
it's possible to watch a video show
Idea would enat the -S'ame time.
tail a revolutionary change in network structure, of course^ and the
solution of that problem looms today
as the most sticky fly in the oint-

Penury "of librettists is the probhere.'
Rudolf Oesterreicher
doesn't measure Up. What the good ment.
old plot of Nestroy needs is a tranAlmost certain to outride tele's
scription into the modern world of threat are the foreign-language sta1947 and not merely a rewrite with tions, such as WOV, N. Y. Such stamode
have been tions' listeners, it's believed, would
better had Robert Gilbert omitted
foreign-language
the fairies. That the music will ap- continue to favor
shows ovier English te'le shows
peal to the American public is a
merely because of the language faccertainty, but not the plot.
bankrolling
already
tor.
Advertisers
Kddy Urban,. Heinz Conrads and
Erich Dogrner satisfactorily enact such operations, coasequently, can
the' trio of males u&°dl$^gQti)j{ a seties be expiect#d io continue.'
.
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can wtitch

As for' those local indies whose
come a famous character '«n account
programming comprises mostly disk
Mean.
of the quintuplets.'
jockey and platter shows, no one is
willing to predict the outcome., It's
the
long been pointed out that the- range
of daytime video shows ^.will be
Vienna, .Nov. 11.

Ths^m tvmm

Result w&s' a snowball of indigna- fields have worked out such deals
tion from all sidesr both local news-. with. the pictiur^ a>m^ies» Accordpapers. Hie American Veterans C6m- ing to certaln-Ot Its^leaders, the
mitteei-sfeverdl tfiiniSters and scores cwould have -mUch better chance of
vent to putting over the licensing idea in
ballads.
A' 'slnglSton-^ release, «'ril 'of iitivate <eitizens giving
Dance at Your Wedding," with Clark thdr rage- a:t the city's attitude in the next contract with, the studios if
thfrlLeagui^ and the affiliate guilds.;
doing the refrain to Ray Noble's no uncertain terms.
band also offers click, promises.
The^Comm'ercial Appeal, usually woihd adopt it as ao -over-all policy.
Acnes Maorehead ha^ set down on extremely conservative and "south- Such action would, the'
heads
wax her brilliant interpretation of ern" in racial matters, 'declared -edi- believe, not meitSi^. ^provide moral
in
the neurotic murder v i.c ti
the local suppori; for. th* njiKMii .Miters in'
"Sorry, Wrong Numbeif." The Decca torially that "the r^usal of
theil: n«xt iiegot£riti<>ns%ith the stufair
of
sense
authorities
Outrages
flie
album retains all, the terror and- tautdioS,.'fout M^oiild clbse -a 'prospective
suspense buildup '«f: thei radio play pl^, sets- 'Memphi» apart aS' a city
by .Oiucille Fletcher, now irated as ar -wbiH°« fredQm.'csbnot literally show source ot outright-sale literary maclassic in its field.: I#s- on exceptional its head, and wi&holds from its terial for the fdm companies.
As it happens, the
has repiece o£ recording, technically and. in citizens, an, event historical and inthe transplanting, of the scripts
spirational that never will be offered craUy.-been contacted -by -the French
Alvy West makes his debut- in a again. It is a grave mistake, the scenarists' organization with the idea
Columbia album with eight charm- magnitude of which will become of working -6ut an agreement on the',
ing little pieces that the. pure, jazz increasingly apparent as the train basic principle of 'licwdttK-.M maform addicts should dote on and. the rolls on through, the South and the terial. The British screen writers
have always mal&tafned the principle
jockeys may find handy when- they rest of .the nation,Jt
t>f licensing as- opt^ied- to sMe -of
want to depart from the commei^cial
Immediately a half-dozen .Missis«^' material in
their d<»li^ tirlfh Engand wax "academic." yfest, who
sippi, Tennessee and Arlcansas cities
lish studios.
rides a dreamy alto sax, achieves
clamoring for the' date origisome decidedly different effects with began
nally planned- for Memphis, all as<<his chamber jazz patterns where the
serting there would be no segregation,
beat is the main thing and the melr
or discrimhiation-\«rithin their limfts.
ody wanders in on occasion.
Ministers spoke out in their pulpits
Continued -freat, pac«' 2
against the Crijuip Administration
for the first time. Even the Memphis as his main reason for refusing to
Labor Review, "AFL weekly here, go on with the shgw. He's counterFithi
^hlcb, tor ye&xs has bent the sup- Iclaiming against Helprin toi $1.3,$05
'
pliant knee to the Crump machine, damages.
as CoBtinued from pace 1 ss
blared forth with a double-column
When .Robinson and troupe arent economies, which have definitely editorial in boldface type on page
rived Jan. 14, \9*S, for the one-night
brought down production budgets, one. headed "Shame On You, Mem-stand, the Armoiy Was a 'sellout,
will only start to be felt in the last phis!"both sides concede, Robinson, howhalf of '48 and won't show full swing
The pressure has grown so hot ever, after sizing up the stage, said
results until' the next' year, it was
that on Sunday (23) Mayor Pleas- no dice and ordered Helprin to reagreed.
ants took tQ the air over every local fund: thie tickets. He's claiming^n
The iive majors owning theatres radio station with a 10-minute re- his answer that the stage was too
will have to draw heavily on the corded "defense" of the city's action. shaky and small, that there .was no
profits of their: circuits during the Time was devoted largely to per- room" for him to '"dance, and that
up dividend sonal castigation of the policy's lighting, curtitins, electrical apparnext 12 months to
payments, execs said._ They agreed critics. Beginning at 12:15 noon and atus, eUi.; were defective- Troupe
that there is little prospect of any continuing at interval's until 4:15' immedi^teiy returited to
York.
fui-ther appreciable 'decline ir thea- in the afternoon, the mayor's platter
RobinsoH'-Hcilpeia pjwt' pi'ovided
tre receipts.
was aired over WMC,
thkt the. tatt», as' doHcert manager
and and producer, would supply a suitOn the distribution side, however, WHBQ, WREC, WMPS,
the> actions of various foreign gov- WDIA. His honor claimed he wa.'sn't able stage.' For his promotion, he
ernments in restricting American' getting a fair ibreak in the press o'n was' to get 35% of the gross, with
film remittances are just beginning: the matter, but said little on the air Robinson taking the balance.
to be felt and will reach a peak next that hadn't been printed in the_ daily
Robinson's cross - action demands
-
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year. It is not until the new economies show up in the amortization
tables that the foreign drop will be
b 'unced off.
Statements already issued show
profits for the current year considerably off, it was stated, but that
does not reflect the gi-osses.
Net
drops are largely a result of the
way picture costs have gone up.

gazettes.
$1,335 for transportation expense, of
Only, two months ago, same city his troupe; $2,170 as his share of the'
administration's censor, Lloyd T. receipts; and $10,000 for the loss: of
Binford,
again
gained
national reputation 'Which he contends renotoriety by banning the Mai-y Mar- sulted from a disappointment of th»
tin company of "Annie, Get Your customers and a consequent bad
Gun" from the stage at Ellis audi- word-of-raouth.
torium because' of the preseiice of
Jonas T. Silverstone is attorney
three Negroes in minor roles for one for Helprin, lyhile Harold M. Gold*'

sccntf,

,

bi^tt'
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